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U.S. Troops Out, Now-All of Them!

It was Teddy Roosevelt and the Big

Stick all over again, complete with a

puppet Panamanian president “sworn

in” at a U.S. military base, and a servile

"yellow" press worthy of a William

Randolph Hearst. Washington said it

went in to restore democracy, protect

American lives and apprehend a danger-

ous criminal. To "restore democracy."

they imposed martial law and erected

concentration camps. To “protect lives,”

they obliterated entire neighborhoods and

dumped the corpses in mass graves. And
in the Big Lie spirit of Hitler's propagan-

da chief Joseph Goebbels, they called it

“Operation Just Cause." Recalling the

Orwellian doublespeak of the Vietnam

War, one Panamanian engineer remarked

bitterly, "The country is being destroyed

to save it." A university lecturer said, "If

I was a military man. I’d go to the moun-
tains. not because I support Noriega, but

because of the nation. It’s like being

raped."

Egged on by the Democrats for his

failure to send troops in to salvage the

miserable coup fiasco last October, this

was George Bush’s way of saying, "I’m

no wimp." To score a victory on the

cheap, the spineless Rambos in Wash-

ington threw 26.000 troops against the

minuscule Panamanian Defense Forces

and Noriega’s Dignity Battalions. And
even with three times as many troops

as the whole of Panama could muster,

with columns of tanks, with helicopter

gunships and high-tech Stealth fight-

ers, it still took the Americans days to

“win.”

As they rode roughshod over the Pana-

manian people, the Yankee invaders

carried out one war provocation after

another. With its death squad regime in

El Salvador unable to score a win against

the leftist rebels, with its contra killers

and rapists incapable of posing any sort

of challenge to Sandinista Nicaragua,

Washington decided to wage war against

Cuban and Nicaraguan diplomats in

Panama City. U.S. troops blockaded the

Cuban and, Nicaraguan embassies, kid-

napped two Cuban diplomats and ran-

continued on page 13
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Comrade Vincent
Comrade Vincent, a working-class militant and leading cadre of

Spartacism in Sri Lanka, died tragically in a motor accident last week. He

had been a member of the revolutionary movement since 1964. I hose in

the movement who knew him deeply cared for him, and will experience not

just a serious setback in their work but the loss of a deeply valued collabo-

rator. His warmth and friendliness helped forge bonds of comradeship

between comrades in Asia, Europe, America and Australia. His family has

now lost a husband and a father. We extend our condolences and sympathy

to his wife and three children.

Three hundred friends, family and former and present comrades

attended comrade Vincent’s funeral on January 6. The coffin was draped

with a red flag.

In this difficult and bloody communalist period in Lanka, the recon-

struction and development of the revolutionary party have received a severe

blow. We can only hope that class-conscious young militants will come

forward to fill the void that the death of comrade Vincent has left, to

further the struggle to free this tortured island from its communal and

intcrcommunal bloodbath so that a proletarian beacon for Lanka and all

of South Asia may emerge.

— International Executive Committee.

International Communist League

8 January 1990

Lenin on the

German Social Democracy

With East Germany today in the throes of

an unfolding political revolution. West Ger-

man imperialism has again turned to its So-

cial Democratic lieutenants to he the Trojan

horsefor capitalist counterrevolution. This is

the same role they played 70 years ago. act-

ing in the name of bourgeois "democracy."

While the Social Democratic government of

TROTSKY Gustav Noske, Friedrich Ebert and Philipp

Scheidemann had the German workers revolu-

tion of 1918-19 drowned in blood and its heroic leaders Karl Liebknecht and Rosa

Luxemburg murdered, the "left" Karl Kautsky. who sensed as an adviser in the govern-

ment. provided "democratic" imperialism with ideological weapons against the young

Russian Soviet Republic. On the eve of Liebknecht's assassination. Lenin exposed the

reactionary role of the Social Democracy.

With Liebknecht and the Spartacists are all those German socialists who have

remained honest and really revolutionary, all the best and dedicated men among the

proletariat, the exploited masses who are seething with indignation and among whom
there is a growing readiness for revolution.

Against Liebknecht are the Scheidemanns, the Sudekums and the whole gang of

despicable lackeys of the Kaiser and the bourgeoisie. They are just as much traitors

to socialism as the Gomperses and Victor Bergers, the Hendersons and Webbs, the

Renaudels and Vanderveldes. They represent that top section of workers who have

been bribed by the bourgeoisie, those whom we Bolsheviks called (applying the name
to the Russian Sudekums. the Mensheviks) "agents of the bourgeoisie in the working-

class movement," and to whom the best socialists in America gave the magnificently

expressive and very fitting title: “labour lieutenants of the capitalist class.” They
represent the latest, "modem,” type of socialist treachery....

Between the Spartacists and the Scheidemann men are the wavering, spineless

“Kautskyites,” who in words are "independent," but in deeds are entirely, and all

along the line, dependent upon the bourgeoisie and the Scheidemann men one day,

upon the Spartacists the next, some following the former and some the latter. These

are people without ideas, without backbone, without policy, without honour, without

conscience, the living embodiment of the bewilderment of philistines who stand for

socialist revolution in words, but are actually incapable of understanding it when it

has begun and, in renegade fashion, defend “democracy” in general, that is. actually

defend bourgeois democracy.

— V.I. Lenin, "Letter to Workers of Europe and America" (January 1919)
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Spartaklst Gruppen banner at East Berlin's Treptower Park, January 3,

reads: “For a red soviet Germany In a socialist Europel"

Soartakist Gruppen Sneaker:

“March Separately,

Strike Together!”
At the January 3 demonstration

against neo-Nazi desecrations of the

graves of Soviet soldiers in East

Berlin (see pages 7-10). a Spartakist

Gruppen spokesman addressed the

rally. His remarks are translated

from the 4 January issue of Arpre-

korr. published by our comrades of

the Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands.

Anti-fascists of Berlin,

We are here today to condemn the

desecration of the memorial to Soviet

soldiers. We must now consider what

we can do against the neo-Nazi

scourge. We must build a broad united

front of all working people. We can-

not stand idly by and wait until a

Verfassungsschut: (Office for the Pro-

tection of the Constitution) is founded.

No Verfassungsschut: in the world has

yet been able to stop the Brown

Plague. What we need is a broad or-

ganization of the working masses, the

masses of working people of the

whole nation. They must organize

themselves in soviets, in workers and
soldiers councils.

We need the united front just as we
needed it in the '30s against Hitler.

And we now have a historic opportu-

nity to build this united front. And all

political forces, all anti-fascist politi-

cal forces must be represented in this

united front. Remember Lenin's slo-

gan: March separately, strike together!

We must build a genuine workers de-

mocracy. Only that can root out fas-

cism. We need a party in the spirit of

Lenin. Liebknecht and Luxemburg!
We must extend the social gains of

our revolution so that we can survive

in our country. For a red soviet Ger-

many in a socialist Europe!
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As Solidarnosc Cracks the Whip Against Polish Workers...

Walesa’s “Left” Fans Run for Cover
Eight years ago. almost every self-

declared "Trotskyist" organization in the

West took the imperialists’ Cold War
rallying cry of "Solidarity with Solidar-

no.<d" as their own. They heralded Soli-

darnoSd as a glorious uprising of the

Polish working people against Stalinist

"totalitarianism." as an example for the

American labor movement, as the inspi-

ration for revolutionary struggle around

the globe, ad nauseam. The international

Spartacist tendency (now International

Communist League
|
Fourth International-

ist)) stood virtually alone in recognizing

Solidamo£d for what it was—"a company
union for the CIA and bankers."

Walesa & Co. hardly kept their pro-

gram for capitalist restoration a secret.

At its first national congress in Septem-

ber 1981 Solidarno5(J opposed any men-

tion of "socialism" in its constitution,

while taking up the CIA call for "free

trade unions" and "free elections" in the

Soviet bloc and demanding that Poland

join the bloodsucking International Mon-

etary Fund. Lane Kirkland, the hardline

Cold Warrior who heads the AFL-CIO.
was invited to attend. So was Irving

Brown, the CIA’s main “labor" operative

in smashing Communist-led unions in

Europe after World War II.

A month after the Solidamosd con-

gress, Lech Walesa secretly met with

top American corporate executives at

a posh restaurant outside Paris (see

"Friends of Lech Walesa, Inc..” WV No.

296, 8 January 1982). Meanwhile Soli-

darnosc was getting millions through

various CIA conduits, including the Ger-

man Social Democracy and the AFL-

Bulletin — 2 January 1981
Bulletin 15 December 1989

Lech Walesa
speaks:r*g^

White House Backs Stalinist Repression

dgamst workers

The political consequences of this procapitalist economic

program were most clearly voiced this week by Lech Walesa,

who has become the principal spokesman for turning Poland

over to the Western banks In a speech December 12 in Gdansk,

called for the Solidarity-led government to be

David North s Bulletin, 1981, hailed IMF/CIA front man Walesa as savior of 10 million Polish workers. Now, Workers

League political bandits bury their history. ..again.

leading for Solidarnosd. Not surprisingly

the award for the most consummate

hypocrisy and cynicism in this endeavor

has to go to David North’s Workers

League.

An editorial in the Bulletin (15 De-

cember 1989) entitled "Eastern European

Revolutions Threaten World Capitalism”

warns against the "program of capitalist

restoration and mass impoverishment...

imposed through the joint collaboration

of the sections of the Stalinist bureauc-

racy and imperialist stooges like Lech

Walesa." But a few years back, under the

heading "Lech Walesa Speaks," the Bul-

letin (2 January 1981) rhapsodized over

this imperialist stooge as a veritable

working-class savior: the “son of a car-

penter." who "had to live in a tiny

two-room flat. ..with his wife and five

children" but now "leads of [sicl union

Action — October 1984

Polish Solidarity sets example for

U.S. labor movement

CIO (see“International Department"

"‘AFL-CIA’ and $olidamo$£,” WV No.

490, 24 November 1989). The tapes of

the secret Radom leadership meeting in

December 1981. publicly broadcast by

the Jaruzelski regime, exposed Solidar-

noSd’ plans for a counterrevolutionary

coup.

Our call to "Stop SolidamoSd Counter-

revolution!" provoked howls of outrage

from the left. Now Walesa openly brags,

“We are setting out... to return to the

prewar situation when Poland was a

capitalist country, after having gone

through a long period of socialism" (//

Messaggero, 22 August 1989). Cracking

the whip for Western bankers the Soli-

darity-led government of Prime Minister

Tadeusz Mazowiecki has begun to slash

wages and subsidies for food, housing

and social services

—

the price of coal for

home heating has already been jacked up

by 600 percent! Whole industries are to

be dismantled, with up to one million

workers laid off. If Walesa. Mazowiecki

& Co. got their way. conditions of life in

Poland would make Ceausescu’s Roma-

nia look tame by comparison.

So now Walesa's former "left" fans

are trying to bury their years of cheer-

Socialist Action leader Nat Weinstein
(left) joined with anti-Communists in

December 1981 rally for Solidarno66.

of 10 million workers which has... the

bureaucracy trembling in its boots."

Today Walesa’s program is "capitalist

restoration and mass impoverishment.”

But when Solidarnosc decisively took the

road of capitalist restoration at its first

congress, the Bulletin (15 September

1981) crowed “Poland: On the Road to

Political Revolution" and heralded "an

undaunted, young, vigorous and inde-

pendent trade union movement—the

strongest in Eastern Europe—Solidarity.”

Now the Bulletin asks "What Is Lane

Kirkland Doing in Poland?" and points

out that "Kirkland’s specific assignment

on behalf of the White House is to set up

a CIA-run trade-union bureaucracy to

brutally suppress the struggles of Polish

workers." But in 1981 they somehow
"neglected" to mention that Kirkland

was invited to the SolidamoSd congress.

Even now the Northites' German outfit,

the Bund Sozialistischer Arbeiter, damns

the Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands for

"slander(ing) the mass movement of

the working class in SolidarnoSd as a

‘company union for the CIA”’ (Neue
Arbeiterpresse, 15 December 1989)!

Meanwhile the Australian Northite

press is attacking United Secretariat

leader Ernest Mandel as "an agent of

capitalist restoration” who is “absolutely

hostile to questions of political principle"

for his support to Solidarnosc! When the

Northites talk about "political principle,"

hold on to your wallet! The Workers

League has consistently stood on the side

of every and any force hostile to the

Soviet Union from Walesa to the ayatol-

lah Khomeini to the CIA's Afghan muja-

hedin. Vitriolic Russia-haters, the Healy/

Northites hailed the murder of 21 Iraqi

Communists by the Ba’athist regime in

1979, as only one among many of their

paid services for a variety of Middle East

despots.

The Pope’s “Trotskyists”

Of course the USec took a back seat

to no one in its enthusing over Solidar-

no$d. Mandel called Walesa & Co. "the

best socialists in the world," while the

U.S. Mandelites in Socialist Action were

so inspired by Walesa that they took the

Solidarnosc logo as the masthead for

their paper. In a 1984 speech to com-

memorale the birth of Solidarnosc, So-

cialist Action's Larry Cooperman de-

clared. "For us, Polish Solidarity has

been and is a reminder of the ‘socialism

we want’’’ (Socialist Action, October

1984). Now we read that "Walesa steps

in to direct attacks on Polish workers"

{Socialist Action, September 1989).

In yet another American Mandelite

group, the Fourth Internationalist Ten-

dency, support to SolidarnoSd seems to

be causing some friction today. In the

December 1989 Bulletin in Defense of

Marxism, an article by Samuel Adams
chafes that FIT leader Steve Bloom

"tends to make light of Solidarity’s right-

ward thrust." "Let’s Not Forget the Role

of the Masses," replies Bloom, dismiss-

ing SolidamoSd’ program for capitalist

restoration as "a purely abstract possibili-

ty raised by Mazowiecki in his public

pronouncements"!

The bottom line for Walesa’s "left"

enthusiasts was “ten million Polish work-

ers can't be wrong." Like their support

to the ayatollah Khomeini’s "Islamic

revolution”—which they also now seek

to deny—they couldn't resist Solidarnosc

because it too was a “mass movement.”

Above all. support for Solidarnosc was

the ideal calling card for getting hired on

as waterboys by the anti-Communist U.S.

labor bureaucracy.

Spouting revolutionary jargon does not

a revolutionary make. Those incapable of

swimming against the stream when the

masses are intoxicated with backward

consciousness will not be capable of

leading them to victory when a revolu-

tionary opportunity arises. As we wrote

at the time of Solidarnosc’ first national

congress:

"The choices facing revolutionaries over

Poland in the absence of a mass Trotsky-

ist vanguard are not attractive even if

they are clear. Abstentionism is not a

choice; it is backhanded support to coun-

terrevolution. No less a danger is aban-

doning the perspective of struggle for the

conscious factor in history, for the inter-

national proletarian vanguard."—"Stop Solidarity's Counter-

revolution!" (W'V No. 289,

23 September 1981)

Today there is an opening for common
struggle between the workers who were

the base of Solidarnosc and those in the

much larger, formerly Stalinist-led trade

unions against the unholy gang of Stalin-

ist bureaucrats and SolidamoSc leaders

who are controlled by the bloodsuck-

ing international capitalists of the IMF.

While necessarily beginning around

immediate economic demands for surviv-

al. what is posed implicitly is a working-

class struggle for political power. What
is desperately needed, as we wrote eight

years ago. is a genuine Trotskyist leader-

ship "reforged in a reborn Fourth Inter-

national by revolutionaries who defended

the gains of October when the danger

was near, the situation complex and need

for programmatic clarity and backbone
urgent.”

ll*\l

wv Pboio

New York, September 1981 Spartacist League demonstration at SolidarnoSd

office: exposing Solidarno66 as company union for CIA and Wall Street.
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Vietnam Withdraws From Cambodia

U.S.. China Arm Pol Pot Butchers

Phanvut/AFP

the last Vietnamese soldiers leave

living in Cambodia. In late 1975 the

Mekong River was again full of bodies,

as the Khmer Rouge shot or hacked to

death longtime Vietnamese residents

whose presence was seen as a form of

ethnic colonization. Endemic mass star-

vation and accompanying mass terror

produced violent instability and a widen-

ing spiral of purges within the regime,

becoming utter madness in 1977-78.

Following three more years of border

harassment and an attempted full-scale

invasion by the Khmer Rouge regime in

1977. in January 1979 the Vietnamese

army and Cambodian auxiliaries moved
in to drive out Pol Pot.

Today Phnom Penh has grown from a

ghost town to a real city of 800,000 with

Allen/Washington

Pol Pot’s

lesser partners,

Bush’s assets
in war against
Phnom Penh/

Hanoi. Son Sann
(left); “Peacock

Prince" Norodom
Sihanouk (right).

bordering Laos and Vietnam.” Children

through the age of 13 are guaranteed

universal primary education. And by

1987 fully 83 percent of the adult popu-

lation had become functionally literate,

the result of two massive literacy cam-

paigns mobilizing teachers, the women's

association, the youth corps and trade

unions. In one of the poorest coun-

tries in the world, this is a tremen-

dous achievement.

When the Vietnamese went into Cam-
bodia in 1979. we said that history would

decide whether they would be seen as

national oppressors or liberators. That

verdict is clear: today the Khmer people

once again have a future.

U.S.: “Bleed Vietnam White”

Pol Pot’s murderous horror brought

Cambodia to the brink of extinction but

the mass murder had begun long before

—by the U.S. In the six months between

February and August 1973 alone. U.S.

B-52s dropped one and a half times as

many bombs (over 250.000 tons) on

Cambodia as the total tonnage dropped

on Japan during all of World War II. For

four years, starting in 1969, the U.S.

repeatedly carpetbombed the country,

with the aim of turning the richest agri-

cultural region of Indochina into a barren

wasteland. Over one-fourth of the Cam-
bodian population, some two million

people, was killed between 1969 and

1979, while an equal number of Viet-

namese died in the war against the U.S.

and its puppet regimes in Saigon.

General Van Tien Dung, chief of staff

of the Vietnamese People’s Army and

commander of the final offensive which

liberated Saigon on 30 April 1975,

tells in his memoirs. Our Great Spring

Posi

P m

S

On September 26, the last detachment

of Vietnamese troops left Cambodia. For

more than ten years, Vietnamese troops

defended the People’s Republic of Kam-
puchea (now Republic of Cambodia) led

by Heng Samrin and Hun Sen against the

CIA’s Cambodian contras and mass

murderer Pol Pol. At the cost of the lives

of thousands of its young men and much

of its own desperately needed resources,

Vietnam liberated the Cambodian people

from the death grip of Pol Pot and his

Khmer Rouge. Even the anti-Communist

hero of the film The Killing Fields, Dith

Pran, who worked for the American

military in Cambodia during the Indo-

china war. acknowledged that the Viet-

namese intervention "saved them from

the Khmer Rouge, who killed more than

a million of their own people" (New York

Times Magazine, 24 September 1989).

American imperialism has relished

pointing to Pol Pot’s killing fields as the

ultimate example of "Communist tyran-

ny." But it was the U.S.’ deliberate dev-

astation of Cambodia in the early 1970s,

aimed at bombing the region “back to the

Stone Age," which prepared the condi-

tions in which Pol Pot’s xenophobic

barbarism could take root. And it is the

United States, and its Chinese Stalinist

ally, which have armed and supported

this maniacal, a/m-Commuoist mass

murderer since 1979. When the Viet-

namese toppled Pol Pot, Beijing—in

collusion with Washington—responded

by invading Vietnam, to teach Hanoi "a

bloody lesson." The Chinese invasion

was humiliatingly repulsed. Ever since,

the U.S. has demanded Vietnamese with-

drawal from Cambodia as the price for

"normalization of relations." After con-

siderable arm-twisting by Soviet leader

Mikhail Gorbachev. Hanoi finally ac-

quiesced and agreed to pull its troops

out. Now Washington demands that the

Phnom Penh government commit suicide

by "sharing power” with Pol Pot. while

the CIA continues to funnel arms and

money to Pol Pot through his coali-

tion allies, the fascistic Son Sann and

the former “Peacock Prince" Norodom
Sihanouk.

But the Cambodian people will never

countenance the return of the monster

Pol Pot. nor will the Vietnamese masses

give up the revolutionary gains which

they won through 40 years of struggle

against one after another imperialist

power. After ten years of Vietnamese

assistance, Cambodia can today claim a

standing army of 40.000. supported by a

100,000-strong militia. Vietnam boasts

one of the largest and most combat-tested

armies in the world. And they will fight

to the death before they allow the im-

Der Spiegel

Sr*

Phnom Penh, 26 September 1989:

Cambodia.

perialist marauders and their genocidal

puppets to once again wreak havoc on

their land. Working people the world

over are indebted to the heroic Viet-

namese people, whose victory over U.S.

imperialism in 1975 still haunts the

American rulers when they contemplate

another full-scale invasion, this time in

Central America. That debt must be

repaid by fighting the counterrevolution-

ary intrigues of the U.S. and its Cam-
bodian contras.

Vietnamese Intervention
Gave Cambodia a Future!

The Vietnamese Stalinists went into

Cambodia out of a sense of self-preserva-

tion. but in doing so rescued the Khmer
people from barbarism and rebuilt the

country. After the peasant-based Khmer
Rouge guerrilla army of Pol Pot and leng

Sary smashed the ramshackle U.S.-

backed regime of Lon Nol in April 1975.

it created a grotesquely misnamed "Dem-

ocratic Kampuchea," a barbaric night-

mare which was not even a hideously

deformed version of a workers state. The

ultranationalist Pol Pot/leng Sary clique

proceeded to seal off the country and

carry out the brutal, total and immediate

depopulation of the cities. Most of the

economic infrastructure of a modern

society that existed was abandoned or

destroyed and the educated strata and

small working class necessary to operate

it were deported to become rural slave

labor. Factories, schools, hospitals, mar-

kets were shut down, even currency was

abolished.

The Khmer Rouge immediately began

attacking Vietnam and ethnic Vietnamese

bustling markets full of goods. Agricul-

tural output, which involves 80 percent

of the population, has increased dramati-

cally. Rice production alone has quad-

rupled since 1979. with last year’s har-

vest of 2.7 million tons almost matching

that of 1969. In 1979, only 45 of the

country’s 450 doctors remained; since

then, more than 350 new doctors have

been (rained, as well as 550 medical

assistants. A high school in Tuol Seng,

which was transformed by Pol Pot into

a torture center where some 20.000

people were put to death, is today a

"holocaust museum" in memory of the

victims.

In Kampuchea—Punishing the Poor

(1988). Oxfam aid worker Eva Mysliwiec

describes the enormous strides forward

by the Kampuchean people in the area of

education since the Vietnamese went in:

"Of the 22.000 teachers in the country at

the beginning of 1970. only 7.000 re-

mained in 1979 and only 5.000 of them

returned to teaching. Since then more
than 50.000 teachers have been trained

and retrained in the new teacher training

centres located in each province." The
government places particular emphasis on

"education of minorities and the develop-

ment of minority regions, especially

along the more remote northeastern areas

Victory, of the forces arrayed against

Vietnam:

"At the height of their invasion of Viet-

nam. the U.S. had used 60 percent of
their total infantry. 58 percent of their

marines, 32 percent of their tactical air

force. 50 percent of their strategic air

force, fifteen of their eighteen aircraft

carriers, 800,000 American troops (count-

ing those stationed in satellite countries
who were taking part in the Vietnam
war), and more than I million Saigon
troops. They mobilized as many as 6
million American soldiers in rotation,

dropped over 10 million tons of bombs,
and spent over S300 billion, but in the

end the U.S. ambassador had to craw l up
to the helicopter pad looking for a way
to flee."

The American ruling class has never

reconciled itself to the humiliating, sting-

ing defeat it suffered at the hands of the

Vietnamese workers and peasants in

April 1975. It set out to strangle the

Vietnamese Revolution by starving the

people into submission. Washington
promptly reneged on S3.25 billion in war
reparations it had agreed to give Vietnam
in the 1973 Paris Peace Accords. Subse-

quently. the U.S. imposed a full-scale

economic embargo on Vietnam, pressur-

ing its NATO allies and Japan to go
along. In 1987, Washington even put the

continued on page 1
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Romania: Mass Revolt

Topples Stalinist Dracula
George Bush once called Nicolae

Ceausescu "one of Europe’s good com-
munists." Ceausescu dubbed himself the

"Great Conductor" and ruled over the

Romanian working people in the manner
of a feudal lord. While the Ceausescu

clan built themselves luxurious palaces,

the Romanian working people were

forced to starve and freeze in order to

pay off the country's debt to imperialist

bankers. Any hint of opposition was bru-

tally suppressed by the murderous Secur-

itate secret police. Said one resident of

Sibiu after the tyrant’s downfall. “When
the Securitate’s cars were burned in front

of my house I realised it was probably

the first time it had been warm in my
apartment."

The beginning of the end for Ceau-

sescu came on December 18 in the city

of Timisoara, when protesters attempt-

ed to block the arrest of Laszlo Tokes.

a Protestant pastor who had coura-

geously defended the rights of Roma-
nia’s oppressed Hungarian minority.

The army and Securitate opened fire.

Everyone in the first three rows was

killed or wounded, according to a doc-

tor who treated the victims. "Every-

where there was blood and torn pieces

of clothing.”

This latest atrocity drove the long-

suffering Romanian people into a des-

perate uprising. In Timisoara, workers

forced the army to withdraw by threat-

ening to blow up a petrochemical fac-

tory. Insurgents commandeered two

tanks and drove them to the city’s

center. In the industrial center of Bra-

sov—the scene of worker protests a

few years ago—thousands marched on

the government headquarters. Mass

workers strikes hit the oil-refining

center of Ploesti.

While his men were turning Timi-

soara into a killing field, Ceausescu

was on a state visit to Iran, where he

paid homage to a kindred spirit, the

late ayatollah Khomeini. When he re-

turned to Bucharest and addressed his

previously terrorized subjects, the Great

Conductor was stunned by chants of

"Down with Ceausescu! Down with the

killers!" Tens of thousands of unarmed

people stormed government buildings.

As the Securitate forces shot them

down, it looked like another Timisoara

massacre in the making. But then the

army went over to the side of the anti-

Ceausescu rebellion.

While many individual soldiers re-

fused to fire on the demonstrators, what

occurred in Romania was not a mutiny

Financial Times

Triumphant demonstrator on the balcony where bloodthirsty tyrant Nicolae Ceausescu made his last public speech.

tion." They glorify the revolt against

Ceausescu as a great workers revolu-

tion. even comparing it to the Bolshe-

vik Revolution of 1917. "The smashing

of the Securitate and the execution of

Ceausescu have opened the road for the

working class to impose its own rule in

Romania," proclaims the January Work-

ers Power.

Certainly, the working people of

Romania did not rise up only to be

ruled by Ceausescu’s generals and out-

of-favor cronies or, even worse, to

restore the old order of King Michael

and the fascist Iron Guard. However, at

present the working class appears po-

litically atomized and disoriented.

No doubt anything looks better—a lot

better—than Ceausescu. At the same
time, the forces of reaction are strong

and active. During the fighting in Bu-

charest. it was reported that monar-

chists briefly took over a radio station.

The exiled prewar monarch. King Mi-

chael. has declared his desire to return

to the throne, an offer favorably re-

ceived by the revived National Chris-

tian Peasant Party, whose declared aim

is "moral rehabilitation on a Christian

and peasant foundation, which for

2,000 years proved to be the Romanian
nation's backbone" (Financial Times,

27 December 1989).

For the moment the main figures in

the Council of National Salvation are

Stalinist apparatchiks like Ion Iliescu

and Silviu Brucan who for one reason

or another fell afoul of Ceausescu. The
Communist Party is now talking of

dissolving itself entirely, while Ceau-

sescu’s former flunkies are violently

denouncing Communism and declaring

themselves in favor of "free enter-

prise." But the real power behind the

"transitional government" remains the

military high command. Of all East

European countries, conditions in Ro-

mania appear most favorable for mili-

tary bonapartism. It will be a long,

hard road to establish the political

power of the working class in Roma-,

nia. especially since Communism is

continued on page 6

within the army. Rather the generals

decided it was time for the Great Con-

ductor to go. Ceausescu had long de-

graded the professional officer corps as

he built the Securitate into a personal

praetorian guard. It is said that the core

of the Securitate was recruited from

orphanages so they would have no

family ties to the population they ter-

rorized. While army soldiers spent

most of their time doing construction

work, the Securitate criminals were

lavished with fancy weapons and re-

ceived intensive combat training.

The army high command rode the

mass revolt in reasserting their author-

ity. On December 21. the minister of

defense. General Vasil Milea, told

Ceausescu he would no longer order

his soldiers to fire on the demonstra-

tors. For this act of defiance, Milea

was killed by Ceausescu's guards, per-

haps even by the psychopathic dictator

himself. But his fellow generals would

soon have their blood vengeance. A
few days later Ceausescu and his wife,

Elena, were summarily executed after a

secret military tribunal. While the exe-

cution deprived the Securitate diehards

of any hope of restoring Ceausescu

short of resurrection, it was also in-

tended to dampen the fury of the popu-

lar revolt.

The end effect of the upheaval has

been to strengthen the role of the mili-

tary in Romanian society. The army is

now basking in popular acclaim for

destroying the bloodthirsty monster and

his henchmen, while the generals and

their political allies moved quickly to

re-establish a monopoly of armed

force. The first proclamation of the

self-styled Council of National Salva-

tion stated:

“The army is Ihe only one lo possess

arms, the firm arm defending ihe inier-

ests of ihe people. All those who. these

days, have come into the possession of

arms and ammunition, regardless of the

circumstances, have to urgently deliver

them by Monday. Dec. 25...."

—New York Times

(25 December 1989)

There are also reports of the army

protecting the Securitate criminals from

popular justice.

The Stalinophobic centrists of the

British Workers Power group, no doubt

stimulated by the sight of Stalinists'

blood flowing in the streets, enthuse

over "a real, armed and bloody revolu-

AFP Reulers

Mass grave in Timisoara,
where Ceausescu (above)
ordered massacre of

unarmed protesters.
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Romania...
(continued from page 5)

now widely identified with the night-

marish world of Nicolae Ceausescu.

A Cross Between Stalin

and Dracula

If someone had written a novel about

a country like Ceausescu’s Romania, it

would have been considered a wild po-

litical satire. He was officially termed

the Great Conductor—also “the genius

of the Carpathians, the founder of

Romanian socialism and that great

statesman of the contemporary world."

(It brings to mind Prince Vigo, the

Dracula-like character in Ghostbusters II

who proclaims himself “the scourge of

Carpathia. the sorrow of Moldavia.” In-

deed. looking at Ceausescu. one could

think of Vigo as Romania's last demo-

crat.) His wife was not only head of the

Academy of Sciences but also first depu-

ty prime minister—awaiting her exe-

cution. she reportedly chastised the firing

squad, claiming that she had treated her

people like a mother. One of his brothers

was head of the Supreme Political Coun-

cil of the Armed Forces, another was

editor of the Communist Party paper.

Ceausescu’s son Nicu was a local party

boss in Sibiu but better known as a play-

boy and sometime lover of the country's

top international celebrity, gymnast

Nadia Comeneci.

The degree of repressive control in

Ceausescu’s Romania might well have

astounded Stalin himself. Every type-

writer had to be registered, and a

former head of the Securitate who de-

fected to the West claimed there were

ten million microphonic bugs hidden in

Romanian walls, television sets and

ashtrays. People could not move from

the city or village in which they lived.

Abortion was illegal, and this law was

enforced with all the brutal power of a

totalitarian police state. It is said that

Romania's orphanages were full be-

cause families could not afford to raise

unwanted children.

In recent years the Romanian econo-

my has come to resemble a poor Third

World country just after a devastating

natural disaster. The only meat avail-

able in state shops was chicken feet

and repulsive grey sausage. Homes,

factories, offices went unheated in the

dead of winter. Each apartment was

allowed only one 40-watt light bulb. A
Yugoslav, long resident in Timisoara,

summed it up: “You can’t imagine the

misery—no bread, no milk, no meat,

no heat, no electricity. You couldn’t

complain to friends; you couldn’t go

from city to city” (New York Times, 30

December 1989).

Yet there was a method in all this

madness. During the past decade Nico-

lae Ceausescu carried out—with great

success—an economic policy similar to

the one that Lech Walesa and the Soli-

damosd-led government is trying to

impose in Poland in the service of

capitalist restoration. In 1981. Ceauses-

cu boasted that the country’s $10.2

billion foreign debt would be paid off

by the end of the decade. Last spring

he announced his world-historic tri-

umph—but if the debt didn’t last out

the decade, neither did Ceausescu. For

all his vainglorious boasting, Ceau-

sescu was just an agent of Wall Street

and the Frankfurt bankers in sucking

Der Spiegel

Ceausescu clan built palaces (top) while starving the Romanian workers and

peasants to repay Western bankers.

Revive the Internationalist
Ceausescu Tradition of Christian
(left), once Rakovsky!
Washington’s
favorite Stalinist East Germany, Czechoslovakia, Po-

despot, pays a land and Bulgaria all had strong corn-

friendly visit to munist traditions which predated the

president Jimmy Stalinist perversion. Not so Romania.
Carter in 1978. The pre-World War II Romanian Com-

munist Party was minuscule. In the

mid- 1930s it numbered only 1.300, of

the blood of the working people of

Romania.

Ceausescu: The Washington/
Tel Aviv Connection

These days U.S. officials and the

American media cannot Find words

strong enough to revile Ceausescu.

Washington even invited the Soviet

Union to intervene militarily during the

fighting. This diplomatic posture was

intended not least to legitimize U.S.

imperialism's rape of Panama and self-

declared role as policeman for “free

world" capitalism. (Mitterrand's France

even offered to send in "volunteers,”

reflecting Romania’s prewar status as

part of French imperialism’s sphere of

influence.)

Yet for almost two decades Ceauses-

cu was Washington’s favorite Stalinist

despot, lauded and rewarded for his

“independence” from Moscow. In 1975

Romania was granted "most favored

nation” trading status, so that it paid

tariffs no higher than America's capi-

talist allies. In 1983 then vice president

Bush stated that the "United States will

engage in closer political, economic,

and cultural relations with those coun-

tries such as Hungary and Romania

which assert greater openness | ! 1
or inde-

pendence" (quoted in Paul D. Quinlan,

ed.. The United States and Romania

[19881). Ceausescu even received an

honorary knighthood from Queen Eliz-

abeth in 1978!

With Gorbachev’s drive to appease

U.S. imperialism in practically all areas

of the globe, Ceausescu’s usefulness

as a maverick East European Stalinist

was sharply devalued. In fact, Wash-

ington’s "special relationship” with the

"genius of the Carpathians” became a

minor diplomatic embarrassment. Thus

in recent years Ceausescu has been

displaced in Washington’s affections by

his comrade in blood. China’s Deng

Xiao-ping.

However, Zionist Israel remained a

loyal fan of Ceausescu to the very end.

the only government in the world to

publicly regret his downfall. For dec-

ades Bucharest was the only East Euro-

pean capital which maintained formal

diplomatic relations with Israel. Even

more important from the Zionists’

standpoint, for a reported $5,000 to

$7,000 a head. Ceausescu encouraged

Romanian Jews to emigrate to Israel,

while Bucharest became the main way

station for Soviet Jewish emigration.

Now the chief rabbi of Bucharest is

worried that the popular nationalist

fervor unleashed by Ceausescu’s over-

throw could lead to a resurgence of

anti-Semitism, especially if fascist Emi-

gres return from exile. Meanwhile,

members of the Hungarian minority

have expressed concern about the

country becoming a clerical-nationalist

state under the sway of the Romanian

Orthodox priesthood. Given Romania’s

history, they have good reason to

worry.

which over half were Jews and Hun-

garians, that is, members of the op-

pressed minorities. At the same time,

Romania’s indigenous fascist move-

ment—the Iron Guard—was the strong-

est in any East European country. Of

all Nazi Germany’s allies. General

Antonescu’s Romania provided by far

the most forces for Operation Barbaros-

sa. Hitler’s invasion of the Soviet

Union. "In the far south of the rimland

and of Barbarossa’s front line. Ru-

manian soldiers and paramilitary fas-

cists massacred Jews without Nazi

German encouragement or coaching”

(Arno J. Mayer, Why Did the Heavens

Not Darken 9 (1988j). In Odessa, Ro-

manian forces -machine-gunned 19,000

Ukrainian Jews, doused their bodies

with gasoline and burned them. On the

home front, the Iron Guard launched

savage pogroms against Romanian

Jews. Only the counterattack and rapid

advance of the Red Army saved the

majority of Romanian Jews from the

death camps.

Not only Jews but also many ethnic

Romanian workers and peasants wel-

comed the liberation of their country

by the Soviet army in 1944. However.

Communism in Romania has since

come to be identified with the most

grotesque of East European Stalinist

regimes. But there is more to Romanian

history than deranged Stalinists and gen-

erals, monarchists and fascists. There is

the vision of a workers’ Romania repre-

sented by the greatest revolutionary

Marxist in that country’s history, Chris-

tian Rakovsky.

A Bulgarian by birth, in the decade

before World War I Rakovsky was the

principal leader of the Romanian

socialist movement and editor of its

paper, Romania Muncitoare (Workers’

Romania). The Russian Revolution of

1905 inspired a mass strike wave in

Romania in which Rakovsky played a

big role. The Romanian government

denounced him as a foreign agitator, a

Bulgarian seducer of the Romanian peo-

ple. To this Rakovsky replied he recog-

nized "no country but the common
country of the international proletar-

iat.” After two decades of revolution-

ary activity in the Balkans»_Rakovsky

joined the Bolshevik Party and was

elected to head the new Ukrainian

Soviet Republic. His experience of na-

tional conflict and oppression in the

Balkans prepared him for the task of

forging a bastion of soviet power out of

the mosaic of nationalities that is the

Ukraine, in the very midst of German

occupation and civil war.

Later, after Lenin’s death, Rakovsky

took up the Fight against recrudescent

Great Russian chauvinism. He was

second only to Trotsky in the leader-

ship of the Left Opposition, which

fought the Stalinist bureaucracy’s usur-

pation of political power from the

working class. These proletarian inter-

nationalists fought for a socialist feder-

ation of equal nations to put an end

once and for all to the bloody national-

ist conflicts which had engulfed the

Balkans for centuries. It is urgently

necessary to revive among the work-

ing people of Romania the proletar-

ian internationalist spirit of Christian

Rakovsky.
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WORKERS VANGUARD Special

Supplement

East Berlin Protest Against

Fascist Desecration of Soviet War Memorial

250,000 Say: No Nazis

in East Germany!

Spartakist

January 3, Treptower Park, East Berlin: banner of TLD/International Communist League says: "Down with NATO!
Defend the Soviet Union!”

JANUARY 9—When a quarter of a mil-

lion people rallied at a Soviet war memo-
rial in East Berlin last Wednesday to

protest Nazi provocations and express

their will to defend the DDR against the

reimposition of capitalism, it wasn't news
the American press found fit to print.

Clearly, the U.S. rulers understand the

greatest obstacle to their bloody schemes
is the unfolding political revolution.

“The imperialists thought they already

had the DDR in their pockets. Now they

are going wild because it isn’t so. Their

media have built up the reunification

intoxication with reports on the Monday
demonstration in Leipzig that incite to

violence. But the 250,000 anti-fascists

who assembled Wednesday evening in

Treptower Park in order to protest the

frightful desecration of the monument to

the slain Soviet soldiers thereby deliv-

ered a mighty blow to those wishing to

undermine the DDR."
Thus did our German comrades respond

in Arbeiterpressekorrespondenz (No. 16,

8 January) to a rabid campaign that the

West German bourgeois press mounted

after the rally grotesquely attempting to

make the Communist Party (SED) respon-

sible for fascist provocations, with head-

lines like “Fear in the DDR—The SED’s

Nazi Trick" and “SED Profits from Neo-

Fascism." The provocations at the Trep-

tow Monument and in Gera, where stars

were broken off Soviet gravestones, the

repeated vandalism of Jewish graves in

East Berlin, are no “trick." The growth of

Schonhuber’s Republikaner fascists and

the proliferation of skinhead attacks on

immigrant workers in West Germany, and

the efforts of their counterparts to raise

their heads in the DDR, where they have

been able to parade as part of sizable pro-

reunification marches, are a deadly serious

matter.

Of course the SED government of

the DDR has used the neo-Nazi menace

as an argument for reorganizing and

strengthening the state security apparatus.

This was a theme of the speech made
at the anti-fascist rally by SED head

Gregor Gysi. picked up by several other

continued on page 8

Trotskyist Addresses SED-Supported Rally

“For a New Workers Party!”
The following transcript of the speech by Trotz-

kistische Liga Deutschlands speaker Renate Dahlbans

to the anti-Nazi rally in Treptower Park is translated

from the 4 January Arprekorr.

Comrades, Anti-fascists:

We will never forget that 20 million Soviet citizens

gave their lives to smash Hitler’s fascism. They

must not have died in vain.

When the fascists committed their outrage here, the

Trotskyist League and Spartakist Gruppen immediately

took the initiative for today’s demonstration. The

fascists are raising their heads here in the DDR, in

Erfurt, Dresden. Gttrlitz. Halle. What is urgently

needed is the militant mobilization of the working

people, including immigrant workers, comrades from

Vietnam. Poland and Mozambique, to stop and to

crush the fascist beast while it is still small.

The Leninist united front, the workers united front

that Trotsky fought for in the early ’30s. was needed

then and is needed today to stop the Nazis.

If the fascists are smashed they cannot make a bid

for power. But that means that the working class must

be organized and strong and a contender for power.

The highest form of the united front in a revolution-

ary situation like we are going through today is the

workers and soldiers soviet.

As long as capitalism exists there is a cycle of

struggles which keep recurring. There is less of a

continued on page 8
Spartakist
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New Workers

Party...
Funds Urgently Needed for German Trotskyist Press

Thousands of working people in the DDR. as well as cadres

of the SED. soldiers and students, have encountered the

Trotskyist press for the first time in recent months. Particular-

ly gratifying has been the response to Arprekorr (Workers

Press Correspondence), which was published on an almost-

daily basis in the two weeks prior to the holiday season and

which has now recommenced frequent publication.

The need is great for Arprekorr as the "collective

organizer” and voice of pro-socialist workers who want to

root out Stalinism and build workers democracy and to

resist the sellout of the DDR to the West German bankers

and NATO imperialists. Arprekorr' s program—the fight

for workers and soldiers councils as the only way that

counterposed policies can be freely debated and decided;

the call to mobilize the working class in united-front action

to repulse resurgent fascism’s anti-Semitic, anti-immigrant

and anti-Soviet provocations; the slogan of revolutionary

reunification of Germany through workers power East and

West; the advocacy of a new communist-egalitarian party

in the spirit of Lenin, Luxemburg and Liebknecht—have

struck a deep chord. Yet this promising beginning is now

threatened by an excruciating lack of funds.

Once again today, Germany is the key to all of Europe.

The International Communist League (Fourth International-

ist) has thrown our slender resources—cadre and funds—
into the rapidly developing political revolution in the DDR.
In response to our public fund appeals, supporters and

readers of WV have come forward. But today we are con-

fronted anew with the seeming inevitability of a drastic

curtailment of Arprekorr' s frequency. As the discredited

Stalinist system is wracked by crisis in country after country,

the workers must organize to take the leadership of society;

already the capitalists and their agents—on the left the

Spartakist

Delegates to December 1989 SED conference crowd
around Trotskyist literature table.

social democrats and on the terrorist far-right the fascists

—are preparing to leap into the breach. All those who hate

and fear the spectre of a reunified capitalist “Fourth Reich”

must show their concrete support for the German Trotskyist

press. There is so little time. Please make donations payable

to/send to: Spartacist, P.O. Box 1377, GPO, New York. NY
101 16 (earmark for “3-L’s Fund”).

(continued from page 7)

material basis for fascists in the DDR
because the natural base of fascism,

capitalism, does not exist here today. A
political revolution has broken out and is

growing in our midst, and we must de-

fend it.

Economic absorption and political

incorporation by stages

—

which West

German imperialism, aided by the SPD,

seeks—can turn this political revolu-

tion into a social counterrevolution. This

must not happen! It is necessary to fight

against it!

That’s right, stop the Nazis through a

workers united front! We have to think

further. Our economy is suffering from

waste and obsolescence. The SED party

dictatorship has shown that it is incom-

petent to fight this. East Germany urgent-

ly needs selective.... (Interjections) Com-
rades. learn to listen, learn what a united

front means.

What is urgently needed is a selective

modernization of existing industry. With

us in the DDR things are very different

than in those countries, the other “social-

ist” countries which adhere to Stalin’s

concept of building “socialism in one

country," and demonstrate that it is a

transparent stupidity. We have hard

choices

—

we must understand the dan-

ger of being at the mercy of the world

market.

Comrades, fighting against the sellout

of the DDR means getting clear in our

minds that we are not going to wind up

at the mercy of the world market con-

trolled by the imperialists and the

Deutsche Bank. The means for selling

out the DDR is the Social Democracy—
that had better be known to us all.

Do not be deceived: the military threat

of imperialism, which continues to be

organized above all by the American

ruling class, still persists. Yesterday, to-

day and tomorrow they use direct and

indirect military violence to achieve their

aim.

This is directed centrally against the

Soviet Union and everywhere that the

capitalists have been eliminated as a

class, or where imperialism hopes that it

has an opportunity. The Soviet Union

practices its own economic autarky

which is not particularly beneficial to us

and has led the Soviet Union into grave

economic difficulties.,

Lenin said, “Politics is concentrated

economics.” The fight for the power to

make these decisions and to run this

country must lie in the hands of workers

councils so that rational decisions satis-

factory to the majority can be arrived at.

This can only be done through open and

sometimes painful debates before the

whole people. Perhaps our example will

encourage the Soviet Union to take the

same road. [Interjections)

Comrades, listen and learn that only

through painful and open debates can the

road to socialism be opened.

The Soviet Union wi|l certainly take

the same road, and that would also assist

us in jointly solving economic and politi-

cal problems and in the defense of our

states, our workers states, which are

presently transitional, broken from capi-

talism but certainly not yet socialist.

Comrades, as everybody knows, the

power.... (Interjections) Comrades, as

you know, the SED’s monopoly of power

has been broken. The masses are free to

speak their minds. Learn to listen to

them. It is only through the benevolent

pressure of the Soviet Army that this has

been made possible. What is lacking here

is real organized conflicting political

parties in struggle, a precondition for real

workers democracy.

These are some of the concerns and

some of the aims we seek to address as

we fight to forge a new workers party

—

of equal rights, equal duties— in the spir-

it of Lenin, Liebknecht and Luxemburg.

Stop the Nazis through united-front

action! Workers and soldiers soviets to

power! Workers of the world unite!

East Berlin

Protest...
(continuedfrom page 7)

speakers. But what supreme hypocrites

are the mouthpieces of West German
imperialism, whose own legal structure

and state machinery (particularly the se-

cret police and anti-Soviet spy agencies)

came straight from the Third Reich!

The same Arprekorr article noted:

“What we hold against the SED here is

not that it makes this question into a focus

for the elections, but rather that the

Nazi danger cannot be eliminated by

elections. That is why it was particular-

ly important that at the Treptow demon-
strations (a smaller demonstration was

held the previous Saturday, organized by

the DDR-Soviet friendship association),

for the first time in the DDR's history.

Trotskyists were able to speak, and called

for a workers united front, workers mil-

itias. and workers and soldiers councils.”

The previous issue of Arprekorr (No.

15, 4 January) reported: “When the horri-

ble graffiti on the Treptow Memorial were

reported last Friday, broad layers of the

populace were deeply shocked. The Spar-

takist Gruppen, recently founded in the

DDR in cooperation with the Trotzkisti-

sche Liga Deutschlands, condemned this

provocation immediately and energetically

in a 28 December letter to the commander
of the group of Soviet armed forces in

Germany, Army General B.V. Snetkov. In

conjunction with this we called for a

workers united-front action on Wednesday
at the Treptow Memorial."

We brought this call directly to the

SED leadership and urged their participa-

tion. We indicated that from our contact

with sections of the working people in

East Berlin after the atrocity, we believed

deep anti-fascist and pro-Soviet sentiment

could be mobilized by united-front protest.

We said we intended to distribute over

100,000 copies of our own call for the

protest (see page 8) mostly in working-

class areas. In response to criticisms of

our call (particularly our “tone" toward

the policies of the social democrats), we
urged others to issue their own calls and

slogans. We solicited endorsements and

speakers, including anti-fascist militants

from West Germany.

When the SED decided to throw its

weight behind the demonstration, it cer-

tainly succeeded in swamping our small-

er forces. On Tuesday, January 2. calls

for the demonstration were featured on

the front pages ef the SED's Neues
Deutschland and its youth press (Junge
Welt). The ND call for a "fighting mobi-

lization" (full mobilization of the mem-
bership). raising the SED’s own slogans

for a popular front "against the Right.”

gave a list of sponsors of the protest, not

including the TLD and SG. Meanwhile.

DDR radio’s announcements for the event

credited its initiation to us. Finally, Wed-
nesday morning’s ND (DDR edition)

featured a call for the mobilization in-

cluding the TLD and SG in the endors-

ers list.

At several points during the speech of

the TLD's Renate Dahlhaus (see page 7),

raucous loudmouths attempted in time-

TLD, Spartakist Gruppen Mobilizing Call

Stop the Nazis Through

United Front Action!
We reprint helow the text of the

demonstration call issued January I

by the Trotzkistische Liga Deutsch-

lands and the Spartakist Gruppen.

The vile desecration of the Memori-

al to Fallen Soviet Heroes in Treptow

on December 28 provokes disgust and

outrage among millions of workers and

broad layers of the population of the

DDR. This provocation is directed as

well at our workers state, which was

built on the ruins of Hiller fascism.

Tens of thousands of workers from

Berlin factories and throughout the

DDR and BRD must be mobilized in

powerful united-front actions to crush

these killers. And it must be now, be-

fore it is too late! We also turn to our

colleagues from Vietnam, Poland and

Mozambique, who particularly suffer

from anti-foreigner hatred and racist

violence.

Resurgent fascism is still an extrem-

ist fringe phenomenon. It would again

threaten all mankind as soon as the first

crises in a reunified Grojideutschland

appear. Today, however, the SPD/SDP
is the chief instrument to bring about

such a Greater Germany. Throttling

the hydra-headed fascist monster now
is to blunt this Social Democratic

penetration.

It is the foremost task of the work-

ing people to sweep away the sinister

Nazi pack. In carrying out this mis-

sion, we extend the hand of fraternal

solidarity to our brother Soviet soldiers

and officers. The German workers

movement has the strength to sweep

away those who carried out their mur-

derous work under the cover of night

and fog.

• For united workers militias under the

control of workers and soldiers coun-

cils! Workers and soldiers councils to

power! For a Leninist-egalitarian party!

• From the bloodhound Noske/Ebert/

Scheidemann to Brandt/Lafontaine: So-

cial Democracy is the Trojan horse of

counterrevolution!

• Full citizenship rights for foreign

workers!

• For economic revitalization through

central planning under workers

councils!

• No sellout of the DDR—The DDR
must not become the Panama of Ger-

man imperialism! For a red soviet

Germany!

Wednesday, 3 January 1990. 18:00

S-Bahnhof Treptower Park

Parkseite, Berlin

Spartakist Gruppen

Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands
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Yevgeni Khaldei

Hammer and sickle flies over the Reichstag as Soviet Red Army liberates

Berlin from Nazi terror regime, 30 April 1945.

Reply to ND...
(continued from page 10)

working class. In severe factional strug-

gle V.I. Lenin and his Bolshevik com-

rades successfully fought to build the

party that was capable both of leading

the workers in their daily struggles and

of leading the masses to victory. In the

1905 Revolution the party fell short of its

goal. In 1917 it did not. This time, the

revolution had been goaded to new

heights by the horrors of the imperialist

world war. And the party had won over

the best of other Marxian socialists such

as Trotsky. It brought to victory the

workers revolution with the participation

of ranks from the old tsarist army and

with the support of masses of the poorer

peasants.

To assist in building other parties

capable of finding the road to victory in

their own countries, Lenin and his com-

rades insisted that a Third. Communist

International was essential. Revolutions

are not sucked out of the thumbs of

would-be revolutionaries. But if victory

is to be possible, it must be prepared by

those who would be the revolutionary

vanguard. This preparation is necessary

so that such Marxist-Leninist parties

can intersect the spontaneous, elemental

upheaval of the masses, winning over the

heavy battalions of workers and defeat-

ing the counterrevolutionary forces. And

the newly established workers states

which issue out of victory must engage

in organic political and economic collab-

oration against imperialism, as long as

imperialism continues to exist.

Stalin and Bukharin’s “socialism in

one country" paved the way for the terri-

ble counterrevolutionary victory of Hitler

and the Nazis in Germany. This in turn

led to the second imperialist war: the

Nazi regime challenged the gains of

the Western imperialists from the First

World War, sought to destroy the Soviet

Union, and murdered entire peoples,

particularly the Jews, and with especial

ferocity in the East. As opposed to Sta-

lin/Thalmann’s line of “social fascism,"

Trotsky insistently proposed to the Ger-

man proletariat in the early ’30s the

workers united front against the Nazi

danger
—

“march separately, strike togeth-

er.” The Stalinist “theory" is the direct

negation of Lenin and Trotsky’s strategy.

But embarrassed or misguided Stalinists

still attempt to peddle it, poorly con-

cealed behind the empty empiricism that

"you can’t export revolution.”

Despite Stalinist dogma and despite

Stalin’s beheading of the Red Army, the

Soviet working people smashed Hitlerite

fascism. It was they, comrades, who
“exported" the revolution to the Elbe

—

dishonored Stalinist fashion to interrupt

with hostile interjections and chants of

"SED-PDS." Arprekorr No. 15 said:

“They wanted to hear nothing of the fail-

ure of the SED’s political monopoly, no

words of criticism of Gorbachev’s market-

oriented perestroika economic reforms in

the USSR. They even resorted to booing

our call for workers and soldiers councils

to power."

But today, many workers and soldiers

urgently see the need for organization to

express their own will. After 40 years,

the lid has come off, the bureaucracy is

paralyzed and split, the economy is in

trouble, and even the SED has discovered

the abuses of "Stalinism" and admits the

state ought not to be synonymous with

one-party rule. Despite the "dissolving"

of various bodies and central committees,

“somebody" is selling the plants to the

West. The TLD and SG speakers' remarks

properly went beyond the points of agree-

ment among the demonstrators to touch on

key questions which must be and are

being debated widely. If they were re-

ceived impolitely by many of those at the

rally, who equate defense of the DDR
with SED party loyalty, nonetheless the

revolutionary pole was heard clearly and

was beamed throughout the DDR on radio

and television. Some 35,000 pieces of our

literature were sold.

on the bayonets of the Red Army, found-

ed by Leon Trotsky.

The nationally based Stalinist bureauc-

racies want to smash up the precondi-

tions for revolutionary success. History

shows that among these preconditions is

the building of an internationalist revolu-

tionary workers party. It must have free

access to the experience of other such

parties. It must provide, in the framework

of a common International, for free and

vigorous debate among the best, most

far-sighted and self-sacrificing elements

in the working classes worldwide.

This is the real counterposition be-

tween Dr. Steiniger’s arguments in Neues

Deutschland and the work of Leop Trot-

sky. Trotsky was murdered by Stalin,

who hoped to finally destroy the Leninist

perspective. But the Leninist-Trotskyist

perspective continues to be pursued today

by the Spartacists, as in Germany—East

and West—where they are organized

in and around the Trotzkistische Liga

Deutschlands. Today the West German
working class is being squeezed by the

employers, who together with their So-

cial Democratic lackeys tell the workers

that for Deutsche Bank penetration of the

East they must sacrifice more.

Meanwhile DDR workers are more

restless and vocal. They are seeking

political revolution against Stalinism, so

typified by the decades-long history and

conduct of the SED leadership. One need

only mention the names of misleaders

such as Wilhelm Pieck, Walter Ulbricht

and Erich Honecker. But they, as now

As we go to press, the West German
press has shifted to a new line of attack

against the anti-fascist mobilization: they

are demanding the SED suppress the Trot-

skyists who dared to denounce the social

democracy! (We haven’t heard so much
advice from the bosses about who the

workers’ “real" friends are since the hal-

cyon days of anti-socialist Polish Solidar-

no£b.) And at the DDR’s Round Table

conference yesterday, the East German

SDP demanded the SED “disavow" the

TLD/SG call which termed the social

democrats "the Trojan horse of counter-

revolution.” Gysi replied that when a rally

is called, who comes and what they say

"is no longer to be orchestrated, fortunate-

ly," and chided Round Table participants

for not participating.

After 40 years of bureaucratic com-

mandism at the top and atomization at

the base, a different set of working-class

political traditions must be forged in the

spirit of Leninist internationalism. The

January 3 rally gave voice to millions of

DDR citizens ready to fight the new rise

of fascism. This readiness must be given

organization under the leadership of an

aroused, conscious, confident working

class. As a first step we suggest joint

patrols to guard the graves of Soviet sol-

diers, composed of Soviet and DDR sol-

diers and factory-based workers militias.

revealed, have stood at the head of a

mass party of mostly pro-socialist and

class-conscious workers.

The conditions in the DDR are very

ripe for the rejection of Stalinism and the

introduction of thoroughgoing workers

democracy. This also means halting the

export of counterrevolution from the

West—the penetration of West German

capital and the political assimilation of

the DDR into a “Fourth Reich." It is

significant that Dr. Steiniger in ND
makes no mention of the greatest danger

facing the DDR today, namely Brandt/

Lafontaine’s SPD. which intends to ex-

port capitalism to the DDR “democrati-

cally.” Thus Steiniger/Gysi’s “realism"

disarms DDR workers in the face of

imperialism’s SPD/SDP Trojan horse.

The presence of Soviet military forces in

East Germany today is positive, but it is

at the mercy of the Gorbachev regime,

which engages in a seemingly endless

series of capitulations to imperialism.

Defense of East German workers

—

and this also means foreign workers

living in the DDR—is at the head of the

agenda. Fascist provocateurs must be

swept away and the lethal embrace of the

Social Democrats rejected. The Kampf-

gruppen [SED factory militias] must be

broadened and transformed as the core of

a mass workers militia under the control

of workers and soldiers councils. These

councils should include representatives

of the proletariat’s allies like office

workers and the retired. Soviet democra-

cy embodying the allegiance of the work-

ing people is necessary to fight fascist

provocation and capitalist absorption into

the West. These tasks require the fighting

unity of the working class. At the same

time, the fight for the party of its prole-

tarian vanguard requires Bolshevik clari-

ty. The only way to defend the gains of

the workers and smash the fascists is by

establishing workers soviet power in all

Germany in the framework of a Socialist

United States of Europe.

Red Soap
Bubbles...
(continued from page 10)

the vast majority of those questioned

prefer—despite partial objections—a

socialist ordering of society.

The left—which can by no means be

restricted to the SED-PDS that has op-

posed the right—must in my opinion

take as its point of departure two priori-

ties: In the foreground stand preserva-

tion of this country’s independence as a

state and the maintenance of everything

that really has to do with socialism. In

the DDR today left means someone who
advocates these two goals, defends unity

of the left on that basis, and thus opens

optimal electoral chances for those who
support them. The left addresses those

who do not want the socialist Ger-

man state to become a playground for

“election campaign advisers" from the

West German political scene who would

like to prepare a cold Anschluss, mak-

ing use of the “Home to the Reich"

crowd.

"Resolute anti-fascism, rejection of

hate of foreigners and Germanophile

nationalism—united against the right!"

is the slogan that unites us with all those

who have drawn serious lessons from

German history. The danger threatening

from the right is the most important

integrating factor for the left, one that

doesn’t exclude non-party people, mem-
bers of the established parties and sup-

porters of Neues Forum, of the Green

Party, of the United Left, the SDP, the

“Spartakists" and others, any more than

Ossietzky Prize winner Pastor Friedrich

Schorlemmer.

Naturally the SED-PDS—which must

resist any dissolution of its theoretical/

ideological roots and bases—has a politi-

cal profile of its own, which makes it

impossible to confuse it with others

holding similar views on a number of

questions. It can contribute—while clear-

ly distancing itself from Stalinist thought

patterns and practices—the experiences

of its members in constructing a society

that is in many important areas defensi-

ble and in strengthening the sovereignty

of the DDR. Its clear orientation to the

working people remains indispensable.

The sole force whose electoral victory

can guarantee the continued existence of

the social foundations which have been

created is the left, above all. however,

our party.

Whoever wants, here and now, to fight

against the right must join with those

who are ready for radical reforms in the

spirit of renewal without abandoning

tested social content. With those who
seek the broadest possible alliance in

action. With those who do not act like

defeatists and permanently lament their

own debacle, but rather have learned

from Marx and Engels that a defeat as

well can bear within itself the seeds of

future victory if one draws the proper

conclusions from it and is willing to

fight.

Dr. Klaus Steiniger
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Reply to Neues Deutschland Stalinists

Yes, Revolution Is Real

And “Class Peace” Is Utopian!

"For the Communism of Lenin, Liebknecht and Luxemburg! For a Leninist-Egalitarian Party!” Spartakist banner at

30 December 1989 Treptower Park anti-fascist demonstration.

The following article is translated from

Spartakist No. 66 (.1 January 1990). the

now-weekly newspaper of the Trotzkis-

tische Liga Deutschlands. The article is

a reply to a polemic against the TLD Isee

"On Red Soup Bubbles and Reality." this

page ) in the 29 December 1989 Neues

Deutschland, central organ of the ruling

Socialist Unity Party-Party ofDemocratic

Socialism (SED-PDS ) of East Germany.

On December 29 Neues Deutschland.

in a prominent article on page 3. paid

tribute to the enthusiastic reception our

politics are getting, particularly in key

sections of the working class in the DDR
—albeit in their own fashion. That is.

with more than a little condescension and

humor. But is ND not overly concerned

that our 'Tevolutionaryism" may con-

demn us to "fatal isolation"?

We call for a return to the authentic

communism of Lenin. Trotsky. Luxem-

burg and Liebknecht. This is why Sparta-

kist has found such wide interest. In

the wake of the series of historic de-

feats which have beset the proletariat

internationally since 1918-19. there has

been a corresponding loss of a revolu-

tionary internationalist perspective. For

example. Dr. Stciniger (author of the ND
article] refers to this perspective as

“pseudo-revolutionary voluntarism" in

order to argue that only class-collabora-

tionist "possibilism" is realistic. It was

Stalin, the "great organizer of defeats."

who gave this possibilist “theory" the

name of "socialism in one country."

With the "realism" Dr. Steiniger prop-

agates. there would never have been a

Paris Commune, or an October Revolu-

tion. or a May ‘68 general strike of wor-

kers and students (in France], or the

Vietnamese victory over U.S. imperial-

ism. Not only do such events happen,

they must be prepared for. In this we
stand with Lenin.

We are chided as “exporters of revolu-

tion." But who exported the revolution to

Russia? Revolutions are the uprising of

the masses for a new society in the con-

text of a given, disoriented state power.

Marx and Engels laid down the theoreti-

cal foundation for workers revolution.

In Russia Georgi Plekhanov. above all.

propagated these ideas as against those

of “people’s revolutionaries" among the

radical intelligentsia and the growing

continued on page 9

What Does Left Mean at This Time ?

NeuesDeutschland
29 December 1989

On Red Soap Bubbles
and Reality

IRANSLATED FROM
NEUES DEUTSCHLAND

29 DECEMBER 1989

When our extraordinary Party Con-

gress was deliberating in the Dynamo
Hall in Berlin, attractive young people

with serious expressions were standing

at the gate. The copies of the paper

“Spartakist" that they had brought fresh

off the presses from West Berlin—for

many they possessed the appeal of

something hitherto unknown—sold rath-

er well. Headlines like "For a Red Ger-

many in a Socialist Europe!”. "World

Revolution Must Save the Soviet Union

and the DDR!", “Form Workers and

Soldiers Councils Everywhere!" and

"For a Bolshevik Party!" struck the

eye. On the front page of the paper the

organization putting it out. recognizable

by a 4 between hammer and sickle, did

not go unmentioned: the West German
section of the Fourth International that

looks to Leon Trotsky.

Recently, at numerous demos as well,

and even at the Berlin Christmas Mar-

ket. one could encounter these zealous

exporters of revolution, whose passion-

ate—but possibly remote from real life

—commitment to social progress I

would by no means challenge. Here and

there speakers for the group made their

presence felt, for example at a demon-

stration in front of the U.S. embassy,

where the courageous Young Left was

protesting against Washington’s attack

on Panama. The flaming appeal of a

young American woman Trotskyist got

a divided reception. "Red soap bub-

bles." opined a student from Lichten-

berg, whose view I solicited in my
capacity as a reporter. “They would

establish communism even up on the

moon, without regard for the lack of

atmosphere."

To prevent any misunderstanding.

I am not polemicizing here against

Trotsky’s theories but rather am con-

cerned with the question: does pseudo-

revolutionary voluntarism that views

the world from the standpoint of sub-

jective wishes, and takes into con-

sideration neither the true relationship

of forces nor the strategic possibil-

ities, offer a perspective for the left

in our country? Doesn’t blind and sec-
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tarian revolutionaryism that often pre-

sents itself as "pristine pure" Marxism-

Leninism and at times even in the

Sunday garb of a new "Communist Par-

ty" lead instead to a split and a truly

fatal isolation?

What does left mean at this time?

When not long ago tens of thousands

demonstrated under DDR flags in Ber-

lin and marched from the Alexander-

platz to the Theater, a group of young
people received spontaneous applause

for their derisive rhyme: “Rather red

radishes than cabbage (Kohl) from over

there!" they chanted. The chorus spread

through the lines. The slogan came

from the left and was at once taken up
by others. For despite the raucous be-

havior elsewhere in the past few weeks
of many thousands who shamelessly

and unhesitatingly embrace the German
state of the monopolies and wave its

flags, the majority of citizens of the

DDR are for the sovereignty and sepa-

rate state existence of our country.

Various polls have demonstrated this.

For example, on the program broad-
cast by (West German) ZDF. "Politi-

cal Barometer." it was announced that

public opinion surveys in the DDR have

confirmed this as well as the fact that

continued on page 9
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Cambodia...
(continued from page 4)

squeeze on Tokyo to keep Honda from

building a motorbike factory in Ho Chi

Minh City. Today Cambodia is the only

underdeveloped country in the Third

World not to receive any UN aid.

In its vindictive and unremitting on-

slaught against the Vietnamese Revolu-

tion. American imperialism seeks to

restore the horrors of the Pol Pot regime

to the Cambodian people. The UN.

which for ten years has based its ex-

clusion of the real government of

Cambodia on the Vietnamese military

presence, recently voted yet again at

American insistence to seat Pol Pot.

adding a mild admonishment that there

be no "return to past policies.” Mean-

while. the resolution demands that the

Heng Samrin/Hun Sen regime form a

"coalition government" with Pol Pot.

Son Sann and Sihanouk and allow im-

perialist troops (a UN "peacekeeping"

force) in to monitor “free elections."

Nobody, not even Washington, thinks

its Cambodian contras are strong enough

to seriously challenge the Phnom Penh

regime. The Washington Post (4 Octo-

ber 1989) concedes that their strategy is

"not to topple the Phnom Penh govern-

ment militarily, but to force it to make
concessions on power sharing with the

three resistance groups.” The anti-

communist guerrillas are trained by the

British SAS, while every move of the

"resistance” is planned and coordinated

by the CIA through the so-called Cam-
bodian Working Group in Bangkok, "the

conduit for all lethal, materiel and finan-

cial aid" (New York Times, 16 Novem-

ber 1989). All of this is part of U.S.

imperialism’s longstanding policy to

“bleed Vietnam white." pursued by both

Democrats and Republicans. "Liberal”

Democrats like New York Congressman

Stephen Solarz lead the pack in insisting

the embargo of Vietnam be maintained

until the U.S. gets a “satisfactory polit-

ical settlement in Cambodia" ( Washing-

ton Post, 25 November 1989).

Hundreds of millions of dollars have

been poured into the “refugee camps" on

the Thai-Cambodian border by the U.S.

and its allies directly or through the UN
to sustain the anti-Commumst military

forces taking the field against Phnom Penh

today. Eva Mysliwiec quotes a UN worker

in Cambodia: "If the UN stopped feeding

the soldiers’ wives and families the resis-

tance would stop." The "refugee camps"
are in fact heavily armed military bases

run by dictatorial warlords; their residents

are hostages kept in concentration camp
conditions. The New York Times Maga-
zine (5 March 1989) described life in the

Khmer Rouge camps, where marriage is

"discouraged” until men are 40 and wom-
en 30. and girls as young as 1 2 are forced

into "women’s transportation units" to

haul ammunition: "There is, as well, a

subclass, treated as subhuman, virtually as

instruments or logistics. They include

anyone without a party or military role,

and they are kept isolated and illiterate.

.

These unfortunates are kept captive for

years in secret camps."

While the U.S. has tried to distance

itself from Pol Pot by claiming it only

supports the Son Sann and Sihanouk

forces, even the London Economist (4

November 1989) notes that "Khmer
Rouge soldiers are giving support to the

two non-communist resistance forces.”

Son Sann's men, adds the Economist,

"have had more experience of smuggling

than fighting." while "the prince’s men
have been busy celebrating his birthday."

Even if they were not tied to the Khmer
Rouge. Sihanouk and Son Sann are sinis-

ter enough in their own right. While on

the throne. Sihanouk and his elite lorded

it over the starving peasantry. Son Sann

not only modeled himself on the bloody

butcher Chiang Kai-shek but actually

served as Chiang’s agent for many years.

Son Sann’s military chief. General Dien

Del, served the Lon Nol regime which

approved the massive U.S. carpetbomb-

ing of Cambodia.

For Communist Unity
Against Imperialism!

Scandalously. Gorbachev and his allies

have joined with the imperialists in

pushing Hanoi and Phnom Penh to cut a

deal with the Khmer Rouge. One East

European diplomat in Phnom Penh told

the Washington Post (26 November

1989): “There is East Bloc pressure to

find an accommodation with the Khmer
Rouge.... We think Hun Sen has to agree

to the participation of some Khmer
Rouge officials." Gorbachev’s drive to

appease imperialism by extinguishing

“regional hot spots." from Afghanistan

and Central’ America to Cambodia, al-

lows the imperialists to rearm the geno-

cidal Khmer Rouge. Moscow’s short-

sighted, futile and dangerous attempt to

conciliate the war-crazed madmen in

Washington is doubly treacherous when
it comes to Vietnam. It was the blood of

the millions of Vietnamese maimed and

killed fighting U.S. imperialism which

bought precious time for the Soviet

Union to achieve nuclear parity with the

U.S. Moreover, the Vietnamese victory

gave the Soviet navy access to the strate-

gic deepwater port at Cam Ranh Bay.

For poverty-stricken Vietnam, fending

off the counterrevolutionary alliance

directed against it is an enormous eco-

nomic burden, involving maintaining the

fourth-largest standing army in the world.

The reunification of the country in 1975

posed the difficult task of absorbing the

corrupt capitalist south into the collec-

tivized economy, while at the same time

rebuilding a devastated country. In recent

years. Hanoi has implemented the policy

of doi moi, which encourages small busi-

ness and joint ventures. Doi moi seems

to have had some success in revitalizing

the economy. Eric Scigliano in the Na-

tion (25 September 1989) reports that

"Ho Chi Minh City’s streets are full of

well-stocked vendors carrying domestic

and imported goods," and even in Hanoi.

"Modest retail, repair and craftsmen’s

shops now fill what were shuttered street

fronts."

No less committed to the pipe dream

_ of "peaceful coexistence" than the Krem-

lin Stalinists, the Vietnamese government

continues to labor under the illusion that

it can somehow fashion a deal with its

imperialist tormentors. For years Hanoi

has appealed to the U.S. -sponsored As-

sociation of Southeast Asian Nations to

turn its gunsights away from Vietnam

and toward China. Vietnam hoped that its

withdrawal from Cambodia would open

the floodgates of Western capital. But

while the U.S.’ West European and Japa-

nese partners are increasingly chafing at

Washington’s irrational campaign of

vengeance, the U.S. has again successful-

ly pressured the IMF to deny Vietnam

any new funding.

Meanwhile, Phnom Penh tries to lure

Sihanouk away from the Khmer Rouge

with concessions. As Nayan Chanda

writes in Foreign Policy (Fall 1989): "To

persuade Prince Sihanouk to join the

coalition, Phnom Penh has made substan-

tial changes in the constitution. It has not

only met Sihanouk’s demand to change

the name of the country, the flag, and

the national anthem but also has rein-

stated Buddhism as the state religion and

legalized private property and inheri-

tance." Most recently. Hun Sen reported-

ly agreed to UN-supervised elections in

which the Khmer Rouge could partici-

pate. though the offer was immediately

rejected by Sihanouk (New York Times,

14 December 1989).

Whether with its shrill demand for a

"return" of MIAs (GIs missing in action)

or its insistence that Vietnam pull out of

Cambodia and now that Phnom Penh

bring back the Khmer Rouge, Washing-

ton has issued one diktat after another

whose sole aim is to bury the Vietnamese

Revolution. No amount of concessions

will stop the U.S. rulers from continuing

their irrational and vengeful crusade

against the Vietnamese Revolution. What

is required is an internationalist perspec-

tive aimed at defeating American im-

perialism from within through proletarian

socialist revolution. At the height of the

Vietnam War, there were literally mil-

lions of young radicals around the

world who were inspired by the Viet-

namese Revolution. But, over the years,

particularly under the impact of re-

newed Cold War, many of these ex-New

Leftists made their peace with Western

imperialism.

We Trotskyists of the International

Communist League (Fourth Internation-

alist) have maintained our consistent

defense of the Vietnamese Revolution.

While New Leftists and Stalinists tailed

a defeatist wing of the U.S. bourgeoisie

and refused to take sides in the civil war

in Vietnam, we called for military vic-

tory to the DRV/NLF and raised the

banner "All Indochina Must Go Com-
munist!” At the time of China’s invasion

of Vietnam in 1979. we initiated demon-

strations in a number of cities around the

world demanding: "China: Get Out of

Vietnam Now! Don’t Be a Cat’s Paw for

U.S. Imperialism! Soviet Union: Honor

Your Treaty With Vietnam!" In 1983. we
organized protests in six countries oppos-

ing recognition of Pol Pot as UN repre-

sentative of Cambodia, demanding: "Seat

Heng Samrin Government! Genocidal Pol

Pot Out of UN!"
Today we appeal to the Soviet working

people to honor their obligations to Viet-

nam by Fighting for unstinting and gen-

uinely fraternal and internationalist assis-

tance toward the economic reconstruction

of Indochina. The beginnings of political

revolution in China last June, today dra-

matically echoed by the anti-bureaucratic

upheaval in East Germany, point the road

to replacing the wretchedly nationalist

Stalinist bureaucracies by workers soviets

committed to proletarian international-

ism. For workers political revolution

from Beijing to Moscow to Hanoi! For

international communist unity against

imperialism!

Ultimately, the defense of the de-

generated/deformed workers states and

the achievement of a socialist society

requires workers revolution in the ad-

vanced imperialist countries, particularly

the U.S. and Japan. Certainly, a vic-

torious socialist revolution in the United

States has a solemn obligation to share

with the Vietnamese people the assets

expropriated from the bloodthirsty U.S.

ruling class. The precondition is the

building of Trotskyist parties forged in

the struggle for the rebirth of the Fourth

International, world party of socialist

revolution.

SpartacistMForum

For the Communism of

Lenin, Luxemburg and Liebknecht!

For a Red Germany
in a Socialist Europe!

Eyewitness account of the unfolding political revolution

in East Germany

Friday, January 26, 7:30 p.m.
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By the time the American invasion

force had finished strafing and shelling

the densely populated El Chorrillo dis-

trict of Panama City, it had become

known as "Little Hiroshima." El Cho-

rrillo had the misfortune to be situated

near the headquarters of Noriega's Pan-

amanian Defense Forces. More to the

point, it happens to be populated by poor

and working-class people, largely black

and mestizo. So, to minimize the “loss of

lives,” the imperialist invaders blasted

the hell out of El Chorrillo—with every-

thing from mortars to the super-secret

Stealth fighter-bomber—from a safe dis-

tance. For Bush & Co. the 6,000 dark-

skinned people of El Chorrillo were

utterly expendable, just so much dust

under their feet.

With supreme racist arrogance and

indifference they turned El Chorrillo,

with its tightly packed wooden houses

and apartment buildings, into an inferno.

They even shot at and bombed Red
Cross ambulances trying to reach the

wounded. Health officials in Panama es-

timate the overall number of civilians

killed by the invasion at around 2,000.

The precise number of casualties is diffi-

cult to determine because many victims

were quickly buried in mass graves, and

no one knows how many men. women
and children lie buried in the rubble of

El Chorrillo. The self-censored impe-

rialist press gagged on its own “new-

speak,” as the New York Times (31 De-

cember 1989) finally conceded that U.S.

forces had inflicted an "embarrassing”

amount of “collateral damage." In plain

English, that means they murdered a lot

of people!

“Over there”? The photographs of dev-

astated El Chorrillo were reminiscent of

nothing so much as the scenes of black

Philadelphia after the MOVE massacre.

On 13 May 1985, Philadelphia cops

massed at the MOVE commune in the

black residential neighborhood on Osage

Avenue in West Philadelphia. Under the

direct supervision of the Reagan White

House and the FBI, black Democratic

mayor Wilson Goode ordered an aerial

bombing of the MOVE commune. “At-

tention, MOVE. This is America!” were

the last words anyone there heard, as the

cops began pouring 10,000 rounds into

the house. Then, a police helicopter

dropped a satchel charge of C-4 explo-

sive (supplied by the FBI) on the roof of

the house. With firemen held at bay. the

MOVE house and 60 others burned to the

ground. Pinned down in the house by

murderous police fire, eleven black

people, including five children, were in-

cinerated. Ramona Africa, the one adult

survivor, has been in prison ever since

for. ..surviving.

Accounts will one day be settled with

this profoundly racist ruling class. When
it takes power, the American working

class will mete out due process to the

war criminals and racist terrorists.

Defend Nicaragua, Cuba!
The U.S. made it clear from the start

that the invasion of Panama was only the

beginning. For years, Washington has

chafed at the presence of the Cuban
deformed workers state and Sandinista

Nicaragua in its backyard, and Bush used

the Panama invasion to drive home the

point. A day after the invasion began,

U.S. troops put the Cuban. Nicaraguan

and Libyan embassies under siege

—

surrounding them with armed troops,

armored personnel carriers and razor

wire. On the morning of December 26,

U.S. troops surrounded the Cuban am-
bassador’s residence with “orders to

arrest any Cuban diplomat trying to leave

and prevent anyone from entering."

Three days later 60 soldiers invaded

the residence of Nicaraguan ambassador

Antenor Ferrey. They ordered Ferrey

and his staff to leave, stole $2,000 and

ransacked the house—supposedly search-

ing for arms. Bush mumbled about a

“screw-up," though the diplomatic immu-
nity of the residence was clear from the

manhole-sized ambassadorial shield in

a front window. But White House spokes-

man Marlin Fitzwater responded to re-

porters' questions by simply repeating.

“We support the military. We support the

military." Bush wants war!

The Nicaraguan government responded

to the American war provocation by

surrounding the U.S. embassy in Mana-

gua. Sandinista spokesmen are justifiably

worried that the new U.S. puppet govern-

ment in Panama is a carbon copy of the

Nicaraguan contra National Opposition

Union (UNO) and a stalking horse for a

future U.S. invasion. Bush’s contra cut-

Imperialist Bullyboys Run Amok

throats have taken the Panama invasion

as a green light to step up their murder

campaign. In Guatemala the second sec-

retary of the Nicaraguan embassy, Jorge

Adolfo Vargas, was recently assassinated

by death squads. On January 2. the Nica-

raguan contras took their cue from the

Salvadoran government’s recent murder

of six Jesuit priests and murdered two

Nicaraguan ambassadorial residence,
Ferrey surveys wreckage left by U.S. ti

nuns, one American and one Nicaraguan.

Once Washington's bullyboys got into

the swing of things, they didn’t stop with

Cuba and Nicaragua. Spain is a U.S.

ally in NATO. But shortly after foreign

minister Fernandez Ordonez announced

that Spain would vote to condemn the

invasion in the UN, U.S. troops invaded

the Panama City bureau of the Spanish

AP
Panama City: ambassador Antenor

news agency and stormed into the offices

of Iberia Air Lines and Banco Exterior,

a government bank. And when the Papal

Nunciature in Panama City granted No-
riega sanctuary, American soldiers sur-

rounded the building, interrogating and

searching priests who were leaving and

entering.

Bush’s actions against the Cubans and

Nicaraguans in Panama City are naked
war provocations. Following the ransack-

ing of the Nicaraguan ambassador’s
residence, even the New York Times

(1 January), which supported the inva-

sion. complained about "Mindless Macho
in Panama,” noting with concern, “Surely

the White House cannot have forgotten

the invasion a decade ago of the U.S.

Embassy in Teheran." Diplomatic immu-
nity and territorial sovereignty of embas-
sies are seldom violated even by nations

at war. In its mad drive to "roll back
Communism," starting with Managua and
Havana, war is clearly what Washington
has in mind. American officials have
already issued ominous statements that

"there is no reason to invade Nicaragua
unless there is fraud in the February
elections" (La Jornada . 30 December
1989). Well, talk is cheap, but a U.S.

invasion of Nicaragua is going to be no
walkover: even 700 middle-aged Cuban
construction workers were able to put a

dent in the American invasion of tiny

black Grenada. The American working
people had better put a stop to the war-

crazed maniacs in Washington before

they blow away the whole world. Defend
Cuba! Defend Nicaragua! Down with

U.S. imperialism!
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Remember Bay of Pigs, Remember Vietnam-U.S. Imperialism, You Lost!

U.S. Steals Panama, Again

1975: Imperialist losers flee Saigon. Victory of heroic Vietnamese people still

haunts U.S. ruling class.

We reprint below a leaflet put out by

the Spartacist League!U.S. on 2 1 Decem-

ber 1989.

The war-crazed maniacs in Washington

are at it again. Ever since Teddy Roose-

velt sent the Marines in to rip away a

piece of Colombian territory and create

Panama as an American neocolony in

1 903, the American rulers' line has been,

"It’s ours. We stole it fair and square.”

Now Bush, egged on by the Democrats

after the miserable coup fiasco last fall,

has invaded Panama again, for the thir-

teenth time this century.

The latest invasion comes ten days

before the first stage of the Panama

Canal Treaty was supposed to be imple-

mented, which was eventually to have

handed over control of the canal to Pana-

ma. Now, after the media’s whores spent

the last 24 hours filling the airwaves with

hopeful speculations that Noriega would

be heading for the welcoming arms of

Fidel Castro or Daniel Ortega, U.S.

troops—in a naked war provocation

—

have surrounded the Nicaraguan and

Cuban embassies in Panama City. U.S.

troops out ofPanama, now—all ofthem!

More than 24,000 American troops are

tearing up Panama City in order to "re-

store democracy.” Hundreds of civilians

have been killed, whole neighborhoods

—mostly working-class and poor—have

been burned to the ground by American

tanks and mortar fire, young kids are

shot down in cold blood by the Yankee

invaders—that’s what the White House

calls "Operation Just Cause." Ever since

they got creamed by the Vietnamese

Murder. Inc. look like a church charity.

President Bush says that General No-

riega is not a nice man. Bush ought to

know; when he ran the CIA Noriega was

a prime “asset” in all kinds of sinister

deals for years. Noriega never claimed to

subject, the U.S. should get the hell out

of Guantanamo Bay!

The American ruling class has also

tried to extend the Monroe Doctrine to

Libya and Lebanon and other small,

easily accessible places. Old-fashioned

be Mother Teresa, but then he never

invaded the U.S. to impose his president

either. Washington, with the Democrats

taking the lead, openly proclaims its

‘Tight’’ to overthrow or assassinate any

foreign leader it doesn't approve of

(see “Bush Unleashes ‘The Company’,"
Workers Vanguard No. 491, 8 Decem-
ber 1989). The U.S. capitalists claim

supersovereignty over the whole of the

Western Hemisphere because of the

"Monroe Doctrine." which stated that

whenever the British fleet would let

them, the American government could do

anything it wanted in Latin America

—

and did. Now the "war on Communism"
has new language: the “war on drugs"

has become the chosen excuse for mili-

tary adventures overseas. We wrote last

year that the “war on drugs" was
"particularly intended at re-establishing

American ‘manifest destiny’ over Latin

America”—and that means, first and

foremost, crushing Sandinista Nicaragua

and rolling back the Cuban Revolution

("U.S. ‘Drug War’: License for Global

Terror," WV No. 453, 20 May 1988).

The vindictive American capitalists are

still economically strangling Nicaragua

and Vietnam too while they make secret

and hypocritical deals with China’s Sta-

linist leaders. And while we’re on the

honest liberals used to call it "dollar

diplomacy." But it ain’t as easy as it

used to be. The American troops got

blown out of Lebanon. And it sure didn’t

work when an American embassy went

missing in Iran (which is remote, large

and filled with millions and millions of

hostile people). It asserts some god-given

claim to police the whole world— it. with

its lies and arrogance, is called American

imperialism, and we say down with it!

American working people: the U.S.

government’s war on Panama, on the

Nicaraguan people, on the Cuban and

Vietnamese revolutions, is part and

parcel of the same government’s Fight

to lower your wages and rip up your

unions. They give you the "war on

drugs" as a ready stand-in for the war on

communism and the war on sex. all of

which—with suitable patriotic and vac-

uous religious mumbling—are meant to

give the mass of people a mainline shot

of idiocy. And let’s not forget the strych-

nine of racism that they mix in to that

heavy dose of reactionary crap.

It’s long past time this arrogant, racist

ruling class got what was coming to it

—

and it's going to take the American

working people to do it. Down with

Bush/CIA international Murder, Inc.! U.S

get your bloody hands off the world!

defenseless civilians from the air, they

haven’t even managed to take control of

Panama City after two days of heavy

bombing, much less to capture Noriega.

The American government has even put

a $1 million bounty on his head. The
Washington mob, which incidentally is

the world’s biggest drug-runner, makes

workers and peasants, the Pentagon has

tried to pick out victims they could beat

without taking casualties, like the racist

invasion of tiny Grenada (total popula-

tion 1 13,000). So while U.S. helicopter

gunships are good at shooting down

Boston,
20 December
1989: protest
against U.S.
imperialist

invasion of

Panama.
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Panama...
(continued from page 1)

sacked the Nicaraguan ambassador’s

residence.

The message coming from the White

House is: "gunship diplomacy" is alive

and well. And to underscore it. they just

sent a battle group of warships to "inter-

cept drug-runners" off the coast of Co-

lombia. conveniently located not too far

from Nicaragua. The starry-eyed d^tente-

niks in Gorbachev’s entourage in the

Kremlin could well learn a salutary les-

son from this
—

"peaceful coexistence"

does not play in Washington. Soviet

spokesman Georgi Arbatov complained

to Ted Koppel on ABC’s Nightline (20

December 1989):

“You know, you teach us to be moral
all the lime. You are the well-known
teachers of morality, until it comes to

American interests or tastes or American
behavior. Here you behave in a different

way. And I don’t think that it will be not

noticed in the world."

The world had better take notice. The
war-crazed American rulers are the dead-

liest threat to the continued existence of

humanity that this planet has ever seen.

U.S. troops out of Panama, now—all of
them! U.S. get your bloody hands offthe

world

!

Mass Slaughter of Civilians

The U.S. rulers’ exultation would have

been significantly diminished if there had

been much more than the 23 body bags

returned home. Despite years of chauvin-

ist flag-waving by Democrats and

Republicans alike, the "Vietnam syn-

drome" has left the American people

with no appetite for a full-scale shooting

war. So the Pentagon used heavy bom-
bardment with artillery and aircraft to

blast away the population rather than

risk their own men in infantry assaults.

Heading it all up was General Maxwell

Thurman, also known as "Mad Max" and

"the Maxatollah." Thurman’s appoint-

ment by the Bush administration last

September to the "sensitive Southern

Command" came as a surprise, reports

the London Independent (29 December
1989), since he "had no Latin American
experience, no Spanish and no command
position for the last 14 years." But “Mad
Max" had plenty of experience mowing
down non-while people during his tour

of duty in Vietnam.

If Thurman is a character straight out

of Apocalypse Now. Bush sounded like

a double for the maniacally anti-Com-

munist General Ripper in Dr. Strange-

love , who launches a nuclear war against

the "Reds" to defend his "precious bodi-

ly fluids.” Bush had become "extra-

ordinarily frustrated" and even "ob-

sessed” by Noriega, his “competitive

juices” were now flowing, he felt the

need to get that "coonskin on the wall.”

New York Times (27 December 1989)

columnist Russell Baker sarcastically

noted that American presidents pick on
"unsavory" leaders only of "pipsqueak"

countries, like Libya and tiny black Gre-

nada. Now it was Panama’s turn to get

“screwed, blued and tattooed." to use an

old army expression.

To get a real sense of the extent of the

atrocities, one had to turn to the Latin

American press. Mexico City’s La Jorna-

da for the last few days of December
reveals:

• "The
|
Pentagon

|
spokesperson con-

firmed that during the first day of the in-

vasion Stealth F- 1 1 7 fighter-bombers were

used for the first lime in combat. One
or several of these planes—the Penta-

gon refused to give the right numbeF

—

continued on page 14
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Panama...
(continued from page 13)

dropped at least 90 powerful bombs on

the PDF headquarters, located in the very

populated barrio of El Chorrillo, and in

the Rio Hato fort."

• The U.S. troops massacred "one

hundred students of the Rio Hato base,

whose ages ranged from 14 to 16 years

old," a revelation by a Noriega official

subsequently confirmed in an interview

with Dr. Marco A. Gandasegui, director

of the Center for Latin American Studies

Justo A. Arozemena. In that same inter-

view it was reported that “There are

indications that the number of dead is

over 2,000, mostly civilians, victims of

indiscriminate ‘gringo' bombings and

artillery."

• “The death of Juan Antonio Rodrf-

guez, graphic reporter of the Spanish

daily El Pais, occurred when American

soldiers shot at a group of photogra-

phers" outside the Marriott Hotel. His

colleague from the same Madrid paper

asserted "There wasn’t a single Pana-

manian firing" at the time.

Even the Organization of American

States, which Che Guevara aptly called

"the Yankee Ministry of Colonies," felt

compelled to criticize the invasion. The

bloodthirsty Salvadoran regime was the

only one in the region to back Washing-

ton. When American troops surrounded

the Papal Nunciature where Noriega had

sought sanctuary and began bombarding

it with rock tunes like “Nowhere to Run"

and “I Fought the Law and the Law
Won,” millions of American Catholics

were justly outraged. The Vatican at-

tacked the U.S. as an "occupying power."

and even the rabidly right-wing Cardinal

O’Connor of New York denounced the

U.S. "attacks against the church and the

Holy See."

As usual, the Democrats snapped to

attention for their commander in chief’s

invasion. Senate majority leader George

Mitchell and House Speaker Thomas
Foley backed Bush, as did liberal darling

Senator Ted Kennedy. Rep. Charles

Rangel, despite his backing for Bush’s

“war on drugs," was one of the very few

to oppose the invasion, denouncing it as

"ridiculous" and noting that Noriega "is

our bum." Not so Jesse Jackson, the hero

of the reformist left, who claimed “reluc-

tance” to condemn the invasion out of

"respect" for the deaths of U.S. soldiers

(Chicago Sun Times, 26 December 1989).

In other words, to hell with the Panama-

nian dead.

And the media whores of the capi-

talist press did their usual cover-up for

the war criminals in Washington. As

left-wing journalist Alexander Cockbum
wrote in the Wall Street Journal (28

December 1989): “Even by the craven

Victims of Washington war criminals

were buried in mass graves outside

Panama City.

standards set by the Grenadian and Lib-

yan adventures, most U.S. coverage of

the Panamanian invasion has been awful,

reminiscent of the German press when

Hitler invaded the Low Countries.” When
Bush pointed to the killing of a Marine

and an alleged rape threat against his

wife by Noriega troops as the pretext for

the invasion, nobody in the capitalist

media even bothered to ask the elementa-

ry question, what were four American

officers doing riding around in a car at

night near Manuel Noriega’s Panama

Defense Forces (PDF) headquarters?

It turned out, of course, that the inva-

sion had been “on the shelf’ for months.

As Cockbum pointed out. there was

plenty of evidence of "a careful program

of U.S. provocations designed to elicit

the pretext for invasion, even though

President Bush claims it was an insult

to American womanhood that made him

give the green light for the tanks to roll."

One wounded GI just returned from

Panama let the cal out of the bag when

he told reporters that their orders had

been known at least five days before the

invasion—i.e., before the killing of the

Marine and Noriega’s supposed "declara-

tion of war”! The military officer in

charge of the press conference promptly

shut him up.

Dr. Strangelove Bungles Again

Not long after the invasion hit the

airwaves after midnight on December 20,
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it became clear the operation had run

into trouble. Reporters were summoned

to the White House for a 1 a.m. press

conference by Bush, doubtless to an-

nounce a successful operation and the

capture of Noriega. But 1 a.m. came and

went with no word. At 1:30 a.m. still no

Bush; White House press secretary Mar-

lin Fitzwater finally came on to announce

the invasion. Washington had planned on

everything...except for the possibility

that their opponent might fight back! As

the number of American casualties

mounted and it became clear that Noriega

had escaped, the White House “spin’

team went to work. Bush’s 7 a.m. TV
speech de-emphasized the capture of

Noriega, and the New York Times tried

to rescue the administration by editorial-

izing about the need to "safeguard the

lives of Americans" and defend the holy

of holies, the Panama Canal. Ironically

the invasion forced the closure of the

canal for the first time in 75 years (not

counting landslides).

The “mopping up” continued from one

day to the next, as Fitzwater started

dropping hints that "It may take some

time." The White House tried buying a

victory with the almighty dollar. A $1

million bounty was placed on Noriega's

head. They ran ads on Panamanian radio

offering a cash giveaway—$25 for every

grenade turned in, $100 for pistols, $150

for automatic rifles and $2,000 for ar-

mored personnel carriers. Bush’s inva-

sion was on the whole a fiasco—but with

so much firepower even the Pentagon

could not lose.

And now "free world democracy”

reigns in Panama. The new “president,''

Guillermo Endara, got his political train-

ing under a previous puppet. Arnulfo

Arias, a “fervent admirer of Hitler and

slipped through U.S. army fingers after

his capture was reported and is now back

home in Israel.

Well-known commentator Carlos

Fuentes commented during the invasion.

"I suspect that the purpose of this hunt

is not to capture Noriega and bring him

to justice in the U.S., but to kill him as

soon as possible and shut his mouth

forever" (quoted in La Jornada, 27 De-

cember 1989). Now the U.S. is stuck

with Noriega in an American jail. Of

course, if he does stand trial, he'll have

plenty to sing about, so Bush is already

making noises about cutting a deal with

his former protege.

Noriega only fell out of favor when,

for reasons best known to himself, he

refused to go along with a December

1985 proposal by the White House base-

ment crew of Poindexter and North to

assist them with a planned invasion of

Nicaragua. As late as May 1986. DEA
administrator John C. Lawn lauded No-

riega: “I would like to take this opportu-

nity to reiterate my deep appreciation for

the vigorous anti-drug policy that you

have adopted" ( Wall Street Journal, 28

December 1989). With the drug charges

wearing thin, now they've found some

real crimes to pin on Noriega. The U.S.

military headquarters in Panama issued

a special release to “reveal" that Noriega

even “wore red underwear" and called

his mistress, not his wife, when the

invasion hit. The tabloids went wild:

“VOODOO, PORNO, AND COCAINE
—U.S. Soldiers Find Noriega’s Witch

House" (Daily News, 23 December 1989).

Noriega is the political heir of the

nationalist dictator Omar Torrijos Herre-

ra. who negotiated the Panama Canal

Treaties which President Carter signed in

1977 turning over control of the canal to

Panamanian
puppet

president
Endara (second

from right),

who was
“sworn in" at

U.S. military

base.

Cfisoslomo/Detfoil Free Press

Mussolini" who “attempted to start a

campaign to sterilize blacks, deport West

Indians and Asians, expropriate Jews

and force teachers and other public em-

ployees to wear uniforms" (Contenido,

January 1990). The new commander of

the Public Force created by the Yankees

to replace Noriega’s Defense Force will

reportedly be Col. Eduardo Herrera Has-

san, whose main claim to fame as Norie-

ga’s henchman in 1987 was having his

troops open fire with shotguns pointblank

on unarmed protestors.

The Bush-Noriega Connection

So now Manuel Noriega is in a Miami
pen awaiting trial on charges of traffick-

ing in the drug trade. It would make a lot

more sense for Bush to be standing trial

in Panama City—he was Noriega’s boss

for much of the time. For years, Noriega

was a highly prized “asset" of the CIA,
receiving up to $200,000 a year from

The Company. Even Reaganite William

Safire caught the hypocrisy of it all,

quipping that if Noriega called his

memoirs “My C.I.A. Years," it would be

"Nonfiction stunner of the year." Among
Noriega's many services was the supply-

ing of Israeli arms to the contras’ south-

ern front led by Eden Pastora. In short.

Noriega was a cog in the wheel of the

Washington/Tel Aviv contragate net-

work. Not surprisingly, Noriega’s key

adviser was a highly placed "retired"

Israeli intelligence officer. Mike Harari.

Harari, who was known as "Mr. Sixty Per-

cent”—his standard cut
—

“mysteriousljd'r

Panama by the end of the century. (Torri-

jos died in a mysterious air crash in

1981.) Not accidentally, the current inva-

sion came only ten days before the next

phase of the treaty was to be imple-

mented—turning administration of the

canal over to a Panamanian recom-

mended by Noriega’s government. The

1977 treaties were a sop to Panamanian

nationalism, a fraud designed to tie the

local bourgeoisie more closely to Yankee

imperialism. Noriega never threatened

the canal or the treaties, but he was just

too uppity and unpredictable for Wash-

ington’s taste.

As long as Noriega was “our SOB," as

FDR used to call Washington's puppet

dictators in Latin America, he was okay.

The American government is the biggest

drug-runner of all—from the CIA's Lao-

tian opium run during the Vietnam War
to its Afghan mujahedin and the contra

drug trade today. Washington's grotesque

claim to supersovereignty, its declared

"right” to kidnap and assassinate any

foreign leader it doesn’t like, its unbri-

dled ambition to police the world under

the rubric of the “war on drugs," pose a

deadly danger not only to the people of

Latin America but to all of us. It is espe-

cially the duty of the American working

class to mobilize against Bush and the

Democrats’ Filthy assault against the

people of Panama and put an end to their

war provocations in the region. To wipe

the planet clean of the arrogant Yankee

imperialists requires their defeat at home
by a victorious workers revolution.
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South Africa...
(continued from pane 16)

and ANC openly displayed. Rumors

persist that Nelson Mandela may soon be

released. It is a good thing for all oppo-

nents of murderous apartheid capitalism

that these formerly imprisoned fighters

have at last been released.

But as the Weekly Mail (13 October

1989) observed: "Eight South African

political prisoners are about to be re-

leased. but up to 3500 others remain

behind bars." A flood of executions and

death sentences have been meted out by

Pretoria in the last year, many on the

basis of the Hitlerite "common purpose

doctrine” under which anyone present at

the scene of killings of police agents and

informers is deemed guilty of murder.

The Upington 14 still languish on death

row after being convicted for being part

of a large crowd which killed a black

policeman in 1985. Free all victims of

apartheid repression!

Many victimized anti-apartheid activ-

ists never make it to prison. Last Novem-

ber. the London Independent (17 Novem-

ber 1989) reported that former security

police captain Dirk Johannes Coetzee

"has confessed to having headed a spe-

cial death squad, formed under orders

from the country's highest-ranking police

officers, to eliminate enemies of the

government." Among the assassinations

listed by Coetzee were the parcel bomb-

ing in 1982 which killed Ruth First, wife

of SACP general-secretary Joe Slovo; the

slaying of black human rights lawyer

Griffiths Mxenge in 1981: the kidnapping

and murder of two ANC members during

a raid on Maputo in 1980. Soon after

Coetzee’s revelations, the police an-

nounced they were holding a former

narcotics detective for the recent murders

of two white anti-apartheid activists

—

David Webster, a lecturer at the Univer-

sity of Witwatersrand. and Anton Lubow-

ski, a SWAPO member and civil rights

lawyer who had represented defendants

in the Upington trial.

The Delmas convictions were over-

turned due to the convicting judge’s

blunders and. while not likely, could be

October 1989:
ANC leader

Walter Sisulu
returns home

to Soweto
after 25 years
behind bars.

retried. The October releases were anoth-

er matter from the standpoint of de

Klerk’s regime. When the announcement

of the release of the eight was made, "the

belief was widespread—particularly

among Government critics—that the

steps were being ordered to appease

those who might urge new sanctions

against South Africa at the Common-
wealth conference in Malaysia this week.

Nothing since has cast doubt on this

motive” (New York Times, 17 October

1989). Indeed, de Klerk phoned British

prime minister Margaret Thatcher to

announce the releases prior to the confer-

ence. She took the news to Kuala Lum-

pur. Soon thereafter, the South African

Reserve Bank announced that it had

negotiated a rescheduling of its $8 billion

short-term debt with the banks in Zurich.

New York and Washington.

De Klerk also hopes to use the releases

and possible "negotiations" as the carrot

to accompany the stick of his vast mili-

tary/police machinery of repression. In

exchange for the possibility of sitting

across the table from de Klerk & Co. the

ANC leadership is expected to put the

brakes on mass militant actions, espe-

cially strike actions by the powerful

black trade-union movement. Dependent

on black labor, apartheid capitalism is

particularly vulnerable to the increas-

ingly organized and combative black

proletariat.

It is manifestly suicidal to place an

ounce of faith in the good intentions of

the apartheid butchers, but the ANC is

preaching just that. Gorbachev has given

plenty of encouragement along these

lines as well. Having engineered the

pullout of the Cuban troops which hero-

ically defended black Angola from South

African invasion. Moscow now pushes

"dialogue” between the ANC and Preto-

ria. And at the ANC-sponsored "Confer-

ence for a Democratic Future" last

month, a declaration was passed which

stated: “If de Klerk can convince us that

he is serious about genuine negotiations

on the creation of a democratic South

Africa, and he has created the necessary

conditions for negotiations, we are ready

to talk" (New York Times. 1 1 December

1989).

Young militants, including those in the

ranks of the ANC. trade-union activists,

thousands in "detention" and prison cells

might well be wary of the prospect of

"negotiations" with the blood-drenched

Pretoria government. The striking black

transport workers in Cape Town whose

march was fired on by police using rub-

ber bullets, buckshot and birdshot last

month—hospitalizing fifty—know how

de Klerk & Co. conduct "dialogue." But

it is the logic of the ANC's longstanding

strategy aimed at "power-sharing" with

apartheid capitalism to enter into such

negotiations.

Explicitly committed to a "mixed"

(i.e.. capitalist) economy, the ANC has

sent its message, “it is saying the busi-

ness sector has nothing to fear from an

ANC-dominated government" (Boston

Sunday Globe. 29 October 1989). The

ANC’s reformist/nationalist aims dovetail

neatly with the SACP’s Stalinist “two-

stage" theory of revolution. According to

this schema, the workers are first to ally

with "progressive" capitalists to make the

national-democratic revolution and then,

at some undetermined later point, make
socialist revolution against the capitalists.

This is a recipe for bitter defeat.

“Negotiations" with de Klerk would at

best result in some cosmetic changes to

apartheid capitalism in exchange for

"taming" the black unions and containing

the militancy of the township youth. For

the apartheid rulers, such a deal can buy

time. The powerful black working class,

organized in strategic industry, has the

power to lead all the oppressed in smash-

ing the chains of apartheid slavery

through socialist revolution. The capi-

talists. including "progressives" like

Anglo American’s Gavin Relly, are fear-

fully aware of that power. Just last Sep-

tember the all-white election was met

with a massive two-day stayaway protest

strike by two to three million black

workers directly defying the "state of

emergency."

A revolutionary leadership, a Trotsky-

ist party, must be forged to free the

working class from the political shackles

of petty-bourgeois nationalism. Putting

the struggle on a class axis, it is possible

to sweep away the whole rotten racist

system and its murderous state terror. For

a black-centered workers government!

Smash apartheid! For workers revolution!

KKK Terror...
(continued from page 16)

Zionists and preachers got their way.

They turned the city over to the KKK
and now the emboldened fascists are

threatening to march on the grave of

Martin Luther King on January 20. At-

lanta labor and black organizations must

stop this obscenity!

The "city fathers" preach “ignore the

KKK" even as the fascists terrorize civil

rights activists across the South with a

wave of bombings. On December 16.

11th Circuit Court of Appeals judge

Robert Vance in Birmingham, Alabama
was murdered by a mail bomb. Two days

later, Savannah black alderman and civil

rights attorney Robert Robinson was

murdered by a powerful explosion from

another package bomb. In the following

days. NAACP officials in Jacksonville.

Florida and Atlanta were also targeted by

these bombs and narrowly avoided being

killed. In the wake of the bombings.

Emancipation Day ceremonies and the

inauguration of black mayor Maynard

Jackson in Atlanta had to be held under

massive security.

On New Year’s Day, eight Klan and

Nazi skinhead thugs obscenely "cele-

brated" the mail-bomb murders outside

the national headquarters of the NAACP
in Baltimore and called for bombing

NAACP director Benjamin Hooks. The

Baltimore cops stood by as the Klansmen

threatened to “nuke" the NAACP. But

labor-centered mobilizations—appealing

to longshoremen and steel workers from

the giant Sparrows Point works in Bal-

timore. to integrated hospital and city

workers unions in Atlanta—could sweep

the fascists off the streets.

Birmingham 1963,
Birmingham 1989

All four pipe bombs, packed with nails

and designed to kill and maim scores of

people, were mailed from Georgia and

are said to be acts of "reprisal" by a

shadowy outfit called the "Americans for

a Competent Federal Judicial System.”

These crazed, racist bombers apparently

targeted Vance for reversing a lower-

court ruling which "could have signaled

an end to mandatory busing for scores of

school systems throughout the South"

( Washington Post, 21 December 1989).

Michael Sussman. an NAACP attorney

who may have been the target of the

Jacksonville bomb, said Vance’s ruling

was "a threatening decision" for oppo-

nents of integration. And Robinson, a

long-time NAACP attorney, was local

counsel for a desegregation suit against

the Savannah school system. In target-

ing what little is left after 15 years of

racist rollback of the limited gains of

busing to desegregate the schools, the

fascists perform their deadly work as the

shock troops of reaction.

Last August, the NAACP’s Atlanta

regional office was the target of a simi-

lar bomb attack. The NAACP demand-

ed a government investigation. After four

more deadly attacks, the government is

finally “investigating." as the Justice

Department and the FBI are deluged by

a chorus of calls to find the killers. Cer-

tainly the bourgeoisie doesn’t like seeing

its federal judges blown away, even

when it is done in the name of racist

reaction. But reliance on the racist state

to defend blacks against Klan terror is a

truly fatal illusion.

The September 1963 bombing of the

16th Street Baptist Church in Birming-

ham. murdering four young black girls,

remains one of the most heinous crimes

of the years of terror against the civil

rights movement. And it was carried out

with the aid of the FBI’s paid "inform-

ant" in the Klan. Gary Thomas Rowe.

While on the feds’ payroll, Rowe par-

ticipated in bombings, murders and the

brutal beating of Freedom Riders. The

"man behind the bombings," J.B. Stoner,

lives free outside Atlanta today, spewing

his racist Filth and again organizing terror

against black people.

Stop Klan Terror!

On 21 January 1989 many who came

to the labor/black mobilization got their

First education in the role of the capi-

talist slate. They saw Firsthand that

whether under black Democrats like

Andrew Young and Maynard Jackson,

or racist Republicans like Reagan/Bush,

the bourgeoisie will shield and protect

the fascist fringe of capitalist reaction.

But participants in that labor/black mobi-

lization also got a taste of workers class

power, in a show of strength and defi-

ance against fascist provocation. That

power must be brought out again in

Atlanta, and everywhere the Klan night-

riders raise their heads.

Today, 125 years after victory over

slavery in the Civil War. the promise of

black freedom remains unfulFilIed, and

decaying capitalism spawns the racist

terror of the Klan and skinheads. It will

take a third American revolution—the

victory of a multiracial workers party

leading a socialist revolution—to avenge

the victims of Klan/Nazi terror.

t
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Minorities against kkkna*.

WV Photo

Atlanta, 21 January 1989: 3,500-strong demonstration met Klan provocation

with massive show of labor/black defiance.
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ANC , UDF Leaders Released from Prison Hellhol

Free All Victims

of Apartheid Terror!

Break the Chains of Apartheid Slavery!

Johannesburg: South African trade unionists demand freedom for ANC leader Nelson Mandela. Powerful black working

class can smash apartheid capitalism.

On December 15 five anti-apartheid

prisoners won their release from the

maximum-security Robben Island hell-

hole after the Appeal Court reversed

their convictions for "treason" and “ter-

rorism." The five were framed up and

jailed following the 1984 protests in the

black townships of the Transvaal prov-

ince. Beginning in October 1985 and

running over three years, the Delmas trial

was one of the longest political trials in

recent history. It resulted in sentences of

up to 12 years for the five activists, three

of whom were prominent in the United

Democratic Front (UDF). Popo Molefe

was the UDF’s general secretary; Mo-
siuoa Patrick Lekota was its publicity

secretary; Mabokela Moses Chikane a

former member of its executive commit-

tee. The other two men were Madikwe
Thomas Manthata, a field worker for the

South African Council of Churches, and

Gcinumuzi Malindi. a member of the

Vaal Civic Association.

The release of the Delmas activists

followed the October release of eight

senior anti-apartheid fighters imprisoned

after the 1964 “Rivonia" treason trial in

which the eight along with Nelson Man-
dela were sentenced to life imprisonment.

Seven of the eight are leaders of the

African National Congress, including

Walter Sisulu, former secretary-general

of the ANC, who is now 77 years old.

The other ANC leaders are Raymond
Mhlaba, 69; Ahmed Kathrada, 60; Elias

Motsoaledi, 65; Andrew Mlangeni, 63;

Wilton Mkwayi, 67; and Oscar Mpetha,

who at age 80 is South Africa’s oldest

political prisoner and is known as the

"father of South African trade unionism.”

While on Robben Island, Mpetha lost a

leg due to diabetes. The eighth man
released is Jafta Masemola, 60, a founder

of the Pan-Africanist Congress (PAC).

After 25 years behind bars for their

struggle against the disenfranchisement

and hideous oppression of their people,

these men have been released to spend

what remains of their lives outside prison

walls. But under apartheid rule, none of

them are free.

In a departure from Pretoria’s standard

procedure, the eight were not proscribed

from public political statements follow-

ing their release, and on October 29 the

ANC held the largest political rally in its

history with the acquiescence of de

Klerk’s white-supremacist regime. Some

70,000 rallied near Soweto, with the

banner and flags of the still banned

South African Communist Party (SACP)
continued on page 15

Sweep Away Fascist Killers Through Labor/Black Mobilization!

KKK Terror Stalks the South
2,400 Cops, Troops Shield

Klan in Atlanta

ATLANTA—On Saturday. January 6.

75 hooded Klansmen and Nazis in mil-

itary fatigues invaded Atlanta to hold

a racist provocation at the Georgia State

Capitol. This deadly threat was aimed

at blacks, unionists. Jews, gays

—

all the

Klan's intended victims. Yet the racist

terrorists were allowed to assemble in

the heart of black Atlanta, which was

placed under virtual martial law by over

2,400 National Guard troops, prison

guards and Atlanta cops, who penned

up less than 150 anti-fascist demonstra-

tors nearby.

One year ago, on January 21, over

3,500 blacks, unionists, gays, students

and socialists met another Klan provo-

cation with a massive show of labor/

black defiance not seen in the Deep

South in decades. Initiated by the Parti-

san Defense Committee, and based on

the power of the heavily black unions,

the rally took place in the face of an

army of troops protecting a handful of

fascists.

But this year, the "New South” black

Democrats in city hall and the Dixie-

crats in the state house pulled out all

stops to get people to stay home. The
Southern Christian Leadership Confer-

ence organized a stayaway "prayer

vigil.” Atlanta mayor Maynard Jackson

was joined by Stuart Lewengrub of

the Anti-Defamation League in urging

people to "ignore” the Klan rally. Last

year, the professional redbaiters and

apologists for Zionist stale terror in the

ADL tried to smear the PDC organizers

of the integrated, militant mobilization

to stop the racist terrorists.

The black Democrats. Dixiecrats,

continued on page 15
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From Perestroika to Pogroms

Bloody Nationalist

Strife in USSR
JANUARY 22— In order to clamp down on the com-

munalist slaughter raging in the Caucasian republics,

Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev found it necessary to

send in troops. After heavy fighting against Azerbaijani

nationalist partisans armed with weapons previously

seized from the army, Soviet forces now occupy the

capital of Baku. Mass demonstrations are continuing,

led by the Azerbaijani Popular Front, which is raising

the spectre of secession. Other Soviet forces are mov-

ing to gain control of the area along the Azerbaijan/

Armenia border, which had become the front line in

a savage civil war.

Addressing the Soviet people, Gorbachev explained:

"The tragic events in Baku, the border areas of Azerbai-

jan and Armenia, other regions of the Caucasus have laid

bare the price of nationalist rampage, speculation on sacred

national feeling. It is a crime to push people to blind enmity,

to the madness of fratricidal war."

It is indeed. However, the violent nationalisms which

now threaten to rip apart the Soviet Union are the

product of six decades of Stalinist bureaucratic rule

and have been intensified by Gorbachev's own policies.

The immediate trigger for the decision to send troops

was the pogrom against the several thousand Arme-
nians who still lived in Baku. Azeri mobs—many
made up of refugees from the two-year-long blood feud

—dragged people out of homes, reportedly burning

them alive, beating them to death and throwing them

off high balconies. Some Azerbaijanis were horrified

continued on page 12

Time

Azerbaijani nationalists burn down border
posts between USSR and Khomeiniite Iran.

No Sellout of the DDR—No Restoration of Capitalism!

Trotskyists to Fight in

East German Elections
Spartakist Workers Party Founded

The Spartakist-Arbeiterpartei Deutsch-

lands (SAPD—Spartakist Workers Party

of Germany), founded at a meeting in

East Berlin on January 21, has an-

nounced that it will present candidates

and participate on a Leninist program in

the 6 May 1990 elections to the Volks-

kammer, the parliament of the German
Democratic Republic (DDR). Representa-

tives of the Spartakist-Gruppen and the

Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands joined

in forming the SAPD for that purpose.

"With this election campaign, the

Spartakist-Arbeiterpartei Deutschlands

seeks to mobilize against the sellout of

the DDR, bringing to the broad masses

of working people the program for polit-

ical rule of workers and soldiers coun-

cils and their allies— in particular white-

collar employees, pensioners, collective

farmers, members of the intelligentsia,

students and pupils—as well as for

forging a truly internationalist Leninist

party in all of Germany," a press release

stated.

Among the documents upon which the

party was founded are "What Do the

Spartacists Want" (see WV No. 492, 29

December 1989) and the “Open Letter to

All Communists" (see page 10).

Since the beginning of the year, big

sections of the bourgeoisie have gone

all out to provoke a crisis in the DDR:
scare-mongering headlines in the Western

press, stepped-up pressure for reunifica-

tion from the West German government,

demands for unlimited penetration of

capital from Frankfurt bankers, anti-

communist witchhunt propaganda in the

Leipzig demonstrations, and the first acts

of violence in Berlin. The capitalists

want to put a stop to the so far peaceful

development of a political revolution

against Stalinist bureaucratic rule.

The imperialists and their front men
had expected the ruling SED (Socialist

Unity Party) to simply dissolve as in

Hungary or, following the Polish exam-
ple. to meekly make way for a capitalist

government after an expected rout in the

elections scheduled for May 6. (And
indeed the recent defection of the SED
Dresden mayor and his group in the

continued on page 5

Spartakist

30 December 1989—Spartakist banner at Treptow Park anti-fascist demonstration: "For the Communism of Lenin-
Liebknecht-Luxemburg! For a Leninist-Egalitarian Party!”



A Letter to Arprekorr
The following letter is appearing in

Arbeiterpressekorrespondenz No. 20, 26

January 1990.

19 January 1990

Arheiterpressekorrespondenz

Dear Comrades,

Shouldn't we consider, subject to

profound transformations in the Soviet

Union—many of which are essentially

identical to those which we in the DDR
face today, if we repel the current hys-

terical assault to drive us into the

arms of the BRD—joining the Union of

Soviet Socialist Republics? If the Sovi-

et Union, through the decisive interven-

tion of the conscious and organized

Soviet working classes, were to eradi-

cate Stalinism, introduce multi-party

democracy, maintain the collective

ownership of the basic means of pro-

duction, reaffirm the right of separa-

tion of nations in the union who are not

carrying through capitalist counter-

revolution—would we not be better

off than to be thrown into the pit of

imperialist capitalism with its violent

economic crises, its' illegalization of

abortion, its underlying threat of wars

for spheres of influence, a capitalism

which sits astride the ruthless exploi-

tation of the Third World?

1 believe that to make this possible

demands far more of the Soviet

Union than it does of us, but it could

give us a viable economic and social

way out of our present crisis, and

with fundamentally more freedom than

by being seized by the BRD with its

capitalist instability, its Berufsverhot

[blacklisting] and virulent nationalism

and inhumanity. As things now stand,

one of the revanchist ideas is to ex-

pel the Turkish population, including

those born in Germany, and replace

their labor with that of East Ger-

mans and Volksdeutsche [ethnic Ger-

mans from East Europe], while creating

neocolonial spheres in which non-

Aryans would labor in places like Po-

land or the western Ukraine
“
Lehens

-

raum" while the Fourth Reich itself

undergoes racial purification.

Economically the DDR and the

USSR, especially in the framework of

federative union, could be made to

fit well together; and if Kaliningrad

(Konigsberg) became a town in the

DDR of the USSR, it could become an

anti-imperialist bastion in a region of

ill-advised nationalist and capitalist

restorationist unrest.

The qualitative reduction of internal

security forces, i.e., their elimination as

organs suppressing legitimate and even

intemperate internal dissent, could be

a strong Financial source for the selec-

tive recapitalization of the industrial

base of both areas and for the ecolog-

ical cleansing of noxious industrial

waste.

Best greetings,

A sympathetic reader

For the Communism of

Lenin, Liebknecht and Luxemburg!

January 15 is the 71st anniversary of the murder of Karl Liebknecht and Rosa
Luxemburg, victims of the bloody repression organized by the Social Democracy to

smash the January 1919 Spartacus uprising. For decades, the Social Democrats have
tried to hide their bloody crime by attempting to transform Liebknecht and Luxemburg
into social-democratic reformists. But the co-founders of the Communist Party of
Germany were murdered because they stood with Lenin for workers soviet power rather

than bourgeois parliamentarism, as the following quotes show:

V. I. Lenin
The revolution in Germany—which is

particularly important and characteristic

as one of the most advanced capitalist

countries— at once assumed "Soviet”

forms. The whole course of the German
revolution, and particularly the struggle

of the Spartacists, i.e., the true and only

representatives of the proletariat, against

the alliance of those treacherous scoun-

drels, the Scheidemanns and Siidekums,

with the bourgeoisie—all this clearly

shows how history has formulated the

question in relation to Germany;
"Soviet power” or the bourgeois par-

liament, no matter under what signboard

(such as "National" or “Constituent” As-

sembly) it may appear.

That is how world history has formu-
lated the question. Now. this can and

must be said without any exaggeration.

"Soviet power” is the second historical

step, or stage, in the development of the

proletarian dictatorship. The first step

was the Paris Commune. The brilliant

analysis of its nature and significance

given by Marx in his The Civil War in

France showed that the Commune had
created a new type of state, a proletarian

state. Every state, including the most
democratic republic, is nothing but a

machine for the suppression of one class

Progress Publishers

by another. The proletarian state is a

machine for the suppression of the bour-

geoisie by the proletariat. Such suppres-

sion is necessary because of the furious,

desperate resistance put up by the land-

owners and capitalists, by the entire

bourgeoisie and all their hangers-on, by
all the exploiters, who stop at nothing

when their overthrow, when the expro-

priation of the expropriators, begins.

—"Letter to Workers of Europe
and America," Pravda,

24 January 1919
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Karl Liebknecht
Brothers, Comrades, Friends! The day

on which the first Congress of Workers
and Soldiers Councils meets is of historic

importance. The first task of this Con-
gress is to defend the revolution, to put

down the counterrevolution.

Disarming of all generals and officers,

the dissolution of the previous command,
the founding of a Red Guard to carry out

the social revolution. The conscription of

the remnants of the counterrevolution,

and that-includes— I say this even though

it may anger misled proletarians—the

Ebert-Scheidemann government. (Stormy

calls: Down with the Scheidemanns!)

Because documentary evidence shows
that all the threads of counterrevolution

come together in the Ebert-Scheidemann

regime. Yesterday Ebert demanded that

his powers be further expanded. (Vigor-

ous protests against Ebert.) Presently we
have in Germany not a socialist but a

capitalist republic. The socialist republic

must first be brought forth by the prole-

tariat through struggle against the current

Rosa Luxemburg
Abolition of capital's domination and

achievement of a socialist order: that and

nothing less is the historic theme of the

current revolution....

The revolution’s goal clearly points

out its course, and its tasks indicate the

needed methods. All power to the toiling

masses, and to the workers' and soldiers'

councils; safeguard the revolution's ac-

complishments from the enemies that lie

in wait for it. These are the guidelines

for all measures of the revolutionary

government.

Every step, every action of the govern-

ment must point like a compass in this

direction:

• Expand and reelect local workers’

and soldiers’ councils to replace the

chaotic and impulsive character of their

initial actions through a conscious pro-

cess of understanding the revolution's

goals, tasks, and course.

• Maintain representative bodies of the

masses in permanent session. Real politi-

cal power should be transferred from the

Executive Committee of the councils, a

small body, to the broader basis of the

workers’ and soldiers’ councils.

• Immediately convoke a national

parliament of the workers and soldiers in

order to organize all of Germany's prole-

tariat as a class, a solid political power,

the bulwark and driving force of the

revolution....

Dietz Verlag Berlin

regime, which has become the represen-

tative of capitalism. We demand from the

Congress that it take full political power
into its hands for the purpose of carrying

out socialism, and that it not transfer

power to a National Assembly which
cannot be an organ of the revolution. We
demand of the Congress of the [workers

and soldiers] councils that it extend its

hand to our Russian brothers and request

delegates from the Russians. We seek

world revolution and the unity of prole-

tarians of all countries under workers and
soldiers councils.

—“To the All-German Soviet

Congress," Die Rote Fahne,
17 December 1918

• Build a proletarian Red Guard for

ongoing defense of the revolution and
train a workers’ militia in order to organ-

ize the entire proletariat to be on guard
at all times....

• Immediately convene in Germany a

world congress of workers to loudly and

Oietz Verlag Berlin

clearly proclaim the socialist and interna-

tional character of the revolution, be-

cause the future of the German revolu-

tion is anchored in the International and
in the world proletarian revolution.

—“The Beginning," Die Rote Fahne,

18 November 1918
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Polish Workers Strike Against

IMF/Solidarnosc “Shock Treatment"
Poland's Solidarno£c-led government

brought in the New Year by implement-

ing an IMF-sponsored program of brutal

capitalist austerity. Immediately the price

of coal used for home heating shot up 600

percent, electricity 500 percent, bus and

rail fares 250 percent. The price of bread

and meat has almost doubled. Store

shelves are barren as distributors hold off

supplies until the prices go even higher,

while lines at newly instituted soup

kitchens have grown from a dozen to a

couple of thousand.

In short, SolidamoSd' program of cap-

italist transformation means reducing

Poland to the level of Pinochet’s Chile,

except that Polish workers have not been

broken by military terror.

Welcoming Poland’s “leap into the

capitalist era," a New York Times (1 Jan-

uary) article fretted that the “big worry

is that the Ursus tractor workers, Silesian

coal miners or Nowa Huta steelworkers

will grow tired of the strong medicine."

Faced with massive layoffs, spiraling

inflation and 20 percent wage cuts, Po-

lish workers have already begun to fight.

This week 35,000 Silesian coal miners

went on strike against government-

imposed wage controls and 6,000 more
are on strike at mines near the industrial

city of Katowice in southern Poland.

Meanwhile, the much-publicized buy-

out of the Lenin Shipyards in Gdansk
by a Polish American heiress fell through

when the workers refused to accept her

demand for a 50 cent hourly wage and a

five-year strike ban!

Last November when Lech Walesa

was in Washington promising good “bus-

iness deals” for capitalist investors, the

editor of a new Polish business maga-

zine warned: "Our people hate Commu-
nism but when you start talking about

privatization, many of them act like

Communists." Although now centered on

the struggle against starvation wages, the

current strikes could provide the initia-

tive for uniting the working-class base of

Solidamo£d with the workers of the for-

merly Stalinist-led unions in defense of

socialized property against the gang of

Solidarno€d leaders and Stalinist bureau-

crats who are bleeding the country on be-

half of the Western bankers.

The key is reviving the traditions of

communist internationalism which once

animated the Polish workers movement.

The beginning of proletarian battles

against the attempt to impose capitalist

impoverishment in Poland provides an

opening for reforging a revolutionary

unity between the Polish workers and

their comrades in East Germany who are

threatened with the sellout of the DDR
to the Frankfurt stock market.

In an important demonstration of fra-

ternity, last December 3,000 people from

the DDR and Poland united in Guben on

the Neisse (a town divided between the

two countries after World War II) in de-

fense of Poland’s western border against

the revanchist designs of the West Ger-

man rulers, and to demand an end to

anti-Polish discrimination in East Ger-

many. A statement of "Internationalist

Greetings to our Polish Comrades." by

the recently formed Spartakist-Gruppen

in the DDR condemned the chauvinist

abuse of Polish workers and appealed:

"Join with us to help rid the DDR of

abusive Stalinism and to help defeat

those who would bring back the capital-

ism of Hitler s Third Reich and its suc-

cessor, Kohl’s Fourth Reich.... A victo-

ry of workers and soldiers soviets in

Germany will immediately galvanize the

workers of Poland, today faced with star-

vation austerity measures. Polish com-
rades: Revive the internationalist heritage

of Rosa Luxemburg, link arms in rev-

olutionary solidarity with your German
class brothers to help carry forward this

workers political revolution. Join the

Spartakist-Gruppen!"

Boston Racist Conspiracy Explodes

Boston black
community
outraged over
racist cop
dragnet and
cover-up in

Stuart murder

BOSTON—A system of racist frame-

up and cover-up spectacularly exploded

when Charles Stuart jumped off the

Tobin Bridge into the frigid Mystic River

in Boston January 4. Stuart’s suicide

and his reported admission that he had

murdered his pregnant wife last Octo-

ber exposed the grotesque lie which

became the justification for a massive

campaign of cop brutality against the

black community.

On October 23 Stuart gained national

notoriety when he reported to police he

and his wife from white suburban Read-

ing had supposedly been shot by a “tall

black man with a raspy sing-song voice”

in the integrated Mission Hill section of

Roxbury. For the racist cops and city

politicians the incident was a green light

to intensify their racist dragnet against

virtually all black youth.

The vicious "search and seizure" poli-

cy had come under public scrutiny as a

judge had declared it unconstitutional

and an outcry was raised against the

wounding of Rolando Carr, a victim of

the campaign to terrorize black neighbor-

hoods. Now the cops had the pretext they

wanted, and they eagerly went along with

Stuart’s racist ruse. Ignoring and sup-

pressing dozens of reported inconsisten-

cies, leads and suspicions about Stuart’s

conduct, they descended on Mission Hill

with a vengeance.

The thugs in blue escalated their al-

ready repressive tactics to the point

where more than 200 black men were

being manhandled, searched, stripped in

public, questioned or detained every day.

Every available cop was thrown into the

fictive manhunt and every black male in

Mission Hill was virtually guilty until

proven innocent. Many black residents

reported being repeatedly set upon by

cops while going about their business

near their homes. In our article, “Bos-

ton’s Racist ‘Search on Sight' Dragnet"

(WV No. 490, 24 November 1989), we
erroneously repeated the news accounts

of a black man shooting a pregnant wom-
an, while denouncing the media for whip-

ping up a racist furor in the city.

Finally the cops came up with some-

one they felt they could pin the heinous

crime on—William Bennett, a Mission

Hill resident with a “record" that includ-

ed a shooting incident with a cop. Then
began a campaign to prepare for the

virtual legal lynching of their “prime

suspect." The bipartisan reactionaries in

the State House mobilized to reinstate the

death penalty. Completely manufactured

“evidence" was forced from intimidated

"witnesses," and even then systematically

misrepresented to a grand jury. Tidbits

were leaked by the cops to their all-too-

eager prostitutes in the press.

But the skein of lies rapidly unwound
when Stuart’s family members, them-

selves seemingly complicit in his diaboli-

cal machinations, felt compelled to come
forward with evidence that Charles Stuart

was a monstrous psychopath capable of

murdering his pregnant wife to collect

insurance money to open a restaurant.

Outrage in the black community over

the racist hoax was so intense that even

black misleaders who had supported the

cop atrocities against black youth attend-

ed a news conference the day after the

suicide to protest Flynn and his cops’

handling of the investigation. On Martin

Luther King’s birthday black activists

picketed the mayor’s attendance at a civil

rights breakfast and called for a boycott

of the racist and complicit Boston daily

newspapers—the liberal Globe and the

Murdoch tabloid Herald. Later that day

a rally castigating Flynn, police chief

Roache and D.A. Flanagan was held in

Malcolm X Park in Roxbury.

Mayor Flynn began his career in Bos-

ton city politics as a spokesman for racist

bigots in South Boston opposed to school

integration, and now poses as a liberal

populist. He has sought to become a

national spokesman for the racist war on

drugs, and was instrumental in initiating

and defending the racist cop terror epito-

mized by the Mission Hill dragnet.

On January 5, while Flynn was going

door to door in an unsuccessful effort to

apologize to Mission Hill residents, his

cops were up to business as usual in

Egleston Square, a Hispanic neighbor-

hood between mostly black Roxbury and

mostly yuppie Jamaica Plain. This time

when they began beating Hispanic youth

and women, the crowd responded. Molo-

tov cocktails were thrown at the cops and

one ignited under a cop car. But outrage

over vile, racist cop atrocities need not

be dissipated into ultimately losing con-

frontations between unorganized youth

and rampaging cops.

From cops and courts to politicians

and the press, the American capitalist

system reeks of racism. The grotesque

frame-up of William Bennett, who is still

in jail for spurious unrelated charges, has

highlighted the case of Albert Lewin, a

black man accused of killing a cop. The
prosecution of Lewin continues despite

the fact that the cops have admitted the

case against him is based on the purport-

ed testimony of a nonexistent witness.

Meanwhile, the vile vendetta against

black youth under the "search on sight"

policy continues unabated.

While the problems are manifestly

systemic, the solutions offered by Bos-

ton’s black establishment leaders are at

best pathetically inadequate. Some have

called for an official investigation of cop

malfeasance, while state attorney general

James Shannon, who already dismissed

the cop policy of "search on sight” as

nonexistent, attempts yet another inves-

tigative cover-up. There has even been

a grotesque call to promote Deputy Su-

perintendent William Celester, the black

cop who has been in the forefront of

promoting the racist and unconstitutional

search policy. As an act of liberal/

nationalist despair, attempts are being

made to revive the discredited and mis-

named Mandela initiative—an effort to

"incorporate" minority voting districts

into a separate and unequal bantustan.

Especially since the defeat of busing

in the mid ’70s, by racist mobs in the

streets and liberal Congressmen in Wash-

ington. the plight of blacks in Boston is

seen by many to epitomize the racism

endemic in America. In this city where

the industrial infrastructure has long

since rotted out, the social weight of the

black and Hispanic communities has

indeed deteriorated. Exacerbating the

racism is the existence of while commu-
nities which are as desperately poor as

Roxbury and Mattapan. But the weight

of minority workers has increased in

such unions as the hotel workers and bus

drivers. This power of labor and blacks

has to be mobilized to put a halt to the

racist cop "stop and search" campaign.

The vicious and revolting system of

black oppression has to be swept away
in an integrated workers offensive to

smash the vile capitalist order that pro-

motes it.H
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internationalist Revolutionary Fighters

militia groups who called themselves

Schwarze Jaeger (ambiguously termed

Black Guards by the Southern sympathiz-

ers). Toward the end of April, five regi-

ments of Union men had been formed,

consisting largely of Germans. The first

regiment, composed mostly of Turner,

elected Francis Blair as their colonel, the

second chose Heinrich Boemstcin. editor

of the Anzeiger des Western: the third

chose Franz Sigel. the fourth, the 'Black

Guards.' Nicholas Shuettncr; and the

fifth C.E. Salomon. All but Blair were

Forty-eighters."

At the beginning of the war. the pro-

Confederacy governor massed troops in

a plot to seize the vast federal arse-

nal in St. Louis, guarded by only 200

Union soldiers under Captain Nathaniel

Lyon. In May. Turner regiments seized

the secessionists' encampment at Camp
Jackson in a surprise raid, saving St.

Louis and its arsenal. Also serving as a

Union officer in the St. Louis military

German Red ’48ers
^ district was Joseph Weydemeyer. a close

m
collaborator of Karl Marx. (In 1847

Weydemeyer had been an organizer in

Cologne of the Communist League, the

organization for which Marx and Engels

wrote the Communist Manifesto.) Wey-

demeyer supervised the building of ten

the U.S. Civil War

worthy troops the Government could use

for this highly dangerous and important

work. These two companies marched to

Annapolis Junction, cleared the environ-

ment of traitors, subdued the farmers of

that region who inclined toward seces-

sion, and protected the railroad line until

the Massachusetts and New York troops

arrived.”

Similarly in Missouri the German units

were crucial in those grim early days,

managing to save that state for the Union

despite strong secessionist sentiment.

Prahl describes how the Missouri Turner

prepared for the war:

"The Turner, as early as December, 1860.

had begun their preparations. Every night

they practiced military drill in the Turn-

halle and companies of Turner were

organized as well as some other German

MmeriGana imaye oaiiety

All-German artillery unit in Union Army. Above, left to right: Union officers Carl Schurz, Franz Sigel, Joseph

Weydemeyer, August Willich.

Among the nearly one million German
immigrants who came to the United

States in the ten years between 1844

and 1854 were several thousand “Red

’48ers,” political refugees who had par-

ticipated in the failed German bour-

geois democratic revolution of 1848.

The ‘48ers went on to play a crucial role

in American history as well. Having

fought for democratic ideals against the

reactionary principalities in the old coun-

try, they naturally gravitated toward the

Union side in the second American Rev-

olution, the Civil War which smashed the

Southern slavocracy. As one '48er and

former member of Karl Marx’s Commu-
nist League, Fritz Annecke, titled his

memoirs, it was “The Second Fight for

Freedom."

The German immigrants brought with

them to America their militant traditions

and organizations, in the form of the

Turnverein, or simply Turner. These

“athletic clubs” with political, social and

military functions were often simply

direct transplants of the Sehiitzverein

(“rifle clubs”) of 1848. The ’48ers soon

gained leadership of these clubs, as was

clear from the platform adopted at a na-

tional convention of representatives of

the 47 societies of the Turner held in

Buffalo in 1855:

"The Turner are opposed to slavery;

particularly they are against extension

of slavery to the free territories, and

regard this institution as definitely un-

worthy of a republic and contrary to all

concepts of freedom."

—Augustus J. Prahl. “The
Turner," in The Forty-Eighters.

A.E. Zucker, ed.. 1967

When the war broke out in April

1861, the Turner became mass recruit-

ing agencies

—

often instant regiments

—

for the Union Army at a critical time

when the North was desperately short of

experienced soldiers. It was clear that the

Germans in America were overwhelm-

ingly pro-Union: three-fourths of the

Turner signed up for the army of the

North, and in the end over 176,000

German-bom Americans fought for the

Union cause. In New York alone ten

solidly German regiments were raised in

1861, among them the 1 st German Rifles

and the Steuben regiment. Other states,

including Missouri, Ohio, and Illinois,

had regiments composed wholly or in

part of Turner, often led by ’48ers. Even

in the slave state of Texas, the German

militias refused to give up their Union

flags and Confederate troops had to be

sent in to suppress them.

In the first few days of the war. Wash-

ington was in danger of being isolated,

as secessionist mobs in Baltimore cut the

rail lines and prevented reinforcements

from reaching the nation’s capital. Just

about the only reliable troops in Wash-

ington were two German companies. The

Wecker, the only Republican newspaper

in Baltimore at the time, founded by a

’48er, related:

"When it was a question of guarding and

securing the railroad line between Wash-

ington and Annapolis Junction and of

protecting the rear and left flank of the

Massachusetts and New York regiments,

advancing from Annapolis toward the

Junction in order to restore the inter-

rupted train service, the two German
Turner companies were the only trust-

Letter of International Workingmen's Asso-
ciation, authored by Karl Marx (right), greets
Abraham Lincoln s re-election In 1864 as
signaling the“death of slavery."

forts around St. Louis, and then be-

came the colonel of a volunteer artil-

lery regiment tracking down Confed-

erate guerrillas.

In July 1863, New York City was the

scene of anti-draft riots by Irish immi-

grants, who feared their precarious social

level would be threatened by an influx of

black freedmen. The rampaging mob
lynched blacks and burned down a black

orphanage, while Irishmen in the police

force did nothing to stop the rioters and

in fact assisted them. It was the Turner

who moved in to put a stop to the riot,

as Germans “volunteered against the

rabble... most effectively, in the Seventh

Ward” (George Templeton Strong. Diary

of the Civil War 1 1962]).

The hefty weight of the German pres-

ence in the Union forces could be seen

in the eastern Army of the Potomac,

whose XI Corps was composed of three

largely German divisions led by Major

General Franz Sigel, a ’48er. (A division

had three or four brigades, each contain-

ing four to six regiments of a thousand

men each.) “I fights mit Sigel” was the

proud boast of the ranks of the XI Corps,

expressing admiration for the man who
had led insurrectionary forces in Baden

in 1848-49 against the Prussian army. To

be sure, men who had fought in 1848

were no longer youngsters by 1861, but

they flocked to join the fight against

slavery, they filled the line, and they

fought. Two of Sigel’s division com-

manders were also German-bom: ’48ers

Carl Schurz and Adolf von Steinwehr.

who came in 1847. One of Sigel’s artil-

lery officers. Major Franz Backhoff. had

also fought in the revolution in Baden,

initially on the other side. When ordered

to fire on insurgents by his commanding
officer, Backhoff literally turned his bat-

tery of guns the other way.

The XI Corps saw bloody action at

Chancellorsville and engaged Confeder-

ate troops in stiff fighting on Cemetery

Ridge at Gettysburg. Perhaps their most

memorable battle came in the fall of

1863 when they were sent west to help

Grant’s Army of the Tennessee relieve

@fo ^yUtraJtam. Jtincclji,

^TModrnl of th Stnleo

Beard
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Trotskyists in

E. Germany...
(continued from page 1

)

Spartakist Der Spiegel

At January 14 commemoration of Luxemburg and Liebknecht, Spartakist banner warns: “From Bloodhound Noske/

Ebert/Scheidemann to Brandt/Lafontaine: Social Democracy Is the Trojan Horse of Counterrevolution!” Right: SPD's

gray eminence Willy Brandt.

direction of social democracy is signifi-

cant.) But those plans suffered a setback

when 250.000 turned out for the combat-

ive anti-fascist mobilization on January

3. to repudiate the Nazi defiling of the

graves of Soviet soldiers at the war

memorial in Berlin’s Treptow Park. The

Spartakist-Gruppen and TLD initiated the

call for such a united-front action as well

as approaching the SED directly.

“The elections to the Volkskammer are

turning into a plebiscite on the contin-

ued existence of the DDR as a workers

state.” noted the statement of the Sparta-

kist Workers Party. Since the powerful

Treptow demonstration against fascism

and for solidarity with the Soviet Union,

"the capitalists—with the Social Demo-
cratic SPD in the forefront—have esca-

lated their raging onslaught against the

social foundations of the DDR. Workers

here know full well that the military

presence of the Red Army has so far

prevented a military intervention by

NATO into East Germany, and that close

political and economic cooperation of the

working people of the DDR and in the

Soviet Union is vital for the workers

states."

A workers political revolution in East

Germany would be the most powerful

encouragement to similar revolutionary

developments in the USSR, which is

today racked by every kind of instabili-

ty triggered by perestroika as the crisis

of Stalinism reaches the boiling point.

Genuine proletarian internationalism can

save the Soviet Union and make it a

beacon for world revolution, which is

why the imperialists even more than the

bureaucracy fear this prospect.

The DDR in Danger

West German capitalists are seeking to

buy up valuable properties in the DDR
at giveaway prices. They have insisted on

eliminating even the fig leaf of a 49

percent upper limit on foreign capital in

joint ventures, and now the Volkskammer

has voted a constitutional amendment
eliminating the requirement for the pre-

dominance of nationalized (people’s)

property. At the same time as Deputy

Premier Christa Luft was giving Western

businessmen a green light for reintroduc-

ing capitalist exploitation, the coalition

government drastically raised prices on

children’s clothes. Finance Minister

Nickel, now under investigation for mis-

use of state funds, has talked of raising

rents.

West German chancellor Kohl is now
putting the screws to East Berlin, de-

manding that East German prime minis-

ter Modrow’s government agree to a

capitalist reunification. But the Christian

Democrats are still looking for some kind

of federation. The Social Democrats have

become the vanguard of the push for

reunification, figuring that they would be

the dominant party of a united Germany.

The rebaptized SPD-East, which is lav-

ishly financed by its Western big broth-

ers. declared at its January 14 conference

that its main goal was "German unity in

agreement with the federal government."

An enormous West German flag at the

SPD demonstration in Alexanderplatz

carried the slogan. "Reunification—Ban

the SED."
That same day the fascist Republikaner

party, meeting near Munich, declared

itself the spearhead of "reunification

now." while vituperating against Commu-
nists. Jewish leaders and foreign workers.

The next day. a mob invaded the head-

quarters of the former State Security

(Stasi) in East Berlin. The right wing is

seeking to exploit widespread hatred of

the Stasi. whose brutal methods esca-

lated in the last years of Honecker’s rule.

This extended to the factories, where

there were many who drew a second pay-

check every month for spying on their

fellow workers. The government reported

to the Round Table meeting with opposi-

tion parties on January 15 that the Stasi

had employed 85,000 people and more

than 100,000 collaborators, and con-

sumed 3.6 billion marks. 1.5 percent of

the entire state budget. The dead weight

of the secret police needed to defend bu-

reaucratic rule is a far greater burden on

the economy than the comparatively

minor privileges enjoyed by the upper

layer of bureaucrats.

The Spartakist Workers Party of

Germany seeks to forge a Leninist-

egalitarian party, against the abusive

Stalinist system—from Stalin to Ulbricht

and Honecker. Sections of the East Ger-

man working class are manifestly demor-

alized after the revelation of their lead-

ers’ betrayals. But there is a militant

section of the proletariat that wants to

fight to defend its gains.

The SAPD press statement concludes:

"The DDR is in danger. The leadership

of the SED-PDS (Socialist Unity Party-

Party of Democratic Socialism) capitu-

lates before the social-democratic offen-

sive and debates its own dissolution.

There are only two ways out of this

crisis: either capitalist restoration in the

DDR or the clear revolutionary perspec-

tive of a genuine workers democracy,

i.e.. the building of workers and soldiers

soviets which take political power into

their own hands. This is the central point

in the political program of the Spartakist

Workers Party of Germany.”

In calling to honor Lenin. Lieb-

knecht and Luxemburg on Sun-

day, January 14, the Spartakist-

Gruppen and Trotzkistische Liga

Deutschlands raised the following

slogans:

• For a Leninist-egalitarian par-

ty! Return to the road of Lenin and

Trotsky!

• Stop the Nazis through work-

ers united-front action!

• Full citizenship rights for for-

eign workers!

• Down with NATO! Defend the

DDR and Soviet Union!

• For a planned economy under

a government of workers and sol-

diers councils!

• No sellout of the DDR! For a

red soviet Germany in a socialist

Europe!

January 15
trashing of

headquarters
of hated Stasi

in East Berlin,

part of a campaign
of right-wing
provocations.

the besieged Army of the Cumberland at

Chattanooga. The breakthrough came

after Schurz’s and Steinwehr’s divisions

attacked the Confederate stronghold on

Lookout Mountain at dawn:

"They scrambled up a zigzagging path

along the eastern face of Lookout Moun-
tain under heavy artillery fire from the

summit. By noon they were close to the

peak and exchanging fire with the Con-

federate rifle pits. The climax was a

bayonet charge by the men... up a sleep

200-foot incline strewn with boulders,

which broke over the crest of Lookout

and drove the enemy off the mountain."

—Richard O’Connor. The
German-Americans (1968)

This "battle above the clouds,” which

inspired many military muralists. opened

the way for the assault on Missionary

Ridge by “mostly German regiments

from Illinois, Indiana. Kansas, Ohio and

Wisconsin" led by Brigadier General

August Willich. Willich was a "Red

’48er" who had commanded the radical

forces in the Baden campaign with Fred-

erick Engels as his adjutant. Under in-

tense fire. Willich is said to have told

himself, “I am going forward, even if I

am court-martialed for it.” He ordered

his nine regiments up the ridge without

waiting for orders, leading to a quick

victory which surprised Grant. The Union

armies could now begin their march to

Atlanta and the sea.

Thus the Germans provided not only

bodies to fill the line but experienced

military leadership, a commodity in short

supply on the Union side at the outset of

the war because so many talented offi-

cers in the U.S. army had defected to

the Confederacy. Three of the relative-

ly small number of major generals under

Grant, who was the only lieutenant

general, were ’48ers—Sigel, Schurz and

Peter Joseph Osterhaus, as were a major-

ity of the nine Germans who were briga-

dier generals. Many colonels were also

’48ers, who gained prominence for their

combat leadership. All in all there were

some 500 German officers from major to

general. The non-commissioned German

officers, being "well-trained and well-

disciplined,” likewise played an invalu-

able role. As one tribute noted: "he

steadied the whole line, and gave it an

example of soldierly excellence in every

particular" (J.G. Rosengarten. The Ger-

man Soldier in the Wars of the United

States (1886)).

The ’48ers drew strength from the in-

fluential pen of Karl Marx and Frederick

Engels, whose articles in the New York

Herald Tribune and elsewhere provided

detailed political and military analysis of,

in their words, the “first grand war of

contemporaneous history." Under Marx’s

leadership, the First International rallied

the European working class behind the

Union cause, and this contribution was

graciously acknowledged by the govern-

ment of Abraham Lincoln.

Despite all these contributions, because

the Germans came here not speaking Eng-

lish. they faced great hardship and were

poorly rewarded for their valor in the war.

They suffered a very high death rate in

civilian life, not as a result of malice or

lynchings, but simply from indifference

and incomprehension on the part of their

English-speaking neighbors. It did get

malicious in 1917 when the U.S. entered

World War I on the British side against

Germany: the German Americans were

not enthusiastic about fighting in what

they rightly regarded as a purely inter-

imperialist war, and they were subject-

ed to a wave of chauvinism. O’Connor
writes: "Overnight.. .everything German
was stigmatized, sauerkraut converted

into 'Liberty Cabbage,’ the frankfurter

into the hot dog, the windows of shops

bearing German names smashed by ‘pa-

triotic’ mobs, the bearers of German or

German-sounding names hounded and

often made the victim of mob violence."

This reactionary crusade was also

partially directed at Jews, who were

known to be disproportionately represent-

ed in the antiwar socialist movement.

The Ku Klux Klan, which was rebom in

the 1915 lynching of Jewish businessman

Leo Frank, mushroomed in the post-

World War I witchhunt against the “red

menace.” For the German Americans, it

culminated in the 1936 execution of

Bruno Hauptmann, framed for the kid-

napping/murder of the Lindbergh baby.

In World War II, when the popular-front

line that U.S. imperialism was fighting

a “war against fascism" played on wide-

spread disgust for Nazism among the

American population, German Ameri-

cans enlisted in the U.S. army and fought

ferociously. But this is only a postscript

to the main point.

The German revolutionists of 1848

played a great and powerful role in

the American Civil War against slavery.

Militant German working people today

should know this—it’s part of their histo-

ry. and ours.
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Young Spartacus
A Chicago College Student Sees It Firsthand—

The Polithal Revolution
in East Germany

1 had been a member of the revolution-

ary Spartacus Youth Club a scant three

months when the opportunity arose for

me to go to East Germany, where I found

myself in the midst of the unfolding

workers political revolution against Sta-

linist bureaucratic rule. 1 worked with the

Trotskyist League of Germany (TLD).

helping to distribute its newspaper Spar-

takisi and the daily broadsheet Arprekorr

(Workers Press Correspondence).

In the United States 1 am frequently

confronted with questions about the

dramatic political developments in East

Germany, often accompanied by the

sneering remark, “Haven’t you heard?

Communism is dead." This couldn't be

farther from the truth. Though there are

forces in East Germany calling for a capi-

talist reunification of the country (through

counterrevolution in the East), the vast

bulk of the East German working people

correctly see capitalism as a threat to the

gains they have made through national-

ized industry and centralized economic

planning. It was the Red Army’s victory

over the Nazis that paved the way for

these gains and the formation of the

German Democratic Republic (DDR), a

workers state deformed by bureaucratic

Stalinism. With Stalinism in a state of

terminal crisis, masses of workers are

seeking authentic communism, not a sell-

out to the West German bankers.

East Berlin, January 3—A quarter

desecration of Soviet war memorial.

This is shown by the mobs of people

buying revolutionary Trotskyist literature

on the streets. In a period of ten days we

sold over 14,000 copies of the weekly

Spartakisi as well as 244.000 copies of

the daily Arprekorr. On my first distribu-
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of a million people turn out for united-front demonstration against fascist
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AN ALLE BCRGER
Kommt zur

Demonstration gegen rechts!

HEUTE UM 18 UHR
in der Anlagc
des Treptower Ehrenmals

Es haufen sich die neofaschistischen

Aktivitatcn in unserer Republik.

Tief betroffen sind wir iiber die

Schdndung des Treptower
Ehrenmals fur die im zweiten

Welikrieg gefallenen Sowjetsoldaten.

Das geschah im Herzen der Stadt.

von der Hitlerfaschismus und
zweiter Weltkrieg ausgingen.

Wir brauchen Einheitsfront

gegen rechts

!

LaBt unser Land nicht zur Heimstatt

der Neofaschisten werdcn!

Zur Dmonlnllo* hibra aufitnifra

SED PDS. Komite* det AnlifucbiXMchen

Wideniandiktmpfer. Cmllichafi fur

DSF. Vertietcr der Inilidiven -FOf un»er

Lend" und .Vercinigtc Link*’. dte

FOhrunpgremien von DBD. IDPD
und NDPO. die Grundungagruppe

der NELKEN". Spanakiii-Gruppen

und die Trolikniitchc Liga Ocuiichlandi.

SEW und SDAJ town vrele andere

anlifaichmitche und demokraiiiche

Bewegungen aua beiden Teilen Berlin*

Front-page announcement in SED’s Neues Deutschland lists Spartakist-

Gruppen and TLD among groups calling for united-front demonstration.

tion I was dropped off near the Branden-

burg Gate in East Berlin with a few

bundles of literature. I was shocked to

find myself soon surrounded by a crowd

of people all wanting the TLD press. At

one point a man approached me and said

something in a derisive tone. Another

man leapt to my defense shaking his fist

in the air and shouting. "Spartakist!

Spartakist, ja!” After demonstratively

embracing one of my comrades, he took

a stack of papers to hand out.

The name "Spartakist’’ is full of mean-

ing for the German working class. Dur-

ing the failed German Revolution of

1918-19, Spartacus League leaders Karl

Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg were

murdered by the leaders of the Social

Democratic Party (SPD). a party which

to this day defends the profit system

by word and deed. Standing on the

revolutionary traditions of Luxemburg
and Liebknecht, the TLD is building

Spartakist-Gruppen in the DDR.
The Spartakist-Gruppen stand for the

defense of the DDR against West Ger-

man imperialism. They call for the for-

mation of workers soviets (councils)

throughout Germany to carry out the

proletarian political revolution in the East

and the socialist revolution in the West,

and they raise the internationalist slogan:

"For a Red Germany in a Socialist Eu-

rope!" They call for "full citizenship

rights for foreign workers" and have

distributed solidarity greetings to Polish,

Vietnamese and Mozambican workers as

well as to Soviet soldiers and officers

stationed in the DDR.
One morning two of us took a luggage

cart laden with boxes of leaflets into a

neighborhood populated mainly by Soviet

troops and their families. We stood not

far from the entrance of a Soviet base,

under the watchful eye of a Red Army
guard. Most of the soldiers were already

familiar with our literature. Some smiled
and said, "Ah, Spartakist..." Nearly all

accepted a stack to distribute among their

friends and comrades. We later learned

of another instance in which the base

commander himself took an entire boxful

of leaflets to make sure everyone on the

base received a copy.

On December 28 the DDR news media

announced that a Soviet war memorial at

Treptow Park in East Berlin had been

defaced by neo-Nazis. The TLD and the

Spartakist-Gruppen immediately issued

a call for a mass united-front anti-fascist

mobilization on January 3. The call was

picked up by DDR radio, and various left

and anti-fascist organizations were in-

vited to participate. Tens of thousands

of leaflets went out. Finally, the ruling

SED (Communist party) itself issued a

call for a "fighting mobilization" at the

same time and place as that proposed by

the TLD/Spartakist-Gruppen.

When I arrived at Treptow on the

evening of January 3, traffic was nearly

gridlocked and both sides of the road

were choked with people heading into the

park. After I had squeezed through an

arch leading into the park, there were

people as far as I could see. all surging

toward the Memorial to Fallen Soviet

Heroes, an angular, megalithic structure

bearing a hammer and sickle on its stone

surface. Along the path 1 noticed a small-

er sculpture of a kneeling woman, mother

to the Soviets whose lives were lost in

the battles which liberated Germany from

the obscene grip of Hitler’s Nazi tyranny.

The figure was now covered with flowers

and wreaths, with hundreds of candles

burning at its base.

Among the banners visible in the

crowd were those of the TLD: "For Unit-

ed Workers Militias Under the Control

of Workers and Soldiers Councils!"

"Workers and Soldiers Councils to Pow-

er! For a Leninist-Egalitarian Party!” and

“Down with NATO! Defend the Soviet

Union!”

I returned to the area of the arch to
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Protesting Nazi Desecration of Treptow War Memorial

Letter to Commander of Soviet Forces in Germany
When the hideous Nazi defacing ofthe

Soviet war memorial in Berlin's Treptow

Park was discovered on December 28.

the Spartakist-Gruppen and Trotzkisti-

sche Liga Deutschlands immediately con-

demned this provocation in a letter to the

commander of Soviet armed forces in

Germany. This was followed by the call

for united-front action which was taken

up by the SED-PDS (Socialist Unity

Party ofGermany—Party ofDemocratic

Socialism), resulting in the 250.000-

strong anti-fascist mobilization on Janu-

ary 3 (see our last issue).

28 December 1989

General of the Army B.V. Snetkov

Commander in Chief

Group of Soviet Forces in Germany
Zossen-Wiinsdorf

Dear Comrade General,

The vile Nazi desecration of the

Memorial to Fallen Soviet Heroes in

Treptow provokes disgust and outrage

among millions of workers and broad

layers of the population of the DDR.
This provocation is directed as well at

our workers state, which was built on

the ruins of Hitler fascism.

Thousands of Red Army soldiers are

buried here who died in liberating Berlin

—and mankind—from genocidal Hitler

fascism. These are our fallen comrades
too. In memory of the 20 million Soviet

dead in the fight to smash the Third

Reich, of six million Jews who died in

the Holocaust, class-conscious German
workers vow to prevent the rise of a

Fourth Reich. Today neo-Nazis seek to

spearhead political reunification with

capitalist West Germany. While the

capitalists seek to buy the DDR and the

Social Democrats offer smooth words,

neo-Nazis direct their racist terror

against foreign workers, seeking to

whip up a witchhunt against Commu-
nists. Tens of thousands of workers

from Berlin factories and throughout

the DDR and BRD must be mobilized

in powerful united-front action to crush

these killers, now before it is too late!

And they urgently want to smash the

fascists, just as. we are sure, tens of

thousands of Leningrad and Moscow
workers would like to mobilize against

the Pamyat blackshirts, whose anti-

Semitic Great Russian chauvinism is

a threat to the multinational Soviet

Union.

Spartakist-Gruppen, TLD call: "Stop
the Nazis Through United-Front
Action!"

We internationalists must combat na-

tionalist chauvinism against Polish,

Vietnamese. Mozambican and other

foreign workers. We warn that those

who call for violence are doing the

work of the imperialists, who at all

costs want to undermine the peaceful

development of the political revolution

unfolding in the DDR.
As East German working people seek

to rid this land of those abuses of

Stalinism, the Soviet Army has refused

to be used by those who would have

staged a bloodbath. We recognize, too,

that in standing at your posts, far from

home, on guard against NATO imperi-

alist threats, you are a bulwark against

those who dream of a new fascist

nightmare.

It is above all the task of the work-

ing people to sweep away the sinister

Nazi pack. In carrying out this mission,

we extend the hand of fraternal solidari-

ty to our brother Soviet soldiers and

officers. The German workers move-

ment has the strength to sweep away

those who carried out their murderous

work under the cover of night and fog.

Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands

Spartakist-Gruppen

cc: Mikhail Gorbachev

CC CPSU
Supreme Soviet

PDC Greetings to Treptow

Anti-Fascist Demonstration

sell papers, which nearly everyone who
streamed past me attempted to buy. A
little later on, after Renate Dahlhaus of

the TLD had addressed the rally, a polar-

ization was evident in the crowd. Renate

stressed the vital necessity of a workers

united front to stop the fascists, but also

denounced the SED as incompetent to

lead the fight against Nazism and the

counterrevolutionary designs of the West

German capitalists. Now half of those

who passed me were angry, one even

spitting at my feet. Yet there were oth-

ers who were glad to have heard the

program of Trotskyism perhaps for the

first time in their lives. Some stopped to

buy additional copies of Arprekorr, or

to show their approval by offering me
food or beer. Altogether we sold about

35,000 pieces of literature at this sin-

gle demonstration.

Returning to Chicago, I saw that

American newspapers like the Tribune

and Sun-Times denounced the January 3

mobilization as a demagogic “exaggera-

tion" of the Nazi threat. How many lives

must be lost before the lesson is learned

that the fascist scum must be smashed in

the egg! A good dose of the "spirit of

January 3" is needed right here in Segre-

gation City, where black families who
cross the color line in housing are terror-

ized with burning crosses and firebombs.

Not so long ago the Holocaust Memorial

in Skokie was vandalized, and Jewish-

owned businesses were attacked by Na-

zis. Last March Klansman David Duke
held a race-terrorist convention right in

the Bismarck Hotel, and the Labor Black

Struggle League and Partisan Defense

Committee organized a spirited united-

front protest. A union-centered mobi-

lization of tens of thousands—blacks,

whites, Hispanics, Jews, Catholics, gays

—to stop this Klan/Nazi/skinhead threat

would both save lives and help roll back

the capitalist offensives in this country

against the working people and the poor.

And that’s no exaggeration.

—January 1990

Comrades!

The Partisan Defense Committee sa-

lutes you as you gather to answer the vile

desecration of the Treptow Soviet war

memorial by honoring fallen comrades

and rededicating the fight against fascism

for which they died.

Our own direct experience in the Unit-

ed States has led to the organization of

a conscious layer of anti-fascist fighters,

defeating the Nazis/Ku Klux Klan first

in Detroit in 1979, then San Francisco,

Chicago, Washington. D.C., Philadel-

phia and in 1989, Atlanta, Georgia.

Our strategy throughout was based on

one simple lesson gained from the work-

ers’ own experience: that the power of

the multiracial, multinational labor move-

ment must be organized in a workers

united front to stop the fascists in their

tracks!

Comrades: what are we if we don't

remember our dead? If we don't respond

to deadly fascist threats? In the tradition

of the International Red Aid of the early

Communist International we salute your

effort today. We extend the hand of in-

ternational proletarian solidarity as we
did to the striking British coal miners

five years ago and last year to the heroic

citizens of Jalalabad who held firm

against the bloody U.S. -backed Afghan

counterrevolutionaries.

Your struggle today can deal a mighty

blow to the forces of capitalist reaction

who threaten all of your most precious

achievements.

Spartacist Forums

For the Communism of

Lenin, Luxemburg and Liebknecht!

For a Red Germany
in a Socialist Europe!

Eyewitness accounts of the unfolding political revolution in East Germany

CHICAGO
Sat., Jan. 27, 7:30 p.m.

Blackstone Hotel. Regency Room
636 S. Michigan

For more information (312) 663-0715

MADISON
Sat., Feb. 3, 2:00 p.m.

See "Today in the Union" for room
University of Wisconsin

For more information (312) 663-0715

BERKELEY
Sat., Jan. 27, 7:30 p.m.

126 Barrows, UC Berkeley

For more information: (415) 839-0851

CLEVELAND
Wed., Jan. 31, 7:30 p.m.

University Center 368
2121 Euclid Ave.

Cleveland State University

For more information (216) 781-7500

SAN FRANCISCO
Thurs., Feb. 1, 6:00 p.m.

B1 12 Student Union
San Francisco State University

For more information (415) 863-6963

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Thurs., Feb. 1, 7:30 p.m.

Blackburn Room 148
Howard University

For more information (202) 636-3537
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Spartakist-Gruppen banner: “For a Red Soviet Germany in a Socialist Europe!”

Spartakist-Gruppen , TLD Commemorate “Three L’s”

Forward to Workers’ and
Soldiers’ Soviet Power

A public meeting of the Trotzkistische

Liga Deutschlands and the Spartakist-

Gruppen honoring Lenin, Liebknechl and
Luxemburg, the "Three L's" of Bolshe-

vism. was held on the afternoon of Janu-

ary 14 at the culture center of the VEB
Elektrokohle factory in Berlin. V/e print

below excerpts from the presentations and
some remarks from the discussion.

Renate Dahlhaus, for the TLD

Germany is split by a class divide, and

as long as West German imperialism

exists, it will continually attempt to turn

the DDR into a colony, and to oppress

the working class here in the East and

turn it into slaves. And naturally, it won’t

stop here, it’s going for Poland and at-

tacking the Soviet Union, at the heart of

the Revolution which taught us that im-

perialism can be defeated.

Therefore it is important to understand

the teachings of Liebknechl, Luxemburg
and Lenin. For German communists it

has a special meaning that they were
murdered as Spartacists, and thereby the

most revolutionary and intelligent leaders

were taken from the working class in

Germany. This was a heavy blow for us

internationally, since the next possibility

for a German revolution, in 1923, didn’t

have the tempered leadership necessary

to turn the battle into a victory.

Instead there was a weak CP. Rosa

Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht can be

criticized for having split too late. And
that. I believe, is an important lesson as

well for all the comrades inside and

outside of the SED [Socialist Unity Parly

of Germany, the ruling party in the

DDR], who always accuse us of splitting

Often it is too late to split. But it is nec-

essary to split in order to forge the revo-

lutionary nucleus of the working class

which is capable of leading the workers

party to victory.

When today Rosa Luxemburg and

Liebknecht are commemorated in the

name of "freedom for those who think

differently," as democrats and liberals,

this is fundamentally wrong. No one

should forget that their struggle was in-

separable from the Russian Revolution

and proletarian internationalism.

G. Melt, for the Spartakist-Gruppen

Those of you who have watched TV
or read the papers know that as of tomor-

row there are going to be price increases,

in the case of children’s clothing up to

150 percent, and one has to realize that

this is only the beginning. Changes in

local transit costs, rents, services and
other basic commodities are already

under discussion. It must also be noted

that there has been a constitutional

amendment and bills will be introduced,

first, to guarantee protection of capital.

and second, making it possible to transfer

profits. In a government statement. Prime

Minister Modrow said that “labor forces"

would be "set free" in the course of

economic reforms. That means there will

be unemployment.

As to the problem of capital invest-

ment in state-owned enterprises, now
even the fig leaf of 49 percent participa-

tion has been dropped— i.e., there will be

no upper limit. And this was approved
with a large majority by the Volks-

kammer |DDR parliament). Thus, we
must emphasize, the course has been

quite unambiguously set toward capitalist

restoration. On Thursday evening. Ger-

man nationalists tore up the state flag in

front of the Volkskammer. The Modrow

SPARTAKIST4
Fflr elne lenlnlstlsch-eoallUre Partell

Kein Ausverkauf der DDR!

Die Krise von Gorbatschows UdSSR

mobilization against fascism. TLD's

cabinet stands powerless in the face of

this reunification hysteria. And it is pow-
erless because the economic line of the

Modrow regime objectively plays into

the hands of these forces, whether the

government likes it or not.

In ourArbeiterpressekorrespondenz of

12 January 1990, we formulated an

"Open Letter to All Communists," inside

and outside the SED-PDS. We conceived

of this letter as a suggestion containing

concrete offers for united-front actions.

In it we have a major point, alongside

others, directed against a sellout of the

DDR. Thus we suggest a number of
concrete questions for workers in the

factories that must be answered by the

plant management. I jotted down one of

these questions: Who is it, after all. who
has empowered the general directors and

directors to sell off property belonging

to the people at giveaway prices? Well,

our answer to this question is: They're

our enterprises, built with our labor. And
accordingly, all those working in these

plants must themselves decide on all

important questions. That is the essential

cornerstone of our political program.

Decision-making must rest with those

who produce value.

That is why we say: Organize, create

for yourselves organs of political power.

Nothing other than this lies behind our

slogan for workers and soldiers councils

to power. A first key task of these coun-

cils is the demand to open the books.

That means that the present economic
situation of the enterprises must be re-

vealed to the working people. Put an end

to the secret negotiations behind the

backs of the workers. Read our “Open
Letter" and you will think of other ques-

tions—they were only supposed to be

suggestions, since each one of you natu-

rally knows best what the crucial issues

are. That's clear, we can’t know that. But

in any case, and that is our political pro-

gram, we’re for unlimited confidence in

the intelligence and judgment of the

workers. And I say it again, quite clearly,

and you can write it down: the course of

the present government is dangerous and
undermines the foundations of the work-

ers state.

On January 3. there was an anti-fascist

united-front action, “Stop the Nazis.”

which we initiated. Such a united-front

action in Lenin’s sense is not a political

non-aggression pact, but rather each po-

litical grouping preserves its own inde-

pendence. It is, so to speak, a fighting

unity, according to the principle "march
separately, strike together.” One could
also formulate this another way: com-
plete freedom of criticism, complete
unity of action. This is what our speakers

at Treptow put forward, and many people

didn’t like it, as could be seen.

But it must be stated that for the first

time in the history of the DDR, there

was a left opposition to the SED-PDS, to

the Nelken [Carnations, a new left-wing

party], to the United Left, and there is

also supposed to be a group seeking to

continued on page II

Spartakist

Trotskyist spokesman Renate Dahlhaus (lower right) addresses January 3
newspaper warns: “No Sellout of the DDR!"
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HONOR
Lenin, Liebknecht,

Luxemburg
Berlin, 14 January 1990

East Berlin—Spartakist-Gruppen banner declares: “Defend Foreign Workers! Full Citizenship Rights, East and West!" Right: TLD/Spartakist-Gruppen wreath

at gravesite of Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht in Berlin-Friedrichsfelde. Memorial states: “The Dead Admonish Us."

For the second time in two weeks,

more than a quarter million people came

out in East Berlin in the name of social-

ism and for the DDR (East Germany).

On January 3 there was the mass anti-

fascist united-front demonstration at the

Soviet war memorial in Treptow Park.

And on January 14, an equally large

crowd went to Friedrichsfelde Cemetery

to honor Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Lux-

emburg. on the 71st anniversary of their

deaths. For the first time in years, this

was no Stalin-style parade before party

and state leaders. It took over three and

a half hours for the crowd to file past the

graves of the co-founders of the Commu-
nist Party of Germany.

The SED-PDS had issued a call to

come to Friedrichsfelde to show support

for "democratic socialism, the social

interests of the working people, inde-

pendence of the DDR." and against "neo-

fascism. right-radicalism, nationalism,

hostility to foreigners” and "economic

sellout of the DDR." The SED call was

later joined by the FDJ (Free German
Youth), the Socialist Youth League, the

Marxist Student League. Die Nelken

(Carnations) and other left groups. A
counterdemonstration by the Social Dem-
ocrats. now formally called the SPD like

their West German big brothers, was held

at Alexanderplatz. which drew some

30.000.

Taking up an early Communist tradi-

tion, the Spartakist-Gruppen and the

Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands called

upon supporters to come to Fried-

richsfelde to honor Luxemburg. Lieb-

knecht and Lenin, the “Three L’s" of

Bolshevism. Spartaki.it/Arbeiterpresse-

korrespondenz (10 January) noted that

"In the SED-PDS call. Karl and Rosa are

described as ‘prominent leaders of the

German Social Democrats and Commu-
nists.’ This is closely related to the

SED’s current view, equating Liebknecht

and Luxemburg with Kautsky and Bern-

stein. This ignores the fact that the Com-
munists were murdered by officers who
had been brought in by Social Democrat

Gustav Noske to suppress the Spartakus

uprising in January 1919."

Early on the 14th a Spartacist delega-

tion laid a wreath at the Rosa Luxem-

burg memorial on the Landwehr Canal

in West Berlin. Outside the memorial

in East Berlin, our Trotskyist banners

were prominently displayed, calling for

"A Red Soviet Germany in a Social-

ist Europe!" "Defend Foreign Workers!

Full Citizenship Rights. East and West!"

and declaring "From the Bloodhound

Noske/Ebert/Scheidemann to Brandt/

Lafontaine: Social Democracy Is the

Trojan Horse of Counterrevolution.” As
we addressed the crowd with a bullhorn,

it often turned into a dialogue. Tens of

thousands of copies of Spartacist litera-

ture were sold and distributed, notably

Friday's Arprekorr with an "Open Letter

to All Communists” (see page 10), and

the latest Spartakist with the headline

"No Sellout of the DDR!”
That afternoon, the Spartakist-Gruppen

and TLD held a public meeting at the

culture center of the VEB Elektrokohle

plant. Following the speeches and a

rich discussion period (see "Forward to

Workers’ and Soldiers’ Soviet Power”),

money was collected for the Lenin-

Liebknecht-Luxemburg Fund and people

signed up as members of the Spartakist-

Gruppen. They proudly received the first

membership cards, bright red and bearing

a quote from Rosa on how German
workers learned about soviets from the

Russian Revolution. Also on the 14th. a

Spartacist delegation officially partici-

pated in the Luxemburg-Liebknecht dem-

onstration of about 15.000 in Schwerin,

in the north of the DDR.
The impact of the Spartacist presence

was considerable. Altogether more than

40,000 pieces of literature were sold and

distributed. The evening DDR-TV news

program. “Aktuelle Kamera," prominent-

ly showed the laying of the wreath from

the Spartakist-Gruppen. TLD and In-

ternational Communist League (Fourth

Internationalist). And the next day our

participation was reported in Neues

Deutschland, Berliner Zeitung and Junge

Welt. The latter noted that the Trotskyists

“warned against a shortsighted sellout

of the DDR to the West German industri-

alists," adding that "they received ap-

proving applause."

West Berlin—Revolutionaries from East and West
Germany gather at Landwehr Canal, where the body
of Rosa Luxemburg was found.

East German youth at

Spartakist-Gruppen recruitment table.

Spartakist Photos

ARBEITERPRESSEKORRESPONDENZ

SPARTAKIST *

Aufrut der Spartakist-Gruppen und TLD

Ehrt Lenin, Liebknecht, Luxemburg!

GRUNDET wn&irm
SPARTAKBT-
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Open Letter to All Communists
Reprint from Arprekorr

The following Open Letter by the

Spartakist-Gruppen and the Trotzkisti-

sche Liga Deutschlands is translatedfrom

Spartakist/Arbeilerpressekorrespondenz

No. 18 (12 January).

In full consciousness of the present

real danger from right-radical forces

along with the massive anti-communist

hate campaign in the bourgeois media of

West Germany, fanned by the SPD. and

the threatened sellout of the DDR to

the Deutsche Bank and its likes, we

are suggesting an action program to

all communists inside and outside the

SED-PDS:

Fight Fascism!

In the spirit of proletarian interna-

tionalism, for reliable protection of the

memorial cemeteries of slain Soviet sol-

diers, of anti-fascist resistance fighters

and Jewish citizens, we propose joint

patrols by soldiers of the Red Army,

the NVA |DDR army), members of the

Volkspolizei [People's Police], VP auxil-

iaries and workers defense groups from

the factories.

The preferred target of the anti-

communist hate propaganda of the neo-

Nazis are above all workers who have

immigrated (to the DDR]. It is the duty

of all workers to defend our foreign

colleagues. Against Nazi terror we mo-

bilize workers united fronts in East

and West, faithful to Lenin’s principle:

March separately, strike together!

To guarantee protection of our work-

ers state and of the property of the peo-

ple, defense groups should be formed

within the factories, made up of disci-

plined and experienced colleagues-, in-

cluding many members and reorganized

units of the fighting groups of the work-

ing class. The working class must take

up the battle against fascism in organized

fashion, to crush it in the egg when it

is still weak. This is why we advance

the slogan: For joint workers militias un-

der the control of workers and soldiers

councils!

Against the Sellout of the DDR!

The present business situation of indi-

vidual plants and institutions must be

revealed by the directors and managers

responsible. Clear and direct answers

must be given the workers to such ques-

tions as:

• Who is it that is empowering the

general directors/directors to sell the

people’s property at giveaway prices?

• How large is the influence of and

investment of capital already in the

plants?

• Are layoffs being carried out or

planned?

• Are new privileges planned for cer-

tain layers?

• Who is attempting to institute an

illegal practice of SPD-stylc Berufs-

verbote [blacklisting] now in the DDR
as well, mainly directed against mem-
bers of the SED-PDS?

• Will there be social cutbacks, i.e.,

e.g.. wage cuts?

• Will the year’s maternity leave exist

in the future as well?

The policies of Modrow’s government-

al coalition are aimed at giving capital a

green light with the aid of amending the

constitution and laws, in order to legalize

the notorious ’‘joint ventures” with West-

ern firms, to permit protection of capital

and transfer of profits. This is a direct

attack on the right to work and endangers

socially justified subsidies. The explosion

of prices and rents will above all hit

single women, pensioners and others with

low incomes.

This pro-capital, anti-worker market

economy policy must be resolutely

fought! We propose that worker delega-

tions from DDR factories visit their West

German class brothers at Siemens. Os-

ram, Braun, etc., in order to work togeth-

er against the sellout.

Workers and Soldiers
Councils to Power!

The SED-PDS now proposes forming

plant councils "before capital comes”

(Neues Deutschland, 1 1 January). The

Spartakists call for forming workers and

soldiers councils to prevent capital from

coming! The reintroduction of capitalist

exploitation endangers every worker and

the existence of the DDR. To defend our

social gains and to open the way to so-

cialism we must replace the arbitrary rule

of the Stalinist bureaucracy with revolu-

tionary soviet rule, throughout Germany.

The workers must take into their own
hands control of the enterprises and

institutions by forming councils [soviets].

In these councils, in which all currents

within the working class are represented,

free and open debates will take place on

all pending problems. They thereby di-

rectly represent the interests of all work-

ers, and the delegates can be recalled at

any time. Such councils must look after

the overall interests of society—for ex-

ample. the control of prices as well

—

and thus they constitute the most dem-

ocratic form of government, a million

times more democratic than any bour-

geois parliamentarianism can ever be.

Revolutionary workers councils would

fight for free round-the-clock day care

for children, and also to enable full par-

ticipation by women in social and polit-

ical life. Workers and soldiers councils

are the firm guarantee of the defense of

socialized ownership of the means of

production. Central planning of the econ-

omy can fully develop its enormous

advantages only in connection with work-

ers democracy.

For Full Citizenship Rights
for All Foreign Colleagues
Working in the DDR and
for Their Families!

The acts of discrimination that have

recently been increasing against our

colleagues from Poland, Vietnam. Mo-
zambique. etc. must be stopped at once!

Everyone who works and lives here,

whatever their nationality, must have the

same rights as any DDR citizen. Of
course the families of soldiers of the Red
Army and Soviet women living here

must also have full enjoyment of the

social gains.

In order to prevent speculation, re-

strictions on purchases directed against

our class brothers are an inappropriate

means, since they only fan nationalism.

In our opinion, appropriate customs con-

trols offer adequate protection against

trading with state-subsidized commodi-

ties. Committees of working people in

each residential area should ensure that

prices are not raised, that a stop is put to

speculation and thus everyone can shop

without discrimination.

The fight for full citizenship rights for

all immigrant workers, in the East and

West, will help to overcome the division

of the working class in the BRD between

German and Turkish workers. It is pre-

cisely the Turkish workers who in West

Germany stand in the front lines of the

class struggle. Our class brothers in the

Federal Republic and also in West Berlin

must help us prevent the sellout of the

DDR.
On 3 January 1990, some 250,000

Berliners said with their powerful united-

front action at the Soviet memorial in

Treptow: Never Again Fascism! In fight-

ing for a German republic of soviets

Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht

were also fighting against the counterrev-

olution. which utilized the fig leaf of

“parliamentary democracy." It is high

time to transform Lenin, Luxemburg and

Liebknecht’s revolutionary program for

soviet rule into reality. Necessary for

this is the forging of a new revolutionary

party. It is in this sense that we link up

with the revolutionary traditions of the

international workers movement to honor

on 14 January 1990 the three great lead-

ers of the Russian and German revolu-

tions.

The mass demonstration in Treptow
also honored the Red Army that freed

Europe from Nazism. Honoring the Three

L’s in January pays tribute to the revolu-

tionary ties between the Russian and
German revolutions. Despite all the talk

of "disarmament.’’ imperialist militarism

has today lost nothing of its desire for

booty, as the provocations in the Carib-

bean and the massive military maneuvers
west of the Elbe demonstrate. And in

the BRD the gigantic weapons company
MBB-Daimler Benz was formed. We
stand resolutely for defense of the DDR
and the USSR against NATO imperial-

ism. We fight for a red soviet Germany
in a socialist Europe!

Against the military threat by German
imperialism and NATO, a soviet govern-

ment would turn to the workers of the

East, in particular to those of the Soviet

Union, as well as to the workers of the

West.

Independent of existing political differ-

ences on many questions, we call upon
all those who share our deep concern and
wish jointly with us to defend the social

gains of the DDR. to agree on and carry

out actions with us. Whoever fails to

defend what has already been won can
win no new victories. But to win new
victories it is necessary to forge a new
communist parly in the spirit of Lenin
and Trotsky.

Spartakist-Gruppen

Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands

1 1 January 1990

“Stop the Sellout of the DDR!”

The following article is translated

from Spartakist No. 67 (17 January),

the newspaper of the Trotzkistische

Liga Deutschlands.

On Friday. January 12, the Volks-

kammer decided, with only two ab-

stentions. to adopt SED economic

minister Christa Luft’s proposed

amendments to the constitution to

allow foreign capitalist investment.

Private capital will now be allowed in

mining, energy, agricultural and in-

dustrial production, banking and insur-

ance, transport, telephone and postal

service. The Modrow government also

announced huge price increases, be-

ginning with children’s clothes and

shoes. It is no accident that on the

same day Modrow met with West

German finance minister and CSU
chairman Theodor (“Reunification in

1937 Borders") Waigel. Simultaneous-

ly, by demanding world market prices

for Soviet oil. Gorbachev is pushing

the DDR into the arms of the Frank-

furt stock market.

Modrow and other SED tops pay lip

service to "No Sellout” while hanging

out the “For Sale" sign. But it is the

working people of the DDR, including

immigrant workers, who have created

the wealth. Who gave the bureaucrats,

who mismanaged the economy for

over 40 years, the right to sell it

now? Workers, on guard! Demand
that factory directors open the books.

The Social Democrats and the West

German union federation are trying

to export class-collaborationist plant

councils so DDR workers can "co-

determine” their own exploitation. The
Spartacists say: Form factory councils

as organs of workers control in the

plants. Forward to a government of

workers and soldiers councils! For

common planning leading to economic

integration between the DDR and

the Soviet Union, thereby defending

against the capitalist attack.
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Where Does the Money Come From
Statement of the International Secretariat of the ICL

and the Central Committee of the TLD

The following statement was published

in Spartakist (No. 67, 17 January), the

newspaper of the Trotzkistische Liga

Deutschlands.

Recently we have been bringing out

Arbeiterpressekorrespondenz almost

daily. This is really costing a lot of mon-

ey, approximately DM 1 7,000 a week. We
also hope to be able to publish a weekly

in the DDR shortly.

This money, from the dwindling re-

serves of the International Communist
League, has been built up over a number

of years through high pledges from the

wages of very advanced workers in ten

countries. These contributions vary ac-

cording to the level of the wages re-

ceived by the workers in the various

countries. Members in West Germany
have paid the most per capita, but mem-
bers of the ICL from France and the

USA. from Canada and Australia, have

also made their contribution. The British

comrades are too poor and the Japanese

and Italian comrades too few. but never-

theless they too have helped out. And
even those comrades from countries like

Mexico and Lanka and elsewhere in

South Asia who have received financial

support from the ICL have helped as

much as they could. Sometimes, when
a comrade’s frugal grandmother dies, we
receive a portion of the inheritance as a

windfall. That’s where our money comes
from.

The sociology of our finances is just

as one would expect. Our international

organization numbers fewer than a thou-

sand people on the entire planet, and they

all work for a living. From countries

with a high wage level, with older and

more numerous comrades, we receive a

surplus. On the other hand our interna-

tional organization provides modest sub-

sidies to our smaller sections, which have

younger comrades with less profession-

al experience and a lower wage level;

in doing so we don’t want to create a

fool's paradise but rather to further their

growth.

Since the days of the New Left, uni-

versity administrations in the U.S., i.e.,

in the final analysis state authorities,

have offered to pay for (radical) student

activities. We have successfully fought

against accepting even one cent of this

government-sponsored financial support.

It is in this spirit and in accord with

this program that we do our work in the

DDR. We don’t want even a pfennig of

subsidy from anyone except from those

who are in some way in serious agree-

ment with our program.

Therefore the working people from the

BRD or DDR who pay one or two marks
to read our press are indispensable for

the continued appearance of our publica-

tions. At the moment the class conscious-

ness of the West German proletariat is

at an ebb. which is no doubt discourag-

ing for militants in the DDR. Militancy

has its ebb and flood tides. Large-scale

economic struggles are on the agenda in

the BRD this year; the stance of workers

in the West toward the DDR will perhaps

be completely different then.

And of course when some major action

is projected or some new major develop-

ment in the world comes up, we run fund

drives. The Partisan Defense Committee,

a non-sectarian organization for legal and

social defense associated with the ICL,

received, particularly from unions with

a significant black membership. $42,000

in donations for the series of rallies

against the Nazis and the Ku Klux Klan

that we recently mounted in the U.S.

Before this, during the 1984 miners

strike in Britain, the PDC raised $23,000

in donations from the labor movement all

across America and internationally in

support of this hard-fought but unfortu-

nately defeated battle against the evil

prime minister Thatcher.

More recently we raised $50,000 from

left communists and militant defenders

of women’s rights around the world,

money the Afghan government used to

assist the victims of the heavy fighting

around Jalalabad, a battle that stopped

the counterrevolutionaries in Afghanistan

cold. The PDC campaigns, being public

in nature, are also heavily audited, show-

ing to all that the money does go for the

purposes intended.

And now from the entire world, in

accordance with their means, radical

socialists and communists are sending

in money directly to our political organ-

ization through the Lenin-Liebknecht-

Luxemburg Fund to support the work of

our comrades in the East German politi-

cal revolution. But these donations basi-

cally have come from older, now-retired

people or from others sympathizing with

communism, whose financial resources

are largely depleted. In general these

fund-raising campaigns are undertaken

for a very specific aim and as urgent

circumstance demands, and are not the

basis for the regular political work of our

international organization or its sections.

The genuine Trotskyists of the world

have done everything in their power to

defend the DDR against capitalist absorp-

tion and the USSR against imperialist

provocations. At present we appear right-

ly in the DDR as those who express the

hopes of millions of workers and sections

of the intelligentsia and who counter

their fears. Our international organiza-

tion. the ICL, will continue trying to

help, and it will help. But bringing out

our press in all Germany is essentially

the responsibility of those who support

the founding of a Spartakist Workers

Party of Germany that will emerge from

the Spartakist-Gruppen. the Trotzkisti-

sche Liga Deutschlands and others sup-

porting the fundamental program of our

political grouping.

The fate of the unfolding Ger-

man workers political revolution

hangs in the balance. Contribu-

tions from internationalists are

urgently needed to carry forward
the critical intervention of con-

scious Leninists. Make donations

pavable/send to: Spartacist, Box
1377 GPO, NY, NY 101 16 (earmark
“Lenin-Liebknecht-Luxemburg
Fund” or “3-L’s Fund”).

Three L’s...
(continued from page 8)

found a KPD in the DDR—a left opposi-

tion to all these groups that clearly and

unambiguously takes its stand in public.

What is this, anyway, the Left Opposi-

tion? What have we Trotskyists undertak-

en against Stalinism? What is Stalinism

anyway? In the DDR press there have

been a lot of articles lately dealing with

Stalinism, and it’s clear there’s a lot of

confusion, for common to all these ar-

ticles is that they miss the essence of

Stalinism.

Now. the first clear warning against a

possible degeneration of a workers state

can be found already in Frederick Engels.

In his preface to the 1891 edition of
The -Civil War in France he formulates

it roughly in this way: the working class

must, if it is to seize political power, on
the one hand smash the old bourgeois

state machinery, but on the other hand it

must defend itself against its own depu-
ties and officials, so as not to lose again

the political power it has just won.

Today with the knowledge of past

history, one must say that Engels was
unfortunately correct in this warning. It

became evident that under capitalist con-

ditions a workers aristocracy or work-

ers bureaucracy would arise. But it also

became evident that in a workers state a

bureaucratic layer can arise that illegally

usurps political power.

After the Bolsheviks, under the leader-

ship of Lenin and Trotsky, successfully

carried out the October Revolution, the

fledgling Soviet state was subjected to

an imperialist war of aggression and a

bloody civil war that claimed numerous
victims. In his famous "April Theses,"

Lenin agreed with Trotsky’s position and
argued that in a country as backward as

Russia, with strong feudal structures, it

was possible to transform the bourgeois-

democratic revolution under the leader-

ship of the working class directly into

socialist revolution.

But the reserves of the Russian Revo-

Leon Trotsky,
co-leader of

the Bolshevik
Revolution, speaks
at a May Day rally

in Red Square,
Moscow, in the

early 1920s.
Banner salutes

workers struggling

against the old
world of capitalist

exploitation.

lution were not to be found in Russia

itself, but in the internationalist aid of

other proletarians, and therefore ultimate-

ly in the extension of the revolution to

the West. The Bolsheviks had particular

expectations and particular hopes in the

German working class. This was where
Marxism had come from, and there was
a long tradition in the German workers

movement. The October Revolution had

begun in effect under the slogan, "Russia

is the spark, Germany will be the flame."

But the German Revolution of 1918

was drowned in blood by the rightist

Social Democratic leadership. Liebknecht

and Luxemburg were murdered because

they had come out for a German soviet

republic.

In the meantime, civil war continued

to rage in the Soviet Union. From a

handful of Red Guards, Trotsky forged

the Red Army and was its recognized

leader. Partly, a very hard regime was
necessary at this time in order to escape

from the deadly encirclement. However,

the Civil War also decimated the ranks

of the Bolsheviks themselves. It’s clear

that the party of 1923 was not the party

of 1917. More than 95 percent of the

party members had joined only after the

October Revolution.

Many party functionaries were used to

commanding and ordering from the time

of the Civil War. That was correct and

necessary during the Civil War. but times

had changed, it was now peacetime. So
an army of administrators had formed
within the party. Stalin became the advo-

cate of these bureaucrats’ interests. And
in many respects he was an ideal advo-

cate—energetic, wily. sly. and an old

Bolshevik.

In addition, Stalin held in his hands

several key positions. He was. firstly.

People’s Commissar for Nationalities,

which is important in a multinational

state like the Soviet Union. Moreover, he

was commissar for the Workers’ and

Peasants’ Inspection, a member of the

Politburo and. since April 1922, general

secretary of the party. Lenin, once he

recovered from his first stroke, had clear-

ly seen the immense danger emanating

from the party bureaucracy.

In December 1922, Lenin launched his

first blow against Stalin and his faction.

He criticized Stalin first of all over

persecution of the national minority in

Georgia. He attacked Stalin on the ques-

tion of the monopoly of foreign trade.

On January 23, he presented a proposal

for the reorganization of the Workers’

and Peasants’ Inspection, further elabo-

rated in “Better Fewer But Better"

(March 1923).

To be sure, Stalin is not named in this

article, but the direction of the attack

was utterly clear. Stalin knew well what

this language meant, and he also knew
that he was dealing with a powerful

opponent. On 25 December [1922] or 4

January 1923, Lenin dictated his letter to

the Central Committee, frequently re-

ferred to as his political testament, in

which he demanded Stalin’s removal. On
March 6. Lenin went so far as to break

off all comradely and personal relations

with Stalin.

But Lenin and Trotsky intended to

launch the decisive blow jointly against

the triumvirate (Stalin. Kamenev and

Zinoviev, who led the party during Len-

in’s illness and after his death) at the

continued on page 12
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USSR...
(continued from page I

)

at the violence and risked their own lives

to hide Armenian friends and neighbors

from the blood-crazed mobs. The news-

paper of the Soviet Communist Youth.

Komsomoiskaya Pravda, reports that at

the initiative of the Azerbaijan Komso-

mol. Azeri veterans of the Afghan war

patrolled Armenian neighborhoods to

prevent further pogroms.

The atrocities are by no means on one

side alone. Armenian partisans, using

helicopter gunships seized from the Sovi-

et Army, have strafed Azerbaijani vil-

lages. The Moscow newspaper Izvestia

reported that 3.000 Armenians attacked

a village in Nakhichevan, an Azerbaijani

enclave wedged between Armenia and

Iran.

The decision to send troops won wide

approval among the Soviet people. “Gor-

bachev had a responsibility to save

lives," said a woman factory worker in

Byelorussia (New York Times, 18 Janu-

ary). However, the Gorbachev regime has

also encouraged pacifistic attitudes to

justify its withdrawal from Afghanistan,

where the Soviet Army was fighting a

progressive war against imperialist-armed

tribalists and Islamic fanatics. Thus many
Russian parents protested against sending

their sons to restore civil peace in the

Caucasus. In response, the Soviet govern-

ment halted calling up army reservists

and announced that only regular military

and police forces would be used in the

Mikhalev/Novosli

Soviet troops enter Baku as bloody communalist warfare rages in Caucasus.

operation.

While spokesmen for the Azerbaijani

Popular Front threaten Gorbachev with

a "new Afghanistan," the Soviet Army
certainly has the power to control the

region. But it cannot prevent small-

group terrorism nor police every area

where Armenians and Azeris are bent

on killing one another. And what hap-

pens when the state of emergency is

relaxed? The liberal Stalinist regime of

Mikhail Gorbachev has no political an-

swer to the “nationalist rampage” and

"fratricidal war” he condemns.

The Baku pogrom took place just after

Gorbachev got back from Vilnius, where

he appealed to Lithuanian nationalists not

to secede from the USSR. The sending

of troops into Azerbaijan has for the

moment overshadowed the Lithuania

crisis. Yet the secession of this Baltic

republic would have grave consequences

for the future of the Soviet Union. It

would enormously embolden Western

imperialism in its drive to break up the

USSR and turn the remnants into neo-

colonies of Wall Street and the Frankfurt

banks. The rabid anti-Communist Pat

Buchanan, who enjoys defending Nazi

war criminals, wrote gleefully a few

weeks ago: "Is 1990 the year the Soviet

Union breaks apart?”

Both Gorbachev and the Lithuanian

nationalists of Sajudis are now posing

secession as simply the exercise of na-

tional self-determination formally guaran-

teed in the founding 1924 constitution of

the USSR. (This right was incorporated

as the result of the dying Lenin’s last

struggle against Stalin’s Great Russian

chauvinism.) But the overriding goal of

the Baltic nationalists is not independ-

ence but unity with the capitalist “free

world.” While screaming about the sa-

cred cause of “independence," they are

talking about forming a “Baltoscandia"

—a union of Lithuania, Latvia and Esto-

nia with the capitalist countries of Scan-

dinavia. And they expect generous aid

from the coffers of Western imperialism.

Under the guise of national liberation,

the Lithuanian Sajudis and the Latvian

and Estonian Popular Fronts are driving

toward social counterrevolution.

The rise of reactionary nationalism is

by no means limited to the periphery

of the USSR. Ukrainian nationalism is

stirring behind the revived Eastern

Rite Catholic church. The most dan-

gerous nationalism of all for the future

of the Soviet Union is that of the domi-

nant Russian people. And here we have

seen the growth of the fascist Pamyat

(Memory) and other Great Russian chau-

Three L’s...
(continued from page II)

party congress in April 1923. This was

only prevented by the last stroke, which

Lenin suffered in March 1923.

I don’t want to enter into historical

speculation now. Perhaps it wasn’t quite

right that Trotsky didn't carry out the

attack alone at this party congress. But

one has to consider that he was still

hoping for Lenin’s recovery, and be-

lieved that a joint effort would be more

effective. But as I said, no historical

speculations, we have to stick to the

facts.

From now on, the efforts of the trium-

virate, that is to say the troika, were

aimed at suffocating internal party de-

mocracy and removing leadership of

the party from control by the members.

Moreover, the bureaucratic outgrowths

were extended to the entire state appara-

tus. The soviet system was smashed.

There was a further historical circum-

stance which enabled the Stalin faction

to extraordinarily consolidate its power.

In the spring of 1923, a revolutionary

situation had arisen again in Germany.

The KPD [Communist Party of Germany]

was supported by a majority of the Ger-

man working class and had the possibili-

ty of taking political power, that literally

lay in the streets. But the then party

leadership around Brandler was too hesi-

tant, and additionally received very con-

tradictory instructions from the Comin-

tern leadership, then under the influence

of Stalin and Zinoviev.

Once again, a great historical chance

was not utilized. The German Revolution

of 1923 failed to take place, at least not

in a positive sense. The upshot was that

the working class in the Soviet Union,

greatly decimated and also demoralized

after the previous Civil War, still stood

alone. The hoped-for and longed-for

expansion of the revolution to the West

did not take place. In addition there were

the conditions I already indicated inside

the party, and naturally Lenin’s far too

early death. All this made it possible for

this bureaucratic layer to illegally usurp

power in the party and state.

In 1924, Stalin and Bukharin, with

whom he had in the meantime allied

himself, set about elaborating the pro-

gram of "socialism in one country.” This

was a theory counterposed to the line of

Lenin and Trotsky. It was the Trotskyists

who resolutely fought the Stalinist bu-

reaucracy since the early ’20s. The Left

Opposition, i.e.. the Trotskyists, stood

first of all for internationalism and for

industrialization. They also defended the

workers state against imperialist attacks,

even after Trotsky’s murder in 1940 in

Mexican exile.

Well, this is precisely the tradition

which we follow: we stand for the de-

fense of the workers states. We also say:

return to the road of Lenin, Trotsky,

Liebknecht and Luxemburg. These names

stand for soviet rule, that is, for a repub-

lic of workers councils.

At this point, I must of course add that

we can’t resolve the problems of the

DDR inside the DDR itself. On the one

hand, it is necessary to ally with the

working class of West Berlin and the

Federal Republic [West Germany]. That

is why we say, for example: NARVA
workers, speak with your class brothers

at Osram, carry out combative joint ac-

tions against the sellout of the DDR, for

if this sellout occurs, it will threaten jobs

in the West as well.

Never forget to stand shoulder to

shoulder with the other plants, with your

colleagues of Elektrokohle, of October

7th, of Bergmann-Borsig, for they can be

the next ones to be fired. Act together

with your Vietnamese, Polish and Mo-
zambican fellow workers. And also think

of this: a soviet republic in all of Germa-

ny has been on the agenda for over 70

years, and will also provide a genuine

revolutionary perspective for the working

class in the Soviet Union, Poland, Czech-

oslovakia. etc.

In order to make this program of Lenin

and Liebknecht and Luxemburg into

reality, we need a new revolutionary

party as the German section of the inter-

national communist movement.

The SED is not reformable, because

these bureaucratic structures, formed in

the years 1923-24, were transmitted di-

rectly to this party. They still have the

program of socialism in one country,

overlaid with the programmatic confusion

in recent attempts to expand the program.

But we also believe that many members
of this party, as well as many former

members who left the party for good

reason, can be won to a genuine revolu-

tionary perspective. This is why we

wrote the “Open Letter to All Commu-
nists.” among other reasons.

We call on all who are in program-

matic agreement with us to join with us.

become members of the Spartakist-

Gruppen, and together with us spread and

advocate this program. It is in the tradi-

tion of Vladimir Ilyich Lenin, of Karl

Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg, that

our slogan "For a Red Soviet Germany
in a Socialist Europe” must be under-

stood. It also depends, in conclusion, on

us in the DDR learning to overcome our

national blinders, that we leam again to

think internationally.

DISCUSSION

The following remarks were made by
a participant in the meeting.

I do not belong to the Spartakist-

Gruppen, I still belong to the SED-PDS,
and nevertheless I would like to make it

possible to speak here. The demand has

been raised, correctly, for a red soviet

Germany. I don’t want to—historically,

I agree, the demand is right. I stress this

because I am of the opinion that we must
first give a new meaning to the word
communism.

Since 1 976, our citizens—to the extent

they have attended higher educational

establishments, which was after all oblig-

atory— have become familiar with the

presentation of communism in the [SED]
program of 1976. We see every hour,

every minute what that party program led

to and what communism is. I see it as a

very big question to develop a theory

which is comprehensible for the workers,

with which our workers can identify.

Karl Marx once said, in the Manifesto,

that the working class in its revolutionary

struggle had nothing to lose but its

chains. Yes, in 1848 and for many years

afterwards that was right. But the work-
ing class in the DDR has much to lose.

And I am of the opinion that this is a

situation which we must pay attention

to in all these matters when we talk of

a red soviet Germany, of workers and
soldiers councils.

Perhaps we must have here our theo-

retical beginning, and perhaps the

Spartakist-Gruppen in the DDR will have

their own field in this area, in order

—

perhaps through the Spartakist-Gruppen—to form a new. truly communist party

in the DDR.
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Oer Spiegel

Mass coal miners strike rally in Siberia last July. Soviet working class is

resisting disastrous effects of perestroika.

vinist outfits spewing out anti-Semitic

filth as they scapegoat the Jews for

the economic disaster of perestroika (re-

structuring). Last week Pamyat-type

stormtroopers forced their way into the

Moscow headquarters of the Writers

Union and disrupted a meeting of anti-

fascist intellectuals.

Why have violent and reactionary

nationalist movements erupted under

Gorbachev? Soviet spokesmen used to

proudly point to Baku as a cosmopolitan

multinational city. The large and thriving

Armenian community—over 10 percent

of the population— lived without fear of

violence from their Azeri neighbors.

There was a fair degree of intermarriage.

At the same time, hundreds of thousands

of Azeris lived peacefully in the Armeni-

an republic. In the Baltic republics, anti-

Soviet nationalism seemed limited to an

extremist fringe. And Pamyat was viewed

as a small group of backward-looking

fanatics, not to be taken seriously.

But the apparent stability of Brezh-

nev’s Soviet Union was illusory. Decades

of Stalinist police-state rule trampled

underfoot legitimate national grievances

and rights while also suppressing the

open, violent expression of nationalist

hatreds and rivalries. All this came to

the surface when Gorbachev loosened

the political controls. However, pere-

stroika has greatly fueled and intensified

pre-existing national antagonisms. Politi-

cal liberalization was tied to a program

which encouraged economic competition

and self-interest, and degraded the social-

ist principles of equality, internationalism

and working-class solidarity.

The Gorbachev regime makes no at-

tempt to appeal to Armenian and Azer-

baijani workers against the petty-

bourgeois agitators of genocide. And in

the Baltics, as elsewhere, the whole

thrust of perestroika has been to bene-

fit intellectuals, technocrats and petty

entrepreneurs—the social base of the

nationalist movement— at the expense of

the workers and collective farmers.

Hence, the Gorbachevite Stalinists can-

not unite Russian-speaking workers with

their Lithuanian, Latvian and Estonian

class brothers on an egalitarian socialist

program.

Working-class resistance to the ravages

of perestroika is growing. Siberian coal

miners are threatening further strikes.

The most hated class of people in the

Soviet Union are the petty capitalist

entrepreneurs spawned by the economic

"liberalization." The situation is crying

out for the building of a genuinely com-

munist party which can unite and mobi-

lize the Soviet working class against the

forces of murderous nationalism and cap-

italist restoration.

Perestroika Fuels
Reactionary Nationalisms

The Western media present the com-
munalist civil war in the Caucasus as

but the latest round in the ancient blood

feud between the traditionally Christian

Armenians and Islamic. Turkic-speaking

Azeris. The immediate trigger was mass
Armenian agitation to change the status

of the Nagorno-Karabakh Autonomous
Region, a mountainous enclave of

100,000 inhabitants—75 percent ofthem
Armenian—within the boundaries and

under the jurisdiction of the Azerbaijan

republic. Nagorno-Karabakh was not an

isolated territorial dispute but a symp-
tom and symbol of resurgent Armenian
nationalism. Armenian bureaucrats and

intellectuals, the elite of a relatively eco-

nomically advanced region of the USSR,
saw themselves as the favored children

of perestroika. When the Nagorno-

Karabakh conflict exploded two years

ago, we pointed out that "the Armenian

bureaucracy and intelligentsia are push-

ing themselves forward at the expense of

poorer, more culturally backward Azer-

baijan” (WV No. 450, 8 April 1988).

Azerbaijanis reacted with a bloody

pogrom against Armenians in the city of

Sumgait, near Baku, in February 1988.

Since then terror and counter-terror have

driven 600,000 Armenians and Azeris

from their homes, producing a mass of

vengeful refugees on both sides. In the

Azeris’ eyes, the Armenians are favored

by the Russians, fellow Christians who
have historically regarded themselves

protectors of the Armenians against the

infidel Turk. Azerbaijani nationalists now
look to Iran, where a majority of Azeris

live, as their protector. Khomeini’s pic-

ture is carried in their demonstrations,

and the Baku pogromists chanted “Islam-

ic Republic’’ along with “Down with

Armenians!" And now the Azerbaijani

enclave of Nakhichevan has proclaimed

its independence from the USSR and

desire to be part of Iran.

Even more so than in the Caucasus,

the resurgence of reactionary nationalism

in the Baltic is directly tied to Gorba-

chev’s market-oriented economic pro-

gram. Like Armenia, the Baltic republics

are a relatively advanced region that

was slated to be in the vanguard of pere-

stroika. Just as Armenian nationalists

look down on Azeris, so Baltic national-

ists look down on Russians. They think

they will have a bright economic future

as the Eastern fringe of the European

Common Market.

In his debate with Lithuanian national-

ists, Gorbachev accepted their frame-

work. He only argued that an inde-

pendent Lithuanian economy could not

withstand competition in the world mar-

ket. "You get independence—and switch

to world prices—and you’ll end up in

the soup in no time." the Soviet leader

told a crowd in Vilnius. “No, we won’t!"

people shouted back (Baltimore Sun, 12

January). Many Lithuanians foolishly

believe they will be generously treated

by the Western powers for helping break

up the Soviet Union. Lithuanians would

do well to look at neighboring Poland.

where SolidamOSd’ program of capitalist

restoration is driving the economy down
to a Third World level.

When the Gorbachev “reformers" came

to power, they branded the long Brezh-

nev regime as the “era of stagnation” and

promised a new era of "socialist renew-

al." Now, after five years of perestroika,

the Soviet Union has become a seething

cauldron of economic discontent and

national passions. A sense of bitterness

and frustration, of despair and impotence

is openly expressed by the prominent

Gorbachevite publicist Alexander Bovin:

"Gorbachev faces an almost impossible

dilemma. The sentiment for leaving the

union outright has grown, and not only

in the Baltic states. On the other hand,

a man in Gorbachev's position cannot

simply preside over the disassembly of

the country, as we know it. What does

he do? You tell me. Buy lime any way
he can— but what else?... No one sees a

way out."

—Washington Post. 7 January

Bovin’s plaintive cry
—“No one sees a

way out”—testifies to the total political

bankruptcy of Stalinist bureaucratic rule

in the Soviet Union.

There is a way out. It is returning to

the proletarian internationalism of Lenin

and Trotsky. As a first step, class-

conscious workers and socialist intellec-

tuals must smash the Pamyat fascists in

the streets and root out all manifesta-

tions of Russian chauvinism and anti-

Semitism. By combatting the chauvinists

among the dominant Russian nationality,

patriotic Soviet workers will gain the

moral and political authority to counter

the other reactionary nationalisms which

now threaten to rip apart the Union of

Soviet Socialist Republics.

In the Baltics, roughly half the popula-

tion of the Latvian and Estonian republics

—and a majority of the proletariat— is

made up of Russians, Ukrainians, Byelo-

russians. Jews, ethnic Siberians and other

Soviet peoples. These Russian-speaking

workers have organized themselves into

the “Internationalist Movement" to com-
bat Baltic nationalism and defend their

democratic rights. Yet in the absence

of a genuinely internationalist program,

this movement could easily fall prey

to Russian nationalism, which cannot

appeal to Latvian and Estonian work-

ers, whose grandparents were staunchly

/zw-Bolshevik.

Communism has much to offer the

Azeris and other traditionally Islamic and

Turkic-speaking peoples in the Soviet

Union—economic and social moderniza-

tion, and not least the liberation and
equality of women. A truly internation-

alist, all-out effort to crush feudalist

reaction in Afghanistan would have made
the USSR into a beacon for social prog-

ress in the East. Under a Leninist leader-

ship, instead of the Soviet Azeris being

drawn into the orbit of Khomeiniile Iran,

the nationally oppressed Azeris of Iran

would be drawn toward Soviet power.

The program of an independent Soviet

Azerbaijan, uniting this Turkic people on

both sides of the Araks River, would go

a long way toward resolving on a pro-

gressive basis the national question in

the Caucasus.

It is necessary to reforge in the Soviet

Union an authentically Bolshevik party

to lead the workers in sweeping out

the Stalinist bureaucracy, establishing a

regime based on soviet democracy, a

planned, egalitarian economy, equality

between peoples, and proletarian inter-

nationalism. Only such a program can

liberate the creative energies of all Sovi-

et peoples, overcoming the fratricidal

national conflicts now raging in Gorba-

chev’s Russia.
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Anti-Soviet Lithuanian nationalists demonstrate on January 10, the day before
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determination, Baltic nationalists are pushing toward capitalist restoration.
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Glory...
(continued from page 16)

Kansas, who went on to head the 2nd

South Carolina Colored Volunteers in

the Sea Islands off South Carolina and

Georgia.

The Sea Islands were the scene of an

early and rare Union victory in the war.

when in November 1861 units seized

Beaufort. South Carolina and established

the Union Army’s Department of the

South. It was here that the “Gideon’s

Band" of New England abolitionists

established the famous Port Royal experi-

ment. organizing the society of thousands

of liberated slaves along the coast. Head-

ing the Union Army forces was General

David Hunter, who demanded authori-

ty to arm the freed slaves who were

flocking to the Union lines. For months

Hunter battled Lincoln and the War De-

partment. Even after Congress finally

authorized the War Department to raise

black regiments in July 1862, Lincoln at

first refused to permit blacks to enter

the war as anything other than laborers.

The story of the South Carolina regi-

ments, made up of former slaves known
as "contrabands.” is told in the history

of their abolitionist commander. Thomas
Wentworth Higginson, Army Life in a

Black Regiment.

“Men of Color, To Arms!”

Glory opens with the bloody slaughter

at Antietam in September 1862. There

were no black troops there, only grave-

diggers and labor battalions. It was the

victory of Union forces at Antietam that

encouraged Lincoln to set forth the

Emancipation Proclamation, to go into

effect on 1 January 1863. Despite the

continuing capitulation to the existence

of slavery in the border states, there was
no doubt that the "abolition war" had

begun. As Douglass had been urging,

finally the Union would "unchain against

her foes, her powerful black hand.”

On the heels of the Emancipation

Proclamation, the abolitionists stepped

up the campaign to enroll black troops in

the Union Army. By the end of the war

over 15 percent of the entire population

of Northern blacks had volunteered. The
honor of fielding the first black regiment

was to go to Massachusetts, whose gov-

ernor, the abolitionist John Andrew,

petitioned the War Department for au-

thorization in January 1863. Frederick

Douglass, in "Men of Color, To Arms!’’,

his famous call to black freedmen in the

North, appealed for recruits for the Mas-
sachusetts 54th. His sons, Lewis and

Charles, were among the first to join the

regiment.

In Glory , the central characters repre-

sent the wide layer of blacks who filled

the ranks: Morgan Freeman plays John

Rawlins, a gravedigger who becomes a

sergeant in the 54th; Andre Braugher is

Shaw’s childhood friend and intellectual

Thomas Searle; Jihmi Kennedy plays

Sharts, a South Carolina Field hand; and

Denzel Washington plays Trip, an angry

and rebellious escaped slave. The officer

corps of the black regiments was recruit-

ed with sharp political consciousness.

Many, like Colonel Shaw, were the sons

of prominent abolitionists, men who
backed the true opening shot of the Civil

War—John Brown’s 1859 raid on Har-

pers Ferry.

In the opening battle scenes at Antie-

tam. and later at Fort Wagner, Glory

captures the carnage of the Civil War.

where concentrated troops were slaugh-

tered by massed firepower. As in all

wars, the generals were fighting with the

tactics of the last one. On the eve of the

Civil War the rifle was transformed into

a weapon of mass killing, with the intro-

duction of the minie ball which enabled

unskilled riflemen to rapidly load and

accurately fire.

Shaw leaves the battle of Antietam

slightly injured, and is soon offered the

command of the 54th by Governor An-
drew. In the film. Matthew Broderick

captures both the hesitancy Shaw actually

felt about assuming the command, and

his subsequent development as an officer.

Glory shows the coalescing of the 54th

at camp in Readville, Massachusetts. In

one moving scene, following the Confed-

eracy’s proclamation that both black

troops and their white officers would

face execution if captured. Shaw finds

not one man has opted to leave the

regiment.

In another scene (which actually took

place later in South Carolina), the troops

find out that the government has reversed

its commitment to pay blacks equally

with white troops, instead cutting their

pay almost to half. Led by Trip, the

regiment rebels, refusing to accept their

pay (a protest which went on for 18

months, as the 54th received nothing

except their original bounty of $50 upon

joining). Shaw refuses to accept pay for

himself and his officers, as long as the

regiment refuses theirs.

Even as the Union Army battled the

slavocracy, it* was rife with the racism of

American society. Of 180,000 black

troops, only 90 served as officers—and

those were appointed in defiance of the

War Department. Glory shows the strug-

gle of black regiments for decent cloth-

ing and equipment, and the dispropor-

tionate discipline meted out to black

troops. In one scene. Trip is flogged for

"deserting" camp in search of shoes.

Even the hard-nosed Irish drill sergeant

is taken aback when he exposes the years

of scars on Trip's back. Denzel Washing-

ton said that the whipping scene shocked

the cast as they saw “a very basic night-

mare in American history” (New York

Times, 28 December 1989). Burchard, the

author of One Gallant Rush and a con-

sultant on the film, may be correct when
he doubts that Shaw would have allowed

the whipping.

Total War

When the 54th sails south to join

Hunter’s command at Beaufort, South

Carolina, they arrive just as a raiding

party of the 2nd South Carolina Colored

troops is returning. Under the command
of Kansas Jayhawker James Montgom-
ery, the raid was guided by the famed
conductor on the Underground Railroad.

Harriet Tubman. Montgomery and Tub-

man were employing a policy of total

war to break the economic power and

morale of the slavocracy. This was later

to become the hallmark of General Sher-

man’s march through Georgia and Sheri-

dan’s devastation of the Shenandoah
Valley. When a Mississippi planter rode

up on a mule and complained to one of

Grant’s commanders that Union troops

had robbed him of all his posses-

sions. the general replied: “Well, those

men didn't belong to my division at all.

because if they were my men they

wouldn't have left you that mule” (quot-

ed in James M. McPherson. Battle Cry
of Freedom [1988]).

One of the 54th’s first actions is de-

picted in Glory, as Shaw and his men
join Montgomery in a raid on the town
of Darien, Georgia. In the film Shaw
angrily protests, as he actually did. the

looting and burning of the town. Shaw
and the Boston abolitionists were furious

at the "border war” tactics that Mont-
gomery employed, and they protested

vigorously. Shaw was worried that news
of the raids would "produce a reaction

against arming the Negroes" in the North
and provoke retaliation by the enemy
against black troops.

While overwhelmingly accurate. Glory
does misfire on some of the history of
the black regiments and their officers.

Glory fabricates an assault in Darien by

one of Montgomery’s soldiers on a white

woman, and the shooting of the soldier

by Montgomery. The same scene dispar-

ages the South Carolina "contrabands” as

wild and undisciplined marauders com-

pared to the disciplined and dignified

men of the Massachusetts 54th. Mont-

gomery, fresh from the Kansas front,

represented a different wing of the aboli-

tionist movement, one frequently at odds

with the New England abolitionists repre-

sented in the Department of the South by

Shaw and Higginson. Dudley Taylor

Comish noted in his early work The

Sable Arm. Black Troops in the Union

Army, 1861-1865: "Higginson, the ro-

mantic, had raised money to send Sharps

rifles to Kansas in the fifties. Montgom-

ery. the realist, had used them."

The 54th In Action

Glory does justice to the heroic 54th,

particularly in the inspiring battle scenes,

first on James Island and finally in the

assault on Fort Wagner. In strikingly

realistic battle scenes, but without ap-

peals to pacifism. Glory shows what

the Civil War was all about. On 16 July

1863 the 54th was employed in a feint on

the Confederate position on James Island,

below Charleston harbor. Under assault

by a superior enemy force, the 54th held

its ground, saving the 10th Connecticut

from being cut off. A white soldier in the

10th wrote home: "But for the bravery of

three companies of the Massachusetts

Association for the Study ot Negro Lite and History

Sergeant William H. Carney won
Congressional Medal of Honor for

planting flag of the 54th at Fort

Wagner.

Fifty-fourth (colored), our whole regi-

ment would have been captured.... They
fought like heroes" (Joseph Glatthaar.

Forged in Battle).

Two days after the engagement on

James Island the 54th was chosen to lead

the assault on Fort Wagner. Although

they had gone for two days without rest

or food, nothing could have slopped the

men of the 54th from taking their place

of honor. Fort Wagner was a heavily

protected installation which guarded the

batteries at Charleston harbor. In prepa-

ration for the assault, dozens of Union
ships bombarded the fort. At sunset on

July 18, the Union troops formed up on
the beach, with 600 men of the Massa-
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In Glory, men of the 54th rip up their pay slips after U.S. government reneges
on the promise of equal pay for black and white soldiers.
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Company Thugs Gun Down West Virginia Miners

Pittston Miners:

Rip Up Trumka's Sellout!

Miners inside

Moss No. 3
plant in

September.
Occupation
shut down

Pittston’s scab
operations.

JANUARY 22—For ten months the

miners of Virginia. Kentucky and West

Virginia have been on the front line of

the class war, battling for their union and

for all working people. The 1,900 strik-

ers, members of the United Mine Work-

ers (UMW), have stood solid in the face

of Pittston’s hired thugs, an army of

Virginia stale troopers who have made

almost 3,000 arrests, and coal company

judges who have handed down $64 mil-

lion in fines. Now, on January 16 three

union pickets at another company. Re-

gency Industries in Northfork Hollow.

West Virginia, were shot in the back

by company gun thugs. UMW brother

John McCoy was killed fighting for his

union.

But UMW president Richard Trumka

is trying to sell a contract which threat-

ens everything the Pittston strikers have

fought for. Why do you think they’re

keeping the terms secret from the min-

ers? This will open the floodgates to a

coal company offensive against the

health and pension funds and industry-

wide bargaining, endangering the very

existence of the union. Miners: Bum
the sellout! Take the strike out of the

stranglehold of the Trumka bureaucracy

with elected strike committees that will

use labor's muscle to win.

Even as the Pittston strikers wait to

see the contract, the coal bosses un-

leashed deadly terror in Northfork

Hollow. The company took the mine

non-union five months ago, locking out

the union men and refusing to pay medi-

cal benefits and back wages. Miners were

picketing on January 16 when suddenly

there was a fusillade of automatic weap-

ons fire. "It sounded like World War I

out there,” said one witness. Three pick-

ets fell, shot in the back.

A member of the “Daughters of Moth-

er Jones,” the wife of a Pittston striker,

told WV: “It was planned—they fully

intended to kill all three of those men . ..

We lost a strong union man." John Mc-

Coy had been active in the A.T. Massey

strike. But the only response of the

UMW tops to the murder was to express

their “faith” in the state police and West

Virginia governor Gaston Caperton.

The Pittston sellout comes straight

from Bush's Labor Department in a deal

cooked up on New Year’s Eve. Three

weeks later the details are still being kept

from the miners, but the capitalist press

is already gloating. The Wall Street Jour-

nal (2 January) calls it “the death knell"

for industrywide bargaining in coal. The

Trumka bureaucracy has betrayed the

most deeply felt demand of the strikers:

the protection of their health and pension

funds. For the first time in 40 years, a

coal company will escape paying into the

fund which provides desperately needed

medical care for 125,000 retired UMW
miners.

Miners are being told to trade their

medical care for the fraud of a govern-

ment “commission” to study the health

and pension funds. If this settlement goes

through, it will set a precedent that

threatens the whole fund. But this mas-

sive assault on health care won’t go

down lightly in an industry where lung

disease claims the lives of 4,000 workers

every year.

Miners from Pennsylvania to Alabama

have demonstrated what’s needed, from

the 50,000-strong national wildcat strikes

in June and July to the stunning occupa-

tion of Pittston’s Moss No. 3 processing

plant in September. From the beginning

of the strike last April. Pittston miners

inspired labor across the country—
40,000 unionists have journeyed to Camp
Solidarity in southwest Virginia to back

the strike.

When UMW District 28 president

Cecil Roberts ran a write-in campaign

against a local state representative, the

father of a coal company judge, Roberts

was elected by a huge margin. But far

from breaking with their phony "friends

of labor” in the Democratic Party, Rob-

erts and the Trumka bureaucracy have

throttled every attempt to extend the

strike. Not one train of scab coal has

been stopped at the port of Hampton
Roads, Virginia, and orders went out

from AFL-CIO headquarters to cross

miners' picket lines at steel plants in the

Midwest.

The UMW, which is about to celebrate

the 100th anniversary of its founding,

used to be known as the "shock troops of

American labor." But after being sad-

dled by Labor Department "reformers”

from Arnold Miller to Richard Trumka,

the UMW has been decimated. Today

there are only 60,000 working miners in

the UMW. Less than one-third of U.S.

coal mined is union. Miners desperately

need a class-struggle leadership that will

bring out labor’s power, defying the

bosses' “rules” and leading the fight for

a workers party.

Frederick Douglass House

Revolutionary abolitionist Frederick

Douglass campaigned for blacks to

join the Union Army.

To Arms! To Arms!

NOW OR NEVER
THREE YEARS’ SERVICE!

BATTLTS Or LfflERTT AND THE UNION

TAIL NOW, 4 OUR RACE IS DOOMED]

sunn jiu: mucamuim.
VALOR AND HEROISM]
PORT HUDSON AND MILL1KENS BEND.

ARE FREEMEN LESS BRAVE THAN SLAVES I

uni iisiiiiToiirnm iiistowl
JiN or C0L°U BROTHEHS UVD riTBEBS! I

WE APPEAL TO YOU!

chusetts 54th in the vanguard. Shaw
sought the lead, and told his troops: “The
eyes of thousands will look on what you

do tonight.”

The 54th marched into Fort Wagner’s

guns, which exacted a horrible toll. Shaw
was killed as he led his men up the ram-

parts; so many of the 54th’s officers fell

that Emilio, the most junior captain, had

to assume command. The regiment held

its position on the edge of the fort for

three deadly hours. All told 247 men, 40

percent of the regiment, were killed or

wounded in the assault. Following Union

regiments were also wiped out. Harriet

Tubman described the battle:

"And then we saw the lightning, and that

was the guns; and then wc heard the

thunder, and that was the big guns; and

then we heard the rain falling, and that

was the drops of blood falling; and when
we came to get in the crops, it was dead

men that we reaped.”

In their racist hatred for Shaw and the

Massachusetts 54th. the enemy stripped

the young colonel’s body and, in the

words of Confederate officials, “buried

him with his niggers." When Union

troops sought to retrieve Shaw’s body,

his father insisted that the enemy’s un-

intended honor be left alone: “We hold

that a soldier’s most appropriate burial-

place is on the field where he has fallen”

(Luis F. Emilio, A Brave Black Regiment

[1969]).

Like the heroism shown by black

fighters at Port Hudson and Milliken’s

Bend, the actions of the Massachusetts

54th at Fort Wagner resounded across

the country; the floodgates were open for

massive recruitment of black troops. By

the end of the war, 186,000 had served

in 167 regiments; more than 123,000

were under arms at one point. It was the

black troops that turned the tide of the

war. At the mustering-out speech of Hig-

ginson’s regiment, one of its officers

pointed to the debt owed the 54th:

"Near you rest the bones of Colonel

Shaw, buried by an enemy’s hand, in the

same grave with his black soldiers, who
fell at his side; where, in future, your

children’s children will come on pilgrim-

ages to do homage to the ashes of those

that fell in this glorious struggle."

The sacrifices of the hundreds of thou-

sands of black and white Union soldiers

who fell in the Civil War ushered in the

most democratic period blacks have ever

known in this country. Black rights were

enforced in the Reconstruction South at

riflepoint by the interracial Union Army.

But the economic power of the former

slavocracy was never destroyed. In a

dozen years, signaled by the Compro-

mise of 1877, ascendant Northern capi-

talism abandoned the freedmen, making

peace with Southern landowners and

destroying the gains that blacks had paid

for in blood. The planters re-established

their power, exploiting black labor in a

sharecropping system enforced by vi-

cious Jim Crow segregation. To complete

the unfinished tasks of the Civil War. to

pay homage to the fight of the men of

Glory, will take a third American revolu-

tion, a proletarian revolution led by the

multiracial American working class.
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Black Soldiers Fight for Freedom

The Massachusetts 54th, most celebrated black regiment in the Civil War, leading assault on Fort Wagner, South Carolina, July 1863.
Library of Congress

A Review
by Francis Daly

It is certainly rare for the power of a

social revolution to come through in a

Hollywood movie. But that is what you
see in Glory, the moving story of the

first Northern regiment of black troops

in the Civil War. the Massachusetts 54th.

As the “New South” celebrates racist

reaction with the 50th anniversary of

Gone With the Wind, today’s fighters for

black freedom can see in Glory a truthful

and inspiring account of the men whose
actions transformed the American Civil

War.

The film illuminates one of the blank

pages of official American history—that

black soldiers played a decisive role in

the Union victory. “I don't want Ameri-
cans to think that blacks went from slave

ships to Martin Luther King," said

Glory's producer Freddie Fields. "They
contributed to American history greatly,

yet few know it."

Glory is based on the hundreds of

letters of the commanding officer of the

54th. Colonel Robert Gould Shaw, and

two books: Lay This Laurel, by Lincoln

Kirstein, which tells the story of the

54th and the monument on the Boston

Common by sculptor Augustus Saint-

Gaudens erected in their honor: and One
Gallant Kush, Peter Burchard’s history

of Shaw and the regiment, from its for-

mation through the assault on Fort Wag-
ner, a key Confederate bastion protecting

the batteries guarding the Charleston

harbor. It is the movie’s accuracy which
gives it its power, as director Edward
Zwick lets history show the revolutionary

force unleashed as blacks were finally

able to take up arms in the fight for

freedom. It is the story of heroic fighters

in a war against oppression.

For an “Abolition War”

At the outset, the "War of the Rebel-

lion" was being fought only to "preserve

the Union" (and fought badly by incom-

petent and politically unreliable Union
Army generals). In opposition to Lincoln,

abolitionists sought to transform the war
into a war of emancipation. The great

abolitionist leader and former slave Fred-

erick Douglass hammered away that a

Northern victory against the slavocracy

was dependent on an all-out battle to

smash the slave system at its root. Doug-

lass thuildered: "Let the slaves and free

colored people he called into service,

and formed into a liberating army, to

march into the South and raise the banner

of Emancipation among the slaves.”

For over a year, Lincoln's endless

compromises with the border states, and

his generals’ failure to meet the Con-
federate army in the field, had led to

disaster. Despite the policy of Lincoln

and the War Department, General John

Phelps raised three regiments of "Na-
tive Guards" in Louisiana. In Kansas,

the Jayhawkers
—

"free-soilers”—had en-

gaged in a border war with Missouri

slaveholders, a dress rehearsal for the

Civil War. With the onset of the war, the

free-soilers were more than willing to

arm black soldiers. One Jayhawker told

the slaveholders that if they "objected to

being killed by Negroes... Met them lay

down their arms’." One of these Jay-

hawkers was James Montgomery, a for-

mer lieutenant of John Brown in bloody

continued on page 14

Scene In Glory
shows black

soldiers of the 54th
parading through
Boston on their

way to the South.
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Gorbachev Yielding to a Fourth Reich

Stop the Sellout of

East Germany!
Ceding to the campaign of imperialist

threats and pressure, the leaders of the

USSR and the German Democratic

Republic (DDR) have given the green

light to annexation of the DDR by capi-

talist West Germany. Last week, Soviet

president Mikhail Gorbachev reversed his

previous position, now declaring that

“unity of the Germans” is “not put in

doubt by anybody." And the day after

returning from consultations with Gor-

bachev, East German premier Modrow
presented a step-by-step plan for a treaty

community, confederation and federation

culminating in a “single German father-

land.” This capitulation is a mortal threat

to the East German workers state and to

the hard-won social gains of the working

people.

Since the ouster of the ossified

Honecker regime in East Berlin last fall,

Bonn politicians have tried to head off a

developing political revolution against

Stalinist rule by stampeding the DDR
into a capitalist reunification with the

federal republic (BRD). Christian Demo-
crat Helmut Kohl and Social Democrat
Willy Brandt in particular have been
blowing their respective German nation-

alist trumpets. Weekly pro-reunification

demonstrations in Leipzig act as an echo
chamber. There and elsewhere, Nazis

have grown increasingly bold, demon-
strating with their anti-Communist and
anti-foreigner violence and hate-monger-

ing what a reunified Fourth German
Reich would bring with it.

Meanwhile, the Social Democracy
(SPD) has seized the initiative as the

Spartakist

"For a Red Soviet Germany in a Socialist Europe!” Spartakist-Gruppen banner at 250,000-strong January 3 anti-fascist
demonstration in East Berlin.

control over the East German economy
to the Frankfurt bankers. The proposal

was quickly endorsed by CDU chancellor

Kohl. While East Berlin economics min-

ister Christa Luft warned that this would
spell mass unemployment, she called for

a referendum on the proposal. For the

DDR, counterrevolution stands at the

door.

Seized by panic, in the last two weeks
Modrow has agreed to move up elections

to the Volkskammer (the DDR's parlia-

ment) from May 6 to March 18. barely

five weeks away, and expanded the gov-

erning coalition to include eight parties

of the opposition Round Table. This now
gives the disintegrating Stalinists a mi-

nority in the cabinet. The Socialist Unity

Party (SED), which had ruled the DDR
from the inception of the bureaucratically

deformed workers state, has sought to

distance itself from its Stalinist past, and

on Sunday it renamed itself the Party of

Democratic Socialism (PDS). But wheth-

er SED or PDS, the Stalinist apparatus is

shattering.

The Spartakist Workers Party of Ger-

many (SpAD) has urgently called on the „

working class and all those who oppose
counterrevolution to fight against the

sellout of the DDR. At a press con-

ference in East Berlin. SpAD spokesman
Gunther Ilzig stressed: "We are fighting

emphatically against the creation of such

a Fourth Reich, which would be a huge
warmongering juggernaut in the heart of
Europe and a constant threat to all

peoples. We know only too well, and
have never forgotten, what horrors Ger-

man imperialism has already brought

about in this century."

A 6 February dispatch by the East

German press agency ADN reported:

"The Lenmist-Trotskyist party is waging
its election campaign against capitalist

restoration, against the fascist danger
and for the defense of the DDR and the

USSR. .. The party, founded on January

21 in the DDR, considers itself a van-

guard party that will represent the inter-

ests of the working class and which is

organized in both German states. It fights

for the political power of the working

continued on pane 4

spearhead of reunification. In the wake
of the Gorbachev/Modrow announce-

ments, SPD godfather Brandt proclaimed

triumphantly, “the deed is done.” On the

weekend, the SPD called for introducing

the D-mark as the official currency of the

DDR. Such a currency union would hand

Soviet president
Gorbachev and
DDR prime minister
Modrow (right).

With imperialists

on the warpath,
Stalinists

capitulate,

endangering
the DDR.
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Ohio 7 Defeat

Sedition Frame-Up
The Reagan/Bush legal counterrevo-

lution suffered a significant setback last

November 27 when three members of

the Ohio 7— Patricia Gros Levasseur,

Raymond Luc Levasseur and Richard

Williams— were acquitted by a jury of

seditious conspiracy charges. Two days

later, with the jury still deadlocked on

RICO ("racketeering”) conspiracy charg-

es, the judge declared a mistrial.

This was a stunning courtroom blow

to government plans to make all leftist

political opponents into outlaws. Six of

the Ohio 7

—

having been tried and tried

again for the same alleged crimes—are

already sentenced to lengthy jail terms.

The feds spent nearly $10 million hoping

to use the Ohio 7 case to dust off the

discredited "thought crime" sedition laws

(see "RICO Witchhunt Targets Ohio 7,”

WV No. 476, 28 April 1989). But for all

its time and money the "Justice" Depart-

ment had to eat crow and announce it

would not seek a new trial.

In its Sedition Committee newsletter

the Ohio 7 announced:

"The jury has spoken. They have refused

to convict. They have refused to accept

the government's ‘bright shining lie' that

the Ohio 7 are criminals and racketeers.

Wc commend the courage of the jury in

the face of a very vindictive and politi-

cally motivated prosecution. We made
U.S. foreign policy a central focus of this

trial and sought to bring to the attention

of the American people, the criminal

activity engaged in by our own govern-

ment. particularly in Central America,
South Africa and the colonization of

Puerto Rico. This trial went beyond stag-

nant facts and became a search for the

truth. This trial represents a victory for

all who cherish human rights and struggle

for justice."

The Ohio 7 witchhunt was intended to

be a showpiece for the government’s

phony “terrorism" pretext for eliminat-

ing basic democratic rights. But the

American people haven't bought it. And

The Ohio 7. From left: Jaan Laaman, Richard Williams, Barbara Curzi-Laaman,
Carol Manning, Tom Manning, Pat Gros Levasseur, Raymond Levasseur.

the jury’s rejection of the police-state

sedition charges marks the distance be-

tween the ideological conformity of the

reactionary McCarthy era and the more
fragile right-wing "consensus” of the

Reagan years. Pat Levasseur is now
free. But the government "rewarded" her

husband Ray by shipping him off to the

draconian Marion High Security Unit

torture chamber. Levasseur, Williams and

four other members of the Ohio 7 still

face decades behind bars—the govern-

ment intends they will never emerge
from prison. With the government frame-

up in tatters, now is the time to press

forward our protests: "Free the Ohio 7!"

* * *

In late October the severely over-

crowded and dehumanizing Pennsylvania

prisons at Camp Hill and Huntingdon

exploded. The immediate spark was a

new rule prohibiting families from bring-

ing food on visits. Over 100 inmates at

Camp Hill were injured and nearly half

the prison destroyed. MOVE member
Chuck Africa wrote to the Partisan De-

fense Committee describing the brutality:

"i could hear inmates screaming through-

out the 'hole' area between the 28th of

October and November 1st because they

were being beat by guards in the hole."

For the racist thugs who lord it over

Pennsylvania’s prisons the disturbances

provided a pretext to turn the heat up

on the Philadelphia MOVE organiza-

tion. Phil Africa and Eddie Africa were

transferred to the federal prison at

Leavenworth, Kansas. Though the Dallas

continued on page 9

James P. Cannon, Founder of American Trotskyism
This month marks the centenary of the birth

of James Patrick Cannon, on 1 1 February

1890, a founder of American Communism
and later a leader of the Trotskyist Left Oppo-

sition to Stalinism and of the Fourth Interna-

tional. Cannon embodied the best qualities of

those American working-class revolutionaries

who embraced the Bolshevik cause. Attending

the Sixth Congress of the Communist Inter-

national in 1928, he obtained Trotsky's docu-

ments against the disastrous course of the

Stalin-Bukharin bureaucratic regime. When
Cannon and his comrades sought to fight

for Leninist politics in the Stalinized Amer-

ican party, they were summarily expelled. We
reprint below excerpts from the "Platform

of the Communist Opposition," written by

Cannon, underlining the central importance

of the “Russian question" for revolutionaries

worldwide. The Trotskyists’ warning six dec-

ades ago against the dangers of capitalist

restoration fostered by the Stalinist bureauc-

racy are acutely relevant today.

Pathfinder Press

Just as the revolutionary communist movement all over the world was molded and
hardened in estimating the significance of the events of 1914-17. marked by the

collapse of the Second International and the rise of the Bolshevik revolution, so world
Bolshevism, its maintenance and growth, is conditioned upon the estimation of the

course of events in the Soviet Union and the Communist International in the period

of the last four to five years. All other questions are subordinated to this and flow

from it.

The collapse of the Russian revolution as the dictatorship of the proletariat would
signify the retardation for decades of the revolutionary movement in Europe and
America and the uprisings of the colonial peoples, whose main point of support today
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is the victory of the Russian October. A collapse would be followed by an unequalled

reign of reaction throughout the world and would entail a restoration of world imperial-

ist rule without precedent in the last two or three decades. Our primary concern is

therefore with the fate of the Russian revolution, which directly affects the fate of all

the Communist parties. The defense of the Russian revolution against external attacks

and internal dangers is therefore the first and foremost task of all communists and

every conscious worker. We are defenders of the Russian revolution since 1917. There

is no break in the continuity of our position, for our present fight is directly connected

with and follows from our whole previous line....

The origin of the present crisis in the Soviet Union lies in the contradiction between
the existence of a Soviet regime in a country with a predominantly peasant economy,
and the pressure of the capitalist encirclement. This crisis has been sharpened and
aggravated by the false policies of the leadership. These policies are rooted, further,

in the overestimation by the present leadership of the duration and depth of the

temporary stabilization of capitalism, which began after the defeat of the German and
Bulgarian proletariat in 1923. ..

Upon this essentially erroneous estimate was based the theory of the possibility of

the complete construction of a socialist society in one country (Russia), a theory

entirely alien to the teachings of Marx. Engels, and Lenin, and directly contrary to

every principle of revolutionary internationalism. Integrally combined with this

reactionary “theory" is the idea that a self-sufficing national economy can be main-

tained if only the danger of imperialist military intervention is warded off. That this

inevitably leads to opportunism before the world bourgeoisie (particularly before the

United States, which is the basic counterrevolutionary force in the world today) is

shown in the signing of the Kellogg Pact by the Soviet Union and the notorious

Litvinov proposals. That it leads to the abandonment of all that Lenin taught on the

revolutionary struggle against war and the role of the labor bureaucracy is shown in

the capitulation of the Russian trade unions in the Anglo-Russian Committee. That
it leads to the subordination of the Communist Party to the national bourgeoisie and
the abandonment of Leninism on the national and colonial questions is shown by the

catastrophic course followed by the Comintern in the Chinese revolution....

All these lines of policy are consciously or unconsciously based on the need of
preventing military intervention against the Soviet Union so that an isolated socialist

construction can be completed there. The net result of this opportunist conception and
course is the increasing danger of imperialist war against the Soviet Union, for

revisionism here as everywhere brings neither revolution nor reform.
The growing war danger comes at a time when the crisis in Russia is reaching a

sharp point. The departure from the proletarian revolutionary path, coincident with
the beginning of the fight to cut the Leninist Opposition led by L. D. Trotsky from
the party, has reached a stage where the enemy classes have grown to an alarming
extent and exert a tremendous pressure upon the party and state apparatus. From
Bukharin’s “Peasants, enrich yourselves" and the theory that the kulak would grow
into socialism, it has been a short step to the present situation where the exploiting
elements in the village (the kulaks) have stepped forth into the arena with confidence,
boldness, and arrogance to demand increased concessions and political rights. From
the brutal campaign to suppress party democracy in the fight against the Leninist
Opposition it has been a short step to the consolidation of a bureaucratic apparatus
through which the new bourgeoisie exerts its ever-increasing pressure....

The Leninist Opposition, on the contrary, has been fighting tooth and nail against
this imminent danger to the revolution. It has unfurled the banner of Leninism and
stood by it in the face of an unprecedented campaign of slander and persecution.

—James P. Cannon, "Platform of the Communist Opposition"
(February 1929)
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Police Murder in Bushwick

NYPD's "Inaugural Message” :ops / (jip
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Angry February 3 Bushwick protest of police ex-

ecution of Latino youth Jos6 Luis Lebr6n (right).
New York Times

FEBRUARY 3—New York cops have

killed eight people in this city since

Nevy Year’s, gunning down three teen-

agers in the last week alone. Two of the

victims (both unarmed) were Latino

youths in the Bushwick area of Brook-

lyn. This has sparked repeated angry

protests by hundreds of community
residents outside the 83rd Precinct

building.

On January 27, Luis Liranso ( 1 7) was

seized by the cops for having a loud

public argument, then shot in the back

at pointblank range, his hands in the

air, by cop Hyda Hernandez. On Janu-

ary 31, Jos6 Luis Lebrdn (14) was

chased by cops for allegedly stealing

$10 in a local park. When he was about

six feet away from policeman Frank

Albergo, the cop fired at him twice,

hitting him in the head and neck. Killer

cop Albergo says he thought Lebrdn

was “reaching for a gun.” A head shot

is intended to kill.

While NYC mayor David Dinkins

“reaches out” to Lebron’s family, prom-

ising a “full investigation," police of-

ficials are making sure through this

murderous display of raw police power

that the new black mayor understands

who really runs the streets of New
York. They have already found the

cold-blooded killing by Albergo. who
is known and hated in the neighbor-

hood. to be "within guidelines." Mean-
while, Bushwick area cops say the only

way for them to “fight crime” is to get

semiautomatic pistols!

The night that Jos6 Luis was gunned

down, several hundred residents of the

largely Puerto Rican neighborhood

blocked the streets for more than two

hours, preventing the ambulance from

taking away his body until TV cameras

showed up to record it. Angry marches

continued for three days after the kill-

ings. But protest organizers have sought

to channel outrage into schemes to re-

form the police. FBI informer A1

Sharpton (now a member of the New
Alliance Party) has confined his “out-

rage" to protesting that the Police

Department is racist... because the His-

panic cop Hernandez was suspended

and none of the white cops were.

The racist killer cops cannot be re-

formed. As a neighbor of yet another

victim of the NYPD. 13-year-old

Robert Cole, gunned down by cops on

February 2 in East Harlem, said, “Being

a black child living in Harlem, he was

already on the road to dying, not only

the natural death, but the death of the

poverty that this country has put upon

him and his parents" (WABC Evening

News, 3 February). The police and the

rest of the capitalist state’s apparatus of

repression that kills black and Latino

youth to enforce racist "law and order"

in the ghettos must be swept away by

the power of the integrated working

class.

Waiting for Hal Draper
Hal Draper, for 58 years a self-avowed

Marxist and veteran of American social-

democratic. Trotskyist and Shachtmanite

organizations, died of pneumonia January

26 at his home in Berkeley, California.

He was 75 years old.

Obituaries in the San Francisco Chron-

icle and New York Times (31 January)

have billed Draper as a Marxist scholar,

translator of Heinrich Heine and guru of

the Berkeley Free Speech Movement in

1964. But we remember that Hal Draper

was an extremely prominent, early top

leader of the Socialist Party’s youth

group, the Young People’s Socialist

League (YPSL)—a very able organizer,

who was won to revolutionary Leninist

politics in 1936-37, when the American

Trotskyists entered the Socialist Party

and won over the majority of its left

wing, centered in the youth organization.

Draper's stay in the Trotskyist move-

ment didn’t last very long. Along with

the majority of new youth members he

split from the Socialist Workers Party

with Max Shachtman in 1940, rejecting

military defense of the Soviet Union as

World War II began. While Shachtman’s

Workers Party originally claimed to

uphold the “Third Camp"—against both

capitalist imperialism and what they

claimed to be the “bureaucratic collec-

tivist" class society of the Soviet Union
—it evolved over the next 18 years to

the most abject pro-imperialist refor-

mism, changing its name to the In-

dependent Socialist League (ISL) in 1949

and finally liquidating into the Socialist

Party-Social Democratic Federation in

1958 (see "Shachtman and Stalin Again,”

WV No. 444, 15 January 1988).

Hal Draper, who had the reputation of

being the number two man in the Shacht-

man organization, somewhat independ-

ent and outside Shachtman’s immediate

personal entourage of Yetta Barsch and

A1 Glotzer. was the official left opposi-

tion to Max Shachtman's rightward course

during the 1950s. In the internal de-

bates of the ISL he upheld the "Third

Camp” against Shachtman’s increasing

pro-imperialist drift, and he developed

behind him several dozen younger people.

But they waited in vain for Hal Draper

to make his move against Shachtman’s

rightist drift into the social democracy.

Of course Draper did the best job of

denouncing Shachtman, but that was all.

In a May 1957 Internal Bulletin he com-

plained that the ISL’s views were being

"bent, fitted, filed, rubbed down, carved,

trimmed or cold-storaged so as to ingra-

tiate us as good dogs with the SP right

wing." When the organization liquidat-

ed, Draper just disappeared for a year of

study in France. Many had been waiting

for years—even decades—for Draper to

move, and under the impact of the Hun-

garian workers revolution of 1956 the

younger elements went over to the propo-

sition that the bureaucracies of the de-

generated and deformed workers states

were not a new, consolidated and hard-

ened class. These younger cadre (in-

cluding Scott Arden. Shane Mage, Jim

Robertson and Tim Wohlforth) went into

hard opposition and in the main joined

the Socialist Workers Party, and together

with its youth cadre founded the news-

paper Young Socialist in October 1957.

going on to form the Young Socialist

Alliance in 1960.

Draper returned to the United States

and developed a sort of left wing in-

side the Socialist Party and its youth

group, a left wing which included Mike
Harrington and eventually evolved into

Harrington’s Democratic Socialists of

America. But Draper’s real base was in

Berkeley, where in 1960-61 student par-

ticipation in the civil rights movement

and struggle against the witchhunting

House Un-American Activities Com-
mittee heralded the beginnings of the

New Left. Draper finally broke with

Shachtman in 1961 , when the latter gave

a speech on the Cuban Revolution in

Berkeley the day after U.S. imperialism’s

Bay of Pigs invasion. . .and supported the

invasion! Draper’s greatest coup was to

tape record Shachtman's speech, part of

which he transcribed and published in

a pamphlet, along with a reply in de-

fense of the "Third Camp" against

Labor Action

Hal Draper in 1947.

Shachtman’s explicit pro-imperialism.

Shachtman never spoke in Berkeley

again, and Draper’s pamphlet gave the

initial impulse to a group of left “Third

Campists" who drifted back out of the

SP-SDF as the New Left student move-

ment moved left in opposition to U.S.

imperialism’s dirty losing war in Viet-

nam. Eventually this group founded what

became the International Socialists (what

remains of that tendency today can be

found in the anti-Leninist “Solidarity”

grouping which sponsors Against the

Current, and the psychotic handful who
follow Sy Landy’s "League for a Revolu-

tionary Party").

Draper, however, found himself on the

far right wing of the International Social-

ists and soon drifted away himself. Dur-

ing the New Left’s heyday at Berkeley

in the mid '60s, he acted as a private

adviser to Mario Savio and other radical

youth with no particular ideology and did

his best to keep them that way. With

the subsidence of such struggle. Draper

worked for ten years as a librarian for

the University of California and was

known for being somewhat reclusive,

aloof and iconoclastic.

While Hal Draper was the godfather

of a number of modern-day American

reformist currents, his accomplishments

as a leader in Shachtman’s organization

enriched those of our early cadre who
trained under him. He was an excellent

organizer of the Los Angeles branch, and

his report on the 1947 Workers Party

election campaign there is a handbook.

But he was best known as a superb editor

of both New International ( 1 948-49) and

Labor Action (1949-58). He wrote Labor

Action virtually single-handedly during

the 1950s. and he was also responsible

for indexing it yearly beginning in 1949.

The Labor Action index provided the

model for Workers Vanguard's yearly

index.

While Draper made a career for him-

self in the 1970s and 1980s as a social-

democratic "Marxist" writer and historian

—seeking, e.g., to prove that Marx never

meant the phrase “dictatorship of the

proletariat" except as a conciliatory ges-

ture to the followers of Auguste Blanqui

—he maintained his interest in the docu-

mentation of socialist history. In 1981 he

helped to found the Center for Socialist

History in Berkeley, donating his sub-

stantial library of 10,000 books and serv-

ing on its Board of Directors. Draper’s

concern with the indexing and avail-

ability of classic socialist works infuses

the aims of the Center. While the Center

is primarily concerned with the pre-1914

socialist movement, it houses Draper’s

substantial collection of internal material

from the Shachtmanite Workers Party/

Independent Socialist League, as far as

we know one of only three archives for

such material (Tamiment Library and

the Spartacist League’s own Prometheus

Research Library are the others).

Hal Draper’s vivacious wife, Anne,

an organizer for the hatters union— in

contemporary hatless America, a no-win

job—was an outstanding socialist labor

organizer who died in 1973. His older

brother, Theodore Draper—a Stalinist

youth leader in the 1930s when Hal was
a leader of the social-democratic youth

—

wrote the definitive two-volume history

of the early American Communist Party

and has lately become one of the most

lucid exponents of a rational nuclear

course for American imperialism.
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E. Germany...
(continued from page I)

class, that is, for the rule of workers and

soldiers councils, Ilzig said."

Unraveling of the SED

After ousting longtime general sec-

retary Erich Honecker in October, the

SED Politburo under Egon Krenz pro-

claimed a
"Wende " (turnaround) in the

direction of democratic socialism. Barely

a month and a half later, Krenz was

ousted by the SED ranks. A new team

under Gregor Gysi swept out the entire

“politbureaucracy.” (Gysi was presented

with a broom when he was elected at the

emergency party congress in early

December.) And on January 3, a quarter

of a million people, many of them SED
members and ex-members, came out in

East Berlin to stand with the Red Army
against the fascists who had defaced

the Soviet war memorial in Treptow

Park. This sent a shudder through the

bourgeoisie.

After the Berlin Wall was opened in

November, the imperialists had a three-

point program: the capitalists would buy

up all the valuable properties, the SPD

As East German regime prepares sellout of DDR collectivized industry, Socialist Unity Party (SED) disintegrates.

Workmen dismantling SED plaque from party headquarters in Dresden.

would defeat the SED in the May 6

elections, and West Germany would

absorb East Germany in stages through

a federation. But these plans for gradual

counterrevolution faced and face a stum-

bling block: the strong attachment to

socialist values by large segments of the

East German population. This was

reflected in an article by Carl Bernstein

(of Watergate exposl fame) in the 22

January Time magazine. While the West-

ern media crows about the "death of

communism,” he reported:

“Perhaps I have been in a different East

Berlin from the one 1 have been reading

about.... In East Berlin, where I rode the

trains back and forth to the West from

the Friedrichstrasse Station, where I

walked into cafes and discos and shops

and asked people their feelings. I could

hardly find any citizens who said they

wanted a reunified, single Germany.

"Most were adamant. Not ever, they said.

They love their country. The German
Democratic Republic, not the Federal

Who Needs Lessons From Cold War Liars

The Invasion of the Shankerites
In Woody Allen’s film Sleeper the

main character reawakens a few centuries

into the future and is told that his civili-

zation was destroyed by nuclear war. He
asks how it happened and is told: we
think a man named Albert Shanker ac-

quired the atomic bomb.

Albert Shanker, the leader of the

American Federation of Teachers, is

an anti-communist warmonger of Dr.

Strangelove proportions. And the AFT is

not your ordinary American business

union but the main organizing base of

the Social Democrats U.S.A.—a gang of

crazed Cold Warriors who scare even

mainstream liberals.

Now we read that Shanker’s AFT has

announced a program to send teachers to

Eastern Europe to “teach democracy .. .in

societies that for decades have known
only dictatorships” (New York Times, 25

January)! So East European school kids

are going to get an introduction to the

"Free World" with a vengeance.

The Shankerites were hawks in the

Vietnam War even after Nixon and Kis-

singer had given it up as a lost cause.

Shanker is part of the Committee on the

Present Danger—a right-wing militarist

pressure group which called for a nuclear

first strike against the Soviet Union. He’s

tied in with CIA fronts such as the

"American Institute for Free Labor De-

velopment,” which has brought “democ-
racy" to Latin America by setting up
company “unions" and helping overthrow

leftist governments (Guatemala 1954,

Brazil 1964, Chile 1973).

The Times article on the AFT’s "Edu-

cation for Democracy International"

project came under the heading "Par-

liamentary Democracy 101." Imagine the

curriculum for this one. The Vietnam

War: how bombing villages and na-

paiming children can save “democracy”

for the people. Central America: how
murdering landless peasants provides

“democratic" land reform. Afghanistan:

how skinning teachers alive serves the

cause of "freedom" against “Commie
brainwashers."

Speaking of brainwashing, maybe the

Shankerites will make students watch

endless reruns of the documentary

“Voice of Freedom" starring the anti-

Semite Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn who
wants to bring back the tsar (it was

shown three times at the AFT convention

in 1977).

Not surprisingly, first stop for the

“education for democracy" troops was

Poland. In 1981, the Shankerites pro-

vided public office space in the New
York City headquarters of the United

Federation of Teachers for SolidamoSc.

Now the representatives of this company
union for the CIA hold government of-

fice in Poland where they are cracking

the whip for the International Monetary

Fund against Polish working people.

Columbia University professor Dianne

Ravitch says she is going to Poland to

lecture on “how to use Poland’s history

to teach about democracy." Doubtless the

story of Marshal Pilsudski—the fascistic

dictator of Poland in the interwar years

and the hero of the clerical-nationalist

SolidamoSc leaders—will head the re-

quired reading list for this course.

"How do teachers used to lecturing to

obedient classes teach students to speak

out and challenge them?" ask the AFT’s
education project advisers. You'd think

that schools in the U.S. of A. were cen-

ters of freewheeling, open and educated

debate among the students.

The truth is that the "land of oppor-

tunity" has turned out a generation of

“young citizens" who. if they are not

functionally illiterate, have not even the

most basic knowledge of history, culture

and science. Inner city schools are run

like prisons, patrolled by gun-toting cops

and metal detectors. Suburban schools

are like country clubs. In neither case are

students educated.

In a survey conducted by the Inter-

national Association for the Evaluation

of Education Achievement, comparing

ninth grade science students from 16

countries, the U.S. placed second to last

while Hungary came in second to the top.

This provoked carping over the unfair-

ness of comparing U.S. students with

their counterparts in other countries.

In an op-ed piece in the New York

Times (14 September 1989) a chemistry

professor from Cornell University com-
plained: "Perhaps Hungarian and Polish

students know more, but the tragedy is

what the Soviets' ineffective social and

economic system does (or did) to them.”

As opposed to America where today's

high school graduates don’t have the

level of knowledge or skills to work on

an assembly line—and when they gel out

of school, many can’t find jobs anyway.

The last half-serious effort to improve

education in this country came after the

Soviets launched the Sputnik satellite in

1957. A wave of government-sponsored

hysteria produced, among other things,

a concerted push to teach more math and

science. But any commitment to edu-

cating the population went down with the

decline of the American empire, par-

ticularly its losing dirty war against the

Vietnamese workers and peasants.

Today corporate bosses complain that

the state of education in the U.S. has the

"making of a national disaster" (New
York Times, 25 September 1989). But at

the same time the capitalist rulers don’t

want a generation of youth in this coun-

try that know "too much,” i.e.. who
might rebel against being ignorant, docile

and obedient cannon fodder.

It is hardly surprising that students in

Poland and Hungary far and away out-

flanked their U.S. counterparts in scien-

tific knowledge. A basic education fora/I

was provided in these societies—which
is not the least of the gains we defend
against the imperialists and their social-

democratic front men who seek to re-

introduce capitalist exploitation, oppres-

sion and ignorance.

Seven years ago a report on the state

of education in the U.S. remarked: "If an

unfriendly foreign power had attempted

to impose on America the mediocre edu-

cational performance that exists today,

we might have used it as an act of

war." One can look at the Shankerites’

proposal to invade Eastern Europe with

their "Education for Democracy” gambit

much in the same way.
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Spartakist Workers Party Running
in DDR Elections

We print below a translation of a 6

February dispatch by the East Ger-

man news agency AUgemeine Deutsche

Nachrichten.

Berlin (ADN). The Spartakist Work-

ers Party of Germany is running in the

DDR parliamentary elections, “to rally

and mobilize the working class against

the sellout of the workers state." So
stated Gunther Ilzig, a founding mem-
ber of this party, at a press confer-

ence in Berlin Tuesday. The Leninist-

Trotskyist party is waging its election

campaign against capitalist restoration,

against the fascist danger and for the

defense of the DDR and the USSR. It

is a question of protecting collectivized

property. “The factories belong to the

people and the bureaucrats have no

right to sell them off at bargain prices."

a statement handed out at the press

conference declared. "Stop the fascist

menace while it is still weak! And don’t

forget that 20 million Soviet citizens

died in the fight against fascism." the

statement also noted. The party de-

mands that the gains of the 1917 Oc-

tober Revolution be extended to all

humanity through international proletar-

ian revolution. The Spartakists' election

campaign is a platform for class strug-

gle. They are campaigning to stop the

undermining of the social gains in the

DDR. The right to work, low rents,

guaranteed pensions, free medical care,

childcare facilities and women’s right

to abortion must be protected. "We must

fight for our jobs—against the capitalist

buyout of our plants, what is necessary

are strikes, factory occupations and

workers control. Sweep the fascists off

the streets of Leipzig and other cities

with powerful workers united-front

actions," the statement demands.

The party, founded on 21 January in

the DDR. considers itself a vanguard

party that will represent the interests of

the working class and which is or-

ganized in both German states. It fights

for the political power of the working

class, that is, for the rule of workers

and soldiers councils, Ilzig said. "The

Spartakist Workers Party works for

soviet power as the only possibility of

preventing the restoration of capital-

ism in the DDR. Now Gorbachev is

saying ’Yes’ to a Fourth Reich. With

his call for ‘Germany—one fatherland,’

Modrow prepares to bury the DDR.
capitulating to the threats and pressures

from Bonn and the handmaidens of

capital, mainly the Social Democrats."

the press statement said.

Republic of the West. They believe in

socialism. Still. Not the socialism of their

disgraced and discredited leaders but the

socialism they have been taught as an
ideal for 40 years."

One woman said, “Keep the Wall":

“If they make some problems, we can
close the border. We hear there are neo-
fascists in West Germany. We know this

from their own news. We have no fas-

cism, and people here will never accept

it.

“Now maybe there will be some mixed
economy. But not if there will be more
poor. We will not accept unemployment.
Democracy and socialism. That is the

goal."

Columnist Alexander Cockbum recent-

ly noted: “The Polish working class will

soon find out that ‘freedom’ can mean
the freedom not to have a job for the rest

of your life" (In These Times , 17 Jan-

uary). Many East Germans are vividly

aware of the profound and many-sided
social misery that the restoration of

capitalist exploitation would mean. This

is the sentiment that was shown at

Treptow, in a “fighting demonstration"

with far more participants than the larg-

est Monday-night demonstration in Leip-

zig. So the imperialists, with the West
Germans in the lead, reacted sharply.

They claimed the SED exaggerated or

perhaps invented the fascist danger.

When a rightist mob trashed the head-

quarters of the former Stasi secret police,

they claimed the government staged that,

too. Then Helmut Kohl’s chancellery

secretary made a speech demanding that

the East German government join Bonn
in declaring "state unity” as their goal,

as well as calling on the DDR to open its

doors to private capital and stabilize its

currency.

With its new law on joint ventures

and talk of adopting the D-mark, with

the expanded coalition government and

Modrow’s call for a “single German
fatherland," the DDR leaders have bowed
to the Diktat from Bonn. This was not

because the economy was in crisis: in

spite of the departure for the West of

over 300,000 predominantly young peo-

ple last year (which is continuing), the

economy grew by 2 percent and stores

are well stocked. Der Spiegel (5 Feb-

ruary) headlines “Chaos in the DDR,"
but an article by DDR writer Rolf

Schneider notes that the scope of vio-

lence doesn’t go beyond “brawls such as

take place at the average West German
football league matches."

But the counterrevolutionaries were

waving the spectre of civil war. At a

demonstration in front of the Volkskam-

mer, where the hammer and compass was

ripped out of the East German flag, a

banner threatened: "Whoever Votes for

the SED Votes for Civil War.” In a Jan-

uary 16 interview with the Washington

Post, Gysi noted:

“Power does not lie in the hands of the

party, it lies in the streets. Everything is

polarized now. Whenever I go some-
where, I am wildly cheered and applaud-

ed. or I’m screamed and yelled at. There

is nothing in between."

Gysi said it’s extremely unlikely they

would win the elections, but “if we did

win somehow, in present conditions a

minimum of 500,000 people would
leave" the DDR. On the other hand, "if

it is the other way around and the op-

position wins, then 500,000 of the mem-
bers and sympathizers of my party would
leave, because they would be afraid of

what would happen to them.” Leave to

where?

Yet the response of the SED-PDS
tops to this polarization is paralysis

and collapse. In the factories, the So-

cial Democrats are fomenting a campaign

to blacklist former and present SED
members. They also want to prevent the

several tens of thousands of former

employees of the Ministry of State

Security from ever working again. The
government feeds into this anti-

Communist purge atmosphere by trying

former leaders accused of corruption and

misuse of office on charges of high trea-

son. We warn that scapegoating and

Stalin-style show trials only whip up a

bloodlust that will set the stage for coun-

terrevolutionary massacres.

We have stated before that officials

guilty of crimes should be tried with

due process, and we oppose privileged

treatment for the bureaucrats and their

secret police. Stalinist methods must
be rooted out. No witchhunts—get the

truth! This is the only method that

serves the workers’ cause.

The anti-Nazi mobilization at Treptow

posed the possibility of a powerful fight

to crush counterrevolution, not only the

fascist filth but also their cynical capi-

talist masters. But that could only be

a revolutionary working-class struggle.

And after decades of seeking to con-

ciliate imperialism while using bureau-

cratic measures to defend their attempt

to build “socialism in one country,” the

Stalinists had nothing other to propose

than a Verfassungsschutz. a new secret

police, renamed after the West German
"Office for the Protection of the Consti-

tution." And when that set off a storm of

protest, the SED-PDS tops’ only answer

was abject capitulation.

The Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands

and the Spartakist-Gruppen played a key

role in initiating the united-front action

at Treptow. Our speakers called there for

workers militias and for workers and

soldiers soviets to stop the Nazis and

prevent the political revolution from

being turned into a social counterrevolu-

tion. We warned that social democracy

was the agency for selling out the DDR.
We noted that the struggle for workers

soviet rule in the DDR could inspire the

workers in the Soviet Union, the prime

target of imperialism, to take the same
road.

The TLD and Spartakist-Gruppen have

joined together in the Spartakist Workers

Party of Germany, section of the Inter-

national Communist League, which ap-

peals to SED members and those who
quit out of disgust over the betrayals of

their Stalinist misleaders; to those who
came out at Treptow to fight the fascist

threat and vow to stop the brown plague

in Leipzig and wherever it may appear;

to workers who want to resist the buy-

out of their plants and the sellout of

the DDR. The entire capitalist world is

drooling at the prospect of devouring the

DDR—“Today East Germany, tomorrow
Russia." Revolutionary German workers

say no!

At a forum in New York on January

26. a Spartacist League speaker summed
up: “These bureaucrats are undermining

the defense of the DDR. The DDR does

not belong to them. The DDR belongs to

the workers who built it up. It belongs to

the women workers who have a double

burden. It belongs also to the foreign-

born workers who have made a special

contribution. It belongs also to the Red
Army soldiers who are standing at their

post in the front lines of a fight against

imperialism. And it belongs to us, and to

all the workers of the world."

The fate of the unfolding Ger-
man workers political revolution

hangs in the balance. Contribu-

tions from internationalists are

urgently needed to carry forward
the critical intervention of con-

scious Leninists. Make donations

pavable/send to: Spartacist, Box
1377 GPO, NY, NY 101 16 (earmark
** Lenin- Liebknecht- Luxemburg
Fund” or “3-L’s Fund").

Spartacist Forum

For the Communism of

Lenin, Liebknecht and Luxemburg!

For a Red Germany
in a Socialist Europe!

Eyewitness account of the unfolding political revolution

in East Germany

Thursday, February 15
,
7:30 p.m.

Graduate School of Management, Rm. 1246, UCLA
/>\p a ro For more information:LUo ANubLbb (213)380-8239

North Campus next to

Luvalle Commons

>partakist

Soviet soldiers at swearing-in ceremony at war memorial in East Berlin. Red Army is a bulwark against Bundeswehr
invasion of DDR and beyond.
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From Stalin to Gorbachev

Economic Nationalism

Fractures COMECON
Mikhail Gorbachev is the unwitting but

effective agent of Wall Street and the

Frankfurt banking houses in East Europe.

A month ago Mr. Perestroika dropped

another economic bombshell on the dis-

integrating Warsaw Pact alliance. At a

meeting of the Soviet-bloc trade organi-

zation, the Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance (COMECON, also abbreviated

CMEA) held in Sofia, Bulgaria, Moscow
proposed that all trade be conducted at

world-market prices in hard (Western)

currencies beginning next year.

For years the Soviet Union has sold oil

to East Europe at well below Persian

Gulf prices while accepting in return

substandard machinery which couldn’t be

sold in the West. This was the economic
price the Kremlin Stalinist bureaucracy

was willing to pay to maintain Soviet

military power and political hegemony
east of the Elbe. But now the Gorbachev
regime is prepared to accept capitalist

counterrevolution from East Germany to

Bulgaria to appease Western imperialism.

At the same lime, the Russian Stalin-

ists are seeking short-term economic
gains at the expense of their East Euro-

pean trade partners. When Soviet prime

minister Nikolai Ryzhkov First announced
Moscow's new plans for COMECON, the

London Economist (16 December 1989)

wrote:

"Eastern Europe’s terms of trade are

about to collapse.... If this happens, it

would wipe out whole sections of their

inefficient heavy industries almost over-

night and deal a shock to their economies
far greater than the oil price rises in the

1970s dealt to the West."

For Socialist Integration of USSR and East Europe!

WV Graphics
Soaring cost of Soviet oil drove East European Stalinist regimes to mortgage their countries to the loan sharks of
Wall Street and Frankfurt.

For those who appreciate irony, the

Sofia COMECON conference had its

moments of amusing political theater.

The new East European regimes most
enamored of “free market" economics
and Western capitalism screamed bloody
murder as the Kremlin Stalinists tried to

shove them into the harsh climate of

world-market prices and convertible

currencies. Czechoslovak prime minister

Vladimir Dlouhy, whose government is

demanding the withdrawal of Soviet

troops from his country, exclaimed that

the “immediate implementation" of Mos-

cow’s proposal "would be catastrophic

for Czechoslovakia." The Solidarnosc

prime minister of Poland. Tadeusz Mazo-
wiecki. implored the Russians to post-

pone radical changes in fuel and raw

material pricing for five years. So much
for "free market” economics!

The new anti-Communist regimes in

Prague. Budapest and Warsaw are here

behaving just like their godfathers in the

capitalist West. Whenever a financier or

industrialist faces bankruptcy, they im-

mediately cry out for the socialization of

their debts. The America of Reagan and

Bush has combined socialism for the

rich (the $100 billion plus savings and

loan bailout) with private enterprise for

the poor (the homeless begging in the

streets).

The application of perestroika to

COMECON is the greatest economic
blow which Gorbachev could have de-

livered against the defense of the collec-

tivized property in the beleaguered East

European countries, above all East Ger-

many. Just a few days after the Sofia

COMECON summit, the East Berlin

Volkskammer voted to amend the con-
stitution of the German Democratic Re-
public (DDR) to allow foreign invest-

ment. The easiest way for the DDR to

get hard currency to pay for higher-

priced Soviet oil and natural gas is to sell

off its factories. This has now begun, as

the West German Knorr brake manufac-
turer is buying a 50 percent share of the

Berliner Bremsenwerk, which produces
railway brakes.

That buyout is directly related to the

developments in COMECON. East Ger-
many is the world’s largest exporter of

passenger trains, mainly to the USSR.
Altogether. 66 percent of the DDR’s
foreign trade is with COMECON. Almost
all its raw materials come from the So-
viet Union, including 80 percent of its

oil. 99 percent of its timber and all its

natural gas. as well as much of its iron

and nonferrous metals. But with Soviet

trade going over to a hard-currency basis,

Komhinat managers in the DDR are look-

ing to the world (capitalist) market. And
now Gorbachev okays the absorption of
the DDR by the Deutsche Bank and Ruhr
industrialists, declaring that "no one casts

any doubt upon" German reunification,

thus reversing the Soviet position that

this "was not on the agenda."
George Orwell once remarked that

Western anti-Communists believed Stalin

was diabolically clever while in fact

he was short-sighted and opportunistic.

These words describe to a tee Stalin's

current liberal heir in the Kremlin. Stalin

believed he could handle Nazi Germany

Lignite mine in

East Germany.
To economize
on expensive
imported oil,

Honecker regime
switched to poor-
quality brown coal
which ruins the
atmosphere.
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through diplomatic maneuvers—first the

"popular front” with the “democratic”

imperialist powers of West Europe, then

the "non-aggression pact" with Hitler.

The Soviet people paid for Stalin's

class collaborationists with 20 million

dead. Now Gorbachev is paving the way

for a Fourth Reich and a new Operation

Barbarossa. ^

From the Stalin Era to the
End of “Goulash Communism”

In smashing Hitler’s Operation Bar-

barossa and destroying Nazi Germany,

the Soviet Red Army came to occupy

East Europe. The Cold War offensive

launched by U.S. imperialism—including

numerous threats to A-bomb Russian cit-

ies

—

forced Stalin and his East European

followers to carry out bureaucratically

deformed social revolutions, expropriat-

ing capitalist property, in order to secure

Soviet military and political control over

the region.

In the Stalin era. the East European

"People’s Democracies” imitated the

Soviet Union on all fronts. Economically,

they were characterized by autarky and

a drive for self-sufficiency. Foreign

trade, even within the Soviet bloc, was

held to a minimum. Investment was

concentrated in heavy industry at the

expense of consumer goods. In Rdkosi’s

Hungary, for example. 90 percent of all

investment went into heavy industry. A
totalitarian police-state apparatus en-

forced a harsh labor discipline as the

living standards of both workers and

peasants were driven down in the name
of "building socialism.”

When the Vozhd (Leader) died, East

Europe exploded—the East Berlin work-

ers uprising in June 1953, the Polish

“October" in 1956, the Hungarian Rev-

olution a few months later. Yet the

Stalinist bureaucracies survived these

elemental upheavals through a mixture of

political demagogy and military repres-

sion. In Poland, Gomulka defused a

revolutionary situation by promising the

workers democratization and greater

national independence. In Hungary, So-

viet tanks crushed a bona fide workers

political revolution.

But there could be no going back to

the Stalin era with its “model" workers,

ration cards and constant fear of being

victimized by the secret police. Under

Khrushchev and later Brezhnev, the

Soviet-bloc rulers promised their people

a steadily rising living standard, guaran-

teed employment and a relaxed labor

discipline. The period from the late

1950s until the mid-*70s might be called

the era of Stalinist consumerism or

"goulash Communism,” the term Khru-

shchev used, approvingly, to describe

Janos Kadar’s Hungary. A key factor

contributing to the relatively high rates

of economic growth in East Europe dur-

ing the 1960s and early '70s was access

to plentiful and cheap Soviet oil. In fact,

factories in East Europe were using far

more energy per unit of output than in

West Europe, where imported oil was

heavily taxed.

In the early ’70s the OPEC/Seven
Sisters cartel (i.e., the Saudi monarchy,

shah of Iran and Rockefeller empire)

manipulated a fourfold increase in the

world price of oil. Thus in 1974 the

Soviet Union found itself selling oil to

its COMECON partners at less than 30

percent of what it fetched in West Eu-

rope. moreover in dollars and deutsch-

marks. The Brezhnev regime was tom

between a desire to preserve the political

and economic stability of its Warsaw

Pact allies and the appetite to share in

the extortion practiced by the OPEC/
Seven Sisters cartel.

The classical British economist David

Ricardo explained that the market price

of natural resources (he was concerned

with English agriculture) deviates from

the law of value (i.e., the average labor

time required for production). Agricul-

tural and raw material prices are gov-

erned by the highest-cost producer for a

given level of demand. Ricardo, and fol-

lowing him Marx, termed the windfall

gain between the highest- and lower-

cost producers differential ground rent.

Ricardo—the most rigorous and rational

of all bourgeois economists—advocated

taxing away all differential ground

rent since it makes no contribution to

production.

In the early '70s it cost roughly 50

cents to extract a barrel of oil in the

Persian Gulf fields. The world-market

price was 40 times that amount and going

still higher. The Soviet Union—although

extraction costs in Siberia are much
higher than in the Near East—has been

able to capture a significant part of the

differential ground rent generated in the

world oil market. The value of Soviet oil

and natural gas exports to the advanced

capitalist world increased from $4.5

billion in 1975 to $21 billion in 1983

(the peak year). The oil price boom part-

ly masked and partly offset the increas-

ing internal weaknesses of the Soviet

industrial and agricultural economy in the

late 1970s. The massive inflow of petro-

dollars enabled the Brezhnev regime to

greatly improve the diet of Soviet citi-

zens by importing animal fodder for

raising beef cattle.

At the same time, the economic nation-

alism of the Russian Stalinists—under

stodgy, conservative Brezhnev—set into

motion developments which have now
shattered the brittle structures of the East

European deformed workers states. Be-

tween 1974 and 1980, Moscow increased

the price of oil for its COMECON part-

ners by 400 percent while restricting

shipments so as to sell more in Western

markets. Thus, to fuel their factories the

East European regimes had to buy from

the bandits of the Persian Gulf and Tex-

as. By the end of the decade, 20 percent

of East Europe’s mineral fuel was bought

at extortionate world-market prices in

hard currency.

During the 1970s the East European

Stalinist regimes—Gierek’s Poland, Ka-

dar’s Hungary. Honecker’s East Germany

COMECON meeting in Moscow in 1984
Decision by Kremlin chief Brezhnev
(inset) to quadruple oil price for East
Europe in the 1970s paved way to

economic disintegration of Soviet bloc.

DDR Export Photos

DDR is world’s largest

exporter of passenger
trains. Fracturing of

COMECON leads to

buyout of East Berlin

railway brake factory by
West German company.

debt crisis of 1980-81 showed that the

Russians had no such intention. After

Poland’s near default. Wall Street and

Frankfurt took a hard line on their East

European clients and “reduced their

exposure.” as they say on the Street. East

Europe became a net exporter of capital

to West Europe and the U.S. The inter-

national loan sharks sucked $ 1 2.5 billion

out of these bureaucratically deformed

workers states between 1981 and 1983!

Far from cushioning the economic

blow from the West, the Kremlin Stalin-

ists added a powerful blow of their

own. The fall of the shah and rise of

Khomeini in 1979 set off another oil

price explosion. Taking advantage of

this, the Russians doubled oil prices

within COMECON in the early 1980s.

Overall, between 1975 and 1982, the So-

viet Union improved its terms of trade

with Czechoslovakia by over 50 percent,

Der Spiegel

*

—maintained a fragile social peace by

offering their people rising consumption

levels with total economic security. Thus,

when their terms of trade collapsed, these

regimes desperately tried to avoid cutting

wages, closing down less efficient fac-

tories and generating mass unemploy-

ment. So Gierek, Kadar, Honecker & Co.

mortgaged their countries to the loan

sharks of Wall Street, the City of London

and Frankfurt. Between 1974 and 1980,

East Europe’s debt to Western banks

increased almost fivefold, from $12 bil-

lion to $55 billion. And then things really

went to hell.

The Economic Disintegration
of the Soviet Bloc

Western bankers lent so profligately to

East Europe in the belief that Soviet big

brother—with its billions of petrodollars

— would always bail out any Warsaw

Pact ally in financial trouble. The Polish

with East Germany and Hungary by al-

most 50 percent, and with Poland by 20

percent.

Nonetheless, it is common for Western

economists to speak of Soviet "trade

subsidization” of East Europe. This is

misleading. The price of Soviet oil and

natural gas charged to East Europe has

always been well above the average cost

of extraction, processing and transport.

But, of course, for bourgeois ideologists

it is a law of nature that countries

charge their trade partners all that the

market will bear. Thus if the Soviet Union

charges East Germany and Czechoslova-

kia twice the cost of extraction, while the

world-market price is four times the cost,

this is termed "subsidization."

The East European economies have

never really recovered from the dual

blows dealt by Western bankers and

Kremlin bureaucrats in the early ’80s.

Poland and Hungary have been economic

basket cases ever since. Even East Ger-

many, which handled the debt/oil crisis

most effectively, was still severely dam-

aged by it. In 1980 the DDR had a

higher debt per capita than Poland. The
Honecker/Mittag regime made a big and

successful push to expand its exports to

the West while economizing on imported

fuel. So East German factories and of-

fices now run on domestically mined

lignite, poor-quality brown coal which

ruins the atmosphere. More fundamental-

ly, to increase exports without cutting

consumption, the Honecker regime sharp-

ly reduced investment in new plant and
infrastructure. The rate of investment fell

from 28 percent of national income in

1 976 to 2 1 .5 percent a decade later. Thus

the DDR’s industrial plant is technologi-

cally more antiquated relative to West

Germany than it was ten years ago.

Over the past decade, the Russian and

East European Stalinists have blamed one

another for their worsening economic

conditions. Kremlin spokesmen complain

that they are not only exporting their

valuable fossil fuel at below world prices

but accepting payment in transferable

rubles, an international currency with the

peculiar quality that one cannot always

buy anything with it. The East European

regimes reply that Moscow is starving

them of energy in order to sell more oil

to the West.

In turn, the Russians accuse their

COMECON partners of selling their

top-quality machinery to the West and

sending their rejects to the USSR. Oleg

Bogomolov, long a leading Soviet

spokesman on international economics

and now a top Gorbachev adviser, com-
plained that “Soviet imports from its

CMEA partners... have contributed little

to the strengthening of the engineering

potential of the USSR. .. The bulk of

imported products are not technology-

intensive" (USSR Academy of Sciences.

The World Socialist Economy [1986]).

The COMECON partners reply that they

have to send their technology-intensive

products west, not east, in order to serv-

ice their hard-currency debts.

Underlying the schism in COMECON
is that Soviet natural resources by their

very nature meet international standards

and are in great demand in the West. In

the early ’80s the West European bour-

geoisies. even Thatcher’s Britain, defied

the Reagan administration to help Brezh-

nev build a pipeline from the Siberian oil

fields. East Europe’s hard-currency ex-

ports consist of consumer goods and

machinery which are limited by the usual

failings of Stalinist mismanagement

—

poor quality, limited assortment, inflexi-

bility in adjusting to changing market

conditions and inadequate servicing (e.g.,

lack of spare parts). The DDR certainly

has the technical capacity to produce

an automobile as good as the BMW or

Mercedes. But how could East Germany
market such a car in the West?

Writing in the mid-1980s, the Hun-
garian economist KdlrnAn P6csi noted the

continued on page 8
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COMECON...
(continued from page 7)

"substantial decline in the importance of

the USSR's partners in the CMEA and

a corresponding rise in the importance of

the developed market economies" (Intra-

CMEA Cooperation: Interest Patterns in

the Extractive and Energy Industries and
Their Future Prospects 1 1 985 J). If “its

economic relations with the CMEA Six

are no longer beneficial to it," P6csi

asks, then why doesn't the Soviet Union
simply stop fuel, energy and materials

deliveries to the minor CMEA member
countries, or continue them only for

hard-currency payment? He answers that

this "would have fetched no true advan-

tage at the political level, the level

which, more than any other, integrates

relations within the CMEA." In other

words, the Kremlin leadership was as-

sumed willing to pay the economic price

to prevent NATO’s nuclear missiles from
moving right up to the borders of the

Soviet Union.

But with the ascendancy of Mikhail

Gorbachev, this is no longer the case. At

the onset of perestroika, Gorbachev's

mouthpiece Oleg Bogomolov declared

that the East European working class had

gotten too fat and lazy, and was going to

have to work harder for less:

"The experience of the European CMEA
countries has shown that even when
living standards rise at a sufficiently

rapid rate this does not automatically lead

to higher labour productivity. On the

contrary, increased possibilities for satis-

fying basic material requirements might
lead to an actual slackening of interest in

work. That is why the transition to an
intensive road of development increasing-

ly involves measures to raise the intensity

and quality of work of each employee,
the abandonment of egalitarian distri-

bution of resources and wages funds, and
a more consistent abiding by the criteria

of economic efficiency and profitability."— The World Socialist Economy

The application of perestroika to East

Europe, combined with the powerful

pressure of world capitalism, has helped

to shatter the Stalinist bureaucracies,

disintegrating the postwar Soviet bloc.

Yet this disintegration was foreordained

by the deformed social revolutions which
marked the Kremlin’s hegemony over

East Europe in the late 1940s.

For International
Socialist Planning

It has become commonplace in both

East and West to consider Gorbachev
the polar opposite of Stalin. Such a

view obscures and denies fundamental

elements of continuity. From Stalin

through Brezhnev to Gorbachev. Soviet

economic relations with East Europe
have been based on narrow national

interest and jealously guarded national

autonomy. That is the meaning of Sta-

lin’s dogma of "building socialism in one

country," which was counterposed to

Lenin and Trotsky’s program of world

socialist revolution. The nationalist who
buried the Communist International was

not about to make COMECON into a

framework for an internationally planned

economy.

Integration of economic resources,

from the factories of the DDR to the

oil fields of Siberia, was never even

considered. Even joint projects between

two Soviet-bloc countries have been few

and far between. From its formation in

1949 to the present day, trade within

COMECON has essentially had the form

of bilateral barter.

For the first 14 years of COMECON’s
existence, no mechanism even existed for

multilateral trade. If, for example, Hun-
gary ran a surplus with Poland in a given

year, the resulting trade credit could only

be used to purchase Polish goods. Thus
every COMECON member was forced to

balance its trade with every other mem-
ber since otherwise surpluses amounted
to a net loss of resources.

In the heyday of the Khrushchev/
Brezhnev era in the 1960s, there was a

lot of talk about "socialist economic
integration." In 1963, COMECON intro-

duced the “transferable ruble." a new
international currency to be used in all

transactions among member countries.

There was only one catch. COMECON
members did not have to sell anything to

any other member no matter how many
transferable rubles they offered. Soviet

trade officials had no intention of ship-

ping more oil to East Germany just be-

cause the DDR ran a trade surplus with

Hungary. And East Berlin bureaucrats

were certainly not going to send their

high-quality machine tools to Budapest
factories just because Hungary ran a

surplus with Poland.

Both the Soviet and East European
regimes have given priority to hard-

currency exports, the former to buy

technically advanced machinery and food

grains from the West, the latter to service

their debts to Wall Street and Frankfurt

bankers. So over the years billions of

worthless transferable rubles have ac-

cumulated in accounts in Moscow’s
International Bank for Economic Cooper-

ation. The fiasco of the transferable ruble

demonstrates that the integration of trade

among socialized economies is impos-

sible without integrated planning of pro-

duction and investment.

From its inception COMECON trade

has been based on world-market prices

with a time lag and subject to adjustment

in specific cases. Not only are world-

market prices grossly distorted by cartels,

speculation and capitalist protectionism,

more fundamentally, they bear no rela-

tion to the costs of production within the

Soviet bloc. In the ’60s some rational-

minded Soviet and East European econo-
mists proposed that COMECON develop

an independent price structure reflecting

relative production costs in the region.

This eminently sensible and equitable

proposal never went beyond research

institute seminars.

Why not? Because the Stalinist bu-

reaucracies are deeply nationalist, and
naturally they don’t trust their “socialist”

trading partners. They all believe in

“building socialism in their country." The
Kremlin wouldn’t dream of giving the

East Germans any control over the prices

of its petroleum exports. In turn, the East

Berlin Bonzen were not going to allow

the Muscovites to influence what they

charge for electrical machinery. So the

USSR and the DDR trade oil and ma-
chinery on terms set by the Rockefeller

empire and Siemens! As we’ve said:

Stalin gave central planning a bad name.
What’s needed is internationally inte-

grated central economic planning under

the rule of workers soviet democracy.

During the Brezhnev period, an effort

was made to achieve a reasonable eco-

nomic division of labor within the Soviet

bloc, overcoming the extreme autarky of

the Stalin era. However, since there

was no pooling of investment resources,

the results were often grossly inefficient

and irrational. In the 1970s Czechoslo-

vakia—a small country of 15 million

people—was reputed to produce 80 per-

cent of all the different types of machine
tools in the world! Obviously, production

runs were far too small to afford econo-
mies of scale or application of the most
advanced technology.

The socialist economic integration of

the Soviet Union and East Europe would
not only vastly improve productivity but

would counter the destructive pressure of

world capitalism. We are not here ad-

vocating economic autarky for the Soviet

bloc as a whole—a version of Stalin's

old notion of “two world markets." As
long as capitalism has not yet been over-

thrown in its main centers, workers states

should certainly take maximal advantage
of the international division of labor.

And here a single economic administra-

tion, speaking for the Soviet Union and
East Europe, would have enormous lever-

age in commercial and financial dealings

with the West European Common Mar-

ket, the United States and Japan.

Leon Trotsky, who in 1922 stood

together with Lenin against Stalin’s at-

tempts to undermine the state monopoly

of foreign trade, fought against illusions

of building socialism in isolation from

the world market. In his 1925 pamphlet.

Toward Capitalism or Socialism ?, Trot-

sky wrote: “In foreign trade, as con-

ducted by the state, which elastically

supplements the work of national indus-

try and domestic commerce, we possess

a mighty tool for the acceleration of our

economic defense." At the same time, he

noted, becoming part of the world market

posed dangers as well as advantages, due

to "the present immense productive supe-

riority of world capitalism as compared

with us." His answer was to seek the

victory of proletarian revolution through-

out Europe:

"It is obvious that a merging of the

economy of the Soviet Union with the

economy of a Soviet Europe would vic-

toriously solve the question of the com-
parative coefficients of socialist and capi-

talist production, however great might be

the resistance offered by America. And
it may be doubled whether this resistance

would be of long duration."

Decades of Stalinist oppression, mis-

management and conflicting nationalisms

have now shattered the Soviet bloc.

Western imperialism sees itself realizing

John Foster Dulles’ program of “rolling

back Communism" to the borders of the

Soviet Union and beyond. Yet Soviet

workers and collective farmers must be
horrified at the prospect of facing

NATO’s missiles on the Polish border
and a reborn German Fourth Reich. At
the same time, millions of workers in

East Europe, especially the DDR, want
to defend collectivized property and build

a genuinely socialist society. In Poland,
the workers are desperately resisting the

Solidarno^d-led government’s drive to

restore capitalism through the kind of
economic “shock treatment” carried out
by Latin American juntas on orders from
Wall Street.

Only by sweeping away the Stalinist

betrayers through proletarian political

revolution from the factories of East
Berlin to the Siberian coal mines and oil

fields can the working people of the
Soviet Union and East Europe save
themselves from the horrors of capitalist

restoration.
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Labor’s Gotta Play Hardball to Win!

Waterfront Bosses,
Feds Target ILA

At midnight on January 20, 2,000 longshoremen

caught steamship bosses and Port of Baltimore authori-

ties by surprise, as they shut down the key Mid-Atlantic

port. The four locals were pulled out for three days by

the International Longshoremen’s Association (ILA)

tops in New York after the bosses tried to scuttle provi-

sions of the master contract. But what really gored the

capitalists’ ox was when ILA locals in other ports re-

fused to handle struck cargo diverted from Baltimore.

For years the capitalists have been whipsawing ILA

locals against each other, particularly Baltimore against

the Port of Hampton Roads (Norfolk. Portsmouth and

Newport News, Virginia). In October, the ILA bureauc-

racy extended the master contract until December 1990,

the same expiration date as the ILWU on the West

Coast. Individual locals were left to go it alone. In

Baltimore, goaded by the rabidly anti-labor Maryland

governor William Donald Schaefer, the bosses went for

deep job cuts from checkers organized in Local 953,

pitting them against the majority of longshoremen in

Local 333 who were promised a small increase in size

on some crews. The state wants to break the power of

the local ILA, as the port prepares to open the new

Seagirt Marine rail, truck and container ship facility,

eliminating hundreds of longshore jobs.

Despite the solidarity shown by the other ports, the

ILA International tops quickly folded, sending Balti-

more back after three days. A checker told the Balti-

more Sun (25 January), “We were made to eat this con-

tract.” Scores of checkers' jobs were cut and safety

rules wiped out. Shippers are gloating they will save

millions of dollars in labor costs. The checkers continue

to fight a rearguard battle with actions on the job.

From Canada to the Gulf, the ILA is fighting a battle

for its life. In Montreal, the 1.000-member Local 375

split from the International in November. In New York,

almost one-quarter of the entire longshore membership

opted for early retirement this fall, giving the bosses a

$50 million windfall. And in the hard-hit, heavily black

Gulf ports, the longshoreman "has become an endan-

gered labor species" (New Orleans Times-Picayune,

15 October 1989).

WV Photo

Militant garment strikers picket Domsey Trading
Corporation in Brooklyn, February 2.

With the joint expiration date for longshore unions

on both coasts this fall, it’s not an accident that the

feds are preparing to descend on the ILA with a union-

busting RICO suit. Like the trusteeship of the Team-

sters. the government’s case has nothing to do with

"cleaning up the unions." From the Waterfront Com-
mission established in the 1950s to the feds’ vendetta

against Tony Scotto, the "anti-racketeering” campaign

is a cover for the capitalists’ assault on the ILA’s social

power. Nine times in 40 years the Democrats and Re-

publicans alike have invoked Taft-Hartley to break ILA
strikes. Feds hands off the ILA!

Longshoremen have real power. When the ILA struck

East Coast ports in October 1986, it shook Wall Street

and Washington, and inspired millions of working

people and minorities to see a union Fight the givebacks.

But the union bureaucracy folded in the face of the

government’s threats. Last spring hundreds of long-

shoremen in Wilmington, North Carolina and Savannah,

Georgia mobilized and stopped a non-union barge oper-

ator. Other unionists turned out in force to back the

ILA, defending this bastion of black labor power in the

racist “open shop" South. What is desperately needed

is a class-struggle leadership that will use labor’s mus-

cle to smash the anti-labor laws and defend the interests

of the workers and all the oppressed.

Victory to Brooklyn
Garment Workers Strike!

Two hundred determined workers fighting for a union

threw up picket lines outside the Domsey Trading Cor-

poration in Brooklyn on January 30. Domsey. a clothing

distributor and warehouse, fired workers after they filed

a petition with the National Labor Relations Board for

union representation last December. The strikers, over-

whelmingly Haitian immigrants, have kept up militant

pickets for hours, chanting “union power" and singing

songs of workers’ struggles. The Domsey strike is a key

test of union organizing in the garment sweatshops of

New York City. The big NYC unions must beef up the

picket lines now! Victory to the Domsey workers strike!

Giles Robinson, a union activist who was fired after

27 years at Domsey. told Workers Vanguard that most

workers are paid only $3.75 per hour, with few benefits.

Company harassment of workers is so bad that they

must beg for permission to use the Filthy bathrooms,

and everyone is labeled and addressed by company
numbers. Workers who leave their number tag at home

are Fined. Robinson said that they had to strike,

"because these guys, the Domsey bosses, wouldn't

answer to anything else.”

An organizing drive is long overdue. The Williams-

burg and Bushwick sections of Brooklyn are home to

scores of sweatshops, where over 5,000 mostly Hispanic

garment workers labor in horrible conditions. The Inter-

national Ladies' Garment Workers’ Union (ILGWU)
Filed in January for elections at 30 factories with 1 ,500

workers, the most aggressive organizing drive it has

undertaken in years.

To break up the sweatshop conditions will require a

class-struggle Fight with some real labor solidarity for

the ILGWU. Thus far only the Domsey workers are on

strike. They must be joined on the picket line by the

other shops, and by the Teamsters, transit and hospital

workers and the rest of NYC labor, with picket lines

that nobody will dare cross!

PDC Notes...
(continued from page 2)

Correctional Institution had been un-

touched by the prison disturbances, Del-

bert Africa was hustled off from there to

the federal detention center at Fort Gor-

don, Georgia. On November 1 , they came
for Chuck. His letter continues:

“1 was being beat by sadistic goons all

the while and Finally thrown in ihe back

of the prison bus and immediately

grabbed by a guard by the ankles and

from behind i could hear Cywinski call-

ing me ‘niggers' and saying ‘we Finally

got ya chuckie.' He started to put a huge

chain around my waist (sounds like slav-

ery days?) and pulled it as tight as he

could and beat me some more in the legs

and shoulders. He then went around to

my front and grabbed the leg irons from

the other maniac and began to clamp

down on my ankles as tight as they could

go!! My circulation was cut off. I was

then moved to a back seat closer to the

front and beat some more on the right

shoulder by Cywinski . . He punched me
in the face as i defied him with my
words. He actually began to foam at the

mouth and hit me in the shoulder and

finally on my right thigh bruising it be-

fore he was taken away by another goon.

—About 1 hour later upon arrival at

Lewisburg i had to be carried off the bus

because the leg irons were so tight, pro-

hibiting me from walking."

Chuck was finally shipped off to Lom-

poc, California, 3,000 miles from his

family, friends and supporters. MOVE is

asking for regular letters of solidarity to

be sent to: Charles Sims Africa. No.

41793-066, U.S. Penitentiary. 3901 Klein

Blvd., Lompoc. CA 93436; William

Phillips Africa, No. 41685-066, and

Edward Goodman Africa, No. 42079-

066, P.O. Box 1000, Leavenworth, KS
66048; and Delbert Orr Africa. Reg. No.

42259-066, Federal Detention Center,

Box 8090, Fort Gordon, GA 30905.

But while the state keeps tightening

the screws, support for MOVE’S freedom

continues to grow. In a startling develop-

ment in December, Philadelphia’s Man-

aging Director, James White, the Phila-

delphia Daily News and others called for

the release of the imprisoned MOVE
members. It is urgent to step up the Fight.

Free all MOVE prisoners now!

* * *

On February 15 the case of Geronimo

ji jaga (Pratt) will be back in U.S. district

court. The government is seeking dismis-

sal of the lawsuit, Pratt v. Rowland, filed

by PDC counsel Valerie West and Pratt's

long-time lawyer Stuart Hanlon, to chal-

lenge the retaliatory transfer of Pratt first

to Folsom and then Tehachapi prison and

to remove from his prison File the life-

threatening lies that brand him a "cop

killer" and "escape risk" (see “California

Prison Vendetta Against Pratt Contin-

ues," WV No. 487, 13 October 1989).

The suit also demands his parole and

prison classiFication status be changed.

For nearly 19 years Geronimo has

been locked up for a crime the govern-

ment knows he did not commit. But Pratt

is not alone. California Congressman Ron

Dellums has introduced House Resolu-

tions calling for Geronimo’s freedom,

and thousands around the world have

sent letters in his support. On 6 Novem-
ber 1989 International Longshoremen’s

and Warehousemen's Union Local 6

passed the following motion:

"ILWU Local 6 again goes on record

demanding the release of Geronimo Pratt.

He is an innocent man. framed for fight-

ing for his beliefs, fighting against ra-

cism. and attempting to empower people

in their search for social and economic
justice."

For all those who support Geronimo’s

fight for freedom, the time to act is now!

Join the PDC in taking Geronimo’s cause

to the labor movement. Raise motions in

your unions and organizations. Pack the

courtroom on February 15. Free Geron-

imo Now!
* *

We encourage WV readers to continue

to support and build the PDC. Become a

sustaining contributor. Send a donation

of $5 or more and receive a subscription

to Class-Struggle Defense Notes. For a

single copy send $1 to: Partisan Defense

Committee, P.O. Box 99, Canal Street

Station, New York, NY 10013.

Atlanta Rally

Abolish the „

Death Penalty!

Stop Racist “Legal” Lynchings!

Speakers
Bernard Branche
Partisan Defense Committee

Tyrone Brooks Member,
Georgia House of Representatives*

Hasan Crockett. Member, U|amaa
Society, Clark Atlanta University*

Pat Gilllard. Executive Director.

Clearinghouse on Georgia

Prisons and Jails*

Michael Mears. Attorney at Law

•Organization for identification purposes only

Saturday, February 24, 2:00 p.m.

M.L. King, Jr. Community Center

Al Ha|) Wali Akbar Muhammad
former editor of Muhammad Speaks.

Research Director, The Brandon
Institute*

Virginia H. Ramsey. Hospital

Chairperson, AFSCME Local 1644*

J.C. Reynolds. President. Amalgamated
Transit Union Local 732*

Linda Riggins President, SEIU Local 679*

Monica Russo Organizer, ACTWU*

450 Auburn Avenue
across from the

M.L. King Center

For information contact

Partisan Defense Committee
PO. Box 3132, Atlanta, GA 30302

(404) 659-0251
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D.C. Mayor...
(continuedfrom page 12)

“Queen of sting,"

former fashion
model Rasheeda

Moore, used by FBI
to lure the mayor.

Who would
“just say no”?

accounting for two-thirds of the city

budget, unless the D.C. city council

rescinded a bill requiring insurance

companies to cover AIDS victims,

revised its Human Rights Act so that

religious educational institutions like

Georgetown could deny funds to gay
groups, and prohibited federal or local

funding of abortions for the poor.

Now the racist ruling class feels that

if they have to have black figureheads

in local government, they want one
that’s more “in tune" with their pri-

orities. Many would like to get Jesse

Jackson as mayor. Jackson was the black

point man for Nancy Reagan’s “Just

Say No" campaign with his reactionary

line about how dope has killed more
people than the lynch rope. Many main-
stream white Democratic pols like the

idea of Jackson for D.C. mayor, in the

hopes that it would remove him from the

’92 presidential campaign. But Jackson
doesn’t look like he'll bite. He told

A.M. Rosenthal:

"The mayoralty of Washington has zero
political leverage. It would be. for me. a

burden without authority, a platform to

address the drug problem but without

tools."

—New York Times, 25 January

The Republicans, meanwhile, are talking

about Maurice Turner, the former D.C.

police chief, to be a kind of Chief Buthe-

lezi and run Washington like a South

African bantustan.

Crisis of Black Leadership

Marion Barry has always been an easy

target. A perennial bon vivant, he nar-

rowly escaped the sex/drug witchhunters

any number of times. Not only Reagan
reactionaries but in particular the liberal

Washington Post has been on his case

for years. But the aura of corruption

surounding his administration is hardly

different from the sleaze factor on Capi-

tol Hill or in the White House. From
the standpoint of the working class, his

crimes have nothing to do with any al-

leged drug use or "womanizing." Marion
Barry, who has repeatedly been elected

with the support of real estate interests,

is a black front man for racist reaction,

a willing tool of capitalist rule over the

poor and working people.

In this city where the high-powered
lawyers and government bigwigs sit

down to their "power lunches,” the

homeless sit listlessly in the doorways
of glitzy offices, begging, starving and
freezing to death. While yuppies spend
hundreds of thousands of dollars to fix

up old townhouses, the working poor
and unemployed they displaced wait

years to get into dilapidated housing
projects. Marion Barry consistently re-

fused to implement a 1984 ballot initia-

tive which requires the city to provide
overnight shelter for every homeless
person who seeks it. Eventually a court

ordered that the homeless be allowed to

stay overnight in the District Building,

where they have been dumped.
The common coin of bourgeois politics

is hypocrisy. So Marion Barry went
parading through the neighborhoods
chanting “Down with dope, up with
hope" and the rest of the "drug war"
hype. Last May. Barry personally went

along with the SWAT teams that busted

into the black projects and threw hun-

dreds out into the street for “suspected

drug use," their mattresses and furniture

ruined in the pouring rain. Barry led the

pack in setting up the witchhunt atmos-

phere in D.C. unions, where drug tests

are used to terrify and regiment workers.

The week after Barry was arrested, the

city council ordered a renewed "drug

probe" into the municipal workforce.

The mayor is fond of reminding people

of his past as a civil rights activist. But

in 1982 Barry skipped town when the

KKK threatened to march in Washington.

It was the Spartacist League which initi-

ated the 5.000-strong labor/black mobi-
lization that stopped the Klan in their

tracks. Chief Turner’s cops tried to sur-

round the anti-Klan demonstrators and

seal them off. And D.C. Congressional

delegate Walter Fauntroy organized a

"free cheese” giveaway to try to divert

black people from stopping the lynchers.

The Barry debacle highlights the crisis

of black leadership across the country.

The liberal civil rights movement foun-

dered when it came North to confront not

just Jim Crow discrimination but the

poverty and oppression that is rooted in

the bedrock of racist American capital-

ism. While many black militants were
shot down by the cops or thrown into jail

on trumped-up charges, others who were
willing to play the bourgeois political

shell game were co-opted. Militant rhet-

oric of "black power" was turned into

"empowerment" as they feathered their

own nests. Barry was one of the earliest

of this crew who offered their services to

the ruling class as black overseers to

police the seething ghettos. Now his

masters are cracking the whip.

As Jesse Jackson remarked to Rosen-
thal, the mayor of Washington has “zero

political leverage." But that is the con-

dition of all the black mayors, whether
it’s Coleman Young presiding over the

decay of Detroit for Henry Ford II, or

slick Andy Young who ran Atlanta for

Coca-Cola, or Maynard Jackson who
calls out the cops and troops to protect

the Klan while they parade their racist

Filth over Martin Luther King’s grave
and in his earlier term broke the black

sanitation workers strike. Now the ruling

class is turning to “new moderate" black

mayors and governors, like Douglas
Wilder in Virginia and David Dinkins in

New York. And meanwhile, there has
been a wave of racist terror around the

country, from pipe-bombers in the South
to killer cops in NYC.
As we have written, the "war on

drugs” has little to do with stopping drug
trafficking, and a lot to do with the regi-

mentation of American society. Laws
which criminalize drugs and hound those
who use them are inherently reactionary,

and they don't reduce addiction or drug-
related crime. The social pathology of
ghetto oppression is a product of the

entrenched poverty, permanent jobless-

ness and hopelessness produced by this

racist system. The urgent need is for a
leadership that can mobilize the black
and Hispanic ghetto masses behind the

power of the working class in an inte-

grated fight for socialist revolution—the
only road to black emancipation.
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to civil rights. And Marion Barry is the

fall guy.

Sex, Drugs and Videotape

Republican columnist William Safire

blasted Bush’s Justice Department chief,

Richard Thornburgh, for encouraging the

government to go into the sex business.

The FBI apparently coerced a woman
with a police record (and currently under

threat of prosecution) to engage in sex-

ual acts which stopped just short of

prostitution.

"Whal do you suppose went through the

target's mind? Did the Mayor see in this

call a chance to traffic in illegal drugs?

Far more likely, given their long personal

relationship, her continuing good looks,

and the key fact that she was never
known to be a drug dealer, he hurried

over predisposed to engage in what we
privacy types like to call consensual

noncriminal activity. ..

“Thus was American justice introduced

to the Thornburgh Rule: Intimidation of

informants to engage in federally funded
sexual enticement is an acceptable inves-

tigative procedure."—"The Lady in Red," New York

Times, 26 January

Safire cited the DeLorean case, in which
“the jury found the prosecution’s meth-

ods so repugnant that it found a defen-

dant manipulated into a videotaped crime

to be not guilty."

John DeLorean is the maverick auto-

maker who broke with General Motors
and published a book exposing GM
management practices and the British

government of Margaret Thatcher. In

1982 DeLorean badly needed a hunk of

cash to keep his fledgling sports car

company in Belfast, Northern Ireland

afloat. So the government set him up
with a suitcase of cocaine in a hotel

room in L.A. We noted then that the

FBI’s use of entrapment had mush-
roomed beginning under Democrat Carter

with the ABSCAM (for “Arab Scam”)
sting targeting Congress:

"Using the techniques refined and honed
against the left for decades, the FBI's
full-scale launching of criminal en-

ticement operations is a very conscious

Washington, ordering mass evictions of
blacks from housing projects. Elite

squads of paramilitary troops brandishing

assault rifles stormed apartments, order-

ing residents to haul their beds, sofas and
TVs out onto the street.

Bennett had declared Washington the

“test case” of the “war on drugs." So far

no one has noted much impact on the

drug trade in the District, which now has

the highest murder rate in the country.

Yet three days after the Barry bust, Ben-

nett went on TV with a new battle plan

focusing on a half-dozen "high intensity

drug trafficking areas," not including

D.C. Why? Because the whole purpose

of targeting Washington was to get

Mayor Barry.

Bush’s “War on Drugs”
Targets Blacks

We wrote last spring (WV No. 479,

9 June 1989):

"Under the guise of a 'war on drugs,’

they're trying to run America's inner

cities like a police stale. SWAT teams
sweep through housing projects daily,

paramilitary ‘task forces' carry out mass
evictions of 'drug suspects’ and their

families.... Ultimately, it’s a plan to put

black America under martial law."

In interviews with blacks after Barry was
busted, the New York Times (2 1 January)

reported the sentiment that the mayor
was a victim of “a racial conspiracy bent

attempt to intimidate and terrorize poten-
tially influential political opponents, even
within the range of bourgeois politics.

The DeLorean case is a continuation of
the purposes of the ABSCAM operation,

designed to prove nobody is safe from
the FBI if they decide to get you."—WV No. 360, 3 August 1984

The government operation against the

D.C. mayor intensified with Bush's move
to the White House and appointment of

William Bennett as “drug czar." As Rea-

gan's Education Secretary. Bennett tried

to stop teaching about the Holocaust in

the schools. Bennett has called for con-

centration camps for drug users, the

death penalty for “drug-related" murders
in D.C. and a program to put the black

ghettos under martial law. Last spring,

Bennett launched his "drug war” on

on silencing black leaders across the

United States." In particular, the white

ruling class is acutely aware that Wash-
ington is a 70 percent black city. Ever
since the 1968 ghetto explosion follow-

ing the assassination of Martin Luther

King, they have worried that they can’t

militarily control their own capital in a

crisis.

So they granted D.C. a measure of

"home rule" and brought in Walter

Washington and then ex
:
SNCC activist

Marion Barry to cool things out. But the

black majority “government" of Wash-
ington is essentially powerless, and they

mean to keep it that way. The last time

they went after Barry, in late 1988,

Congressional bigots were threatening to

cut off the flow of federal funds.
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Washington, D.C., November 1982: 5,000-strong labor/black mobilization
initiated by Spartacist League stopped the KKK.



Black City, Imperialist Capital

A Tale of Two Washingtons
Using the excuse of the "war on

drugs," President Bush and his point man
"drug czar" William Bennett have been

taking aim at the 70 percent black Dis-

trict of Columbia and its limited "home
rule.” It rankles the American ruling

class that the strongest imperialist power

in the world is so dependent upon black

people in its seat of power. In Washing-

ton, blacks do the work that turns the

wheels of government—from secretaries

and file clerks to postal workers and

office maintenance crews. And for the

past decade and a half, the racist rulers

have had to allow a pretense of democ-
racy in D.C. local government.

White racists, be they in the govern-

ment or the surrounding Maryland or

Virginia suburbs, are irked by home rule.

At Christmastime, 1988. a conservative

activist and ex-staffer for the Reagan
administration, Myron McKee, put onto

the market a grotesque board game called

"Home Rulette." The game referred to

the District Building, which houses the

mayor’s office, as the "Big Watermelon.”

The box top asked: "What happens when

a coalition of welfare entrepreneurs,

black supremacists, radical homosexuals

and common criminals take over the

local government of the national capital

city?"

But the racist conspiracy is not a

game. Beginning under Ed Meese and

now Richard Thornburgh, the "Justice"

Department has been going after black

mayor Marion Barry with a vengeance,

and now they have set him up to bring

him down (see back page). The Bush

administration would doubtless like to

return to the days when a troika of com-

missioners appointed by the president ran

the city. As Barbara Bush said last

spring, “everyone" (in her social set) is

ready to “get our city back.”

Washington, D.C. has always been a

divided city. On the one hand, it is the

seat of national government, with its

gleaming monuments to bourgeois rule.

On the other hand, Washington is also in

a certain sense the capital of black Amer-
ica. It has a significant black middle

class and the highest median income for

blacks in the country. It is the site of the

premier black college, Howard Univer-

sity. It has also been home to the disen-

franchised slaves and black workers who
helped build the city and make it run.

Washington was designed on a grand

scale as a showpiece for the young
American democratic republic. But

America was never a democracy for

blacks. It was conceived at a 1783

meeting of Congress in Philadelphia

which was disrupted by a large body of

disgruntled soldiers demanding back pay.

Afterward, some Congressmen proposed

a federal city where they could con-

duct business without being disrupted

by popular protest. George Washington

picked the actual site of the city, situat-

ed well below the Mason-Dixon Line,

carved out of the slave states of Mary-

land and Virginia and quite near his own
huge plantation at Mt. Vemon.
The brilliant black mathematician and

astronomer Benjamin Banneker was
chosen to survey the land that became
the District of Columbia. After complet-

ing this project, Banneker felt compelled

to rebuke the man who had signed his

letter of appointment. Thomas Jefferson,

for saying that blacks were "void of

mental endowments.” In the early 19th

century foreign dignitaries in Washington

were shocked and revolted by the sight

of bound and chained black slaves on

their way to the slave market. A little

more than a stone’s throw from the Cap-

itol. built by black labor, were the slave

pens, at the site where the Smithsonian

Institution now stands.

The Civil War. which smashed slavery

throughout the South, also opened up

opportunities for blacks in Washington,

including increased educational oppor-

tunities and the right to vote. But with

the defeat of Reconstruction, the limited

home rule was squashed, and not re-

gained for another 90 years. D.C. was

about one-third black at this point, and

remained so until the end of World War
II. In the 1940s and '50s, the rigid pat-

tern of segregation began to break down
in the face of protest. Blacks could enjoy

the use of recreational and eating facil-

ities that had been denied them, the sepa-

rate school systems were merged, and

many jobs in government were opened

up to blacks. These advances drew more
blacks, and also contributed to racist

"white flight” from the city.

The 1960 census showed Washington

to be majority black. But in the minds

of most residents, black and white, D.C.

became a black town at the time of

the 1968 ghetto conflagration triggered

by the assassination of Martin Luther

King. Black lives were lost and black

neighborhoods were burned down, never

to be rebuilt, but the white capitalist

politicians looking out of the Capitol

windows to see the spiraling smoke only

a few blocks away felt as if they had

lost the whole city. Black pressure

forced Congress to pass various "home
rule" enactments. D.C. residents were

allowed to vote for president in 1964.

for a non-voting delegate to Congress

in 1971. and for mayor and city council

in 1974.

Back in the days of Jim Crow, Dixie-

crats like Mississippi Senator Bilbo ran

the city from Congressional committees

like it was their Delta plantation. Now
Jesse Jackson is campaigning for D.C.

statehood, saying "Washington is the last

colony." (What about Puerto Rico?) The
Spartacist League has supported bills to

give Washington voting Congressional

representation. But the bourgeois rulers

want to tum D.C. into a police state. The
desperate and worsening plight of black

Washington will not be solved by elect-

ing Jackson mayor or senator. Only a

multiracial revolutionary workers party,

leading the oppressed ghetto masses, can

wage a fight against the racist capitalist

system and open a future for thousands

of black youth and homeless now con-

signed to lives of misery in D.C.’s dilapi-

dated projects and devastated streets.

Vanguard Press

Black ghetto in shadow of Capitol in the 1940s
(below). Racist ruling class enforced rigid Jim

National Committee on Segregation in the Nation's Capital

Avianca...
(continued from page 12)

and was saving money to bring his fami-

ly here; he died in the crash. His brother

told Newsday (3 February), "We feel

we’ve been discriminated against." One
victim’s family has already filed a law-

suit charging "a possible coverup" by the

Federal Aviation Administration and the

controllers union.

Murdered by
“Flow Management”

The flight was victimized first of all

by the FAA’s "flow management," a

bureaucratic non-solution for the problem

of a severe shortage of qualified control-

lers. In order to prevent an overwhelming

stack-up of planes in one location, planes

at distant airports are held on the ground

if delays due to weather, say, are antici-

pated. and planes are put in holding

patterns along the way. However, this

system does not take into account inter-

national flights, which cannot be held at

foreign airports.

Flight 52 got caught in "flow manage-
ment": it was held for 16 minutes over

Norfolk, then again 27 minutes further

north, then delayed another 46 minutes

40 miles south of Kennedy. Finally at

8:46 p.m. a crew member told controllers

"we need priority" in landing, and when
queried by the regional controller as to

how long he could hold his position.

Flight 52 answered, “about five minutes

...that’s all we can do." He also noted he

could not make the alternate airport at

Boston because “we would run out of

fuel" (New York Times, 30 January).

It was at this point that the plane was

handed over to the local controllers at

Garden City, who put Flight 52 on the

queue for landing without any priority.

Finally at 9:24 the plane got to make its

first attempt at landing but missed. It was
too late to make another.

Flight 52 consumed nearly 90 minutes

of fuel in holding patterns, apparently all

its reserves. Now the FAA investigators

are trying to shift all of the blame onto

the 52-year-old pilot. Laureano Caviedes

Hoyos, who had flown with Avianca

since 1962 and who died in the crash.

(His family’s lawyer, F. Lee Bailey, has

filed a $2 billion lawsuit against the FAA
to defend his honor.) We are told he

never uttered the word “emergency" to

ground controllers, which would have

triggered a mandatory priority landing,

though there was a "sense of urgency" in

the voices of the crew talking to control-

lers (New York Post . 3 February).

Even the New York Times (29 January)

admits that many good pilots are reluc-

tant to formally declare an emergency
because they could have their license

suspended if the FAA claims it wasn’t

necessary. So controllers often have to

"pick up subtle tones in a pilot’s voice

in such situations"—as apparently hap-

pened to the West German jet a week
after the Avianca crash. Perhaps the pilot

was a bit misled by the notoriously inac-

curate fuel gauges on his 23-year-old

Boeing 707. At any rate, these specula-

tions are diversions from the main ques-

tions: how was the message “lost.” and

why aren’t there enough air controllers?

The National Transportation Safety

Board, which conducts scientific analyses

of air crashes, is often more honest than

the cover-up artists of the FAA. which is

supposed to enforce safety rules but is

paralyzed by anti-labor political appoint-

ees. NTSB member Lee Dickinson came
closer to the truth: "It was an intense

evening.... The weather was bad, and

they had a shortage of controllers” (New
York Times, 29 January). Indeed, an

anonymous controller told the Times the

next day that there were only three con-

trollers at the local center to monitor

flights to Kennedy whereas normally

"there should be six or seven."

Given the nightmarish working condi-

tions and high cost of living in the New
York region, the shortages are particular-

ly acute here. For instance, the New
York regional control center at Ronkon-
koma. Long Island, had 500 fully certi-

fied controllers before the 1981 strike,

but today has only 168, despite the fact

that they handle 1,000 more planes per

day now! The local Garden City center

has seen its fully certified controller staff

drop to less than half of its original 210.

No wonder that a Government Account-

ing Office survey of controllers released

last year showed that a majority felt

“they are handling too many planes dur-

ing busy periods, work too many hours

and are hampered by outdated equip-

ment" (Philadelphia Inquirer, 26 May
1989). The survey revealed that nation-

wide there were 3,300 fewer fully quali-

fied controllers than in 1981. We say:

rehire the fired PATCO controllers!

Flight 52 was a victim of the Reagan/

Bush war on labor, but it may also have

been a victim of the “war on drugs." The
White House sets the moral tone for the

country, and the latest message is: non-

white peoples have no rights if they fit

the "profile" of “drug traffickers." So the

U.S. invaded Panama in order to kidnap

its president Noriega, who had a falling-

out with his CIA drug-running pals. And
just the other day the U.S. Coast Guard
routinely shot up a Cuban-chartered

freighter in international waters off Mex-
ico because "the ship fit a Coast Guard
profile of a possible drug-running vessel"

(New York Times, 1 February).

Back in the late ’30s, President Roose-

velt looked upon Avianca as a nest of

Nazi saboteurs simply because they had

German pilots who he feared would
bomb the Panama Canal, so he pressured

the Colombian government into getting

all the German pilots fired. Ten years

ago, when Soviet-bashing was in, air

controllers in New York deliberately dis-

appeared the identification tag on the

radar screen for an Aeroflot jet carrying

the Soviet ambassador to the U.S., Ana-
toly Dobrynin, endangering his life. So
we have to ask: was Flight 52’s message
"lost” because someone figured it was
just a bunch of "drug traffickers"?*
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Racist Sting Entraps

Geissinger/NY Times

Washington, D.C. mayor Marion Barry, victim of bipartisan racist vendetta,

after federal court arraignment on January 19.

So they finally got Marion Barry.

After eight years, millions of dollars and

hundreds of thousands of manhours of

FBI agents’ “investigations," they pulled

a sting operation to set up and bring

down the mayor of Washington, D.C. It

was blatant entrapment. It was the impe-

rialist arrogance of the Bush gang which

figures it can get away with doing any-

thing to anybody, from the invasion of

Panama and attempted murder of Manuel

Noriega to eliminating the black mayor

of black Washington— all in the name of

the phony “war on drugs.” “Barry had

become a sort of black Noriega," the

London Guardian (27 January) quoted

one Washington observer.

Almost half of all Washingtonians

believe that the feds were “out to get

Marion Barry any way they could.” re-

ported one poll. As black Washington

seethed, the White House and its minions

celebrated. "If you had a party and in-

vited all the guys who worked these

Barry cases since the 1970s, you'd have

to book a big room," said one former

FBI man, adding: “Maybe we’ll have it

at the Vista,” where Barry was busted

( Washington Post , 21 January). The ar-

ticle summed up the FBI's decade-long

pursuit of the mayor:

"Agents sorted through the mayor’s
American Express bills, staked out his

house, examined his signature on city

contracts, analyzed his bank accounts,

checked his tax returns, verified his cam-
paign contributions, even subpoenaed two
pairs of shoes he denied receiving from
a city contractor."

And not just the FBI. In the past year

alone, no less than five government agen-

cies launched "investigations" into the

mayor's private life

—

both on the U.S.

mainland and in the Virgin Islands. In all

this scrutiny, the mayor was not named

or implicated in a single indictment. So
then came the sting, or the first one that

worked. “We talked about how the easi-

est way to get Barry was with a woman,”
said one "high-level law enforcement

source."

It was a classic CIA-style honey trap.

They get a stunningly beautiful model,

Rasheeda Moore, an old friend of the

mayor, to act as bait. She lures him to a

“party” in a wired room in the Vista

Hotel, and after plying him with cognac,

offers a cocaine pipe. She goes next

door, gets the crack from the feds, and

brings it back. Barry falls for it, where-

upon the agents bust in. What was he

supposed to do when a gorgeous former

girlfriend comes on to him, “just say

no"? Would you? Maybe George Bush

would, but what does that say about him?

Consider the racist arrogance of it all.

Compare what they did to Marion Barry

with Ollie North, whose CIA/NSC “en-

terprise" ran drugs for the Medellin car-

tel. And after they got Barry, they tried

and convicted him in the media. First

humiliating the mayor, dragging him

down to FBI headquarters for hair, blood

and urine samples before taking him to

the D.C. cops for booking, camera shut-

ters clicking all the way. In the next

week, federal prosecutor Jay Stephens

gave an estimated two dozen lengthy in-

terviews. Stephens obviously wasn’t wor-

ried about pretrial publicity prejudicing

his case in court, because they don't

expect to win on this in court. After all,

what have they got on Barry? Exactly

one count of possession, a misdemeanor.

And then they’d have to get a Washing-

ton jury to convict. So they’ve set up a

grand jury fishing expedition. And they

want to force him out of office through

threats and intimidation.

It’s no accident that the sling came
four days before Barry was to announce

he was seeking a fourth term in office.

Both Republicans and Democrats want to

get rid of him. Central to Bush’s drug

witchhunt is to go after the user, not

just the seller, and Barry’s arrest is a

signal that all blacks are fair game, in-

cluding those who have "made it" such

as high-profile professional athletes and

politicians. The Democrats are even big-

ger pushers of the drug war as they

court the racist vote, whipping up fear

of crime, while simultaneously appealing

to black concern over the scourge of

drug addiction among ghetto youth. The
"war on drugs" has replaced lip service

continued on page 10

Avianca Crash No Accident
Avianca Flight 52 from Colombia was

making its second approach to Kennedy
airport on the evening of January 25

when it suddenly disappeared from radar

and crashed into a woody hillside on
Long Island, killing 73 of 158 people on

board. “There were bodies on top of

bodies on top of bodies,” reported one
rescuer, who managed to pull a half-

dozen children from the wreckage alive.

Eyewitnesses note the plane fell silently

and broke up without igniting any fire,

indicating that it had simply run out of

fuel.

Indeed, partially released transcripts

already reveal the crew had been plead-

ing for a “priority” landing because of a

fuel shortage, but somehow this message
was “lost" by controllers during the

"handoff” from the regional control cen-

ter to the local center at Garden City. A
week later, the same thing almost hap-

pened again when a West German LTU
charter jet, owned by Lufthansa, landed

at Kennedy with only six minutes of fuel

left, apparently saved by a controller

who gave it an emergency landing even

though the pilot had not formally de-

clared one.

The kindest thing that can be said is

that the controller workforce is notori-

ously understaffed and overworked, and

the criminal responsible for this is

Ronald Reagan, who crippled the system

in 1981 by permanently firing 11.000

PATCO strikers. But given that this

plane came from the Colombian city of

Medellin, which the American news
media has by now equated with “drug

cartel” in the popular consciousness, one

cannot ignore the man-on-the-street opin-

ion of many Colombians living in New
York "that drug-related discrimination

had... kept Avianca Flight 52 from a safe

landing" {New York Times , 31 January).

Avianca, operating in one of the most
mountainous countries of the world, is

well known for its excellent safely record

since it was founded by German flying

aces in 1919. And this was a plane

filled with poor working people, such

as 38-year-old Eldiberto Huertas, who
worked for a laundry service in Queens

continued on page 11

Pittarese/AP

Wreckage of Avianca Flight 52. Over 70 died—victims of Reagan/Bush 1981
mass firing of PATCO air traffic controllers. Was U.S. "drug war" hysteria
implicated in this “accident"?
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Appeasement of Imperialism

Kohl and Gorbachev agree on "inevitability” of capitalist reunification of Germany (left). Right-wing nationalists in Leipzig (right) flaunt flag with map of Hitler’

Third Reich and slogan “Germany, my fatherland.”

Gorbachev Caves In

to a Fourth Reich
No to D-Mark Anschluss

of East Germany!

East Germany has been targeted by the

most enormous campaign in memory of

artificial destabilization by imperialist

forces. Their goal is to stampede the

German Democratic Republic (DDR) into

an Anschluss (annexation) by capitalist

West Germany. Let us be clear: this

amounts to nothing less than counter-

revolution. And it would embolden the

most dangerous warmongering forces,

from West German revanchists to the

Pentagon and the White House, who are

aiming for disintegration of the Soviet

Union and its destruction as an anti-

capitalist state, while maintaining the

threat of nuclear war. Yet on February

13. the Modrow government in East

Berlin agreed to a currency union under

the D-mark, to implement a reunification

that nobody has even voted on. while

Gorbachev agreed to "German unity" and

a U.S. troop advantage in Europe.

The arrogance of the imperialist in-

timidation campaign and the perfidy of

the decomposing Stalinist bureaucracies

in caving in cannot be exaggerated. West

German chancellor Kohl says to the

DDR. you must surrender control of your

economy to the Frankfurt bankers; Mo-
drow says OK. U.S. president Bush says

to the USSR, you withdraw your troops

and we will keep ours, as well as an-

nexing your key ally; Gorbachev says,

that’s reasonable. Now NATO is insisting

on sending its forces, or at least the

Bundeswehr, right up to the Polish bor-

der, the Oder-Neisse line. The White

House admits it was surprised at how
precipitously the Soviets knuckled under.

Our comrades of the Spartakist Work-
ers Party of Germany (SpAD) issued an

urgent statement on the eve of these

fateful events, declaring:

"Seeing a paralyzed DDR leadership and
with Gorbachev giving away one position

continued on pane 13

Kremlin Bureaucracy Splintering
The plenum of the Soviet Communist

Party a few weeks ago marked the fur-

ther disintegration of the Stalinist bu-

reaucracy as the USSR is wracked by

national strife amid mounting economic
chaos. Sixteen thousand Soviet troops

and other armed forces have been sent

to the Caucasus to suppress the bloody,

two-year-long conflict between Azer-

baijanis and Armenians. Lithuanian na-

tionalists proclaim they will secede

from the Soviet Union at the end of this

month. Violent anti-Semitism is on the

rise, and Jews in Moscow and Lenin-

grad live in fear of pogroms. State

shops are empty while newly legalized

private entrepreneurs sell their wares at

many times the official prices.

The once seemingly monolithic, in-

deed totalitarian, structure of Stalinist

rule is collapsing. The multinational

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics is

threatened with disintegration. Prac-

tically every week there is an outburst

of nationalist/communalist violence,

most recently a riot in Tadzhikistan

against Armenian refugees. On the

periphery of the USSR, in the Baltic

republics and Caucasus, party bosses

have allied themselves with local na-

tionalists against Moscow.
The Russian core of the Kremlin oli-

garchy is rent between “liberal reform-

ers." who have rallied behind Gorba-

chev, and conservative apparatchiks

now generally allied with Great Russian

nationalism. On the eve of the Com-
munist Party (CPSU) plenum. 100,000

demonstrators gathered outside the

Kremlin walls and chanted "Resign!

Resign!" to the Central Committee. The
main' organizer of this tally was the

Democratic Platform, an openly social-

democratic faction in the CPSU. At the

same time, some protesters waved pre-

Revolution Russian flags.

The main support for Gorbachev's

course comes from the Western-

oriented intelligentsia who would like

a market economy, bourgeois parlia-

mentarism and wholesale appeasement

of NATO imperialism. Largely the

children of Stalin’s apparatchiks, this

privileged stratum is now capitulating

whole hog to the unrelenting economic
and military pressure of world capital-

ism on the Soviet bureaucratically de-

generated workers state. “If you can't

beat ’em, join ’em" is the motto of the

continued on page 5

Return to the Road of Lenin and Trotsky!



Harlem: The Politics of Death
For inner city blacks and Hispanics.

life in capitalist America is not only brutal

— it’s short, and getting shorter. A re-

cently released study by Harlem Hospital

surgeons Colin McCord and Harold Free-

man (“Excess Mortality in Harlem," A/cm'

England Journal of Medicine , IX Jan-

uary) shows that only 40 percent of black

men in Harlem live to age 65. compared

to 55 percent of men in Bangladesh in

South Asia, one of the poorest countries

in the world!

As would be expected in an impov-

erished Third World country, the infant

mortality rate in Bangladesh is much

higher than for American blacks (which

is already twice the rate for whites). But

after the age of 15, the death rate of

black males in Harlem steadily accel-

erates. surpassing that of Bangladesh (see

graph). And now, while life expectancy

for whites in the U.S. continues to rise,

that for blacks has fallen from 69.7 years

in 19X4 to 69.4 years in 1986.

The study of Central Harlem, where 96

percent of the population is black and 41

percent lives below the poverty line, was

based on 1980 census figures and death

certificates for 1979-198 1. It showed that

almost three times as many black men
and 2.7 times as many black women die

under age 65 compared to whites. Har-

lem was the most extreme case, but of

353 NYC health areas, 54 showed similar

figures—53 of these were black and

Hispanic. And this was before the "Rea-

gan revolution."

As part of the propaganda "war on

drugs," the media have noted that among
young black men (age 15 to 24) homi-

cide is the leading cause of death. But

while the death rate for black males in

The Jewish Question

and Capitalism

We reprint below excerpts from Abram

Leon's The Jewish Question: A Marxist Inter-

pretation. an incisive materialist analysis of

the Jewish question and the role of anti-

Semitism under capitalism. In his own life.

Leon mirrored the catastrophe which befell

the Jewish people of Europe, particularly the

significant pro-socialist proletarian masses.

TROTSKY in the first half of this century. Leon was a LENIN
Belgian Jew of Polish origin who was won to

Trotskyism at the outset of World War II from the left-Zionist Hashomer Hatzair youth

organization. He became leader of the underground Trotskyist organization in Belgium

and an organizer of clandestine revolutionary propaganda among German soldiers.

Toward the end of the war Abram Leon was captured by the Nazis and murdered in

Auschwitz.

Thus the tragic fate of Judaism mirrors with singular sharpness the situation of all

humanity. The decline of capitalism means for the Jews the return to the ghetto

—

although the basis for the ghetto disappeared long ago. along with the foundations of

feudal society. Similarly, for all humanity, capitalism bars the road of the past as well

as the highway to the future. Only the destruction of capitalism will make it possible

for humanity to benefit from the immense achievements of the industrial era.

Is it astonishing that the Jewish masses, who are the first to feel—and with special

sharpness—the effects of the contradictions of capitalism, should have furnished rich

forces for the socialist and revolutionary struggle? "On various occasions Lenin

emphasized the importance of the Jews for the revolution, not only in Russia but in other

countries as well . . Lenin also expressed the thought that the flight of a part of the Jewish

population .into the interior of Russia, as a result of the occupation of the industrial

regions of the West, had been a very useful thing for the revolution—just as the

appearance of a large number of Jewish intellectuals in the Russian cities during the war

had also been useful. They helped to smash the wide-spread and extremely dangerous

sabotage which confronted the Bolsheviks everywhere immediately following the

Revolution. Thus they helped the Revolution to survive a very critical stage.” The high

percentage of Jews in the proletarian movement is only a reflection of the tragic situation

of Judaism in our time. The intellectual faculties of the Jews, fruit of the historic past

of Judaism, are thus an important support for the proletarian movement....

The very paroxysm, however, that the Jewish problem has reached today, also provides

the key to its solution. The plight of the Jews .has never been so tragic: but never has

it been so close to ceasing to be that. In past centuries, hatred of the Jews had a real basis

in the social antagonism which set them against other classes of the population. Today,

the interest of the Jewish classes are closely bound up with the interests of the popular

masses of the entire world. By persecuting the Jews as “capitalist," capitalism makes

them complete pariahs. The ferocious persecutions against Judaism render stark-naked

the stupid bestiality of anti-Semitism and destroy the remnants of prejudices that the

working classes nurse against the Jews. The ghettos and the yellow badges do not prevent

the workers from feeling a growing solidarity with those who suffer most from the

afflictions all humanity is suffering.

—Abram Leon, The Jewish Question: A Marxist Interpretation (1942)
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Harlem in this age range is twice that of

U.S. whites, for the ages of 25 to 44 it

is almost six times that of whites. And

most of that is due not to violence but to

the effects of poverty. In Harlem since

1980 the number of deaths of people

between the ages of 25 and 44 has gone

up by 31 percent, with AIDS now the

most common cause for this group.

Black men also suffer higher death

rates from heart disease, strokes, cancer,

liver ailments and diabetes but have

correspondingly less access to decent

health care. The McCord-Freeman study

shows that in Harlem “the use of hospital

outpatient departments is 134 percent

higher" than the New York City per

person average, while “the number of

primary care physicians per 1000 people

is 74 percent lower." Harlem Hospital,

badly understaffed and underfunded, is

in fact the only public hospital left in that

area, after ex-mayor Koch used massive

police violence to close Sydenham Hos-

pital in 1980.

Now. black Democratic Party mayor

David Dinkins has proposed that public

hospitals in New York City cur their

budgets by 4 percent, while liberal Demo-
cratic New York governor Mario Cuomo
proposes cutbacks in Medicaid, the

federal-state health program for the poor!

Pointing to Harlem and other inner city

areas like Boston's Roxbury, McCord
and Freeman note that the "excess

deaths" recorded are considerably larger

than natural-disaster areas. They call for

a “major political and financial commit-

ment" to eliminate the causes of this

human tragedy: “vicious poverty and in-

adequate access to the basic health care

that is the right of all Americans." But

the consensus of the racist American

ruling class is that layers of America’s

minority population should die , because

this decrepit capitalist system no longer

needs them.

In 1954, at the tail end of the Korean

War boom, three-quarters of all black

men were working. By the '60s increas-

ing numbers were in unionized, relatively

well-paying jobs in the auto plants and

steel mills. But beginning with the de-

pression of the mid-’70s. millions were

permanently thrown out of work in

the deindustrialization of America. Now
almost 40 percent of black men in their

early 20s are unemployed, and in 1986

only two out of every five black men had

a full-time job.

For American capitalism, the black

poor have become simply a surplus pop-

ulation, and welfare programs are con-

sidered a waste of money. As Frederick

Engels stated nearly a century and a half

ago in The Condition of the Working-

Class in England (1845), describing the

inherent workings of the capitalist sys-

tem. "If there are too many |
workers) on

hand. ..want of work, poverty, and star-

vation, and consequent diseases arise.

lem, Bangladesh and among U.S.

whites in 1980.

and the ‘surplus population' is put out of

the way." Engels notes ironically:

"If. then, the problem is not to make the

‘surplus population" useful, to transform

it into available population, but merely to

let it starve to death in the least objec-

tionable way and to prevent its having

too many children, this, of course, is

simple enough, provided the surplus pop-

ulation perceives its own superfluousness

and takes kindly to starvation. There is.

however, in spite of the violent exertions

of the humane bourgeoisie, no immediate
prospect of its succeeding in bringing

about such a disposition among the work-

ers. The workers have taken it into their

heads that they, with their busy hands,

are the necessary, and the rich capitalists,

who do nothing, the surplus population."

The black workers of America will

resist the genocidal plans of the racist

ruling class. For black survival, in order

to provide full employment and free,

quality health care for all. the only an-

swer is socialist revolution to take the

productive wealth out of the hands of the

murderous capitalist rulers and put it in

the service of humanity.®
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From Death Row,
This Is Mumia Abu-Jamal

Winter of Discontent
>

Winter’s tight claws grip the eastern and central

U.S., a season of terror for far too many of the na-

tion’s estimated three million homeless. The so-called

“City of Brotherly Love." Philadelphia, has given
sharp notice that the city’s growing homeless are not

to be counted among the "brothers" worthy of “love."

America's 5th largest city, headed by lame-duck
mayor W. Wilson Goode, started the frosty season by
slashing its homeless budget by an estimated $ 1 5 mil-

lion— in a time when the number of homeless is

steadily growing.

Philadelphia became the first major American city

to substantially cut into homeless programs.

Does the fact that Philadelphia’s mayor is Black
mitigate this social crime against the helpless

homeless?

Not to those struggling to brave winter’s frosty

breath by sleeping in cardboard boxes, in city

subways, or in parks, who are over 80 percent

African-American.

Mary Scullion, of a South Philadelphia homeless
women's shelter, opined. "Goode clearly sides with

the business community—he’s serving their interests"

(Guardian , 11 October 1989).

And there’s the rub.

Goode's initial election was a time fat with hope,
with African-Americans responding with joyous affir-

mations to Goode's victory speech query. “Will you
help me? Will you help me?”
Two terms later, in the waning months of the

Goode administration, the question echoed by Goode
is now heard upon the chapped, chattering, chilled lips

of homeless, reduced to beggary, dirty hands out-

stretched to all passersby, asking “Will you help me?"
Goode’s response? A cold, succinct “no."

Of the growing Black homeless horde, how many
thousands pulled his election lever, when he strove

to make history?

In Dixie’s “seat of the Confederacy," one wonders
how Blacks there will feel, years later, after L. Doug-
las Wilder’s razor-thin squeak to victory (as governor-

elect of Virginia)?

How too. will African-Americans feel in NYC,
home of David Dinkins' thin squeeze to the

mayoralty?

More importantly, how will Africans fare?

Black political gains make good, soothing headlines

that assure us things are getting better.

It is easy to ignore the nameless, the poor, the

people so easily relegated to the nebulous "underclass."

But they are there— in subways, under bridges, in

parks, and in icy alleys, covered by cardboards—and
too many of them. Black men, women and kids.

If Blacks are at the bottom of the pot, how will the

election of “ideological moderate(s) committed to the

maintenance of the status quo" change their deplor-

able condition?

Blacks elected to positions of power assume, as

Scullion noted, the interests of big business, industry,

the ruling class, not the ruled. What better example

than Goode: than Governor Wilder, who embraced the

racist Virginia death penalty, claiming it’s now fair,

to get elected? Bureau of Justice statistics show that,

from 1 930 to 1981. “Old Dominion" executed 92 men—
17 whites; 75 (an astonishing 80 percent!) were
Blacks—21 Blacks for rape! This is a fair, equitable

system?

Notwithstanding political eruptions in Eastern

Europe, capitalism, as practiced here in the West, is

a reality of Darwinian cruelty.

The U.S. Census Bureau’s conservative estimate of
poverty, some 13.5 percent of Americans, means 3 1 .5

million people are in dire need. A study by the Joint

Economic Committee of Congress suggests a more
honest figure, over 24 percent, is closer to the truth—
nearly 55 million people in poverty. Black politicians

who mimic white politicians represent no change, in

an age aching for change— for new strategies— for

fairness— for equity.

Politics, it has been said, is 90 percent symbol.
In this era of crisis, people need more than symbols—

they need substance.

This system offers no solution, as it is the problem.
There is but one solution—revolution!

10 December 1989

Mumia Abu-Jamal, a Philadelphia black journal-
ist, is on death row at Pennsylvania’s Huntingdon
state prison. Framed up because of his political

views, Mumia faces death for his defiance of the

racist, capitalist order. His columns appear periodi-

cally in Workers Vanguard and other newspapers.
To get involved in the fight to save Mumia

Abu-Jamal and abolish the death penalty, contact
the Partisan Defense Committee, P.O. Box 99,
Canal Street Station, New York, NY 10013.
If you wish to correspond with Mumia, you can
write to: Mumia Abu-Jamal. AM8335, Drawer R,
Huntingdon, PA 16652.

Frame-Up Vendetta Continues

Gotti Gets
On February 9. John Gotti was acquit-

ted of four charges of assault and two of
conspiracy. When Gotti, who is reputed

by the government to be the kingpin of

“organized crime" in the U.S., walked
out of the NY State Supreme Court he
was met by a cheering crowd, fireworks

were set off on Mulberry Street and
celebrations were held in Gotti's Howard
Beach neighborhood.

As the New York Times (10 February)
reported, "to prosecutors and law en-

forcement officials the adulation was dif-

ficult to understand. .. To these officials,

he is the power behind an empire of
loan-sharking, extortion, hijacking, rob-

bery and murder...." But for a lot of
people in America this is a more accu-
rate description of the "empire" that is

run from Washington. D.C.—where well-

heeled influence peddlers steal millions

from housing programs, where Social

Security taxation is purely an extortion

racket to fund the Pentagon’s war chest

and still “balance the budget.” and where
running drugs for guns, money and mur-
der is government "business."

So there was some satisfaction in

Gotti's acquittal regardless of who or

what he might be—and not just among
the cheering crowds in the neighbor-

hoods. Why? Because he beat a govern-

ment frame-up.

Gotti was indicted by the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Office and the New
York State Organized Crime Task Force

on charges of ordering the 1986 shooting

and wounding of John O’Connor, then

vice president of Manhattan Local 608 of

the United Brotherhood of Carpenters

and Joiners. The prosecution charged that

Gotti had arranged for the shooting of

O'Connor after members of his union

had allegedly wrecked a Battery Park

restaurant which had been built by non-

union labor and which was reportedly

owned by one of Gotti's friends.

The state’s only witness was James

Off—Feds Target I LA

McElroy, a self-confessed murderer,

perjurer and “enforcer" for the Hell’s

Kitchen gang, the Westies. The “evi-

dence" consisted of conversations bugged
and wiretapped by the feds. For one set

of tapes the federal and state transcripts

didn't match. Moreover, jurors inter-

viewed after the acquittal reported that

they had heard things listening to the

tapes that weren’t in the transcripts at

all, as well as remarks that they felt

were either taken out of context or

completely contradicted the prosecution’s

charges.

O'Connor himself even testified as a

witness for the defense. While the prose-

cution tried to put this down to O’Con-
nor’s fear of Gotti, it seems that the

former carpenters union president was
more than a little burned that the inves-

tigators from the state’s Organized Crime
Task Force, who had pulled him over for

questioning the day before he was shot,

had neglected to mention that he was in

danger.

As one juror commented: "I'm not

saying he didn’t do it. I’m just saying I

had my doubts, and basically we all

agreed that we ail had a reasonable

doubt" (New York Times. 10 February).

But the feds don't like going by the

book, i.e.. the U.S. Constitution and the

Bill of Rights, which assert such rights

as innocent until proven guilty, a fair

trial, etc. For the government and its

cops and courts these are “technicalities"

which get in the way of them getting

who they want to get. And they badly

want to get John Gotti.

A feature article in the New York

Times Magazine last April pointed out

that Gotti's acquittal following a seven-

month trial in 1987 on federal charges

brought under the Racketeer Influenced

and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO)
"was the most stinging courtroom defeat

suffered yet by the Justice Department in

its campaign against the Mafia." As we
wrote at the time of this government
vendetta:

“...this crackdown doesn't have much lo

do with justice: they are actually trying

to frame the Mob. The RICO .‘conspir-

acy’ dragnet lets the G-men pick and
choose who they feel like setting up and
when; they don't need evidence of any
actual crime. The Reaganites want to

institutionalize the frame-up principle,

and what easier target for a frame job
than vicious parasites like gangsters?
"Why are we Marxists commenting on
these mobster trials? For one thing, wc
don't believe justice is only for the

innocent."—“Feds Frame Up Mob.”
WV No. 400. 28 March 1986

The feds’ idea of “law and order" comes
straight from Al Capone— like the racist

sting operation set up by the FBI to en-

trap black D.C. mayor Marion Barry.

Unlike black kids who are shot in the

back on the streets with no trial—except

the one that is held to acquit the cops

who murdered them—John Gotti obvi-

ously has the means to get himself some
justice in this society. Nonetheless the

leash of "liberty" is short when one is

Sheehan/NY Newsday
John Gotti

the target of a state vendetta. One week
after Gotti’s acquittal he was named as

a target of a federal suit aimed at

smashing the International Longshore-
men's Association in New York and
New Jersey.

Six longshore locals and 44 union
officials, along with members of the

Gambino and Genovese "families” and
the Westies gang, are being sued under
RICO. In the name of fighting "Mafia
domination" of the waterfront the feds

want to remove elected union leaders and
replace them with government-appointed

"trustees." while robbing union treasuries

to recover “ill-gotten funds"!

For almost four decades the capitalist

government has waged a malicious cam-
paign of "anti-corruption" suits against

the ILA in an attempt to bust the union.

The FBI spent 20 years and millions of
dollars hounding former ILA leader Tony
Scotto. Scotto was no mobster but a

decent man whose life was destroyed by
vindictive G-men who finally succeeded
in having him convicted in 1979 on
charges of taking $225,000 in “illegal

payoffs." But the feds aren’t done with
Scotto. They want to frame him up all

over again in the current suit!

In 1953 East Coast dock workers
waged massive strikes and work stop-

pages against the attempt by the govern-
ment and the AFL Meany bureaucracy to

replace their union with an AFL affiliate.

They weren't taken in by the lie that all

the government wanted to do was clean
up corruption on the docks. On the

contrary, they understood that the issue

was the defense of their union against

the corrupt, labor-hating rulers of this

country.

Some good old-fashioned labor battles

like that one could start to turn things

around in this country in defense of
"liberty and justice" for us all against the

real "organized crime"—the gang that

rules this country. As James P. Cannon,
the veteran leader of American Trotsky-
ism. wrote in the early 1950s, "The
crime-busting racket is as old and famil-
iar as the calliope and the shell game
when the carnival comes to town. ... In

the meantime, the greatest crime against
humanity remains the outlived capitalist

system itself, with its exploitation and its

wars. ...’’
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Conflicting nationalisms at each other’s throats. Left

to right: Slovenes, Serbs, ethnic Albanians.

The Balkanization of Yugoslavia
On February 1 the Yugoslav govern-

ment dispatched troops to the province

of Kosovo in an attempt to suppress

ethnic Albanians demanding greater

independence from Serbia. The move
followed ten days of fierce clashes which
brought the 90 percent Albanian prov-

ince, last year stripped de facto of its

autonomous status and reincorporated

into Serbia, to the verge of civil war.

Dozens have been killed in pitched bat-

tles with police and hundreds arrested.

There is now a real danger of a large-

scale massacre of Yugoslav Albanians.

Over 20.000 workers in Kosovo downed
tools in support of demands for free

elections, the resignation of the regional

leadership and the release of political

prisoners.

The disturbances are a repeat of those

which occurred last March, in which 28

people died, following a constitutional

reassertion of Serbian dominance. Then
authorities instituted a sweeping purge of

the province’s Communist party along

with widespread arrests of oppositionists

and intellectuals. The unrest in Kosovo
has deep historical roots (see “Yugosla-
via Inflamed," WV No. 463, 21 October

1988). but in a very immediate sense

grows out of the “market socialism"

policies of Yugoslav Stalinism. These
have pitted the less developed regions of

the country against the more developed,

and set nationality against nationality.

Tensions in the province have been
brought to a fever pitch by the reasser-

tion of Serbian control, which is largely

the work of Serbian party leader Slobo-

dan Milosevic, who has played the

Serbian-chauvinist card in his demagogic
bid for power.

The trigger for the current turmoil was
the collapse of the party conference of

the League of Communists of Yugoslavia

(LCY) on 23 January. The three-day

conference ended with a split of the

1,600 delegates along ethnic lines after

a majority voted to abolish the party’s

“leading role in society," stipulated in

Yugoslavia's constitution, but refused to

renounce "democratic centralism." This

prompted a walkout by Slovenian dele-

gates. who face elections in April and
felt they had to adopt an independent and
social-democratic face if they are to have
any chance at winning. The polarization

was captured in a bitter remark by a Ser-

bian woman delegate cited by the Lon-
don Independent (23 January): "Why
don't the Slovenes pack up. go home and
leave us primitives to get on with it?”

Efforts by Milosevic to continue the

conference despite the Slovenian walkout
failed, leading to a suspended congress.

The next day the Belgrade daily Barba
on its front page proclaimed the LCY

"no longer exists.” In fact the LCY has

for some time been operating as an in-

creasingly tenuous federation of the

parties of the constituent republics and

provinces. This is a consequence of the

centrifugal forces unleashed by 20 years

of "market socialism," the Titoist variant

of the utterly false Stalinist perspective

of building "socialism in one country."

The differences which erupted at the

LCY’s congress are not differences of

principle but of provincial-bureaucratic

interest. All of Tito’s heirs are committed
to a course of less "socialism” and more

market. Milosevic, the former Belgrade

banker, takes a back seat to no one in his

drive for market "reforms." The son of

an orthodox priest (the mam carriers of

messianic Serb nationalism). Milosevic

denounced the Slovenian party’s demand
for autonomy, saying it would cause

"internecine warfare in the party and the

country.” This is incredible demagoguery
coming from the Yugoslav politician who
has done more to whip up nationalist

passions than anyone in the postwar

period. Since the Serbs of Yugoslavia

enjoy a plurality in the multinational

state. Milosevic prefers a centralized

state in which their weight can be

brought to bear.

The Slovenian Stalinists, busy right

now doing a quick change act to social

democracy, hope to cash in on the popu-
lar sentiment that Slovenia can go it

alone. The Slovenians constitute only 8

percent of the population of Yugoslavia,

but produce 25 percent of the national

product. The less developed regions of

the country are widely viewed by Slove-

nian nationalists as a millstone around

the republic’s neck. The split at the party

congress was prefigured by a literal trade

war between Serbia and Slovenia.

Elements around the Slovenian weekly

Mladina are now advocating separatism.

Thus Mladina's editor. Roberto Boteri,

intones: “If you don’t want to be a col-

ony for outdated, polluting technology or

be a pool of cheap labor, you must join

the free market of Europe in a hurry”

(New York Times, 13 February). Boteri

is an even bigger demagogue than Milo-
sevic! If Slovenia does succeed in break-

ing away from Yugoslavia it will be the

Slovenian workers who pay the bill for

joining Europe’s “free market." Sloveni-

an industry is only efficient by Yugoslav
standards. The tiny Slovenian state, cut

off from the Yugoslav economy which is

its major market, will after bloody coun-
terrevolution be gobbled up by German
imperialism. It will indeed become a pool
of cheap labor, with attendant widespread
unemployment.

While the split in the LCY was a de-
feat for Milosevic, there are elements in

the Yugoslav federal government who
see the aborted congress as an oppor-
tunity to strengthen the central authority

of the Yugoslav state. Yugoslav prime
minister Ante Markovic, using consti-

tutional loopholes, had already rammed
through a series of "market reforms”
opening the Yugoslav economy to un-
restricted imperialist penetration, private

property, and a convertible dinar pegged

to the West German D-mark.

The centrifugal nationalisms engen-

dered by market forces are giving rise to

the birth of reactionary nationalist for-

mations such as the Serbian National

Renaissance, the Croatian Democratic

Union and the Slovenian Republican Army
— all dedicated to promoting ethnic su-

periority. Their programs reek of fas-

cism. For example, the 21 January New
York Times cites a Croatian Democratic
Union leader: "Our main goal is to re-

store the values of Croatia, the Catholic

religion, the family, the culture of Croa-
tia, which the Communists tried to take

away from us." Croats, continued this

spokesman, "like Greeks and Celts, are

the oldest people of Europe and should
be preserved. We are against our women
aborting." The Times goes on to observe
that Croatian Democratic Union leader

Franjo Tudman said people who helped
Croatian women abort were "traitors"

against Croatia.

Thus we are seeing a resurgence of the

same reactionary nationalist forces which
Tito’s partisans defeated in the course of
liberating the country from Nazi Ger-
many. Two years ago we wrote:

"The Socialist Republic of Yugoslavia
was forged in the Communist-led resis-

tance to the Nazi German occupation
during World War II. The strength of
Tito's partisans lay in the fact that they
fought for a resolution of the Balkan
question on an a/m-nationalist basis. Tito
himself was a Croat while the ranks of
the Communist movement were predomi-
nantly Serbian and Montenegrin..
"The partisans of the Communist Party
of Yugoslavia managed the incredible

feat of uniting the nationalities against
the German occupiers, driving the Nazis
out and exterminating the royalist and
fascist movements of Yugoslavia."—"The Bankruptcy of the

Yugoslav Model." reprinted in

"Market Socialism" in Eastern
Europe (July 1988)

But now the effects of four and a half

decades of Titoist Stalinism threaten to

overthrow the historic gains of the Yugo-
slav Revolution.

In October 1988 we observed that the

situation in Yugoslavia prefigured that in

the USSR. No longer! Both multinational

states stand on the brink of national con-

flicts that can rip them apart, opening the

door to capitalist counterrevolution of the

most reactionary son. In these circum-

stances it is the urgent task of revolu-

tionists to find a way to assemble the

cadre to forge authentic Leninist parties

that will stand up to the imperialists,

throw out the craven and corrupt bureau-

crats—who sell out the workers and open
the door to the worst nationalist excres-

cences—and establish workers govern-

ments based on genuine soviet power.*

Problems of Communism
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Kremlin

Bureaucracy...
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Perestroika fuels nationalist disintegration of USSR. Armed conflict between Armenians (left) and Azeris (right) forced

imposition of martial law in Baku region.

Gorbachevite intelligentsia.

In his address to the plenum, Gor-
bachev declared: "We should abandon
everything that led to the isolation of
socialist countries from the mainstream
of world civilization." What "isolates"

the Soviet Union from what Gorbachev
calls the "mainstream of world civili-

zation." that is. Western imperialism

—

which killed six million Jews. A-bombed
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and slaughtered

millions of Vietnamese— is precisely the

1917 October Revolution's overthrow of

capitalism and establishment of proletar-

ian class rule.

An extreme but consistent represen-

tative of the pro-Western intelligentsia is

the economist Vasily Selyunin. who
maintains the Soviet Union should model
itself on Solidarno£d-led Poland!! He
calls for unrestrained inflation, bankrupt-

cies and plant closures, and selling

off the means of production to foreign

corporations and native entrepreneurs.

The Soviet government “will have to

take extremely unpopular economic deci-

sions,” according to this prophet of "free

market” doom (Boston Sunday Globe,

28 January).

However, Gorbachev already has en-

countered massive popular opposition to

the far more moderate market-oriented

measures dubbed perestroika (restructur-

ing). In the face of popular uproar, the

Kremlin chief was forced to drop the

outright call in the new party program

for restoring "private property." By far

the most despised class of people in the

Soviet Union today are the new petty

capitalist operators (called "cooperativ-

ists”). Even in Riga. Latvia—a hotbed of

anti-Communism and "free enterprise"—
the New York Times reports people go

into a private liquor store only to abuse

the owner for charging extortionate

prices.

“It is all falling apart—nothing is

working,” exclaimed one Moscow resi-

dent as he faced empty shelves in state

shops while television showed carloads

of food rotting at the docks and on rail-

way sidings. Gorbachev’s "half meas-

ures," as they're commonly called, have

led to an impasse. Growing numbers

believe some kind of market system

would be an improvement over the

present chaos, while others remember the

past favorably. "Stalin would have had

a remedy," said the Muscovite quoted

above. “He would have shot a few of-

ficials, and suddenly people would have

gone to work and things would have

improved.” But the old apparatus of

repression has shrunk considerably from

the time that Stalin's labor camps held

millions of people. And as a political

doctrine Stalinism is discredited beyond

recall.

Instead the widespread fear of eco-

nomic insecurity and hardship, of social

anarchy and the danger from Western

militarism, is being channeled into re-

surgent Russian nationalism and anti-

Semitism. The fascists of Pamyat (Mem-

100,000 march
on the Kremlin,
February 4,

Moscow.
Demonstration
organized mainly by
social-democratic
Democratic Platform
chanted “Resign!
Resign!" to CPSU
Central Committee.

As the Soviet economy is ravaged by

the effects of perestroika, the Russian

nationalists preach the “socialism of

fools.” That is what German workers

leader August Bebel called anti-Semitism

over a century ago. And that is its role

in Russia today. Mikhail Chlenov. a

leader of the Congress of Jewish Organi-

zations in the USSR, observed: "Anti-

Semitism is a reaction not to Jews, but

to the inner crisis of Russian society." At

the top of Soviet society this crisis is

ripping apart the Kremlin oligarchy.

Kremlin Bureaucracy Fractures

The Western media is presenting the

outcome of the recent CPSU plenum as

nothing less than the self-signed death

warrant of Soviet Communism. Sup-

posedly this is the import of the decision

to drop Article 6 of the present Soviet

constitution, which slates: “The leading

and guiding force of Soviet society and

the nucleus of its political system, of all

state organizations and public organiza-

tions. is the Communist Party of the

Soviet Union." In fact, the decision to

scrap this clause does nothing more than

register the actual fragmentation of the

Stalinist bureaucracy. Prime Minister

Nikolai Ryzhkov matter-of-factly stated

the obvious, that "it is already late to ask

whether we need a multi-party system or

not. In fact, it already exists" (Washing-

ton Post, 8 February).

The Popular Fronts in the Baltic re-

publics and Caucasus—originally formed

on Gorbachev’s initiative—have come
under the leadership of hardened anti-

Communist nationalists. The Stalinist

apparatus in these regions (and also

Romanian-speaking Moldavia) have gone

over to the nationalist camp, publicly

defying Moscow to garner cheap popular

support. The Russian core of the Krem-
lin oligarchy has fractured into bitterly

hostile factions.

An editorial in Moscow News, the flag-

ship organ of the Gorbachevite intel-

ligentsia, slated that "Ligachev stands up

for the most unhealthy elements in so-

cialism." Accompanying the editorial was
a picture of Ligachev giving a Nazi-like

salute. Moscow News would never depict

George Bush or Helmut Kohl in this

way. At the rally organized by the Dem-
ocratic Platform before the plenum, one

continued on page 6

ory), dismissed but a few years ago as a

handful of backward-looking fanatics,

have become a feared force in the Rus-

sian body politic (see article page 7).

And Pamyat has been joined by a slew

of other, more "respectable" nationalist

outfits—Fatherland. Fidelity, Renewal,

Salvation, the United Council of Russia.

Just as the Gorbachev wing of the

Kremlin oligarchy finds its support

among Western-oriented intellectuals and

technocrats, so the conservative Stalinist

apparatchiks, represented at the top by

Yegor Ligachev. increasingly base their

ideological and popular appeal on Great

Russian nationalism, combining populist

economic demands—for suppressing

petty capitalist enterprises and freezing

prices— with Slavophile bigotry. It is not

Gorbachevite intelligentsia in their own
way uphold Russian nationalism and

dismiss the internationalist principles of

the Bolshevik Revolution as utopian and

"dogmatic.”

Significantly, both many liberal intel-

lectuals and Pamyat oppose sending

Soviet armed forces into Azerbaijan. The
former appeal to pacifistic nationalism;

the latter openly state that Russian blood

should not be spilled for the sake of

the peoples of the Caucasus. The pro-

Western liberal intellectuals dre political-

ly incapable of combatting the rise of

nativist Russian fascism.

The children of Stalin’s apparatchiks

are now uniting with the grandchildren

of the tsarist Black Hundreds. Consider

the leading nationalist ideologue Valentin

Three faces of

Kremlin bureaucracy:
"hard line” Stalinist

Yegor Ligachev (left),

architect of

perestroika and
darling of Western

imperialism, Mikhail
Gorbachev (center),

“free market"
demagogue Boris

Yeltsin (right).

only Ligachev-type conservatives who
are appealing to Great Russian chauvin-

ism. One darling of the “radical" reform-

ers, Boris Yeltsin—one-time Gorbachev

lieutenant turned populist demagogue

—

is also flirting with Pamyat, which he

says has "many positive moments"!

Far from mobilizing against Pamyat.

pro-Western Russian intellectuals have

gone out of their way to appease these

fascists. For example. Igor Chubais, a

leading spokesman for the Democratic

Platform (which prominently displayed

a picture of German Social Democrat

Willy Brandt at its founding meeting),

stated that Pamyat should be able to

participate in Soviet political life on an

equal footing with all other parties. The

Rasputin, one of the “village writers."

who denounces Bolshevism in the lan-

guage of Solzhenitsyn: "The Revolution

brought people to the fore who destroyed

Russia.” And Rasputin (a historically ap-

propriate name) adds ominously, "the

Jews here should feel responsible for the

sin of having carried out the Revolution"

(New York Times Magazine, 28 January).

Yet this reactionary anti-Communist and

Jew-hater now upholds the untrammeled

rule of the Kremlin oligarchy in order to

preserve Russia one and indivisible:

“It seems to me that the situation in our
country is so dangerous now that if we
change the party, or even if we permit

more than one party, it will only lead to

greater danger. We need unification, even

if it’s based on this party."
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poster declared: “Ligachev is the mana-

cles on the hands of Gorbachev, the

noose around the neck of democracy.”

However, the conservatives were by no

means cowed. If anything, they attacked

Gorbachev more boldly than ever before.

Particularly sharp were the remarks of

Moscow’s ambassador to Poland. Vla-

dimir Brovikov, who baited the Soviet

president for being more popular in

NATO capitals than among his own
people: "It is for this reason, apparently,

that for our leadership it is more pleasant

to meet with smiling crowds on the

streets of Western capitals than with our

own despondent countrymen who might,

in keeping with the laws of glasnost. say

something unpleasant" (New York Times ,

8 February).

Ligachev himself tapped into the deep

fear among the Soviet masses and of-

ficialdom about a reunified German im-

perialism. He won loud applause when

he warned: “It would be unbelievably

short-sighted and a mistake if we didn’t

see a Germany with huge economic and

military potential looming on the inter-

national horizon. .. I think it is time to

recognize the new danger."

Gorbachev is used to the barbs of

Ligachev and his friends. However, there

are clear signs that the military high

command is unhappy, to say the least, at

the breakdown of social discipline, the

erosion of Soviet patriotism and the

apparently limitless appeasement of the

NATO powers. Immediately after the

plenum, the armed forces chief of staff.

General Mikhail Moiseyev, told the mili-

tary newspaper Red Star that the new
party program “belittled" the army and

ignored the problems of draft evasion,

desertions by ethnic minorities and the

slashing of the professional officer corps

because of the troop cuts in East Europe.

For the moment Gorbachev has man-

aged to enhance his authority by bal-

ancing between the "radical" reformers

and the conservative apparatchiks while

exploiting the widespread desire for a

stronger, more effective government. But

Gorbachev, for all his clever maneuvers,

cannot control the elemental forces un-

leashed by the disintegration of Stalinist

rule. Today it is clearer than ever before

that Trotsky was right. Either the Soviet

working class sweeps away the parasitic

bureaucracy through proletarian political

revolution, opening the road to socialism

on a world scale, or the gains of the 1917

October Revolution will be destroyed by

bloody counterrevolution and the USSR
dismembered by Western and Japanese

imperialism.

Reforge the Leninist Party
Destroyed by Stalin

Reading the Western bourgeois press

on the recent CPSU plenum, one would

think that Lenin personally introduced

Article 6. specifying the "leading force"

of the Communist Party, into the Soviet

constitution. "Undoing Lenin’s Legacy.”

declares Time. "Life Without Lenin."

according to Newsweek. "Abandonment
of Lenin.” says the Siiddeutsche Zeitung.

In reality the famous Article 6 was not

introduced into the Soviet constitution

until six decades after the Bolshevik

Revolution , in the era of senile Stalinism.

It was done in the later Brezhnev years

in 1977.

In October 1917 the Bolsheviks won
a decisive majority in the All-Russian

Congress of Workers’ and Soldiers' So-

viets. the revolutionary-democratic or-

ganization of the masses. At this point

the reformist Mensheviks and right wing

of the populist Social Revolutionaries

(SRs) walked out of the Soviets and im-

mediately engaged in counterrevolution-

ary provocations. During the Civil War
of 1918-21. the Mensheviks and SRs
made common cause with White (tsarist)

generals and the imperialist expeditionary

Union ot Kuzbass Toilers

forces. At the same time, revolutionary-

minded Mensheviks, SRs and anarchists

came over to the Bolshevik camp.

Thus the Bolsheviks emerged victo-

rious in the Civil War as the only party

capable of maintaining proletarian state

power in Russia. The democratic conten-

tion of factions and tendencies within the

Bolshevik Party served in a sense as a

substitute for a multi-party soviet de-

mocracy. However, the Bolshevik leader-

ship in no way considered this state of

affairs either normal or desirable. Lenin

and Trotsky would have dismissed out of

hand the philistine notion that Commu-
nist leadership over the toiling masses

could be established by bureaucratic

"anti-Trotskyism" Stalin destroyed the

Leninist party. In 1933 Trotsky observed:

“The present CPSU is not a party but

an apparatus of domination in the hands

of an uncontrolled bureaucracy.” The

“unity" of Stalin’s party was not based

on shared political program and values

but on the material self-interest of the

privileged bureaucratic caste. In the late

’30s Trotsky noted that within the ranks

of the Soviet state and party apparatus

were all shades ofpolitical outlook from

fascist to bourgeois liberal to genuine

communist.

Today Gorbachev and his scribes de-

pict and condemn Stalin as a “dogmatic”

Leninist. Yet the 1936 Stalin constitution

Soviet troops
arrive in

Azerbaijan
to restore
order amidst
nationalist

rioting.

diktat. The 1924 founding constitution of

the USSR simply states that the highest

government body is the democratically

elected congress of deputies of urban and

rural soviets. There is no mention of the

Communist Party, "leading force" or

otherwise.

The drafting of this constitution

brought Lenin—sick and dying—into

sharp political conflict with Stalin over

the rights of the national republics con-

stituting the Soviet Union. He accused

Stalin of Great Russian chauvinism and

of taking on the outlook and values of

the old tsarist bureaucracy. Involved here

was not. of course, merely Stalin’s per-

sonal traits. Under the pressure of capi-

talist encirclement reinforcing the coun-

try’s extreme economic backwardness,

elements of the new Soviet officialdom

became demoralized and lost their revo-

lutionary drive. These tendencies were

enormously intensified by the failure of

the ardently expected German Revolution

in 1923. Only a few months later Stalin

launched the slogan of "socialism in one

country” as the ideological watchword of

a bureaucratic political counterrevolution.

The main resistance to the bureaucratic

degeneration of the Bolshevik Revolution

was embodied in the Left Opposition led

by Leon Trotsky, whose defeat ultimately

reflected the pressure of world capitalism

—military, economic and ideological

—

on the Soviet Union. In the name of

—primarily authored by Bukharin—was
modeled on the most liberal of Western

bourgeois-democratic constitutions. So
much for Stalin the "dogmatic" Leninist!

This “ultra-democratic" constitution did

not. of course, prevent Stalin from kill-

ing hundreds of thousands of Communist
militants—including its principal author

—and non-party workers, peasants and

intellectuals.

Trotsky called upon the toiling masses

in the USSR to liberate themselves from

Stalin’s totalitarian police state through

a proletarian political revolution to re-

store soviet democracy. The 1938 Tran-

sitional Program of the Fourth Interna-

tional states: “Democratization of the

soviets is impossible without legalization

of soviet parties. The workers and peas-

ants themselves by their own free vote

will indicate what parties they recognize

as soviet parties."

In developing this program. Trotsky

projected that Leninist-led workers, while

fighting off the imperialists, would rip

the Kremlin bureaucracy to shreds. He
never thought that the bureaucrats would
just disintegrate from above, thus depriv-

ing the proletariat of an important train-

ing period and independent organs of

power (e.g., factory committees, trade

unions, workers militias). Yet this is

what has now happened in the Soviet

Union and also East Europe. Amid all

the political ferment in the USSR, the

Conference of Union of Kuzbass
Toilers meets last September.
Union was formed in wake of

massive strikes by coal miners
in Siberia and the Ukraine
last summer. Above right:

Newspaper of Kuzbass union;

below: Miners Honor, paper of

Donbass miners in the Ukraine.

proletariat has not yet come forward as

a political force in its own class interests.

However, the massive coal miners

strikes in Siberia and the Ukraine last

summer were clearly provoked by and

directed against the economic ravages

of perestroika (see "Soviet Workers

Challenge Perestroika." WV No. 483. 4

August 1989). After these strikes, an

independent federation of workers or-

ganizations was formed in the Kuzbass

region of Siberia with the miners at their

core. At its founding conference the Kuz-

bass federation criticized the political

monopoly of the CPSU and considered

adopting the position: “We will welcome

another party, loyal to socialism but

defending the interests of the workers"

(Independent [London]. 17 November

1989). Activists in this workers federa-

tion now talk about extending it through-

out the Soviet Union, including an organ-

ization of veterans of the Afghan war.

The most combative section of the

Soviet proletariat—the coal miners

—

have demonstrated a commitment to so-

cialist values and Soviet patriotism. Sibe-

rian miners in the Kuzbass drove off

Pamyat agitators who tried to intervene

in their strike. The independent miners

organization of the Donbass in the east-

ern Ukraine rejected an invitation to join

the Ukrainian nationalist movement
RUKH precisely because of its national-

ist program. Boris Kagarlitsky, a New
Leftist intellectual in the Gorbachevite

milieu, who was an eyewitness to the

miners strikes in Siberia, reported:

“It’s also very important that the work-

ing-class movement somehow is counter-

balancing the nationalist tendencies in the

society because the working-class move-
ment was and is internationalist. In Kara-

ganda. which is in Kazakhstan. I’ve seen

Kazakhs, Russians. Germans, Tatars,

Caucasians, everybody together in the

same strike movement without any na-

tional problems among them."
—Against the Current,

January/February 1990

Kagarlitsky's empirical observation of

the Karaganda miners conforms to a

fundamental historical truth: the proletar-

iat is the only class in society which can

overcome national conflicts and antag-

onisms. As the 1924 founding constitu-

tion of the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics states:

"It is only in the camp of the Soviets; it

is only under the conditions of the dic-

tatorship of the proletariat that has

grouped around itself the majority of the

people, that it has been possible to elimi-

nate the oppression of nationalities, to

create an atmosphere of mutual confi-

dence and to establish the basis of a

fraternal collaboration of peoples."

The Bolsheviks under Lenin and Trotsky

gained the confidence of the peoples of

the Soviet Union because it was a party

based on a revolutionary international

perspective embodied in both its program

and the values of its cadre. To defend

the Soviet Union today it is urgently nec-

essary to reforge a Bolshevik party to

lead the working people against the de-

composing Stalinist bureaucracy and all

forms of fratricidal nationalism.
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("Russian Nationalists—Yearning for an

Iron Hand") in the New York Times Mag-
azine (28 January) clearly exposed the

essence of Pamyat. "whose members
wear paramilitary-style black T-shirts”

and give the Nazi straight-arm salute, as

well as that of the more “civilized" chau-

vinists, such as Valentin Rasputin, one of

the leaders of the Russian Writers Union.

The Soviet review Za Ruhezhom (14

July 1989) reprinted a London Sunday

Mail interview with Pamyat leader Dmi-

tri Vasilyev, in which he fulminated

against "anti-Russian forces," claiming

that "White people have been almost

driven out of Europe." Appealing to

"Anglo-Saxon blood," Vasilyev raved,

"If Europe doesn't stop importing cheap

foreign labor from Asia, the Muslims

will conquer and Christianity will be

destroyed. Russia is your last hope."

The glorification of "truly Russian"

culture is animated by hatred for the

communist ideals of the 1917 Revolution,

and an important component of this

counterrevolutionary current is the Rus-

sian Orthodox church. From this bastion

of reaction the Black Hundreds, mur-

derous bands of marauding pogromists,

were unleashed against the Jews of Rus-

sia during the 1905 Revolution.

But resurgent Russian nationalism

today is more than just a remnant of the

dark past. It is fed by popular reaction to

the economic chaos produced by pere-

stroika and the growing threat of Western

militarism, emboldened by Gorbachev’s

policy of appeasement. Thus a de facto

alliance has formed, uniting such groups

as Pamyat. “Fatherland." "Rebirth" and

"Aurora." and the Orthodox church, with

the old-line Stalinist wings of the bu-

reaucracy (typified by Yegor Ligachev).

Pamyat and the other racialist monar-

chists enjoy special favor among sections

of the ruling apparatus, as witnessed by

Pamyat's unique ability to hold a demon-

stration in Red Square last December.

The absence of any denunciation by

the ruling bureaucracy of anti-Semitic

Russian nationalism fuels the anxiety felt

by its potential victims. Even William

Korey of the anti-Communist B'nai

B’rith Zionist organization writes that

“When anti-Jewish pogroms seemed to

loom on the horizon in 1918. Lenin, the

founder of the Soviet state, personally

drafted the language in a decree requiring

that pogromists and persons inciting to

pogroms be outlawed.’ Later, in a his-

toric address broadcast to the Russian

people. Lenin cried: ‘Shame on those

who foment hatred toward the Jews’."

Korey suggests that Gorbachev "could

take a leaf from his mentor’s book by

now forcefully expressing humane con-

cern" (New York Times , 25 January).

Last week. Jewish protesters from both

West and East Germany demonstrated at

the Soviet embassy in East Berlin,

demanding of the Soviet government

“Don’t permit any more pogroms!" and

calling for a crackdown on Pamyat. This

demand is also increasingly heard in the

USSR. But the Soviet bureaucracy of

today is not the Bolshevik Party of

Lenin, and within its anti-revolutionary

and bonapartist ranks there are elements

which could become openly capitalist-

restorationist or even fascist.

It would be criminally foolish to call

upon the bureaucracy to carry out work-

ers’ justice and undertake political sup-

pression of the nativist fascist scum,

whom they have encouraged and con-

ciliated in myriad ways. No. the defense

of the gains of the Russian Revolution is

a task for the Soviet workers. The Spar-

tacist League uniquely warned of the

danger represented by Pamyat from its

inception. In WV No. 461 (23 September

1988) we posed a revolutionary solution:

“Who can doubt that a single militant

demonstration of 50.000 outraged Lenin-

graders. suitably prepared to defend
themselves, coming out to burn Nazi
swastikaflags in Pamyat's face, ready to

chase these Nazis to the nearby Neva
River or drive them into the canals,

would put an end to Pamyat? The Pamyat
Nazis must be crushed before this fester-

ing sore becomes a gangrenous cancer

threatening the Soviet state and its mul-

tinational people."

Pamyat leader

Dimitri Vasilyev
(right) given
Nazi salute by
Russian fascist

followers (left).

Soviet workers’

action must
smash Pamyat!

Soviet Workers Must Smash Pamyat!

Fascists Assault

Moscow Writers Meeting
A meeting of the "April" writers

association at Moscow's Central House

of Literature on January 18 was the

target of a vicious and shocking anti-

Semitic attack by the fascist goons of

Pamyat and their ilk. The seriousness of

this assault, ominously staged as a prel-

ude to a pogrom against Jews, demands

the mobilization of the Soviet workers to

smash the rising tide of nativist Russian

fascism before it spreads any further.

As the members of "April." a minority

opposition group within the increasingly

chauvinist Writers Union of the Russian

Federation, prepared to begin their meet-

ing, a squad of about 50 young thugs

wearing Pamyat insignia broke into the

room, carrying a banner reading "Mos-

cow Is Not Tel Aviv." According to the

Literaturnaya Gazeta (24 January), “the

chairman calmly opened the meeting and

even said that he was prepared to give

the guests the floor."

However, the "guests." led by a bul Ihorn-

wielding tough named K.V. Astashvili

(also known as "Smirnov"), shouted that

they hadn’t come for discussion, and de-

manded. "Yids, get out to your Israel!”

(New York Times , 2 February). These

scum punched and threatened the writers,

calling them “Jew-Masons" and "splitters

from the Russian writers." and breaking

one woman writer’s glasses. Threatening

that “next time, we’ll come back with

machine guns!" the Pamyat hoodlums

were led out by several militiamen,

present throughout the attack.

The noted liberal anti-Stalinist writer

Vladimir Dudintsev, who was present,

noted: “It is a threat to all who think

progressively, of course not just to Jews,

but to us. the reborn Russian intelli-

gentsia. whose interests are being crudely

restricted by the extremists of Pamyat.”

That no one was arrested or charged

following the attack raises the obvious

question of militia complicity, and of the

involvement of higher levels of the So-

viet bureaucracy. The liberal intelli-

gentsia have been gripped with fear: an

article in the weekly magazine Ogonyok

described the writers’ attempt to continue

their meeting, under a pall of gloom,

and feeling themselves in conditions of

semi-legality.

That at least 50 hooligans could gain

admittance to a tightly controlled affair

is in itself suspicious. As Literaturnaya

Gazeta notes, "They [the militia) treated

the writers coarsely, humiliated them....

The impression was created that not the

victimized writers, but the brawlers... en-

joyed especial sympathy." Ogonyok quot-

Fascist goons attack “April” writers association meeting, January 18. Moscow.
Bullhorn-wielding thug K.V. Astashvili (upper left) and demonstration inside

(below) spewed anti-Semitic filth, threatened pogroms.

ed one of the militiamen as "smirking":

“So what? We have pluralism and free-

dom of speech." When questioned about

the attack, the deputy head of the 83rd

militia precinct. A.M. Suchkov, retort-

ed: "The writers themselves were to

blame... one of the women writers called

the perpetrators ‘fascists’.... So then a

brawl started.”

In a broadcast of the Soviet TV pro-

gram “Vzglyad," the prosecutor in the

case responded evasively to questions

about Pamyat’s involvement: "So far I

can only say that there were activists

from this group ‘April’ present at this

meeting, and that’s all. As to members

of Pamyat, this is not evident to me." But

a writer interviewed on the show stated,

"I don’t believe this was a spontaneous

action.... They promised to come back

next time with machine guns, and I be-

lieve they have the ability to carry out

this threat."

The exacerbation of nationalist ten-

sions produced by perestroika’s economic

destabilization of the USSR, pitting

neighboring republics against each other

in fratricidal clashes from Armenia/Azer-

baijan to Central Asia and the Baltics,

finds its most dangerous expression in

the growth of Great Russian chauvinism

within the Russian SSR. This reactionary

nationalism is historically virulently anti-

Semitic, and acts of violence against

Jews are on the rise in the Russian

republic.

Most threatening of all is a widespread

rumor predicting anti-Jewish pogroms in

May. This publicized possibility has

thrown Soviet Jews into a panic, and

increasing numbers are leaving the coun-

try. Whereas in past years the vast ma-

jority of emigrating Soviet Jews went to

the U.S., Washington (bowing to pressure

from Israel) closed that option last year,

compelling virtually all Jewish emigrants

to seek refuge in the Zionist state, where

they are being used to bolster the oppres-

sion of Palestinians.

Prior to the January 18 attack on

"April.” it was common for intellectuals

in both the Soviet Union and the U.S.

to downplay the danger represented by

Pamyat. But a recent chilling article
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How SPD Sabotaged Workers Soviet Power

Mass workers demonstration in Berlin, December 1918, demands: “All Power to the Workers’ and Soldiers’ Councils.” Revolutionary leadership is key to

soviet power.

East Germany:

For Workers Councils to

Stop the Sellout!
As our comrades of the Spartakist

Workers Party fight for "Workers and

soldiers councils to power!" in East

Germany, they have often met with ques-

tions about the difference between plant

councils and the revolutionary call for

workers councils (soviets). Thefollowing

reply is addressed to these questions.

Increasingly we hear calls for the

formation of plant councils in the DDR
(East Germany). Frequently this is con-

nected with the arrival of capitalist firms

from the West. PDS (Party of Democrat-

ic Socialism) chairman Gregor Gysi said

in a January 7 speech kicking off the

election campaign that “co-cfetermination

of the working people” was necessary in

the case of "joint ventures," and plant

councils would be a form of “democra-

tizing the economy."

On the contrary, what’s involved here

is the sellout of our economy, of our

VEBs (state-owned plants), of the work-

ers, of the DDR.
This was made clear in the con-

stitutional amendment permitting the

founding of "enterprises with foreign

participation" which included word for

word Gysi’s call for “co-determination of

the working people in the management
of the enterprises." Even a top business-

man, AEG boss Heinz Durr, told an IG

Metall (West) conference the Federal

Republic’s (West German) plant council

law was "a fine thing" that should be

introduced as quickly as possible in the

DDR ( taz , 2 February).

At the FDGB (East German trade-

union federation) congress at the begin-

ning of February, part of the delegates

applauded but many others showed con-

sternation at the announcement of Prime

Minister Modrow’s statement surrender-

ing the existence of the DDR for a

"single fatherland” with capitalist West

Germany. Factory councils as proposed

by economics minister Luft were seen as

a way of undermining the unions. A gen-

eral strike was threatened to force the

Volkskammer (DDR parliament) to ap-

prove a new factory law before the

March 18 elections.

The FDGB bill calls for the right to

strike and the right to work and for

full employment. But instead of saying

“it defends the people’s property," the

draft now calls only for “democratic co-

determination of the unions in all proper-

ty forms." Plainly put, the FDGB accepts

the restoration of capitalism!

But capital wants more: a union-free

environment for exploitation. At the

Eisenach Auto Works, part of the IFA

Kombinat which has set up a joint ven-

ture with Volkswagen, the management,

on the advice of BRD (West German)
bosses, wants a Western-style "plant

council." At a “round table” meeting (in-

cluding the director, representatives of

political parties and the local union lead-

ership) which set up such a council, the

union chairman was chucked out.

The newspaper of IG Metall notes that

"Many a Kombinat director comes back

from a trip to the West with the de-

mand that in ‘his’ plant as well, ‘plant

councils’ must be immediately elected"

(Metall. 26 January). A case in point is

the Oktober 7 machine tool factory in

Berlin, where management also hand-

picked a "round table’Vplant council

against the FDGB. Kombinat general

director Warzecha. who recently joined

the SPD. thinks 3.000 jobs can be done

away with, and he is looking for West-

ern "partners” (Frankfurter Rundschau ,

16 February).

Not only capitalists and Kombinat

directors call for plant councils, however.

So do ostensible leftists. A leaflet of the

Initiative for a United Left (VL) urges,

"Elect Councils in the Plants." The plant

council could serve “to realize the demo-

cratic rights of the workforce" and exer-

cise “control over negotiations with

foreign capital." But at a conference of

plant councils called by the VL initiative

group, reports about the real conditions

of "co-determination” in the Federal Re-

public had a “sobering" effect, according

to Neues Deutschland (5 February).

So the call for factory councils often

serves to mask a program for the res-

toration of capitalism. The Spartakist

Workers Party of Germany, on the other

hand, calls for workers and soldiers

councils to power. In our "Open Letter

to All Communists" (Arprekorr No. 18,

12 January), we wrote: "The SED-PDS
now proposes to build plant councils

‘before capital comes’ (ND. 1 1 January).

The Spartakists call for building workers

and soldiers councils to stop capital from

coming!"

Many workers ask us: plant councils or

workers councils, what is the difference?

Plant councils tend to divide the work-

ing class rather than uniting it, to limit

it to narrow plant questions. When West-

ern capitalists try to organize company
"unions." they typically do so on a plant-

by-plant basis. Even those who call for

plant councils in an independent DDR,
a workers state, often seek to retreat

from a planned economy to a "market

economy’’ in which each plant is on

its own. And, as in the mouth of Prof.

Dr. Christa Luft. “socialist market econ-

omy" soon becomes “social"—the self-

description of BRD capitalism.

Workers councils have arisen in times

of sharp class struggle. They can serve

as organs of revolutionary power, to

reorganize society under the rule of the

proletariat. This was the role played by

the Russian workers councils, the soviets,

with the leadership of the Bolsheviks, of

Lenin and Trotsky, in the 1917 October

Revolution. But under reformist/centrist

misleadership, workers councils that cede

state power to a bourgeois parliament can

be an instrument for securing the rule of

the capitalists. This is what happened in

Germany after November 1918, and led

to the murder of Rosa Luxemburg and

Karl Liebknecht.

The key is revolutionary leadership.

Plant Councils and Workers
Councils After November 1918

A look at the history of workers coun-

cils and plant councils in Germany is

instructive. Workers and soldiers councils

arose in numerous cities following the

sailors’ uprising in Kiel in early Novem-
ber 1918. In many cases these councils

were set up by the Independent Social

Democrats (USPD). among whose lead-

ers were Kautsky and Bernstein, who had

halfheartedly split from the majority SPD
under pressure from the increasing anti-

war sentiment of the working masses.
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SPD traitors Scheidemann, Noske, Ebert. Demon-
stration of soldiers in Berlin, January 1919 (right),

denounces social-democratic “bloodhounds" of

counterrevolution.

In Berlin, the founders were the Revolu-

tionary Shop Stewards, allied with the

USPD.
On the left wing stood the Spartakus-

bund. Although Liebknecht won tremen-

dous moral authority for his courageous

opposition to the imperialist war, Luxem-

burg in particular had acted for years as

a loyal left opposition to the increasingly

reformist SPD and then as a faction in

the USPD instead of building an indepen-

dent party as the Bolsheviks did in tsarist

Russia. So when the 1918-19 Revolution

broke out, the Spartacus group was a

small, marginal formation. This meant it

was unable to effectively contest for

control of the mushrooming workers and

soldiers council movement.

The influence of the Russian Revolu-

tion in sparking the November uprising

was enormous. When the German High

Seas Fleet returned to Kiel after refusing

orders to undertake a final death trip

against the superior English fleet, a sailor

on the ship-of-the-line Markgraf recalled:

"We greeted every ship that we met with

loud cries of rejoicing: ‘Long live Lieb-

knecht! Down with the war! Up with the

soldiers council! Three cheers for the

Bolsheviks!'” (Blaujacken ini Noveni-

bersturm 1 1988|).

An 8 November 1918 leaflet by the

Spartakusbund called for electing dele-

gates from factories and military units to

workers and soldiers councils, and to

transfer all government power to these

councils. But soon they were taken over

by the Kaiser’s war “socialists" led by

Ebert and Scheidemann. who also headed

the bourgeois “republican" government

which had replaced the Hohenzollern

monarchy. The "independent” USPD. far

from presenting a revolutionary opposi-

tion. initially joined the social-patriotic

government. As Richard Muller, leader

of the Revolutionary Shop Stewards,

wrote later:

"The party had since ils foundation never

taken a position on questions that an

uprising or even an overthrow would put

on the agenda. .. As a political parly in

the revolution it not only acted to hold

back, but gave the other socialist party

the power for a counterrevolutionary

policy.”

—Die Novemherrevolution (1924)

At the first congress of workers and

soldiers councils in December 1918,

there were only a handful of revolution-

ary delegates. Liebknecht spoke to the

crowd of tens of thousands gathering

outside, declaring: “We demand from the

Congress that it take full political power

into its hands for the purpose of carrying

out socialism, and that it not transfer

power to a National Assembly which

cannot be an organ of the revolution."

But he and Luxemburg were not permit-

ted to speak to the congress, which hand-

ed power over to the SPD government

pending election of a parliament.

With this mandate, the Ebert/Scheide-

mann regime began the repression in

earnest. “Defense" Minister Noske con-

spired with General Groner to bring in

the Freikorps, forerunners of Hitler's SA.

Luxemburg and Liebknecht were mur-

dered in the bloody suppression of the

January 1919 Spartacus uprising. As the

counterrevolutionary terror spread, it

provoked a civil war that moved from the

Rhineland to Saxony to Berlin and Mu-
nich. 30.000 died. The soldiers councils

were dissolved. The government wanted

to do away with workers councils as

well, but was afraid to do so: they were

now controlled by the Independents, who
recruited many disgusted SPDers. The

persecuted Communist Party (KPD) grew

as well.

The "socialist" regime instead legally

limited the councils to being "represen-

tatives of economic interests" at the plant

level. This was consecrated in the plant

council law of 1920. The introduction to

the law stated unambiguously that the

purpose of plant councils was to further

"the common economic interests of the

employees (workers and white-collar)

and employers and to support the em-

ployer in fulfilling the purposes of the

concern." The fight came to a head in

January 1 920. when the plant council bill

was given its second reading.

The USPD. KPD and leadership of the

plant councils called for a masT protest

on January 13. issuing a leaflet calling

for struggle "for the revolutionary coun-

cil (soviet
|
system!" Tens of thousands

of workers massed in front of the Reichs-

tag. Once again Noske unleashed the

machine guns of the soldiery against the

peaceful demonstrators. Without a word

of warning they fired. The toll: 42 dead

and 105 injured. Social Democratic

prime minister Bauer said the next day

that "weapons were used late, almost

too late." The blood-drenched law was

enacted.

Nevertheless, by fusing with the left

wing of the Independents at the Halle

Congress in 1920. the KPD managed to

gain influence in the plant councils. In

1923. Trotsky argued against Zinoviev

that the existing councils should be used

as the base for revolutionary action in-

stead of artificially setting up soviets

which would immediately be attacked

by the government. In 1931, when in

the midst of the Comintern’s ultraleftist

Third Period the Stalinists were calling

for soviets to organize an armed uprising.

Trotsky recalled the earlier dispute:

"The soviets are only an organizational

form; the question is decided by the class

content of the policy and by no means by

its form. In Germany, there were Ebcrt-

Scheidemann soviets. In Russia, the con-

ciliationist soviets attacked the workers

and soldiers in July 1917. .. In the fall of

1 923. defending against Stalin and others

the necessity of passing over to the revo-

lutionary offensive, I fought at the same
time against the creation, on command,
of soviets in Germany side by side with

the factory councils, which were already

actually beginning to fulfill the role of

soviets.

“There is much to be said for the idea

that in the present revolutionary upsurge,

also, the factory councils in Germany, at

a certain stage of their development, will

be able to play the role of soviets and
replace them."

Today we read in Neues Deutschland

( 13/14 January) that "Despite the form of

the [1920| law. which was disappointing

for many workers, under the Weimar
Republic the plant councils proved to be

in many respects effective instruments

for the realization of the workers' inter-

ests.” This is not Trotsky arguing that the

form of plant councils can be used by

revolutionaries despite the reactionary

content of the law. but an attempt to

soften up workers in the DDR for a new
plant council law to accompany the re-

introduction of capitalist exploitation!

Plant Councils in the
Birth of the DDR
ND mentions the revival of the plant

councils after World War II. The United

Left initiative group says that the coun-

cils formed in 1945 “fulfilled important

tasks in rebuilding the devastated econ-

omy. in representing the interests of the

workers and in smashing fascist power

structures." But "by 1950 plant councils

had again been eliminated in our society

so the administrative command style of

direction of the economy could be fully

instituted as well." So what about the

plant councils in the post-WW II period?

Both in the East and West, plant coun-

cils sprung up almost immediately in

1945. In the zone under the Soviet Mili-

tary Administration (SMAD) this led to

spontaneous expropriation of companies

headed by former Nazis or others who
had fled West. Led by KPD and SPD
worker militants, the councils purged the

management and quickly got the plants

working again. Formally the SMAD
placed many plants under trusteeship,

but in Saxony, for example, almost half

the trustees were workers (Dietrich Sta-

ritz, Sozialisnius in einem halhen Land
(19761).

The 1946 Allied Control Council fac-

tory law didn’t go beyond the Weimar
Republic legislation. But in 14,000 plants

in the Soviet occupation zone, employing

over two-thirds of the workers, plant-

level agreements allowed the councils

wide-ranging power in production. Coal

mining was placed under state adminis-

tration already in 1945, and in mid- 1946

the formal expropriation of Nazis and

war criminals was put into effect after a

plebiscite in Saxony. By 1947, 56 per-

cent of all production was in national-

ized VEBs or Soviet-German Joint-Stock

Companies (SAGs).

During these initial years, before the

general expropriation of the bourgeoisie

was decreed and before central planning,

factory councils more or less ran the

plants. This was in a situation where a

large part of trade was the “grey market"

of "compensation transactions”— i.e.,

barter. The Leuna works, for instance,

traded trainloads of fertilizer for potatoes

and vegetables. This prevented starvation,

but also led workers to focus on hoarding
—hardly a model for a stable economic

system.

continued on page 10

May Day workers demonstration in East Berlin, 1946.
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Spartakist

January 14, East Berlin. Spartakist banners at 250,000-strong
demonstration at Friedrichsfelde Cemetery to honor Karl Lieb-

knecht and Rosa Luxemburg. Spartakist!Arprekorr declares: “No

Sellout of the DDRI Workers and Soldiers Councils, Now!"

Workers
Councils...
(continued from page 9)

Over half of the factory council leaders

were members of the fused Socialist Unity

Party (SED), formed in 1946. As part of

the Gleichschaltung of the SF.D. to turn it

into an obedient instrument of Stalinist

bureaucratic rule, beginning in 1948 Ul-

bricht and his flunkeys launched a cam-

paign against “leveling" in the plants, de-

nouncing plant councils for raising wages

and for providing the same meals for

everyone in the factory. The councils were

dissolved by joining them to the local

union leadership.

By 1950. three-quarters of industrial

production was nationalized; the first five-

year plan was launched. These were his-

toric achievements. But this was accom-

plished by tightening the bureaucratic grip

on the working class. The new labor

law declared that henceforth the "right

to co-determination of the workers and

employees" would be “realized by the

democratic state organs." And national-

ized industry was required by law to

"fulfill and overfulfill [!| plan obliga-

tions."

This intensification of work norms and

stilling of workers democracy contrib-

uted greatly to sparking the 17 June 1953

workers uprising.

"Co-Determination” Swindle
in the BRD

In the Western occupation zones, the

mood among the workers in 1945 was

not that different from that in the East.

"Factory committees andfactory councils

filled the power vacuum produced by the

interning of accused entrepreneurs" (Ute

Schmidt and Tilman Fichter. Der erzwun-

gene Kapitalismus: Klassenkdmpfe in den

Westzonen 1945-4H 1 1 97 1 1). In Novem-
ber 1945, the plant councils and factory

groups of the KPD and SPD in Essen as

well as the mayor called on the British

military government to expropriate with-

out compensation the Krupp companies.

The British refused.

In 1946, over 70 percent of the mem-
bers of plant councils in the coal mining

sector, centered on the Ruhr, belonged

to the Communist Party. Miners were

angered by the military government's

policy of deliberately limiting food sup-

plies—starving the population—out of

national vindictiveness and in order to

force double shifts. In the April 1947

Nordrhein-Westfalen state parliament

elections, the KPD got 14 percent of the

votes.

In December 1946. a referendum in

Hessen was passed calling for socializa-

tion of coal, iron and steel, electrical

energy and rail transport, and for state

supervision or administration of banks

and insurance companies. But in contrast

to the SMAD's implementation of the

expropriation referendum in Saxony six

months earlier, the American military ad-

ministration banned any socializations.

Meanwhile, during the spring of 1947,

there were numerous strikes in the Ruhr
area demanding an end to the starvation

policies and for public ownership of coal

and steel. At the end of March, over half

a million workers joined one- and two-

day walkouts. As the wave of struggle

rose, U.S. military authorities in Hessen

declared that strikes which "in any way
endangered the demands or plans of the

occupation power will not be tolerated."

and threatened to apply the death penalty.

In response, the KPD did. ..nothing.

Instead of united mass strikes, it called

local actions. Schmidt and Fichter write.

"The reticence of the KPD after the

Western allies' strike ban must be seen

in the framework of the policy of keep-

ing still on the part of the Western Com-
munist parties" which they accurately

linked to the policy of a "people’s front."

The social-democratic future leader-

ship of the West German DGB union

federation led by Hans Bockler issued an

anti-strike resolution. Shortly afterward,

they agreed to the Marshall Plan, know-

ing that accepting credits meant forget-

ting about any plans for "socialization”

of industry. In 1948, the IG Metall union

ordered the expulsion of all members of

the FDGB and the Communist Party. As
a result, the number of KPD members of

plant councils fell to 25 percent in 1950.

In exchange for witchhunting and

strikebreaking in the name of class col-

laboration. the SPD/DGB tops thought

they had a right to a place at the table for

the capitalist feast. This was to be in the

form of "parity co-determination” such

as had been established in the mining

industry, where equal numbers of union

and management representatives sat on

company supervisory boards.

But Konrad Adenauer's Christian

Democrats and his "economic miracle

man" Ludwig Erhard had no such provi-

sions in their “social market economy,"

a formula now taken up by the would-

be liquidator of the DDR’s collective

planned economy. Prof. Dr. Christa Luft.

In fact, as the military occupation ended,

they planned to hand the iron and steel

industries back to their former owners.

and to implement an utterly toothless

"co-determination" in which the work-

ers' representatives were a powerless

minority.

And that is exactly what happened.

When the IG Metall and IG Bergbau (met-

al workers and miners unions) threat-

ened to strike over “co-determination"

in 1950-51, Adenauer sent a letter to

Bockler claiming that strikes intended to

influence parliament were unconstitution-

al. And when the factory law came be-

fore the Bundestag in July 1952. after

some initial blustering the DGB tops

backed down. The plant councils and

their "right to consultation" serve only to

further bind the unions to the bosses.

Today capitalist-restorationist forces in

the DDR are calling for plant councils in

order to purge the unions and former

SED members from the factories. But

plant councils are also called for by left-

ists who cherish syndicalist dreams of

"self-management" in a “socialist market

economy.” In turn, “independent trade

unions" talk of building "real workers

councils" and opposing the sellout of the

factories, while accepting the restoration

of capitalism. Obviously, talk of councils

by very different political forces can

have opposite meanings.

The decisive element is a revolutionary

leadership, a Bolshevik party, with a

program to build a workers soviet power.

The working people don’t need empty

consultation but the power to decide, not

over purely local or plant questions but

on the fundamental issues and direction

of society as a whole.

Today, the issue facing the DDR is

revolution or counterrevolution. Under

the leadership of revolutionaries, factory

councils can be the instrument for estab-

lishing dual power at the plant level, to

exercise workers control of production

which can be decisive in stopping a buy-

out of collectivized industry and main-

taining supplies in the face of a con-

certed campaign by the capitalists to

foment chaos.

Such councils can undertake the for-

mation of workers defense groups to

protect persecuted workers, guard work-

ers actions, such as strikes and plant oc-

cupations, and prevent a capitalist take-

over. They can become steppingstones to

building genuine workers and soldiers

soviets, elected in the factories and bar-

racks and recallable at any time, to wage
revolutionary struggle and organize a

revolutionary workers government.

As Rosa Luxemburg wrote in the after-

math of 9 November 1918:

"Such an outfitting of the compact mass
of the working people with the entire

political power for the tasks of the revo-

lution. that is the dictatorship of the

proletariat and therefore true democracy.
Not where the wage slave sits next to the

capitalist, the rural proletarian next to the

Junker in a lying equality in order to

have parliamentary debate over life-and-

death questions, but there where the

million-headed proletarian mass seizes

the entire state power with their calloused

fists in order to bring it down on the head
of the ruling classes like the god Thor
with his hammer, there alone is the

democracy that does not defraud the

people."— R. Luxemburg, "What Does
the Spartakusbund Want?"
(December 1918)
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West German
"co-determination”:
IG Metall union
leader Steinkuhler
(left) sells out
1984 West German
metalworkers
strike.
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Verlag Berlin

On 30 April 1945, Red Army took Berlin (left). The next day, May Day, 15,000 prisoners celebrated liberation from Buchenwald (right). The DDR was founded

by victims of Nazi terror.

DDR Was Built Through

Smashing Nazi Rule

Modrow Swallows

“Collective Guilt” Line

Thefollowing article is reprintedfrom

Arbeiterpressekorrespondenz No. 24, 20

February. Arprekorr is published by the

Sparta List Workers Party of Germany
and the Spartakist-Gruppen.

Last week, East German prime minis-

ter Hans Modrow wrote to the World

Jewish Congress and to the government

of the state of Israel a letter in which he

accepted “the responsibility of the entire

German people for the past." including

the “worst crimes against the Jewish peo-

ple” committed by Hitler fascism. This

letter was in response to Israel’s demand

for reparations and its ultimatum, "with-

out taking responsibility for the Holo-

caust, no relations.”

The Western press was jubilant. Le

Monde (10 February) wrote in a front-

page editorial that this statement "put an

end to the fiction on which Communist

Germany based its existence.” By reject-

ing responsibility for the Holocaust, the

paper haughtily declared, “‘the workers

and peasants state’ of Walter Ulbricht

and then Erich Honecker emerged 'ex

nihilo' [out of nowhere), according to its

founders."

The German Democratic Republic

didn't come out of nowhere, it was con-

structed out of the destruction of Hitler’s

Reich by the Red Army at a cost of 20

million Soviet lives. Its cadres came

in large part out of the concentration

camps. In Buchenwald alone, there were

over 3,500 Communists from coun-

tries throughout Europe; after liberation,

the KPD Parteiaktiv (active member-

ship) was over 700 there. Thousands of

KPDers and SPDers went straight from

the KZ camp gates to building anti-

fascist committees which took over local

administration.

The Federal Republic of Germany for-

mally declares itself the successor state

to Hitler’s Third Reich, underlining the

continuity of German imperialism. The

West German secret police were set up

by simply taking over the Nazis’ anti-

Soviet spy operation (the Gehlen organi-

zation) wholesale. Many of the capitalist

giant Firms (and their bosses) who fi-

nanced the Nazis, from Flick to Krupp

and Th'yssen. were the same ones who

built up the "economic miracle" of the

new “democratic order.”

The DDR is a workers state, albeit

bureaucratically deformed from birth,

founded by the victims of the Nazi terror

regime. It is not accidental, therefore,

that many of its prominent citizens are

of Jewish heritage. While the Ulbricht

group of thugs and gangsters was flown

in from Moscow’s Hotel Lux, former

state and SED (Socialist Unity Party)

party chief Erich Honecker was held ten

years at Brandenburg-Gorden. Among his

jailers was a man who is today a leader

of the neo-Nazi Republikaner. This isn’t

fiction. These are facts.

The doctrine of "collective guilt” was

a pernicious historical fiction to whip up

nationalist hostility in the imperialist

war. The Stalinists served this up as part

of their popular-front policy, as with the

French CP’s chauvinist call to the par-

tisans. "A chacun son boche" (Everybody

get a Kraut). Stalin struck the same tone

in seeking to build Russian patriotic fer-

vor. Most notably this was reflected in

Ilya Ehrenberg’s anti-German diatribes

(“The Germans are not human.... If you

have killed one German, kill another.”

etc.).

Contrast this with the "Declaration of

the Internationalist Communists of Bu-

chenwald." written by Trotskyist cadres

and sympathizers who survived the Nazi

concentration camps. They called for the

"German proletariat to rapidly recover

from its profound defeat and to again

place itself at the head of the European

working class in the battle for the over-

throw of capitalism." They insisted. “To

attribute responsibility, or partial respon-

sibility. for this war to the German and

international working class is only anoth-

er way of continuing to serve the bour-

geoisie." Their declaration ended with a

call;

"For a Germany of workers councils in

a Europe of workers councils!

"For world proletarian revolution!”

— reprinted in Spartacist

No. 26. Winter 1979

Yes, the criminal failure of the Stalin-

ists and Social Democrats to undertake

powerful united-front action permitted

the jackbooted Nazis to march to power

unhindered. In the aftermath, as the

Buchenwald Internationalist Communists
wrote, the Second and Third Internation-

als "sabotaged the proletarian revolution

that alone could have prevented this

war." This was done in the name of the

“people’s front." a formula for class

collaboration with the bourgeoisie. In

that same framework the Stalinists pro-

claimed the "collective guilt" of the Ger-

man people, failing to make the class

distinction between the capitalists, who
made tremendous war profits from Hit-

ler’s regime, and the workers who suf-

fered under it.

The doctrine of "collective guilt." both

in the mouths of the Western imperialists

and from Stalin’s bureaucratic regime,

served to suppress attempts at proletarian

revolution in the aftermath of Hitler’s

continued on page 12

THE MILITANT
12 May 1945

The “entire

German people"
responsible
for Nazism?
Left: East Berlin

memorial to

the Baum group
of Communist
Jewish resistance
fighters. Right:

U.S. Trotskyists
reported on
multinational

prisoners' May
Day celebration in

Buchenwald, 1945.

HOW WORKERS CELEBRATED

MAY DAY AT BUCHENWALD
While the Allied pres* doe* its utmost to whip up a

poisonous lynch *plrit against the entire German people, the

prisoners of all nationalities released from the Nazi concentra-

tion camps express warmest solidarity with their German

comrades who were the first victims to feel the barbaric whip

of the Nati oppressor.

At Buchenwald. one of the worst camps, the 15,000 prison-

ers organized an inspiring .celebration of May l>ay, demon-

strating the brotherhood of the world working class on this

traditional holiday. Here is how PM'a correspondent (May 2)

described it:

“Many of these men . . . have been in Fascist Jails or

camps for 10 years or more. Their brothers have been murder-

ed, their wives and children lost somewhere on this continent.

Their faces arc gray, their shoulders droop as under great

weight.

"They are the proletariat of many nations and they are

magnificent. This is their day and it is fitting that they should

have celebrated it here. On the walls of their own barracks

and the barracks of the SS who were once their guards, great

signs in German, English, Russian. Polish, Ciech and Serbian

read: This is the Day of the Fight against Fascism'. . .

"Between these signs and beneath the flags of many
nations, the survivors marched—a Polish group, a Russian

group, a Yugoslav group, a Czechoslovakian group, an Italian

group, a Spanish group, and many others. And then came a

large German unit and they began ainging the Internationale.

Other groups picked up the song, each in its own language.

"Yet the melody was not lost in this babylon of languages.

It rose in a mighty torrent into thin air which but one month

ago atill stank of Nazi massacres."
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Reunification:

Who Pays
The following dispatch by the British

Reuters News Agency is a chilling descrip-

tion of what annexation of East Germany
by the capitalist West would mean for the

man on the street: he and his family could

be on the street.

East Germans Worried
by West German Claims
on Property

By Susanne Hoell

HAST BHRLIN, Feb 18, Reuter—While
their compatriots clamour in the streets

for German unity, the Rammbusch family

sit at home in East Berlin terrified that

political change could cost them the roof

over their heads.

Recently they had unwelcome visitors

to their smart suburban house—a West

German couple who said they owned the

place and wanted it back.

"My wife just screams all night long,”

said Jurgen Rammbusch, 46. who has

spent years doing up the house and is not

about to give it up without a struggle.

Until the fall of East Germany's
hardline communist leadership late last

year. West Germans who owned property

on the other side of the Iron Curtain had

all but given up hope of recovering it.

Now they are relishing the prospect of

claiming back land bought decades ago

by their parents or grandparents.

"At the weekends West Germans fall

over themselves to come here, armed

with compasses, maps, the works."

Rammbusch said.

West Germans have claims to tens

of thousands of properties in East Ber-

lin alone. And their plans to charge

rents five or ten times above present

government-subsidised levels, or even to

move back in themselves, have worried

ordinary East Germans like the Ramm-
busch family.

But claiming rights frozen over 40

years of communist state ownership is

likely to blow open a hornets* nest of

legal and social questions to which

nobody knows the answer.

Will the West Berlin lawyer who owns
the ground under the East German For-

eign Ministry try to claim it for himself?

Will East Berlin’s distinctive television

tower be handed over to the Swiss in-

surance company that once had offices

on the site?

For the moment East German law is

clear—the state guarantees security of

tenure and protects rents.

But what will happen after the coun-

try’s first free elections on March 18. let

alone after any reunification of Germany.

is anybody's guess.

“When people ask me that I just shrug

my shoulders.” said Jorg Pauli. East

Berlin’s legal counsellor on property.

West Berlin senator Wolfgang Nagel

fears that whoever wins entitlement, the

consequences will be a nightmare.

“The issue of compensation or back

payments would keep legions of lawyers

busy and cause an economic, political

and social earthquake in East Germany."
Nagel said.

But West Germans are steadily in-

creasing the pressure. Bonn Justice Min-

ister Hans Engelhard has received thou-

sands of letters asking how to claim back

land.

Weekend trips across the border have

not always been peaceful. The occupiers

of a house belonging to Gunther Schnei-

der, a Bavarian doctor, warned him they

would set their dog on him if he came
again.

In response Schneider has bought a

spray can filled with petrol and cayenne

pepper to defend himself next time

around.

A West German masseur has put psy-

chological pressure on his “tenants" by

dropping three-page-long questionnaires

through their doors.

He has a lot to gain: the average rent

for a three-room flat in East Berlin is

about 60 East German marks (36 dollars)

a month. A similarly sized, modest apart-

ment in West Berlin could cost 1,000

West German marks (600 dollars) or

more.

"Those West Germans are out for a

buck and they’re going to charge rents to

send us flying," said Detlef Dix, who
lives with his wife and children in the

working class district of Kopenick on the

outskirts of East Berlin.

East Germans have set up a special

association to lobby against West Ger-

man property claims. They have the

sympathy of many politicians and gov-

ernment officials.

Property rights will also be discussed

by an inter-German commission set up

to negotiate currency union. The com-
mission meets for the first lime this

week.

But many fear the power of the West

German mark and Jurgen Rammbusch for

one is worried that West Germans may
extend their property demands further

east to territory that has not been German
since World War Two.

“If they are claiming their rights over

here, then they are not going to stop at

the Oder (the East German border with

Poland).” Rammbusch said.B

Der Spiegel Photos

East German tenants threatened by 40-year-old
private property claims, massive rent hikes. Would-
be landlord Hilmar Schneider (inset) pressing claim
to this East Berlin house.

SED-PDS leader Gregor Gysi, who comes from a Jewish background, targeted
by demonstrators obscenely Nazi-baiting him. Signs at Leipzig demo said:

"Gysi is no German.”

“Guilt”...
(continuedfrom page 11)

fall. The document which the KPD tops

brought with them from Moscow in June

1945 proclaimed the "common guilt" of

all, and declared the goal was completing

a "bourgeois-democratic restructuring" of

Germany. Ulbricht later admitted that

"the majority of our comrades" supported

instead the "sectarian” policy of socialist

revolution. This line was rooted out. A
social revolution began in East Germany
with the victory of the Red Army, but

only after the imperialists launched their

Cold War did the Stalinists consummate
it, bureaucratically and from the top

down.

From its foundation, the DDR has

proclaimed itself as an anti-fascist state.

And it is notable that today, as the impe-

rialists try to stampede the DDR into a

unified capitalist Germany, Nazi-fascist

attacks have escalated. These include

vandalization of Jewish cemeteries in

Berlin-Weissensee and in Rostock.

Among those buried in the Jewish com-
munity cemetery in Berlin is Herbert

Baum, the Jewish Communist resistance

fighter. The Baum group certainly did

not consider the “entire German people"

responsible for Hitler’s crimes. Another

instance of the rising anti-Semitism are

the attacks on PDS (formerly SED)
chairman Gregor Gysi, who comes from

a Jewish background.

The Spartakist Workers Party of Ger-

many (SpAD) has repeatedly urged

united-front workers action to stop the

fascist terrorists. In our letter to the com-
mander of Soviet armed forces in Ger-

many on 28 December 1989 denouncing

the vile Nazi defacing of the Soviet war
memorial at Treptow, we wrote: “In

memory of the 20 million Soviet dead in

the fight to smash the Third Reich, of six

million Jews who died in the Holocaust,

class-conscious German workers vow to

prevent the rise of a Fourth Reich." We
called for mobilizing tens of thousands

of workers to "crush these killers before

it is too late." At the January 3 united-

front mobilization in Treptow. which we
initiated. Spartakist speakers called for

workers militias to crush the fascists.

But, reportedly. leaders of the SED/
PDS now consider the demonstration at

Treptow to be a "mistake." Instead they

go along with the forced march to Ger-

man reunification which would greatly

embolden the anti-Semites. Accepting the

historic lie of "collective guilt" and giv-

ing financial aid to the Zionist state of

Israel, which is based on the oppression

of the Palestinians, is not a fight against

anti-Semitism. The growth of Zionism

among the Jewish masses was a despair-

ing reaction to the Holocaust and the

refusal of the Western "democracies" to

let in Jewish refugees. Today the Nazi-

like oppression of the Palestinians by the

Zionist state serves only to provide new
arguments to anti-Semites around the

world. Support for "greater Israel” or an

imperialist "greater Germany” is not

support for freedom for the Jewish peo-

ple. Class-struggle action to stop the

fascist terrorists is.

If the Zionists want reparations, why
don’t they approach the Baltic states

which have newly emerged to claim the

heritage of genocide. Or how about Aus-
trian president Waldheim? The guilt for

the Holocaust is not borne by “the entire

German people"—the guilty have names,

and so do those who honor the Nazi mass
murderers, like Reagan and Kohl did at

Bitburg. The DDR workers state is anti-

fascist at its roots—and we defend it!
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Fourth Reich...
(continued from page I

)

after another, the German. British and

American imperialists have reached a

consensus to seize through a propaganda

blitz what formerly they thought would

take a NATO Blitzkrieg. If they are suc-

cessful it will be at the expense of vast

sectors of the DDR population.

"They are trying to create chaos in order

to destroy the DDR workers state. The
establishment of a collectivized economy
in the heart of Europe is a historic gain

that must be defended."

The SpAD statement called on the work-

ing people of the DDR to "cast a re-

sounding vote against capitalist reunifi-

cation in the March 18 elections, and to

begin now to organize and resist, in the

plants, on the streets, the imperialist

assault."

Stressing that the elections are a (dis-

torted) plebiscite on the existence of the

DDR. the Spartakist Workers Party is

presenting candidates on a class-struggle

program against capitalist reunification.

It is also demanding from all other par-

ties and candidates a clear statement of

position on reunification. We urge voters

where the SpAD is not running candi-

dates. and voters who do not fully sup-

port our program, to cast a vote for those

slates firmly pledged to oppose capitalist

reunification and uphold the social and

political integrity of the DDR and pre-

serve its social gains.

The Bonn campaign to ram through a

currency union is a deadly threat to the

working people of the DDR. As soon as

Modrow's capitulation was broadcast,

long lines formed in front of banks as

working people worried that their savings

would become worthless. Even Western

economists admit that a Deutsche Bank

republic would mean millions of unem-

ployed and massive wage cuts. The
panic-mongering about a collapse of the

DDR. orchestrated direct from the chan-

cellor’s office in conjunction with the

Social Democrats (SPD), is to prepare to

buy up the DDR on the cheap

This is a classic destabilization cam-

paign. like in Chile, to demoralize and

paralyze the East German workers, com-
bined with the Goebbels technique of the

Big Lie: the claims of imminent collapse.

Yet DDR citizens can tell by looking

around them, none of this is true. Even

a "senior Western diplomat" is quoted as

saying: "They are not at the edge of the

abyss. There is food in the shops, the

electricity and water are running as

usual, the trash is picked up, the trams

and buses are operating." Just compare

this to Poland where under IMF austerity

there is now hunger, mass joblessness,

plant shutdowns and the like.

The Kohl/SPD drive to gobble up the

DDR is in many ways reminiscent of

Adolf Hitler’s campaign to dismember
Czechoslovakia in 1938. In May of that

year, the German general staff prepared

a directive calling for propaganda war-

fare to wear down the Czechs’ resistance

and economic warfare to hasten their

collapse. Goebbels’ propaganda ministry

manufactured stories of "Czech terror"

Israeli Fighter for Palestinian Rights

Michel Warshawski Must Not Go to Jail!
In the racist Zionist state, "free

speech" doesn’t apply to Palestinians or

their defenders. In November, Michel

Warshawski was sentenced to 20

months in prison on charges of provid-

ing typesetting services for and holding

material belonging to "illegal organiza-

tions." Warshawski is director of the

Alternative Information Centre (AIC)

and a leader of the Revolutionary Com-
munist League. Israeli section of the

international "Trotskyist" current led by

Ernest Mandel.

Initially charged with “supporting ter-

rorists,” a crime carrying a 23-year

sentence. Warshawski was arrested in

February 1987 when police raided AIC
offices, seized its equipment and shut

it down. In the eyes of his jailers, War-

shawski ’s "crime" was to make AIC
publishing facilities available to Pales-

tinian Arab groups and to use the pages

of the AIC's publication News From
Within to expose Zionist terror. The
Partisan Defense Committee sent a

protest to the Israeli embassy in

Washington:

"The cold-blooded murders of Pales-

tinian youths by Zionist state terrorists

and their fascistic thugs go unpunished

—or rewarded. But those, like Michel
Warshawski. who protest the brutal and
inhumane treatment of Palestinian Arabs

in the Occupied Territories are marked
as criminals by the Tel Aviv rulers.

"To shield world’s eyes from the ritual

beatings and murder of Palestinians in

the Occupied Territories, the Israeli

government declared war on those jour-

nalists courageous enough to provide

the outside world a glimpse of the fas-

cistic treatment of the oppressed Pales-

tinians. Foreign journalists have been

expelled: Michel Warshawski. Assaf

Adiv. Yacov Ben Efrat. and many more
locked away in jails, Palestinian jour-

nalists arc routinely held in administra-

tive detention for years—without trial.

"We demand Michel Warshawski be

immediately released. Free all victims

of Israeli slate repression."

Michel Warshawski is presently free

on bail. His appeal to the Israeli High

Court is scheduled to be heard in

March. Contributions to his defense

campaign can be sent to: Alternative

Information Centre. P.O. Box 24278,

Jerusalem. Israel.

against the German minority in the

Sudetenland. And threats of German
invasion convinced the British and

French rulers that the only alternative to

war with the Third Reich was to accept

the destruction of their Czech ally, which

they did at the Munich conference in

September 1938. Six months later the

Wehrmacht marched into Prague.

The difference with today is that

Czechoslovakia was a junior partner of

British and French imperialism, whereas

the DDR is a workers state, albeit

bureaucratically deformed, allied with the

USSR. When George Bush tours U.S.

military bases, watching mock U.S.-

Soviet battles, climbing into a B-52

cockpit, and saying. "Now, back to the

war." he’s preparing for war against the

Soviet Union. So when the imperialist

world proclaims "Today East Germany,
tomorrow Russia!” revolutionary-minded

workers and all opponents of imperialist

war must answer with a resounding

"No!" And despite the present reunifica-

tion intoxication, they will not be alone

in saying so.

Helmut Kohl badly wants to be the

first Reichskanzler since Adolf Hitler,

and West Germany's Drang noth Osten

(thrust to the East) is sending shudders

around the world. Faced with the West

German "2+4" plan (first negotiations by

the two German states, then by the four

WW II Allies) the Polish government

asked to participate and for a guarantee

of the Oder-Neisse line. Bonn responded

that Polish participation "would not be

meaningful," and that Germany was not

(now) making any territorial claims. No
wonder two out of three Poles oppose

German reunification, and many think it

presages World War III. No wonder

Warsaw wants Soviet troops to stay in

putcr industry. The distortions are due

not only to bureaucratic arbitrariness but

also to the autarky (national self-

sufficiency) and the lack of true inter-

national central planning. For starters,

instead of selling the country to capitalist

West Germany, an interim perspective

would be to press for a genuine and

equitable integration of the economy of

the DDR with the USSR—the workers’

answer to perestroika (sellout).

The Stalinist schema of “building so-

cialism in one country" was always a

contradiction and a lie, and all the more

so in half a country like the DDR: social-

ism is inherently international in scope.

—10 February 1990 (Sl)c jNirUr Jlork (times —13 February 1990

2 German ChiefsPrepare to Meet:

A Steamroller vs. a Lame Duck?
By SERGE SCHMEMANN

is n» Nn Yon nm.

The Ge rmans

EAST BERLIN’S RUIN

PREDICTED IN BONN

Kohl Adviser Warns That East

Germany Is Facing a Crisis

— Assertion Is Denied

BONN, Feb 12 — Having relumed
wuh whai he calls a "green light " from
Moscow, Chancellor Helmui Kohl
stands in a dominant position as he pre-

pares to receive Prime Minister Hans
Modrow of East Germany on Tuesday
to press a demand for rapid monetary
union

staying within the structure of NATO
cannot be accepted." and that "the

question of military structures and
questions of political status can be
solved only in a gradual transition

"

In fact, it is not entirely clear what
Mr Kohl will demand of Mr Modrow
now that the East German caretaKen
' «Uj^lejj.t>— -y

Imperialist media blitz seeks to stampede DDR into capitalist West Germany.
Der Spiegel (5 February): “Chaos in the DDR— Flight to Unity."

the DDR. Think of a Hitler with nuclear

weapons.

It is not only Germany’s neighbors

who get a chill at the rush to reunifica-

tion. The population of the DDR is be-

ginning to realize that bringing in the D-

Mark would mean not Audis (or even

VWs) for all. but losing your job, your

home, and many very real social gains.

In recent days parents and children have

demonstrated in East Berlin against the

elimination of free lunches and day care

in the schools. And Arheiterpressekor-

respondenz (Arprekorr), published by the

Spartakist Workers Party, reports that

workers at the EAW electrical supplies

plant held a warning strike protesting

threatened layoffs, including of a group

of Vietnamese workers. EAW director

Puppe ("puppet") has been negotiating

with Western capitalists, saying he could

get rid of 3,000-4,000 workers.

In its terminal decay, the Stalinist SED
(now PDS) regime disrupts and dumps
the socialized economy and the workers

state. DDR workers must take action,

through factory occupations and the

organization of workers control, to main-

tain production and prevent a sellout. In

building up a workers state on the ruins

of Nazi fascism, they have accomplished

a very great deal: not only a standard of

living higher than in much of West Eu-

rope. but industries capable of producing

all types of consumer products and ma-
chine tools, as well as an advanced com-

Already by the time of the Europe-wide

1848 revolutions, which grew out of the

industrial revolution, a world market had

been established. This required the work-

ing class to go beyond the nationalism of

the bourgeois revolutions. So just as the

First International sought to unite the

workers’ struggles across national boun-

daries. today DDR workers fighting

against capitalist reunification must seek

common struggle with their coworkers in

the West. And just as the Paris Commune
and Soviet Russia under Lenin and Trot-

sky decreed full citizenship rights for

foreign workers, we Trotskyists demand
the same in the DDR today.

With a view to the March 18 elections,

the Spartakist Workers Party has just

issued a “Manifesto and Program for

Struggle" under the headline “No to

Capitalist Reunification! For a Workers

Soviet Germany!" The Manifesto warns,

as we have repeatedly done, against the

SPD Trojan horse which seeks to bring

about capitalist reunification painted in

social-democratic pink. It alerts the

working people to the several parties,

including the PDS, which say they want

to fight the sellout but then capitulate in

practice. The SpAD declares: “Stalinism

has wretchedly demonstrated its bank-

ruptcy. But no one has the right to hand

over to capital what millions have

created! We must defend our social gains

and our workers state. We have much to

lose and everything to win!"M

Der Spiegel

East Germans exchanging DDR marks for West German D-marks. Kohl’s

"monetary union" would impoverish DDR masses.
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Black workers
must bury
apartheid!

Striking

South African
rail workers,

November 1989.

South Africa...
(continuedfrom page 16)

willing 10 make would meet the most

minimal demands of the ANC. So far de

Klerk hasn’t agreed to lift the state of

emergency or release all political prison-

ers, much less do away with the Group
Areas Act or accept a parliament based

on “one man. one vote."

The Nationalists risk alienating their

own base. Die-hard Afrikaner right-

wingers in the Conservative Party won
31 percent of the vote in the “whites

only" September 1989 elections. On Feb-

ruary 15. some 15,000 turned out for a

right-wing protest against the govern-

ment’s release of Mandela. The para-

military fascist Afrikaner Resistance

Movement hoisted their three-legged

swastika-like symbol. The military is still

smarting over their stinging defeat in

Angola by Cuban forces at Cuito Cuana-
vale a year and a half ago. The cops have

been shaken by exposures of police death

squads assassinating activists.

Mandela, on the other hand, is faced

with the fact that blacks expect funda-

mental change. He had to speak to this

in his first speech after arriving in

Soweto:

“We believe that apartheid has created a

heinous system of exploitation in which
a racist minority monopolizes economic
wealth while the vast majority of the op-

AP
No "negotiated settlement" can stop
this. Anti-apartheid protesters bru-
tally suppressed in Bloemfontein,
January 30.

pressed and black people are condemned
to poverty.

"South Africa is a wealthy country. It is

the labor of black workers that has built

the cities, roads and factories we see.

They cannot be excluded from sharing

this wealth."

Yet long before the Nationalists intro-

duced their elaborate "separate develop-

ment" (apartheid) schemes. South Afri-

can capitalism rested (as it does today)

upon the superexploitation of black labor.

Without starvation wages for the masses,

/ ;
~\
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no superprofits for the while masters who
lord it over 20 million blacks.

The chasm between white and black in

South Africa cannot be bridged by bour-

geois democracy, which would intensify

the enormous social contradictions to the

point of explosion. Democracy for the

oppressed majority can only come about

through workers revolution. And a black-

led workers government, incorporating as

well the coloured and Indian masses, can

offer to South African whites the chance

to collaborate in the development, rather

than the looting, of what is their home-
land too.

Lenin defined as one of the hallmarks

of a prerevolutionary situation that those

at the top are unable to rule in the old

way. Clearly this is the case with the

Nationalists, whose iron grip on power
since 1 948 is palpably beginning to come
unhinged. Dr. Gerrit Viljoen. the cabinet

minister regarded as the brain truster of

de Klerk’s “reforms." said early this

month that the Nationalist Party would
surrender power within ten years. Now
he is already predicting the end will

come in five.

Lenin’s second criterion was that those

at the bottom refuse to be ruled in

the old way— something South African

blacks have demonstrated time and again.

The missing and key component is the

revolutionary party which can take ad-

vantage of the evident disarray of the

ruling class to mobilize the working class

for the conquest of power. The forging

of such an integrated, multiracial Bol-

shevik party, acting as the vanguard of

the workers and tribune of the oppressed

— this is the urgent task at hand.

Smash the Chains of

Apartheid Slavery!

Nowhere in the world are the differ-

ences between white and black as vast as

they are in South Africa today. In the

aftermath of the 1984-86 black rebellion,

the government has repealed not only a

number of "petty apartheid" laws, such

as segregation of public accommodations,

but also the hated pass laws and “influx

control" legislation used to drive blacks

from the cities to barren townships. But

the vast black majority is still disenfran-

chised. forcibly segregated and subject to

police-state rule, whether through the

“state of emergency," "banning” laws,

bantustans or the militarized labor com-
pounds where contract laborers in the

mines are housed under lock and key.

Citing an article by Eddie Koch in the

Weekly Mail (13 January 1989). South

African Marxist intellectual Baruch

Hirson graphically describes this hell:

“Over half a million black workers in

these compounds have always been

closely guarded and closed to outsiders,

but new measures seal them off even

more tightly. According to Koch, the

hostels are surrounded by high walls and

rolls of razor wire; the areas are patrolled

by mounted security men, armoured vehi-

cles and dog squads, and in some mines

white miners are active members of the

security force" (Searchlight South Africa.

July 1989). This is life under the so-

called "progressive” capitalists— like

Gavin Relly, head of Anglo American,

who has taken the lead in "negotiating"

with the ANC.
The gulf between black and white

wages in South Africa is vast: in 1984

the average black miner made about $200
a month, about one-sixth the average for

white miners. In manufacturing, white

workers make about four times as much
as blacks. Moreover, millions of black

workers have been made foreigners in

their own country, forced to travel for

hours every day from far-off bantustans

where the apartheid state dumped them
when it created these phony "independent

homelands." While many South African

whites lounge by their swimming pools,

black children play in the mud along

unpaved roads, drinking contaminated

water from open sewers. A black child

dies of hunger in South Africa every

20 minutes. This is the brutal reality

of apartheid, and no "negotiations” can

change that.

But militant class struggle can, as

the recent strike of black railway workers

against the South African Transport

Services (SATS) demonstrated. When the

workers walked out in November. SATS
immediately fired the 23,000 strikers. For

the next three months it was hard class

war. All told. 27 people died in one of

the bloodiest labor battles in the recent

history of the black trade-union move-
ment. Then, on January 9. a train carry-

ing hundreds of strikers to a union meet-

ing at Germiston station was met by

1 .000 vigilantes armed with pangas (ma-

chetes), knives, short spears and stones.

Despite the bloody mob assault, which

was organized by the bosses and the

police, the black South African Railway

Workers Union (SARWU) held on and

finally beat the attack. Their courage at

Germiston sparked a solidarity strike

from black telecommunications workers

and an international campaign of labor

solidarity. The government was worried

about the impact of more killings of

strikers on its plans to free Mandela. In

the end, the wage cut was canceled and

the firings were rescinded, as were evic-

tions from workers' hostels.

As black people in South Africa see

Nelson Mandela’s release as a harbinger

of liberation, there will be an acute crisis

of expectations. Speaking on ABC-TV's
Nightline (7 February). Winnie Mandela
said that "for the ordinary man in the

street, his liberation is tantamount to

freedom for the oppressed masses of this

country." An article in the Johannesburg
Weekly Mail (25 January) notes: “The
’Young Lions,’ the radical township

youth, are showing deep suspicion of the

process of negotiations.” It went on:

"The generation which grew up in the

townships during the uprisings of 1984-

1986 was one nurtured on militancy and
radical solutions.

"Slogans like ‘Freedom or death!' 'Vic-

tory is certain’ or 'Long live the spirit

of no compromise'...served to rally the

masses and to express the revolution-

Black History Month
Spartacist^ Events

Finish the Civil War!

Karl Marx, the First International and
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Pittston Strike Betrayed
FEBRUARY 20— In Kentucky, West

Virginia and southwest Virginia, 1,900

coal miners voted yesterday by a two-

to-one margin to accept a contract,

ending their eleven-month strike against

Pittston. After waiting six weeks to get

the contract from United Mine Workers

(UMW) president Richard Trumka as

the picket lines were reduced to token

levels by the union tops, the miners

have been worn down to accept Trum-
ka’s sellout.

The Labor Department, Pittston and

the union tops cooked up the contract

on January 1. Trumka pledged that

there would be no contract vote until

the fines of $64 million against the

UMW were lifted. But Virginia judge

Donald McGIothlin's fines are still in

place and 13 strikers remain fired.

Despite the sales job of the UMW
bureaucracy, this contract betrays what

the miners, their families and supporters

throughout the labor movement fought

for almost a year, taking over 3,000

arrests at the hands of state troopers

and federal marshals.

Pittston will be allowed to buy its

way out of one bankrupt medical ben-

efit fund at bargain basement prices.

Up to 500 strikers will be laid off, as

scabs will be retained at three Pittston

mines. Work rules concessions allowing

the company to institute "flex time”—
putting miners on a 28-day rotation,

changing shifts every week—will save

Pittston three dollars a ton. Trumka
claims a victory for job security, but at

Pittston ’s Pyxis Resources mine the

number of scabs can increase to 540

from the current 400 before the com-
pany will have to hire UMW members!
As the Pittston strike was dragged

down by Trumka, the coal fields have

exploded with company and cop terror

against the UMW. On January 16, three

union pickets at Regency Industries in

Northfork Hollow, West Virginia were
shot in the back by company gun thugs.

John McCoy died and two other miners
were seriously injured.

In Dehue. West Virginia at the Rum
Creek Coal preparation plant (a subsidi-

ary of the union-busting A.T. Massey
Company) the bosses are out to wipe
out the union. The Rum Creek tipple

went non-union last summer, following

the national wildcat strikes in defense

of the Pittston miners. A contractor at

Rum Creek flaunts a hat reading "Scab
1." On January 26, a thousand UMW
members from the surrounding states

gave this scab a taste of union power,

choking off the Dehue plant with a

mass picket line after U.S. marshals and

scab truckers assaulted UMW pickets.

At the Dehue picket there were

miners from UMW Local 1895 in

Beckley, West Virginia. On strike for

a year against the New Beckley Coal

Company’s Glen Daniel mine, these

miners also helped to mobilize support

for their class brothers at Pittston. But

when New Beckley Coal bosses shut

down the mine in January rather than

see a union victory, the strikers were

abandoned by the UMW tops.

And criminally, the Trumka bureauc-

racy has refused to lift a finger for

miners being railroaded by capitalist

class “justice." In West Virginia, nine

members of UMW Local 5948 face

from 10 to 80 years in prison on

trumped-up charges that they conspired

to bomb a struck coal plant last August.

They are being charged under the same

interstate commerce conspiracy laws

that were used to railroad the five A.T.

Massey strikers in Kentucky.

Like the Massey strikers, Local 5948
has been left to go it alone for overfive

years in one of Trumka’s “selective

strikes." The Milburn Nine's trial is set

to begin on February 22 in Beckley—
the entire UMW must come to their

defense! Stop the coal bosses' railroad

job— free the Milbum miners and drop

all charges!

The UMW just passed its 100th an-

niversary with only 60,000 union

miners producing less than one-third of

the coal mined in the U.S. The key to

defending and extending gains that the

miners have won (like union-run safety

committees) is a class-struggle leader-

ship of the UMW. Such a leadership

would use plant occupations and mass
picket lines to stop scab coal; it would

fight to organize the unorganized.

Last year saw the beginning of an

upsurge in strike activity in the United

States, after 1988 saw the lowest total

number of major strikes in over 40

years. One month after the Eastern

workers put up picket lines at the air-

ports last March. Pittston miners finally

went on strike after working without a

contract for 14 months. Because of

their inspiration for other unionists and
the potential for big victories by or-

ganized labor to turn around a string of

defeats, the Eastern and Pittston strikes

were widely recognized as major battles

between labor and capital.

As the arrest toll mounted during the

Pittston strike, Trumka pleaded, "Is it

legal to win a strike in America?” ( Bal-

timore Sun, 14 January). But the capi-

talist state doesn't give "permission"

for workers to win class battles. It was

precisely the UMW bureaucracy's capi-

tulation to the courts and injunctions

which hogtied the Pittston strike.

Throughout the strike the ranks of the

UMW showed a capacity and desire to

fight the coal bosses and their govern-

ment—from the wildcat strikes in a

dozen states last summer to the oc-

cupation of the Moss No. 3 coal

processing plant in September. Union-

ists from all over the U.S. journeyed to

the miners’ Camp Solidarity in Virginia

to take a stand with the UMW.
Every strike in America comes up

against the state—from the local com-
pany judges to the state house, the

White House and Congress. Workers

must have a union leadership that won’t

bow down before the injunctions

against mass pickets and secondary

strikes. But the misleaders of American
unions have allied themselves to the

capitalist Democratic Party and play

ball with the bosses. To forge a class-

struggle leadership in the UMW means
breaking the labor bureaucracy’s al-

liance with the Democrats. We need a

revolutionary workers party that wants

to take the mines and plants out of the

hands of the capitalists.

ary sentiment sweeping through the

townships."

The article quotes ANC leader Walter

Sisulu saying, "The problem is many of

the youngsters are not really interested

in the negotiations. In fact they’ve be-

come a little bit angry. That’s why I say

that this chap De Klerk is moving too

fast.... We want to educate our people."

For this they will rely on the Stalinists

like SACP leader Joe Slovo, who says

"socialism is not on the immediate agen-

da." But hundreds of thousands of mili-

tant black workers in the mines and mills

are demanding the full fruits of their

backbreaking labor. If that is commu-
nism, they’re for it—and the Stalinists in

their terminal crisis will have no easy

time “re-educating" them otherwise.

South African blacks haven’t heard of

the "Death of Communism."

Black and Red in South Africa

To do away with apartheid rule re-

quires nothing short of thoroughgoing

socialist revolution. And the millions-

strong black South African proletariat

has the power. One of the biggest

changes over the last decade has been the

growth of the black union movement,

which by virtue of its concentrated social

strength emerged as a central force in the

anti-apartheid struggle. But the black

unions, at first a conglomeration of

syndicalist- and nationalist-led organiza-

tions, have been drawn under the aegis

of the ANC.
Cyril Ramaphosa. the president of the

Congress of South African Trade Unions

(COSATU), was at Mandela’s side in

Cape Town and is now a major contender

for succession to ANC leadership, after

the older generation of Sisulu, Tambo
and Mandela retire. Already more than

once Ramaphosa has sent striking miners

back to work defeated after reluctantly

going on strike against the Anglo Amer-
ican bosses whom the ANC, despite all

their talk of nationalization, look to as

future partners in a “democratic" South

Africa.

South African

blacks don’t buy
the “Death of

Communism."

SA-hts
The fight for workers power means a

break with the ANC and with the South

African Communist Party, which is not

fighting for communism but for a capi-

talist “post-apartheid state." For more
than six decades, the Stalinists have had

pushed their "two-stage" line, under Gor-

bachev's "new thinking" this has been

intensified as the Soviet leader looks for

a global deal with the imperialists. The
Kremlin has put the financial screws to

the ANC to begin "negotiations" with the

apartheid butchers. Speaking in Harare,

Zimbabwe in 1987. Victor Goncharov,

the deputy director of the Institute of

African Studies of the USSR Academy
of Sciences, said that socialism would
come “maybe not in 25 years but in a

century. ..I am an optimist."

Both when he followed Stalin’s every

twist and turn and now following his new
mentor Gorbachev, SACP leader Slovo
has consistently opposed socialist revolu-

tion. Yet South Africa today is the most
dramatic proof of the correctness of Trot-

sky’s theory of permanent revolution,

which was also the program of the early

Communist International, that in the age

of imperialism even the most basic dem-
ocratic tasks can only be accomplished

by the victory of proletarian revolution.

There must be a fight to forge an

integrated multiracial Bolshevik party.

An internationalist party, it will open its

doors to the hundreds of thousands of mi-
grant workers—from Zimbabwe, Mozam-
bique, Botswana. Namibia—who pour into

South Africa. And a South African workers

state will become the motor force for lib-

eration of the subcontinent.

a "two-stage" program: bourgeois democ-

racy now, socialist revolution later, i.e.,

never. When this revisionist program was

first presented by Stalin and Bukharin in

the late ’20s, some South African Com-
munists objected, such as S.P. Bunting,

who at the Sixth Congress of the Com-
munist International in 1928 argued:

"Native workers and some peasants arc

pouring inlo the Party in preference to

joining the purely native bodies, whether

national or industrial, which have let

them down and fallen into the hands of

the bourgeoisie. They fully appreciate the

‘vulgar Marxist' slogan of 'Workers of

the World Unite,’ of joint action by black

and white labour against the common
enemy; and at the same time they see

that the CP sincerely and unreservedly

espouse their national cause as an op-

pressed race."

— Searchlight South Africa,

July 1989

While the Stalinists have consistently
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Black masses of Soweto (right) throng to

celebrate ANC leader Nelson Mandela's
release after 27 years in apartheid prisons.

Mandela Released— Black South Africa Jubilant, Defiant

Smash Apartheid-

Black Workers Must

Take Power!
Forge a Racially Integrated

Bolshevik Party!

As Nelson Mandela walked out of

prison Sunday, February 1 1 . tens of thou-

sands filled the streets and stadiums from

Cape Town to Soweto in defiant jubi-

lation. For black Africans, coloureds

(mixed-race) and Indians. Mandela has

become the embodiment of implacable

opposition to white racist rule. After 27

years of demanding “Free Mandela!" as

they sought to break the chains of apart-

heid slavery, many see his freedom as

heralding their own. There were also

many white South Africans in the crowds
who don't want to live in a racist gar-

rison state and see in Mandela a black

leader who can overcome South Africa's

deep racial divide.

At the same time, racist rulers from

de Klerk in Pretoria to Thatcher in

London and Bush in Washington also

"greeted" Mandela. They are looking to

the black leader to be a "facilitator" for

a "negotiated settlement" which, while

eliminating the hated apartheid struc-

tures. would preserve capitalist rule in

South Africa. But this "unity fest" of

impoverished blacks in the townships

with their oppressors and exploiters

cannot and will not last.

As the cameras focused on Mandela
walking out of Victor Verster prison, TV
broadcasts carried the voice of South

African president F.W. de Klerk declar-

ing. "The season of violence is over."

Meanwhile, troops in full combat gear

with automatic rifles were moving into

the center of Cape Town where tens

of thousands had gathered to welcome
the anti-apartheid fighter. Earlier, police

shot into the fringes of the crowd, killing

one man and injuring over 100. After

one volley, more than 25 people lay in

the street.

The imperialists’ hopes in Mandela as

"Mr. Peaceful Transition" were fading

even as he began to speak. “The scene at

the town hall was revolutionary." report-

ed the London Independent (12 Febru-

ary). The green, yellow and black flag of

the African National Congress fluttered

from the flagpole. A red flag with ham-
mer and sickle draped the balcony from

which Mandela spoke. "I am a loyal and

disciplined member of the ANC.” he

said, reaffirming his support to armed
struggle and saluting the South African

Communist Party (SACP).

The morning after, there was conster-

nation in corporate boardrooms when
Mandela reaffirmed the ANC’s call for

nationalization of the mines. The Johan-

nesburg gold market sank to the floor.

Maggie Thatcher railed about Mandela's

unrepentant words. The New York Times

(15 February) complained that "Mr.

Mandela" hadn’t "reached out to other

political currents.” but instead supported

armed struggle and praised the “com-

rades" of the SACP. One Jo'burg disc

jockey told listeners that Mandela's

speech "could have been written for him

by Karl Marx.”

This is not true. The African National

Congress has from its inception advo-

cated a “mixed economy” and some
form of "power sharing” with the white-

supremacist regime. Its sporadic recourse

to guerrilla war has been as a pressure

tactic to force negotiations. Thus Man-
dela reaffirmed the ANC's longstanding

appeals to Anglo-American imperialism,

by calling for continued economic sanc-

tions against South Africa. And the Com-
munist Party, whose hammers and sickles

make the apartheid rulers see red, is

decidedly not fighting for communism,
but for a "democratic" capitalist "post-

apartheid state." Yet the harsh realities

of life in South Africa are such that

there's no room to play "Let's Make a

Deal."

In his Cape Town speech. Mandela
declared: "Now is the time to intensify

the struggle on all fronts." If the purpose

of this call was to increase pressure for

negotiations, the effect of an upsurge of

black struggle may go far beyond what

vNC wants. The Nationalist Party's

ale has created an opening, and
already it is being seized. From the

Ciskei. where bantustan police shot tear

gas at protesters, to Johannesburg, where
1.000 black postal workers did the

fast-stepping toyi-toyi march through

the streets, the smell of rebellion is in

the air.

De Klerk’s Gamble
The Nationalist Party under the new

"verligte" (enlightened) leadership of de

Klerk has adopted the "rationalist imperi-

alist” viewpoint espoused by the likes

of Anglo American Corporation mining
mogul Gavin Relly. The economy has

taken a battering as many multinationals

pull out of direct operations (while keep-

ing licensing agreements). This is partly

due to sanctions, but also to the unrest

and repression, and the lure of super-

profits from restoring capitalist exploita-

tion in East Europe. Meanwhile, many
educated middle-class whites are emi-
grating to more respectable racist havens
like Australia.

De Klerk & Co. would like to present

a facade of democracy while leaving

intact the existing economic structure.

They figure that only Nelson Mandela
would have the authority to pull this off.

Mandela took pains in Cape Town to say

he hasn't bargained away the struggle for

freedom, and it's far from clear that the

maximal changes the Nationalist Party is

continued on page 14
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Appeasement of Imperialism

DPA AP
Kohl and Gorbachev agree on "Inevitability” of capitalist reunification of Germany (left). Right-wing nationalists in Leipzig (right) flaunt flag with map of Hitler’s

Third Reich and slogan "Germany, my fatherland."

Gorbachev Caves In

to a Fourth Reich
No to D-Mark Anschluss

of East Germany!

East Germany has been targeted by the

most enormous campaign in memory of

artificial destabilization by imperialist

forces. Their goal is to stampede the

German Democratic Republic (DDR) into

an Anschluss (annexation) by capitalist

West Germany. Let us be clear: this

amounts to nothing less than counter-

revolution. And it would embolden the

most dangerous warmongering forces,

from West German revanchists to the

Pentagon and the White House, who are

aiming for disintegration of the Soviet

Union and its destruction as an anti-

capitalist state, while maintaining the

threat of nuclear war. Yet on February

13. the Modrow government in East

Berlin agreed to a currency union under

the D-mark, to implement a reunification

that nobody has even voted on. while

Gorbachev agreed to “German unity” and

a U.S. troop advantage in Europe.

The arrogance of the imperialist in-

timidation campaign and the perfidy of

the decomposing Stalinist bureaucracies

in caving in cannot be exaggerated. West

German chancellor Kohl says to the

DDR. you must surrender control of your

economy to the Frankfurt bankers; Mo-
drow says OK. U.S. president Bush says

to the USSR, you withdraw your troops

and we will keep ours, as well as an-

nexing your key ally; Gorbachev says,

that’s reasonable. Now NATO is insisting

on sending its forces, or at least the

Bundeswehr, right up to the Polish bor-

der. the Oder-Neisse line. The White

House admits it was surprised at how
precipitously the Soviets knuckled under.

Our comrades of the Spartakist Work-
ers Party of Germany (SpAD) issued an

urgent statement on the eve of these

fateful events, declaring:

“'Seeing a paralyzed DDR leadership and
with Gorbachev giving away one position

continued on page 13

Kremlin Bureaucracy Splintering
The plenum of the Soviet Communist

Party a few weeks ago marked the fur-

ther disintegration of the Stalinist bu-

reaucracy as the USSR is wracked by

national strife amid mounting economic
chaos. Sixteen thousand Soviet troops

and other armed forces have been sent

to the Caucasus to suppress the bloody,

two-year-long conflict between Azer-

baijanis and Armenians. Lithuanian na-

tionalists proclaim they will secede

from the Soviet Union at the end of this

month. Violent anti-Semitism is on the

rise, and Jews in Moscow and Lenin-

grad live in fear of pogroms. State

shops are empty while newly legalized

private entrepreneurs sell their wares at

many times the official prices.

The once seemingly monolithic, in-

deed totalitarian, structure of Stalinist

rule is collapsing. The multinational

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics is

threatened with disintegration. Prac-

tically every week there is an outburst

of nationalist/communalist violence,

most recently a riot in Tadzhikistan

against Armenian refugees. On the

periphery of the USSR, in the Baltic

republics and Caucasus, party bosses

have allied themselves with local na-

tionalists against Moscow.
The Russian core of the Kremlin oli-

garchy is rent between "liberal reform-

ers.” who have rallied behind Gorba-
chev. and conservative apparatchiks

now generally allied with Great Russian

nationalism. On the eve of the Com-
munist Party (CPSU) plenum. 100.000

demonstrators gathered outside the

Kremlin walls and chanted “Resign!

Resign!" to the Central Committee. The
main- organizer of this pally was the

Democratic Platform, an openly social-

democratic faction in the CPSU. At the

same time, some protesters waved pre-

Revolution Russian flags.

The main support for Gorbachev’s

course comes from the Western-

oriented intelligentsia who would like

a market economy, bourgeois parlia-

mentarism and wholesale appeasement

of NATO imperialism. Largely the

children of Stalin’s apparatchiks, this

privileged stratum is now capitulating

whole hog to the unrelenting economic
and military pressure of world capital-

ism on the Soviet bureaucratically de-

generated workers state. "If you can’t

beat 'em, join ’em" is the motto of the

continued on page 5

Return to the Road of Lenin and Trotsky!



Harlem: The Politics of Death
For inner city blacks and Hispanics.

life in capitalist America is not only brutal

— it *s short, and getting shorter. A re-

cently released study by Harlem Hospital

surgeons Colin McCord and Harold Free-

man ("Excess Mortality in Harlem." New'

England Journal of Medicine, 18 Jan-

uary) shows that only 40 percent of black

men in Harlem live to age 65, compared

to 55 percent of men in Bangladesh in

South Asia, one of the poorest countries

in the world!

As would be expected in an impov-

erished Third World country, the infant

mortality rate in Bangladesh is much
higher than for American blacks (which

is already twice the rate for whites). But

after the age of 15, the death rate of

black males in Harlem steadily accel-

erates, surpassing that of Bangladesh (see

graph). And now. while life expectancy

for whites in the U.S. continues to rise,

that for blacks has fallen from 69.7 years

in 1984 to 69.4 years in 1986.

The study of Central Harlem, where 96
percent of the population is black and 41

percent lives below the poverty line, was

based on 1980 census figures and death

certificates for 1 979- 1981. It showed that

almost three limes as many black men
and 2.7 times as many black women die

under age 65 compared to whites. Har-

lem was the most extreme case, but of

353 NYC health areas. 54 showed similar

figures—53 of these were black and

Hispanic. And this was before the "Rea-

gan revolution."

As part of the propaganda “war on

drugs," the media have noted that among
young black men (age 15 to 24) homi-

cide is the leading cause of death. But

while the death rate for black males in

The Jewish Question

and Capitalism

We reprint below excerpts from Abram
Leon's The Jewish Question: A Marxist Inter-

pretation, an incisive materialist analysis of
the Jewish question and the role of anti-

Semitism under capitalism. In his own life,

Leon mirrored the catastrophe which befell

the Jewish people of Europe, particularly the

significant pro-socialist proletarian masses.

TROTSKY in the first half of this century. Leon was a LENIN
Belgian Jew of Polish origin who was won to

Trotskyism at the outset of World War II from the left-Zionist Hashomer Hatzair youth

organization. He became leader of the underground Trotskyist organization in Belgium

and an organizer of clandestine revolutionary propaganda among German soldiers.

Toward the end of the war Abram Leon was captured by the Nazis and murdered in

Auschwitz.

Thus the tragic fate of Judaism mirrors with singular sharpness the situation of all

humanity. The decline of capitalism means for the Jews the return to the ghetto—
although the basis for the ghetto disappeared long ago. along with the foundations of

feudal society. Similarly, for all humanity, capitalism bars the road of the past as well

as the highway to the future. Only the destruction of capitalism will make it possible

for humanity to benefit from the immense achievements of the industrial era.

Is it astonishing that the Jewish masses, who are the first to feel—and with special

sharpness—the effects of the contradictions of capitalism, should have furnished rich

forces for the socialist and revolutionary struggle? "On various occasions Lenin

emphasized the importance of the Jews for the revolution, not only in Russia but in other

countries as well . . . Lenin also expressed the thought that the flight of a part of the Jewish

population. . into the interior of Russia, as a result of the occupation of the industrial

regions of the West, had been a very useful thing for the revolution—just as the

appearance of a large number of Jewish intellectuals in the Russian cities during the war

had also been useful. They helped to smash the wide-spread and extremely dangerous

sabotage which confronted the Bolsheviks everywhere immediately following the

Revolution. Thus they helped the Revolution to survive a very critical stage." The high

percentage of Jews in the proletarian movement is only a reflection of the tragic situation

of Judaism in our time. The intellectual faculties of the Jews, fruit of the historic past

of Judaism, are thus an important support for the proletarian movement....

The very paroxysm, however, that the Jewish problem has reached today, also provides

the key to its solution. The plight of the Jewsjias never been so tragic; but never has

it been so close to ceasing to be that. In past centuries, hatred of the Jews had a real basis

in the social antagonism which set them against other classes of the population. Today,

the interest of the Jewish classes are closely bound up with the interests of the popular

masses of the entire world. By persecuting the Jews as "capitalist," capitalism makes
them complete pariahs. The ferocious persecutions against Judaism render stark-naked

the stupid bestiality of anti-Semitism and destroy the remnants of prejudices that the

working classes nurse against the Jews. The ghettos and the yellow budges do not prevent

the workers from feeling a growing solidarity with those who suffer most from the

afflictions all humanity is suffering.

— Abram Leon, The Jewish Question: A Marxist Interpretation (1942)
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Harlem in this age range is twice that of

U.S. whites, for the ages of 25 to 44 it

is almost six times that of whites. And
most of that is due not to violence but to

the effects of poverty. In Harlem since

1980 the number of deaths of people

between the ages of 25 and 44 has gone

up by 31 percent, with AIDS now the

most common cause for this group.

Black men also suffer higher death

rates from heart disease, strokes, cancer,

liver ailments and diabetes but have

correspondingly less access to decent

health care. The McCord-Freeman study

shows that in Harlem "the use of hospital

outpatient departments is 134 percent

higher ' than the New York City per

person average, while "the number of

primary care physicians per 1000 people

is 74 percent lower." Harlem Hospital,

badly understaffed and underfunded, is

in fact the only public hospital left in that

area, after ex-mayor Koch used massive

police violence to close Sydenham Hos-

pital in 1980.

Now, black Democratic Party mayor
David Dinkins has proposed that public

hospitals in New York City cut their

budgets by 4 percent, while liberal Demo-
cratic New York governor Mario Cuomo
proposes cutbacks in Medicaid, the

federal-state health program for the poor!

Pointing to Harlem and other inner city

areas like Boston’s Roxbury, McCord
and Freeman note that the “excess

deaths" recorded are considerably larger

than natural-disaster areas. They call for

a “major political and financial commit-

ment" to eliminate the causes of this

human tragedy: "vicious poverty and in-

adequate access to the basic health care

that is the right of all Americans." But

the consensus of the racist American

ruling class is that layers of America's

minority population should die, because

this decrepit capitalist system no longer

needs them.

In 1954. at the tail end of the Korean

War boom, three-quarters of all black

men were working. By the '60s increas-

ing numbers were in unionized, relatively

well-paying jobs in the auto plants and

steel mills. But beginning with the de-

pression of the mid-‘70s. millions were

permanently thrown out of work in

the deindustrialization of America. Now
almost 40 percent of black men in their

early 20s are unemployed, and in 1986

only two out of every five black men had

a full-time job.

For American capitalism, the black

poor have become simply a surplus pop-

ulation. and welfare programs are con-

sidered a waste of money. As Frederick

Engels stated nearly a century and a half

ago in The Condition of the Working-

Class in England (1845). describing the

inherent workings of the capitalist sys-

tem, "If there are too many (workers) on

hand... want of work, poverty, and star-

vation. and consequent diseases arise.

a The

New England

Journal of Medicine

Age (yr)

Survival to age 65 for males in Har-
lem, Bangladesh and among U.S.
whites in 1980.

and the ‘surplus population’ is put out of

the way." Engels notes ironically;

“If. then, the problem is not to make the

‘surplus population’ useful, to transform

it into available population, but merely to

let it starve to death in the least objec-

tionable way and to prevent its having

too many children, this, of course, is

simple enough, provided the surplus pop-
ulation perceives its own superfluousness

and lakes kindly to starvation. There is.

however, in spite of the violent exertions

of the humane bourgeoisie, no immediate
prospect of its succeeding in bringing

about such a disposition among the work-
ers. The workers have taken it into their

heads that they, with their busy hands,

are the necessary, and the rich capitalists,

who do nothing, the surplus population."

The black workers of America will

resist the genocidal plans of the racist

ruling class. For black survival, in order

to provide full employment and free,

quality health care for all. the only an-

swer is socialist revolution to take the

productive wealth out of the hands of the

murderous capitalist rulers and put it in

the service of humanity.
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From Death Row,
This Is Mumia Abu-Jamal

Winter of Discontent t-'f
>

Winter's tight claws grip the eastern and central

U.S.. a season of terror for far too many of the na-

tion’s estimated three million homeless. The so-called

"City of Brotherly Love," Philadelphia, has given

sharp notice that the city's growing homeless are not

to be counted among the "brothers" worthy of "love."

America’s 5th largest city, headed by lame-duck
mayor W. Wilson Goode, started the frosty season by

slashing its homeless budget by an estimated $15 mil-

lion— in a time when the number of homeless is

steadily growing.

Philadelphia became the first major American city

to substantially cut into homeless programs.

Does the fact that Philadelphia’s mayor is Black

mitigate this social crime against the helpless

homeless?

Not to those struggling to brave winter’s frosty

breath by sleeping in cardboard boxes, in city

subways, or in parks, who are over 80 percent

African-American.

Mary Scullion, of a South Philadelphia homeless

women’s shelter, opined, “Goode clearly sides with

the business community—he’s serving their interests”

(Guardian . 11 October 1989).

And there’s the rub.

Goode's initial election was a time fat with hope,

with African-Americans responding with joyous affir-

mations to Goode’s victory speech query. “Will you

help me? Will you help me?”
Two terms later, in the waning months of the

Goode administration, the question echoed by Goode
is now heard upon the chapped, chattering, chilled lips

of homeless, reduced to beggary, dirty hands out-

stretched to all passersby, asking "Will you help me?"
Goode’s response? A cold, succinct “no."

Of the growing Black homeless horde, how many
thousands pulled his election lever, when he strove

to make history?

In Dixie’s "seat of the Confederacy," one wonders

how Blacks there will feel, years later, after L. Doug-
las Wilder’s razor-thin squeak to victory (as governor-

elect of Virginia)?

How too, will African-Americans feel in NYC.
home of David Dinkins’ thin squeeze to the

mayoralty?

More importantly, how will Africans fare?

Black political gains make good, soothing headlines

that assure us things are getting better.

It is easy to ignore the nameless, the poor, the

people so easily relegated to the nebulous “underclass."

But they are there— in subways, under bridges, in

parks, and in icy alleys, covered by cardboards—and

too many of them. Black men. women and kids.

If Blacks are at the bottom of the pot, how will the

election of “ideological moderate(s) committed to the

maintenance of the status quo" change their deplor-

able condition?

Blacks elected to positions of power assume, as

Scullion noted, the interests of big business, industry,

the ruling class, not the ruled. What better example

than Goode; than Governor Wilder, who embraced the

racist Virginia death penalty, claiming it’s now fair,

to get elected? Bureau of Justice statistics show that,

from 1930 to 1981, "Old Dominion" executed 92 men—
17 whites; 75 (an astonishing 80 percent!) were

Blacks—21 Blacks for rape! This is a fair, equitable

system?

Notwithstanding political eruptions in Eastern

Europe, capitalism, as practiced here in the West, is

a reality of Darwinian cruelty.

The U.S. Census Bureau's conservative estimate of

poverty, some 13.5 percent of Americans, means 3 1 .5

million people are in dire need. A study by the Joint

Economic Committee of Congress suggests a more

honest figure, over 24 percent, is closer to the truth

—

nearly 55 million people in poverty. Black politicians

who mimic white politicians represent no change, in

an age aching for change—for new strategies—for

fairness—for equity.

Politics, it has been said, is 90 percent symbol.

In this era of crisis, people need more than symbols

—

they need substance.

This system offers no solution, as it is the problem.

There is but one solution—revolution!

10 December 1989

Mumia Abu-Jamal, a Philadelphia hlack journal-

ist, is on death row at Pennsylvania’s Huntingdon
state prison. Framed up because of his political

views, Mumia faces death for his defiance of the

racist, capitalist order. His columns appear periodi-

cally in Workers Vanguard and other newspapers.

To get involved in the fight to save Mumia
Abu-Jamal and abolish the death penalty, contact

the Partisan Defense Committee, P.O. Box 99,

Canal Street Station, New York, NY 10013.

If you wish to correspond with Mumia, you can

write to: Mumia Abu-Jamal, AM8335, Drawer R,

Huntingdon, PA 16652.

Frame-Up Vendetta Continues

Gotti Gets Off—Feds Target ILA
On February 9. John Gotti was acquit-

ted of four charges of assault and two of

conspiracy. When Gotti, who is reputed

by the government to be the kingpin of

“organized crime” in the U.S., walked

out of the NY State Supreme Court he

was met by a cheering crowd, fireworks

were set off on Mulberry Street and

celebrations were held in Gotti’s Howard

Beach neighborhood.

As the New York Times (10 February)

reported, "to prosecutors and law en-

forcement officials the adulation was dif-

ficult to understand.... To these officials,

he is the power behind an empire of

loan-sharking, extortion, hijacking, rob-

bery and murder...." But for a lot of

people in America this is a more accu-

rate description of the "empire" that is

run from Washington, D.C.—where well-

heeled influence peddlers steal millions

from housing programs, where Social

Security taxation is purely an extortion

racket to fund the Pentagon’s war chest

and still "balance the budget," and where

running drugs for guns, money and mur-

der is government "business."

So there was some satisfaction in

Gotti’s acquittal regardless of who or

what he might be—and not just among
the cheering crowds in the neighbor-

hoods. Why? Because he beat a govern-

ment frame-up.

Gotti was indicted by the Manhattan

District Attorney’s Office and the New
York State Organized Crime Task Force

on charges of ordering the 1986 shooting

and wounding of John O’Connor, then

vice president of Manhattan Local 608 of

the United Brotherhood of Carpenters

and Joiners. The prosecution charged that

Gotti had arranged for the shooting of

O'Connor after members of his union

had allegedly wrecked a Battery Park

restaurant which had been built by non-

union labor and which was reportedly

owned by one of Gotti’s friends.

The state’s only witness was James

Sheehan/NY Newsday
John Gotti

McElroy, a self-confessed murderer,

perjurer and "enforcer” for the Hell’s

Kitchen gang, the Westies. The "evi-

dence" consisted of conversations bugged

and wiretapped by the feds. For one set

of tapes the federal and state transcripts

didn't match. Moreover, jurors inter-

viewed after the acquittal reported that

they had heard things listening to the

tapes that weren’t in the transcripts at

all, as well as remarks that they felt

were either taken out of context or

completely contradicted the prosecution’s

charges.

O’Connor himself even testified as a

witness for the defense. While the prose-

cution tried to put this down to O’Con-

nor’s fear of Gotti, it seems that the

former carpenters union president was

more than a little burned that the inves-

tigators from the state’s Organized Crime

Task Force, who had pulled him over for

questioning the day before he was shot,

had neglected to mention that he was in

danger.

As one juror commented: "I’m not

saying he didn’t do it. I'm just saying I

had my doubts, and basically we all

agreed that we all had a reasonable

doubt" (New York Times . 10 February).

But the feds don’t like going by the

book, i.e., the U.S. Constitution and the

Bill of Rights, which assert such rights

as innocent until proven guilty, a fair

trial, etc. For the government and its

cops and courts these are "technicalities"

which get in the way of them getting

who they want to get. And they badly

want to get John Gotti.

A feature article in the New York

Times Magazine last April pointed out

that Gotti’s acquittal following a seven-

month trial in 1987 on federal charges

brought under the Racketeer Influenced

and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO)
"was the most stinging courtroom defeat

suffered yet by the Justice Department in

its campaign against the Mafia.” As we
wrote at the time of this government

vendetta:

"...this crackdown doesn't have much to

do with justice: they are actually trying

to frame the Mob. The RICO . .

. ‘conspir-

acy’ dragnet lets the G-men pick and

choose who they feel like setting up and

when; they don't need evidence of any

actual crime. The Reaganites want to

institutionalize the frame-up principle,

and what easier target for a frame job

than vicious parasites like gangsters?

"Why are we Marxists commenting on
these mobster trials? For one thing, we
don’t believe justice is only for the

innocent."—"Feds Frame Up Mob."
WV No. 400. 28 March 1986

The feds’ idea of "law and order" comes

straight from AI Capone— like the racist

sting operation set up by the FBI to en-

trap black D.C. mayor Marion Barry.

Unlike black kids who are shot in the

back on the streets with no trial—except

the one that is held to acquit the cops

who murdered them—John Gotti obvi-

ously has the means to get himself some
justice in this society. Nonetheless the

leash of “liberty" is short when one is

the target of a state vendetta. One week
after Gotti's acquittal he was named as

a target of a federal suit aimed at

smashing the International Longshore-

men’s Association in New York and

New Jersey.

Six longshore locals and 44 union

officials, along with members of the

Gambino and Genovese "families” and

the Westies gang, are being sued under

RICO. In the name of fighting "Mafia

domination" of the waterfront the feds

want to remove elected union leaders and

replace them with government-appointed

“trustees,” while robbing union treasuries

to recover "ill-gotten funds"!

For almost four decades the capitalist

government has waged a malicious cam-
paign of "anti-corruption" suits against

the ILA in an attempt to bust the union.

The FBI spent 20 years and millions of

dollars hounding former ILA leader Tony
Scotto. Scotto was no mobster but a

decent man whose life was destroyed by

vindictive G-men who finally succeeded

in having him convicted in 1979 on

charges of taking $225,000 in "illegal

payoffs." But the feds aren’t done with

Scotto. They want to frame him up all

over again in the current suit!

In 1953 East Coast dock workers

waged massive strikes and work stop-

pages against the attempt by the govern-

ment and the AFL Meany bureaucracy to

replace their union with an AFL affiliate.

They weren't taken in by the lie that all

the government wanted to do was clean

up corruption on the docks. On the

contrary, they understood that the issue

was the defense of their union against

the corrupt, labor-hating rulers of this

country.

Some good old-fashioned labor battles

like that one could start to turn things

around in this country in defense of

"liberty and justice” for us all against the

real "organized crime"—the gang that

rules this country. As James P. Cannon,

the veteran leader of American Trotsky-

ism, wrote in the early 1950s, “The
crime-busting racket is as old and famil-

iar as the calliope and the shell game
when the carnival comes to town.... In

the meantime, the greatest crime against

humanity remains the outlived capitalist

system itself, with its exploitation and its

wars...."*
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Conflicting nationalisms at each other’s throats. Left

to right: Slovenes, Serbs, ethnic Albanians.

The Balkanization of Yugoslavia
On February 1 the Yugoslav govern-

ment dispatched troops to the province

of Kosovo in an attempt to suppress

ethnic Albanians demanding greater

independence from Serbia. The move
followed ten days of fierce clashes which

brought the 90 percent Albanian prov-

ince. last year stripped de facto of its

autonomous status and reincorporated

into Serbia, to the verge of civil war.

Dozens have been killed in pitched bat-

tles with police and hundreds arrested.

There is now a real danger of a large-

scale massacre of Yugoslav Albanians.

Over 20.000 workers in Kosovo downed
tools in support of demands for free

elections, the resignation of the regional

leadership and the release of political

prisoners.

The disturbances are a repeat of those

which occurred last March, in which 28

people died, following a constitutional

reassertion of Serbian dominance. Then

authorities instituted a sweeping purge of

the province’s Communist party along

with widespread arrests of oppositionists

and intellectuals. The unrest in Kosovo

has deep historical roots (see “Yugosla-

via Inflamed.” WV No. 463, 21 October

1988). but in a very immediate sense

grows out of the "market socialism"

policies of Yugoslav Stalinism. These

have pitted the less developed regions of

the country against the more developed,

and set nationality against nationality.

Tensions in the province have been

brought to a fever pitch by the reasser-

tion of Serbian control, which is largely

the work of Serbian party leader Slobo-

dan Milosevic, who has played the

Serbian-chauvinist card in his demagogic

bid for power.

The trigger for the current turmoil was

the collapse of the party conference of

the League of Communists of Yugoslavia

(LCY) on 23 January. The three-day

conference ended with a split of the

1 .600 delegates along ethnic lines after

a majority voted to abolish the party’s

"leading role in society," stipulated in

Yugoslavia’s constitution, but refused to

renounce “democratic centralism.” This

prompted a walkout by Slovenian dele-

gates. who face elections in April and

felt they had to adopt an independent and

social-democratic face if they are to have

any chance at winning. The polarization

was captured in a bitter remark by a Ser-

bian woman delegate cited by the Lon-

don Independent (23 January): "Why
don’t the Slovenes pack up. go home and

leave us primitives to get on with it?"

Efforts by Milosevic to continue the

conference despite the Slovenian walkout
' failed, leading to a suspended congress.

The next day the Belgrade daily Borba
on its front page proclaimed the LCY

"no longer exists.” In fact the LCY has

for some time been operating as an in-

creasingly tenuous federation of the

parties of the constituent republics and

provinces. This is a consequence of the

centrifugal forces unleashed by 20 years

of “market socialism,” the Titoist variant

of the utterly false Stalinist perspective

of building “socialism in one country.”

The differences which erupted at the

LCY’s congress are not differences of

principle but of provincial-bureaucratic

interest. All of Tito’s heirs are committed

to a course of less "socialism” and more

market. Milosevic, the former Belgrade

banker, takes a back seat to no one in his

drive for market “reforms." The son of

an orthodox priest (the main carriers of

messianic Serb nationalism), Milosevic

denounced the Slovenian party's demand
for autonomy, saying it would cause

“internecine warfare in the party and the

country." This is incredible demagoguery
coming from the Yugoslav politician who
has done more to whip up nationalist

passions than anyone in the postwar

period. Since the Serbs of Yugoslavia

enjoy a plurality in the multinational

state, Milosevic prefers a centralized

state in which their weight can be

brought to bear.

The Slovenian Stalinists, busy right

now doing a quick change act to social

democracy, hope to cash in on the popu-

lar sentiment that Slovenia can go it

alone. The Slovenians constitute only 8

percent of the population of Yugoslavia,

but produce 25 percent of the national

product. The less developed regions of

the country are widely viewed by Slove-

nian nationalists as a millstone around

the republic’s neck. The split at the party

congress was prefigured by a literal trade

war between Serbia and Slovenia.

Elements around the Slovenian weekly

Mladina are now advocating separatism.

Thus Mladina
'

s editor, Roberto Boteri,

intones: “If you don’t want to be a col-

ony for outdated, polluting technology or

be a pool of cheap labor, you must join

the free market of Europe in a hurry”

(New York Times , 13 February). Boteri

is an even bigger demagogue than Milo-

sevic! If Slovenia does succeed in break-

ing away from Yugoslavia it will be the

Slovenian workers who pay the bill for

joining Europe’s "free market.” Sloveni-

an industry is only efficient by Yugoslav

standards. The tiny Slovenian state, cut

off from the Yugoslav economy which is

its major market, will after bloody coun-

terrevolution be gobbled up by German
imperialism. It will indeed become a pool

of cheap labor, with attendant widespread

unemployment.

While the split in the LCY was a de-

feat for Milosevic, there are elements in

the Yugoslav federal government who
see the aborted congress as an oppor-

tunity to strengthen the central authority

of the Yugoslav state. Yugoslav prime

minister Ante Markovic, using consti-

tutional loopholes, had already rammed
through a series of "market reforms"

opening the Yugoslav economy to un-

restricted imperialist penetration, private

property, and a convertible dinar pegged

to the West German D-mark.

The centrifugal nationalisms engen-

dered by market forces are giving rise to

the birth of reactionary nationalist for-

mations such as the Serbian National

Renaissance, the Croatian Democratic

Union and the Slovenian Republican Army
—all dedicated to promoting ethnic su-

periority. Their programs reek of fas-

cism. For example, the 21 January New
York Times cites a Croatian Democratic

Union leader: "Our main goal is to re-

store the values of Croatia, the Catholic

religion, the family, the culture of Croa-

tia, which the Communists tried to take

away from us.” Croats, continued this

spokesman, "like Greeks and Celts, are

the oldest people of Europe and should

be preserved. We are against our women
aborting." The Times goes on to observe

that Croatian Democratic Union leader

Franjo Tudman said people who helped

Croatian women abort were "traitors”

against Croatia.

Thus we are seeing a resurgence of the

same reactionary nationalist forces which

Tito’s partisans defeated in the course of

liberating the country from Nazi Ger-

many. Two years ago we wrote:

"The Socialist Republic of Yugoslavia
was forged in the Communist-led resis-

tance to the Nazi German occupation
during World War II. The strength of

Tito’s partisans lay in the fact that they

fought for a resolution of the Balkan
question on an ami-nationalist basis. Tito

himself was a Croat while the ranks of

the Communist movement were predomi-
nantly Serbian and Montenegrin. ...

“The partisans of the Communist Parly

of Yugoslavia managed the incredible

feat of uniting the nationalities against

the German occupiers, driving the Nazis
out and exterminating the royalist and
fascist movements of Yugoslavia."—“The Bankruptcy of the

Yugoslav Model." reprinted in

"Market Socialism " in Eastern

Europe (July 1988)

But now the effects of four and a half

decades of Titoist Stalinism threaten to

overthrow the historic gains of the Yugo-
slav Revolution.

In October 1988 we observed that the

situation in Yugoslavia prefigured that in

the USSR. No longer! Both multinational

states stand on the brink of national con-

flicts that can rip them apart, opening the

door to capitalist counterrevolution of the

most reactionary sort. In these circum-

stances it is the urgent task of revolu-

tionists to find a way to assemble the

cadre to forge authentic Leninist parties

that will stand up to the imperialists,

throw out the craven and corrupt bureau-

crats—who sell out the workers and open

the door to the worst nationalist excres-

cences—and establish workers govern-

ments based on genuine soviet power *
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100,000 march
on the Kremlin,
February 4,

Moscow.
Demonstration
organized mainly by
social-democratic
Democratic Platform

chanted “Resign!
Resign!” to CPSU
Central Committee.

As the Soviet economy is ravaged by

the effects of perestroika, the Russian

nationalists preach the "socialism of

fools." That is what German workers

leader August Bebel called anti-Semitism

over a century ago. And that is its role

in Russia today. Mikhail Chlenov, a

leader of the Congress of Jewish Organi-

zations in the USSR, observed: “Anti-

Semitism is a reaction not to Jews, but

to the inner crisis of Russian society." At

the top of Soviet society this crisis is

ripping apart the Kremlin oligarchy.

Kremlin Bureaucracy Fractures

The Western media is presenting the

outcome of the recent CPSU plenum as

nothing less than the self-signed death

Kremlin

Bureaucracy...
(continued from page 1)

warrant of Soviet Communism. Sup-

posedly this is the import of the decision

to drop Article 6 of the present Soviet

constitution, which states: “The leading

and guiding force of Soviet society and

the nucleus of its political system, of all

state organizations and public organiza-

tions. is the Communist Party of the

Soviet Union." In fact, the decision to

scrap this clause does nothing more than

register the actual fragmentation of the

Stalinist bureaucracy. Prime Minister

Nikolai Ryzhkov matter-of-factly stated

the obvious, that "it is already late to ask

whether we need a multi-party system or

not. In fact, it already exists” (Washing-

ton Post , 8 February).

The Popular Fronts in the Baltic re-

publics and Caucasus—originally formed

on Gorbachev’s initiative—have come
under the leadership of hardened anti-

Communist nationalists. The Stalinist

apparatus in these regions (and also

Romanian-speaking Moldavia) have gone

over to the nationalist camp, publicly

defying Moscow to garner cheap popular

support. The Russian core of the Krem-

lin oligarchy has fractured into bitterly

hostile factions.

An editorial in Moscow News, the flag-

ship organ of the Gorbachevite intel-

ligentsia, stated that "Ligachev stands up

for the most unhealthy elements in so-

cialism." Accompanying the editorial was

a picture of Ligachev giving a Nazi-like

salute. Moscow News would never depict

George Bush or Helmut Kohl in this

way. At the rally organized by the Dem-
ocratic Platform before the plenum, one

continued on page 6
Perestroika fuels nationalist disintegration of USSR. Armed conflict between Armenians (left) and Azeris (right) forced

imposition of martial law In Baku region.

Gorbachevite intelligentsia.

In his address to the plenum. Gor-
bachev declared: "We should abandon

everything that led to the isolation of

socialist countries from the mainstream

of world civilization." What "isolates”

the Soviet Union from what Gorbachev

calls the "mainstream of world civili-

zation," that is. Western imperialism

—

which killed six million Jews, A-bombed
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and slaughtered

millions of Vietnamese— is precisely the

1917 October Revolution's overthrow of

capitalism and establishment of proletar-

ian class rule.

An extreme but consistent represen-

tative of the pro-Western intelligentsia is

the economist Vasily Selyunin, who
maintains the Soviet Union should model

itself on SolidarnoSd-led Poland!! He
calls for unrestrained inflation, bankrupt-

cies and plant closures, and selling

off the means of production to foreign

corporations and native entrepreneurs.

The Soviet government "will have to

take extremely unpopular economic deci-

sions." according to this prophet of “free

market" doom (Boston Sunday Globe,

28 January).

However, Gorbachev already has en-

countered massive popular opposition to

the far more moderate market-oriented

measures dubbed perestroika (restructur-

ing). In the face of popular uproar, the

Kremlin chief was forced to drop the

outright call in the new party program

for restoring “private property.” By far

the most despised class of people in the

Soviet Union today are the new petty

capitalist operators (called “cooperativ-

ists”). Even in Riga, Latvia—a hotbed of

anti-Communism and “free enterprise”

—

the New York Times reports people go

into a private liquor store only to abuse

the owner for charging extortionate

prices.

“It is all falling apart—nothing is

working." exclaimed one Moscow resi-

dent as he faced empty shelves in state

shops while television showed carloads

of food rotting at the docks and on rail-

way sidings. Gorbachev’s “half meas-

ures,” as they're commonly called, have

led to an impasse. Growing numbers

believe some kind of market system

would be an improvement over the

present chaos, while others remember the

past favorably. "Stalin would have had

a remedy," said the Muscovite quoted

above. “He would have shot a few of-

ficials, and suddenly people would have

gone to work and things would have

improved.” But the old apparatus of

repression has shrunk considerably from

the time that Stalin’s labor camps held

millions of people. And as a political

doctrine Stalinism is discredited beyond

recall.

Instead the widespread fear of eco-

nomic insecurity and hardship, of social

anarchy and the danger from Western

militarism, is being channeled into re-

surgent Russian nationalism and anti-

Semitism. The fascists of Pamyat ( Mem-

ory), dismissed but a few years ago as a

handful of backward-looking fanatics,

have become a feared force in the Rus-

sian body politic (see article page 7).

And Pamyat has been joined by a slew

of other, more "respectable" nationalist

outfits—Fatherland, Fidelity, Renewal.

Salvation, the United Council of Russia.

Just as the Gorbachev wing of the

Kremlin oligarchy finds its support

among Western-oriented intellectuals and

technocrats, so the conservative Stalinist

apparatchiks, represented at the top by

Yegor Ligachev, increasingly base their

ideological and popular appeal on Great

Russian nationalism, combining populist

economic demands—for suppressing

petty capitalist enterprises and freezing

prices—with Slavophile bigotry. It is not

Gorbachevite intelligentsia in their own
way uphold Russian nationalism and

dismiss the internationalist principles of

the Bolshevik Revolution as utopian and

"dogmatic."

Significantly, both many liberal intel-

lectuals and Pamyat oppose sending

Soviet armed forces into Azerbaijan. The

former appeal to pacifistic nationalism;

the latter openly state that Russian blood

should not be spilled for the sake of

the peoples of the Caucasus. The pro-

Western liberal intellectuals are political-

ly incapable of combatting the rise of

nativist Russian fascism.

The children of Stalin’s apparatchiks

are now uniting with the grandchildren

of the tsarist Black Hundreds. Consider

the leading nationalist ideologue Valentin

Three faces of

Kremlin bureaucracy;
"hard line” Stalinist

Yegor Ligachev (left),

architect of

perestroika and
darling of Western

imperialism, Mikhail

Gorbachev (center),

“free market”
demagogue Boris

Yeltsin (right).

only Ligachev-type conservatives who
are appealing to Great Russian chauvin-

ism. One darling of the “radical” reform-

ers, Boris Yeltsin—one-time Gorbachev

lieutenant turned populist demagogue—
is also flirting with Pamyat, which he

says has “many positive moments"!

Far from mobilizing against Pamyat.

pro-Western Russian intellectuals have

gone out of their way to appease these

fascists. For example, Igor Chubais, a

leading spokesman for the Democratic

Platform (which prominently displayed

a picture of German Social Democrat

Willy Brandt at its founding meeting),

stated that Pamyat should be able to

participate in Soviet political life on an

equal footing with all other parties. The

Rasputin, one of the "village writers,”

who denounces Bolshevism in the lan-

guage of Solzhenitsyn: “The Revolution

brought people to the fore who destroyed

Russia." And Rasputin (a historically ap-

propriate name) adds ominously, “the

Jews here should feel responsible for the

sin of having carried out the Revolution"

(New York Times Magazine, 28 January).

Yet this reactionary anti-Communist and

Jew-hater now upholds the untrammeled

rule of the Kremlin oligarchy in order to

preserve Russia one and indivisible:

“It seems to me that the situation in our

country is so dangerous now that if we
change the party, or even if we permit

more than one party, it will only lead to

greater danger. We need unification, even

if it's based on this party."
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poster declared: "Ligachev is the mana-

cles on the hands of Gorbachev, the

noose around the neck of democracy."

However, the conservatives were by no

means cowed. If anything, they attacked

Gorbachev more boldly than ever before.

Particularly sharp were the remarks of

Moscow's ambassador to Poland, Vla-

dimir Brovikov, who baited the Soviet

president for being more popular in

NATO capitals than among his own
people: "It is for this reason, apparently,

that for our leadership it is more pleasant

to meet with smiling crowds on the

streets of Western capitals than with our

own despondent countrymen who might,

in keeping with the laws of glasnost, say

something unpleasant" (New York Times,

8 February).

Ligachev himself tapped into the deep

fear among the Soviet masses and of-

ficialdom about a reunified German im-

perialism. He won loud applause when
he warned: “It would be unbelievably

short-sighted and a mistake if we didn’t

see a Germany with huge economic and

military potential looming on the inter-

national horizon .... I think it is time to

recognize the new danger."

Gorbachev is used to the barbs of

Ligachev and his friends. However, there

are clear signs that the military high

command is unhappy, to say the least, at

the breakdown of social discipline, the

erosion of Soviet patriotism and the

apparently limitless appeasement of the

NATO powers. Immediately after the

plenum, the armed forces chief of staff.

General Mikhail Moiseyev, told the mili-

tary newspaper Red Star that the new
party program “belittled” the army and

ignored the problems of draft evasion,

desertions by ethnic minorities and the

slashing of the professional officer corps

because of the troop cuts in East Europe.

For the moment Gorbachev has man-
aged to enhance his authority by bal-

ancing between the “radical” reformers

and the conservative apparatchiks while

exploiting the widespread desire for a

stronger, more effective government. But

Gorbachev, for all his clever maneuvers,

cannot control the elemental forces un-

leashed by the disintegration of Stalinist

rule. Today it is clearer than ever before

that Trotsky was right. Either the Soviet

working class sweeps away the parasitic

bureaucracy through proletarian political

revolution, opening the road to socialism

on a world scale, or the gains of the 1917

October Revolution will be destroyed by

bloody counterrevolution and the USSR
dismembered by Western and Japanese

imperialism.

Reforge the Leninist Party
Destroyed by Stalin

Reading the Western bourgeois press

on the recent CPSU plenum, one would

think that Lenin personally introduced

Article 6, specifying the "leading force"

of the Communist Party, into the Soviet

constitution. "Undoing Lenin's Legacy,”

declares Time. “Life Without Lenin,"

according to Newsweek. "Abandonment
of Lenin.” says the Siiddeutsche Zeilung.

In reality the famous Article 6 was not

introduced into the Soviet constitution

until six decades after the Bolshevik

Revolution, in the era of senile Stalinism.

It was done in the later Brezhnev years

in 1977.

In October 1917 the Bolsheviks won
a decisive majority in the All-Russian

Congress of Workers' and Soldiers' So-

viets. the revolutionary-democratic or-

ganization of the masses. At this point

the reformist Mensheviks and right wing
of the populist Social Revolutionaries

(SRs) walked out of the Soviets and im-

mediately engaged in counterrevolution-

ary provocations. During the Civil War
of 1918-21, the Mensheviks and SRs
made common cause with White (tsarist)

generals and the imperialist expeditionary

forces. At the same time, revolutionary-

minded Mensheviks. SRs and anarchists

came over to the Bolshevik camp.

Thus the Bolsheviks emerged victo-

rious in the Civil War as the only party

capable of maintaining proletarian state

power in Russia. The democratic conten-

tion of factions and tendencies within the

Bolshevik Party served in a sense as a

substitute for a multi-party soviet de-

mocracy. However, the Bolshevik leader-

ship in no way considered this state of

affairs either normal or desirable. Lenin

and Trotsky would have dismissed out of

hand the philistine notion that Commu-
nist leadership over the toiling masses

could be established by bureaucratic

diktat. The 1924 founding constitution of

the USSR simply states that the highest

government body is the democratically

elected congress of deputies of urban and

rural soviets. There is no mention of the

Communist Party, "leading force" or

otherwise.

The drafting of this constitution

brought Lenin—sick and dying—into

sharp political conflict with Stalin over

the rights of the national republics con-

stituting the Soviet Union. He accused

Stalin of Great Russian chauvinism and

of taking on the outlook and values of

the old tsarist bureaucracy. Involved here

was not. of course, merely Stalin’s per-

sonal traits. Under the pressure of capi-

talist encirclement reinforcing the coun-

try's extreme economic backwardness,

elements of the new Soviet officialdom

became demoralized and lost their revo-

lutionary drive. These tendencies were

enormously intensified by the failure of

the ardently expected German Revolution

in 1923. Only a few months later Stalin

launched the slogan of "socialism in one

country" as the ideological watchword of

a bureaucratic political counterrevolution.

The main resistance to the bureaucratic

degeneration of the Bolshevik Revolution

was embodied in the Left Opposition led

by Leon Trotsky, whose defeat ultimately

reflected the pressure of world capitalism

—military, economic and ideological

—

on the Soviet Union. In the name of

“anti-Trotskyism” Stalin destroyed the

Leninist party. In 1933 Trotsky observed:

“The present CPSU is not a party but

an apparatus of domination in the hands

of an uncontrolled bureaucracy." The

"unity" of Stalin’s party was not based

on shared political program and values

but on the material self-interest of the

privileged bureaucratic caste. In the late

'30s Trotsky noted that within the ranks

of the Soviet state and party apparatus

were all shades ofpolitical outlook from

fascist to bourgeois liberal to genuine

communist.

Today Gorbachev and his scribes de-

pict and condemn Stalin as a "dogmatic"

Leninist. Yet the 1936 Stalin constitution

—primarily authored by Bukharin—was
modeled on the most liberal of Western

bourgeois-democratic constitutions. So
much for Stalin the “dogmatic” Leninist!

This “ultra-democratic” constitution did

not, of course, prevent Stalin from kill-

ing hundreds of thousands of Communist
militants—including its principal author

—and non-party workers, peasants and

intellectuals.

Trotsky called upon the toiling masses

in the USSR to liberate themselves from

Stalin’s totalitarian police state through

a proletarian political revolution to re-

store soviet democracy. The 1938 Tran-

sitional Program of the Fourth Interna-

tional states: "Democratization of the

soviets is impossible without legalization

of soviet parties. The workers and peas-

ants themselves by their own free vote

will indicate what parlies they recognize

as soviet parties."

In developing this program. Trotsky

projected that Leninist-led workers, while

fighting off the imperialists, would rip

the Kremlin bureaucracy to shreds. He
never thought that the bureaucrats would
just disintegrate from above, thus depriv-

ing the proletariat of an important train-

ing period and independent organs of

power (e.g., factory committees, trade

unions, workers militias). Yet this is

what has now happened in the Soviet

Union and also East Europe. Amid all

the political ferment in the USSR, the

'
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Conference of Union of Kuzbass
Toilers meets last September.
Union was formed in wake of

massive strikes by coal miners
in Siberia and the Ukraine
last summer. Above right:

Newspaper of Kuzbass union;

below: Miners Honor, paper of

Donbass miners in the Ukraine.

proletariat has not yet come forward as

a political force in its own class interests.

However, the massive coal miners

strikes in Siberia and the Ukraine last

summer were clearly provoked by and

directed against the economic ravages

of perestroika (see "Soviet Workers

Challenge Perestroika." WV No. 483, 4

August 1989). After these strikes, an

independent federation of workers or-

ganizations was formed in the Kuzbass

region of Siberia with the miners at their

core. At its founding conference the Kuz-

bass federation criticized the political

monopoly of the CPSU and considered

adopting the position: "We will welcome

another party, loyal to socialism but

defending the interests of the workers"

(Independent [London], 17 November
1989). Activists in this workers federa-

tion now talk about extending it through-

out the Soviet Union, including an organ-

ization of veterans of the Afghan war.

The most combative section of the

Soviet proletariat—the coal miners

—

have demonstrated a commitment to so-

cialist values and Soviet patriotism. Sibe-

rian miners in the Kuzbass drove off

Pamyat agitators who tried to intervene

in their strike. The independent miners

organization of the Donbass in the east-

ern Ukraine rejected an invitation to join

the Ukrainian nationalist movement
RUKH precisely because of its national-

ist program. Boris Kagarlitsky, a New
Leftist intellectual in the Gorbachevite

milieu, who was an eyewitness to the

miners strikes in Siberia, reported:

"It’s also very important that the work-
ing-class movement somehow is counter-

balancing the nationalist tendencies in the

society because the working-class move-
ment was and is internationalist. In Kara-

ganda, which is in Kazakhstan, I’ve seen
Kazakhs, Russians. Germans, Tatars.

Caucasians, everybody together in the

same strike movement without any na-

tional problems among them."
—Against the Current,

January/February 1990

Kagarlitsky’s empirical observation of

the Karaganda miners conforms to a

fundamental historical truth: the proletar-

iat is the only class in society which can

overcome national conflicts and antag-

onisms. As the 1924 founding constitu-

tion of the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics states:

"It is only in the camp of the Soviets; it

is only under the conditions of the dic-

tatorship of the proletariat that has

grouped around itself the majority of the

people, that it has been possible to elimi-

nate the oppression of nationalities, to

create an atmosphere of mutual confi-

dence and to establish the basis of a

fraternal collaboration of peoples."

The Bolsheviks under Lenin and Trotsky

gained the confidence of the peoples of

the Soviet Union because it was a party

based on a revolutionary international

perspective embodied in both its program

and the values of its cadre. To defend

the Soviet Union today it is urgently nec-

essary to reforge a Bolshevik party to

lead the working people against the de-

composing Stalinist bureaucracy and all

forms of fratricidal nationalism.

Soviet troops
arrive in

Azerbaijan
to restore
order amidst
nationalist

rioting.
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Soviet Workers Must Smash Pamvat!

Fascists Assault

Moscow Writers Meeting

Ogonyok Photos

Fascist goons attack “April” writers association meeting, January 18, Moscow.
Bullhorn-wielding thug K.V. Astashvili (upper left) and demonstration inside
(below) spewed anti-Semitic filth, threatened pogroms.

A meeting of the "April" writers

association at Moscow's Central House
of Literature on January 18 was the

target of a vicious and shocking anti-

Semitic attack by the fascist goons of

Pamyat and their ilk. The seriousness of

this assault, ominously staged as a prel-

ude to a pogrom against Jews, demands
the mobilization of the Soviet workers to

smash the rising tide of nativist Russian

fascism before it spreads any further.

As the members of “April," a minority

opposition group within the increasingly

chauvinist Writers Union of the Russian

Federation, prepared to begin their meet-

ing, a squad of about 50 young thugs

wearing Pamyat insignia broke into the

room, carrying a banner reading “Mos-
cow Is Not Tel Aviv." According to the

Literaturnaya Gazeta (24 January), "the

chairman calmly opened the meeting and
even said that he was prepared to give

the guests the floor."

However, the "guests," led by a bullhorn-

wielding tough named K.V. Astashvili

(also known as “Smirnov"), shouted that

they hadn't come for discussion, and de-

manded, “Yids, get out to your Israel!"

(New York Times, 2 February). These
scum punched and threatened the writers,

calling them “Jew-Masons" and "splitters

from the Russian writers," and breaking

one woman writer’s glasses. Threatening

that "next time, we'll come back with

machine guns!" the Pamyat hoodlums
were led out by several militiamen,

present throughout the attack.

The noted liberal anti-Stalinist writer

Vladimir Dudintsev. who was present,

noted: "It is a threat to all who think

progressively, of course not just to Jews,

but to us, the reborn Russian intelli-

gentsia, whose interests are being crudely

restricted by the extremists of Pamyat."

That no one was arrested or charged

following the attack raises the obvious

question of militia complicity, and of the

involvement of higher levels of the So-

viet bureaucracy. The liberal intelli-

gentsia have been gripped with fear; an

article in the weekly magazine Ogonyok
described the writers' attempt to continue

their meeting, under a pall of gloom,

and feeling themselves in conditions of

semi-legality.

That at least 50 hooligans could gain

admittance to a tightly controlled affair

is in itself suspicious. As Literaturnaya

Gazeta notes, “They [the militia] treated

the writers coarsely, humiliated them....

The impression was created that not the

victimized writers, but the brawlers...en-

joyed especial sympathy." Ogonyok quot-

ed one of the militiamen as “smirking":

“So what? We have pluralism and free-

dom of speech." When questioned about

the attack, the deputy head of the 83rd

militia precinct, A.M. Suchkov, retort-

ed: “The writers themselves were to

blame. ..one of the women writers called

the perpetrators ‘fascists’.... So then a

brawl started.”

In a broadcast of the Soviet TV pro-

gram “Vzglyad," the prosecutor in the

case responded evasively to questions

about Pamyat’s involvement: “So far I

can only say that there were activists

from this group ‘April’ present at this

meeting, and that’s all. As to members
of Pamyat, this is not evident to me." But

a writer interviewed on the show stated,

"I don't believe this was a spontaneous

action.... They promised to come back

next time with machine guns, and I be-

lieve they have the ability to carry out

this threat."

The exacerbation of nationalist ten-

sions produced by perestroika’s economic
destabilization of the USSR, pitting

neighboring republics against each other

in fratricidal clashes from Armenia/Azer-

baijan to Central Asia and the Baltics,

finds its most dangerous expression in

the growth of Great Russian chauvinism

within the Russian SSR. This reactionary

nationalism is historically virulently anti-

Semitic. and acts of violence against

Jews are on the rise in the Russian

republic.

Most threatening of all is a widespread

rumor predicting anti-Jewish pogroms in

May. This publicized possibility has

thrown Soviet Jews into a panic, and

increasing numbers are leaving the coun-

try. Whereas in past years the vast ma-
jority of emigrating Soviet Jews went to

the U.S., Washington (bowing to pressure

from Israel) closed that option last year,

compelling virtually all Jewish emigrants

to seek refuge in the Zionist state, where

they are being used to bolster the oppres-

sion of Palestinians.

Prior to the January 18 attack on

"April," it was common for intellectuals

in both the Soviet Union and the U.S.

to downplay the danger represented by

Pamyat. But a recent chilling article

Pamyat leader
Dimitri Vasilyev
(right) given
Nazi salute by
Russian fascist

followers (left).

Soviet workers’
action must
smash Pamyat!

("Russian Nationalists— Yearning for an

Iron Hand") in the New York Times Mag-
azine (28 January) clearly exposed the

essence of Pamyat, "whose members
wear paramilitary-style black T-shirts"

and give the Nazi straight-arm salute, as

well as that of the more “civilized" chau-

vinists, such as Valentin Rasputin, one of

the leaders of the Russian Writers Union.

The Soviet review Za Ruhezhom (14

July 1989) reprinted a London Sunday
Mail interview with Pamyat leader Dmi-
tri Vasilyev, in which he fulminated

against “anti-Russian forces,” claiming

that "White people have been almost

driven out of Europe." Appealing to

“Anglo-Saxon blood," Vasilyev raved.

"If Europe doesn’t stop importing cheap

foreign labor from Asia, the Muslims
will conquer and Christianity will be

destroyed. Russia is your last hope.”

The glorification of "truly Russian"

culture is animated by hatred for the

communist ideals of the 1917 Revolution,

and an important component of this

counterrevolutionary current is the Rus-

sian Orthodox church. From this bastion

of reaction the Black Hundreds, mur-
derous bands of marauding pogromists.

were unleashed against the Jews of Rus-

sia during the 1905 Revolution.

But resurgent Russian nationalism

today is more than just a remnant of the

dark past. It is fed by popular reaction to

the economic chaos produced by pere-

stroika and the growing threat of Western

militarism, emboldened by Gorbachev’s

policy of appeasement. Thus a de facto

alliance has formed, uniting such groups

as Pamyat. "Fatherland." “Rebirth" and

“Aurora," and the Orthodox church, with

the old-line Stalinist wings of the bu-

reaucracy (typified by Yegor Ligachev).

Pamyat and the other racialist monar-

chists enjoy special favor among sections

of the ruling apparatus, as witnessed by
Pamyat’s unique ability to hold a demon-
stration in Red Square last December.
The absence of any denunciation by

the ruling bureaucracy of anti-Semitic

Russian nationalism fuels the anxiety felt

by its potential victims. Even William

Korey of the anti-Communist B'nai

B'rith Zionist organization writes that

“When anti-Jewish pogroms seemed to

loom on the horizon in 1918, Lenin, the

founder of the Soviet state, personally

drafted the language in a decree requiring

that ‘pogromists and persons inciting to

pogroms be outlawed.’ Later, in a his-

toric address broadcast to the Russian

people, Lenin cried: ‘Shame on those

who foment hatred toward the Jews’.”

Korey suggests that Gorbachev “could

take a leaf from his mentor’s book by
now forcefully expressing humane con-

cern" (New York Times, 25 January).

Last week, Jewish protesters from both

West and East Germany demonstrated at

the Soviet embassy in East Berlin,

demanding of the Soviet government
"Don’t permit any more pogroms!” and
calling for a crackdown on Pamyat. This
demand is also increasingly heard in the

USSR. But the Soviet bureaucracy of

today is not the Bolshevik Party of
Lenin, and within its anti-revolutionary

and bonapartist ranks there are elements

which could become openly capitalist-

restorationist or even fascist.

It would be criminally foolish to call

upon the bureaucracy to carry out work-
ers’ justice and undertake political sup-

pression of the nativist fascist scum,
whom they have encouraged and con-

ciliated in myriad ways. No. the defense

of the gains of the Russian Revolution is

a task for the Soviet workers. The Spar-

tacist League uniquely warned of the

danger represented by Pamyat from its

inception. In WV No. 461 (23 September
1988) we posed a revolutionary solution:

"Who can doubt that a single militant

demonstration of 50.000 outraged Lenin-
graders. suitably prepared to defend
themselves, coming out to burn Nazi
swastikaflags in Pamyat’s face, ready to

chase these Nazis to the nearby Neva
River or drive them into the canals,
would put an end to Pamyat? The Pamyat
Nazis must be crushed before this fester-

ing sore becomes a gangrenous cancer
threatening the Soviet^ state and its mul-
tinational people."
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How SPD Sabotaged Workers Soviet Power

*

Mass workers demonstration in Berlin, December 1918, demands: “All Power to the Workers' and Soldiers' Councils.” Revolutionary leadership is key to
soviet power.

East Germany:

For Workers Councils to

Stop the Sellout!
As our comrades of the Spartakist

Workers Party fight for "Workers and
soldiers councils to power!" in East

Germany, they have often met with ques-

tions about the difference between plant

councils and the revolutionary call for

workers councils (soviets). Thefollowing
reply is addressed to these questions.

Increasingly we hear calls for the

formation of plant councils in the DDR
(East Germany). Frequently this is con-

nected with the arrival of capitalist firms

from the West. PDS (Party of Democrat-
ic Socialism) chairman Gregor Gysi said

in a January 7 speech kicking off the

election campaign that "co-determination

of the working people" was necessary in

the case of “joint ventures," and plant

councils would be a form of "democra-

tizing the economy."

On the contrary, what’s involved here

is the sellout of our economy, of our

VEBs (state-owned plants), of the work-

ers, of the DDR.
This was made clear in the con-

stitutional amendment permitting the

founding of “enterprises with foreign

participation" which included word for

word Gysi’s call for “co-determination of

the working people in the management
of the enterprises." Even a lop business-

man, AEG boss Heinz Durr, told an IG
Metall (West) conference the Federal

Republic’s (West German) plant council

law was “a fine thing" that should be

introduced as quickly as possible in the

DDR (far, 2 February).

At the FDGB (East German trade-

union federation) congress at the begin-

ning of February, part of the delegates

applauded but many others showed con-

sternation at the announcement of Prime

Minister Modrow’s statement surrender-

ing the existence of the DDR for a

“single fatherland” with capitalist West
Germany. Factory councils as proposed

by economics minister Luft were seen as

a way of undermining the unions. A gen-

eral strike was threatened to force the

Volkskammer (DDR parliament) to ap-

prove a new factory law before the

March 18 elections.

The FDGB bill calls for the right to

strike and the right to work and for

full employment. But instead of saying

"it defends the people’s property,” the

draft now calls only for "democratic co-

determination of the unions in all proper-

ty forms." Plainly put. the FDGB accepts

the restoration of capitalism!

But capital wants more: a union-free

environment for exploitation. At the

Eisenach Auto Works, part of the IFA
Kombinat which has set up a joint ven-

ture with Volkswagen, the management,
on the advice of BRD (West German)
bosses, wants a Western-style "plant

council." At a “round table" meeting (in-

cluding the director, representatives of

political parties and the local union lead-

ership) which set up such a council, the

union chairman was chucked out.

The newspaper of IG Metall notes that

“Many a Kombinat director comes back

from a trip to the West with the de-

mand that in 'his’ plant as well, plant

councils’ must be immediately elected"

(Metall. 26 January). A case in point is

the Oktober 7 machine tool factory in

Berlin, where management also hand-

picked a "round table’Vplant council

against the FDGB. Kombinat general

director Warzecha. who recently joined

the SPD, thinks 3,000 jobs can be done
away with, and he is looking for West-

ern “partners" (Frankfurter Rundschau ,

16 February).

Not only capitalists and Kombinat
directors call for plant councils, however.

So do ostensible leftists. A leaflet of the

Initiative for a United Left (VL) urges,

"Elect Councils in the Plants." The plant

council could serve "to realize the demo-
cratic rights of the workforce" and exer-

cise "control over negotiations with

foreign capital." But at a conference of

plant councils called by the VL initiative

group, reports about the real conditions

of "co-determination" in the Federal Re-

public had a “sobering" effect, according

to Neues Deutschland (5 February).

So the call for factory councils often

serves to mask a program for the res-

toration of capitalism. The Spartakist

Workers Party of Germany, on the other

hand, calls for workers and soldiers

councils to power. In our “Open Letter

to All Communists" (Arprekorr No. 18.

12 January), we wrote: "The SED-PDS
now proposes to build plant councils

'before capital comes’ (ND, 1 1 January).

The Spartakists call for building workers

and soldiers councils to stop capital from
coming!”

Many workers ask us: plant councils or

workers councils, what is the difference?

Plant councils tend to divide the work-
ing class rather than uniting it, to limit

it to narrow plant questions. When West-
ern capitalists try to organize company
"unions," they typically do so on a plant-

by-plant basis. Even those who call for

plant councils in an independent DDR,
a workers state, often seek to retreat

from a planned economy to a "market

economy” in which each plant is on
its own. And. as in the mouth of Prof.

Dr. Christa Luft, “socialist market econ-

omy" soon becomes “social”—the self-

description of BRD capitalism.

Workers councils have arisen in times

of sharp class struggle. They can serve

as organs of revolutionary power, to

reorganize society under the rule of the

proletariat. This was the role played by
the Russian workers councils, the soviets,

with the leadership of the Bolsheviks, of
Lenin and Trotsky, in the 1917 October

Revolution. But under reformist/centrist

misleadership, workers councils that cede

state power to a bourgeois parliament can

be an instrument for securing the rule of

the capitalists. This is what happened in

Germany after November 1918, and led

to the murder of Rosa Luxemburg and
Karl Liebknecht.

The key is revolutionary leadership.

Plant Councils and Workers
Councils After November 1918

A look at the history of workers coun-
cils and plant councils in Germany is

instructive. Workers and soldiers councils

arose in numerous cities following the

sailors' uprising in Kiel in early Novem-
ber 1918. In many cases these councils

were set up by the Independent Social

Democrats (USPD). among whose lead-

ers were Kautsky and Bernstein, who had

halfheartedly split from the majority SPD
under pressure from the increasing anti-

war sentiment of the working masses.
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Willy Romer

In Berlin, the founders were the Revolu-

tionary Shop Stewards, allied with the

USPD.
On the left wing stood the Spartakus-

bund. Although Liebknecht won tremen-

dous moral authority for his courageous

opposition to the imperialist war. Luxem-

burg in particular had acted for years as

a loyal left opposition to the increasingly

reformist SPD and then as a faction in

the USPD instead of building an indepen-

dent party as the Bolsheviks did in tsarist

Russia. So when the 1918-19 Revolution

broke out. the Spartacus group was a

small, marginal formation. This meant it

was unable to effectively contest for

control of the mushrooming workers and

soldiers council movement.

The influence of the Russian Revolu-

tion in sparking the November uprising

was enormous. When the German High

Seas Fleet returned to Kiel after refusing

orders to undertake a final death trip

against the superior English fleet, a sailor

on the ship-of-the-line Markgrafrecalled:

"We greeted every ship that we met with

loud cries of rejoicing: ‘Long live Lieb-

knecht! Down with the war! Up with the

soldiers council! Three cheers for the

Bolsheviks!’" (Blaujacken im Novem-
berslur

m

[1988]).

An 8 November 1918 leaflet by the

Spartakusbund called for electing dele-

gates from factories and military units to

workers and soldiers councils, and to

transfer all government power to these

councils. But soon they were taken over

by the Kaiser’s war "socialists” led by

Ebert and Scheidemann. who also headed

the bourgeois "republican” government

which had replaced the Hohenzollern

monarchy. The "independent" USPD, far

from presenting a revolutionary opposi-

tion. initially joined the social-patriotic

government. As Richard Muller, leader

of the Revolutionary Shop Stewards,

wrote later:

“The party had since its foundation never

taken a position on questions that an

uprising or even an overthrow would put

on the agenda. .. As a political party in

the revolution it not only acted to hold

back, but gave the other socialist party

the power for a counterrevolutionary

policy.”

—Die Novemberrevolution (1924)

At the first congress of workers and

soldiers councils in December 1918,

there were only a handful of revolution-

ary delegates. Liebknecht spoke to the

crowd of tens of thousands gathering

outside, declaring: “We demand from the

Congress that it take full political power

into its hands for the purpose of carrying

out socialism, and that it not transfer

power to a National Assembly which

cannot be an organ of the revolution."

But he and Luxemburg were not permit-

ted to speak to the congress, which hand-

ed power over to the SPD government

pending election of a parliament.

With this mandate, the Ebert/Scheide-

mann regime began the repression in

earnest. "Defense" Minister Noske con-

spired with General Groner to bring in

the Freikorps, forerunners of Hitler's SA.

Luxemburg and Liebknecht were mur-

dered in the bloody suppression of the

January 1919 Spartacus uprising. As the

counterrevolutionary terror spread, it

provoked a civil war that moved from the

Rhineland to Saxony to Berlin and Mu-
nich. 30,000 died. The soldiers councils

were dissolved. The government wanted

to do away with workers councils as

well, but was afraid to do so: they were

now controlled by the Independents, who
recruited many disgusted SPDers. The

persecuted Communist Party (KPD) grew

as well.

The “socialist" regime instead legally

limited the councils to being “represen-

tatives of economic interests" at the plant

level. This was consecrated in the plant

council law of 1920. The introduction to

the law stated unambiguously that the

purpose of plant councils was to further

"the common economic interests of the

employees (workers and white-collar)

and employers and to support the em-
ployer in fulfilling the purposes of the

concern.” The fight came to a head in

January 1920, when the plant council bill

was given its second reading.

The USPD, KPD and leadership of the

plant councils called for a masT protest

on January 13, issuing a leaflet calling

for struggle "for the revolutionary coun-

cil [soviet
|
system!" Tens of thousands

of workers massed in front of the Reichs-

tag. Once again Noske unleashed the

machine guns of the soldiery against the

peaceful demonstrators. Without a word

of warning they fired. The toll: 42 dead

and 105 injured. Social Democratic

prime minister Bauer said the next day

that "weapons were used late, almost

too late." The blood-drenched law was

enacted.

Nevertheless, by fusing with the left

wing of the Independents at the Halle

Congress in 1920, the KPD managed to

gain influence in the plant councils. In

1923. Trotsky argued against Zinoviev

that the existing councils should be used

as the base for revolutionary action in-

stead of artificially setting up soviets

which would immediately be attacked

by the government. In 1931. when in

the midst of the Comintern's ultraleftist

Third Period the Stalinists were calling

for soviets to organize an armed uprising.

Trotsky recalled the earlier dispute:

"The soviets are only an organizational

form; the question is decided by the class

content of the policy and by no means by
its form. In Germany, there were Ebert-

Scheidemann soviets In Russia, the con-

cilialionist soviets attacked the workers

and soldiers in July 1917.... In the fall of

1923, defending against Stalin and others

the necessity of passing over to the revo-

lutionary offensive, I fought at the same
time against the creation, on command,
of soviets in Germany side by side with

the factory councils, which were already

actually beginning to fulfill the role of

soviets.

"There is much to be said for the idea

that in the present revolutionary upsurge,

also, the factory councils in Germany, at

a certain stage of their development, will

be able to play the role of soviets and
replace them."

Today we read in Neues Deutschland

(13/14 January ) that “Despite the form of

the
[ 1920] law, which was disappointing

for many workers, under the Weimar
Republic the plant councils proved to be

in many respects effective instruments

for the realization of the workers' inter-

ests." This is not Trotsky arguing that the

form of plant councils can be used by

revolutionaries despite the reactionary

content of the law. but an attempt to

soften up workers in the DDR for a new
plant council law to accompany the re-

introduction of capitalist exploitation!

Plant Councils in the
Birth of the DDR
ND mentions the revival of the plant

councils after World War II. The United

Left initiative group says that the coun-

cils formed in 1945 “fulfilled important

tasks in rebuilding the devastated econ-

omy. in representing the interests of the

workers and in smashing fascist power
structures." But "by 1950 plant councils

had again been eliminated in our society

so the administrative command style of

direction of the economy could be fully

instituted as well.” So what about the

plant councils in the post-WW II period?

Both in the East and West, plant coun-

cils sprung up almost immediately in

1945. In the zone under the Soviet Mili-

tary Administration (SMAD) this led to

spontaneous expropriation of companies

headed by former Nazis or others who
had fled West. Led by KPD and SPD
worker militants, the councils purged the

management and quickly got the plants

working again. Formally the SMAD
placed many plants under trusteeship,

but in Saxony, for example, almost half

the trustees were workers (Dietrich Sta-

ritz, Sozialismits in einem halben Land
[1976]).

The 1946 Allied Control Council fac-

tory law didn't go beyond the Weimar
Republic legislation. But in 14,000 plants

in the Soviet occupation zone, employing

over two-thirds of the workers, plant-

level agreements allowed the councils

wide-ranging power in production. Coal

mining was placed under state adminis-

tration already in 1 945, and in mid- 1 946
the formal expropriation of Nazis and

war criminals was put into effect after a

plebiscite in Saxony. By 1947, 56 per-

cent of all production was in national-

ized VEBs or Soviet-German Joint-Stock

Companies (SAGs).

During these initial years, before the

general expropriation of the bourgeoisie

was decreed and before central planning,

factory councils more or less ran the

plants. This was in a situation where a

large part of trade was the "grey market"

of "compensation transactions"— i.e.,

barter. The Leuna works, for instance,

traded trainloads of fertilizer for potatoes

and vegetables. This prevented starvation,

but also led workers to focus on hoarding
—hardly a model for a stable economic
system.

continued on page 10

GDR Review
May Day workers demonstration in East Berlin, 1946.
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Spartakist

January 14, East Berlin. Spartakist banners at 250,000-strong
demonstration at Friedrichsfelde Cemetery to honor Karl Lieb-
knecht and Rosa Luxemburg. Spartakist!Arprekorr declares: “No
Sellout of the DDR! Workers and Soldiers Councils, Now!"
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Workers
Councils...
(continued from page 9)

Over half of the factory council leaders

were members of the fused Socialist Unity

Party (SED). formed in 1946. As part of

the Gleichschaltung of the SED. to turn it

into an obedient instrument of Stalinist

bureaucratic rule, beginning in 1948 Ul-

bricht and his flunkeys launched a cam-

paign against "leveling" in the plants, de-

nouncing plant councils for raising wages

and for providing the same meals for

everyone in the factory. The councils were

dissolved by joining them to the local

union leadership.

By 1950, three-quarters of industrial

production was nationalized; the first five-

year plan was launched. These were his-

toric achievements. But this was accom-

plished by tightening the bureaucratic grip

on the working class. The new labor

law declared that henceforth the "right

to co-determination of the workers and

employees" would be "realized by the

democratic state organs." And national-

ized industry was required by law to

"fulfill and overfulfill [!| plan obliga-

tions.”

This intensification of work norms and

stilling of workers democracy contrib-

uted greatly to sparking the 17 June 1953

workers uprising.

“Co-Determination” Swindle
in the BRD

In the Western occupation zones, the

mood among the workers in 1945 was

not that different from that in the East.

"Factory committees andfactory councils

filled the power vacuum produced by the

interning of accused entrepreneurs" (Ute

Schmidt and Tilman Fichter. Der erzwun-

gene Kapitalismus: Klassenkampfe in den

Westzonen 1945-48 (1971)). In Novem-
ber 1945, the plant councils and factory

groups of the KPD and SPD in Essen as

well as the mayor called on the British

military government to expropriate with-

out compensation the Krupp companies.

The British refused.

In 1946. over 70 percent of the mem-
bers of plant councils in the coal mining

sector, centered on the Ruhr, belonged

to the Communist Party. Miners were

angered by the military government’s

policy of deliberately limiting food sup-

plies—starving the population—out of

national vindictiveness and in order to

force double shifts. In the April 1947

Nordrhein-We«u/alen state parliament

elections, the KPD got 14 percent of the

votes.

In December 1946, a referendum in

Hessen was passed calling for socializa-

tion of coal, iron and steel, electrical

energy and rail transport, and for state

supervision or administration of banks
and insurance companies. But in contrast

to the SMAD’s implementation of the

expropriation referendum in Saxony six

months earlier, the American military ad-

ministration banned any socializations.

Meanwhile, during the spring of 1947,

there were numerous strikes in the Ruhr
area demanding an end to the starvation

policies and for public ownership of coal

and steel. At the end of March, over half

a million workers joined one- and two-

day walkouts. As the wave of struggle

rose. U.S. military authorities in Hessen

declared that strikes which “in any way
endangered the demands or plans of the

occupation power will not be tolerated,”

and threatened to apply the death penalty.

In response, the KPD did... nothing.

Instead of united mass strikes, it called

local actions. Schmidt and Fichter write:

"The reticence of the KPD after the

Western allies’ strike ban must be seen

in the framework of the policy of keep-

ing still on the part of the Western Com-
munist parties" which they accurately

linked to the policy of a "people’s front."

The social-democratic future leader-

ship of the West German DGB union

federation led by Hans Bockler issued an

anti-strike resolution. Shortly afterward,

they agreed to the Marshall Plan, know-

ing that accepting credits meant forget-

ting about any plans for “socialization"

of industry. In 1948. the IG Metall union

ordered the expulsion of all members of

the FDGB and the Communist Party. As
a result, the number of KPD members of

plant councils fell to 25 percent in 1950.

In exchange for witchhunting and

strikebreaking in the name of class col-

laboration, the SPD/DGB tops thought

they had a right to a place at the table for

the capitalist feast. This was to be in the

form of “parity co-determination" such

as had been established in the mining

industry, where equal numbers of union

and management representatives sat on

company supervisory boards.

But Konrad Adenauer’s Christian

Democrats and his "economic miracle

man" Ludwig Erhard had no such provi-

sions in their "social market economy,"

a formula now taken up by the would-

be liquidator of the DDR’s collective

planned economy. Prof. Dr. Christa Lull.

In fact, as the military occupation ended,

they planned to hand the iron and steel

industries back to their former owners.

and to implement an utterly toothless

“co-determination" in which the work-

ers’ representatives were a powerless

minority.

And that is exactly what happened.

When the IG Metall and IG Bergbau (met-

al workers and miners unions) threat-

ened to strike over "co-determination"

in 1950-51. Adenauer sent a letter to

Bockler claiming that strikes intended to

influence parliament were unconstitution-

al. And when the factory law came be-

fore the Bundestag in July 1952. after

some initial blustering the DGB tops

backed down. The plant councils and

their "right to consultation” serve only to

further bind the unions to the bosses.

Today capitalist-restorationist forces in

the DDR are calling for plant councils in

order to purge the unions and former

SED members from the factories. But

plant councils are also called for by left-

ists who cherish syndicalist dreams of

"self-management" in a "socialist market

economy." In turn, “independent trade

unions" talk of building "real workers

councils" and opposing the sellout of the

factories, while accepting the restoration

of capitalism. Obviously, talk of councils

by very different political forces can

have opposite meanings.

The decisive element is a revolutionary

leadership, a Bolshevik party, with a

program to build a workers soviet power.

The working people don’t need empty

consultation but the power to decide, not

over purely local or plant questions but

on the fundamental issues and direction

of society as a whole.

Today, the issue facing the DDR is

revolution or counterrevolution. Under

the leadership of revolutionaries, factory

councils can be the instrument for estab-

lishing dual power at the plant level, to

exercise workers control of production

which can be decisive in stopping a buy-

out of collectivized industry and main-

taining supplies in the face of a con-

certed campaign by the capitalists to

foment chaos.

Such councils can undertake the for-

mation of workers defense groups to

protect persecuted workers, guard work-

ers actions, such as strikes and plant oc-

cupations. and prevent a capitalist take-

over. They can become steppingstones to

building genuine workers and soldiers

soviets . elected in the factories and bar-

racks and recallable at any time, to wage
revolutionary struggle and organize a

revolutionary workers government.

As Rosa Luxemburg wrote in the after-

math of 9 November 1918:

"Such an outfitting of the compact mass
of the working people with the entire

political power for the tasks of the revo-

lution. that is the dictatorship of the

proletariat and therefore true democracy.
Not where the wage slave sits next to the

capitalist, the rural proletarian next to the

Junker in a lying equality in order to

have parliamentary debate over life-and-

death questions, but there where the

million-headed proletarian mass seizes

the entire state power with their calloused

fists in order to bring it down on the head
of the ruling classes like the god Thor
with his hammer, there alone is the

democracy that does not defraud the

people.”— R. Luxemburg, “What Does
the Spartakusbund Want?"
(December 1918)

West German
“co-determination":
IG Metall union
leader Steinkiihler

(left) sells out
1984 West German
metalworkers
strike.
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On 30 April 1945, Red Army took Berlin (left). The next day, May Day, 15,000 prisoners celebrated liberation from Buchenwald (right). The DDR was founded
by victims of Nazi terror.

DDR Was Built Through

Smashing Nazi Rule

Modrow Swallows

“Collective Guilt” Line

Thefollowing article is reprintedfrom
Arbeiterpressekorrespondenz No. 24, 20

February. Arprekorr is published by the

Spartahist Workers Party of Germany
and the Spartakist-Gruppen.

Last week. East German prime minis-

ter Hans Modrow wrote to the World

Jewish Congress and to the government

of the state of Israel a letter in which he

accepted "the responsibility of the entire

German people for the past." including

the “worst crimes against the Jewish peo-

ple" committed by Hitler fascism. This

letter was in response to Israel’s demand

for reparations and its ultimatum, “with-

out taking responsibility for the Holo-

caust, no relations."

The Western press was jubilant. Le

Monde (10 February) wrote in a front-

page editorial that this statement “put an

end to the fiction on which Communist

Germany based its existence." By reject-

ing responsibility for the Holocaust, the

paper haughtily declared, "‘the workers

and peasants state’ of Walter Ulbricht

and then Erich Honecker emerged 'ex

nihilo' (out of nowhere], according to its

founders."

The German Democratic Republic

didn’t come out of nowhere, it was con-

structed out of the destruction of Hitler’s

Reich by the Red Army at a cost of 20

million Soviet lives. Its cadres came

in large part out of the concentration

camps. In Buchenwald alone, there were

over 3,500 Communists from coun-

tries throughout Europe; after liberation,

the KPD Parteiaktiv (active member-

ship) was over 700 there. Thousands of

KPDers and SPDers went straight from

the KZ camp gates to building anti-

fascist committees which took over local

administration.

The Federal Republic of Germany for-

mally declares itself the successor state

to Hitler’s Third Reich, underlining the

continuity of German imperialism. The

West German secret police were set up

by simply taking over the Nazis’ anti-

Soviet spy operation (the Gehlen organi-

zation) wholesale. Many of the capitalist

giant firms (and their bosses) who fi-

nanced the Nazis, from Flick to Krupp

and Thyssen, were the same ones who
built up the “economic miracle" of the

new “democratic order."

The DDR is a workers state, albeit

bureaucratically deformed from birth,

founded by the victims of the Nazi terror

regime. It is not accidental, therefore,

that many of its prominent citizens are

of Jewish heritage. While the Ulbricht

group of thugs and gangsters was flown

in from Moscow’s Hotel Lux, former

state and SED (Socialist Unity Party)

party chief Erich Honecker was held ten

years at Brandenburg-Gorden. Among his

jailers was a man who is today a leader

of the neo-Nazi Republikaner. This isn’t

fiction. These are facts.

The doctrine of “collective guilt" was

a pernicious historical fiction to whip up

nationalist hostility in the imperialist

war. The Stalinists served this up as part

of their popular-front policy, as with the

French CP’s chauvinist call to the par-

tisans. "A chacun son boche" (Everybody

get a Kraut). Stalin struck the same tone

in seeking to build Russian patriotic fer-

vor. Most notably this was reflected in

Ilya Ehrenberg’s anti-German diatribes

(“The Germans are not human.... If you

have killed one German, kill another."

etc.).

Contrast this with the "Declaration of

the Internationalist Communists of Bu-

chenwald," written by Trotskyist cadres

and sympathizers who survived the Nazi

concentration camps. They called for the

“German proletariat to rapidly recover

from its profound defeat and to again

place itself at the head of the European

working class in the battle for the over-

throw of capitalism." They insisted. “To

attribute responsibility, or partial respon-

sibility, for this war to the German and

international working class is only anoth-

er way of continuing to serve the bour-

geoisie." Their declaration ended with a

call;

"For a Germany of workers councils in

a Europe of workers councils!

"For world proletarian revolution!"— reprinted in Spartacist

No. 26, Winter 1979

Yes, the criminal failure of the Stalin-

ists and Social Democrats to undertake

powerful united-front action permitted

the jackbooted Nazis to march to power
unhindered. In the aftermath, as the

Buchenwald Internationalist Communists

wrote, the Second and Third Internation-

als "sabotaged the proletarian revolution

that alone could have prevented this

war.” This was done in the name of the

"people's front." a formula for class

collaboration with the bourgeoisie. In

that same framework the Stalinists pro-

claimed the “collective guilt" of the Ger-

man people, failing to make the class

distinction between the capitalists, who
made tremendous war profits from Hit-

ler’s regime, and the workers who suf-

fered under it.

The doctrine of "collective guilt," both

in the mouths of the Western imperialists

and from Stalin’s bureaucratic regime,

served to suppress attempts at proletarian

revolution in the aftermath of Hitler’s

continued on page 12
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The "entire

German people”
responsible
for Nazism?
Left: East Berlin

memorial to

the Baum group
of Communist
Jewish resistance
fighters. Right:

U.S. Trotskyists
reported on
multinational

prisoners' May
Day celebration in

Buchenwald, 1945.

HOW WORKERS CELEBRATED

MAY DAY AT BUCHENWALD
While the Allied press does ils utmost to whip up a

poisonous lynch spirit against the entire German people, the

prisoners of all nationalities released from the Nazi concentra-

tion camps empress warmest solidarity with their German

comrades who were the first victims to feci the barbaric whip

of the Nazi oppressor.

At Buchenwald, one of the worst camps, the 15,000 prison-

ers organized an inspiring celebration of May Day. demon-

strating the brotherhood of the world working class on this

traditional holiday. Here is how PM'a correspondent (May 2)

described it:

"Many of these men . . . hove been in Fascist tails or

camps for 10 years or more. Their brothers have been murder-

ed, their wives and children lost somewhere on this continent.

Their faces arc gray, their shoulders droop bs under great

weight.

“They are the proletariat of many nations and they are

magnificent. This ia their day and it ia fitting that they should

hove celebrated it here. On the walla of their own barracks

and the barracks of the SS who were once their guards, great

signs in German, English, Russian, Polish, Czech and Serbian

rend: “This is the Day of the Fight against Fascism’. . .

"Between these signs and beneath the flags of many
nations, the survivors marched—a Polish group, a Russian

group, a Yugoslav group, a Czechoslovakian group, an Italian

group, a Spanish group, and many others. And then came a

large German unit and they began singing the Internationale.

Other groups picked up the song, each in its own language.

"Yet the melody was not lost In this babylon of languages.

It rose in u mighty torrent into thin oir which hnl mir looiilh

ugo still stank of Nazi massacres."
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Reunification:

Who Pays
The following dispatch by the British

Renters News Agency is a chilling descrip-

tion of what anne xation of East Germany
by the capitalist West would mean for the

man on the street: he and his family could

be on the street.

East Germans Worried
by West German Claims
on Property

By Susanne Hoell

EAST BERLIN. Feb 18. Reuter—While
iheir compatriots clamour in the streets

for German unity, the Rammbusch family

sit at home in East Berlin terrified that

political change could cost them the roof

over their heads.

Recently they had unwelcome visitors

to their smart suburban house—a West
German couple who said they owned the

place and wanted it back.

“My wife just screams all night long,"

said Jurgen Rammbusch, 46. who has

spent years doing up the house and is not

about to give it up without a struggle.

Until the fall of East Germany's
hardline communist leadership late last

year. West Germans who owned property

on the other side of the Iron Curtain had

all but given up hope of recovering it.

Now they are relishing the prospect of

claiming back land bought decades ago
by their parents or grandparents.

"At the weekends West Germans fall

over themselves to come here, armed
with compasses, maps, the works."

Rammbusch said.

West Germans have claims to tens

of thousands of properties in East Ber-

lin alone. And their plans to charge

rents five or ten times above present

government-subsidised levels, or even to

move back in themselves, have worried

ordinary East Germans like the Ramm-
busch family.

But claiming rights frozen over 40
years of communist state ownership is

likely to blow open a hornets’ nest of

legal and social questions to which
nobody knows the answer.

Will the West Berlin lawyer who owns
the ground under the East German For-

eign Ministry try to claim it for himself?

Will East Berlin’s distinctive television

tower be handed over to the Swiss in-

surance company that once had offices

on the site?

For the moment East German law is

clear—the state guarantees security of

tenure and protects rents.

But what will happen after the coun-
try's first free elections on March 18. let

alone after any reunification of Germany.

is anybody's guess.

"When people ask me that I just shrug

my shoulders," said Jorg Pauli. East

Berlin's legal counsellor on property.

West Berlin senator Wolfgang Nagel

fears that whoever wins entitlement, the

consequences will be a nightmare.

“The issue of compensation or back

payments would keep legions of lawyers

busy and cause an economic, political

and social earthquake in East Germany."
Nagel said.

But West Germans are steadily in-

creasing the pressure. Bonn Justice Min-
ister Hans Engelhard has received thou-

sands of letters asking how to claim back
land.

Weekend trips across the border have

not always been peaceful. The occupiers

of a house belonging to Gunther Schnei-

der, a Bavarian doctor, warned him they

would set their dog on him if he came
again.

In response Schneider has bought a

spray can filled with petrol and cayenne
pepper to defend himself next time

around.

A West German masseur has put psy-

chological pressure on his "tenants" by
dropping three-page-long questionnaires

through their doors.

He has a lot to gain: the average rent

for a three-room flat in East Berlin is

about 60 East German marks (36 dollars)

a month. A similarly sized, modest apart-

ment in West Berlin could cost 1.000

West German marks (600 dollars) or

more.

"Those West Germans are out for a

buck and they’re going to charge rents to

send us flying," said Detlef Dix. who
lives with his wife and children in the

working class district of Kopenick on the

outskirts of East Berlin.

East Germans have set up a special

association to lobby against West Ger-

man property claims. They have the

sympathy of many politicians and gov-

ernment officials.

Property rights will also be discussed

by an inter-German commission set up

to negotiate currency union. The com-
mission meets for the first time this

week.

But many fear the power of the West
German mark and Jurgen Rammbusch for

one is worried that West Germans may
extend their property demands further

east to territory that has not been German
since World War Two.

"If they are claiming their rights over

here, then they are not going to stop at

the Oder (the East German border with

Poland)," Rammbusch said.B

Der Spiegel Photos
East German tenants threatened by 40-year-old
private property claims, massive rent hikes. Would-
be landlord Hilmar Schneider (inset) pressing claim
to this East Berlin house.
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SED-PDS leader Gregor Gysi, who comes from a Jewish background, targeted
by demonstrators obscenely Nazi-baiting him. Signs at Leipzig demo said:
“Gysi is no German.

"

“Guilt”...
(continued from page 1 1)

fall. The document which the KPD tops

brought with them from Moscow in June

1945 proclaimed the "common guilt” of

all. and declared the goal was completing
a "bourgeois-democratic restructuring" of

Germany. Ulbricht later admitted that

“the majority of our comrades" supported

instead the "sectarian" policy of socialist

revolution. This line was rooted out. A
social revolution began in East Germany
with the victory of the Red Army, but

only after the imperialists launched their

Cold War did the Stalinists consummate
it, bureaucratically and from the top

down.

From its foundation, the DDR has

proclaimed itself as an anti-fascist state.

And it is notable that today, as the impe-
rialists try to stampede the DDR into a

unified capitalist Germany, Nazi-fascist

attacks have escalated. These include

vandalization of Jewish cemeteries in

Berlin-Weissensee and in Rostock.

Among those buried in the Jewish com-
munity cemetery in Berlin is Herbert

Baum, the Jewish Communist resistance

fighter. The Baum group certainly did

not consider the “entire German people"

responsible for Hitler's crimes. Another

instance of the rising anti-Semitism are

the attacks on PDS [formerly SED|
chairman Gregor Gysi. who comes from
a Jewish background.

The Spartakist Workers Party of Ger-

many (SpAD) has repeatedly urged

united-front workers action to stop the

fascist terrorists. In our letter to the com-
mander of Soviet armed forces in Ger-

many on 28 December 1989 denouncing

the vile Nazi defacing of the Soviet war
memorial at Treptow. we wrote: "In

memory of the 20 million Soviet dead in

the fight to smash the Third Reich, of six

million Jews who died in the Holocaust,

class-conscious German workers vow to

prevent the rise of a Fourth Reich." We
called for mobilizing tens of thousands

of workers to “crush these killers before

it is too late." At the January 3 united-

front mobilization in Treptow, which we
initiated. Spartakist speakers called for

workers militias to crush the fascists.

But. reportedly, leaders of the SED/
PDS now consider the demonstration at

Treptow to be a "mistake." Instead they

go along with the forced march to Ger-

man reunification which would greatly

embolden the anti-Semites. Accepting the

historic lie of “collective guilt" and giv-

ing financial aid to the Zionist state of

Israel, which is based on the oppression

of the Palestinians, is not a fight against

anti-Semitism. The growth of Zionism
among the Jewish masses was a despair-

ing reaction to the Holocaust and the

refusal of the Western "democracies" to

let in Jewish refugees. Today the Nazi-

like oppression of the Palestinians by the

Zionist state serves only to provide new
arguments to anti-Semites around the

world. Support for "greater Israel" or an
imperialist “greater Germany” is not

support for freedom for the Jewish peo-

ple. Class-struggle action to stop the

fascist terrorists is.

If the Zionists want reparations, why
don't they approach the Baltic states

which have newly emerged to claim the

heritage of genocide. Or how about Aus-
trian president Waldheim? The guilt for

the Holocaust is not borne by "the entire

German people"— the guilty have names,
and so do those who honor the Nazi mass
murderers, like Reagan and Kohl did at

Bitburg. The DDR workers state is anti-

fascist at its roots—and we defend it!
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Fourth Reich...
(continued from page 1

)

after another, the German. British and
American imperialists have reached a

consensus to seize through a propaganda

blitz what formerly they thought would
take a NATO Blitzkrieg. If they are suc-

cessful it will he at the expense of vast

sectors of the DDR population.

"They are trying to create chaos in order

to destroy the DDR workers state. The
establishment of a collectivized economy
in the heart of Europe is a historic gain

that must be defended."

The SpAD statement called on the work-

ing people of the DDR to "cast a re-

sounding vote against capitalist reunifi-

cation in the March 18 elections, and to

begin now to organize and resist, in the

plants, on the streets, the imperialist

assault.”

Stressing that the elections are a (dis-

torted) plebiscite on the existence of the

DDR. the Spartakist Workers Party is

presenting candidates on a class-struggle

program against capitalist reunification.

It is also demanding from all other par-

ties and candidates a clear statement of

position on reunification. We urge voters

where the SpAD is not running candi-

dates. and voters who do not fully sup-

port our program, to cast a vote for those

slates firmly pledged to oppose capitalist

reunification and uphold the social and

political integrity of the DDR and pre-

serve its social gains.

The Bonn campaign to ram through a

currency union is a deadly threat to the

working people of the DDR. As soon as

Modrow’s capitulation was broadcast,

long lines formed in front of banks as

working people worried that their savings

would become worthless. Even Western

economists admit that a Deutsche Bank
republic would mean millions of unem-
ployed and massive wage cuts. The
panic-mongering about a collapse of the

DDR, orchestrated direct from the chan-

cellor’s office in conjunction with the

Social Democrats (SPD), is to prepare to

buy up the DDR on the cheap.

This is a classic destabilization cam-
paign. like in Chile, to demoralize and

paralyze the East German workers, com-
bined w ith the Goebbels technique of the

Big Lie: the claims of imminent collapse.

Yet DDR citizens can tell by looking

around them, none of this is true. Even

a "senior Western diplomat" is quoted as

saying: “They are not at the edge of the

abyss. There is food in the shops, the

electricity and water are running as

usual, the trash is picked up, the trams

and buses are operating." Just compare
this to Poland where under IMF austerity

there is now hunger, mass joblessness,

plant shutdowns and the like.

The Kohl/SPD drive to gobble up the

DDR is in many ways reminiscent of

Adolf Hitler's campaign to dismember
Czechoslovakia in 1938. In May of that

year, the German general staff prepared

a directive calling for propaganda war-

fare to wear down the Czechs’ resistance

and economic warfare to hasten their

collapse. Goebbels’ propaganda ministry

manufactured stories of "Czech terror”

Israeli Fighter for Palestinian Rights

Michel Warshawski Must Not Go to Jail!
In the racist Zionist state, "free

speech" doesn’t apply to Palestinians or

their defenders. In November. Michel

Warshawski was sentenced to 20

months in prison on charges of provid-

ing typesetting services for and holding

material belonging to "illegal organiza-

tions." Warshawski is director of the

Alternative Information Centre (AIC)

and a leader of the Revolutionary Com-
munist League, Israeli section of the

international “Trotskyist" current led by

Ernest Mandel.

Initially charged with "supporting ter-

rorists," a crime carrying a 23-ycar

sentence. Warshawski was arrested in

February 1987 when police raided AIC
offices, seized its equipment and shut

it down. In the eyes of his jailers. War-

shawski’s "crime" was to make AIC
publishing facilities available to Pales-

tinian Arab groups and to use the pages

of the AIC’s publication News From
Within to expose Zionist terror. The
Partisan Defense Committee sent a

protest to the Israeli embassy in

Washington:

"The cold-blooded murders of Pales-

tinian youths by Zionist state terrorists

and their fascistic thugs go unpunished

— or rewarded. But those, like Michel
Warshawski. who protest the brutal and
inhumane treatment of Palestinian Arabs
in the Occupied Territories are marked
as criminals by the Tel Aviv rulers.

“To shield world’s eyes from the ritual

beatings and murder of Palestinians in

the Occupied Territories, the Israeli

government declared war on those jour-

nalists courageous enough to provide

the outside world a glimpse of the fas-

cistic treatment of the oppressed Pales-

tinians. Foreign journalists have been
expelled; Michel Warshawski. Assaf
Adiv. Yacov Ben Efrat. and many more
locked away in jails. Palestinian jour-

nalists are routinely held in administra-

tive detention for years—without trial.

“We demand Michel Warshawski be

immediately released. Free all victims

of Israeli state repression."

Michel Warshawski is presently free

on bail. His appeal to the Israeli High

Court is scheduled to be heard in

March. Contributions to his defense

campaign can be sent to: Alternative

Information Centre. P.O. Box 24278.

Jerusalem. Israel.

against the German minority in the

Sudetenland. And threats of German
invasion convinced the British and

French rulers that the only alternative to

war with the Third Reich was to accept

the destruction of their Czech ally, which

they did at the Munich conference in

September 1938. Six months later the

Wehrmacht marched into Prague.

The difference with today is that

Czechoslovakia was a junior partner of

British and French imperialism, whereas

the DDR is a workers state, albeit

bureaucratically deformed, allied with the

USSR. When George Bush tours U.S.

military bases, watching mock U.S.-

first Reichskanzler since Adolf Hitler,

and West Germany’s Drang nach Osten

(thrust to the East) is sending shudders

around the world. Faced with the West

German “2+4" plan (first negotiations by

the two German states, then by the four

WW II Allies) the Polish government

asked to participate and for a guarantee

of the Oder-Neisse line. Bonn responded

that Polish participation “would not be

meaningful." and that Germany was not

(now) making any territorial claims. No
wonder two out of three Poles oppose

German reunification, and many think it

presages World War III. No wonder
Warsaw wants Soviet troops to stay in

puter industry. The distortions are due
not only to bureaucratic arbitrariness but

also to the autarky (national self-

sufficiency) and the lack of true inter-

national central planning. For starters,

instead of selling the country to capitalist

West Germany, an interim perspective

would be to press for a genuine and

equitable integration of the economy of

the DDR with the USSR—the workers’

answer to perestroika (sellout).

The Stalinist schema of "building so-

cialism in one country" was always a

contradiction and a lie. and all the more
so in half a country like the DDR: social-

ism is inherently international in scope.

—10 February 1990 She iNVuHlork (times —13 February 1990

The Germans

EAST BERLIN’S RUIN

PREDICTED IN BONN

2 German Chiefs Prepare to Meet:

A Steamroller vs. a Lame Duck?
By SERGE SCHMEMANN

Kohl Adviser Warns That East

Germany Is Facing a Crisis

— Assertion Is Denied

BONN, Feb 12 — Having returned
with what he calls a "green light" from
Moscow. Chancellor Helmut Kohl
stands In a dominant position as he pre-

pares to receive Prime Minister Hans
Modrow of East Germany on Tuesday
to press a demand for rapid monetary
union.

staying within the structure of NATO
cannot be accepted, and that "the

question of military structures and
questions of political status can be
solved only In a gradual transition."

In fact, it is not entirely clear what
Mr Kohl will demand of Mr Modrow
now that the East German caretaker.

Imperialist media blitz seeks to stampede DDR into capitalist West Germany.
Der Spiegel (5 February): "Chaos in the DDR— Flight to Unity."

Soviet battles, climbing into a B-52

cockpit, and saying, "Now, back to the

war," he's preparing for war against the

Soviet Union. So when the imperialist

world proclaims “Today East Germany,
tomorrow Russia!" revolutionary-minded

workers and all opponents of imperialist

war must answer with a resounding

"No!" And despite the present reunifica-

tion intoxication, they will not be alone

in saying so.

Helmut Kohl badly wants to be the

the DDR. Think of a Hitler with nuclear

weapons.

It is not only Germany's neighbors

who get a chill at the rush to reunifica-

tion. The population of the DDR is be-

ginning to realize that bringing in the D-

Mark would mean not Audis (or even
VWs) for all, but losing your job, your

home, and many very real social gains.

In recent days parents and children have

demonstrated in East Berlin against the

elimination of free lunches and day care

in the schools. And Arheiterpressekor-

responden: (Arprekorr), published by the

Spartakist Workers Party, reports that

workers at the EAW electrical supplies

plant held a warning strike protesting

threatened layoffs, including of a group

of Vietnamese workers. EAW director

Puppe (“puppet") has been negotiating

with Western capitalists, saying he could

get rid of 3,000-4.000 workers.

In its terminal decay, the Stalinist SED
(now PDS) regime disrupts and dumps
the socialized economy and the workers

state. DDR workers must take action,

through factory occupations and the

organization of workers control, to main-

tain production and prevent a sellout. In

building up a workers state on the ruins

of Nazi fascism, they have accomplished

a very great deal: not only a standard of

living higher than in much of West Eu-

rope. but industries capable of producing

all types of consumer products and ma-
chine tools, as well as an advanced com-

Already by the time of the Europe-wide
1848 revolutions, which grew out of the

industrial revolution, a world market had

been established. This required the work-
ing class to go beyond the nationalism of

the bourgeois revolutions. So just as the

First International sought to unite the

workers’ struggles across national boun-

daries. today DDR workers fighting

against capitalist reunification must seek

common struggle with their coworkers in

the West. And just as the Paris Commune
and Soviet Russia under Lenin and Trot-

sky decreed full citizenship rights for

foreign workers, we Trotskyists demand
the same in the DDR today.

With a view to the March 1 8 elections,

the Spartakist Workers Party has just

issued a "Manifesto and Program for

Struggle" under the headline "No to

Capitalist Reunification! For a Workers
Soviet Germany!" The Manifesto warns,

as we have repeatedly done, against the

SPD Trojan horse which seeks to bring

about capitalist reunification painted in

social-democratic pink. It alerts the

working people to the several parties,

including the PDS. which say they want
to fight the sellout but then capitulate in

practice. The SpAD declares: "Stalinism

has wretchedly demonstrated its bank-

ruptcy. But no one has the right to hand
over to capital what millions have

created! We must defend our social gains

and our workers state. We have much to

lose and everything to win!"B

Der Spiegel

East Germans exchanging DDR marks for West German D-marks. Kohl’s
"monetary union" would impoverish DDR masses.
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Black workers
must bury
apartheid!

Striking

South African
rail workers,

November 1989.

South Africa...
(continued from page 16)

willing to make would meet the most
minimal demands of the ANC. So far de
Klerk hasn't agreed to lift the state of

emergency or release all political prison-

ers. much less do away with the Group
Areas Act or accept a parliament based

on "one man. one vote.”

The Nationalists risk alienating their

own base. Die-hard Afrikaner right-

wingers in the Conservative Party won
31 percent of the vote in the "whites

only" September 1989 elections. On Feb-
ruary 15. some 15.000 turned out for a

right-wing protest against the govern-

ment's release of Mandela. The para-

military fascist Afrikaner Resistance

Movement hoisted their three-legged

swastika-like symbol. The military is still

smarting over their stinging defeat in

Angola by Cuban forces at Cuito Cuana-
vale a year and a half ago. The cops have
been shaken by exposures of police death

squads assassinating activists.

Mandela, on the other hand, is faced
with the fact that blacks expect funda-

mental change. He had to speak to this

in his first speech after arriving in

Soweto:

"We believe that apartheid has created a

heinous system of exploitation in which
a racist minority monopolizes economic
wealth while the vast majority of the op-

AP
No "negotiated settlement" can stop
this. Anti-apartheid protesters bru-
tally suppressed in Bloemfontein,
January 30.

pressed and black people are condemned
to poverty.

"South Africa is a wealthy country. It is

the labor of black workers that has built

the cities, roads and factories we see.

They cannot be excluded from sharing
this wealth."

Yet long before the Nationalists intro-

duced their elaborate “separate develop-
ment" (apartheid) schemes. South Afri-

can capitalism rested (as it does today)

upon the superexploitation of black labor.

Without starvation wages for the masses,

C ; -n
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no superprofits for the white masters who
lord it over 20 million blacks.

The chasm between white and black in

South Africa cannot be bridged by bour-

geois democracy, which would intensify

the enormous social contradictions to the

point of explosion. Democracy for the

oppressed majority can only come about
through workers revolution. And a black-

led workers government, incorporating as

well the coloured and Indian masses, can
offer to South African whites the chance
to collaborate in the development, rather

than the looting, of what is their home-
land too.

Lenin defined as one of the hallmarks
of a prerevolutionary situation that those

at the top are unable to rule in the old

way. Clearly this is the case with the

Nationalists, whose iron grip on power
since 1948 is palpably beginning to come
unhinged. Dr. Gerrit Viljoen. the cabinet

minister regarded as the brain truster of
de Klerk’s “reforms." said early this

month that the Nationalist Party would
surrender power within ten years. Now
he is already predicting the end will

come in five.

Lenin's second criterion was that those

at the bottom refuse to be ruled in

ihe old way—something South African
blacks have demonstrated time and again.

The missing and key component is the

revolutionary party which can take ad-

vantage of the evident disarray of the

ruling class to mobilize the working class

for the conquest of power. The forging

of such an integrated, multiracial Bol-

shevik party, acting as the vanguard of
the workers and tribune of the oppressed— this is the urgent task at hand.

Smash the Chains of
Apartheid Slavery!

Nowhere in the world are the differ-

ences between white and black as vast as

they are in South Africa today. In the

aftermath of the 1984-86 black rebellion,

the government has repealed not only a

number of “petty apartheid” laws, such
as segregation of public accommodations,
but also the hated pass laws and “influx

control" legislation used to drive blacks
from the cities to barren townships. But
the vast black majority is still disenfran-

chised, forcibly segregated and subject to

police-state rule, whether through the
“state of emergency," “banning" laws,
bantustans or the militarized labor com-
pounds where contract laborers in the

mines are housed under lock and key.

Citing an article by Eddie Koch in the

Weekly Mail (13 January 1989), South
African Marxist intellectual Baruch
Hirson graphically describes this hell:

"Over half a million black workers in

these compounds have always been
closely guarded and closed to outsiders,

but new measures seal them off even
more tightly. According to Koch, the
hostels are surrounded by high walls and
rolls of razor wire; the areas are patrolled
by mounted security men. armoured vehi-

cles and dog squads, and in some mines
white miners are active members of the
security force” (Searchlight South Africa.
July 1989). This is life under the so-

called "progressive" capitalists—like

Gavin Relly, head of Anglo American,
who has taken the lead in “negotiating"

with the ANC.
The gulf between black and white

wages in South Africa is vast: in 1984
the average black miner made about $200
a month, about one-sixth the average for

white miners. In manufacturing, white

workers make about four times as much
as blacks. Moreover, millions of black
workers have been made foreigners in

their own country, forced to travel for

hours every day from far-off bantustans
where the apartheid state dumped them
when it created these phony "independent
homelands." While many South African
whites lounge by their swimming pools,

black children play in the mud along
unpaved roads, drinking contaminated
water from open sewers. A black child

dies of hunger in South Africa every
20 minutes. This is the brutal reality

of apartheid, and no “negotiations" can
change that.

But militant class struggle can, as

the recent strike of black railway workers
against the South African Transport
Services (SATS) demonstrated. When the

workers walked out in November, SATS
immediately fired the 23,000 strikers. For
the next three months it was hard class

war. All told. 27 people died in one of
the bloodiest labor battles in the recent

history of the black trade-union move-
ment. Then, on January 9, a train carry-

ing hundreds of strikers to a union meet-

ing at Germiston station was met by

1 .000 vigilantes armed with pangas (ma-

chetes). knives, short spears and stones.

Despite the bloody mob assault, which
was organized by the bosses and the

police, the black South African Railway

Workers Union (SARWU) held on and
finally beat the attack. Their courage at

Germiston sparked a solidarity strike

from black telecommunications workers
and an international campaign of labor

solidarity. The government was worried

about the impact of more killings of
strikers on its plans to free Mandela. In

the end, the wage cut was canceled and
the firings were rescinded, as were evic-

tions from workers’ hostels.

As black people in South Africa see

Nelson Mandela’s release as a harbinger

of liberation, there will be an acute crisis

of expectations. Speaking on ABC-TV’s
Nightline (7 February), Winnie Mandela
said that "for the ordinary man in the

street, his liberation is tantamount to

freedom for the oppressed masses of this

country." An article in the Johannesburg
Weekly Mail (25 January) notes: “The
‘Young Lions,' the radical township
youth, are showing deep suspicion of the

process of negotiations." It went on:

"The generation which grew up in the

townships during the uprisings of 1984-
1986 was one nurtured on militancy and
radical solutions.

"Slogans like ‘Freedom or death!' ‘Vic-
tory is certain’ or ‘Long live the spirit

of no compromise'...served to rally Ihe

masses and to express the revolution-
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Pittston Strike Betrayed
FEBRUARY 20— In Kentucky, West

Virginia and southwest Virginia, 1,900

coal miners voted yesterday by a two-

to-one margin to accept a contract,

ending their eleven-month strike against

Pittston. After waiting six weeks to get

the contract from United Mine Workers

(UMW) president Richard Trumka as

the picket lines were reduced to token

levels by the union tops, the miners

have been worn down to accept Trum-

ka’s sellout.

The Labor Department, Pittston and

the union tops cooked up the contract

on January 1. Trumka pledged that

there would be no contract vote until

the fines of $64 million against the

UMW were lifted. But Virginia judge

Donald McGlothlin's fines are still in

place and 13 strikers remain fired.

Despite the sales job of the UMW
bureaucracy, this contract betrays what

the miners, their families and supporters

throughout the labor movement fought

for almost a year, taking over 3,000

arrests at the hands of state troopers

and federal marshals.

Pittston will be allowed to buy its

way out of one bankrupt medical ben-

efit fund at bargain basement prices.

Up to 500 strikers will be laid off, as

scabs will be retained at three Pittston

mines. Work rules concessions allowing

the company to institute "flex time"

—

putting miners on a 28-day rotation,

changing shifts every week—will save

Pittston three dollars a ton. Trumka

claims a victory for job security, but at

Pittston ’s Pyxis Resources mine the

number of scabs can increase to 540

from the current 400 before the com-
pany will have to hire UMW members!

As the Pittston strike was dragged

down by Trumka, the coal fields have

exploded with company and cop terror

against the UMW. On January 16. three

union pickets at Regency Industries in

Northfork Hollow, West Virginia were

shot in the back by company gun thugs.

John McCoy died and two other miners

were seriously injured.

In Dehue, West Virginia at the Rum
Creek Coal preparation plant (a subsidi-

ary of the union-busting A.T. Massey
Company) the bosses are out to wipe

out the union. The Rum Creek tipple

went non-union last summer, following

the national wildcat strikes in defense

of the Pittston miners. A contractor at

Rum Creek flaunts a hat reading "Scab

1.” On January 26, a thousand UMW
members from the surrounding states

gave this scab a taste of union power,

choking off the Dehue plant with a

mass picket line after U.S. marshals and

scab truckers assaulted UMW pickets.

At the Dehue picket there were

miners from UMW Local 1895 in

Beckley, West Virginia. On strike for

a year against the New Beckley Coal

Company's Glen Daniel mine, these

miners also helped to mobilize support

for their class brothers at Pittston. But

when New Beckley Coal bosses shut

down the mine in January rather than

see a union victory, the strikers were

abandoned by the UMW tops.

And criminally, the Trumka bureauc-

racy has refused to lift a finger for

miners being railroaded by capitalist

class "justice." In West Virginia, nine

members of UMW Local 5948 face

from 10 to 80 years in prison on

trumped-up charges that they conspired

to bomb a struck coal plant last August.

They are being charged under the same

interstate commerce conspiracy laws

that were used to railroad the five A.T.

Massey strikers in Kentucky.

Like the Massey strikers. Local 5948

has been left to go it alone for overfive

years in one of Trumka's “selective

strikes." The Milburn Nine’s trial is set

to begin on February 22 in Beckley

—

the entire UMW must come to their

defense! Stop the coal bosses’ railroad

job—free the Milburn miners and drop

all charges!

The UMW just passed its 100th an-

niversary with only 60,000 union

miners producing less than one-third of

the coal mined in the U.S. The key to

defending and extending gains that the

miners have won (like union-run safety

committees) is a class-struggle leader-

ship of the UMW. Such a leadership

would use plant occupations and mass

picket lines to stop scab coal; it would

fight to organize the unorganized.

Last year saw the beginning of an

upsurge in strike activity in the United

States, after 1988 saw the lowest total

number of major strikes in over 40

years. One month after the Eastern

workers put up picket lines at the air-

ports last March. Pittston miners finally

went on strike after working without a

contract for 14 months. Because of

their inspiration for other unionists and

the potential for big victories by or-

ganized labor to turn around a string of

defeats, the Eastern and Pittston strikes

were widely recognized as major battles

between labor and capital.

As the arrest toll mounted during the

Pittston strike, Trumka pleaded, “Is it

legal to win a strike in America?” (Bal-

timore Sun , 14 January). But the capi-

talist state doesn’t give “permission”

for workers to win class battles. It was

precisely the UMW bureaucracy’s capi-

tulation to the courts and injunctions

which hogtied the Pittston strike.

Throughout the strike the ranks of the

UMW showed a capacity and desire to

fight the coal bosses and their govern-

ment—from the wildcat strikes in a

dozen states last summer to the oc-

cupation of the Moss No. 3 coal

processing plant in September. Union-

ists from all over the U.S. journeyed to

the miners' Camp Solidarity in Virginia

to take a stand with the UMW.
Every strike in America comes up

against the state— from the local com-
pany judges to the state house, the

White House and Congress. Workers

must have a union leadership that won’t

bow down before the injunctions

against mass pickets and secondary

strikes. But the misleaders of American

unions have allied themselves to the

capitalist Democratic Party and play

ball with the bosses. To forge a class-

struggle leadership in the UMW means

breaking the labor bureaucracy’s al-

liance with the Democrats. We need a

revolutionary workers party that wants

to take the mines and plants out of the

hands of the capitalists.

ary sentiment sweeping through the

townships.”

The article quotes ANC leader Walter

Sisulu saying, “The problem is many of

the youngsters are not really interested

in the negotiations. In fact they’ve be-

come a little bit angry. That’s why I say

that this chap De Klerk is moving too

fast.... We want to educate our people.”

For this they will rely on the Stalinists

like SACP leader Joe Slovo, who says

"socialism is not on the immediate agen-

da." But hundreds of thousands of mili-

tant black workers in the mines and mills

are demanding the full fruits of their

backbreaking labor. If that is commu-
nism. they’re for it—and the Stalinists in

their terminal crisis will have no easy

time “re-educating" them otherwise.

South African blacks haven't heard of

the “Death of Communism."

Black and Red in South Africa

To do away with apartheid rule re-

quires nothing short of thoroughgoing

socialist revolution. And the millions-

strong black South African proletariat

has the power. One of the biggest

changes over the last decade has been the

growth of the black union movement,

which by virtue of its concentrated social

strength emerged as a central force in the

anti-apartheid struggle. But the black

unions, at first a conglomeration of

syndicalist- and nationalist-led organiza-

tions. have been drawn under the aegis

of the ANC.
Cyril Ramaphosa. the president of the

Congress of South African Trade Unions

(COSATU), was at Mandela's side in

Cape Town and is now a major contender

for succession to ANC leadership, after

the older generation of Sisulu. Tambo
and Mandela retire. Already more than

once Ramaphosa has sent striking miners

back to work defeated after reluctantly

going on strike against the Anglo Amer-

ican bosses whom the ANC, despite all

their talk of nationalization, look to as

future partners in a “democratic" South

Africa.

The fight for workers power means a

break with the ANC and with the South

African Communist Party, which is not

fighting for communism but for a capi-

talist "post-apartheid state.” For more

than six decades, the Stalinists have had

a "two-stage" program: bourgeois democ-

racy now. socialist revolution later, i.e..

never. When this revisionist program was

first presented by Stalin and Bukharin in

the late ’20s, some South African Com-
munists objected, such as S.P. Bunting,

who at the Sixth Congress of the Com-
munist International in 1928 argued:

"Native workers and some peasants are

pouring into the Party in preference to

joining the purely native bodies, whether

national or industrial, which have let

them down and fallen into the hands of

the bourgeoisie. They fully appreciate the

‘vulgar Marxist’ slogan of ‘Workers of

the World Unite,’ of joint action by black

and white labour against the common
enemy; and at the same time they see

that the CP sincerely and unreservedly

espouse their national cause as an op-

pressed race."

—Searchlight South Africa,

July 1989

While the Stalinists have consistently

pushed their "two-stage” line, under Gor-

bachev ’s “new thinking" this has been

intensified as the Soviet leader looks for

a global deal with the imperialists. The

Kremlin has put the financial screws to

the ANC to begin "negotiations” with the

apartheid butchers. Speaking in Harare.

Zimbabwe in 1987, Victor Goncharov,

the deputy director of the Institute of

African Studies of the USSR Academy
of Sciences, said that socialism would

come "maybe not in 25 years but in a

century. ..I am an optimist."

Both when he followed Stalin’s every

twist and turn and now following his new
mentor Gorbachev, SACP leader Slovo

has consistently opposed socialist revolu-

tion. Yet South Africa today is the most

dramatic proof of the correctness of Trot-

sky’s theory of permanent revolution,

which was also the program of the early

Communist International, that in the age

of imperialism even the most basic dem-

ocratic tasks can only be accomplished

by the victory of proletarian revolution.

There must be a fight to forge an

integrated multiracial Bolshevik party.

An internationalist party, it will open its

doors to the hundreds of thousands of mi-

grant workers—fromZimbabwe, Mozam-
bique, Botswana. Namibia—who pour into

South Africa. And a South African workers

state will become the motor force for lib-

eration of the subcontinent.
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Black masses of Soweto (right) throng to

celebrate ANC leader Nelson Mandela's
release after 27 years in apartheid prisons.

Mandela Released— Black South Africa Jubilant, Defiant

Smash Apartheid-

Black Workers Must

Take Power!
Forge a Racially Integrated

Bolshevik Party!

As Nelson Mandela walked out of

prison Sunday, February 1 1 . tens of thou-

sands filled the streets and stadiums from
Cape Town to Soweto in defiant jubi-

lation. For black Africans, coloureds

(mixed-race) and Indians, Mandela has

become the embodiment of implacable

opposition to white racist rule. After 27
years of demanding "Free Mandela!" as

they sought to break the chains of apart-

heid slavery, many see his freedom as

heralding their own. There were also

many white South Africans in the crowds
who don't want to live in a racist gar-

rison state and see in Mandela a black

leader who can overcome South Africa's

deep racial divide.

At the same time, racist rulers from
de Klerk in Pretoria to Thatcher in

London and Bush in Washington also

"greeted" Mandela. They are looking to

the black leader to be a "facilitator” for

a "negotiated settlement” which, while

eliminating the hated apartheid struc-

tures, would preserve capitalist rule in

South Africa. But this "unity fest" of

impoverished blacks in the townships
with their oppressors and exploiters

cannot and will not last.

As the cameras focused on Mandela
walking out of Victor Verster prison, TV
broadcasts carried the voice of South
African president F.W. de Klerk declar-

ing. "The season of violence is over."

Meanwhile, troops in full combat gear

with automatic rifles were moving into

the center of Cape Town where tens

of thousands had gathered to welcome
the anti-apartheid fighter. Earlier, police

shot into the fringes of the crowd, killing

one man and injuring over 100. After

one volley, more than 25 people lay in

the street.

The imperialists* hopes in Mandela as

"Mr. Peaceful Transition" were fading

even as he began to speak. "The scene at

the town hall was revolutionary," report-

ed the London Independent (12 Febru-

ary). The green, yellow and black flag of

the African National Congress fluttered

from the flagpole. A red flag with ham-
mer and sickle draped the balcony from
which Mandela spoke. “I am a loyal and
disciplined member of the ANC," he

said, reaffirming his support to armed
struggle and saluting the South African

Communist Party (SACP).
The morning after, there was conster-

nation in corporate boardrooms when
Mandela reaffirmed the ANC's call for

nationalization of the mines. The Johan-

nesburg gold market sank to the floor.

Maggie Thatcher railed about Mandela’s
unrepentant words. The New York Times
(15 February) complained that “Mr.
Mandela" hadn’t "reached out to other

political currents." but instead supported

armed struggle and praised the "com-
rades" of the SACP. One Jo'burg disc

jockey told listeners that Mandela’s

speech "could have been written for him
by Karl Marx."

This is not true. The African National

Congress has from its inception advo-

cated a “mixed economy" and some
form of "power sharing" with the white-

supremacist regime. Its sporadic recourse

to guerrilla war has been as a pressure

tactic to force negotiations. Thus Man-
dela reaffirmed the ANC’s longstanding

appeals to Anglo-American imperialism,

by calling for continued economic sanc-

tions against South Africa. And the Com-
munist Party, whose hammers and sickles

make the apartheid rulers see red. is

decidedly not fighting for communism,
but for a “democratic" capitalist “post-

apartheid state." Yet the harsh realities

of life in South Africa are such that

there’s no room to play “Let’s Make a

Deal."

In his Cape Town speech. Mandela
declared: “Now is the time to intensify

the struggle on all fronts.” If the purpose

of this call was to increase pressure for

negotiations, the effect of an upsurge of

black struggle may go far beyond what

\NC wants. The Nationalist Party's

ble has created an opening, and
already it is being seized. From the

Ciskei. where bantustan police shot tear

gas at protesters, to Johannesburg, where
1 .000 black postal workers did the

fast-stepping toyi-toy i march through

the streets, the smell of rebellion is in

the air.

De Klerk’s Gamble
The Nationalist Party under the new

"
verligte" (enlightened) leadership of de

Klerk has adopted the "rationalist imperi-

alist" viewpoint espoused by the likes

ot Anglo American Corporation mining
mogul Gavin Relly. The economy has

taken a battering as many multinationals

pull out of direct operations (while keep-
ing licensing agreements). This is partly

due to sanctions, but also to the unrest

and repression, and the lure of super-

profits from restoring capitalist exploita-

tion in East Europe. Meanwhile, many
educated middle-class whites are emi-
grating to more respectable racist havens
like Australia.

De Klerk & Co. would like to present

a facade of democracy while leaving
intact the existing economic structure.

They figure that only Nelson Mandela
would have the authority to pull this off.

Mandela took pains in Cape Town to say
he hasn’t bargained away the struggle for

freedom, and it's far from clear that the

maximal changes the Nationalist Party is

continued on page 14
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Sandinista “Third Wav” Paved Wav for Reaction

Nicaragua: Dollar “Democracy”

Drings Dack Contras

Defend Cuba!
For Workers Revolution!

MARCH 5—The chiefs of U.S. impe-

rialism are jubilantly proclaiming that

they have won in the polls what their

contra mercenaries were unable to win

on the battlefield: defeat of the radical-

nationalist Sandinista regime in Nicara-

gua. The arrogant Yankee imperialists

trumpet yet another “victory over Com-
munism.” as their bought-and-paid-for

contra candidate. MIT graduate Violeta

Chamorro, vowed to carry through a

“democratic" counterrevolution. Chamo-
rro proclaimed she will immediately re-

turn land confiscated by the Sandinistas

and distributed to small peasants, or

compensate the former big landowners,

and will sell off large state enterprises to

private capitalists.

In Washington, Democrats vie with

Republicans to take credit for Chamo-
rro’s upset victory over Sandinista presi-

dent Daniel Ortega in the February 25

elections. But the Sandinistas’ own pro-

gram—which, far from pushing “commu-
nism,” conciliated domestic and foreign

capitalist reaction, demoralized their own
plebeian base and deepened the mass

hunger and unemployment brought on by

years of imperialist aggression and

blockade—helped pave the way for the

electoral victory of an open U.S. puppet

ten years after Sandinista guerrillas swept

into Managua in triumph over the butcher

dictator Anastasio Somoza. In the words

of the French bourgeois revolutionary

Louis de Saint-Just (1767-1794), "He
who makes a revolution half-way digs his

own grave."

So a scant two months after the U.S.

rape of Panama, and in the midst of

Gorbachev’s wholesale capitulations to

imperialism from Afghanistan to Berlin,

Washington thinks it can buy. bully and

invade its way back to being the unchal-

lenged boss policeman of the Western

Hemisphere. Drunk with triumphalism,

the U.S. imperialists now set their cross

hairs on Cuba. Bipartisan Congressional

task forces have just been set up with the

objective of getting rid of Fidel Castro

within 12 months. It is the urgent duty of

the world working class to defend Cuba
against U.S. imperialism!

Meanwhile, Salvadoran leftist insur-

gents. whose stunning military offensive

continued on page 9

Contra candidate
Violeta Chamorro
with her godfather
George Bush— his

boys in the White
House subbasement
ran the contra war.

Cambio 16

East German Elections

No to Capitalist Reunification!
Manifesto and Program of Struggle

of the Spartakist Workers Party

The Spartakist Workers Party (SpAD),
German section of the International Com-
munist League (Fourth Internationalist),

will present candidates in the March 18

East German elections for the Volkskam-

mer (parliament). The central slogan of

the Trotskyists’ campaign is "No to

Capitalist Reunification—For a Germany
of Workers Councils!" The election man-
ifesto issued on February 24 urges the

working people of East Germany to resist

the campaign of destabilization being

massively orchestrated by imperialism

with the aim of stampeding the DDR
toward capitalist reunification. "These

elections," the manifesto notes, “have

become a distorted plebiscite on the

future existence of the DDR.”
The party has announced that it will

present candidates in East Berlin. Ros-

tock, Leipzig and Halle. Protests have

been filed against bureaucratic obstacles

placed in the way of our running addi-

tional candidates in other districts. A
SpAD press release ( 1 March) noted that

"the Spartakist Workers Party is the only

one raising its voice on behalf of the

great number of DDR citizens who, with-

out ifs, ands or buts, say ‘No’ to capi-

talist reunification. Other parties also

assert that they want to defend the social

gains of the DDR. but they either take

capitalist reunification for granted as

something inevitable, or they propose

phony compromises like ‘market social-

ism’ which just pave the way for it."

Only the genuine communism of Lenin

and Trotsky, Luxemburg and Liebknecht,

can finish once and for all with the now-
discredited Stalinist bureaucratic system

which has left the DDR prostrate before

the designs of revanchist imperialism.

Only a revolutionary-egalitarian regime

of workers councils can defend the exist-

ing social gains of the DDR and fight to

solve the country’s problems on an inter-

nationalist basis.

We publish below the SpAD's election

manifesto, translated from Arbeiterpres-

sekorrespondenz, 24 February.

We appeal to all who want to fight

against the sellout of the German Demo-
cratic Republic. Vote Spartakist Workers
Party in the Volkskammer elections on
March 18th! Give a powerful “No" to

capitalist reunification! Fight along with

us for a communist future!

The existence of the DDR is at stake.

Today the question is revolution or coun-

terrevolution. We, the working people.

continued on page 11
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German Trotskyists Call For Protest in East Berlin

East Berlin Workers:

Now Is the Hour to Fight!

As the East German Volkskammer (par-

liament
I
prepares to debate a proposed

law on "privatization " ofthe economy, the

Spartakist Workers Party has called for

an emergency united-front protest, to be

held in front of the Volkskammer at 5 p.m.

on March 6. We reprint below a call for

the demonstration, published in Arbeiter-

pressekorrespondenz No. 26. 6 March.

The Frankfurt bankers and Bonn politi-

cians want to buy up the DDR. and the

Modrow/Luft government wants to sell

it off. piece by piece, at fire sale prices

and then close it down. Against the

campaign of intimidation, we workers

must defend our VEBs [nationalized

companies] and our workers state. That’s

the only way to stop threatened mass

layoffs and the elimination of the social

achievements.

On March 6 and 7, the Volkskammer

will consider a draft law on privatization

that represents a giant step toward re-

introducing capitalist exploitation in our

country.

Big Western companies will be al-

lowed to establish “joint ventures." firms

expropriated in 1972 will be returned to

their former owners and heirs, Kombi-

nate [large integrated companies] are to

be broken up. market prices are to be

introduced.

The Spartakist Workers Party of Ger-

many calls on Berlin workers to mobilize

in the factories to march on the Volks-

kammer to stop this sellout! We urge all

political tendencies and union and factory

organizations who claim to defend the

interests of the working people to join in

a powerful class protest.

For starters, last Thursday the govern-

ment issued an order transforming all

VEBs into stock companies owned by

shareholders. Despite all the blather

about the possibility of letting the people

buy shares— in plants that have already

belonged to the working people for a

long lime— in reality they are paving the

way for the capitalist takeover. But who
gave Modrow/Luft the right to sell off

what we built with our sweat and toil?

Deputy prime minister Luft said on the

radio that they want to administer the

economy and then “shut down." They

want to shut down the DDR. And that

means gutting our plants. Brown-Boveri

is currently setting up a “joint venture"

to take over Bergmann-Borsig; Osram

bosses are negotiating a “partnership”

with Narva bureaucrats that will elimi-

nate jobs in both parts of Berlin.

The FDGB [union federation] is de-

manding that a new trade-union law be

passed before the elections so workers

will have a "right to have a say" with

capital in “joint ventures." But as the

mass layoffs after the defeat of the

Rheinhausen steel strike [in West Ger-

many] show, this "co-determination"

serves only to veil the dictatorship of

capital and to chain the workers to their

own exploitation. What we must win is

the right to decide, through workers

councils that directly exercise power.

Already, government spokesmen are

talking of as many as half a million

unemployed by the end of the year. Lay-

offs have already begun, initially affect-

ing our foreign coworkers and women on

maternity leave. Now they’re shutting

down nurseries in Erfurt, and the gov-

ernment is raising the price of children's

clothes and trying to eliminate school

lunches. They literally want to grab

food from the mouths of children to feed

profit-hungry capitalists.

Meanwhile, the Western media has

mounted a scare campaign over the

Greifswald atomic power plant. This has

nothing at all to do with safety concerns,

which are best dealt with by workers’

safety committees with qualified tech-

nical personnel, and everything to do

with an attempt to steamroller the coun-

try into Anschluss with West Germany.

They want to turn out the lights in the

DDR and shut Greifswald down.

With their plans for a monetary union

with West Germany they want to declare:

“D-Mark iiber Alles." Now former apart-

ment owners are sending in their lawyers

to throw the residents out.

This is how they want to make the

DDR “attractive" for investors. This is

what "social market economy” means

—

total destruction of what the workers

have built. For 40 years the Volkskam-

mer acted as a puppet for the Stalinist

bureaucracy; now it’s a puppet for the

capitalists. But it’s our lives that are

being ripped up.

It’s not just the DDR: following the

logic of Gorbachev’s market-oriented

perestroika "reforms." the Hungarian

government is shutting down the Icarus

bus factory.

And this is all linked to the precipitate

March 18 elections, moved up from May
6 as part of the campaign to incorporate

the DDR into West Germany. The gov-

ernment is rushing to establish the legal

framework for capitalist reunification

even before people have cast their votes.

Social Democrats and Christian Dem-
ocrats are flooding the DDR with DM—
the capitalists want to buy the elections

just like they’re out to buy the country.

Kohl and Brandt are campaigning in the

South as if Anschluss had already taken

place. The fascists attacked leftist dem-
onstrators in Karl-Marx-Stadt with billy

clubs after Kohl spoke from the podium.

And now there are reports that Ronald

Reagan is coming to Berlin.

But the working people of the DDR
can and must fight, now. We demonstrat-

ed our power on January 3. when over a

quarter million turned out in a united-

front action at the Soviet war memorial
in Treptow Park to stop the fascists. At

this decisive hour, we must mobilize our

strength to do battle.

The Spartakist Workers Party urgently

calls: All out on March 6 and 7 to stop the

elimination of socially justified subsidies,

to stop the buyout of our plants, to stop

capitalist reunification.

We call on all organizations opposed

to the destruction of the social achieve-

ments and of socialized property of the

DDR to join with us in building a broad-

based united-front protest in front of the

Volkskammer on Tuesday. March 6 at 5

p.m. demanding “Against privatization!

No to capitalist reunification!" All partic-

ipants are encouraged to bring their own
propaganda, banners and placards.

>
Civil War and Social Revolution

TROTSKY LENIN

For ten years the Nicaraguan Revolution

has confronted the awesome power of U.S.

imperialism. The CIA-organized contras ter-

rorized large parts of the countryside, while

Washington' s economic waifare immiserated

the population. Yet the petty-bourgeois na-

tionalist Sandinista regime, in the name

of "pluralism" and a "mixed economy," op-

posed a thoroughgoing social revolution

which alone couldfully mobilize the workers

and peasants against imperialism and its

local agents. The masses became increasingly demoralized, thus paving the way for the

victory of contra-candidate Chamorro in the recent elections.

During the Spanish Civil Waraf the 1930s. the Popular Front likewise prepared the

way for the victory of Franco's counterrevolutionary forces by defending the bourgeois

order. As Trotsky wrote while the outcome of the civil war still hung in the balance:

In civil war, incomparably more than in ordinary war
.
politics dominates strategy. ..

In our three years of civil war the superiority of military art and military technique

was often enough on the side of the enemy, but at the very end it was the Bolshevik

program that conquered. The worker knew very well what he was fighting for. The

peasant hesitated for a long time, but comparing the two regimes by experience, he

finally supported the Bolshevik side.

In Spain the Stalinists, who lead the chorus from on high, have advanced the formula

to which | the social-democrat] Caballero, president of the cabinet, also adheres: First

military victory, and then social reform. I consider this formula fatal for the Spanish

revolution. Not seeing the radical differences between the two programs in reality,

the toiling masses, above all the peasants, fall into indifference. In these conditions,

fascism will inevitably win, because the purely military advantage is on its side.

Audacious social reforms represent the strongest weapon in the civil war and the

fundamental condition for the victory over fascism.

— Leon Trotsky, "Interview with Havas” (February 1937)
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Sellout of DDR Threatens

Gains for Women
On the occasion of International Women's Day, 8 March 1990,

we take up with particular urgency the need to

defend the gains of East German women, now threatened in the

stampede toward capitalist reunification.

Threatened with looming counter-

revolution through forced reunification

with capitalist West Germany (BRD), the

women of the German Democratic Re-

public (DDR) stand to be among the first

to lose hard-won social programs and

gains. That they have gained so much

—

despite the bureaucratic stranglehold of

Stalinism— is a testament to the power

of the planned, socialized economy of the

workers state. Highly educated, highly

skilled, enjoying the best maternity and

childcare benefits in the world, and over

90 percent employed, women are a key

component of the East German working

class. But if the Bonn politicians of the

CDU (Christian Democrats) and SPD
(Social Democrats) get their way, women
workers will be driven from the work-

force as unemployment and social auster-

ity measures soar in pursuit of capitalist

profits.

A comrade from the Spartakist Work-

ers Party of Germany (SpAD) graphically

described the situation of women textile

workers around Karl-Marx-Stadt, who
face layoffs as capitalist entrepreneurs

modernize the plants:

“There are rumors being spread by the

SPD and some of our other political

opponents, who openly say: so look,

canteen food in the factories is done for.

Children's meals in schools are done

for.... A single woman who has to fulfill

her quota and works from morning to

night wants her kid to get a meal in

school .... Not everyone has a grandma or

somebody at home to take care of their

kid.... So the woman has to stop, has to

work shortened hours. That's exactly

what they want: to get rid of childcare

centers and some other things."—"Women Textile Workers
Under the Gun." Arprekorr

No. 25. 27 February 1990

As a harbinger of the dangers in store.

Deputy Education Minister Volker Abend

spoke out against state-funded school

meals and day care: "This self-evident

expectation, that the state should make
such a social offer to everybody, as is

still the case here, goes together with the

socialist—and, I would like to say, the

dictatorial—conception of the state”

(Neues Deutschland, 13 February). This

statement could have come straight from

the mouth of the most rabid anti-

communist Senator on Capitol Hill! But

despite protests, Abend has not resigned

his post.

Already several demonstrations and

new groups have been organized in the

DDR to protest austerity measures and

defend the rights of women. On Febru-

ary 13, 800 protesters, primarily women
and children, demonstrated in East Ber-

lin under the slogan “Against social

dismantling—for all children and every

woman.” Striking West Berlin teachers

joined the protest. Speakers reported a

rise in abortions due to women’s insecu-

rity about the future. Others protested the

closing, without any parental notification,

of the kindergarten (which provides day

care for children three months to six

years old) at the Berlin Chemie Kombi-

nat. A demonstration in Dresden protest-

ed the closing of six day-care centers

there—now, some women are unable to

come to work.

Defend Women’s Gains!

The bourgeois press has gloated in

lurid detail over the horrors faced by

women in Romania under the Stalinist

monster Ceausescu: draconian anti-

abortion laws backed up by secret police

terror meant thousands of arrests of

women and doctors; a "quota” of five

children per woman by law; special taxes

for childless women, forced gynecologi-

cal exams, and one of the highest mater-

nal and infant mortality rates in Europe.

But we haven’t heard any screams about

what Polish women face under pro-

capitalist SolidamoSc: the Catholic church

has joined with other right-wing forces

to illegalize abortion there, seeking to

“make Christian morality the basis of the

social order” (International Viewpoint, 1

2

June 1989). In 1956 Poland made abor-

tion legal and free in the state health

service, although shortages in care drove

many to expensive private abortions. But

in February 1989 a bill was put before

the Sejm to give "legal protection to the

unborn child” which would impose three

years imprisonment for women and their

doctors for abortions, without any excep-

tions, even for rape. The bill would also

illegalize treating a woman’s illness if

the treatment could harm her fetus!

In great contrast to Poland or Roma-
nia, an advanced industrial economy has

enabled the DDR to institute broad social

measures to qualitatively improve wom-
en’s lives. The powerful German workers

movement has a long tradition in defense

of women’s rights, and the DDR was

founded on the premise of the equality of

women.
Thus the status of women throws glar-

ing light on social and political contra-

dictions in the DDR: from the beginning

the SED subscribed to the Stalinist dog-

ma that the institution of the family, the

main social institution oppressing wom-
en, can be turned into a “fighting unit for

socialism"; the virtual absence of women
in the high ranks of the party elite is a

testament to continuing inequality. Yet

at the same time, the substantial material

gains and benefits available to women
from the state, and the support networks,

such as workplace organizations, in this

deeply collectivist society, have had a

profound effect on social structures and

attitudes. The socialization of household

functions such as free, readily available

childcare, have helped to release women
from the confines of the family. Divorce

is easy and relatively cheap; because of

available state benefits, women have

little economic compulsion to stay mar-

ried. and the number of single mothers

has soared.

Since the political revolution which

burst the walls of Stalinist repression last

November. East German women have

been exploring the parameters and con-

tradictions of women’s liberation, long

considered subversive areas in the UI-

bricht/Honecker era. In the DDR, women
are truck drivers, crane operators, sur-

geons, judges But they still come home

at night to hours of household drudgery

(the "second shift”) made all the worse

by desperate shortages of housing and

consumer goods. Childcare facilities in

state-run crdches and kindergartens are

plentiful, inexpensive, well staffed by

highly trained personnel—but many
close by 6:30 or 7:00 p.m.. making it

difficult for women to have a life outside

of work. Full 24-hour childcare is a

fundamental demand of the Spartakist

Workers Party of Germany, as part of

our program for the genuine liberation of

women in all aspects of social, political

and economic life.

At the birth of a child, women get a

full year off work, with pay, at no risk

of losing their jobs (the “baby year”). As
an SL spokesman described it in an eye-

witness forum held by the Spartacist

League in New York in January, “There

are very few single mothers who have

emigrated from the DDR. And the ones

who have moved West are genuinely

shocked. There are absolutely no provi-

sions for them, and they simply cannot

afford to live. In the DDR a single

mother with two children has the right to

a two-bedroom apartment for 30 marks,

or $5 a month at the current exchange

rate. This is threatened now with the new
‘market economy’ where it is expected

rents will triple."

Defend Women’s
Right to Abortion!

With imperial arrogance Helmut Kohl’s

CDU has been campaigning throughout

the DDR for the March 1 8 elections—and

one of the components of its platform is

for "protection of the unborn." The CDU
seeks to export to the DDR the vicious

witchhunt against abortion rights faced

today by women in the BRD, where

church bells are rung for victims of the

"infant holocaust." In 1988 under the

slogan "Abortion Is Death" the Bavarian

state, in traditionally Catholic southern

Germany, tried and convicted Dr. Horst

Theissen, a Memmingen gynecologist,

for performing "illegal" outpatient abor-

tions. Over 500 of his patients—many of

them poor and immigrant women—and

their families were interrogated and

continued on page 12
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The McMartin Day Care Witchhunt
Fifteen million dollars sure could have

bought a lot of badly needed day care

for working women and their children.

Thai’s the insane amount spent instead

in a hysterical witchhunt that lasted six

years—the trial itself was the longest in

U.S. history. This has resulted only in

scarring and ruining the lives of dozens,

if not hundreds, of people. The nationally

infamous McMartin Preschool trial con-

cluded on January IS. as jurors declared

former teacher Ray Buckey and his

mother. Peggy McMartin Buckey. former

director of the McMartin school in Man-

hattan Beach. California, not guilty on 52

counts of child abuse. Now. outrageous-

ly. the prosecution has said it will retry

Ray Buckey (who already spent five

years in jail before being able to make

$1.5 million in bail) on 13 counts the

jury deadlocked on.

It all began in the poisonous atmos-

phere of the Reagan years, amid a loath-

some miasma of state-sponsored fear and

hysteria over sex. The Meese police

invaded America's bedrooms and tried to

censor VCRs to root out "porn." AIDS
patients were thrown out of hospitals

by panicked staff, and an "incest epidem-

ic" was declared. Meanwhile, religious

reactionaries were unleashed in an anti-

abortion frenzy to terrorize women and

blockade clinics. In this supercharged

atmosphere reminiscent of the Salem

witch trials, it took only the word of one

apparently emotionally disturbed woman
to crystallize a monstrous witchhunt. She

complained to cops that her two-year-old

son had been molested at the school (she

also claimed that an AWOL marine sod-

omized her dog and that her kid was mo-

lested by an L.A. school board member
and three witches).

The major media, out to make a buck

while pandering as usual to whatever the

current requirements of the powers that

be may be, exploded the story. Sensa-

tional tales of children raped and sodom-

ized. blood drinking, mutilated corpses,

bunny rabbits and ponies killed, even the

sacrifice of a live baby in a church, were

retailed over the airwaves and in the Los
Angeles Times. The hysteria was spread

by such major programs as Nightline and

20/20. L.A.'s KABC-TV ran full-page

ads in 1984 showing a battered teddy

bear, while their reporter announced that

children said they were "made to appear

in pornographic films while in the pre-

school’s care—and of having been forced

to witness the mutilation and killing of

animals.” No evidence for any of this

was ever found.

The Manhattan Beach c.ops immedi-

ately sent a frightening letter to 200

parents of children who had attended the

McMartin school, saying they suspected

"possible criminal acts" of child abuse.

Predictably the cop letter and media

Meyer/L A. Times

barrage set off a mass panic. Parents

were told bV the prosecutor's office to

send their kids to a special institute,

where the children were videotaped and

intensively pressured to tell "yucky

secrets" by therapists who claimed other

kids had already "confessed." Children

are highly susceptible to suggestion; in-

deed, even adults under pressure have

been known to tell their interrogators

what they want to hear.

Many jurors (most were parents) said

they didn’t like what they saw on the

tapes, which the prosecution used in

court. One of the interviewers defended

her techniques, while admitting that, in

fact. "Neither in tapes on the witness

stand [sic] do children just say what

happened. Some children said they never

went to the McMartin School, even

though they did" (New York Times , 24

January).

The trauma those children were ex-

posed to by ambitious prosecutors is part

of the incalculable toll in human misery

the state took. And what can possibly

pay for the ruined reputations of five

other McMartin employees who were

initially charged, their names and photo-

graphs published, or for the wrecked

lives of Ray Buckey and his mother? The

sex witchhunt, like the drug witchhunt,

is today’s version of the now discredited

"red scare." The hysterical atmosphere

surrounding this case made anything

even approaching a fair trial impossible.

As we wrote in Women and Revolution

("The Uses of Abuse,” W&R No. 29.

Spring 1985);

“In this witchhunt atmosphere, where
political crime categories are created out

of social issues, not only are the innocent

often destroyed, but in the general hys-

teria the guilty may well escape to con-

tinue their violent crimes—and that too

is a terrible outrage.”

The Devil, Drugs and
Day Care—The Uses of Abuse
The government- and media-fueled

hysteria over “child abuse" has little to
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do with protecting children, and a lot to

do with a campaign against day-care

centers as somehow subversive, danger-

ous institutions. Seven other preschool

centers in upper-middle-class Manhattan

Beach were forced to close in the midst

of the panic. Across the country, a wave

of bizarre charges of satanic and ritual-

istic child abuse surfaced, as dozens

of prosecutions ripped up hundreds of

lives from Jordan, Minnesota to Mem-
phis. All this forced the closing of yet

ish abortion rights, which would force

women to bear more children against

their will.

Terrorizing the public through period-

ic witchhunts— in the ’50s it was the

"Commie menace" and fluoridation, re-

cently it’s been sex and drugs— is a stan-

dard tactic of this nation’s rulers to

enforce social obedience. And on basic-

rights for women such as day care and

abortion, they seek to force people back

into the rigid confines of a strong, prefer-

ably religious, family, in order to ensure

discipline, obedience and the inculcation

of reactionary values.

Today Bush continues the same

vicious cycle of cutbacks. “Concern for

children" is mind-boggling hypocrisy in

this deeply racist society, where the

infant mortality rate for black Amer-

icans is twice that for whites. Lack of

decent prenatal care, which poor people

can’t afford, accounts for most of these

deaths, while AIDS and a host of other

diseases continue to wrack America’s

cities. Yet instead of instituting the mas-

sive funding for free quality health care

programs we desperately need, this state

encourages instead a new hysterical

campaign against "fetus abuse" by preg-

nant women!

McMartin case
aimed to

scare women
by equating

day care with

"child abuse"
as part of

Reaganite
assault on

working women.

more day-care centers, part of the

program of the “Reagan revolution."

This reactionary agenda was designed

to enrich the rich (while beefing up

the Pentagon) through impoverishing

the American population and enforcing

vicious cuts in social programs, in-

cluding funds for childcare and child

abuse programs.

A special edition of Newsweek (Win-

ter/Spring 1990) on the American family

played on the “guilt” good parents are

supposed to feel about using day care,

editorializing ominously on the “disturb-

ing question that lurks in the back of

every working parent's mind: what is

this doing to my kids?" The same piece

notes the utterly haphazard state of day

care in the U.S., including the fact that

the typical full-time day-care employee
receives a wage well under the minimum
poverty level; no wonder therefore al-

most half of all childcare workers quit

each year!

The main problem with day care in

this country is that there isn’t enough of

it. You can’t even support yourself, not

to mention a spouse and kids, on just one

income these days. Women make up 45

percent of the workforce today, while

52 percent of mothers with children un-

der the age of one were working in 1987.

We urgently need safe, decent, free 24-

hour childcare facilities! But this capital-

ist government refuses to provide this,

while Bush simultaneously seeks to abol-

Bush’s drug witchhunt today is a

continuation of the sex witchhunts of

the Reagan-Meese years, seeking to ter-

rorize the American population through

hysteria over the devil, drugs, day care

—

and abortion rights too— into blind obedi-

ence to the designs of this ruling class.

This government has consciously con-

demned an entire generation of minority

poor and working-class kids as it seeks

to restore the capitalists’ decaying prof-

it system at our expense. The biggest

child abusers in America reside in the

Fortune 500’s capitalist enclaves and the

White House.
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Bitter Fruits of Anti-Communist Nationalism

Polish Solidarnosc

Faces a Fourth Reich

La Repubblica

West German chancellor Helmut Kohl (left) with Solidarnosc prime minister
Tadeusz Mazowiecki. Diplomatic toasts can’t disguise German revanchism
against Poland.

"We will be slaves, vassals of a
united Germany."

— Solidarnosc deputy in the

Polish parliament

Polish Solidarnosc are staunch anti-

communist and anti-Soviet nationalists.

The capitalist reunification of Germany
is a supreme goal of the Cold War
against the Soviet Union. But ironic-

ally. today Solidarnosc-led Poland has

emerged as the European government
most loudly protesting German reunifica-

tion. Two-thirds of the Polish population

are against it. rightly fearing that a

Fourth Reich would move to retake Ger-

man territories—Silesia and East Prussia

—ceded to Poland after World War II.

Warsaw is now demanding that Bonn
declare the permanence of Poland's west-

ern border—the Oder-Neisse line—as a

precondition for reunification. In line

with the historically suicidal romanticism

of Polish nationalism. Solidarnosc leader

Bronislaw Gemerek even warns: “The
only way to change the border is war,

and Germany knows it."

Less suicidally and romantically. Soli-

darnosc prime minister Tadeusz Mazo-
wiecki stated that the Warsaw Pact is

“important for the security of our bor-

ders" and that Soviet troops should

remain in Poland until the “German
problem" is resolved. The weaselly Gor-

bachev regime—which has shamelessly

capitulated to world imperialism, with-

drawing Soviet troops from Afghanistan

and giving the green light to German re-

unification— is now putting itself forward

as the big-power protector of Poland's

national interests. Soviet foreign minister

Eduard Shevardnadze endorsed Warsaw's

demand for participation in the Big Four

conference on the international condi-

tions of German reunification.

For the past decade American imperi-

alism has made a substantial political and

financial investment in Solidarnosc. But

just as these "free world" darlings dis-

place the bankrupt Stalinist bureaucracy

in Warsaw, the U.S. now sees Poland

reaffirming its military/diplomatic ties to

the Soviet Union. Thus, when West Ger-

man chancellor Helmut Kohl visited

Washington a few weeks ago. Bush’s

first order of business was to persuade

him to renounce any territorial claim on

Poland. The American president did not

succeed. With "Deutschland iiber Alles"

arrogance Kohl proclaimed that "the

border question will be settled definitely

by a freely elected all-German govern-

ment and a freely elected all-German

parliament."

It is testimony to the now-intoxicated

condition of the West German ruling

class that it is willfully defying the pres-

sure of its American and European

NATO allies over the Polish border ques-

tion. After all. Bonn could easily play the

game of diplomatic hypocrisy. Only a

fool would believe that a declaration by

Kohl or a treaty would secure Poland's

border against the power of a reunified

German Reich. Kohl is now styling him-

self “chancellor of our German father-

land." The last person to use that title

—

Adolf Hitler—once boasted he would

sign a treaty today and rip it up tomor-

row if it served the interests of the Ger-

man Volk.

Kohl & Co. are not less deceitful than

the Nazis, only more arrogant. The Ger-

man bourgeoisie believes it is about to

become a new superpower dictating to

the rest of Europe, especially to the

Untermenschen of the East. A top Kohl

adviser salivates: “Perhaps in time the

United States will take care of places like

Central America, and we will handle

Eastern Europe” (Newsweek , 26 Febru-

ary). The German rulers intend to treat

Poland like Bush recently treated Pana-

ma. where the imperial president killed

a few thousand dark-skinned Latins just

to show he could do it.

The West German rulers are acting as

if reunification were an accomplished

fact. But the front line of resistance to a

Fourth Reich does not now lie on the

Oder-Neisse line. It lies in East Ger-

many—the German Democratic Repub-
lic (DDR)— a bureaucratically deformed
workers state created through the

destruction of Nazi Germany by the

Soviet Red Army. The Spartakist Work-
ers Party of Germany, section of the

International Communist League, is

seeking to mobilize the East German
working class and its allies (collective

farmers, pensioners, single mothers, left-

wing intellectuals) against imperialist

reunification. At stake in this struggle is

the fate not only of the DDR and Poland

but of all humanity. For this time around,

a Fourth Reich will command nuclear

weapons.

Solidarno&6 Sows Polish
Nationalism, Reaps German
Imperialism

If the stakes on the Oder-Neisse were

not so grave, we communists might enjoy

witnessing the angst which has overtaken

Solidarno£d in its moment of triumph.

For the past ten years these clerical-

nationalists served as the shock troops of

anti-Soviet nationalism in East Europe.

And for decades Polish nationalists have

denounced the 1945 Yalta agreement,

dividing Europe into Anglo-American

and Soviet spheres of influence, as a

virtual pact with the devil. But now these

very same people are proclaiming that

the state boundaries determined at Yalta

and the follow-up conference at Potsdam
must be permanent and sacrosanct! (The

Trotskyists condemned Yalta because

Stalin agreed to preserve capitalism in

West Europe, thus enormously strength-

ening the global power of U.S. imperial-

ism and its danger to the Soviet Union.)

Consider the prominent intellectual

Leszek Kolakowski, who personifies the

political trajectory of the Polish intel-

ligentsia in the postwar era. In the late

1940s the young philosopher was a fanat-

ical Stalinist who participated in the hate

campaign against Wladyslaw Gomulka.
seen as a liberal-national Communist. In

1 956 Gomulka came to power to head off

an incipient proletarian political revolu-

tion against the fractured Stalinist re-

gime. In the liberal climate of the late

’50s. Kolakowski raised the banner of

Marxist humanism and sought to identify

himself with the internationalist tradi-

tion of Rosa Luxemburg. In the late ’60s

the Polish Stalinists, fearing a "Prague

Spring" in Warsaw, cracked down on

dissident intellectuals amid a vicious

anti-Semitic campaign. Kolakowski emi-

grated to England where he moved
sharply rightward, becoming a militant

anti-Communist in the Reagan/Thatcher

stamp.

In a recent article on Yalta. Kolakow-
ski restates the standard Polish nationalist

line that "the agreement provided Stalin’s

insatiable hunger for territories with an

ambiguous legitimacy.... In this sense it

was not wrong for the Poles to use ‘Yal-

ta’ as a symbolic word for ‘betrayed by

the West”’ (International Herald Trib-

une. 5 February). Yet in this same article

Kolakowski argues the Polish state bor-

ders decided by this "betrayal" must not

be altered: "Any territorial claims re-

adjustments might bring about a misery

that will make us yearn for the Stalin-

imposed order of Yalta." Polish national-

ists want the favors of Western imperial-

ism while keeping the fruits of the Red
Army victory over Nazi Germany. As
Polish Jews of old would have said, that

is really chutzpah!

It took no great political foresight to

understand that the rise of anti-Soviet

nationalism in East Europe and the frac-

turing of the Warsaw Pact would create

the conditions for a Fourth Reich. Im-

mediately after General Jaruzelski sup-

pressed Solidarnosc’ bid for power in

December 1981. the American liberal

publicist Ronald Steel pointed this out:

"Had Solidarity achieved its most sweep-
ing demands, broken the Communist
Party's monopoly of power, and taken

Poland out of the Warsaw Pact. Soviet

control over the rest of Eastern Europe
would have been threatened. . ..

“East Germany would be isolated. Bonn
might then look east, tempted by visions

of reunification .... The threatening spec-

ter of a unified Reich would loom on ihe

horizon, bringing a new element of dan-

ger into European politics."—New York Times.

3 January 1982

And so it came to pass. Just a few

months after Solidarnosc took over the

government ministries in Warsaw, the

spectre of a Fourth Reich looms very

large on the European horizon.

And if that spectre becomes a reality

the Oder-Neisse line will be a trip wire

for World War III. Since the late Middle
Ages, Silesia—with its mixed population

—has been a battleground between the

German Reich and Poland. In the mid-

1 8th century the region was conquered

by Frederick the Great’s Prussia, and
during the next century and a half under-

went substantial Germanization. Under
Junker rule the large Polish popu-
lation—mainly workers, farm laborers

and poor peasants—was hideously ex-

ploited and oppressed. In the decades

before World War I, Rosa Luxemburg
continued on page 6
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Poland...
(continued from page 5

)

agitated among the Polish proletariat of

Silesia, calling upon them to unite with

their German class brothers in revolu-

tionary struggle against the Kaiser’s

Reich.

After the war Silesia was partitioned

—amid bloody communalist violence

—

between Weimar Germany and the newly

reconstituted Polish state of Marshal Pil-

sudski. Twenty-five years later, when the

Red Army destroyed Nazi Germany, the

Polish state was shifted bodily westward.

Large areas of eastern Poland—mainly

inhabited by Ukrainians and Byelo-

russians— were incorporated into the

USSR. In turn, all of Silesia and a large

part of East Prussia were ceded to

rial disputes among capitalist states (or,

for that matter, workers states) should

be resolved through a plebiscite of the

inhabitants of the contested region. Since

the overwhelming majority of Silesia

is now Polish, a democratic plebiscite

would doubtless affirm the status quo. At

the same time, we would scrupulously

defend the national rights (e.g., over

language) of the German minority.

However, what is involved here is not

simply or primarily a border dispute.

Breaching the Oder-Neisse line is part of

German imperialism’s renewed Drang
nach Osten (drive to the east) whose
ultimate aim is dismembering and de-

stroying the Soviet Union, land of the

October Revolution. The Soviet people

—

who lost 20 million in defeating Hitler’s

Operation Barbarossa—look with horror

on the prospect of a new Fourth Reich.

rv,mut Txlfol
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Ethnic Germans
in Silesia

greet Kohl’s
visit to Poland
last November
with banners
saying, “Helmut,
you are our
Chancellor too."

Poland. These territories make up one-

third of present-day Poland, contain one-

third of its population and account for 85

percent of the country’s sea coast.

In 1945-46 over three million ethnic

Germans were driven from their home-
land in Silesia and East Prussia. Ever

since, this embittered mass of emigres

and their families has been a potent force

on the West German right. The Bund der

Vertriebenen (League of the Expelled)

claims a current membership of over two

million. Even if this figure is exag-

gerated, the Bund unquestionably wields

great influence in Bonn politics. Apolo-

gists for Kohl say that if he openly

renounces all territorial claims against

Poland, the Silesian emigres will be driv-

en into the arms of the neo-Nazi parties.

At the same time, the resurgence of

reactionary nationalism throughout East

Europe has, unsurprisingly, also affect-

ed the ethnic Germans— an estimated

800,000— still living in Poland. When
Kohl visited Silesia last fall, he was
greeted by demonstrators with banners

saying: “Helmut, you are our Chancel-

lor too" (Financial Times (London),

13 November 1989). In the time-tested

hypocrisy of imperialism. German re-

vanchism toward Poland will no doubt be

legitimized as defending the national

rights of the German minority in the bor-

der region. Remember the Sudetenland?

As communists and genuine defenders

of national rights, we do not regard exist-

ing state borders as sacrosanct. Territo-

And even many Polish supporters of

Solidarnosc are now realizing that a

Communist East Germany is better than

a reunified capitalist Germany. An au-

thentic communist leadership must be

forged to unite the Polish. Soviet and

East German working classes in struggle

against the decomposing Stalinist bu-

reaucracies, reactionary nationalist forces

and the common imperialist enemy.

Return to the Tradition of

Luxemburg and Lenin!

For ten years much of the Polish

working class, reacting against the

politically and economically bankrupt

Stalinist bureaucracy, supported the

clerical-nationalists of Solidarnosc. Now
that SolidarnoSc has taken over the reins

of government in Warsaw, what has it

gotten them? They face becoming vassals

of German imperialism and are already

being bled white by the bankers of

Frankfurt and Wall Street. In late De-

cember the new “free market” govern-

ment agreed with the world bankers

cartel, the International Monetary Fund

(IMF), to impose an economic “shock

treatment" of the kind usually carried out

by Latin American juntas. Poland's fi-

nance minister Les/.ek Balcerowicz called

the program a "deep surgical operation."

to which Warsaw wits replied: “The

operation was a success, but the patient

died.”

Even before the IMF-dictated “shock

treatment,” government officials esti-

Silesian miners
strike in January
against economic
"shock treatment"
dictated by world
bankers. After

pro-capitalist

Solidarnosc took
over last summer,
cost of living

skyrocketed and
soup kitchens
spread.
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mated that 10 million of the country’s

37 million population were earning less

than enough to live on. The London
Guardian (18 December 1989) reported:

“Emergency soup kitchens are already

patronised by a wide social range.” In the

month of January alone the average

living standard was cut by almost 40
percent as the price of milk was raised

by 65 percent, bread by 1 20 percent and

sausage by 170 percent! “My wife and I

just do not know how we will get

through the winter," exclaimed an old-

age pensioner. "By the time we have

paid our rent, electricity and heating bills

we will have 40,000 zlotys a month left

—just enough for a couple of pounds of

butter.”

Whatever their ideological confusions

and illusions about the capitalist West,

Polish workers are combative in de-

fending their immediate economic in-

terests. In January over 40,000 coal

miners—the core of Poland’s industri-

al proletariat—went on strike against

government-imposed wage controls.

These strikes showed growing hostility

to Solidarnosc at the base of the working

class. In Lower Silesia, 4.000 striking

miners prevented a Solidarnosc represen-

tative from speaking to their rally. At the

Czerwone Zagliebe mine, sit-down strik-

ers threw out Solidarnosc agents who
urged them to go back to work.

Many Polish workers believe that Wa-
lesa. Kuron & Co. have now betrayed

them, abandoning their former principles

and ideals. Certainly, the initial massive

support for Solidarnosc in 1980-81 re-

flected workers’ just grievances against

the corrupt and incompetent Stalinist

regime. But the central leadership around

Lech Walesa were from the outset hard-

ened anti-Communist nationalists, who
took their guidance from Pope John

Paul Wojtyla’s Vatican and Ronald Rea-

gan’s White House. At its first national

congress in September 1981, Solidar-

nosc consolidated around an openly

counterrevolutionary program couched in

the language of "free world" imperial-

ism. At this point we branded Solidar-

no$d "a company union for the CIA and

bankers."

In the early 1980s the slogan “Soli-

darity with Solidarnosc" became a battle

cry of Cold War II against the Soviet

Union, uniting Reagan and Thatcher with

West European Social Democrats and

many self-styled leftists. For example, in

1983 pseudo-Trotskyist theoretician

Ernest Mandel hailed the Solidarnosd

leadership as "the best socialists in the

world"! Today, the Mandelite journal

International Viewpoint (12 February)

runs a lengthy article on the economic
shock treatment in Poland (“The Time-

bomb"). Readers of this article will learn

many facts and figures. But they w ill not

learn that the editors and sponsors of

International Viewpoint were for years

fervent supporters of Polish Solidarnosc.

The main organizational resistance in

Poland to the IMF-dictated shock treat-

ment has come from the old, official

Stalinist union federation (the OPZZ).
which has now broken w-ith the Warsaw
government. Reading the Western press,

one would never know that the OPZZ

actually has more members than Solidar-

nosc, including among the strategically

important coal miners. The OPZZ has

supported all the recent strikes and is

seeking to organize hunger marches. The
federation's leader, Alfred Miodowicz,

an old-line Stalinist and former member
of Jaruzelski’s Politburo, is now claiming

to stand for the workers’ interests against

the avowedly pro-capitalist Solidarnosc.

While Polish workers may fight under

the OPZZ’s organizational structure, Sta-

linism as an ideology is dead, buried and

unmourned in Poland.

The only salvation for the Polish work-

ing class is to recover the tradition of

proletarian internationalism personified

by Poland’s greatest revolutionary figure,

Rosa Luxemburg. A Jew from Lublin

educated in Warsaw. Luxemburg dedicat-

ed her life to forging the unity in strug-

gle of the Polish. Russian and German
working classes. She fought every ex-

pression of nationalism, chauvinism,

reformism and bureaucratic complacency.

Thus she campaigned tirelessly against

'v\

Panorama/DDR
Rosa Luxemburg fought for revolu-
tionary unity of Polish, German and
Russian workers.

the influence of clerical-nationalist ideol-

ogy among the Polish working people of

Silesia, then part of the German Reich:

“Working to oppose the development of

such a Polish-clerical movement that

apes democracy, and which could chal-

lenge the influence we have already won
among the masses, is currently our task

in Upper Silesia" (“The Elections in

Upper Silesia"
f 1 898]). At the same time,

she sharply criticized the leadership of

the German Social Democracy for not

doing enough to organize the Silesian

Polish workers around a revolutionary

socialist program of united struggle

against the Prussian Junkers and factory

and mine owners.

Today, the Polish working class faces

capitalist restoration from within, being

carried out by Solidarnosc, and German
imperialist domination from w-ithout, pre-

pared for by Solidarnosd. Only the Trot-

skyists have a program to combat capital-

ist counterrevolution and imperialist war,

by returning to the authentic communism
of Luxemburg and Lenin. Forward to a

Trotskyist party in Poland, section of a

reborn Fourth international.
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Young Spartacus

Bradley University

On February 8 several hundred Brad-

ley University students turned out for

an integrated protest of outrage against

the emergence of Ku Klux Klan racism

on their Peoria, Illinois campus. During

the previous week a Bradley student

and junior fascist named Matt Hale, son

of an East Peoria cop, announced the

formation of an “American White Su-

premacist Party" at the school. Simul-

taneously. black students began receiv-

ing vile KKK death threats in the mail.

Black and anti-racist groups were also

targeted with bomb threats. Black stu-

dents. who make up a tiny 3 percent of

this liberal arts college's 5,000 students,

have long been on the receiving end of

insults, harassment, intimidation and

violence. The remedy is long overdue:

drive the racist rats off campus!

The university administration scram-

bled to co-opt the anti-racist militancy

with empty promises and meaningless

Klan Protest in Peoria
gestures. On February 10 a representa-

tive of Jesse Jackson’s Operation PUSH
emerged from a meeting with the Brad-

ley president to announce at a press

conference that a committee would

"investigate" the problem. A few days

later the administration put scumbag
Hale on "disciplinary probation”—

a

punishment so light that even Hale

announced he was "quite pleased"! No
reliance on the racist, capitalist univer-

sity tops!

At the press conference, one mis-

guided liberal student— himself a target

of the KKK threats—welcomed the

opportunity to "debate" the KKKillers.

Spartacus Youth Club activist Mark
Davis pointed out that you can't debate

with lynch mobs! Pointing to the con-

centration of integrated union power in

Peoria's factories, which produce agri-

cultural implements and other industrial

products, he called on the students to

ally themselves with labor. Mass labor/

black/student mobilizations can drive

these race-hating rodents back into their

sewers!

upi

Bradley students at February 7 protest against white-supremacists. Racists

must be stopped with labor/black power.
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Drop All Charges Against the Students!

D.C. Cops Attack Howard U. Band
"It is a crying shame to see innocent

black college students, females in-

cluded, beaten like animals, having

shotguns pulled on them, helicopters

swirling above them. What is this, a

police state?”

—Howard Hilltop, 2 March

It is cold, racist truth that in this coun-

try if you are young and you are black

you are always under suspicion. And

if there are too many of you in one

place, you’re in danger. But the events

at Howard University on February 25

strain belief even for those who know

that in this society formal democratic

rights meet brutal state terror at the

color line.

Hundreds of students looking for noth-

ing other than a good time at the last

school basketball game of the season

were met with a full-scale riot by Wash-

ington, D.C. cops. It was an overflow

crowd at Howard’s Burr Gymnasium, but

before students and alumni could even

get into the gym the authorities panicked

about too many black people being in

one place. Hours before the game, the

Washington, D.C. Metropolitan Police

were called in for "assistance"—which

came in the form of calculated intim-

idation, provocation and violence. As

students peacefully waited on line to

get into the game, a helicopter with

a glaring spotlight chopped overhead.

Shouting obscenities, cops brandished

billy clubs, pulled out revolvers and

pumped shotguns.

Even the school band was attacked.

“They were pushing me around as if 1

were trying to fight back—which is pret-

ty hard when you’ve got a big drum

strapped to you." said bass drum play-

er Paul Woodruff. Other students were

tackled and had their faces ground into

the dirt as they were handcuffed. A
woman who began to take pictures was

slammed against a police car and beaten

over the head with clubs. One student.

Bethel Harris, had to be hospitalized

after a cop hit him over the head with a

pair of handcuffs. Harris was placed in

a holding cell with handcuffs on his

hands and feet for more than ten hours

before receiving treatment for his head

injuries. Twelve students were arrested.

We demand: Drop all charges against

these victims of cop brutality

!

Although this brutal assault has pro-

voked deep anger at Howard, to date

there has been no organized protest

against this outrage. Not a peep from

"NIA FORCE," the black nationalist

organizers of last year’s protest against

Republican Party chairman Lee Atwater.

Many students perceive this orchestrated

police terror as the state’s retribution for

their defiant and successful actions which

embarrassed and forced Atwater out as

a Howard trustee. Some students do not

want to further embarrass the embattled

Marion Barry with a protest against his

D.C. cops. Others are disoriented by the

fact that the violence against black stu-

dents was committed mainly by black

cops.

Let there be no illusions! Black cops

may not have Confederate flags in their

squad cars, or be as wantonly violent

toward blacks as white cops, but they

are also the brutal hired thugs of their

capitalist masters. The Howard Hilltop

(2 March) editorializes. "Students, secu-

rity, university officials and the police

all need to come together to make sure

events like this do not continue to occur

on our campus." This is a ridiculous

call for the victims to unite with their

assailants! We say: Cops off campus!

A campus-wide student/worker/faculty

strike would do a whole lot more to

stop the attacks on Howard students

than any appeals to the university ad-

ministration and police, who are enforc-

ers of the racist status quo—and that

includes keeping even relatively privi-

leged black youth like the Howard stu-

dents in their place. Students who want

to end racist cop terror once and for all

should unite with the integrated work-

ing class which has the power and the

interest to bring down this whole racist,

capitalist system
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Noriega Wasn't Supposed to Survive the Invasion

Bush's Man in Panama
The legal railroading of Manuel An-

tonio Noriega is on—maybe. On January

4. Noriega demanded before a startled

federal judge in Miami to be treated as

a prisoner of war and transferred to a

neutral country, according to the Geneva

Convention. His attorney, Frank Rubino,

argued:

"There can be absolutely no question,

whatsoever, that the invasion of Panama
by the United Slates military totally and

completely fulfills the definition of armed

conflict....

"Noriega, in his capacity as chief of state

and commander in chief of the Panama-

nian Defense Forces was recognized as

the leader of the Republic of Panama by

the United Nations, the Organization of

American States and independent govern-

ments in this hemisphere and throughout

the world.”

Following George Bush’s script. Judge

William Hoeveler rejected this argument

and ordered Noriega to be held without

bail in the Miami Correctional Center,

claiming he is an “extreme danger to the

community." But the judge also had to

postpone the trial date till March 5, to

give the prosecution time to pull its

case together. Citing reasons of “national

security" the case is now bogged down
in the maze known as the "Classified

Information Procedures Act.” Why all

the secrecy and delay? Because the gov-

ernment never expected to bring Noriega

to trial. He wasn't supposed to live that

long.

When the U.S. invaded Panama last

December 20, they sent in 26,000 troops,

destroyed whole neighborhoods like the

predominantly black and mestizo El

Chorrillo in Panama City, and slaugh-

tered over 3.000 defenseless citizens

—

just to get Noriega. The international

legal experts had to go back 2,000 years

to the Roman Empire to find a legal

precedent for when a country was in-

vaded just to get one man. It was a battle

even the Pentagon couldn't lose, but they

almost blew Objective Number One. In

Stage One of the invasion the main ques-

tion wasn't defeating the Panamanian

Defense Force, but whether the "com-
manders of the PDF, starting with No-

riega, could be killed or captured. .."

(Washington Post , 7 January).

To ensure Noriega's capture, the Pen-

tagon placed a $1 million bounty on his

head. He was supposed to be shot in the

back “while trying to escape” or “ter-

minated with extreme prejudice," as they

say in the spy trade. Instead, Noriega

managed to elude his pursuers and

make it to the Papal Nunciature in Pana-

ma City, where he demanded sanctuary.

Finally he was extradited to Miami. And
now George Bush, the CIA's man in the

White House, has a problem. Because

when the case goes to open court. No-

riega may spill the beans on his very

“special relationship” with the American
"intelligence community” which lasted

over 30 years for the benefit of seven

administrations.

Just what was this relationship? While

much has been known before, several

recent studies unravel this tangle, among
them "The Noriega Connection” (Front-

line, Public Television), "Made for Each

Other—The Secret History of George
Bush and Manuel Noriega" (Murray

Waas, Village Voice, 6 February), and

"The VP’s Office: Cover for Iran/Con-

tra" (Jane Hunter, CovertAction, Winter

1990). Like a passage out of a Graham
Greene novel, Manuel Noriega's involve-

ment with the CIA starts around 1964 in

the far-off province of Chiriquf near the

Panamanian/Costa Rican border. Here,

the United Fruit Company was feeling

the heal of a militant labor movement.
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1 14 December 1978

Tht professionalism of your agency Is well respected by us, as

Is your leadership.

Please know my colleagues Jolh me In wishing you well and thanking

you for the excellent efforts which have contributed substantially
to the ongoing battle against drugs which tht International law

enforcement community Is embarked upon.

fa 1 1 8 May 1986 1
En/airemcu Adm

I would like to take this opportunity to reiterate my deep
General Manuel aments Bar lege appreciation for the vigorous anti-drug trafficking policy that
fanaaa Dafanaa forces *Ar 8 I3S6 you have adopted, which is reflected in the numerous expulsions
0..r 0...r.l fron Panama of accused traffickers, the large seizures of cocairn

and precursor chemicals that have occurred in Panama and the

"ii’
eradication of marijuana cultivations in Panamanian territory

affair. or nr »•?•<>'« J "clianen of tr. Iar«'iaiai(
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13 February 1987 j

FEB 13 1

Ocotral Manuel Antonio Noriega
Coaaaoder l« CMof
Penaaanlan Defense forcea

Oenorei Norlegai

riling to oaproo

Your long-atanding support of tho Drug Bnforoement
Administration is greatly appreciated. International police
oooporation and vigorous pursuit of drug traffickers are our
oosuaon goal. I look forward to meeting with you at the
upcoming International Drug Enforcement Conference (IDEC V)

,

Maroh 25-27, 1987, at Sao Paulo, Brasil.

George Bush, CIA’s man in the White House, meets with then “asset" Noriega in 1983. For a decade, while Noriega
was useful to “the Company,” DEA narcs praised him for his “vigorous” “leadership.”

and Noriega, an army lieutenant, was

well placed to provide intelligence on

“communist” infiltration. The American
company found his information valuable

and by 1967 he was officially put on the

U.S. payroll. He had counterinsurgency

training at Fort Gullick in Panama, and

Fort Bragg in the U.S.

By 1969, Noriega was military com-
mander of Chiriquf Province. Then he

got his big break, when at the prompt-

ing of the CIA he aided the deposed

dictator. General Omar Torrijos, to re-

turn to Panama through the remote prov-

ince from his exile in Mexico. Torrijos

rewarded Noriega by promoting him to

head of G-2, military intelligence.

Henceforth, Noriega became the tough

face of the dictatorship until Torrijos’

death (in a mysterious plane crash) and

remained on the “Company” payroll. In

1976, George Bush inherited Noriega as

an “intelligence asset" when he was con-

firmed as director of the CIA.
As one of the CIA's key assets in

Central America. Noriega was well

placed for drug trafficking and any num-
ber of other illicit activities. Federal drug

agents had gathered hard information

sufficient to indict Noriega on drug-

dealing as far back as the fall of 1971.

according to John Ingersoll. the former

director of the Bureau of Narcotics and
• Dangerous Drugs. But the indictment was

stopped by the Justice Department and

the CIA. Instead. Bash kept Noriega on

the payroll at over $100,000 a year, and

even gave him a VIP tour of Company
facilities in Langley. Virginia.

Now the CIA. Drug Enforcement Ad-

ministration (DEA) and George Bush are

all scrambling to cover up that a good

part of Noriega’s drug running and

money laundering was done on their

behalf. But as the above letters show,

from at least 1978 through mid- 1987.

Noriega was publicly the DEA's golden

boy. In one letter, the DEA congratu-

lates Noriega for "the excellent efforts

which have contributed substantially to

the ongoing battle against drugs...." In

another, the drug agency tells Noriega

that “international police cooperation and

vigorous pursuit of drug traffickers are

our common goal." In 1987, the DEA
congratulated Noriega for his part in

“Operation Pisces" which was "enor-

mously successful. ..many millions of

dollars and many thousands of pounds of

drugs have been taken from the drug

traffickers and international money laun-

derers.” At this point, according to the

same DEA, between 1970 and 1987,

Noriega’s name appeared in 80 different

files.

As the Village Voice points out, for

years the Reagan administration knew
Noriega was a business partner of the

infamous Medellin cartel. Cartel kingpins

Jorge Ochoa and Pablo Escobar on the

lam from Colombia where they had

killed hundreds of policemen, judges and

journalists found a safe haven in Panama,
provided with palatial homes and the

protection of the Panamanian Defense
Forces—for a price. By 1985. Noriega
was becoming an open embarrassment to

the CIA, particularly after the hideous

torture-murder of opposition politician

Hugo Spadafora, who had threatened to

blow the lid on Noriega's drug connec-

tion. Some at the State Department

thought it was time to seek Noriega’s

ouster. But they were overruled by Elliott

Abrams, Reagan’s point man for Central

America. “Abrams said doing something

about Noriega had to be put on the back

burner until the contras had solidified

power.” one State Department official

told the Voice.

It was Noriega's usefulness to the gang
in the White House subbasement which
kept him afloat. In 1984, after the pas-

sage of the Boland Amendment, cutting

off legal aid to the contras, CIA director

William Casey and Oliver North arrived

in Panama City to line up Noriega for the

contra war. Noriega agreed that Panama-
nian military bases would be used to

train contra forces and offered to carry

out paramilitary and terrorist actions

against Nicaragua. Noriega’s network in

Managua provided intelligence and dem-
olition experts to carry out the sabotage

bombings of the Sandinista military

headquarters complex in March 1985. He
even offered to murder the Sandinista

leadership. In exchange Noriega asked

and got additional economic assistance,

which had climbed from a few million a

year to $74 million in 1985. In Septem-
ber of 1985, Oliver North and Noriega
planned to extend their Nicaraguan sabo-

tage to include an oil refinery, an airport

and the Puerto Sandino off-load facility.

Tw'o months later. Iranian arms sales

continued on page 14
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Nicaragua...
(continued from page /

)

recently dealt powerful blows to Wash-

ington’s death squad junta, find them-

selves under the gun more than ever with

Chamorro’s victory in Managua. We say:

No negotiated sellout in El Salvador!

Military victory to leftist insurgents!

Nicaraguan Toilers Must
Resist Chamorro-Contra
Takeover

The electoral triumph of the "demo-

cratic" counterrevolution now threatens

a revenge bloodbath against Sandinista

activists and working-class militants.

Right after the election results were an-

nounced, a Sandinista activist was mur-

dered by a right-wing lynch mob. Tens

of thousands of workers, peasants, vic-

tims of contra terror, and rank-and-file

supporters of the Sandinista National

Liberation Front (FSLN) want to resist

the bloody reaction posed by 10.000

contras still under arms, and the takeover

of their country by Chamorro and her

CIA paymasters. They want to hold on

to that part of the land that has been con-

fiscated. to defend their children's right

to an education and some semblance of

medical care, to fight for the ideals and

desperately needed social transformations

they bled and sweated for through the

long years of war and privation. What is

posed is the organization of workers

militias and the securing of arms by the

working people to defend themselves.

But the petty-bourgeois Sandinistas.

whose stated electoral program differed

little from that of Chamorro, and which

had never committed itself to a clear

class program to consolidate and extend

the gains of the popular revolution, have

politically disarmed the working masses,

demoralized them and delivered them to

their enemies. The chimerical program of

"political pluralism,” a "mixed econ-

omy,” and a “third way” ("neither capi-

talist nor communist," as Ortega put it)

has come home with a vengeance. As

Allende’s Socialists found out in Chile:

it is dangerous to enrage one’s capitalist

enemies without breaking their power as

a class.

A big question remains: who has the

arms? The 65,000-strong Sandinista

People’s Army was created through the

destruction of Somoza’s praetorian guard

in July 1979. After the elections, Ortega

had his picture taken embracing Chamo-
rro as they told each other “I love you."

To his enraged and frightened supporters

Ortega claimed. "This is not a defeat,"

and "today we are in better condition to

fight" than ever, while his wife blathered

that "in reality this is a victory and a

challenge” for the Sandinistas {El Dla ,

Mexico City, 1 March). But seasoned

fighters who whipped the contras in the

field know their lives are now on the

line, and are far from eager to hand over

their Soviet-provided AK-47s. The highly

unstable, explosive mix of a Chamorro

government and a Sandinista army, with

the fate of the contra mercenaries up in

the air, and Chamorro's National Oppo-

sition Union (UNO) far from united,

could easily lead to a new round of

civil war.

"Brigades for the Defense of the Revo-

lution” have handed out leaflets in Mana-

gua demanding. “Don’t turn over the

people’s arms to the Somocista Guard

and the assassins of the people" (La

Jornada. Mexico City, 1 March), while

women trade unionists in Managua

vowed to "smash counterrevolutionaries,"

"no matter what it takes." However,

FSLN comandante Victor Tirado told them

to defend the gains of the revolution

through "a civilized, constructive and legal

opposition," (La Jornada, 2 March)—

a

kind of parliamentary cretinism taken to

suicidal extremes. Other comandantes

warned against actions that might pro-

voke a U.S. intervention. In fact, the

FSLN has acceded to a situation which

would give the U.S. more cover than

ever to intervene militarily, for example,

at the “request" of its “democratically

elected” stooges.

The Sandinista leaders are clearly

under enormous pressure and are re-

sponding in contradictory ways. The

initial conciliatory statements to Chamo-

rro have given way to a harder posture,

asserting that they will not give up con-

trol of the armed forces. Lenin Cerna,

head of the state security police, vowed

"I will never obey the orders of Violeta."

At the same time, Chamorro has an-

nounced her intention to replace Humber-

to Ortega as defense minister. So much

for the "peaceful transition."

While the international fake-leftists

cheered the Sandinistas’ every capitula-

tion to imperialist pressure as a "bril-

liant" tactical move to trick the enemy,

the Spartacists have consistently warned

that conciliating reaction paves the road

ultimately to a bloody defeat. We pointed

out since the FSLN took Managua in

July 1979 that the petty-bourgeois utopia

of a "third way” was historically un-

viable. Against the Sandinistas’ “social

pact" with the bourgeoisie, we stressed

that the defense of the Nicaraguan Rev-

olution required that it be completed

through expropriation of the capitalist

fifth column. Against Sandinista national-

ism, we called for the extension of the

revolution throughout the region, to

Mexico's powerful proletariat and on-

wards toward "the belly of the beast," the

United States itself.

With the onset of the contra war in the

early ’80s, we asked if the Sandinistas

would go the way of the Cuban fidelis-

tas, consolidating a bureaucratically de-

formed workers state, or go down to

defeat through guarding capitalist proper-

ty. like the Republicans in the Spanish

Civil War. The Spanish Popular Front

government—consisting of social demo-

crats, Stalinists and a handful of bour-

geois liberals—suppressed in the name

of "anti-fascist unity" the workers’ striv-

ing toward political power. It sabotaged

workers management of factories, gutted

and disarmed the workers militias, and

assassinated and terrorized leftist leaders

and militants. With its eyes on the good

will of the “democratic" capitalist powers,

the Republican government shrank from

proclaiming independence for Spain’s

foreign colonies—a genuinely democratic

measure which would have deprived

Franco of the loyalty of his Moroccan

troops. In these ways, the Popular Front

demoralized the toiling masses and paved

the way for Franco’s victory, which

crushed the working class along with its

reformist leaders.

The heroic Nicaraguan working people

deserve better than the leadership they

have gotten. Today, physical survival

demands revolutionary class struggle

throughout Central America, under the

leadership of an internationalist vanguard

party, against the contra bourgeoisie and

its Yankee puppeteers. This would re-

quire forging Lenmist-Trotskyist parties

fighting to put power in the hands of

workers’ and peasants’ soviet govern-

ments throughout the Americas.

Dollar “Democracy”

Violeta Chamorro, like Alfonso Robe-

lo. an "ex’’-contra chief now prominent

in UNO, once represented the so-called

"patriotic bourgeoisie" in the first San-

dinista cabinet in 1979. This scioness of

one of Nicaragua’s traditional oligarchic

families tried to cultivate an image as

a "simple housewife" as Washington

groomed her to be the "Nicaraguan Cory

Aquino.” to head up a neocolonial re-

gime "made in U.S. A." Overtly. CIA

fronts like the Agency for International

Development and the National Endow-

ment for Democracy (NED—the same

outfit that funded Polish Solidarnosc for

years) pumped more than $3 million

directly into UNO’s coffers. The Demo-

cratic Party got into the act through its

own “arm" of NED, the National Demo-
cratic Institute. And only Langley’s

spymasters know for sure how many
covert millions they slipped Mme. Contra

under the table.

Meanwhile, hordes of foreign "observ-

ers,” from U.S. ex-president Carter to

representatives of the Organization of

American States (dubbed the “Yankee

Ministry of Colonies" by Che Guevara),

descended on Nicaragua to take over the

election process and set themselves up as

outright proconsuls with the FSLN’s

blessings. Even Vietnam war criminals

Robert McNamara and McGeorge Bundy

put their oar in through the pronounce-

ments of “Inter-American Dialogue"

—

the imperialist think tank held up as a

guardian of "non-intervention" by the

liberal left. This intervention had nothing

to do with "preventing fraud" and every-

thing to do with asserting U.S. imperial-

ism’s “right” to pick and choose govern-

ments in other people’s countries. As one

Mexican commentator succinctly put it.

"Life is so paradoxical. Carter lost Nica-

ragua for the empire, and now he’s in

charge of getting it back” (El Dia. 28

February).

And Chamorro never hid her contra

links—she reveled in them. UNO broad-

cast from radio stations in Honduras,

where the contra army is based, and

UNO’s leading councils are filled with

prominent "ex"-contra commanders.

Even the bourgeois press is noting that

the power behind Chamorro's throne is

“former" contra leader Alfredo Cesar.

Chamorro’s “democracy" is pasted to-

gether from CIA dollars and with blood

spilt by the sadistic contras, who shoot

schoolteachers and slit peasants’ throats

for the sheer fun of it.

War and Economic
Devastation

As Daniel Ortega told NBC News (1

March), “The people had to vote with a

pistol to their heads." The message from

Washington was loud and clear: if you

want the contra war and the economic

blockade to end, vote UNO. Republicans

and Democrats poured hundreds of

millions into the dirty contra war. or-

ganizing. outfitting and paying the rag-

tag remnants of Somoza's psychopathic

killers, the National Guard, into a mer-

cenary army of "freedom fighters" who
ran from Sandinista troops but special-

ized in blowing up rural schools and

continued on page 10
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As U.S. embargo strangled Nicaragua, the Managua poor

searched for food in garbage dumps (left). 1982 protest

against Chamorro's La Prensa, mouthpiece for CIA.
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hospitals. Washington didn't oust the

FSLN by military force, but it did suc-

ceed in bleeding the country white, kill-

ing more than 30.000 Nicaraguans—the

equivalent of two million people in U.S.

population terms—and inflicting more
than $12 billion in war damage, plus

incalculable economic losses caused by

its trade embargo. Contra attacks con-

tinued throughout the pre-election period.

Natural disasters brought further devas-

tation. One of Chamorro's principal vote-

catching devices was the manipulation of

widespread war-weariness, promising to

abolish the draft.

In this respect the Nicaragua elections

resembled the elections held during the

American Civil War in 1864. After three

and a half years of a bloody but

inconclusive struggle, a mood of war-

weariness prevailed among the Northern

masses. The Democratic presidential can-

didate. former Union general George

McClellan, ran on a "peace” platform,

i.e., surrender to the slaveowning Con-

federacy. Had the Union Army not won
Some major victories in the last months

of the campaign (e.g.. Sherman's taking

Atlanta), it is likely that Lincoln would

have lost the election.

But instead of fighting the contras, the

Sandinisias arranged a cease-fire with

them. In Washington, the Democratic

Party helped set puppet Central American

presidents in motion to roll back the

Nicaraguan Revolution through a series

of "peace" plans and accords, from Con-
tadora through the Arias Plan, extracting

an escalating series of Sandinista conces-

sions. both to the internal capitalist fifth

column, whose mouthpiece was Chamo-
rro’s own CIA-funded La Prensa, and to

Washington and the contra commanders
themselves.

The most recent accord brought the

spectacle of Ortega, together with the

other Central American presidents, ful-

somely supporting El Salvador's murder-

ous president Cristiani in condemning the

Salvadoran leftist insurgents. This accord

with Cristiani helped grease the skids for

Bush's invasion of Panama, which in

turn helped put the pistol to Nicaragua’s

head. Ortega promised Washington he’d

never arm the Salvadoran guerrillas

again, if only they’d take the heat off.

Meanwhile. Gorbachev’s regime in the

Soviet Union recently cut off military

supplies and has turned the supply of oil

on and off (reminiscent of Stalin's be-

havior in the Spanish Civil War) to play

up to Washington, helping pressure the

FSLN to move ever rightward.

War-weariness, the ravages of U.S.

aggression, the general economic crisis

of Latin America, and the obscene U.S.

financing of the "opposition" took a very

heavy toll indeed, and make up part of

the explanation why Chamorro beat Or-

tega at the polls by a landslide 15 points,

whereas in the 1984 elections. Ortega
won with 67 percent of the vote. But it

is impossible to understand the current

situation in Nicaragua without looking

at how the Sandinisias’ own program
helped pave the way for reaction.

Professional tour guides in the fantasy

world of opportunism, Ernest Mandel’s

fake-Trotskyist "United Secretariat of the

Fourth International" proclaims, in the

words of one of its myriad U.S. sym-
pathizing groups, the Fourth Inter-

nationalist Tendency, that "the FSLN has

led a proletarian revolution establishing

the political rule of the country’s work-

ing masses" ( Bulletin in Defense of
Marxism, December 1989). The reality

is that the Sandinista regime was a

petty-bourgeois government that sought
to balance above the conflicting social

classes in bonapartist fashion, and has in

recent years put the burden of economic
devastation more and more on the shoul-

ders of the working people.

Justifying his "market-oriented" policy.

Ortega boasted that the FSLN has prac-

ticed a "mixed economy” form of pere-

stroika long before Gorbachev came on

the scene. More to the point, for years

now the Sandinisias have proclaimed that

their model was not the USSR (even

under Gorbachev, let alone Lenin) nor

Castro’s Cuba, but rather that they ad-

mired the "Mexican model" of the na-

tionalist regime that talks "independent"

while bolstering capitalist properly and

coexisting with Washington on the backs

of the working people.

Sixty percent of Nicaragua's farmland

stayed in private (not state or coopera-

tive) hands, and capitalists continued to

own roughly two-thirds of industry. In

1987. the FSLN decreed a brutal eco-

nomic shock treatment, dubbed "open-

heart surgery without anesthetic,” laying

off tens of thousands of state employees,

ending almost all food subsidies, abolish-

ing free hospital care and distribution of

medicines. At the same time, 65 percent

of available government funds went to

UNO victory would mean that "now
we'll eat meat."

These expectations arc socially explo-

sive. As Sandinista union leader Bereni-

cia Sanders declared. "We workers will

demand salary readjustments, and if they

do not respond, we will paralyze produc-

tion" (New York Times, 4 March). The
rule of the Yankee dollar means hunger

and repression for the poor, while the

rich will use whatever "aid" comes from
Washington to make themselves richer.

Meanwhile, the U.S. Congress is showing
little eagerness to pour dollars into Nica-

ragua. arguing "other priorities" (East

Europe. Panama, the "war on drugs").

To the dismay and rage of thousands

of FSLN supporters, the Sandinisias gave
the contras more and more "freedom” to

intervene directly in Nicaraguan politics,

letting Chamorro reopen "La PrenCIA"
with U.S. funds and legitimizing "ex"-

Mike Goldwater

Nicaraguan workers march on May Day. Toilers must resist Chamorro-contra
takeover!

subsidize the private "agro-export sec-

tor." Chamorro’s campaign manager,

Antonio Lacayo, was one of the benefici-

aries of "mixed enterprise" partnership

with the Sandinista regime, which set up

a "joint venture" with him to produce

African palm oil on the San Juan river

(El D(a, 24 February).

Inflation was reduced from 1
988 ’s

25,000 percent to a "mere" 1 .800 percent

by ruthlessly cutting demand. Overall

private consumption fell by 70 percent.

Workers' buying power plummeted to an

incredible six percent of what it had been

in 1980. according to the pro-Sandinista

journal Envfo (Managua. March 1989).

One doctor told the Village Voice (25

July 1989): "Our salaries are like men-
strual periods. They come once a month
and last only a few days." Unemploy-
ment hit at least one-quarter of the active

urban workforce. The result was wide-

spread hunger. Infant mortality rose

shamefully to top even El Salvador’s and

Guatemala’s level. Yet the Sandinistas

sought to quell working-class protest,

including through outright repression,

labeling all strikes “counterrevolution-

ary." "It hurts me to say it. but I no

longer think this is the revolution we
fought for," said one Sandinista sup-

porter. speaking for many, just before the

revolution's tenth anniversary (Village

Voice, 25 July 1989).

Under these conditions of mass im-

miseration, the modest economic privi-

leges of the Sandinista leaders were held

against them. One FSLN army officer

told the New York Times ( I March): "All

the top people got themselves a house, a

car. shopping privileges in the dollar

store, and free electricity and water. The
people knew that, and they resented it

because they were suffering and have

nothing.” Post-election interviews of

“men in the street" by the bourgeois

press have highlighted remarks about

“voting with the stomach." With Chamo-
rro holding out the carrot of U.S. dollars

while Bush waves the big stick of the

embargo, many hungry people thought an

contra chiefs’ open campaigning for

UNO as the "democratic" workings of

“pluralism" and "national reconciliation."

Right before the elections Ortega acceded

to demands from "contra Cardinal" Mi-

guel Obando to follow up previous am-
nesties by releasing all of the contras and

Somocista National Guardsmen still in

jail, including the murderers of FSLN
founder Carlos Fonseca and the torturers

of Tomas Borge. Today these sadists

stalk the streets of Managua with a taste

of victory in their mouths and their hands

itching to kill and maim.

The Left and Nicaragua

Within Nicaragua, the "Communists"
and "Socialists" are part of Chamorro’s

14-party coalition, together with the

contras in a smorgasbord of Christian

and other pro- Yankee outfits. Moscow,
while it provided— until recently

—

AK-47s, tanks, and other invaluable

weaponry (but never MIGs and ground-

to-air missiles), applauded the “wisdom"
of Sandinista concessions and pushed

continuously for "more flexibility" as

part of its effort to "resolve regional

differences" to appease U.S. imperialism.

Fidel Castro, after urging Nicaragua not

to become another Cuba, is today witnes-

sing the bitter fruits of Stalinist "social-

ism in one country" as Washington vows
to move in for the kill in Cuba. The
Stalinist viewpoint was put in a nutshell

by Cuban vice president Carlos Raphael

Rodriguez (once a CP minister in one of

Batista’s cabinets): Nicaragua "did not

succumb to the temptation of a premature

socialist revolution" (Barricada Inter-

national, 8 July 1989). This has been the

outlook of the bulk of the international

left, from the self-styled Marxists to the

rad-lib "sandalistas" to the Socialist

International (which the FSLN has de-

clared it wants to join).

The majority of Ernest Mandel’s
pseudo-Trotskyist United Secretariat

(USec) supported and raised funds for

the petty-bourgeois FSLN’s election

campaign. Yet. as is so often the case in

this most disunited of secretariats, the

fact that the USec has one line doesn't

stop some of its hangers-on from pub-

licly pushing a counterposed one. The

largest pro-Mandel group in the U.S..

Socialist Action, fulsomely came out for

ex-Sandinista Moiscs Hassan's presiden-

tial bid on the ticket of the Movement for

Revolutionary Unity (MUR). In fact

Hassan acted as a left cover for the

"bourgeois-democratic" counterrevolu-

tion. After the elections, with the contras

thirsting for vengeance. Hassan likened

top Sandinista leaders to Nicolai Ceau-

sescu and stated that “If we were to go

strictly according to justice, they should

be tried in the courts on charges of cor-

ruption. abuse of power and other major

crimes" (El D(a, 2 March).

The Purtido RevolUcionario dc Ios Tra-

bajadores (PRT)—Revolutionary Work-

ers Party— affiliated to the late Argentine

fake-Trotskyist Nahuel Moreno's Inter-

national Workers League, ran in the

elections, saying it fights for a "govern-

ment of the workers and poor peasants"

and calling for repudiation of all pro-

imperialist pacts signed by the Sandinista

government. However, in the midst of

escalating intervention in Nicaraguan

politics by the contras and their civilian

front men. the PRT calls not for prole-

tarian democracy but for the "total ap-

plication of all democratic liberties"

(including for "La PrenCIA"?) and for a

"free and sovereign constituent assem-

bly" to represent "all social, trade-union

and political organizations." And its main

campaign slogan was "Neither contras

nor Sandinistas— let socialist workers

rule!" This equates the CIA's terrorists

with the radical nationalist regime under

massive assault by U.S. imperialism.

Trotskyists give not the slightest political

support or confidence to the FSLN. but

we take a side and militarily defend the

Sandinistas against U.S. imperialism’s

contra killers.

A third leftist party that ran against the

FSLN is the eclectic Stalinoid Marxist-

Leninist Party of Nicaragua (formerly

called MAP-ML). We have not been able

to learn enough about their election pro-

gram and their recent concrete activities

to form a judgment as to whether this

organization might have merited critical

support in the election campaign.

Smash Yankee Imperialism
in Central America!

The Nicaraguan workers and peasants

have fought with enormous heroism, at

a terrible cost, to free their country from
U.S. overlordship, from the Somoza
dictatorship and its National Guard, from
the coffee, cattle and cotton barons, from
poverty, illiteracy and hunger. Their fight

inspired millions around the world and
brought thousands of “intemacionalistas,"

(including many of our own young com-
rades) to Nicaragua to take a stand

against U.S. imperialism.

While militantly defending Nicaragua
against the U.S. assault, including through
our "Nicabucks" campaign of material

aid in 1985, we took seriously Trotsky’s

injunction in the Transitional Program
to “face reality squarely” and "tell the

truth to the masses, no matter how bitter

it may be." Thus we told the truth about
the dangers represented by the Sandinista
program while most other left groups
were falling all over themselves to evade
or prettify the hard reality, and thus bear
a share of responsibility for the present
crisis in Nicaragua. It is more urgently
necessary than ever that honest militants

around the world draw the hard lessons
of Nicaragua and take their place in the

fight to build the world party of socialist

revolution. This political rearming is the

key to real solidarity with the embattled
toilers of Nicaragua.

We feel the deepest bitterness that the

workers and peasants have endured so
much only to have their hopes apparently
go down to deteat. To avenge this crime
of U.S. imperialism, which now trumpets
its success in bludgeoning and starving
the Nicaraguan people into submission,
is not the least of the reasons why we are
communists.
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built the collectivized economy from the

rubble of Hitler's Third Reich. Stalinism

has wretchedly demonstrated its bank-

ruptcy. But no one has the right to

hand over to capital what millions have

created! We must defend our social gains

and our workers state. We have much to

lose and everything to win!

Today our country is the target of an

unparalleled imperialist campaign of

destabilization. With the SPD as the

Trojan horse, Anschluss with the BRD
(West Germany] is to be forced upon us.

Kohl & Co. are bombarding Germany
East and West with monstrous panic-

mongering. Stalinist bureaucratic rule is

disintegrating, but now the DDR econ-

omy itself is also supposed to be talked

into collapsing. We are all supposed to

be intimidated and demoralized as Ger-

man nationalist reunification frenzy gets

whipped up. Hothouse conditions nurture

the growth of new fascist bands—the

stormtroopers of a Fourth Reich.

Workers and soldiers! Collective farm-

ers! All working people! Look around

you! There are many just like you who
are ready to fight for our gains: working

men and women, foreign workers and

women, youth, pensioners. Our future is

at stake.

Millions of DDR citizens hate the

NATO imperialist crusade against the

Soviet Union. A capitalist Greater Ger-

many would be a nightmare for all of

us. The behemoth, armed to the teeth by

the Daimler-Benz-MBB armorers, would

threaten all neighboring peoples and the

whole of mankind with a new military

adventure against the East.

The capitalist monopolists can hardly

wait to transform the factories owned by

the people into gold mines for their own
profit. And the Social Democrats are

busy shoving it down our throats. But

we don't want mass unemployment, we
don’t want women to be sent home tp the

kitchen, we don't want collective farm-

ers to be reduced to the condition of

impoverished migrant workers in the

countryside by the return of the Junker

capitalists. We also don't want the draco-

nian dismantling of social services, the

drastic reduction of the masses’ standard

of living in the DDR that this would

necessarily entail.

Yet. together with Kohl, his SPD
lackeys and the worst nationalist filth,

[present DDR head of state Hans] Mo-
drow shouted “Deutschland One Father-

land” as soon as Gorbachev gave a green

light. The Modrow government, as well

as the former SED, the bloc parties, the

"Round Table”—all are groveling in the

face of the furious howls of intimidation

coming from the capitalists and their

SPD lieutenants.

The Volkskammer elections on March
18 are supposed to be part of the sellout

of the DDR. It is not possible for them

to reflect the true will of the working

people. But these elections have become

a distorted plebiscite on the future exis-

tence ofthe DDR. The Spartakist Workers

Party of Germany is fighting in this

election campaign against capitalist

counterrevolution and for a proletarian

political revolution against Stalinism

that goes all the way.

alternative. Now many of them are trying

to save their own skins: they are offering

not only their services to capital, but our

entire country, our factories, our lives.

We must not give up the gains of the

Russian Revolution despite the fact that

the Stalinists are capitulating and now
disintegrating.

The Spartakists’ program of struggle

shows a way into the future because it is

based on the historic interests of the

working people. It is the program of

Lenin and Trotsky: we are the party of

the Russian Revolution. Is communism
dead, as the bourgeoisie so loudly trum-

pets? No, but the Bolshevik Party was

destroyed by Stalin and his henchmen.

We accuse criminals like Ulbricht of

MF*

ALL IN FAVOR OF A
REUNIFIED GERMANY
RAISE YOUR HANDS/.

.

Neo-Nazi
Republikaner
skinheads
demonstrate
in Leipzig.

the Greater Germany Anschluss. How-
ever, major workers' struggles are now
on the agenda in the BRD. Our fellow

workers there also know what a Fourth

Reich of fascism and imperialist war

would mean. Today a resolute struggle

by workers in the DDR can be the spark

for BRD workers to beat back the at-

tacks of the bosses and open the way to

real class struggle, for power: social

revolution in the West.

The “Fourth Reich’’ is casting its

shadow before it: desecration of Jewish

cemeteries and Soviet monuments. There

is no place for that in the workers state!

On January 3rd, 250,000 anti-fascists

stood in Treptow against fascism and for

the Red Army. Our party is proud to

have initiated that united-front mobi-

lization. We again repeat: the heavy

battalions of the working class must

sweep away the fascists with workers

united-front actions!

It was the Red Army that smashed the

Nazi regime. They carried the gains of

the Red October on their bayonets as far

as the Elbe. Since 1945 it has been

Soviet soldiers who have stood guard on

the Elbe against Western imperialism.

Our citizens have long lived with this

border, the front line of the Cold War.

The fact that internationalism has always

been alive in our country is due not least

to this. FDJers (members of the SED’s

former youth group] went to Nicaragua:

children of SWAPO fighters were treated

in our hospitals; tens of millions of

marks flowed into solidarity funds. That

is why we were and are deeply outraged

over the misuse of these funds.

Seventy years ago, at the founding

conference of the KPD, Karl Liebknecht

greeted the new Russian Soviet Republic

and declared his solidarity with the

Russian proletariat under the leadership

of Lenin and Trotsky. It is just as true

today: the fate of the Russian Revolution

Derbpi _

Workers in VEB Robotron, producer of computers and industrial robots.

Stop the sellout of DDR industry to the capitalists!

Because: The factories belong to those

who create the social wealth in the DDR
—they should decide what to do with

them. Today the working people of the

DDR must tear political power away
from the venal bureaucrats and take it

into their own hands! The heirs of Stalin

and Ulbricht must not hand over our

workers state to the Frankfurt bankers!

Noj a parliament, but only the mobiliza-

tion of the working people in their own
interests will enforce their will! That is

why the Spartakist Workers Party is

putting forward not an empty electoral

program but a program of struggle.

Many “opposition" parties, and even

the PDS, say they want to fight when
the capitalists come. But in practice

most of them capitulate to the sellout.

In the Volkskammer elections every cit-

izen must demand of these parties an

answer to one question: Do you clearly

and consistently say No to capitalist re-

unification? Examine them closely!

The Spartakists give a consistent

answer to this question. Stalin gave the

planned economy a bad name. We are

the only ones to fight for a planned econ-

omy not ruled by the arbitrary dictates of

a bureaucracy but on the basis of a broad

and deep-going workers democracy. The
workers must take into their own hands

control of the factories and institutions

by building soviets [workers councils] in

which all currents of the working class

are represented, and free and open de-

bates take place on all problems facing

them. Thus soviets directly represent the

interests of all working people, with

delegates being recallable at any time.

This form of government is a million

times more democratic than any bour-

geois parliamentarism can ever be.

Thousands upon thousands in the DDR
have stuck to the ideals of social justice

—workers, collective farmers, soldiers,

even many in the bureaucracy. These

goals were not wrong: it was Stalinism

that betrayed your goals and deformed
your communist ideals! The doctrine of

“socialism in one country,” that lying

invention of Stalin and Bukharin, was the

first great betrayal of the October Revo-

lution itself and led to horrible excesses.

The Stalinist bankrupts are falling on

their knees one after the other because

they are programmatically devoid of any

murdering hundreds and thousands of

Communists. Today it is necessary to

construct a new Leninist-egalitarian par-

ty. For communist ideals—No privi-

leges! Since the 1848 Revolution, which

grew out of the industrial revolution, the

working class was forced to go beyond

bourgeois liberalism and nationalism. A
world market was established which is

controlled and viciously manipulated by

the imperialists. For this reason the work-

ers’ struggles must be internationalist.

In the DDR. the new Leninist party

must fight for full citizenship rights for

foreign workers and unite German and

immigrant workers in its ranks. The unity

of the working class must be forged in

struggle, but this unity will not be com-

plete as long as our foreign coworkers

and their families are singled out, dis-

criminated against and disadvantaged.

We must not rest in this fight until the

revolutionary German soviet power puts

all workers on an equal basis and grants

them full citizenship rights, just as the

young Soviet state did.

For the victory of communism in all

Germany a Leninist party must today be

fighting together with our class brothers

and sisters in the West. The capitalists

want to squeeze even more out of the

workers in the BRD in order to pay for

is inextricably linked to that of the

German Revolution. And that also means
the future of Poland as well as that of all

Europe. Now the revanchists are already

looking beyond the Oder-Neisse line. A
capitalist Greater Germany would un-

leash dark forces that are even now
practicing their demagogy in beer halls.

And it would be a springboard for the

imperialist coalition to mobilize against

the Soviet Union.

A revolutionary link-up ofGerman with

Soviet workers and soldiers would not

only be a bulwark against the plans of

the NATO revanchists, but also a power-

ful basis for an international planned

economy.

The working people of the DDR—and

that includes office workers, collective

farmers, artisans, academics and artists

—

have all the abilities to run a highly

developed economy and produce to world

market standards. But incompetent, na-

tionalist bureaucracies and imperialist

hegemonic practices hindered full devel-

opment of the productive forces—not

just in our country.

"Proletarians of the World, Unite!" For

us that is not just a slogan, but an ac-

tion program for a rationally planned

international division of labor, controlled

continued on page 12
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Spariakist

Rostock, East Germany, January 19—Spartacist public meeting commemorates
Lenin, Liebknecht and Luxemburg and calls for a Leninist-egalitarian party.

East German
Elections...
(continued from page II)

by workers organized in soviets. This

program of proletarian internationalism

is the banner of the Spariakist Work-

ers Party of Germany, section of the

International Communist League (Fourth

Internationalist).

The Spartakists’
Program of Struggle

• For strikes andfactory occupations—
Stop the capitalist takeover of our facto-

ries! We need workers defense organiza-

tions to defend these combative actions!

Against the imperialist destabilization cam-

paign build workers and soldiers soviets

to defend our collectivized economy!

• Fight the D-mark Anschluss! For the

right to a jobfor all! Defend our low-cost

housing! Don' t be taken in by the capital-

ist swindle of a "social market economy"

or the lie ofa "socialist market economy"

!

Market competition between independent,

self-financing factories necessarily—and

to an increasing extent—means inequal-

ity. factory closures and unemployment,

monopolistic distortions and abuse.

• For a centralized planned economy

under the ride of workers councils, the

instruments of proletarian political power!

That means political power belongs in

the hands of freely elected councils of

workers, soldiers and their allies! BRD-
style "factory councils" are instruments

to chain a powerful workers movement
to the interests of capital. The highest

soviet body should determine the overall

direction of industrial production, the

construction plans for housing, schools,

hospitals and other installations of the

social infrastructure. Consumer goods

and services should be adjusted accord-

ing to the changing conditions of demand
and supply of the market within the

framework of centralized planning. Fac-

tory committees should oversee pro-

duction. Cooperatives should control the

quality and prices of consumer goods.

• For proletarian internationalism! We
need collaboration on an equal footing

between the DDR and the USSR!
• For workers united-front actions to

stop the fascists! Down with racism, anti-

Semitism. hostility toward homosexuals

and hatred offoreigners!

• No unli-Communist witchhunt against

current or former SED members! Func-

tionaries who are charged with crimes

should be judged by people's tribunals.

• Full citizenship rights for all foreign

working people and their families!

• Complete equality for women! Wom-
en must be able to fully participate in

political and social life. The precon-

dition for this is the socialization of

housework: comprehensive 24-hour care

for our children: defense of the right to

abortion: maintenance of socially jus-

tified subsidies.

• Preserve a humane future for youth!

Defend the right to unlimited, free educa-

tion for all.

• Benefits for pensioners!

• For environmental protection based

on planning! The market economy cannot

prevent ecological catastrophe—on the

contrary. Factory committees are the

most suited to guard against accidents

and environmental damage. For humanity

to survive on the planet, we need inter-

national cooperation and planning!

• Only through workers revolution can

peace be secured! NATO is a weapons-
laden alliance for war against the Soviet

Union. The BRD accepts a "neutral"

DDR just like Hitler accepted a "neu-

tral Rhineland." Gorbachev's dream of

"peaceful coexistence" with a Fourth

Reich is as illusory and dangerous as

Stalin’s pact with Hiller. Imagine if

Hitler had had atomic bombs! Defense of

the Soviet Union begins on the Elbe!

• For proletarian political revolution!

For a real socialism and a consistent

break with the Stalinist-bureaucratic sys-

tem! Citizens of the German Democratic

Republic: There is much in the DDR you

can be proud of. Don't throw the good

out with the bad!

Vote for the “Three L's": Lenin, Liebknecht, Luxemburg!

Vote for the Spartakist Workers Party of Germany!

You will be voting for a pan-German party of revolutionary workers

in the internationalist tradition of Lenin and Trotsky.

We fight for the defense of the DDR, leading to

a red Germany of workers councils in a socialist Europe!

AP
West German protest in 1988 against criminal prosecution of Dr. Horst
Theissen for performing abortions.

DDR Women...
(continued from page 3)

harassed: some were also put on trial. On
5 May 1989 Dr. Theissen was sentenced

to two and a half years imprisonment and
was disbarred from practicing medicine

for three years, convicted on 38 counts

of violating Paragraph 218a and 219 of

the German penal code. The case is cur-

rently on appeal.

West Germany's abortion law. known
as Paragraph 218. was introduced into

the penal code in 1871 when Bismarck

founded his Reich. Under Hitler it was
changed— to make abortion punishable

by death! When the DDR was founded

in 1949—born from the destruction of

Hitler's Reich by the Soviet Red Army
and built by the victims of the Nazi re-

gime— Paragraph 218 was struck from
the books by the next year. The 1950

Law for the Protection of Mother and
Child and the Rights of the Woman pro-

vided for abortion when there were medi-

cal, social or ethical indications. While
this law qualitatively improved women’s
access to abortion, it proved much too

restrictive, as women had to justify their

need before a committee. Many women

continued to turn to illegal abortion.

In 1972 the DDR passed the Law on

the Interruption of Pregnancy, which

allows abortion on demand, fully paid for

by the state, during the first 12 weeks of

pregnancy. There are only two restric-

tions: a woman can have no more than

one abortion in any six-month period and

she will be refused an abortion if it is a

threat to her health. The woman receives

full sick pay for any time off work she

takes. Free contraceptives are available

in the DDR to any woman 16 or over; in

1974 eleven million packets of birth

control pills were distributed. As a result

of these measures and others to ensure

quality medical treatment of women and

the rest of the population, the DDR has

one of the lowest maternal death rates in

the world: in 1977 the DDR maternal

death rate was 18 per 100,000, while in

West Germany it was 34—almost twice

as high. The DDR is also one of the

safest places in the world to be bom,
with an infant mortality rate of 8.

1
per

1 .000 live births in 1988.

These gains must be defended—and it

is not only Helmut Kohl's conservative

CDU which is the threat. Where the

Catholic governing party has met with

resistance, the SPD—arm in arm with

the Protestant Church—serves obligingly

as the most effective organizer for the

moral crusade against women. In the

early 1970s a strong movement to strike

Paragraph 218 from the books in West
Germany was sabotaged by the SPD.
which pushed through a “compromise"
measure— it is this law which is being
used against Theissen and other doctors!

The SPD has consistently suppressed the

widespread outrage in their trade-union

base over the abortion witchhunt.

For Women’s Liberation

—

For Trotskyism!

When in 1917 in Russia the Bolsheviks

led the working class to power, they

instituted a number of measures for the

emancipation of women. To the extent

that they were able in a backward and
war-tom country, they sought to replace

the social functions of the family with

-free, 24-hour childcare centers and com-
munal laundries and canteens—measures
to enable women to fully participate in

social and political life. In The Revo-
lution Betrayed Trotsky polemicized
against the Kremlin's program to restore

the family, which was declared an article

of Stalinist faith in 1936 when as part of
the Thermidorian reaction Stalin out-

lawed abortion in the USSR (it has been
legal again since 1956):

"The triumphal rehabilitation of the fam-
ily. taking place simultaneously—what
a providential coincidence!—with the

rehabilitation of the ruble, is caused by
the material and cultural bankruptcy of
the slate. Instead of openly saying, 'we
have proven still too poor and ignorant
for the creation of socialist relations
among men. our children and grandchil-
dren will realize this aim,' the leaders are
forcing people to glue together again the
shell of the broken family, and not only
that, but to consider it. under threat of
extreme penalties, the sacred nucleus of
triumphant socialism. It is hard to meas-
ure with the eye the scope of this

retreat."

Across the DDR millions of working
people want to fight to defend the hard-

won gains against the threatened on-
slaught of capitalist reunification. What’s
necessary is a revolutionary vanguard
party to lead the struggle against the

imperialist stampede, to strike against

privatization of the factories, to protest

the closing of childcare centers, the rise

in rents. The SpAD calls for the building

of workers councils in the factories as

organs of workers political power and for

a Leninist-egalitarian party to fight for

workers political revolution. Working
women will be in the first ranks of the

struggle to defend the social gains of
the DDR against the looming capitalist

rollback

Urgent Appeal for the “3-L’s” Fund
Internationalist support is urgently

needed to continue the key political

battle in East Germany against the

threat of capitalist reunification! In the

face of Kohl’s monstrous destabiliza-

tion campaign seeking to stampede the

DDR into the arms of West Ger-

many’s bankers and capitalists, our

comrades of the Spartakist Workers
Party stand out uniquely as the con-

scious Leninist vanguard, the one

party defending the workers of East

Germany against this onslaught. We
need to reach millions with our revo-

lutionary program, to become the

voice and organizer of the working

people who built the DDR. Fielding

candidates in the March 18 elections,

producing Arprekorr and Spartakist as

well as an election program, posters

and other material pounding home the

key political issue in this election.

“No to Capitalist Reunification!", as

well as seeking to get out key works

by Leon Trotsky in German, our com-
rades in Germany are extending them-

selves to the utmost.

Our readers have responded gener-

ously to our fund appeals, but many
more contributions are needed to

help us carry forward the work of

forging a new communist-egalitarian

party in the spirit of Lenin, Luxem-
burg and Liebknecht. The fate of the

German political revolution hangs in

the balance, and there is little lime.

Make your donations payable/send to:

Spartacist. Box 1377 GPO, NY. NY
10116 (earmark “Lenin-Liebknecht-

Luxemburg Fund" or "3-L’s Fund”).
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Atlanta—3,000-strong demonstration met Klan provocation with massive show
of labor/black defiance, January 1989.

Death

Penalty...
(continuedfrom page 16)

J.C. Reynolds, president of the Atlanta

transit ATU Local 732, also sent greet-

ings to the rally. Transit workers served

as ushers, ensuring an orderly meeting.

Other speakers gave moving accounts of

their experiences with racist capitalist

“justice." Wali Muhammad, former editor

of Muhammad Speaks , told of his son’s

encounter with the arbitrary and capri-

cious justice system, which locked him

away for seven years. Pat Gilliard, a

prominent anti-dcath-penalty activist in

Atlanta, spoke movingly of her work

with death row prisoners. She blasted the

“big lie” of the death penalty: “It pre-

tends to be justice, but it is really ven-

geance." Before she spoke. Gilliard hand-

ed out cards to those at the rally. On the

cards were the names of the 107 men on

death row in Georgia, and those already

killed by the state.

The rally offered a platform for politi-

cally diverse forces, who participated out

of a shared hatred for the racism and

cruelty of the death penalty. Georgia

Representative Tyrone Brooks appealed

for those at the rally to lobby state politi-

cians in an effort to stop the bill which

would extend capital punishment to the

mentally retarded. But Brooks, like many
liberal opponents of capital punishment,

argued it was necessary for death penalty

abolitionists to “offer solutions” (alter-

native punishments) in place of capital

punishment: we need to build as many
prisons as necessary, he said, "we need

to begin to preach life without parole."

In the discussion, a supporter of

the Spartacist League counterposed a

working-class fight to abolish the death

penalty:

"We seek to wipe the obscenity of the

death penally off the face of the earth,

but not like (New York] Governor Cuo-
mo and the liberals of the Democratic-

Party by saying life torture with no pa-

role. We do not offer so-called solutions

to this system which must be racist and

class-biased.

“We have in this country North and

South, and internationally, such a liberat-

ing army as Frederick Douglass spoke

about 130 years ago. And that is the

working class, black and white, of this

country. One year ago in Atlanta, when
3,000 black and white workers, students

and gays, stood together against the

Klan... is the kind of mobilization of

social power we must undertake to abol-

ish the death penalty and the system
which perpetuates it."

The Atlanta rally took place as the

stale gears up its killing machine. In

California, where 273 prisoners are on

death row, the first execution since 1967

is scheduled for April 3. With the gas

chamber less than a month away for

Robert Alton Harris, there is a chilling

lack of protest of this execution which,

coming outside the South and in "liberal”

California, will further open the flood-

gates to killing by the state. Attorney

John Poulos noted that the resumption of

executions “will send a message to the

world that America is in the business of

killing people" (New York Times, 27

February). Obscenely, San Quentin offers

“stress counseling” to the corrections

cops who volunteered to make up the

“execution team.”

Mountains of statistics and studies

show the racist application of the death

penalty, as the activists speaking at the

rally explained with passion. Even a

federal General Accounting Office study,

released last week, concludes that capital

punishment in this country is heavily

influenced by race—and especially the

race of the victim. Now a study by the

Washington-based Sentencing Project has

made headlines with the chilling statistic

that one in four black men between the

ages of 20 and 29 is in prison, or on

probation or parole (the figure for white

men is 1 in 16. and 1 in 10 for Hispan-

ics). There are now more young black

men in prison than in college. And as the

jails are filled, every avenue of hope is

closed off—from 1976 to 1986 black

college enrollment fell by seven percent.

The study’s author. Marc Mauer, noted

that “We now risk the possibility of

writing off an entire generation of black

men from leading productive lives”

( Washington Post, 27 February).

Sixty years ago militant international

protest saved the lives of the Scottsboro

Boys. Today, it must be mobilized to

save the life of Mumia Abu-Jamal and

put a stop to the racist, barbaric death

penalty. Even from his prison cell in

Huntingdon, Pennsylvania, Mumia con-

tinues to be the “voice of the voiceless.”

through his newspaper columns written

from behind bars. Those of us on the

outside must redouble our efforts to stop

the state’s attempt to silence him forever.

We print below excerpts from some of

the speeches at the Atlanta rally.

Gary Alexion
Formerly with the ACLU
Death Penalty Project

In this state ten out of the fourteen

people who have been executed in Geor-

Gary
Alexion

gia’s electric chair have been black peo-

ple, and that is an evil thing that we
should not tolerate. But there is another

equally evil aspect to the death penalty

in this country and that is that people

who kill whites are much more likely to

receive the death penalty than people

who kill black people. The system places

a higher value on the lives of white peo-

ple than on black people. It’s as if black

life is just thought to be cheap and some-

thing that doesn't deserve respect in the

criminal justice system.

Linda
Riggins

Linda Riggins
President of Service Employees

International Union Local 679

I bring you greetings from the Service

Employees International Union Local 679

and also for Monica Russo of ACTWU,
who is unable to be here because she’s

in North Carolina carrying on the duties

of justice for our poor working people.

Just to talk a little bit about organized

labor and what we are faced with today,

and to show that racism is truly alive and

well— that blacks are most likely to be

the ones who are deprived of their rights

to organize, to have a decent standard of

living, and to have adequate pay.

I look around the room for some of my
executive board members who started out

at $3.50 an hour about four years ago,

who were terminated, mistreated. They
had some of the black women working

in the bossman houses, they would pay

them some of their old meat and give

them old shoes to clean up their houses.

Now these women can stand strong,

making $6.05 an hour, with dignity, re-

spect, health insurance. I’m proud of this

accomplishment.

When you look at the death penalty

too and see that racism is alive and well,

because blacks don’t have the money that

it takes to fight the legal system, and

even if they did, our lives are not as

"important” as a white person’s life. And
that’s unfortunate because one of the

biggest commandments is "thou shall not

kill.”

It’s appropriate, because this is black

history month, that I close with a free-

dom song.

Hasan Crockett
Member of Ujamaa Society,

Clark Atlanta University

The time has come to abolish the death

penalty, America. Over the past decade

at least one country a year has abolished

the death penalty. The death penalty is

the premeditated and cold-blooded killing

of a human being by the State.

If there is racism, prejudice and class

oppression in all the institutions in so-

ciety, what prevents it from being in the

criminal justice system? The answer is

nothing. America, history is the final
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Crockett

judge of all cultures and societies. From
the beginning to now you have consis-

tently murdered the red, the black, the

poor, to maintain a racist capitalist rule.

Now is the time to abolish the death

penalty. Now is the time to free Abu-
Jamal. Now is the time to stop racist

murders. Now is the time! Now is the

time!

Tyrone Brooks
Member, Georgia

House of Representatives

Unfortunately, as we meet here today,

the Georgia legislature is about to em-
bark on another mission to extend its

killing campaign. This coming Monday,
the Senate is expected to pass out a bill

that would allow for the execution of

retarded individuals. Those persons who

unfortunately have been classified as re-

tarded will be legally executed. In spite

of the Supreme Court’s rulings of years

ago, we now have a new ruling that al-

lows states to pass legislation that will

allow for the execution of mentally re-

tarded persons.

I happen to serve on one of the com-
mittees in the House that has oversight

over jails and prisons: we travel, and we
walk into jails, we walk into prisons, and

often times I will walk down death row

at Jackson, and I will just look into those

cells, those quarters, and sometimes I

will stop and talk to inmates, those per-

sons who have been sentenced to die. I

can never find a person on death row.

who’s been convicted and sentenced to

continued on page 14

Tyrone
Brooks
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Death
Penalty...
(continued from page 13

)

die, whose victim was black. Now that

should tell you something as to why
people like myself continue to work,

struggle against the death penalty.

Wali Muhammad
Former editor of Muhammad Speaks;

Research Director. Brandon Institute

Georgia led the nation in lynchings

from 1 890 through 1 9 1 2. To give you an

Wali

Muhammad

idea of how the death penalty is carried

out in one instance that’s close to the

Partisan Defense Committee, mainly be-

cause they organized against the Klan

and the Klan decided that they were

going to rally in Atlanta because of a

rally that had taken place in Forsyth

County.

I'd like to take you back just a few

years and tell you about a cold Septem-

ber day in which two individuals were
taken from a prison that’s no longer

standing here in Atlanta. Barefoot, wear-

ing bib overalls, taken to the train station

that still exists, put on a train from At-

lanta to Buford in the company of 30
to 40 National Guardsmen. They had to

walk from Buford to Cumming. a dis-

tance of 30 some miles.

The scaffolding in Forsyth County,

Cumming, Georgia in 1912 was built in

the backyard of a prominent doctor. Built

there because it sat in sort of a natural

amphitheater-like area in which 5,000

people could gather on those hills to

watch the execution. Newspaper reports

indicate that there was almost a party-

like atmosphere as 5,000 people gath-

ered. And in the midst of this circus,

September 1912. two individuals were

hanged. And this is the case that be-

gan the exodus of blacks from Forsyth

County.

Cruel and unusual punishment. My
brother Tyrone Brooks said that we are

now beginning to see how barbaric we

have become. I submit to you that we as

Americans have been barbaric for a long

time. It’s just now that meetings like this

are beginning to take the cover off the

barbaric acts that we’ve been seeing all

along.

Pat Gilliard

Executive Director, Clearinghouse on

Georgia Prisons and Jails

I'm wearing two hats: I represent the

Georgia Clearinghouse, but I also repre-

sent the Georgia Committee Against the

Death Penalty. The Georgia Committee

Against the Death Penalty is a committee

that has been in existence for about 15

years, and their purpose is to fight for

the abolition of the death penalty in

Georgia, and be in solidarity with groups

like the Partisan Defense Committee,

who are also about doing the right thing

—the abolition of the death penalty.

You need to know that we have 14

people that we have been in correspon-

dence with on death row that are mental-

ly retarded, they’ve been tested by doc-

tors, psychologists, psychiatrists, and

they’ve been tested with IQs of 60 and

below, and they have basically been

diagnosed as retarded.

You can’t even imagine, until you get

involved, how devastating it is. to talk to

inmates who have not talked to people in

the general population of society as long

as they’ve been on death row. You can’t

comprehend right now how devastating

it is to continue to ask attorneys to repre-

sent people who do not have attorneys.

And those attorneys are basically dwin-

dling in their funds, but they're still out

front. It is also very hard to talk to in-

mates who have lost their last appeal, as

I’ve had to talk to them, and say to that

person, we have lost your last appeal,

you must prepare to die.

Robert Waterhouse: Labor Martyr

ATU Driver Killed by Scab
Despite his nearing retirement after

30 years, Robert Waterhouse knew
his place was on the picket line in

the strike against Greyhound by the

Amalgamated Transit Union. He was
brutally killed by a scab bus driver on

March 3, in his hometown of Redding,

California. His widow told the Sacra-

mento Bee (4 March):

"He just received his retirement

papers last week. He was looking
forward to just doing nothing. It really

wasn’t even his strike, but he was
there in support of his fellow drivers.

He kept saying, ‘It’s a matter of self

pride’."

Another picket and eyewitness to the

killing, Mike Alexander, said the scab,

Theodore Graham, “put the throttle

down. There were a lot of people

there. He came all the way across the

alley at us. We hit the wall." Water-

house was crushed to death. In Sacra-

mento. Greyhound striker Karen Gage
said, “It’s going to be all hell broke

loose now. All these drivers are ask-

ing for is a little money and now
people are dying.”

The Partisan Defense Committee
extended its sympathy to Robert

Waterhouse’s family, honoring this

“union martyr in the bosses’ war
against labor. We salute Robert Wa-
terhouse. He died at his post, on the

picket line, defending his union.”

Greyhound
Strike...
(continuedfrom page 16)

in Philadelphia and Chicago. ATU pick-

ets in Cleveland. Oakland and Houston

were hit by scab buses. The capitalist

courts have already handed down in-

junctions against picketing, and the Inter-

state Commerce Commission stayed open

Saturday to get new bus companies up

and running. With the demise of Trail-

ways. Greyhound is the only national bus

company.

The Greyhound workers came out to

the lines ready to fight, but in city after

city, the ATU bureaucrats were nowhere

to be found. Scandalously, the ATU tops

are allowing outfits like Carolina Coach,

with ATU drivers, to fill in on Grey-

hound routes. In Washington, D.C. a 17-

year union driver told the Washington
Post (3 March): “Greyhound thinks they

can send scabs down here and just take

our jobs away, but we’re not going down
without a fight.” But to win, union mili-

tants must look at the lessons of the 1983

strike.

Then, the ATU struck Greyhound for

47 days. Workers were eager to avenge

the stinging defeat of PATCO. Thou-
sands of unionists poured onto picket

lines from Boston to San Francisco to

fight alongside the angry Greyhound
workers. As we said then, “Every ingre-

dient necessary for victory in the Grey-

hound strike was there except one: a

leadership determined to win.” The back-

stabbing union tops demobilized the

spontaneous solidarity actions, turning

"labor solidarity” into an impotent con-

sumer boycott and appeals to capitalist

Democratic Party politicians to “ban”
scabbing. The bureaucrats crawled before

the anti-picketing injunctions, and in the

case of the UAW company cops, actually

ordered UAW mechanics, baggage han-

dlers and clerks to cross the lines. Grey-
hound workers are still paying for the

defeat the ATU tops rammed down their

throat: hundreds of the best militants

fired, wage cuts averaging $13,000 over

three years, a two-tier pay scale.

And Greyhound strikers had better not

forget the fake-socialist water boys for

the union tops, who greased the skids

for the 1983 strike defeat and will do
the same again if given the chance. The
Workers World Party alibied the bu-

reaucracy’s phony "solidarity” in 1983,

and never even opposed the sellout con-

tract. Last week, on the eve of the strike,

the ATU held a rally at New York’s Port

Authority station. There was plenty of

“solidarity” speechifying from the union

bureaucrats and their hangers-on. Social-

ist Workers Party supporter Ernie Mail-

hot, a striking Eastern Machinist, gave

another hot air speech. But when it

counted. Mailhot and the SWP openly

backed the Machinists bureaucrats when
they knifed the Eastern strike, sabotaging

the labor action that would have made a

difference, like shutting down the air-

ports and extending picketing to the rail-

roads. Like the pro-capitalist bureaucrats

they serve, these fake-socialistsfear hard

class struggle like the plague.

Greyhound workers need a strike lead-

ership that acts on the understanding that

in the war between labor and capital, the

state—the cops, courts and labor boards

— is the enemy of the working class.

Greyhound workers must take the strike

into their own hands, with an elected

strike committee that will place no reli-

ance on the bureaucrats’ phony “friend

of labor" Democratic Party, but rather

appeal to workers and minorities to build

mass picket lines that stop the buses. In

Chicago, class-struggle militants in tran-

sit are fighting in ATU Local 241 for

organized union contingents to beef up

the picket lines of their Greyhound broth-

ers and sisters. Avenge Robert Water-

house. remember Ray Phillips! Bust

Currey’s scabs with picket lines that

mean don’t cross! Victory to the Grey-

hound strike!

Noriega...
(continued from page 8)

profits to the contras made public put an

end to these plans.

The infamous "Harari Network,”

named after Noriega’s rent-a-Mossad-

agent Mike Harari, has shed additional

light on how it all worked. Jane Hunter,

in CovertAction , outlines how the elabo-

rate Harari Network, dubbed the “Arms
Supermarket." supplied by the Medellin

Cartel was an elaborate guns-and-drug

running operation for the contras, set up

by the Reagan administration and the

government of Israel in 1982. Richard

Brenneke, a player in the network, re-

vealed that “when he asked if the opera-

tion was approved by the U.S.," he was
told to phone Donald Gregg, Bush's

National Security Adviser. He did so, on

3 November 1983. Gregg told him he

should “by all means cooperate.”

A revealing postscript to all this is

that, while Noriega had obviously out-

lived his usefulness to the White House
(and thus now sits in a Miami jail cell).

the much better connected Harari “van-

ished” from Panama on December 20.

Three days after the invasion, the State

Department announced that Harari had
been captured by the U.S. military. But
within 24 hours the statement was "with-

drawn" and he surfaced safe and sound
on Israeli television on January 5, deny-
ing everything of course.

U.S. Imperialism

—

Public Enemy Number One
George Bush claims ignorance of the

Iran/Contra affair, repeating poker-faced,

“I was out of the loop." When he gets up
in court, Manuel Noriega can put him
back in. Of course, it is possible that day
may never come. U.S. presidents have a

way of disappearing dictators who have
outlived their usefulness, like Trujillo in

the Dominican Republic and Diem in

Vietnam, and terminal “accidents" have
a way of happening in U.S. jails.

Manuel Noriega is not a nice man. but

his godfather George Bush is the real

"extreme danger to the community”—
everywhere. Bush stands at the head of
the most powerful imperialist military

force in the world and gets off on using

it. His phony “war on drugs” is an as-

sertion of U.S. imperialism’s unbridled

ambition to police the whole world, to

“roll back Communism” from Cuba all

the way to the Soviet Union. He started

with Panama, but it looks like increas-

ingly isolated Cuba may be next on his

list. Thus on January 31, a U.S. Coast
Guard cutter, with authorization from
Washington, opened fire on a small cargo
ship, registered in Panama but sailing

under charter to Cuba and with a Cu-
ban crew, because it was "suspected" of

carrying drugs. This act of high-seas

piracy was a naked war provocation!

The American government is the big-

gest drug-runner of them all—from the

CIA’s Laotian opium run during the

Vietnam War to its Afghan mujahedin
and the contra drug trade. And from the

nuclear bombing of Hiroshima and Naga-
saki to Bush's December slaughter in

Panama City, there are no greater mass
murderers in history. To wipe the planet
clean of the arrogant Yankee imperialists

requires their defeat at home by a vic-

torious workers revolution.
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“Legal” Lynching in the Death Belt
We prim below the excerpted remarks

to the Atlanta rally by Bernard Bl anche of
the Partisan Defense Committee.

It is appropriate that we death penalty

abolitionists meet here, today, in Ameri-

ca's South. Appropriate because the South

is where overwhelmingly most of Ameri-

ca's legal lynchings take place. Southern

death chambers like Florida and Texas

account for half of these killings. In the

history of the death penalty, of the 455

legal executions for rape, over 400 were

black men. and nearly all in the South.

In this country it all begins with slav-

ery. Slave codes officially made killing

a slave a public offense, but in fact it

was extremely rare that a white person

was ever convicted, or even tried, for

killing a slave. The various state criminal

codes reflected this. Every Southern state

in the Confederacy defined a substantial

number of felonies carrying capital pun-

ishment for slaves and much lesser pen-

alties for whites. It was the spirit and

sometimes the letter of the law of these

slave codes that the KKK restored when
it put the torch to radical Reconstruction

after the Civil War.

At the heart of Jim Crow was lynch

law terror. In the latter part of the 19th

and into the 20th century, a black person

was more likely to be the victim of a

lynch tnob than the court’s decree. Peo-

ple here should know the name of Ida B.

Wells, a black journalist and activist. Ida

B. Wells is noted for her vigorous cam-
paigns against lynch law. Understand

this: the thrust of Wells' anti-lynching

campaign was just to try to get blacks

into court ; never mind equal justice.

which they weren't liable to receive from
racist juries and racist judges. To reiter-

ate: the death penally is a largely South-

ern institution, to date: and today we
meet in the death belt.

In 1972 the NAACP Legal Defense

and Education Fund brought to the Su-

preme Court a whole list of data that

proved that the death penally was racially

biased. Such facts as: between 1930 and

1967, two-thirds of all those executed

were black, while blacks make up less

than 12 percent of the U.S. population.

Today almost 2,200 prisoners languish on
death row nationally. Half are black and

Hispanic. Most of the blacks on death

row were convicted of killing whites, yet

only one [white] person has been execut-

ed for killing a black person in U.S.

death penalty history. Today there is not

one white person on death row for killing

a minority.

We in the Partisan Defense Committee
oppose the death penalty because we do
not accord this state the right to say who
lives and who dies, especially in this

viciously racist capitalist system. The
modern death penalty combines residual

elements of torture and personal ven-

geance with a campaign to increase coer-

cion through official terror. This cam-
paign can be seen in the other aspect of

the death penalty—summary “justice"

carried out by kill-crazy cops.

Today, under the “anti-drug” cam-
paign, the government has sicced its

police on minority communities, particu-

larly black neighborhoods. The govern-

ment is trying to include "drug-related

murder" into its rubric of capital of-

fenses. If that were to follow through, at

the present rate we would see an increase

to one execution per day for ten years.

These are the bloodthirsty terms that the

government is seeking. This capitalist

Butch Miller

Partisan Defense Committee spokes-
man Bernard Branche.

government, incapable of creating jobs,

brings forth more prisons, and more
death. Increasingly, government officials

solidarize with the vile statements of

scum like former American Nazi leader

George Lincoln Rockwell, who said in

the '60s, "Gas—the only cure for black

crime."

The case of Mumia Abu-Jamal is a

case which illuminates the politics of

racism and the death penalty. He was

sentenced to death clearly on the basis of

his once being a Black Panther, and a

present supporter of the MOVE group in

Philadelphia. I was fortunate to have

attended a rally held on Mumia’s behalf

in Philadelphia last December. That rally

joined together all the old supporters of

Mumia. who go back to the early '80s,

with newly won support in the labor

movement. Labor support is key in the

fight against the death penalty. That rally

was organized by the Partisan Defense

Committee as part -of our continuous

work in support~of Mumia and against

the death penalty.

As part of the legal and social defense

work of the PDC. we also see the em-
boldened presence of the Klan. the Nazis

and the skinheads, that must be mobi-
lized against. The Klan and Nazis want
to carry out their own version of the

death penalty—called racist genocide.

The Klan also makes its presence felt at

every execution in Georgia. It brings a

hideous “long live death" carnival at-

mosphere to sites of state executions.

The Partisan Defense Committee is

proud to have initiated the January 1989
Labor/Black Mobilization that defiant-

ly challenged the KKK's provocation

against the decent working people of

Atlanta. The aforementioned is just some
of the work of the PDC. We place no
confidence in the capitalist state’s ma-
chinery, its courts or cops, whatsoever.

We place all confidence in the power of

the masses, organized in labor/black

struggle. Down with the racist death

penalty! Save the life of Mumia Abu-
Jamal! Build the work of the Partisan

Defense Committee. Thank you.

Pennsylvania High Court Denies Appeal

of Death Row Political Prisoner

Mumia Must Not Die!
The Pennsylvania Supreme Court has

pushed black journalist Mumia Abu-
Jamal a step closer to the electric chair.

On January 26 the court denied Jamal’s

petition to re-argue his appeal—the sec-

ond time in less than a year that court

turned down his legal challenge to the

racist witchhunt which condemned him
to die. No legal barrier today stands

between Jamal and the governor’s sign-

ing a death warrant.

Jamal, framed up on charges of kill-

ing a Philadelphia policeman in 1981,

was a well-known journalist at the time

of his arrest, president of the Phila-

delphia chapter of the Association of

Black Journalists, and prominent sup-

porter of the MOVE organization. His

regular column from death row appears

in numerous newspapers around the

country.

Jamal wrote last March. “Don’t tell

me about the ‘valley of the shadow of

death.’ I live there." As a former Black

Panther Party spokesman and outspo-

ken MOVE supporter, Jamal has been

in the cross hairs of Philadelphia’s

racist killer cops for over 20 years. At

the sentencing hearing in 1982 the

prosecutor got the death penalty by

arguing that Jamal’s membership in the

Black Panther Party showed he was
a committed cop-killer. The prosecutor

cited a 12-year-old interview in the

Philadelphia Inquirer in which Jamal

used the Panther slogan, "All power to

the people!” The prosecutor told the jury

that a death sentence would never be

carried out. that Jamal would have

“appeal after appeal after appeal."

His trial, before a jury of one black

and eleven white jurors, was riddled with

constitutional violations. Jamal wrote in

a column from Huntingdon’s death row,

‘Tve often studied America’s long his-

tory of legal lynchings of Africans....

Perhaps I’m naive, maybe I’m just stupid

—but 1 really thought the law would be

followed in my case, and the conviction

reversed.”

Jamal expressed his determination to

prove his innocence: “I continue to fight

against this unjust sentence and convic-

tion. Perhaps we can shrug off and shred

some of the dangerous myths laid on our

minds like a second skin—such as the

‘right’ to a fair and impartial jury of our

peers; the ‘right’ to represent oneself;

the ‘right’ to a fair trial even. They’re

not rights—they’re privileges of the

powerful and rich. For the powerless and

the poor, they are chimera that vanish

once one reaches out to claim them as

something real or substantial."

Last October more than 200 people

ralliedln Philadelphia to demand: “Abol-

ish the Death Penalty! Save Mumia Abu-
Jamal!" In a statement read to the rally,

Pennsylvania State Representative and

co-sponsor David Richardson said. "Mu-
mia’s trial was a farce.... It was clear, to

anyone whose eyes are open to racism,

that Mumia had been framed for his

political beliefs. We are all here because

an innocent man, Mumia Abu-Jamal, has

been sentenced to die.”

"The death penalties in the U.S. and

South Africa are the legacies of centuries

of racial subjugation. South Africa just

put their murder machine on hold, an-

nouncing they would review all death

sentences. But the assembly line of death

here keeps rolling on," said Linda Thur-

ston of the Partisan Defense Committee.
“International protest saved the lives of

the Sharpeville 6. That is what’s needed
now to save the life of this courageous

fighter for blacks, Hispanics—all the

poor and oppressed.”

Join the Campaign
Save Jamal's life! Organize protest! Bring the force

of labor, minorities, death penalty abolitionists, human
rights organizations into the struggle to save his life.

Pass motions in your unions, campus, church and
community organizations. Publicize his case in your
union or organization's newsletter.

The name of Mumia Abu-Jamal is today the rallying

cry in the fight against the racist and barbaric death

penalty.

• Contact the PDC for speakers, tapes of Jamal
speaking, petitions, posters, bundles of the campaign
issue of Class-Struggle Defense Notes.

• Send letters of protest to Pennsylvania Governor
Robert Casey, Main Capitol Building, Room 225,

Harrisburg, PA 17120.
• We need your help! Pass the hat! Send money

to “Save Mumia Abu-Jamal," c/o PDC, P.O. Box 99,

Canal Street Station, New York, NY 10013.

SAVE MUMIA
ABU-JAMAL!

Death
Political Pris

Black Jouri

"Voice o
Voice i

Foi
Black Pan

MOVE Suppc

ABU JAMAL MUST NOT DIE!
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For Mass Picket Lines! Screw the injunctions!

Victory to the Greyhound Strike!
MARCH 5—The nationwide strike by

the Amalgamated Transit Union (ATU)
against Greyhound was barely 24 hours

old when the union-busters killed a strik-

er. Robert Waterhouse, just a few months

short of retirement after driving buses for

30 years, was brutally run down by a

scab bus driver in Redding, California on

March 3. A striker angrily told newsmen
that Waterhouse was trying to get out of

the way of the bus when the scab

“gunned it... he was completely torn to

pieces." Across the country, strikers have

donned black armbands in memory of

their union brother.

The president of Waterhouse’s ATU
local, 1 225 in San Francisco, said that "if

they want a war, they got one right

now." But Greyhound workers have

heard empty promises of “solidarity” in

the 1983 strike, while the scab buses

rolled and another driver, Ray Phillips,

was murdered in Ohio. Not again— all of

labor must turn out to guarantee that this

scab killing does not go unanswered! For

mass picket lines that will ground the

hound! Victory to the Greyhound strike!

The 9,000 striking drivers, mechanics

and clerical workers walked early on
March 2. Workers voted by 92 percent to

throw Greyhound's offer back in their

face, and no wonder: it gave the com-
pany unrestricted rights to subcontract

bus routes, eliminate seniority and griev-

ance procedures, and reduce pay, sick

leave, vacations, holidays and other

benefits.

The Greyhound strikers are up against

a vicious union-buster in company chair-

man Fred Currey, a junk bond king like

Texas Air chief Frank Lorenzo and

TWA's Carl Icahn. Currey carefully

prepared plans for wiping out the union.

For two months the company has been

offering scabs $100 just to apply. A
striker in San Francisco said that Grey-

hound will “hire anything as long as

you’re breathing—blind, crippled or

crazy. They’ll lake you halfway blind to

break this union.”

When picket lines went up. the cops

and courts went into action. In the first

hours of the strike, workers were arrested

continued on page 14
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WV Photo
New York City, March 1—Greyhound workers rally on eve of strike.

Atlanta Rally Demands:

Down with Racist Death Penalty!

F r
SAVE THE LIFE MUMIA ABU-JAMAL.

' LABOR black struggle league
... j HMD V/

fARTISAH DEFENSE COMMITTEE

Butch Miller

February 24—Death penalty abolitionists at Atlanta rally sponsored by Partisan Defense Committee. On March 5,
the Supreme Court announced new grounds for denying federal appeals in many death row cases.

Save Mumia
Abu-Jamal!

ATLANTA— Unionists, students and
activist opponents of the death penalty

gathered here on February 24 to de-

mand “Stop the Racist Legal Lynchings,

Abolish the Death Penalty!" The rally

took place in the heart of the “death

belt" South. In Georgia, there are 107

men on death row, and the nightriding

Ku Klux Klan openly rallies outside

the killing chamber at executions. Speak-
ers at the rally described the deeply

racist character of "justice” in Georgia,
from the extralegal “death penalty" of

KKK terror, to the barbaric legal lynch-

ings carried out by the state. In Vir-

ginia, death row inmate Joseph Giarra-

tano, widely known for his prisoners’

rights work, is appealing to the U.S.

Supreme Court. Giarratano describes

the attitude of Justices Scalia and Rehn-
quist in capital punishment cases; "kill

’em.” Since the Supreme Court brought
back the death penalty in 1976, 122

people have been executed in 13 states.

Ninety percent have been killed in the

South.

Those who came to the rally, which
was sponsored by the Partisan Defense

Committee, added their voices to the

fight to save the life of Mumia Abu-
Jamal. the Philadelphia black journalist

and Pennsylvania death row political

prisoner. Rally chairman Jim Scheckel,

an Atlanta transit worker, noted that

Mumia’s case “embodies everything

that is wrong with the death penalty.”

Scheckel told the rally that with the

recent denial of Mumia’s appeal by the

Pennsylvania Supreme Court (see box,

page 15). no legal barrier stands between
this champion of the oppressed and the

governor signing a death warrant.

The rally brought together death penal-

ty abolitionists with unionists fighting to

defend themselves in the "open shop”
South. The entire executive board of
Service Employees International Union
Local 679, led by President Linda Rig-

gins. came to the rally. Riggins spoke of

organizing black women workers in

Atlanta, and concluded her remarks
with a riveting rendition of a freedom
song. James Reid, the president of long-

shore Local 1414 in Savannah. Georgia,
sent greetings to the rally, adding the

weight of the ILA to those demanding
"Save the Life of Mumia Abu-Jamal!"

continued on page 13
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Fourth Reich Wins in DDR Vote

D-Mark Elections in

East Germany

Der Spiegel

BERLIN, March 19—The fateful March
18 Volkskammer elections place the

social gains and the existence of the

DDR in mortal danger. Western bour-

geois media such as the New York Times

(19 March) quickly proclaimed the vote

“a death sentence for the German
Democratic Republic" and trumpeted the

“end of Communism." The leader of the

victorious Christian Democrats called for

a broad coalition with a two-thirds ma-
jority, in order to bury the country with

a simple parliamentary act.

But the heavy vote for reunification

with capitalist West Germany threatens

the livelihood and security of millions.

With their backs to the wall, working

people will find themselves forced into

defensive struggles. And mobilizing the

tremendous power of the working class

can throw a wrench into the campaign
for Anschluss. For questions as weighty

as the existence of a workers state will

not be decided by pieces of paper in a

ballot box.

The near-majority for the right-wing

“Alliance for Germany." bought and
paid for by Kohl's West-CDU (Chris-

tian Democrats), will certainly encourage
forces pushing for a quick annexation by
West Germany. The SPD Social Demo-

Reuters

CDU head Helmut Kohl (above) cam-
paigned as “chancellor of our German
Fatherland,” the first to use that title

since Adolf Hitler. German national-
ists wave banner of “Germany One
Fatherland.”

crats were decisively defeated, winning

only 20 percent of the vote. It was a vote

for the D-mark, and many no doubt fig-

ured: instead of voting for the social-

democratic lackey, go for the banker with

the money in his pocket.

The PDS (Party of Democratic Social-

ism, new name of the discredited SED
Stalinist party which ran the DDR for

over 40 years) came back from oblivion

with 17 percent. It lost its worker base,

but managed to win the support of var-

ious other groups who will be under the

gun in a capitalist Greater Germany. Yet

far from opposing the drive to liqui-

date the DDR, these Stalinist leftovers

capitulated at every step. The PDS'
belly-crawling policy was summed up
in a leaflet distributed in Rostock: "We
Are One People. 1:1” In other words.

continued on page 9

Trotskyists Say: “Defend the Gains of Our Workers State”

NATO Imperialism Incites Breakup of USSR

Lithuania Moves to Secede
On March 12 the Lithuanian parlia-

ment voted to secede from the Soviet

Union. Under the guise of "independ-
ence," the nationalist and anti-Commu-
nist Lithuanian Sajudis movement is

driving this Baltic republic headlong
down the road of counterrevolution.

Abetted by the imperialist NATO coun-
tries and encouraged by Gorbachev’s
"market reforms." Lithuanian national-

ists are the conscious “vanguard" of
capitalist restoration in the Baltics.

Their twin enemies are the sizable non-

Balt proletarian population, and the

gains of the 1917 October Revolution.

Cries of “Lithuania without Bolsheviks"

rang out as the parliamentary vote was
totaled, and the "Workers of the World

Unite" on the platform was replaced

with the feudal knight-and-horse coat

of arms that was the symbol of the

reactionary, anti-Semitic regime of the

interwar period.

The March 12 declaration was ac-

companied by resolutions reinstating

the 1938 constitution and dropping
"Soviet Socialist" from the name of the

Lithuanian Republic. Far from being

"democratic," the interwar Lithuanian

Republic was a right-wing dictatorship

under Antanas Smetona, who took

power through a coup in 1 926 and ruled

until Soviet forces ousted him in 1940,

when they moved into the Baltic region

as a defensive military move against the

threatened German invasion.

At the time Trotsky pointed out: “It

cannot be doubted that control over the

military bases on the Baltic coast repre-

sents strategical advantages." But he
went on:

"The invasion of the Red Army is seen
by the populations not as an act of
liberation but as an act of violence, and
thereby facilitates the mobilization of
world public opinion against the USSR
by the imperialist powers. That is why
it will bring in the last instance more
harm than advantages to the USSR."—"The World Situation

and Perspectives,"

Writings 1 1 939-40

1

Significantly, the last time Lithuania

declared independence was the day
after Nazi Germany invaded the Soviet

Union in June 1941! Now, in the Wash-
ington, D.C. "legation" of the prewar
Lithuanian regime (sustained for the

last 50 years on stolen gold reserves),

they broke out the champagne. In the

NATO capitals, the vote was greeted

with applause—but hardly surprise. For
months, the Sajudis has been following

a tactical plan "elaborated with the help

of US constitutional lawyers" (Inde-

pendent [London], 10 March). For the

moment, the imperialists in Washington.

London and Bonn are refraining from
the provocation of formal recognition—
they have muted their response in the

expectation Lithuania will fall into their

hands like an overripe fruit. Also they

continued on page 10



Social Democrats Against the

Portuguese Revolution, 1974-76

SPD: Trojan Horse

for Counterrevolution
We print below an article adaptedfrom

Arprekorr (Workers Press Correspon-

dence) No. 27. 13 March 1990. Arprekorr

is published by our comrades of the

Spartakist Workers Parly (SpAD), the

Trotskyist party of East and West Ger-

many Other selections from Arprekorr

appear on pages 6-9.

The Spartakist Workers Party of Ger-

many insists that the SPD is a Trojan

horse for counterrevolution in the DDR.
The SPD is what Lenin called a bour-

geois workers party, a party based on the

institutions of the working class but

committed to the defense of capitalism.

In the workers slates, the social democra-

cy acts as an agency for capitalist resto-

ration. In the capitalist countries it de-

rails the struggle of the working class for

socialism, in "peaceful" times trying to

buy the workers off with petty reforms,

at other times working to bloodily sup-

press revolution.

An example of this is the role of

the SPD in Portugal in the period 1974-

76. Following the so-called "revolution

of the carnations" (25 April 1974)

which ousted the dictatorship established

by Salazar, there were revolutionary

working-class struggles. There was a

wave of mass strikes and occupations;

in some areas workers started organiz-

ing councils. The prerevolutionary situa-

tion in Portugal in that period is an

example of the possibility of socialist

revolution in the West, and of the neces-

sity for a revolutionary party of the

working class to realize that possibility.

While the Communist Party channeled

For Workers Power in Germany!

After enduring four years of imperialist

slaughter in World War I. in November 1918

German workers and soldiers rose up. over-

threw the Kaiser and formed workers and
soldiers councils. The leaders of the Sparta-

kusbund (Spartacus League), Rosa Luxemburg

and Karl Liehknechl. warned that ifthe work-

ing class did not take power into its own
hands, it would be crushed by the still potent

forces of counterrevolution (centrally the old

bourgeois officer corps). However, the Social

Democratic agents ofGerman imperialism derailed the proletarian revolution and restored

the bourgeois order in blood. Luxemburg and Liehknechl were killed by the Freikorps

fascists acting in league with the Social Democratic government.

Today, the Spartakist Workers Party ofGermany upholds the revolutionary internation-

alist banner of Luxemburg, Liehknechl and Lenin.

TROTSKY LENIN

The imperialist bourgeoisie, the last of the exploiting classes, exceeds all of its

predecessors in brutality, unabashed cynicism, and depravity. It will defend tooth and

nail what is most sacred to it, its profit and its right to exploit, with the same cold

malice displayed through the history of its colonial policies and in the last war. Against

the proletariat it will move heaven and hell. It will mobilize the peasantry against the

cities. It will incite backward layers of the working class against the socialist vanguard.

Its officers will organize massacres....

All this resistance must be broken, step by step, with an iron hand and relentless

force. The violence of the bourgeois counterrevolution must be met by the revolution-

ary violence of the proletariat. The proletarian masses must respond to the attacks,

intrigues, and conspiracies of the bourgeoisie with their own unshakable clarity,

vigilance, and activity, always at the ready. They must reply to the ever-present danger

of counterrevolution by arming the people and disarming the ruling classes; to the

bourgeoisie's obstructionist parliamentary maneuvering they must counterpose the

vigorous organization of associated workers and soldiers—the concentrated, united,

and heightened power of the working class. Only the united front of the entire German
proletariat, south and north, urban and rural, workers and soldiers; only living,

intellectual contact between the German revolution and the International; and only the

extension of the German revolution to a world proletarian revolution can lay the granite

foundation upon which the house of the future can be erected.

— Rosa Luxemburg. "What the Spartacus League Wants" (December 1918)
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Portugal, 1975: Social democrats, run by Willy Brandt’s SPD and funded by
CIA, led mob attacks on Communist Party offices.

the militancy of the workers into support

to a "left wing" of the officer corps,

the Movimento das Formas Armadas
(Armed Forces Movement), the Portu-

guese Socialist Party (SP) under the lead-

ership of Mario Soares was the spearhead

of open counterrevolution.

And the puppet master of this social-

democratic agency for counterrevolution

was none other than the Bonn SPD. In

fact, the Portuguese SP was founded only

a year before the upsurge in Lisbon, in

1973

—

in Bonn! From the very beginning

this party was a creature of the SPD.
dependent on it financially as well as

programmatically. The main task of the

SP was to make sure Portugal stayed

inside the anti-Soviet NATO alliance.

In the name of “pluralistic democracy”

the SP organized against the workers

movement and, in particular, against the

working-class base of the CP.

In 1975 the SP was at the forefront of

openly reactionary mobilizations which

burned down Communist Party offices

around the country. At this time the Amer-

ican bourgeoisie’s mouthpiece, the New
York Times (25 September 1975), report-

ed that vast amounts of U.S. money were

being funneled to the SP. Citing "official

sources in Washington," it wrote:

"United Slates money for the Portuguese

Socialist party and other parties is being

funneled by the Central Intelligence

Agency through West European Socialist

parties and labor unions, the sources said.

The C.I.A. involvement, the sources said,

amounted to several million dollars a

month over the last several months....

“Until the spring most of the Western aid

to anti-Communist forces in Portugal was
being given secretly by the West German
Social Democratic party and the Belgian

Socialist party without any American
involvement.”

This report was later confirmed in pub-

lic by an official of the U.S. State

Department.

The timing of the CIA funds to the

Portuguese SP coincided with the period

during which the SP was organizing anti-

Communist lynch mobs. In the absence

of a revolutionary party to organize the

working class to resist the counterrevolu-

tionary offensive, the result of the SP-

led mobilizations was to strengthen the

forces of the right.

This cooperation between the SPD and

the CIA was not. and is not. unusual.

The SPD was reorganized in the West

after World War II under the aegis of the

American occupation forces as an instru-

ment for neutralizing class struggle after

the smashing of the Third Reich and for

purging the working class of Communist
influence. In the years that followed the

SPD played a special role as an ally of

the CIA in Europe. East and West.

Today the SPD serves its capitalist

masters in West Germany (BRD) in

acting as the spearhead for annexation

of the DDR. The SPD refused to par-

ticipate in the anti-fascist mobilization

at the Soviet war memorial at Treptow

on January 3. and then led the impe-

rialist campaign of vilification against

Treptow.

The central demand of the SPD-East

is for a "market economy”— i.e., capital-

ism. While Willy Brandt makes sugary

speeches about how the poorer sections

of society should not find themselves

under the wheels of the train of capitalist

reunification, social-democratic (West

German union federation] DGB head

Ernst Breite openly attacks the FDGB
(DDR union federation] for demanding

too many rights for DDR trade unions.

And now the SPD is lining up in Kohl’s

campaign for Anschluss of the DDR
under Article 23 of the BRD Basic Law.

While masking its dirty work on behalf

of the Frankfurt bankers with talk about

“social justice." the SPD seeks to turn

political revolution against the Stalinist

bureaucracy into capitalist counterrevolu-

tion. Social democracy is truly a Trojan

horse for counterrevolution.

SPD campaigns in DDR as an accomplice of Kohl's drive for an imperialist
Greater Germany.
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Bush's voodoo economics: using Social Security reserves to cover massive budget deficits. Retirees depend on Social Security benefits to survive.

Pentagon Loots Social Security

Mugging the Elderly

Remember when presidential candidate

George Bush swore “No new taxes”?

Well, take a look at your paychecks since

New Year’s. You’re taking home less

than you were in ’89 due to increased

Social Security (FICA) deductions. But

that’s just the tip of the iceberg. Last

year the federal government spent more
than $50 billion of these Social Security

deductions, not for anyone's retirement,

but to pay for everything from Star Wars
first-strike missile systems to $600 toilet

seats for the Pentagon. While the taxpay-

ers were reading George Bush's lips,

“Poppy” was picking the public’s pock-

ets. As the president of the liberal Eco-

nomic Policy Institute put it, “It’s been

the dirty little secret of economic policy-

making of the past decade.”

The scam works like this. A 1983 law

increased payroll taxes to assure Social

Security benefits for the huge “baby

boom” generation which will begin retir-

ing in the year 2010 or so. But the gov-

ernment has been helping itself to the

surplus thus generated and treats it as

revenue. The Institute for Policy Innova-

tion pointed out:

“...the federal government has already

borrowed and spent the $170 billion in

(Social Security) reserves; it will borrow

and spend the $70 billion collected this

year; and, at least until the federal budget
debt is eliminated, it will borrow and
spend all the reserves generated in the

future."

— Washington Post, 26 February

Bush uses the scam to claim he's win-

ning the battle of the budget, that the

federal deficit is shrinking and that in

fiscal year 1989 it was “only” $152 bil-

lion. He’s lying. The true deficit, not

including the Social Security surplus and

$71 billion snatched from other govern-

ment funds, was $275 billion. Bush is

giving voodoo economics a bad name.

The lid blew off in January when New
York Senator Daniel Moynihan intro-

duced legislation to roll back this year's

increase in Social Security payroll tax

deductions. It was an embarrassing turn-

ing of the tables for the White House.

Throughout the Reagan/Bush decade the

Democrats have taken a pounding from

the GOP for being the party of big taxes

and big spending. Moynihan’s bill put

Bush in the position of opposing a cut in

payroll taxes while he’s simultaneously

pushing a cut in capital gains taxes, 83

percent of the benefits of which would

go to those making more than $100,000

annually. As Brookings Institution econo-

mist Barry Bosworth put it, “How can

the President claim Moynihan's tax cut

is bad because it goes for workers, but

his own tax cut is good because it goes

for capitalists?" (U.S. News & World

Report
, 29 January).

The administration’s first response was
scare tactics. “I’m not going to do it to

the older people of the country,” Bush
said, as if he weren't already “doing it"

to them with a vengeance. He followed

up with a budget which included the

Social Security Integrity and Debt Re-

duction Fund. With a name like that you
know it's time to grab your wallet. It

calls for the feds to gradually stop using

the Social Security surplus for operating

expenses. Even GOP Senate leader Bob
Dole called this one “phased integrity."

Moynihan’s proposal had politicians in

both capitalist parties up in arms. Right-

wing Georgia Republican Newt Gingrich

called Moynihan “irresponsible," because

“he’s led every senior citizen to ask what

happened to their money” (Newsweek , 5

February). On the other side of the aisle,

big-shot Democratic Congressman Dan
Rostenkowski called Moynihan's bill “a

disaster." .

What really upsets the bourgeois leg-

islators is the public debunking of the

myths surrounding the Social Security

system. Foremost among these is the be-

lief that Social Security is fundamentally

a retirement account financed by payroll

deductions made during working years,

that the government is saving your mon-
ey. with interest, for you. It isn’t true.

Your weekly deductions pay the benefits

now due to current retirees. What’s left

for future retirees after the government
takes the surplus? Nothing but IOUs
from the Treasury and when they come
due, they’ll have to be paid off with new
taxes and/or reduced benefits.

Since each generation pays for the

retirement of its parents and grandpar-

ents, it becomes clear that Social Securi-

ty deductions are just another form of

taxes. But unlike income tax. Social

Security is paid at the same rate by all

income brackets, and is cut off at

$51,300. Those making more than this

amount don’t pay a dime of Social Secu-

rity taxes on the difference. The tax thus

discriminates against wage earners, part-

time workers and women and minorities,

who are more likely to earn most of

their income in wages, while those re-

ceiving interest, dividends, capital gains

and the like pay no Social Security taxes

on that income. If you make $5 1 ,300 this

year, the FICA deduction from your pay

will be the same as someone making
$500,000.

While other taxes were cut during the

Reagan years, payroll taxes went up.

During the 1980s the share of federal

revenue accounted for by Social Security

taxes rose by 23 percent. The share com-
ing from corporate taxes fell by the same
amount. The celebrated Reagan tax cut?

For the rich, it was great; for working

people, it didn’t happen.

“What Peace Dividend?"

The breakdown of Stalinist rule

throughout the Soviet bloc and the frac-

turing of the Warsaw Pact has spawned

a widespread debate over how best to

spend the “peace dividend,” the billions

of dollars supposedly no longer needed

by the Pentagon and therefore available

for everything from housing to day care

The administration quickly put the kibosh

on all that "swords into plowshares" talk.

Bush's budget director Richard Darman
derided as "a true Wonderland phenome-
non" the notion of "spending 50 times a

dividend that has not yet definitively

materialized" (New York Times, 27 Janu-

ary). Indeed not. Aside from some Army
troop reductions. Bush’s Pentagon budget

maintains military spending at the bloat-

ed level established under Reagan, a

level double that of the late 1970s.

Bush’s 1991 budget calls for the Pen-

tagon to get $295 billion including fund-

ing for the B-2 bomber and other new
strategic weapons systems. Defense Sec-

retary Dick Cheney has stressed that the

U.S. will continue to need a large navy

to deal with “brushfire" conflicts around

the world. This means imperialist as-

saults like the rape of Panama. One cut

suggested by Cheney, the grounding of

Bush’s airborne command center, was re-

jected by Bush himself. Why? Because

nothing has altered U.S. imperialism's

basic goal: the destruction of the USSR.
Gorbachev's capitulations and givebacks

only embolden the imperialists. As Bush
himself said, "What peace dividend?"

What Bush does propose to cut in 1991

includes mass transit grants, cost-of-

living pension increases to retired Fed-

eral employees, subsidies to Amtrak,

payments to poor families for home heat-

ing and weatherization, and grants to

public libraries. About half of the $36.5

billion in deficit reduction that Bush
proposes comes out of housing, transpor-

tation and Medicare. It adds up to more
industrial rot, more unemployment, more
homelessness.

It is worse, of course, for black people.

One out of three blacks now live below
the poverty line. Unemployment is dou-

ble that of whites. Nearly 30 percent of

all AIDS victims are black. As two Har-

lem doctors pointed out in the January

New England Journal of Medicine, due

to an epidemic of diseases of poverty,

"black men in Harlem were less likely

to reach the age of 65 than men in

Bangladesh.”

Reagan/Bush’s America:
“Socialism for the Rich”

Yet even as hundreds of thousands of

poor and working people were being

driven onto the streets, government offi-

cials were lining their pockets with tax-

payers' money. At the Department of

Housing and Urban Development, w here

under Reagan federal money for housing

was cut from $33 billion to $7 billion,

more than 100 Reagan administration

appointees have been implicated in scan-

dals and rip-offs.

Consider Bush’s plan for the taxpayer

to bail out the Savings and Loan banks

(S&Ls). To take just one example,

there’s Texas billionaire Robert Bass.

continued on page 4

Homeless
shelter in

Philadelphia.

Black poor
are victims

of bipartisan

cutback racism.
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The Bosses' Press Discovers Mine Safety
It is rare to read anything in the New

York Times about worker safety, so we

took a closer look at the statistics in a

recent Times piece (22 January) head-

lined “U.S. and Soviet Miners Meet

and Find Surprises." Quoting a visiting

Soviet miner as saying "They’d spit

on our mines," the Times reported that

U S. miners were stunned to learn that

“10,000 Soviet miners died on the job

from 1979 to 1989, roughly eight times

the figure in the United States."

Hold on a minute. In the next para-

graph one finds out that according to the

Times there are 2.5 million Soviet min-

ers, compared to 140,000 in the U.S.

That means the fatality rate is more than

twice as high in the U.S. (one in 112

miners killed in the U.S.; one in 250 in

the Soviet Union). Even the figures from

the Mine Safety and Health Administra-

tion (MSHA), which are diluted with

office workers and contractors, show a

U.S. fatality rate of one in 215.

But what the labor-hating Times doesn’t

mention is that every measure of pro-

tection in U.S. mines was won through

hard class struggle, and paid for with the

blood of thousands of miners maimed

and killed over the years. Island Creek

Coal Company’s Virginia-Pocahontas

No. 6, the mine the Soviets toured, is

notorious for high levels of deadly meth-

ane gas— levels which MSHA would

Soviet and Virginia coal miners compare notes. Utah’s 1984 Wilberg

mine disaster—27 dead (right). Fatality rate for U.S. coal miners is

double that for Soviet miners. UMW Journal

allow to go up under proposed changes.

Max Kennedy, UMW mine safety com-

mitteeman at the mine, told Workers

Vanguard that “It’s a show mine. But not

because of Island Creek. It’s because the

safety committee at the mine kept it in

that condition."

The Times claims that the Soviet min-

ers’ tour was “organized and paid for by

the A.F.L.-C.I.O.” Not quite. The Bul-

letin of the AFL-CIO Department of In-

ternational Affairs (January 1990) says

the cash came from the U.S. Information

Agency (Langley, Virginia branch?). The

“AFL-CIO" tops toasted the Soviet min-

ers at a Washington dinner, where pro-

fessional anti-Communist labor traitors

like teachers union president Albert

Shanker and Bricklayers president John

Joyce presided. And while they were

touring the U.S., the anti-Communist

"Radio Liberty” broadcast interviews

with the miners back to the USSR.
The Soviet miners strikes last summer

shook the Stalinist bureaucracy. Pro-

voked by the anti-working-class “re-

forms" of Gorbachev’s perestroika, the

strikes spread across the Soviet Union,

with workers creating instruments of

proletarian power like strike committees

and workers militias, and raising anti-

bureaucratic political demands. Far from

the anti-Communist dreams of the New
York Times . and their friends in the AFL-

CIO gang, Soviet miners were not Fight-

ing for capitalism and the "freedom" to

be treated like the Pittston miners, or like

Polish workers under the "free market"

whip of Solidarnosc.

Social

Security...
(continued from page 3)

In December 1988, Bass took over

the Stockton, California-based American

Savings and Loan Company (total assets

$30 billion) for a total investment of

$500 million. The company will be split

into a “good" S&L to hold $15.4 billion

in healthy assets and a "bad" one that

will liquidate $14.4 billion in sour loans

and other assets. The Federal Savings

and Loan Insurance Corporation gets

what’s left after the Bass Group gets 70

percent of the healthy S&L. As part of

the deal Bass was also rewarded with

some $300 million in tax benefits.

Should he decide to sell his "healthy"

part of the S&L, Bass stands to make a

cool $1 billion or more.

It seems that no financial scam today

is complete without a tie-in to the Ni-

caraguan contras. Some Texas S&Ls ap-

pear to have made unsecured mortgage

loans to these CIA-organized terrorists.

The People' s Daily World (9 February)

quotes a report in the Houston Post that

“the CIA has intervened in criminal in-

vestigations involving agency operatives

accused of S&L fraud.”

Bush estimates the tab for bailing out

the S&Ls at $90 billion. Forty billion

dollars is to come out of the Treasury,

increasing the budget deficit, and the

other $50 billion from a government-

backed bond issue. The combined interest

payments alone to finance the bailout

will run about $10 billion a year. Finan-

cial experts agree the real cost to taxpay-

ers will be more like $200 billion. That’s

$200 billion of our money! The bankers

make bad loans and we pay for it.

Nobody likes to pay taxes, least of all

the people hardest hit by them— working

people—and there are plenty of other

people who’d like nothing better than to

get their hands on a “revenuer" around

the second week of April. Yet under

bourgeois leadership “tax revolts" can

easily take on a reactionary and racist

character. Many whites, certainly includ-

ing workers, believe their high taxes are

due to "welfare state" liberalism primari-

ly benefiting black people. In the early

’70s Reagan exploited this myth and

identified himself with California's tax-

cutting "Proposition 13" forces.

The Democrats paved the way for

Reagan reaction, and the wholesale dis-

mantling of social programs in the '80s

was very much a bipartisan operation.

No one personifies cutback racism better

than Daniel Patrick Moynihan. The noto-

rious 1965 Moynihan report pioneered

the now-widespread view that black

poverty is caused by the failure of black

family life, not the workings of the "last

hired, first fired” capitalist system. As
Nixon’s adviser on domestic affairs, in

the early 1970s Moynihan coined the

phrase “benign neglect” to justify scrap-

ping the Great Society programs enacted

to cool down the black militancy of the

’60s. Moynihan is the principal author of

the most viciously racist legislation in

decades—the 1988 Family Security Act

—designed to throw millions of poor

black mothers off the welfare rolls (see

"Genocide U.S. A.." WV No. 463, 21 Oc-

tober 1988). And just last month the

Democratic Senator from New York en-

raged students at posh Vassar College

when he reportedly told a Jamaican-born

woman to "go back where she came

from" if she didn’t like the U.S.

So how is it that Moynihan is now
being denounced as a “fiscal radical” and

populist demagogue for proposing to roll

back the Social Security tax increase?

Moynihan is a vicious bourgeois politi-

cian, but he is by no means stupid. He
understands that in this deeply racist

society the political base of support for

Social Security is fundamentally broader

than for welfare, food stamps. Head
Start. Medicaid and other programs seen

as mainly benefiting ghetto blacks and

Hispanics.

A majority of the American people

—

including politically right-wing, white

homeowners—are depending on Social

Security benefits for part or all of their

retirement income. Tens of millions of

people in all walks of life have parents

and grandparents who depend on Social

Security to survive. Any reduction in

these benefits means they will have to

pay more out of their own pockets to

keep their aged relatives from starving

and freezing. Thus any suspicion that the

Social Security system is being manipu-

lated. ripped off or mismanaged is poli-

tically explosive. As a defender of the

bourgeois order. Moynihan is quite right

to worry that the Treasury spending the

Social Security surplus “invites massive

loss of trust” in the government.

Under the last ten years of Reagan

and Bush the government cut taxes for

the wealthy while raising them for work-

ers and ripping off the Social Security

reserves. But it still wasn’t enough to

finance the massive military buildup

against the USSR, so they borrowed mas-

sively from the Japanese and German
bankers, turning the U.S. from the

world’s biggest creditor nation into the

world’s biggest debtor. The stage is set

for a financial collapse and another

worldwide depression.

For working people there will never be

“tax justice" or any other kind of justice

under capitalism. The struggles of work-

ers and the oppressed will be fought on

the picket lines and in the streets. To
win. these battles require a multiracial

workers party to lead the fight against

the rotting capitalist system and replace

it with a rational, socialist society.*
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For Mass Picketing

to Shut Down Greyhound!

Union militants stop scab bus at March 9 San Francisco rally to honor Robert
Waterhouse, striking driver killed by scab bus.

The strike by 9,000 drivers, mechanics
and clerks against Greyhound, now in its

fourth week, is widely popular among
working people and minorities across the

country. Like the Pittston coal and East-

ern airline strikes, they know the Amal-
gamated Transit Union (ATU) strikers

are on the front line against the capi-

talists’ war on labor. After Greyhound
driver Robert Waterhouse was crushed to

death by a scab bus on picket duty in

Redding. California, union members
turned out at rallies from New York to

San Francisco on March 9 to honor this

labor martyr.

The strikers want to fight—after all

the givebacks in 1983 and 1987 there's

nothing left to give. But Greyhound
chairman Fred Currey is playing hardball

—he has a $50 million war chest to hire

scabs and break the union for good. As
we go to press. Currey has walked out of

negotiations, labeling the strikers “violent”

—after his scabs have run down pickets

across the country! A bosses' press cam-
paign violence-baits the union, while the

cops rough up pickets on the line. The
labor-hating New York Times notes the

strike shows “the collapse of traditional

labor relations.... Hiring permanent re-

placements means a labor strike is now
a fight to the death, rather than a periodic

test of wills.”

But it is a "fight to the death” where
the strikers are being knifed in the back

by the union bureaucracy. When Brother

Waterhouse was murdered, the ATU
lops’ first response was to take down the

picket lines! They’re afraid of the kind

of outpouring of labor support that the

1983 Greyhound strike brought out. Then
the union tops dissipated the picket lines

and lost the strike with their useless

consumer boycotts and reliance on capi-

talist politicians and city council resolu-

tions. And they’re repeating that defeatist

strategy today. At bus terminals and

garages across the country, picket lines

are kept small or nonexistent.

At the San Francisco rally on March
9 union militants abandoned the hot air

speeches of the trade-union piecards and

rushed across the street to block a scab

bus. SF Central Labor Council chief

Walter Johnson and longshore Local 10

president Jimmy Herman crossed the

street to pull back the pickets. One class-

struggle union militant countered these

company cops: “Strikes are won on the

picket line, not across the street. They
didn't win in ‘34 [SF General Strike) by
going across the street.” A striker re-

sponded to Johnson. "We've been here

since 4 a.m. Who the hell is he?" Anoth-

er striker, a veteran of the 1983 strike,

pointed out another bureaucrat, “I re-

member that guy. he’s the one who let

the buses go through in ’83!”

At the New York City rally, the speak-

ers list was a veritable rogues' gallery of

slick-talking bureaucrats who have re-

cently sold out their members’ struggles,

from Jan Pierce of the CWA (NYNEX
phone workers) to Leroy Washington of

the IAM (Eastern strike). The 600-strong

rally chanted, “Scabs must go!" But the

policy of Greyhound ATU Local 1202
president Harold Mendlowitz, who is

lionized by the fake-socialist Workers
World Party, is to push the consumer
boycott and rely on the bosses’ courts to

stop Greyhound from hiring scabs in

New York City. So Greyhound hires

across the river in New Jersey, and the

buses continue to run out of Manhattan's

Port Authority bus terminal.

No wonder some frustrated strikers are

driven to desperate attempts to stop the

buses on the highway. But this strike is

popular—especially among the thousands

of blacks, Hispanics and working poor
who ride Greyhound buses and solidarize

with the largely minority Greyhound
workforce. To win, the ATU must win
on the picker line. The AFL-CIO traitors

wring their hands and whine that Tafl-

Hartley stops them from having mass
pickets and secondary boycotts, but any
good unionist knows that unions were
illegal until the workers organized,

fought and won their recognition against

the bosses, the cops and the courts. The
only illegal strike is one that loses. Grey-
hound strikers must forge a new leader-

ship that would wage an all-out fight to

stop the buses from rolling!

Motorman Victimized

Philly Transit Death Trap

! •

I

Faircloth/Philadelphia Daily News
Three dead, 150 injured as 30-year-old subway car derails.

The worst mass transit crash in Phila-

delphia's history occurred March 7, when
a crowded morning rush-hour Southeast

Pennsylvania Transit Authority (SEPTA)
train derailed just outside the 30th Street

station. Three people were killed, 150

injured. A traction motor on the fourth

car of the six-car train broke loose, trip-

ping a track switch that sent the car

along two separate tracks, slamming it

into a tunnel pillar and twisting it like a

soda can. Massive death was averted

only because the wrecked car carried

only 40 passengers. The car just in

front of it was crammed with over 200

commuters.

In the grisly carnage, there were acts

of genuine courage and heroism. Doctors,

in scenes resembling Civil War-era field

hospitals, desperately tried to save the

lives of trapped victims by amputating

limbs with a buck knife borrowed from

a fireman. The conductor, Steven Young,

despite severe injuries, immediately be-

gan kicking out windows as smoke filled

the car. and attempted to help the most

seriously injured passengers.

This tragedy was no accident! This

was a crime of capitalism. The train cars

on that SEPTA line are 30-year-old Budd

Co. cars. For 20 years it has been known
the traction motors break loose. Extra

support brackets installed in recent years

did not hold. An official of Transport

Workers Union (TWU) Local 234 told

the Philadelphia Daily News (9 March)
that mechanics reported “it’s common
that the motor bolt shears off and breaks

from the wear.” “Drag detectors" de-

signed to warn the motorman of any-

thing dragging beneath the train did

not activate. The post-crash inspection

by the National Transportation Safety

Board (NTSB) found over half the trac-

tion motor supports to be faulty. Yet

SEPTA’s in-house investigation found

that none were below standard. Why?
Because SEPTA has not followed even

the feds' minimal standards for 30 years!

The obscene sequel to every recent

made-by-capitalism disaster is again be-

ing played out in Philly. The SEPTA
bosses suspended the motorman, Melvin

Thomas, claiming drug tests indicated he

used cocaine the day before the accident.

So another innocent worker is scape-

goated to cover up for this rotting sys-

tem. The TWU in Philly must mobilize

to defend Thomas. Reinstate him now!
SEPTA boss Louis Gambaccini glibly

fobs off the crash with the statement that

these 30-year-old cars are "nearing their

life expectancy.” Eight days before the

wreck, Michael Beerhalter. a 12-year

veteran signal maintained was slammed
from behind and killed by a SEPTA
train. Because of nearby construction,

Beerhalter couldn't hear the train. He
never knew what hit him. Beerhalter was
an outspoken union activist in TWU
Local 234. He fought against SEPTA’s
unsafe and deadly practices, especially

for signalmen, who often work alone on
the tracks with no flagman and no lan-

terns to warn oncoming trains. Beerhalter

paid with his life. For the SEPTA bosses,

Beerhalter is just another part which
reached its “life expectancy.”

The crisis of capitalism is played out

on the large scale in wars and depres-

sions. But the slow, steady decay of

American capitalism also continues to

claim victims every day. Planes fall from
the sky. trains wreck, refineries explode
into fiery infernos. And usually some
innocent worker is made the scapegoat.

Right now, the individual acts of courage
of a pilot, a flight attendant or transit

worker shutting down some deathtrap

transport are all that stand between
innocent people and probable death.

Union-run safety committees with the

power to shut down all and any unsafe

operations are increasingly an immediate
life-and-death necessity. But it is the

workers’ struggle for power, ripping this

irrational, decrepit system out of the

hands of the capitalists, that will be
decisive for rebuilding the decaying and
deadly infrastructure of this country.
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Leuna Workers: Fight the Sellout!

“They Want to

Take Over Our Plants”

Reprinted from Arprekorr Supplement.

14 March 1990.

On March 1 5 Betriehsrdte (plant coun-

cil) members from BASF are supposed

to come to the Leuna Works to sell us

the West German model of "Mithestim-

mung" (co-determination). They want to

help make it possible for this successor

company to IG Farben and for other

giant Western firms to buy up or close

down our plants. This is not a "democra-

tization of the economy" but a con job.

Its purpose: the workers should par-

ticipate in their own expropriation and

exploitation.

The SPD Social Democrats, the PDS
|
Party of Democratic Socialism], Western

bosses and even ostensible leftists are

taking part in this plant council hoax.

What’s involved here is the sellout of our

VEBs (state-owned plants], of the work-
ing people and of the DDR altogether.

The Spartakist Workers Party of Ger-

many says loud and clear: instead of

plant councils which prepare the way for

capitalism, we need workers councils to

defend our collectivized economy.
How is that to be done? Very simply,

by all (production! departments electing

their representatives, who then join with

delegates from other enterprises in a joint

council to carry through the interests of

the workers.

Do the West German plant councils

represent the workers’ cause? Not at all.

People aren’t very well informed about

that in this country. But let’s take a look

at the West German industrial relations

law. There it says, literally:

• "Measures of labor struggle between

the employer and the plant council are

not permitted." The plant councils are

instructed to "refrain from activities

which adversely affect the work process

or peace in the plant.”

• “The plant council may not unilater-

ally intervene in the management of the

plant."

• Members of plant councils are "duty-

bound... not to reveal company or busi-

ness secrets."

So what that means is: strike ban. class

peace with capital, exclusion from man-
agement decisions and the obligation to

keep silent about "business secrets" such

as planned layoffs, for example. Obvi-

ously such SPD-model plant councils

only serve to prevent the workers’ class

struggle.

And in practice: when HDW shipyard

workers in Hamburg occupied the plant

in 1984 in order to prevent announced
layoffs, the plant council first tried to

keep the layoffs secret from the workers

and then sabotaged the plant occupation

with the threat of dismissal of the entire

workforce.

By law and in their actions, therefore,

these plant councils—together with the

union bureaucracy—are a tool of the

bosses against the workers. And that’s

just what they want to force on us!

Now the West German employers asso-

ciation and the DGB (union federation]

are jointly railing against the new
(DDR] trade-union law. No wonder,

since they’re planning mass layoffs. Our
foreign coworkers are already being

threatened with expulsion. For full citi-

zenship and trade-union rights for foreign

workers!

To take an example, the plant council

of Volkswagen A.G. is making an effort

to achieve “more intensive cooperation

with their fellow workers in the plants of

the (East German] IFA-Kombinat," ac-

cording to the bankers’ mouthpiece Frank-

furter Allgemeine Zeitung (13 March).

What they don’t tell the DDR fellow

workers is that as a result of the joint

venture "a substantial part" of the IFA

workers will be out of a job. According

to IFA general director Voigt, as much
as 60 to 70 percent.

In the last issue of Spartakist ( 1 March
1990) you can read a historical presenta-

tion on plant councils and workers coun-

cils in Germany (see "East Germany: For
Workers Councils to Stop the Sellout!"

WV No. 496. 23 February 1990], It is

recounted there how the plant council

law of 1920 was pushed through with the

bloody suppression of workers’ protests.

Just as, after World War II. so-called

"co-determination" served to crush com-
bative plant councils. Prepare for struggle— buy Spartakist !

Today West German capitalists. Social

Democrats and sellout Stalinist bureau-

crats are for setting up plant councils in

order to push class collaboration. That's

how the Anschluss is supposed to look on
the plant level: establishing plant coun-

cils is intended to accompany the intro-

duction of capitalism.

But Leuna workers have a long tradi-

tion of struggle, from the March strug-

gles of 1921 to the workers’ uprising

against Stalinism in June 1953.

On March 6, the trade-union group of
the Urea Department at the VEB Leuna
Works sent a resolution to the Volks-

kammer in which it condemned "the

transformation of our state-owned plants

into stock companies” as the "first step

to the reprivatization of our industry."

The privatization law was passed, and
subsequently ratified by the Round Ta-

ble. It’s necessary to fight, and in this the

working class must rely on the independ-
ent mobilization of its own strength. We
must make common cause with the West
German workers against the capitalist

exploiters who now want to extend their

lust for profits to the DDR.
The Spartakist Workers Party of Ger-

many is the only party which says, with-

out any ifs, ands or buts: No to capitalist

reunification! Against the privatization of

the state-owned companies! Stop the

sellout—workers councils to power!

Vote Spartakist, Slate 21, on March 18!
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East German Elections—

No to Capitalist Reunification!

Vote

SPARTAKIST
Reprinted from Arprekorr No. 27, 13

March 1990.

What's at stake is whether our workers

state will be or not be. The March 18

Volkskammer (parliamentary
|
elections

constitute a plebiscite, albeit grossly

distorted by the imperialist onslaught, on

the continued existence of the DDR.
Following the collapse of the Honecker

regime last fall, the rulers of capitalist

West Germany have been on a campaign

to intimidate and buy up this land which

was torn from their hands when the Sovi-

et Red Army crushed the Third Reich in

1945. Now with Stalinist rule crumbling

throughout East Europe, Hitler’s “demo-

cratic" heirs have embarked on a new
"drive to the East.” So as we stand at our

posts in defense of the DDR against a

capitalist reunification, we are also de-

fending the homeland of the October

Revolution.

As BRD [West German] federal chan-

cellor Kohl refuses to sign a treaty recog-

nizing the Oder-Neisse border. Polish

leaders Jaruzelski and Mazowiecki appeal

to Gorbachev and even Mitterrand to stop

the West German juggernaut. In Bonn.

Christian Democrats and Social Demo-
crats have abandoned talk of a step-by-

step unification. Now it's simple annex-

ation, through Article 23 of the BRD
Basic Law. like the Saarland in 1957.

But many fear that it could be a replay

of the Anschluss of Austria in 1938, a

decisive step toward a Greater Germany.

Increasingly, it seems that for today’s

generation of West German leaders. Hit-

ler’s only sin was to have entangled the

Reich in another losing two-front imperi-

alist war.

No wonder that in the face of this

blatant attempt to swallow the DDR, as

Bonn politicians arrogantly swarm across

the country in their Mercedes limousines,

even many who were initially blinded by

the all-overshadowing D-mark are now
sobering up. What will happen to their

jobs, their social benefits, their savings?

The early euphoria over reunification has

diminished, a shift in the mood of the

masses is perceptible. But this is being

reflected in what is essentially a nostal-

gia vote for the PDS [Party of Democrat-

ic Socialism, formerly Socialist Unity

Party, SED—the government party]. For

despite their talk of the “sovereignty of

the DDR," these sold-out Stalinists are

the main force for the sellout of the

country.

Those who are now returning to the

SED-PDS fold do so because they do not

see a “realistic” political alternative and

do not have an alternative program to

capitalist reunification. Many understand

how the precipitous election favors the

SPD. and argue this is necessary in order

to avoid even worse. But just as in 1918-

1919, the social democracy has acted as

the advance guard of the counterrevolu-

tion. this time to head off a political

xevolution against Stalinism which would

return to the internationalist road of Len-

in and Trotsky. The SPD’s role as blood-

hounds was shown in the vicious attack

on leftists in Neubrandenburg last week.

Meanwhile, the Stalinist turncoats

switch from their schema of building so-

cialism in one country to building cap-

italism in a Greater Germany. For the

purposes of vote-catching, the "new"

PDS is peddling Prime Minister Modrow
as Mr. Clean and party chairman Gysi as

"the man with the broom” who sweeps

out the Augean stables of the bureaucra-

cy. Gysi got a rock star’s reception from

thousands in Erfurt’s cavernous Thii-

ringenhalle on Friday. But empty slogan-

eering, publicity stunts (such as Gysi’s

attempt to portray himself as a skydiver,

to bolster his youthful image!) and long-

ing for stability solve nothing. Only the

Spartakist Workers Party has presented

a class-struggle program to resolve the

crisis.

The PDS and smaller left parties such

as the United Left and the Nelken [Car-

nations] are spreading fantasies that

everything will be able to be maintained

after reunification as long as a social

charter or a few more laws are passed at

the last minute. But this ignores the key

question, namely which class holds state

power. The bureaucrats hope to entrench

themselves in the enterprises; but if the

Social Democrats and their prospective

bourgeois coalition partners take office

in a few weeks, PDS members will be

blacklisted wholesale. Parly members say

they’re afraid to openly fight against

reaction because it would mean civil war.

But by refusing to politically fight capi-

talist reunification now. they are prepar-

ing to surrender outright—and the result

definitely won’t be peaceful.

Last week we sought to mobilize a

class opposition to attempts to break up

the collectivized economy, calling for a

demonstration outside the Volkskammer

against privatization and capitalist reuni-

fication. Few came out on short notice

and in the pouring rain. But in contrast

to the PDS' attempts to get a "popular

front" together to slow down (but not

stop) capitalist reunification, and its pa-

thetic appeals to the Soviet leadership to

bail them out, the SpAD's election mani-

festo and program of struggle present the

only realistic way to an effective defense

of the DDR against counterrevolution.

Those who say they stand in defense

of the working class—such as the KPD
[a split from the SED|. which refused to

support the demo, and the Communist
Platform (of the PDS). which endorsed

but did not mobilize anyone—cannot

evade crucial issues. As a spokesman for

the Spartakist Workers Party of Germany
stated in a radio campaign statement:

"We workers ourselves know best what
has been wasted in decades of bureau-

cratic mismanagement. But we also know
what sort of consequences the sellout of

our plants to the capitalists would have.

"Therefore, build workers councils in

the plants and public institutions. There-
fore. build soldiers councils in the NVA
| East German army] to defend our work-
ers state. For a Germany of workers

councils!"

Today these questions are posed point-

blank not just in the DDR. What happens

here—a political revolution or a social

counterrevolution— will have an incalcu-

lable impact on the Soviet Union. Hun-

dreds of thousands showed on January 3

at the Soviet war memorial in Treptow

Park that they were prepared to fight the

fascist menace. Millions of working

people want to protect what we have

built up with our labor over 45 years

—

despite the Stalinist deformation of the

DDR—and are prepared to prevent a

Fourth Reich from arising on German
soil and threatening all mankind. In

steadfastly opposing capitalist reunifica-

tion, we seek to be their voice. Vote for

the Spartakist Workers Party of Germany
on March 18!

We reprint below a brief profile, released on 15 March by the East German

news agency ADN, ofToralf Endruweit, one of the Spartakist Berlin candidates.

Short Biography of SpAD
Lead Candidate Toralf Endruweit

BERLIN (ADN). Toralf Endruweit

was born on 6 June 1967 in Neustre-

litz and has lived in Berlin since 1972.

He learned the trade of mechanic and.

counting his apprenticeship, worked

for more than four years in this capac-

ity at the VEB Elektrokohle Lichten-

berg on the three-shift system. There-

after he became an employee at the

German State Library and began to

work on getting his Abitur
[
Gymna-

sium degree] in night school.

Toralf Endruweit has been inter-

ested in revolutionary Marxism and

Leninism since his school days. He
believes that “political power in our

workers state belongs in the hands of

those who create value in our country,

that is, the working people.” In his

opinion the Stalinists betrayed the

workers and now intend to hand the

country over to the capitalists. “An
internationalist program in the spirit

of Lenin and Trotsky is the only

realistic way to achieve socialism,

which millions all over the earth and

here in our country have fought for,”

said the lead candidate.

Trotskyist spokesman Renate Dahlhaus (lower right) addresses 250,000-strong united-front protest against fascist

desecration of Soviet war memorial, Treptow Park, January 3.
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Interview with

East German Army Officer

On the Defense of the DDR
The following piece is reprinted from

Arprekorr No. 28. 20 March 1990.

On Wednesday, members of the Fried-

rich Engels Guard Regiment of the

National People’s Army (NVA), which

watches over the eternal flame at the

Monument of the Victims of Fascism and

Militarism on Unter den Linden, staged

a warning strike demanding better living

conditions and continuation of their mili-

tary service in civilian life. By the end

of the month, the former NVA Guard

Regiment Felix Dzerzhinsky will be

dissolved, its former 10,000 men have

already been mustered out. When the

Western media talk of a looming dissolu 1

tion of the NVA, this is no invention.

While the military leadership talk of

’’military reform” and dream of nonsense

about an integrated NVA-Bundeswchr
(West German army) under the sign of

German reunification, at the base of the

People’s Army discontent is rife. Last

month, the soldiers councils of the 43rd

Fla-Raketenbrigade “Erich Weinert" ad-

dressed themselves to the Round Table,

which turned a cold shoulder, with a

statement complaining that "soldiers and

NCOs are worried about their jobs,

apartments and social security for their

families." The Sparlakist Workers Party

of Germany (SpAD) demands that every

soldier be able to return to his job after

his military service is over, a right which

is now threatened by the introduction of

a market economy.

The SpAD calls for democratically

elected soldiers councils to be organized

throughout the NVA. pledged to vigilant

defense of the DDR against imperial-

ism, to create a strong proletarian mili-

tary power in which rank and privilege

have been abolished. We concur with

Lenin, who foresaw an armed workers

militia, although in the present situa-

tion. facing heavily armed imperialist

armies, we cannot do without a stand-

ing army. Today, with the mounting

drive for Anschluss of the DDR with

capitalist West Germany, we must fight

against victimization of former and pres-

ent SED-PDS members in the armed

forces.

We print below excerpts from an inter-

view with an officer who is a member of

the Communist Platform of the PDS.
While our views do not coincide in all

particulars, the common commitment
to internationalism and defense of the

workers’ gains provides a basis for gen-

uine dialogue.

* * *

Arprekorr: In the past period there have

been numerous reports that the NVA is

being dissolved in preparation for

reunification, to station NATO and the

Bundeswehr in the DDR. Is that true?

Answer: There are attempts going in

many directions; just as with the political

spectrum in this country, so it is reflected

in the army. 1 can see it from the stand-

point of a communist. And I would say

there are preparations on the part of

rightist forces who would like there to be

civil servant status, who would like to be

taken into the Bundeswehr.

There are likewise forces who have

recognized the important role of this

army for this country and for the world

political situation. They say the army is

necessary since it is a decisive factor for

sovereignty, a decisive factor for preserv-

ing the nationalized property in this

country. That, you see, is the last hurdle

capitalism would have to clear to get this

nationalized property. The army would
always hinder it in doing so.

The army was trained and structured

in a relatively communist way. There are

many people in it, especially also offi-

cers, who believe in communist ideas,

who would never go against the people

and who understand very well how im-

portant their role is, in the international

sphere as well. Anyone who dissolves

the NVA is dissolving once and for all

the possibility of creating a socialist

alternative.

As communists we are attempting to

take part in the founding of a trade union

so that this army becomes unacceptable

for. say. NATO and the Bundeswehr. At

the beginning of January there were

some cases where soldiers councils went

on strike. That spilled over into the

Bundeswehr and likewise was reflected

there. They were very afraid that it could

become even more extensive in the

Bundeswehr.

Even now, what is now being demand-

ed, the elimination of universal com-
pulsory military service, can also have

consequences for the NATO armies,

especially for the Bundeswehr. But you

can't totally disarm and say to yourself,

"well, the other guy will soon follow

my lead.” Because anyone who totally

disarms runs up the white flag and

surrenders his country to the other guy.

It would be naive to think that we disarm

and the others disarm too. That only

works when you have bilateral steps.

Arprekorr: Now. the fact that the Red
Army has played a restrained role has

meant that the revolution |in the DDR)
was able to take its course peacefully.

And that was a good development. But

obviously it's very contradictory, since

Gorbachev’s policy is giving a green

light to capitalist reunification. What do

you think the effects of this policy will

be in the DDR and the Soviet Union, and

upon the Soviet Army?

Answer: On Gorbachev's policy. I see

it clearly like this: He is struggling at the

moment with the fact that the theory of

socialism in one country has failed, and

he doesn’t yet accept that in its full

scope. The process which has taken place

in the DDR is also gradually—only

somewhat longer, since it is a bigger

country—taking place in the Soviet

Union.

Seen from our side, at the moment a

major social world event is unfolding.

Now we are facing the big question: are

the peoples of the Warsaw Pact states

really going to let their properly, or what

they have created, be taken from their

hands by the capitalists, or will they say

at a decisive point: "this far and no

further; now we will really continue the

revolution that we started.”

The revolution can. you see, flow into

a capitalist counterrevolution. The spirits

which people invoked were actually com-
pletely different from the ones that then

came onto the scene. Perhaps this revolu-

tion in the whole system will extend over

umpteen years. And perhaps this revolu-

tion. if you view it as a total process,

will also increasingly have to be extend-

ed to the leading capitalist countries.

Yes, and Gorbachev’s policy— I don't

give it any future. Unless Gorbachev

himself breaks, himself turns around 1 80

degrees, recognizes the given situation

and above all undertakes something to

bring this revolutionary situation into

the developed capitalist countries. That

means, for example, supporting com-

munist international movements, seizing

the initiative, as Lenin once did, to forge

a strong international communist move-

ment. And would put a stop to the civil

peace that has been agreed to with

capitalism, and the social-democratic

tendencies that are now being practiced.

At the moment it looks like the van-

guard is now coming from the Western

world, the proletariat coming to us.

Because we are revolutionary babies,

revolutionary children who are taking our

first steps, who were crippled by Stalin-

ism. And now for us a world is being

opened, where we first have to manage
to get an overview. And so that means,

for example, the Spartakist Workers

Party of Germany overtakes social-

democratic forces and tendencies among
us, creates anew a vanguard party here

for the first time.

But again, that has to be a dialectic, or

an interaction. We want to be creators,

too. We seek contact with the proletar-

iat of the capitalist countries. Because
here the ostensible socialism has failed.

Now people are asking the workers of
the capitalist countries, is it really so

much better for you? Or do we both

now want to finally make the conscious

revolution together that has already been

talked about for ages?

There may be conflicts, even armed

conflicts, in the course of this world

revolution that is being worked toward.

But I don’t put an equal sign between

world revolution and military conflicts.

We are military officers, communists,

and if there are these kinds of limited

conflicts then there have to be capable

officers, there have to be organized

workers armies, people’s armies, there

have to be generals of the people who

lead it in an expert manner.

And the shaping of the workers can

only happen— in this country and in

general— in universal compulsory mili-

tary service. If universal military service

is dropped, then a professional soldiers

caste will automatically form, which

splits away from and cuts itself off from

the proletariat, and there will be the

danger of a putsch and of becoming inde-

pendent. There really must be. in the

most general sense, a universal obligation

for military service, but if someone
doesn't want to serve for us then he isn't

useful to us. he is someone who will

shoot us in the back when things get se-

rious. I had to deal with that as an officer

for years under the Stalinist system—that

I was obliged to go into battle with sol-

diers who wouldn’t have fought for us.

Classless society is what the commu-
nists strive for. The capitalist disciplines

the workforce via the civil service offi-

cialdom. This stratum wields the stick

against the proletariat. If here today a

large part of the Stalinist officials are

now officially calling for civil servant

status, that is open counterrevolution.

That would be a big step backward for

society, and capitalism would acquire a

means in this country to once again be

able to wield the knout.

That would also be one of the most
important points for the army. No civil

servant status! No splitting off from the

working class! My parents are workers,

not civil servants. I don’t want to

become a civil servant. Certainly I would
be socially secure, but I am a communist.
I’m not a police thug— I stand in the

service of the people. I will of course

never act against the people.

On the question of foreigners serving

in our army. I regret, and others also

regret, that with the new election law the

matter of foreigners being allowed to

vote here was simply swept under the

table. Everyone who defends the commu-
nist idea can serve both in this army and
in any other internationalist army. If I

stand here as a red officer, I stand not

only for this people, I stand for all com-
munists in the entire world. So it would
be a signal if foreigners were also al-

lowed to serve with this army

r " *\
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East German KPDer Says:

Vote Spartakist in Halle

The March 18 elections to the East

German Volkskammer were a distorted

referendum on capitalist reunification,

the annexation of the German Demo-
cratic Republic (DDR) by the German
imperialist bourgeoisie. Therefore the

Spartakist Workers Party of Germany
(SpAD) proposed a no-contest agree-

ment with any other parties which

clearly and unambiguously opposed

capitalist reunification, whatever our

differences on other questions. That is,

in districts where we ourselves were not

running candidates we would call for a

vote to such parties. In turn, they would

support our candidates in districts

where they were not fielding any. How-
ever. on the eve of the elections SpAD
spokesman Toralf Endruweit reported

"that all other left parties have refused

to submit an unequivocal declaration

against capitalist reunification."

One of the organizations we ap-

proached for a no-contest agreement

was the Kommunistische Partei Deutsch-

lands (KPD). a contradictory left split

from the disintegrating Stalinist party.

Its initial programmatic statement called

for "two sovereign German states" and

for "keeping collectivized ownership of

the means of production as the domi-

nant form of property" in the DDR.
However, a recent KPD election poster

now calls for a "German Confedera-

tion—Democratic, Nonaligned"—a po-

sition substantially similar to Modrow,

Gysi and the other "liberal" Stalinist

sellouts.

In the Halle district, when the KPD
candidate was bureaucratically excluded

from the ballot, the SpAD sent the

electoral commission a formal protest

against this act of "political censor-

ship." We also proposed a no-contest

agreement to the KPD organization in

the Halle district. As a result the pro-

spective KPD candidate wrote a letter

to his comrades, which we reprint be-

low, translated from the SpAD's Arpre-

korr Supplement dated 14 March.

The KPD combines a good deal of

old-line Stalinist posturing, including

visceral hostility to Trotskyism, with

Gorbachev-like appeals "to the mutual

rapprochement of all European peoples

by way of a deepening of their joint

cooperation” ("Discussion Paper of the

Initiative for the Re-Founding of the

KPD"). At the same time, it aims to

attract naive New Leftish youth with

talk of "the free development of culture

and an educational system oriented to

the humanistic ideals of mankind."

While its actual politics are a con-

fused mishmash, the KPD (as its very

name indicates) claims the tradition of

the German Communist Party of the

1920s and early ’30s, whose leading

figure was Ernst Thalmann. Originally

a protege of Zinoviev. Thalmann slav-

ishly followed whoever was master in

the Kremlin. In the early '30s, he was

singularly responsible for implementing

the catastrophic “Third Period" line

opposing united-front actions with

Social Democratic-led workers to com-
bat the rising Nazi danger. This suicidal

policy was summed up by ThSImann's

KPD colleague Heinz Neumann in the

infamous slogan, “After Hitler, us."

When the Nazis came to power in

1933, Thalmann was thrown into a con-

centration camp, where he died in 1944.

Today, Thalmann is widely regarded as

an anti-fascist hero and martyr among
socialist-minded workers and leftist in-

tellectuals in the DDR. However, many
of Thiilmann’s colleagues in the KPD
leadership (e.g.. Neumann) were killed

not by Hitler but by Stalin in the Great

Purges of the late ’30s. This is not

the least of many contradictions which

would beset the would-be successors

to Thalmann’s KPD.

14 March 1990

To my comrades in the Halle district:

As you know, the KPD is not run-

ning in the Halle district. Thus the

question is posed for us: who do we
vote for on March 18? When I take a

look at the election programs of the left

groups and look for similarities with the

election program of the KPD. I find

several. But which point is decisive,

which one determines everything else?

In my opinion, the following is

decisive:

1. Anschluss of the DDR—yes or no

(even a confederation will ultimately

amount to Anschluss)

2. What is to be done if this can no

longer be prevented

On point 2, in few of the programs

do I find an answer that allows me to

hope. On point I. virtually nowhere.

The KPD says: no Anschluss, and in

the event it happens anyway, then we
want... (I obviously don't need to spell

this out to you). But is there any other

force that is clearly opposed to a capi-

talist reunification? There are such

forces in the United Left, but there are

other forces in it as well.

Only one party remains: the SpAD.
It has the drawback of saying nothing

about point 2 ("what if"). It is concen-

trating completely on struggling against

that. Now I have to say that the SpAD
is a Trotskyist party. But we shouldn't

let this scare us off. because

1. the program is the decisive thing:

2. after 1925 there were quite a few

Trotskyists in the KPD: and

3. they call themselves Spartakist-....

i.e.. named after the predecessor of

the KPD.
Besides, what is at issue is not

Trotsky but the DDR. So can I recom-

mend to you to vote for the SpAD? I

believe that I can. What I am sure of,

though, is that even struggles that ap-

pear hopeless have to be fought through

to the end.

In thoughtful determination.

J.A.C.

Member of the Merseburg KPD

East German
Elections...
(continued from page I

)

"One People, One Reich, One D-Mark"?

("One People, One Reich, One Fiihrer”

was Hitler’s slogan justifying German
expansionism.)

The DDR political revolution was

marked from the beginning by the ab-

sence of any organized participation by

the working class as such. Why? The
SED was not “an elite,” as the bourgeois

press claims, but a mass party embracing

much of the working class. Small wonder

that the workers experienced a deep

sense of betrayal at the revelations of

their leaders' corruption and mismanage-

ment. And quickly there followed the

demoralizing spectacle of every major

party including the PDS seemingly ac-

cepting the inevitability, if not the de-

sirability, of Anschluss.

The Spartakist Workers Party of Ger-

many was the only party which took a

categorical stand against capitalist re-

Leipzig: Fascist skinhead burns leftist

literature. No to a Fourth Reichl

Gregor Gysi (left)

and Hans Modrow
succeeded in giving
new liberal face to

old Stalinist party,

now called the
Party of Democratic

Socialism, which
received almost 20
percent of the vote.

unification. We ran candidates in four

districts (Berlin. Halle, Leipzig and Ros-

tock), receiving 0.06 percent of the vote

in those districts (2,396 votes). Various

left satellites of the PDS who capitulated

to the drive for D-mark Anschluss got

nothing in return for their opportunism.

We have repeatedly stressed that the

March 18 elections were a plebiscite,

distorted by the imperialist campaign of

intimidation, on the fate of the DDR. Re-

sponsibility for the fateful results must

be laid squarely at the door of Stalin and

his heir Gorbachev. Stalin's regime of

bureaucratic tyranny, privilege and lies

had only one answer to all problems:

repression up to and including mass mur-

der. Now Gorbachev's policy of appeas-

ing imperialism has emboldened the most

aggressive Cold Warriors and Greater

Germany revanchists seeking to reverse

the verdicts of history. The Spartakists

call for a determined resistance to this

imperialist Drang nach Osten (drive to

the East).

"Biggest Leveraged Buyout
in History"

When up to a million people poured

into Berlin-AIexanderplatz last Novem-
ber 4, they were for democratizing this

bureaucratically deformed workers state

after the collapse of the Honecker re-

gime. On January 3, a quarter million

came out to Treptow Park to protest the

vile Nazi desecration of the war memo-
rial to the Soviet Red Army troops who
freed the country from the Hitler Nazi

regime.

The bourgeoisie saw the beginnings of

a political revolution which would re-

place the decrepit Stalinist bureaucracy

with the political power of the working

people, opening the way to authentic

socialism. In response, the imperialists

stepped up their attempts to stampede

the DDR into West Germany. Social

Democrats and Christian Democrats in

Bonn demanded a currency union,

subordinating the collectivized East Ger-

man economy to the Frankfurt bankers.

The ’‘caretaker’’ government of PDS
lead candidate Hans Modrow capitulated

Modrow himself proclaimed “Germany
—Single Fatherland."

At the same time, the German bour-

geoisie organized a campaign to dis-

rupt and “destabilize” the economy.

"The Planned Chaos: How Bonn Makes
the DDR Economy Kaput," headlined

the West German magazine Stern (12

March). Rumors of shortages led to

hoarding; purchases of meat in Berlin

more than doubled in one month. Bonn
poured in D-marks to buy the elections,

over 20 billion through the foundations

connected with the CDU and SPD. Rec-

ords of Chancellor Kohl speaking were

paid for by the federal government.

On Wall Street they talk of an An-

schluss of the DDR as "the biggest lever-

aged buyout in history." But the primary

"asset" of the DDR is one of the most

skilled work ing classes in the world. And
a combative proletarian leadership can

stop the sellout by leading sharp class

struggle. Such a fight can mobilize

millions.

Women will be hit particularly hard by

social cuts affecting childcare, kinder-

gartens and rent subsidies for single

mothers. At the EKO steel plant in

Eisenhiittenstadt, where one-third of the

workforce are women, the night-shift

creche is being eliminated on weekends.

“That's it for me here,” fears one mother
speaking for many.

Tens of thousands of foreign workers,

from Angola. Cuba, Mozambique. Viet-

nam and elsewhere, are facing wholesale

cancellation of their contracts and being

sent home (i.e.. mass deportations). Al-

most three million pensioners will be

brought to the edge of survival, depend-

ing on social institutions likely to face

the budget-cutters' ax. And the Bonn
rulers have already announced their in-

tentions to sweep away the new trade-

union law as part of an all-sided

offensive to smash the FDGB (DDR
union federation) unions.

West German economists are predict-

ing that the unemployed in the DDR will

increase to 1.4 million, more than 20
times the present level; other estimates

are even higher. But this need not be

meekly accepted. Faced with skyrocket-

ing unemployment as a result of the

introduction of a "market economy,"
Polish workers have been forced to strike

against their pro-capitalist Solidarnosc

leadership. DDR workers should support

their Polish colleagues in such struggles,

and prepare to mobilize against layoffs

and anti-union attacks at home.

Build a Leninist-Egalitarian
Party!

With Kohl leading the charge, and in

good part through the instrumentality of

the SPD. the powers that are set to take

over want to nail down something resem-

bling a two-stage wage structure between

East and West, subjecting DDR workers

to superexploitation. No doubt through a

witchhunt against former SEDers. they

will seek to drive militant workers out of

key industrial sectors. We call on the

workers movement to systematically

continued on page 10
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Lithuania...
(continued from page 1 )

do not want to weaken Gorbachev—
viewed as the "free world’s" best hope

in the Kremlin

—

by openly fomenting the

dismemberment of the USSR.
The Kremlin oligarchy, even under

Gorbachev, does not want to oversee the

dissolution of the multinational USSR.
Last summer, after flagrantly anti-

Communist demonstrations by the reac-

tionary nationalist movements in the

Baltic republics, the Central Committee

of the CPSU issued a condemnation of

the "nationalist hysteria." stating that the

"fate of the Baltic peoples is in serious

danger. People should know into what

abyss they are being pushed by the na-

tionalist leaders." But the discredited

Stalinist bureaucracy has no political

means to combat nationalism except

moralistic appeals for friendship and

comradely cooperation among the peo-

ples of the Soviet Union.

Gorbachev's arguments against the de-

luded Lithuanian separatists were wholly

ineffective. So now the Kremlin chief’s

only argument with the Sajudis is over

the price to be paid. He is demanding
$34 billion in hard currency in exchange

for the massive industrial plants built

in Lithuania by the USSR over the last

50 years, transforming what was a large-

ly agricultural economy. Already one-

third of the state-owned factories in

Lithuania have been shifted to local con-

trol, under last fall’s law on Economic
Autonomy of the Baltics passed by the

Supreme Soviet in Moscow as part of

perestroika.

By selling off the farms, fisheries and
small businesses. Prime Minister Kazi-

miera Prunskiene dreams of Lithuania’s

“dramatic leap to an independent free-

market economy," restoring the prewar
“litas" as currency in three to six months.

(They have even “discovered" the 50-

year-old plates to print it.) But like the

counterrevolutionary program of their

cothinkers in Polish SolidarnoSc, the

Sajudis’ "liberation" will bring the eco-

nomic shock treatment of the internation-

al market. Currently 97 percent of Lith-

uania’s petroleum products come heavily

subsidized from the Soviet Union. The
Frankfurt bankers and North Sea oil

companies won’t be so generous.

The secession of this Baltic republic

would weaken the military defense of the

Soviet Union. The Lithuanian port of

Klaipeda is the main port of entry for

military supplies in the region. Boris

Gromov, the commander of the Kiev mil-

itary region and former head of Soviet

forces in Afghanistan, noted that inde-

pendence of the Baltic states would re-

move this "key route to the ocean." along

with Kaliningrad one of the Soviet

Union’s two ice-free Baltic ports. For-

Lithuanian
nationalist

leader Vytautas
Landsbergis
(left). In Vilnius
this January,
Gorbachev’s
appeals to

Lithuanian
separatists fell

on deaf ears.

merly part of the territory of East Prus-

sia, a historic capital of the German
Junkers, the Kaliningrad Oblast is part

of the Russian Republic. Located be-

tween Lithuania and Poland, it would be

completely cut off from the rest of the

Soviet Union in the event of Lithuania's

secession.

But Gromov, like Gorbachev’s conser-

vative Politburo opponent Yegor Liga-

chev. is resigned to secession. Ligachev

remarked following the vote that “Tanks

do not help in this sort of situation." And
given the political bankruptcy of the

Kremlin Stalinists, the use of military

force in Lithuania at this time would
certainly inflame nationalist-separatist

currents throughout the USSR.
Lenin was able to forge the various

peoples of the former tsarist empire into

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

because the Bolshevik Revolution was

based on the principles and practice of

proletarian internationalism. But with

the bureaucratic degeneration of the rev-

olution under J.V. Stalin, the expansion

of the Soviet Union was widely viewed

as a form of Great Russian national

oppression, as Trotsky observed.

Today, despite the provocative cries of

"Estonia and Latvia will now be free"

that were heard from the Lithuanian

Sajudis on March 12, Lithuania’s neigh-

bors to the north are treading more
cautiously—and with reason. Unlike

Lithuania, in Latvia almost 50 percent of

the population is Russian, Ukrainian or

Byelorussian. In Estonia, the figure is 40
percent, overwhelmingly concentrated in

the proletariat. Many came as Red Army
soldiers and stayed after discharge. The
bigoted reactionaries of the Estonian

Citizens Movement dream of transform-

ing themselves wholesale into an elite

ruling class, riding the backs of the Slav-

ic workers. Their recent “elections" were

only open to those who could prove their

families were residents before I940\

In response there have been strikes

and demonstrations by the predominantly

Russian-speaking Internationalist Move-
ment, demanding democratic rights for

all nationalities. On March 14, following

the Lithuanian vote to secede, several

thousand workers gathered in Tallinn to

protest Estonian moves toward secession.

The virulent chauvinism of the nationalist

"democrats" is graphically conveyed in

a New Yorker (18 September 1989) arti-

cle by David Shipler. They long to see

Estonian industry bankrupted by the "free

market” discipline of Gorbachev’s pere-

stroika, so that the Russian proletariat

can “all be put on trains to Siberia.”

Gorbachev may have decided to give up

on Lithuania, with its relatively more
homogenous population and Catholic tra-

dition. But given the reactionary Sajudis,

an independent Lithuania will still mean
forced population transfers of hundreds

of thousands of Slavs, Siberians, Jews.

What is urgently required is the inter-

vention of the multinational Soviet work-

ers under the banner of Leninist inter-

nationalism, combatting all wings of the

fractured Stalinist bureaucracy. In the

miners strike last summer the lines of

bitter national division were visibly

breaking down under the proletarian soli-

darity in the strike committees. In the

Ukrainian Donbass coal region, miners

refused to join in the nationalist Popular
Front formation.

First and foremost, the working class

must assert its internationalism against

Great Russian chauvinism and in particu-

lar its most virulent expression—the

deadly fascism of Pamyat. By the author-

ity of such a battle, the proletariat would
be able to break down the wrenching na-

tionalist divisions which are cutting to

the heart of the Soviet degenerated work-
ers state. The defense of the October
Revolution requires the forging of a

Bolshevik party which can lead the So-
viet workers in political revolution to

sweep out the bureaucracy.

Secession of

Lithuania
would cut off

major port of

Kaliningrad,
populated by
Russians and
other Soviet
nationalities,

from the rest

of the USSR.

Leningrad

East German
Elections...
(continued from page 9)

defend leftists in the labor movement, the

old. the women, the children, youth,

students and foreign workers.

When the PDS talks of a "strong op-

position on behalf of the weak," what
they mean is introducing motions in a

counterrevolutionary Volkskammer: And
the first one, announced PDS chairman
Gregor Gysi on election night, will be to

eliminate the draft—a step toward dis-

arming the workers state. Despite all

their talk of realism, the idea spread by
Gysi & Co. (as well as the United Left,

the Nelken |Carnations| and others) that

reunification can take place while the

social gains remain intact is a dangerous
and utopian illusion. The PDS pipe

dream of being a loyal opposition to an
SPD undertaker government has gone up
in smoke.

As opposed to the appeasement of
Modrow/Gysi. the Spartakist Workers
Party calls on working people to continue

the fight against capitalist reunification

in the plants and in the streets. And
workers’ struggles are already beginning,

even in areas dominated by the rightist

CDU-led Alliance. In Borna. a Spartakist

speaker addressed a demonstration of

brown-coal miners protesting the threat-

ened closing of their mines. Trash haul-

ers in Halle, who have CDU posters in

their office, staged a warning strike

against plans to privatize their economy.
Mansfeld copper miners also face the

threat of shutdowns.

On March 18. many bought the elec-

tion fairy tale of a new "economic mira-

cle." A DDR opinion poll showed that 92
percent saw "improving living condi-

tions" as a task of the new government.
There will soon be a rude awakening.
Class-conscious workers must look for

those struggles where the hard fights can
be most powerfully waged. In doing so,

they must also look to their class broth-

ers, from West German metal workers to

Soviet miners. In this way we continue
our internationalist struggle. The key
is the forging of a Leninist-egalitarian

party. This is the task to which the

Spartakist Workers Party dedicates its

efforts.

Soviet soldiers
at East Berlin's

Treptow war
memorial. The
380,000 Soviet
troops in East

Germany remain
a powerful force

facing NATO
imperialism.
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Panama...
(continued from page 12

)

the helicopters were over there, maybe six

blocks away, shooting the soldiers on the

ground.

YSp: You had mentioned that a lot of

the Panamanian military was housed in

civilian apartment housing. Were those

also targets for shelling?

Santana: That was all destroyed. I went

there on Sunday the 24th after the inva-

sion. around noon, on my own. The only

thing they had sectioned off was la co-

mandancia, which was still just barely

standing, but it had humongous holes in it.

I just started walking through the area,

stopping here and there. And you could

smell the rotting bodies, but you couldn't

see one. They were all under the rubble,

who knows where they were.

I stepped right into somebody's kitchen

—the refrigerator all burnt, overturned

furniture, kids’ toys, utensils, beds, all

burnt up. There were two buildings, they

look like project buildings here, about 15

stories high, those were the only ones that

survived, but those are ready to fall at any

minute. Nobody's living there now. They

are also full of bullet holes, rockets,

mortars, grenade holes.

I remember one thing that Major Gen-

eral Marc Cisneros of the U.S. Army
Southern Command said, on the morning

of the 20th; some journalist had asked

him. how long do you think the military

operation will last? He says. well, if

there’s no resistance, maybe four or five

hours, but if there’s resistance, this will

last about two and a half hours, ’cause

we’re gonna come in with everything we
have. He said, this is how long I think it

will last. I’ll go to my refrigerator, take

out a beer, open it, drink some of it. go

do what I have to do, and when I come
back the beer will still be cold.

YSp: And a beer in Panama gets warm in

about five minutes! Was there any kind of

trade-union struggle going on? I read that,

since many of the unions were affiliated

with Noriega's coalition, the U.S. is now
rounding up and jailing these labor leaders.

Did you hear of any strikes occurring

before or after the October coup?

Santana: I don’t remember seeing any.

No kind of struggle, or anything like that,

because the unions were all controlled by

the government.

YSp: What about the universities? Did

you go visit them?

Santana: Yes. The universities had been

closed down after the invasion, and they

were still closed when I left. They claimed

to have found arms caches at the

universities, so they closed them down.

They said they were worried about “sub-

versive" activities— there’s this big picture

of Che Guevara on the campus. The
only university that’s open now is the

private one, the University of Santa

Maria la Antigua, the one for rich people.

And of course, the Panama Canal Col-

lege is open.

YSp: We got information in Excelsior,

the Mexican paper, about the Rio Hato

massacre, where 100 students were mas-

sacred by the imperialist forces. What do
you know about that?

Santana: Rio Hato is in Code province,

right smack in the center of the country.

It’s very campesino. They had a military

school there, and a military fort, and

when the U.S. attacked, the majority of

the people that got killed were high

school age kids. It was like ROTC, a

military academy. It is said that Noriega

had put it into the students’ heads that,

if the invasion ever came, they too would

have to pick up arms and defend them-

selves. But the U.S. again came in with

everything. Rangers, and helicopters, and

fighter planes. Because they expected a

lot of resistance. And these poor kids,

who thought they were doing their patri-

otic duty, did defend Rio Hato more than

that one of his contacts that called the

Papal Nuncio said that one of their nuns

was at the Dairy Queen, and she was

frightened and wanted to go back to the

Nunciature, and come and get her. 1 think

it was the actual Papal Nuncio, he went

to pick her up in a car. And when they

got there, they found themselves with

Noriega. His people forced the Nuncio at

gunpoint to take Noriega. And that's how
he got into the Papal Nuncio's house.

YSp: Guillermo Endara. just to show his

loyalty to his puppet masters, made his

presidential acceptance speech from a

U.S. military base, didn't he? In fact, he

even faxed communiques from the base

to embassies around the world.

Santana: He made the speech at the

U.S. Army base. Fort Clayton. That was

not popular with a lot of people.

YSp: The U.S.' pretext for the invasion

was the "war on drugs." but aside from

Bush and the CIA's known drug-running

operations, isn’t it widely known that

many of Endara's lieutenants are narcos

themselves?

YSp: Ford. Endara and Arias Calderdn

all belong to this oligarchy. And they’re

in power now, thanks to Bush and his

invading forces. Now Manuel Noriega is

not a nice man. He was a vicious

military despot on the CIA payroll, and

George Bush’s man in Panama since at

least 1976; however, he had a certain

amount of backing from the non-white,

or mestizo, population of Panama—how
would you explain that ’

Santana: Noriega's backers were main-

ly composed of people who were some-

how or other of mixed blood. Meaning

they could be black, or they could be

black and white, black and Indian. Indian

and white. Anything that's not white,

that's clearly not criollo, of Spanish

descent. When you see Calderon and you

see Noriega, you see there’s a clear

distinction in terms of color. And Norie-

ga was a guy born in poverty. When the

military took power in 1968. the bour-

geois sector saw it as a setback for them.

Of course they never lost money, but

they didn't have the political power that

the military now had. So they sought to

Crisoslomo/Detrolt Free Press

Bush's Panamanian puppet president Endara
protected by U.S. soldiers (above). Thousands of

Panamanians were killed by Yankee invaders.

the actual soldiers who were stationed

there.

YSp: It was reported that they used

infrared technology for the choppers,

which detects the heat coming out of

bodies, and as the kids ran out from the

school, they blew them away with ma-

chine guns.

Santana: Then the invaders excused

themselves, and said, well, this is a mili-

tary academy, this is a military fort, how
were we to know that these weren’t

soldiers who were going to fight against

us? Most of the ones that got killed were

just boys.

YSp: Noriega actually hid out at the ice

cream store in your neighborhood, before

he got sanctuary at the Papal Nunciature,

right?

Santana: I've eaten at that Dairy

Queen! Noriega is said to have been

dressed up as a nun. What I heard was
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Santana: Well. (Second Vice Presidentl

Guillermo 'Billy" Ford has a brother

named Henry, who’s been implicated and

charged in a lot of that stuff. It’s the

same crap all over again. But now in-

stead of being in gray fatigues, it’s busi-

ness suits. One thing about Endara, he is

always saying how now that we have

democracy restored in the country, we
can start being free again, living a proper

life. That was his main thing, democracy.

But Endara’s party, the Partido Liberal

Autentico. has fascist roots.

YSp: It was founded by Arnulfo Arias,

who at one point wanted to steril-

ize blacks and send them back to the

islands.

Santana: What he did in the ’40s was.

he banned citizenship for all Panamani-

ans born of black West Indian descent.

Anybody born in Panama of black West

Indian descent was stripped of their

citizenship for a couple of years. That’s

the party from which Endara comes. So.

that tells you something. But now he's

propped up by the U.S. as being a demo-
cratic and liberty-loving individual.

YSp: Endara’s part of the elite, the com-
mercial elite, and he’s on about 20

boards of directors, for different corpora-

tions. And the First Vice President. Ri-

cardo Arias Calderdn is on them, and

Billy Ford is. too.

Santana: Big money. Calderon owns a

lot of territory around the airport, and a

lot of shantytowns have been built up.

When people started putting up the

squatter towns on Calderon’s territory,

Noriega never said anything, and who
was Calderon going to complain to? But

now that he’s in power, he wants all

those people off his land. These are very

poor people, people who maybe make 90
cents a day. if anything; now they’re

homeless.

YSp: These “opposition" politicians in-

stalled by the U.S. all belong to the

wealthy families of Panama, the ones that

run the economy.

Santana: It's known in Panama as la

oligarqufa, the oligarchy.

Rodriguez/El Pais

gain this back, and it took them 2
1
years.

It wasn't their doing, of course, but the

U.S. military which put them in place.

One of the things being said was that

now los rabiblancos | “white-tails”!, the

people who are whiter and richer, are

back in power. And you’re going to see

that all the people they put into power

will be white too.

YSp: What about the Nicaraguan Embas-

sy. and the Cuban Embassy? Did you see

what the invaders did?

Santana: I went to the house of the

Nicaraguan ambassador in Panama

—

man. they ransacked that place, and you

could see the tracks of a small tank on

the entrance to the garage, like they tried

to bust it down. They didn’t allow me to

go in there. I was there with a Chilean

journalist, and they let him go in. but I

had to stay in the car. The Cuban Embas-
sy was still surrounded by soldiers when
I saw it, Americans and Panamanians. Up
to the day I left, it was surrounded by

razor wire. The street in front of it is

sectioned off.

YSp: Are there actual concentration

camps set up?

Santana: The Panamanian people call

them concentration camps. But the Pana-

manian press, the oligarchy, the bour-

geoisie is calling them "detention cen-

ters." To hold all the bad elements of

Noriega’s regime. But many prisoners

were complaining about the bad condi-

tions. They were housing thousands in

these places, out in the sun practically all

day.

YSp: This is separate from the camps for

the survivors of El Chorrillo?

Santana: These concentration camps
hold ex-Dignity Battalion [Noriega’s

personal guard] members. PDF members,

government officials. The refugee camps
were in Balboa, for all the victims of the

U.S invasion. Because their houses got

blown away, and they’ve got nothing left

in their life. Many people wanted Norie-

ga out. because they thought once they

threw him out that the country was going

to get better. And it hasn’t gotten better;

it’s gotten worse.
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The bloody U S. invasion of Panama
last December 20 was a classic example

of Yankee imperialism's arrogant claim

to super-sovereignty in its Central Amer-

ican "backyard.” Democrats. Republicans

and the kept U.S. media enthused over

the success of “Operation Just Cause."

the savage action which leveled whole

neighborhoods and killed thousands of

Panamanians. In contrast, the revolution-

aries of the Spartacist League denounced

the rape of Panama, demanding "U.S.

Troops out of Panama, now— all of

them!", and participated in demonstra-

tions across the country. In a leaflet

issued the day after the invasion, we
pointed out that "the ‘war on drugs' was
particularly intended at re-establishing

American ‘manifest destiny' over Latin

America—and that means, first and

foremost, crushing Sandinista Nicaragua

and rolling back the Cuban Revolution.”

This is clearer than ever following the

election of a U.S.-financed contra gov-

ernment in Nicaragua on February 25.

setting the stage for a direct attack on the

Cuban deformed workers state.

We print below an interview with

Ricardo Santana, a Panamanian sympa-

thizer of the New York Spartacus Youth

Club, who was in Panama during both

the failed October 3 coup and also during

the invasion, and who recounts the real

story of “Uncle Sam’s" brutality, includ-

ing the bombing of the El Chorrillo

barrio, the storming of the Nicaraguan

and Cuban embassies, and the Rio Hato

massacre.

Young Spartacus

Interview

YSp: You just recently returned from

Panama. How long were you there, and

what were your impressions of the politi-

cal situation at the time?

Santana: I got back last week, and I

had been there since August 1989. I was
there during the coup attempt in October,

and during the invasion: I was staying

with my aunt, who lives in Panama City.

I immediately knew something was bad
because a lot of stores, department

stores, banks, were all closed. Especially

after the October 3rd coup, people were
even more reluctant to talk about politics,

or anything. There was a real atmosphere

of intimidation, because Noriega had
slaughtered just about everybody in-

volved in the coup. They were stuffing

two or three corpses at a time into body
bags, then dumping them out of helicop-

ters over San Bias, an Indian territory.

This was discovered when the Cuna
Indians of San Bias began complaining

that their fishing industry was being

ruined, because all those decomposing
corpses were attracting hundreds of

sharks. The Indians couldn’t go out fish-

ing in their dugout canoes with their

spears and arrows, because of all the

sharks, so they filed a formal protest

with the government. That’s how the

body dumps were found.

YSp: Was there a sense in Panama that

the invasion was coming?

Santana: Well, nobody really knows
what happened with that Marine that got

%
Reuters

them—the lady, her daughter, and her

three grandchildren—because the noise,

smoke and Fire was unbearable. They just

huddled in a corner of the shower and

hugged each other all night.

After we woke up everybody else in

the house, we went outside, and off in

the distance you could see smoke clouds,

black, white and yellow, and the red

flames. You could hear it clearly out in

the street, and all the neighbors came
out. Somebody said, gather up water, in

whatever you can. because you don’t

know how long it’s going to last, it could

be years or it could be days! So every-

body ran into their houses, and started

filling whatever they could grab that

would hold water: pots, pans, coolers,

whatever. Nobody slept that night. The
only channel transmitting was Channel
8, the U.S. English military channel, and
they were transmitting the CNN News;
that was the only source of informa-

tion. So everybody was watching that,

and everybody was demanding, "What
are they saying? Translate!" Everybody
thinks it’s easy to translate! I finally

went to sleep about six in the morning.

Around twelve noon the next day, I

heard a big blast which woke me up. I

heard people yelling outside, so I went

to see. I saw everybody out in the street

running in one direction, and I ran out

with just my shorts on. no shoes, to

see what was going on. And there

were Apache helicopters rotating in the

air, looking for something. They would
stop and hover, and then you’d hear a

small click, and see a burst of smoke,
and then, POW! And everybody would
yell “/Ay mierda!" They were so close,

I could see the guys moving from one
side of the helicopter to the other! Be-
tween the Panama Defense Force [PDF]
precinct and my neighborhood, there's

a mangrove forest, and the soldiers

were abandoning their precinct, running
through the trees and the bushes, and

continued on page 11
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Resident of El Chorrillo amid devastation after U.S. terror bombing.

Bush's bullyboys maul Panamanian youth.

killed, which George Bush used as an

excuse to invade the country. But right

before the invasion, the Canal Zone
newspaper. The Tropic Times , reported

that Noriega had declared war against the

U.S., and of course that was another

pretext for the invasion.

I didn’t really get a sense that the

invasion was about to happen. At mid-

night on December 20th, I was home in

my aunt's dining room, reading the

newspaper. I began to hear the bombard-

ment, but I thought it was only thunder.

I went to the window, and looked up at

the sky. but 1 didn't see a cloud! Then I

thought that maybe the government was

doing military maneuvers, because be-

hind my aunt’s house is a Panamanian
military precinct. The noise would stop

for a couple of minutes, then start up

again. Boom! Boom! Bombs. I said to

myself, it sounds just like when I was in

El Salvador at night—off in the moun-
tains you would hear the bombardment,

then the machine-gun fire.

Then my aunt called me about 15

minutes later, and she yelled, "Guess

what’s happening!” She was saying, "The
gringos are here, the gringos are here!

Don’t even think of going into Panama
City! It’s crazy—there’s Americans all

over, helicopters are flying overhead, and

they're dropping bombs!" She had been

talking to her mother-in-law, who lives

just three blocks from Noriega's head-

quarters. la comandancia , in the barrio

of El Chorrillo. Luckily her house didn’t

get hit. I don’t know how. She told my
aunt they were all hiding out in the bath-

room; they were in the shower, all of

Eyewitness to U.S. Invasion
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Baltic Nationalists Spearhead Counterrevolution in USSR

Moscow Tries to Thwart

Lithuanian Secessionists
Disintegrating Stalinism

Looking to Buy Time

In show of strength, Soviet tanks rumble through Lithuanian capital of Vilnius.

Ukrainian fascists, Georgian monarch-
ists, Baltic collaborators of Nazi Germa-
ny: these are the anti-Soviet “freedom
fighters" long honored in Western capi-

tals. For decades imperialist strategists

dreamed of bringing about the breakup

of the Soviet Union by inciting and sup-

porting reactionary nationalist move-
ments. Now they believe that day is at

hand. So the disappointment was palpa-

ble in NATO capitals when Soviet tanks

noisily rumbled into Vilnius, Lithuania.

The "liberal" Stalinist regime of

Mikhail Gorbachev is giving up East

Europe, has accepted the imperialist

reunification of Germany and is intro-

ducing large elements of capitalist

exploitation into the Soviet economy.
Thus many expected he would not put

up serious resistance when on March 1 1

the Lithuanian parliament, dominated
by the Sajudis nationalist movement,
declared its “independence" from the

USSR. Under the guise of “national self-

determination." the Lithuanian Sajudis is

now the spearhead of imperialist-backed

counterrevolution in the Soviet Union.

But even the ever-accommodating Gorba-
chev has not rolled over and played dead
in Lithuania.

In recent days, armored convoys and

tank columns have conspicuously parad-

ed through the capital of Vilnius. KGB
security guards tightened controls around
the republic’s borders. When Sajudis

leaders talked about setting up a “terri-

torial defense,” Gorbachev ordered all

Lithuanian citizens to turn in their

private firearms. Paratroopers arrested

Lithuanian deserters from the Soviet

armed forces. Soviet troops guard the

offices of the Moscow-loyal Communist
Party after a nationalist split attempted

to seize them. Western diplomats and
journalists have been ordered to leave. In

the latest move Soviet troops occupied

the State Prosecutor's Office and the

printing plant which produces the Sajudis

newspaper.

The U.S. rulers were taken aback by

Moscow’s actions. Bush yammered:
“Any attempt to coerce or intimidate or

forcibly intervene against the people of

Lithuania is bound to backfire" (New
York Times, 24 March). However, Wash-
ington and the other NATO capitals have
not supported Lithuanian "independence"

for fear of provoking a harder line in

Moscow and perhaps undermining Gor-

bachev. Western imperialism’s favorite

Kremlin ruler since Tsar Nicholas II. On
March 30, Bush sent a personal letter to

Gorbachev, saying “we’re not trying to

make things difficult for Lithuania or the

Soviet Union."

Lithuanian
president Vytautas
Landsbergis (left)

and nationalist

“Scouts" pledge
support for

counterrevolution.
Lithuanian
nationalists

justified this use
of straight-arm
Hitler salute,

saying Romans
invented it.

Some American ultrarightists like Jesse

Helms have denounced Bush for “selling

out" Lithuania to the Russians. A White
House official responded:

"Do congressmen who want recognition
[of Lithuania) want Gorbachev to contin-

ue to withdraw from Hungary, Czechoslo-
vakia and Poland? Do they want to per-

mit German reunification’,.. Obviously,
they do, but I don't know whether they

have considered what effect our stance on
Lithuania has on those things...."—New York Times, 28 March

In other words, Gorbachev is already

giving us all of East Europe on a plat-

ter. Why risk all this right now over

Lithuania?

Washington’s diplomatic stance caused

Sajudis leader Vytautas Landsbergis to

decry the Western powers for having

"sold us out." With their imperialist

godfathers unwilling to provoke a major
world confrontation, the Lithuanian na-

tionalists have backed off somewhat. On
March 29. Landsbergis & Co. proposed
to discuss with Moscow holding a popu-
lar referendum on secession. Gorbachev
responded that he’d talk only if the Lith-

uanian parliament annulled the "declara-

tion of independence."

Whatever the immediate outcome of
the Lithuania crisis, the discredited

Kremlin Stalinist bureaucracy has no
politicalprogram to combat the reaction-

ary nationalisms which now threaten to

rip apart the Soviet Union. The Gorba-
chev regime could only maintain that the

Lithuanian “declaration of independence”

was "invalid" because it violated the

USSR constitution. Gorbachev’s entire

strategy for dealing with nationalist sepa-

ratism consists in buying time, nothing

more. His new draft legislation on the

national question proposes a five-year

waiting period before a republic can

secede, followed by a popular referen-

dum and approval by the all-Soviet Con-
gress of People’s Deputies.

While the Lithuania crisis was unfold-

ing Gorbachev unexpectedly appointed
the reactionary Russian nationalist and
rabid anti-Semite Valentin Rasputin to

his new presidential council. Ominous-
ly, this may signal a move to utilize

Great Russian chauvinism as a counter-

weight to nationalist separatism in the

Baltics, Caucasus and Ukraine. Such a

deeply cynical policy will surely lead to

pogroms, communalist bloodletting and
the destruction of the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics.

Six decades of Stalinist bureaucratic

oppression and parasitism have caused
many national minorities to look upon
the Soviet Union as a present-day version

of tsarist Russia's “prison house of peo-

ples." as Lenin called it. The Soviet

Union can be saved only by sweeping out

the Kremlin oligarchy and restoring the

proletarian internationalist principles of
Lenin and Trotsky. The Soviet federation

continued on page 12



Immigrant Community

Devastated

Bronx Inferno
Eighty-seven people were killed March

25 when a depraved arsonist threw a

gasoline bomb into a crowded social club

in the Bronx on a Saturday night. The

victims were mostly young Honduran

immigrants and workers enjoying a night

of dancing and drinking at the "Happy

Land” club. It was supposed to be a

weekend of celebration, Punta Carnaval,

the Honduran version of Mardi Gras.

Instead, the club became a poison-gas

chamber of horrors at the hands of Julio

Gonzalez, the jilted lover of the club's

coatchecker and a Marielito former Cu-

ban prisoner who came to the U.S. in the

1980 boatlift.

The 87 perished within minutes after

Gonzdlez threw a dollar's worth of gaso-

line on the floor to the club's entrance

followed by a match that lighted the

inferno. The victims were trapped in the

deathbox night club that had no working

second exit, no sprinkler system, no fire

escape and only a narrow staircase and

small window. With macabre irony, the

fire occurred 79 years to the day after the

infamous Triangle Shirtwaist factory fire

and the parallels were inescapable. As

Murray Kempton wrote (Newsday ,
28

March):

"There were no sprinkler systems at

either Triangle or Happy Land. The ex-

planation in both cases was that sprinkler

systems cost too much. .. Triangle was
1911 and Happy Land is 1990; and there

is no compelling way to tell one from

another. Most of Triangle's victims were

newly arrived Jews and Italians and most
of Happy Land’s were Hondurans.”

The day after the tragedy, the city sent

out fire and building inspectors along

with police to shut down the illegal

clubs. But the bitter truth is that the

sleazy slumlords, including Happy Land
building owner Alex DiLorenzo III and

leaseholder billionaire realtor Jay Weiss

(husband of the actress Kathleen Turner),

will probably not spend one night in jail

for their deadly profiteering. DiLoren-

zo reportedly liked buying run-down

commercial "shlock properties” to lease

for use as clubs because they are all-

cash businesses and can’t seek govern-

ment protection in case the landlord

wants to raise the rent or evict them for

redevelopment.

Happy Land was one of several hun-

dred unlicensed social clubs in New York

City. They're the only places that many
in the poor and immigrant neighborhoods

can afford to go for some weekend so-

cializing. “We don't have no $20 or $30
to spend at the Palladium or some club

downtown." said one woman (Washing-

ton Post. 27 March). The social clubs

that sprout up in the ramshackle build-

ings are like the dingy dance halls where

Mexican agricultural workers in Cali-

fornia's Central Valley congregate. Or
the thousands of “shebeens" in the black

townships of South Africa, the informal

bars which provide a brief respite for

black workers from the harsh realities of

apartheid.

A lot of the clubs are dives. But one

of the establishments closed by the city,

El Caney del Barrio on 1 16th Street, is

a notable community cultural center. For

years, leading Hispanic artists have per-

formed at El Caney, which has also

hosted political discussions. The order to

close it produced justified community
outrage.

An estimated 6,000 Hondurans have

settled in the East Tremont Avenue area

of the Bronx. Many are blacks from the

Atlantic Coast. They have come to es-

cape the grinding poverty and repression

of a country which is the quintessential

banana republic, where the per capita

income is $1,000 a year. The bloody-

minded Honduran military regime has

been on the CIA payroll for decades,

while for the last ten years it has been

providing U.S. imperialism with base

camps for the contra scum. Many poor

Hondurans brave tremendous risks in the

hopes of a new start in the U.S. But for

scores of families, those hopes went up

in the smoke of the Happy Land club.

And the ordeal is continuing. Families

distraught over the deaths of loved ones

who perished in the fire then had to

endure the racist cruelty of the INS.

which ruled that husbands or wives who
accompanied the bodies back to Hondu-
ras for burial would not be readmitted to

the U.S. if they didn’t have green cards!

After El Diaria denounced this ruling

with a front-page headline, "La Migra

Doesn't Forgive," a special "dispensa-

tion” was granted to some families. Still,

children left behind in Honduras will not

be permitted to reunite with their surviv-

ing parents in the U.S. We demand: Full

citizenship rights for all foreign-born

workers and their families!

For the sweatshop bosses who employ

them and the slumlords who house them,

the lives of the "poor and huddled mass-

es" are cheap indeed. Reflecting on the

Happy Land carnage. Daily News colum-

nist Gail Collins warned, “let’s hope that

the people in Eastern Europe get to hear

something about neighborhoods like this

one before they fall irrevocably in love

with the magic of American capitalism."

How right she is

Cory Pearson

Among the victims of the "Hap-

py Land" fire, we sadly recall Kim
Marlow, a vivacious mother of a

young daughter, who like so many
others killed that night had gone

out for an evening of dancing and

socializing with friends. Kim was

a CWA member and a picket line

militant during this past summer's
NYNEX strike. An integrated

crowd of over a hundred mourn-

ers, including many coworkers,

attended a wake for the popular

phone worker.

Robespierre Against the

Death Penalty

The barbaric practice ofthe death penalty,

a survival of primitive blood vengeance and

the tradition of torture, was condemned by

the liberating thinkers of the I8tli century

Enlightenment The most idealistic leaders

of the French Revolution of 1789-94 sought

to remodel society on the basis of rational

humanism. Thus in 1791 . the Jacobin leader

TROTSKY Ma.ximilien Robespierre called for abolition

of the death penalty
—

"the barbarous old

ritual"—from the penal code. Not long after. Robespierre was utilizing the guillotine

to defend the French democratic republic against the forces of Europe-wide counter-

revolution This is no "inconsistency as bourgeois commentators maintain. To those

who objected to the execution of the deposed king. Louis XVI. Robespierre answered:

"You are confusing the situation of a people in revolution with that of a people with

a settled government ."

The death penalty is necessary, you say? If that is so, why have so many nations

been able to do without it? By what chance have these nations come to possess the

greatest wisdom, happiness and freedom? If the penalty of death is the most suited

to prevent great crime, it must follow that crime has been less frequent among the

peoples who have adopted it and been the most lavish in its use. But the opposite is

the truth. ..

Listen to the voice of reason and justice; it cries out to us that human judgments

are never sure enough for society to be able to put to death a man who has been

condemned by fellow men who share his fallibility. Even if you imagine the most

perfect judicial system, even if you find the most upright and the most enlightened

judges, you will still have to allow place for error or prejudice. Why deny yourselves

the means to correct them?...

If for the august severity and the moderate calm that should distinguish them (laws)

they substitute anger and vengeance; if they shed human blood that they have the

power to prevent and that they have no right to shed at all: if they display before the

people scenes of cruelty and corpses bruised by torture, then they pervert in the

citizens' minds all idea of what is just and unjust, and they give rise within society

to terrible prejudices which engender others in their turn. Man is no longer so sacred

a concern, his dignity is rated of lesser worth when public authority sets little store

by his life. The idea of murder inspires far less terror when the law itself sets the

example of it for all to see. Horror of crime diminishes when its only punishment is

by another crime. Beware of confusing the efficacy of punishment with its excessive

severity: the one is fundamentally opposed to the other.

— Maximilien Robespierre, Speech to the Constituent Assembly (May 1791)
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One-Day General Strike Shuts Down Puerto Rico

200,000 March in San Juan
The U.S. island colony of Puerto Rico

in the Caribbean was paralyzed March 28

by a 24-hour general strike, the first in

60 years since the militant island-wide

cane workers general strike in the 1930s.

Public services, utilities, schools, univer-

sities and all public transport were shut

down. The day of struggle focused on the

biggest labor protest in Puerto Rico’s

history as 200,000 workers, bused from
all over the island, marched in militant

and festive defiance to the Capitolio.

where the rubber-stamp colonial legisla-

ture sits.

The general strike was called and

organized by the Comite de Organiza-

ciones Sindicales (COS—Committee of

Labor Organizations), a new umbrella

organization encompassing 70 unions. It

struck a powerful blow at the plan of the

Popular Democrats (PPD) government to

sell the state-owned telecommunications

complex, which includes the Puerto Rico

Telephone Company (PRTC), the Tele-

phone Authority and Telefdnica Hispano-

americana. GTE, BellSouth of Atlanta,

and Telefonica Espahola are among the

corporations interested in buying the

PRTC. The losses to the capitalist econo-

my occasioned by the work stoppage

were estimated at $70 million. And the

display of labor militancy may make
potential buyers think again.

On that Wednesday, workers carrying

banners and placards stretched out for

two miles on Ponce de Le6n Avenue.

Following the beat of bongos to the

"Lambada" rhythm, they blew whistles

and jeered as they passed the PPD
national headquarters (boarded up with

plywood). Twelve-ton dump trucks load-

ed with workers blasted their air horns.

After the demonstration ended at the

Capitolio, the electrical workers union

UTIER defiantly marched on to the gov-

Wiliiams/El Nuevo Dia

San Juan, March 28: Huge protest, general strike called by trade unions against
colonial government selloff of phone company.
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ernor’s mansion of La Fortaleza, guarded

by hundreds of shotgun-wielding cops.

There they protested the proposed sale

and the government’s refusal to negotiate

a new contract with UTIER.
In a last-minute attempt to stop the

strike, PPD governor Rafael Hernandez
Colon (“RHC”) called in the union lead-

ers for talks. They refused. And even

though payday was moved up two days

to coincide with the strike, workers did

not go to work. The few that did were

met by mass pickets. Trucks blocked the

entrances to the former naval base of Isla

Grande. Not one bus left the Metropoli-

tan Bus Authority barns, no taxis could

be found, private automobile traffic was
negligible. In an action the day before,

UNTS health workers and other gov-

ernment unions rallied at the Ri'o Piedras

Medical Center, denouncing the governor

with chants of “RHC Real Estate selling

Puerto Rico.”

Hernandez Colon announced last Feb-

ruary 21 in his televised state of the

colony address that the PRTC was on the

block for $3 billion. According to the

London Financial Times (26 March), if

sold, this would be the largest divestment

continued on page 6

Greyhound's Hit-and-Run Scabs

Stop the Buses with Mass Pickets!

Boston cops
lead scab

Greyhound
bus through
ATU pickets,

March 9.

Labor’s gotta

play hardball
to win!

Eight hundred unionists marched at the

Chicago Greyhound station on March 3

1

in solidarity with striking Greyhound
workers who are now in the sixth week

of their strike. The Amalgamated Transit

Union (ATU) members are defending the

very existence of their union from the

open union-busting of Greyhound chief

Fred Currey.

From Los Angeles to New York, doz-

ens of strikers have been run down by

scab drivers. On day two of the strike,

Robert Waterhouse was brutally killed by

a scab in Redding. California. In Orlan-

do, Florida, the 16-year-old daughter of

an ATU picket was hit by a bus, ruptur-

ing her kidney. On March 29, a scab bus

accelerated up the exit ramp at New
York's Port Authority terminal and.

running a red light, struck down Mack
Watts, a striking driver.

In the face of this company violence,

the ATU bureaucrats have only crawled

to the Democratic Party mayors and

governors to plead they "exercise their

authority" and shut down Greyhound

—

yet it’s their cops who are harassing and

arresting strikers every day. And the

AFL-CIO brass make sure the pickets

never get close to stopping the buses.

When Brother Watts was hit, the ATU

Local 1202 tops responded by... calling

a press conference two days later. Strik-

ers who showed up were furious to find

it was postponed. “Why aren’t we picket-

ing the Teamster fuel deliveries?" one

demanded. Watts told an April 3 press

conference how police held him incom-

municado at the hospital. And on March

31, a scab driver at the Port Authority

leapt out of a bus and tried to slash a

picket with an eight-inch-long martial

arts knife.

The Greyhound strikers are being set

up as the next "strike martyrs” by the

cynical and cowardly union bureaucracy.

The union hasn't even shut down compa-

nies carrying Greyhound passengers like

Carolina Coach—organized by the ATU!
To save their union. ATU strikers must
rip the strike out of the hands of these

"labor lieutenants of capital” and appeal

to the rest of the working class to join

them on mass picket lines which will

shut down Greyhound!
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Japan Elections:

Social Democrats Fizzle

Amid Anti-Korean Hysteria

TOKYO—The Japanese Socialist Parly’s

bid to head a bourgeois coalition gov-

ernment. with Takako Doi as the first

woman prime minister in this deeply

male-chauvinist country, came up short.

The right-wing Liberal Democratic Party

(LDP), which has run the government

since the early 1950s. gained a secure

majority in the February elections to the

lower house of the Diet, reversing last

year’s defeat in the upper house. The

election campaign was marked by red-

baiting, racist attacks on the Korean

minority and bickering among the oppo-

sition parties over who was more loyal

to the interests of “Japan. Inc.”

The LDP’s victory was neither a man-

date for its policies nor a restoration of

its former authority. The Socialist Party

(JSP) gained a majority of women vot-

ers and also won in rural areas, where

these social democrats are trying to out-

chauvinist the LDP as defenders of agri-

cultural protectionism. Nonetheless, the

new LDP prime minister. Toshiki Kailu.

is credited with effective damage con-

trol. He appointed a woman to the post

of secretary in his first cabinet, taking

a lot of wind out of Doi’s sails, and man-

aged to keep LDP sex and financial scan-

dals off the front page. But once the

election was won. Kaitu unceremoniously

dumped the two women in his cabinet.

And all 275 LDP members in the new

Diet are male!

Nobody actually believes the JSP, if

elected, would attempt to institute social-

ist policies! But the LDP ran a hard

redbaiting campaign pushing the “Com-
munism is dead" theme and reveling at

the collapse of Stalinist rule in East

Europe, national turmoil in the Soviet

Union and the prospects for capitalist

reunification of Germany. They railed

that a Socialist victory would bring eco-

nomic and political insecurity to Japan.

The JSP looked toward forming a coa-

lition government with two smaller oppo-

sition parties to its right—the Buddhist-

dominated Komeito (“clean government")

party and the rabidly anti-Soviet Dem-
ocratic Socialist Party. The DSP is the

kind of “socialist” party where Langley.

Virginia really calls the shots. To play up

their support for the Washington/Tokyo

axis, the Democratic Socialists ran a re-

tired general as one of their candidates.

The Japanese Communist Party—which

broke with Moscow in the 1960s and

has since sworn unconditional loyalty

to the Japanese state in typical “Euro-

communist” fashion—simply complained

at being left out of any plans for a

coalition government.

Komeito and the Democratic Socialists

insisted that the JSP renounce its formal,

pacifistic opposition (which had reflect-

ed widespread anti-militarist sentiment

among the population) to the Japanese

armed forces (the “Self Defense Forces")

and to the military treaty with the

Americans. Doi & Co. promptly did so.

and are also planning to drop the

reference to “socialist revolution” from

the JSP’s official program. Doi’s right-

ward motion has further alienated the

left-wing faction (Kyokai-ha) in the So-

cialist Party, particularly as it has not

even paid off in terms of parliamentary

opportunism.

However. Kyokai-ha’s program that

socialism will be achieved peacefully

after the institution of “full democracy"
is no different than the old discredited

notion of "two-stage revolution." pio-

neered by the Russian Mensheviks and

later taken over by Stalin with disas-

trous consequences from China to Spain.

Whether or not the JSP keeps "socialist

revolution" in its formal program, it

remains what Lenin called a bourgeois

workers party. As we wrote after the JSP
won the elections to the upper house of

the Diet last summer:

“...a JSP-led coalition government will

be no victory for the working class and

the oppressed women of Japan. Social

democracy in Japan as elsewhere serves

only to bind the exploited and oppressed

to the decaying and war-driven capitalist

order."— "Japan Ruling Party in

Disarray." WV No. 484.

I September 1989

JSP Aborts
“Operation Madonna”

Much of the JSP's recent ballot suc-

cess can be attributed to women voters

who resent their status in the most gross-

ly male-chauvinist society of any ad-

vanced capitalist country, and who see

Doi as someone who will stand up for

their rights. In last year’s elections, the

JSP ran a significant number of women
candidates, many of them previously

unpolitical housewives. The Japanese

media dubbed the tactic “Operation Ma-
donna." But this time around, with a shot

at governmental power, "Operation Ma-
donna” was scrapped. Of the 66 women
candidates running in the election, the

JSP fielded only eight.

The recent surge of women’s interest

and participation in Japanese politics has

focused attention on the degrading so-

cial conditions women face in "modern"

Japan. Women make up almost 40 per-

cent of the workforce but are relegated

to the most menial jobs virtually regard-

less of their education. In basic industry

they can never rise above temporary or

part-time status. A working woman is ex-

pected to live at home until she meets a

husband, then move her domicile to her

husband's home. Business enforces these

feudal traditions by paying women such

low wages that it is nearly impossible to

live an independent life. Those who do

are considered strange or dangerous.

In a typical Japanese office, women—
even if they have university degrees—are

expected to greet visitors, make tea. tidy

up the place and act as bar hostesses

during office parties. Last October the

Second Bar Association of Tokyo held a

one-day phone-in for women to air their

grievances. The phone lines were tied up

for six hours! Over a third of the callers

said they had been assaulted or pressured

to have sex at the workplace. Sexual har-

assment is routinely used to force older

women to quit and to bully those women
who refuse sexual advances.

Last year the first sexual harassment

suit in Japan’s history was filed by a

32-year-old single woman from Kyu-

shu. (Significantly, there is no indigenous

Japanese term for sexual harassment.)

This woman was fired after protesting

that rumors were being circulated around

the office about her "affairs." The arbi-

tration court told her that the "rumors

were a tribute to her attractiveness” and

that she was “behaving ridiculously.” A
typical response to the case by a male

office worker is that "an executive ought

to be able to innocently ask his secretary

about the color of her underwear that

day" (New York Times , 13 November
1989).

While the oppression of women is in-

tegral to all bourgeois societies, the espe-

cial degradation of women in Japan is

rooted in the strong vestiges of its not-

so-distant feudal past, consecrated by the

emperor system. It is crucial for women
to understand that on this question Doi

& Co. are to the right of even bourgeois

democracy. The 1945 convention of the

Socialist Party, which united the various

trends of prewar Japanese social democ-
racy, ended with banzai cheers of “Long
Live the Emperor!” Doi stood in line

with the LDP mandarins to sign the con-

dolence book for the late emperor Hiro-

hito and is today pushing for a change
in the Imperial Household Rules so a

woman can ascend the throne. We’ve all

heard of bourgeois feminism— is this

feudal feminism?

Full Citizenship Rights
for Koreans and All

Foreign-Born Workers!

The election campaign was marked by
violent anti-Korean hysteria, a direct re-

sult of the LDP's aggressive manipula-

tion of an alleged bribery scandal in the

Pachinko business in an effort to link the

JSP to Communist North Korea. (Pachin-

ko is an extremely popular legal gam-
bling game, a cross between pinball and

slot machines.) About 70 percent of the

Pachinko parlors are operated by Ko-
reans. and this multi-billion-yen industry

employs a significant chunk of the Kore-

an population. The operators are divided

in their sympathies between pro-North

continued on page 6

Elhan Hollman

Women employees bow to boss at typical Tokyo reception. Japan is unrivaled
among advanced capitalist societies for gross male chauvinism.
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As Thatcher Sinks, Labour Party Enforces Capitalist Misery

... . . ,
Peler Macdiarmid

Jljs , in SutcliffeMassive working-class protests against soak-the-poor tax have swept Scotland, England and Wales. Above: demonstrations in east London and Bristol.

Britain: Poll Tax Revolt
This article is adapted from the

Workers Hammer supplement, 31 March
1990, published by our comrades of the

Spartacist League of Britain.

Britain has erupted in mass demonstra-
tions and street protests directed at the

imposition of the punitive and reaction-

ary poll tax by the Thatcher government.
Across areas of Scotland almost half the

population has not paid. Now, as collec-

tion of the tax is due to begin in England
and Wales, local council meetings to set

tax levels have been besieged by angry
crowds. The government has responded

by mobilising mounted police and riot

cops, in scenes reminiscent of the miners

strike five years ago. On March 31 in

London, 150,000 to 200,000 people pro-

tested the poll tax. Angry demonstrators

torched a construction site, as mounted
cops injured scores of people and arrest-

ed at least 300. Labour Party deputy

leader Roy Hattersley badmouthed the

protesters as “mindless hooligans." And
the witchhunt has already begun against

left-wing “anarchists and extreme fringe

elements" who were blamed for Satur-

day’s “violence" (Independent , 2 April).

The size of the demonstrations strik-

ingly underlines the instability of Thatch-

er’s regime. Hundreds of thousands of

people have enrolled in anti-poll-tax

unions. Motorists entering villages and

towns in the Tory heartland are greeted

by handpainted signs reading, “You are

entering a poll tax-free zone" (Independ-

ent , 9 March). Mass marches and protests

have been held in areas which, as one

commentator put it, “have probably never

seen a demonstration before."

While burning effigies of Thatcher

have become a popular symbol of anti-

poll-tax protest, demonstrators have also

jeered local Labour councillors who have

set high poll tax levels, demanding
"Break the law, not the poor." In Scot-

land, local Labour councils have issued

hundreds of thousands of writs against

non-payers. And when Thatcher violence-

baited anti-poll-tax demonstrators and

denounced anyone who counselled dis-

obeying the law by not paying the tax.

Labour Party head Neil Kinnock re-

sponded: “I agree with everything you

just said, as I have for long made very

clear" (Independent , 9 March).

The poll tax is neither a tax on income

nor an assessment on property but a

punishment for existing. All adults in

the area are taxed at the same flat rate,

regardless of wealth or social circum-

stances. Thus, a millionaire living alone
on a large estate could pay one-tenth the

tax of an extended Asian family living in

a crowded tenement. The rich get fat tax

cuts: the relative tax burden of the

wealthiest 10 per cent of the population

will be half what it was under the old

system of rates. For everyone else, taxes

will go up an average of 50 per cent.

With the local administrations turned

into tax collectors, those most in need of
services—the poor unable to pay— will

fear to use them. Tens of thousands have

"officially disappeared" from Scottish

cities to escape payment; in terms of

access to social services as well as the

ability to vote, these “disappeared" have

become non-persons. And the tax, which
greatly enhances the government’s ability

to maintain detailed files on every indi-

vidual, also serves as part of the general

onslaught against elementary democratic
rights.

Obscenely the Council in Westminster,

where the Houses of Parliament as well

as Buckingham Palace are located, has

decided to levy a double tax on prison-

ers, treating their outside residences as

"second homes," as if they were country
squires or Members of Parliament. In

England and Wales you can still be

thrown in jail for debt; thus, those unable

to pay the poll tax can be imprisoned and
then taxed twice over! And in Scotland
the jails are already de facib debtors'

prisons; almost 50 per cent of inmates
were incarcerated for non-payment of

fines.

Not surprisingly people are talking

about the Peasants’ Revolt, triggered by
the imposition of a poll tax in 1380. A
version of the poll tax in 1641, levied to

pay off the Scottish army occupying
northern England, helped spark the Eng-
lish Civil War. in which the monarch
Charles I was executed by Cromwell’s
revolutionary forces. In British colonies,

hut taxes were used to force people out

of subsistence farming into the system of

imperial exploitation. After the U.S. Civil

War had destroyed slavery, poll taxes

were used in the American South explic-

itly to prevent the formally emancipated

black people from exercising their demo-
cratic rights. The blatant "steal from the

poor and give to the rich" aspect of the

tax has stirred tax protesters who invaded

Nottingham Council dressed in Robin
Hood costumes. One disgruntled Tory
MP admitted that the government seemed
to have “declared war on the people"
(Sunday Times, 4 March).

In highhanded fashion the poll tax was
imposed in Scotland, where the Tories

have minimal support anyway, a year

earlier than in England and Wales. But

the Scots have not made themselves into

compliant guinea pigs. In Glasgow fully

42.5 per cent of the population have re-

fused to pay the poll tax or are at least

three months in arrears (Independent , 8

March). Attempts to enforce the laws by
seizing the property of those who don’t

pay the tax have largely been frustrated

by the mushrooming anti-poll-tax unions.

Massive outpourings of residents have
blocked attempts to carry out "poind-

ings," where sheriff’s officers invade

homes in order to carry out preliminary

valuations of property. Utilising CB
radios and fleets of cars and coaches, the

anti-tax unions have now organised ef-

fective “scumbuster" units that can move
rapidly to the scene of a poinding.

The protests by anti-poll-tax unions
could potentially develop in the direc-

tion of the militant plebeian tactics used

in Scotland during World War I. Be-

tween 1914 and 1919 the Glasgow area

earned its name as "Red Clydeside."

Working-class women, often the wives
of Scottish soldiers at the front, were in

the leadership of militant rent strikes.

Rent strike committees were formed to

coordinate the struggle and resist the

bailiff’s goons, the rent strikes were
closely linked to proletarian struggle in

the engineering and munitions factories.

But today the key political question

posed by the fight against the poll tax is

the Labour Party.

Thatcher Down the Tubes?

The poll tax is likely to be ephemeral,
with the strong probability that its chief

architect and advocate (Thatcher) will

shortly go down the tubes. While there

are large numbers of people who despise

both Kinnock and his henchmen for

enforcing this onerous tax, on a national

level public opinion polls show the

Labour Party has a huge lead over the

Tories. But that could rapidly change if

the Conservatives dump Thatcher before

the general election.

Now some Tory MPs are demanding
a leadership election before autumn.
Michael Heseltine has the advantage of

being an opponent of the poll tax. Edu-
cated at Shrewsbury and Oxford, he likes

to present himself as a self-made entre-

preneur and tycoon. His Haymarket pub-
lishing company is worth about £100
million, and he cruises around in a

chauffeur-driven Jaguar. Heseltine’s ob-

jections to Britain being merely a junior

ally of U.S. imperialism led to his resig-

nation from the Cabinet in the Westland
helicopter affair. Particularly as the im-
perialist powers savour what they hope
will be opportunities to exploit the work-
ing people of Eastern Europe, his views
find favour with a substantial section

of bourgeois opinion which fears that

Thatcher’s single-minded persistence in

the Anglo-American “special relation-

ship” will blow it for them.

“Tarzan" Heseltine gained notoriety

when in a Commons debate in 1976 he
seized the parliamentary mace, claiming

he was provoked by Labour MPs singing

"The Red Flag” after a close vote. Hesel-

tine has always had close ties with the

British military establishment. The son
of a Welsh colonel, he served as an

continued on page 13
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Japan
Elections...
(continued from page 4)

Korea and pro-Soulh, a reflection of the

social fabric of the Korean community as

a whole.

The Pachjnko “scandal” turned the

national spotlight on the Korean minority

and set off a series of racist attacks.

Korean schoolgirls, who wear traditional

national dress to class, were the main

victims as they were assaulted by house-

wives and grandmothers with umbrellas.

As attacks escalated and spread through-

out Japan, many were organized by right-

wing thugs. One veteran Korean leader

remarked that this is the worst situation

they have faced since the 1923 Kanto

earthquake when thousands of Koreans

were murdered in a xenophobic pogrom.

Between 1910 and 1945. during the

Japanese occupation of the Korean penin-

sula. Koreans were brought to Japan as

forced laborers. Following World War II,

most stayed, as Japan had become their

home. After three generations Koreans

still have no civil rights! They are not

citizens, cannot vote nor run for office,

and must be fingerprinted and carry a

"gaijin” (foreigner) card with them at all

times. Violations of this South Africa-

style pass system open up Koreans to

police harassment. To become citizens in

their own country they must deny their

ancestry and adopt a Japanese name! Few

Koreans submit to this humiliation.

The recent attacks against Koreans in

this insular and arrogantly racist society

are part of a general racist upsurge being

fanned by the dramatic increase in low-

wage immigrant labor from Asia and

Africa. These foreign workers are filling

what are known as "ki" jobs (kiluni—
dirty, kitsui—hard, kiken—dangerous).

The "ki" workers are viciously exploited

by petty capitalists, while the slate au-

thorities subject them to every kind of

racist degradation.

To take just a couple of disgusting

examples, the Pakistani embassy recently

protested a National Police Agency Acad-

emy memo that advised its new graduates

to wash their hands after interrogating

South Asians, since "Pakistanis have

unique body odor they make interroga-

tion and detention rooms stink" (Japan

Times , 4 December 1989). The mayor of

the industrial city of Kawaguchi, adjacent

to Tokyo, told a forum on foreign mi-

grant workers that “Japanese people

could bump into Pakistanis at night be-

cause of their dark skin"!

Japan’s traditional minorities, Bura-

kumin (feudal-era outcastes) and Ainu
(Japan's aboriginal population), are rigid-

ly restricted to a second-class citizenship.

Ainus are generally segregated in the

northern island of Hokkaido while Bu-

rakumin are segregated into separate

communities and suffer institutionalized

discrimination in all areas of social life,

reinforced by the infamous "lists," which

are formally illegal. They can only work

as temporary laborers in basic industry

and are denied union protection and most

company benefits. Koreans are barred

outright from basic industry and must

work in supplier, subcontractor, Pachinko

or family-oriented businesses.

The question of racist oppression and

the need for a Leninist party as a “trib-

une of the people" was sharply posed

during the recent Diet elections. Yet none

of the "left" defended the embattled Ko-
reans nor fought against the horrid condi-

tions immigrant workers must endure.

The Spartacist Group of Japan calls for

a workers republic, thus linking proletar-

ian socialist revolution to the destruction

of the emperor system and to the libera-

tion of women and oppressed minorities.

We demand full citizenship rights for

all non-Japanese workers and their fami-

lies! End the second-class citizenship

status for Burakumin and Ainu! Smash
the "gaijin" card system! No to forced

assimilation and mandatory Japanese

names! For bilingual education and unre-

stricted access to cultural activities! For

civil rights and full integration! Down
with job. education and housing discrim-

ination! Minority and immigrant work-

ers must be integrated into the Japanese

labor movement! Organize the unorgan-

ized. especially the temporary workers in

big industry!

For Labor/Minority
Mobilizations to Smash
Rightist Terror!

During the interminable deathwatch for

Hirohito in late 1988, the LDP mayor of

Nagasaki, Hitoshi Motoshima, became a

marked man when he said the emperor
bore some responsibility for the crimes

of the Japanese military in the Pacific

War (World War II). This January Moto-
shima was shot and seriously wounded
by right-wing thugs. These nationalist

fanatics orchestrated many of the attacks

on Korean schoolchildren and were en-

camped in Kyoto trying to disrupt a

teachers union conference. The left-wing

teachers union (Nikkyoso) has long been

a target of the right wing, as the teachers

are fighting against the institution of the

education ministry’s new guidelines that

will make respect for the emperor, the

unofficial Kimigayo national anthem and

the rising-sun flag (Hinomaru) part of the

curriculum.

The rise of right-wing terror is a mor-
tal danger to the working class. As in

Nazi Germany, fascism aims at the phys-

ical destruction of the labor movement.

Boyd/AP

Burakumin minority is segregated
into separate communities (above)
subject to pervasive discrimination.

Yet the leaders of the three big labor

federations haven’t lifted a finger to

combat the nationalist gangs. And the

idiot New Left has been too busy trying

to shut down Tokyo’s Narita airport (an

ecology fad) to fight the real enemies of

social progress in Japan. It is particularly

galling that the reactionary gangs have

been harassing union conventions with

impunity. The labor movement has the

numbers, discipline and muscle to smash
these thugs.

What is urgently needed are united-

front mobilizations of labor, women’s
rights groups and the oppressed minori-

ties to turn off these vermin's loudspeak-

ers and sweep them off the streets. When
these right-wing creeps first descended

on Nagasaki, flying squads of unionists

should have kept the streets free of fas-

cist pollution. Labor should have organ-

ized, along with residents of the Korean

community, escort patrols to ensure the

safety of Korean schoolchildren.

Only the proletariat, leading all op-

pressed sections of society, can liberate

Japan from exploitation by the Mitsu-

bishi and Mitsuis and from the dead

hand of emperor worship. To achieve this

historic task, the working class must be

broken from the social-democratic and

Stalinist agents of Japan. Inc. and won
to a revolutionary Marxist leadership.

This is the perspective of the Spartacist

Group of Japan, part of the International

Communist League *

Nagasaki Shimbun
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Der Spiegel

Right-wing terror on the rise: Nagasaki mayor Hitoshi
Motoshima shot for publicly saying Emperor Hirohito
had some responsibility for World War II crimes.
Fascists blare nationalist, anti-communist incitement
from sound trucks.

Puerto Rico...
(continuedfrom page 3

)

in U.S. history. The PRTC presently

employs 8,000 workers, producing $70
million net profit a year and the prospect

of going up to $200 million annually as

cellular phones are introduced. The com-
pany was bought from ITT in 1974 for

$ 1 65 million. For years, the PPD built up

a large state apparatus, the source of tens

of thousands of patronage jobs and con-

siderable social services. But now federal

transfer payments are drying up, so the

PPD "
populates” are looting their own

creation.

In addition to the telephone companies,

the profitable state telecommunications

conglomerate also includes television

channels 3 and 6. Moreover, thousands

of government workers in the Navieras

de Puerto Rico shipping company, elec-

trical workers, teachers, health workers
and employees of many other public and

semi-public corporations feel threatened

by the proposed PRTC sale. A year and
a half ago. the militant UTIER electrical

workers mobilized 10,000 workers along

the same route as Wednesday’s march

(see WV No. 468, 6 January 1989). This

showed the power of labor action, and

last week 20 times that number turned

out.

However, the COS union leaders fol-

low the political lead of the bourgeois

loyal opposition parties like the New
Progressive Party (PNP) and the Partido

Independentista Puertorriqueno (PIP).

Both the pro-statehood PNP and the pro-

“independence” PIP joined hands with

the PPD. George Bush and the U.S.

Congress in pushing a phony "plebiscite"

to supposedly resolve the 92-year-old

question of Puerto Rico’s “status." The
debate heated up dramatically in the past

year, but the "alternatives" presented are

to become a beggar state, a disguised

colony (the present meaningless “com-
monwealth" in English or deceptive “free

associated state" in Spanish), or a neo-

colonial bourgeois mini-republic.

Following the "plebiscite” fad, two
days after the general strike, the COS
labor leadership slated that an island-

wide referendum on the proposed sale of
the telecommunications complex would
be acceptable if the government would
finance an opposition campaign! This
was originally proposed in a joint

PIP-PNP bill which aimed at pacifying

and demobilizing the labor upsurge
While supporting tame opposition to the

sale of the ielefdnica , the "PNP-PIP"
and the labor misleaders fear the work-
ers' power demonstrated in the general

strike. But the ruling PPD announced that

it will seek legislative approval for the

sale next week anyway.

A rigged referendum on the sale of

the telecommunications conglomerate
won’t reflect the will of the working
people any more than a colonial “plebi-

scite” can democratically decide upon
Puerto Rico’s unconditional right to self-

determination, i.e., independence. But
while the bourgeois-nationalist PIP offers

itself to Washington as reliable adminis-
trators of a formally independent Puerto
Rico, the petty-bourgeois nationalist in-

dependentistas such as the Macheteros
and PSP have no answer but their tradi-

tional impotent abstentionism. In con-
trast, we Trotskyists of the International

Communist League seek to mobilize the

power of the workers in internationalist

class struggle, and not just in Puerto

Rico.

In an interview with Workers Van-

guard. UTIER president Jose Valentin

stated that in the general strike, "our
message was precisely aimed at the

workers taking power in Puerto Rico.

The Puerto Rican people don't believe

in the politicians anymore." The island-

wide work stoppage and show of strength

by 200.000 working people in front of
the Capitolio certainly demonstrate a will

to fight. And the impact of that struggle

will be felt not only on the island but

in the U.S.. where two million Puerto
Ricans live and work. But what is needed
is the leadership of a Bolshevik workers
party fighting for socialist revolution

throughout the Caribbean and in the

decisive imperialist heartland.*
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Daily News to Workers: “Drop Dead!”

NYC Press Unions Gotta Play Hardball
The Daily News has declared war on

the newspaper unions of New York City.

In a carefully orchestrated assault, the

Chicago Tribune Company, owner of the

News . has set out to destroy the unions

at the largest-circulation metropolitan

newspaper in the U.S. The capitalist

press is already calling this “the next big

test" for labor. The workers movement
had better make damn sure this battle in

the class war is won.

The contracts of the ten unions,

encompassing over 2.500 workers at the

News, expired on March 30. The workers

have stayed on the job, frozen in a defen-

sive posture by the union tops, who are

waiting for the News' provocations. The
list of "takeaways" demanded of the

drivers, mailers and pressmen’s unions

makes it obvious the Daily News is out

for blood: wage freezes, curtailing sen-

iority rights, slashing vacations, no-strike

clauses, trainees hired at half pay.

These takeaway demands come on top

of $100 million in union givebacks and

over 1.000 jobs wiped out in the last

decade—jobs that were slashed as a

result of attrition agreements reached

after the 1978 NYC newspaper strike.

George McDonald, head of the NYC
Allied Printing Trades Council, said of

the News, “They’re trying to recoup the

prerogatives they gave up since 1919 in

one fell swoop.”

The Tribune bosses claim they need

the givebacks to afford the automation

and color presses to survive. Workers

know the 40-year-old presses are anti-

quated. It's them, not management, who
have to breathe air full of oil. ink and

paper dust. On 60 Minutes (1 April),

CBS reporter Mike Wallace noted the

unions’ claim that the Tribune Co. is just

out to make the News cheaper for a

potential buyer. But Wallace closed

saying that “hundreds of union jobs will

have to go." Who are they kidding? The
unions gave up $30 million in conces-

sions and more jobs three years ago to

"help The News survive." The result? No
color printing, no new plant, zip.

In a provocative challenge to New
York labor, the Tribune Co. plans to pro-

duce and deliver a newspaper during a

strike. To do it. they have brought a

union-busting arsenal to town, at a cost

of $4 million a month. The Pacific Street

printing plant in Brooklyn is patrolled by*

dogs and armed guards. Strikebreaking

thugs are holed up at a New Jersey motel

and trailing drivers around to learn their

routes. Another 90 rooms have been

rented at a Leona Helmsley hotel next to

the Daily News building. An abandoned
Sears warehouse in New Jersey has been

set up as an alternative newsroom. Ed
Koch’s former “corrections commission-
er" has even been appointed to deal with

union picket lines!

A gang of professional union busters—
the Tennessee law firm of King and Bal-

low— is coordinating the Daily News
attack. At Tribune-owned newspapers in

Ft. Lauderdale and Orlando. Florida and

apply for I 16 scab mailer jobs. What
racist hypocrisy! The News fired more

than 100 women and minority members
of the mailers union when work was
shipped out of New York in 1987. The
News bosses are convicted racists. In

1987 a jury found them guilty of discrim-

ination in a suit brought by black report-

ers. David Hardy, one of those reporters,

and an executive board member of News-
paper Guild Local 3, told WV:

"The people who run the Daily News.
namely Jim Hogc. and that gang of Bour-

bons out at the Chicago Tribune, really

almost defy description in terms of their

In 1978, Daily

News tried to

run scab paper
in New York...

and failed.

Union militancy,

solidarity broke
management
onslaught after

three days.

Newport News, Virginia, bosses recruit-

ing scab editors and reporters openly

boasted: "We need to smash these unions

for the good of the Tribune Co." (News-

day, 16 March). At the Daily Press in

Newport News, dummy pages of the

News are being produced; there is even

a "war room" where phones are marked
"Bronx," "Manhattan" and “Brooklyn.”

Workers there aren’t strangers to the

Tribune Co.’s union-busting—the News-
paper Guild at the Daily Press was de-

certified three years ago.

Ominously, the Daily News has target-

ed their advertisements for scabs at

black, Hispanic and women New York-

ers, while labeling the printing unions as

bigoted. The week before the union con-

tracts expired, the News drew over 3,000

mostly black and Hispanic workers to

ruthlessness and their willingness to play

a low-down racist game to attempt to de-

feat the unions."

Like the Chicago meatpacking bosses

in 1919, and Henry Ford in the 1930s.

the Tribune bosses are using the club of

unemployed blacks against predominantly

white unions. As the NYPD killers gun

down black and Hispanic youths, and

racial tensions boil in New York, the

News is out to provoke race war. Racist

reaction and the deepening poverty of

black and Hispanic New York exist side

by side with the glittering arrogance of

the Helmsleys and Trumps. And even

white youth are finding themselves left

out in NYC. with barely a quarter in

the labor market (i.e., three-quarters

have given up even looking for a job).

The management of the Tribune Com-

pany has left a trail of broken strikes and

busted unions from Chicago to Newport
News. The 1985 Chicago Tribune strike

was defeated because Teamster and

IBEW tops treacherously ordered the

drivers and electricians to cross the pick-

et lines of the Typographers. Pressmen

and Mailers. The strike died a slow

death, as the labor bureaucracy diverted

workers into an impotent consumer boy-

cott of the Tribune.

The printing trades unions must act

now to spike the News plans, with a solid

industrywide NYC newspaper strike. And
it will be hardball. David Hardy spoke of

the 88-day battle in 1978:

"You’ve got some people who have been
(at the News] maybe six. seven, eight

years, but they came after that ’78 strike

and they really have no sense of how
serious it was and how determined the

strikers were to shut that paper down and
to deal with anyone who wanted to cross

the picket line."

The Times, Newsday and the Post are

laying back, planning to reap the benefits

after the News guts the printing unions.

The unions must strike them all. Wall

Street and the bankers would howl. The
threat of producing a scab paper can be

met by a sit-down strike—occupy the of-

fices and plant! Instead of a consumer
boycott the unions should produce their

own daily paper. A workers newspaper

would be key in organizing and expand-

ing the strike: a real paper, with news,

sports and whatever. The only thing the

workers news wouldn’t accept would be

capitalist advertising. Let Bloomingdale’s

and Alexander’s turn up the heal on the

newspaper bosses.

A fight to organize the unorganized

and to create jobs through a shorter

workweek at no loss in pay can forge an

alliance between the unions and unem-
ployed black and Hispanic workers. The
way to break the News' racist plans is to

fight for union-run minority recruitment

and training programs at full union scale

and at the capitalists' expense. But that

requires a class-struggle leadership which
will fight to oust the labor misleaders,

whose narrow craft divisions and reliance

on Democratic Party politicians are a

roadblock to victory. Instead, there must

be a fight for a workers parly which will

champion the rights of all—from the

mostly highly skilled craft workers to the

ghetto poor.

The Daily News unions’ fight is all

labor's struggle!

Stop D.fl. Vendetta Against Dhoruba Moore

Panther 21 Leader Freed After 17 Years
Richard Dhoruba Moore won a victory

against COINTELPRO. the FBI’s mur-

derous Counterintelligence Program, on

March 15. State Supreme Court Justice

Peter J. McQuillan threw out Moore’s

conviction and ordered a new trial on the

grounds that prosecutors concealed evi-

dence. One week later Moore walked out

of prison to await the government's next

move.

As we wrote in "FBI’s War Against

the Panthers" (W No. 478. 26 May
1989). "Moore was one of the famous

Panther 21. In April 1969. 21 members

of the New York Black Panther Party

were charged with plotting to blow up

governmental and other institutions,

including the Bronx Botanical Gardens.

Macy's and Bloomingdale's. The cop

concoction was so ludicrous that in May
1971. after nine months on trial, the

longest trial in New York State history,

the jury only took 90 minutes to acquit

Dhoruba and the other Panthers of the

156 counts against them. But the

COINTELPRO plot accomplished its

goal, keeping leading members of the

NY Panther organization behind bars for

over two crucial years."

Six days after their acquittal in 1971.

Dhoruba Moore was rearrested on new
charges stemming from a machine-gun

attack on Manhattan D A. Frank Hogan’s

home, President Nixon told FBI chief

J. Edgar Hoover “not to pull any punch-

es” to get the Panthers. And Dhoruba.

near the top of their list, was arrested

two weeks later. It took three trials for

the courts to railroad Dhoruba—the first

two ending in mistrials.

After a decade of legal battles,

Dhoruba obtained documents from his

COINTELPRO files proving that his

conviction and life sentence were the

product of a conspiracy by the NYC
Police Department, the FBI and the

Manhattan D.A.

Star witness Pauline Joseph, a diag-

nosed paranoid schizophrenic, had given

more than 25 contradictory statements to

the cops during her 20 months in police

custody. Before and during the trial

Assistant D.A. John F. Keenan, now a

federal judge, refused to disclose that

Joseph initially asserted Dhoruba was
innocent. When Dhoruba sought to call

her back to the witness stand after one of

her statements clearing him came to

light, the prosecutors denied knowing her

whereabouts although at the very moment
she was still in police custody. The
state’s other major witness, Augustus
Qualls, has since recanted his testimony.

calling it a police "fabrication."

In grudgingly reversing the conviction.

McQuillan alibied for Keenan, absurdly

claiming that the concealment of evi-

dence was a “nonwillful failure" by the

prosecution and that there was no "mis-

conduct or bad faith" by the D.A.’s

office.

Not content with already robbing over

18 years of Dhoruba ’s life, the state has

announced it will appeal the decision.

Dhoruba summed it up. "I have had to

live with the inhuman consequences of
COINTELPRO and the mean-spirited and

racist District Attorney. If New York had

a death penalty, they would have framed

me and buried their misconduct."

Dhoruba Moore's freedom is a victory

for all of COINTELPRO’s victims buried

behind bars. Drop all charges against

Dhoruba!
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Arbefter von Leuna: Vorsichl
vor Betriebsrate-Kampagne der Kapilalislen!

Letter to Our

Comrade Soviet Soldiers

The following statement of interna-

tionalist greetings was printed, in Rus-

sian and German, in Arprekorr No. 29.

27 March 1990.

Dear Comrades,

Soldiers of the Soviet Army, you come

from a country that is very troubled now.

Your officials and political instructors

have so praised Lenin and so denied and

buried Trotsky that one is now a boring

icon and the other a monster. Actually

they were both real men in a real time

who led the masses of Soviet people to

liberation insofar as was possible in a

poor, backward, war-ridden country.

Today at home things are very con-

fused. On the one hand it is permitted to

talk about and seek answers to hidden

things in our history. On the other hand

capitalist exploitation is being encour-

aged. The nationalities are restless and

want to break away because the decades

of Stalinism have very much come to

taste of tsarism, which Lenin character-

ized as “a prison house of peoples."

Perestroika has greatly fueled and inten-

sified pre-existing national antagonisms

by promoting economic competition and

self-interest. The socialist principles of

equality, internationalism and working-

class solidarity are degraded.

At another pole Pamyat and their ilk

long to go back to the “old Russia" of

obscurantism, backwardness, and the per-

secution of Jews. Great Russian nation-

alist demagogues are spewing this poison

among the workers in order to paralyze

their ability to act in their self-defense

across national lines. As Lenin said in

1919: "Shame on those who foment ha-

tred towards the Jews, who foment haired

against other nations. Long live the fra-

ternal trust and fighting alliance of the

workers of all nations in the struggle to

overthrow capital.”

The Soviet Union of today is not the

poor thing that came out of the Civil War
of 1920. But since 1945. its imperialist

enemies have been united under the

direction of the United States government

in a relentless, all-sided struggle to de-

stroy the Soviet Union. Stalin's criminal

usurpation of Soviet and party democra-

cy, hostility to international socialist

revolution and cowardly crawling before

one or another imperialist power has so

weakened the Soviet Union that Stalin's

heirs are now seeking to give it up. They

are caving in to the prospect of a "Fourth

Reich." This will embolden the most

dangerous warmongering forces, from

West German revanchism to the Penta-

gon, who are now aiming for the disinte-

gration of the Soviet Union and its de-

struction as an anti-capitalist state.

This course is supported and pushed

by large layers of the urban intelligent-

sia who are in fact the children of the

former bureaucrats of Stalin and who
now believe that they can become capi-

talist administrators and prettifiers. But

the economic and political reality of

capitalism over the grave of the multi-

national homeland of the October Rev-

olution will be anything but pretty.

Beware the lies of "free market” dema-

gogues who paint a fool’s paradise of life

under capitalism. Beware the lies of the

nascent social democrats who speak of

"controlled capitalism,” they are, know-

ingly or not. a Trojan horse for a new
Operation Barbarossa.

The Soviet Union needs a strong work-

ers party built on internal democracy and

military unity at the front. Since 1945

you and your fathers have stood here in

the DDR, on this front line against impe-

rialism's threats to our common gains,

achieved through the overthrow of capi-

talism. We need to deepen military and

economic cooperation between the DDR
and the Soviet Union as well as the other

workers states on the basis of workers

democracy. This was the communism of

Lenin and Trotsky. It is high time that

you learn how the Soviet Union really

came into being and apply these lessons

today.

Best wishes from German, Ameri-

can and other communists of the In-

ternational Communist League (Fourth

Internationalist).

March 1990
Soviet soldiers at swearing-in ceremony at Treptow war memorial, East Berlin. For over four decades, Red Army in

DDR has stood as front line of defense against imperialism.

Honor Oskar Hippe
1900-1990

Thefollowing article is translatedfrom
Arprekorr No. 2R. 20 March 1990.

On 13 March 1990, shortly before his

90th birthday, veteran Trotskyist Oskar

Hippe died. Barely six weeks before, his

wife Gertrud had died on February 3 at

the age of 88.

Son of a railway worker, Spartakus-

bund member, KPD (Communist Party

of Germany] founder and Trotskyist

—

Oskar Hippe *s life is a journal of the

German communist movement in the

20th century. A socialist for more than

70 years. Hippe spent seven years in

Stalinist prisons before he was released

in 1956.

Shortly after hearing Karl Liebknecht

speak at the 1916 May Day rally Hippe

joined the Spartakusbund and later par-

ticipated in the Spartakus Uprising of

1918-19 and the founding of the KPD. In

the late '20s Hippe fought the Stalinist

degeneration of German and international

communism and joined in the formation

of the Leninbund as part of the Trotsky-

ist Left Opposition in 1929.

While the KPD and Social Democrats

let Hitler come to power without a fight.

Hippe and the Trotskyists in the Oranien-

burg section of Berlin built effective

workers united-front militias to fight the

Nazis. He continued the struggle in the

underground after Hitler took power in

1933. After his arrest in January 1934

Hippe was imprisoned and tortured for

two years in the Nazi internment camp
at Luckau. Released in 1936, Hippe

worked in an animal research station.

There he met a French prisoner who was

in direct contact with PCF leader Mau-
rice Thorez and who was in Germany as

a forced laborer. At great danger to him-

self Hippe gave assistance to the French

prisoners and forced laborers.

Following the Red Army liberation of

Europe Hippe resumed trade-union activ-

ities and along with his comrades entered

the reconstituted KPD, where they built

two oppositional groups. With the sup-

port of both Stalinists and Social Demo-
crats Hippe was elected one of the lo-

cal secretaries of the Berlin trade-union

council. In response to Hippe and his

comrades' activity, the local KPD leader-

ship decreed that anyone who had ever

been expelled from the party could not

rejoin. Hippe was again kicked out.

Though limited to about 50 members
and despite extreme poverty the Interna-

tional Communists of Germany (IKD),

German section of the Fourth Internation-

al, published a biweekly newspaper. Der
Marxist, and distributed publications of

the International. By 1947 they had

formed groups in the Soviet sector of

Germany, and sympathizing groups in

Merseburg, Weissenfels, Halle and the

copper mines of Mansfeld. Hippe, living

in West Berlin, regularly traveled East to

meet contacts and speak at meetings.

In his memoirs, Hippe recalls that at

Junius Verlag

one trade-union gathering in East Berlin

a Russian officer told an SED member
who sympathized with the Trotskyists:

"This man speaks the way the Trotskyists

talked in our country!" Hippe was arrest-

ed by the Russian military in Halle and

was jailed on charges of "anti-Soviet

activity" and "forming an illegal group."

For 15 months Hippe was locked up in

"investigative detention" and repeatedly

tortured.

Unwilling to betray his beliefs. Hippe

attempted suicide when his Stalinist jail-

ers threatened to jail, and even shoot, his

wife and daughter if he didn't "confess"

that the Fourth International were “agents

of American imperialism.” He was sen-

tenced to 25 years' imprisonment, "jus-

tified" by the slander that the Trotskyists

had "murdered Comrade Kirov," the Len-

ingrad party chief assassinated in 1934,

most probably on Stalin's orders—the

same slander that sent tens of thousands

of Old Bolsheviks to their deaths in the

purges of 1937-38.

After his release, Hippe learned of the

1953 split in the Trotskyist movement
and sided with the International Commit-
tee. the opponents of the Pabloite liqui-

dation of Trotskyist parties. Nevertheless,

after some hesitation he entered the SPD.
There he worked with various left-wing

groupings, including student groups that

moved toward Trotskyism and split from

the SPD in 1968, when he also left. In

the last 20 years he advocated the "unity

of all Trotskyists," although these very

groups were on diametrically opposite

sides over key political questions, espe-

cially the Russian question. Where he

shared their opinion he would solidarize

with the various groups, including the

Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands (TLD).

Today the Spartakist Workers Party of

Germany (formed in January by the TLD
and members of the Spartakist-Gruppen]

fights for the replacement of Stalinist

rule by the democratic rule of workers

and soldiers councils, which will be a

testament to Hippe 's life work. Honor
comrade Hippe—our victory will also

be his.
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For Class Struggle Against Capitalist Pillage

AP
Pro-unification rally in Leipzig hails would-be Reichs chancellor Helmut Kohl. Sign says: "Helmut take us by the hand, lead us into the economic miracle land.”

Push to Fourth Reich Threatens

* All Working People

The following article was translated

from Spartakist/Arbeiterpressekorrespon-

denz (Workers Press Correspondence)

No. 29. 27 March 1990. published by

our comrades of the Spartakist Workers

Party of Germany.

The allure of the almighty D-mark car-

ried the Volkskammer elections with a

victory for a Fourth Reich of German
imperialism. The galloping drive to re-

unification and the prospect of a capital-

ist Greater Germany pose an escalating

danger not only to the social gains of the

DDR— its first target—but to the work-

ing people of the whole world. Bonn’s

Drang nach Osten (drive to the Hast) is

justifiably terrifying the people of Poland

and will mean sharply escalating chau-

vinist and racist attacks against Poles,

Turks. Vietnamese, Africans and other

minorities within the DDR and the BRD.
The victory of restorationist forces in

the March 18 elections took place under

the sign of resurgent German national-

ism, which will now be sharply rein-

forced by that victory. Not surprisingly,

"Deutschland, einig Vaterland" (Germa-

ny, One Fatherland) is sending shivers

through the peoples of Europe. Faced

with the prospect of the Bundeswehr on

their Western border, the Poles are even

giving up the anti-Sovietism which has

been rampant in recent years. Soviet

troops stationed in western Poland re-

mark how popular they have become
among the population in recent months.

The Spartakist-Arbeiterpartei Deutsch-

lands (SpAD—Spartakist Workers Party

of Germany) uniquely stood in the recent

elections clearly and openly against capi-

talist reunification. As the only all-

Germany workers party, we are for inter-

nationalism against German nationalism,

seeking to unite workers East and West

in common struggle against the capital-

ists. We warn that workers in the DDR
who voted for Anschluss (annexation) in

the hopes that a “quick D-mark" would
mean “yes to prosperity" will soon find

that they said “yes to unemployment.”

And the SpAD calls on class-conscious

workers to prepare now for battle in

defense of our jobs, especially those of

women and foreign workers, and our

trade-union rights.

The Frankfurt bankers are intent on

turning the DDR into a low-wage haven,

driving down the living standards of

the workers. And among the first targets

in their plan to destroy the socialized

foundations of the DDR deformed work-

ers state is the smashing of any seri-

ous trade-union rights. Count Otto von

Lambsdorff, leader of the West-FDP
[Free Democratic Party], insists that

there can be no reunification as long as

the new trade-union law remains on the

books. West Berlin Christian Democrat
Pieroth, slated to be economics minister

for an "Alliance for Germany" govern-

ment [of the DDR], spells this out, de-

manding that the ban on lockouts must

go. What does that tell you about the

reunification they have in mind?
The trade-union law approved by the

old Volkskammer in its last session pro-

vides the workers with the right of "Mit-

bestimmung" ("co-determination") in the

introduction of capitalist exploitation.

But it does codify the right to strike and

to trade-union activity. This earned the

denunciation not only of the Christian

Democrats but also Social Democrats.

DGB [West German labor federation]

head Ernst Breit criticized the FDGB
[East German labor federation] for de-

manding too many rights, while SPD-
East leader Ibrahim Bohme labeled the

lockout ban "unattractive and an obstacle

to investment”! They want to replicate

the BRD laws where struck employers

can simply lock out other workers and

then deny them unemployment benefits.

Lambsdorff and Pieroth also called for

rapid privatization of the VEBs [state-

owned companies in the DDR]. This will

mean mass layoffs on an unheard-of

scale. Handelsblatt (23/24 March) reports

estimates that unemployment will imme-
diately soar to two million, almost one

worker in four. Kombinat directors are

already preparing the firing slips: IFA.

which is working out deals with VW and

Daimler-Benz, may sack 20,000 of its

50.000 workers. And a spokesman for

Robotron said that except for color TV
and electric typewriter production, work-

ers in its other divisions (66,000 out of

68.000 in the Kombinat) "would soon

find themselves out of work" (Financial

Times, 20 March).

Many a worker who voted CDU told

himself, “Well, even if l‘m fired. I'll

get BRD unemployment insurance, which

beats DDR wages." Forget it! A state-

ment issued following a meeting between

the DGB and the BRD employers associ-

ation announced agreement that wage and

benefit levels in the DDR for a certain

period must be “significantly less than

the West German standard” ( Frankfurter

Rundschau . 10 March). This "transitional

period" was defined as lasting some-
where between two and twenty years!

And that's only for those who will be

fortunate enough to have a job. Women
workers in the DDR will be hit doubly

hard, as the elimination of school lunches

and day-care centers will force many
who are not directly laid off to leave

work in order to take care of their chil-

dren. DDR women are threatened with a

return to enslavement in the kitchen.

Along with the layoffs will come an

anti-Communist witchhunt aimed particu-

larly at present and former SED-PDS
members. Already the purge has begun
as former Stasi [security police] employ-
ees are blacklisted. The New York Times

(19 March) quotes an SPD-East supporter

attempting to justify the coming witch-

hunt: "There is bound to be unemploy-
ment. particularly among the Communist
Party members. A lot of them have no
real vocation, or they are alcoholics, or

they are always late to work because no
one could do anything to them."

And this will not just take the form of

layoffs. Metal workers at Bergmann-
Borsig [in East Berlin] are daily being

attacked by West German "rowdies"

throwing rocks over the fence and even
driving holes through the Wall. Kohl/

CDU rallies from Rostock to Leipzig

were infested with fascist gangs, the

shock troops for capitalist reunification.

Under the watchword “reds out" they aim
to eliminate all who defend the workers*

interests, and to smash the FDGB as a

possible center of resistance. The Social

Democrats play a leading role in this

campaign, particularly with their attempt

to introduce BRD-style plant councils.

The working class of the DDR has not

yet made its voice heard as an organized

force fighting for its own class interests.

But there will certainly be sharp strug-

gles against the capitalists’ attempts to

dismantle the social foundations of the

DDR bureaucratically deformed workers
slate. Poland has had a government com-
mitted to capitalist restoration for more
than seven months, but the imperialists

are finding that it is not so easy to

reintroduce capitalism even in Poland,

whose economy is a basket case and

continued on page 11

Demonstration on March 6 in East Berlin protests childcare cutbacks. Sign
says: “Tell us, what will happen to our jobs."
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Hysteria Campaign Against

DDR Nuclear Power Plant
Thefollowing article is translatedfrom

Arprekorr No. 29, 27 March 1990.

In the aftermath of the Volkskammer
elections, the threat to the social gains of

the DDR workers state posed by capi-

talist reunification is ever more immedi-

ate. Promising Western "know-how," the

capitalists intend to introduce Western-

style mass unemployment and to turn

whole areas of the country into an eco-

nomic garbage dump. Today the fate of

Greifswald is at stake. If the "Bruno
Leuschncr" nuclear power plant in Lub-

min is shut down. 8,000 of the 18,000

jobs in Greifswald will immediately be

eliminated, the remainder will be endan-

gered and the centralized district heating

will be turned off. The city would be

literally frozen out. turned into a ghost

town, and 10 percent of the DDR's ener-

gy supply would be wiped out.

After a big scare campaign by Western

media and a Diktat by West German
CDU (Christian Democrat) reactor min-

ister Karl Topfer, the Modrow/Round
Table government agreed to close down
sections of the power plant. We reported

(Spartakist/Arprekorr No. 22. 8 Febru-

ary) about the February 6 demonstration

of 15,000 workers from the Lubmin plant

and their colleagues at NEG against this

decision to screw them out of their jobs

on the basis of spurious “safety" recom-
mendations by BRD "specialists." But a

week later, two of the four blocks were
shut down, and a third has been closed

since. The 2 March taz reported that an

"interim assessment" called for shutting

down the entire power plant outright.

The Spartakist Workers Party of Ger-

many (SpAD) says: Not one job in

Greifswald must go! The workers and
their allies must mobilize now to defend

their livelihoods.

The campaign to close down the

Greifswald nuclear power plant is part

and parcel of an imperialist destabili-

zation campaign directed at the DDR. It

was started by Dei Spiegel with a series

of panic-mongering articles in January.

These scurrilous articles were filled with

loaded language about an “atomic ex-

plosive device which could blow up at

any moment," “near-meltdown," "night-

mare accident.” “an atomic powder keg"
and so on. The headline of the 29 Janu-

ary article was "Time Bomb 'Chernobyl
North ’

.

" Der Spiegel has obviously been
schooled in Goebbels’ policy of the "Big
Lie.” In the drive for capitalist reuni-

fication. it rivals even Springer's Bild-

Zeitung for wild exaggeration and mas-
sive distortion.

To begin with, neither in terms of any
safely problems nor its basic design does

Greifswald have anything in common
with Chernobyl but for the fact that

they were both Soviet-built reactors. The
most serious accident which occurred at

Greifswald. in December 1975, involved

a short circuit which caused the power
cables to burn. The power supply to all

but one of the main circulation pumps
went out. Yet neither the nuclear fuel
nor any of the other equipment was
harmed. Der Spiegel painted a subse-

quent accident as a possible catastrophe

from which we were saved only by a

"technical miracle." But Dr. Manfred
Meurer. Director for Research and De-
velopment at the Kombinat Kernkrafl-
werke, points out. "At that time, the unit

in question. Block 3. had not yet been

loaded with any nuclear fuel" {Woehen-
post, 9 March).

Despite this hysteria against Greifs-

wald, there are serious questions of

safety involved with nuclear energy, at

Greifswald as elsewhere. The SpAD is a

Marxist political party, and as such we
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do not claim any particular competence
on such technical questions. But in the

interest of bringing the fullest informa-

tion to our readers and particularly work-
ers in Greifswald. we consulted several

technical publications in this field and

spoke by telephone with a Danish scien-

tist concerned with reactor safety.

On February 2, at the peak of the West
German uproar over the Greifswald nu-

clear plant, the Danish newspaper Fyns
Amts Avis headlined, "No Grounds for

Panic Over Atomic Reactor." Citing “the

evaluation given by Danish experts of the

current situation regarding the much
disputed nuclear power plant located 1 20
kilometers from Denmark,” the article

said: “The latest information about a

series of accidents is exaggerated and

overdramatized. In most cases it is a

question of routine reports, the same as

those issued by any other nuclear power
plant."

Likewise, the American nuclear energy

magazine Nucleonics Week (22 February)

reported that even “a senior western

European reactor safety official judged

(BRD ministerj Toepfer’s statement on
Greifswald as ‘technically superfluous’

and motivated ‘solely by the politics of

German reunification'."

In an interview, Dr. Peter Fynbo of the

Risp National Laboratory in Denmark
noted that the Chernobyl reactor is a

graphite type reactor, which is used only

in the Soviet Union. The Greifswald

reactor is of a different type, similar to

pressurized water reactors which are

common in the capitalist West. In fact,

the 1975 cable fire was similar to an

accident which occurred at the Brown’s
Ferry power plant in Alabama in the

United States, and it was far less danger-
ous than the near-meltdown at Three
Mile Island in Pennsylvania in 1979.

An international team of eight nuclear

safety experts which visited Greifswald

February 12-16 "found the number of

safety-significant events not above aver-

age" (Nucleonics Week, 22 February). In

fact, in the past two years, all but six of

1,191 events at Greifswald on which
reports were filed were not even regis-

tered on a newly developed international

scale to measure reactor accidents. And
those six were at levels one or two.

“indicating only minor deviations (and

signifying) that there has been neither

radioactive release. . .nor a serious loss of

safety protection."

The Nucleonics Week article also noted

that “West German officials have sug-

gested that replacement power for the

two 440-MW units could be supplied

quickly from two West German lignite

stations on the border." So in the interest

of our health, they want to poison us

even more with sulphur dioxide fumes!

It's no wonder that 45 percent of the

population of the DDR, a far higher fig-

ure than in the BRD, is in favor of nuclear

energy in the interests of cleaner air.

Those like Neues Forum and the

Greens who have pushed for the shut-

down of Greifswald are doing nothing to

improve the environment, but a lot to

boost the profits of the West German
energy industry. Various West German
firms like Bayernwerk and Preussen-

elektra who want to build reactors in the

DDR are interested in discrediting the

Soviet-built reactors at Greifswald.

The Freiburg (BRD) Oko-Institut has

accused giant West German power com-

panies of conducting “campaigns of con-

quest" to "divide up the DDR energy

cake," including "short- and medium-
term elimination of excess capacity in

their power plant facilities through

planned power lines to the DDR" (Frank-

furter Rundschau, 12 March). In the long

term they are planning for "nuclear arm-

ing through the construction of nuclear

power plants in the DDR." In fact. Ger-

man imperialism is driving toward arm-

ing with nuclear weapons, which it al-

ready possesses. This is where the real

nuclear danger lies—just imagine a Hit-

ler with A-bombs!
In a Germany of workers councils the

health and safety of the population will

be of much higher concern than it is or

ever will be in any capitalist state. These
questions cannot be decided by a handful

of bureaucrats, much less by capitalist

combines whose only interest is maxi-
mizing their profit. Technical specialists

who today are forced to cheat and lie on
behalf of capitalists or bureaucrats will

under a government of workers councils

be able to make full use of their abilities,

advising us on the best choices to im-
prove our lives.

The Spartakist Workers Party of Ger-
many calls on the workers at Greifswald
to organize their own safety commit-
tees, electing the most capable of their

colleagues and drawing on the advice of
technically competent experts. Unlike the

Stalinist bureaucrats, discredited by years
of cover-ups, such committees could
counter the imperialist hysteria campaign
and determine whether any of the blocks
at Greifswald really has to be shut down
for safety reasons. If so, then alternative

jobs must be found for all the workers
there. Only the political rule of demo-
cratically elected workers councils can
ensure that sound decisions are made in

the interest of the safety of all.

We are for the fullest technological
development, including nuclear power,
through close cooperation with the other
workers states. Behind Brezhnev’s deci-

sion in the early ‘80s to jack up Soviet
oil prices was the Stalinist dogma of
“socialism in one country." Now Gorba-
chev sells oil to the DDR for hard cur-
rency. The response of the Honecker/
Mittag regime was national autarky,
which meant burning more and more
lignite. What we really need is inter-

national socialist economic planning. A
takeover by the capitalists will mean only
more unemployment and less safety. The
only thing the capitalists are interested
in is their own profits. The SpAD says.
Down with the imperialist destabiljzation

campaign! Defend the jobs of Greifswald
workers! No to capitalist reunification!

_ Der Spiegel
Brezhnev oil price hike in early 1980s forced DDR reliance on high pollution
brown coal.

WORKERS VANGUARD



Give to the

Lenin-Liebknecht-Luxemburg Fund!
Our fight to forge an authentic com-

munist vanguard and to bring the revo-

lutionary program of Trotskyism to the

German working class is more vital

than ever as the workers of the DDR
face the mortal danger of Kohl’s Fourth

Reich. Certainly the March 18 elections

were a severe defeat—but the working

class has yet to enter the arena in its

own name, fighting for its own inter-

ests. As the capitalists seek to seize the

factories and make themselves masters

over the DDR workers, we must be able

to intervene to pose the way forward to

victory in the defensive struggles that

will inevitably break out.

Throughout the past six months of in-

tense and rapid political change—from

the euphoria of November as the Sta-

linist regime crumbled, to the unprec-

edented capitalist campaign of destabili-

zation against the DDR— ourcomrades

in Germany have stood out uniquely

as the one party forthrightly opposing

capitalist reunification and fighting for

a Germany of workers councils. Con-

Karl Liebknecht,
co-leader of

Spartakusbund
with Rosa
Luxemburg,
calls for

workers councils

to power in

1918-19 German
Revolution.

tributions to the Lenin-Liebknecht-

Luxemburg ("Three L’s”) fund have

greatly assisted our international work,

including the production of the newslet-

ter Arprekorr (Workers Press Corre-

spondence) as well as of Spartakist and

materials in many different languages.

Many militants have been convinced

by the German events that our Trotsky-

ist program is the only way forward.

Consolidating the Spartakist Workers

Party of Germany and continuing to

widely distribute our literature are vital

tasks ahead to provide the revolutionary

political orientation and guide to action

so necessary in the coming months. Our

internationalist tasks lie not just in

Germany; they include seeking to reach

militants in the Soviet Union itself,

and in key areas in Central and East

Europe, such as Poland, where the

working class has now begun to fight

the counterrevolutionary Solidarnosc

leadership in a desperate struggle to

survive.

As Karl Liebknecht wrote in 1919:

"Hold hard. We have not fled. We are

not beaten ... for Spariakus— that means

fire and spirit, heart and soul, will and

deed of the proletarian revolution. For

Spariakus— that stands for all the long-

ing for achievement, all the embattled

resolution of the class-conscious pro-

letariat. ..our program will live; it will

dominate the world of liberated peoples.

In spile of all."

Wahlt

SPARTAKIST
Nein zur kapitalistischen

Wiedervereinigung!

Fur ein Arbeiterratedeutschland!

Spartakist-Arbeiterpartei Oeutschlands

Spartakist Workers Party election

poster: “No to Capitalist Reunifi-

cation! For a Germany of Workers
Councils!"

As we are soon going to scale down

our public fund-raising for the Ger-

man work, we ask our supporters and

readers, who have already been very

generous, to make another contribution

now. For contributions of $10 you will

receive a Spartakist Workers Party

button; those contributing $25 or more

will also receive an election poster in

appreciation of your support.

Make donations payable/send to:

Spartacist, P.O. Box 1377, GPO,
New York, NY 10116. Earmark for:

“Lenin-Liebknecht-Luxemburg Fund

(or simply “3-L’s Fund”).

Spartakist Workers Party campaigning at demonstration in Berlin’s Alexander-

platz. Sign says: "Against Privatization! No to Capitalist Reunification!"

Fourth

Reich...
(continued from page 9)

whose working class was demoralized by

Solidarnosc, a mass clerical-nationalist

movement.

As layoffs, blacklisting and sharp price

rises begin to be implemented in the

DDR. workers will be forced to re-

sist with their backs to the wall. At

Bergmann-Borsig. where West German

trade unionists explained the impotence

of BRD plant councils and West German

capitalists advertised “joint ventures."

workers instead formed a workforce con-

trol council including the union lead-

ership. But what demands, what forms of

struggle should we raise? Isolated strikes

in individual enterprises could feed into

capitalist lockouts and plant closures.

With counterrevolution at the door,

any real defense of the workers’ interests

Worker at Trabant auto plant. Cap-
italist reunification threatens whole-

sale firings, deportations of foreign

workers in DDR.

will pose a situation of dual power. Mass

layoffs and attempts to close down plants

must be answered with plant occupations

and the maintenance of production un-

der workers control. This requires the

support of other plants of the same

Kombinat and of suppliers: it is out

of such struggles that workers councils

will be built. And mere pressure tactics

won't stop the pro-reunification' Volks-

kammer from repealing the trade-union

law: what’s needed is a general strike

such as the FDGB already threatened to

get the law passed.

The key will be a broad working-class

struggle and anti-capitalist political strat-

egy. As they seek to create a two-tier

wage system between East and West,

the capitalists are seeking to drive a

wedge between the workers. It will be

necessary to combat West German work-

ers' prejudices to successfully defend

social gains and living standards in the

DDR. And just as BRD workers must

fight racism against Turkish immigrants,

workers in the DDR must defend their

colleagues from Mozambique, Vietnam,

Cuba and Poland against attacks and

deportations.

For the moment, the black-red-gold

banner of German nationalism waves

triumphant. PDS, VL, KPD and the rest

of the opportunist left go along with the

Greater German intoxication. But despite

this paralysis and capitulation, there are

plenty of people who don’t want to see

a capitalist Greater Germany. The day

after the Volkskammer elections, some
3-5.000 demonstrators in Berlin marched

behind a banner reading "Berlin stays

left." chanting "Nazis out!” and singing

the Internationale. In response, people

leaned out of their apartment buildings

to wave red and DDR flags in solidarity.

Both in the BRD and DDR and beyond

the Oder-Neisse border, the key is revo-

lutionary leadership. The Spartakist

Workers Party calls on the German work-

ing class to organize effective solidarity

with Polish workers fighting capitalist

austerity. The unity of the German prole-

tariat against German capital can be

powerfully demonstrated by active soli-

darity from workers in the DDR with a

BRD metal workers strike. And if the

workers of Eisenhiittenstadl stand with

their coworkers in the Ruhr, if proletar-

ian solidarity extends from Frankfurt/

Main to Frankfurt/Oder to Warsaw and

Gdansk, the imperialist looting can be

stopped.

The struggle to defend jobs and social

gains is part and parcel of the struggle

for a Germany of workers councils in a

United Socialist States of Europe
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Lithuania...

(Left) March 27 Vilnius protest against Lithuanian secession from Soviet Union. (Right) January 10 separatist

demonstration in Vilnius against Gorbachev visit. Baltic nationalists are pushing for capitalist restoration under guise

of right to self-determination.

(continuedfrom page I

)

must be reforged on the basis of genuine

workers democracy, including the demo-

cratic right of national self-determination,

i.e.. the right of constituent republics

to secede and establish an independent

workers state.

Nationalist Delirium in

Lithuania

But the move toward secession in

Lithuania has nothing to do with demo-

cratic aspirations. It is a move toward

capitalist counterrevolution backed by

witchhunting against Communists, class-

conscious workers and national minori-

ties. Three of the Sajudis members elect-

ed to the secessionist parliament were

known anti-Soviet terrorists in the late

1940s-early ‘50s. The “declaration of in-

dependence" was pushed through in a

mood of nationalist hysteria: a Lithuanian

journalist sympathetic to the Sajudis

reported that “anyone who speaks against

it is sure to be branded a traitor.” The

Lithuanian nationalists have gone out of

their way to incite and insult other Soviet

peoples: for example, destroying monu-

ments commemorating the Red Army's

liberation of Lithuania from Nazi Ger-

man occupation.

A major reason why, of the three Bal-

tic republics, Lithuania took the first

plunge at secession is that 80 percent of

the population consists of ethnic Lithua-

nians. By contrast, in Latvia and Estonia

almost half the population—and a major-

ity of the proletariat—are Russians,

Ukrainians, Byelorussians, Jews, ethnic

Siberians and other Soviet peoples. Yet

despite their relative numerical weakness,

the Russian-speaking and, more political-

ly significant, the Polish minority have

actively protested against the Sajudis

secessionists. On March 27, a reported

10,000 supporters of the pro-Union CP
demonstrated opposite the Lithuanian

parliament. Speakers emphasized that

secession would bring unemployment,

poverty, private property and mass

deportations.

Since Poles (who make up 9 percent

of the republic) are traditionally fellow

Catholics and anti-Russian, one might

have expected them to support an inde-

pendent Lithuania. But they, too, fear

being subject to forced “Lithuanian-

ization” and second-class citizenship.

Parliamentary deputies from the Polish

minority abstained on the Lithuanian

declaration of independence. A Polish

schoolteacher told the New York Times

(26 March): “People are losing their

native language. .. We are not prepared

for this." Perhaps she recalled that in

1926. the virulently anti-Polish leader of

independent Lithuania. Augustinas Vol-

demaras, closed Polish schools and jailed

Polish schoolteachers.

While the Sajudis often recalls the

interwar Lithuanian bourgeois republic,

they seldom mention that Vilnius was
from 1920 to 1939 known as Wilno and

was part of Poland. The Lithuanian

landowning gentry considered themselves

part of the Polish aristocracy. Jozef

Pilsudski. the fascistic strongman of

interwar Poland, and Poland's first

president were both natives of Lithuania

(Richard Watt, Bitter Glory—Poland and
Its Fate: 1919 to 1939 ‘[1979)). In an

ironic footnote to this history, the neigh-

boring Soviet republic of Byelorussia last

week demanded the return of Lithuania’s

six southern counties, including Vilnius,

which was ceded to Lithuania when it

became part of the USSR in 1940.

The harshest denunciations of the

Sajudis secessionists have come from the

Soviet high command. The Lithuanian

port of Klaipeda (formerly Memel) is a

major conduit for military supplies to

other parts of the USSR. Furthermore,

Lithuanian secession would cut off from

the rest of the Soviet Union the impor-

tant Baltic port of Kaliningrad, which is

predominantly Russian-speaking and part

of the Russian republic. Moscow’s strong
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response in Lithuania may also be a

reaction to the right-wing victory in the

March 18 East German elections. With

the spectre of a Fourth Reich looming in

the West, the Soviet officer corps and

other elements of the hierarchy may be

less ready to tolerate a NATO beachhead

on the Baltic coast.

An even more immediate danger is

the encouragement Lithuanian secession

would give to other nationalist-separatist

movements, and not only in neighboring

Latvia and Estonia. The largest Cauca-

sian republic, Georgia, has become a

witch’s cauldron of reactionary group-

ings. One of the biggest separatist groups

is the Monarchist Party, which proclaims:

"Our new state should be built on a strict

principle of hierarchy" (Wall Street Jour-

nal. 28 March). This party is in con-

tact with the current pretender to the

Georgian throne now living in Spain.

Throughout Georgia statues of Lenin

have been pulled down, while monarch-

ists and other reactionary outfits have

taken over the offices of the Institute of

Marxism-Leninism and of the Young
Communist League.

On the scale of the USSR the three

Baltic republics are Lilliputian. And the

loss of the Caucasian republics would

likewise not fundamentally affect Soviet

power. The Ukraine, however, is an

entirely different order of magnitude. The
second-largest republic, it has enormous

military, industrial and agricultural im-

portance. In the latest republican parlia-

mentary elections, the Ukrainian nation-

alist movement Rukh won about a third

of the seats and totally dominates the city

council in Lvov, the main city in the

western Ukraine. Rukh parliamentary

deputy Genrikh Altunyan proclaims: "We
are thinking what Moscow considers

unthinkable. Today Lithuania. Tomorrow
the Caucasus. The day after tomorrow,

the Ukraine."

Only Communism Can
Defeat Nationalism

The rise of anti-Communist national-

ism in the Baltics, Caucasus and Ukraine

has been paralleled by the rise of Great

Russian chauvinism and anti-Semitic

demagogy in Moscow, Leningrad and

elsewhere in the Russian republic. In late

March the fascist thugs of Pamyat and

four like-minded outfits got together to

launch the People’s Russian Orthodox

Movement. Its principal organizer. Ev-

geny Pashkin, rails that the Jews are

behind the bloody strife between Armeni-

ans and Azerbaijanis and are conspiring

to “make Russia defenseless."

In the absence of a genuinely commu-
nist opposition to the Gorbachev regime.

the popular economic discontent spawned

by the market-oriented “reforms" (pere-

stroika) is being channeled into Russian

nationalism and anti-Semitism. The pro-

Western intelligentsia, who are the social

base for Gorbachev’s program, are com-
monly identified with Jews, who are

historically well represented in the coun-

try’s cultural and technological elite.

Thus a movement like the United Front

of Toilers combines populist economic
demands against perestroika (e.g., oppo-

sition to petty capitalist entrepreneurs,

calls for freezing consumer prices) with

Slavophile bigotry. At the same time,

the more "conservative" wing of the Sta-

linist bureaucracy, represented by Yegor
Ligachev. increasingly base their ideo-

logical and popular appeals on Russian

nationalism.

The children of Stalin’s apparatchiks

are uniting with the children of the tsarist

Black Hundreds, a marriage sanctioned

by the "village writer" Valentin Rasputin.

A supporter of the Russian Orthodox

church, Rasputin laments: "The Revolu-

tion brought people to the fore who
destroyed Russia." And who does this

member of Gorbachev’s presidential

council hold responsible for the Bolshe-

vik Revolution?

“I think today the Jews here should feel

responsible for the sin of having carried

out the Revolution, and for the shape it

took. They should feel responsible for the

terror. For the terror that existed during

the Revolution and especially after the

Revolution. They played a large role and

their guilt is great. Both for the killing of

God, and for that.”

—New York Times Magazine ,

28 January

At the same time, Rasputin now calls for

untrammeled rule by the Kremlin in

order to preserve Russia “one and indi-

visible." to use the tsarist terminology he

so cherishes.

While the Russian nationalists want a

strong hand in the Kremlin to suppress

political dissent and the contentious

national minorities, many pro-Western

intellectuals want a strong hand to im-

pose their aw//'-working-class economic

program. The prominent "free marketeer"

Nikolai Shmelyov argues: “We need the

authority of presidential power to lake

unpopular decisions. Without them, there

will be no way out of the crisis" (Wall

Street Journal. 14 March). There is thus

a certain convergence between Western-

izing intellectuals. Russian nationalists

and old-line Stalinists in the direction of

Bonapartism—the desire for a strong

leader standing above political factions

and able to override public opinion.

Now is a time of grave crisis for the

Soviet Union. As the bureaucracy frag-

ments. the large layer of urban intelli-

gentsia despise and dismiss the working
class, while the restless proletariat is

beginning to fight over economic griev-

ances. With hostile nationalities driving

for secession and capitalist restoration,

fascistic Pamyat plays on the frustra-

tions and fears of the discontented

Russian-speaking population. What is

urgently needed is a vanguard party like

Lenin’s Bolsheviks, who brought togeth-

er revolutionary-minded intellectuals with

the advanced worker militants.

The Bolsheviks, under Lenin and Trot-

sky, were able to combat all forms of

petty-bourgeois nationalism and forge the

peoples of the former tsarist empire into

a soviet federation because they enjoyed
great moral authority as communists,
i.e., proletarian internationalists. Today
a Leninist-Trotskyist party is needed to

oust the Stalinist bureaucracy, restore

the rule of workers soviets and intro-

duce a planned, egalitarian economy with

the full and active participation of the

masses. Only a workers vanguard party

based on an internationalist program can
combat the dangers threatening to dis-

member the USSR and lead the struggle

to reforge a genuine Soviet Union of
Socialist Republics.!

WORKERS VANGUARD

Jewish partisan unit following the liberation of Vilna (Vilnius) from Nazi rule.

While bulk of Lithuanian population accepted Hitlerite occupation, Jewish
fighters joined together with Communist partisans in the forests.



Labour Party
leader Neil

Kinnock. Labour
hopes to ride

anti-poll-tax

sentiment into

office while
enforcing

Thatcher’s tax,

violence-baiting
protesters.

Britain...
(continued from page 5)

officer in the Welsh Guards. As defence

secretary, he oversaw the proliferation

of NATO nuclear weapons at the height

of the anti-Soviet war drive. He was

Thatcher's point man in pushing the

unsuccessful prosecution of Clive Pont-

ing, a civil servant who leaked material

about the Belgrant) affair to Scottish

Labour MP Tam Dalyell. During the

dirty Malvinas/Falklands war the Argen-

tine cruiser Belgrano was sunk, sending

over 300 sailors to their death in an

act of gratuitous butchery directed by

Thatcher and her war cabinet. Heseltine

certainly didn’t resign over that!

But Kinnock too has ardently support-

ed the anti-Soviet war drive, from cham-

pioning counterrevolutionary Solidamosc

to boosting the SPD, Trojan horse for

capitalist restoration in East Germany.

The Falklands campaign was a bipartisan

campaign overwhelmingly supported by

the Labour Party. The Labourite New
Statesman & Society (16 March) noted:

“it seems probable that a government led

by Heseltine. purged of Parkinson and

Ridley, would pursue policies much like

those of the Labour Party; higher taxes,

investment in the infrastructure, a coordi-

nated policy of regional revival. In fact,

Michael Heseltine would probably be

able to undertake a more radical pro-

gramme than Neil Kinnock.” This says

quite a bit, mainly attesting to how right-

wing the current Labour leadership is.

Labour leader Kinnock—a certified

enemy of socialism—has done nothing

but stab the struggles of Britain’s poor

and working people in the back. In the

year-long miners strike, the most impor-

tant class battle here in decades, Kinnock

supported Thatcher’s scab ballot and

condemned the miners’ defence of their

picket lines against strikebreaking cops

and the scabs. Striking miners and other

militants aptly called him "Ramsay Mac-

Kinnock.” after despised Labour leader

Ramsay MacDonald, who openly defect-

ed to the class enemy in the 1930s. Then

when the ghettos exploded. Kinnock

endorsed police terror against blacks and

Asians, laying a wreath at the grave of

Blakelock, the cop killed when the mur-

derous racist police brutally invaded

Broadwater Farm. Now Kinnock and his

local lieutenants have been acting as

Thatcher’s enforcers for the hated poll

tax.

In a situation where there is mass

boycott of the tax, withholding of tax

payments is an appropriate conjunctural

tactic. Revolutionaries must fight to un-

leash the social power of the trade unions

—for political strike action against the

hated poll tax! The imposition of the poll

tax has coincided with further cuts in

social services; Bradford teachers’ unions

called a one-day strike against such

cutbacks; some local government union

branches have voted not to collect the

tax. and in Scotland’s Lothian Region

NALGO trade-union members are set to

strike on April 3 against the freezing of

workers’ bank accounts for non-payment.

But in the main, opposition to the poll

tax remains at the level of civil disobedi-

ence. albeit of massive proportions.
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The poll tax per se is not essential to

the maintenance of British capitalism,

although the arrogant "Iron Lady" is

probably irrevocably committed to it.

There is a developing bourgeois consen-

sus to withdraw the tax and replace

Thatcher with someone with more au-

thority to administer capitalist austerity.

A Kinnock government would be forced

to attack the working class at least as

much as Thatcher or Heseltine. That is

what is demanded to administer the de-

caying capitalist society: strikebreaking,

social spending cuts, disciplining the

workers and oppressed.

Trade deficits spiral because the coun-

try doesn’t manufacture much anymore,

while those fortunate enough to have

jobs often must work gruelling 50- to 60-

hour weeks to get by. Inflation and mort-

gage rates are sky high, union safety

standards go by the board, while crashing

trains and tube infernos have become a

deadly, regular occurrence. And it’s not

just Thatcher’s privatisation schemes that

threaten essential social services like the

National Health Service. The decay of

British capitalism is mirrored in the

wreckage of the once great ports and

centres of production like Liverpool.

Newcastle, Glasgow and Belfast. Parlia-

ment today is centred on the increasingly

narrow base of the southeast of England.

It cannot be made to be representative of

the working class and the disenfranchised

sections of the British Isles by voting out

the Tories because Labour is not better.

It will take a socialist revolution and a

couple of ambitious five-year plans to

make this a decent place to live.

Fight Anti-Scargill Witchhunt!

Recently the bourgeois media erupted

in a hysterical campaign directed at

miners leader Arthur Scargill. charging

that during the strike he embezzled

money raised for.the union in Russia and

Libya. The accusations against Scargill

were aired initially in the Daily Mirror ,

owned by newspaper magnate and right-

wing Labourite Robert Maxwell. Scar-

gill’s main accuser is one Roger Wind-

sor, who resigned his appointed union

position under suspicion of defrauding

the NUM. Subsequently the fraud squad

was called in, and Windsor—now under

contract to the Mirror—also faces legal

action for recovery of a union loan. Very

“conveniently” this story broke at a time

when the press was denouncing anti-

poll-tax protesters as "lawbreakers" and

“violent”—the same slanders hurled at

striking miners five years ago.

When the bosses tried to whip up a

hue and cry about the "Qaddafi connec-

tion" and Russian gold during the strike,

it got short shrift from the miners. Said

one NUM official: "If somebody sent me
£100,000 for the lads on strike in

Lancashire, I couldn’t care less where it

came from as long as it was used to ease

the hardship. We have people starving in

Lancashire" (Times. 29 October 1984).

Trade unionists around the world— from

Soviet miners to French CGT members

to oppressed black mineworkers in South

Africa—dug deep and demonstrated their

international solidarity with the NUM.
The NUM received $24,000 raised inter-

nationally by the class-struggle Partisan

Defense Committee.

The truly sinister “connection” in the

labour movement is the well-documented

CIA connection of the Labour/TUC

right wing. On the eve of the miners

strike, the Labourite leaders— insti-

gated by Gerry Healy’s WRP—vicious-

ly witchhunted Scargill for correctly

criticising the CIA “union” Polish

Solidamosc as anti-socialist. This was

the signal for Thatcher’s declaration of

war against the miners and the prel-

ude to the open scabherding by the

TUC "Rights," while the “left” TGWU
and rail union leaders sabotaged the

necessary spreading of the strike. The

Labour/TUC tops preferred to see the

strike defeated rather than Fight to

mobilise the active solidarity of other

key unions needed to win the strike

—

which would have shut down the country,

not to mention probably bringing down
the “Iron Lady."

Now Scargill. fundamentally wedded

to the same reformist perspective that

sold the miners out. pathetically calls for

"unity" of the Labour Party and sup-

ported scabherder Kinnock, in the last

elections. While Kinnock & Co. overtly

betray, a handful of "left" Labour

MPs. including Tony Benn. give “moral

support" to the call for non-payment.

Stepping into the vacuum, the pseudo-

Trotskyist and crassly Labour-loyal Mili-

tant Tendency have established them-

selves as the leading force in the

Anti-Poll Tax Federation. But their per-

spective is to channel the massive dis-

content to serve the electoral appetites of

Neil Kinnock: "The Labour leaders must

get off the fence and come down on the

side of the mass non-payment campaign.

They must seize the opportunity—fight

for an immediate general election and the

return of a socialist Labour government"

( Militant . 9 March).

This is characteristic of the fake-left

in Britain. The SWP will now be whoop-

ing it up for Labour, as it does whenever

there are elections. The Communist Par-

ty’s Morning Star is demanding that the

Thatcher government resign and Labour

get elected. In their pamphlet on the poll

tax the centrists of Workers Power label

the LP “a bosses’ party" and denounce

Kinnock’s legalistic policies, but then

they conclude: it [Labour’s policy
|

is a

gift to the Tories. Its end result will do

nothing to guarantee a Labour victory

in the election....’’ In short, they advo-

cate more militant tactics— in order to

get Kinnock into Number 10 Downing
Street. Similarly, they supported Kin-

nock's bid for office in the last general

election— fresh from his sabotage of the

miners strike.

The Labour left and its apologists play

a major role in keeping workers tied to

Labourism. A revolutionary vanguard

party in Britain can only be forged

through breaking the stranglehold of

Labourism on the working class. But that

will take effective Leninist tactics. Sim-

ple sectarian dismissal of divisions with-

in British social democracy no less than

opportunist tailing of the Labour and

union "lefts” are equally formulas for

sterility. The Spartacist League of Britain

is fighting to forge a genuine Bolshevik

party of workers revolution, through

splitting the Labour Party, winning the

working-class base away from the pro-

capitalist tops. Forward to a federation of

workers republics in the British Isles,

part of a United Socialist States of

Europe!
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Capitalist “justice": labor

leaders Warren Billings (left)

and Tom Mooney framed for

1916 SF bombing. Mooney
was sentenced to death,

freed 22 years later; Billings

spent 43 years in jail.

Death
Penalty...
(continued from page 16)

ruthless machinery of the modern cap-

italist state. If Robert Harris is killed it

will signal the acceptance of executions

of thousands of men who encompass all

kinds of individuals: those guilty of

crime, those framed up. those mistakenly

convicted, those whose acts were justified

— but dead, all dead. If an exploitative

and oppressive state has a right to take

lives as a form of revenge or punishment,

so does anyone with a felt just cause.

This is called barbarism—ask Salman

Rushdie.

Already the United States is one of the

world leaders in legally sanctioned mur-

der, although doubtless exceeded by

South Africa, Iran and China. The United

States uniquely—for now—among ad-

vanced capitalist countries shares legal

murder with the notorious hellholes of

the world.

Of the 1 20 executions nationwide since

the U.S. Supreme Court effectively rein-

stituted the death penalty in 1976, all but

eleven have been in the South—72 of

them in the three states of Texas. Florida

and Louisiana. Until recently California

—a so-called liberal state outside the

South

—

has been a de facto holdout. The

killing of Robert Harris will be the green

light for executioners across the country

where more than 2,300 men, women and

children have been packed into over-

crowded death rows

—

overwhelmingly

black, Hispanic and almost exclusively

very poor.

Here in Marin County—the most

shameless upscale yuppie haven just

north of the Golden Gate Bridge from

San Francisco—the natives in their hot

tubs and their BMWs are restless. Gas-

sing people in their backyard gives the

place a bad name. Not only that

—

they

fear thousands of well-meaning pilgrims

clutching candles roaming their streets;

and the thousands of local cops, highway

patrolmen and other brutal, undignified

pistol- and club-wielding tools of the

upper classes, not to mention a violent

fringe of skinheads and Nazis. So their

proposal to solve the problems of the

human condition is to instantly remove
the gas chamber to Kern County, an

enormous vacant area far away from the

gentility of Marin.

In this country it goes back to slavery.

Its crowning “legal" principle was that a

black man "has no rights a white man is

bound to respect." as U.S. Chief Justice

Taney said in sending fugitive slave Dred

Scott back to the slavemasters. Then
there was the lynch-law terror of Jim

Crow. Nightriding KKK killers and

torturers were supplemented by “legal"

lynching, public executions of blacks.

Today the death penalty is part and par-

cel of racist terror from the extralegal

murderers of the KKK to the summary
justice of killer cops on the street—the

judicial expression that to this country’s

racist rulers black life is cheap. In the

death penalty we have the impulse to

genocide, the ultimate expression of the

government's war on the black popula-

tion. The demand for the abolition of the

death penalty is part of the tradition of

struggle for black equality in America.

The death penalty is the signal element

in the drive for increased state repres-

sion, part of a wider social and political

pattern. If the death penalty is the ulti-

mate symbol of increased state repres-

sion, the so-called “war on drugs” is

most publicized. It means more cops,

more arrests, more prisons, more police

terror, more death—officially in legal

death chambers and semi-officially on

the streets. The "drug czar" wants the

death penalty for drug-related murder.

But the criminalization of drug use

means that now half of those in prison

are there for drug-related crimes.

In sanctioning the death penalty, the

U.S. Supreme Court does not just "fol-

low the elections" but is a literal running

dog of the period of reaction that really

began with the defeat of U.S. imperial-

ism in Vietnam which set aside Lyndon

Johnson’s “Great Society reforms" and

brought in Nixon. Carter deepened it and

the current Reagan/Bush dynasty glories

in the most ostentatious abuse of the

poor and the black and grovels before the

J.P. Gettys, Malcolm Forbes and Donald

Trumps.

And Judge Death, the head of the

Supreme Court. Rehnquist, wants to get

rid of habeas corpus, to get it going

sooner. He has embarrassed even the fed-

eral judiciary. Halls of government and

editorial pages are already ringing with

calls for concentration camps, military

takeovers of ghettos and an all-sided

barrage against democratic rights, the

rights of labor, a renewed appetite for

censorship and regimentation, attacks on

the right of privacy and everything from

drug-testing to abortion.

The selling of the death penalty and

increased repression as an answer to

crime is a dangerous lie. The U.S. has

close to a million prisoners, with the

world’s highest incarceration rate (next

to South Africa). And the incarceration

rate does not and cannot reduce the rate

of crime, which continues to explode,

particularly in the inner city.

The systematic oppression—the job-

lessness, the hopelessness, which is at

the root of the crime and punishment

cycle—cannot be solved this side of a

social revolution. And because they have

no solution to the problems that particu-

larly beset those people now called the

“underclass," this state can only repress

—and that they do with a vengeance.

The only response of the state to the

cycle of crime and violence bred of pov-

erty comes out of the barrel of a gun.

This campaign for death and repression

depends upon convincing people that

there is no other way out, that their

options are closed within the capitalist

system which produced the problems. So
people have been led to believe that they

must choose between the violent hood-

lums who terrorize their housing projects

and the cop squads which turn those

same projects into minimum security

prisons. These no-win options are sup-

ported by both major capitalist parlies.

Today the long-established code word
for mobilizing the racist vote

—
"law and

order"—has escalated into the ghoulish

spectacle of Democratic and Republican

party candidates for governor vying for

the title of best hangman. [Democratic

gubernatorial primary candidate Dianne]
Feinstein makes her support for the death

penalty a theme of her campaign, proudly

proclaiming that she is the only Demo-
crat who promises to kill. Democratic
attorney general Van de Kamp, who
claims to be "personally" opposed to the

death penalty, boasts of how many peo-

ple he’s put on death row and vows to

see them killed.

“Cruel, But Not Unusual”
For three decades California has -

been a focal point in the struggle over

the death penalty. The gassing of

Caryl Chessman in 1960—never

charged with physically injuring any-

one. much less murder—sparked

protest around the world. Aaron
Mitchell was sent to death row by an

all-white jury for killing a white

cop who opened fire on Mitchell

pointblank during a two-bit robbery.

Mitchell was hit seven times but

miraculously survived. In a farce of

a clemency hearing, newly elected

governor Ronald Reagan went to the

Oscar nominations instead, sending

Edwin Meese III as a “clemency" sec-

retary— a certified racist pig who be-

lieves black lives are worthless.

As Mitchell himself wrote to his

lawyer from death row, noting bitterly

the white murderers whose sentences

had been commuted: "Maybe we can

get something on cruel and unusual

punishment. Only the punishment isn’t

unusual in the case of a Negro: noth-

ing they do to us is unusual: cruel,

yes. But not unusual." Racist cops

across the state literally cheered when
Mitchell was gassed in April 1967.

Doubleday & Company
Last victim of San Quentin gas
chamber, Aaron Mitchell, with his

mother.

And when Nazi fiihrer George Lincoln

Rockwell showed up outside San

Quentin with a sign reading “Gas—
the only cure for black crime and red

treason," he expressed what is now
the real view of a lot of people in

high places.
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The Democratic Party achieved power

in this century only in collaboration with

the Southern racists, the Dixiecrats, from

Woodrow Wilson to LBJ. It was New
Deal "liberal” Franklin Roosevelt who

opposed federal anti-lynch laws in the

1930s. Currently "liberal” Teddy Ken-

nedy is sponsoring a bill obscenely called

the Racial Justice Act to make the execu-

tioners swear they’re not being racist

before they kill blacks. This is not

opposing the death penalty but "prettify-

ing" it.

An ad in the New York Times West

Coast edition by liberal death penalty

opponents of Death Penalty Focus de-

clares. "On April 3rd, you are going to

kill someone,” and goes on to appeal to

those who "prefer the humane and just

alternative" of life without parole. This

is neither humane nor just, but a form of

torture.

And illusions in the veil of “capitalist

democracy" are dangerous. This system

is the same fundamentally as that which

produced a Hitler and a Pinochet. The

U.S. capitalists also have their fascist

shock troops, like the KKK. And this

dangerous bourgeois state is perfectly

capable of starting the next imperialist war

—a nuclear holocaust.

The Partisan Defense Committee has

a strategy of class-struggle defense. In

the 1930s worldwide labor-centered pro-

test against the racist frame-up of the

Scottsboro Boys saved their lives and

exposed the brutal persecution of blacks

in the Deep South. The labor movement
—not impotent moral protest which

yearns for a "clean" capitalism—has the

power to stop the assembly line of death.

The PDC champions the cause of

former Black Panther Party spokesman

and prominent black journalist and

Philadelphia Magazine

Mumia Abu-Jamal, former Black Pan-
ther and prominent black journalist,

is a political prisoner on death row in

Pennsylvania. Save Jamal!

MOVE defender, Mumia Abu-Jamal,
now a political prisoner on death row in

Pennsylvania. His 1981 frame-up, con-
viction and sentence illuminates the rac-

ist nature of the death penalty. Mumia
was sentenced to die because as a fighter

for black liberation he had been in the

cross hairs of the racist Philadelphia cops
for almost 20 years. Mumia Abu-Jamal.
“voice of the voiceless," must not die!

The PDC has made this case a rallying

point in the fight against the death penal-

ty. bringing together representatives of

the labor movement and other death pen-

alty abolitionists in rallies across the

country.

The way to victory is the way of the

class struggle. The powerful, integrated

labor movement must act for its own
interests and the interests of all working
people and oppressed. To do so labor

must break the stranglehold of the Demo-
cratic Party maintained by the labor bu-

reaucracy. It means a reinvigorated work-
ers movement including a black and red

leadership which can fight to win, all the

way to a workers government.

WORKERS VANGUARD



Death Penalty Abolitionists Speak Out

Ronald Bell, son
of Aaron Mitchell,

at March 28
San Francisco

press conference
against the

death penalty.

S.F. Press Conference

On March 28, as the state of California

was gearing up for the first execution to

be scheduled in that state in 23 years, the

Partisan Defense Committee and the

Northern California Coalition to Abolish

the Death Penalty held a press confer-

ence at the Press Club of San Francisco.

The PDC press release noted: ‘‘With over

270 on death row in San Quentin. Cali-

fornia’s resumption of executions threat-

ens a bloodbath." The press conference

was attended by some 35 TV, radio, wire

service and newspaper reporters and

cameramen.

At the press conference. Ronald Bell,

the son of Aaron Mitchell, who was the

last man executed in California, spoke

eloquently against the death penalty:

"We... as a society do not have the right

to extinguish another human being's

life." Earlier that morning. Bell had gone

to San Quentin for the first time since

just before his father’s execution. “I

thought about how we have a location, a

certain area set aside where we actually

go and we strap people down and we gas

them to death. And to finally realize that

that's exactly what they did to my
father....”

In an earlier interview with the San
Francisco Examiner , Bell said, “From
statistics I’ve seen and the books I’ve

read, I see the death penalty being used

mostly against black people and poor

people. It is being used as a racist tool.

as an extension of lynching. It is killing

done with a cloak of legality, which

makes the acceptance more widespread."

Robert Bryan, a San Francisco attorney

who chairs the National Coalition to

Abolish the Death Penalty, introduced the

speakers, noting: "People have been led

to believe that if we start executing peo-

ple that somehow it will deter or stop or

reduce the crime problem. And we know
that is not correct, that executions have

never deterred crime.... We do know that

innocent people are inevitably executed.

And as the former and late warden Clin-

ton Duffy of San Quentin once said. ‘The

death penalty is a privilege reserved for

the poor'.”

Ben Visnick. first vice president of the

Oakland Education Association, read a

motion passed by his local condemning
the death penalty. Pointing to the clear

“racial and economic bias in capital

punishment cases," the resolution de-

nounced "increased use of executions in

the nation and the threat of new execu-

tions in California.”

In delivering the statement of the

Partisan Defense Committee. PDC staff

counsel Valerie West noted that in the

U.S., capital punishment goes straight

back to slavery: “The death penalty is

part and parcel of the extralegal terror of

the KKK and the summary justice of the

killer cops on the street—the judicial

expression that to this country's racist

rulers black life is cheap. .. The demand
for the abolition of the death penalty is

part of the tradition of struggle for black

equality in America."

South Africa...
(continued from page 16)

black youths killed by the police while

celebrating Mandela's release. In Bophu-

thatswana and Venda. tens of thousands

marched and went on strike, demanding

the resignation of the quisling govern-

ments and the formal reintegration of the

territories into South Africa. At least

seven people were killed March 7 in Ga-

Rankuwa township just north of Pretoria,

when police fired on 50.000 demonstra-

tors marching on the local government

offices. At least 500 were injured, touch-

ing off looting and burning of govern-

ment offices.

The apartheid regime has tried to

blame the ANC and UDF for violence,

but in the Ciskei these groups are assist-

ing the new military regime. And Patrick

Lekota of the UDF denounced "wide-

spread looting" on South African televi-

sion, declaring that looters “are enemies

of the people and have to be identified”

(Financial Times, 13 March). The ANC
and UDF are trying to avoid jeopardizing

their proposed talks with the apartheid

butchers. But it takes two to negotiate.

And it is not clear the Afrikaner ruling

class will oblige. Already, the police

killing at Sebokeng forced the ANC to

postpone a planned April 1 1 meeting

with the de Kl£rk government.

Even so, Mandela reportedly told a

huge rally of 300,000 near Port Elizabeth

"that Mr. de Klerk was the first while

leader to come to terms with the reality
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that South Africa was destined to become
a democratic country” (New York Times,

2 April). He has announced a .private

meeting with de Klerk for April 5. Yet

a wing of the white ruling class wants

more bloodbaths like the Sebokeng mas-

sacre, to re-establish apartheid "law and

order." Hardline Afrikaner racists and

fascists, with considerable support in the

police and security forces, are roaming

the townships terrorizing blacks. And de

Klerk himself has refused to meet even

the ANC’s most minimal demands for

negotiations: the lifting of the state of

emergency and freeing of all political

prisoners.

But in contrast to 1984-86, the white

ruling class is now deeply divided. While

de Klerk is concerned to clean up the

apartheid state's image in the interest of

capitalist stability, large numbers of

whites recoil at the prospect of living in

a permanently besieged garrison state.

Hundreds of young whites have refused

induction into the army and over one

percent of the police force resigned in

January alone. And confidence in the

security forces has also been shaken by

recent revelations about death squad ac-

tivities. The death squads are responsible

for over 400 attacks and the deaths of

nearly 100 prominent anti-apartheid acti-

vists. including Victoria and Griffith

Mxenge. Ruth First, David Webster and

Anton Lubowski.

Using traditional imperialist "divide

and rule" tactics, the apartheid rulers

have long tried to exacerbate and even

create tribal conflicts. This was a main
purpose behind the creation of the

“homelands." And one of their main sup-

ports has been the Inkatha organization

formed by Zulu leader Gatsha Buthelezi.

However, the ANC/UDF have also won
wide support among Zulus, and Inkatha

thugs responded by unleashing a wave of

Left: Ruth First,

South African
Communist,
murdered by
death squads
in 1982. Right:

Township rent

protesters near
Johannesburg
don't buy "death
of Communism."

violence in Natal province in which

thousands have been killed, thousands

more wounded and hundreds burned out

of their homes in the last several years.

Buthelezi is touted as a “moderate" but

he and Inkatha are dogs of war for the

apartheid regime. Behind them stand the

white police and "kitsonstabels" (black

auxiliary police) providing arms and

support.

The working class has the social power

and integrative organization to overcome

divisions among the oppressed. And the

black proletariat of South Africa is on

the move. The 13-week battle of the

SATS railway strikers, the bloodiest

battle in South African labor history, was

concluded in a hard-won victory in Janu-

ary. In February black schoolteachers

marched in Johannesburg, demanding an

end to apartheid in education and equal

pay for black and white teachers. On
March 5. 3,000 workers at Rustenburg

Platinum, the world’s largest platinum

mine, in and around Bophuthatswana.

staged a one-day strike. They demanded

union recognition, declaring that "the

'homelands’ were created as reservoirs

of cheap black labour to feed the white

economy" (Financial Times, 8 March).

In the struggle to smash apartheid, the

revolutionary mobilization of the power
of black labor is central. Since the 1 984-

86 township revolts, working-class action

has brought together blacks, “coloureds"

(mixed race). Indians and some white

unionists who have allied themselves

with the black unions. But the political

power of the proletariat has been thwart-

ed as the exploding black union move-
ment has increasingly come under the

aegis of the petty-bourgeois ANC, which

looks to “allies” such as Anglo American
mining conglomerate former chairman
Gavin Relly. These "enlightened" bour-

geois leaders seek to rationalize South

African capitalism, the better to perpetu-

ate the superexploitation of black labor.

The revolutionary power of black labor

can only make itself felt through a break

with the ANC, Pan-Africanist Congress

and other nationalist misleaders, and a

fight for working-class independence of

all ties to present or would-be capitalist

rulers. The crucial link is forging a ra-

cially integrated Bolshevik party, cutting

across all tribal and ethnic barriers, on an

internationalist program that champions

the struggles of all the oppressed. Smash
apartheid! For workers revolution!*

Spartacist Forum

Black South Africa Seething:

Smash Apartheid! Workers to Power!

Speaker Brian Manning, Spartacist League

NEW YORK CITY Room 306, Barnard Hall

Saturday, April 21 , 7:30 p.m. Barnard College

For more information (212)267-1025 (No. 1 train to 116th St and Broadway)
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Revolt in the Bantustans, Apartheid Murder in the Townships

Black South Africa Seething

Sharpeville, 30 years later: Protesters flee after police opened fire, March 26. In nearby Sebokeng, 14 were killed,
hundreds injured. Scene strikingly resembled the Sharpeville massacre of March 1960.

Rebellion is spreading across South

Africa, flaring up in the desolate bantu-

stans and igniting the teeming black

townships, ablaze with the anger of tens

of thousands of militant demonstrators.

On March 27. protesters fled police fire

in Sharpeville. Over 30.000 took to the

streets of Sebokeng township. 30 miles

south of Johannesburg, to march to near-

by Vereeniging, to the ruling National

Party offices, in protest against high rents

and horrific living conditions. But the

protesters never got to present their de-

mands—police opened fire without warn-

ing and 14 blacks were shot dead. 447
wounded. Most were hit in the back by
shotgun fire.

The images of black youths fleeing

the death barrage were of Sharpeville all

over again, the scene of the infamous
I960 massacre. In fact, many *of the

demonstrators last week came from near-

by Sharpeville. Sebokeng. the huge black

township with a population of over

600,000. has its own militant history: it

was the origin of the 1984-86 black

revolt which shook the apartheid slate.

Not since the brutal state of emergency
was imposed five years ago has the

government reported so many “incidents

of unrest"— 2.000 in the last three

months. Bui the African National Con-
gress (ANC) and United Democratic
Front (UDF) are working desperately to

cool things out, to avoid jeopardizing ne-

gotiations with the apartheid rulers.

When Nelson Mandela was released in

February after 27 years in prison, we
noted (WV No. 496, 23 February) that

“the effect of an upsurge of black strug-

gle may go far beyond what the ANC
wants." Mandela's release has set off an

acute crisis of expectations. The op-

pressed black masses want liberation

from the chains of apartheid slavery now.
while their leaders in the ANC want to

negotiate for a mythical "non-racial.

democratic state" formed by an alliance

with the "liberal” bourgeoisie. But in

South Africa, where every aspect of

white and black life are "worlds apart,"

there is no way to eliminate apartheid

rule and leave the capitalist state intact.

Racial integration and democracy for

the black majority can only come about

through workers revolution.

Last month the apartheid regime

moved troops to crush demonstrators in

the Ciskei, one of the fake tribal "home-
lands." On March 3. young military

officers seized power from the hated

Pretoria-imposed president-for-life. de-

claring sympathy with the ANC and the

South African Communist Party, and

announcing their desire to be reincor-

porated into South Africa. When tens of

thousands swarmed into the streets in

celebration, the South African army went
in to suppress “rioting" and "looting."

killing at least 27 people and injuring

hundreds. The following week, police

minister Adriaan Vlok announced a re-

newed crackdown on "troublemakers,”

rounding up hundreds in the townships
and detaining them without charges.

Revolt has spread to other bantustans

as well. Also on March 3. over 30,000
gathered in Gazankulu for the funerals of

continued on page 15

Abolish the Racist Death Penalty!

California Gas Chamber

Murder Machine
The following statement of the Partisan Defense

Committee was issued April 2. as the state ofCalifornia
prepared to reactivate the gas chamber at San Quentin
prison for the first time in 23 years. At press time,

Robert Harris had been granted a stay of execution by
a federal appeals court.

We are here to demand abolition of the barbaric

death penalty everywhere it exists. Twenty-three years
have passed since the last execution in California, on
12 April 1967. when a black man. Aaron Mitchell, was
gassed. Now the state of California plans to kill Robert
Alton Harris.

This intended execution is a watershed. It marks the

attempt by the rulers of this country to achieve political

acceptance of a fundamental policy of legal murder.

nationwide. The selection of the case of this man. who
committed unspeakably grisly murders, for the first

execution outside the South is meant to defuse any real

opposition to state killing.

We oppose the death penalty because we do not

accord the state the right to decide who lives and who
dies. We oppose the death penalty because this legal

brutalization of society necessarily enhances the brutal-

ization of society in all respects. And in this racist

country, the primary victims of this brutality are blacks.

The death penally is the crowning point of the

strengthening of the repressive powers of the bourgeois
state. Not only is it irrevocable for the many innocents

killed, but the death penalty harnesses the ancient
tradition of arbitrary personal cruelty and torture to the

continued on page 14
Instrument of legal barbarism: San Quentin gas
chamber.
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Wall Street Shudders After

Tokyo SItool(M;arket

1

Crash

World’s biggest stock market loses almost 30 percent of value in a few months.

Japan is supposed to be the ultimate,

super-successful capitalist country. But

in March and early April the Tokyo stock

exchange experienced a meltdown wip-

ing out almost 30 percent of the market

value of Japan, Inc. "There is a total loss

of confidence, period,” exclaimed one se-

curities dealer. “It’s an ugly situation,”

echoed another. “There are no buyers at

all. None." Nippon Telegraph and Tele-

phone—the largest corporation in the

world—had its stock fall from a peak of

$21 ,000 per share a few years ago to less

than $8,000.

The Tokyo crash reverberated in finan-

cial capitals from Wall Street to Frank-

furt. The fear is that the Japanese will

pull back and sell off their assets to

cover their losses at home. For most of

the last decade, Japanese money has

propped up the debt-ridden and decaying

U.S. economy. Tokyo banks and securi-

ties outfits regularly purchase 30 to 40

percent of new U.S. Treasury bonds.

Without this Japanese money, T-bills

would be selling at the same interest

rates as junk bonds. But now the great

“leveraged buyout” of East Europe, chan-

neled through the banking houses of

Frankfurt, is playing havoc with world

financial markets. Soaring interest rates

in West Germany triggered the Tokyo

crash and are widening the massive U.S.

budget deficit.

Thus at the very moment that the

rulers of world imperialism are proclaim-

ing “the death of Communism” as “the

end of history,” capitalism isn’t looking

so triumphant on its home turf. The crash

of the biggest stock market in the world

came less than three years after the Wall

Street crash.

Economic conflicts between American

and Japanese capitalism continue to

escalate toward full-scale trade war.

Thatcher’s Britain is rocked by a popular

revolt against the new poll tax. Debt-

burdened Latin America is an economic

disaster area. And the “transition” to

capitalism in East Europe is not going all

that smoothly as the economic “shock

treatment" designed for Poland meets

desperate worker resistance.

The Nikkei and Anschluss

In the mid-1980s the United States

became the world’s biggest debtor nation

continued on page 1

0

Emboldened by Gorbachev’s Appeasement

Bush Targets Cuba
The United States has been waving

the Big Stick in the Caribbean a lot

these days. Invading Panama, kidnap-

ping the head of state and installing a

puppet regime. Buying the Nicaraguan

elections by exploiting the hunger of a

war-weary population, ground down by

years of economic embargo and contra

war imposed by the U.S. Proposing a

naval blockade of Colombia to "inter-

dict drugs." And, testing just how far

the Kremlin under Gorbachev is willing

to appease them, the rulers in Washing-

ton have sharply escalated their provo-

cations against Cuba. In imperialist

eyes, the survival of the only successful

anti-capitalist revolution in the Western

Hemisphere is an intolerable challenge

to their dominance of the region.

In a blatant act of international pira-

cy in the Gulf of Mexico, on January

30 the U.S. Coast Guard attacked an

continued on page 7

Stalinist Show Trial of General Ochoa in Cuba...6

Defend Cuba Against Yankee Imperialism!

* 1
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Michael Luongo

U.S. Marines at Guantanamo military base in Cuba.



Interracial Basketball Team Sues , Jury Awards $76M

Brooklyn Flames Slam Dunk NYPD

James
Rampersant

(left) and
Gerard Papa

were savagely
beaten by the

New York
police.

Bensonhurst. Howard Beach. Graves-

end. After the lynch mob murders of

Yusuf Hawkins. Michael Griffith and

Willie Turks, the names of these white

ethnic enclaves have come to symbolize

racist terror in “Up South” New York. If

you arc black, and you stop for a bagel

or a slice of pizza in one of these neigh-

borhoods. or one of countless others like

them in every borough of the city, you

are literally risking your life. Yet despite

all the race-hate whipped up by the likes

of ex-mayor Ed Koch and the terror

routinely meted out to blacks and His-

panics by the NYPD. there remain princi-

pled men and women in this city who are

committed, sometimes at great personal

cost, to justice and simple decency. For

example, the Flames, an interracial com-
munity basketball league in Brooklyn.

On March 7 a New York State Su-

preme Court jury awarded $76. 1 million

to the Flames* head coach, Gerard Papa,

36, from Bensonhurst, who is white, and

James Rampersant. 27, a black friend, for

damages suffered on the night of 12

March 1986. when the two men were

shot at and then savagely beaten by five

white NYC cops. This is apparently the

largest police brutality settlement ever in

New York State.

The incident began just before mid-

night when they were driving home.

shooting the breeze in Papa's Lincoln as

they turned onto one-way Bayview Ave-

nue in Coney Island. Suddenly the head-

lights of an oncoming car were in their

eyes. Papa tried to back up, hitting an-

other car which had boxed him in from

behind. Then two men with drawn guns

left the front car and started shooting.

Thinking they had been caught in the

middle of a gang war Papa ducked down
and hit the gas. Witnesses called 911.

The tape of the call was later played on

TV: "There are guys out here in cars,

and they’re shooting like— it’s the OK
Corral. Get somebody out here now!”
But the cops were already there.

When Gerard Papa saw uniformed

cops he thought he was going to be res-

cued. Instead he was dragged from the

car. kicked, beaten and had his head

smashed on the pavement. Papa received

a concussion, broken ribs and other in-

juries. Rampersant’s beating left him
with a concussion. Neither man was tak-

en to the hospital. Papa and Rampersant
were then charged with attempted murder

of a police officer, assault, reckless

endangerment and criminal mischief.

They spent two days in jail waiting to be

arraigned. The charges against them were

eventually dropped but the two are lucky

to be alive. The cops, who claim they

saw a weapon (there was none), could

easily have blown them away "within

police guidelines."

The cops’ story, that five of them, in

two unmarked cars, were searching for

a thief who stole $10 and a cheap ring

from a black prostitute six days earlier,

was absurd on the face of it and the six

jurors, all non-whites, wouldn’t buy it. In

interviews after the trial none of the

jurors would give their names for fear of

police retribution. One said. "It’s a bla-

tant disregard for human life. The offi-

cers came here, and they didn’t show
remorse. And. quite frankly, they scared

us” (New York Times. 8 March). The
cops said it was all a case of mistaken

identity. But there was no mistake. Papa

had been in the cops’ cross hairs for a

long time.

Gerard Papa graduated from Colum-
bia Law School and then went to work
on Wall Street for a hefty salary. But

he gave it up in 1974 to found the

Flames, a community basketball team
based in Bensonhurst which was started

with white kids not good enough for

any existing team. Anybody could join

the Flames, kids from either side of

the elevated F-train tracks, whether from

the heavily Sicilian neighborhoods or

the heavily black Marboro Homes proj-

ect. This won Papa friends, and also

enemies:

"So I started a team and then I started

to notice this would be a great vehicle

for—to do some good work .... Then, the

next year, when we got a black kid

on the team—you know, three black

kids on the team, and all of a sudden all

the racial problems started. Well, you
know, now I was in the middle of a fight,

and I realized it was a fight worth

fighting."

— CBS-TV. 60 Minnies
(1 October 1989)

Father Vincent Termine let the Flames

use the gym at the Church of the Most

Precious Blood as their home court. In an

interview with WV, Gerard Papa recalled

the ’77-’78 season. "When you went to

an away game, you’d literally plan ahead

of time how you were going to go, where

you were going to leave the kids, where

the car was going to be when you came
out. how you could get out of the gym
into the car so that you would get out of

this all in one piece." But Papa and the

Flames persevered. That same season

they won the league championship for

their age group for all of Brooklyn and

Queens, an event Papa described as "like

going to the World Series as an expan-

sion team." Today the Flames have

grown to 30 teams and some 200 kids,

roughly 60 percent black, from some of

the toughest parts of Brooklyn.

In 1979 Papa began seeking city fund-

ing for the Flames, and over the next few

years some money did come in. Then he

tumbled onto misuse of funds: hundreds

of thousands of dollars disappearing into

nonexistent programs and no-show jobs.

When Papa blew the whistle, funds were

cut off to some phony groups and some
were closed down. But in retaliation,

the Flames funding was eliminated too.

Within 18 months every bit was gone,

apart from a $20,000 grant from the City

Youth Bureau, and that was cut off fol-

lowing Papa's arrest. Today, the league

runs on the support of local merchants.

But with the local pols as well as with

the cops, the head coach of the Flames
was a marked man.

For a year after the beating, the Brook-
lyn D.A., liberal Liz Holtzman, took no
action against the cops. When a grand

jury was finally convened it rejected

criminal charges against the police.

Needless to say, the cops faced no de-

partmental charges and are on the job

today. After last month’s civil suit

award, the city is appealing the fines.

Today, instead of the racist pig Ed Koch,
New York has a black mayor, David
Dinkins. Holtzman is now the city

comptroller, elected with Dinkins’ back-

ing. But the cops haven't changed—the

NYPD’s "inaugural message" to Dinkins
was the shooting of two Hispanic youths

in Bushwick. 17-year-old Luis Liranso

and Josd Luis Lebron, age 14.

Gerard Papa suffered permanent inju-

ries and no longer practices law. He and
James Rampersant have not seen any
money yet, but we hope they get every
penny.!

May Day:

For Proletarian Internationalism

This year marks the 100th anniversary of
May Day. the worldwide workers' holiday

proclaimed by the Socialist International in

IH90 to commemorate the frame-up and exe-

cution offour American labor radicals, three

ofthem German immigrants, in Chicago three

years earlier. Writing on the eve of the first

imperialist world war. Rosa Luxemburg saw
TROTSKY May Day above all as a struggle against the

war-driven and exploitative capitalist system.

In Kaiser Wilhelm's Germany, the celebration of May Day was an important act of
working-class defiance of bourgeois authority.

A chain of unending, exorbitant armaments on land and on sea in all capitalist

countries because of rivalries; a chain of bloody wars which have spread from Africa

to Europe and which at any moment could light the spark which would become a world
fire; moreover, for years the uncheckable specter of inflation, of mass hunger in the

whole capitalist world— all of these are the signs under which the world holiday of

labor, after nearly a quarter of a century, approaches. And each of these signs is a

flaming testimony of the living truth and the power of the idea of May Day.

The brilliant basic idea of May Day is the autonomous, immediate stepping forward
of the proletarian masses, the political mass action of the millions of workers who
otherwise are atomized by the barriers of the state in the day-to-day parliamentary

affairs.

. . .the more the idea of May Day, the idea of resolute mass actions as a manifestation

of international unity, and as a means of struggle for peace and for socialism, takes

root in the strongest troops of the International, the German working class, the greater

is our guarantee that out of the world war which, sooner or later, is unavoidable, will

come forth a definite and victorious struggle between the world of labor and that of

capital.

—“The Idea of May Day on the March" (April 1913)

LENIN
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AFP Christopher Little

Demonstrators in Port-au-Prince display gun taken from thug of deposed dictator Avril. Shantytown in Haiti, the most wretchedly poor country in the
Western hemisphere.

Haitian Masses Battle

Poverty, Dictators Made in USA
General Avril Takes the Miami Shuttle

Wide World Claude Perez U S News & World Reporl Morel/Haili-Observateur

Three decades of bloody terror: Francois (“Papa Doc”) Duvalier; Jean-Claude ("Baby Doc") Duvalier; Henri Namphy;
Prosper Avril.

On March 12. after the sharpest out-

burst of mass protests since Jean-Claude

(“Baby Doc") Duvalier was ousted four

years ago. the Haitian masses drove

hated military dictator Prosper Avril out

of the country. As Avril was flown to

Miami in a U.S. military transport, the

American ambassador in Port-au-Prince

practically choreographed step by step

the setting up of a new “civilian" govern-

ment. But this can only be a cosmetic-

revamping of continued oppression by

the army and Duvalierist thugs, the

feared Tonton Macoutes.

Last year, unions called two massive

general strikes in the face of vicious

repression. Following Avril's ouster, as

rampaging soldiers and Macoutes kill

dozens in nightly shootings, civilian

“vigilance brigades" have been formed

in poor neighborhoods of the capital and

the countryside. Hoping to pul a lid on

the exploding social struggle, the new
regime announced as its sole program the

organization of “democratic" elections.

But in this tortured land, no fundamen-
tal questions will be decided at the bal-

lot box. The last time Haitians went to

the polls, voters were indiscriminately

slaughtered as they stood in line to vote.

As social tensions in Haiti reach the

breaking point, there is a crying need for

an independent struggle for power by the

working class.

The explosion of rage which brought

down Avril was provoked on March 5

when government soldiers fired on a

peaceful demonstration in Petit Goave,

killing II -year-old Roseline Vaval. The
parties of the "democratic opposition"

responded with a call for a “popular

uprising" to force Avril to resign. Three

days later, as some 10,000 people assem-

bled for Vaval's burial, they were at-

tacked by club-wielding soldiers. When
protesters marched to the National Pal-

ace, the Presidential Guard opened fire.

The following day saw a veritable pop-

ular insurrection as flaming barricades

went up in all cities and in most towns

along the North-South highway.

In city after city angry crowds braved

army bullets and clubs to vent their

wrath on symbols of the hated military

regime. In Petit Goave they burned

down the military headquarters. In Port-

au-Prince. GonaTves and other cities they

sacked government buildings and the

Washington's
current
figurehead
president, Mme.
Pascal-Trouillot

(left), a former
supporter of

“Papa Doc"
Duvalier.

homes and offices of Avril supporters.

The army responded with a wave of

terror, shooting into crowds of demon-
strators or firing at passers-by from

speeding trucks. As the revolt continued.

U.S. ambassador Alvin Adams uncere-

moniously called Avril out of bed at 2

a.m. for a “highly personal conversa-

tion.” Two hours later the dictator was
bundled aboard a cargo plane to Florida.

The formation of a new civilian gov-

ernment was presented as a great victory

for the Twelve, a recently formed coali-

tion ranging from bourgeois luminaries

like former World Bank official Marc

Barzin to the wretchedly reformist Com-
munist Party. These forces are to be

represented in a Council of State with

veto power over the new president.

Supreme Court Justice Ertha Pascal-

Trouillot. But this “caretaker" govern-

ment. born of the coming together of

the bourgeois opposition and the murder-

ous officer corps with the blessing of

U.S. imperialism, is no agent of "demo-
cratic reform." The defense minister.

Col. Jean Thomas, was for many years

a member of the Presidential Guard. And
the figurehead president, Mme. Pascal-

Trouillot. was a supporter of “Papa Doc"
who was appointed a judge by his son.

The passage of power to the new gov-

ernment was carefully orchestrated to

reinforce the illusion of “independence"

from the military. The chief of the army

smartly saluted the new president and

pledged that his forces are now “at your

command." But the power of the army is

in no way broken simply because Avril

has gone into exile. In fact, no sooner

had the new president been designated

than she promptly went into hiding for a

day. fearing a possible coup. In a taped

message to his comrades-in-arms. Avril

assured the troops that he had been

guaranteed that they would not be prose-

cuted for past actions and that the Pres-

idential Guard would only be renamed,

not disbanded.

The illusion that the Duvalierist stale

apparatus can be pressured to carry out

a “democratic reform" is belied by all

experience since a mass popular upsurge

toppled Baby Doc in February 1986.

Despite heady hopes of "people's pow-

er." the Haitian masses had to endure a

regime of terror under military strong-

man General Henri Namphy. The No-
vember 1987 elections were drowned
in blood. A rigged vote then installed

Leslie Manigat who. in the five months
until he was sent into exile by Nam-
phy. was nothing more than a front for

the generals. When Avril ousted Nam-
phy in September 1988 he in turn

pledged to introduce "democracy." In-

stead he launched a reign of terror. Last

year there were 354 reported death

squad assassinations; the real number
continued on page 4
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Labor’s Gotta Play Hardball to Win!

California Oil Workers:
“Bring Back the Coker 6!”

RODEO, California—Three dozen workers rallied

outside the Unocal refinery here on April 1 1, furious

at the firing of six members of the Oil. Chemical and

Atomic Workers Union (OCAW) for "violating compa-

ny rules.” Their "crime"? Supposed drug and alcohol

use. and reading "unauthorized materials, including

adult books"! Unocal’s “proof' is the unsubstantiated

testimony of a company agent who spied on workers in

the plant’s coking unit. One of the unionists, members

of OCAW Local 1-326. told WV that Unocal’s paid

snitch “wiped out 30 years of seniority in a heartbeat."

Another fired worker bitterly said he wasn’t about to

give up the union that Greg Goobic died for. Goobic.

a 20-year-old Unocal worker, was run down and killed

by a scab in the 1983 OCAW strike.

Unocal’s spy, labeled “The Infallible Source" on

workers’ picket signs at the rally, was hired from Krout

& Schneider, a private detective outfit. One of the fired

workers said that Unocal picked out the coking sec-

tion because "We're a unit that’s pretty highly union-

oriented with a lot of stewards.” OCAW unit chairman

David Castagnetti pointed out that "the coker has quite

a bit of strength in the union. And if they hit the big

WV Photo

Oil workers picket Unocal in Rodeo, California.

guy. the rest of them will fall down behind." The com-
pany infiltrated the spy into the union during the recent

negotiations. As soon as the contract was signed, Uno-
cal moved to fire the workers.

There was white-hot anger among OCAW members
at the rally. In the name of the capitalists' “war on

drugs.” these workers have suddenly found themselves

on the street, blacklisted from the industry. The same
union "leadership" that draws up drug testing plans to

help the bosses police the workforce now leaves the

fired workers to twist in the wind. All the union tops

have done is file a grievance, which could take a year

to resolve! Even with the threat of more firings hanging

over the heads of Local 1-326 members, the OCAW
lops pursue their crawling, losing strategy.

The drug witchhunt has as its primary targets unions

and minorities, as the capitalist class tries to break the

back of any resistance to the impoverishment of Ameri-

can working people. At the nearby Chevron refinery in

Richmond, workers have been subjected to degrading

searches by drug-sniffing dogs. And in Daly City, tran-

sit cops recently raided a BART workers’ locker room,

cutting locks off with bolt cutters. Especially in transit

and the oil and chemical industry, the bosses attempt

to justify their drug witchhunt with lies about their

supposed concern with safety. But what kills scores of

workers and endangers the public are capitalism’s

profit-driven cuts in maintenance and safety.

The labor movement has the power to stop this union-

busting witchhunt, but the sellout labor bureaucrats are

always eager to demonstrate their loyalty to capitalism.

In New York. Transport Workers Union Local 100 chief

Sonny Hall has volunteered his membership up for drug

testing. Hall was recently embarrassed when even the

federal courts threw out, for the moment. DOT rules

which would have subjected transit workers to mandato-

ry testing. In another case brought by the AFL-CIO
Metal Trades Council, a federal district judge stopped

the Navy’s testing of 50.000 civilian workers, including

many in government shipyards.

What’s needed is some hard class struggle. Local

1-326 workers should teach the arrogant Unocal bosses

a lesson by some quick strike action to occupy the

refinery and put some teeth in the demand they chanted

at the rally: “Hell with the lies, hell with the piss, bring

back the Coker 6."

Greyhound: Working
for a Dog’s Wage
Amalgamated Transit Union (ATU) members striking

against Greyhound have their backs to the wall—their

wages have been driven down so far there is nothing

left to "giveback." Take a look at the "incredible shrink-

ing bus” representing a driver’s pay in the AFL-CIO
graphic above. It certainly speaks to the viciousness of

union-busting Greyhound boss Fred Currey. whose

scabs have killed one striker and run down and assault-

ed scores more around the country. Now Currey has

filed a $30 million "racketeering” suit against the union.

Greyhound salaries*
Average pay of drivers. 1983 - 1990
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and is calling on the feds to take over the union’s At-

lanta and Charlotte locals, all on the incredible grounds

that the union is extorting "wages and benefits from

Greyhound through violence"!

But the destruction of the drivers’ pay is an even

more devastating indictment of the union bureaucrats

who have throttled the Greyhound workers’ struggle

for the last seven years. Betrayed by the no-fight

labor traitors in the 1983 strike, Greyhound workers

took a $2,500 yearly pay cut. When Currey bought the

company in 1987, the union tops handed him another

$4,000 per head, without so much as a whimper of pro-

test. All told, taking inflation into account, capitalism's

labor lieutenants have forked over 45 percent of Grey-

hound drivers' wages!

When will it stop? When the ATU strikers throw out

the labor misleaders who have taken the union to the

brink of destruction. Now the bureaucrats and their

fake-left apologists are burying the strike with an

impotent consumer boycott, empty “solidarity" rallies

every couple of weeks, and reliance on Democratic

Party politicians and the bosses' courts. At a New York

rally on April 6. Teamster Local 1 1
1

president Dan
Kane solidarized with the police, who have been making

sure the scab buses keep running. ATU president James
La Sala responded to Currey ’s RICO suit by denouncing

as “common criminals" those who have made desperate

attempts to stop the scabs out of frustration and despair

at the bureaucracy’s sabotage of the strike. Meanwhile
the capitalist state protects the real criminals, like the

scab who brutally killed Robert Waterhouse in Redding,

California and isn’t even being charged.

After an ATU Local 1202 member was hit by a scab

driver at New York’s Port Authority terminal, one of

his union brothers pointed out the union should have

responded with pickets and “closed this place down.”
Damn right—the Port Authority and every bus terminal

should have been ringed with hundreds and thousands

of pickets! Greyhound strikers must fight for elected

strike committees that will appeal to the rest of labor

to join them in building mass picket lines that can win

this strike.

Haiti...
(continued from page 3)

is no doubt much higher.

The fall of the Avril regime has

sparked a wave of strikes, particularly in

public services and government-owned
enterprises, as workers demand the oust-

ing of their incompetent and corrupt

Duvalierist managements. The new presi-

dent promptly counseled them to stop

their "internal squabbles and settling

of accounts" (Haiti-Ohservateur . 21-28

March). But it will not be so easy to

head off the struggles of the workers,

whose organizations have been greatly

reinforced in the last four years. Avril ’s

18-month reign was marked by powerful

political strikes against the IMF-imposed
austerity measures and Duvalierist ter-

ror. Last November when three opposi-

tion leaders were arrested and savagely

beaten by the police, the militant CATH
(Autonomous Haitian Workers Federa-

tion) called a two-day general strike

which virtually shut down the country.

It is striking how, even in a country as

cruelly impoverished as Haiti, the work-
ing class has demonstrated its preponder-

ant social weight. These powerful strikes

underline the fact that only the working
class has the social force and cohesion to

lead the rural and urban poor in over-

throwing capitalism. It is a central tenet

of Trotsky’s perspective of permanent
revolution, graphically confirmed in the

crucible of the Russian Revolution of

1917. that in the underdeveloped semi-

colonial countries such basic democratic

gains as land reform, a complete break

with imperialist exploitation, and demo-
cratic freedoms can only be accom-
plished by the proletariat, supported by
the peasantry and all the oppressed,

taking power and setting up its own class

rule.

In Haiti today, the defense by workers

and peasants of meetings, demonstra-

tions, strikes and land occupations is a

matter of life and death. But petty-

bourgeois oppositionists follow in the

wake of the bourgeois/reformist Twelve
in calling for a program of “democratic"

reform. Thus the Committee Against

Repression, in a statement reported un-

critically by the SWP’s Militant (23
March), proposes a provisional govern-

ment headed by popular Catholic priest

Jean Bertrand Aristide, with a proposed
“minimum program" to purge the state of

Duvalierists and organize free elections.

From Spain in the 1930s to Allende's

Chile in the early ’70s. this policy of

"popular front” with the "democratic"

bourgeoisie has proved to be a set-up for

bloody defeat.

Haitian workers must not be taken in

by the hoax that the “democratic" op-

pressors will be any less ruthless in de-

fending their class interests than the

hated Duvalierists. The tiny bourgeois

layer living in luxury in the hills above
Port-au-Prince can only rule over the

wretched hidonvilles with the backing of

U.S. imperialism and the guns of their

military guard dogs. The way out of this

misery for the masses is a fight for a

workers and peasants government. But

the social base for a working-class revo-

lution is exceedingly narrow in a coun-

try as economically backward as Haiti.

To triumph, the struggle must be taken

up by workers in neighboring Carib-

bean countries and above all in North

America.

Haitian workers in the diaspora, from

Montreal to Miami, can play a crucial

role as a bridge to the rest of the Ameri-
can proletariat, particularly black work-
ers, who follow events in Haiti with keen

interest. A quarter million Haitians reside

in New York City alone, where Haitian

and Dominican garment workers are cur-

rently waging a bitter struggle for union

recognition in the Domsey strike. The
Spartacist League/U.S.. section of the

International Communist League, appeals

to these and other class-conscious work-

ers to join in building a multiracial van-

guard party to lead the international

struggle for socialist revolution.

SpartacistMForums

No to German Fourth Reich!

For Class Struggle Against

Capitalist Pillage in East Germany

EYEWITNESS ACCOUNT
Peter Atkins, Spartacist League Central Committee

BERKELEY
Thursday, April 26, 4 p.m.

UC Berkeley

81 Evans Hall

For more information (415)839-0851

SAN FRANCISCO
Thursday, April 19, 6 p.m.

SF State University

Student Union. B1 12

For more information (415) 863-6963
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Capitalist Reunification Means Misery

DDR Workers Protest

Fourth Reich Bankers' Plan

Trade-union
rally in

East Berlin

on April 5
denounces

plan by
West German

central bank to

slash wages
and savings

by a currency
union at a

2:1 rate.

In the final spurt of the campaign for

the March IS elections in East Germany
(DDR). West German chancellor Helmut
Kohl vowed at a Leipzig rally that, if

they voted for a quick reunification.

DDR citizens’ savings would he ex-

changed for Deutschmarks at a rate of

1:1. This pledge had a significant impact

on the voting, including with many work-

ers. who went for “the quick mark."

But less than two weeks later, the

directors of the Bundesbank. West Ger-

many’s central bank, decided in a meet-

ing behind closed doors in Frankfurt that

in a currency union. DDR marks should

be exchanged for D-marks at a rate of

2: 1 . When news of this leaked out. there

was outrage in East Germany. Berliner

Zeilung (2 April) headlined: “2:1! The
Bacon Laid Out for March 18 Is Taken
Back."

The East German trade-union federa-

tion. the FDGB. called for demonstra-

tions against the projected exchange rale,

charging election fraud. On April 5, hun-

dreds of thousands protested in cities

throughout the DDR. In East Berlin, up

to 100.000 marched from Alexanderplatz

to the Lustgarten, opposite the Palace of

the Republic, where the newly elected

Volkskammer (DDR parliament) was
meeting in its first session.

In Dresden there were a reported

70,000 demonstrators, in Leipzig 50.000,

some 20.000 each in Halle and Rostock,

tens of thousands more in Cottbus, Gera,

Magdeburg, even 5,000 in the provincial

town of Quedlinburg. There were many
DDR flags to be seen, but the leaders

were pushing German nationalism with

repeated statements that "we are one

people." In Halle a prominent chauvinist

slogan was “we are not half Germans."

In Berlin, the speaker of the SPD
(Social Democratic Party) was drowned

out by the angry crowd. Gregor Gysi of

the PDS (Parly of Democratic Socialism,

successor to the Stalinist SED) was

cheered when he called for "something

better than the DDR but also better than

the BRD (West Germany|." Yet the PDS
deputies had just voted together with

the SPD and Christian Democrats to

eliminate any reference to socialism in

the constitution of the DDR!
The PDS and FDGB only want to

bargain over the price of the capitalist

buyout. What’s needed instead is hard

class struggle. Successful struggles to

defend jobs and livelihoods can be key

to halting the drive to capitalist reunifica-

tion and give the working class time to

regroup for a political counteroffensive.

We print below translated excerpts

from the speech which was to be given

at the Berlin rally by our comrade Renate

Dahlhaus of the Spartakist Workers Party

of Germany, which was submitted for

publication to the FDGB.

Comrades and fellow trade-unionists.

Well, we have just been given the first

taste of what the bitter defeat of March
18 will mean. The people who thought

they were going to get a land flowing

with D-marks have now gotten the sober-

ing shock that what they voted for was
Latin American-style living conditions.

The Bundesbank says they’re going to

cut our wages, pensions and savings in

half. The working people say no!

The Spartakist Workers Party of Ger-

many says: For class struggle against the

plundering of capital! We must not allow

the school lunches or day-care centers for

our children to be eliminated. We must

not allow our elderly to be driven to

rummaging through the garbage like they

are forced to do in the cities of the

"golden” capitalist West in order to find

leftovers to eat.

But the working people will not be

able to defend their social achievements

if our trade unions restrict themselves to

pressure tactics over what price we will

be sold for. Even on the basis of I : I . the

introduction of the D-mark together with

Western prices will effectively mean an

immediate 40 percent drop in wage levels

for workers here in the DDR. And that’s

only the tip of the iceberg.

The Spartakist Workers Party was the

only parly which stood openly and clear-

ly in the Volkskammer elections against

capitalist reunification, with no ifs. ands

or buts. We wurned, as I did myself at

the Treptow anti-fascist demonstration

on January 3. that the SPD was a Trojan

horse for counterrevolution—and the

SPD has certainly demonstrated that. We
also warned that the capitulation by the

PDS to Kohl’s call for “Germany, one

fatherland" paved the way to a victory

for Kohl and his puppets.

The Fourth Reich won in the Volks-

kammer elections. And with that comes

racism and anti-Semitism. The working

class must prepare now for the defensive

struggles we face. And the force to carry

out that fight is represented in the 8.6

million members of the trade unions.

From Bergmann-Borsig [metal plant in

East Berl in
|
to the Leuna works [chemi-

cal plant south of Halle], every worker

knows that we are facing layoffs as the

capitalists move in to buy out our VEBs
[state-owned plants | . The same Stalinist

bureaucrats who over the years wasteful-

ly mismanaged our enterprises are today

the. managers making deals with the

capitalists behind our backs for a fast

D-mark. At our expense!

Fight to protect our socialized prop-

erty! Struggle against the plant take-

overs and shutdowns! In every enterprise,

begin organizing plant assemblies to

demand full and detailed reports and to

hammer out a strategy to fight the at-

tacks. In every factory, begin organizing

delegations to go to the other factories

to plan common struggle. We must seri-

ously prepare for the necessary strike

actions, when and where indicated, and

organize them to win.

Make sure to defend our foreign

worker colleagues against discriminatory

treatment—national chauvinism is the

weapon of the right, internationalism is

our strength! Make sure students and

pensioners are not left to fend for them-

selves. Make sure women are not forced

out of their jobs. An injury to one is an

injury to all!

Let our trade-union organizations

begin now to seek allies with our class

eiu

1:1 rm
Bargaining over the terms of capi-

talist reunification, the former DDR
ruling party (PDS) declares, “We are
one people.”

brothers and sisters in West Germany,
who are themselves preparing for strike

action against the bosses. Let us reach

out to our class brothers and sisters in

Poland, who are being forced to eat in

soup kitchens while their country is sold

to the international bankers. Let us look

to our comrade workers in the Soviet

Union, to the miners in Vorkuta and the

Donbass who have waged hard strikes to

defend their livelihoods, to the Red Army
soldiers who smashed the Third Reich

and today guard the border against the

revanchist designs of Bonn and NATO.
Let us prepare to fight, relying on our

social power as a class. For a solid front

in action of the workers against the boss-

es. Defend our jobs! Defend our living

standards! Defend our social gains! De-

fend our socialized property!*
Building Trabant auto: highly skilled East German working class with primitive

equipment now faces mass unemployment in drive to capitalist reunification.
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Stalinist Show Trial in Cuba

The Execution

of General Ochoa DieiDireu/oygma

General Arnaldo Ochoa Sanchez

“Did Ochoa have the opportunity to

save himself?... If the man had sin-

cerely repented, there might have

been arguments against his execu-

tion and even against his being sent

to prison.... there were moments

when the Revolution could be. and

was. generous without hurting itself.

Toddy, the Revolution cannot be

generous without really hurting

itself.”

— Fidel Castro. 9 July 1990

“This Revolution struggles, too. not

to destroy any who have been its

children.... Struggles so that any

man can be corrected, so that any

revolutionary who makes mistakes

can rectify them.... The Revolution

is patient, and tolerant, and it tries

to help comrades and not destroy

them."
— Fidel Castro, 13 March 1966

appeal. The next day the Council of State

met and confirmed the sentences. The

sentences, the appeal, its rejection and

confirmation of the death penalties were

all reported on July 10 in the Cuban

daily Granma . and on July 13, barely one

headed the Cuban military missions in

Ethiopia and Nicaragua, commanded the

Western and Central armies in Cuba as

well as the Havana district, and was

slated to become commander of the key

Western region. He was sent to Venezue-

la to aid the guerrillas in the early 1960s.

He fought with Fidel and Raul Castro

and Che Guevara in the Sierra Maestra

against the Batista dictatorship.

Arnaldo Ochoa was truly a child of the

Cuban Revolution. Tony de la Guardia

came from an upper-class Havana family

and had worked in the M1NINT since

1960. After 18 years in the elite Special

Troops, he was appointed head of De-

partment Z (later changed to MC) which

was in charge of circumventing the U.S.

embargo by obtaining goods on black

markets around the world. His brother

Patricio, also convicted in the affair, was

a brigadier general in the Interior Minis-

try, headed the MININT mission in An-

gola while Ochoa headed the FAR there,

and was head of Cuba's Special Troops

in Chile, with Allende right up to the

coup. With such prominent Fidelistas on

trial, the whole country sat glued to their

sets as testimony was broadcast over TV.

Walls in Havana were painted with "8A"
(in Spanish, "ocho-a”), in support of the

popular general.

The Ochoa case. "Case 1/89," was a

classic Stalinist purge of the top levels of

the ruling bureaucracy, complete with

show trial, abject confessions and an

appeal by the defendant that the maxi-

mum penalty be applied against him. It

was followed by Case 2/89, in which the

chief defendant was Interior Minister

Division General Jose Abrantes. Alto-

gether eight MININT generals as well as

a number of colonels and majors were

jailed, fired or resigned, including the

heads of the intelligence department, cus-

toms. immigration, border police and

deputy heads of the political department.

Also jailed in a linked "morals" case was

the vice president of the council of min-

isters, Transportation Minister Diodes
Torralbas. formerly a Comandante of the

Revolution and head of FAR air defense.

So the entire top echelons of the police

apparatus were cleaned out. This was

Last June 14, Division General Arnal-

do Ochoa Sanchez was arrested in Ha-

vana, Cuba on charges of corruption and

misuse of funds. Two days later, the

charges were raised to include dealing

with international drug traffickers and

possible drug smuggling. On June 24.

General Ochoa was brought before a

military tribunal of honor composed of

47 top generals and admirals of the Rev-

olutionary Armed Forces (FAR). Stripped

of his rank and honors, on June 30

Ochoa was placed on trial together with

a group of officials of the Ministry of

Interior (MININT) headed by Colonel

Antonio de la Guardia.

After a trial that lasted three days,

Arnaldo Ochoa, Tony de la Guardia and

their two top aides were sentenced to

death; ten others were sentenced to jail

terms of up to 30 years. The day after

the military court’s verdict, the sentences

were appealed to the Cuban Supreme

Court, which immediately rejected the

Acme

In the infamous Moscow Trials of the late 1930s,
prosecuted by Andrei Vyshinsky (inset), Stalin

exterminated the old Bolshevik cadre.

Raul and Fidel Castro

month after the first accusations ap-

peared. the executions were carried out

by firing squad.

This drumhead trial and rapid execu-

tion were unprecedented in Fidel Castro’s

Cuba. This was the first time that leading

government officials were subjected to

capital punishment. For that matter, since

1959 not even a counterrevolutionary

gusano has been executed in Cuba. But

in this case. General Ochoa was the

former head of the Cuban military mis-

sion in Angola and one of the very few

FAR officers to receive the award of

Hero of the Revolution. Ochoa had also

followed in the fall with a check of Com-
munist Party cards, with 400,000 mem-
bers interviewed, 6,000 disciplined and

2,000 expelled. The Ochoa case became

the centerpiece of the Castro brothers’

“rectification" campaign. In his 1988

July 26th speech, Castro declared that

because of Cuba’s geographical location—"ninety miles away from the most

powerful empire on earth." or even “two

millimeters away. ..right there at the

Guantanamo naval base”—the party “can

make no mistakes that will weaken it

ideologically." And shortly after the

Ochoa execution. Cuba banned the Soviet

publications Moscow News and Sputnik

as anti-socialist (see “Bush Targets Cu-

ba." page 1).

With Washington increasingly aggres-

sive in its provocations, and Cuba in-

creasingly isolated as a result of the

international crisis of Stalinism, the

Castro regime is hunkering down. Yet as

itself a bureaucratically deformed work-

ers state, Cuba is experiencing many of

the same pro-capitalist social pressures

as East Europe and the Soviet Union.

Beyond the individuals involved. Cases

1 and 2/1989 showed a petty-bourgeois

bureaucratic layer prone to corruption

and ready to cut personal deals with the

capitalist enemy. As a Stalinist, Castro’s

only answer is to intensify moral/ideolog-

ical exhortation and police repression

while seeking to appease imperialism.

Under siege, the regime is showing a

bunker mentality; congenitally alien to

workers democracy and proletarian inter-

nationalism, the regime espouses a na-

tionalist ideology which is a caricature of

“barracks socialism."

Ochoa, the Castros and the
Angolan War

These are some of the effects of the

Ochoa trial, which signaled the most

serious internal crisis in the three de-

cades of Castro’s Cuba. But what

brought it on? What were the charges,

the evidence? We have to say from the

outset that we don't know what hap-

pened. We weren't there, and we only

have one side of the story to go on: the

prosecution’s case and the “confessions."

And the main defendants were summarily

shot.

When General Ochoa was arrested, he

was accused of corruption, essentially

dealings on the Angolan black market.

During the “trial," the prosecutor claimed

Ochoa and his aide Captain Jorge Marti-

nez (also executed) were selling sugar in

order to get dollars to deposit in a Pana-

manian bank account. Ochoa said they

changed dollars into local currency to

buy materials to build an airport in

southern Angola. This was a real tri-

umph; they built an airfield to handle jet

fighters in just seven weeks. This was

key to providing air cover for Cuban and

Angolan troops that defeated the South

African apartheid invaders at Cuito Cua-

navale. If Ochoa turned to the black

market to get what he needed, when he

needed it. that’s hardly a crime.

The charges over black-marketeering

are dubious in the extreme: Ochoa is

accused of selling sugar and buying

elephant tusks; he replies that tusks were

freely sold like television sets on the

continued on page 8
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Defend Cuba Against Yankee Imperialism!

Continuedfrom page I

unarmed Cuban-chartered freighter in

international waters carrying a load of

chrome ore to Mexico. Claiming the

cargo ship “fit the profile" of a drug-

running vessel, the Americans demand-

ed to board it. When the crew of the

Hermann refused, the Coast Guard

gunship opened fire—on explicit orders

from Washington—with machine guns

and 20-mm cannon. They kept on firing

inside Mexican waters, but the Cubans
escaped. When they finally docked in

Tampico, Mexican authorities searched

the ship and found only ten tons of

chrome ore.

Demonstrating utter contempt for the

norms of diplomatic immunity and terri-

torial sovereignty of embassies, during

the bloody invasion of Panama U.S.

troops besieged the Cuban embassy,

kidnapping two Cuban diplomats and

blockading the ambassador’s residence.

In December, Cuban soldiers were fired

on by U.S. troops at the Guantanamo
naval base, on Cuban territory seized by

American forces during the Spanish-

American War almost a century ago and

forcibly occupied ever since. The recent

visit of the battleship Wisconsin and an

assault aircraft carrier at Guantanamo
underlined the threat.

Then last month the U.S. began broad-

casting TV Marti' into Cuba as an escala-

tion of the propaganda war. The Cubans
immediately and effectively jammed it,

showing off to the press their 160-foot

antennas, microwave dishes and special-

ly equipped helicopters. But American

broadcasters are far more worried that

Havana might retaliate with its million-

watt transmitters. In March, Cuba
beamed a Castro press conference deep

into the U.S., on six different fre-

quencies. reaching 30 states and affecting

up to a thousand radio stations.

Following the Sandinista defeat in the

Nicaraguan elections in February, Repub-

lican Senate leader Robert Dole declared,

"As I see it it’s two down, Panama and

Nicaragua, and one to go—Cuba.” Visit-

ing Brazil in March, Vice President Dan
Quayle proclaimed, “Cuba is the last

serious problem on the continent,” under-

scoring both his ignorance of geography

and Washington's aggressive designs.

U.S. rulers imagine in their swaggering

arrogance that the Cubans too will bow
down to their tanks and their dollars. The

gusanos (worms) in Miami are sporting

bumper stickers reading “Next Christmas

in Havana," and arguing about how to

divide up the spoils of counterrevolution

on the island.

If they try, it will be a bloody affair.

Cuba is not Grenada, nor Panama or even

Nicaragua. The present generation freed

the country from its former Yankee mas-

ters, and Cuban workers remember how
they defeated the CIA-backed gusano

invasion at the Bay of Pigs. Moreover,

they have much to defend: while the

Sandinistas’ “middle road" of conciliat-

ing the capitalists (urged on them by

Castro) meant hunger for the Nicaraguan

masses, the abolition of capitalist exploi-

tation in Cuba made it possible to eradi-

cate the slum poverty that is endemic

throughout Latin America. The literacy

rate in Cuba is higher than in the U.S.,

and the infant mortality rate is half that

of Washington, D.C.

Cuba's territorial militia has more than

one million members, out of a total pop-

ulation of ten million. At a trade-union

conference in January, delegates showed

up in their militia uniforms, and tens of

thousands came out to greet the coura-

geous crew of the Hermann. This shows

again that any military aggression from

the north would meet fierce resistance on

the part of an armed and defiant popu-

lace. Thus the U.S. imperialists, in their

unrelenting, bipartisan hostility to the

Cuban Revolution, are likely to inten-

sify their economic and propaganda war

and their provocations. It is the duty of

class-conscious workers everywhere, and

particularly in the U.S.. to uncondition-

ally defend Cuba against the threat of

counterrevolution.

Castro: Last Hurrah
for Stalinism

At an April 7 “U.S. Hands Off Cuba"
demonstration in New York City, the

main banner proclaimed "Viva Fidel.”

But defending the Cuban Revolution does

not mean being cheerleaders for Castro.

From our inception as a tendency, the

Spartacist League has insisted, in the

words of a December 1961 resolution by

the Revolutionary Tendency in the So-

cialist Workers Party:

"Taken as a whole, the process going on
today in Cuba is that of the formation of

a deformed workers state—that is. the

creation of a society like that which
exists in the Soviet Union. Eastern Eu-
rope and China. By minimizing the in-

fluence of the working class in the rev-

olution, by limiting the appeal of the

revolution to workers in other lands, by
tending to give power to an uncontrolled

bureaucracy, and by subjecting the future

of Cuba to the counterrevolutionary

diplomacy of the Kremlin, this process

raises the danger of capitalist restoration

in Cuba."
— reprinted in Spartacist No. 2.

July-August 1964

The Cuban people have lived with

the imperialists’ sabre-rattling for three

decades now, and remain undaunted.

Today, with the crumbling of Stalinist

rule over much of Eastern Europe, there

are new dangers. The impact of Wash-
ington’s economic blockade, for 30 years

the source of great scarcity and suffer-

ing, is now amplified by the disruption

of trade and assistance from many of

Cuba’s former allies. There have been

massive shortages of essential supplies

caused by trade dislocations among
COMECON members, some of whom
now demand hard currency for their

exports. Soviet oil supplies have already

been cut back by about $500 million a

year.

In January daily bread rations were cut

when supplies of Soviet grain and flour

had not arrived, reportedly because of a

shortage of ships from Poland, East

Germany and the USSR. Feed grain for

cattle was unavailable, and its use for

poultry was cut back drastically; buying

this on the world market then drove up

the price of eggs. Lack of hard currency

credit has reduced Cuban trade with the

industrialized capitalist countries by 40

percent. And a recently proposed auster-

ity plan would mean cuts in electricity

consumption of up to 50 percent, a freeze

on most construction, and factory shut-

downs (Washington Post. 7 April).

"What socialist camp can we speak of

today?" asked Castro in a March 7

speech to the Cuban Federation of Wom-
en. “The socialist camp, indeed, is gone."

Addressing the Cuban trade-union fed-

eration in January, he worried openly:

"For decades, our plans... were based on

the existence of a socialist camp. ..with

which we worked out agreements and

had close economic ties.... We don’t

even know what government will be

ruling over those countries, we don’t

know who will be there in 1990. .. What
about 1991? Can you imagine the 1991-

1995 five-year plan?" (Granma Weekly

Review. 1 1 February). COMECON trade

has accounted for 82 percent of Cuba’s

imports and 87 percent of exports.

It is not hard to understand why the

Cubans are nervous these days—even

Soviet aid. which has been vital for Cuba
to survive despite the imperialist block-

ade. may be jeopardized. Following out

the Stalinist logic of appeasing imperial-

ism, Gorbachev is giving away the store

in East Europe, and Cuba is a long ways
away. In the “enrich myself" perestroika

atmosphere of Russia today. Izvestia re-

ported last August that because "coopera-

tion with Cuba has become unprofitable

for many Soviet enterprises." some were

“endeavoring to get out of the Cuban
market.” What is the point, it continued,

“when in exchange it is going to get

effectively the same rubles... merely at

the cost of a greater headache?"

Nonetheless, the Soviet Union is re-

portedly continuing to provide military

hardware vitally necessary for Cuba’s

defense, like the MIG-29 jets delivered

recently, to the consternation of imperial-

ist spokesmen.

As the Stalinist regimes of the East

European bureaucratically deformed
workers states follow the logic of their

market-oriented reforms into the throes

of capitalist counterrevolution. Castro

portrays himself as the guardian of so-

cialist principles. “If destiny assigns us

the role of one day being among the last

defenders of socialism in a world in

which the Yankee empire has succeeded

in embodying Hitler's dream of world

domination," he vowed, “we will know
how to defend this bulwark to the last

drop of blood" (New York Times, 9 De-

cember 1989).

Before the Cuban trade unionists Cas-

tro denounced the "apprentices of capital-

ism," warning: “There is much talk of

private property and market economy. If

you join private properly with a market

economy, you get capitalism or a process

of building capitalism.” In an effort to

seal off the Cuban people from the ef-

fects of glasnost and perestroika, two
popular Soviet magazines. Sputnik and

Moscow News, were banned last August,

charged with “justifying bourgeois de-

mocracy" and being "Filled with ven-

om... against socialism." Thus the seem-
ing maverick of the 1960s, the darling of

the New Left, has come to symbolize the

last hurrah of Stalinist orthodoxy today.

As the disastrous consequences of
Gorbachev's policies are played out. we
find that not only Stalinist hardliners

such as Gus Hall's CPUSA but also

ostensible Trotskyists (Socialist Action)

as well as the Sandinista-Castroite SWP
continued on page 8
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Defend Cuba...
(continued from page 7)

portray Castro’s Cuba as a revolutionary

beacon. In reality, Castro is a petty-bour-

geois nationalist long since become Sta-

linist, as the show trial in Havana last

July amply demonstrated (see "The Exe-

cution of General Ochoa." page 6). But

it is Stalinism under the guns of Yankee

imperialism, which dictates Cuba’s some-

times more militant stance. And as Fidel

clings to Stalin’s anti-internationalist

dogma of building “socialism in one

country”—his country, of course— this

leads to some pretty strange international

bedfellows.

Listening to Ronald Reagan or George

Bush, one might think that Castro is

forever fomenting revolutionary ferment

throughout the Americas, not to mention

Africa. Yet according to a Prensa Latina

dispatch about a press conference at the

inauguration of Brazil's rightist president

Fernando Collor, Castro opined that

“Brazil faces a tremendous challenge and

the new president is willing to tackle it"

(Granina Weekly Review. 19 March).

This was just as Collor was preparing a

brutal anti-working-class austerity pro-

gram! In recent years, a central theme in

Castro's bids for "peaceful coexistence"

with the Latin American bourgeoisies

and their North American overlords has

been to offer to join in a "common war"

against drug trafficking. This was a cen-

tral theme of the Ochoa trial.

Building “socialism” in one Caribbean

island, under conditions of extreme scar-

city exacerbated by the U S. embargo,

has meant demanding continuing sacri-

fices from the working people of Cuba.

Castro rejects material incentives as

corrupting and anti-socialist, relying in-

stead on "moral” exhortation to motivate

the workers toward ever greater efforts.

As Castro’s regime finds itself further

isolated, politically and economically, its

answer is "socialist rectification": anti-

corruption campaigns, volunteer labor

drives, and social repression to sell aus-

terity to the population.

But in a world dominated by the capi-

talist marketplace and the poverty it

engenders, the flip side of Stalinist vol-

untarism and repressive moralism for the

masses is corruption and privilege for the

bureaucracy. This has given rise to a

parasitic layer that sits atop the collectiv-

ized economy, precariously seeking to

balance between the workers and imperi-

alism. As Trotsky predicted 50 years ago.

it is this layer that has spawned the

capitalist-restorationist elements at work

today. What is needed in the Cuban
workers state is a political revolution to

oust the bureaucracy and establish the

rule of organs of workers democracy

—

soviets— which can fully mobilize the

proletarian masses’ will, their strength,

their heroism.

The anti-socialist poison spewed out

by the likes ofMoscow News and Sputnik

can and must be defeated not through

bureaucratic censorship but in political

struggle for a proletarian internationalist

program. Yet this is antithetical to Cas-

tro’s nationalist Stalinist regime. As for

TV Marti, an internationalist leadership

in Havana would take the battle to the

enemy, recalling the short-lived "Radio

Free Dixie” over which the voice of

black civil rights militant Robert F. Wil-

liams was beamed into the U.S. South in

the early 1960s.

An Argentine newspaper asked last

year. “Is Castro the last Mohican of the

Kremlin’s old program for the Third

World? Can Cuba survive by itself when

the subsidies are shrinking and the objec-

tive dangers from the North are grow-

ing?" (Clart'n. 28 July 1989). The Cuban

Revolution cannot survive alone, merely

on the masses’ will to resist the Yankee

colossus. Illusions of capitalist abun-

dance have enormous attraction on a

population condemned to penury by

decades of blockade. The gains of the

revolution can be defended against a

vengeful imperialism, and a communist

future of freedom and abundance se-

cured, only through an international fight

for socialist revolution. led by a Leninist-

Trotskyist vanguard.

A proletarian political revolution in the

Soviet Union, returning to the interna-

tionalist road of Lenin and Trotsky,

would afford vital assistance. Instead

of treacherous "alliances" with cutback

capitalists as in Brazil, and dangerous

illusions of a "peaceful solution" to civil

war in Central America, workers revolu-

tions across Latin America would rapidly

break down Cuba’s excruciating isola-

tion. And the problems of underdevelop-

ment will finally be ended when vast

technical and material resources are

liberated for humanity by a victorious

workers socialist revolution in the United

States, “in the entrails of the monster."

as Jos6 Marti so graphically expressed it.

Valdez/White House

Bush (center) in "drug-patrol" speedboat. "War on drugs” is the latest cover
for Yankee imperialist aggression against Latin America.

Show Trial

in Cuba...
(continued from page 6)

market. Of course: money was worthless,

trade was reduced to barter, the Cubans

had surplus sugar, the Angolans had

tusks. And the total amount that the

prosecutor claims was deposited in the

Panama account (which Ochoa denies

was personal) was a piddling $46,000. In

answer to the charges that he purloined

$160,000 from the Nicaraguans intended

for grenade launchers. Ochoa replied he

couldn’t get them so instead he sent

2.000 grenades, costing as much or more.

And the Nicaraguans weren't complain-

ing. As for charges of greed and corrup-

tion. Ochoa says to the military court,

"those who know me and knew how I

live are aware that I’ve never been self-

ish or that I have anything." And no one

contradicts him.

The black market charges are all

window-dressing, as Fidel Castro’s July

9 speech before the Council of State

shows. He starts off his diatribe by at-

tacking Ochoa at length (more than 4.500

words!) over disagreements they had

over military policy in Angola. But

Ochoa wasn't charged with anything

concerning these disputes. What were

they about ? Castro has blamed the Sovi-

ets for seriously overextending the Ango-

lan army in the south, making them

vulnerable to a devastating South African

counterattack. From his remarks, he

evidently saw Ochoa as siding with the

Soviets. Who was right? We only have

Castro’s account. Cuban forces did even-

tually win a major victory in southern

Angola, defeating South African forces

at Cuito and then driving them back to

the Namibian border. And it is clear from

Castro’s dispatches that he ran the mili-

tary campaign out of Havana.

But that in itself tells a lot about the

Castro regime. The commander in chief

dictated battlefield instructions in minute

detail from 5,000 kilometers away. This

is how Stalin and Hitler directed their

armies. And sometimes they were right.

In North Africa, Rommel kept begging

Berlin to send more fuel so he could

chase the British to Cairo, but Hitler saw

that for all the brilliant general’s ex-

ploits, this was essentially a harassing

and delaying action. Stalin managed to

stiffen quite a few local commanders’

backs through sheer terror, as the Red
Army held out against tremendous odds.

But that was only after he brought the

Soviet Union to the brink of defeat: his

collapse following the Wehrmacht’s June

1941 Blitzkrieg attack, his criminal trust

in his pact with Hitler, and his bloody

purge of the Soviet general staff cost

millions of Soviet lives.

Ochoa's real crime was evidently that

he talked hack to El Jefe and to his im-

mediate boss. Raul Castro. Before the

military tribunal of honor, Raul absurdly

accuses Ochoa of being a wiseacre,

claiming it was "difficult to discern his

real thinking under his constant joking"!

According to American journalist Julia

Preston, in a televised speech General

Castro said that “people raise complaints

against the commander-in-chief...more

than ever" and that Ochoa complained of

“lousy decisions" made in the Angola

war (“The Trial that Shook Cuba," New
York Review of Books. 7 December
1989). For his part. Ochoa "confesses"

to the Court of Honor:

“One begins by uttering grunts when
given an order and ends up thinking that

everything that comes from the high

command is wrong. And along that path

one begins to think independently and
comes to believe that it is one who's

right

So the general was "guilty". . of “inde-

pendent thinking."

Fidel Castro declares to the Council of

State that in carrying out internationalist

missions, "it is inconceivable to allow

any military chief, however bright or

capable, to have the power to make stra-

tegic decisions. . and. on many occasions,

the power to make important tactical

decisions." These powers are the purview

of "the leadership of the Party" (Fidel)

and "the High Command of the Revolu-

tionary Armed Forces" (Raul). With such

a megalomaniacal view from the Castro

brothers, it’s easy to see how Ochoa fell

afoul of his superiors.

Ochoa, the Castros and the
“Drug War”

So what about various other charges

against Ochoa? Some were just unsub-

stantiated character assassination playing

on Stalinist prudery, such as the talk of

sex scandals: "street gossip included tales

of wife-swapping, sex with a mistress’

13-year-old daughter, and arranging for

Cuban lovelies to travel to Angola as

internacionalistas to service the sol-

diers." reports Cuba Update (Fall 1989).

And despite much speculation in the U.S.

press—emanating from former Cuban
general Rafael del Pino, who defected in

1987—no evidence has emerged to sup-

port theories that Ochoa was the leader

of a pro-Moscow wing of the military

which supported perestroika reforms, and

that there was a power struggle with

Defense Minister Raul Castro.

But the accusation that General Ochoa
was involved with drug traffickers and

covered up the existence of a drug-

smuggling ring operating out of the

Ministry of the Interior is a different

kettle of fish, some of them pretty rotten.

That there was such a ring, headed by
Tony de la Guardia, is affirmed not only

by Castro but also by the U.S. govern-

ment. which had infiltrated it. And while

the prosecutor and the Castros assid-

uously conflate the MININT ring with

Ochoa, all agree that he made contact

with the Colombian cocaine mafia
through the de la Guardia brothers.

About sending his aide Martinez to meet
with Medellin cartel kingpin Pablo Esco-

bar, Ochoa said, "of all the outrages I

commuted, to me this is the most seri-

ous. I haven’t the slightest doubt of it."

The de la Guardia ring was apparently

identical with the embargo-busting De-
partment MC. Because of the clandestine

nature of their work, they could count on
the cooperation of their customs and
border guard MININT colleagues, no
questions asked. Because they dealt with
shady figures, capable of smuggling
goods out of the U.S., they necessarily

came in contact with drug and arms
traffickers. Over the years, they doubtless

accomplished much for Cuba. But they
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got too chummy with some of their more

dubious contacts, and that evidently

developed into drug smuggling in con-

junction with Miami-based gusanos. Over

three years, the MC ring ran a series of

drug transshipments through Cuban wa-

ters and the military airport at Varadero.

totaling several million dollars.

Even by the prosecution's account,

Ochoa never carried out any drug deal.

He says he planned not to run drugs

through Cuba, but to invest money in

Cuban tourism which a friend would

launder in Panama for drug operations

via Mexico. Sucli an arms-length ar-

rangement would be safer, he figured,

than de la Guardia’s "two-bit operation."

However, in the course of his negotia-

tions, Ochoa sent Martinez to Medellin,

Colombia where he met with Pablo Esco-

bar. (The latter didn't need money laun-

dering; he was more interested in anti-

aircraft missiles.) And two of Escobar’s

people were brought to Cuba for negotia-

tions together with de la Guardia. Castro

and the prosecutor both ask what would

have been the consequences if Martinez

had been arrested in Colombia. Ochoa
commented on "the political implications

of all this for Cuba":

"While the commander in chief was
saying that we were not involved in drug

trafficking, we were involved in drug

trafficking, that we were negating what

the commander had said. I think nothing

can be more serious. We jeopardized the

position of the homeland.”

In arguing for “an exemplary punish-

ment and the most severe sanction."

Fidel declared; “they were drastically

weakening our defenses, they were de-

priving us of our moral weapons. They

were presenting to the enemy, on a silver

platter, the possibility of collecting evi-

dence to discredit Cuba. What would

revolutionary Cuba be without interna-

tional credibility?"

Gangsters like Pablo Escobar are plen-

ty unsavory: the private armies of the

Medellin cartel have killed several thou-

sand leftists in Colombia, repeatedly

massacring peasants and assassinating

Communist Party politicians. And it is

stupid in the extreme to get entangled in

an enterprise where the CIA has long

been deeply involved. Drug trafficking

has a long and sordid history— recall the

Opium Wars of the last century, where

British imperialism squeezed gold from

the addiction of millions of Chinese. The

harm wrought by the Medellin cartel’s

trade is magnified into a far greater so-

cial evil by criminalizing drug use, and

by the militarization associated with the

“war on drugs."

Before the 1959 revolution, Havana’s

image was sin city, playground of the

mafia, whorehouse of the West. The

Fidelistas took a moralistic stance drawn

from guerrilla military discipline, tradi-

tional Stalinist puritanism and the heavy

weight of Catholicism in Cuban society.

Castro’s regime made much of its repres-

sive measures against such supposed

evidence of “capitalist degeneracy” as

homosexuality. (In early years, homosex-

uals were jailed in Castro’s Cuba, now
AIDS victims are quarantined.) This is

the hypocritical and oppressive "morali-

ty" of capitalist society, which commu-
nists oppose.

Cuban soldiers near Cuito Cuanavale, Angola, where they decisively defeated
South African forces in 1988.

However, the phony “drug war” is at

the moment the central refrain in Wash-

ington’s drive to repress the ghetto popu-

lation and labor at home and to intervene

militarily as a gendarme in Latin Ameri-

ca. A member of the Cuban Council of

State observed. "The United States could

have been able to prepare armed aggres-

sion against Cuba under the pretext of

repressing drug trafficking" (La Jornada

[Mexico], 12 July 1989). This is certainly

true, but it hardly justifies summary

execution.

“His Pure and Noble Children”

The real charge is treason, but of

what? The prosecutor spelled it out in his

summation. “It is clear that over and

And in every other respect. "Case 1/

1989" eerily recalls the Stalinist show

trials of the 1930s. Ochoa rebukes his

defense attorney for even raising the

question of motivation, declaring, “I

didn't want to go into explanations that

might look like justifications.” Most

sinister were the references to Ochoa’s

children, his "pure and noble children"

as Raul referred to them in a menacing

demand that Ochoa cooperate in his

public testimony. This was clearly the

operational point: his “confession” in

exchange for a guarantee in open court

of his family’s safety. And this is given

by Fidel, saying that the "noble and

generous” Revolution "will never dis-

criminate against the children of the

culprits."

To the military Court of Honor. Ochoa
declares: "I know I betrayed the home-

land—and I tell you in all honesty, trea-

son is paid with one's life." And if he is

shot, he adds, “my last thought will be

for Fidel, for the great Revolution he has

made for his people."

They Would Have Loved the
Moscow Trials

Leftist admirers of Castro fell all over

themselves justifying the Ochoa trial.

Debra Evanson, president of the National

Lawyers Guild, declared it was "neither

a sham nor a ‘show’ trial," since

confessions were evidently given volun-

tarily and at times “the defendants even

appeared eager to clarify the facts and

events for the court...." She would have

loved Bukharin on the stand, or Zinov-

iev. "Although time was obviously ex-

tremely short.” she notes—right, two

days between being charged with treason

and going on trial

!

—still, “defense law-

yers had opportunities to review the

evidence gathered by the investigators

and to interview their clients." Of course,

she adds, "culpability was not an issue in

this case,” since they all confessed (Cuba
Update . Fall 1989).

The reformist Socialist Workers Party,

among Fidel’s most shameless apologists,

praised the executions. Shooting Ochoa
was a “resolute response" for which

"working people everywhere owe a debt

of gratitude to the Cuban government and

army.” They also applauded "Cuba’s de-

cisiveness in confronting the scourge of

trafficking in drugs" ( Militant

,

1 1 August

1989). Back in 1987, the SWP opposed

extraditing Nazi war criminal Karl Lin-

nas to the Soviet Union because he might

face execution for his crimes as comman-
dant of an Estonian death camp. Another

“scapegoat" the SWP wanted to protect

from execution was former SS butcher of

Lyon, Klaus Barbie, who helped the U.S

hunt down and murder Che Guevara.

These armchair Fidelistas save their civil

libertarian concerns for fascists.

Some of the less gung ho Castro back-

ers among ostensible Trotskyists are

more queasy about the trial. Janette

Habel, a follower of Ernest Mandel,

declares that “Ochoa was probably

crushed by his own hammer." She sees

Castro advised
Sandinista
leader Daniel
Ortega (right) to

conciliate U.S.
imperialism and
the Nicaraguan
bourgeoisie.

above any technicality of a legal nature,"

he says. "Ochoa’s greatest offense is

having betrayed his people.” "The first

person Ochoa betrayed was precisely

Fidel,” he continues. "Ochoa knew better

than anyone that he was betraying a

symbol, a history of honesty never cloud-

ed by a lie. By making an attempt against

Fidel’s credibility, Ochoa—and with him

the rest of the accused—stuck a knife in

the back of the country and the people.

Fidel is our voice, he is our representa-

tive, to whom we turn in difficult

times....”

In short. General Ochoa is accused of

betraying. ..Fidel. Just as Castro identi-

fies himself with the leadership of the

party, and his brother Raul with the

leadership of the army, here El Lfder

Maximo is equated with Cuba, with the

Revolution. Even the vile prosecutor in

the infamous Moscow Purge Trials, the

former Menshevik Vyshinsky (who as a

minister for Kerensky in 1917 issued an

order for the arrest of Lenin), had to be

more circumspect in identifying Stalin

with the Soviet Union. But the methodol-

ogy is the same: because the Vozhd

(Leader) is the Revolution, therefore

failure to obey, much less opposition, is

treason. To drive this home, Castro had

47 brigade and division generals and

admirals put on the “tribunal of honor"

as a loyalty oath implicating them per-

sonally in the execution.

in reports of abuse of power, embezzle-

ment. special clinics, and distribution of

TVs. VCRs, cars and even yachts to the

Cuban nomenklatura evidence of “a

conflict between the Castroist leading

nucleus and its supporters and the new
generation of technocrats and officials,

often influenced by Moscow.” Habel

rejects any analysis that "equates the

Cuban leadership with the bureaucratic

dictatorships of the East European coun-

tries." because the Castro group "has not

come out of a bureaucratic apparatus,

even if. through their method of func-

tioning. they have produced one" (Inter-

national Viewpoint. 13 November 1989).

Yet Ochoa and de la Guardia were both

from the Castroite Old Guard.

A,s the Spartacists have repeatedly

noted, the "Castro group" has run a Sta-

linist bureaucratic regime from the mo-

ment it became a deformed workers state

almost three decades ago, although it

took a while to congeal. And this has

always included attempts to find a modus

vivendi with the U.S. In this same vein.

Ochoa and the others were executed in

an effort to appease Yankee imperialism,

by offering up a sacrificial lamb. Shortly

after the trial, Castro made a well-

publicized offer to the U.S. to join its

"war on drugs.” With typical imperialist

arrogance, the Bush administration

refused on the grounds that it would lend

him legitimacy. “He has turned to the

United States for a life preserver." said

chief customs cop William von Raab. "1

feel we should throw him an anchor."

The claims by Washington that Castro

was in on the drug dealing, claims re-

peated by Julia Preston in her New York

Review of Books article, are absurd on

the face of it. More than that, they are

blatant war propaganda. In 1985, Castro

declared: "I state categorically that not

a cent of drugs money has entered this

country, and I know of no case in the 26

years of the revolution of any official

being involved in the traffic." Asked by

Maria Shriver of NBC in February 1988

if the Colombian drug cartel has ever

trafficked drugs through Cuba to the

U.S., Castro answered. "Never. Never!

We are the country that has fought

against drugs most systematically in this

hemisphere.” It would be disastrous to

stake Cuba’s "credibility" and "prestige"

on such statements if they were known
to be false. For Castro to lie about this

would be to invite an invasion.

Washington financed its Nicaraguan

contra terrorists through drugs-for-guns

trades, brokered by Cuban gusano traf-

fickers, and for years kept their anti-

communist “secret armies” going by

ferrying opium out of Southeast Asia.

Yet today these same Yankee imperialists

wave the banner of a “war on drugs" to

justify their interventionism in Latin

America. It would surprise no one if their

next attempted invasion of Cuba is con-

ducted under the same pretext. But trying

to placate the U.S. rulers with a blood

purge of some wayward officers can only

whet their reactionary appetites. Wash-

ington demanded that Castro prove his

seriousness by handing over Admiral

Aldo Santamana, former head of the

Cuban navy, and Fernando Ravelo-

Renedo, Cuba's ambassador to Nicara-

gua, for a frame-up “trial” like they are

about to give General Noriega.

Any harm done to the defense of Cuba
by Ochoa and the de la Guardia crew is

far exceeded by the damage inflicted by

Castro himselfby legitimizing the Yankee

war cry. Like sharks, the smell of blood

sends the imperialists into a feeding

frenzy. As the bureaucratically deformed

Cuban Revolution devours its own chil-

dren. Castro’s program of clamping down
on potential internal dissent and corrup-

tion with heightened repression, reinforc-

ing ideological “purity" through Stalinist

"rectification" campaigns, and offering

to cooperate with imperialism in a "com-
mon war" on drugs is a recipe for disas-

ter. The urgent need is instead for wag-

ing a class war together with the working

people of Latin America and North

America against their common capitalist-

imperialist oppressors.*
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Impoverished barrio in Pinochet’s Chile (left); outdoor market in East Germany. Capitalist neocolonies of Latin America have a per capita gross domestic product
of $2,000 compared to $5,000 for the East European deformed workers states.

Tokyo Stock

Market...
(continued from page I)

and Japan the world's biggest creditor.

This dramatic turnabout is rooted in

radically different rates of savings and

investment in the rival capitalist coun-

tries. The U.S. has become the ultimate

"buy now, pay later” economy, from the

Pentagon's funding of Star Wars to yup-

pies with their BMWs and two dozen

credit cards. The personal savings rate in

the U.S.. including the very wealthy, is

a lowly 5 percent of income.

Japanese households save on average

15 percent of their income. This has

enabled Japanese industrialists to invest

two ami a half times more in new plant

and equipment than their American com-
petitors, 24 percent of national output

last year compared to 10 percent in the

U.S. And there is plenty of money left

over for Tokyo operators to buy up

everything from iron mines in Australia

and Brazil to U.S. Treasury bills and

Rockefeller Center.

Japanese capitalism is structured to

force working people to save a large

fraction of their income. Consumer credit

is limited, and Japanese corporations pay

a large part of their employees’ wages
and salaries in the form of a lump-sum
bonus twice a year. Moreover, social

security benefits and pensions are so low

that Japanese cannot survive in old age

unless they have salted away much mon-
ey during their working years.

Housing prices are astronomical—
small, two-bedroom apartments in Tokyo
sell for a million dollars—and mortgage

terms unbearable. To make a down pay-

ment on a home, a family must save a

large part of their income for many
years. One Japanese bank has recently

introduced a 100-year mortgage so home
buyers can pass the burden on to their

great-great-grandchildren! The net result

is that over the course of their lifetime

Japanese manage much larger sums of
money than do Americans and West
Europeans.

Until the mid-1980s Japan had the

most conservative financial system in the

world, with a quite limited stock and

bond market. The traditional system went

back to the Meiji era of the late 1 9th

century when Japanese industrialization

was based on financially self-sufficient

cartels, the zaihatsu (e.g.. Mitsui, Mitsu-

bishi, Sumitomo). The zaihatsu all had

their own banks which channeled depos-

its into the cartels’ industrial and com-
mercial operations. As late as 1985. bank

deposits made up 65 percent of Japanese

financial assets and corporate stock only

I I percent. (In comparison, one-third of

America’s financial wealth was held in

banks while the stock market accounted

for a quarter of it.)

However, the explosion of Japan’s

financial wealth in the early '80s broke

down the traditional system. The country

experienced a classic speculative stock-

market boom linked to out-of-sight real-

estate values. (The market value of land

in downtown Tokyo alone is greater than

that of the entire United States!) The
Nikkei stock index (equivalent to Wall

Street's Dow Jones) went from 13,000 in

1985 to 38,000 at the end of last year.

Millions of white-collar workers and

professionals started to play the market

as their only hope of raising enough
money to buy a house. Stock prices were
bid up to a level that had no relation to

real corporate profits. A few months ago

Japanese stocks were selling for almost

70 limes annual earnings (compared to 1

5

times earnings in the U.S. and 20 times

earnings in West Germany). Tokyo secu-

rities analyst Akio Mikuni summed it up:

“The bubble continues to expand as long

as there are people who believe in the

Greater Fool Theory—someone else will

be willing to pay a high price.”

Obviously, the bubble was bound to

burst. But why now? The Tokyo crash

was triggered by the financial blowback

from the disintegration of the Soviet bloc

under the “liberal” Stalinist regime of

Mikhail Gorbachev. Japanese capital is

being channeled into the takeover bid for

East Europe. Last January Tokyo prime

minister Toshiki Kaifu visited both sides

of the perforated Berlin Wall and prom-
ised $2 billion in "soft" loans and aid to

Poland and Hungary. A few months later,

Japan's biggest cartel, Mitsubishi, signed

a wide-ranging agreement with Daimler-

Benz, Germany’s biggest cartel.

A new Tokyo-Berlin axis in the mak-
ing? Business Week (29 January) pointed

out that “euphoria over German reunifi-

cation and the opening of Eastern Europe

has attracted a wave of cash into Frank-

furt from every corner of the globe" and
that the gap between interest rates and
stock values "continues to attract billions

of dollars' worth of Japanese investment

into Frankfurt." In short, Japanese capital

finds it more lucrative to invest in Ger-

man Anschluss (annexation) than in the

hyperinflated Tokyo stock exchange.

The projected capitalist takeover and
exploitation of East Europe is already

affecting global economics from the

West Indies to the Far East. "Eastern

Europe will be more attractive for direct

investment and capital nows," predicts

Erskine Sandiford, the prime minister of
Barbados. "This will mean the diversion

of resources from developing countries

to Eastern Europe" (Financial Times, 1

2

December 1989). The money masters of
Frankfurt. New York and Tokyo plan to

turn East Europe into a giant cheap-labor
sweatshop while putting the rest of the

world on shorter rations.

So even sections of the Latin Ameri-
can bourgeoisie are not joining in the

hallelujah chorus over the supposed
"death of Communism." A liberal Peru-
vian businessman. Hernando de Soto,

wrote a rather bitter commentary for the

op-ed page of the New York Times ( I

April):

“Most Latin American countries have had

private properly and democratic constitu-

tions for nearly 170 years. This in addi-

tion to the tens of billions of dollars in

foreign aid and hundreds of billions of

dollars in loans have not raised per capita

gross domestic product over $2,000 a

year. Meanwhile, totalitarian socialism,

which is proclaimed to have failed, of-

fered Eastern Europeans $5,000 a year.”

Even the $2,000 versus $5,000 gross

averages hide the profoundly greater

inequality in Latin America. A general in

the East German security forces, who had

accompanied deposed DDR leader Erich

Honecker on foreign visits, commented
to Western reporters inspecting the coun-

try retreat of the former Stalinist tops at

Wandlitz that the ruling elite in East

Berlin lived like "orphans” compared to

the president of Mexico.

Wall Street vs. Japan, Inc...

The reverberation from the Tokyo
crash hits just when the U.S. economy
looks like it's heading into a recession.

Production is stagnant while corporate

profits are down 10 percent from last

year. Orders for machine tools—the core

of industrial investment—are falling. The
heady days on Wall Street ended with the

crash ofOctober 1 987. The big news these

days is not mega-mergers but multi-

billion-dollar bankruptcies. Last year

68,000 U.S. firms filed for bankruptcy

compared to 10,000 in 1981. So imagine
what would happen to corporate America
if billions of dollars of Japanese money
were suddenly withdrawn from their

portfolios.

Gorbachev's appeasement of Western

imperialism has highlighted and height-

ened economic conflicts between Wash-
ington and Tokyo. The American ruling

class views Japan less as a military ally

against the Russians and more as an eco-

nomic threat. Democratic Senator Ernest

Hollings, an ardent protectionist, argues:

“If the old game was called ‘Cold War,’
the new game is 'trade war’; it is a no-

holds-barred struggle among nations for

market share and standard of living in a
largely zero-sum world marketplace."

—Baltimore Sun.
17 December 1989

For years, Washington politicos, espe-

cially liberal Democrats, and AFL-CIO
bureaucrats have blamed Japan—often

appealing to “yellow peril" racism—for

the decay of American capitalism.
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Millville, N.J. ...
(continuedfrom page 12)

of the Klan. subjected to dozens of cross-

burnings. Jewish synagogues have also

been vandalized, and Hispanic and black

leaders have received death threats.

Their white sheets splattered with mud.

the race-haters fled the wrath of the

people of Millville, who stood up for

civil rights, equality and basic human
decency. The Klan’s protectors were the

cops, who were enforcing the "law and

order" of the racist capitalist state, while

the grotesque civil libertarian appeals by

the Klan's lawyers of the ACLU simply

emboldened these racist terrorists. As
Millville showed, mass mobilizations of

labor and minorities can drive the fas-

cists out of town. This battle must be

waged above all in the metropolitan

centers where the concentrations of mi-

norities and the strength of labor can be

brought out. The power of labor/black

mobilization was shown in Philadelphia

in November 1988, when the Partisan

Defense Committee initiated a mass
united-front action that stopped the KKK
from rallying at Independence Mall.

Supported by over 300 trade-union and

civil rights groups and individuals, the

anti-Klan mobilization was built from the

black colleges and SEPTA barns, the

Hispanic workers at RCA and the Camp-
bell Soup plant (now closing) in Camden.

It was forged in struggle against Philly

Democratic "Mayor of Murder” Wilson

Goode, who in 1985 had ordered the

hideous firebombing of the black MOVE
commune. From the "city of brotherly

love" to the farms and towns of South

Jersey, black and Hispanic communities

are targets of mounting racist attacks.

Putting a stop to racist terror in this

country means a break from the Demo-
crats and Republicans—fighting for an

integrated revolutionary workers party.

Above: Hispanic and black protesters turned out in defiance of “establishment" leaders who told them to stay home.
Below left: Local Klansman spattered by mud. Below right: KKKers huddle behind wire mesh fence before fleeing under
police protection.

no credits

Japan-bashing in the U.S. has pro-

voked a nationalistic backlash in Japan,

which also draws on notions of racial

superiority. Polls show almost 60 percent

of Japanese think the United States has

too many racial and ethnic groups, while

two-thirds believe American workers are

lazy. "The Japanese believe Americans

are overwrought crybabies, grousing

about trade problems primarily of their

own making—product of a flaccid fiscal

policy, an inability to make goods any-

one would want to buy" (Newsweek . 2

April). An anti-American diatribe by

Sony chief Akio Morita and right-wing

politician Shintaro Ishihara, The Japan
That Can Say No . has sold over a million

copies.

Conventional wisdom has it that Japan

is becoming the dominant power in the

Far East through peaceful, purely eco-

nomic means. The chief economist for

Deutsche Bank’s Tokyo office, Kenneth
Courtis, asserts: "What used to happen
only on the battlefield, they [the Japa-

nese] are doing through the stock mar-

ket." But in the final analysis the stock

market consists only of bits of paper.

Japan’s economic and financial wealth

can be maintained and secured only by

corresponding military power. The island

nation’s massive industrial plant is totally

dependent on imported oil, iron ore and

other raw materials. Its lucrative markets

in East Asia can be cut off through state

protectionism.

Mitsui, Mitsubishi & Co. are keenly

aware of this vulnerability. During the

past decade the Japanese military (called

the Self-Defense Forces) has grown at 6

percent a year, the fastest rate of any
major country in the world. According to

the executive editor of Air Force Maga-
zine (November 1989), the Japanese

armed forces, "though small, will possess

some of the world’s most advanced air-

craft. warships, ground combat weapons,

and communications equipment." This

rapid military buildup has nothing to do
with self-defense.

The Japanese ruling class, like its

counterparts in the West, foresees the

Soviet Union wracked by internal turmoil

and breaking apart. This would open the

way for the reconquest of the Kurile

(Northern) Islands, which the Russians

occupied at the end of World War II. The
descendants of the zaibatsu are also

dreaming of taking over the vast mineral

wealth of Siberia. At the same time,

economic conflict with the U.S. contin-

ues to intensify. Takehiko Kamo, a pro-

fessor at Tokyo University, says "the

profound changes occurring in the East-

West relationship could create a vacuum
that might tempt Japan to become a

military as well as economic giant” (Bos-

ton Globe, 20 February). It wouldn’t take

much tempting.

...vs. a Fourth Reich

For years economic tensions between

the U.S. and Japan have been the sharp-

est. most visible sign of interimperialist

rivalry. However, another capitalist super-

power is now looming on the European

horizon—a German Fourth Reich. While

Washington has endorsed the capitalist

reunification ofGermany, the British and

French ruling classes are understandably

fearful. And the drive toward the Fourth

Reich is already disrupting the financial

world. To prevent a massive outflow of

yen and dollars into Frankfurt, Tokyo
and New York have been forced to jack

up their interest rates. This helped pre-

cipitate the Tokyo stock market crash,

while widening the U.S. federal budget

deficit and upping the rate of corporate

bankruptcies.

Whatever their conflicts of interest,

the masters of Wall Street, Tokyo and

Frankfurt believe that the capitalist re-

unification of Germany and capitalist

restoration in East Europe is an about-to-

be-accomplished fact, that nothing can

stop it now. Certainly, Gorbachev is

willing to give up East Europe while the

local Stalinist bureaucracies have simply

collapsed. And after decades of Stalinist

oppression and mismanagement in the

name of Communism, the masses have

plenty of illusions in Western-style par-

liamentarism and a market economy.

However, the working class in East

Europe and the Soviet Union will resist

the actual measures of capitalist restora-

tion. In Poland, workers are fighting the

effects of the economic "shock treat-

ment” dictated by the world bankers, of

the kind usually carried out by Latin

American juntas. In East Germany, there

are mass worker protests against the

Frankfurt bankers’ plan to slash their

wages and savings through a currency

union. And in the Soviet Union, the Gor-

bachev regime has repeatedly postponed

raising consumer prices for fear of pro-

voking widespread popular unrest.

The notion that capitalist restoration in

the Soviet bloc will lead to democracy,

economic prosperity and peaceful rela-

tions between nations is a terrible illu-

sion. The turmoil in world financial

markets and the heightened interimperial-

ist conflicts point to the real effect of

counterrevolution in East Europe. The
trade war between the U.S. and Japan,

the interest-rate war between Frankfurt.

New York and Tokyo, prefigure a new
imperialist world war for the division of

markets and spheres of exploitation.

Under the impact of the imperialist

slaughter of the First World War, mil-

lions of workers in Russia, Germany,
France and other European countries

embraced Communism. And while the

bankruptcy of the Stalinist perversion

of Communism has been demonstrated,

capitalism can survive only by drastic

assaults on the livelihoods of the working

class. Polish and East German workers

are beginning to experience this bitter

truth that Bolivian miners and Mexican
steel workers, as well as American meat-

packers and bus drivers, have suffered

under for years.

Today more than ever, the struggle

against a nuclear-armed capitalism is a

struggle for the survival of civilization.

Sygma
German nationalists push for capitalist reunification. Drive toward Fourth Reich
is disrupting world financial markets.
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Hispanics,

Millville, N.J.
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300 protesters in Millville force Klan to flee under a barrage of jeers and mud.

Some 300 people, mainly Hispanics

and blacks, drove the KKK out of Mill-

ville, New Jersey, April 7, in a hail of

mud, stones and jeers. The Klan had

tried to rally in a baseball park in this

rural South Jersey town to spew its race-

hatred against Puerto Ricans, blacks

and the "Jewish-controlled” media. But

a steady rain had turned the ballpark into

a mud field. So when the Klan began

broadcasting its torrent of filth from

behind a wire-mesh fence in the bleach-

ers, the integrated crowd responded with

a barrage of its own. After KKK "grand

dragon” James Farrands got a mudball in

the face, the two dozen cowering racists

were forced to flee the park under police

protection.

Riot cops had been mobilized from at

least ten police agencies, and "responsi-

ble” black, Hispanic and Jewish leaders

had told residents to stay home or go
to church. But not everybody felt that

way. Hundreds, predominantly minority

youth, defiantly turned out. John Fuentes

and Douglas Jones-Romero of the His-

panic Political Caucus told El Diario-La

Prensa that their group had received

scores of phone calls from Hispanic vets

offering their services against the Klan.

After the crowd chased off the fascists.

Jones-Romero said, “After this reception,

I doubt that this band of racists will

return here. And if they do, they know
we’re waiting" (El Diario , 9 April).

Millville is situated in Cumberland
County, N.J., about 50 miles south of

Philadelphia. John Fuentes told WV the

KKK threat in this area began a couple

of years ago when his group started a

campaign which registered 1,700 new
voters, resulting in the election of 22

Hispanics to official positions. This en-

raged the Klan. whose local "grand drag-

on,” John Doak. lived in the county. In

April 1989, the KKK got a permit to

march in Millville, but the Hispanic

group went to the mayor, who rescinded

the permit. The Klan, represented by the

ACLU, then went to court, and a federal

judge ruled the KKK could rally in the

Millville baseball park.

Jones-Romero told WV that Latinos are

now 13 percent of the population in

Cumberland County, and about a quarter

of the nearby town of Vineland. Many
are industrial workers and agricultural

laborers working for the local growers,

who are a powerful lobby in the area.

The black population, about 20 percent

of the county, has been a constant target

continued on page II

Outrage Over Cop Killing

of Black Youth

Teaneck, N.J.

Teaneck ’s black community erupted in anger April

1 1 after the shooting death of 16-year-old black youth
Phillip Pannell, Jr., cut down by a cop’s .38 calibre

bullet in the back the night before. The killing of a
black teenager by a white cop shocked many in Tea-
neck. both black and white, because the town of 40.000
had cultivated an image of a decent liberal integrated

NYC suburb just four miles west of the George Wash-
ington Bridge.

Around 6:30 p.m., two squad cars came careening on-
to the basketball court across from Bryant High School,
rpshing a group of teenagers. As the youths scattered,

the cops chased after Pannell. saying that he fit the

description called in to them of a youth brandishing a

pistol. Teaneck cop Gary Spaih cornered Pannell in a

nearby yard. He later claimed the youth was reaching
for a "Saturday night special" as he gunned him down.
The police story immediately began unraveling. At

least ten eyewitnesses said Pannell was pleading "Don’t
shoot," with his hands in the air, as he was shot in a

cold-blooded execution. Just after Spath shot Pannell
in the back, another cop hollered, "Look at the —

-
you

got us into now!” and disgustedly threw his radio

against the fence, breaking it (Newsday, 13 April).

Teaneck blacks poured out of their homes the next
night in an angry, 1,000-strong protest rally outside the

Cedar Lane police station. Phillip Pannell, Sr. told the

crowd, “They killed my son for no reason. They’re not
going to get away with it. How can you shoot a man in

the back?" As the crowd was dispersing, riot cops from
neighboring towns roared into the parking lot. This

provoked a riot as youths stomped atop squad cars

and metal trash cans were heaved through storefront

windows.

To cool things out, the next day the killer was re-

lieved of police duty. But Spath. who had been suspend-

ed once before for firing his weapon, is still drawing

pay. Clearly, this trigger-happy cop should be behind

bars for murder!

The Jersey Record (15 April) wrote in a front-page

story, “It wasn’t supposed to happen in Teaneck. This

was the town that integrated itself in the 1960s and
became synonymous with suburban racial tolerance.”

Once lily-white and "overwhelmingly Christian," as

blacks and Jews increasingly made their homes in Tea-

neck it became in 1965 the first predominantly while

city in America to voluntarily adopt a busing plan. Its

black population went from 4 percent in 1960 to about

30 percent today.

Beneath the surface tranquility was simmering anger

and oppression. Most of Teaneck ’s blacks live northeast

of New Jersey Route 4: at Bryant High School, the

north door is known as “the black door," because black

students leave by this exit to walk home. Minority

teenagers say there is constant harassment from the

cops: "If they see more than two of us standing on a

street corner, they tell us to get off the street and go
into the house." one said.

Middle-class blacks and whites who have settled in

Teaneck were deeply shaken about the racist cop kill-

ing. But despite the liberal social consciousness that

prevailed in Teaneck. and its relative affluence, there

is no escaping the hard reality of this deeply racist

Agins/NY Times
Photograph of slain Phillip Pannell, Jr. is held by
his 13-year-old sister Natasha.

country. De facto segregation, youth joblessness, racist

police terror— these are the conditions of life for blacks
in capitalist America, and it will take a socialist revo-
lution to change that.

What s needed is an integrated working-class fight
led by a revolutionary party which champions the cause
of all the oppressed. In Teaneck. the local chapter of
the American Federation of Teachers is a scrappy union
which has struck often, and many teachers have indi-
vidually come forward to comfort distraught friertds

of the slain teenager. These unionists could be in the
forefront of uniting labor and blacks in a fight against
racist terror.
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Nicaragua: Turmoil at the Inaugural

Sandinistas Make Way
for Madame Contra
FSLN Ranks Chant:

“We Won’t Give Up Guns!”
The polarized scene at the presidential

inaugural in Managua’s National Stadium

on April 25 dramatically reproduced a

microcosm of Nicaragua today. The
baseball stadium was sharply split: to the

left of home plate the stands were occu-

pied by supporters of the Sandinista

National Liberation Front (FSLN); on the

right-field side were the cheering squads

from the 14-party coalition of the Nation-

al Opposition Union (UNO). When the

president-elect. Washington-financed

contra candidate and leading oligarch

Violeta Chamorro, entered dressed as

usual in saintly white and riding in a

vehicle closely resembling John Paul's

popemobile, she was pelted with plastic

bags of water hurled from the left-field

bleachers.

Behind the third base line, thousands

jeered the visiting dignitaries; "Assas-

sin!” they cried at Salvadoran president

Alfredo Cristiani of ARENA, the party

of the death squads. Panamanian puppet

Guillermo Endara, installed on the bayo-

nets of the 82nd Airborne, was greeted

with shouts of "Sellout!" U.S. vice presi-

dent Dan Quayle walked in to a chorus

of “Asesino!” and the chant, “Here, there,

the Yankees will die!” Earlier, when
outgoing president Sandinista leader

Daniel Ortega tried to walk down the

right-field line, he faced a similar hail of

water bags. When he retreated across the

field, Sandinista supporters chanted a

warning: “Ortega! Ortega! We won’t

give up our guns!”

Ortega proceeded to give a speech

“militantly” calling on the people to

respect social peace (!) in the country

and to fight for “national reconciliation.”

He pledged that the FSLN would be a

“constructive opposition" to the counter-

revolutionary Chamorro government.

Demagogically proclaiming that along

with Nicaraguan nationalist hero Sandino

he would always be on the side of the

continued on page 8

AP
Sandinista Comandante Humberto Ortega greets his new boss, contra
president Violeta Chamorro.

Class War at South Korea Shipyard

Hyundai Workers Battle Troops
TOKYO, April 30— Yesterday morn-
ing, 10,000 heavily armed South Ko-
rean riot policemen in combat fatigues

stormed the Hyundai shipyard in Ulsan,

Korea. They invaded the yard, the

world’s largest, by land, sea and air in

an attempt to crush a three-day-old sit-

in strike by 20,000 workers. At the

shipyard, workers fought the invading

troops with homemade cannons and
rolled flaming oil barrels into police

lines. More than 100 workers are

perched high on a 262-foot Goliath

crane, showering bolts on police below;

reportedly they have enough food and

ammunition to hold out for 15 days.

Three thousand workers who had barri-

caded and defended the yard’s main
gate were finally overcome by tear gas

barrages and club-swinging cops.

Hyundai workers are striking against

the recent jailing of four of their

leaders. Outraged by the government-

orchestrated assault on their plant, more
than 20,000 workers took to the streets

of Ulsan, Hyundai’s company town, to

do battle with the occupying security

forces. So far, more than 600 workers

have been arrested and scores injured

as Ulsan, 190 miles southeast of Seoul,

looks like a war zone. Korean television

broadcast pictures of brutal police beat-

ings of prisoners.

Major roads into the area have been

closed and air flights were suspended.

Twenty-six schools have been closed

and most stores are shut. Ulsan work-

ers, in streetfighting with the hated riot

cops, have destroyed numerous police

vehicles and a couple of buses and fire

engines. The Japan Times (29 April)

reports that "clouds of choking tear gas

and columns of black smoke billowing

from flaming debris hung over the

eastern edge of the city much of the

day." At the nearby Hyundai Motor
Company, over half the 27,000 workers

protested in solidarity with the shipyard

workers. In the streets between the

shipyard and the auto plant, workers

fought pitched battles with the police.

Students in Seoul also poured into the

streets to back the strikers.

The Ulsan shipyard workers have

been in the forefront of the fight by

South Korea’s powerful proletariat to

create independent and militant unions,

junking the corporatist unions that

enforced brutal labor discipline of the

chaebols , the huge state-sponsored

monopolies like Hyundai. South Ko-
rea’s supposed “economic miracle" is

the product of the highest rate of

exploitation and the deadliest working

conditions in the industrial world. The
Hyundai workers have been in the

bourgeoisie’s cross hairs since they

scored a stunning victory and won a

genuine union in 1987, and won a 20
percent wage increase the following

year. In 1989 the Hyundai workers

struck for 109 days, but lost after

12,000 police stormed the shipyard and

broke the strike. The current jai lings of

union leaders stem from that strike.

The government’s anti-union frenzy

has been fueled by the rapidly deterio-

rating condition of South Korea’s econ-

omy. South Korean exports, especially

automobiles, have dropped dramatically

in the past year, and Hyundai has been

hit the hardest. The weakening of the

Japanese yen has also exposed the

overvalued won (South Korea's curren-

cy), further depressing the economy. It

was no accident that the South Korean
stock market took its biggest-ever

continued on page 11
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Stop West German
Expulsion of Gypsies

Oer Spiegel

Roma Gypsies at former Nazi concentration camp of Neuengamme stage

hunger strike last year to protest deportation order.

The Gestapo still lives in “democratic"

West Germany. In a chilling scene remi-

niscent of Hitler’s Kristallnacht pogrom,

at 6:30 a.m. on April 5. an army of 1 .200

Cologne cops stormed into the trailer

homes and apartments of 150 Roma
Gypsies. Surprised in their sleep, they

were dragged out of their homes half-

naked. The police tore jewelry off

Roma women. Eight children were kid-

napped by the state. For seven hours

the Gypsies’ homes and bodies were

searched, their money confiscated

—

including the month’s welfare payments.

Some 200,000 DM was seized while

police kept lawyers and supporters away.

Altogether. 34 people were arrested. 14

for belonging to an alleged "criminal

band” whose children were supposedly

bought to be trained as “thieves." There

were also raids in Hamburg. Bochum and

Nuremberg as part of the escalating racist

campaign.

Those arrested now face deportation as

the German capitalist ruling class cam-

paigns to "purify" the country of its

small surviving Gypsy population. Half

a million Gypsies were exterminated by

the Third Reich, and the West German
government’s present campaign carries

an unmistakable fascist odor. Last Octo-

ber several hundred Gypsies, including

many children, were beaten up by the

Hamburg police and driven out of the

former concentration camp of Neuen-

gamme where they had set up tents to

protest threatened deportations. After a

hunger strike, deportation plans were put

on hold—purportedly for state agencies

to develop a plan to permit the Gypsy

families to remain in Hamburg. Instead

the agencies set up for "integrating"

the Gypsies turned their information

over to the authorities to prepare mass

deportations!

Following the October attack at

Neuengamme, our fraternal defense or-

ganization, the Komitee fur Soziale Ver-

teidigung (KfsV), issued a statement

protesting the expulsions. Comrades of

the Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands

(now of the Spartakist-Arbeiterpartei

Deutschlands) participated in an August

demonstration against the racist deporta-

tion plans of the Social Democratic

(SPD) dominated Hamburg city govern-

ment. Protests were also sent by the Par-

tisan Defense Committee of Canada and

the Australian PDC. From the U.S., the

Partisan Defense Committee wrote the

German embassy and Hamburg mayor
protesting the threatened deportations:

"The German government, as the self-

proclaimed successor state to Hitler's

Third Reich, continues to treat the Roma
and Sinti [Gypsy communities which
historically settled in German-speaking
lands] people as Untermenschen (sub-

humans], while you welcome with open
arms thousands of DDR 'dropouts' and

Volksdeutsche (ethnic Germans] from

Eastern Europe. Today's deportations are

prepared with information obtained by
government agencies under the guise of

'integrating' Roma families, just as the

1939 Nazi census was used to round up
deportees for the death camps.
"This racist outrage takes place in the

context of the ominous rise of the fas-

cists. It is an attack on all minorities,

immigrant 'guest' workers and the whole
of the German working class. ..

"We demand: Stop the expulsions! Full

citizenship rights for foreign-bom work-
ers and their families!"

For years minorities and immigrant

workers in West Germany have lived

under the shadow of resurgent German
nationalism. With Kohl’s drive to create

a Greater Germany, racist and fascist

attacks have steadily increased— East and

West. From East German placards saying

that PDS chairman Gregor Gysi, of Jew-

ish origin, is "No German” to the West

German government campaign to finish

the job on the Gypsies begun in Hitler's

death camps, the omens are in full view.

On April 7. our comrades in the KfsV
protested the brutal Cologne police

attack:

"These methods in the tradition of the

Gestapo are being revived against these

victims of the Third Reich in order to

build a new. Fourth Reich. We demand
that all charges against the Roma com-
munity be immediately dropped, that

confiscated property be returned and that

all arrested adults and children be re-

leased. We demand compensatory damag-
es of at least a million D-marks for this

community, and full citizenship rights for

all Sinti and Roma!"

Kohl’s plans must be stopped. Harass-

ment. deportations and racist state ter-

ror—this is what "free world" Germany
means for the Roma people, and it is a

foretaste of what capitalist reunification

of Germany will mean for Polish. Viet-

namese, Mozambican and other minority

workers in the DDR. The German work-

ing class. East and West, must take up

the fight to defend the Roma and all

immigrant and minority communities.

* * *

We encourage WV readers to continue

to support and build the PDC. Become a

monthly sustaining contributor. Send a

donation of $5 or more and receive a

subscription to Class-Struggle Defense

Notes. For a single copy send $1 to:

Partisan Defense Committee. P.O. Box
99, Canal Street Station. New York. New
York 10013.

TROTSKY

The Founding of

Korean Communism
The Korean Communist Party was one of

the first to he established in the Far East, in

1920. in response to the Russian Revolution.

At the time. Korea was still a Japanese colo-

ny. The first manifesto ofthe KCP. adopted in

1921, called on the proletariat tofight against

colonial rule and capitalist exploitation, em-

phasizing the needfor common struggle with

Japanese and Chinese revolutionaries. LENIN

Our national emancipation movement is merely a step to the ultimate purpose of

social revolution, and we are striving for the complete elimination of all of the classes

of our present society. This is our belief and, at the same time, the common objective

of all the toiling masses of the world. Thus, our enemy is all the exploiting classes

of the world, as well as the Japanese militarists and financiers, and all the masses who
share the common fate under the oppressions of the ruling class must unite their

efforts. Thus, our efforts may be meager, but we express heartfelt congratulations to

the Russian working masses and await with great expectation their success. We also

expect the success of the activities of the Chinese mass revolutionary organizations

and trust in the success of the birth of the recent Japanese socialist organization and

Japanese Communist Party. Thus, we shall together destroy and drive out the roots

of all the crimes of exploiting classes in East Asia, nay, in the entire world.

—“Manifesto of the Korean Communist Party” (May 1921)
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May 13 marks the fifth anniversary of the police bombing of the

radical MOVE commune in West Philadelphia. Eleven black people,

including five children, were devoured in the fiery inferno, and a

black neighborhood turned to ash. Democratic mayor Wilson Goode
gave the order, the FBI supplied the C-4 explosives, Philly cops
dropped the bomb on the house, then opened up with 10,000 rounds
of machine-gun and rifle fire to drive back into the flames those
who sought to escape. Reagan's top cop Ed Meese cited this state

terrorism as a "good example" for other police to follow.

The Mother's Day 1985 siege of Osage Avenue began as a cop bull-

horn delivered the message: "Attention MOVE. This is America.”
Racist capitalist America, where mass murder of black people is

officially sanctioned. Today, the criminals who carried out this state

murder are free while Ramona Africa remains behind bars for the

"crime" of surviving the massacre, as do more than a dozen other
members of the Africa family jailed earlier. Free the MOVE pris-

oners! The American workers revolution will avenge the MOVE
martyrs!
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Noah

Wolkenstein

1955-1990

It is with shock and deep grief that we announce the

death of our comrade Noah Wolkenstein. Noah served as

production manager of Workers Vanguard and Spartacist

and department head of the composition crew up until

October 1988. He died April 23 by his own hand. Noah was

34 years old, a member of the Bay Area Spartacist League

and a full member of the SL Central Committee at the time

of his death.

This tragedy touches every comrade and section of the

International Communist League, in particular the comrades

in New York who knew him in his painstaking and brilliant

political work on the production side of our press, but also

many comrades from other party locals and ICL sections.

During his years as WV comp chief Noah also took responsi-

bility for setting up press production systems and training

comrades in Canada, France and elsewhere. During February

and March of this year, comrade Noah was in Germany to

establish the basic technical framework for our press there.

He accomplished this task with the determination which was

characteristic of him.

Noah joined the party in 1975. His older sister Rachel

was recruited in 1973, following a fusion between the

Spartacist League and the Buffalo Marxist Caucus. Noah’s

older brother Seth joined the party in 1974.

Noah’s parents, Gloria and Ed Wolkenstein, have

reached out to us through their own grief to bear witness

to the strength of Noah’s communist convictions and the

satisfaction he drew from his crucial work for our party

during these fifteen years. Our hearts go out to his parents,

his other sister, Naomi, and the other members of the family.

An appreciation of Noah's life and contributions to the

work of our party will appear in our next issue. In deference

to Noah’s expressed wish that no memorials be held, private

informal gatherings are being held for his comrades to

remember him. He will be remembered always and best

through our determination to carry forward the struggle for

the communist ideals to which he devoted all his energy and

intelligence during the too brief time we had together.

boss is the notorious Suffolk district

attorney Newman Flanagan, an avid anti-

abortionist and the architect of the racist

campaign to railroad a black man. Willie

Bennett, in the murder of Carol Stuart.

This is far from the first case of state

repression against abortion clinic defend-

ers in the Boston area. Susan Newsom,
an associate director of Planned Parent-

hood, was charged with assault and bat-

tery four months after an O.R. assault on

a Brookline clinic, when she appeared on

TV as a spokesman for Planned Parent-

hood. Newsom was found not guilty as

well. Also on January 16, when Mary A.

was arrested at Gynecare, a Spartacist

supporter was arrested at an abortion

rights rally in front of Pre-Term Health

Services in Brookline, manhandled by the

cops, handcuffed and ludicrously charged

continued on page 4

Boston
On April 17, a Boston municipal court-

room was the scene of a small but signif-

icant victory in the battle for abortion

rights. When Judge Theodore Bakas pro-

nounced that “Mary A.” was not guilty

of the grotesquely trumped-up charge

of assault and battery with a danger-

ous weapon—namely, her foot—dozens

of pro-choice activists broke out into

applause.

The case stems from a confrontation

outside the beleaguered Gynecare, a wom-
en *s health clinic in downtown Boston

and longtime target for the reactionaries

of Operation Rescue (O.R.). More than

a hundred of their ilk attempted to seal

off the facility on January 13. They were

met by an even larger crowd prepared to

defend the clinic.

One twisted little O.R. bigot. Steve

Darling, was among those who tried to

break through a line of clinic defenders,

to penetrate the building and close down

the services. The little creep literally got

down, on his hands and knees and tried

to crawl his way in by butting against the

legs of women and their supporters on

the defense line. But naturally the cops

arrested the victim instead of this per-

verted perp.

As a Boston Globe (11 April) article

by Bella English reported, Mary A. had

been at the rally on January 13 holding

a sign, “Defend Women's Rights," which

she later put down to link arms in front

of the police barricades:

“All of a sudden, a man from Operation

Rescue dove at her feet. 'He was on his

stomach, on the ground, trying to get

through my legs,' Mary recalled. She

reacted instinctively. ‘I put my foot on

his shoulder and pushed. 1 did not kick

him. I was scared. If he had kept coming,

I would have fallen down'.”

That the case even came to trial is an

outrage of malicious prosecution. Not

one person on the prosecutor’s side, from

“plaintiff" Darling to the cop who made

the arrest at the behest of the O.R. big-

ots, could even identify Mary in the

courtroom prior to the trial. The case had

been previously dismissed by the judge

months ago, but was reopened when

prosecutor James Sweeney and Darling

insisted on pressing charges. Sweeney's

Boston Gynecare
clinic has been at

the center of the
abortion rights

controversy. Here,

at demonstration last

July 22, Spartacist
contingent calls

for "Free Abortion
on Demand!”

"Free Quality Health
Care for All!"

Charges Dropped Against

Abortion Clinic Defender

4 MAY 1990
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USIA Tours Russian Anti-Semites
The violent attack on the Moscow

writers group "April" by the fascist Pam-
yat (Memory) group earlier this year sent

a shudder around the world, signaling the

ominous rise of chauvinist Russian na-

tionalism inside the Soviet Union. Now
Washington is touring a seven-man group

of “conservative Russian writers" around

the U.S.. several of whom have gained

notoriety for their virulent anti-Semitism.

This is hardly surprising particularly

coming from the Bush administration,

which had a nest of Nazis and anti-

Semites in its election campaign staff, in-

cluding Republican Party deputy national

chairman Frederick Malek. who kept lists

of Jews in government positions.

The United States Information Agency
(USIA) International Visitor Program has

laid out $60,000 to sponsor a month-long

national tour that winds up in New York

City on May 13. At least three of these

Mother Russia nativists. Viktor Likhono-

sov. Oleg Mikhailov and Stanislav Kuna-
yev. recently signed an anti-Semitic letter

in the Soviet journal Literaturnaya Ros-

siya blaming "Zionists" for anti-Jewish

pogroms. A fourth member of this unsa-

vory delegation hand-picked by the U.S.

embassy in Moscow is the journal’s edi-

tor. Ernst Safonov. Kunayev wrote an ar-

ticle in the June 1989 Nash Sovrernennik

claiming that infamous anti-Semitic

tsarist police forgery, the "Protocols of

the Elders of Zion.” was authentic and

claiming that "publicists of Jewish origin

use Russian surnames" to "write about

the defects of the Soviet people."

Although these latter-day Black Hun-
dreds ideologists are quick to deny they

are members of Pamyat. the USIA's
"international visitors" are acknowledged

by one of their tour hosts at the Wash-
ington. D.C. Kennan Institute for Ad-
vanced Russian Studies as “editors of

journals and newspapers which often

have antisemitic articles presented there.”

According to Stale Department and

USIA spokesmen, the purpose of this trip

is to expose these "conservative Russian

writers" to “the depth and diversity of

American culture and to the principles

and practices of a pluralistic society."

Exposure to American culture? What
chutzpah, and what hypocrisy. The Bush
administration and Congress have un-

leashed a broad assault on culture and

free speech, censoring public showings

of disfavored artists like the late Robert

Mapplethorpe and ordering a 400 percent

increase last year in "obscenity" pros-

ecutions by the U.S. Justice Department
which wants to dictate what U.S. citizens

can read and watch.

Learning about pluralistic principles?

We have not forgotten that five years ago
the Reagan/Bush State Department barred

three prominent Soviet Jews, including

World War II hero David Dragunsky,

from attending a 40th anniversary cele-

bration of V-E Day. General Dragunsky
denounced this blatant anti-Soviet and

anti-Semitic outrage, stating that "we
see this act as linked to President Rea-

gan’s laying of a wreath at Bitburg

Cemetery where 49 members of the SS
are buried."

Anti-communism and anti-Semitism

are certainly staples of American imperi-

alism. At the end of World War II more
Sumovsky/Zoja Pictures

than 1,500 Nazi war criminals were

recruited for jobs in U.S. intelligence.

Some of them took up broadcasting ca-

reers at the USIA’s sister agencies Radio
Free Europe and Radio Liberty, where
they filled Eastern European and Soviet

airwaves with their filth.

Of course, the real reason the Bush
administration invited the seven national-

ists who yearn for an iron hand to rule

the Soviet Union is to get an inside track

with those they hope may be among the

future rulers of a “post-Soviet Russia."

The USIA boasts, according to the Wash-

ington Post (19 April), that over the

years, its visitor program has "included

124 men and one woman who later rose

to be chiefs of state or heads of govern-

ment in such countries as Botswana.

Kenya, the Republic of South Africa.

Costa Rica. Brazil, Malaysia. Japan.

India and Morocco."

Indeed, one of those selected by the

U.S. embassy talent scouts is current

Moscow high flyer Valentin Rasputin,

who declined the American invitation

because Gorbachev recently named him

to his cabinet. Rasputin, a leader of the

Russian Writers Union, told New York

Times reporter Bill Keller that "the Jews

here should feel responsible for the sin

of having carried out the Revolution

and. ..for the killing of God."

This glorification of "truly Russian"

culture is animated by hatred for the

communist ideals of the 1917 October

Revolution which smashed the Black

Hundreds, the murderous anti-Jewish

pogromists unleashed by the tsarist re-

gime. The anti-communist Zionists at the

National Conference on Soviet Jewry

complained about the State Department’s

justifications for the tour, but their only

beef is the use of taxpayers’ dollars,

saying that the Russian chauvinists "are

perfectly free to come to the United

States on their own money"!
The "USIA Seven" are poisonous anti-

Soviet demagogues. They are fanning the

flames of chauvinism to produce murder-

ous pogroms and national conflagrations,

emboldening the imperialists' drive for

conquest and plunder. We are fighting to

carry out a workers revolution before the

U.S. imperialists unleash another holo-

caust, this time with nuclear weapons. As
part of a common internationalist strug-

gle, Soviet workers must defend the

gains of October by returning to the road

of Lenin and Trotsky, ousting the Stalin-

ist bureaucracy which has conciliated and

encouraged the Russian nativist counter-

revolutionaries. As a vital first step along

this path, the Soviet proletariat can begin

by smashing Pamyat and its ilk before

this festering sore becomes a malignant

cancer threatening the multinational

Soviet state and its many peoples.

All the old crap:
Russian

reactionaries
of "Fatherland"

march under
banner of

St. George.
Anti-Semitic

writer, Gorbachev
adviser Valentin
Rasputin (right)

and Pamyat
fascist demagogue

Dmitri Vasiliev

(far right).
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Boston...
(continued from page 3)

with assault and battery for demonstra-
tively refusing an O.R. leaflet. His case

was continued without finding on March
13, making dismissal likely.

Mary A. is reluctant to give out her

last name out of fear of harassment from
the “god squads.” Her concern is not

without foundation. Just last month, O.R.
operatives stole the log book of patients

and doctors at Gynecare and since then

at least two doctors have been harassed

several times through letters and tele-

phone calls.

In response to the attempts by anti-

abortion bigots to blockade the clinics

and intimidate patients, organizations like

Planned Parenthood and NOW seek to

"defuse" the situation by relying on the

cops to do their supposed “duty." An
echo of NOW’s strategy is made by the

reformist Socialist Action which insists:

"We must continue to demand that city

officials— including the mayor, the city

council and the police—enforce the law
and keep the clinics accessible" (Social-

ist Action , November 1989). But as the

Mary A. case graphically attests, the

police are the enforcers of the capitalist

order, which is inimicable to women's
rights.

Across the country, where clinics have
been under attack, bourgeois feminists

like NOW look to the cops while various

leftists and militant women’s rights activ-

ists have sought to defend the clinics

through direct action. Yet many of the

latter, including pseudo-Trotskyists and
the Maoist RCP’s Refuse and Resist,

seek "unity" with NOW in a common
"movement.” The axis of this popular

front of class collaboration is. as always,

the Democratic Party. NOW leader Molly
Yard’s talk of a "women’s party” quickly

went up in smoke as the "movement"
responded to last year’s Supreme Court
decision on the Missouri abortion case

by focusing on electing Democrats to

state legislatures. Meanwhile, Democrat-
ic Party women candidates are running

for governor in Texas and California on
their support for the death penalty

—

racist legal lynching.

Let Bill Baird Speak!

At a student "pro-choice" rally sched-

uled for May I at Boston Common, or-

ganizers disinvited courageous abortion

clinic pioneer Bill Baird, whose clinic

has been bombed and who was jailed in

Massachusetts for displaying birth con-
trol devices in 1967. They threaten to get

the cops to prevent him from speaking to

the crowd. Instead they want to high-

light Democratic gubernatorial candi-

dates Francis Bellotti and Evelyn Murphy
(as well as a "pro-choice Republican").

In 1975, Bellotti was named in a civil

suit, Baird v. Bellotti, in which Baird

fought to strike down a Massachusetts

law requiring parental permission for

young women seeking abortions. Bill

Baird should be a guest of honor at any
women’s rights gathering!

As the anti-abortion bigots look to the

bourgeois state for support, from the

Supreme Court and White House down
to the local cops, what’s vitally needed

is to mobilize women, minorities and
centrally the power of labor in defense

of abortion rights and to stop the Opera-
tion Rescue bigots when they try to

strike. Such an independent mobilization

must be built against both Democrats and
Republicans, the partner parties of capital

who stand with their cops. At a Boston
demonstration to defend Gynecare last

July, Spartacist League supporters carried

signs calling on labor to defend abortion

clinics against the deadly "right to life”

bigots. The SL demanded "Free Abortion
on Demand" as well as “Free, Quality

Health Care for All!” “Abortion Rights

for Teens—Down with Parental Consent
Laws!" "Down with Bush, Break with

the Democrats, Build a Workers Party

F

and “Women’s Liberation Through So-

cialist Revolution!"

Mary A. still needs money to cover
lawyer’s fees. Donations to her defense
fund can be sent to the "Ad Hoc Mary A.
Defense Fund," MIT Branch, P.O. Box
294, Cambridge, MA 02 1 39.
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Lifestyle Police

Frame Gonzo Journalist

Defend Hunter S. Thompson!
Edmund Shea

Ralph Steadman

Ralph Steadman’s Doctor Hunter S. Thompson Defense Fund cartoon. At

right: the gonzo author.

“I got nothing personal against

Thompson.... I've read all his stuff

and I know how he is: he's a god-

damn lunatic—and you’ve got to be

careful with a bastard like that,

because no matter how hard he tries,

he just can’t help but tell the truth.”

— Pittsburgh tackle Tom Keating,

quoted in Hunter S. Thompson’s
"Fear and Loathing at the Super
Bowl” (1973)

Hunter S. Thompson, one of the most

incisive, savage and sardonic writers on

the American scene for 25 years, is being

victimized by an outrageous witchhunt in

Aspen, Colorado, his home for the past

two decades. "Lifestyle-police raid home
of crazed gonzo journalist. Eleven-hour

search by six trained investigators yields

nothing but crumbs," Thompson suggest-

ed as his own title for the story of how
he’s suddenly facing felony charges

carrying up to 16 years in prison.

The whole thing is a vindictive set-up

by the Aspen D.A.'s office, and who
knows what sinister figures are lurking

in the background. Certainly the 52-year-

old writer has managed to outrage and

expose almost every lying, hypocritical

politician in America, from pillars of the

community in once small-town Aspen to

Richard Milhous Nixon. Former Rolling

Stone columnist Thompson is most popu-

larly known for inspiring the Doonesbury

cartoon character “Uncle Duke," while

we remember better his series of “fear

and loathing” essays and books on the

dark side of the American dream. He

dubbed this mixture of fact and revealing

half-fiction "gonzo journalism." which he

once described as “a style of ‘reporting’

based on William Faulkner’s idea that

the best fiction is far more true than any

kind of journalism.”

We appreciate especially Thompson’s

unrelenting pursuit of the truth about this

corrupt American empire and its crooked

prince of darkness, the somehow still-

present Richard Nixon. The best of the

gonzo journalist’s essays are cheerfully

apocalyptic and pessimistic prognoses,

with an elegant and honest quality some-

thing like George Orwell on acid, or

maybe Gore Vidal on speed.

The lifestyle cops broke in on this

ferociously independent writer on the

word of a producer and sometime star in

porn films, who claimed she wanted to

interview Thompson, but managed to get

into an argument instead. She ran to the

cops with charges that he had "twisted

her left breast” (misdemeanor assault)

and tried to get her into a hot tub as

well. He denied all this, noting “she

would have displaced too much water”

in any case. But the initial charges were

only a pretext; the raid was a fishing

expedition so the D.A. could get some-

thing on Thompson that could push

the misdemeanor charges up to serious

felony ones.

Warren Hinckle, veteran journalist and

25-year professional colleague of Thomp-

son’s, notes that in their crazed all-night

search of Thompson’s Woody Creek log

cabin on February 26, the six investi-

gators from D.A. Mill Blakey’s office

“ripped apart his books and searched the

cracks in the floorboards and came up

with a decade’s detritus of natural herbs

and controlled substances. The meager

haul was fit for a Smithsonian sampling

of recreational drugs of the ’60s.... The

widespread impression that the D.A. was

out to do in Thompson was bolstered

by his listing ’child pornography tape’

among the items taken from Thompson.

This turned out to be a video of the

TV tabloid news show ’Inside Edi-

tion’ that contained a segment from

the BBC on child pornography" (San

Francisco Examiner , 12 April).

They tried but failed to get a felony

gun charge for a model of an ancient

pre-World War I Gatling gun. (Whatever

happened to the Second Amendment
right to bear arms?) So instead they

scrambled up a pathetic miscellany of

other charges, including one for felony

possession of Valium (four tablets)! The

best they could do on hopefully sinister-

sounding non-drug felony counts was for

a few sticks of dynamite left by a friend

who blasts creeks for irrigation. And, ac-

cording to Warren Hinckle in his 19

April Examiner column, the woman says

"that she was pressured into making the

statement by Aspen authorities who told

her they were itching to get into the

writer’s house."

The bases for these felony charges are

patently ridiculous, and the Aspen law-

men may look like fools, but the charges

are deadly serious. It’s probably only

because Thompson isn’t black and is

fairly famous that the D.A.’s men didn’t

come in with guns blazing (besides.

Thompson is well known to be fond of

firearms himself). Hinckle recalled how
the Chicago cops burst into Fred Hamp-
ton’s apartment in 1969. murdering two

Black Panther Party members in their

beds.

Thompson pointed out at a forum at

Columbia University on April 18 that the

raid has sinister implications for every-

body. "People don ‘t realize how far things

have slipped; the watershed high court

decisions eroding the Fourth Amendment
that have gone unnoticed....” He said

that America is entering the era of the

"retroactive warrant”: “They search your

house without cause, and if they find

anything to charge you with, the courts

will uphold it as a proper search. Today

it’s me. tomorrow it’s you," he told the

college audience. “We are at the begin-

ning of the ’90s, the beginning of an evil

decade.... The bastards are out to get

us.” After the students’ applause, he

continued: "What do you know of these

things? You come from a generation that

thinks rain is poison, sex means certain

death and anything that’s fun will give

you cancer."

“Fur and Loathing” in Aspen

So why are they trying so hard to get

Hunter S. Thompson? Well, even para-

noids have real enemies, and the inventor

of "gonzo journalism” has made most of

the right ones. Thompson first outraged

the city fathers back in 1970, when he

almost won an election for sheriff (the

vote was 1,533 to 1,068). He ran on a

“freak power” platform including taking

the profit out of drug dealing and renam-

ing the place "Fat City” to discourage

"greed heads and land rapers" from turn-

ing the town into the roaring glitzy mon-
ster it has become today.

It’s a weird place, as the New York

Times Magazine (21 January) noted:

“Led by a four-term mayor some call a

dictator. Aspen has banned smoking and

neon and will soon vote on becoming the

first town in the world, perhaps, to ban

the sale of fur coats." Meanwhile, the

filthy rich dripping with diamonds and

furs line the main streets, the airfield is

jammed with Learjets while the real

powers that be play up the ecological

image to hype their mammoth hotels.

With all this, it is significant that

Thompson has a good deal of support in

Aspen. According to the editor of the

Aspen Times Daily . "The reaction of the

town—his potential jurors—has been

very positive toward Hunter," reports

Warren Hinckle. One caller to the Aspen

Daily News said the raid "seems to be
‘ 1984’ in action." Another opined an 1

1-

hour search of the D.A.'s house would

probably turn up something embarrassing

too. Aspen may be small, but it’s not a

strait-laced small-minded Baptist back-

water. The average price of a house has

soared to $1.1 million. A lot of the

townsfolk are some kind of operator, and

that makes them more sympathetic to

Thompson. If he proves too popular

locally, the prosecution is considering a

change of venue, permitted under an

obscure Colorado law.

continued on page 10
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Bigots Target Mapplethorpe Exhibit
On April 7, dozens of sheriff's depu-

ties and cops raided a Midwest establish-

ment after a grand jury charged it and the

kingpin of the operation with "pandering

obscenity and misuse of a minor in

nudity-oriented material." This wasn't

some "adult entertainment" video ware-

house on the strip, or the local 7-Eleven

being pounced on by Legion of Decency

snoops for hiding a few copies of Hustler

or Penthouse under the counter. No. the

sheriff of Cincinnati, Ohio has already

banned all that. This time the "Censor-

nati" vice cops, obviously starved for

something juicy, were unleashed against

a fancy art gallery, the Cincinnati Con-

temporary Arts Center, and its coura-

geous director. Dennis Barrie. Barrie

faces a $1,000 fine and up to six months

in jail for each count, while the museum

may be fined $10,000.

The center is showing “The Perfect Mo-

ment." a traveling retrospective exhibit of

175 photographs by the late Robert Map-

plethorpe that has become the target of

reactionary censors across the nation.

Trouble was expected early on in Cincin-

nati. where Hamilton County sheriff

Simon Leis and prosecutor Arthur Ney

forged their careers through anti-porn

crusades, and the National Coalition

Against Pornography and Citizens for

Community Values picket with signs like

"God Is Against Pornography—So Are

We." The Arts Center received threats and

even human excrement in the mail before

the show opened, and the chairman of

the gallery’s board resigned under the

pressure.

But gallery director Dennis Barrie

insisted the show will go on, and a thou-

sand Cincinnatians, smarting under their

city’s image as a rube “Porkopolis" of

repression, came out to defend the art

works. Protesters' signs declared, “Cen-

sorship is obscene" and “If you give

artists freedom of expression, soon every

Cincinnati Museum Stands Fast

American will want it." They angrily

chanted "Fascists!" “Gestapo go home!”

and "The whole world is watching, the

whole world is laughing." as the vice

squad shut down the gallery for over an

hour to videotape the "evidence." The

show was reopened and no works were

started last summer when Jesse Helms

and fellow yahoos in Congress sought to

impose state censorship of art. going

after the 20-year retrospective exhibit for

including photographs of nude black and

white men together and some sadomas-

ochistic scenes, as well as two photos of

Cincinnati rally of 1,000 takes stand against censorship.

seized, however, as a judge had earlier

ruled against any such acts until the

criminal charges are resolved. Predicta-

bly Arts Center attendance is now break-

ing all records.

Over the past year the Mapplethorpe

exhibit has become a lightning rod. It

partially nude children. The Corcoran

Gallery in Washington. D.C. caved in to

this Congressional ranting last summer

and canned the show. This "burning the

village in order to save it” mentality

predictably backfired, as the Corcoran’s

director quit under the ignominy of hav-

ing self-censored away the museum's

reputation (see "Forbidden Art?" WV
No. 487, 13 October 1989).

After the D.C. scandal, the Mapple-

thorpe show appeared without incident at

museums from Hartford. Connecticut to

Chicago. Philadelphia and Berkeley.

California (Boston will be the last stop).

Meanwhile, the National Endowment for

the Arts, which had partially funded the

original exhibit, is now being watched

like a hawk for signs of softness on

"obscenity/' Used to be this threat to

"the American way of life" was known

as “the Commie menace."

Dennis Barrie and the Mapplethorpe

show will find many defenders in the

world of "high art" who will claim that

real "obscenity" is of course indefensible.

But we’re for freedom of expression,

whether it's an art show or Penthouse, or

even the seedy "adult fantasyland" ware-

house. The government has no business

telling people what they can read or look

at: such attitudes on free speech lead

straight to repression of political dissent.

We do not accept the government's

exception of “obscenity" from the right

to free speech, as the Partisan Defense

Committee pointed out in 1987 in a U.S.

Supreme Court amicus curiae ("friend of

the court") brief on the side of Indiana

booksellers against an anti-pom RICO
witchhunt trying to shut them down:

"The Spartacist League has a longstand-

ing position against government regula-

tion of private life. .. Religious beliefs

and determinations of morality cannot

dictate what is permissible for man to

read, think, fantasize—be it the classics

or ‘smut : erotica or pornography. Absent

physical harm to another, it is no concern

of the state.”—"No to RICO Sex Witchhunt!"

Women and Revolution No. 35.

Summer 1988

If you don’t like it. you don't have to

look at it. Drop the charges against

Dennis Barrie!

East Germany: Foreign Workers

Face Mass Firings
As Day X approaches when currency union with capitalist West Germany is supposed

to go into effect, on July 2. workers in the DDR (East Germany) may find themselves

without ajob. Many plants may shut down altogether because they are "not competitive"

in a capitalist market economy. In particular, foreign workers, who work in the DDR on

contract with their home governments, may be the first to go. Our comrades of the

Spartakist Workers Party ofGermany (SpAD) uniquelyfought against capitalist reunifica-

tion in the March elections, and have repeatedly demanded full citizenship rights for

foreign workers.

The following article reporting on the threat of a shutdown at the VEB (state-owned)

Stern Radio manufacturing plant in East Berlin is translated from Spartakist No. 69

(24 April), published by the SpAD

No Layoffs! Defend Our Foreign Co-Workers!

Will the lights be turned off in VEB
Stern Radio on June 30? This question is

on the minds of many people. On April

1 0 the plant social council put up leaflets

in the factory with the following text:

"VEB Stem Radio Berlin is in a deep

crisis, its products are no longer sal-

able, its production profile (more than

ten different basic technologies, many
production-processing service areas) is

rather rigidly linked to a particular prod-

uct mix. its financial situation is-dramat-

ic. We call on plant management to lay

before the workforce an accounting of the

measures taken, that is. concerning the

future of the plant.”

Despite the short notice of the an-

nouncement of the plantwide meeting—
which meant that many workers, espe-

cially those with families, were unable to

attend—the assembly was very well

attended. This was doubtless a sign that

the workers wanted to finally find out

what was true in the rumors circulating,

and what was going to happen with Stern

Radio. No answers have yet been given

to many direct questions raised by the

workers.

Many colleagues have been transferred

to other plants because there was not

enough work in some departments. How
safe are their jobs there? What is going

to happen to the workers or departments

Lenke/Neues Deutschland

"Stop persecution of foreigners! For equality!” Two thousand demonstrate in

Alexanderplatz, East Berlin on April 24.

scheduled for closing? Fifteen hundred

workers are threatened with firing, and

it could be even more. Apprentices

would be ripped out of their training: the

handicapped, already working under most
difficult conditions, would be the first to

be thrown onto the street and thus forced

into poverty. The plant management de-

clared that they will support private enter-

prises with money and rooms. Is this sup-

posed to be a way out. to guarantee a job

in a market economy to the many workers

who are faced with firing? Hardly!

When somebody in the plant meeting

raised the question of what will happen

continued on page 10
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Young Spartacus

I
Bridges/Atlanta Constitution

April 13: Anti-racist protest at Emory U.

Emory University

Integrated Protests

Against Racism

in the Deep South
ATLANTA—In the last weeks ofthe semester, students at Emory marched and rallied

against a series of racist attacks on campus. In a climate of resurgent social

segregation nationwide, this outburst of protest united anti-racist students—black,

white. Asian—at this "liberal," elite campus. Some members of a self-appointed and

black-only "core” leadership urged deals with Emory president James T. Laney,

gaining token concessions. Many students looked for a genuine strategy to mobilize

multiracial action against racist attacks. Members ofthe Atlanta Spartacus Youth Club

warned against illusions in the police, the courts and the Laney administration,

intervening at meetings and rallies to pressfor integrated struggle based on the social

power of labor. Our Atlanta comrades issued the following leaflet on April 20.

No Reliance on Administration/Cops/Courts!

For Student/Labor/Black Mobilizations

Against Racist Attacks!

Outraged Emory students have met and

demonstrated over a series of racist at-

tacks at Emory University. On March 5,

black freshman Sabrina Collins reported

that her dorm room had been ransacked

and the words “nigger, hang” had been

written in lipstick inside her closet at

Longstreet Hall. Five subsequent acts of

terror were reported, including a death

threat on April 3. She now lies in a hos-

pital in Augusta, unable to speak.

Racism at Emory is part of what is

happening in the country at large: the

worsening economic situation, the roll-

back of democratic rights generally, a

U.S. imperialism that, as it trumpets the

“Death of Communism,” is rearmed and

dangerous, as witnessed by the brutal

rape of Panama. The fascists have been

emboldened in this climate; January’s

King holiday brought to Atlanta the

spectre of 100 Klansmen demonstrating

in full regalia at the state capitol and the

Nazi Richard Barrett demonstrating at

King’s gravesite while being protected by

thousands of police and National Guards-

men. Likewise racist terror bombings last

December killed a black civil rights

lawyer in Savannah and an Alabama fed-

eral judge—both linked to school deseg-

regation suits.

So the question is posed: what strategy

to defend the campuses from racist ter-

ror? Groups like the SCLC [Southern

Christian Leadership Conference] advise

students to reflect and do nothing—as

they advised the community to stay home

and ignore the Klan’s provocations this

past January. But this only makes the

racist terrorists bolder. Likewise, the

answer does not lie in the call raised

during the past week: “Go for Self.”

While separatist feelings among Emory's

beleaguered minority students may be

understandable given recent events, as a

means of struggle it’s a dead end. Those

students with the appetite to struggle

against racial oppression, take notice:

Failure to struggle together simply means

to hang separately.

Anyone can tell you that separate is

not equal in this racist society. Just take

the bus over to the AU Center. Like

Emory, it was built with Coca-Cola mon-

ey. but any comparison of the facilities

puts the lie to claims of equal treatment.

Just compare the endowment of Emory
to Spelman College, one of the better-

endowed majority black colleges: Emo-

ry’s $990 million to Spelman’s $47

million. And take a look at the Atlan-

ta school system—not surprisingly, the

public schools here are some of the most

segregated of any urban area in the nation

—and black children are paying the price

with an inferior education.

Another dead end lies in appealing to

continued on page 8

Drop Charges Against Oberlin Six!

Cops Off Campus!
At Oberlin College in Ohio, campus

protests continue in solidarity with the

Oberlin Six, victims of a vicious cop

attack on a protest against tuition hikes

and racist discrimination. On April 27,

nearly 200 rallied outside Oberlin Mu-
nicipal Court and then went into the

arraignment after the Student Defense

Committee picked up the call to pack the

courtroom in defense of the Six.

The Oberlin College office workers

union. Local 502, OPEIU. has issued a

statement in solidarity with the students,

while student activists have appealed to

steel workers at USX in Lorain to add

their support. Also, 63 Oberlin faculty

members signed a statement in defense

of the Six, and students at Yale Univer-

sity have staged their own protest in

solidarity.

The struggle against racism at Oberlin

has carried over into a boycott of a local

eatery, Gibson’s, after two black women
were told to leave their table to make

room for two white men. Daily pickets

in front of Gibson’s protesting this racist

Jim Crow outrage have been joined by

individuals from the Oberlin Six and

the SDS, as well as the Spartacus Youth

Club.

We reprint below a leaflet issued by

the Oberlin Spartacus Youth Club on

April 23.

On Friday night April 13. without

warning, police and Oberlin College

security viciously attacked an integrated

student demonstration against bigotry and

tuition hikes. Protesters were sitting on

college president Starr’s lawn listening

to a speaker when the cops charged the

crowd. Three cops “tackled the speaker

from behind, strangling him in a choke-

hold." Using heavy steel flashlights, cops

hit one woman across the chest, knocking

her to the ground, and hit one man twice

in the balls. Other students were knocked

to the ground, dragged by the hair and

threatened with police dogs. Three pro-

testers were handcuffed and thrown into

police cars. Additional cops, including

riot police from the Sheriff’s Department

and Lorain County, and fire trucks with

hoses were called in. One cop told a

student, “We don’t want to negotiate.

We’re going to kill you all in a couple of

minutes."

Outraged by the police violence, pro-

testers, joined by over 300 students,

professors and townspeople, surrounded

the police cars and blocked the street,

succeeding in freeing the arrested pro-

testers. In a typical case of American

"justice,” where the victims are beaten

and then accused of violence, six demon-

strators have been arrested on charges

including assaulting a police officer and

a felony charge of incitement to violence

which carries a prison term if convicted.

Students have not been cowed by the

continued on page 8

Student Detense Committee

Cops rampage April 13 against

Oberlin students protesting racist

tuition hikes.
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Nicaragua...
(continuedfrom page I

)

poor. Ortega ended with the traditional

FSLN chant. "Patria libre" (free father-

land). judiciously leaving off the tra-

ditional "o morir!" (or death), having

decided to give up power peacefully to

the contra coalition. Then he placed the

presidential sash on Dona Contra Cha-

morro and gave her a kiss.

After the Sandinistas’ defeat in the

February elections, by a 55 to 4
1
percent

margin, we wrote that the spectre of

"a new round of civil war" hung over

Nicaragua. In the countryside, the swag-

gering contra killers are coming back

to reclaim for their bosses, the coffee

barons and cotton kings, the haciendas

and plantations expropriated when they

fled after the 1979 insurrection against

the Somoza dictatorship. Not so easy.

In northern regions, militiamen have

been stockpiling AK-47 automatic rifles

and machine guns. Univision Spanish-

language TV broadcast a report showing

Enrique Bolanos, leader of the business-

men's federation COSEP. demanding re-

turn of "his" lands while the peasants,

arms in hand, vowed "never."

In the days before the handover of

office, class contradictions sharpened in

Nicaragua. In the urban areas, strikes

paralyzed dozens of key services and
industries. Bus drivers, teachers, water

workers, construction workers, miners,

workers at plastics plants, labor ministry,

culture ministry and social security em-
ployees all stopped work demanding
huge pay hikes in the face of inflation

running over 100 percent per month.

Telephone operators and technicians

walked out. cutting off international calls

and leaving much of Nicaragua virtual-

ly incommunicado in the days before

the inauguration. Fearing chaos, Chamo-
rro decided to keep Defense Minister

General Humberto Ortega, brother of

Daniel and a top Sandinista leader, as

head of the army.

Emory
University...
(continued from page 7)

the Laney administration, which until

recently tried to keep reports of Sabrina's

ordeal a secret, and is putting forward

the usual smokescreen of seminars and
forums for "increased understanding”

every time a black. Hispanic or Jewish
student is attacked or harassed. They
want students to blow off a little steam
and then issue pronouncements on what
a positive learning experience it's all

been. Many students believe that their

only weapon against the administration

lies in threatening to trash Emory’s much
vaunted "image" as a haven of "liberal

enlightenment.” where it’s routine to

walk across campus and see Confederate

flags displayed. Circulating letters to

campus recruiters and other empty paper
campaigns have been proposed.

But we say students can defend minori-

ty rights on this campus by organizing

with the social power of labor. One good
campuswide strike of students, teachers

and campus workers would go a hell of
a lot farther toward making the Emory
campus a genuine place of education for

everybody than all the appeals to the

likes of Laney.

And appeals to the GBI (Georgia Bu-
reau of Investigation) for investigations

is looking to the enemy for help— it was
the GBI that helped protect the Klan
when they marched in January. Similarly,

looking to the federal government for

"protection" has historically proven dead-
ly—the lesson was learned bitterly in

Greensboro. North Carolina in 1979,

when five black and white communists,
trade unionists and community organizers

were gunned down by the Klan and

Sandinista
police
crack down
on striking

construction
workers,
April 1988.

This produced an uproar in the widely

divergent UNO coalition, which ranges

from extreme conservatives to the So-

cialist and Communist parties. On Cha-
morro’s first day in office, two of her

ministers resigned in protest, leaving the

cabinet in the hands of technicians.

After former Somoza ambassador Miriam

Arguello was unanimously elected presi-

dent of the National Assembly, the 14-

party alliance split. Chamorro’s personal

advisers Antonio Lacayo and ex-contra

leader (and long-time CIA operative)

Alfredo Cesar and their followers voted

together with the FSLN deputies to elect

the remaining parliamentary leadership.

Earlier, on March 27, the president-

elect had signed a "transition agreement”
with the FSLN to "respect the integrity

of the army.” leaving the Sandinista of-

ficer corps intact. But while Washington

fumed and contra commanders refused to

disarm. Humberto Ortega promised to

slash the army in half and disarm the ci-

vilian population. In fact, only the Sandi-

nistas could peacefully subordinate their

armed forces to the Chamorro regime.

This could provoke splits in the FSLN,
although “hardline" Interior Minister

Tomas Borge warned his forces against

“disobedience, insubordination and disre-

spect" toward the new authorities. Mean-
while, however, the “professionalized"

army will be called on to dislodge peas-

ants and repress striking workers on
behalf of the contra capitalists.

Reconsolidating
Capitalist Rule

After the Sandinista-led insurrection

which overthrew the blood-drenched

Somoza dynasty in July 1979, we noted

Nazis in broad daylight with no less than

two federal agents among the gunmen,
and then the Klan got off in the courts!

Or how about civil rights activist Viola

Liuzzo. murdered in 1965 by a carful of

Klansmen, one of whom was an FBI
agent!

No reliance on the cops and the courts!

History has shown time and again that

the cops and courts will always protect

groups like the Klan—because in the

end, however they deny it. the ruling

class will always keep the fascists in

reserve; they will use them should a lime

come when they can hold power no other

way.

As the main organizer of the Labor/
Black Mobilization to Stop the Klan in

Atlanta 21 January 1988. the Partisan

Defense Committee—a class-struggle,

non-sectarian social and legal defense

organization that operates in accordance
with the views of the Spartacist League—showed the way by organizing 3.000

unionists, blacks, students, gays and
socialists in an integrated demonstration

the likes of which hadn’t been seen in

the South in decades, since the days of

Angelo Herndon. We need more of these

kinds of demonstrations which mobilize

the social power of labor—the largely

black transit and city workers unions, the

hospital workers. We must fight or the

price we pay may cost us dearly—who
knows where the next target will be?

The Spartacus Youth Clubs are com-
mitted to recruiting students and youth to

fight for a workers party and a socialist

future here and internationally. We say:

No reliance on the administration/cops/

courts! For integrated labor/minority

mobilizations to smash racist terror on
the campuses and elsewhere! For open
admissions and free tuition—education
is a right, not a privilege! For student/

teacher/worker control of the campuses!
Subscribe to Workers Vanguard ! Join us!

Oberlin...
(continued from page 7)

police attack. On Sunday over 250 stu-

dents came out to an emergency meeting

and from there marched on Starr's house

and the police station. On Tuesday, stu-

dents sat in outside the General Faculty

Council meeting and over 400 marched
across campus later that night. The Gen-
eral Faculty Council passed a motion that

all charges be dropped and over $1,000
was quickly raised for bail and defense.

Students are fighting for a tuition

freeze and for higher minority recruit-

ment. but today Oberlin is inaccessible

to the majority of working-class and

black youth. Oberlin had its largest enter-

ing class this year with the fewest num-
ber of black freshmen. Oberlin began this

past fall to eliminate the number of stu-

dents on financial aid. At the same time

that Oberlin is slashing financial aid, it

is raising tuition. The Justice Dept, is

investigating Oberlin College for price-

fixing in collusion with 29 other elite

universities. Right now, an Oberlin edu-

cation costs over $18,000 a year and by

1994 it’s slated to cost over $28,000 a

year!

Across the country blacks are becom-
ing missing people on college campuses.

Black enrollment is plummeting even at

a time when the number of black high

school graduates is rising. And the few
that make it to college are subjected to

ever increasing racist attacks. Over 35

percent of all blacks live under the offi-

cial poverty line; 50 percent of all black

children are under the poverty line. Un-
employment for black youth is about 40
percent. That’s the reality of black Amer-
ica. The Spartacus Youth Club fights for

the nationalization of elite institutions

like Oberlin. for no tuition, for open
admissions with a state-paid stipend so

that the weakness of the working class

and the flight of many local capitalists

created a power vacuum in which the

petty-bourgeois layers of the nationalist

FSLN had an exceptional independence

from the fundamental counterposed class

forces of the proletariat and the bour-

geoisie. We wrote at the time;

"The Sandinista guerrilla army is now the

dominant military force. The decisive

question is whether a new capitalist state

apparatus will be reconstituted from

among these petty-bourgeois and bour-

geois radical forces or whether the rev-

olution will lead to a break with the

capitalist-imperialist system.

"The destruction of Somo/.a's National

Guard, just like the destruction of Batis-

ta’s Cuban army 20 years before, had

opened up a period in which the class

nature of the emerging state is not yet

fundamentally determined."—“What Next for Nicaragua?"

WV No. 238. 17 August 1979

A petty-bourgeois government, not com-
mitted to the defense of either bourgeois

private property or the collectivized

property forms of proletarian rule, was.

we insisted, an inherently transitory and

unstable phenomenon.
In Cuba, under the pressure of imme-

diate military threat from the U.S.. the

contradiction was soon resolved in the

formation of a bureaucratically deformed
workers state by late 1960-early 1961.

with the expropriation of the landowners

and capitalists, both domestic and for-

eign. In Nicaragua, in contrast, the rev-

olution remained stuck in a halfway,

neither-nor position for almost ten years.

The most recalcitrant landowners saw
(some of) their properties confiscated,

the more pliant ones were subsidized as

workers’ strikes were effectively banned
for long periods. Most of the decade was
dominated by Washington’s contra war.

but while the Sandinista army won the

war militarily, the Yankee imperialists'

economic war on Nicaragua brought the

tiny Central American country to the

brink of collapse.

The Nicaraguan Revolution began as

a popular political revolution which in

that black and working-class youth can
get a decent education.

One of the chants at Friday’s demo
was "We want an education, not a cor-

poration.” but Oberlin College is in the

business of training the future managers,
technicians and rulers of capitalism.

Students and faculty who fight racial and
social oppression don’t fit the college

administration’s image for corporate

America. Friday’s cop riot was a con-
scious attempt by both the college and
the state to silence political protest. Al-

though the college is trying to distance

itself from the police brutality, it was the

administration who called the cops. As
a sign at Tuesday’s demo put it, "Last
time punch and cookies. This time dogs
and clubs. We don’t want either!" Dump
Starr! Abolish the Board of Trustees!

For worker/student/faculty control of the

university!

The arrested protesters must be de-
fended through mass protest. The Student
Defense Committee is pressing for the

administration, which unleashed the cops
in the first place, to defend those arrest-

ed. This is nuts! We say: no reliance on
the college administration! The SYC
supports the SDC’s call for a boycott of
classes. This should be extended to facul-

ty and campus workers to shut down all

business as usual at Oberlin. What’s key
is unity with the labor movement. Cam-
pus workers have their own grievances
against Starr. And remember the nearby
Lorain USX steel workers. Oberlin stu-

dents walked their picket lines in 1986
w hen they were attacked by over 1 50 riot

cops.

On April 27, the Oberlin Six face

preliminary hearings. Students, faculty
and workers must pack the courtroom
demanding that all charges against the
victims ot cop brutality be dropped! Be
there! Friday. April 27. Municipal Court.
City Hall. 10 a.m.
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ousting a one-family slate took on certain

social-revolutionary aspects. But the

petty-bourgeois Sandinista leadership,

at the explicit advice of Fidel Castro

and the Kremlin, refused to undertake a

thoroughgoing social revolution. Instead,

it vainly sought detente with the bour-

geoisie. nationally and internationally. In

the face of unremitting imperialist hostil-

ity. seeing no road to revolutionary victo-

ry and demoralized by the FSLN’s in-

creasingly pro-capitalist policies, the

Nicaraguan masses sought a respite from

their suffering by bringing in Washing-

ton^ woman. There could still be plenty

of popular unrest, clashes with the contra

army, splits in the ruling coalition and

reshuffling of the government. But Cha-

morro’s taking office looks like the turn-

ing point in reconsolidating a capital-

ist state in Nicaragua— with the active

cooperation of the Sandinista leaders,

now committed to defending bourgeois

rule.

Dollar Democracy and Death

The victory of Madame Contra was

"made in the U.S.A.,” which waged the

terrorist contra war for nine years, leav-

ing more than 70.000 Nicaraguans dead;

strangled the economy through an embar-

go that drove many to scrounge for food

in garbage dumps; and then bought the

election with dollars for the contra candi-

dates and the dreams of dollar signs for

the masses. The main FSLN campaign

poster showed Ortega holding a baby

with the slogan. "With Daniel Everything

Will Be Better." But nobody believed it.

As Nicaraguan foreign minister Miguel

D'Escoto put it:

"The U.S. made our people hungry and

made them tired of war. They made them
say uncle. But they did it with a gun to

their heads....

"The main issue is one we could do
nothing about. The perception, really the

conviction, that no matter what we did.

that as long as the FSLN was in power,

the U.S. would make life miserable for

all of our people."

Many of those who cast their ballots

for Chamorro were not voting against

the revolution or for the contras. On
the eve of the elections, the Sandinistas

had one of the biggest rallies in years—
some 300.000 people—and then many
voted for UNO. One Managua woman
told a reporter. "1 am a Sandinista. My
family is today worse off now than under

Somoza. We don’t have enough food.

Our sons are being killed. The U.S. will

send aid if UNO wins." In Esteli, a

leader of the Sandinista Workers Feder-

ation said: "People did not vote for either

conservatives or communists or any of

the parties in UNO. Nor did they vote

against the Sandinistas. What they voted

for was peace, because they believed that

if the Sandinistas won, the Contra war

imposed by the United States would

continue.”

Under the slogan of "governing from

below." the FSLN tops now intend to be

a loyal legal opposition, prepared to

cooperate with the new government if

Chamorro & Co. agreed to their bottom

line: keep the army—renamed, “profes-

sionalized." but still under the Sandinista

officers. (Chamorro & Co. were not

entirely sanguine about trying to run the

country with a bunch of depraved rapists,

the contras.) And the FSLN tops want to

hold on to their privileges. Over the

years, they built up a considerable gov-

ernment and military apparatus who
could be seen wheeling around Managua
in their Soviet Ladas. With a new crew

coming in looking out for Numero UNO.
this Sandinista “Ladacracy” has been

making off with late-model government

cars for $30 each and buying expropriat-

ed houses "for a few pesos down" before

the former owners return.

For Sandinista ranks it’s a different

matter. According to the deal brokered

by former U.S. president Jimmy Carter,

the contras supposedly agreed to lay

down their weapons in exchange for the

FSLN leaving office. Instead, they have

been moving into the “security zones”

fully' armed, while the United Nations

"supervisory force" has been disarming

rural workers. At the Las Colinas farm

cooperative north of Managua, an Irish

army officer in the UN forces finally

convinced the militiamen to turn over

their guns, which they did "fearfully."

Less than half an hour later, the contras

showed up. armed to the hilt. The men
took to the hills unarmed, vividly re-

membering their seven comrades killed

in a contra attack in 1987 ("Behaving

Like Conquerors. Contras Disrupt a Vil-

lage.** Los Angeles Times. 27 April). As
we wrote following the UNO election

victory:

The electoral triumph of the democrat-
ic' counterrevolution now threatens a

revenge bloodbath against Sandinista

activists and working-class militants.

What is posed is ihe organization of

workers militias and the securing of

arms by the working people to defend

themselves...."—"Nicaragua. Dollar

Democracy Brings Back
Contras," WV No. 497.

9 March

“Governing From Below"...
Against the Workers

The cornerstone of the UNO campaign

was "reprivatization of the economy."

The Washington Post (8 April) reported:

"From Miami, Mexico and Costa Rica,

there has been a steady flow of entrepre-

neurs. ranchers and managers arriving

here since the election Feb. 25 to survey

the wreckage of an economy long starved

for new investment." But when they got

there they found that Managua was strike

city. Many workers who were willing to

make unbelievable sacrifices for a revo-

lution are now demanding a living wage

—which is a lot more than they have

been getting for years. Immediately the

right wing started screaming about

"Sandinista-instigated chaos." The New
York Times (24 April) said that the FSLN
call to “govern from below" was seen as

“a threat of action through mass organi-

zations and the extensive network of

Sandinista labor unions."

Clearly, the FSLN wanted to send a

message that it could turn up the heat of

social struggle, and an offer to turn it off

—which is not so easy. Sandinista se-

curity forces have already had some

practice in strikebreaking. In 1988. the

FSLN’s drastic IMF-style austerity pro-

gram sent wages plummeting to around

$20 a month while simultaneously elimi-

nating all subsidies on food prices. Driv-

en to the wall, construction workers and

auto mechanics walked out. While the

right wing tried to exploit the strikes as

a club against the Sandinistas, the work-

ers’ demands were legitimate, and des-

perate (see "Nicaragua in Turmoil,” WV
No. 452, 6 May 1988). The government

declared the walkouts illegal and fired

the workers en masse; the Sandinista

Workers Federation (CST) herded scabs

while a newly formed unit of riot police

beat up strikers.

They cracked down on the workers for

Ortega and Borge—will they do it now
for Chamorro? Already in the last weeks

of the regime, the Sandinista leadership

obstructed attempts by the CST (and

some FSLN legislators) to write some

trade-union rights into a revised labor

code. (The existing law dates from 1945,

when the Moscow-line Nicaraguan So-

cialist Party was in a wartime alliance

with Somoza.) The government also

refused to legalize strikes at the Polymer

plastics and Corona cooking oil piants.

both owned by United Brands (formerly

United Fruit Co.), and tried to force

strikers back to work (Militant, 20

April). However, workers from bottling

plants, sugar mills and other Managua
factories organized solidarity action; after

two weeks Corona gave in and granted

a 90 percent wage increase.

In the National Assembly debate over

the labor code. FSLN leader Carlos

Nunez denounced attempts to "go on a

war footing, paralyze the factories and

the agricultural centers" as "the road of

violence" and “suicide.” Nunez called to

"neutralize and combat" anyone, "bosses

or workers." who tries to "sabotage" the

"option of peace." And at a meeting of

the health workers union, FSLN coman-

dante Victor Tirado told workers they

had to work “within the channels of the

constitution and the judicial system." and

not “disrupt the economy with these

demands." The FSLN’s slogan of “gov-

ern from below,” he said, "does not mean
adventures and disorder." Thus the fight

to defend the interests of the working

people more than ever requires present-

ing a revolutionary alternative to the

Sandinistas, now acting explicitly as

guardians of capitalism.

Forge a Trotskyist Vanguard

For years, various leftist radicals in

Europe and North America hailed every

twist and turn of FSLN policy. But

even these professional cheerleaders are

having trouble swallowing Ortega’s line

that the electoral defeat was really a

“victory.”

Last year Jack Barnes’ Fidelista So-

cialist Workers Party began distancing

itself from its former FSLN heroes as

Ortega became estranged from Castro.

According to a speech by SWP spokes-

man Cindy Jaquith, the outcome of the

February 25 elections "announced the

defeat of the Nicaraguan revolution." She

declared that the FSLN had "abandoned

the government’s original course of curb-

ing the capitalist profiteers whenever it

was needed, up to and including expro-

priating them” (Militant . 23 March).

Nonsense. One of the Sandinistas* first

acts on taking power was to crack down
on peasants occupying land and workers

demanding expropriation of the capital-

ists, and the SWP backed the FSLN to

the hilt.

While the Bamesite rats abandon the

sinking Sandinista ship, the Fourth In-

ternationalist Tendency (affiliated to the

Nicaraguan peasants mourn relatives killed by contra “free world" assassins,

February 1990.

same "United Secretariat” [USecJ led by

Ernest Mandel) scrambles to occupy the

SWP's position as the most unconditional

FSLN supporters. The FIT claims that

"the dictatorship of the proletariat...

had been established by the Sandinist

revolution" (Paul Le Blanc in the April

Bulletin in Defense of Marxism). With

the UNO election victory, they are now
stuck with explaining what would amount

to peaceful counterrevolution, carried

out with the support of the FSLN
which these Mandelites say "remains

the revolutionary vanguard." And as the

SWP backs Castro’s old-line Stalinist

opposition to perestroika, the Gorba-

chevite FIT hails "the democratic up-

surge and reforms in Eastern Europe and

the USSR.”
A third USec affiliate in the U.S.,

Socialist Action, supported the presiden-

tial campaign of former Sandinista fellow

traveler Moises Hassan and his MUR
(Revolutionary Unity Movement). Hassan

acts as a left cover for the “democratic”

counterrevolution. He is not only explic-

itly for the "mixed economy," following

the election he was interviewed in the

CIA mouthpiece La Prensa comparing

Sandinista leaders to the Romanian Sta-

linist dictator Ceausescu. And the Free-

dom Socialist Party headlines a leaflet.

“The Nicaraguan Revolution Lives."

Perhaps this is because their former

favorite. Miskito contra leader and CIA
agent Brooklyn Rivera (whom they

hailed in the Summer 1985 Freedom

Socialist), is now part of the Chamorro
government.

In Nicaragua, the Partido Revolucio-

nario de los Trabajadores (PRT—Revo-

lutionary Workers Party), followers of

the late Argentine pseudo-Trotskyist

Nahuel Moreno, ran in the elections on

a program calling not for workers revolu-

tion but for a "free and sovereign constit-

uent assembly" representing "all social,

trade-union and political organizations."

Along with this bourgeois-democratic

program, their slogan "neither contras

nor Sandinistas" grotesquely equated the

radical-nationalist FSLN regime with the

CIA’s terrorists. In the aftermath, PRT
candidate Juan Carlos Leyton was inter-

viewed in the Mexican Morenoite paper

El Socialista saying the fall of the FSLN
opens up "good possibilities for the

working people"! Shades of the German
Stalinists' disastrous line on Hitler: "after

the contras, us”?

What's common to all these pseudo-,

ex- and vociferously anti-Trotskyists is

that they are tailists: the SWP follows

Castro, the FIT chases Ortega, SA goes

for Hassan and the FSP for Rivera. In

contrast, the Spartacist tendency (now the

International Communist League) has

fought for an independent Trotskyist

working-class vanguard party forged on

a program of permanent revolution. We
called to defend the Nicaraguan Revolu-

tion. complete it by expropriating the

bourgeoisie and extend it internationally,

fighting for military victory to the Salva-

doran insurgents and for proletarian

revolution in Mexico, the industrial pow-

erhouse of the region, as well as for

internationalist class struggle in the

imperialist heartland of the U.S.

Today the Bush regime trumpets the

“death of communism" in Europe, where

West German capitalism is preparing to

annex formerly Stalinist-ruled East Ger-

many, while Washington throws its

weight around in Latin America. After

the murderous invasion of Panama
(where mass graves have now been dis-

covered of victims of the U.S. attack), it

now proposes to station Green Berets in

Peru to fight guerrilla "subversives" in

the name of the “war on drugs.” Mean-
while, the U.S. is presently carrying out

three simultaneous maneuvers off Cuba
to tum the screws on the Castro regime.

While the Sandinista tops join with the

new contra capitalist regime in power,

revolutionaries must support the struggles

of the working people seeking to defend

themselves from the imperialist on-

slaught, from Central America to Central

Europe.
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Hundreds of

Vietnamese
work at

state-owned
“Paul Schaffer”

shoe factory
in Erfurt,

East Germany.

Hirndorl/Berliner Zeilunc

East

Germany...
(continued from page 6)

to the many foreign colleagues, unrest

spread in the room. Someone raised the

question of why the contracts of some
Polish workers had been extended. The
problems in the plant didn’t just become
known yesterday, after all. More ugly

voices were raised: what was going to

happen with the many Vietnamese col-

leagues? They would probably remain

while we’re out on the street.

Then an outraged woman worker inter-

vened. You can’t fight against the for-

eign coworkers as the supposed cause of

unemployment; instead we must join with

these colleagues to fight together against

the capitalist takeover of the plants,

because capitalism means unemployment.

Mass unemployment, as now exists in

Poland since the introduction of a "free

market economy."

A resolute defense of foreign working

people against nationalist attacks is ur-

gently necessary in order to prevent the

workers from being split and played off

against each other in the interests of the

capitalists. Most of the foreign colleagues

have worked at VEB Stern Radio for

years; the more than 140 Vietnamese

work mainly on the assembly line. Al-

though piecework rates are very high, on

the average they produced, together with

their German colleagues, a daily norm of

112 percent. At the same time, their

housing conditions are unbearable. Four

women have to split one room, each has

five square meters. Every five years they

get one vacation to go home for a visit.

Recently customs regulations were fur-

ther restricted, and costs for freight have

doubled since March. Many packages

mailed home are being returned.

With the mounting nationalism, they

are now subject to increasing attacks and

threatened with deportation. Meanwhile
there are rumors that their contracts have

been canceled and they could be sent

home by the end of June. This must not

happen! They have earned their money

with the same hard work. Therefore,

foreign working people must have the

same rights as everyone else. Which does

not mean the same firings for everyone,

but that we must fight arm in arm against

every attack and for every job.

Gonzo
Journalist...
(continued from page 5)

But getting rid of a "troublemaker"

and making Aspen safe for the Learjet

set isn't all that’s going down here.

Hitler Wasn’t a Dope Fiend

Bush’s drug czar William Bennett was
in Colorado two weeks ago, campaigning

to make marijuana possession a felony,

as part of Bush's dirty “war on drugs,”

the administration’s propaganda cover for

terrorizing the ghettos, invading Panama
and trying to break people who don’t go

along with their evil plans. Who better to

crush than Thompson, whose work is a

living provocation to this repressive

government, what New Lefters used to

call the narcs and pigs of Amerikkka?
Thompson's "fear and loathing" lit-

erary escapades in Las Vegas, sports

scenes like “The Great Shark Hunt." deal

with the compulsive ingestion of every

bizarre drug known to man. In a 1986
piece titled “Down to a Sunless Sea."

Thompson noted that poet Samuel Cole-

ridge did pretty good on opium (the title

is from a line in Coleridge’s poem on
Kubla Khan’s pleasure dome). “King-

doms fall, empires crumble, powerful

nations come and go," wrote Thompson.
"But the opium market remains as stable

as rice or gold."

There are some real criminals loose in

the world, but they don’t tend to be the

ones Reagan and Bush are after. As
Thompson wrote: "Dope fiends have
always been with us. and they are guilty

of many things, but a compulsion to rule

the world has rarely been one of them.

Power mongers are early risers; opium
eaters sleep late. Tojo woke up with the

sun, and Hitler was so paranoid that he

never slept at all."

The Great Shark:
Going After Nixon

The political life of the generation

from just after World War II America to

the present coincides with the career of

that dark star in the American political

firmament, Richard Nixon. Thompson
rode with both the Hell’s Angels and

Nixon (they discussed football in a cam-
paign car in 1968) and lived to write

the truth about both. He wrote after Nix-

on finally resigned in August 1974: "I

heard, last week, from a man in Denver:

‘I’ve been waiting a long time for this,’

he said. ‘Maybe not as long as Jerry

Voorhis or Helen Gahagan Douglas... and

I never really thought it would happen,

to tell you the truth’.. . . I agree with just

about everything that laughing, vengeful

bastard said."

But it isn’t just Republican monsters

Thompson hunts. In a 1967 piece,

Thompson skewers LBJ’s "Great Soci-

ety": "Now, what? While the new wave
flowered. Lenny Bruce was hounded to

death by the cops. For ‘obscenity.’ Thirty

thousand people (according to Paul

Krassner) are serving time in the jails of

this vast democracy on marijuana charg-

es. and the world we have to live in is

controlled by a stupid thug from Texas.

A vicious liar, with the ugliest family in

Christendom... mean Okies feeling hon-

oured by the cheap indulgence of a

George Hamilton, a stinking animal

ridiculed even in Hollywood. And Cali-

fornia, ‘the most progressive state,’

elects a governor straight out of a George
Grosz painting, a political freak in every
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sense of the word except California poli-

tics. ..Ronnie Reagan, the White Hope of

the West."

In Fear and Loathing: On the Cam-
paign Trail '72, a record of that year’s

presidential race. Thompson finally

skewered Humphrey, the old liberal

witchhunter who made the dirty deal with

Chicago mayor Daley in ’68 when “the

whole world was watching" as antiwar

protesters were being beaten by the cops

outside the Democratic Party convention.

Thompson said later: "Any political party

that can’t cough up anything better than

a treacherous brain-damaged old vulture

like Hubert Humphrey deserves every

beating it gets. They don’t hardly make
’em like Hubert any more—but just to be

on the safe side, he should be castrated

anyway." Or, as we commented in a

tacky 1978 headline. "Humphrey Dead
at Last." Alas, the Humphrey legacy still

lives on in the appropriately named
"Humphrey Dome" in downtown Minne-

apolis. held up by hot air.

But Nixon’s really the one. In Cam-
paign Trail ‘72 Thompson described him
as: "America’s answer to the monstrous

Mr Hyde. He speaks for the werewolf in

us: the bully, the predatory shyster who
turns into something unspeakable, full of

claws and bleeding string-warts, on
nights when the moon comes too close...

"At the stroke of midnight in Washing-

ton. a drooling red-eyed beast with the

legs of a man and a head of a giant hy-

ena crawls out of its bedroom window in

the south wing of the White House and
leaps fifty feet down to the lawn. . .pauses

briefly to strangle the Chow watchdog,

then races off into the darkness. . .towards

the Watergate, snarling with lust, loping

through the alleys behind Pennsylvania

Avenue, and trying desperately to re-

member which one of those four hundred

identical balconies is the one outside

Martha Mitchell’s apartment...

“Ah... nightmares, nightmares. But I

was only kidding. The President of the

United States would never act that weird.

At least not during football season. But

how would the voters react if they knew

the President of the United States was

presiding over ‘a complex, far-reaching

and sinister operation on the part of

White House aides and the Nixon cam-

paign organization . . . involving sabotage,

forgery, theft of confidential files, sur-

veillance of Democratic candidates and

their families and persistent efforts to lay

the basis for possible blackmail and

intimidation.'

“That ugly description of Nixon’s staff

operations comes from a New York

Times editorial on Thursday. October

12th. But neither Nixon nor anyone

else felt it would have much effect on

his steady two-to-one lead over Mc-
Govern in all the national polls." And
it didn't— in November Nixon was elect-

ed with the largest margin in U.S. his-

tory, only to be forced to resign the

presidency a year and a half later over

the same Watergate affair. Thompson
notes: "‘Ominous’ is not quite the right

word for a situation where one of the

most consistently unpopular politicians

in American history suddenly skyrockets

to Folk Hero status while his closest ad-

visors are being caught almost daily in

nazi-style gigs that would have embar-

rassed Martin Bormann."
Drop the charges against Hunter S.

Thompson! We urge our readers to

support the defense of this outrageous

and outrageously persecuted writer; for

more information write the Hunter S.

Thompson Legal Defense Fund at P.O.

Box 274, Woody Creek, CO 81656. We
also suggest that our readers interested

in exploring what a long, strange trip the

last quarter century has been can pick up
Thompson's books (all in print in paper-

back): Hell’s Angels, Fear and Loathing
in Las Vegas, Fear and Loathing : On the

Campaign Trail '72, The Great Shark
Hunt, The Curse ofLono, and the most re-

cent, Generation ofSwine: Gonzo Papers
Vol. 2: Tales of Shame and Degradation
in the ‘80s.

CLARIFICATION
In our last issue (WV No. 500,

20 April), the article on "Stalinist

Show Trial in Cuba—The Execution

of General Ochoa." stated that “The
claims by Washington that Castro

was in on the drug dealing, claims

repeated by Julia Preston in her New
York Review of Books article, are

absurd on the face of it. More than

that, they are blatant war propaganda."
We then cite several statements by
Castro categorically denying any in-

volvement. and conclude: "For Castro

to lie about this would be to invite

an invasion."

It is not that Castro cannot tell a lie,

or that Stalinist regimes never run
drugs. The key factor is Cuba's situa-

tion as an island just off the U.S.
coast. Unlike Burma, for example, the

Caribbean is dominated by the Ameri-
can Navy. If Castro were to go in for

drug trafficking, Washington would be
sure to use this as an excuse to move
militarily on him. and Cuba would
have trouble holding out as a fortress

surrounded by the enemy with no
means of military resupply. Moreover,
the Medellin cartel are an unsavory,
untrustworthy and very right-wing
bunch. So objectively speaking, it

looks powerfully politically inexpedi-
ent for the Cuban government to have
dealt in drugs. One can therefore
reasonably take Castro at face value

on these questions.
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Haitians

Protest...
(continued from page 12)

“purify"' America of everything they

hate. The debate among U.S. politicians

and bureaucrats was more often about

which groups to stigmatize, than about

how to fight the AIDS epidemic. Mean-

while, Reagan was staunchly supporting

the dictatorship of "Baby Doc'* Duvalier.

one of whose big moneymakers was the

export of Haitian blood.

In the early 1980s, when AIDS was

first identified, public health authorities

realized early on that it was being spread

through the blood supply. Yet for years

they did virtually nothing, wasting pre-

cious time while the virus spread even

further in the population. The discovery

in 1985 of a test for HIV antibodies was

a big victory in the fight against this ter-

rible epidemic which has now killed over

70,000 Americans alone. What's needed

to stop the spread of HIV through the

blood supply is better, more rigorous lab-

oratory tests of the blood itself, not dis-

criminatory exclusion of whole categories

of people (Haitians, gays) or inherently

subjective “behavior" questionnaires.

The racist character of the FDA blood

ban was underscored by figures from

the Pan American Health Organization,

which stated that in 1988 Haiti's rate

of reported cases of AIDS was 1 1.2 per

100,000. lower than the U.S. rate of 12

per 100,000 (New York Newsday, 25

April). Within the U.S.. only 1 .6 percent

of reported AIDS cases are among Hai-

tians. In Haiti, the hideous impoverish-

ment of the masses only increases their

vulnerability to the disease. In the U.S.

too, AIDS is increasingly becoming a

disease of poverty. It is striking down

whole families in the hellholes of the

ghettos and barrios and infecting a gener-

ation of children, predominantly poor,

black and Hispanic; especially at risk are

intravenous drug users and their sex

partners.

Now the FDA acknowledges, accord-

ing to Newsday (29 April), that its ban

"was for the sake of convenience rather

than medical considerations"! AIDS is

caused by a virus, not ethnicity, sexual

preference or "behavior"! Its victims

need medical treatment, not stigmas! Dr.

Jean Claude Compas of the Haitian Coa-

lition on AIDS disgustingly pandered to

anti-gay baiting when he said that the

FDA ban "is based not on sexual prefer-

ences, but on nationality, ethnicity” (New

York Times, 21 April). We oppose all

discrimination against victims of AIDS,

including the barring of immigrants

infected with HIV under the reactionary

disease exclusion laws. As one sign at

the Haitian protest stated. “Don't blame

it on a particular people, just fight it!”

The racist “blood ban" goes hand in

hand with more general victimization of

Haitian immigrants by U.S. authorities.

At the INS concentration camp in Miami,

the infamous Krome Avenue Detention

Center. Haitian inmates have been sys-

tematically beaten, sexually abused and

otherwise terrorized by guards. Since

1981, less than ten of the more than

20,000 Haitians picked up at sea by the

Coast Guard under the Haitian Migrant

Interdiction Operation have been admit-

ted. And Amnesty International reports

that of 1.834 Haitian applicants for asy-

lum in the U.S. between 1983 and 1989,

only 39 were granted (Daily Challenge,

17 April).

As the budget for public health is

slashed, the U.S. is heading into a spiral-

ing medical crisis: hospitals close; dis-

eases like tuberculosis and syphilis are

on the rise; tens of millions have no

medical insurance. We demand the nec-

essary social resources to cure or contain

AIDS and stop the epidemic! We must

have free, quality health care for all

—

but that would mean mobilizing many

billions of dollars (presently used to fund

the Stealth bomber. MX missiles, etc.).

To accomplish that will take a workers

revolution to smash this callous and

deadly capitalist system.*

South Korea...
(continued from page I

)

plunge shortly after the Tokyo stock

market crashed. At the Korea Stock Ex-

change in Yoido. 300 riot police were

brought out to confront angry investors

who had lost heavily in the crash. The

bourgeoisie has been blaming their eco-

nomic ills on rising labor costs and

strikes and has gone after the working

class with a vengeance.

This is the spring wage negotiation

period and the nervous South Korean

bourgeoisie pounced on the striking Hyun-

dai workers, sending in the troops after

only three days. The government defend-

ed its vicious attack on the workers by

claiming “the survival of the national

economy was at stake" (Japan Times, 29

April). However, this naked assault on

the right of labor unions to exist might

spark a general workers rebellion against

the iron-fisted pseudo-parliamentary re-

gime of General Roh Tae Woo.

At the Korean Broadcast System

(KBS). 5.000 workers have been on

strike for 17 days. KBS workers have

been ordered back to work by their union

tops but riot police have been deployed

in expectation of the workers refusing to

go back. And yesterday Japanese TV re-

ported that workers in Masan, an indus-

trial complex south of Ulsan, near Pusan,

might walk out. Earlier this week the

C
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Masan-Changow Federation of Unions

had voted to strike in solidarity with the

Hyundai shipyard workers.

If the Hyundai strike spreads it could

have immediate repercussions in Japan

and the U.S. The Masan area represents

a major slice of Japan Inc.’s industrial

investment in South Korea, and U.S.

imperialism has 43.000 troops concen-

trated near the 38th parallel, where they

have been since the Korean War. con-

tinuing to menace the bureaucratically

deformed workers state in North Korea.

Now is the time for urgently needed soli-

darity from Japanese and American labor

to support the Hyundai strikers. Japanese

workers must follow the lead of the

Hyundai workers and demand union

recognition of the independent South Ko-

rean unions, especially in the Japanese

"free trade zones." and back these de-

mands with strike action.

American workers, from shipyard and

longshore to steel and auto, have a

special obligation to come to the aid of

their class brothers at Hyundai. The

rabidly protectionist and anti-Communist

American trade-union bureaucracy has a

dirty history in Korea, from backing the

CIA-run company unions (via the Asian-

American Free Labor Institute) to sup-

port for the U.S. occupation army. In

1979, the military dictatorship carried

out a bloody massacre in Kwangju, with

the connivance of the American army.

U.S. workers must demand: Victory to

the Hyundai workers! Immediate with-

drawal of U.S. troops from the Korean

peninsula!

Predatory U.S. and Japanese imperial-

ism in the Far East seek to reunite Korea

through bloody capitalist counterrevo-

lution in the North and the complete

annihilation of genuine unions in the

South. A growing strike wave in South

Korea can thwart imperialism’s drive to

“roll back Communism" to the Soviet

Union’s borders in preparation for a final

assault on the 1917 October Revolu-

tion. And revolutionary struggle by the

powerful South Korean proletariat would

ignite class struggle throughout East

Asia, sparking political revolutions which

would sweep away as well the ossified

Stalinist Kim regime in the North and

rouse the Chinese workers against the

bloody butchers in Beijing.

The key to victorious class struggle in

Korea is the construction of a Leninist-

Trotskyist vanguard party that fights for

the revolutionary reunification of Korea

through socialist revolution in the South

coupled with proletarian political revolu-

tion in the North. Victory to the Hyundai

strikers! For international solidarity with

the Korean workers’ struggles!

CORRECTIONS
In the article “Pittston Miners: Rip

Up Trumka's Sellout!" (WV No. 494,

26 January), we mistakenly wrote that

“UMW District 28 president Cecil

Roberts ran a write-in campaign

against a local state representative" in

Virginia. The president of District 28

is Jackie Stump, who was elected.

Cecil Roberts is vice president of the

UMW.
The article, “Economic Nationalism

Fractures COMECON" (WV No. 495,

9 February), was accompanied by two

graphs showing the soaring price of

Soviet oil for East Europe and the

parallel increase in Eastern European

debt to the Western banks. The two

graphs were inadvertently switched:

we print them correctly labeled below.

The article. "Pentagon Loots Social

Security," (WV No. 498, 23 March)

noted that Social Security tax is

"paid at the same rate by all income

brackets, and is cut off at $51,300."

The cutoff point for the 1990 tax year

is $50,400.

The quotation from Fidel Castro in

"Stalinist Show Trial in Cuba—The

Execution of General Ochoa" (WV'

No. 500. 20 April) stating that "To-

day. the Revolution cannot be gener-

ous without really hurting itself." was

from a speech given on 9 July 1989.

not 1990 as incorrectly cited.
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70.000 March in NYC

Haitians Protest Racist Blood Ban
On Friday morning, April 20. over

70,000 Haitian American protesters

—

construction workers and garment work-

ers, shopkeepers, students and house-

wives. young and old— marched on Man-

hattan to angrily denounce the racist U.S.

policy banning all Haitians from donating

blood as possible "AIDS carriers." The

demonstrators poured across the Brook-

lyn Bridge to City Hall and then on to

the offices of the Food and Drug Admin-

istration (FDA) at the Jacob Javits Feder-

al Building in lower Manhattan. The

NYPD was surprised and paralyzed as

the protesters, backed up by a phalanx of

100 horn-blowing Haitian cab drivers,

shut down the bridge twice. Lower
Broadway was cut off by a sea of angry

and indignant humanity.

They came from New Jersey. Boston.

Connecticut, as far away as California

and Miami, to denounce the federal

government's bigoted scapegoating. Pro-

testers’ signs defiantly declared “We
are proud of our blood!” and “AIDS=
America Institutes Discrimination,” and

denounced the "Federal Discrimination

Agency." They often swamped Workers

Vanguard salesmen, who sold nearly

2,300 WVs and 285 Black History

pamphlets on “Toussaint L'Ouverture

and the Haitian Revolution.” The mes-

sage of the demonstration overwhelm-

ingly was to demand a serious fight

to stop the disease and an end to

AIDS-related bigotry and discrimination.

The huge turnout gave New York and

Washington politicians a jolt: that very

evening an FDA committee called for

dropping the racist blood ban.

April 20 was effectively a general

strike by New York Haitians; as one

demonstrator’s sign put it bluntly. “No
blood, no sweat.” An organized contin-

gent came from the Domsey strike of

largely Haitian and Dominican garment

workers in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. At

Filtron on Long Island, more than two

dozen Haitian workers were fired from

their jobs for participating in the dem-
onstration. We demand their immediate

reinstatement! No victimizations! We
have noted before that while the pro-

letariat in Haiti is tiny, there are hun-

dreds of thousands of Haitian workers

in the U.S. and Canada who can play a

key internationalist role. The massive

demonstration on April 20, as well as

protests in Washington, Boston and other

cities against the racist stigmatization of

Haitians, were a stirring example of this.

For years, the Reagan and Bush ad-

ministrations have carried out a policy of

malign neglect toward the AIDS epi-

demic. Instituting massive cutbacks in

public health funding, the government

starved AIDS research of funds while

manipulating AIDS hysteria to feed anti-

gay bigotry. Moral Majority reactionar-

ies gloated over a disease that would

continued on page 11

WV Photo

April 20, New York City: angry demonstrators denounce U.S. government’s racist stigmatization of Haitians.

Gina Does the Right Thing

Key Witness Testifies Against

Bensonhurst Lynch Mob
In the murder trial of Joseph Fama

and Keith Mondello, two of the over

40 racist punks who killed black teen

Yusuf Hawkins last August 23 in Ben-

sonhurst. Brooklyn, political tension has

focused on the testimony of Gina Feli-

ciano, the young woman who invited

black and Hispanic friends to her birth-

day party in the overwhelmingly white

Italian neighborhood. For this “crime"

she has been pilloried for months, as

defense lawyers Stephen Murphy and

David DePetris dominate the tabloids

and TV with vicious attempts to trash

her character.

These sleazebags have based their

whole defense of the racist murderers

on the obscene claim by Murphy that

“this woman caused this whole thing by

setting two groups against each other"!

Day after day, the gutter press quoted

their slanders: Feliciano is a “crack-

head," a “contemptible liar," who "nev-

er saw any of these things" which

“never happened.” Various feminist

groups have objected to the defense

lawyers’ vile “blame-the-woman" cam-
paign. But the central issue here is

racist opposition to integration. The
killers weren’t going to let black and

Hispanic "outsiders" on "their" turf,

and Feliciano is vilified, in court and

on the street, because she defiantly

broke with the racist code.

Gina finally got her turn to respond

last week, testifying for the prosecution.

Crying as she recalled seeing the four

young blacks walk past her house,

followed by the racist mob armed with

softball bats and guns, Feliciano hung
tough in the face of gross provocation

by the piggish Murphy, who screamed

at her non-stop. When Murphy sarcasti-

cally questioned her ability to see a gun

in Mondello's car. the Brooklyn teen

yelled back, "I did see a gun. I got 20-

20 vision!" Despite repeated badgering

by Murphy she steadfastly maintained.

“I seen them. They all had guns."

She told how Mondello had called

her a “n lover," and tried to run

her down with the car he was driving

for inviting black and Hispanic youth

to her party; how he and other neigh-

borhood punks had tried to intimidate

her the day before the shooting because

she had visited two Hispanic friends.

After five hours on the stand, Feliciano,

whose father is Puerto Rican, thanked

her family and the black community,

"everyone who supported me during

this,” and expressed her hatred of racist

Bensonhurst: “I was never a part of

them to begin with. . .they have so much
anger from their childhood, the way
they were raised."

Feliciano’s spunky determination to

tell the truth about the racist terror isn’t

shared by the prosecution. City comp-
troller and former district attorney Liz

Holtzman’s Democratic administration

has been more interested in making im-

munity deals with the likes of Joey Ser-

rano, who passed the gun to Fama and

Vodofsky/NV Post

Gina Feliciano courageously breaks
Bensonhurst racist code.

should be up on Murder One, than in

rounding up the rest of the lynch mob;
only seven have been charged. These
scum should be put into the general

prison population at Attica and throw
away the key!
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Asian Immigrants Attacked, Bensonhurst Lynchers On Trial

The New York Cauldron
MAY 14—For the last week this city

has been poised on the edge, with an

ear to the radio for news of the verdicts

in the trial of the Bensonhurst racist

mob that murdered black teenager

Yusuf Hawkins last August 23. “There

will be a riot if those boys get off.

Definitely. Absolutely," said one black

woman, her sentiments echoed by two

dozen black people interviewed by

Daily News columnist Bob Herbert

outside the courthouse in downtown
Brooklyn. Across Prospect Park in

Flatbush, black nationalist demagogue
Sonny Carson has been whipping up his

own brand of race-hatred, organizing a

black boycott against a Korean green-

grocer. On Saturday night, this racist

poison led to the predictable hideous

result—a gang of black youth attacked

the home of three Vietnamese immi-

grants, fracturing the skull of one with

a hammer. Meanwhile, black liberal

Democratic mayor David Dinkins tried

to cool things out with appeals for

“tolerance."

Underlying the tension was the ex-

cruciating courtroom replay of the

racist murder of Yusuf Hawkins. Day
after day on Court Street, Stephen

Murphy, the lawyer for lynch mob
ringleader Keith Mondello, aggressively

and sneeringly claims the murder "nev-

er had anything to do with race," that

the white mob was just defending its

“turf" against Gina Feliciano's black

"junkie friends.” In the midst of this,

CCNY professor and racist ideologue

Michael Levin declares that whites are

justified in viewing blacks as crimi-

nals (see article page 4). When black

protesters marched in Bensonhurst on

Saturday, white residents screeched at

them, their faces contorted with hatred,

“Not Guilty! Not Guilty!" and “Do the

white thing!" Yusuf’s father, Moses
Stewart, remarked that to this day he

had seen “no remorse," not by the

killers, not by Bensonhurst.

In the trial, the prosecution has

practically guaranteed the killers will

get off light. Mondello and the trigger-

man Joey Fama may well not be con-

victed of premeditated murder, even

though hours before Hawkins was shot

to death Mondello boasted he would
“blow the heads off the nigger bas-

tards.” Star witness Gina Feliciano

testified how Mondello said he had

“five guns—three .38s and two .45s...

and that he couldn’t wait until tonight.”

The only witness the D.A. put on the

stand who said he saw Fama shoot

Yusuf Hawkins was a former mental

patient, who also told his doctors he is

controlled by helicopters. (He recanted

his testimony on the last day, although

continued on page 13

As Soviet Jews Flee Pamvat Fascists...

Zionist Drive Toward

“Greater Israel”
The bloody course of Zionist Israel

appears heading toward a decisive turn-

ing point. The intifada (uprising) of the

Palestinian Arabs in the occupied West
Bank and Gaza for more than two years

has defied Israel’s ability, despite mass
terror from the army and settler fascist

gangs, to control the territory it seized in

the 1967 war. The economy is in sham-
bles with 10 percent unemployment and

20 percent a year inflation. The "Grand
Coalition” of Zionist parties collapsed six

weeks ago and a new government has yet

to be formed. Now the crisis-ridden and

overextended Israeli state is experiencing

a massive influx of Soviet Jews, driven

out by rising anti-Semitism and fear of

pogroms by Russian fascists, and en-

couraged by the Zionists. These Soviet

Jewish immigrants are slated to be used

as both a pretext and as shock troops

in the Zionists’ “final solution" to the

Palestinian question.

There are projections that this year

alone as many as a quarter of a million

Soviet Jews will arrive in Israel. In the

first three months of 1990, 17,000 have

already emigrated, more than the total

number of Soviet Jews going to Israel

between 1980 and 1988! And now they

are expecting 20,000 a month in a mass
exodus. Jewish immigrants leaving the

Zionist rulers look to "war option” in drive to

Palestinians from the Occupied Territories. Israeli military

terrorizes Arabs in West Bank (above).

USSR now are not committed Zionists

and would prefer to go to the U.S. or

another country in the West. But as a

concession to Israel, Washington last fall

sharply limited refugee status for Soviet

Jews and then placed a 50,000 ceiling on

total immigration from the USSR. As
planeloads land in Tel Aviv, Palestinian

representatives are desperately appealing

to Gorbachev to curtail the outflow of

Soviet Jews and to Bush to let them into

the U.S.

“Big immigration requires Israel to be

big as well.” pronounced Zionist terrorist

and Israeli prime minister Yitzhak Sha-

mir at the beginning of the year, adding:

"we need the space to house the people”

continued on page 10

Defend the Palestinians! Israel Out of the Occupied Territories!



Reporter Uncovers

U.S./Afghan Disinformation Nest

The dubious Kurt Lohbeck (left) was CBS’s "eyes and ears on the Afghan conflict.” Right: Dan Rather poses with

Afghan mujahedin on 60 Minutes program pushing CIA disinformation in 1980.

Last September it came out that CBS
News had broadcast faked TV footage

about Afghanistan (see "Dan Rather’s

Afghan Hoax.” WV No. 487, 13 October

1989). Scenes of the supposed "largest

sabotage operation of the war"—the

blowing up of electric-power pylons—
were staged by "freelance” photographer

Mike Hoover. What Rather called the

"biggest one-day defeat” for Soviet sol-

diers “since World War II" involved no

Soviet soldiers at all. Shots purportedly

showing a Soviet jet bombing an Afghan

village turned out to be a Pakistani jet.

And the shiny red “toy bomb” supposed-

ly planted by the evil Soviets to lure

Afghan children to their deaths was also

reportedly the work of Hoover. Caught

with their pants down, CBS promised to

answer the charges "point by point,” but

they didn’t, and the rest of the media

quickly pulled a blanket of silence over

the affair.

Just as Murdoch’s New York Post was

unmasking the CBS fakery as part of its

own vendetta against the liberal Rather,

the Wall Street Journal's, top executives

were spiking an even more explosive

expose on the subject. Mary Williams

Walsh was the Journal's, principal corre-

spondent covering Afghanistan and Pak-

istan, often receiving high praise for her

work. But when she submitted her article

on the "corruption of CBS's Afghanistan

coverage"

—

as she describes it in a docu-

ment received by WV—she suddenly ran

up against a stone wall. Some senior

editors privately told her that "something

fishy was going on": the bottom line was

they refused to publish her article while

excluding her from the meetings where

the decision was made.

Soon vicious, slanderous rumors sud-

denly began circulating to undermine

her credibility, e.g.. she was a "known

troublemaker." jealous and jilted, and

"sleeping with communist generals” in

Afghanistan. In a rare show of journalis-

tic integrity, Walsh resigned and is now
Toronto bureau chief for the Los Angeles

Times. She finally got her story print-

ed in the Columbia Journalism Review

(January/February), though it was almost

killed there too, and the final version

suffered some heavy cuts due to “some

extraordinary last-minute institutional

interference.” The story was also covered

by Extra! (published by Fairness & Ac-

curacy in Reporting) and in the May
issue of the Progressive.

Walsh reveals that CBS’s “eyes and

ears on the Afghan conflict” was one

Kurt Lohbeck, an ex-convict and son of

a top PR man for the nativist American

fascist Gerald L.K. Smith. Lohbeck had

settled in Peshawar, Pakistan where his

wife Anne Hurd was "field director" of

something called the Mercy Fund, bet-

ter known locally as the “Murky Fund."

Walsh says Lohbeck acted as “some sort

of gatekeeper" who decided which jour-

nalists got into Afghanistan to interview

genuine guerrillas. He took care to build

up one particular mujahedin leader,

Abdul Haq, who is privately referred to

by American diplomats as “Commander
Hollywood." As Walsh relates in CJR:

"The U.S. government encouraged jour-

nalists to touch base with Lohbeck and

Hurd, whose names were on a list of

‘selected contacts for covering Afghan
affairs' handed out to reporters who
stopped by the United States Information

Service office in Peshawar. The handout

listed the Mercy Fund—the only 'hostel

for journalists’ listed; Lohbeck— the only

network representative listed—appears

under ‘C’ for CBS.”

The Mercy Fund claims to raise money
for medical MASH units in Afghanistan,

but "its financial statements show that its

biggest budget item isn't health care at

all but a ‘public information’ project,”

Walsh notes in the Progressive. The
"public information" is really just right-

wing propaganda sheets. The Washington

director of the Mercy Fund, one Tony
Campaigne, reportedly has control of

"hundreds of thousands of dollars in

grants from the U.S. Agency for Interna-

tional Development." Needless to say,

most of the regular media reporters who
passed through Peshawar simply fed

Lohbeck 's prepackaged garbage into their

articles. No wonder that one “senior

intelligence official" admitted to Walsh

that "American reporters certainly had

made his job easier" because they were

so “docile.”

Walsh presents the story as an issue

of journalistic ethics, but what’s really

involved here are class interests. It’s

easy to recognize The Company's finger-

prints on Lohbeck/Mercy Fund. CBS and

Dan Rather were producing government-

sponsored, imperialist war propaganda

—

disinformation—as was the rest of the

U.S. mass media which snapped to atten-

tion for Washington's anti-Soviet jihad

throughout the '80s. The flip side of this

is journalistic coverup, as in the refusal

to investigate the roles of Reagan and

Bush in the Iran/Contragate affair, where

the media and the Democratic-controlled

Congress acted in concert with the White

House in protecting the interests of the

ruling class. Ditto for the executives of

the Wall Street Journal when they spiked

Mary Williams Walsh’s story.

And they do play dirty. Since they

were backing some of the purest male

chauvinist pigs on earth—the mujahedin,

who literally buy and sell women— it’s

no wonder they used sexist innuendo to

try to discredit a woman reporter. Walsh,

who began her career with a Bagehot

Fellowship to attend Columbia Univer-

sity’s School of Journalism, seems to be

one of those rare people who really be-

lieved the ethics of Journalism 101, in

which journalists write “the truth” and

“good" newspapers eagerly print it. She
even managed to slip some truth about

Afghanistan into the Wall Street Jour-

nal—in spite of her support of the U.S.-

backed mujahedin—when she suggested

that women's liberation was involved, as

in a January 1989 piece which we quoted

in WV (No. 471, 17 February 1989):

“In a backward country where the female
peasantry still toils like medieval serfs,

Kabuli women have managed to hold on
to many 20th-century freedoms.... In-

stead of staying at home behind purdah
walls, they emerge each day and work in

offices, hospitals and schools.”

From the beginning, the Afghan war
pitted the forces of elementary social

progress against medieval reactionaries,

the landlords, mullahs and khans, armed
to the teeth by the U.S. in order to kill

Russian soldiers. That is why we took

the side of the Kabul regime and frankly

hailed Soviet intervention at a time when
much of the left fell in behind Jimmy
Carter’s anti-Soviet “human rights" cru-

sade. Walsh found out that those who
display too much integrity, honesty and

backbone get thrown out of the “club”

(there were reportedly drinks all around

when the news of her departure from the

Journal reached the American Club in

Peshawar). We hope some brave souls

continue to slip bits of the truth into the

mass media. But if you want to get the

full story, read Workers Vanguard, which

tells the truth that the bourgeoisie wants

to hide.

Workers Defense Against

Anti-Semitic Terror

In the absence of a genuinely communist

party based on the working class, the dis-

integration of Stalinist rule in the Soviet

Union and East Europe has unleashed the

latent forces of reactionary nationalism and

violent anti-Semitism. Soviet Jews now live in

fear of pogroms by the Russian fascists of

Pamyat. The revolutionary Marxist movement
TROTSKY in the tsarist empire was built in part by LENIN

uniting Russian. Jewish, Ukrainian, Polish

and Transcaucasian workers against the Black Hundreds and other anti-Semitic pogrom-

ists. Hersh Mendel, a Polish Jew who joined the Bolshevik Party and later became a

member of the Trotskyist Left Opposition, recalls such workers defense groups when he

was a boy during the Revolution of 1905.

The situation grew even more ominous when we got wind of the fact that a wave

of ghastly pogroms was sweeping Russia and all the towns and shtetls [villages] where

the Jewish people lived. Nevertheless, it seemed as if freedom had won the day, for

the workers kept coming to the hiring halls again and again without interference by

the police. Economic strikes were conducted, party proclamations were freely distribut-

ed and party newspapers sold—and nobody stood in the way. I was too young to take

it all in. The situation was peculiar: everybody was exuberant about the revolution

but feared the morrow at the same time.... I thought that the pogromists would have

to come from Russia, that when they had finished their work there, the tsar would send

them to us in Poland. I had come to the conclusion that they would have to come from

Russia, that they could not be indigenous Poles, because there were also Polish workers

participating in the self-defense organizations. On Pawia Street there were more Polish

workers organized for self-defense than Jewish workers. The Polish workers continual-

ly assured us that Poland was not Russia and that there would be no pogroms here.

Every courtyard had its committee; our courtyard was no exception. During the night

the gate was locked. The self-defense groups stationed themselves at specific points

while scouts took to the streets. I remember that from time to time, whenever the alarm

sounded, the self-defense groups threw themselves into specially readied droshkies

[carriages] at the snap of a finger and hurried off to meet the threat. Aside from the

active self-defense groups, there were also auxiliary groups composed of all the

occupants of the apartment house, especially the Jewish ones. They were armed with

whatever was at hand: axes, hatchets, knives. Men from every calling came armed

with the tools of their trade. My father too was in one of these auxiliary groups.

After the gate to the courtyard was locked, they stood at the entrance and waited.

Their assignment was to defend the gate in case of attack.

— Hersh Mendel, Memoirs of a Jewish Revolutionary

(first published in Yiddish in 1959)
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Mass Graves Found in Panama
Just as Washington was trumpeting the

victory of the "free world" with the

opening of the Berlin Wall, the United

States carried out a full-scale invasion of

a country in its own "backyard” to "ar-

rest" the head of state. It was the biggest

show of U.S. military force since the

Vietnam War. The country is Panama,
the head of state General Manuel Anto-

nio Noriega, a well paid, highly connect-

ed longtime CIA operative. And it was
the Panamanian population which bore

the brunt of the invasion. With all the

high-tech weaponry, several thousand

men (both military and civilian), women
and children were killed in "surgical”

bombing followed by cold-blooded

slaughter that went by the name of a

"mopping-up operation."

The U.S. Southern Command (South-

corn) declared that the total number of

civilian dead was 202. When this was
met with disbelief, the Pentagon began
talking about "collateral damage" and the

difficulties in distinguishing "bona fide

civilians.” A delegation from the Nation-

al Lawyers Guild spoke with a volunteer

worker at Santo Tomds hospital who
reported that on Christmas Day (the fifth

day of the invasion) she had copied a list

of 345 dead, and saw another list of

an additional 200 fatalities.

Later, Washington tried to reduce the

number of civilian casualties. But on

April 29, the Pentagon death tally was
exposed as a blatant lie when a hydraulic

scoop opened a 100-foot-long mass grave

in the Jardfn de Paz (Garden of Peace)

cemetery in Panama City. The U.S. war
crime was laid bare as, one after another,

123 bodies in green plastic body bags

were lifted out. The victims were buried

by GIs and hired help (who were paid

$20 a day). Vicky Pelciez, a reporter for

the NYC El Diario/La Prensa, was pres-

ent at the exhumation along with many
mourning relatives. Human rights activ-

ists told her of an additional 14 mass
graves, at Amador, Anc6n, Corozal,

Balboa, Codense, Col6n, Chepo, Chili-

brf, Franfil, Pacora, Pedro Nuevo, San

Miguelito, and the military bases at

Marina de Colon and Rio Hato. This

does not include casualties from Fighting

in Chiriquf province and other distant

parts of the interior of Panama.
At a meeting on April 5 at Town Hall

in New York City, an Independent Com-
mission of Inquiry on the U.S. Invasion

of Panama circulated a document report-

ing that Panamanian bishops Ariz and

Emiliani estimate 3,000 dead due to the

invasion, the majority being civilians.

The same document says:

"Many people were killed and injured

from shrapnel and exploding bullets.

Many of the dead were brought in with

one single shot Fired into their heads, in-

dicating executions. Others came in with
bullet wounds but had been subsequently

bayoneted to make sure they were dead.

Numerous witnesses report US troops

used flame throwers to bum piles of dead
bodies.... Tanks flattened people's cars,

homes and bodies in the streets. Whole
shanties were blown apart by mortar Fire

with residents inside. Residents report

soldiers collecting bodies in plastic bags
and transporting them elsewhere."

Housing projects were subjected to

hours of mortar fire, killing many resi-

dents, after only a two-minute warning!

In the neighborhood of El Chorrillo, next

to army headquarters in Panama City,

tracer bullets ignited frail wooden struc-

tures while bombs blew up others with

the residents still inside. U.S. troops

encircled the city of Colon, largely

populated by Caribbean blacks, barraging

it with mortar fire, trapping the residents

who were unable to escape to safety.

At the April 5 NYC Town Hall meet-

ing, Olga Mejia of the Panamanian
National Commission of Human Rights

declared eloquently, “This invasion shall

never be justified as a just cause." "The
massacre of Chorrillo, of Col6n, of San

Miguelito and the other marginal com-
munities was a crime against humanity,”

she went on. "That was our ‘Merry

Christmas.' Many people who left run-

ning were machine-gunned down in the

streets by the American troops. Others

were found dead in the walkways of the

buildings, or found trapped among the

ruins, or dismembered, rendered totally

unrecognizable by the bombs or the

flamethrowers. They were incinerated by

the American troops and thrown in

plastic bags. Many cadavers were thrown

into the ocean. Thousands of body parts

—arms and legs, parts of the head—were

converted into waste matter.”

The U.S. press corps covered up these

dirty crimes of Bush’s "splendid little

war" in Panama. They dutifully printed

handouts from the Pentagon and State

Department. Stateside TV coverage fea-

tured “soft" images of U.S. soldiers

patting youngsters, celebrating Christmas,

recovering in the hospital and crowds

cheering. But the thousands of injured

and homeless, the widows, orphans and

mourners were not interviewed by the

Pentagon-organized “press pool" (cess-

pool). The corpses were mute, the man-

gled bodies simply disappeared. They

were just “collateral damage" as the U.S.

tried out the Stealth fighter bomber
(which missed its targets by hundreds of

yards), laser targeting, infrared sights

and a whole high-tech arsenal for night

fighting and urban warfare.

On May Day, an estimated 10,000

workers marched in the streets of Pana-

ma City demanding U.S. troops get out

of the country. The economy is in ruins,

overall unemployment is at an all-time

high of over 35 percent. The construction

industry is almost completely stopped,

45,000 public sector workers have lost

their jobs, and in the countryside land-

owners are demanding "their" lands back

from peasants who received them in the

limited land reform. Destruction is

estimated at $3 billion, but even the $1

billion in promised U.S. aid hasn't

arrived. While Bush’s bloated puppet

president Guillermo Endara declared a

fast, thousands face starvation. This is

Panama today, living under the “democ-
racy" of U.S. military occupation, in the

“peace" of the mass graves.

Meanwhile. Manuel Antonio Noriega

languishes in a jail cell in Florida. De-

spite the talk of a "free trial," U.S. courts

have declared it immaterial whether “ar-

rests" in foreign countries are legal.

Noriega’s lawyers resigned in protest

over the government’s freezing of his

assets (a standard tactic under RICO
"racketeering” statutes to prevent defen-

dants from getting adequate legal coun-

sel). Washington would like to put off a

trial forever, to prevent Noriega from

spilling the beans about the U.S. gov-

ernment’s own involvement in drug traf-

ficking (and his dealings with ex-CIA
chief Bush).

Noriega was a guard dog for the

Yankee imperialists who slipped his

leash. By sacriFicing several thousand

lives. Bush has now installed an obedient

government of “sober-minded politi-

cians" whose aim is “safeguarding of

U.S. strategic interests.” to renegotiate

the 1977 Carter-Torrijos treaties and

secure "the U.S. military presence in the

Panama Canal area till well after the year
2000" (from a 26 March 1987 State De-

partment letter to Senator Jesse Helms).

We say: U.S. get the hell out of Panama!
And we vow that the American workers

revolution will avenge the victims of this

imperialist mass murder made in U.S. A.

“Drug war" vigilantes: U.S. agents
kidnap Panamanian general Manuel
Antonio Noriega, after invading coun-
try on pretext of arresting him.

Vicky Peiaez/EI Diario-La Prensa

Pentagon cover-up uncovered: Workers dig out bodies from mass grave in Panama City cemetery where 123 bodies
were dumped in body bags by U.S. military. During December invasion press was prevented from photographing this.
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Young Spartacus

Working-Class, Minority Youth Under Attack

CCNY Professor Levin-

Mouthpiece for Race-Hate

Mahmood Nadia/Impact Visuals

Racist violence is at an all-time high

on American college campuses. Embold-

ened bigots have lashed out with impuni-

ty at blacks, gays, Jews and other minori-

ties at schools across the country. The

spate of threats and provocations, cross-

burnings and violent lynch mob attacks

are not just so many "isolated" incidents;

nationwide there is a race-hate movement

to drive blacks out. And it is having an

effect. While the so-called integrated

schools get whiter year by year, many
black students are choosing black colleg-

es partly out of fear. Now at New York

City's predominantly black and Hispanic

CCNY campus, a white philosophy pro-

fessor, Michael Levin, has emerged as a

chief ideologue and apologist for white-

supremacy and racism.

Levin has been polluting the air at

CCNY for a long time. His repugnant

statements about black people have made
him a subject of controversy and protest

off and on since he first came to CCNY
in 1969. But today he’s center ring in the

media circus, making public appearances

and grabbing headlines to blare his bigot-

ry. precisely because today the streets

and campuses teem with thugs who are

already putting his views into action.

Levin incites them and he alibis them.

What makes this man so dangerous is

that he is not the oddball lunatic fringe

but the academic spokesman for a reac-

tionary climate where racial slurs have

become socially acceptable and physical

violence commonplace.

From his tenured academic enclave

in the middle of black Harlem Levin

preaches that the decline of American

education is due to racial integration,

deploring "the staggering energy expend-

ed to bring American Negroes into the

educational mainstream” while "the aver-

age black is significantly less intelligent

than the average white" (New York

Observer, 7 May). Levin is for apartheid-

style state repression of the black pop-

ulation (a draft speech called for herding

blacks into segregated police-patrolled

subway cars) and for the police to stop

all blacks who drive fancy cars (“blacks

are so largely involved in crime"). He

defends shopowners who bar blacks from

their stores (a “discriminatory incon-

venience for innocent blacks” is not "too

high a price for reducing the risk of

murder for white store owners").

The man is a walking incitement to

riot—and that’s exactly what happened

on May 2 when cops rioted against stu-

dents who protested an appearance by

Levin at Long Island University’s Brook-

lyn campus. In the shadow of the Brook-

lyn courthouse where a white lynch mob
is on trial for last summer’s murder of

Yusuf Hawkins, Michael Levin delivered

a speech titled "White Fear of Crime Is

Morally and Epistemologically Justified."

Claiming “whites are morally justified in

viewing all blacks as criminals" and

“blackness alone is a sign of danger,"

Levin gave the argument for the white

gang in Bensonhurst that pulled the trig-

ger. As one woman in the audience chal-

lenged Levin. "Are you telling me that

those people were justified in killing

Yusuf Hawkins because he was coming

to their neighborhood to mug them?"

About 50 students gathered outside

Levin’s speech. As they began chanting

"Levin must go!" 100 cops moved in,

spraying mace and swinging billy clubs,

pushing and beating students to the

ground. Levin fled the stage and scurried

out a back exit with police escorts. (What

a performance from a man who fancies

men to be naturally ordained "hunters,”

“stronger and more daring" than women,
whom he deems intellectual weaklings.)

In the melee outside, nine students were

arrested and one was taken to a nearby

hospital to be treated for head injuries.

The editor of the school newspaper,

arrested while trying to photograph the

cop rampage, said: “I liken Levin coming
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on campus.
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labor/black
mobilizations
to stop
racist terror.

here to a KKK member burning a flag in

your backyard." We say: Down with rac-

ist ideologue Levin! Drop all charges

against the UU protesters!

What’s needed is a movement with the

social power to sweep the lynchers off

the streets. The Spartacus Youth Club

has been in the forefront of the fight to

ally students with labor to stop racist

attacks—arguing for strike action and

integrated defense guards, not bullshit

"sensitivity training" for racist punks. In

November 1988 we brought busloads of

students from campuses along the eastern

seaboard and as far west as Madison,

Wisconsin to join forces with big battal-

ions from the union movement in a mas-

sive demonstration that stopped the KKK
and skinhead fascists from carrying out

a white-supremacist provocation in the

streets of Philadelphia. It’s actions like

this, that mobilize the strategic power of

the working class on behalf of all the

oppressed, that will change the social

climate through decisive victories over

the race-haters.

Levin’s “Theories”

—

A Racist Lie

Levin tries to cloak his program for

brutal racist repression in the "objectiv-

ity" of science but his “theories” are

nothing more than the recycled trash

of Nazi eugenicists like the infamous

Dr. Mengele. The Nazis’ "theories" of

genetic racial inferiority also did not

occur in a vacuum but were the ideo-

logical cover for extermination of six

million Jews and millions more "non-

Aryans." Today, in a period of escalating

cop terror in the ghetto streets, desperate

unemployment for black youth, and ris-

ing infant mortality. Professor Levin is

the willing ideologue for a "natural" rac-

ist order that is aiming at state-sponsored

genocide of the black population.

Like William Shockley (who was
linked to the fascist J.B. Stoner) and

Arthur Jensen, Michael Levin cites the

scores on standardized IQ tests for his

fraudulent claims of white superiority.

But there is no such thing as a "race

gene," and these IQ tests reflect and have

historically been used to bolster the in-

equalities of the racist status quo. The
first IQ test administered in this country,

the Army Mental Tests of World War I.

were used as an argument for the Immi-
gration Restriction Act of 1924 to bar

non-European and southern European
immigrants—who were also often radical

labor agitators— from entering this coun-

try. These tests do not measure intel-

ligence, which in any case cannot be

quantified in a single form, but are at

best a measure of education. And it’s no

secret that blacks get less and worse

education due to the inherent racism

of class inequality in this society

where “good schools" are in wealthy

white suburbs while inner-city schools

continued on page 12
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Chicago Cops Beat Up

Grade Schoolers
CHICAGO—On April 10 a squad of city

cops went berserk outside Morrill Ele-

mentary School, clubbing, punching and

kicking a group of mostly Hispanic and

black students as they scrambled for

cover. More than a dozen children, none
older than 14. were sent to area hospitals

for treatment of their injuries.

One eleven-year-old black youth spoke

from a wheelchair in St. Anthony Hospi-

tal: “I was trying to get into the building

but then the police hit me with a stick”

(Chicago Sun-Times, 11 April). Morrill

is located in the Marquette Park neigh-

borhood. a longtime bastion of all-white

segregation. The apartheid-style assault

on children began after some 150 stu-

dents, many accompanied by parents,

walked out of the school to protest the

firing of the principal, Eduardo Cada-
vid, by the newly elected local school

council.

A similar cop riot against black stu-

dents took place March 1 at Morgan Park

High, one of Chicago’s few integrated

high schools. After the school council

fired the white principal, someone pulled

a fire alarm in protest. As black and

white students gathered outside the

school, an argument ensued and the cops

charged, swinging clubs and steel flash-

lights at the black teenagers. Several

students sustained severe injuries. Ten

youths— all but one of them black—were

arrested and charged with “mob” action.

Later that week an integrated crowd of

150 people, mostly students, marched to

the Morgan Park district police station in

protest.

This is how "school reform” is imple-

mented in Segregation City, U.S.A. Chi-

cago’s “school reform,” instituted last

fall, created nearly 600 local school

councils with the power to allocate funds,

determine curriculums, and hire or fire

principals. More than 17,000 candidates

ran for positions on these councils, which

are comprised mostly of parents and

community representatives, with token

teacher representation. With federal and

state funding for education cut to ribbons

over the past decade, the “reform" plan

amounts to "community control” of rot-

ting, overcrowded and segregated institu-

tions of state-sponsored ignorance.

Separate-but-unequal education is more

than ever the rule in Chicago, with 280

of the city’s 594 schools virtually all-

black. while 10 of the 27 suburban

districts remain completely white. The

high school dropout rate is a staggering

45 percent (more than 80 percent in

some ghetto schools), and half of the

schools rank in the bottom one percent

nationwide in college entrance exam
scores. The average high school graduate

Lenahan/Chicago Sun-Times

Victims of cop riot: Daniel De La
Cruz and Albert Kaspar, both age 12;

11 -year-old Eric Orr in wheelchair.

reads at the eighth grade level.

In black and Hispanic neighborhoods

the schools have become day-prisons,

many of them outfitted with metal detec-

tor entrances. Student drug testing and

dope-sniffing dogs are spreading like

Exxon crude. Student protest is treated

like a Joliet Prison riot. When one group

of eighth-graders was toured through

police headquarters in early February,

they thought they were being treated to

"something out of a fairy tale," as one of

them put it. Another added: “When po-

lice stop people in my neighborhood,

they call you ‘n r’ or ’punk’ and treat

you mean. The people down here were

all smiles to us. But when you’re out

there in the street... it’s not like that"

(Chicago Defender, 7 February).

continued on page 12
Alcock/Chicago Sun-Times

Students protest police attacks at Morgan Park High School, March 5.

Abortion Rights Pioneer Censored at “Pro-Choice'’ Rally

Feminists Try to

Ban Bill Baird in Boston

Young Spartacus

Bill Baird (center) protests his exclusion at Boston Common rally, May 1.

Spartacist signs salute Baird’s lifelong fight for women's rights.

BOSTON—Twenty years to the day

that Bill Baird was “banned in Boston"

for pioneering the fight for women’s

abortion rights, he was again censored

and threatened with arrest on Boston

Common. But on May Day 1990 the

outrage was committed by a bunch of

junior bureaucrats in the "Massachu-

setts Student Walkout for Choice.” Bill

Baird has been fighting for abortion

and contraceptive rights longer than

his would-be student censors have been

on the planet. But to keep things cool

for capitalist politicos like Democrat-

ic gubernatorial candidate Frank Bel-

lotti (who Baird successfully opposed

in his landmark 1975 case which won
wider access to abortion for minors

in Massachusetts), the student bureau-

crats tried to muzzle the impassioned

Baird.

It didn't quite work out that way. Bill

Baird turned up at the rally with a

banner demanding free speech and free

choice—and a tape recording of the

organizers’ threats to bring a restraining

order against him! The Spartacist

League issued and distributed a state-

ment, addressed to Baird, protesting the

exclusion: "You should be a guest of

honor at any women’s rights gather-

ing!... We in the Spartacist League

honor your brave 30-year struggle for

women’s fundamental right to abortion

and birth control, and particularly your

work for these rights for working-class

and poor women." Rally organizers

literally tried to snatch the SL statement

out of people’s hands and ran wildly

from tree to tree with reels of “POLICE
LINE—DO NOT CROSS” tape and

circulated the lie that Baird intended to

"storm” the stage! Many protesters

were shocked and disgusted to learn of

the exclusion scandal and personally

went up to Baird to voice their support

and admiration for him.

Not so the fake-left. The Socialist

Workers Party, Socialist Action and

other outfits refused to say one word in

defense of Bill Baird, even when we
explicitly challenged them to do so.

While “Right to Life" creeps were free

to roam through the crowd with their

signs, the rally organizers marshaled a

phalanx of cops and Guardian Angel

vigilantes to harass Bill Baird and the

Spartacist League. But our determined

opposition and public exposure of their

shameful exclusion attempt proved

stronger than their dictatorial antics.

“Pro-choice" activists who deliberately

play into the hands of the reactionary

right-to-lifers and police certainly can’t

lead the fight for abortion rights in this

society.

As a socialist organization we fight

for free abortion on demand and for

mass mobilizations of women, minori-

ties and centrally the power of labor to

defend the clinics. Women’s liberation

through socialist revolution!
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Labor’s Gotta Play Hardball to Win!

Striking New York City

Unionists Rally
Six hundred Irade unionists, many of them on strike,

rallied on May 3 outside the Port Authority's 42nd

Street bus terminal chanting "scabs must go!” Grey-

hound drivers and mechanics have been out for two

months, immigrant Haitian and Dominican garment

workers are striking for union recognition at Domsey
Trading, and Eastern workers remain on strike after 14

months, having outlasted Loren/.o. At the Daily News,

ten unions have been put on hold by the bureaucrats,

marking time as the paper prepares to run scabs. New
York City workers could sure use some labor solidarity

—

beginning with massive support for the organizing drive

by the International Ladies’ Garment Workers' Union

(ILGWU), which brought out a sizable and spirited

contingent on May 3. What they got instead was hot air.

Demonstrators heard speeches from ATU Local 1 202

(Greyhound) president Harold Mendlowitz, an ILGWU
organizer and a whole gaggle of Central Labor Council

big shots like TWU Local 100 president Sonny Hall. All

of these pro-Democratic Party bureaucrats abuse the

words “unity" and “solidarity” as a cover for their

legalistic, gutless maneuvers relying on "friend of la-

bor” capitalist politicians and courts. The ATU bureau-

crats' no-fight ideas consist of appeals for consumers

to boycott Greyhound while Mendlowitz makes pleas

to the scab-herding cops to enforce an obscure city

ordinance against recruitment of scabs in NYC proper.

The scab buses continue to roll uncontested out of the

Port Authority, while outside on the street the bureau-

crats blow hot air. Although Greyhound lost $56 million

last quarter, the bus company has arrogantly and falsely

claimed that the strike is over. A union spokesman

responded "that's like Napoleon declaring victory at

Waterloo." But it will become a Waterloo for the ATU
if the scab buses aren't stopped now. Real labor unity

and solidarity means building mass picket lines to stop

the scab buses and keep the strikebreakers out of

Domsey.
Behind a big ATU Local 1202 banner, union contin-

gents from the city transit workers union to the Team-
sters marched from the Port Authority to Rockefeller

Center, shouting “No justice, no peace!” and "What do

we want? Contract!" Domsey strikers marched and sang

in the ILGWU contingent with signs proclaiming they

"strongly support Eastern Airline and Greyhound Line

strikers." A group of mine workers up from the coal

fields also marched. One miner, not taken in by the

glowing rhetoric from the fake-left about the Pittston

contract, told WV that it was a sellout and most Pittston

miners only grudgingly voted it up.

The lessons of the union bureaucracy's sabotage of

labor’s recent battles from Pittston to Eastern (where

a court-appointed trustee carries on Lorenzo’s union-

busting) must be drawn. Take the Domsey strike: real

trade-union solidarity could quickly win that strike

against a racist cockroach capitalist outfit. Mass pickets

to stop the scabs. Teamsters refusing to handle “hot

cargo,” and one visit from an ILA delegation explaining

to the sweatshop bosses that dock workers won’t load

Domsey rags unless the company rehires the strikers

and recognizes the garment workers union with a decent

contract—that would do the job! And a victory here

would go a long way to stiffening the backs of labor

facing assaults by union-busting bosses, from Grey-

hound to the Daily News. For victory to NYC labor

—

Stop the scabs now!

Defend Fired Haitian

Workers!
LONG ISLAND, NY—Haitian workers at the Filtron

Co. are fighting a mass firing of 26 workers. The sack-

ings are an act of racist retribution against these immi-
grant workers who took off work April 20 to join with

tens of thousands of other Haitian workers in lower

Manhattan denouncing the Food and Drug Administra-

tion’s attempt to ban all Haitians from donating blood

as possible “AIDS carriers." A rally at the Bethpage
defense contractor’s electronics plant on May 4 brought

out almost a hundred supporters of the fired workers

who braved the rain to demand their jobs back. After

giving management a month’s notice of their plans to

attend the April 20 demo, the sacked workers got tele-

grams the day after the rally informing them that they

were fired.

On the Monday following the April 20 protest, the

fired workers were barred at the factory entrance by six

cop cars. The workers then learned that Filtron bosses

had replaced them with white employees earning $4 to

$5 more per hour! At the May 4 rally, Filtron workers

carried signs reading “Filtron Shame on You... What a
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May 4— Rally at Filtron Co. in Bethpage, New York
against firing of Haitian workers.

Racist Company" while chanting "Hey, hey. Filtron, stop

supporting FDA" and “Management must go!” These

militant Haitian workers are also fighting against a

company union, the National Organization of Industrial

Trade Unions, which has colluded with management in

the firings. We demand their immediate reinstatement

—

No victimizations!

Various lawsuits have been filed against Filtron by

Haitian community groups and lawyers, including with

the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. But

the way to win back the jobs of these workers and a

real union at Filtron has already been demonstrated

—

workers action to stop production. The April 20 rally

against the FDA blood ban was a de facto general strike

by New York Haitians, and they won. NYC labor

should give full backing to these courageous workers

by manning picket lines to shut down the racist Filtron

exploiters.

Over a quarter million Haitians reside in New York

City alone. The Spartacist League appeals to these and

other class-conscious workers to join us in building a

multiracial vanguard party to lead the international

struggle against racist, capitalist exploitation through

socialist revolution.

TWU Bureaucrats Join in Blaming Victims

NYC Transit Workers Killed by TA Policy

Sheehan/Newsday
Gravesend, Brooklyn—Track where two transit workers were crushed by train.

On May 8, signal maintainer Robert

Nicholson and his helper Daniel Walsh
were sent out to make an emergency
signal repair south of the Kings High-

way station in Gravesend. Brooklyn.

Between them they had 36 years of

service as NYC transit workers and
outstanding safety records. It was rush

hour. They evaded a northbound train but

were crushed to death minutes later by
a southbound F train.

The motorman had 22 years exper-

ience on the job but was never informed
by the tower that men were working
ahead on the track and there was no
flagman to stop oncoming trains. The
Transit Authority sends signal muin-
tainers out without flagmen: workers'

lives are cheaper than adequate manning
scales. So two more workers are dead
because of the TA’s callous disregard for

workers’ lives.

In an incredible obscenity. Transport

Workers Union (TWU) Local 100 pres-

ident Sonny Hall has now joined the TA
in blaming Nicholson and Walsh for "bad
safety habits" and waiving "the safety

rules" (Chief-Leader . 18 May)!
In a little over a year, five transit

workers have been killed and many more
badly injured on the job: James Byrne
crushed to death on the J line less than

six months ago on a section of incorrect-

ly marked track; 12 track workers en-

gulfed in a fireball and three with critical

burns over large sections of their faces

and bodies when they were sent to work
near the 600 volt third rail with the

power on\ telephone maintainers Stewart

Melsinker and David Davis killed on the

curved tracks at Astor Place last March
—train operators were never told they

were ahead on the track.

Hundreds of transit workers have at-

tended the wakes for Nicholson and
Walsh, paying their last respects to their

union brothers who were killed by the

TA’s callous disregard for workers’ lives.

At the recent Workers Memorial Day
ceremony in New York, James Byrne's

brother demanded that the "mass murder-

ers at the Transit Authority" be held

accountable.

The TA spends millions on drug test-

ing and spies ("beakies") but won’t
spend the money for the necessary safety

measures or adequate manpower to save

workers’ lives. In the latest tragedy, the

shocked motorman was immediately

given drug and urine tests. Did the D.A.

also scrape the blood of the victims off

the tracks for testing?

Blaming the victim is standard operat-

ing procedure in the TA—dead men
can’t talk. And the TWU bureaucracy is

there to cover up the TA’s crimes. Local
100 Safely Director George McDonald
also attacked the dead men. telling Work-
ers Vanguard they failed to "put out

flags." And when they aren’t blaming the

victims, the union tops’ policy is "Do it

and grieve it later." In this decrepit and
dangerous industry that policy means
“die first, then grieve it."

The transit system will not be safe

tor workers or riders until workers con-

trol safety practices. Militants in the

Committee for a Fighting TWU are fight-

ing for elected union safety committees
with the power and authority to shut

down all unsafe and dangerous work on
the spot. As they wrote in a leaflet issued

after the death of Melsinker and Davis
last year:

"The only way workers have ever won
anything, including safely in the work-
place. is by wielding their power in defi-

ance of the bosses laws. .. We spend
every day in the tunnels and bams and
under the buses and cars and we know
what works. Without us. the city doesn't
move. You can bet if we ran transit, we’d
make it run safe!"*
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For Workers Mobilization to Crush the Fascists!

Nazi Outrages in East Berlin
Thefollowing article is translatedfrom

Spartakist No. 70 (H May), published by
the Spartakist Workers Party of Germa-
ny. section of the International Commu-
nist League (Fourth Internationalist).

In the aftermath of the March 1 8 Volks-

kammer [parliament] elections, which
brought the parties of the Fourth Reich
into the government, the fascists in the

DDR [East Germany) have been going
over to the offensive in an increasingly

brutal and brazen fashion. On April 20,

following a stomping march through

Berlin, hundreds of brawling Nazis/skin-

heads rioted for hours in Alexanderplatz,

in "celebration" of Hitler's birthday,

raucously shouting racist slogans and
wounding over 50 people. They smashed
up the "Mocca Bar." known as a homo-
sexual meeting place, and attacked the

patrons with knives and stones. Previous-

ly they had attempted without success to

attack first a Jewish cemetery and then

a squatters’ building known as an anti-

fascist center.

But in contrast to policemen who
wanted at long last to drive out the skin-

head gangs, the Volkspolizei leadership

on the spot in Alexanderplatz allowed

them to shout fascist slogans such as

"Splatter Turks and Reds" and “Heil

Hitler" and to wreak violent havoc for

nately terrorized people who stopped in

the streets. When a supporter of the

Spartakist Workers Party intervened to

defend his wife he was wounded in the

eye. In Cottbus and Sangerhausen skin-

head gangs wrecked several restaurants

Ever since the collapse of the Berlin

Wall, and of the Stalinist system along

with it. the squads of Nazi thugs have

been openly offering their services to

capital, for example at Kohl’s election

rally in Dresden last December where

hours on end. It was only after some

400 anti-fascist Autonomen and youths

showed up from Kreuzberg (in West Ber-

lin) that the skinheads were driven out by

the police. A Turkish anti-fascist from

Kreuzberg described it: “It wasn’t until

we heard that the skins had attacked a

gay hangout and beaten people up pretty

badTy that people decided to go over."

Since this horrendous Nazi provocation

in the capital of the DDR. mob actions

and terrorist attacks by fascist gangs

have escalated throughout the country.

Over 500 armed “neo"-Nazis and Nazi

skinheads, who in large part came from

West Germany, gathered the next week-

end for an "All-Germany Meeting" in

Nordhausen. stormed a restaurant, at-

tacked the patrons and then barricaded

themselves in. Only after a pitched battle

with the police were they driven out.

In Dresden over 500 skinheads ram-

paged through subway stations after a

soccer game. In another case they di-

rected their deadly terror against a Viet-

namese man traveling by train to Berlin,

chasing him the whole length of the

train. In Halle, scattered skinhead groups

and fascists in bomberjackets indiscrimi-

and injured patrons and staff. And on

May Day. the international day of the

working class, the [fascist] "Central

Germany National Democrats” were able

to openly assemble in the Leipzig mar-

ketplace while police held back hundreds

of counterdemonstrators.

In West Germany and West Berlin fas-

cist skinhead terror—especially against

immigrant workers and other minorities

— is part of the daily scene. Eight hun-

dred Nazis gathered in Munich on April

23 to “celebrate" Hitler’s beer-hall

putsch. Three days later. 1,200 police

protected a Republikaner meeting in

Wuppertal. West German Nazi "fiihrers
”

are now focusing their activities (and

their money) on the DDR.
We have warned from the beginning

that a capitalist Anschluss (annexation)

of the DDR will not take place peaceful-

ly. The fascists are merely the spearhead

of the terror that a Fourth Reich would
bring to minorities and the working class.

The workers must organize now to de-

fend their organizations and in defense

of their foreign coworkers, homosexuals.

Jews, all the intended victims of fascist

terror.

Spartakist
Workers Party,

marching on
May Day from
East to West
Berlin, calls for

workers united-

front action to

stop the fascists

and for full

citizenship rights

for immigrant
workers and their

families. Front
banner reads:
"Against
Privatization

—

No to Capitalist

Reunification!"

they cleared the streets of counter-

demonstrators for him. And the anti-

communist witchhunt staged by the

imperialists and their Social Democratic

lackeys against PDSers and ex-members

of the SED [the former ruling Stalinist

party] and left-wing activists gives a

green light for fascist attacks on the

workers movement.
The first victims of the capitalist An-

schluss of the DDR are working people

from abroad. In the past few weeks

alone, plant directors have laid off thou-

sands of mainly Vietnamese workers,

following the racist logic "before a Ger-

man goes, a Vietnamese goes." In Dres-

den last week a general "freeze on the

admission of foreigners" was decreed

under the pretext of the housing shortage.

At the same time, the government’s

commissioner for foreigners. Almuth
Berger, called for the enactment of quo-

tas for foreigners.

Today German imperialism hides its

Drang nach Osten [drive to the East]

behind “peace-loving" phrases, but it is

the bourgeoisie of Auschwitz, that is at

work setting up its Fourth Reich. In the

Volkskammer elections of March 1 8 only

the Spartakist Workers Party ofGermany
ran on a program of unconditional oppo-

sition to capitalist reunification. The PDS
[the renamed SED], seeking to define

itself as an opposition party within a

capitalist Germany, thereby feeds illu-

sions in a "new democracy."

Thus, following the Nazi march in

Alexanderplatz. the PDS called for a

stronger, more effective police leader-

ship. Its former youth organization asks

hopefully. “Are the police, after months

of doing nothing, beginning to get

over their uncertainty?" (Junge Welt.

23 April). While many Volkspolizei

members certainly want to defend the

achievements of the DDR and hate the

skinheads, the PDS-led popular front

appeals to the police leadership under

Interior Minister Dietzel, an arch-

reactionary from the DSU [German

Social Union, affiliated with the Bavaria-

based Christian Social Union in West

Germany], to lead the fight against the

fascists!

It is less than half a year since 250,000

people turned out against the Nazi dese-

cration of the Soviet memorial in Trep-

tow Park on January 3. a powerful

united-front rally which took place as a

result of the Spartakists’ initiative. The
DDR was built over the ruins of Hitler

fascism through the victory of the Red
Army. Today there live in the DDR tens

of thousands of Vietnamese workers—
whose heroic history of victorious strug-

gle against U.S. imperialism should be a

powerful inspiration for all working people

—who want to fight against fascism.

What we urgently need are mobilizations

for concrete workers united-front actions

against the Nazis, actions which must
protect and include in their ranks the

many foreign workers and minorities in

the DDR
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Black History and the Class Struggle

Karl Marx and the

gainst Slavery

Under the leadership of Karl Marx, the International Workingmen's Association
(First International) rallied the workers of Europe behind the North in the
American Civil War against the slavocracy.

Karl Marx in 1867

In February, during Black History

Month. Spartacist League Central Com-
mittee member Don Alexander gave two

public talks on the West Coast which paid

tribute to the revolutionary interna-

tionalists of Karl Marx's First Inter-

national who mobilized the active soli-

darity of workers in Britain for the

struggle against slavery in the United

States during the American Civil War.

These workers not only stood up against

a barrage ofpro-Confederate propaganda
but also endured the misery and desti-

tution inflicted on them by the British

ruling class. For although they were

thousands of miles away from the battle-

fields they understood that the war to

smash black slavery in the American South

was part of the fight for their own
emancipation.

Today the capitalist rulers international-

ly are riding triumphant as they celebrate

the “death ofCommunism." Yet one need
look no further than the streets of the

inner-city ghettos in this country for the

I’d like to talk about three things to-

night: Marx and Engels' views on the

Civil War. the role of the First Interna-

tional in the struggle to overthrow black

chattel slavery, and why the Marxist

program of international working-class

revolution is the key for black freedom

and working-class emancipation.

The Civil War was the second Amer-
ican Revolution, the last of the great

bourgeois-democratic revolutions. De-

spite the racism in the
|
Union) army and

in society, 200,000 black troops along

with white soldiers joined together to

smash the hated slavocracy. The betrayal

of the promise of black equality by the

Northern bourgeoisie during the period

of radical Reconstruction lies behind our

call for finishing the Civil War, for an

integrated struggle for black liberation

through socialist revolution.

In Volume I of Capital Marx stated:

"In the United States of America every

independent movement of the workers is

paralyzed so long as slavery disfigures a

part of the Republic. Labor cannot eman-
cipate itself in the white skin where in

the black it is branded." As communists,

as revolutionary internationalists during

most bitter and brutal expose of the cyn-

ical charade that “freedom and democ-

racy" has conqueredfrom Eastern Europe

to Managua. Now the imperialists are

salivating over the prospect of the un-

bridled exploitation and oppression of
workers from East Berlin to Moscow,

and if they succeed it will mean the in-

creased immiseration of working people

"at home,” particularly blacks, whose

lives the U S. rulers already consider as

an expendable surplus.

While British capitalists supplied guns

andfinanced the Confederacy in exchange

for cotton for their Lancashire mills, the

role of the British workers who struck a

crucial blow for black freedom during

the Civil War stands as a living testi-

mony to the power of proletarian inter-

nationalism in defeating the designs of
the imperialist rulers.

We reprint below edited excerptsfrom
comrade Alexander'sforum given at the

University ofCalifornia Berkeley campus
on March 3.
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Spartacist spokesman Don Alexander

the Civil War, Marx and Engels viewed
the struggle to abolish chattel slavery as

an inseparable part of the fight for

working-class emancipation.

Now one doesn’t want to suggest that

the struggle for a workers government
was on the agenda in the United States

in the '60s of the last century. The labor

movement was still relatively weak.

During the Civil War it generally op-

Progress Publishers

posed the slavocracy even though it

meant a temporary lowering of their stan-

dard of living. Of course, the murderous
anti-black, anti-draft riots of mainly Irish

working men was a big exception. These
riots were opposed by native American
and German workers. The Irish workers

at that time were largely organized by

the party of slavery, the Democratic

Party. The riots were in part fed by a

resentment over the fact that if you paid

$300 you could have a substitute fight

for you in the Union Army, and also by
the fact that they keenly feared the

competition from freed blacks.

The Marxists and class-conscious work-

ers of the First International had their

sights set not only on the struggle against

chattel slavery but also on creating more
favorable conditions internationally for

the overthrow of the last form of slavery,

capitalist wage slavery. Shortly after the

Civil War, a year later, the struggle for

the eight-hour day broke out in the var-

ious cities in this country.

The First International and the
Fight Against Chattel Slavery

The First International, or the Interna-

tional Workingmen’s Association, was
bom in England. This is no accident.

England was the cradle of industrial capi-

talism. the most economically advanced
country in the 1 9th century. This is where
modern class antagonisms first arose and
where the basic forms of working-class

struggle against the capitalist class mani-
fested themselves. In the great Chartist

movement of the 1840s one can clearly

see the first political movement of the

proletariat as a class fighting for its own
interests. Mass nationwide trade unions

and workers organizations were set up.

The First International existed from
1864 to what was effectively its end in

1872. In 1919, Lenin noted its historical

significance, that it “laid the foundation

of an international organization of the

workers for the preparation of their

revolutionary attack on capital," The
First International was in the vanguard of
the various internationalist anti-slavery

fighters—from the German ’48ers to the

British workers who played very critical

roles in the Northern victory over the

slaveholders.

The Red ’48ers had participated in the

failed German bourgeois-democratic rev-

olution of 1848. Many of them came
over to the U.S. as immigrants. They had

already acquired an internationalist per-

spective and they became the backbone
of the Union Army at a very critical mo-
ment. when that army was desperately

short of experienced soldiers. One of the

Union officers, Joseph Weydemeyer, was

a close collaborator of Karl Marx. He
was an organizer for the Communist
League iti Cologne, for which Marx and

Engels wrote the Communist Manifesto.

Weydemeyer was instrumental in keeping

the Confederacy from seizing the federal

arsenal in St. Louis. Many other ’48ers

performed heroic feats in the course of

the Civil War. including opening up the

road for Sherman to take Atlanta and
finish off the slaveholders.

It took a social revolution, blood and

iron, to destroy chattel slavery. It’s im-

portant to bear that in mind. Frederick

Douglass, a radical abolitionist like John
Brown and Harriet Tubman and others,

raised the slogan “Death to Slavery.” and
he counterposed this to all of the futile

appeals to the conscience of the bloody

slaveholders. From the inception of the

war against slavery he was for arming
the slaves, enrolling them into the Union
Army as soldiers in order to "fling wide
open the iron gate of prejudice against

black people."

There's a remarkable convergence of

views between Douglass and Marx. Marx
and Engels also understood that it would
take revolutionary methods to destroy

chattel slavery. Marx advocated recruit-

ing blacks into the Union Army which he

said would "have a remarkable effect on
Southern nerves." Marx and Engels re-

spectively referred to the Civil War as

the greatest event of the age and the first

grand war of contemporary history. The
Civil War was the decisive turning point

of the 19th century in the U.S. It was not

an isolated national event. In Europe
there were a series of national and civil

wars spanning from the struggle for Po-

lish independence to the struggle for

Italian unification to the Paris Commune,
the first example of the establishment

of a workers government in history, in

1871.

In their Civil War writings one is

struck by Marx and Engels' astonishing

knowledge of American history. This

should dispel the very ignorant prejudices

Spartacist Forum
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“The English working class has earned undying

historical honor by defeating with enthusiastic

mass meetings the repeated attempts of the ruling

classes to intervene on behalf of the American

slaveholders, even though the continuation of the

American Civil War burdened the English workers

with the most terrible suffering and privation.”

— Karl Marx, 1863
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Police attack workers’ meeting in London's Hyde Park, 1862. Letter of

International Workingmen’s Association greets Abraham Lincoln's re-

election in 1864 as signaling the “death of slavery.”

that these Europeans were unfamiliar

with the peculiar conditions of the United

States. They took head-on and refuted the

arguments disseminated by the Southern

sympathizers in England.

At the outset of the Civil War there

were a lot of Confederate sympathizers

in England and they spread the lie that

the Southern Confederacy was fighting

for self-determination. Marx pointed out

that the South was not a country but a

battle cry. and that the war of the South-

ern Confederacy was a war of conquest

for the extension and perpetuation of

slavery:

"The present struggle between the South

and the North is. therefore, nothing but

a struggle between two social systems,

between the system of slavery and the

system of free labor. The struggle has

broken out because the two systems can

no longer live peacefully side by side on

the North American continent. It can only

be ended by the victory of one system or

the other."

England was especially affected by the

outbreak of the Civil War because the

landed and the capitalist class relied very

heavily upon Southern cotton. The textile

industries needed Southern cotton and so

they had an interest in breaking the

Northern blockade on Southern ports.

Moreover, the South had imported Eng-

lish goods without tariffs in contrast to

the young manufacturing North which

had tariffs. This is what made the

English middle classes interested in an

independent Southern Confederacy. The

earlier abolitionist impulses of the Eng-

lish ruling class disappeared under the

pressure of their class interests and they

began to advocate intervention in favor

of the South.

France was interested in events in the

United States. Louis Napoleon had larger

designs in mind. It wasn’t simply the

cotton famine which drove him to sym-

pathize with the South but rather he had

a lust for conquest, particularly he had

designs on Mexico that could not be

carried out if the United States remained

intact. And that’s why he sided with the

South. He wanted to break the blockade

but he needed England's cooperation.

It’s hard to overstate the extent to

which the English ruling class went to

line up the British workers to support the

Confederacy. From the very beginning

they held labor demonstrations to show

that the majority of workers supported

the South. But under the influence of

many workers associated with and who
belonged to the General Council of the

International Workingmen's Association,

the working class of England waged very

determined and very bitter opposition to

these pro-slavery policies.

The manufacturers resorted to every

trick in the book to break their class will.

Since there had been an overproduction

in the cotton [textile] industry in England

in 1860. the demand for labor had de-

creased. They used this as an opportu-

nity to close factories which increased

the prices of the accumulated commodi-

ties that were stacking up. They tried

very hard to stampede the workers into

siding with the South, to starve them

out in order to force them to adopt pro-

interventionist views.

The textile factories in the North of

England were shut down, more than half

of the looms and spindles were idle. I’m

talking about the period right at the be-

ginning of the Civil War. the 1861-62

period. Savage wage cuts were imposed

on those that still had jobs, which lit-

erally led to starvation. Women textile

workers were particularly hard hit. Marx
commented:

"No wonder that, in some parts of Lanca-

shire a kind of famine fever broke out. ...

But the working-people had to suffer not

only from the experiments of the manu-
facturers inside the mills, and of the

municipalities outside: not only from re-

duced wages and absence of work, from

want and from charity, and from the

eulogistic speeches of Lords and Com-
mons. Unfortunate females, who in con-

sequence of the cotton famine, were at its

commencement thrown out of employ-

ment. and had thereby become outcasts

of society, and now. though trade has

revived and work is plentiful, continue

members of that unfortunate class, and

are likely to continue so. There are also

in the borough more youthful prostitutes

than I have known for the last 25 years.”

The English bourgeois press and their

labor lackeys, they’d say to the British

workers, “Are you on the side of Lin-

coln? He’s not fighting against slavery.

The Civil War is just a gigantic enter-

prise in shedding human blood. Why are

you starving to death because of that

dictator Lincoln?" They deluged them

with propaganda about the South fight-

ing for a noble cause, for independence.

One of the most eloquent and very ac-

tive radical workers, Ernest Jones, a left-

wing Chartist, scorned this argument in

a speech to British workers:

"Independence! It was not for the Union,

but for the lash; not for freedom, but for

fetters. Independence! The right of rebel-

lion in defiance of all law. Independence!

Independence for every man to whip his

slave! But in order to gull the English,

and get their sympathies. Southern advo-

cates said ‘Oh! we are in favor of the

emancipation of the negro as much as

you, but the North are going the wrong
way to accomplish it’.... We were told

that the way to emancipate the slaves was
to allow the South to secede. Then what
was the war for? Why was the South

making slavery the chief stone in their

edifice, if the whole fabric is to be

kicked down as soon as it is built?"

The [British] government at the time,

under Gladstone, was particularly hypo-

critical and sought to disguise its secret

desires for intervention. But there wasn’t

anything secret about the workers’ re-

sponses to the various machinations of

the ruling class. In hundreds of public

meetings all over the country, in all

industrial sections and large cities, they

opposed the government. They hailed Lin-

coln’s Emancipation Proclamation though

they bore the brunt of the starvation and

the misery.

I'm not suggesting that at the very be-

ginning the English workers understood

that the question was siding with the

North. It took time. At first the old-line

labor leaders prevailed and their policies

had to be challenged. But once it was
clear that the issue was slavery, they

understood that chained black labor in

the South meant that they would be kept

down in England and that a blow against

slavery was for their liberation also.

Especially during the winter of 1 862-63,

these meetings broke out all over the

place. At first it started in the North in

Manchester. The workers in London
came to the fore at a very critical mo-
ment. The government, then under Pal-

merston, was about to declare war

against the Union. The Scottish workers

also rose to the occasion. They beat back

the pro-Confederate labor misleaders in

their midst, which was not an easy task.

This is one of the most glorious and

inspiring pages in the history of the

working class. The English workers suf-

fered and starved and died for the cause

of black freedom in America. They tran-

scended their immediate economic inter-

ests because they understood the need for

internationalist solidarity, and thanks to

them the North didn’t have to fight Eng-

land and perhaps France at the same
time.

To this very day the bourgeoisie and

its apologists and ideologues hate what

the English workers did. They’re trying

to rewrite history and say it was the

upper classes in England that stopped the

English government from siding with the

South. That’s crap. As Marx wrote, it

was not the wisdom of the British ruling

class but the heroic resistance of the

working class of England that "saved the

West of Europe from plunging headlong

into an infamous crusade for the perpetu-

ation and propagation of slavery on the

other side of the Atlantic.”

Friedrich A. Sorge, the outstanding

American Marxist of the post-Civil War
era, wrote that it was the proletarians of

Lancashire, the weavers and spinners of

the cotton factories in England, who
“raised their voices in favor of the North

of the United States, in favor of abolish-

Progress Publishers

Ernest Jones, English radical work-
ers leader, denounced ruling-class

support for slaveowning South.

ing slavery.... Honor to the English

workers for that!" Frederick Douglass

paid tribute to the Chartists, to the Brit-

ish workers, for their magnificent inter-

nationalist solidarity. American labor

papers also credited the British workers

with having prevented the Palmerston

government from intervening on behalf

of the South.

For Proletarian
Internationalism

Now. in a capitalist class society you
don’t learn very much about the true

history of the working class and the

oppressed. This is necessarily the case

because the dominant ideas, as we Marx-
ists say, are the ideas of the ruling class

and the ruling class certainly doesn’t tell

you about their defeats. In this century,

the greatest defeat for world imperialism

and the greatest victory for the working

class was the Bolshevik-led 1917 work-

ers revolution in the Soviet Union, which

is history’s only successful workers revo-

lution. Trotsky. Lenin and the Bolshe-

viks. following in the footsteps of the

founders and teachers of scientific social-

ism, Marx and Engels, worked to instill

an internationalist perspective in the

workers of the world.

Trotsky underscored this in his work
The Permanent Revolution, which was

continued on page 14

Frederick Douglass House

Revolutionary abolitionist Frederick

Douglass campaigned for blacks to

join the Union Army.
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Russian fascists

of Pamyat
(left) threaten
anti-Semitic

pogroms,
spurring Jewish
emigration.
Planeloads of

Soviet Jews
arrive in Tel Aviv
as Washington
closes door on
immigration from
USSR.

Israel...
(continuedfrom page 1

)

(New York Times , 18 January). Hitler

also claimed he needed more “living

space” or
“Lebensraum” for a “Greater

Germany" as his armies conquered Eu-

rope and millions of Jews and other

peoples were killed in concentration

camps. The Zionists have already fought

five major wars as well as countless

minor battles to conquer Lebensraum for

a “Greater Israel.”

The hyper-militarized Israeli economy,
massively subsidized by U.S. imperialism

and American and West European Jewry,

cannot in its present contours absorb

hundreds of thousands of new immi-

grants from the Soviet Union. Moreover,

many of these are highly specialized

intellectuals (scientists, technicians, doc-

tors). There is practically no available

housing in Tel Aviv, Haifa and other

Israeli cities. So there is talk of tempo-
rarily having the new immigrants live in

tent camps. However, those who agree to

settle in the West Bank will get fat

subsidies, cheap housing and free land.

In March, Israeli authorities imposed
military censorship on reports concerning

the status of Soviet immigrants, especial-

ly the government's efforts to settle them
in the West Bank.

At the beginning of the intifada, the

liberal Zionist Yehoshafat Harkabi. a

former head of Israeli military intelli-

gence, pointed worriedly to the growing
calls in Israel for annexing the West
Bank and expelling the Palestinians:

“Behind the preference for annexation is

a preference for expulsion, and since the

Arabs will be reluctant to leave, it will

be necessary to use force against them
and kill them" (Journal of Palestine

Studies. Spring 1988). The large-scale

immigration of Soviet Jews—a by-

product of the disintegration of the Sta-

linist bureaucracy—greatly accelerates

the Zionists’ drive toward the genocidal
massacre of the Palestinian Arabs.

Near East Powder Keg

Nor is the saber rattling in the Near
East restricted to Israel. After his bloody
ten-year war with Iran, Iraq’s Ba’athist

despot Saddam Hussein is moving to take

his place at the head of the “hardline”

Arab states. Having built the largest and

f ; 'n
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most combat-ready army in the Near
East, one million men, Hussein has

threatened to destroy half of Israel with

chemical weapons if Israel tries to repeat

its 1981 bombing of Iraqi nuclear facili-

ties. Iraq has demonstrated its ruthless

willingness to use chemical weapons in

the past, both against Iran and against its

own Kurdish population. Thousands were
murdered in a single attack on the Kurd-

ish village of Halabja in 1988.

In response to blustering from Bagh-
dad. Israel launched a special spy satel-

lite Ofek-2. The liftoff had perhaps more
military significance than the cargo be-

cause it showed Israel has the capacity

to launch missiles capable of carrying a

warhead 1,500 miles, well within range

of Baghdad... or the Soviet Union. And
Israel will not wait to be attacked. Re-

sponding to Hussein, Shamir warned:
“Israel will know how to defend itself in

the future and defeat the evil designs of

its enemies." The courageous Israeli

nuclear technician Mordechai Vanunu
today languishes in a Shin Bet (Israeli

secret police) prison for seeking to warn
the world that for its next war Israel has

prepared a huge arsenal of atom bombs.
The threat today is not simply a localized

conventional war but a nuclear conflagra-

tion which could quickly go global. We
demand freedom for Mordechai Vanunu!

Soviet Workers Must
Crush Pamyat

The destabilization of the Soviet Union
produced by Gorbachev’s perestroika

pro-capitalist market reforms has sharp-

ened nationalist strife throughout the

multinational USSR. But the most dan-

gerous manifestation is the resurgence of
virulent anti-Semitic Great Russian na-

tionalism, embodied by the sinister fas-

cist Pamyat organization and a host of
other reactionary outfits.

In January, Pamyat attacked the con-

ference of the liberal writers grouping
"April" in Moscow, screaming “Yids
out" and vowing: “Today we came with

a megaphone; the next time it will be
with machine guns." The membership
requirement for joining Pamyat is sup-
plying the home addresses of four Jew-
ish families. Jewish high school students

are harassed at school and on the streets

in Moscow. Leaflets have appeared

throughout Odessa, the Black Sea port

with a large Jewish population, quoting

Mein Kampf and calling for pogroms.

Rumors of a pogrom on May 5 (the day
of St. George, patron saint of medieval

Russia) spread rapidly and were picked

up by the international press. The po-

grom did not occur but the rumor man-
aged to generate widespread fear.

There is no question that Pamyat fas-

cist demagogy is dangerous because it is

feeding off real hardships and fears gen-

erated by perestroika. Gorbachev’s base

is a privileged section of the intelligent-

sia, who would sell the land of the Octo-
ber Revolution for a VCR. His market
reforms have brought the black market
out in the open and encouraged it to

legally flourish. They have generated a

new class of money-grubbing entrepre-

neurs charging exorbitant prices while

the masses face empty shelves in state

stores. Feeding off the economic frustra-

tions, racist demagogues echo the poi-

sonous rantings of the tsar’s pogromist
Black Hundreds to "Beat the Yid."

And in March Gorbachev appointed a

prominent Russian nationalist anti-Semite

close to Pamyat to his 15-man presiden-

tial council, the writer Valentin Rasputin.

In a recent interview (New York Times
Magazine

, 28 January), Rasputin said

that the guilt of Jews is great, both “for

the killing of God" and the “sin of hav-

ing carried out the Revolution, and for

the shape it took." Gorbachev's move
underlines our warning that it is criminal-

ly stupid to call upon the Kremlin bu-

reaucracy, which has tolerated and at

some levels cultivated Pamyat. to sup-

press these nativist fascist scum. These
new Black Hundreds constitute a sinister

threat to Russian working people. non-
Russian minorities, Jews and Commu-
nists. A powerful mobilization of the

Soviet working class is needed to crush
them now.

The Soviet Union under Lenin and
Trotsky first gave Jews the opportunity
to play a leading role in the political and
cultural life of the country precisely be-
cause it was internationalist. Even under
Stalin, who revived anti-Semitism as part

of the rise of a nationalistic bureaucracy,

the USSR was the only state to save mil-

lions of Jews fleeing the Nazi Holocaust

in World War II. Then the imperialist

“democracies” slammed their doors to

Jewish refugees from the Third Reich.

For decades the imperialists have tried

to undermine the Soviet Union by bleed-

ing it of its scientific and cultural elite,

in which Jewish intellectuals play a

prominent role. The imperialists were

assisted by 65 years of Stalinist lies,

corruption and terror which destroyed the

revolutionary traditions of the Soviet

intelligentsia. Even a Solzhenitsyn went

into the Gulag as some kind of commu-
nist only to later become a raving tsarist

reactionary. To put a stop to this drain of

vital human resources requires ousting

the nationalist bureaucracy and returning

to the internationalism of Lenin and

Trotsky.

“Talks About Talks”
and Plans for War

Israel's 1982 invasion of Lebanon
showed the Zionist capacity for waging
a murderous Blitzkrieg. But their igno-

minious retreat also showed their inca-

pacity to sustain a prolonged war of

occupation much less absorb new territo-

ry. With 3.7 million Jews in Israel

—

15,000 of whom left last year alone to

live in the U.S. and elsewhere—as

against a rapidly growing Palestinian

population of over 2.5 million in Israel

and the Occupied Territories, not to

speak of the 100 million Arabs in the rest

of the region, its tiny economy and small

population are insufficient to dominate
the region. But now many Zionists think
a few hundred thousand Soviet Jews will

change this social reality overnight. Thus
Simcha Dinitz, chairman of the Jewish
Agency, bragged: “If we were a flicker-

ing island in a sea of hostile Arab states

before, now we will be a different story.

We will have people to settle the land"
{Boston Globe , 10 January).

While the influx of Soviet Jews will

embolden the Zionist expansionists and
warmongers, the imperialist epoch has
not been a promising one for late-coming
would-be great powers. A Zionist Reich,
even equipped with nuclear weapons, has

_ Rev John McKmght
rree Mordechai Vanunu—courageous
nuclear technician exposed Israel’s
huge arsenal of A-bombs.

Tannenbaum/Sygma
Armed Israeli settlers in West Bank spearhead Zionist drive for “Lebensraum''
through terrorizing and driving out Palestinians.
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Israeli leaders Shimon Peres (left) and Yitzhak Sha-
mir command nuclear arsenal and missiles (Ofek-2,

right) capable of devastating Arab states...and hitting

the Soviet Union.

no other future except Armageddon. The

U.S. underwrites this terribly overextend-

ed regional power with its advanced

military industry to the tune of $3 billion

a year. In return Israel does some of

Washington's dirty work like supplying

nuclear arms technology to South Africa

and training the death squads of Central

America and the drug traffickers of

South America. Yet Israel is not a puppet

of U.S. imperialism but a very dependent

ally. Both the Carter and Reagan admin-

istrations tried to create an anti-Soviet

Near East “strategic consensus" between

Israel and so-called Arab "moderates.”

But except for Israel’s deal to return the

Sinai Peninsula to Egypt for a peace

treaty, nothing came of this, particularly

after Israel's 1982 rape of Lebanon.

With Stalinism disintegrating in East

Europe and Gorbachev caving in to

Bonn's drive for a Fourth Reich, Israel’s

capacity for anti-Soviet troublemaking

has become temporarily less interesting

to the White House. As the New York

Times (16 March) noted: “With every-

thing that is happening in East Europe,

Central America and the Soviet Union,

most senior officials appear to have

grown bored with the Middle East.” The

Bush administration sees Israel's isola-

tion and especially its inability to sup-

press the intifada in the Occupied Terri-

tories as a source of instability in the

Near East.

The Bush White House opened negoti-

ations with the once-shunned Palestine

Liberation Organization (PLO). It pro-

posed negotiations over the future of the

West Bank with a Palestinian delegation

from which the PLO would not be com-

pletely excluded. All of these proposi-

tions are heresies to fanatics like Shamir

and the sects even further to his right.

The U.S. is supporting Soviet immigra-

tion to Israel, including with a $400

million housing grant, but with the fig

leaf that it not be used to settle Soviet

Jews in the Occupied Territories. Then

at a press conference in early March

Bush stated: “We do not believe there

should be new settlements in the West

Bank or East Jerusalem."

That was the final straw for Shamir

and his political cronies in Likud: they

threw the "Labor" party, which supports

the American peace proposals, out of the

cabinet, thereby again bringing down the

“Grand Coalition." This led to a political

crisis which has focused attention on the

sordid horse trading to form a new co-

alition. Small religious parties look to

Rabbi Schneerson in Crown Heights,

Brooklyn as a kingmaker. But meanwhile

the Likud is now in sole control of the

machinery of state, and after years of

paralysis in the coalition with Labor they

have now begun to act decisively. Plans

are under way to found 14 new “settle-

ments," where fanatical Zionist settlers

act as military outposts, in the Occupied

Territories. And the government secretly

financed a move by a group of Zionist

ultras who took over a building in the

Christian quarter of Jerusalem. This set

off a storm of protest throughout the

Christian world, as well as from Ameri-

can Jews.

Then on May 4 an Israeli navy boat

opened fire on the yacht of Jordan's

King Hussein and chased him into Saudi

waters. Hussein is a leading Arab “mod-

erate" and one of Washington's main

puppet rulers in the region. The Ameri-

can ruling class is getting fed up with the

insane provocations of Shamir & Co. The

Bush administration is proposing for the

first time ever to cut U.S. aid to Israel,

slated for $3.7 billion this year.

The stage is being set for what the

hardline Zionists see as the “final solu-

tion” to the “Palestinian problem": mass

expulsions of Arabs from the West Bank

(which Likud & Co. refer to as Judea and

Samaria) in order to make Israel's con-

trol militarily secure and permanent. If

Shamir succeeds in forming a coalition.

Labor party leader Shimon Peres says the

result would be “an extremist right-wing

government the like of which Israel

never had.” Actually, the so-called “La-

bor" party is a thoroughly capitalist for-

mation. which incorporates the Zionist-

controlled trade unions. Although the

Western press tries to give Labor a "dov-

ish" image, it is the historic party of

Zionist colonialism and expansionism.

It was the Labor government that

waged four major wars which created

Israel out of the destruction of Palestine,

driving out hundreds of thousands of

Palestinian Arabs in 1948; which seized

the Occupied Territories in 1967 and

established the first Zionist settlements

to force further population transfers.

According to the Jerusalem Post Interna-

tional Edition (10 March), it was Labor

prime minister Levi Eshkol who after the

1967 war issued “a call to the Jewish

people throughout the world... to settle

the length and breadth of the newly liber-

ated land." The terror in the West Bank

and Gaza, the deportations, shootings and

mass arrests, including of Palestinian

women and children, has been run by

Labor minister Yitzhak (“Iron Fist")

Rabin, who called to crush the intifada

with "force, might, beatings."

The Labor party’s “peace program" is

often described in the Western press as

giving up "land for peace.” In fact. Labor

is nowhere near so “generous" as to give

back the territories they seized 20 years

ago, and they certainly don't recognize

Arab rights. Instead they propose giving

Palestinians living in the Occupied Terri-

tories fake self-government, while Israel

would retain existing settlements and

would ring the territories with Israeli

military posts.

The fanatic "Revisionists” who today

dominate Likud, and groups even further

to the right, split from “labor Zionism”

in the 1930s. While Labor built the Haga-

nah, which would become the Israeli

army, the Revisionists built underground

terrorist organizations like Menachem

Begin's Irgun and the even more fanati-

cal Stem Gang to which Shamir be-

longed. After the 1948 War these gang-

sters were reintegrated into the Zionist

establishment, and made responsible for

building Israel’s hated and feared secret

police. A new book by Robert Friedman,

The False Prophet : Rahhi Meir Kahane—
From FBI Informant to Knesset Member ,

reveals that the anti-Soviet terror cam-

paign in the U.S. carried out by Meir

Kahane's Jewish Defense League was

orchestrated by former Stern Gang mem-
bers who went into the Mossad (Israeli

CIA). This operation was headed by none

other than Yitzhak Shamir.

The London Independent (26 February)

reported that a coalition has formed be-

tween Kahane’s fascistic Kach party and

other "underground extremists” called the

"Congress of the Stale of Judea" which

“threatens organised, armed resistance to

any negotiated deal with the Palestini-

ans.” Tiran Pollack, military leader of

these thugs, stated that “if they let us

manage the area we’d solve the inti-

fada .... Maybe in five years' time, kill-

ing the Arabs will be the only solution.

For the moment we can still force them

to leave the country."

For a Socialist Federation of

the Near East

Kahane and Ariel Sharon, the butcher

of Lebanon who holds himself ready as

a strongman waiting in the wings, would

carry out Nazi-like genocide in the Near

East. For the population of Israel, this

IAI

means perpetual military mobilization

and the ever-present prospect of war,

including nuclear holocaust—a Sparta

dominated by orthodox rabbis and socio-

paths like Kahane and Sharon, hurtling

down the road to Armageddon. Or they

can turn against their own rulers who are

leading them to destruction. In a frame-

work of mutual cooperation rather than

dead-end confrontation with the vastly

larger surrounding Arab peoples of the

region, the highly educated and over-

whelmingly secular Hebrew-speaking

people of Israel can be a valuable com-

ponent in the socialist transformation of

the Near East.

The Palestinians, for their part, flung

into their own diaspora, include some of

the most radicalized elements in the Arab

East. In Israel they were the base of the

Communist Party, and in the West Bank

a modest labor movement has arisen that

now embraces the deeply exploited Arab

woman worker as well. In the oil fields

of the Persian Gulf they constitute a

substantial section of the proletariat and

of the technical-managerial personnel.

But neither the petty-bourgeois national-

ists of the PLO who have embraced the

Bush/Baker “peace” plan, or the Islamic

fundamentalists who want to turn the

West Bank into a miniature Iran, provide

a road to social emancipation for the

Palestinian oppressed.

The Bush/Peres “peace plan,” even if

it could be implemented, offers Palestini-

ans living in the Occupied Territories

nothing more than a third-rate bantustan

in which an Israeli military comman-
der determines if the PLO flag can be

flown. Arafat in turn calls for a second-

rate one in which the PLO flag is as-

sured. The only way out that ensures

democratic rights for all the peoples of

the Near East, including genuine self-

determination for the Palestinian people,

is social revolution against the "progres-

sive” colonels and generals as well as

the feudal sheiks and kings, in which

a section of the Hebrew-speaking popu-

lation, especially among the proletariat,

are turned against their Zionist masters.

Probably only great historical events

such as Israel's decisive defeat and hu-

miliation in war or a severe economic

crisis can now break a section of the

Hebrew-speaking proletariat from Zion-

ism and lay the basis for a binational

mass revolutionary party. But for that

outcome to be possible a Trotskyist nu-

cleus must be crystallized now in Israel

from left-wing students and workers and

above all from the oppressed Palestinian

Arab population. It is already very late.

A proletarian vanguard must be forged,

that can break the cycle of bloody wars

of nationalist expansion and revenge of

which Lebanon is a microcosm, exploit-

ing the contradictions within the Zionist

bunker to explode it from within, in or-

der to lead the oppressed and exploited

to a socialist federation of the Near East

in which every nation can live in peace.
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Chicago...
(continned from page 5

)

The police exist for one purpose: to

defend the racist, capitalist status quo.

Now with Boss Daley Jr. in City Hall,

the cops know they have a free hand to

do this job with unrestrained brutality,

terrorizing even grade schoolers.

Parents have to feel boundless resent-

ment over this state of affairs, and their

massive participation in the council elec-

tions last fall showed it. The whole pur-

pose of the “reform” is to divert that

anger away from those who are responsi-

ble: the Republican and Democratic
politicians, and the capitalists they an-

swer to. Thus, manipulated by business-

funded “neighborhood organizations" like

UNO (United Neighborhood Organiza-

tion), many councils have been consumed
in struggles to fire long-time principals

on ethnic or racial grounds.

This ploy backfired at Burns Elemen-
tary, where a majority-Hispanic coun-

cil fired principal Donald Kriz, who is

white. The following Monday nearly the

entire student body of this predominantly

Hispanic school walked out in protest

and outraged parents mobilized to de-

mand the council’s resignation.

The Chicago "school reform” plan was
cooked up in 1987 by a confab of capi-

talists and Democratic politicos under the

administration of Harold Washington,

the city’s first black mayor. It came in

response to that year’s 19-day teachers

strike, which saw black and Hispanic

community groups organizing anti-strike

rallies, and pro-Washington activists like

Operation PUSH counsel Lew Meyers

CCNY...
(continued from page 4)

are dilapidated holding pens.

The noted biologist Stephen Jay Gould
exposed the direct correlation between
the popularity of these pseudo-scientific

theories of genetic inferiority with peri-

ods of political reaction:

“If current biological determinism in the

study of human intelligence rests upon no
new facts (actually, no facts at all), then

why has it become so popular of late?

The answer must be social and political.

The 1960s were good years for liberal-

ism: a fair amount of money was spent
on poverty programs and relatively little

happened. Enter new leaders and new
priorities. Why didn't the earlier pro-

grams work? Two possibilities are open:
( I ) we didn't spend enough money, we
didn't make sufficiently creative efforts,

or (and this makes any established leader

jittery) we cannot solve these problems
without a fundamental social and eco-
nomic transformation of society; or (2)
the programs failed because their recipi-

ents are inherently what they are—blam-
ing the victims. Now. which alternative

will be chosen by men in power in an
age of retrenchment?"—"Racist Arguments and IQ,”

Ever Since Darwin (1977)

Now nobody even talks about throwing
money at problems. Democrats try to

outdo Republicans in screaming for

repression—more cops in the ghetto for

the hypocritical “war on drugs," building
prisons and juicing up the electric chairs

while closing schools and hospitals.

Protests Hit CUNY Campuses
While Levin foams at the mouth over

affirmative action, liberal Democratic
governor Cuomo moves to cut services

and raise tuition by $200 per semester at

CUNY campuses. This would slam shut

the only door thousands of working-class

youth think they have to a better life. In

response, for the second year in a row
CUNY students have taken over build-

ings and marched through the streets to

protest the cutbacks and tuition hikes.

Last year, massive, well organized and
integrated struggles backed down the

government. This year the NY state

legislature is determined to balance their

budget with blood from working-class

kids. And the far smaller student protests

12
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Chicago teachers strike against glvebacks in 1987. Current "school reform"
plan is designed to break power of Chicago Teachers Union.

suing the teachers union. Black alderman
Dorothy Tillman blasted the strikers,

calling for school decentralization as “a

structure to weed out the bad teachers.”

"Tired of the annual school strikes, the

demands for salary increases while

school performance levels continue to

decline, Tillman said there is a need for

local control of area schools” (Chicago
Defender , 21 September 1987).

The combative and majority black and
Hispanic Chicago Teachers Union (CTU)
is indeed a prime target of this so-called

reform. The racist, union-busting Chica-

go Tribune also lashed out at the CTU
during the last strike, the ninth in 18

years: “Decentralization, as it is now
being discussed, has the magic appeal of

destroying the clout of both the school
board bureaucracy and the Chicago
Teachers Union” (13 September 1987).

That fall Reagan’s miseducation secre-

tary William Bennett came to town and
labeled Chicago’s public schools “the

nation’s worst." He returned the follow-

ing spring to denounce the CTU for

"standing in the hallways and blocking

up the doors of reform.” The Tribune (29

May 1988) added, "the schools cannot

improve unless the people of Chicago

stand fast against this union bludgeon."

Scapegoating the teachers union is the

capitalist rulers’ attempt to bust a com-

bative and integrated working-class or-

ganization while deflecting anger over

the "malign neglect" of the inner city.

The Democratic Party factions vying for

leverage in the local school councils

accept a “community control" framework

that reinforces Greater Chicago's strictly

segregated and vastly unequal education-

al facilities. Thus the school councils

could easily become tools for mobilizing

masses of the oppressed against the

unions, like during the 1968 New York

teachers strike.

What’s needed is a fight for quality,

integrated education for all. This means
a massive busing plan, extended to the

far reaches of the suburbs. Quality edu-

cation can only be won by a broad fight

that takes on as well segregation and

racism, unemployment, cop terror—the

whole fabric of capitalist oppression.

What’s needed is leadership, a revolu-

tionary workers party that strives to unite

black, white and Hispanic workers at the

head of all the oppressed in common
struggle.

Students who want to fight the injus-

tices of this decaying society must ally

themselves with the working class, which

has not only an interest in seeing the

profit system go but also the social pow-
er to do the job. The Spartacus Youth

Club is the revolutionary youth group of

the Spartacist League and is allied with

union militants fighting for such an anti-

racist and anti-capitalist program. Join

the SYC!

_ . .. .... .

Young Spartacus
Students protest on May 8 against CCNY plans to honor Joint Chiefs of Staff
head, war criminal General Powell.

have toned down their demands, rejecting

the call for open admissions as "utopian"

and appealing to the very cops who
arrive to arrest them to speak out against

the cuts and to the school chancellor

himself to call a "general strike"!

At the same time, students who know
they’ve been sold down the river by the

Democrats are looking for answers. The
Spartacus Youth Club was invited to

speak at a protest at Hunter College

because organizers knew we were the

only students with a program to link up
with labor. Spartacus Youth Club (SYC)
members have fought to broaden the

protests from the single issue of budget

cuts to also address the rampant racism

on campuses. At CCNY. a Spartacist

picket sign reading "Levin's Racist Ide-

ology Breeds Fascist Terror" was taken

by students occupying the administration

building to prominently display from the

window.

While students perceive that the

administration is also disgruntled at the

budget ax coming down on education,

they fail to see that the administration is

the arm of and answers to the state. Look
who they’ve chosen to honor at this

year’s commencement at CCNY: General

Colin Powell, head of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff—the chief architect of the bloody
U.S. rape of Panama. As one student’s

sign aptly stated: “Powell’s Policy in

Panama = Levin’s Hope for Harlem!”
The SYC has joined forces with other

students in calling for protests against

Powell at the CCNY commencement.
At City College, students have raised

the demand that the administration fire

Michael Levin. This is ‘a misguided
appeal to the wrong forces. The position

of the administration is clear. CCNY
president Harlston has set up a commis-
sion of inquiry to investigate both Dr.

Levin and Dr. Jeffries, a black nationalist

professor Levin accuses of racism. To
equate Jeffries with Levin is poisonous
“evenhandedness” and simply absurd.

Jeffries is a cultural nationalist who
describes white people as "ice people"
and black people as “sun people" and
believes the more melanin, the better the

person. Nutty, but not the lightning rod

for terror that Levin is in this racist

society. And he does not call for police-

state measures against white people.

We do not appeal to the administration

nor do we want to place more power in

their hands to determine what is "accept-

able" speech on campus. The administra-

tion and the board of trustees should be

abolished! IfCCNY students, faculty and
workers ran the campus as a genuine

place of learning, Michael Levin would
be placed in a museum of antiquities next

to another racist hoax like the skull of
"Piltdown Man" or cruel relics like the

slave auction block.

Free Speech and Red Herrings

The Reagan/Bush years have taken

their toll in myriad ways—from the

erosion of elementary democratic rights

like abortion to the resegregation of

education to vicious attacks on the

unions. In response to the rise in verbal

and physical assaults against minorities

on campus, liberals have sought new
restrictive "student speech codes." But
attempts to suppress speech by decree are

utopian at best and will more likely

backfire against minorities and leftists.

Such codes would be used to outlaw
scientifically accurate descriptions of
Levin as a “racist pig" or of Colin
Powell as a “war criminal." As for punks

who hurl racist and sexist epithets, they

may have to learn the hard way that such
calls to violence will not be tolerated.

At bottom these codes are a reflection

of the inability of their student supporters
to understand the class basis for racist

terror and other attacks against minori-
ties. The very state that they would ask
to protect them is the same state that

protects and employs fascist groups like

the KKK and Nazis who don’t just talk,

but lynch. Recalling recent young victims
of cop terror. Spartacus Youth Club
spokesman Leticia Candia spoke out at

a May 5 rally at Hunter College:

"We need simply recall ihe names of
Phillip Pannell and Jos6 Lebrdn lo see
clearly whal little value the state places
on the lives of working-class and minori-
ty youth. Making education the privilege
ot the wealthy is yet another way of
throwing us on the scrap heap ... To
defeat the racist attacks at the hands of
the police and the racist mobs, what is

urgently needed is for students, minorities
and all of the oppressed to mobilize
behind the power of the integrated labor
movement for a class-strugglefight, with
our own party, against the whole system
of capitalism which keeps blacks segre-
gated at the bottom of the economy. To
open the door for working-class and
minority youth we must fight for open
admissions and free tuition! Join us!"«
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New York...
(continued from page I

)

this was not being reported to the jury.)

A police detective's testimony that Mon-
dello admitted he saw Fama pull the

trigger was deemed legally inadmis-

sible against Fama as the two are

co-defendants.

Prosecutors complained that dozens of

Bensonhurst residents witnessed the kill-

ing but did not come forward. Still, the

district attorney presented the weakest

case imaginable in what is an open and

shut case of racist mob murder. A City

Sun (4 April) expose into the workings

of the Brooklyn D.A.’s office reports

how black lawyer Bruce McIntyre was

pulled off the case after he argued back

in January that they needed to renew the

investigation and find new witnesses. In

the Howard Beach murder trial, the state

managed to cool things by bringing in

Charles Hynes as a special prosecutor,

who at least got a conviction of some of

the killers for manslaughter. Now Hynes

is D.A., but the racist murders keep on

coming, and now as the juries go into

their second week of deliberations there

is growing bitterness over the idea that

Fama and Mondello may walk.

Outrage over the killing of Yusuf

Hawkins last fall and distaste for loud-

mouth racist mayor Koch for fanning

the flames which brought New York to

flash point played a major role in the

election of Dinkins, who campaigned to

“heal the wounds” of the fractured city.

But although the liberal black mayor is

Ed Quinn

Lynch mob lawyer Stephen Murphy

about as personally decent a bourgeois

politician as you’re likely to get, his

appeals for reconciliation will have

zero effect on the deep roots of racist

oppression in New York, U.S.A. The
cops “celebrated" Dinkins’ inaugural by

blowing away eight people, mainly

minority youth, in the month of January

alone. Now, in response to this First

crisis of his administration, Dinkins went

on TV Friday saying the city was

"aching, and we must heal the pain.” The
very next day came the attack on the

Vietnamese,*- who were mistaken for

Koreans.

While Dinkins was pleading with lib-

eral rhetoric, the anger of the ghetto was

being exploited and turned in the most

despicable direction by white-baiting

black nationalist hucksters. In a rally at

the Slave Theater, prior to the march

on Bensonhurst, the Sharpton gang went

through their usual nasty stuff. Spewing

anti-Semitic filth to applause from the

crowd, lawyer C. Vernon Mason called

the black mayor a "Judas," who’s "got

too many yarmulkes on his head." The

provocateur and FBI fink Sharpton is

demonstrably trying to whip up race war.

As black radical Dhoruba Moore, one of

the Panther 21 recently freed after 17

years in jail on a COINTELPRO frame-

up, remarked: "If someone told me in

1969 that an informer with processed

Demonstrators
outside Brooklyn

courthouse
demand guilty

verdict for

racist killers

currently on trial.

hair could be considered a leader in the

African-American community, 1 would

have told them they were crazy. So when

I stepped out and found things of that

nature. I realized how desperate things

have become in the black community.”

Outside the Red Apple grocery in Flat-

bush, Sonny Carson has been whipping

up anti-immigrant frenzy against "people

who don’t live in our community." He
threatens. “In the future there’ll be

funerals not boycotts" (New York Times,

7 May). Whose funeral does he have in

mind? Cao Anh Tuan, the 36-year-old

Vietnamese worker who lies in Kings

County Hospital with a fractured skull

from the hammer attack on Saturday

night? The boycott is supposedly based

on an incident in January involving an

exchange between a Haitian woman and

the Korean storeowner. But Carson &
Co. have been pushing this racist Filth

since 1986, when Carson led a mob
through the streets of Brooklyn smashing

up candy store windows, while Sharpton

went after Arab storeowners in Harlem.

In 1988, Carson pulled a boycott outside

a Korean-owned market in Bed-Stuy, as

Sharpton led crowds in Harlem against

Korean candy stores.

According to Carson, the Korean-

owned stores are "a conspiracy against

the black community," and “it’s racist

that we don't own any businesses.” Car-

son wants black shopowners to get a few

of the crumbs from overcharged ghetto

customers. He grotesquely echoes the

same attitudes of Bensonhurst bigots

—

the whites kick the blacks, the blacks

kick the Koreans, who as new immi-

grants are a vulnerable community. Fol-

lowing the Jewish merchants who were

the ghetto slumlords, the liquor store and

grocery store owners, Koreans have come
to occupy a niche as small-time capital-

ists in the ghetto, scrambling to make a

buck while the big proFits are raked in by

the Fortune 500 corporations. To the

anti-Semitism which the black nationalist

demagogues have been pushing since the

mid-’60s, notably against the 1968 NYC
teachers strike, they now add anti-Asian

poison.

Adding his bit to this seething brew of

race-hatred was tabloid columnist Jimmy
Breslin, who went into a fit of racism

and chauvinism, calling a Korean Ameri-

can woman colleague at Newsday a "yel-

low cur” and “slant eyed” together with

a filthy anti-woman slur, after she pro-

tested a column he wrote complaining

that his wife wouldn't take care of his

laundry now that she is on the city coun-

cil. Also repulsive was how the liberal

media rushed to Breslin 's defense, even

after he compounded it by venting his

spleen against Koreans on the Howard
Stern talk show, the early morning show-

case of raunchy racism.

Meanwhile, on May 10. a federal

appeals court upheld a ban on begging

in the subways. The judge ruled that

begging amounts to "nothing less than

assault," creating in passengers the

“apprehension of imminent danger."

although in two recent cases it was pan-

handlers who were beaten up and killed

(and their assailants got off). In New
York City today, it has been officially

proclaimed that the poor do not have the

“equal right” to sleep in the parks or beg

on the subways. This unadorned class

and race prejudice reflects the social

climate of this city where the Reaganite

rich and famous like Donald and Ivana

Trump ostentatiously flaunt their life-

styles and divorces, and Wall Street

“masters of the universe" (like the yuppie

lead in Tom Wolfe's Bonfire of the

Vanities, now being filmed in the South

Bronx) roar around in their BMWs while

the minority poor are condemned to

stealing the hubcaps.

So Dinkins’ “gorgeous mosaic" is

being slashed by the jagged edge of

race-hatred. What’s particularly criminal

about the situation is that, even as re-

fracted through the bourgeois elections,

there is a widespread desire for racial

harmony. Reagan/Bush got less votes

here than practically any other part of

the country. It’s the most ethnically

mixed city in the U.S.— with the popu-

lation a quarter black, a quarter Hispanic,

a quarter Jewish, and the rest made up of

a whole range of Asians, Caribbeans,

white ethnic Catholics and others. Recent

studies show more than 35 percent of

the population doesn’t speak English at

home. But in the era of decaying capi-

talism, far from being a "melting pot" of

racial and ethnic groups, it is a boiling

cauldron of race-hatred.

It’s rooted in the deepening crisis of

American capitalism. Ex-mayor Koch's

insane Zionist hectoring verbal assaults

on poor blacks and Hispanics expressed

his bank-dictated program to slash serv-

ices to the ghettos and barrios. After the

1987 stock market crash, the city is sink-

ing again into deficits and disorder.

Dinkins has been brought in to oversee

the cutbacks and retrenchment. There

was talk of a revival of the old FDR
coalition—but empty liberal rhetoric

won’t keep the lid on. In the absence of

a perspective of social struggle for

mutual beneFit, the various “constitu-

Fine/Newsday

Nationalist demagogue Sonny Car-

son spews anti-Asian poison outside
Korean-owned grocery in Flatbush.

encies" of the Democratic Party are

increasingly at each other's throats.

A social force that has the strength and

class interest to overcome internecine

ethnic/racial hostility and “turf” wars is

in fact present. Organized labor is the

most integrated social institution in the

city and the country, reflecting the role

of the working class in capitalist produc-

tion. And the recent period has seen

some signs of life among New York City

unions—from black and Hispanic work-

ers at Greyhound and Caribbean immi-

grants in the Domsey garment workers

strike to white craft unionists at the

Daily News and doctors who recently

won union recognition at Bronx Lebanon

Hospital. But labor is saddled with a

union leadership tied to the capitalist

Democrats, and the most "progressive"

support Dinkins even when he is about

to shove layoffs down their throats.

The black nationalists look to the

same capitalist forces. Carson, of course,

rounded up votes for Dinkins for a price.

Sharpton did the same earlier for racist

Republican Senator D’ Amato. Their pro-

test marches in Bensonhurst militantly

chant “No Justice, No Peace!” But this

call is in fact an appeal to the state.

Even tactically they rely on the state

—

the only thing that stood between the

black marchers and the mobs of enraged

whites in Bensonhurst was the blue line

of the racist NYPD. But justice for

blacks and all the oppressed can only be

won by Fighting against capitalism, not

by following its cynical flunkeys.

The ethnic and racial hatreds can be

overcome. On Monday a black teacher

brought his class to shop at the Korean

grocery on Church Ave., declaring:

"This is a city of immigrants. And in

this community we can be together.” The
critical need is to put the power of labor

in the forefront of a deep-going struggle

against all forms of oppression. And this

requires a class-struggle leadership that

doesn’t look to the Democrats as phony

“friends of labor” but sees them as they

are, the agents of capital. A revolutionary

party must be forged which Fights to

make the working class the vanguard of

all the oppressed in struggle against the

capitalist system which is rotting socially

and economically just as surely as the

New York City bridges and subways are

rotting away physically.

The working people of New York bad-

ly need some tangible victories, through

integrated struggle based on the power of

labor which can draw in black, Hispanic

and Asian minorities as well as white

working people. While the capitalist

parties rely on their racist cops and

courts, powerful working-class mobiliza-

tions can isolate and crush the lynchers

while winning the black masses away
from the nationalist apostles of despair.

By relying on our own organization and

strength we can enforce the right of

everyone to walk anywhere in this city

without fear, and build a movement of

the exploited and oppressed that will

avenge the deaths of Yusuf Hawkins.

Michael Griffith and all the victims

of racist terror.
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The Price of Being Black in Racist America

Sperm Bank Suit

Four years ago a black baby girl was
born in New York City. Unlike the more

than 40,000 black babies who die before

their first birthday every year in this

country, she lived. Unlike over half the

black children in America who live in

poverty, most in families headed by sin-

gle black welfare mothers, she doesn't.

Her mother is not bad off. middle-class

and white. But the daughter is black, and

although she has yet to reach her fourth

birthday she is already the target of rac-

ist bigotry and discrimination. Now the

girl's mother is seeking compensation in

a lawsuit which is coming to be known
as the “Sperm Case.”

Julia Skolnick, a 33-year-old widow,

is suing Idant Laboratories, a Manhattan

sperm bank, and a doctor at Advanced

Fertility Services for negligence, claim-

ing that she was mistakenly inseminated

with the sperm of a black man rather

than that of her white husband. In 1985.

Skolnick's husband, who was dying of

cancer, deposited sperm at Idant Labora-

tories so that his wife could have his

child. In 1986, Julia Skolnick was artifi-

cially inseminated and in December of

that year she gave birth to a black baby

girl. In her lawsuit Skolnick is demand-
ing compensation for the alleged mix-up,

citing in particular the racial harassment

and ridicule her young daughter has been

subjected to.

A column in the San Francisco Chron-

icle (26 March) titled “Measuring the

Costs of Blackness in America" by Juli-

anne Malveaux asks, “Can the courts

measure the amount of earnings lost

by African Americans because of their

color?" The column points to statistics

which show that one-third of black

male college graduates and one-half of

college-educated black women earn less

than poverty-level wages (as compared

to one-sixth and one-third respectively of

white college grads).

Malveaux goes on to point to the reali-

ty that this little black girl faces—of

being stereotyped in school and tracked

“away from certain career paths," of

finding herself being followed in New
York's best stores “because her skin

color makes her a shoplifting suspect,”

of missing her curfew “because taxis will

speed away instead of stopping when she

hails them." She asks: "If the New York

widow is troubled about the taunting her

daughter suffers at 3, how will she feel

when her daughter is 1 3 or 23? How will

she feel when her college-aged daughter

tells her black women have been hung in

effigy on campus?”

But Malveaux only measures the cost

of being black in racist America for what

W.E.B. Du Bois termed the “talented

tenth" of the black population. The over-

whelming majority of black kids in this

society never finish high school much
less see the inside of a college. The

inner-city schools are nothing more than

cop-patrolled holding pens where igno-

rance is reinforced by the disease, des-

titution, crime and wasted lives that

surround them.

Even black high school graduates are

less likely to get hired than a white high

school dropout—40 percent of black

males in their 20s are unemployed. Their

"career options” are to make a living on

the mean streets of the ghettos. They

wouldn’t even be allowed into "New
York’s best stores." They are considered

to be permanent outlaws in the inner

cities where terror comes not in effigy

but in cold blood—fired out of the guns

of racist cops. There are no jobs for the

millions of single black welfare mothers.

Yet under the provisions of the “work-

fare" act the government is going to cut

them—and their children—off all bene-

fits for not working!

Malveaux notes: "When the courts

attempt to measure the cost of blackness,

they should consult recent health studies

that show the difference between black

and white life expectancy." Only 40 per-

cent of black children have been immu-
nized against polio. 30 percent of AIDS
victims are black. 60 percent of those

afflicted with tuberculosis—the disease

of the 19th century workhouses—come
from the black population. A recent study

by two Harlem Hospital surgeons showed

that the death rate for black men in Har-

lem over the age of 40 is higher than of

the male population in Bangladesh!

What is the price for this toll of death?

Malveaux writes that Skolnick’s lawsuit

may "finally establish the financial cost

of blackness in America" and "indirectly

raises the issue of reparations for African

Americans as compensation for slavery;

for past discrimination, and for the toll of

racism that persists unto this very day.”

But Julia Skolnick could win millions of

dollars in her case and it wouldn't make

a dime’s worth of difference for the lives

of the overwhelming bulk of the black

population in this country.

The racist rulers of this country have

already determined that the financial cost

of maintaining blacks in the inner-city

ghettos is an expendable overhead. It is

no longer necessary for American capi-

talism to preserve the lives of poor

blacks as a “reserve army of labor"; now

they are considered to be a completely

worthless, parasitical population. How
can one expect "reparations” when the

powers that be— Democrats and Repub-

licans—are shelving welfare programs

as money wasted? In the 1960s. the

rulers paid to keep a lid on seething

revolt in the ghettos with their "War on

Poverty" programs which bought and

paid for the black Democratic Party

mayors who act as the overseers of the

inner-city ghettos on behalf of their

white capitalist masters. No price could

possibly repay the death of eleven

black people, including five children,

who were murdered in Wilson Goode’s

terror bombing of the Philadelphia

MOVE commune in 1985.

To do away with the "penalty” for

being black in racist America the work-

ing people of this country—black and

white—must rise up together to take

back the fruits of their labor from the

racist capitalist rulers and put all the

wealth that the workers have produced

in the service of building an egalitar-

ian, socialist society.

Under Tory
government

of Lord
Palmerston,

Britain

outfitted

blockade-
running ships
for the South.

Chicago Historical Society

Civil War...
(continued from page 9)

%

directed in large part against the utopian,

self-serving Stalinist dogma of “socialism

in one country." He noted that “Marxism
takes its point of departure from the

world economy, not as a sum of national

parts but as a mighty and independent

reality which has been created by the

international division of labour and the

world market, and which in our epoch

imperiously dominates the national mar-

kets. The productive forces of capitalist

society have long ago outgrown the na-

tional boundaries." This material/social

foundation of the world economy consti-

tutes the actual foundations of Marxist

internationalism.

Lenin. Trotsky and the Bolsheviks

taught us some fundamental truths about

capitalist class society, about the hypoc-

risy and deception of the bourgeoisie.

When they talk about “freedom," they

have one thing in mind, the freedom to

exploit. They talk about equality in a

class-divided society. You cannot have

equality between the oppressors and

oppressed, the exploited and the exploit-

ers. those who own the means of pro-

duction and those who are propertyless

wage slaves. Any talk about freedom and

equality that runs counter to the emanci-

pation of workers and the oppressed from

the yoke of capital is sheer deception.

This talk is not just about history for

the sake of history. Over 50 years ago.

the Trotskyists, noting the tasks of fin-

ishing the Civil War, made a very key
point: “The slaveholders had to be lifted

to the heights before they were dashed to

the ground and annihilated forever in the

Civil War.” This is a historic precedent

that is good to keep in mind when the

advancing world reaction seems to be

carrying everything before it.

This is a critical moment in history in

which American and world imperialism
are going all out to carry out bloody
capitalist counterrevolution. The Stalinist

bureaucracies from East Germany to the

Soviet Union are caving in to the unprec-
edented campaign of imperialist destabi-

lization in East Germany, for a Fourth

Reich which could set the stage for an-

other imperialist war and the prospect of

the annihilation of humanity. Only prole-

tarian socialist revolution can provide
peace and plenty and progress for the

working people of the world. This ur-

gently requires the forging of a multi-

racial revolutionary working-class party

that is capable of leading the working
class to power, to the seizure of state

power by destroying the last form of

slavery—capitalist wage slavery.

Library of Congress

Ironclads, like the U.S.S. Cairo (above), strengthened naval blockade which
strangled Southern slavocracy. Cotton for British mills lies rotting in

Charleston, South Carolina harbor.
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S.F. Skinheads
Routed...
(continuedfrom page 16)

some 200 anti-fascists marched in the

Haight-Ashbury district, in response to

a rumor that skinheads planned to stage

a "white workers day" provocation there.

No organized skinhead presence material-

ized, but the anti-racists managed to send

a couple of jeering skins packing. The
bourgeois press screamed that the anti-

fascists attacked innocent bystanders:

the Examiner (2 May) ran the headline.

"Skinheads don’t show, so anti-skinheads

beat up teens." On the night of May 5,

a group of about 30 skinheads marched
unannounced a couple of blocks up Tele-

graph Avenue in Berkeley shouting

“white power," until surrounded by cop

cars. Three were arrested for possession

of weapons including a hatchet, a heavy

chain and sawed-off pool cue—charges

since dropped by the D.A. One of the

skinheads arrested in Berkeley— 19-year-

old David Lindley—was cited by the

Examiner as one of the supposedly inno-

cent bystanding "teens" in the Haight on

May Day.

The Spartacist League brought a mili-

tant contingent of about 40 for the May
5 Union Square demonstration with a

banner reading, "Workers and Minorities:

Sweep the Nazis/Skinheads/KKK Off the

Streets!” The fascist action groups are

organized to kill—blacks, Jews, social-

ists. trade unionists, Asians, Hispanics.

Emboldened by the takeover of East

Germany by the West German successor

state to the Third Reich, as the imperial-

ists trumpet their wished-for "death of

Communism," skinhead violence is on

the rise internationally. In East Germany
immigrant workers are daily assaulted

and harassed. Recently, skinheads were

arrested in Texas for planning to pump
cyanide gas into a synagogue.

Workers must crush these vermin in

the egg. What was missing from the

SF action on May 5 was the integrated

labor movement that could finish the

well-deserved lesson those dozen fascist

punks started to get. The massive social

power of integrated class struggle can

sweep the racist terrorists off the streets.

It also stays the hand of the cops who
lend to be fond of busting anti-fascist

heads.

Just over ten years ago. on Hitler’s

birthday in 1980, the SL-initiated "April

19 Committee to Stop the Nazis" mobi-

lized the integrated Bay Area labor

movement, slopping the Nazis from their

intended "celebration," saying. "San

Francisco is a labor town, not a Nazi

town!" In Washington, D.C. in 1982 and

in Philadelphia in 1988, labor/black

mobilizations initiated by the SL and the

Partisan Defense Committee stopped the

KKK/skinheads from carrying out racist

provocations. These victories were won
in the teeth of opposition from the

bosses’ parties, their government and

their cops, including especially from

black front men for the racist, capitalist

Democratic Party.

San Francisco workers know and hate

these skinhead scum. The absence of

organized labor from the May 5 protest

is primarily the responsibility of a supine

labor bureaucracy politically under the

thumb of Democratic Party mayor Art

Agnos. But the organizers of this protest

—which included Anti-Racist Action. Di-

rect Action Against Racism. Revolution-

ary Workers League and the John Brown
Anti-Klan Committee (JBAKC). made no

attempt to mobilize mass labor/black

power. At a planning meeting on May 2,

"labor" was dismissed as a waste of time

to pursue. While they may contain some
young militants with the appetite to deal

with the fascists with dispatch, the liberal

politics of these groups place them in the

tow of the Democrats.

The ex-New Leftists of the John

Brown Committee should be remembered

for their cringing appeal to the bourgeois

state to "ban" the fascists in April 1989

when Duke’s Populist Party was plan-

ning a public meeting in Hayward, Cali-

fornia. At the planning meeting for the

SF protest, the JBAKC, capitulating to

the bourgeois media hysteria over May
Day, wanted assurance that in Union
Square, the hundreds of expected dem-

onstrators wouldn’t gang up on a small

group of fascists! As an expression of

hostility to class struggle, the organizers’

"open mike” at the rally concluding the

May 5 demo was open to a so-called

"anti-racist" skinhead to rave that he

loved his country. But the microphone

became almost inaudible when black

Spartacist spokesman Don Alexander

addressed the crowd.

It's a good thing when racist thugs

get “educated" in an appropriate manner
— but it's not enough. To rely for anti-

fascist "victories" on the acquiescence of

the cops is to indulge in fatal illusions

in the armed fist of the capitalist state.

More centrally, the fascist gangs thrive

on the decay of capitalist society. For the

threat of barbaric reaction to be deci-

sively defeated, their capitalist masters

must be overthrown, along with their

rotten system of racist wage slavery.

That requires the independent mobiliza-

tion of the working class at the head of

all the oppressed, under the leadership

of an integrated revolutionary workers

party. Finish the Civil War—Forward to

a Workers State!

Spartacist
contingent

at May 5
anti-skinhead

action. The
massive social

power of the
integrated labor
movement must
be mobilized to

sweep the
racist terrorists

off the streets.

American
Apartheid...
(continued from page 16)

clean up other people’s trash. Four were

taken to the police station where two

were kept overnight on transparently

fabricated charges.

This outrage occurred while Los Ange-

les was being rocked by three controver-

sial cop murders. On January 1 1 the cops

were called in a domestic dispute and

fired 26 shots at April May Alvarado,

one of which struck her in the forehead

and killed her. On January 23, Oliver

Beasley, a young Nation of Islam mem-
ber, was shot in the head at pointblank

range during a stop for a routine traffic

violation. And two weeks later, on Feb-

ruary 10, an unarmed, nearly blind man.

William Leonard of Lynwood, was struck

and killed by more than a dozen bul-

lets when he attempted to comply with

conflicting orders from deputies about

whether or not to put up his hands.

"Operation Hammer”
Targets Black Youth

Systematic war is being waged on

the city’s population by the LAPD’s
“Operation Hammer." the “routine” week-

end cop assaults which arbitrarily pick

up thousands of black and Hispanic

residents unlucky enough to be in the

vicinity of a raid. Playing on anti-gang

hysteria, the now-infamous police barri-

cades imprison entire neighborhoods. The

phony, hypocritical “war on drugs” is in

reality a war on the black and Hispanic

poor. As Tony Vasquez of the Santa

Monica Mexican American Political As-

sociation (MAPA) put it, "When white
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kids get together, they call it a sorority

or fraternity. When it’s black or Latino

kids, they talk about gangs.”

Norman Curry of the Santa Monica
NAACP told WV that when his group

protested the brutal treatment of the

youths in the Pacific Palisades case, the

police promised an internal investigation.

But when the cops arrived at a commu-
nity relations meeting, they treated the

youths as criminals, including attempting

to take photos of them. Such mug shots

are used in making "profile cards” for

youths picked up in police sweeps. These

cards record gang affiliations, such as the

false ones taken in forced confessions

from the youths in Palisades Park. If they

are picked up again, a gang affiliation on

a profile card sets them up to be arrested,

beaten or blown away as “known crimi-

nal elements." The NAACP refused to go

along with this continuing victimization.

Both the NAACP and MAPA are back-

ing the Palisades Park civil suit. The
NAACP still believes the killer cops can

be reformed by having the worst offend-

ers fired. But the cops, the instruments

of repression of the bourgeois state, exist

to protect and defend the racist capitalist

state, not the population. It will take

nothing short of a socialist revolution,

led by an integrated working-class party,

to sweep away for good the whole mur-

derous apparatus of racist state terror.
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San Francisco: Nazi skinheads, bloodied by rocks, bottles and sticks, were surrounded by anti-fascist militants in Union Square, May 5.

Fascist Skinheads Routed

in San Francisco
SAN FRANCISCO—An angry, integrat-

ed demonstration drove a clot of fascist

skinheads out of Union Square on May
5. The Nazi skinhead American Front

had announced plans to hold a “white

workers parade" in the small park at the

center of San Francisco’s fashionable

shopping and hotel district. When these

race-terrorist scum tried to goose-step

into the park with a large Confederate

flag and wearing Nazi-type uniforms,

hundreds of anti-fascists sent them run-

ning to take refuge behind a cordon of

cops. But not before the would-be storm-

troopers were bloodied.

Cowering behind a thin police line, the

frightened group of a dozen little Hitler-

ites were bombarded for some 15 min-

utes with cans, bottles, rocks, sticks and

other objects— including a portable radio

that hit one fascist in the head. Then the

cops pulled a paddy wagon into the park

and the racist creeps ran for shelter like

scared rabbits—saved by the state which

these genocidal nuts call the "ZOG”
(“Zionist Occupation Government"). The

main part of the anti-fascist demonstra-

tion spilled into the street, where a

Confederate flag was shredded and an

attempt made to burn it. Then the 200-

300 demonstrators marched several

blocks to Powell and Market where a

closing rally was held with an impromptu

“open mike.”

Without the organizing influence of a

Tom Metzger or David Duke, the skin-

heads are lumpen criminal elements

given to violent unpredictability, which

even the racist cops have little use for.

In fact, when the Nazi skinheads entered

the square to face the rage of black and

white protesters, the cops basically

turned their backs for a minute or so.

But it was only the police who saved

this bunch of fascists from a really

bad beating. Six anti-fascist protesters

were arrested, three on felony charges.

Drop all charges against the anti-fascist

protesters!

The May 5 rout was the second in a

week for the SF skins. On May Day.

continued on page 15

LOS ANGELES—An integrated group
of black and Hispanic youths from the

Santa Monica area thought they could

enjoy a holiday at nearby Will Rogers

State Park in exclusive Pacific Palisades

on Lincoln's Birthday. Instead, the reali-

ty of racist America came crashing down
on them. They were getting ready to

leave the park after several hours of

picnicking and ball playing last February

12. Not used to such a scene in this lily-

white enclave, the park rangers called the

LAPD, who arrived waving 12-gauge

shotguns. They forced the 30 teenagers

to lie face down in the dirt for two and

a half hours of brutal, degrading interro-

gation. As Jermaine Hubbard put it, “We
came to the park to celebrate Lincoln’s

birthday, and we still have to listen to

racial remarks more than a hundred years

after he freed the slaves."

At a press conference April 10. law-

yers for the group announced they are

filing a civil suit against the city for

physical and mental damages. According
to the Los Angeles Times (1 1 April), the

's American Apartheid
teenagers were told by the cops that the

scenic park where movie stars come to

play polo and where the Reagans lived

prior to the 1980 presidential elections

was “for rich white people" only. One
cop underlined what was really going on

by taunting. "Just because that n—

r

Mandela got out, that doesn't give you

guys the right to go anywhere you want."

The day before. South African black

leader Nelson Mandela was released af-

ter 27 years in the jails of the white-

supremacist apartheid regime. The LAPD
wants to enforce apartheid here!

Hubbard described how the teenagers

were “interrogated" as they lay in the

dirt: “I was kicked in the side of the ribs

and asked if I was from a gang. When I

said, ’no.’ I was handcuffed and hit

numerous times." Others made up the

name of a gang in a desperate attempt to

stop being beaten. Toward the end of the

ordeal, the cops made the youths crawl

30 yards on their hands and knees and

oink like pigs. Then they were forced to

continued on page 15
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Clark/Santa Monica Outlook
Black and Hispanic youths protest the racist cop brutality they encountered
when they tried to picnic in exclusive Pacific Palisades park.
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Polish Rail Strike Challenges

Solidarnosc “Shock Treatment”
As we go to press, it is reported

that the Polish rail strikers have

suspended their strike for two weeks.

However, none of the issues have

been resolved. The New York Times

(29 May) headlines, “Walesa Settles

a Rail Strike, but the Workers

Remain Discontented.”

Also on Tuesday, the Ligue Trot-

skyste de France demonstrated out-

side the LOT Airlines office in soli-

darity with the rail strikers during

the visit of Polish prime minister

Mazowiecki to Paris. Our French

comrades carried signs declaring

“IMF Bleeds the Working Class from

Poland to South Africa," and “The

Workers Must Fight Capitalist Res-

toration in Poland, the DDR and

USSR!”

SZCZECIN, Poland, May 26—This is

the biggest and busiest port in Poland.

But not for the last three days. The nor-

mally teeming railyards which take

goods to and from the whole of north-

western Poland to the central port of

Szczecin are shut down tight as a drum,

as a wildcat railway strike centered on

the town of Slupsk some 200 kilometers

from here enters its second week. Now
Gdynia, the second-largest port, is also

shut down.

This is the first serious working-class

response to the Mazowiecki govern-

ment’s brutal capitalist austerity poli-

cies, which have lowered real wages

by 40 percent and produced mass

unemployment in Poland for the first

time in four decades. The biggest

challenge yet to the Solidarnosc-led

government’s “shock treatment” is elec-

trifying the country. And the rever-

berations will be felt from the Tyumen

oil fields and Kuzbass coal mines in

Siberia to East German factories, as

well as in the capitalist West.

The rail strike committees are inde-

pendent of both Solidarnosc and the

continued on page //

Polish workers rebel against wage-cutting, job-slashing plans ordered by

the IMF and imposed by pro-capitalist Solidarnosd government. Above,

Silesian miners strike in January.

Behind the Washington Summit

Imperialists Fear

for Gorbachev's Survival
In recent years, the periodic summit

meetings between the commander in

chief of U.S. imperialism and the head

of the Soviet Stalinist bureaucracy have

been dull, predictable displays of diplo-

matic hot air—glorified photo ops. Anti-

Communist rhetoric on the American

side combined with joint declarations on

the sanctity of world peace. And then all

the “arms control” hokum—so many sea-

launched cruise missiles as against so

many ICBMs.
However, this summit meeting takes

place at a pivotal moment in contem-

porary history. The Western rulers be-

lieve they have won the Cold War

hands down, reversing the victory of the

Red Army over Nazi Germany in World

War II. The postwar division of Eu-

rope between the American- and Soviet-

dominated spheres, which was negotiated

at the Yalta and Potsdam summit meet-

ings. is now crumbling. The Frankfurt

bankers and Ruhr industrialists, backed

by the U.S. and other NATO powers, are

driving to create a Fourth Reich by buy-

ing out East Germany.

Yet the NATO powers have not defeat-

ed the Russians in a war. The Soviet

Union remains a military superpower

with 300.000 combat-ready troops still

stationed in East Germany. Rather, the

Bush tries to prop up Gorbachev s

crumbling authority. Right: Soviet

leader with Tyumen oil field workers

in 1985. This spring they ousted local

CP bureaucrats, now threaten strike. TASS Irom Sovloto

Kremlin bureaucracy is collapsing from

the top down. The “liberal” Stalinist

regime of Mikhail Gorbachev is giving

up East Europe, has agreed to the imperi-

alist reunification of Germany and is

introducing large elements of capitalism

into the Soviet economy under the watch-

word of perestroika (restructuring).

Hence Gorbachev’s political survival

has become a prime concern for the

masters of Wall Street and Washington,

and their European NATO allies. As

West German foreign minister Hans-

Dietrich Genscher put it: “The ambitious

goals we have set before us can only be

achieved with the success of Gorbachev ’s

proposals for change in the Soviet

continued on page 4
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City of Brotherly Love

Gives Up Blood Money
"The system will point guns at people and say

that it is in defense of the system, people can

point guns at the system and it is seen as wrong,

leading people to believe that when the system

points guns at people it is in the right of defense

but when folks point guns at the system it is in

defense of nothing, and y'all will tell people in

court and out that there is no defense for this

kind of conduct, and lock folks up to make
your point daily for conduct that is influenced,

boasted, flaunted by the system daily...."

—John Africa. MOVE founder

When news reports hit Huntingdon Prison recently

of the multi-million dollar city settlement of civil

suits stemming from the May 13th, 1985 massacre

of MOVE members in Philadelphia, some inmates

reacted with praise.

"Hey, Mu! You hear bouta $2.5 million MOVE
settlement, man? That’s somethin, ain't it, man?"
The writer reacted crossly, “That ain't shit, man!

It ain't nothin’ but blood money! Why ain’t the bas-

tards who did that on Death Row?!? This foul system

can easily come up with money, 'cu/ all they gotta

do is use folks’ taxes! It ain’t nothin’ to them\ If it

was us who did it. we’d be dead or on Death Row!
All this system did was steal otha folks’ money, their

taxes, to settle the suit—you ain’t see nobody go to

jail— but 'Mona Africa—did you?!?’’

Stung by the unexpected outburst, Smokey cor-

rected my initial impression, "Naw, man. I ain’t

sayin’ it mean nothing. I’m just checkin' to make sure

you seen it!"

I saw it, and the hand of injustice behind it that

reduces the brilliance of life to the stagnation of green

paper, that equates the miraculous with the mundane,
indeed the sacred with the profane.

I explained to the brother that MOVE “ain't into"

money.

I thought of those kids, so alive with life they

glowed; of Nick. Tree, 'Rad. the remarkable people

who pumped life into a remarkable teaching—the

teaching of John Africa.

Days later, a supporter sent a copy of an article

featuring an interview with Alberta Africa. MOVE’S
Naturalist Minister. Her response? "Blood money."

"We don’t give a damn about that money. We want

members of our family home." the ubiquitous revolu-

tionary stated (Philadelphia Inquirer. 14 March).

I was cheered by her words, and the depth of her

commitment.

She forthrightly pointed to the inherent historic

injustice in the situation, where this system's police

kill Blacks, Puerto Ricans. Mexicans and the poor

with impunity, only to cough up a few bucks of other

people’s money in a macabre form of "settlement."

But let those folks dare to defend themselves

against the system, and they face suffering, pain and

death.

How much money does it take to "settle" mass
murder?

15 April 1990

Mumia Abu-Jamal, a Philadelphia black journal-

ist, is on death row at Pennsylvania’s Huntingdon
state prison. Framed up because of his political

views, Mumia faces death for his defiance of the

racist, capitalist order. His columns appear periodi-

cally in Workers Vanguard and other newspapers.

To get involved in the fight to save Mumia
Abu-Jamal and abolish the death penalty, contact

the Partisan Defense Committee, P.O. Box 99,

Canal Street Station, New York, NY 10013. If

you wish to correspond with Mumia, you can
write to: Mumia Abu-Jamal, AM8335, Drawer R,

Huntingdon, PA 16652.

Trotsky on the Fate

of the Soviet Union

In the Soviet Union and throughout East

Europe, the starkly posed alternatives are

workers political revolution or capitalist

counterrevolution. More than 50 years ago,

Leon Trotsky analyzed Stalin’s bureaucratic

regime as a parasitic caste resting atop the

gains of the October Revolution. He laid out

how it would shatter, with different elements

TROTSKY propelled into the opposing camps of revolu- LENIN
non and reaction. As the Stalinist bureaucra-

cies disintegrate from the top. the working class has not yet taken a decisive role. Latter-

day "vulgar democrats" have enthused over any and all "anti-Stalinism," not least Polish

Solidarnosc But today in Poland the working class has begun tofight the counterrevolu-

tionary Solidarno&C leadership in a desperate struggle to survive. This makes alt the more
urgent the construction of an internationalist Leninist-Trotskyist vanguard.

Will the bureaucrat devour the workers’ state, or will the working class clean

up the bureaucrat? Thus stands the question upon whose decision hangs the fate of

the Soviet Union. The vast majority of the Soviet workers are even now hostile to

the bureaucracy. The peasant masses hate them with their healthy plebeian hatred.

If in contrast to the peasants the workers have almost never come out on the

road of open struggle, thus condemning the protesting villages to confusion and
impotence, this is not only because of the repressions. The workers fear lest, in

throwing out the bureaucracy, they will open the way for a capitalist restoration. The
mutual relations between state and class are much more complicated than they are

represented by the vulgar "democrats." Without a planned economy the Soviet Union
would be thrown back for decades. In that sense the bureaucracy continues to fulfill

a necessary function. But it fulfills it in such a way as to prepare an explosion of the

whole system which may completely sweep out the results of the revolution. The
workers are realists. Without deceiving themselves with regard to the ruling caste

— at least with regard to its lower tiers which stand near to them—they see in it the

watchman for the time being of a certain part of their own conquests. They will

inevitably drive out the dishonest, impudent and unreliable watchman as soon as

they see another possibility. For this it is necessary that in the West or the East
another revolutionary dawn arise.

— Leon Trotsky, The Revolution Betrayed (1937)
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Stop Medical Torture

of Dr. Alan Berkman!
For 20 years. Dr. Alan Berkman.

44, gave his medical services to the

poor, oppressed and those in struggle

against their oppressors. From the upris-

ings at New York's Attica prison to the

Wounded Knee Indian reservation in

South Dakota Dr. Berkman was there to

care for the victims of racist state terror.

Today, he lies in a Washington, D.C. jail,

stricken with a recurrence of Hodgkin’s

disease, a treatable form of lymphatic

cancer, while his vindictive jailers are

denying him the medical treatment he

needs to live.

Dr. Berkman is one of the "Resistance

Conspiracy" defendants—six activists

char^ecTw'dir'Conspiracy to bomb govern-

ment offices including the U.S. Capitol

following American imperialism’s bloody

rape of Grenada in 1983. Nobody was
hurt in the blasts. The government has no
idea who did it. So they framed Berkman,
Marilyn Buck, Laura Whitehom, Linda
Evans, Tim Blunk and Susan Rosenberg
on conspiracy charges, using a theory of

"vicarious liability"— i.e., they are guilty

of sharing the goals of those who set

the bombs. Berkman is already serving

a 12-year sentence, convicted in 1987 for

possessing explosives, based on the exact

same events. Last November the D.C.

Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that this

second prosecution doesn’t violate the

constitutional prohibition against double
jeopardy. So Berkman faces up to 45
more years— if he lives.

Alan Berkman has been a special

target for the sadists who run U.S. pris-

ons. While held in preventive detention

in 1985, Berkman discovered his own
cancer. It took persistent outside protest,

leading to a court order transferring

Berkman to a cancer treatment center,

for him to get the necessary medical

Dr. Alan Berkman

attention. Following emergency abdom-
inal surgery he was prematurely dis-

charged and shipped off to the notorious

high security unit at the Marion, Illinois

federal pen. to spend a year in soli-

tary while receiving treatment for his

cancer.

After suspecting a relapse last winter,

Berkman requested a CT scan, which
was denied for six months until March
19. In reading the CT scan films, Berk-

man discovered a mass in his abdomen.
Yet it took six more weeks, until May 3,

for the prison authorities to permit a

biopsy. The tissue sample confirmed the

reappearance of Hodgkin’s disease, a

form of cancer treatable with chemicals.

But eight months after Berkman first

suspected he was again stricken and
requested diagnostic tests, the feds con-

tinue to deny treatment, waiting instead

for Berkman to die.

The official campaign of torture

against Dr. Berkman has not silenced his

activism against racist state repression.

He has written the Partisan Defense
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Palestinian Revolt

Spreads Inside Israel

Zionist Terror

on the Rampage
On Sunday morning May 20, former

Israeli soldier Ami Popper went on a

shooting spree, murdering seven unarmed

Palestinian workers and wounding ten

more in the town of Rishon le Zion,

seven miles southeast of Tel Aviv. With-

in hours the West Bank cities of Hebron

and Ramallah and virtually the entire

Gaza Strip exploded in the most sweep-

ing protests since Israel occupied them

in 1967. Angry crowds stoned Israeli

army and police personnel and stormed

military outposts. Army reinforcements

poured in, placing both the West Bank

and Gaza under 24-hour curfew, firing

tear gas, rubber bullets and live ammu-
nition into crowds of Palestinians, killing

17 more and wounding nearly 1,000.

The next day, the protests spread to

include Israeli Arabs in Jerusalem, Naza-

reth, Lod and Haifa. The Palestinian flag

was raised and stones and petrol bombs

rained on Israeli police and government

offices. Across the Jordan River, thou-

sands of Jordanians poured into the

streets and 20,000 Palestinian refugees

closed the main Amman-Damascus high-

way in protest. As tensions mounted

sharply throughout the Near East, an

Arab League summit meeting was held

in Baghdad. And Radio Monte Carlo

broadcast unconfirmed reports of Israeli

military mobilization along their borders.

As we wrote last issue (“Zionist Drive

Toward “Greater Israel',*' WV No. 502,

18 May):

"The bloody course of Zionist Israel

appears heading toward a decisive turning

point. .. Now the crisis-ridden and over-

extended Israeli state is experiencing a

massive influx of Soviet Jews, driven out

by rising anti-Semitism and fear of po-

groms by Russian fascists, and encour-

aged by the Zionists. These Soviet Jewish

immigrants are slated to be used as both

a pretext and as shock troops in the Zion-

ists’ 'final solution’ to the Palestinian

question."

Every day 50,000-100,000 Palestinian

workers from the West Bank and Gaza

commute into pre-1967 Israel. They

shape up at junctions, like the one known

as "the slave market" in Rishon le Zion,

waiting for Israeli contractors to make
their pick. That Sunday morning at 6

a.m., some 50 workers, accustomed to

being harassed by Israeli soldiers, were

stopped by Ami Popper who demanded

to see their papers. He then shot 17 of

them in cold blood.

Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir called

it "a shocking act of lunacy." Israeli

authorities spread the story that the killer

was mentally deranged. But after 29

months of brutal Israeli repression of the

Palestinian intifada (uprising)— in which

over 900 Arabs have been killed, includ-

ing 159 under the age of 16, and a stag-

gering 63,000 children injured—Ami
Popper's bloody deed fits right in with

the government policy of mass murder..

Israeli policy itself is lunacy. With 3.7

million Jews in Israel, as against a

rapidly growing Palestinian population of

2.5 million in Israel and the Occupied

Territories, not to speak of the 100

million Arabs in the rest of the region,

a Zionist Reich, ever* equipped with

nuclear weapons, has no other future

except Armageddon. In carving a Jewish

theocratic state out of the living body of

the Palestinian people, the Zionists have

already fought five major wars to

conquer Lebensraum, and they’re gearing

up to do it again.

The New York Times (16 May) notes

that “Many Arab and Palestinian

officials have argued that the wave of

Soviet immigrants could displace the 1 .7

million Palestinians in the West Bank

and Gaza Strip ... Indeed. Iraqi officials

have said the upheaval will lead to war."

Shamir’s "Greater Israel" speech last

January signaled a policy of mass terror

and war. If Ami Popper hadn’t triggered

the mass shootings by the Israeli army.

Palestinian
workers
gunned
down at

“slave market”
outside

Tel Aviv.

24 Killed, 1,000 Injured

Shamir & Co. would have found another

pretext.

While Israeli Arabs have previously

staged protests in support of the intifada.

the massive outpouring on May 21 was

unprecedented. Frustration over daily

discrimination and distinctly second-class

citizenship finally reached the flash

point. In Jordan, the mass protests in

response to the May 20 murders came a

week after a march of 10,000 protesting

Soviet Jewish immigration clashed with

Jordanian riot squads at the Allenby

Bridge to the Israeli-occupied West

Bank. These were only the most recent

clashes between the Palestinian pop-

ulation (over half Jordan's total) and

the Hashemite monarchy which in 1970

butchered 20,000 in the "Black Septem-

ber" massacre.

Israeli Arabs historically formed a

significant base of support for the Israeli

Communist Party, the Rakah. which has

claimed to be anti-Zionist. Almost half

of Israeli Arabs serve as a workforce for

Israeli Jewish industries and a quarter

work on Jewish farms and construction

sites. This now-segregated industrial

proletariat could be a powerful force in

a binational mass revolutionary party to

bring down the Zionist rulers who are

hurtling Israel down the road to mass

destruction.

In the flurry of diplomatic activity,

another Arab “moderate," Egyptian presi-

dent Mubarak, told a meeting of the

Second International in Cairo that the

flood of Soviet Jews threatened to "put

the whole region on the verge of a new

bloody confrontation." In Baghdad. Iraqi

strongman Saddam Hussein threatened to

unleash "weapons of mass destruction"

on Israel if it launches a first strike, but

Syrian president Assad refused to attend

the Arab summit meeting. Palestine

Liberation Organization leader Yasir

Arafat begged a special United Nations

Security Council meeting (held in Gene-

va because the Bush administration re-

fused to let Arafat come to New York)

for a UN observer team, but the U.S.

vetoed this at Israel’s behest.

Time is running out in the Near East.

If kill-crazed state terrorists like Shamir

and Saddam Hussein pull the trigger, it

could set off a world conflagration. A
proletarian vanguard must be forged that

can break the cycle of bloody wars of

nationalist expansion and revenge, lead-

ing the Arab and Hebrew-speaking

working people in class struggle against

their own rulers. Defend the Palestini-

ans! Israel out of the Occupied Territo-

ries! For a socialist federation in which

all peoples of the Near East can live in

peace.

Committee about death row political

prisoner Mumia Abu-Jamal, requesting

petitions to circulate to his many friends

and supporters, both inside and outside

prison walls. Urging support to Dr. Alan

Berkman’s struggle to survive, former

New York Black Panther Party leader

Dhoruba al-Mujahid bin Wahad, recently

released after serving 17 years on a

COINTELPRO frame-up. recounted the

doctor's dedication to the cause of black

struggle:

“Dr. Alan Berkman has a history of

supporting African American liberation

struggles. He has lent his skills to the

cause of African American liberation. He

has treated all well-known political pris-

oners, when no one else would treat

them. He worked around the Attica case.

It was his diagnosis of Sekou Odinga,

that brought to light that the man was

tortured by the police when he was

arrested. He worked with the Lincoln

Detox Center up in the Bronx, when the

Black Panther Party and the Young Lords

developed a whole new approach to drug

detoxification in the late ’60s-early ’70s"

(WBAI-FM. 1 May).

On May 1 8 the Partisan Defense Com-

mittee wrote to the Bureau of Prisons

demanding nnmediate medical treatment

for Berkman:

“Because he stands up against racist

oppression and government policies he

is falsely labeled a ‘terrorist.’ Unable to

sentence him to death in the courts, the

U.S. government—the real terrorist— is

trying to execute Dr. Berkman through

medical neglect.

“While Dr. Berkman is denied request-

ed medical treatment, the Supreme Court

has endorsed the practice of forced drug

injections of inmates in U.S. prisons. For

years the U.S. has raised an international

hue and cry over the use of drugs on

prisoners in Soviet psychiatric institu-

tions. The hypocrisy and cruelly of this

government knows no bounds.

“‘We demand that Dr. Alan Berkman

be immediately released to obtain the

medical treatment necessary to save his

life—something he will not be given in

your jails!"

Dr. Berkman is urging supporters to

demand he be granted a humanitarian

parole. Write to: United States Parole

Commission, North Central Regional

Office, 10920. Ambassador Park. Air

World Center, Suite 220, Kansas City,

MO 64152. Save Dr. Alan Berkman!

* * *

We encourage WV readers to continue

to support and build the PDC. Become a

sustaining contributor. Send a donation

of $5 or more and receive a subscription

to Class-Struggle Defense Notes. For a

single copy send $1 to: Partisan Defense

Committee. P.O. Box 99. Canal Street

Station. New York. NY 10013.
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Separatist
demonstration
In Vilnius

January 10 (left)

pushes capitalist

restoration under
cover of “self-

determination.”
Great Russian
chauvinists in

Moscow (right)

under flag of

the tsar.

Summit...
(continued from page /

)

Union." But Gorbachev's proposals for

change in the Soviet Union have been

the exact opposite of a success. Thus

Western imperialism's euphoria over the

"death of Communism" is now being

tempered by the worry of a "conserva-

tive” backlash in the Soviet Union,

fueled above all by fear of a German

Fourth Reich and economic discontent

over the ravages of perestroika.

At a press conference early this month.

Bush expressed his concern that the

military appears to be reasserting its

influence in the Kremlin. A Sovietologist

for the premier Cold War think tank, the

Rand Corporation, declared that in the

Soviet armed forces. "You have most, if

not all. the necessary ingredients present

for a civil war" (Wall Street Journal , 13

April). Panic buying has engulfed the

Soviet Union in anticipation of a 200

percent food price increase. And only a

couple of days before the summit. Gorba-

chev’s chief rival Boris Yeltsin, a former

lieutenant of the Kremlin leader turned

populist demagogue, was elected to the

presidency of the Russian republic, the

core of the USSR.
Western ruling circles are no longer

asking: what will Gorbachev do. what

does he want? Instead they are asking:

what can Gorbachev do, how far will

he be allowed to go? The man they've

expected to bury Communism in the

Soviet Union may instead be buried by

his own people, from embittered veterans

of the Afghan war to workers fearful of

losing their jobs.

No to a Fourth Reich!

Despite the Western ruling classes'

appreciation for Gorbachev and concern

for his survival, the summit is not shap-

ing up to be a love-in. Washington and

other NATO capitals are demanding of

the Soviet Union unconditional surrender

on the German front. A year ago they

would have considered it unthinkable that

even Gorbachev would agree to the capi-

talist reunification of Germany under any

conditions. But now they are demanding

that a unified Germany must be part of

the NATO alliance.

As a compromise Gorbachev proposed

it could be in both NATO and the War-

saw Pact until another arrangement was

worked out. Bush and Kohl contemptu-

ously dismissed this idea as "another

formula for neutrality." Moscow then

offered to accept reunification while

putting the question of military alliances

on hold. Soviet foreign minister Eduard

Shevardnadze argued the "settlements of

the internal and external aspects of Ger-

man unification do not necessarily have

to occur simultaneously." Washington

and Bonn immediately shot down this

proposal, too.

There are any number of diplomatic

formulas and arrangements that would

allow Gorbachev to save face. A unified

Germany need not be a formal member

of NATO to be an actual military ally

of U.S. imperialism against Russia. But

Western ruling circles believe that the

Soviet bargaining position is so weak,

they can impose their maximum demands.

One senior Washington official gloated:

“These guys are losers on a big scale,

and they know it” (Newsweek. 28 May).

The "we won, you lost” triumphalism

in NATO capitals is adding fuel to a

backlash against appeasement within the

Soviet military and among broad layers

of patriotic Soviet citizens. Gorbachev is

clearly feeling the heat. In an interview

on the eve of the summit with Time

magazine, which only a few months ago

proclaimed him “Man of the Decade.”

Gorbachev declared that “we will never

agree" to give NATO "the leading role

in building a new Europe." A few days

before Gorbachev's pronouncement, a

Bonn diplomat noted in a worried tone:

“The Soviets have the theoretical ability

to block the whole process of unification.

To unify Germany against the will of the

Soviet Union would automatically desta-

bilize the political-military situation in

Europe" (Washington Post, 25 May).

To the extent that the Russians ob-

struct the drive toward reunification, it

will buy precious time for the German

working class to mobilize against the

creation of a Fourth Reich. In recent

weeks there are signs of increasing oppo-

sition to reunification in both West and

East Germany. Working people in West

Germany rightly fear that they will have

to pay for the great "leveraged buyout"

of the German Democratic Republic

(DDR). In the DDR greater numbers of

working people are realizing that capital-

ist restoration will bring massive unem-

ployment, the dismantling of social pro-

grams (e.g.. free day care for children)

and even eviction from their homes.

In a statement addressed to May Day

demonstrations in East and West Berlin,

the Spartakist Workers Party of Germany

(SpAD), section of the International

Communist League, stated:

"The need for joint class struggle in West

and East Germany is posed point blank

by plans to erect a Fourth Reich that will

mean terrible misery for millions of DDR
citizens, and attacks on the West German
working class as well, as the bosses seek

to drive down wages and living standards

by threatening to shift work to lower paid

workers in the DDR Against ‘national

unity" for the bosses, we need interna-

tionalist working-class unity in struggle

against the bosses!"

Lithuania: Anti-Soviet

Front Line

The world bourgeoisies' concern for

Gorbachev’s survival came to the surface

with the Lithuania crisis. When on March

1 1 the Sajudis nationalists proclaimed

their "independence" from the USSR,

they were initially cheered on in NATO
capitals while Bush blustered that the

Soviet government better not use force

or else. However, Moscow made a show

of military muscle in Lithuania, and

Gorbachev imposed an economic boycott

which is throttling the secessionist repub-

lic. whose oil supplies are about to run

out this week.

The hardest line against the Lithua-

nian secessionists has come from Soviet

military cadre, who have been more

openly critical of Gorbachev’s course

than ever before. After meeting with

Aleksandr Yakovlev, the Kremlin's num-

ber two man, a Sajudis representative

said, "he kept talking about the colossal

pressure they were feeling from the

Army" (Newsweek, 23 April). The deputy

commander of the army garrison in Vil-

nius, Lieutenant Colonel Valery Shoru-

pov. publicly derided Gorbachev 's "half-

measures" and called on him to impose

direct presidential rule in the republic.

Higher up the chain of command, the

deputy chief of the Soviet general staff.

General Vladimir Denisov, wrote in the

trade-union newspaper Trud that "the

carrying out of the policy of the present

Lithuanian leaders for secession is preg-

nant with danger for the security not only

of the Baltic republics and the U.S.S.R .

but for all of Europe.”

Denisov linked the danger in the Bal-

tics to the rise of "revanchist forces" in

Germany. The acute fear among Soviet

military men of a new Fourth Reich

looming on the Western horizon was well

expressed by Major General Algimantas

Vysotskis, head of the Vilnius recruiting

board:

"A united Germany will have 77 mil-

lion people Thatcher says ‘Let it join

NATO.' We pull out of Hungary and

Czechoslovakia and what's the response?

They put Germany in NATO. The United

States and Great Britain are at it again,

arming Germany. They took to the Lithu-

anian corridor, and along it they will

come, all over again.”

— Guardian ( London |. 23 April

General Vysotskis knows whereof he

speaks. Lithuanian nationalists, who last

declared their “independence" when Nazi

Germany invaded the Soviet Union in

1941. provided some of the most vicious

contingents of Hitler's extermination

campaigns. Twenty million Soviet citi-

zens died defending their country from

the Third Reich and its local collabora-

tors, and liberating all of Europe from

the horror of the Nazi occupation.

When it became clear that Moscow

was not simply going to cave in on this

one, the NATO powers began pressuring

the Sajudis nationalists to come to terms

with Gorbachev. Lithuanian "president"

Vytautis Landsbergis angrily accused

Bush of perpetrating "another Munich,"

while White House officials told the

press that Lithuanian leadership was "a

little flaky." When Lithuanian “prime

minister” Kazimiera Prunskiene visited

Washington a few weeks later, she was

received by Bush only as a "private"

citizen. The imperial president told her

bluntly his first priority was getting the

Soviet forces out of East Europe. Lithua-

nia would have to wait its turn to join the

capitalist "free world.”

In late April West German chancellor

Helmut Kohl and French president Fran-

cois Mitterrand, at Washington’s urging,

addressed an open letter to the Vilnius

secessionists, telling them to suspend

the ,|a\ys most, repugnant to the Soviet

government (e.g.. exempting Lithuanian

youth from Soviet army service). Having

been given marching orders by their

imperialist godfathers, the Sajudis nation-

alists have since put on hold a number of

flagrantly anti-Soviet laws. For his part.

Gorbachev offered to open negotiations

which would allow Lithuania to become

independent according to Soviet laws

(which require a two-thirds vote in a

referendum) so long as Landsbergis &
Co. suspend their "declaration of inde-

pendence." The Lithuanian parliament

refused.

In solidarity with Lithuania, early this
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Frey/Time

Soviet troops departing Afghanistan (above) after Mos-
cow’s halfhearted ten-year campaign. Soviet airborne
troops in Lithuania this April (right). Better to fight

imperialism in Afghanistan, and now East Germany, than
inside the Soviet Union!

Vyatkin/Novosti

month the Latvian nationalists, too, de-

clared their “independence" albeit with-

out a fixed timetable and appealing to

Gorbachev to negotiate a settlement. But
unlike Lithuania, almost half the popu-
lation of Latvia and Estonia—and a

majority of the working class

—

consists

of Russians. Ukrainians, Byelorussians,

Jews, ethnic Siberians and other Soviet

peoples. These Russian speakers rightly

fear that if the Baltic nationalists gain

sovereign power they will be reduced

to second-class citizenship or even be

driven from their homes. In mid-May
thousands of Russian-speaking workers

stormed the parliament buildings in Lat-

via and Estonia, chanting “Soviet Union"
and waving red flags with the hammer
and sickle. Conspicuous among the dem-
onstrators were Soviet army officers in

uniform.

It would appear that the Soviet military

has decided to draw the line of retreat in

the Baltics. But it is very late. Through-
out the 1980s, U.S. imperialism waged
a war on the cheap against the Soviet

Union in Afghanistan. Had the Soviet

forces and their Afghan leftist allies

mopped up the CIA-armed mujahedin—
Islamic fanatics who shot schoolteach-

ers for teaching young girls to read

—

Reagan/Bush's America would have lost

a key battle in Cold War II and suffered

a humiliating setback. But the Kremlin
fought a halfhearted war in Afghanistan,

and last year Gorbachev pulled out the

Soviet troops in order to appease West-

ern imperialism. Far from appeasing

them, the Afghan withdrawal signaled to

the NATO capitals that the Soviet gov-

ernment had lost its power and will to

fight. And now all across East Europe
Soviet forces are being pulled out.

To sell the abandonment of Afghani-

stan to the Soviet people, Gorbachev’s

propaganda apparatus deliberately pro-

moted pacifism, defeatism, narrow, self-

centered nationalism and illusions in the

moral superiority of the West. Moscow
publicists blamed Cold War II on Brezh-

nev’s alleged "adventurism." not on the

aggressive drive of U.S. imperialism

under the rabidly anti-Communist Rea-

gan. The "Afghanistan syndrome" was
clearly in evidence earlier this year in

protests against calling up military re-

serves to help stop the bloody communal-
ist war between the Azerbaijanis and

Armenians. Now counterrevolutionary

forces pose a strategic threat in the mili-

tarily vital Baltics. This bitter experience

amply demonstrates: better tofight impe-

rialism in Afghanistan, and now East

Germany, than inside the Soviet Union!

Soviet Workers Against
Perestroika

In one respect, resentment within the

Soviet military over Gorbachev’s aban-

donment of East Europe is directly linked

to the economics of perestroika. General

Mikhail Moiseyev, chief of the general

staff, exclaimed: "We will bring the

troops home, but no one has clearly

thought what it will cost. Families will

find themselves without apartments or

work, children without schools." Housing

has always been scarce in the Soviet

Union. But a few years ago a demobi-

lized soldier would have had no trouble

at all finding a job. Managers and econo-

mists complained about the acute short-

age of labor.

However, a key aspect of perestroika

is using the whip of unemployment to

strengthen labor discipline. Especially

since the miners strikes last summer, the

Gorbachev regime has been quite cau-

tious in implementing its market-oriented

“reforms." Thus the Soviet economy is

today a contradictory mess. Consumer
prices are still government-controlled but

state shops are empty while well-stocked

private entrepreneurs (“cooperativists”)

practice extortion. The state treasury

keeps shaky enterprises afloat but at the

cost of building up pressures for an ex-

plosion of hyperinflation.

Gorbachev’s caution on the economic

front has brought fire from "free mar-

keteers” both at home and abroad. In

March Gorbachev appointed as his lat-

est economic adviser Nikolai Petrakov,

dubbed “the Milton Friedman of the

USSR" and an ardent advocate of a

Polish-style “shock treatment": immedi-
ately abolish all controls, letting runaway
inflation clear the market; let all unprof-

itable enterprises go bankrupt, throwing

millions of workers into the streets. But

the Gorbachev regime has shied away
from that kind of all-out confrontation

with the masses. Petrakov ruefully con-

ceded: “The political aspect of shock

therapy must be soberly considered, and

take precedence over the economic”
(Guardian [London), 25 April). In other

words, they don’t want to be lynched by

angry workers.

Nonetheless, Gorbachev & Co. have

just announced plans to triple the price

of bread on July 1 and double food

prices in general on New Year’s 1991.

This is plenty shocking to Soviet work-

ing people and may well set off food

riots. To claim a "popular" mandate to

slash living standards, the architects of

perestroika are calling a countrywide

referendum on the new economic pro-

gram. Whatever the outcome of this

referendum, Soviet workers must use the

weapons of class struggle to defend

themselves against the degenerate Stalin-

ist bureaucracy, pro-capitalist intellectu-

als and the growing number of rapacious

private entrepreneurs.

To the extent that the working class

has entered the fray it has been against

the effects of perestroika. For its part, the

so-called United Front of Toilers, which

claims millions of supporters, combines

populist economic demands with a large

dose of Great Russian nationalism. An
economic spokesman for the Front. Alek-

sei Sergeyev, noted popular hostility

toward the privileges enjoyed by the

present Soviet officialdom, and he went

on: “I can imagine how powerful the

wrath of the people will be when instead

of the country houses of Politburo

and Government officials they see even

more luxuriously owned private country

houses. The people will be in a rage"

(New York Times, 14 May). Even the

official, bureaucratically controlled trade

unions have become a point of resistance

to perestroika.

The hostility that many Soviet workers

bear against a “market economy" was
manifest in the tumultuous May Day
demonstration in Moscow. The Western

media naturally focused on the orgy of

anti-Communism displayed by the “un-

official” participants with slogans like

"Down With Empire and Red Fascism!"

Self-styled anarchists carried black flags.

Others carried flags of tsarist Russia. The
antics of this reactionary zoo, right under

the noses of the Soviet leadership,

grabbed headlines around the world. It

was little noticed that the official trade-

union contingents in the May Day parade

were from the opposite side also march-

ing against what Gorbachev stands for,

carrying such slogans as “Down With
Private Property" and "A Market Econ-

omy Is Just Power to the Plutocracy."

The economic status quo is intolerable

and unsustainable us the halfway house

of perestroika produces the worst of both

worlds. Managers have been given wide
latitude to dispose of their enterprise’s

resources. Many sell their products and
even assets to private entrepreneurs.

While managers are looting socialized

property, the state treasury is running the

printing presses to keep their enterprises

solvent. Under Gorbachev, the Soviet

bureaucracy is in effect subsidizing bud-

ding capitalists by driving down the

living standards of working people.

Soviet workers cannot maintain their

jobs and living standards simply through

defensive trade-union struggles. To de-

fend themselves the working class must
take command of the means of produc-

tion. This means taking political power
by ousting the Kremlin oligarchy and
establishing a planned, egalitarian econ-

omy administered under soviet democ-
racy. To realize this program it is neces-

sary to reforge in the USSR a genuinely

communist vanguard party, modeled on
the Bolshevik Party which led the Octo-

ber Revolution, the party of Lenin and

Trotsky.

In the absence of such a revolution-

ary party, working-class resistance to

perestroika is being channeled into Great

Russian nationalism and even anti-

Semitism (“the socialism of fools")

backed by the conservative wing of the

Kremlin bureaucracy. These forces came
together last month with the formation of

the Russian Communist Party. While the

minority national republics (e.g., the

Ukraine. Armenia) have long had organi-

zationally separate Communist parties

within the framework of the Soviet CP.

the Russian republic heretofore has not.

The constituents of the Russian Commu-
nist Party range from the United Front of

Toilers to the nationalist outfit Fatherland

to the notorious defender of Stalin, the

Leningrad teacher Nina Andreyeva.

Soviet workers must understand that

Gorbachev’s program is not an alien

Western import but the end product of

six and a half decades of Stalinism, the

political rule of a bureaucratic caste on
the basis of collectivized property. The
"free market” intellectuals and techno-

crats are for the most part the privileged

offspring of Stalin’s apparatchiks, who
now believe their future would be bright-

er as capitalists or agents of Western

multinationals. Likewise, Gorbachev’s
appeasement of imperialism and aban-

donment of East Europe is a consummate
expression of Stalinist nationalism, codi-

fied in the dogma of “socialism in one
country." At the same time. Stalin and

his heirs, by imposing an oppressive

police state in East Europe, have driven

much of the East European populace,

including significant sections of the

working class, into the arms of “demo-
cratic" Western imperialism.

The creation of a German Fourth

Reich, capitalist reconquest of East

Europe and the disintegration of the

Soviet Union can even now be stopped

and turned back. But not on the basis of

Russian nationalism and populism. To
defend the gains of the October Revo-
lution and defend themselves against

the threat of mass unemployment, class-

conscious workers and leftist intellec-

tuals must recover the intense proletar-

ian internationalism personified by the

"Three L’s"—the Russian V.I. Lenin, the

Polish Jew Rosa Luxemburg and the

German Karl Liebknecht. For the unity

of Soviet. Polish and German workers

against imperialism!!

Independent (London]

Ukrainian miners inspecting pit equipment during summer 1989 Donbass strike

against effects of perestroika.
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West German Cops Storm Frankfurt

Demo Against Reunification

Frankfurt,

May 12-
Cops unleash
water cannon

against leftists

protesting

imperialists'

Anschluss of

East Germany.

Thefollowing article is translatedfrom

Spartakist No. 71 (22 May), published by

the Spartakist Workers Party of Ger-

many, section of the International Com-

munist League (Fourth Internationalist)

FRANKFURT/MAIN. West Germany.

May 12—When nearly 20.000 leftists

assembled in the Frankfurt Opernplat/

Saturday afternoon to demonstrate un-

der the slogan "Never Again Germany!"

(Marlene Dietrich. 1945) against the

capitalist reunification of Germany, the

leftists got a taste of what a Greater

Germany has in store for them: the

square was heavily surrounded by police

units with reinforcement from West

German border guards and riot squads

in bulletproof vests. Only people who

allowed themselves to be searched could

enter the square; demonstrators’ cars

were stopped.

The message to the demonstrators

from the Frankfurt police of the social-

democratic/Greens coalition city gov-

ernment was clear: intimidation and il-

legalization. This is the kind of police

terror East German interior minister

Diestel of the
|
right-wing] DSU is yearn-

ing for when he demands "typical police

weapons."

The march through the empty banking

district and downtown area after the

close of business was hemmed in left and

right by police chains, from which there

was no lack of provocations. At the

concluding rally at the Romerplatz
|
in

front of city hall) around 4:00 p.m., the

police unleashed an orgy of violence

such as Frankfurt has not seen since

1985. The approximately 10.000 demon-

strators still at the city hall were sur-

rounded and hermetically sealed off;

three water cannons sprayed the protest-

ers; police squads stormed the square,

clubs swinging. Arrest squads hauled off

1 8 demonstrators, and there were numer-

ous injuries.

The demonstration itself was marked

by "left"-nationalist impotence against

the imperialists’ Anschluss (annexation)

offensive, with a political perspective

that did not go beyond pleading for “two

states” and pacifistic appeals. One of

the slogans was "For a West Germany
without an army!" while the anti-Soviet

MLPD characterizes the DDR (East

Germany) as "bureaucratic capitalism."

failing to understand that here the issue

is counterrevolution and thus seeing

nothing to defend. The PDS [Party of

Democratic Socialism, successor to the

former DDR ruling party) marched under

the banner "Kein StaatSSlreichvertrag

—Streichung des Artikels 23GG!" [No

Coup d'Etat Treaty—Delete Article 23

of the West German Basic Law), so as to

offer itself at an opportune moment as

a "democratic and not a radical party”

(PDS chairman Gregor Gysi). This fits

right in with the Greens, who are

busy trying to provide counterrevolution

with a "democratic" legitimacy through

a plebiscite on the constitution.

The majority of the demonstrators

were Autonomes. Absent were the pow-

erful trade unions and a proletarian per-

spective: only the mobilization of the

working class in defense of its gains

will be able to prevent the formation

of a Fourth Reich. Today it is neces-

sary to intervene in the partial, defen-

sive struggles of the East German work-

ers with the perspective of resisting

and reversing the process of capitalist

reunification. That is the way to stop

German imperialism from carrying out its

sinister plans.

Spartakist Workers Party of Germany Says:

Defend Our Mozambican Co-Workers!

Spartakist Workers Party at May Day demonstration in East Berlin.

Thefollowing article is reprintedfrom

Spartakist No. 71 (22 May).

On two successive weekends, a work-

ers' dormitory in the Lichlenberg district

of East Berlin was attacked during the

night by Nazi gangs wielding stones,

bottles and knives. Shouting racist abuse

such as "N rs out. foreigners out."

they tried to storm the residence, which

is occupied mostly by Mozambicans. The

foreign workers had to barricade them-

selves in their home, and even after the

police showed up. the attacks lasted into

the early morning hours. One week earli-

er in Hoyerswerda. on May 1 a Mozam-
bican was beaten by fascist thugs and

had to be hospitalized, whereupon there

were street battles and the workers’ dor-

mitory was attacked. Several Mozambi-

cans were injured.

These deadly attacks are a further

grisly escalation of the Nazi skinhead

terror in the DDR. which has been rising

along with capitalist restoration and

German nationalism. Comrades of the

Spartakist Workers Party (SpAD) visited

the residence in Lichtenberg and spoke

with the Mozambican workers, most of

whom work at KWO [a metal cable fac-

tory) and in the refrigeration works.

Outside of their cramped dormitory and

the factories they work in, these workers

can only go out in the streets in groups;

they reported an appalling escalation of

threats and attacks, and at night they

must lock themselves in.

While selling our press at the KWO
plant we spoke with many workers who
were shocked by these attacks. Some
took stacks of our Portuguese transla-

tion of "What Do the Spartakists Want?"

to pass on to fellow workers. What's

urgently needed are organized workers

defense groups from KWO. the refrigera-

tion works and other plants, to defend the

foreign workers' dormitories against fas-

cist attacks. This could set an example

for workers throughout the DDR of how

to sweep the fascist Filth off the streets.

Below we reprint a letter that the

SpAD wrote in solidarity to Mozambi-

cans in Hoyerswerda.

Berlin. 7 May 1990

Dear Friends,

Today we were outraged to learn of

the attack on you that took place on May
Day. This attack constitutes a cowardly

fascist provocation. We condemn all at-

tacks on you and would like to express

our sympathy and wish your injured

comrades a speedy recovery.

Already under the Honecker govern-

ment you had to live in poor housing

conditions and were subjected to insults.

And now. with the efforts of German
imperialism and its lackeys to set up a

Fourth Reich, the brown plague [fascism)

is raising its head. The Nazis/skinheads

are the shock troops, the gangs of thugs

of capitalist reunification and thus of

counterrevolution. A reunified Germany
on a capitalist basis also means a resur-

gence of German nationalism. And while

capital is organizing the sellout of our

achievements and seeks, under the cover

of a currency union, to drive the workers

into poverty, foreigners, homosexuals

and leftists are being attacked by organ-

ized fascist mobs. In the West as well.

continued on page 9
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End of the Line for Canadian CP
At a press conference in April, George

Hewison. leader of the Communist Party

of Canada, announced to the public that

at a party conference next October the

membership will be asked to dump the

word “Communist" from the party’s

name. It’s “a poor vote getter,” Hewison

complained. Besides, he added. “I don’t

want to be identified with Nicolae

Ceausescu and I don't think anyone else

in our party wants to be either" (Toronto

Star. 12 April).

Hewison said the goal was dumping its

“Stalinist past" in favor of "democratic

socialism." to build a “united party of the

socialist left." Meanwhile, at a recent

conference of the Communist Party of

Quebec, motions were put forward call-

ing for the complete dissolution of the

party. Many cadres and organizers have

already voted with their feet. Attendance

at CP public meetings is one-half to one-

third of a year ago. Even its traditional

May Day march in Vancouver was can-

celed this year.

Everything is up for grabs in what is

called "a process of renewal," which as

the CP's press admits, puts "every organ-

izational and theoretical concept on

which the world communist movement

has been based for the past 70 years up

for reexamination.” Instead of ritual

incantations of proletarian international-

ism, long since abandoned in practice,

Hewison & Co. offer Maple Leaf social

democracy. Thus a Central Committee

resolution called for the CP to “re-define

its relations" with the New Democratic

Party (Canadian Tribune , 16 April).

And at the Young Communist League

of Canada convention held in Toronto

May 18-21. delegates noted that their

organization had shrunk by 50 percent

since their last gathering. One resolution

claimed the crisis was so bad that merely

“transforming the YCL will not enable

us to get out of our isolation and disre-

pute." In the end, the convention voted

to drop the name "Communist," junk all

reference to “Marxism-Leninism" and

break direct political links with the Com-
munist Party, all in the name of “unity”

with other "progressive youth forces."

Several delegates proclaimed that

Communism had become a "dirty word."

But this wasn't the only view presented.

A spokesman for the Trotskyist League

of Canada, section of the International

Communist League (Fourth International-

ist), herself a former member of the

YCL. addressed the convention: “We are

proud to be Marxists, we are proud to be

Leninists, we are proud to be Commu-
nists—a taboo word here today." she

said. Today more than ever, the Trot-

skyists are manifestly the only ones who
continue on Lenin’s road.

Stalinism in Collapse

—

Communism Lives!

The bourgeoisie’s triumphal proclama-

tions of the “death of Communism" are

taking their toll on the Canadian CP
which, like the imperialists, has long

identified “communism" with the corrupt.

Lurching Toward Social Democracy

The CP and Canadian socialism:

new questions, new directions

Socialist renewal & the Communist Party

A PARTY
DEMOCRATIC & RELEVANT

‘Events in Eastern Europe have challenged many of our precepts'

Examining GDR history

Stalinism -- was a

different path possible?
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George Hewison presides over CP’s
disintegration, as party press reels

from collapse of Stalinism in East
Europe.

parasitic rule of the Stalinist bureauc-

racies from Moscow to Bucharest to

Havana. The capitalist media gloats:

"The Communist Party of Canada has

decided it would rather be dead than red"

and "The Party’s Over, Eh?” ( Vancouver

Province, 12 April).

In a letter of resignation, printed in the

Canadian Tribune (7 May), a veteran

member writes: "It’s hard to find lan-

guage strong enough, but I’m devastated

by what has been going on in the USSR.

in all the East European ‘socialist’ coun-

tries....” This is from a man who joined

the CP in 1936, at the height of the infa-

mous Moscow Trials, who made it

through Khrushchev’s revelations against

Stalin at the 20th Party Congress, who
witnessed the suppression of proletarian

upheavals against Stalinist rule in East

Germany, in Hungary, in Poland during

the 1 95,0s. Now. in the face of the com-

plete, collapse of Stalinist regimes in

Eastern Europe and the nationalist up-

heavals, economic chaos and fracturing

of the Kremlin bureaucracy in Gorba-

chev's Russia, he declares, "for many
years to come, the word communism will

be repugnant to most people."

Those who rush to abandon “Commu-
nism" are dancing to the tune of the

lying imperialist bourgeoisie who have

proclaimed the “death of Communism
'

and even “the end of history." But com-

munism is not dead—what is dying

before our eyes is Stalinism. Communism
is the program which embodies the fun-

damental interests of the international

working class. So long as the class

struggle exists, communism lives—the

struggle to overthrow capitalism, which

condemns billions of people the world

over to lives of privation and social

misery, and to establish a rational egali-

tarian society through the class rule of

the workers.

The Stalinist-led Communist parties

turned their back on authentic com-
munism more than half a century ago.

replacing its international liberating pro-

gram with Stalin/Bukharin's lie of “so-

cialism in one country”—a contradiction
in terms— and the suicidal notion of

"peaceful coexistence” with imperialism.

Leon Trotsky analyzed the Stalinist bu-

reaucracy as a petty-bourgeois layer,

silting atop the economic foundations of

the workers state, which treacherously

tries to act as a middleman between the

proletariat and the bourgeoisie. Now this

balancing act has collapsed as Stalinist

ruling cliques from Moscow to East

Berlin to Beijing join in a mad rush

to embrace Reagan's "magic of the

marketplace."

More than 50 years ago. Trotsky out-

lined the fundamental economic and

social contradictions of Soviet society

following the political counterrevolu-

tion in which Stalin and his henchmen

usurped power against the Bolshevik

internationalists of the Left Opposition

The widespread cynicism toward com-
munism and socialism, the alienation of

the working masses from a privileged

bureaucracy, the resurgence of Great

Russian chauvinism and of nationalism

among the non-Russian peoples—often

as an ideological cover for counterrev-

olution—are the product of decades of

Stalinist rule culminating in the market-

oriented perestroika of Gorbachev & Co.

So what "realistic solutions" do they

offer? Private ownership as the way to

secure a higher standard of living? Tell

it to the millions ol desperate homeless

in North America, whose only connection

to desirable consumer goods produced by

capitalism is to look at them in the store

windows of Macy's or the Hudson Bay

Co. The world market as some kind of

rational regulator? Try that one on work-

ers in the Dominican Republic who sur-

vive on wages of $3 a day from multina-

tionals like Falconbridge while the Bank
of Nova Scotia and Royal Bank of Cana-

da suck tens of millions of dollars a year

out of their country for "debt service."

Nor is there any inherent connection

between “market socialism" and political

liberalization— it was in China, where

the program of "building socialism with

capitalist methods" has gone the furthest,

producing the greatest class inequalities

in city and countryside, that the Stalinist

rulers drew the hard line in blood with

the Beijing massacre and the subsequent

repression of students and especially

workers. And when they bring in the

capitalist market full force, as presently

in Poland, it means implementing a

"shock treatment" modeled on the brutal

Pinochet dictatorship in Chile. Some
“democracy"!

Maple Leaf Social Democracy

The Canadian CP has long been one of

the most Moscow-loyal of any of the

Western Communist parties. Now. in the

face of the terminal crisis of Stalinism.

continued on page 8

Winnipeg General Strike, 1919. Thousands of militant workers joined early

Canadian CP.

AP no credit

In the Canadian CP, Tim Buck (right) carried out Stalin's class-collaborationist

policies, purging Left Opposition from Communist International.
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Canadian CP...

East Berlin,

January 3—
250,000 protest
against fascist

defacing of

Soviet war
memorial at

Treptow Park.

German
Spartakists

initiated this

united-front

mobilization.

TLD banner
reads: “Down

with NATO!
Defend the

Soviet Union!"

(continued from page 7)

the CP has proclaimed a "process of

renewal" aimed at transforming itself

into a purely national, parliamentary

party of social-democratic reformism.

According to the Canadian parly's April

CC resolution (which calls for a break

from "undemocratic, state socialism") a

"socialist Canada would be independent

and non-aligned." Guess that means
Northern Neighbors will have to go?

Hewison and his crew are looking to

completely resolve the contradiction of

serving two masters, the Kremlin bu-

reaucracy and the Canadian bourgeoisie.

But just as the CP hauls down a badly

faded red flag and runs up the Maple
Leaf, exchanging the Internationale for

Oh Canada, Canada itself seems to be

coming apart at the seams over Quebec.

Once again they are taking their cue

from the Kremlin where Gorbachev's
seemingly endless appetites to appease

imperialism are being translated interna-

tionally into "unity" (read: capitulation)

of the Communist parties with pro-

imperialist social democracy. The re-

named parties of the former Stalinist

regimes in Eastern Europe are rushing

headlong into the Second International

(the Poles, Hungarians and East Germans
have already applied). And the leadership

of the Italian CP has announced that

it is junking the name "Communist."
About the only holdouts for Stalinist

orthodoxy are Castro in Cuba and the

Portuguese CP.

Not so many years ago the Canadian
Stalinists sneered at the “Eurocommu-
nists" as traitors to socialism for parrot-

ing the Cold War anti-Sovietism of the

imperialists and the social democrats in

order to sell their services to their "own”
ruling class. But at the domestic level.

“Euros" and Kremlin-loyal Stalinists

were practically indistinguishable in their

popular-front policies. In Greece, for

example, after the parly (KKE) split

into Interior and pro-Moscow Exterior

wings in the ‘70s. during the 1980s both

wings supported Papandreou’s social-

democratic PASOK government. And
after PASOK fell under the weight of

scandal, the KKE ended up in coalition

with the rightist New Democracy, the

party of the colonels!

Against Capitalist
Reunification of Germany!

Of those who reject Hewison's "re-

newal." some CPers harkened back to the

“good old days" of Joe Stalin. One writer

to the Pacific Tribune (18 September
1989) complained that "the capitalist

media (now including the Tribune) are

determined to use Stalin as the scape-

goat..." A letter to the Canadian Trib-

une (24 July 1989) saluted the Beijing

Stalinists* savage repression of the

Tiananmen protests last spring: "The
Chinese government and people should
be congratulated for their effective and

decisive struggle against the enemies of
socialism.” But this "old guard” had their

last wind knocked out of them with the

collapse of Erich Honecker’s regime in

East Berlin, the symbol of Stalinist order

and stability.

As the situation turned sharply to the

right in the DDR (East Germany), "re-

newers" such as the CP's Moscow corre-

spondent Fred Weir actually greeted

Gorbachev's green light for the annex-
ation of the DDR by a Fourth Reich of

West German imperialism: "the USSR
several times in the late 1940s and early

1950s proposed a united, neutral Ger-

many as an alternative. This prospect has

always appeared to frighten the West
much more than it does Moscow” ( Cana-
dian Tribune, 19 February). Others were
not so sanguine as the East German SED
(Socialist Unity Party) caved in to capi-

talist reunification. Earlier this year, a

petition signed by 21 members and sup-

porters of the Canadian CP declared:

"The news that Hans Modrow, D.D.R.
Prime Minister, backed by the reformists

in Moscow, announced his party’s sup-

port for reunification of Germany, and
announced a concrete plan for this idea

on the condition that the new unified

Germany stayed neutral, hits us very
hard.

"A unified Imperialist Germany is a real

danger not only to the Soviet Union but
to the whole world... The best and most
conscious workers in East Germany has
shown their will to get rid of the Stalinist

bureaucracy but do not support capitalist

restoration.

"On January 3. over 250.000 workers
responded to the Nazis defiling of graves
of Soviet Soldiers by mass demonstration
in Treptow Park. On January 14. once
again more than a quarter million mili-

tant workers rallied in Berlin supporting
Socialism.

“These actions constitute vivid evidence
that the political revolution in the D.D.R.
can lead to a genuine worker Democracy
based on workers and Soldiers councils.

Such an event will electrify the working
class and its allies everywhere in the

world, in the same way that the 1917
October revolution did. .

"We the undersigned declare unambigu-
ously. our opposition to any sellout of the

DDR. Let our position that the SED
break immediately all negotiations for

capitalist restoration, our call for the

building of workers councils in defence
of the DDR, be known not only to the

Canadian workers but to the SED and the

German working class.”

With Gorbachev selling out the store,

many CPers feel betrayed, particularly

foreign-born members who had looked to

the USSR as a bulwark in the struggle

against imperialist-sponsored oppression
in their homelands. Last year as Moscow
was pulling Soviet troops out of Afghani-
stan. the Partisan Defense Committee's
campaign to raise funds for civilian vic-

tims of the CIA-backed mujahedin in the

battle for Jalalabad met with considerable

support from Canadian CPers. The work
of our German comrades in the Sparta-

kist Workers Party (SpAD), who initiated

the call for the Treptow demonstration
and ran in DDR elections as the only

party to unambiguously oppose capitalist

reunification, attracted interest among
Communist Party members. As one com-
mented. the SpAD “are probably the only
organized revolutionaries in Germany
right now.”

“Reformists of the
Second Mobilization”

The crisis of the Canadian Communist
Party is no doubt of considerable interest

to members of the CPUSA. But if so.

they won’t find out about what’s happen-
ing with their comrades north of the 49th
parallel from Political Affairs or the

People's Daily World, which is silent

while the Canadian bourgeois press chor-

tles. Moreover, according to its 10 May
issue. PDW is cutting back to weekly
frequency for financial reasons. And
evidently Gus Hall is having some prob-

lems of his own in suppressing Gorba-
chevite dissent. In his report to a January
27-28 meeting of the CPUSA’s Nation-
al Committee. Hall states that “leading

comrades" are circulating private politi-

cal letters and he complains:

“How should the Party deal with a mem-
ber of the National Committee who ap-
pears on a public radio program and
when asked what the lessons are for the

CPUSA from the events in Eastern Eu-
rope. he answers: To cleanse the Party
of Stalinism and remove the Stalinist

leaders. ’ Speaking for myself. I think this

is irresponsible and slanderous."

In the discussion, in which most of the

leading black cadre spoke of the need
for more party democracy, CP National
Board member James Jackson pointed to

the "very interesting" Canadian Tribune
article on “Socialist Renewal." The crisis

of the Communist Party of Canada stares

the CPUSA in the face.

In attempting to transform itself into

a "united parly of the socialist left.” the

Canadian CP seems to be banking on the

tact that the NDP is such a right-wing
and relatively marginal social-democratic
party, many of whose leaders would fit

into the Liberal Party. The CPC has a
certain degree of labor support which the

CPUSA hasn’t had since the McCarthyite

red purges in the CIO. But even if they

achieve some success as social demo-
crats. this will mean serving not only the

Canadian bourgeoisie but also necessarily

—despite the CPC’s anti-Yankee rhetoric

—its senior partners in Wall Street and
Washington.

As Trotsky noted in writing of the

Seventh World Congress of the Comin-
tern, where the Stalinists’ popular-front

policy of seeking “alliances” with the

“progressive" bourgeoisies was sancti-

fied: “Nothing now distinguishes the

Communists from the Social Democrats

TO OUR
READERS

Beginning in the first week
of June, we w ill be reducing our

frequency of publication to

weekly.

This is a decision which we
have anived at reluctantly The

Hard times for CPUSA.

except the traditional phraseology, which
is not difficult to unlearn" (“The Comin-
tern's Liquidation Congress." in his Writ-

ings (1935-36)). The “process of renew-
al” advocated by the leadership of the

Canadian Communist Party represents the

completion of this process. By dumping
all the old phraseology and any attach-

ment. however remote, to the defense of
the Soviet Union. Hewison & Co. are

looking to find comfortable niches in the
labor bureaucracy and the lower rungs of
the parliamentary apparatus of capitalist

rule.

This is a long way down from the

Winnipeg General Strike of 1 9 1 9 and the

flinty men who founded the Communist
Party of Canada (see "How Stalinism
Wrecked the Communist Party of Cana-
da,' Spartacist Canada No. 77, Winter
1989/90). Like "Moscow Jack" Mac-
Donald, first national secretary of the
Workers Party and then the CPC, who
declared himself in 1932 for Trotsky’s
Left Opposition. Like William Moriarty.
who was the only delegate to the Comin-
tern Executive Committee plenum in

1925 who refused to condemn "Trotsky-
ism. And Maurice Spector, who together
with James P. Cannon of the American
party smuggled Trotsky’s critique of
"socialism in one country" out of Stalin’s

Russia and. expelled from their respec-
tive parties, founded the International
Left Opposition. But it wasn't just Stalin
who destroyed the Canadian and other
CPs; he had his cynical hatchet men like

Tim Buck to purge those who still held
to the program of international proletar-
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Finally They Admit It

CIA’s Hit List for

1965 Indonesia Massacre
Half a Million Communists Were Slaughtered

In October 1965 the Indonesian army

under General Suharto launched a mass

slaughter campaign designed to physical-

ly exterminate the Partai Komunis Indo-

nesia (PKI), then the third-largest Com-
munist Party in the world with up to 3

million members and another 14 million

supporters. In the reign of terror which

ensued some 500,000 Communists were

butchered.

This was the year that the U.S. mas-

sively escalated its military intervention

into Vietnam in the name of “fighting

Communism,” and it was obvious then to

anyone who read between the lines of the

New York Times that the CIA also had a

hand in the Indonesian slaughter. Now in

the Reagan/Bush era the CIA criminals

feel brazen enough to openly brag about

their crimes.

An article by Kathy Kadane of the

States News Service reports on inter-

views with these killers, who describe in

detail how they compiled and turned over

a death list of thousands of names for the

Indonesian army and then coldbloodedly

“checked off the names of those who had

been killed" (San Francisco Examiner,

20 May).

“It really was a big help to the army,”

boasted Robert J. Martens, who headed

the U.S. embassy group of State Depart-

ment and CIA officers in Jakarta who

spent two years compiling the list. “They

probably killed a lot of people, and I

probably have a lot of blood on my
hands, but that’s not all bad."

Former deputy CIA station chief Jo-

seph Lazarsky noted, “We were getting

a good account in Jakarta of who was

being picked up. The army had a 'shoot-

ing list' of about 4,000 or 5,000 people,"

but the list evidently got a lot bigger.

And thousands were herded into “deten-

tion centers" because, Lazarsky says,

they “didn’t have enough goon squads to

zap them all.”

Howard Federspiel, another State De-

partment "expert" at the time, says

matter-of-factly, “No one cared, as long

as they were Communists, that they were

being butchered.” And so the CIA helped

carry out. in the words of their own 1 968

report, “one of the worst mass murders

of the 20th century."

Former CIA director William Colby

now crawls out of the woodwork to

proudly boast that the action in Indonesia

was comparable to the CIA’s "Phoenix"

mass assassination program in Vietnam,

one of the dirty secrets of that dirty

war. Colby complains that in the post-

Watergate period he was “kicked around

for" this crime. In Vietnam, too. they

compiled lists so that they could send out

teams to “shoot them," he admits with

obscene pride. Colby himself admitted in

1971 Congressional testimony that over

20,000 alleged Viet Cong were assassi-

nated under the Phoenix "program" in its

first two and a half years.

American imperialism had gotten in-

volved in Vietnam in an attempt to

stem the tide of peasant-based revolu-

tions which threatened to sweep Asia

like "falling dominoes." We noted at the

time:

“The central aim of American imperial-

ism in Southeast Asia— the containmenl

and isolation of China—had already been

achieved with the massacre of the Indo-

nesian Communists in 1 965. especially in

the context of the Sino-Soviel split. A
large section of the U.S. ruling class

would now like to see an end to Ihe Viet-

nam War through negotiation...
"

—“Johnson Goes. Imperialism

Remains!" Spartacist

Supplement. May 1968

But despite pressure from the bourgeois

"doves," President Johnson continued to

escalate the war, only to lose it on the

battlefield to the heroic Vietnamese peas-

ants and workers.

The imperialists lost Vietnam, but now
they're on a counteroffensive as the Sta-

linist regimes collapse in Eastern Europe.

Many of the very same murderers are

still in top posts of the U.S. government.

Company man Martens, for instance, is

now a “consultant" for the State Depart-

ment. And these are the guys who want

to bring "democracy" to East Europe!

While Gorbachev is criminally selling

out to the imperialists, pushing to turn

over collectivized property to “market

forces,” we offer some time-tested mar-

ket advice: “let the buyer beware." It is

the capitalist system which breeds mass'

misery and mass bloodletting, and only

victorious proletarian revolution on a

world scale can put an end to it.

Appeal to Save Indonesian Communists
The following item was excerpted

from the “Partisan Defence Commit-

tee Notes" in Australasian Spartacist

No. 136, May-June 1990.

In March the PDC sent an urgent

message to the Indonesian government

protesting the execution of four PKI

leaders—Satar Suryanto, Yohanes Su-

rono, Simon Soleiman and Norbertus

Rohayan—who were amongst an esti-

mated 50 prisoners who have lan-

guished in prison hellholes since

1965. Nine more are on death row, six

of whom, including peasant union

leader Ruslan Widjayasastra. face im-

minent execution. The PDC protest

(27 March) also demanded:
"Stop the executions of PKI leaders

Ruslan Widjayasastra, Sukatno. Iskan-

der Subekli, and Asep Suryaman as

well asl. Bungkus, and Marsudi. Free

them now! Release all PKI members
and militants imprisoned after govern-

ment slaughter of half million work-

ing people in 1965.

"Your vain attempts to deprive the

Indonesian toiling masses of leader-

ship will not succeed. In 1947-49

Australian workers concretely aided

just cause of Indonesian independ-

ence. Such iryernational proletarian

solidarity will help bring down your

bloodthirsty regime in ihe struggle for

a workers and peasants Indonesia."

Further protest telegrams were sent

by fraternal defence organisations in

Canada, Germany. Italy and Japan. We
call for urgent international working-

class protest against the decrepit re-

gime’s murderous plans.

ian struggle which animated Lenin’s

Third International in opposition to Sta-

lin's nationalist dogma of “socialism in

one country."

In his writings on the Stalinist degen-

eration of the Comintern, American

Trotskyist leader James Cannon noted:

“The acceptance of this theory by the

other Communist parties in the capitalist

countries prepared by their own weari-

ness and loss of historical perspective,

implicitly signified their renunciation of

the revolutionary program in their own
countries. At the same time, it gave them

— for consolation—an ersatz program

which enabled them to save face in mak-

ing the transition to reformism, and to

pretend to themselves and others that

they were still fighting for ’socialism’— in

another country."
— The First Ten Years of

American Communism (1962)

For Genuine Communism!

In Canada and the U.S., the most gro-

tesque betrayals— like the CPs' support

for throwing Japanese Canadians and

Japanese Americans into concentration

camps (in Canada in particularly harsh

and brutal conditions) and calling for

“total war” against strikes during World

War II—were justified in the name of

defense of the Soviet Union. The Trot-

skyists—who fought for working-class

opposition to the second imperialist war.

who uniquely defended those who were

interned for their Japanese origins, who

defended the Soviet Union, including

American Trotskyists who risked their

lives to sail on the Murmansk run. bring-

ing arms and revolutionary propaganda

in defense of the gains of October to

Russian workers and soldiers—were

slandered as "imperialist agents”!

For years, CPers in the West sneered

at the Trotskyists: “We have the USSR,

the powerhouse of socialism. Where do

you Trotskyites have power?” Now this

rug has been pulled out from under them.

The Stalinist leaders' relationship to the

class struggle mimics the relationship of

the imperialist rulers to “democracy"

—

they have not believed in it nor pro-

moted it for a long, long time. They are

completely prostrate before imperialist

triumphalism and desperate to junk any-

thing that even remotely smacks of

“communism."
But presumably there are some who

joined the Communist Party because they

wanted to be communists. To them we

say that to follow your leaders’ capitula-

tion means turning your backs on the

struggles which must break out and are

already breaking out in East Europe, as

workers resist the calamitous effects of

the plunge toward the restoration of capi-

talism. It means abandoning the mass of

South African blacks who, while their

leaders “negotiate" with de Klerk and the

apartheid capitalists, still raise red flags

with the hammer and sickle as a symbol

of the social revolution for which they

are so desperately fighting. This world

needs genuine communists more than

ever.

There is an authentic communist alter-

native which is represented in the pro-

ram of Trotskyism. As we wrote in our

eclaration of the founding of the Inter-

national Communist League ( Workers

Vanguard, No. 479, 9 June 1989):

“The heirs of Stalin manifestly lack the

capacity to defend the Soviet power, of

which they have been simultaneously the

parasitic defender and the counterrev-

olutionary disorganizer for 65 years

Yet to the same measure that they

have brought 'communism' into disrepute

thanks to the crimes they committed

in its name, they have also reduced

their ability to manipulate the allegiance

of dedicated pro-Communist workers

throughout the world. No longer can a

Stalin and his half-dozen conscious ac-

complices wield ‘monolithic’ parties as

instruments of class-collaborationist trea-

son in the name of 'building socialism.'

"We take our stand on the authentic

Mozambicans...
(continued from page 6)

racist, anti-Semitic terror continues to

increase. There are constant attacks by

the bourgeois state on the Romas and

Cintis [Gypsies], And with the new laws

on foreigners there is an attempt to make
life hell for all immigrant workers, stu-

dents, etc., especially Turkish workers.

Only a mass workers mobilization can

do away with the Nazi scum, i.e., it is

not enough if a few people armed with

sticks try to act against skinheads. One
must bring the struggle into the trade

unions. With a workers united front we
can smash the brown plague. The Spar-

tak ist Workers Party fights for such a

united front, like the 250.000-strong

anti-fascist demonstration at the Soviet

communist tradition of the Bolsheviks

who made ihe Russian Revolution. We
choose the communism that had Lenin as

its greatest teacher in the imperialist

epoch. We choose the communism of

Lenin's comrade Trotsky, who beginning

as early as 1923 understood the main

lines of what needed to be done. We
choose the communism that Stalin utterly

betrayed as he deliberately destroyed the

Third International. We choose the com-
munism of a new Fourth International

that will do away once and for all with

the exploitation of man by man and

establish a socialist society based on a

new vision of the continual expansion of

human freedom in all spheres: in politics,

economics, culture and in every aspect of

personal life.' B

Memorial on 3 January 1990. which we
initiated. In Chicago several years ago

we helped to organize workers defense

guards to protect the homes of black

fellow workers against racists. We fight

for the building of a mass Leninist-

egalitarian party which can lead the

working class to victory in its struggle

against fascism and for a socialist Ger-

many in a United Socialist Slates of

Europe. We will be victorious only if we
struggle together w ith our immigrant co-

workers and their families. The victory

of the Red Army over Hiller's Germany
must not be reversed! Full citizenship

rights for all immigrants! We stand at

your side.

With internationalist greetings,

Toralf Endruweit

for the Spartakist Workers Party
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New York...
(continuedfrom page 12)

murder conviction that something other

than the usual racist injustice would

come out of a NYC court were stunned.

Diane Hawkins sobbed uncontrollably

with a mother's pain as she heard the

verdicts and watched one of her son's

killers get off on lesser charges. Even

Mondello’s "blame-the-victims" attorney,

the inflammatory Stephen Murphy, was

surprised by the verdicts. Mondello had

signed a police confession five times that

he was the lynch mob leader, and

bragged in a TV interview of his leading

role in rounding up the gang of killers

and supplying them with baseball bats!

After the verdict, a frustrated crowd of

black protesters burned a flag and then

vented their rage in misdirected fashion,

trashing a Korean grocer's fruit stand as

they charged through downtown Brook-

lyn. knocking over garbage cans and

breaking store windows. Al Sharpton. the

black nationalist demagogue who is ad-

vising the Hawkins family, headed across

the street from the courthouse to the

office of attorney Alton Maddox, where

Sharpton vowed to a crowd "we’re going

to move on this town." His audience

responded with chants of “What do we

want? War!” (New York Post, 19 May).

In several ugly incidents around Brook-

lyn that night some white bystanders

were chased and pummeled, and report-

ers were set upon outside the Hawkins

family home in East New York.

The next day. Sharpton led several

hundred black protesters in a march

through Bensonhurst where jeering

whites taunted them by holding up water-

melons, praising the lynch mob and

spray-painting “No N r Zone" on the

walls of the street where Yusuf Hawkins
was shot to death. While Sharpton whips

up crowds at the courthouse and Slave

Theater to chant for “war,” in the race

war he is trying to provoke, blacks can

only lose. And in Bensonhurst, the FBI

informer Sharpton makes black marchers

the target of crazed racist mobs with only

the racist cops for “protection.”

As the city sizzled, Dinkins and Demo-
cratic Party liberals tried to cool it out

with empty rhetoric of New York as a

“gorgeous mosaic” of immigrants and

handing out blue ribbons for racial har-

mony. But meanwhile, the anti-Semitic.

anti-Asian gang of hustlers like Sharpton,

Maddox, C. Vernon Mason and Sonny
Carson (who like Sharpton has also of-

fered to wear a police wire) are exploit-

ing the pent-up and justified black rage

CCNY...
(continued from page 12)

a stand against all forms of race-hatred

then they are the ones who donVb'eldrtg

in this demonstration!" Finding no takers

for excluding the SYC (which made up

half the demonstration) the slimy nation-

alists backed down.

The nationalist demagogues in New
York City today are poison. When there

was a genuine struggle for black equality

in this country, the most conscious soli-

dari/ed with victims of the racist Ameri-

can ruling class all over the world. In

1967. marchers took to the streets of

Harlem with the slogan. "No Vietnamese

ever called me a nigger." in opposition

to their oppressors' war against the peo-

ple of Vietnam. Today's hustlers lead

attacks on Asian storekeepers threaten-

ing. “In the future there’ll be funerals not

boycotts," and rev up the deadly "war on

drugs” which was the pretext for the

invasion of Panama and the battle cry for

more racist cops on the streets of New
York City to oppress black youth.

The SYC fights for an alliance of stu-

dents with the integrated labor movement
in struggle against the whole system of

racist capitalism. As the SYC’s leaflet

stated: "This movement represents the

force which can unify the black, white.

at a racist society that guns down black

youths on the streets and consigns a

whole generation to permanent unem-

ployment and degradation.

In Flatbush, Carson has been running

a racist boycott of a Korean grocery, the

Red Apple, for the last four months. The

anti-Asian poison being spewed out there

produced its bloody results on May 12,

in a potentially lethal claw hammer at-

tack which fractured the skull of Cao
Anh Tuan, a 36-year-old Vietnamese

cratic Party and telling them to “work

through the system." At the May 22

“unity" rally. Cuomo called "for fighting

the skinheads and the anti-Semites and

the racists." But what Cuomo and Din-

kins were pushing for is passage of an

"anti-bias" bill which would increase

penalties m criminal cases where race

or ethnic hatred was demonstrably pres-

ent. This is simply a call to look to the

same racist courts which let Mondello

walk and give license to the NYPD

Courageous
teacher

Fred McCray,
who led his

high school
class against

the racist

boycott of

Korean grocery,
shown here at

pro-Dinkins
“Racial Unity”

event in

Prospect Park,

May 28.

worker. Cao Tuan was mistaken for a

Korean by a small group of blacks yell-

ing racist slurs when he and three com-

panions came out to see who had

smashed the window of their apartment

not far from the Red Apple.

Blue Ribbon Popular Front

On May 22 at the Cathedral of St.

John the Divine on Amsterdam Avenue

in Harlem, 5,000 New Yorkers were

brought out to hear Dinkins, fellow Dem-
ocrat New York State governor Mario

Cuomo and the anti-gay bigot Cardinal

O’Connor at a "Rally on Tolerance and

Unity." The idea came from Jim Butler,

head of the AFSCME Local 420 (munici-

pal hospital workers). Dennis Rivera of

Local I 199 hospital workers and other

unions that were key to Dinkins’ election

turned out their members alongside city

workers, teachers and classes of school-

children to listen to prayers to “stop the

violence."

This was the "popular front" in action,

binding labor and blacks to the Demo-

LeBeck/Black Slat

Militant black protesters at 1967 NYC
antiwar march.

Hispanic and Asian workers against their

common enemy. It is in their interests

and within their power to fight all

manifestations of racist violence and to

STOP it cold! And it’s labor action that

can make this war-crazed government

back up, We need a workers party to

organize these struggles to fight for a

workers government!"*

which so far this year has gunned down
14 black and Hispanic people in street

executions.

David Dinkins, who barely beat the

Republican Great White Hope Rudolph

Giuliani for mayor, was elected to "heal”

racial tensions in New York City after 12

years of the racist pig mayor Ed Koch
whipping up hatred against blacks. Din-

kins is supposed to keep the lid on the

NYC cauldron while the city’s economy
goes to hell. The New York Times frankly

stated the ruling-class thinking in endors-

ing Dinkins:

“The next mayor will have to ask for,

and sell, sacrifice to all New Yorkers,

most notably the poor citizens hurt most
by reductions in city services. Mr. Din-

kins seems better qualified to persuade

all New Yorkers to share the burdens

ahead."

—New York Times,

29 October 1989

But with race tensions mounting and

this year’s city budget for health care,

education, job training and welfare

slashed by $300 million, the bourgeoisie

is worried that the mayor’s attempts to

“paper over racial divisions with speech-

es" will fail as "the initial euphoria of

Mr. Dinkins’s supporters in the black

community has been tempered by the

harsh reality of austerity” (New York

Times, 20 May). Along with the budget

slashing for social services will come
increased funding for more naked repres-

sion on the streets—money for more
cops and new jails to keep down the

jobless, desperate masses who no longer

have a legal "right" to beg in subways.

Columnist Pete Hamill commented:
“As long as a million human beings are

reduced to life on welfare in this city,

the virus will rage on and on. always
getting worse. The race sickness breeds
in squalor. Everybody knows this, even
the race hustlers. They know that this

disease is really about class, not skin

pigmentation. Nobody seems able to

devise a plan for the creation of 300.000
goods-producing jobs. Nobody seems to

know how to open factories that will

employ people who never have finished

high school. Nobody seems capable of
creating a system of day-care centers

that would allow hundreds of thousands

of single mothers to enter the work
force. .. American capitalists certainly

can’t do it."

—New York Post, 22 May

Power of Labor and Minorities

It won’t be long before the sentencing

of Mondello and Fama as well as the

start of jury selection in six more Ben-

sonhurst trials, and the Central Park rape

trials begin on June 13. All of which will

keep the city riveted on the great divide

in New York race relations. But the

overwhelming majority of New Yorkers

reject the racist appeals. Fred McCray,

the black teacher who led his class into

the Red Apple in defiance of Carson’s

racist boycott, told reporters at a "racial

unity" event in Brooklyn’s Prospect

Park on May 28 that he had received

over 300 personal letters of support for

his courageous act.

McCray related that his class decided

to visit the Red Apple after one student

said she had witnessed the horrible

beating of the Vietnamese man. The

students discussed how the attackers’

shouts of "Koreans get out of the neigh-

borhood!" were the slogans used by the

boycotters. When the class went to the

Korean grocery. "People on the street

began to walk with us." McCray con-

cluded: "The average street kid isn’t

into the politics. They hear the slogan.

’Koreans get out!’ ‘N s get out!'

That’s in Bensonhurst. too. And I want

to stop that."

Yet the murderous racism that killed

Yusuf Hawkins is just as real. Scores of

whites witnessed the lynch mob attack,

but afterward they developed “Benson-

hurst amnesia." After Mondello was let

off. a Hispanic woman came forward

who said. "I feel the pain of the family

of the boy because I saw how he was

killed. I saw Fama raise his hand and

fire. I was so close I could see it all."

This woman may not testify, saying. “My
family is afraid for my safety." It’s nec-

essary to mobilize the social force with

the power and class interest to crush the

lynchers. The integrated labor movement
can unite behind it the oppressed minori-

ties in a fight against racist terror and for

jobs and education for all.

City transit workers who are indispen-

sable to the daily functioning of NYC
have been spilling their blood under-

ground as safety and work rules go to

hell. After two more veteran transit

workers, Daniel Walsh and Robert Nich-

olson. were killed on the tracks earlier

this month, militants of the Committee

for a Fighting TWU in Transport Work-

ers Union Local 100 put out a leaflet, in

which they wrote:

“By ugly coincidence. Walsh and
Nicholson were killed only blocks away
from where Willie Turks, a black car

maintainer. was lynched by a racist

white mob in 1982. What’s needed is

some old fashioned class struggle to

defend the rights of all working people

to live proudly as human beings instead

of being treated like dogs. If labor had
flexed its muscle then and organized

hundreds of fiat-bed trucks filled with

black, white. Hispanic and Asian union

members in an organized caravan, we
would have gotten the point across to the

racist killer punks.

“The unity and social power of the inte-

grated labor movement must be brought
to bear in New York City today to stop

the race-haters!"

The militants noted that "even a one-day

strike by Local 100 would send a very

clear message taking the wind out of

Sharpton and Carson and putting fear

into the race-terrorists.”

Transit workers and other key sectors

of NYC labor must be mobilized in this

struggle. At a May 3 NYC labor rally

outside Port Authority terminal, one
union banner called to unite the strike of

Dominican and Haitian garment workers
at the Domsey Corp. w ith the Greyhound
and Eastern strikes. Let’s see that not in

empty rhetoric but on the picket lines—
stop the scabs cold! A labor offensive

against austerity and racist terror would
also draw in youth such as the CUNY
students who have been fighting tuition

hikes that threaten to cut off all possibili-

ties for working-class and minority youth
to get a decent education.

Such a struggle would require a politi-

cal fight against the Democratic Party,

from Dinkins to Cuomo, who are the

enforcers of the racist status quo. A
revolutionary workers party must be

forged to organize powerful working-
class action to crush the racist terrorists

and avenge the deaths of Yusuf Hawkins
and all victims of capitalist oppression.
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For Mass Pickets to

Stop Greyhound Union-Busting!

May 25—200 strikers picket Greyhound ticket counter at New York Port
Authority terminal. ATU tops channel strike militancy into useless consumer
boycott.

At bus terminals on Memorial Day
weekend. Greyhound workers swelled

picket lines to fight the strikebreaking

assault on their union. In Boston, mem-
bers of Amalgamated Transit Union
Local 1205 were joined by electricians

and hotel workers, as they shut down the

Greyhound bus terminal for over an hour,

until cops swept in and attacked the

picket line, arresting five. One cop, still

stinging over the militant picket line in

Boston in the last strike seven years ago.

yelled at a picket “Weren’t you here

in 1983? You’ve got a short memory."
Behind the terminal, a scab driver bor-

rowed a police riot club and waded into

the pickets, injuring 54-year-old driver

Dale Binegar.

In New York. 200 strikers picketed at

the Port Authority ticket counter, as ATU
Local 1202 tops geared up with a big

publicity campaign for... a useless con-

sumer boycott of Greyhound. A score of

strike supporters were arrested after

sitting down in the terminal and later at

an exit ramp. Instead of building real

picket lines to stop the scab buses. Local

1202 president and Workers World favor-

ite Harold Mendlowitz staged a cynical

stunt where the police stopped a bus for

two minutes as he organized the arrests.

The strike by 9,300 drivers, mechanics
and ticket agents against Greyhound is

entering its fourth month. Company
chairman Fred Currey, aided by the

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Fire-

arms and federal RICO law, is trying to

frame up the unionists as "terrorists,’’

while cops and scabs carry out murder-

ous assaults on the strikers. The strike

was less than 48 hours old when veteran

driver Robert Waterhouse was run down
and killed by a scab in Redding. Califor-

nia. Two drivers in St. Louis have been

jailed for over a month, as Greyhound
and the state try to railroad them.

On mky>,

23 in Boston, two strikers

were Sentenced to jail for the crime of

picketing scab buses. Local 1205 vice

president Michael Holden was sentenced

to 30 days, while driver Richard Cun-

ningham was sent up for six months on

charges of cracking a bus windshield.

Meanwhile, the scab who brutally ran

down Bob Waterhouse was never even

charged!

As the overwhelming number of ATU
members have stood firm. Currey's finan-

cial house of cards is in trouble. He has

already defaulted on junk bond payments

and is threatening bankruptcy to black-

mail his creditors into accepting pennies

on the dollar. And after Currey promised

scabs a "lifetime job,” the National

Labor Relations Board ruled that strikers

may be able to return to their jobs. In-

stead of the impotent consumer boycott

being pushed by the ATU bureaucrats

and their fake-socialist water boys, now
is the time to turn the heat up on Currey

on the picket line.

Millions of workers know that the

ATU strikers are on the front line and
will respond to a call for militant solidar-

ity action . not the empty rallies filled

with hot air from the central labor coun-

cil bureaucrats and Democratic Party

politicians. In a dirty back-stabbing at-

tack by the AFL-CIO tops in Washing-
ton. nameless "battle-scarred labor move-
ment veterans" told the AP ( 1 8 May) that

the Greyhound unions “weren't ready

for all-out war" and so shouldn't have
struck!

The labor traitors are knifing the

Greyhound strikers in the back—the

reformists’ and bureaucrats’ reliance on
a consumer boycott and appeals to the

capitalist state will sink the strike. Mili-

tants must fight to bring out mass pickets

that can stop the scab buses. In New
York, that means appealing to Local

1199 hospital workers, transit workers

and Teamsters to swamp Port Authority

with mass picket lines that can bring

union-buster Currey to heel!

Poland...
{continued from page 1

)

former official Stalinist OPZZ union

federation. In the last few days, however,

the OPZZ has come out in support of the

strike. Meanwhile. Lech Walesa has

condemned the strike on the radio, accus-

ing "demagogic forces" of leading the

country toward "civil war." Negotiations

broke down yet again today, as labor

minister Jacek Kuron. erstwhile darling

of the Western left, hardlines it against

any wage increase. Rail strikers stormed

out of the meeting with Kuron in anger.

The main passenger station in Szcze-

cin, the cargo yard, the harbor railyard

and the two other stations in the city are

all in the hands of occupying workers.

Outside the entrances are signs reading

"Occupation Strike” and pickets standing

guard against possible provocations. The
main station has been turned into a strike

headquarters for the city. All the doors

are fastened shut with nails and wire, and

barricaded from within with stacks of

benches.

The former administration offices in

the train station are now the offices of

the strike committee. The internal tele-

phone service has been turned into a

communication network connecting the

different striking railyards throughout the

region. The secretaries and clerical staff

continue to work, but now they are work-
ing for the strike committee.

Outside the train station there are van-

loads of police as well as military trucks.

The trucks are being used to transport

civilian passengers in a dismally futile

attempt to circumvent and break the

strike. But the heavy military presence

around the rail station serves as an omi-

nous warning by the government of a full-

scale military crackdown on the strike.

As a team of Workers Vanguard and

Spartakist correspondents approached the

main rail station this morning they were
confronted by the sight of a mob of some
100 anti-strike agitators with banners

reading “Let’s Talk to the Rail Workers!

WV Photo

As American rulers' loyal “AFL-CIA”
bankrolled Polish Solidarno&c in

1 981 , Spartacist League demonstrat-
ed outside Solidarnosc office at UFT
headquarters, exposing “company
union for CIA and Wall Street."

We Support Mazowiecki!" This was the

second day of these anti-strike mobiliza-

tions. A solid phalanx of 50 strikers with

red and white armbands stood behind the

bench barricades of the one remaining

entrance to the train station patiently but

firmly holding off the screaming rabble.

The strikebreakers claimed to be "out-

raged individual citizens," and the War-
saw government and the Western imperi-

alist press have been clamoring that the

strikers are isolated from the population

But as one striker put it in no uncertain

terms, these "spontaneous” anti-strike

demonstrations are “organized by Soli-

darnosc.’’ What appears increasingly

clear is that it is the Solidarnosc-led

pro-capitalist government which is isolat-

ed from the population.

Solidarno.<c appears to be generally

reviled among the strikers, who pass

around caricatures of Kuron. Some illu-

sions in the early days of Solidarnosc

still persist, however, and an outfit led by

Marian Jurczyk called “Solidarnosc ‘80."

which deems itself the “true Solidar-

nosc," claims to support the strike. Jur-

czyk was one of the most rabid anti-

communists at the founding congress of

Solidarnosc in 1981. And from that point

on the “true face” of Solidarnosc has

been its program for restoring untram-

meled "free market" exploitation, which

is today ravaging the Polish people.

The strike began with a hunger strike

by some 50 rail workers in Slupsk on
May 10 demanding an immediate I 10

percent pay raise to try to keep pace with

the deadly explosion of prices of all

basic goods. The austerity program liter-

ally means slow starvation lor the mass
of the Polish working people. There is

food on the shelves of stores— indeed

there are imported high-tech VCRs. TVs
and stereos in the shop windows. But

there are virtually no shoppers in the

stores. Today even a kilogram of the

cheapest sausage costs the equivalent of

about two days’ wages.

One 7 1 -year-old woman who supports

the strike bitterly explained how her

300.000 zloty (US $30) a month old-age

pension now barely covers the cost of

buying bread and paying for her apart-

ment. “[President] Jaruzelski and Walesa

have enough," she said, but "poor old

people” are starving. With social services

devastated by the austerity program, it

cost her more than two million zlotys

—eight months of her pension—to

bury her husband when he died recently.

The imperialist press is trumpeting the

nationwide local elections tomorrow as

"Poland's first truly free vote since

World War II," but virtually half the

electorate is expected to stay away. As
this woman said. "There is nobody to

vote for.”

The railway workers insist that theirs

is not a political strike. After more than

40 years of Stalinism and the more re-

cent shattering of illusions in Solidar-

nosc, politics may well be a dirty word
to many Polish workers. But, as we write

in a "Letter to Polish Workers" by the

Spartakist Workers Party of Germany:
"To win against the forces arrayed
against you. Polish workers will have to

transcend purely economic demands. That
requires not just a determination to Fight,

but a political understanding of what has

happened and a political program based
on the true interests of the international
working class....

"Only the Trotskyists have a program to

combat capitalist counterrevolution and
imperialist war. by returning to the au-

thentic communism of Luxemburg and
Lenin—the struggle for defense and
extension ol the gains of the October
Revolution through socialist revolutions

throughout the capitalist world. Forward
to a Trotskyist party in Poland, section

of a reborn Fourth International."

The drive toward capitalist restoration

throughout Eastern Europe initialed by

Solidarnosc will provoke explosions of

working-class resistance. Already in the

DDR (East Germany) in the past two
weeks there have been protest warning
strikes, including by strategically placed

n Wilway
(

workers there. It is urgently

necessary for workers everywhere, and
particularly in the DDR. to support the

Polish rail workers in their struggle

against the pro-capitalist "shock treat-

ment." Victory to the Polish rail strike!

Messages of support and financial

contributions can be sent to Strajk Komi-
tet, Gdovna Station, Slupsk. Poland

/ ;
\

Spartacist League
Public Offices

— MARXIS T LITERA TURE—
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After Split Verdict on Racist Lynchers

New York Still Seething

HicKy Nores/impaci visuais I eun voeten/impact visuals

May 19—Black demonstrators, led by demagogue Al Sharpton (left), march in Bensonhurst after acquittal of racist lyncher Mondello. Jeering racists lined

the streets, obscenely “celebrating" the verdict.

On May 17, after 1 1 days of delibera-

tion on 15 charges, a Brooklyn jury

finally convicted racist murderer Joseph

Fama on second-degree murder (25 years

to life penalty) and 12 other charges in

the lynch mob shooting death of black

teenager Yusuf Hawkins last August.

NYC's black Democratic mayor David

Dinkins and the ruling powers of NYC
breathed a sigh of relief that the first jury

in the Bensonhurst trials had produced a

guilty verdict. There would not be an

explosion of black anger in a city on the

edge—at least that night.

The next day, however, a second

jury came into the courtroom presided

over by black Judge Thaddeus Owens
(hand-picked to hear these trials) with

not-guilty verdicts on the murder and

manslaughter charges against Keith

Mondello, ringleader of the 30 or more
racist punks who killed Hawkins. In

Bensonhurst hundreds of racists took to

the streets, with balloons, horns honking

and flags waving, in a disgusting orgy of

celebration. Mondello was convicted on

lesser charges of riot, weapons posses-

sion and discrimination, but he walked

on Murder Two in what should have

been an open and shut case.

Those who had hoped after the Fama
continued on page 10

SYC Denounces Anti-Asian Pogroms, Backs Down Censor Attempt

CCNY Commencement Protest

Hits War Criminal Powell
Chanting "No degree for Colin Powell,

U.S. out of Panama, now!” about 30

people marched and rallied at the City

College of New York’s (CCNY) Harlem

campus May 25 to protest the award of

an honorary degree to General Colin

Powell, head of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

and architect of the bloody U.S. invasion

of Panama.

It wasn’t all pomp and circumstance

inside the ceremony either—graduating

seniors joined the protest by dropping a

banner depicting Powell in cap and gown
and machine gun in hand, spraying bul-

lets at the audience. Mathematician Lee

Lorch, who led the fight to desegregate

New York’s Stuyvesant Town in the

1940s, was also accorded an honorary

degree. He used the occasion to speak

out against CCNY’s ideologue for white-

supremacy, Professor Michael Levin,

demanding. “Do not use science as a

fig leaf to conceal your racist beliefs’*

(Newsday , 26 May).

The Spartacus Youth Club issued a

leaflet and spoke at the rally to bring a

class-struggle perspective to fight the

racist terror of U.S. imperialism at home
and abroad. SYC placards included:

“Levin Speaks—Fama Pulls the Trigger,"

and "CUNY Students, NY Labor: For a

One-Day Strike Against Racist Attacks!"

The SYC also spoke out against the

dangerous role played by black national-

ist demagogues like Sonny Carson in

New York City today who are diverting

black anger against lynch mob and cop

terror into the dead-end illusion of "black

capitalism” and attacks against the Asian

community in New York.

A sharp political fight broke out when
a student bureaucrat tried to force the

SYC to lake down a sign reading:

"Stop Anti-Asian Pogroms! Class War.

Not Race War!" While the self-appointed

"head of security" (read: censorship)

threatened, "you've got five minutes to

take that sign down,” an SYC member
loudly soapboxed to the crowd: “Who
here refuses to take a stand against anti-

Asian bigotry? If anyone here can’t take

continued on page 10
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May 25—Spartacus Youth contingent at CCNY anti-Powell demonstration.
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Nelson Mandela in America

Smash Apartheid!

For Workers Revolution!
No “Power Sharing” with the Randlords!

n , ... . . . . ... Sieve Hilton-Barber/Afrapix-Impact VisualsPower of black labor can smash apartheid. Above: Militant black unionists in Johannesburg protest anti-labor laws
October 1989.

Across the U.S., hundreds of thousands

of people will turn out to enthusiastically

greet Nelson Mandela, leader of the

African National Congress, who arrives

in New York on June 20, the first stop

on his ten-day American tour. The man
who during his 27 years' imprisonment
was the symbol of the fight against apart-

heid slavery has also inspired black peo-

ple in America, who see in the oppres-

sion of their South African brothers a

mirror of their own. At the same time,

some of the most powerful oppressors

and exploiters of black people will join

in a hypocritical celebration of “free-

dom" while the South African masses
and minorities in the U.S. bear the dead-

ly weight of racial oppression.

Mandela will get the red carpet treat-

ment at the White House, staunch sup-

porters of the white-supremacist Pretoria

regime, and chat with President Bush,
former head of the CIA which engineered

Workers Vanguard, like so many
informative foreign periodicals

of a radical Marxist character,

has been banned in South Africa.

his 1962 arrest (see article, page 14). He
will address a joint session of Congress
—which talks of “sanctions" against

South Africa while bankrolling the Salva-

doran death squad regime to the tune of
a million dollars a day. In NYC there

will be a ticker tape parade down lower
Broadway, where the ANC leader will

doubtless meet with the captains of in-

dustry and the lords of high finance. He
will pose with Mayor Dinkins, and there

will be an enormous outpouring in Har-

lem organized by the “popular front"

(including many labor leaders) which
elected the black Democrat and now
seeks to bask in Mandela’s popularity

while imposing anti-worker cutbacks
which hit minorities hardest.

Mandela’s message will be for a non-
existent “negotiated solution" in South
Africa, which means blacks will pay. His
trip grows out of the talks between the

ANC and the de Klerk regime in early

May. which came on the heels of the

cop massacre in Sebokeng township.

where 14 black protesters were mowed
down and hundreds injured in March.
The apartheid rulers, hard hit by six

years of black revolt and economic loss-

es, try to salvage their class rule by
removing some of the most glaring seg-

regationist legislation, partially lifting the

state of emergency and releasing a few
score political prisoners, while countless

thousands remain in jail. A peaceful res-

olution of the conflicting interests of the

multinational corporations and capitalist

politicians who rule South Africa and the

oppressed majority— including blacks,

coloureds (mixed-race) and Indians— is

impossible.

The imperialists are courting Mandela
for they see in him the black leader

whose unique authority as an anti-

apartheid fighter is necessary to convince

South African blacks to submit to a deal

with the oppressive racist state. But
despite these treacherous schemes, there

will be no such "power sharing." The
apartheid regime, whose wealth is based
on the superexploitation of the black

laboring majority, is necessarily at odds
with the most minimal level of formal

democracy. De Klerk’s “reforms" cannot
even include the simple demand of “one
man. one vote" (keystone of the Ameri-
can civil rights fight against Jim Crow

segregation) in a country with 28 million

blacks and 5 million whites, let alone
address economic equality, where white
income is across the board twelve times

higher than that of blacks.

The London Financial Times (1 1 June)

bluntly laid out the purpose of de Klerk’s

negotiations: to "interrupt the process of
radicalisation among blacks.” But despite

the conciliation of their leaders, who are

now backing away from even the "mod-
erate" demands of the Freedom Charter.

South African blacks know their libera-

tion can only be achieved through a far-

reaching social revolution which smashes
the apartheid state. The fight to forge a

racially integrated Bolshevik party that

can lead the struggle for a black-centered

workers government, drawing as well on
the coloured and Indian populations, and
growing numbers of whites who do not

want to live their lives in a racist garri-

son state, is the task of the hour.

Massacre In Welkom—
South Africa in Microcosm

Last February we headlined. "Mandela
Released—Black South Africa Jubilant.

Defiant" (WV No. 496. 23 February). We
predicted an upsurge of struggle among
the black masses, who saw Mandela’s
freedom as heralding their own. as well

as an acute crisis of expectations: "The
smell of rebellion is in the air," we wrote.

continued on page 13

From Death Row... South African CP Leader

Mumia
Abu-Jamal on

Nelson Mandela y
SEE PAGE 13

Joe Slovo:

From
“Uncle Joe” Stalin

to Gorby
SEE PAGE 12



Reply to FSP/Peace & Freedom Party
We print below the Sparlacist League's

response to a request by the Freedom

Socialist Party, an ostensibly Trotskyist

organization, to endorse FSPer Merle

Woo' s campaignfor California governor

in the Peace and Freedom Party June

primary election. The FSP and the New
Alliance Party are currently contesting

for control of the long-moribund Peace

and Freedom Party, vv hich for over two

decades has been a "third party" elec-

toral vehicle to pressure the Democratic

Party.

June 1. 1990

Freedom Socialist Party

San Francisco

Dear Comrades,

Our Oakland local received your re-

quest for endorsement of Merle Woo’s

campaign for governor of California, and

we have carefully read the accompanying

materials, including the Freedom Social-

ist Party/Peace and Freedom Party (FSP/

PFP) election program.

The Spartacist League has itself con-

ducted a number of election campaigns

in New York, San Francisco and Oakland

based on our proletarian, revolutionary,

internationalist program. Our purpose in

these campaigns is to focus on the ne-

“The Working Class Cannot

Reform the Capitalist State”

Cops attack and arrest striking shipbuilders in Newport News, Virginia. FSP
pushes illusions in “community control of the police.”

cessity for the labor movement to break

from the capitalist Democratic and Re-

publican parties and reliance on the capi-

talist state and to call for the forging of

TROTSKY LENIN

For Permanent Revolution

in South Africa

For decades the Stalinists have preached

a "two-stage " revolution in South Africa,

assigning leadership of the first,
“
national-

democratic " stage to the petty-bourgeois

nationalist African National Congress. The

Trotskyists have maintained that only a

socialist revolution led by the black African

proletariat can smash the white-supremacist

state and liberate the black, coloured (mixed-

race) and Indian masses. We print below

excerpts from a draft program written in 1945 for the Johannesburg-based Workers

International League.

In South Africa, no African bourgeois is allowed to develop, and the only example

of big business is the small trader in a location’s shabby shop.. .. The small intelligent-

sia, teachers, are interested mainly in accommodating themselves to the ruling forces.

They are afraid to take the lead in a struggle against them. The peasantry in the

reserves, kept illiterate, scattered, are overwhelmed by rural poverty and primitiveness.

Africa’s most backward sections are unable to grapple with modem imperialism. The

only remaining force is the urban industrial and mining worker. Imperialism has

concentrated him in huge numbers in all the big cities, has given him a novel and

moving atmosphere, has torn him violently from his ancestral environment, and fitted

him as a cog in the perpetual motion of the capitalist machine. His working life and

thought is involved in capitalist relations and he has the power to shake capitalism

and force his demands dramatically on the attention of South Africa. He must supply

leadership to Africa. He will lead the political upheaval against imperialism.. .

South Africa needs above all else a revolutionary party. Only a Marxist analysis

can be the pneumatic drill to pierce the complex layers of South Africa’s development

and disclose its basic driving forces. Only the methods of proletarian mass struggle

can free the people from the pernicious influence of the bourgeoisie and its petty

bourgeois imitators....

To become the revolutionary vanguard we must be. in deeds, the champions of every

struggle, against oppression. We must give a political lead to the oppressed.... We
must be as intransigent in small events as in great issues, and prepare for the socialist

goal by waging implacable warfare against every form and vestige of oppression,

against all discrimination, against all backwardness and primitiveness, against all

reactionary national subjugation.

— The Revolutionary Communist, August 1945

a workers party based on the unions,

representing the independent political

mobilization of the working class and

oppressed minorities.

In elections where we are not running

our own candidates, we are prepared to

give critical support to other socialist or

labor candidates, providing their election

program contains significant elements of

this class-struggle perspective. From this

standpoint we cannot support the FSP/

PFP gubernatorial campaign. Taken as

a whole, your campaign continues the

history of the Peace and Freedom Party

as a “radical" third party, purely elector-

alist vehicle, with a sectoralist program

directed mainly to a liberal middle-class

constituency.

As opposed to the utopian socialists of

the 19th century, Marxists see the work-

ing class as the only class in capitalist

society with the social power to overturn

capitalism. But your program treats the

labor movement as just one more sector

of those who suffer under capitalism,

denying therefore the centrality of the

working class as the decisive force in all

social struggles. Your program makes no

reference to the crucial need for politi-

cal struggle within the labor movement
against the main obstacle to the indepen-

dent political mobilization of the working

class, i.e. the racist, pro-capitalist, Cold

War labor bureaucracy whose program

of class collaboration ties the workers to

the capitalist political parties and state.

Lacking this strategic working-class per-

spective you have no instrumentality for

serious social struggle and therefore are

left with a perspective of electoral protest

politics.

Not willing to recognize the class

struggle and its culmination in workers

revolution, you are led in your program

to a fundamental revision of the Marxist

understanding that the capitalist state

(like all states) consists of special bodies

of armed men. courts, prisons, etc. and

is an instrument for the oppression of

one class by another. Furthermore, the

working class cannot reform the capital-

ist state to wield it for its own purposes,

but must smash it. and establish its own
rule.

Instead you call for the "demilitariza-

tion and community control of the po-

lice.. .
." But comrades, the police and the

standing army are the chief instruments,

the very essence, of the capitalist state!

When the police break up picket lines

and imprison strikers, brutalize peaceful

demonstrators and murder black and

Hispanic people on the streets and in the

prisons, they are carrying out their role

as the enforcers of capitalist “law and

order." They will not be “demilitarized"

until the whole bloody capitalist state is

smashed once and for all. ending the rule

of the bourgeoisie by workers revolution.

To say otherwise is to politically disarm

the workers and all the oppressed and

create deadly illusions in the "reformabil-

ity” of the police at a time when across

the country these racist killers are in-

creasingly becoming bonapartist death

squads.

Worse yet. in your desire to appeal to

a middle-class constituency, and despite

your stated concern for "the trend toward

a police state,” your program contains

distinct echoes of the “law and order"

slogans now being used by the govern-

ment and right-wing lobbies to mobilize

public opinion and strengthen the repres-

sive powers of the capitalist state. Your

call for “compensation to individual vic-

tims of theft and violence" has been part

of the “victim’s rights" campaign used to

re-institute lengthy mandatory sentences

without parole in California. In the real

world your class-neutral and color-blind

call for "communities to exercise their

citizen police powers to fight street

crime” has meant everything from neigh-

borhood "crime patrols” working with the

police to vigilante mob violence against

blacks, Hispanics or Asians for being in

the “wrong neighborhood." And you say

nothing against gun control and for the

historic right to bear arms.

The political upheavals in the Soviet

Union, East Europe and China are of

historic importance to the international

proletariat. As Trotskyists our position is

unambiguous: we unconditionally mili-

tarily defend the bureaucratically degen-

erated or deformed workers states against

capitalist restoration, whether from impe-

rialism or from restorationist forces with-

in. We seek to build Leninist parties to

lead the working classes in political

continued on page 11
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election rally for contra candidate
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German Spartacists:

Letter to Polish Workers
List do polskich robotnikow
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We reported in our last issue about

the rail workers strike in northern Poland

which shook up the country, groaning

under the capitalist austerity program im-

posed by the pro-capitalist government led

by Solidarno&C. Subsequently, the Sparta-

kist Workers Party of Germany, section of

the International Communist League

(Fourth Internationalist), published in

Polish and German a letter to Polish

workers (printed below). Several thousand

copies of this leaflet have been distributed,

in the Baltic port city of Szczecin and to

a national meeting of the OPZZ trade

unions in Warsaw.

Polish Workers:

You are today confronted from within

by the capitalist restoration now taking

place and by the danger of renewed

imperialist domination from without.

SolidamoSc is driving the working people

into starvation in order to get rid of

unprofitable enterprises and sell the

remainder to the Western banks. Mean-
while German imperialism drives toward

the creation of a Fourth Reich, looking

hungrily at the Oder-Neisse border and

beyond.

You are facing desperate struggles to

defend your jobs and livelihoods, to de-

fend your families and your children’s

future. Major strikes have begun on the

railways, while in the mining areas of

Slask ( Silesia] and elsewhere bitter strikes

have already been waged. But in order to

triumph over the forces arrayed against

you. the Polish workers will have to go

beyond purely economic demands. This

requires not only a determination to fight

but also a political understanding of the

events leading to the present situation

and a political program based on the true

interests of the international working

class.

Eight or nine years ago many of you

supported Solidarnosc, seeing in it an

alternative to the economic mismanage-

ment and stifling bureaucracy of Stalinist

rule. Three times— in 1956, 1970 and

1976—the working people in Poland rose

up against the bureaucracy’s mismanage-

ment. But 1980-81 was a different mat-

ter. The central leadership around Lech

Walesa were from the outset hardened

anti-Communist nationalists whose poli-

cies were determined not by the needs of

the workers but by Pope John Paul

Wojtyla’s Vatican and by Ronald Rea-

gan's White House: the red flags of the

working class were replaced by Pilsud-

ski’s eagle and cross, the singing of the

Internationale by the hymns of priests.

At its First congress in September 1 98

1

SolidarnoSd adopted a course aimed at

the conquest of power, consolidating

around a program that demanded "free

trade unions" and “free elections,”

refused even to mention socialism and

called for putting an end to the planned

economy. In reality this meant the “free

market" of naked, ruthless capitalist

exploitation. From afar we warned that

SolidarnoSd was a “company union for

the CIA and bankers" and we organized

an urgent international propaganda cam-

paign around the call: Stop SolidamoSd

counterrevolution!

Now Solidarno<S<5 has taken over the

reins of government. What has this

brought you? You are being forced to

suffer the kind of economic “shock treat-

ment” usually carried out by Latin Amer-

ican juntas. You are being bled white

by the Frankfurt bankers, by Wall Street

and by the world bankers cartel, the

International Monetary Fund, which

oversees the deliberate impoverishment

and starvation of millions in the Third

World to ensure an unbroken flow of

interest payments.

Walesa says it’s time to give capital-

ism a chance in Poland. But capitalism

already had its chance in Poland, and its

restoration is bringing back all the

backwardness and chauvinism of the

dark, pogrom-plagued past. Openly anti-

Semitic agitation is rampant. Women are

being exposed to a sharp escalation of

reactionary and religious bigotry, their

right to abortion endangered. The aged,

the weak, the unemployed are being

forced to beg for a bit of food at soup

kitchens.

Now you are threatened with being

turned into vassals by German imperial-

ism in its drive for a Fourth Reich. Your

coworkers who have gone to Germany to

work have already gotten a sense of what

this means. In West Germany, Polish

refugees and immigrants are being im-

prisoned or deported in Night and Fog

operations reminiscent of the SS. In the

East, Polish workers are being scape-

goated as “speculators" for the imperial-

ist campaign of economic destabilization

and the sellout of the planned economy

by the ex-Stalinist plant managers.

That, too, is an expression of capitalist

counterrevolution, one which goes hand

in hand with German capital’s campaign

for Anschluss (annexation) of the DDR.
This means horrendous unemployment

and devastation of social services for all

workers in the DDR, while workers in

West Germany face assaults on their

living standards in order to finance the

expansion of German capital. This can

either be a recipe for vicious internecine

feuding among different sectors of the

working people— a losing battle for all

sides—or it can be the impetus for pow-

erful united working-class struggles. The

key to resolving this question is a revolu-

tionary internationalist leadership of the

working class.

By promoting anti-Soviet nationalism

and the breakup of the Warsaw Pact. So-

lidarnosc has assisted in creating the

conditions for a Fourth Reich. Six hun-

dred thousand Soviet soldiers died lib-

erating Poland from Nazi slavery; they

must not have died in vain! Now the

forces of counterrevolution are seeking

to overtu.n the historic gains of the

collectiv zed economies—albeit gains

imposed from above with Stalinist bu-

reaucratic measures—throughout Eastern

Europe. Decades of Stalinist bureaucrat-

ism, conciliation of nationalism and

capitulation to imperialist counterrevolu-

tion internationally (in a fruitless search

for "peaceful coexistence") prepared the

ground for these reactionary movements,

whose development has been sharply

accelerated by the Gorbachev regime’s

“market reforms." This is what the lie of

building “socialism in one country" has

led to. Now the homeland of the October

Revolution is itself in mortal danger.

Polish workers: instead of looking to

Pilsudski and nationalism, revive the

tradition of proletarian internationalism

personified by your greatest revolution-

ary figure, Rosa Luxemburg. A Jewish

woman from Lublin educated in Warsaw,

Rosa Luxemburg dedicated her life to

forging the unity of the Polish. Russian

and German working class. She fought

every expression of nationalism, chauvin-

ism, reformism and bureaucratic compla-

cency. Today you must unite with the

workers of Germany and the Soviet

Union to reforge revolutionary unity in

class struggle against your common
capitalist and imperialist enemies, in the

fight for a United Socialist States of

Europe based on the rule of workers

councils.

Those who have paved the way for

capitalist restoration cannot lead the

struggles to beat it back. Stalinism as an

ideology is dead, buried and unmourned

in Poland. Social Democracy has been a

willing tool of capitalist imperialism

since August 1914 (when it voted for

credits for the imperialist war). And
many self-styled Trotskyists have ex-

posed themselves as social democrats by

their years-long glorification of Solidar-

nosc, even echoing such rabidly anti-

Communist and anti-Semitic elements

as the KPN in calling for the smashing

of the Warsaw Pact. In 1983, pseudo-

Trotskyist theoretician Ernest Mandel

hailed the Solidarnosc leadership as the

"best socialists in the world." But the

Trotskyist program of proletarian politi-

cal revolution to overthrow the Stalinist

bureaucracy rests on the defense, not the

destruction, of the collectivized property

forms in the bureaucratically deformed

workers states.

The Spartakist Workers Party of Ger-

many. section of the International Com-
munist League (Fourth Internationalist),

is the only party to have clearly and

unambiguously fought against capitalist

Anschluss of the DDR through its can-

didacy in the March 18 Volkskammer
elections and over the past few months.

We struggle against all manifestations of

chauvinism and national oppression,

whether against Poles and other immi-

grant workers in Germany or against

Jews and people of German descent in

Poland. Only the Trotskyists have a

program to combat capitalist counter-

revolution and imperialist war. by re-

turning to the authentic communism of

Rosa Luxemburg and Lenin—the fight

to defend and extend the gains of the

October Revolution through socialist

revolutions throughout the capitalist

world. Forward to a Trotskyist party

in Poland, section of a reborn Fourth

International.

26 May 1990
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German Trotskyists Speak at 65,000-Strong Demo

Protest Anti-Communist Witchhunt
Over 65,000 demonstrators assembled

June 2 in the East Berlin Lustgartcn to

protest the onslaught by the capitalist

government of East Germany (DDR ) that

seeks to wipe out leftist opposition in

preparation for Anschluss (annexation) by

imperialist West Germany. On Thursday.

May 31. the Volkskammer (DDR parlia-

ment) majority passed a law to investi-

gate the assets of all parties and mass

organizations and immediately seize

those holdings acquired from 8 May
1945 (the fall of the Hitler Nazi dicta-

torship) through 7 October 1989. when

the Honecker regime began crumbling.

This anti-Communist witchhunt clearly

targeted the PDS (Party of Democratic

Socialism), successor to the SED which

ruled East Germany for 40 years, and the

FDJ (Free German Youth).

The draconian expropriation law was

introduced by the rightist DSU (German

Social Union), a creature of the Bavarian

wing of West Germany's Christian Dem-
ocrats. Another DSU bill was also passed

granting a government commission au-

thority to order trials, search houses and

carry out other searches and seizures. A
third law ordered the removal of the

DDR state symbol (the hammer and

compass) from public buildings. The

Spartakist Workers Party (SpAD) imme-

diately sent a protest letter to the presi-

dent of the Volkskammer. excerpts from

which were printed in Nates Deutschland

(2 June), noting: "Bonn's quislings want

to silence all opposition in their drive

to a Fourth Reich by imposing drastic

police state measures taken from the

Third Reich.”

Another article in the paper detailed

how the Nazis upon taking power seized

the property of the Communists (KPD)
and Social Democrats (SPD). At the

June 2 protest demo one sign recalled

Bismarck's 1878 anti-socialist law, Hil-

ler's 1933 “enabling act," the West

German 1956 ban of the KPD and the

1975 Berufsverbot banning employment

of leftists. Another declared. "1. Ban

the PDS. 2. Burn books. 3. Auschwitz?"

From the podium, Gregor Gysi of the

PDS said he was "sad" that the SPD had

a hand in this dirty affair. But implicitly

responding to a previous Spartakist

speaker, he added, "we must be ready to

cooperate" with the Social Democrats.

(SPD offices are exempt from seizure

because they were bought with the mil-

lions of D-marks that Bonn poured into

the DDR to buy the elections.)

Our comrades of the SpAD took part

in the Lustgarten protest with a literature

table and signs, including: “Hands Off

the PDS!” “Slop the Anti-Communist
Witchhunt!" and "For Workers Resis-

in East
tance to Anschluss !" Referring to East

and West German SPD leaders, one sign

proclaimed: "Meckel/Lafontaine: Blood-

hounds for the Deutsche Bank." Another

declared: "Kohl Must Not Become
Reichs Chancellor! Neither Should Willy

Brandt’s Grandchildren!" Demonstrators

bought more than 700 copies of Sparta-

kist publications, and several thousand

leaflets were distributed for the speaking

tour of Don Alexander of the Spartacist

League/ U.S. Central Committee and the

Bay Area Labor Black League for Social

Defense. SpAD spokesman Renate Dahl-

haus received applause for her remarks,

which we print below.

Dear friends and comrades, we de-

mand: Hands off the PDS and FDJ! The

anti-Communist expropriation measures

must be blocked. The Volkskammer, as

a lackey of the Frankfurt bankers, has

decided, using methods of the Third

Reich, to steal the FDJ’s and PDS’s

property, to destroy these organizations,

to steal the accumulated wealth of the

Germany
DDR and to despicably exploit DDR
workers. The police forced their way into

the FDJ's office to demand documents.

This was [East German DSU interior

minister) Diestel’s police, which let

skinheads get off free when they beat up

on Mozambicans.

This attack is a foretaste of capitalist

reunification. Brandt’s grandchildren,

such as (West German SPD chancellor

candidate! Lafontaine. have staged this

anti-Communist witchhunt as their "im-

provement" on the State Treaty. The SPD
also launched an attack on the FDGB
I
former East German trade-union federa-

tion!. but before the FDGB could suffer

the same fate as the PDS it threw in the

towel without a struggle. So the first

blow was against representation of trade-

union interests, the second was against

the youth, whom they want to prepare for

war service, and the third was against the

party, as a signal to all leftist political

parties that we’re headed for capital-

ism. The SPD were also the ones who
began the witchhunt after 250.000 anti-

fascists protested in Treptow on January

3 against the desecration of the Soviet

war memorial. They have experience in

betraying and selling out the working

class. Think of the SPD's murderous

campaign of incitement before their

henchmen murdered Rosa
I
Luxemburg]

and Karl |Liebknecht|. And now they’re

calling for expropriation! Who did this

party get its money from to set up shop

again in West Germany after 1945? From
the CIA!

But to now appeal to these “demo-
crats" and abide by these laws, as the

PDS is doing, is to hand yourself—and

all decent people—over to the hangman.
After all. so-called democrats created the

| West German! blacklisting laws, the ban

on radicals and laws against foreigners.

Anti-Communism and expropriation such

as we see here now—history has taught

us this—mean preparation for the next

world war. this time World War III

Think of where the "Aryanized" money

of the Deutsche Bank came from. The

German bourgeoisie fed off the bones

and the blood of millions of Jews and

slave laborers from the East, and now

once again it is extending its greedy

fingers. Its expropriation is what we have

to call for.

Capitalist reunification means blood

and violence. We of the Spartakist Work-

ers Party of Germany have said "No to

capitalist reunification” from the very

beginning because we know that the

interests of the working people can only

be protected through the struggle for

proletarian internationalism. Millions are

looking to the DDR. because they don’t

want a Fourth Reich. They are our allies.

From the DDR to Poland to the peoples

of the Soviet Union, the working class

must fight together to stop and turn back

the imperialist drive toward a Fourth

Reich. Now is the time to fight, not when
we’re lying on the street, out of a job

and banned. A new revolutionary party

must be forged from German and immi-

grant workers, to again raise together the

banner of the October Revolution. An
attack on one is an attack on all! Against

this anti-Communist witchhunt, let us act

together with the methods of the workers

movement, united in action but with

freedom of criticism, with workers resis-

tance in East and West.*

r ; \
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Workmen
dismantle seal of

former Stalinist

ruling party at

Dresden party
headquarters
last January.

June 2

demonstration
in East Berlin's

Lustgarten
against capitalist

onslaught.
Sign says:

“1. Ban the PDS.
2. Burn books.
3. Auschwitz?"
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Young Spartacus
Harvard Salutes Helmut Kohl...

The Man Who Would Be Fiihrer

West German chancellor Helmut Kohl, with Reagan, salutes Nazi SS war dead at Bitburg cemetery, 1985.
Mark Darchinger

One of the most elite universities on

earth. Harvard hears a special relation-

ship to the U.S. ruling class and its plans

for world plunder. At this year's gradu-

ation exercises. Harvard awarded an
honorary degree to German chancellor

Helmut Kohl, declaring him "the German
Hercules" in a "time of miracles." Har-

vard's "miracle" is the prospect of capi-

talist exploitation and immiseralion of
the working people of East Germany,

Poland and the Soviet Union. Working-

class resistance to the economic "shock

treatment" braintrusted by Harvard econ-
omist Jeffrey Sachs has already broken

out in mass strikes in Poland. Harvard's

fat bosses are downright amused by the

spectre ofhunger andfood riots that will

come with the "free world" diet. At the

commencement ceremony, outgoing Har-

vard president Derek Bok quipped, "Any

day now, I expect to wake up to find an
angry mob of Polish housewives and
shopkeepers descending on Harvard Yard

in pursuit of Jeffrey Sachs." We reprint

below a leaflet issued by the Spartacus

Youth Club in protest against Harvard’s

filthy fete.

Every June, Harvard unveils a war

criminal, despot, bigot, or anti-working-

class blowhard for the commencement
address, and this year they’ve scored big.

On June 7th, West German Chancellor

Helmut Kohl, the man who would be

Fiihrer of a reunified capitalist Germany,
will be accorded honors in Harvard Yard.

Kohl casts the shadow of a Fourth Reich

before him; a mortal threat to East Ger-

man workers, women, youth and working

people across Europe. Kohl is the crea-

ture of the extreme right, rabidly re-

vanchist wing of the German bourgeoi-

sie; the loyal servant for the industrial

magnates who made their fortunes on the

Holocaust, running the 1G Farben slave

labor economy based on the death camps.

The man who Harvard salutes today

was in Bitburg in 1985 with Ronald

Reagan saluting the Nazis’ Waffen SS.

Kohl cannot boast of the crimes of his

American counterparts—who murdered

over two million Indochinese in their

bloody war against Vietnam—but the

ambitions of the first man who would

call himself “Reichs chancellor" since

Adolf Hitler are clear. Under the banner

"Germany, One Fatherland" Kohl leads

the charge to rip back for capitalist ex-

ploitation the markets the German bank-

ers lost when the Red Army shattered

Hitler’s Third Reich in 1945 and created

a deformed workers state in the DDR
(East Germany). Since the mass upheav-

als which brought down the Stalinist

Honecker regime last fall, the bourgeoi-

sie has tried to thwart a workers political

revolution by stampeding the East Ger-

man population into reunification on

terms dictated by the Frankfurt bankers.

Kohl intends to exploit the DDR pop-

ulation as a new low-wage labor pool

for Western capital and to seize the

DDR as a launching pad for the Drang
nach Osten (drive to the East). To the

embarrassment of his NATO backers

and his social-democratic handmaidens.

Kohl stridently insisted throughout the

East German election campaign that the

Polish border was still up for grabs!

Small wonder from a man whose Chris-

tian Democrat campaign headquarters

in Bonn is bedecked with maps of Ger-

many expanded to its 1937 borders!

Today Kohl has the chutzpah to de-

mand from the Polish government res-

titution for losses the German capitalists

suffered there in World War II.

As one of America’s pre-eminent bour-

geois think tanks. Harvard is up to its

eyeballs in plotting the immiseralion of

the working people of Eastern Europe.

(Harvardians did a pretty good business

with the Third Reich too. One Harvard

grad rewrote a Harvard football song into

a Nazi goose-step chant—“rah. rah. rah"

became "Sieg Heil, Sieg Heil, Sieg Heil!"

—played by brownshirts on the day

Hitler took power.) Today Harvard con-

tributes mightily to Hitler’s failed dream
of wiping out the "Bolshevik menace"
through bloody restoration of capitalism

in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.

Harvard’s wunderkind Jeffrey Sachs is

the key architect of the Solidarnosc gov-

ernment’s brutal austerity program in

Poland which has lowered real wages by

40 percent, and produced mass unem-
ployment and hunger for the first time in

four decades. What the infamous Milton

Friedman and his "Chicago Boys" did to

braintrust Chilean dictator Augusto Pino-

chet’s murderous policies in Chile, the

"Harvard Boys" led by Jeffrey Sachs are

now doing throughout Eastern Europe.

Sachs earned his spurs advising the right-

wing regime of Victor Paz Estenssoro of

Bolivia who brutally suppressed a gener-

al strike in 1 985 to meet the International

Monetary Fund 's diktat of a budget "bal-

anced" through mass unemployment and

starvation. These “academic advisers" for

economic “shock therapy" literally have

blood on their hands. From inside Har-

vard’s ivy-covered walls, Sachs cooks up

the “big bang theory" of capitalist resto-

ration which spells misery for millions.

The drive toward capitalist restoration

in Eastern Europe will provoke explo-

sions of working-class resistance. Last

week rail workers shut down the whole
of northwestern Poland in opposition

to capitalist austerity policies. In East

Germany there have already been warn-

ing strikes by workers fighting Kohl’s

Anschluss which threatens the gains of

the East German workers state where
a planned economy and collectivized

property provided subsidized housing,

day care, education, and full employ-
ment. Kohl has made no secret of his

appetite to drive East German women
back to

"Kinder, Kiiche, Kirehe" (chil-

dren, kitchen, church). A plank in the

Christian Democrats' platform for the

DDR elections was “protection of the

unborn," threatening to export West Ger-

many’s vicious witchhunt against abor-

tion rights to women of the DDR. Kohl’s

appearances in the DDR have been
accompanied by Republikaner and Nazi

skinhead attacks against leftists and
minorities, which have continued with

ferocious violence in the West and East.

Just as George Bush harbored East

European fascists in his Republican Na-
tional Committee. Helmut Kohl is now
regrouping fascists around the parties of

a Fourth Reich.

From Boston to Berlin, capitalism

continued on page 6
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Spike Lee's Shoes

Spike Lee
with picture

of Michael
Jordan's

shoes.

Fact: Black youth are being killed in

senseless murders in American inner-city

ghettos. Racist media myth: Spike Lee's

catchy television commercials with Chi-

cago Bulls basketball star Michael Jordan

promoting Nike sneakers are responsible

for inner-city gang shootings and violence

by encouraging black teens to covet the

shoes.

Three months ago. New York Post

sportswriter Phil Mushnick launched what

has become an all-sided media crusade

to blame Lee and Jordan for fights and

f^VViil;f:L-iKT

2 March 1990

Bourgeois media’s racist propaganda

fatalities over the Air Jordans and other

$100+ per pair sneakers that are the

objects of status and trendiness among
American youth. Sports Illustrated ’s fea-

ture story for May 14 entitled “Your

Sneakers or Your Life” is packaged with

a racist cover depicting black hands with

a gun snatching a pair of sneaks. The

Harvard...
(continued from page 5)

breeds unemployment, racist terror and

war. The American imperialists are busy

on many fronts, from the murderous

invasion of Panama (where hundreds of

corpses are now being discovered in mass

graves) to the racist police stranglehold on

black. Latino and poor neighborhoods in

the U.S. This is the face of the “free

world.” As the deformed workers states

appear ripe for plundering, the competition

among the major imperialist powers for

the spoils vastly increases the danger of

new wars. What we are witnessing is not

the “death of Communism” championed

by Bush and Kohl, but the death agony
and unraveling of the Stalinist bureauc-

racies throughout Eastern Europe and the

Soviet Union. It is urgently necessary for

leftist students and workers everywhere

to support the East European workers in

their struggles against the capitalist

"shock treatment.”

The only way forward is a class-

struggle fight for the genuine socialism

of Lenin and Trotsky. The Spartacus

Youth Club stands alongside our Ger-

man comrades of the Spartakist Workers
Party in fighting for proletarian inter-

nationalism, for workers mobilizations to

crush the fascists, for an internation-

ally planned economy and an egalitarian

socialist future.

Harvard Spartacus Youth Club
6 June 1990

article cites several alleged examples of

apparel-related murders and asks the

$125 question of who’s to blame— Is it

the shoes? Is it Spike Lee and Michael

Jordan?

It’s Capitalism

As the gap between rich and poor

and black and white widened enormously

during the last decade of the Reagan/

Bush administrations— the “yuppie" years

— Americans have been told to spend

and spend as fast as they can. Vance

Packard's "hidden persuaders” combine

with ballooning credit card debt. Of
course, black and poor kids watch the

same television commercials and have

the Madison Avenue inspired desires for

the latest in fashion and its associated

"respect.” Mushnick charges that black

film director Spike Lee and other black

stars hawking shoes are “ghetto warfare

profiteers.”

In April Lee penned a response pub-

lished in a sports daily, the National

,

denouncing Mushnick’s attack as "a thin-

ly veiled racism." Where’s the outcry

against white sports stars who plug

away on TV for everything from beer to

sneakers? The nonsense of the idea that

well-known black athletes and coaches

who endorse sporting goods are respon-

sible for murder and theft is answered

by Lee: “America tells everyone BUY,
BUY, BUY, it’s Capitalism at its BEST/
WORST, and folks who don’t have, want

to ‘get’ by hook or crook.”

The sociology behind the faddist mass

appeal of expensive, gimmicky sneakers

is bound up with the warping effects

of racism on American society. Two
decades ago basketball great Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar told Sports Illustrated

writer Jack Olsen, “Yes, I was just like

the rest of those black athletes you’ve

read about, the ones that put all their

waking energies into learning the moves.

That might be a sad commentary on

America in general, but that’s the way
it’s going to be until black people can

flow without prejudice into any occu-

pation they can master. For now it’s still

pretty much music and sports for us.”

Same story 20 years later.

Few blacks besides entertainers and

athletes like Michael Jordan can become
household names and sought-after pro-

moters of advertisers' products. And
the sneaker business is a big business

—

nine billion dollars in sales last year.

Michael Jordan’s contract with Nike is

worth an estimated $20 million. The
buying and wearing of the high-tech

shoes and the team jackets and caps of

professional sports teams is a way for

minority youth to put themselves into

their heroes’ shoes, literally, and imagine

themselves gaining some upward mobil-

ity by becoming professional athletes.

The successful black athlete becomes

one of the very few so-called “positive

role models" allowed for minority youth

to admire.

The liberal monitors of culture at the

Village Voice made their entry into the

sneaker print wars with an article “Who
Stole the Sole?" by Allen Barra chastis-

ing Lee for refusing to accept any re-

sponsibility for the footgear violence.

Barra also claims he is exposing Spike

Lee’s “shaky credentials as a revolution-

ary.” But Lee is right to query his sancti-

monious media critics about their lack of

interest in how poverty and discrimina-

tion in "education, housing, jobs, drugs,

racism" can produce violence and death

over a pair of sneakers.

Actually, black nationalist filmmaker

Spike Lee doesn’t claim to be a revolu-

tionary—he believes that blacks need

their own base of black business. But

David Lee

the myth of black capitalism is a cruel

hoax—there’s not one black CEO in the

top 1 .000 corporations and even Spike

Lee doesn’t have the capital to finance

his own movies.

One letter writer to the Village Voice

demolished Barra by stating that “to

suppose that sneakers can inflame a man
to murder makes about as much sense as

to believe that a short skirt can drive a

man to rape. It’s tabloid logic.” The

Voice liberals, the tabloid gutter colum-

nists like Mushnick, and Spike Lee can’t

answer the real money question of how
to stop the killings endemic to rotting

American inner cities, because they all

accept the premise of a capitalist system.

With equality ostentatiously “out” in

Reagan/Bush America, with ghetto kids

unable to afford a set of wheels (or mur-

dered by a lynch mob if they try to buy

a used car in the “wrong" neighborhood,

like Bensonhurst), for many black and

Hispanic youth the “American dream” is

reduced to getting hold of some fancy

sneaks. And when it turns out that a

generation consigned to permanent job-

lessness can't even come up with the

cash for that, the response of the bour-

geois media is that they should want

less!

Emancipation of black people op-

pressed by this violent, racist capitalist

society will begin with a socialist revo-

lution. The abolition of capitalism will

mean jobs and housing for all, and en-

able blacks and other minorities to real-

ize their talents and aspirations outside

of the sports and entertainment fields in

a society with real racial equality.

Sex, Drugs & Rock ’n Roll

Gonzo Victory
On May 30 prosecutors in Aspen,

Colorado announced they were seeking

dismissal of their felony drug and

explosives charges against journalist

Hunter S. Thompson. The District At-

torney’s office was forced to drop its

outrageous witchhunt against Thomp-
son, prosecutors admitted, because of

“discrepancies" in testimony and their

inability to line up witnesses.

“I was going to be put on trial for

sex, drugs and rock and roll,” said

Thompson, inventor of “gonzo journal-

ism" and author of biting "fear and

loathing” exposes of the dark side of

the American dream. “I’ve been doing

that for a long time,” he added,

announcing a celebratory orgy in his

hot tub—for “consenting adults" only

(San Francisco Chronicle, 31 May).

The lifestyle police went after this

ferociously independent, longtime As-

pen resident on the word of an out-of-

town sometime porn star and producer

who got herself invited to Hunter’s

house. She then ran to the cops, who
used her complaint of sexual harass-

ment as their excuse for a six-man,

eleven-hour invasion of Thompson’s

house in search of "evidence" to hang

him with— in fact, all they came up

with was literally a bunch of crumbs
(see “Lifestyle Police Frame Gonzo
Journalist,” WV No. 501, 4 May).

“I have more public support now
than I did when I ran for sheriff,"

Thompson said—and it’s nice to see

the good guys win one for once.

But this vicious witchhunt and police

invasion have deadly serious impli-

cations in this era of the "retroactive

warrant” and erosion of the Fourth

Amendment (which supposedly protects

against unreasonable search and sei-

zure). As Thompson has noted, "They
search your house without cause, and
if they find anything to charge you
with, the courts will uphold it as a

proper search."

We’re glad to hear Thompson is hard

Hunter S. Thompson
Frank G Marlin

at work on a new book. Songs of the

Doomed, which will take up this issue.

He is, after all. a professional at skew-

ering the enemies of those fundamental

freedoms we cherish.
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Labor’s Gotta Play Hardball to Win!

Daily News Unions:
Fight or Die!

New York’s “hometown paper" (owned by the

Chicago-based Tribune Company) is escalating its war
on the unions. In sweeping layoffs at the beginning of

June, the Doily News bosses threw out one-third of the

Machinists and photoengravers. The electricians are

slated to go next. And later this month everyone is

bracing for massive layoffs of the pressmen—cutting

the crew size on a press from twelve to six. The ten

Doily News unions’ contracts expired in March, but the

workers have been held on the job by the Allied Print-

ing Trades Council tops, who insist "we’re going to

wince, squirm and blink a little." This is a ticket to

disaster. The News workers had better play hardball,

and how, or they will be carved up and wiped out.

The layoffs have cut deep— in one case a Machinist

and his son were thrown on the street at the same time.

In the last two years, over half the Machinists who
labor to keep the Daily News' antiquated presses run-

ning have been cut. The drivers union head. Michael

Alvino, is offering to sell off union jobs, which will

seriously weaken the union. Meanwhile, the high-living

Daily News president James Hoge and his professional

strikebreakers from King and Ballow are openly training

scores of scab drivers and pressmen at the Pacific Street

(Brooklyn) printing plant. The Daily News is trying to

whip up race war in the tinderbox of New York, recruit-

ing black and Hispanic scabs to pit against the heavily

white craft unions.

Last month, a member of the Newspaper Guild in the

classified department was suspended for calling one of

the strikebreakers in training "scab!" Other workers at

the News building on 42nd Street got hold of a man-

agement "survival kit" introducing out-of-town scabs

to life in New York, with advice such as "don’t make
eye contact with passers-by” and if you are mugged,

"don’t speak unless your assailant demands it" (West

Side Spirit, 8 May). They didn’t, however, tell their

“replacement workers" what’s liable to happen to them

when they try to cross a picket line.

News workers are backed up against the wall, and

many know they must strike to save their jobs and their

unions. Hundreds of workers at Pacific Street booed the

hacks from the AFL-CIO Strategic Approaches Commit-

tee. who came into town to threaten the unionists that

“if you take to the streets, you’re history" (Newsday *

4 June). These bureaucratic “organizers of defeat,"

including Steelworkers chief Lynn Williams and the

butcher of Hormel, UFCW's William Wynn, have sabo-

taged every strike they have touched. They are selling

the News workers the “outside/inside game”—a no-

strike no-win recipe of bumper stickers, consumer

boycotts of the newspaper and the Chicago Cubs

(owned by the Tribune Company), and pleading with

capitalists to pull their ads from the News. This is the

same “strategy" which sank strikes from the Chicago

Tribune to Eastern Airlines. The union tops try to keep

workers on the job with illusions that the bureaucrats’

"friends of labor” like Dinkins in City Hall and Cuomo
in Albany will rescue the unions—even as the Demo-
crats send out the cops to break the picket lines.

Daily News workers— it’s fight or die! Against the

army of strikebreakers assembled by Hoge, labor must

draw on its own arsenal. Stop their plans for a scab

paper with a sit-down strike, occupying the Daily News

building and the Pacific Street plant and appealing to

NY labor for support. And any high-priced columnists

or reporters who plan on scabbing like Jimmy Breslin

did in 1978 must get the message now that picket lines

will be militant and solid. The battle at the News must

be extended to an industrywide strike by the newspaper

unions at the New York Times. Post and Newsday. Break

Daily News management’s racist plans by instituting

union-run minority recruitment and training programs

at full union scale and at the capitalists’ expense. A
class-struggle victory here could turn around strikes

such as that of Greyhound workers and organizing

drives like that of the garment workers at Domsey,

pointing the way forward for workers everywhere.

“Justice for Janitors”

Takes Century City

LOS ANGELES—Century City, a glittering oasis of

skyscrapers and high finance, got a taste of union power

on June 1 . Sweeping aside security guards, 400 striking

janitors and their supporters poured into the ritzy office

complex. Union chants mixed with conga drums as the

members of Service Employees International Union

Local 399 in red shirts stopped the Ferraris and Rolls

Royces on Constellation Boulevard and carried their

strike into Century City.

They blocked revolving doors with bags of garbage

as union marshals backed down arrogant security

guards. And in a moment that gave satisfaction to the

Barnard/Los Angeles Times

Janitors rally in downtown Los Angeles.

many minority and working people who detest the

brutal LAPD, strikers swept past a squad of riot cops

who impotently ordered them to leave. (L. A. -area cops

are notorious—the county sheriff's deputies alone paid

out $3 million each of the last two years to settle brutal-

ity cases.) This time, for once, the bosses' hired thugs

got a small taste of labor’s strength, as the union dem-
onstration continued inside Century City for two hours.

SEIU organizer Stephen Lerner told the Los Angeles

Times (2 June) that despite the “isolated, very elite

community," “you can’t wall off poor people and people

of color. We’ll come here until we get justice."

The strike began on May 31, after the 180 workers

had tried for eight months to gel a contract from Inter-

national Service Systems, a giant building maintenance

outfit with 14,000 workers across the country. The
workers, mostly Latino immigrants, get a lousy $4.50

per hour, with no sick pay or medical benefits. One
woman striker, who fled El Salvador nine years ago.

told the press: "We need to win this battle. I can’t feed

my family on what they are paying. " And you certainly

can’t buy anything in Century City with what the jani-

tors who work there are paid. The bourgeoisie built the

complex, which borders Rodeo Drive only a half-mile

from Beverly Hills, as a walled city for finance and

business, safely distant from downtown L.A. and main-

tained by low-wage, immigrant labor.

At a second rally on June 7. over 200 cops massed

against the strikers. With another union demonstration

scheduled for June 15, the Los Angeles unions must be

brought out in force, from teachers to hotel to long-

shore. The battle of the SEIU workers at Century City

is crucial for all labor in L.A. It can help break the back

of the open shop, and spark the massive organizing

drive that is needed to bring Latino workers in Southern

California into the labor movement. And not least,

militant, integrated battle by these workers can help

sweep aside the racist, protectionist poison that the pro-

imperialist AFL-CIO bureaucracy aims at foreign, espe-

cially Japanese and Mexican, workers. Full citizenship

rights for foreign-born workers! Victory to the Century

City janitors!

“Enough!
No Safety, No Work!”
The New York Transit Authority has announced

budget cuts which could reach 10 percent, and for the

first time provisional workers are going to be laid off.

The funerals of two more NYC transit workers are

barely over, bur you can bet the first thing to be cut

will be workers' safety. We print below excerpts of a

20 May leaflet by the Committee for a Fighting TWU,
class-struggle militants in Transport Workers Union

Local 100.

How much of our blood must be spilled before this

union takes action against the death trap conditions we
are forced to work in? On May 8, Daniel Walsh and

Robert Nicholson were added to the T.A.'s death toll,

crushed by a southbound F train leaving the Kings

Highway station in Brooklyn. That's six of our union

brothers killed on the tracks in just over one year.

We are sick and we are tired and we are angry at

attending funerals for our brothers who are killed by

deliberate T.A. policy. As far as management is con-

cerned, workers’ lives are cheaper than adequate man-

ning scales. They spend a fortune on unionbusting drug

testing, "beakies” and punishment. They substitute our

blood for capital investment needed to repair this dilapi-

dated death trap we work in.

What is the response of our union “leaders”? Sonny
Hall ran point for the T.A. and blamed the victims

claiming they were let “fall into bad safety habits" (The

Chief, 18 May). Local 100 "safety sellout” director

George McDonald added. “Not only do we need the

rules, we need to make sure the men follow those

rules." What bull! The bosses’ rule is "do it or be

written up”! The union sell-outs’ "rule" is “do it first,

then grieve it” which increasingly means “die first, then

grieve it"—and dead men can’t talk. A real union

leadership would have brought the whole Local 100

membership out to the funerals for Walsh and Nichol-

son and shut down the entire system in protest of the

T.A.’s callous disregard for workers’ lives.

The transit system will never be safe for workers or

riders unless workers control safety. The conditions we
face on the job only reflect the decaying capitalist

system we live under. But without us. this city and Wall

Street do not move. You can bet if the workers ran

transit, we’d make it run safe. We call on all Local 100

members to fight for elected union safety committees

in every division of the TWU. No safety, no work 1
...

The unity and social power of the integrated labor

movement must be brought to bear in New York City

today to stop the race haters! This would also undercut

the FBI informer Al Sharpton and Sonny Carson with

his disgusting anti-Asian pogroms. Meanwhile the Dem-
ocrat Dinkins tries to quell the outrage over the Benson-

hursl killers, who are literally getting away with murder,

by spewing empty liberal rhetoric and appeals tor “law

and order.” while the NYPD has blown away a dozen

black men since the first of the year. Even a one-day

strike by Local 100 would send a very clear message,

taking the wind out of Sharpton and Carson and putting

fear into the race terrorists.

The union represents a social force that should be

reckoned with, a fighting force for workers on the job

and throughout this city. Let’s get this union off its

knees! For a fighting TWU!

Angry workers
protest outside
luxury condo of

Daily News boss
James Hoge
last month.
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Noah Wolkenstein

Remembered
Our comrade Noah Wolkenstein died April 23 by

his own hand. Noah was 34 years old, a member of

the Bay Area Spartacist League and a full member
of the SL Central Committee at the time of his death.

For twelve years, from September 1976 to October

1988. he was a member of the composition crew of

Workers Vanguard, serving as production manager

of WV for many of those years.

This tragedy touches every comrade and section of

the International Communist League. Noah’s hard-

driving and meticulous work and his political leader-

ship expressed mainly through our press made him

a shaping force in our tendency. Our comrades in

Mexico City wrote to Noah’s parents after the trag-

edy: "None of us knew Noah really well, and others

of us not at all, but we all knew him by reputation

and his was good. We want to talk more here with

our new young comrades about his life and work, so

those who never met him will understand our loss.

We believe that we should remember of Noah that he

chose as his life’s work the struggle for international

socialist revolution and all those who worked with

him believe he did his work exceptionally well."

A Witchhunted Family

Noah was a red-diaper baby. His father Ed Wol-

kenstein edited New Foundations, the magazine of the

Communist Party student group, the Labor Youth

League, from 1948 to 1952. He moved the family to

Buffalo. New York in November 1952 at the sugges-

tion of the CP. Ed worked in the Bethlehem Steel

plant in Lackawanna until he was fired after the

HUAC hearings in Buffalo in 1957. Noah's mother
Gloria worked in an auto factory and later as a

teacher.

The family was witchhunted again after Ed Wol-

kenstein was subpoenaed before HUAC in April

1964. At that time, he was a member of Progressive

UPl/Bettmann

Picketing the HUAC hearings in Buffalo, 1964:
Noah carries sign "Our Parents Are Good! Leave
Them Alone!”; at front is his brother Seth; behind
Noah is their sister Naomi.

WV Photo

Labor, a Stalinist organization formed by a left split

out of the CP and based mainly in its trade-union

department and youth in New York City. Ed Wolken-

stein was part of the nucleus of organizing mass
protest against HUAC in Buffalo in 1964. Gloria was
also a leader for many years in the struggle to imple-

ment the desegregation of the Buffalo public schools.

Noah was always very proud of his parents for Fight-

ing for their beliefs. On the wall of his office in

comp, he had posted the New York Times clipping

showing the picket line outside the courthouse from

1964. The Times story recounts how Gloria caused

a commotion in the hearings by shouting encourage-

ment to her husband during his testimony. It doesn’t

tell how the U.S. marshals tried to drag her from the

courtroom as Ed and the children struggled to stop

the men who were molesting her. Noah, the youngest

child, was eight years old at the time.

So Noah’s home was imbued from the earliest with

pro-socialist values and an activist conscience. His

parents also set great store on giving their kids a

sense of Jewish identity. Noah, after graduating from

high school, went to Israel for over a year in 1 973-74,

attending Hebrew University in Jerusalem. He evi-

dently went to Israel as someone sympathetic to the

left-Zionist kibbutznik currents, and his experience

there was a bitter disappointment which left him
repulsed by anti-Arab racism and Israeli militarism.

As one comrade wrote at the time of Noah's death,

"He was an internationalist who hated and despised

the Zionist oppressors who would engulf the world
in flames for their Tight' to lord it over the Palestin-

ian people. He was an internationalist who gave no
quarter to the Arab nationalists.”

Returning to the U.S., Noah continued college,

where he came into renewed contact with the Sparta-

cist League; he had some familiarity with us because
his sister Rachel was involved with the Buffalo

Marxist Caucus which fused with the SL’s youth
group in 1972. Although by the time Noah joined

the party both Rachel and their brother Seth were
members, Noah recruited himself to the SL’s revo-

lutionary Trotskyist politics on his own timetable—
at the time that he came around us with a view to

joining, he had been reading our paper very carefully

for a couple of years.

Noah never lost his interest in the Jewish question

and his involvement was central to many of the arti-

cles on the Near East which appeared in WV over the

years. A comrade of the editorial staff who worked

closely with Noah recalled collaborating on an article

on the Warsaw Ghetto uprising: “We had found some

material produced by Jewish Trotskyists inside the

Ghetto. They had on the masthead of their newspaper.

’Workers of the World. Unite!’ Noah devoted a lot

of time, added on to his already enormous job as

the production manager of Workers Vanguard, to

researching and translating this material which we
had only in Hebrew. The statement hailed the Red

Army’s struggle against Hitlerism, and as communists

from a Jewish background we both valued it highly."

The Forging of a Communist
Department

Noah joined the Spartacus Youth League in 1975,

moved to New York and volunteered for the comp
crew of Young Spartacus, which was at that time a

publication separate from WV. The youth group, an

organizationally independent, politically subordinate

organization, had its own monthly press with a young
editorial staff and comp crew which was trained not

only by putting out its own paper under party

supervision but through participation in Workers Van-

guard, the more frequent paper. In many respects YSp
was far from optimum training for a young
communist, as there was a central problem with

arrogant young men of the editorial staff who tended

to treat earnest young women and members of the

comp crew rather badly. At the same time, the Fights

waged over “the party question” were in their own
way an important aspect of shaping a communist
collective in the youth. Noah showed great aptitude

and responsibility in the youth comp crew from 1976
onward and was named Young Spartacus comp chief

in the fall of 1977.

In April 1979. Noah’s central role in WV was
recognized when he became assistant production

manager of the party paper, thus moving into a posi-

tion of great responsibility as the junior member of

WV Photo

At SL protest against opening of anti-

communist Solidarno&c office in New
York, September 1981.
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Our Revolutionary Heritage

THE SPARTACISTS

A Spartacist Pamphlet 25*

Black History

and the

i

i

ersary ot Russian Revolution

Return to the Road

of Lenin and Trotsky!

At left, some of Noah’s work: 1985 IYV article on the revolutionary German Spartacists Liebknecht and Luxemburg used display of paintings by artist

Fritz Brosius (top); front cover, Black History and the Class Struggle pamphlet No. 1, 1983 (left); front page of Spartacist No. 41-42, Winter 1987-88.

Right: Noah in the comp room with other members of the WV editorial board in 1981.

a two-comrade team heading the department which

perhaps more than any other gives the party’s deliber-

ations and decisions voice and impact on the world.

The partnership between Noah and comrade Darlene

Kamiura helped give Noah the confidence to take

over as WV production manager in his own right in

March 1983, when Darlene took over the running of

other party work.

In his years in comp, Noah and the party estab-

lished norms and values that are crucial in under-

standing how the central office of a communist orga-

nization should function. The newspaper is a vital and

central task of any communist propaganda group. WV
as our tendency’s most frequent paper is necessarily

a hotbed of debate and often controversy, frequently

involving not only comrades of the SL/U.S. but others

of the ICL involved in preparing (not to mention

reprinting) some of the articles. To be a member of

the comp crew means a lot of very demanding and

meticulous work at high speed, an involvement in the

formal and informal discussions of the line and tone

and layout of articles, and the satisfaction of seeing

one’s work immediately impact the world outside.

But because of the intense pace, the demands on the

crew, the political debates going on all around and

the importance of the work, the production depart-

ment requires a strong political leadership.

Although in our party the comp chief of a publica-

tion has always been a full member of the Editorial

Board entitled to a substantial say in the paper's

deliberations, it was not until Noah took over the task

that the comp chief became a central political leader

of our press. Noah had a political overview of the

way the department should be run and in particular

the relationship between editorial and comp: he

implemented that overview and in so doing redefined

the job of comp chief. He came to be a strong force

of cohesion between the paper and all the other

departments and functions of the national center.

Noah collaborated closely with the editors in shap-

ing the paper and fought hard with them when he

thought it necessary. In internal party struggles, Noah

was incisive, logical and devastatingly articulate. To

redress the imbalance and tension between the edito-

rial and composition sides of press production, for a

period of time Noah was placed in overall charge of

WV.
What made Noah superb in leading our press pro-

duction was that he combined technical, administra-

tive and political capacity at the highest level. He

trained comrades not only in the concrete skills of

paper production, where he set the highest standards

of careful professionalism, and not only in under-

standing how to use layout, headlines, photos to

achieve political clarity and impact. He worked above

all to imbue in the comrades of comp an understand-

ing of the politics expressed through the paper and

of the importance of their work in bringing the

party’s program forcefully to the consideration of

readers and potential supporters. At many levels he

combated our society’s denigration of skilled labor.

whereby the work of executing an idea is seen as

unrelated to. and inferior to, “political” work like

writing articles or making speeches.

Noah made himself indispensable in centralizing

the whole publishing program of the American orga-

nization, driving forward and balancing the sometimes

conflicting priorities of every kind of publication, not

only WV but everything else from pamphlets to

posters and leaflets to internal bulletins. He took

especial pride in his work as production manager of

Spartacist. our journal published in four languages

under the supervision of the International Executive

Committee of our tendency. In addition to all this

work carried out in our center, Noah took heavy

responsibility for the press of overseas sections,

sometimes making trips in between WV productions

to Toronto or Paris to directly train comrades in

production skills and party norms.

Noah spent several years being desperately con-

cerned with the problem of production equipment.

At the beginning, his work involved keeping our old

machines going past their time, as we lacked both the

money and the expertise necessary to replace them.

The Spartacist League had undertaken publication of

WV in 1971 and shortly thereafter we had purchased a

not too expensive typesetting system which we then

ran until it was certainly the only still operating

equipment of that sort in the world. Noah devised a

system which enabled us to keep producing the news-

paper using parts of the old equipment (acquiring a

substantial stock of pieces over the years as compa-

nies replaced their machines with new systems) while

replacing our old paper-tape keyboards with personal

computers. He and the comp crew kept this antiquated

system operating in the face of constant breakdowns

until 1989.

As we struggled to find the money for the inevita-

ble major equipment purchase. Noah fought to pene-

trate the new technology of computer typesetting.

Having begun his tenure as comp chief with no

particular knowledge of computer technology, he

suffered through the voluminous literature and all the

trade shows and in consultation with other comrades

authored an equipment proposal which was adopted.

In the early fall of 1988 Noah asked to be relieved

of the job of comp chief, but he took responsibility

for seeing the equipment question through. It was

continued on page 1
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THE iKKK!
Washington, D.C., November 27

Fight KUn Two.'

For Labor/Black Mobilization
Against Racist Tenor!

WV Photo

Visually striking poster helped galvanize mass mobilization of 5,000 militants, mainly black unionists and youth, which stopped the KKK from
marching in Washington, 27 November 1982.

Noah
Remembered...
(continued from page 9)

not a surprise to him when this grew into staying

in New York an additional year, working with the

new comp chief and getting the equipment in and

running. Even after he transferred to California

Noah was in frequent fax communication with

the center to help with decisions and problems
involved with the new equipment.

The advent of the new technology also prompted
a new round of collaboration with the comp chiefs

of other ICL sections. Most recently prior to his

death, Noah spent many weeks in Berlin helping

to set up the new systems needed to cope with the

vast increase in the publishing work of the German
section. A leader of the section there has noted:

“Noah’s impact here went far beyond developing

a technical infrastructure and setting up the

production of our newspaper. He saw too clearly

the problems of our section. It is no surprise to

anyone who knew him that in his work here he

acted in every way as a Bolshevik. He took up the

fight for the leadership to take collective respon-

sibility. for example on financial questions. He
also took special interest in the comrades from
the DDR and argued for the training and education

they require to become party cadres. In both cases

these fights were prescient of the tasks we now
confront.”

We Honor Noah by
Carrying Forward His Work

Our ideological enemies, the bourgeoisie, would
like to paint communists as malcontented indi-

viduals who seek a target for their anger in the

existing social system. But we know that the

connection goes the other way. Whatever personal

griefs our comrade had that led him to such incom-
prehensible personal desperation, he was also

deeply sensitive to the needless pain inflicted on
the most vulnerable sectors of capitalist society.

On the subway coming back from a
Nicaragua demonstration, June 1979.

Those who care less about people than Noah did.

and those who buy the rulers’ racist and anti-

working-class lies, accepting the idea that some
people are not really worthy of all the good things

that everyone wants, need not feel much for the

victims of the capitalist social pathology of today,

but communists do. The visible immiseration of the

working people, the overt intensification of the

brutal racism of American society, the dramatic

collapse of Stalinism through the exacerbation of

its internal contradictions which now threaten to

reverse the remaining social gains in the deformed

Noah (right) in

Berlin this March
to set up paper
production for

Spartakist/
Arbeiterpresse-
korrespondenz,
during the
tumultuous
events in

the DDR.

workers states, the prospect of a reunified capitalist

Fourth Reich in Germany and the danger of world

nuclear conflagration—these things Noah felt

deeply. It is impossible for anyone to say what
were the political components to the pain which
led our comrade Noah to take his own life. In his

farewell letters to his parents and his sister and

comrade Rachel, he wrote "Except for some short-

lived periods my personal life has been over-

whelmed by despair and a tremendous pessimism"
and noted that "The organization has been what has

given me purpose, peace and satisfaction—but it

isn’t enough."

Noah was a shy man who held himself aloof

from close personal ties. He had very exacting

standards for everyone, but most strongly for

himself. He was intolerant of sloppiness and
ignorance in all their forms. He was a high
achiever in virtually everything he did in his life

although this was not adequately reflected in the

way he saw himself. He possessed a biting, ironical

wit and didn’t mind being described as “the

world’s youngest curmudgeon,” but whenever
things got tough and the pressure was really on, he

brought good humor to the fore. He was drawn to

attractive, sometimes difficult, women, which
placed some limits on the aloofness he imposed
upon himself. Although many of his comrades
liked him enormously, he did not allow people to

get close to him. Nonetheless he spent many hours
listening to the problems of members of his

department, because he considered this part of
his job and because he really cared about the

comrades. After being supportive to some comp
comrade raging or weeping about their lover or
their parents or their financial problems, he would
emerge from his little office looking wrung out

and complaining that "I can’t stand personal

stuff." but many of the people he cared most
about in the world were indeed those comrades
who had shared their troubles with him.

Noah’s final personal letters indicate that he
made his terrible decision after serious consid-

eration over a lengthy period. He seems to have
undertaken an orderly process of extricating him-
self from the central responsibilities through which
he had made himself indispensable over the years.

Noah’s suicide has been very difficult for his party

comrades to deal with. Beyond the terrible tragedy

of the death of a young and very gifted person, we
must come to grips with the loss of someone who
was very much part of our central core of cadre,

and who we looked upon with great pride and great

expectations for the future leadership of our move-
ment. We must not allow the shock of his death to

diminish the recognition of his achievements.
Rather, we must redouble our dedication to the

struggle for the communist goals Noah deeply
believed in. for it is only through the triumph of
the socialist program on this planet that his work
and contributions to our tendency will go beyond
being admirable in their own right, and will

become important in helping to shape the future
history of mankind.

In remembrance of our comrade Noah, the Wol-
kenstein family has asked that a memorial fund be
established to honor him and his contributions to
our party and to assist in our continuing work.
Presently under discussion in the party are some
ideas for undertaking some innovation in our
headquarters for the press department. Sympathetic
friends wishing to contribute are urged to contact
us directly.
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PDC Protests Exclusion of Gays
The Partisan Defense Committee has

sent the following letter protesting the

U.S. government's announced intention

to bar homosexuals from entering the

country to take part in the international

AIDS conference scheduled to begin in

San Francisco on June 20.

11 June 1990

Director, Immigration and

Naturalization Service

Washington. D.C.

Dear Mr. Director:

The Partisan Defense Committee
strongly protests the INS’ exclusion of

people who test positive for HIV virus

and its reactionary threat to exclude

homosexuals attending the 6th Interna-

tional Conference on AIDS.
The terrible medical problem of

AIDS cannot be solved by national

exclusion or border patrols. There is

no rational medical basis for exclu-

sion from society of people who either

test HIV positive or who have AIDS.
Like the racist U.S. policy banning

Haitians from donating blood as pos-

sible “AIDS carriers,” its only purpose

is to further stigmatize the victims

of bigoted and racist government ne-

glect. The government’s ferocious

across-the-board assault on the civil

rights and living standards of working

people has fueled the rise of murderous

attacks on homosexuals and minori-

ties. The paltry sums allotted to AIDS
research amounts to genocide for hun-

dreds of thousands of AIDS victims,

most of whom will be poor and black

or Hispanic.

Government has no business regu-

lating consensual sexual activity. Yet

it increasingly punishes those whose

private conduct is not to the liking of

the religious right. It is barbaric that

the government today invokes the

McCarran-Walter Act’s police-state

exclusion of “sexual deviants" to im-

pede those who seek an end to the

devastation of AIDS. And hypocritical

besides: nobody questions the degrees

of consanguinity between spouses in

European royal families who come to

be feted at the White House.

We demand an end to the racist and

anti-homosexual McCarran-Walter Act

and disease exclusion of immigrants

and visitors as cruel and unnecessary.

Quality health care for all is both

objectively possible and desperately

necessary, but not within the framework

of a system which breeds sexual and

racial hatred to justify the exploitation

and brutal oppression of the vast

majority.

Very truly yours.

Paul Cooperstein

Partisan Defense Committee

Save Mumia
Abu-Jamal!...
(continued from page 16)

arbitrary cruelty of this ultimate form of

state terror, but also the inherent racism

of its application. He’s on death row spe-

cifically because as a Black Panther and

prominent journalist he spoke out against

racist state repression." Jamal’s wife

Wadiya will be speaking in New York

and Philadelphia to "ask people to con-

tinue to support Mumia, because his

struggles are truly our own. If people

think it can’t happen to them, they are

living life blindly.”

Jamal was framed on charges of killing

a Philadelphia policeman in 1981. On
February 1 the Pennsylvania Supreme

Court denied Jamal’s petition to re-

argue his appeal. As Pennsylvania State

Representative David Richardson said,

“Mumia's trial was a farce.... It was

clear, to anyone whose eyes are open

to racism, that Mumia had been framed

for his political beliefs.... An innocent

man has been sentenced to die." Last

month Jamal’s attorney Marilyn Gelb

filed for review by the U.S. Supreme

Court.

Jamal was president of the Philadel-

phia chapter of the Association of Black

Journalists, and a prominent supporter of

the MOVE organization. He was known
as “the voice of the voiceless" for his

radio interviews which presented the

points of view of blacks. Puerto Ricans,

the elderly, poor and other minority

groups. From the depths of death row

Jamal continues to speak out for them in

columns appearing in newspapers around

the country, including the Nation , Phila-

delphia Tribune , Atlanta Inquirer, Chica-

go Defender, Workers Vanguard, New
York’s New American, San Francisco’s

Sun Reporter, and Greene County Demo-
crat (Alabama).

The rallies will bring together politi-

cally diverse forces with a shared haired

for the racism and cruelty of the death

penalty. Speakers will include officials

from Transport Workers Union Local

100, Social Service Employees Union

Local 371, the Amalgamated Transit

Union, International Brotherhood of

Teamsters Local 808. International Long-

shoremen’s and Warehousemen’s Union

Local 6 and Local 10, and in Toronto

officials from the Canadian Union of

Postal Workers, Hotel Employees and

Restaurant Employees Local 75. United

Transportation Union Local 43. and Tele-

communications Workers Union Local 1.

“That organized labor is coming forward

is most important," said PDC Labor

Coordinator Gene Herson. "Labor has the

clout to stop the assembly line of death.

Their participation recognizes the link

between the death penalty, a central

part of the war on black America, and

attacks on the labor movement for the

past decade."

Across the country elected officials are

beginning to come forward. New York

State Assemblyman Roger Green and

Chicago Alderman Danny Davis and

Pennsylvania State Representative David

Richardson, from Jamal's hometown
Philadelphia, will speak at rallies to

protest the racist sentence of death. Offi-

cers from the NAACP Legal Defense

Fund, Operation PUSH, the Chicago

Conference of Black Lawyers, American

Civil Liberties Union. Amnesty Interna-

tional, and the National Coalition Against

the Death Penalty will also speak out to

save Jamal's life.

Protests will begin in Paris on June 29.

In Germany, rallies will be held at the

U.S. consulate in Hamburg and the em-

bassy in Berlin. DDR (East Germany) on

July 3. The next day Jamal supporters in

Toronto will demonstrate outside the

American consulate on July 4. The Lon-

don rally on July 6 will take place in the

black community of Brixton, scene of a

vicious cop riot five years ago.

Over 16,000 people around the world

—from Australia to France, from Poland

to Canada—have signed petitions and

sent letters to Pennsylvania Governor

Robert Casey, demanding Jamal not be

executed. Among them are California

Congressman Ron Dellums; actor Edward

Asner; Operation PUSH, Chicago; South

African poet Dennis Brutus; former At-

torney General Ramsey Clark; and Rev.

Joseph Lowery. SCLC. Former DDR
Prime Minister Hans Modrow has en-

dorsed the rallies in Germany. Unions

representing tens of thousands more are

on record for Jamal, including ILWU
Local 6, San Francisco Bay Area; ATU
Local 308, Chicago; ILA Local 1414.

Savannah. Georgia; and CWA Local

4309, Cleveland.

The protests mark the anniversary of

Jamal's sentencing on 3 July 1982 and

the restoration of capital punishment.

“The Supreme Court’s contribution to the

1976 bicentennial celebrations was the

reinstitution of the death penalty in the

case of Gregg v. Georgia on July 2,

1976,” said Wolkenstein. "We call on all

death penalty abolitionists to come out

and join the fight to save Jamal. With his

pen and voice he’s fought for so many.

It’s our time to fight for him." For more
information contact the Partisan Defense

Committee.

We want to make it very clear that the

views expressed in the above article

submitted by the Partisan Defense

Committee, and elsewhere in Workers

Vanguard, do not necessarily represent

the views of other endorsers and speakers

working together to save Jamal and abol-

ish the racist death penalty.

AGIPA-PRESS

At protest in Bremen, West Germany last November, banners say: “Abolish

the Racist Death Penalty in the USA" and “Freedom for Mumia Abu-Jamal."

Reply to

FSP...
(continued from page 2)

revolutions against the crumbling Stalin-

ist bureaucracies to establish workers

rule through workers and soldiers coun-

cils, as in October 1917. This is the

program being actively fought for in East

Germany by our German section, the

Spartakist Workers Party of Germany.

Particularly in the United States, where

anti-communism and racism in the work-

ing class are the principal ideological

obstacles to class consciousness, it is

important to be very clear on "the Rus-

sian question." But beyond being against

Stalinism and for socialist democracy,

the statements of your candidate seem
intentionally vague. Besides one charac-

terization that the East European coun-

tries “...were a degraded form of work-

er’s governments” (Golden Gater , April

19, 1990), you give no indication of the

class nature of these states and where

you stand on defense of their collectiv-

ized property forms. However in your

program you call for a
“
universal end

to the arms race..." and to “Dissolve

NATO and all other military pacts,"

(emphasis added). You thereby equate

the Warsaw Pact with the imperialist

NATO, and the military steps taken by

the USSR, nuclear and conventional, to

defend itself, with counterrevolutionary

imperialist aggression, which dates

back to the October Revolution itself.

The vague “anti-Stalinism” turns out

to be "third camp" social democratic

anti-Sovietism.

You call to "Abolish the CIA” and to

"End all support to repressive... merce-

nary forces like the Contras." But this is

contradicted by the FSP’s previous sup-

port to Brooklyn Rivera, the leader of

Miskito Indian contras, who according to

Rivera himself were armed and paid by

the CIA to be an "Eastern front" against

the Sandinistas.

Mainly, you seem to think that capital-

ism can be "transformed" by reforming

the tax structure and "redistributing" cor-

porate profits. In this sense your cam-

paign is reminiscent of the electoralist

“municipal socialism" of the right wing

of American social democracy prior to

World War I and the Russian Revolution.

Therefore it is our opinion that your

election program does not offer a way
forward for young workers and students

who have come to hate the capitalist

system, its racism and its threat of nu-

clear annihilation, and who are looking

for a program of revolutionary struggle

against it.

Fraternally.

Al Nelson

Bay Area Spartacist League
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South African CP Leader Joe Slovo:

From “Uncle Joe” Stalin to Gorby
Joe Slovo. general chairman of the

South African Communist Party, returned

home in April from decades of exile.

During those years his wife and comrade.

Ruth First, was murdered in 1982 in

Mozambique by a letter bomb sent by a

South African assassination squad. A
week after his return. Slovo accompanied

African National Congress leader Nelson

Mandela, himself just released after 27

years in apartheid prisons, at the first-

ever ANC negotiations with the white-

supremacist Pretoria government in May.

Now Slovo's pamphlet. Has Socialism

Failed ?. has become a hot item, a topic

of discussion in meetings of disintegrat-

ing Communist parties from Chicago to

Toronto and London.

Amid the terminal crisis of Stalinism.

CPers are clinging to Slovo's pamphlet

as a drowning man grasps at straws.

As leaders of collapsing East European

regimes seek refuge in the Second Inter-

national. here is a party leader who still

calls himself a Communist. And unlike

Brezhnev-era dinosaurs like the CPUSA’s
Gus Hall, Slovo is a Gorbachev man all

the way. Moreover, while Communist

parties from Europe to North America

are in the throes of demoralization and

outright liquidation, the SACP is at the

height of its popularity.

That the SACP's stock has gone up

has nothing to do with any change in its

program, which remains as wretchedly

reformist as ever, at most calling for

bourgeois democracy. In an interview

with the London Independent (4 Novem-
ber 1988), cited by the South African

Marxist intellectual Baruch Hirson. Slovo

declares: “We are engaged in a struggle

in which socialism is not on the immedi-

ate agenda or should be a criteria of par-

ticipation in the struggle. For some while

after apartheid falls there will be a mixed

economy ... There is no pole-vault into

socialism.”

In the context of the apartheid police

state, even white liberals found in the

Communist Party the only organized

vehicle to struggle against racism and for

basic democratic rights. It was the only

sizable racially integrated party in South

Africa, including not only blacks and

whites but also Indians and coloureds

(mixed-race). At his 1964 trial under the

Suppression of Communism Act, Nelson

Mandela pointed out:

"For many decades communists were the

only political group in South Africa

who were prepared to treat Africans as

human beings and their equals Be-

cause of this, there are many Africans

who. today, tend to equate freedom with

communism.”
— quoted in Mary Benson,

Nelson Mandela The Man
and the Movement (1986)

The black African masses also equate

communism with a thoroughgoing social

revolution, with ripping South Africa's

wealth out of the hands of the Randlords

who have so cruelly superexploited them

for over a century.

But they will not find the road to

liberation in Joe Slovo’s pamphlet, or in

the party which for decades has sought

“power sharing" with the "enlightened"

slavemasters like Anglo American in a

"post-apartheid" (capitalist) South Africa.

In Has Socialism Failed? Slovo glibly

remarks, “Socialism certainly produced

a Stalin and a Ceausescu. but it also

produced a Lenin and a Gorbachev." Oh
well, the reader is to conclude, two

out of four— not all bad. And his tract

admits, rightly enough. "The Fault Lies

with us. not with Socialism." Slovo em-
braces "the processes of perestroika and

glasnost" as socialism’s only hope of

"showing its essentially (!) human face."

But unlike Gorbachev he still holds “the

class struggle is the motor of human
history." and criticizes the CPs' “unilat-

eral ideological disarmament" in the face

of the capitalist ideologues’ offensive.

The appeal is to those CPers who
don’t just want to throw in the towel. But

to justify all the years when he followed

“Uncle Joe” Stalin’s every twist and turn,

Slovo pens some patently self-serving

“self-criticism." like it is "now becoming

clear that the virtual destruction of the

command personnel of the Red Army,

the lack of effective preparation against

Hitler’s onslaught and Stalin's dictatorial

and damaging interventions in the con-

duct of the war could have cost the

Soviet Union its victory.” Now becoming

clear?! In a similar vein, Slovo writes

that “we kept silent for too long after the

1956 Khrushchev revelations."

Baruch Hirson bitterly commented last

year on the SACP leader’s belated dis-

covery of Stalinism. "Slovo had heard

these accounts of Stalin’s crimes over

many decades: was he deaf, or did he

lack a sense of morality? He heard them

from Trotskyists in Johannesburg in

1943, he knew them when he read about

the condemnation and rehabilitation of

the Jewish doctors in the USSR...”
(“Thieves in the Thieves’ Kitchen."

Searchlight South Africa , July 1989).

More than avoiding a painful re-

examination of history. Slovo seeks to

avoid renouncing Stalinism’s reformist

perversion of Leninism or analyzing its

social roots. Thus Stalinism is defined as

a “bureaucratic-authoritarian style of

leadership," and "socialism without de-

mocracy." If Stalinism is simply over-

bearing centralism, therefore one does

not have to analyze the material bases for

the rise of a conservative, nationalist

bureaucracy in the USSR, and the pro-

gram it generated: "socialism in one

country" for Russia and "two-stage revo-

lution”— i.e., no socialism—elsewhere.

Slovo mouths platitudes about "work-

ing class internationalism" being "one of

the most liberating concepts in Marxism"

which "needs tofind effective expression

in the new world conditions." This rings

pretty hollow in the face of Moscow’s
world-historic betrayal of East Germany
to a Fourth Reich, as well as its aban-

donment of Afghanistan. Nicaragua and

Angola, to say nothing of Kremlin arm-

twisting to get the ANC to come out

foursquare for a “political settlement"

with the apartheid state. Where was
"working class internationalism” when
Soviet deputy foreign minister Anatoly

Adamishin flew over the Witwatersrand

in a helicopter with South African for-

eign minister “Pik" Botha, with whom
he worked out in secret negotiations

the withdrawal of Cuban troops from

Angola?

And while Slovo comes to the defense

of “Marxist theory.” he hastens to add

that "this is not to say that every word of

Marx. Engels and Lenin must be taken as

gospel .

.

.." Which words exactly does he

have in mind? Well now, it seems that

“The concept of the ‘Dictatorship of the

Proletariat’ was dealt with rather thinly

by Marx as ‘a transition to a classless

society’.” dixit Joe Slovo. The Paris

Commune, which Marx and Engels saw

as exemplifying this rule of the working

class, is dismissed as “an exceptional

social experience." And Lenin’s elabora-

tion of the concept of the dictatorship of

the proletariat in 1917 is explained as

due to other special circumstances:

“Understandably, the dominant preoccu-

pation at the time was with the seizure of

power, its protection in the face of the

expected counter-revolutionary assault,

the creation of 'democracy for the major-

ity' and the ‘suppression of the minority

of exploiters'."

For Joe Slovo. that was then, and this

is now.

Certainly it would be unfair to accuse

him of such "preoccupations" as he hob-

nobs with the top exploiters of South

Africa. We can't see Slovo chatting with

Prime Minister de Klerk and "Law and

Order" Minister Coetzee about the dicta-

torship of the proletariat. Indeed. Slovo

writes: "On reflection, the choice of the

word 'dictatorship' to describe this type

of society certainly opens the way to

ambiguities and distortions " Like bour-

geois ideologues, he equates the Marxist

term for the rule of the working class

with the Stalinist bureaucratic regime.

And his purpose is to reject the program

of socialist revolution, replacing it with

"democracy" and a "mixed economy"—
i.e., capitalism. But this is not Gor-

bachevite “new thinking.” The SACP
renounced the struggle for socialism

decades ago... under Stalin.

Today Slovo & Co. imagine them-

selves negotiating a “post-apartheid

state" with de Klerk. Coetzee and the rest

of the capitalist ruling class. So while

Anglo American publishes ads showing

black miners as "shareholders." the

SACP chairman talks of “reorganising

social life" so that "the producers. ..have

a real say not only in the production of

social wealth but also in its disposal."

and assures Jo’burg corporate executives

he does not foresee "the premature aban-

donment of any role for market forces,”

etc. But while Slovo talks of “real de-

mocracy in the post-apartheid state." the

young comrades in the townships and the

workers in the mines and factories are

flying the red banner of communism and

looking for revolution now!
In South Africa, with its combative

millions-strong proletariat, the brutally

oppressed black, coloured and Indian

population battling against overwhelming

force, where numerous white students

embrace revolutionary struggle and even

some groups of white workers make
common cause with the black unions, the

SACP’s commitment to the maintenance

ofcapitalism is a betrayal of monumental
proportions. Trotsky’s program of perma-

nent revolution explains that in the age

of imperialism bourgeois democratic

tasks cannot be fulfilled without socialist

revolution. In South Africa, even "one
man, one vote” can be achieved only by

smashing the white-supremacist state

through an uprising of the oppressed

black, centrally proletarian masses.

Black miners laboring in barbed-wire

compounds will be won to this program

of workers revolution, not to Joe Slovo's

nostrums of "power sharing" with their

"enlightened” exploiters.!

Gubb/JB Pictures

For South Africa's oppressed black masses, the red flag of communism Is a
symbol of the fight for freedom and social equality.

Joe Slovo (left),

returning after

decades of exile,

with Nelson
Mandela at

political rally in

South Africa.
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Mandela: Amandla! (Power!)

Crowd of Supporters: Ngawethu! (It is ours!)

Mandela: Amandla!
Crowd: Ngawethu!

Mandela: i-Afrika! (Africa!)

Crowd: Mayibuye! (Let it come back!)

Mandela: Mayibuye!
Crowd: i-Afrika!

— Prelude to Mandela’s speech in S. Africa.

Feb. 11. 1990

The extraordinary spectacle of South Africa’s most
renowned political prisoner. Nelson R. Mandela,

emerging from the dark confines of prison into the

warm South African sunlight marked a magic moment
for Africans around the globe.

The frenzied toi-toi was danced by South Africans,

both at home, and in exile, a dance of sheer joy at the

falling of the last shackles of dubious legality, in a

spiritual sunburst of loving welcome at the long-gone

father, brother, comrade who has finally come home.

Many Black men and women wept with heartfelt

joy at his coming.

Could South Africa, the hellish spawn of every

Black nightmare, that earthly inferno of overt op-

pression on all Black life unlucky enough to be

birthed there, really be changing?

The answer did not take long in coming.

Days before the African National Congress leader

was freed. Mandela’s daughter’s mate, Clayton Sizwe

Silhole, was found hung in the notorious John Vorster

Square police station in Johannesburg.

Sithole, the father of Mandela’s grandson, was a

member of the Umkhonto we Sizwe, or Spear of the

Nation, the ANC military wing of which Mandela,

decades ago, was a founder and commander.

Like the police killing of rising Black activist.

Steve Biko, in custody, this too was pegged "an

accident." or "a suicide."

But for the Mandelas and the Sitholes, gladness was

leavened with painful tragedy. Sithole was 22.

Days after Mandela’s walk to freedom. Afrikaner

police opened fire on an African protest in Seboking,

leaving Black death in the double digits.

The South Africa, then, of the massacres at Sharpe -

ville and Langa (Uitenhage) remains a daily cruel

reality.

Why then did this racist apartheid state take the

extraordinary step to free an internationally acclaimed

critic and political prisoner? The answer lies deeper

—

not in the South African heart, but in its wallet!

International anti-apartheid campaigns have cost the

Pretoria regime badly needed trade dollars, billions

of rands (S. African dollars) lost by spreading eco-

nomic sanctions.

In this light, the actions of de Klerk, the regime’s

president, take on an intelligible aura.

To free one “kaffir," the government reasons, is a

cheap price to pay to restore South Africa’s grossly

exploitative economy. Already, de Klerk’s P.R. cam-

paign has borne fruit with a new air of acceptance

hovering over the world’s image of Pretoria, although

life for the average African there is still more
nightmare than promise.

Ghanian sage Kwame Nkrumah once opined that

"capitalism is but the gentlemen’s form of slavery."

Is apartheid capitalism, which exploits Black labor

power to undergird the racist regime, the ruffian’s

form of slavery?

Yes, Mandela is free, and that is a glorious thing—
but the revolution must continue for all Africans to

share the sweet taste of freedom! Amandla! On the

MOVE!
12 May 1990

Mumia Abu-Jamal, a Philadelphia black journal-

ist, is on death row at Pennsylvania’s Huntingdon
state prison. Framed up because of his political

views, Mumia faces death for his defiance of the

racist, capitalist order. His columns appear periodi-

cally in Workers Vanguard and other newspapers.

To get involved in the fight to save Mumia
Abu-Jamal and abolish the death penalty, contact

the Partisan Defense Committee, P.O. Box 99,

Canal Street Station, New York, NY 10013. If

you wish to correspond with Mumia, you can

write to: Mumia Abu-Jamal, AM8335, Drawer R,

Huntingdon, PA 16652.

South Africa...
(continued from page I

)

Since then, revolt has spread through the

rural bantustans, urban townships have

exploded with protest and a strike wave

continues (the government calculates that

the number of workdays lost to strikes in

the first quarter of 1990 is four times that

of the same period last year).

Nowhere is this spirit more evident

than in Welkom, Transvaal, a gold min-

ing town 150 miles southwest of Johan-

nesburg. The Welkom mine produces

27 percent of South Africa's gold, and

both the mine and the town are owned
by the so-called "progressive" capitalists

of Anglo American Corporation. About

58,000 well-off whites live in comfort-

able neighborhoods with manicured

lawns. Thousands of desperately poor

black miners are jammed 21 to a room
in the Saint Helena Mine hostel, and on

the other side of town 138,000 blacks

live in shanties along dirt roads in

Thabong township. Last month, tensions

in Welkom reached the flash point.

It began with the ANC leader’s release

last February. “As soon as they showed

Mandela on the TV, then this started,"

one white shaft steward complained.

The black miners began to wear ANC
T-shirts, militant slogans were found

scrawled on tunnel walls. They particu-

larly objected to the segregated changing

rooms and the preference given to whites

in the process of “hoisting.” This meant

whites were the last to go down and

first to come up, spending two to three

hours less underground. As black work-

ers began to organize, the far right in

Welkom formed vigilante groups, or-

ganized by the Blanke Veiligheidswag

(White Security Guard). This fascistic

outfit began “night patrols” on the streets

of Welkom that meant carrying out at-

tacks on black pedestrians.

On May 16, 31 black miners were

dismissed by Anglo American for "dis-

obeying rules," such as by wearing ANC
garb. That afternoon, the fired black

miners and a few of their union brothers

approached company officials outside

Shaft Number One. White security cops

opened fire with rubber bullets and a

9mm pistol, wounding 18. In the clash

which followed, two white mine manag-

Nelson Mandela
(left) seeks
to negotiate
“power-sharing”
deal with

South Africa’s

biggest mining
and industrial

magnate,
Gavin Relly.

ers were stabbed to death. Scores of

blacks were arrested. On Sunday, May
20, there was a protest meeting in the

black township of Thabong. About 1 ,000

miners and 500 youth formed a proces-

sion after the meeting and attempted to

march into Welkom. Police opened fire

on the procession, killing 11 blacks and

injuring 90.

South Africa’s two most prominent

leaders of black unions. National Union
of Miners (NUM) president Cyril Rama-
phosa and Congress of South African

Trade Unions (COSATU) secretary gen-

eral Jay Naidoo, arrived in Welkom
and issued a conciliatory statement over

the "regrettable" stabbing. But at funer-

als for the white managers there was a

column of vehicles adorned with the

swastika-like flag of the neo-Nazi Afri-

kaner Resistance Movement (AWB).
Such paramilitary and fascistic groups

have been growing, in reaction to de

Klerk’s talk of “power sharing” with the

ANC. On May 26, Conservative Party

leader Treuemicht gathered more than

50,000 right-wingers and neo-Nazis from

the AWB for a racist rally at the Voor-

trekker Monument in Pretoria.

Welkom is one of the premier mines
of the Anglo American Corporation,

which owns 70 percent of the country’s

mining capital and has been known for

its "far-sighted" approach to South Afri-

can capitalism. The company recently ran

a full-page ad in the London Financial

Times to ask "Do We Sometimes Wish

We Hadn’t Fought To Have Black Trade

Unions Recognised?” “Life has not

always been easy since then.” they sigh

with paternalism worthy of a latter-day

Cecil Rhodes, particularly when “our

gold and coal mines” are struck. But they

sought to bring in unions "for very sound

commercial, as well as moral, reasons.”

Anglo American’s commercial interests

were clear: to set up a collaborationist

labor bureaucracy to prevent an outbreak

of revolutionary worker agitation.

Part of this strategy has been Anglo’s

attempts to co-opt the NUM, not least

with its "employees shareholding” in a

joint fund. This draws the union into

direct collaboration with finance capital.

The ad explains that these
“
verligte” (en-

lightened) tycoons understand there will

be no class peace until blacks have polit-

ical rights. Anglo chairman Gavin Relly

(since retired) was the leading capitalist

to venture to Lusaka for “secret" talks

with the ANC. which led to two years of

"negotiations" and the freeing of Man-
dela. Now once again, Anglo and Relly

are trying to mold the shape of a “post-

apartheid South Africa," orchestrating

a late May meeting at Johannesburg's

continued on page 14

White fascist

paramilitary forces
arming against
any democratic

concessions to the

black majority.
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Campbell/Sygma

Superexploited black gold miners are key to producing the wealth of the
apartheid state. Black workers must fight for their own class power.

South Africa...
(continued from page 13)

Carlton Hotel of 350 leading bankers and

industrialists with a high-level delegation

from the African National Congress.

At his first press conference after

being released. Mandela caused conster-

nation in corporate boardrooms by re-

affirming the ANC’s call (in its 1955

Freedom Charter) for nationalization of

South Africa's mines and redistribution

of the wealth. But in a joint news confer-

ence with Gavin Relly at the Carlton,

Mandela backed off from this pledge:

"I would like to share a secret with you.

The view that the only words in the eco-

nomic vocabulary that the ANC knows
are nationalisation and redistribution is

mistaken. The ANC has no blueprint that

decrees that these or other assets will be

nationalised, or that such nationalisation

would take this or the other form."

—London Independent, 24 May

While Mandela was appealing for "co-

operation of the corporate sector." Relly

said they agreed on a “mixed economy.”

and that “one shouldn’t jump about and

get frightened just because people see the

word ‘nationalisation'." For his part, Joe

Slovo of the South African Communist

Party has been quoted as saying that

redistribution of wealth does not mean
“sectors of the economy would have to

be nationalised."

Imperialist Sanctions:
Who Do They Serve?

Mandela is using his tours of West

Europe and the U.S. to appeal to the

imperialist chiefs to maintain “sanctions"

against South Africa. “Sanctions must

continue to be applied until the whole

structure of apartheid is brought down."

he said (New York Times, 27 May).

We have pointed out how grotesque it

is to call on American rulers, who
dropped atom bombs on Hiroshima and

Nagasaki and turned Vietnam into a

moonscape, who block effective school

integration in the U.S. and whose pro-

gram for ghetto poverty amounts to gen-

ocide. to pressure their South African

junior partners to... fight racism. We
noted that calls for “disinvestment” were

at best an empty moralistic gesture, that

when multinational corporations began

withdrawing productive assets it was to

protect their profits and. except when a

revolutionary overthrow is directly posed,

this would serve to weaken the black

unions, the organizational embodiment of

the proletarian power that can bring

down apartheid capitalism. “So divest-

ment has become good business. But it

is not good for South Africa's black

workers," we summed up (WV No. 434,

7 August 1987).

The Spartacist tendency (now the

International Communist League) was

unique in telling the truth about the

liberal divestment movement when it

was highly unpopular to do so. But

forces in COSATU have begun question-

ing the policy of divestment and

sanctions. COSATU ’s 1987 congress

criticized selective sanctions, which

"cause serious regional unemployment."

The following year the Chemical Work-

ers Industrial Union demanded that 41

foreign-controlled companies negotiate

so that divestment not be at the workers’

expense. And last year, the CWIU struck

nine Mobil Oil installations against plans

to "divest" by selling out to the South

African mining conglomerate Gencor.

while the Metalworkers union struck

Goodyear over the company’s sellout to

South Africa’s Consol.

A recent article on "Financial Sanc-

tions and the Future of South Africa,” by

Paul Trewhela in Searchlight South Afri-

ca (February 1990), published in London,

incisively analyzes the cause and effect

of imperialist sanctions. Trewhela writes

that while in the 1960s and 1970s the

ANC called mainly for international

consumer, sports and cultural boycotts,

today "the decisive practical role in the

sanctions campaign now lies with world

financial capital." He notes that at the

height of the 1985 township revolt. U.S.

financial capital—following the lead of

Chase Manhattan Bank— imposed finan-

cial sanctions on South Africa, blocking

new credits and demanding repayment of

back loans. Since 1985 some $15 billion

in foreign debt was repaid by South

Africa, while another $10 billion left the

country in capital flight. He observes:

"The action of the banks in July-August

1985. setting in motion the sole effective

process of economic sanctions so far. was
a measure by capital in its own defence

against a future threatened loss. .. What
the banks require are political changes in

South Africa that can assure them of

future safety for their investments, and a

safe field for future investment.”

Trewhela notes that the present sanc-

tions policy was designed by state tech-

nocrats of imperialist countries (notably

Canada and Australia, the number three

and four gold producers in the world after

South Africa and the USSR). They were

approved by meetings last year of the

Commonwealth foreign ministers in Can-

berra and Commonwealth heads of gov-

ernment at Kuala Lumpur, and endorsed

by the ANC, the Pan Africanist Congress

and a delegation of COSATU headed

by Metalworkers union leader Moses
Mayekiso. “formerly a leader of the left

wing of the unions.” By looking to the

banks as liberators, the ANC and its

various allies and satellites are playing

straight into the hands of the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund and the drive to

"mass pauperization” of the Third World:

"The convergence of real practical bank
sanctions and the agitation of the ANC
for financial sanctions marks its co-

option into the political operations of
world capital. Outside the environs of

Mrs Thatcher, it is hard to discover who
does not either support or threaten to

support their extension. Congresses of

bishops and the Trade Union Congress,

the UN and the Communist Parties,

radical leftists and the far-seeing right:

all look to the agency of money-dealing
capital to undo what money-dealing capi-

tal set in place at the founding of modem
South Africa, in the period of Rhodes and
Rothschild.

“Ultimately it is the future of the workers
in South Africa that is under examina-
tion... The ANC has passed from the

patronage of the USSR into the US
sphere of interest. Its guiding policy in

international affairs has in the last resort

become that of the IMF and the US
banks, the real authors of ‘financial sanc-

tions'. In aligning themselves with (his

politics, the leaders of Cosatu. and in

particular Mayekiso. have become the

means of transmission of the politics of

the banks within the proletariat."

Through collaboration with the banks in

the question of sanctions, and such

schemes as the Anglo American employ-

ee shareholder plan and retirement fund,

whose first chairman is NUM secretary

Cyril Ramaphosa (who called off the

1988 mine workers strike), these are all

measures that bring the black unions

increasingly under the control of finance

capital and of the capitalist state. The
aim, as Trewhela indicates, is “to build

up a trade union bureaucracy and a la-

bour aristocracy among black workers,

through which it hopes to control the

class." Whether this is possible in South

Africa today is another matter.

Black Workers Must
Take the Power!

Trewhela holds that following the 1985

township revolt and subsequent growth

of black trade unions, the existence of

the apartheid regime has become “anom-
alous” to the banks. He assumes that a

post-apartheid capitalist state is in gesta-

tion which will include an ANC presence
in the government. This assumption is

shared as well by a whole political spec-

trum. from de Klerk on the right through

Gavin Relly to Nelson Mandela, Joe

Slovo and leftists like Trewhela. At most
this would mean that South Africa would
become another Zimbabwe (where last

week Mugabe’s cops and army beat and
tear-gassed striking schoolteachers and
government workers). But this perspec-
tive is a conservative/liberal/reformist

utopia. In fact. South Africa is barreling

down the road to civil war.

CIA Set Up Mandela
During Nelson Mandela’s visit to the

U.S., he will meet with George Bush,

the CIA’s man in the White House. Yet

it was the CIA which set up Mandela
for arrest in 1962, leading to his

decades-long imprisonment in apart-

heid’s hellhole jails.

On June 10, the Atlanta Constitution

published an article by Joseph Albright

and Marcia Kunstel quoting a retired

U.S. intelligence official who verified

what has long been whispered: that the

CIA, using an agent inside the African

National Congress, provided South

African police with precise information

about Mandela's activities that led to

his arrest on 5 August 1962.

The official recounted how, within

hours after Mandela’s arrest, Paul

Eckel, then a senior CIA operative,

walked into his office and told him
approximately: "We have turned Man-
dela over to the South African security

branch. We gave them every detail,

what he would be wearing, the time of

day, just where he would be. They have

picked him up. It is one of our greatest

coups."

In the Cold War summer of 1962, the

Kennedy administration was still smart-

ing over its humiliating defeat at the

Bay of Pigs the year before and gearing

up to challenge Moscow to a nuclear

showdown over Soviet missiles in

Cuba. In Johannesburg, the South Afri-

can apartheid regime had lost the “sup-

Barry von Below

Nelson Mandela in 1961, shortly

before he was forced underground.

port" of the British spy agencies Ml-5
and MI-6 as a result of withdrawing

from the Commonwealth. The CIA was
happy to pick up the slack by supplying

tidbits to the "friendlies" in the racist

regime.

Five years earlier, the American em-
bassy in Pretoria had cabled Washington
that South Africa’s black intelligentsia

was “psychologically susceptible to the

extremes of Black Nationalism or Com-
munism" and that black radicals “could

become a cardinal threat to American
security." Around this time also, the CIA

was involved in the National Union of

South African Students (NUSAS) via

the Agency’s infiltration/control of the

U.S. National Student Association.

The account of the U.S. official was
backed up by retired South African

intelligence operative Gerard Ludi, who
disclosed that the CIA was running a

highly successful “deep cover" agent in

the ANC branch in Durban. The agent

provided detailed accounts of the

ANC’s activities, including information

on the whereabouts of Nelson Mandela,

then being sought for his anti-apartheid

activities. The morning after a secret

dinner party with ANC members in

Durban, Mr. Mandela, dressed as a

chauffeur, ran into a roadblock. He was

immediately recognized and arrested.

Today as at the height of the Cold
War, the deadly U.S. "intelligence" net-

work still has the same aim—to root

out and destroy fighters against impe-

rialism and capitalism. While the CIA
was targeting anti-apartheid activists

in South Africa, in the American
South FBI informers were participating

in bombings, shootings and beatings

of civil rights marchers. The Feds’

COINTELPRO operation sought to dis-

rupt black organizations and set up

militants for imprisonment and murder.

The CIA set-up of Nelson Mandela
makes all the more grotesque the ap-

peals by the South African ANC and
American liberals to Washington to

impose “sanctions" on The Company’s
junior partners in Pretoria. The fight

for black freedom means revolutionary

struggle against the racist capitalist

rulers from Harlem to Soweto!
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CPUSA in Turbulent Waters

Kale/Chicago Tribune

Old-line Stalinist Gus Hall blames his troubles on glasnost.

After his summit meeting with George

Bush, Soviet president Gorbachev spent

the rest of his cross-country visit to the

U.S. socializing with the ruling class. In

San Francisco .it was hobnobbing with

Reagans on Nob Hill and a power lunch

with the corporate power elite. New York

Times reporter Bill Keller described

Gorby’s visit to the Bay Area as "a day

of rampant, unabashed, big-money, high-

tech, brand-name California capitalism,”

and contrasted this with Nikita Khrush-

chev, who included leaders of the long-

shore and auto unions in his itinerary

during a 1959 visit to the West Coast:

“President Mikhail S. Gorbachev, who
prizes investment over solidarity, left

little doubt here that he feels more
comfortable on the other side of the

barricades.”

For Mikhail Gorbachev the very exis-

tence of an entity called the Communist
Party of the USA is an embarrassment in

his efforts to woo Wall Street and Wash-

ington. And as the Stalinist bureaucracies

collapse throughout East Europe, their

American cheerleaders have lost the very

reason to exist. Already, the People's

Daily World has announced that it is

cutting back to a weekly for financial

reasons. And internally, the CPUSA has

become embroiled in backbiting and

mutual recrimination.

In his speech to a January 27-28

National Committee meeting, recently

published as a pamphlet, the party’s

perennial leader Gus Hall hit back at his

numerous critics pretty hard while im-

plicitly blaming Gorbachev’s glasnost for

all his troubles:

"Could it be that because in the socialist

world there is a temporary ideological

climate of ‘anything goes’ that all ques-

tions are open for discussion and debate,

and, therefore that in our Party some
comrades feel it is now opportune to

raise again the old class questions?

"Even a few, almost in the same breath,

call for the removal or resignation of

the national leadership and a change on

these basic questions. I believe some of

these comrades are using the call for re-

moval of the leadership to open the door

to removing the workingclass, class

struggle policies of our Party."

Class struggle policies?! The CPUSA has

prostituted itself to the "liberal” wing of

American imperialism ever since the

1930s, from applauding the A-bombing
of Hiroshima to supporting racist trade

protectionism advocated by the AFL-CIO
bureaucracy.

What, then, were the political issues in

dispute? A “substantial and representa-

tive selection" of the NC discussion

indicates one black Committee member
after another sharply criticized Hall.

Several focused on the party’s internal

regime: Kendra Alexander took the ques-

tion of democratic centralism back to

Stalin’s seizure of power in 1923 and

Lenin’s call for fighting bureaucracy and

removing Stalin as general secretary.

Angela Davis talks of “our failure to

facilitate the democratic functioning of

our party." Charlene Mitchell refers to

"the command-and-control nature of our

leadership.”

Former youth leader James Steele

came close to calling the existing leader-

ship and its political line racist:

"There is an unprecedented upsurge,

democratic upsurge in our country. It's

in process, it’s escalating and it is

reflecting itself in the Party. One of the

spearheads of this upsurge is among the

African-American people. That too is

reflecting itself, I think, in the dis-

gruntlement of many African-American
comrades. If you listen to the discussion,

there is a divergence of perception, and

it has a certain racial dimension to it.

in terms of composition of who is saying

what.”

The old guard around Hall seems
resigned to tum the party into a kind of

Stalinist rest home. But the younger.

especially black, cadre are evidently

frustrated that they are missing the boat,

namely, the black wing of big-time Dem-
ocratic Party politics. Some black CPers

are speaking about Democratic black

elected officials (BEOs) in the exalted

language once reserved for the Christian

heaven and Stalin's Russia. Listen to

James Jackson on Virginia governor

Douglas ("Death Penalty") Wilder:

"I just had the happy experience of

being in Virginia and 1 got this souvenir

of a new face, not of communism, but a

new face of a new democracy in Vir-

ginia.... And this is the 66th governor of

Virginia....

"The only game in town, thus far in the

new decade, with bold and persistent

initiative, with a confident step, and with

very broad vistas, is that of the ally of

the working class, the strategic ally of the

working class, the forward thrust of the

equality and freedom movement of the

African-American people."

While Jackson exalts "the forward

thrust" of the African-American people,

every index—from infant mortality to

homelessness to inmates on death row

—

shows that American blacks face greater

misery and oppression than at any time

in recent decades. The decay of Ameri-

can capitalism, signaled in the labor

movement by giveback contracts and

union-busting, has hit blacks the hardest.

And it is the very BEOs the Communist
Party is tailing after who have been put

in place to preside over the misery and

prevent struggle against it.

With the Kremlin bureaucracy disinte-

grating and the East European Stalinist

regimes gone, and seeing the Canadian

CP falling apart, some cadres in the

American CP see an opportunity in

mainstream bourgeois politics and they

want to go for it. The future of black ex-

Communists in American bourgeois poli-

tics is not likely to be bright. But. then

again, neither is the future of Stalinism.

While "verligte" capitalists and imperi-

alists would like to strike a deal with the

ANC, in apartheid South Africa there is

very little middle ground. De Klerk’s

National Party is losing votes as white

reactionaries dig in, arming themselves

to defend their swimming pools, ranch

houses and farms built on the toil of

black labor. Moreover, it is far from

clear that the maximum concessions by

the Nationalist government can meet the
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minimum demands of the ANC if either

side is to retain any support on its

respective side of the yawning chasm

that separates the oppressed black major-

ity from the layer of white oppressors,

far smaller but big enough to wage a

bloody fight to the death. And they will.

The idea that apartheid, that is to say

capitalist rule based on white supremacy,

will pass peacefully into history is

absurd.

In the period since the Mandela-

de Klerk Cape Town talks. COSATU has

pushed to get in on the negotiations.

“We're meeting ministers almost every

day,” glowed one NUM official, and

Ramaphosa referred to blood-drenched

lop cop Adriaan Vlok as “our minister"

when they met in Welkom. The Pan-

Africanists oppose negotiations, but their

slogan of “one settler, one bullet" is

simply a call to drive whites out of a

black nationalist-ruled capitalist South

Africa. The Azanian People's Organisa-

tion (AZAPO) also criticizes the ANC
negotiations with the de Klerk regime

and talks of building a “mass-based

people's organization with a socialist

orientation” (Socialist Action, June

1990). But its advocacy of "Black

Consciousness philosophy” denies the

central role of the black African

proletariat capable of leading also the

oppressed, coloured and Indian masses

as well as those whites who accept a

racially integrated, egalitarian South

Africa.

Allied with AZAPO is the Cape Action

League, whose youth group recently

published a document calling for a

constituent assembly rather than a nego-

tiated settlement. CAL is led by Neville

Alexander, whose latter-day Menshevism
is often misidentified as Trotskyism

in South Africa. The revolutionary-

democratic slogan of a constituent assem-

bly is appropriate as the ANC prepares

to abandon "one man, one vote" in prac-

tice, alleging the need to assuage white

fears. But by itself this slogan does not

go beyond the limits of bourgeois soci-

ety. To overthrow the domination of the

capitalists who have sucked fabulous

wealth from superexploitation of the

labor of South African blacks, to ensure

equality and freedom for the oppressed

masses and raise them out of poverty, it

will take nothing less than proletarian

revolution, with black workers in the

vanguard.

Today the contradictions in South

Africa are excruciating: the mood of

demoralization following the exhaustion

of the 1984-86 township revolts is past,

the working class is insurgent as never

before, yet never before has it been so

politically dominated by the politics of

class collaboration. A socialist revolution

must be prepared and led by a genuinely

communist party, forged in struggle

against the reformism of the SACP and

the petty-bourgeois nationalism of the

ANC. It must be a racially integrated

party, which includes not only blacks but

also coloureds and Indians as well as

whites 3S comrades. It will be a Trotsky-

ist party, built on the program of perma-

nent revolution, which says to black

workers: the nationalists want you to pull

the cart of capitalism as the apartheid

rulers have forced you to with their

sjamboks and bullets, but you have the

power, you produced the wealth—take it,

it’s yours.

Smash apartheid—For workers revolu-

tion in South Africa!
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Abolish the Racist Death Penalty!

ft

Save Mumia
Abu-Jamal!

In cities around the world opponents of the rac-

ist death penalty will be rallying to save the life of

black journalist and former Black Panther Mumia
Abu-Jamal, a death row political prisoner in Hunt-
ingdon, Pennsylvania. Beginning June 28 in New
York and ending on July 14 with rallies in Chi-

cago, Oakland and Jamal’s hometown of Philadel-

phia, events will include pickets and protests

outside U.S. embassies and consulates throughout

Europe and stretching down under to Australia.

The case of Mumia Abu-Jamal is the rallying

cry for all opponents of the racist death penalty.

The two weeks of protest are part of a campaign
to save Jamal’s life, initiated by the Partisan

Defense Committee. Rachel Wolkenstein, counsel

for the PDC. stated, ‘‘Jamal’s case is what the

death penalty is all about. It exposes not only the

continued on page 11

International Campaign of Protest

Paris London Berlin, DDR Hamburg Sydney
June 29, 7:00 p.m.
LSC, 69ter rue de la Chapelle

July 6, 7:00 p.m.
Lambeth Town Hall

Brixton Hill

July 3, 4:00 p.m.
USA-Botschaft

Neustadtische Kirchstr. 4-5

July 3, 4:00 p.m.
USA-Generalkonsulat

Alsterufer 27-28

July 12, 7:30 p.m.
Tom Mann Theatre

136-140 Chalmers St.. Surry Hills

New York Rally

June 28, 7:00 p.m.
Associated Musicians of Greater New York,

Local 802, 330 West 42nd Street

Speakers:
Frank Boone. Vice Chairman, UMD, TWU Local 100*

Charles Brover Co-chairman, PDC
F.J. DeFIlippl. Eastern striker, Exec Board member,
IAMAW District 100*

Roger L. Green NY State Assemblyman
Lennox S. Hinds Attorney, Prof Criminal Justice.

Rutgers University*

Wadiya Jamal. Wife of Mumia Abu-Jamal,
MOVE supporter

Harold Jamison. Journalist and former Philadelphia

colleague of Mumia Abu-Jamal
l-Abdul Jon. Committee in Support ol MOVE
Michael Llghty, Business Manager. NABET Local 15*

Cleveland Robinson. Secretary-Treasurer,

District 65 UAW*
Henry Schwarzschild. Director, ACLU

Capital Punishment Project*

Chris Silvers. Secretary-Treasurer. IBT Local 808*
Karima Wicks, Research Director, Capital Punishment

Project, NAACP Legal Defense Fund*
Ira L. Williams, Vice President, Political Action,

SSEU Local 371*

Philadelphia Rally

July 14
For more information (215) 222-7880

Partial List of Speakers:
Charles Brover, Co-chairman, PDC
Muriel Feelings. Director, Pan-African Studies Community

Education Program
Wadiya Jamal, Wife ol Mumia Abu-Jamal,
MOVE supporter

l-Abdul Jon, Committee in Support of MOVE
Raymond Martinez, Jr.. Statewide Executive Board,

Pennsylvania Social Services Union. Local 668 SEIU*
David Richardson. Pennsylvania State Representative
Pamela S. Tucker. President and Co-Founder, Western

Pennsylvania Coalition Against the Death Penalty*

Chicago Rally

July 14, 2:00 p.m.
The Blackstone Hotel, 636 S Michigan Avenue

For more information (312) 663-0719

Speakers:
Jackie B. Breckenrldge. International Vice President.

Amalgamated Transit Union*
Danny K. Davis, Alderman, 29th Ward*
Michael E. Deutsch. Lawyer, Peoples Law Office*

Mark Kelly Midwest Representative, PDC
Elizabeth King-Whitaker Chicago Conference of

Black Lawyers
Reverend George E. Riddick Vice President.

Operation PUSH*
Patricia Vader, Director. Illinois Coalition Against the

Death Penalty*

Josephine Wyatt. Chairperson, Chicago Chapter, NAARPR*

Oakland Rally

July 14, 7:30 p.m.
ILWU Local 6 Hall. 99 Hegenberger Road
For more information: (415) 839-0852

Speakers:
Don Alexander. Partisan Defense Committee
Ronald E. Bell, Founder, Aaron Mitchell Foundation to

Abolish the Death Penalty

Robert R. Bryan Chairperson. National Coalition to Abolish
the Death Penalty

Bobby Castillo, Political Prisoner Project Coordinator,

International Indian Treaty Council*
William F. Freeman President, Oakland NAACP*,

Senior Representative, SEIU*
Charles R. Garry, San Francisco attorney
H. Lee Halterman, District Counsel for

Representative Ronald V Dellums*
Hilary Naylor. Regional Abolition Coordinator.

Amnesty International*

A representative of the former Black Panther Party*
Leo L. Robinson Longshoreman, ILWU Local 10*

James W. Ryder President, ILWU Local 6*

Ben Vlsnlck. 1st Vice President, Oakland Education
Association*

Burton H. Wolfe

Toronto Demonstration

July 4, 5:30 p.m.
U.S. Consulate

360 University Avenue
For more information (416) 593-4138

Partial List of Endorsers:
Oji Adlsa. Mother Africa Children's Photographic

Reproductions International

African and Caribbean Student Association
Afrocanadian Club. Oakwood Collegiate*

Anarchist Black Cross
Canadian Union of Postal Workers, Vancouver Local
Coalition for the Truth About Africa
Claire Culhane. Prisoners Rights Group*
John Donaldson. Past Vice President, Ontario Federation

of Labour*
Lennox Farrell. Chairperson. Rally Against Apartheid*
Andr6 Kolompar President, CUPW Toronto Local*
Labour Council of Metropolitan Toronto and

York Region, Executive Board
C.J. Marshall. Executive Vice President and Treasurer,

Hotel Employees Restaurant Employees Local 75*
Dari Meade. Spokesperson, Black Action

Defense Committee*
Partisan Defense Committee
Charles Roach. President. Martin Luther King Jr

Commemoration Committee*
Clayton C. Ruby
BUI Storrlng, Local Chairman. United Transportation

Union Local 483
Telecommunications Workers Union Local 1

Executive Council
Trotskyist League of Canada
United Transportation Union Local 483
Lance Wilson Research Consultant, Multicultural Access

Program*
Wlmmln Prisoners' Survival Network

‘Organizational affiliation for identification purposes only

Sponsored by:
Partisan Defense Committee

P.O. Box 99, Canal St. Sta., NY, NY 10013
(212) 406-4252
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Anti-Communism . Anti-Semitism Boil Up

Romanian Miners
Suppress Counterrevolutionaries

Right-wing mobs rampage in

Romanian capital of Bucharest,
June 13.

AP Photos

Romanian miners patrol Bucharest
June 14, answering lliescu’s appeal

to suppress rightist power bid.

East Europe:

Reaction and Resistance

Imperialist governments and the West-

ern media howled with indignation when
ten thousand miners descended on Bu-

charest, the capital of Romania, to deal

with ultrarightists who had burned down
police headquarters, invaded the Interior

Ministry and sought to take over the

central TV studios. “Romanian Miners
Invade Bucharest" wailed the New York

Times (15 June). "The Romanian revolu-

tion, if it ever took place, is certainly

over," lamented Le Monde in Paris. The
Foreign Office in London inveighed

against “rent-a-mob coal miners." The
U.S. State Department denounced “vigi-

lante violence that departs from the com-
monly accepted norms of democracy,"

and cut off humanitarian aid for earth-

quake victims. Washington’s "norms"
would be to let anti-Communist riots

prepare the way for a coup.

As bankrupt Stalinist regimes crumble
throughout East Europe, the imperialists

seek to create the impression of a steam-

roller heading toward capitalism against

which resistance is futile. But in Poland

in early June railway workers tied up

freight and passenger traffic in a wildcat

strike against brutal austerity policies

which have produced mass unemploy-
ment and hunger. In Bulgaria, the Social-

ist (formerly Communist) Party won a

majority in parliament in June elections.

Reactionary forces had pinned great

hopes on Romania, anticipating that the

bloodshed during the December uprising

could spark the violent anti-Communist

pogroms needed to carry out capitalist

restoration at one blow. But the Roma-
nian workers repeatedly mobilized in

response to government appeals (in Jan-

uary, February and again in June) when

they saw the threat of counterrevolution.

For seven weeks, right-wing students

had occupied University Square in down-
town Bucharest, the capital of Roma-
nia, declaring it a "neo-Communist free

zone." They demanded that former mem-
bers of the Communist Party, which ran

the country until the overthrow of the

brutal Ceausescu regime last December,

be banned from office for ten years. This

would have excluded virtually the entire

National Salvation Front, which won
more than two-thirds of the vote in mid-

May elections. When ministers of the

Front sought to negotiate with the pro-

testers, the government emissaries were
run out. The imperialist press lionized

the protesters as paragons of “democra-

cy," but they were widely despised by

the working people of Romania as elitist

ultra-nationalists.

On the early morning of Wednesday.
June 1 3. police cleared University Square

of protesters who had blocked traffic on

one of Bucharest’s main arteries. That
afternoon several thousand students re-

took the square, setting fire to buses and

police trucks. They then used these

trucks to ram the front door of the police

headquarters, and set the building ablaze

along with a couple dozen vehicles

around the building. In response. Presi-

dent Ion Iliescu called on the citizenry to

fill the streets around government head-

quarters to "defend democracy.” The
Washington Post (14 June) reported that

"many of the casualties were suffered in

fighting outside the television station

when factory workers rushed into the city

to protect the government":

"Alarm bells were sounded in the facto-

ries. By 8:30 p.m. 1,000 workers arrived

to liberate the television station, already

occupied by the protesters. The workers
then gathered in Victory Square.

"Plumes of black smoke poured from the

police headquarters . ... The crowd ran-

sacked the building, throwing documents
and furniture from the windows, before
setting it on fire

“Teenagers drove hijacked police vans
into the front doors to break them down
while the crowd cheered them on. chant-
ing. 'The second revolution!’

“The protesters also set Fire to the Min-
istry of Interior and tried to penetrate

the former Securitate (secret police)

headquarters...."

Meanwhile, thousands of coal miners

in the Jiu Valley had mobilized and after

an overnight trip arrived in the capital

before dawn on Thursday. They quickly

took over University Square and. with

most of the students gone after a night

of rioting, seized anyone who looked

suspicious. Some rightists were stripped

of their clothes, others ran a gauntlet

of punches, kicks and blows from rub-

ber hoses before being hauled off to

police stations. Meanwhile, typographers

refused to print the opposition news-
paper Romania Libera

. and delegations

of workers from around the country

marched through the streets in columns.
Speaking later at a stadium rally. Presi-

dent Ion Iliescu thanked the miners and
said he hoped they would "maintain and
develop this spirit of combativeness."

The imperialist press screamed bloody
murder: the New York Times (15 June)

reported with the genuine horror of class

privilege that the miners, "in grimy work
clothes and helmets, their faces black-

ened by soot," went after "well-dressed

professors, students, photographers, re-

porters. mothers with children and girls

walking their dogs." American author

continued on page 6



Racist “Light Up the Border” Campaign

Vigilante Terror Along Mexican Border
For the last several months, right-wing

racists have been massing along the bor-

der south of San Diego, turning it into a

war zone in which immigrants are the

targets. The vigilantes drive to the edge

of San Ysidro and line up hundreds of

cars with their headlights on. pointed

toward Mexico. They seek to intimidate

those making the dangerous crossing at

night and aid the roundups by the INS
Border Patrol (“/a migra"). This “Light

Up the Border" campaign is spearheading

a wave of violence against “illegal

aliens."

Last month the Los Angeles Times (26

May) reported:

"The lighting movement, which began
with small gatherings last winter, has

expanded rapidly and grown into huge,

highly publicized protests involving 1,000

or more people, energizing supporters

and opponents on both sides of the

frontier."

Across the road, courageous counter-

demonstrators have gathered, holding up

mirrors and aluminum foil to reflect the

headlights' glare back toward the line of

cars. They hold banners proclaiming "No
Apartheid on the Borders" and chant

"Somos un pueblo sinfronteras" (We are

one people without borders).

So far in 1990, there have been seven

reported killings in this DMZ, and count-

less victims have been robbed, beaten

and terrorized. Following Congressional

hearings this spring, U.S. Representative

Jim Bates cited a “dramatic increase in

deaths, in violence and in the abuse of

human beings" at the border. Bates

charged that the INS "has taken on a

kind of military or paramilitary atmos-

phere." In April, the American Friends

Service Committee released a report doc-

umenting 20 people shot and killed over

the last four years near San Diego by the

Border Patrol.

On May 18, a 12-year-old boy from
the Mexican state of Michoacdn, Emilio

Jimenez, was shot and killed by a man
who claims he was "target shooting" a

high-powered rifle and accidentally hit

the boy. Then on May 26 a Border Patrol

cop Fired three bullets into a van of

"suspected illegal aliens," shooting a

16-year-old Mexican boy in the neck,

and a woman in the arm. The L.A. Times

reported, “The shooting is the third in

a week that has raised questions about

the deadly use of force by San Diego
enforcement agencies.”

"Illegals” are prey to both cops and

outlaws. Recently, 27 immigrants were

held hostage at a South Central L.A. drop

house by smugglers demanding $1,000

each in ransom from their families. After

the LAPD “rescued” them on June 13,

they were hauled off to an INS detention

center where the new ransom is a bond
fee of $5,000! In late May, when the

Maoist Revolutionary Communist Youth

Brigade demonstrated at the Pico-Union

detention center, the LAPD came out in

full riot gear, beating and arresting many
of the protesters. We demand: drop the

charges!

The two most visible organizers of the

"lighting” movement are Muriel Watson,

whose late husband was a Border Patrol

pilot, and former San Diego mayor Roger

For a Socialist Federation

of the Balkans

With the collapse of the Stalinist bureauc-

racies and the ensuing drive toward capi-

talist counterrevolution in East Europe, the

old plagues of anti-Semitism, violent anti-

Communism andfratricidal nationalism have
again come to the fore. Before World War II.

fascism, monarchism and other forms of
bloody reaction reigned supreme in this

TROTSKY region. In discussions with his Greek support- LENIN
ers in 1932, Trotsky maintained that only

proletarian revolution could overcome the deep-going national antagonisms and forge

a Socialist Federation of the Balkans.

Prior to the war there were the Tesniaki (left Social Democrats) in Bulgaria, who
supported a Balkan federation. At that time, this slogan played a big role. We took

it up although what was proposed was a [bourgeois] democratic federation. It is now
clear that no democratic power exists in the Balkans that could make such a federation

a reality. Rather this is a task for the proletariat. The perspective of a workers*

congress, a peasants' movement, a general strike, that is, the prelude to insurrection

in Greece, will pose the question of the Balkan federation with greater force. “How
can anyone imagine a victorious revolution in a Greece caught in this birdcage system

of the Balkan states, hemmed in on all sides by dictatorship and fascism?" some will

say. We will answer: "A revolutionary perspective is impossible without a federation

of the Balkan states, which obviously will not stop here, but rather will extend into

the federation of the United Soviet States of Europe.”

—Leon Trotsky, “A Discussion on Greece" (Spring 1932)
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Hedgecock, now a radio talk-show host,

who spews out racist Filth, claiming im-

migrants arc narco-terrorists. This echoes

INS spokesman Duke Austin, who claims

that “interdiction of drugs and illegals

is almost synonymous." Meanwhile, the

fascist "Warboys," a split-off from the

Ku Klux Klan, threatened to bring out

skinheads from San Diego and Orange
counties, warning "wetback lovers” it

would be “war with the white man, down
on Dairy Mart road."

As we go to press, the “lighting”

movement said it would suspend its

border mobs. But not until the Border

Patrol announced it was installing flood-

lights in the area, and San Diego cops

said they would deploy a SWAT team.

As part of a campaign to “regain control

of the border,” the new INS commis-

sioner Gary McNary announced plans to

formally deport (and possibly jail)

“aliens" who "repeatedly slip into the

United States." But to do this they

require vastly expanded detention cen-

ters—modern-day concentration camps.

While the reactionaries tremble, we
greet the infusion of Hispanic workers

from south of the border, many with long

experience in social struggle in their

countries, who can serve as a human
bridge linking up class struggle through-

out the Americas. The Spartacist League

calls on labor to mobilize its muscle to

stop deportations, smash racist immigra-

tion laws, defend immigrants against

racist vigilante and police attacks, pro-

vide union protection against INS raids,

and demand full citizenship rights for the

foreign-bom and their families!

S.F. Protest Against

AIDS Witchhunts
SAN FRANCISCO—Spartacist con-

tingent (above) at June 19 protest

against the obscene U.S. immigration

policy of excluding foreigners who
test positive for HIV (the AIDS
virus). The demonstration was held

on the eve of the Sixth Internation-

al Conference on AIDS. Partisan

Defense Committee sign demands:

“Down with INS Homophobic. Racist.

Anti-Communist Restrictions on Im-

migration!" ACT UP, one of the

organizers of protests throughout the

week, held civil disobedience demon-
strations in which mass arrests took

place, while at the same time carry-

ing a banner begging: "George Bush,

Use Your Power.” Bush, meanwhile,

was attending a fund-raiser for anti-

homosexual arch-bigot Senator Jesse

Helms, author of the HIV-exclusion

policy.

The city massed the biggest police

detail since the 1984 Democratic
convention, with squads “discreetly"

hidden in the Moscone Center wings,

ready to spring. Below, cops drill for

"crowd control.” As SF gays well

know, the city cops have a long histo-

ry of anti-gay violence. Last October
police rioted against an ACT UP
demo, sweeping through the Castro

district and savagely clubbing people.

Despite all the peace and "gay sensi-

tivity" talk from the top cop brass in

the weeks before the conference, the

local powers were prepared to use an
iron Fist against AIDS protesters.

McCarlhy/NY Times
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WV/Le Bolch6vik Photo
Jalalabad, 7 July 1989—Thousands celebrate hard-won victory over months-long mujahedin siege.

U.S. Sore Losers Over Afghanistan
Amidst the triumphalist hoopla over

the “collapse of Communism" in East

Europe, the CIA is privately depressed

over one of their biggest defeats: Af-

ghanistan. For the past decade the

Langley spies poured billions in arms
and aid to Afghan counterrevolution-

aries with the bipartisan support of

Congress. Their aim was to overthrow

the Soviet-backed regime in Kabul and

install a motley collection of reaction-

ary mullahs who kill teachers for teach-

ing girls how to read. But the so-called

“final" offensive by the mujahedin

(holy warriors) last year, launched after

the precipitous Soviet withdrawal or-

dered by Gorbachev, shattered against

the resolute stand by the left-nationalist

PDPA government forces in the battle

at Jalalabad.

“In a practical sense, it’s all over,"

admitted a “senior official" of the Pak-

istani regime of Benazir Bhutto, which
had put its armed forces at the dispo-

sal of the CIA effort (in exchange
for a hefty rake-off in weapons and

aid money). Hanging out at a “diplo-

matic gathering” in Islamabad, New
York Times reporter John F. Bums in a

20 May article noted the glum mood
that victory was “no longer a realistic

hope” and there was a “conviction that

the guerrillas cannot win the war." The
Kabul regime has not been militarily

defeated and, in fact, “the Soviets have

been encouraged in their hopes by the

debility of the guerrillas since their de-

feat at Jalalabad."

And we are proud to say that the

Partisan Defense Committee and the

sections of the International Communist
League (Fourth Internationalist) played

a role in the Jalalabad defense last year

with an international campaign of hu-

manitarian assistance to the civilian

victims of the mujahedin siege, raising

over $44,000 in less than two months.
While the anti-Soviet “left” shunned
the PDC campaign, through our efforts

thousands of people worldwide were
able to contribute to handing a defeat

to imperialism.

Letters

Zionist Rulers and the

Masada Complex
To the Editor:

It is clear that Ami Popper’s murder

of seven Palestinian workers on May 20

is not merely the act of an individual

loser jilted by his girlfriend, but is

the statistically predictable result of

Israel’s militarized racist society which

has systematically denied the humanity

and dignity of the Palestinians for dec-

ades. (How come we know the name and

personal situation of Popper but not of

the Palestinian victims and their fami-

lies?) Indeed, as “Zionist Terror on the

Rampage" (WV 503 [1 June]) explained,

the Israeli police trying to quell the ensu-

ing protests killed almost three times as

many people as Popper did, showing

clearly where the real blame lies, as if

there could any longer be any doubt.

But there might still be those who,

while unwilling to support the current

actions of the Israeli state, believe that

its actions are somehow a deviation from

the original, progressive (or even "so-

cialist"!) Zionism. Supporters of the

“humane" Zionist, bourgeois-defeatist

Peace Now or Yesh G’vul (“There Is a

Limit’’] groups in Israel, whatever their

individual sincerity and courage in risk-

ing jail, come to mind here. The follow-

ing piece of intellectual history should

help debunk this “left" Zionist viewpoint:

Many people are familiar with the

story of the religious Zealots at Masada
—you know, where militant Jewish parti-

sans at Masada finally chose to die by

their own hands as free individuals rather

than betray their principles and submit

to Vespasian’s army and Roman rule. I

remember being taught this moving story

of human freedom in Hebrew school,

along with a sermon on the necessity of

defending modem “democratic" Israel.

New inductees into the Israeli army are

sworn in at the ruins of the Masada for-

tress where they vow that “Masada Shall

Not Fall Again.” thus giving this particu-

lar myth a special place in the Hebrew-
Israeli national identity, and indicating a

very dangerous suicide-persecution com-
plex in people who have a substantial

nuclear arsenal.

But the Zionists “create facts” in sev-

eral ways. The Masada legend isn't true.

First, the Zealots didn’t voluntarily go to

Masada to defend their religious princi-

ples on independent soil. They were
expelled from Jerusalem by their fellow

Jews. The Judean national liberation

struggle against Roman imperialism in

66-70 had (allowing for considerable

overlap and local variation due to primi-

tive social conditions) two wings. This

was particularly true in the major city of

Jerusalem, where Simon bar Giora led

the heavily taxed and oppressed artisans,

peasants and workers, while Eleazar ben

Simon represented the interests of the

merchants and Judean nobility as the

priestly head of the Jerusalem Zealots,

from whom the Masada defenders were

finally drawn. In short, the mass of revo-

lutionary Jews in Jerusalem thought the

Zealots were divisive sectarians and

kicked them out.

Second, the Zealots did not quite

choose suicide over surrender. Instead,

the men murdered their own families

(who were not present at the decisive

meeting) before knocking themselves off.

This fact is left out of most Zionist

histories as it doesn’t really have the

right freedom-loving military-romantic

ring to it.

Flavius Josephus’ The Jewish War is

the only surviving source for the Masada
legend. It was first translated in its

entirety from the original Greek, and

thus made available to the assimilated

Jewish intellectuals who were attracted

to early Zionism, in the late nineteenth

century. Since The Jewish War is the

ultimate source for the facts above, the

Boston

22 June 1990

To the Editor:

With regard to the article. "CPUSA In

Turbulent Waters" in the last issue of

Workers Vanguard (No. 504, 15 June],

it seems the internal divisions in the

Communist Party can reconcile when it

comes to common support to the Afri-

can National Congress in South Africa.

On June 10 we attended the Annual Peo-

ple’s Daily World fund-raising benefit

here in Boston where Dr. Bernard Magu-
bane, an ANC representative, was the

keynote speaker. After laying out a long

and detailed history^ of the struggle

against apartheid. Magubane announced
near the end of his talk that the ANC's
military wing. Spear of the Nation, had

recently held discussions with the “South

early Zionist intellectuals knew that they

were falsifying history, and knew who
they were siding with.

Political tendencies define themselves

in part by choosing their ancestors. Marx
chose Spartacus, the leader of the great-

est slave revolt in Ancient Rome (73-

71 B.C.E.), “the most splendid fellow

in the whole of ancient history. Great

general (no Garibaldi), noble character,

real representative of the ancient pro-

letariat” (Letter to Engels, 27 Febru-

ary 1861). The Zionists willingly chose
child-murderers rejected by their own
people. To each his own.

Sincerely yours,

Jeff Vogel

African Defense Forces" about fusing

their forces. This was followed by tumul-

tuous applause from the CPers present!

It doesn’t take a Marxist to understand

that the SADF butchers have the blood

of thousands of black workers and youth

in South Africa on their hands. It is the

armed fist of repression of apartheid, the

state that has kept racist South African

capitalism in power. To end apartheid,

this state must be smashed and any illu-

sions to the contrary must be fought.

These negotiations will either be purely

suicidal or, if not, result in the ANC
forces aiding and abetting the apartheid

army in the crushing of black workers’

strikes and township protests. As cheer-

leaders for such a process, the future role

of the CP appears grim and grisly indeed.

Comradely,

Lisa Martin

People’s Daily World Banquet:

Swallow This One If You Can
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Algeria

Fundamentalism Against Women

Algiers,

May 10—Mass
demonstration
against Islamic

fundamentalists,
behind the slogan
"No to Fascism."

Local elections on June 12 sent an

electric shock through Algeria, and shock

waves through North Africa. While the

ruling National Liberation Front (FLN)
won barely a third of the municipal coun-

cils, the opposition Islamic Salvation

Front (FIS) took a majority of the cities

and towns, and won control of 32 of

Algeria's 48 wilayas (provinces). The
vote was first of all a repudiation of the

corrupt and decomposing FLN, which

has ruled the country since winning

independence from France in 1962. But

it also represented a dramatic surge of

support for Islamic fundamentalism, with

its appeal to the urban poor and youth,

and jihad (holy war) against any and all

democratic rights for women.
After army troops shot down hundreds

of protesters during the hunger riots

which shook Algeria in 1988, President

Chadli Bendjedid responded by stepping

up “liberalization” of the economy (sell-

ing off state-owned companies to multi-

nationals, privatizing agriculture, lifting

price controls), which only increased

unemployment and inflation, and prom-
ising “free elections.” Having been repu-

diated at the polls, Chadli is now under

pressure from the FIS to dissolve parlia-

ment and call national elections. Mean-
while the FLN’s ability to rule is being

challenged as sanitation, health and gas

station workers have gone on strike. In

response to the fundamentalist vote, there

have been calls for various “democratic”

initiatives. But what’s needed is a prole-

tarian answer to the advance of Islamic

reaction.

In the days after June 12, FIS leader

"Sheik” Abassi Madani soothingly called

for good relations with the former co-

lonial master, which French president

Mitterrand reciprocated. Experts talked

of the Front’s “moderation,” saying it

had nothing in common with Khomeini-

style fanaticism. But while Madani ap-

peals to businessmen with his criticism

of the FLN’s “socialist drift.” preacher-

demagogue Ali Belhadj is whipping up
the poor in the mosques. At the Friday

prayers he proclaimed that "France will

pay dearly" for its bloody massacres,

such as at Setif in 1945. He exhorted his

audience that "the West and France...

want to use women as a card against us.”

And he declared that "Islam was the

victor” in the vote, “not democracy,” and

that Muslims will not be satisfied until

“the restoration of the caliphate,” the

Islamic theocratic empire which stretched

from Afghanistan to Algeria.

The Front’s election triumph has

already encouraged fundamentalists

throughout North Africa, particularly

next door in Tunisia where the govern-

ment party just "won” a rigged vote. In

Algeria, in addition to relief at the end of

the FLN’s political monopoly, there is

growing fear over what Islamic fanatics

in local power may do, shutting down
discos, banning alcohol, and particularly

forcing the veil on emancipated women.
The FIS is already showing its class

allegiances: allied with traders in the

trabendo black markets, it is urging

neighborhoods to break the sanitation

strike by picking up accumulated gar-

bage. The New York Times (25 June)

reports that many secular Algerians now
look to the army which has been the

arbiter of Algerian politics since 1962.

Holy War on Women
On April 20, more than 100,000 dem-

onstrators marched through Algiers in a

show of strength by the Islamic Front.

Pouring out of mosques across the city,

the demonstrators—exclusively male,

since the organizers had prohibited parti-

cipation by women—converged on the

presidential palace. The fundamentalists

were joined by masses of the perma-

nently unemployed youth from Bab-el-

Oued and other poor quarters of the

capital where the army carried out an

unforgettable bloodbath in October 1988.

As they advanced, the hundreds of pa-

rade marshals removed any women en-

countered along the route. At the palace,

a list of demands was read calling for

dissolving the exclusively FLN parlia-

ment and a commitment by the president

to abide by Islamic Sharia law. This

specifies punishments including stoning

accused “adulteresses."

The ruling party had originally called

a counterdemonstration for the same day

as the FIS march, then canceled it at the

last minute. Then on May 17, the FLN
held its own mass demonstration in

Algiers, also well over 100,000 strong,

busing in supporters from its rural

bailiwicks. This pro-government march
was also devoid of women, and mainly

emphasized patriotic slogans. The week
before, on May 10, a march by “demo-
cratic" parties, including the Stalinists

of the Party of the Socialist Vanguard

(PAGS) and the Assembly for Culture

and Democracy (RCD) based in the

Berber-speaking region of Kabylie, as

well as many feminists, brought out

equal numbers. And on June 1, the

Kabylie-based Front of Socialist Forces

(FFS) mobilized an estimated 200.000 in

the capital. Le Monde (2 June) reported:

“It is surprising to see in Algeria tens

of thousands of men wearing a badge
saying, in Arabic, Berber and French.

Hands Off My Sister’...."

The rights of women are at the center

of the political agitation in Algeria. The
rise of the fundamentalists has been
marked by a virtual campaign of terror

against women they feel do not conform
to Koranic strictures. In the early 1980s
the Muslim Brotherhood in Oran shocked

public opinion when they went on a

rampage against young women in West-

ern dress, throwing acid in their faces

(Peter Knauss, The Persistence of Patri-

archy: Class, Gender and Ideology in

20th Century Algeria [1987)). Since then,

fundamentalists have waged campaigns
against coeducation and women's right

to work. Last October they tried to break

a teachers strike, demanding that all

women teachers be forced into early

retirement. More recently they have

raided movie theaters, discotheques, bars

and restaurants which stay open during

the month of Ramadan.
A prime target of the fundamentalists

has been single or divorced women who
live or appear in public alone— i.e.,

without being under the direct guardian-

ship of a father or husband. In April the

FIS' sinister shorta Islamiya (Islamic

police) devastated the apartments of four

divorcees in Sidi-Amer. throwing their

furniture out onto the sidewalk and burn-

ing down their homes. In recent weeks
they have posted their goons at the en-

trances of university housing complexes

in several cities, checking the papers of

men seeking to enter and preventing

young women from going out after 6

p.m. In Algeria today many women have

taken to wearing the veil simply to avoid

being accosted or even beaten by funda-

mentalist thugs if they venture out alone.

In response to the threatening advance

of Islamic reaction, the response by liber-

als, leftists and feminists has been to

rally around the banner of (capitalist)

“democracy.” At the May 10 march, the

lead banner proclaimed "No to Fascism.”

This perspective harks back to the Euro-

pean popular fronts against fascism in the

’30s which tied the working class to the

liberal bourgeois parties on a minimum,
reformist program. Such “broad" coali-

tions were impotent to halt the rise of

fascism because they left untouched the

material roots from which fascism grows.

In Algeria, this popular-front perspective

implies support to the FLN (or at least

President Chadli), whose economic poli-

cies and brutal military are pushing poor

youths into the arms of the fundamental-

ist fanatics.

Algeria is today a country torn by

contradictions which could well be

played out. as in Iran, by a turn to the

deepest reaction. Should the fundamen-

talists come to power, it would effective-

ly terminate even those elementary rights

which exist in Algeria, such as the for-

mal right for women to work, to bring

court cases and to dress as they please.

Petty-Bourgeois Nationalism
and Fundamentalist Reaction

The FLN initially launched a policy of

investments in heavy, state-owned industry—the centerpiece of Algerian “socialism"

— which, it was promised, would mod-
ernize the country and lead to economic
independence from imperialism. Giant

refineries, steel plants, cement and other

"turnkey" factories were purchased from
abroad. Chronically short of spare parts

and skilled personnel, they generally ran

at a fraction of capacity. But this policy

did permit a class of state and army bu-

reaucrats and their entourage to set up
private companies which, through their

connections, were able to make profits by
buying intermediate products from state

owned industry at bargain prices. Many
ot these nascent capitalists were able to

amass colossal fortunes: at the same
time the working class was considerably

strengthened, doubling in numbers since

independence.

This deeply contradictory system

—

which favored the worst excesses of

Abbas/Magnum
Women segregated by curtain at Friday prayers at the Kouba mosque in
Algiers.
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bribery, mismanagement and pillage of
state funds—provided a costly and highly

inefficient economic motor, but it contin-

ued to run as long as it was generously
fueled with earnings from oil and gas
exports. In reality, behind the facade
Algeria remained, like a classic colony,

dependent on selling off its oil and gas
resources—98 percent of exports—to the

imperialists. At the close of the 1970s
the world market price of oil went into

free fall, dropping from some $40 per

barrel in 1979 to $12 at the end of 1988.

As state revenues fell off, the FLN went
on a borrowing spree in order to keep the

economy afloat. Today the imperialist

rape of Algeria has become transparent

as the yearly cost of debt service eats up
almost three-quarters of total export

earnings.

In the fall of 1988, these tensions

exploded in a confrontation which sound-

ed the death knell of popular support for

the FLN. As a burgeoning strike wave
against government austerity threatened

to grow into a general strike, youth from
the poor quarters of Algiers exploded in

protest. As they attacked government
buildings, symbols of FLN rule and
monuments of opulence like the Ryad-el-

Fateh shopping complex, the government
called in the army. Some 500 youth in

Algiers and other cities were shot down
and many more were tortured with elec-

tric shock and other techniques borrowed
from the heritage of French colonial

repression (see Le Bolchevik No. 88,

November 1988). Not least of many rea-

sons why Algeria needs a socialist revo-

lution is to bring to proletarian justice the

authors of this atrocity.

Since the October 1988 massacre, the

biggest strike wave in Algerian history

has been lashing the public sector. But

because of its traitorous leadership, the

working class has been incapable of

consolidating its disparate struggles into

a united offensive and posing itself as a

class alternative to the FLN regime. With

the UGTA trade-union leadership an inte-

gral part of the FLN apparatus and the

Stalinists of the PAGS slavishly tailing

after Chadli, as they have after every

post-independence government, disillu-

sioned youth are turning to the FIS as

the only “radical" opposition to the FLN
government.

No to the Veil!

For the Separation of
State and Religion!

The Algerian masses’ successful war

of independence against French colonial-

ism was held up at the time by Third

World nationalists as proof that working-

class revolution was no longer necessary

to open the road to liberation from

imperialism. Along with the overturn of

capitalism in Castro's Cuba, so-called

Algerian "socialism" was said to confirm

the revolutionary potential of peasants

and urban plebeians, what FLN ideologue

Frantz Fanon termed “the wretched of the

earth." But unlike the social revolution

code and secular power to the principle

of formal political equality introduced by

the bourgeois-democratic revolutions.

The Algerian National Struggle
Fails to Liberate Women

the workforce—7.7 percent according to

El-Moudjahid (19 February)— is one of

the lowest in the world. On this question,

obscurantist backwardness intersects the

capitalist crisis and unemployment to

reinforce the widespread attitude that it

is practically indecent for a woman to

even look for a job. The rare woman who
attempts to live outside the confines of

domestic slavery in the patriarchal family

Pro-FLN
demonstration
in Algiers,

11 December
1960. Algerian
war won
independence
from colonial

rule but did not
end capitalist

exploitation or
liberate women.

French colonialism used the Islamic

degradation of women to justify denying

democratic rights to Muslims. In fact,

colonial rule vastly reinforced the weight

of religious obscurantism and backward-

ness. A dual legal and administrative

system was set up in which the Muslim
population was subject to Sharia law,

administered by the religious authorities.

A Muslim woman could in theory marry

before the local mayor and thus receive

the protection of French law (right to

divorce, prohibition of polygamy, etc.),

but to do so she had to renounce her

status as a Muslim, which was inevitably

viewed by her family and community as

apostasy. As the Algerian population was
driven from its land and relegated to a

precarious existence on the margins of

the colonial economy, they reacted with

increased Islamic orthodoxy, including

portraying the seclusion of women as

protection of traditional values against

French decadence.

During the struggle for national libera-

tion, the French made some largely cyni-

cal efforts to draw women out of their

isolation into support for French colo-

nialism, including granting women's
suffrage, extending some educational

Roberto Cristofoli

In act of racist exclusion, young Muslim women were expelled from school
in Creil, France for wearing the hidjeb (Islamic headscarf).

which established a bureaucratically de-

formed workers state in Cuba, the FLN
replaced colonial rule by French capital

with the rule of a native bourgeoisie

closely tied to imperialism through the

world market.

Nowhere is the continuation of semi-

colonial backwardness and oppression

clearer than in the condition reserved for

Algerian women. “Socialist” Algeria has

been incapable of completing even the

most elementary democratic tasks, rein-

forcing instead the Islamic religion and

authoritarian family structure as essential

props of bourgeois rule. In Algeria today

women live basically as they did before

and during French colonial rule: locked

up at home, excluded from the workplace

and political life, sold in marriage to

strangers. Condemned at an early age to

a life of repeated childbirth, without

effective access to birth control, lacking

proper medical attention, and often un-

dernourished— this is the hellish exis-

tence of most Algerian women.
This reality is not simply a remnant of

the past in the process of dying out; it

summarizes the policy of the FLN in

power. Laws like the Family Code of

1984 codify the basic provisions of

Sharia law regarding women and the

family, sanctioning polygamy, granting

the husband the right to divorce at

will, prohibiting marriage of Muslim
women to non-Muslim men, and relegat-

ing women to the status of permanent
minors, subject to the “authority” of their

fathers and then of their husbands.

According to the Family Code, a married

woman by law owes “obedience” to her

husband who can at any moment divorce

her without cause. The wife can petition

for divorce only in certain extremely

limited cases (e.g., non-consummation of

the marriage).

Barely 3.5 percent of women of work-

ing age have been able to take jobs out-

side the home; the female proportion of

Algiers, October 1 988—During desperate hunger riots, youths target symbols
of opulence and corrupt FLN regime.

is confronted with a thousand barriers.

Not only is it extremely difficult for a

single woman to find an apartment, to

say nothing of a job, but she may find

herself arrested on a morals charge if she

is seen alone in a cafe, takes a hotel

room, or kisses a man in public. If she is

divorced, it is marked on her police

record that she has been a “repudiated

woman."
This is quite in conformity with the

fact, inscribed in the Constitution, that

Islam is the state religion. Some Muslim
“modernists,” claiming vagueness in the

Koran’s prescriptions for enforced seclu-

sion of women (purdah ), say that Islam

is compatible with equality of the sexes.

But the Koran is abundantly clear on

its attitude toward women: “Men are

superior to women on account of the

qualities which God hath fitted the

one above the other and on account of

the outlay they make from their sub-

stance for them. Virtuous women are

obedient, careful during the husband's

absence, because God hath of them been

careful."

Nevertheless, the role of Islam as a

bastion in the oppression of women is

not centrally the result of Koranic pro-

nouncements. It reflects the nature of

the societies where Islam is dominant.

Like Judaism and Christianity, Islamic

teachings depict women as excessively

sensual and morally inferior, needing the

guidance of men to protec/ them against

their own weakness. But Islam, largely

because it is centered in semi-colonial

countries where social backwardness is

reinforced by imperialist oppression, has

not had to adapt its repressive moral

opportunities for women, and organizing

public unveilings. But when Algeria

Finally achieved independence, the wear-

ing of the veil was more widespread, par-

ticularly in the cities, than before the

French arrived almost a century and a

half earlier. Although thousands of
women fought in the FLN forces, their

integration was a result of military exi-

gencies and not commitment to emanci-
pation. An exceedingly high proportion

of these courageous women died at the

hands of the colonialists, but once inde-

pendence was achieved, the promise of

equality bom of the struggle quickly

became nothing more than a memory.
In “Women and the Permanent Revolu-

tion” (WV No. 17, March 1973), we
noted that Frantz Fanon ’s L’An V de la

Revolution Algerienne was “a testament

to the courage and fortitude of the Alge-
rian revolutionary woman—showing how
involvement in the FLN revolutionized

her social standing," yet “Fanon Finds her

strength not in the liberating experience

of equality imposed by commando life,

but in patriarchal Moslem tradition."

This was not due centrally to the

undoubted “patriarchal attitudes" of the

FLN leadership, as the feminists would
have it, but to the class forces which
dominated the struggle for independence.

The petty-bourgeois FLN made agree-

ments with the ulema (Muslim clergy)

already in the 1950s, and did all it could

to prevent the struggle against French

colonialism from leading to the overturn

of capitalism through socialist revolution.

The FLN turned the considerable Alge-

rian proletariat concentrated in French

continued on page 8
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East Europe...
(continuedfrom page 1)

Spartakist

Mass demonstration against fascist provocations at Soviet

war memorial in Treptow Park, East Berlin last January
was featured in Pravda and Soviet Army newspaper
Red Star, which showed banner of Trotzkistische Liga
Deutschlands calling for defense of the Soviet Union.

William McPherson was quoted as say-

ing. "It was like the end of civilization."

This was echoed by the Financial Timex

(18 June), which complained that in

ransacking opposition parties’ offices,

"The miners destroyed all their com-
puters. phones and fax machines." Le
Monde (17 June) wrote an analytical

article on “Workers Militias and 'Fascist-

Communism'.”
Aside from a handful of articles, the

Western media barely reported the right-

ist rampage of the 1 3th. The Times edito-

rialized that the National Salvation Front

responded to “peaceful demonstrators"

with “Tiananmen-like ferocity.” although

the death toll was six. For Iliescu to

call the University Square protesters

"fascist rebels," they wrote, is “sheer

effrontery." Yet even the "sophisticated”

anti-Communists of Le Monde observed

that “The 'golans' (hooligans) who occu-

pied University Square” were "among the

most violent and the most determined"

of the regime’s opponents, and reported

that crowds applauded the miners. The
Washington Post (20 June) noted the

“surprising fact” that “few Romanians”
opposed the government’s decision to

end the “pro-democracy sit-in.”

As for the “effrontery" of calling the

protesters fascists, an article by Paul

Hockenos in the social-democratic In

These Times (6 June) is compelled to

note that “The democracy movement
has several troubling features," among
them "the new emphasis on nationalist-

religious values” and a "hate psychol-

ogy” that has led to violent attacks

against Romania’s Hungarian minority.

Hockenos, who is no friend of the Salva-

tion Front regime, reports that “roughly

half the students in Bucharest express

sympathy with the neo-fascist organiza-

tion Vatra Romeneasca" which espouses

“a crude xenophobic nationalism aimed
at the ethnic Hungarians.” "Perhaps most
alarming is the strength of the ultraright

in the student movement’s top leader-

ship,” he continues. "Student League
President Marion Munteanu and news-

paper editor Sorin Dragan. . .embrace un-

abashed nationalist views," Dragan being

“a monarchist and active Vatra Rome-
neasca member.”

East Europe:
The Old Crap Returns

For the moment, the Romanian work-

ers’ action has checked the rightist

thrust. But all across East Europe, such

reactionary scum are surfacing. In East

Berlin’s Alexanderplatz, skinheads and

neo-Nazis giving the stiff-armed salute

publicly celebrated Hitler’s birthday on
April 21. In early May a mob of 400
attacked Mozambican workers in the

Lichtenberg quarter of East Berlin, shout-

ing "Foreigners out. Niggers out." In

Hungary, the once-Jewish Hungarian
MTK soccer team is greeted with

screams of “No goals for the Jews.

Dirty Jews. To the gas chambers.” In

Yugoslavia, recent elections in Croatia

were won by the right-wing nationalist

Croatian Democratic Union, funded in

part by contributions from emigre Usta-

shi fascists, who ruled Croatia during

World War II as bloodthirsty puppets of

Nazi Germany.

As capitalist ideologues hail the “death

of Communism” in East Europe, the

arrival of pro-capitalist “democracy"
there has raised all the old nationalist,

anti-Semitic, anti-Communist murderous
scum which dominated the region before

the victory of the Red Army in 1945. For

over 40 years Western imperialism, its

social-democratic agents and the Vatican

have dreamed and plotted the overthrow

of “godless, totalitarian Communism" in

East Europe and the return to a capitalist,

"Christian” order. With the collapse of

the Stalinist bureaucracies from East

Germany to Yugoslavia and the new
regimes’ rush to re-establish “free mar-

ket” economies, they’re starting to get

what they want—and it’s pretty ugly.

Thus just as Gorbachev’s market-

oriented perestroika has fueled bloody

nationalist strife in the Soviet Trans-

caucasia, we are seeing the beginnings

of similar developments in East Europe.

In Romania, where Ceausescu’s down-
fall was triggered by protests over the

oppression of the large Hungarian minor-

ity in Transylvania, today fascists whip
up xenophobia and Romanian national-

ism. In late March, six people were
killed by pitchfork- and ax-wielding

Romanian mobs who attacked Hungari-

ans demonstrating for language rights.

The nationalist strife in Transylvania

naturally provoked a reaction in Hun-
gary, contributing to the unexpected

victory of the nationalist Democratic

Forum in April elections. One can easily

envision war between "democratic” Hun-
gary and “democratic" Romania.

Zionist leaders from around the world
spent the early days of May in West
Berlin debating the extent of the danger

of the new wave of anti-Semitism and

asking each other why the old nightmare

is coming again. The answer is simple.

The push to capitalist counterrevolution

in East Europe has both intensified the

nationalisms which have plagued the

region since the last century, and allowed

the filth that the Stalinist regimes failed

to clean out to boil to the surface once
more.

The Stalinist regimes in East Europe

could put a lid on some of the reaction-

ary filth that historically plagued the

region but could not lay the material

basis for eliminating it. Economic autar-

ky, bureaucratic commandism, national-

ism, the appeasement of imperialism,

wholesale falsification of history, sup-

pression of the independent political life

of the working class—these have been
hallmarks of the Stalinist Soviet and East

European regimes. As the young Karl

Marx wrote, two years before The Com-
munist Manifesto: “A development of the

productive forces is the absolutely neces-

sary practical premise [of communism],
because without it want is generalized,

and with want the struggle for necessities

begins again, and that means that all the

old crap must revive.”

Anti-Communism,
Anti-Semitism

In East Germany every week Jewish

gravestones and buildings associated with

Jewish activities are defaced with anti-

Semitic filth, including the recent dese-

cration of the grave of playwright Bertolt

Brecht with the words “Jews Out."

Brecht wasn’t Jewish, but he sure hated

anti-Semites and fascists. As he wrote

after World War II of the Hitlerite brown

plague, "The womb is still fecund from

which that crawled forth.” In Poland,

where only 4,400 remain of a prewar

Jewish population of 3.5 million, the

Jewish State Theater in Warsaw has been

defaced with the slogan “Jews to the

Ovens. Jews for Soap.” And in the Soviet

Union, where Gorbachev’s perestroika

has intensified all national antagonisms,

the black-shirted fascists of Pamyat are

openly calling for pogroms.

This filthy spawn of the “democratiza-

tion” of the Soviet bloc has become so

ugly and dangerous that even major

capitalist media feel compelled to report

on it. Newsweek (7 May) devoted a

seven-page spread to the subject, noting:

"The old specter returns: Anti-Semitism,

the offspring of unbridled religion and

nationalism, is working the fringes of

the new politics in the Soviet Union
and East Europe.” The rise of clerical-

nationalism is but ideological expres-

sion of the drive toward capitalist coun-

terrevolution. Behind the foul-mouthed
thugs plotting pogroms in East Berlin

and Budapest beer halls are the ever-so-

civilized bankers of Wall Street, the City

of London and Frankfurt.

Anti-Semitism is fueled not only by

backward-looking ideologies but also by
economic insecurity. Even the CIA now
projects the “transition to a market econ-

omy” in East Europe will result in mil-

lions of unemployed amid the wholesale

dismantling of social security programs.
Szymon Szurmiej, head of the Jewish
State Theater in Poland, points out:

"When the economic situation becomes
difficult, those who play the political

game seek an escape valve and the Jew
is an escape valve.”

East European anti-Semites have taken

up the old Hitler refrain of a “Judeo-
Bolshevik conspiracy." The Newsweek
article presents a semi-justification for

this: "To the degree that Jews helped
introduce Communist rule in Eastern
Europe, anti-communists will resent

them." In the early postwar years. Jewish
Communists did play a significant role

in the new East European regimes since

they were passionately hostile to the old

order of the eagle and cross in Poland.
Arrow Cross in Hungary and Iron Guard
in Romania.

However, in the early 1950s Stalin

launched a savage anti-Semitic campaign
in both Russia (the Kremlin "doctors
plot") and East Europe. Prominent East

European Jews (for example. Rudolf
Slansky in Czechoslovakia, Ana Pauker
in Romania, Gabor Peter in Hungary,
Paul Merker in East Germany) were
made the victims of show trials as agents

of "Zionism and imperialism." The era

New York Posl

A.

Body of a man killed when Romanian nationalists
attacked Hungarian minority In Transylvania last March
(above). Anti-Hungarian agitation is spearheaded by
fascistic Vatra Romeneasca, descendants of Romanian
Iron Guard in the 1930s (right).
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Together at last. Sam Marcy and Kim
II Sung. Since the early 1950s Marcy
has heralded the Stalinist leader of

North Korea—who has built up a “cult

of personality” that would make J.V.

Stalin blush—as the most militant and

intransigent fighter in the "global class

war.” Four decades later. Marcy and a

delegation from his Workers World

Party were invited to North Korea “to

discuss the serious international situa-

tion" with the president of the Demo-
cratic People’s Republic of Korea.

For the Kim regime, the seriousness

of the international situation is indi-

cated by the fact that while they were

visiting with Marcy in Pyongyang.

Soviet leader Gorbachev was meeting

with South Korean strongman Roh Tae

Woo in San Francisco. Last year. North

Korea hosted a delegation from the

CPUSA headed by Gus Hall. These

visits are really a sign of North Korea’s

growing isolation. More than ever, Kim
father and son will have to make a

virtue out of juche (self-reliance).

Since their inception as a political

tendency during the Korean War, the

Marcyites have embraced the Stalinist

bureaucracies, claiming that they were

waging an inexorable and epochal battle

against imperialism. Yet the regimes

which sit on top of the deformed/

degenerated workers states aren’t com-

mitted to “global class war” but rather

to global class collaboration. Today

this treacherous policy of appeasement

and accommodation to world imperial-

ism is being brought home with a ven-

geance in the demise of Stalinist rule in

East Europe.

Now the Marcyites, who split from

Trotskyism in cheering the crushing

of the 1956 workers’ uprising in Hun-

gary, mourn the passing of Romania’s

Nicolae Ceausescu. When a mass revolt

toppled Ceausescu’s one-family Stalin-

ist dictatorship last December, Marcy
decried it as a “fascist-like coup d’etat

by Romanian bourgeois reactionaries."

(To be fair, Marcy did admit that Ceau-

sescu had committed some “subjective

errors,” like starving and freezing the

Romanian working people in order to

pay off the imperialist bankers.)

With Ceausescu gone, Marcy 's party

began to cast around in search of some
Stalinist holdout. The 25 January issue

of Workers World heralded the “Com-
munist Party leadership of Albania” for

standing “firm in its rejection of capi-

talist ‘solutions’ to the building of

socialism.” Ditto for Deng Xiao-ping’s

regime in Beijing. In the same issue

an article by Marcy praises the Chi-

nese Stalinists’ bloody suppression of

Tiananmen Square protests last spring

and gives kudos to Prime Minister

Li Peng for his declaration that “we

shall unswervingly follow the socialist

road."

Of course Marcy neglects to mention

that it is in China where the program

of “building socialism with capitalist

methods” has gone the furthest, produc-

ing the greatest class inequalities. It

was this which led to the mobilization

of hundreds of thousands of workers in

defense of the student protesters in

Tiananmen Square last spring.

Ironically, the stars in the Marcyites’

constellation of "global class warriors"

have also numbered among Washing-

ton’s most-favored Stalinist despots.

For almost two decades the U.S. lauded

Ceausescu for his “independence" from

Moscow. George Bush called him “one

of Europe’s good communists.” In his

later years. Ceausescu was displaced by

Deng Xiao-ping, who became one of

the prime players in U.S. imperialism’s

anti-Soviet military alliances.

This doesn’t bother the Marcyites.

But then on the home front they take

a back seat to no one when it comes
to class collaboration, pushing Jesse

Jackson and Teddy Kennedy as coali-

tion partners in the cause of "anti-

imperialism." Marcy runs a popular-

front zoo for the Democrats, claiming

to represent everyone from feminists to

the disabled. But here he is with Kim
II Sung who has any aged, crippled or

otherwise “defective” person shipped

out of Pyongyang to peasant villages.

Of course, if the Marcyites ever get a

chance to play in the big leagues with

the Democratic Party, you can bet this

picture will be one of the first things

through the shredder.

of “liberal” Stalinism which opened up

in 1956 led to the rise of “national

Communists," especially in Poland, at the

expense of Jewish members of the bu-

reaucracy. By the 1970s few Jews held

positions of power in Gierek’s Poland,

Husak’s Czechoslovakia or Kadar’s Hun-

gary. But as the new anti-Communist re-

gimes push to “purify” their countries for

“democratic” capitalist exploitation, Jews

and reds have become easy scapegoats.

This amalgam of anti-Communism and

anti-Semitism is not a new device. Many
Jews suffering the vicious pogroms of

the tsarist Black Hundreds found in Bol-

shevik internationalism a way to fight

both anti-Semitism and the capitalist

system which perpetuated it. Some of the

outstanding Bolshevik leaders—Trotsky,

Sverdlov, Kamenev, Zinoviev, just to

name a few—who played a leading role

in the October 1917 Russian Revolution

and the fight to forge the Leninist Third

International were Jewish. During the

1920s-30s the deeply oppressed Jews of

East Europe flocked into the Communist

Anti-Semitic desecration of tomb of

German Communist playwright and
poet Bertolt Brecht.

and other left-wing parties. As the bril-

liant Jewish Marxist Abram Leon, who
was killed in Auschwitz, wrote in 1938

in his book The Jewish Question:

“The ruling classes persecute with special

sadism the Jewish intellectuals and work-

ers, who have supplied a host of fighters

to the revolutionary movement. To isolate

the Jews completely from the sources of

culture and science has become a vital

necessity for the decaying system which
persecutes them. The ridiculous legend of

‘Jewish-Marxism’ is nothing but a carica-

ture of the bonds that actually exist be-

tween socialism and the Jewish masses.”

Leon wrote this at a time when the

East European Jewish communities were

strongholds of the left, and Jews in

West Europe and the United States were

generally well left of center politically.

The rise of Zionist Israel combined

with decades of Stalinist oppression has

shifted to the right the political center

of gravity of the Jewish community, East

and West. But for the fascists, clerical-

nationalists and other reactionary scum
running around East Europe, the equation

of Jew and red is still very much alive.

Thus capitalist counterrevolution will

bring anti-Semitic pogroms as well as

impoverishment of the working class.

McCarthyism Comes to

East Europe

East Europe today is experiencing a

rip-roaring anti-Communist witchhunt:

not only "are you now or have you

ever been...” but also what about your

brother, sister, mother, father... and your

father’s father. The former mayor of East

Berlin cannot even get a job because of

his Communist past. In Czechoslovakia,

land of the "velvet revolution.” Prague

prosecutor Tomas Sokol called for out-

lawing the Communist Party, which he

equates with fascism, while the political-

ly influential Catholic priest Vaclav Mali

called Communists "a mafia in the back-

ground." They are worried that the CP
in Czechoslovakia retains substantial

working-class support and won 13 per-

cent of the vote in June 9 elections.

From Poland to Slovakia to Croatia,

the resurgent Catholic church under Pope

John Paul Wojtyla of Cracow is seeking

to establish a neo-medieval "Christian

order" in Europe. The "democratic”

counterrevolution in East Europe has to

a large extent been spearheaded by for-

mer dissident Stalinist intellectuals turned

Western-style social democrats or bour-

geois liberals. But now these people

are coming under attack from clerical-

nationalist forces to their right. Thus

Jan Sabata, who was expelled from

the Czechoslovak CP after Soviet tanks

put an end to the 1968 Prague Spring,

was recently the target of howling right-

wing mobs in the Moravian capital of

Brno. "Primitive, nearly fascist senti-

ments exist throughout our republic,”

Sabata exclaimed.

Redbaiting of former Communists

dominated the recent elections in Hun-

gary. The Free Democrats are staunchly

pro-Western intellectuals clamoring for

a “free market” economy, foreign capital

investment and membership in the Euro-

pean Common Market. But a number of

leading Free Democrats are former left-

ists of Jewish descent. Against them the

Democratic Forum resorted to virulent

nationalist-fascist appeals. In January,

Forum supporter and well-known writer

Istvan Czurka proclaimed on radio,

“Hungarians, awake!” as he lashed out at

the “dwarfish minority" he claimed was

trying to control the country. “Hungari-

ans, awake!” was the main slogan of the

fascist Arrow Cross in the 1920s-30s.

Many Free Democratic election posters

were smeared with the Star of David and

the Arrow Cross.

Redbaiting was also prominent in

elections in Romania, where the night-

marish reign of Nicolae Ceausescu was
overthrown by a popular revolt last

December that was supported by the

military high command. The tyrant, a

cross between Josef Stalin and Count
Dracula, was quickly executed by his

generals. In his place the National Salva-

tion Front was established, led by former

Stalinist apparatchiks like Ion Iliescu

who had run afoul of the megalomaniac

Ceausescu and his family. But while

Iliescu & Co. declared their attachment

to Western-style social democracy, the

right-wing National Christian Democratic

continued on page 8
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East Europe...
(continuedfrom page 7)

Peasants Party (a haven for the prewar

fascists of the Iron Guard) and National

Liberal Party attacked Front leaders as

crypto-Communists.

As it turned out, the Salvation Front

won a landslide victory, with the Liberals

and Peasants combined polling less than

10 percent of the vote. And when the

frustrated ultrarightists tried to set the

stage for a coup with their rampage,

while the army and police stood by pas-

sively, the workers responded enthusias-

tically to Iliescu's call for help. What
accounts for this massive setback for the

right in Romania, breaking the pattern in

other East European countries?

The Front won wide popularity by

quickly turning on the heat and lights,

and increasing food supplies. This sub-

stantially raised living standards from

the enforced misery of the Ceausescu

regime, which drained Romania's wealth

to pay off loans from Wall Street and

Frankfurt bankers. The miners, far from

being Ceausescu supporters, were the

first to rebel, with a strike in the Jiu

Valley in 1977 which was brutally re-

pressed. Iliescu doubled their wages and
cut the workweek to four days. Writing

on the Op-Ed page of the New York

Times (19 June), Daniel Nelson of the

Carnegie Endowment noted:

“Industrial workers, including miners, are

one stratum in which Mr. Iliescu enjoys
unswerving support. His Communist past

doesn't bother most workers, but the

fear of unemployment does—and the

Front has gained workers' allegiance by
guaranteeing a slow economic transition

toward a market economy."

But Romania’s ex-CP rulers now find

themselves in a dilemma. The London
Guardian (15 June) noted: “By unleash-

ing violent workers onto the streets of

the capital, Mr Iliescu has essentially tied

his future to a policy which precludes

any economic reform. No restructuring

of the national economy can take place

without closing unprofitable factories,

but this is now out of the question.” And
with all the hauteur of capitalists talk-

ing disdainfully of “mob rule,” the Paris

Liberation of the same date put it bluntly

from a capitalist viewpoint: "By playing

to ‘the street' too often, the Romanian
regime is exposing itself to a severe

turnabout when the social crisis erupts

which many experts consider inevitable.”

The workers and collective farmers of

Romania are well aware of the violent

oppression wreaked by the fascist Iron

Guard regime of the 1930s which the

anti-Communists in University Square

look to with fondness. But the toilers of

East Europe cannot maintain their eco-

nomic security by supporting politicians

who promise Western-style social democ-
racy—the soft-core version of counter-

revolution. Whether fast or slow, the

introduction of market-oriented reforms,

leading toward the restoration of capital-

ism, will be at the workers' expense.

What's desperately needed are genuinely

communist parties committed to defend-

ing socialized property based on the

perspective of international proletarian

revolution, including in the imperialist

centers of West Europe, North America
and Japan.

For Communist
Internationalism!

In East Germany, when the fascists

first struck against the Soviet war memo-
rial in East Berlin, there was also a pow-
erful response by the working class.

After our comrades of the Trotzkistische

Liga Deutschlands (now the Spartakist

Workers Party) called to stop the Nazis

with workers united-front action on Janu-

ary 3. the then-ruling Stalinist SED took

up the call and 250,000 came out to

Treptow Park to show their solidarity

with the Red Army which crushed the

Hitler regime. This was shown (includ-

ing a picture prominently featuring the

Soviet-defensist banner of the TLD) on
the front page of the Soviet Army paper
Krasnaya Zvezda (Red Star).

But in the aftermath, as the bourgeoi-

sie denounced the Treptow mobilization

the Stalinist "reformers” recoiled from
the wrath of the social democrats and
their capitalist masters. And in that mobi-
lization they all saw the spectre of politi-

cal revolution and civil war. The same
may be happening now in Romania, as

Prime Minister Petr Roman apologizes

for the “excesses" of the miners.

The drive toward capitalist restoration

in East Europe is unleashing the most
violent, primitive nationalist passions in

order to prevent united working-class

struggle. Make no mistake—capitalism
Novosti Press

Algeria...
(continued from page 5)

heavy industry, where it could have con-

stituted a living link with revolutionary

class struggle in the imperialist heartland,

into a simple supplier of funds. The First

campaign undertaken by the FLN among
Algerian workers was a campaign of

intimidation against those who smoked
or drank alcohol; recalcitrants had part

of their nose cut off!

Meanwhile, the Stalinist leaders pre-

vented the French working class from
playing a revolutionary role. After years

of being an ardent supporter of the

"French Union” (i.e., empire), including

as part of the postwar government, and
voting for the military budget as the

French army was massacring Algerians

and Vietnamese, the French Communist
Party (PCF) only declared itself in favor

of Algerian "independence” after 1958
when de Gaulle began seeking a neo-

colonial solution to a costly and losing

war. During the entire struggle of the

Algerian people, amid revelations of

torture and while tensions from the war
brought the ruling class to the verge of

civil war (as in the April 1961 generals’

revolt in Algiers), the PCF reformists

never once called a significant political

strike against the dirty colonial war.

When French colonialism recognized

Algerian independence in 1962, the

petty-bourgeois nationalists of the FLN
had already affirmed, through the Evian

Accords, their commitment to defend
private property and respect key interests

of French imperialism in Algeria. In a

sense, de Gaulle had drawn the lessons

of Cuba where the unrelenting pressure

of U.S. imperialism had forced Castro’s

petty-bourgeois guerrillaists, in order to

preserve their very existence at the head
of the state, to expropriate the bourgeoi-

sie. The Algerian Revolution achieved

independence from French colonialism,

at enormous human cost, but it did not

free the urban and peasant masses from
poverty and exploitation, nor from the

social oppression which is part of the

fabric of capitalist rule.

Women’s Liberation Through
Proletarian Revolution!

Since the upsurge of October 1988 a

score of women’s groups have arisen in

Algeria, largely in reaction to the spec-

tacular rise of violent fundamentalism.

They have centered their activity on
organizing opposition to the family code
and mobilizing protests against funda-

mentalist atrocities. Demonstrations were
held last November when a woman’s
house was burned down in Annaba
because she was a member of a women’s
group; and last July in Ouargla where a
woman provoked the wrath of the funda-
mentalists because she lived alone with
her children and led a “free” life, they
burned down her house, killing her son.
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will not be restored in Eastern Europe or

the Soviet Union by a charming bunch of

playwrights voted in peacefully on sunny

Sunday afternoons. Christian Rakovsky.

co-leader of the International Left Oppo-

sition with Trotsky, pointed to the danger

in 1929 that the thoroughgoing Staliniza-

tion of the Soviet Communist Party

would allow the class enemy to break

“into our Soviet fortress under the false,

hypocritical and base flag of bourgeois

democracy, to lay the road thereby for

unrestrained fascism.”

What is needed to fight capitalist coun-

terrevolution and the all-sided reaction it

engenders is above all to forge genuinely

communist (Leninist-Trotskyist) parties.

The Bolshevik Party was built and tri-

umphed in implacable struggle against

all forms of nationalism. The founder of

the Red Army, Leon Trotsky, and the

first chairman of the All-Russian Su-

preme Soviet, Yakov Sverdlov, were

Jews. The founder of the Cheka (political

police), Felix Dzerzhinsky, was a Pole,

and his chief lieutenants, Martin Latsis

and Yakov Peters, were Latvians. Stalin

was a Georgian and Lenin was Russian.

The first head of the Bolshevik govern-

ment in the Ukraine, Rakovsky. was a

Bulgarian by birth who led the Romanian
socialists in the decade before WW 1.

Capitalist restoration is a bloody busi-

ness, and the shock troops of counter-

revolution have begun openly mobilizing.

Should the proletariat, misled and atom-

ized by the Stalinists for decades, fail to

assert its class power to oppose and
defeat counterrevolution, the resulting

governments will not be stable parlia-

mentary democracies but fascist dictator-

ships forged through crushing the de-

formed workers states and the workers

organizations. These regimes will very

likely be in direct continuity with those

that slaughtered 6 million Jews and 20
million Soviet citizens. And fierce com-
petition for the spoils of East Europe
could be a trip wire for a third imperialist

world war. The counterrevolutionary dan-

ger looming in East Europe and the So-
viet Union must be fought and crushed.

It is the task of the Trotskyists to lead

the workers and peasants in the struggle

to sweep away all the old crap forever.

But even the feminists are not unanimous
in calling for abrogation of the family
code— in recent meetings of North
African women in Paris, some called for

“reforming” it.

What’s needed to turn around the

reactionary offensive is to mobilize the

social power of the working class on
the side of the victims of the funda-
mentalists' attacks. The rise of Islamic

reaction is a direct threat to the unions,
as shown by the FIS’ record of strike-

breaking. But instead of seeking to pre-

pare a working-class counteroffensive,

various self-proclaimed revolutionary
groups in Algeria call instead for a

mythical "democratization" of society
carried out without socialist revolution.

Thus the PST (Parti Socialiste des Tra-
vailleurs), linked to Ernest Mandel’s
United Secretariat, and the OST (Organi-
sation Socialiste des Travailleurs), linked

to Pierre Lambert’s tendency in France,
both center their political programs on
the call for a constituent assembly which
is conceived, not as a product of a revo-
lutionary upsurge leading to a socialist

revolution, but of “democratic" elec-

tions under capitalism.

Thus the PST criticizes the Chadli
regime for holding local elections, saying
it "would have been more democratic" to

call an election fora national constituent
assembly "on the basis of proportional
representation" (Rouge. 22 March). And
in an interview with the Mandelite
USec's International Viewpoint (9 April),

a PST spokesman calls for “a democratic
transitional programme that will lead, via
the establishment of a broad workers and
popular front, to the setting up of a
workers government" and for an electoral

“alliance of all those forces that base
themselves on the struggle of the popular
masses." This is the classic formula of
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Scores are injured as L.A. cops club striking janitors outside Century City, June 15. Right: unionists gather in Beverly Hills park before march.

Bloody Cop Attack on Latino Labor Rally

L.A. Janitors Strike Wins Union
LOS ANGELES, June 26—Striking jani-

tors have won recognition of their union

by the huge 1SS cleaning contractor. As
part of a nationwide "Justice for Jani-

tors" organizing drive. Service Employ-
ees International Union (SEIU) Local

399 struck the glitzy Century City office

complex in West L.A. on May 31. After

three weeks on the picket line and a

brutal assault by the LAPD against a

union march, a settlement was announced

yesterday which brings the heavily

Latino workers into the SEIU master

L.A. contract with a 15 percent wage
increase, and medical benefits and vaca-

tion pay to start next spring.

At today’s press conference by the

SEIU, strikers were proud of their vic-

tory, but told Workers Vanguard that

even with the wage increase they will

only earn a miserable $5.20 per hour.

Unemployed Latino workers who had
traveled from East L.A. to back the

strike, including some who were injured

in the racist cop attack, were bitter that

they were still jobless. The struggle must
continue for a big wage increase for all,

and a shorter workweek, to create jobs

for the jobless.

On June 15. 500 strikers and support-

ers marched from Beverly Hills’ Roxbury
Park. As the marchers—overwhelmingly
Latino and one-third women, including

many with young children—moved into

the major intersection of Century Park

East and Olympic Boulevard it was
blocked by a solid wall of cops. An
LAPD commander suddenly shouted over

a bullhorn: “Disperse within 30 sec-

onds!" James Wood, L.A. AFL-CIO
council member, tried to negotiate with

the cops. Campaign organizers told

strikers to sit down in the intersection,

expecting to be quietly arrested. Others

linked arms, facing the police.

Without warning, the cops went ber-

serk, charging the line of strikers and
wading into the crowded intersection.

Unionists and their families were clubbed

senseless, even as they sat on the ground.

As the marchers tried to back off, the

cops raced down Olympic, cutting off

their retreat.

More than 60 marchers were injured,

16 severely, including some with broken

legs and fractured skulls, and a woman
five months pregnant who may miscarry

due to severe hemorrhaging. Among the

injured was Salvadoran poet Maria Guar-

dado, already disabled by torture. Forty

workers were arrested on trumped-up

charges. That evening, the SEIU strike

HQ looked like a military field hospital,

as the strikers returned from hospitals

and jails. Frustrated workers at the hall

told a Workers Vanguard supporter that

while the union bureaucrats told them to

lie down if the LAPD attacked, the cops
just continued to beat people, including

elderly women. Strikers told of experi-

encing civil war and seeing death in El

Salvador—they are not used to this kind

of treatment without fighting back.

The LAPD is still burning over the

union mobilization on June 1, when hun-

dreds of strikers swept past cops into

Century City. These badge-toting strike-

breakers and their capitalist masters are

dead-set on smashing the organizing

drives by heavily Latino workers in

office buildings, hotels and garment
sweatshops. The capitalists here want to

turn back the clock to the 1920s, when
union organizers were run out of town or

thrown in jail as “criminal syndicalists.”

Today they want to put foreign-bom

workers “in their place." But the result

could be explosive, as many of these

strikers have had firsthand experience

with militant class struggle against right-

ist regimes in Central America.

Until their hand was stayed by a recent

court ruling, the INS immigration cops
were threatening to deport over 100

foreign-bom SEIU Local 535 nurses,

among 900 who are striking against the

Kaiser Permanente hospital on Sunset

Boulevard. Some local unions have been

forced to take up defense of undocu-

mented workers, but the AFL-CIO tops’

poisonous protectionist campaign against

Japanese, Korean and Mexican workers

feeds into the bosses’ attempts to divide

the working class in order to more bru-

tally exploit us. We say: labor mustfight
forfull citizenship rightsforforeign-born

workers and their families!

In the face of the racist cop attack on
the June 15 march, the local AFL-CIO
tops can only whine that “The LAPD
needs to change." But the armed fist

of the capitalist state will never be

reformed. The LAPD is a paramilitary

force which acts like an occupying army
in the black ghetto and the sprawling

barrios because they have to in order to

“keep control" over a huge proletarian

population. The bureaucrats* appeals to

former top cop and L.A. mayor Tom
Bradley to "investigate" the cop riot are

designed to politically disarm workers,

by tying them to the capitalist Dem-
ocratic Party.

The June 15 cop riot was aimed at all

L.A. labor. The SEIU is going ahead
with a noon demonstration on June 28,

again at Century City, to protest the cop
attack. But this time it must be a show
of power by L.A. labor: let the LAPD try

and stand in the way of massed long-

shoremen, Teamsters, hospital and hotel

workers!

a popular front with sectors of the bour-

geoisie. Lest anyone be fooled by the

reference to a "workers government," it

should be recalled that the USec at its

founding in 1963 justified support to the

FLN regime under Ben Bella by labeling

it a “workers and peasants government."

The rise of reactionary fundamentalism

in Algeria has provoked fears of its

spread to other North African countries.

Neighboring Tunisia has long been held

up as the model of “modernizing" nation-

alism. particularly since women enjoy

certain— limited—rights (such as the

prohibition of polygamy and of the hus-

band’s right to divorce by simple repu-

diation) which are unique in the Arab
world. Yet today the fundamentalists of

the Movement of the Islamic Tendency
(MTI) are the principal opposition to the

regime. The Tunisian working class, be-

cause of its extensive trade-union organ-

ization. has had a capacity for organized

class struggle which is unique in Africa.

But when the plebeian masses revolted

in January 1984. the reformist misleaders

offered no working-class alternative. As
the regime subsequently moved to check

the power of the unions, the field was
left open for the fundamentalists to

attract the masses of disaffected youth.

Meanwhile, in France the growing
strength of fundamentalism in the North

African community came to a head last

year in a battle over the wearing of the

Islamic hidjeb (headscarf) by girls in

secondary schools. Cynically talking of

secularism, racist forces (as well as

government bureaucrats whose pseudo-

“socialism” smacks of bourgeois free-

masonry) tried to expel students whose
Muslim parents had them wear the tradi-

tional headscarves. Our comrades of the

Ligue Trotskyste de France condemned
this as "nothing but an act of racial

discrimination" (“Muslim Girls Banned
From School in Anti-Immigrant Hys-

teria." Women and Revolution No. 37.

Spring 1990), At the same time, the

International Communist League has

fought uncompromisingly against reac-

tionary Islamic forces which enforce

wearing of the veil, such as in Kho-
meini’s Iran and in Afghanistan, where
we proclaimed "Hail Red Army!" in

1980 when Soviet forces intervened to

beat back the CIA-financed, woman-
hating mujahedin.

As Algeria has amply demonstrated, in

the epoch of imperialist decline there is

no margin for independent development

of the backward capitalist countries. The

weak "national bourgeoisie,” intimately

tied to imperialism and threatened by its

"own" proletariat, cannot even take up
the democratic tasks formerly associated

with bourgeois revolutions, to say noth-

ing of building “socialism." As Trotsky's

theory of permanent revolution affirmed,

these tasks can only be accomplished by

the working class in power, drawing after

it all the oppressed sectors of society.

And that requires the leadership of a

proletarian party modeled on Lenin’s

Bolsheviks.

The Russian Revolution of October
1917 not only permitted the economic
development of the Soviet Union into a

world industrial power but, despite the

reversals which accompanied the consoli-

dation of the Stalinist bureaucracy, raised

the social status of women above that of

the advanced capitalist countries. In

Soviet Central Asia the shroud of centu-

ries of Islamic obscurantism was cast off

by women who gained access to higher

education, positions as doctors and other

professionals, and posts of responsibility

in industry and the stAte administration.

The only veils which can be seen today

in Soviet Central Asia are in the photo-

graphs in museum exhibitions. And the

recent resurgence of reactionary Islamic

forces there is the direct result of the

turn toward pro-capitalist market reforms

by the unraveling Stalinist bureaucracy.

The October Revolution underlined the

need for a revolutionary party of the

working class, serving as a tribune of all

the oppressed. Such a party will mobilize

the revolutionary energy and determina-

tion of women in a way which was only

foreshadowed in the struggle of the Alge-

rian masses against French colonialism.
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Ernest Paniccioli

Public Enemy: radical posture combined with Farrakhanite rhetoric and
anti-Semitic bigotry.

Rap...
(continued from page 12)

done in other states or in a hack alley.

Judge Gonzalez's “obscenity" ruling

set the stage for a nationwide offensive.

First. Miami black record store owner
Charles Freeman was arrested June 8 for

refusing to take the record off the shelves

of his store. Then came the arrests of the

band members. Now Freeman, the band
members, and anyone buying the record

in southern Florida can be slapped with

a year in prison and a $1,000 fine!

After the Florida bust, 2 Live Crew
was "welcomed" to Gwinnett County,

Georgia by the local police chief who
told them he was "looking forward to a

nice, clean PG version of the concert."

(Fearful they would also be thrown

behind bars in Georgia, 2 Live Crew can-

celed their first gig at a teen club.) The
vice squad videotaped the concert while

undercover cops in suits tried to mingle

nonchalantly with the teenagers inside.

Bold rap fans with black tape over their

mouths trailed cops around the parking

lot outside, carrying signs reading,

“Idiots rule." Here 2 Live Crew outwitted

the censors, bleeping themselves and
letting the entire audience uproariously

chant the “dirty” words.

Screw the Censors

All this hullabaloo has naturally made
the album a collector’s item, and the

band's popularity has soared. As Nasty
as They Wanna Be is outselling its

sanitized-for-radio twin As Clean as They
Wanna Be by ten to one. 2 Live Crew
will soon release a new album. Banned
in the USA , which they promise will be

"just as raunchy.” Yet it could be only a

matter of time before record sellers,

companies and club owners completely

knuckle under to government censorship.

Already authorities in San Antonio and
Atlanta suburbs are warning record sell-

ers that they’d better stop selling the

album or face arrest under those states’

obscenity laws. In Missouri, the "show
me" state, minors are required to present

proof of age before buying “adult"

albums.

Anti-porn crusaders Jack Thompson
and Robert DeMoss, of the fundamental-

ist group Focus on the Family, started the

furor against 2 Live Crew by sending
letters to public prosecutors and sheriffs

across Florida, appealing for action to

ban the album. Focus on the Family is

intimately linked to the notorious Parents

Music Resource Center (PMRC). PMRC
is a cabal of frustrated Washington Con-
gressmen's wives who spend their after-

noons listening to “explicit" records.

They initiated hearings on rock ‘n roll

resulting in the ratings system and warn-
ing labels designed to "protect the inno-

cent” from "dangerous" music.

No "parental advisory” warning label

is going to stop teenagers from listening

to the music they want to or discovering

that sex is a big part of life. But state

interference and infringement on the

rights of young people to get their hands
on whatever turns them on is part of the

drive to roll back all democratic rights

and reinforce every backward, sexist,

racist, jingoistic prejudice to instill obe-

dience to a racist, right-wing govern-

ment. Frank Zappa aptly spoofed these

bigots by designing his own “warning/
guarantee” label for his records which
reads in part:

"In some socially retarded areas, religious

fanatics and ultra-conservative political

organizations violate your First Amend-
ment Rights by attempting to censor rock
& roll albums....

“The language and concepts contained
herein are GUARANTEED NOT TO
CAUSE ETERNAL TORMENT IN
THE PLACE WHERE THE GUY
WITH THE HORNS AND POINTED
STICK CONDUCTS HIS BUSINESS
"This guarantee is as real as the threats

of the video fundamentalists who use
attacks on rock music in their attempt
to transform America into a nation of
check-mailing nincompoops (in the name
of Jesus Christ). If there is a hell, its fires

wait for them, not us."

With black youth unemployment soar-

ing over 50 percent in rotting inner cit-

ies, the government wants to crush any
form of social, political, sexual or artistic

expression it deems "deviant" or fears

could ignite the social tinderbox. It is no
mere coincidence that the U.S. marches
in lockstep with apartheid South Africa

which has the most stringent “anti-

pornography" laws on the planet. Young
Spartacus was banned as "political por-

nography" by South Africa's rulers in

1985 for calling on black workers to bury

apartheid.

Accompanying police repression of the

black population in South Africa and the

United States is systematic government
regimentation in all spheres of life, not

least sexuality, because the “homoge-
nized" white family is a key prop of the

racist status quo. Odds are that if 2 Live

Crew hadn’t "crossed over” to white

audiences the state would have left them
alone. As Luther "Luke Skyywalker"
Campbell shouted to his fans in Georgia.

“See what all these people are talking

about? 2 Live Crew is all about this:

blacks and whites being together.”

Rock ’n Race

Rock ’n roll has always been rooted in

black music, and its frankly sexual nature

and wide appeal to youth (of all colors)

have always drawn the wrath of the

segregationists. And it always had a lot

to do with sex. Jazz was first a verb for

screwing and the music emerged from
New Orleans’ black Storyville red light

district, in clubs like the Funky Butt

Hall. While white singers crooned about

moonlight in June, black artists like

Bessie Smith were singing the blues

about sex and pain and life:

“I’m a young woman
.

and ain’t done running 'round....

See that long lonesome road
Lord you know it's gotta end
I'm a good woman
and I can get plenty men."—"Young Woman's Blues"

(1926)

And Helen Humes, longtime lead singer

with Count Basie, sang in "Airplane
Man":

“First he turns me over, then he starts

the loop-the-loop

It takes a long, long time till his

wings begin to droop
Now he rides me slow, he flys me fast

And I'm hopin’ and prayin’ he don't
run out of gas."

In the ’40s, when Billie Holiday sang
"The Yanks Are Not Coming,” a Com-
munist antiwar song, the FBI intervened

and demanded she remove it from her

nightclub acts.

No one screamed "obscenity" until

large numbers of whites began to take

notice of black music in the ’50s. When
Elvis shook his hips and copied black

songs and dance, white kids loved it and
the bigots went wild. All this was hap-

pening just as the civil rights movement
began to take off. White Southern Bap-
tists. who saw rock as representing "race-

mixing" and godless Communism, led

mass rock 'n roll record-burnings. For
daring to break the “color bar” by play-

ing black music on his show, famous
disc jockey Alan Freed was scapegoated
and destroyed in the "payola" scandal of
1 960. Today, record companies and radio

stations perpetuate this cultural segre-

gation by relegating black artists to

the “black" (a/k/a “urban contemporary”)
charts where there’s less playing time
and a lot less money.

Rap, with its origins in black street

culture, was initially and totally ignored

by the music industry as a black fad with

little moneymaking potential. Not so long

ago, the MTV music video channel had
a racist policy of excluding black per-

formers, to the point of refusing to air

Michael Jackson’s megahit "Billie Jean”
in order not to "alienate" its target white

male teenage audience. But rap, uniquely

suited to venting frustration, quickly

caught on by word of mouth; now Yo!

MTV Raps is one of the channel’s

highest-rated shows. One reason rap is so
popular is that, besides being danceable,

many rap groups talk about life in racist

America, in which the extreme oppres-
sion faced by black youth is increasing

daily.

N.W.A. (a black Los Angeles rap

group whose acronym stands for the self-

deprecating name "Niggers With Atti-

tude") popularized "Fuck tha Police," a
“revenge fantasy" about the frustration

and humiliation felt by black teenagers
harassed by cops who "think they have

the authority to kill a minority." This

clearly struck a chord; it was chanted by

hundreds of black youth who were

viciously attacked by police and National

Guardsmen in Virginia Beach last sum-

mer. N.W.A. was targeted by the FBI.

which sent an intimidating letter to their

record company, and cops have tried to

close down N.W.A. 's concerts in Detroit

(where they rushed the stage and

detained the band), Washington, D.C..

Chattanooga. Milwaukee and Cincinnati.

“Fight the Power”

In a society which has "dissed” black

youth to the max, and lacking any lead-

ership to point the way toward over-

throwing the real enemy— racist capi-

talism—the mounting despair and anger

is directed against other oppressed

groups. The poisonous effects are heard

on many recordings where rappers strut

their stuff in vile rape fantasies or reach-

ing for a rhyme just to take a swipe at

gays. The very few female rap artists

often refer bitterly in their songs to the

macho glorification of violence against

women and verbal abuse that they’ve

been subjected to.

Public Enemy was one of the first rap

groups to do overtly political songs.

Their hit "Party for the Right to Fight"

is about the Black Panther Party, while

"Fight the Power” was the theme song

for Spike Lee’s Do The Right Thing last

summer. With their own "Security of the

First World” standing guard on stage

with fake Uzis, they see themselves as

role models for black kids seeking a way
out of the ghetto. It’s a defiant posture

and catchy rhetoric, but it’s sure not the

way out. There’s only room for so many
black rap stars to capture the market, and
the false heroes they promote, like Farra-

khan, are enemies of black liberation.

Blues great Billie Holiday was target
of FBI harassment.

The disgusting anti-Semitic bigotry
displayed by Public Enemy’s “Minister
of Information” Richard "Professor Griff'
Griffin, who declared Jews the cause of
“the majority of the wickedness," comes
directly from their adulation of Louis
Farrakhan. This kind of race-baiting
feeds into pogroms—lynch mobs—such
as the mobilizations against Hassidic
Jews in Brooklyn’s Crown Heights a

decade ago, or the boycott of a Korean
grocer and anti-Asian violence today.
And, as always, in race war it is blacks
who lose.

Many black newspapers and fans blast-

ed Public Enemy for capitulating to their

record company and firing Griff (who
was later rehired but banned from media
contact) by the group. No doubt these
fans thought that if the white power
structure was in an uproar, then Public
Enemy must have done something right.

They’re wrong. It was the lynch rope
murder of a Jew, Leo Frank, that marked
the mass resurgence of the race-hate
terrorists of the KKK in the 1920s. and
in this country white racists still have
Jews as well as blacks in their cross
hairs. Farrakhan’s anti-Semitism and
opposition to racial integration has put

WORKERS VANGUARD



him in direct cahoots with Klansmen like

Tom Metzger who donated money to this

sinister demagogue.

A Racist Double Standard

The mainstream media does its part to

encourage police repression of black

rappers by whipping up white fear and

hatred. "Rap Rage" was Newsweek's

March 19 cover, while Time worried

about rap’s "racial boosterism... delivered

by young, self-consciously arrogant black

men in a society where black youths

make many whites uneasy." It’s a racist

double standard. There is an ominous

upsurge of filthy racist white entertainers

like Axl Rose of Guns n' Roses and

“comedians" Andrew Dice Clay and Sam
Kinison. Yet when Rose spews racist

filth in such songs as “One in a Million,”

and Clay makes “jokes” about AIDS
victims, they are lauded for breaking

"taboos." This is no fringe phenomenon,

and has far surpassed the neo-fascist

skinhead scum around British "Oi"

music. This is music for (he mainstream

in a time of resurgent racism.

Axl Rose brings entire audiences to

their feet with Klan-like tirades like

“N rs...get out of my way.” In his

spare time, Axl Rose likes to cruise the

gay strip of Hollywood hurling insults at

gays. Guns n’ Roses’ “Welcome to the

Jungle,” the unofficial theme song of the

U.S. military’s bloody rape of Panama,

was blasted along with bullets outside the

Papal Nunciature where Noriega was

holed up. White frat rats like to get

tanked up listening to this stuff before

they go out and bash blacks on college

campuses. This is music for the Benson-

Save Mumia
Abu-Jamal...
(continuedfrom page 12)

on June 28 and wind up July 14 in Chi-

cago, Oakland and Jamal’s hometown of

Philadelphia. Civil rights activists, death

penalty abolitionists and elected officials

have joined together in this crucial fight

against racist "legal” lynchings. The past

three weeks have brought important

breakthroughs in winning union support

—the force with the social power to save

Jamal from the executioner’s hands.

The president of the Toronto Labour

Council, Linda Torney, addressed Penn-

sylvania governor Casey: “1 am writing

to you on behalf of the 180,000 trade

unionists affiliated to the Labour Council

of Metro Toronto and York Region to

urge you to use your powers as Governor

to commute the death sentence imposed

upon Mumia Abu-Jamal....” The Labour

Council endorsed the July 4 demonstra-

tion outside the U.S. Consulate in Toron-

to. Other endorsers include Canadian

Union of Public Employees Local 391,

Vancouver; Telecommunications Workers

Union Local 1 Executive Council, Van-

couver; and United Transportation Union

Local 483, Toronto.

Faced with wholesale attacks on their

living standards and government efforts

to snuff the life out of their unions, the

integrated labor movement in the U.S.

is coming forward on Jamal’s behalf.

Speakers at rallies will include officials

from Transport Workers Union Local 100

(NYC transit); IAM District 100 (Eastern

Airlines); Social Service Employees

Union Local 371; International Brother-

hood of Teamsters Local 808; NABET
Local 15; District 65 UAW; Amalgamat-

ed Transit Union. On the West Coast,

International Longshoremen’s and Ware-

housemen’s Union Local 6 and Local 10,

and Oakland Education Association/

CTA/NEA; and RWDSU Local 1034 in

Philadelphia.

In Jamal’s hometown, the Philly chap-

ter of the Pennsylvania Social Services

Union, SEIU Local 668, designated Ray-

mond Martinez Jr. to speak in its name.

And in a recent letter Linda Riggins,

president of Atlanta’s SEIU Local 679,

The real obscenity:
Florida leads U.S. in

juvenile executions,
locks up Haitian

refugees in

Krome Avenue
concentration camp

(right).

hurst gang that murdered Yusuf Hawkins

for the "crime” of being black in a white

neighborhood. No harmonious "We Are

the World" fantasies for these white thugs

—they want and they’re getting riffs to

rampage by. What the popularity of pigs

like Guns n’ Roses represents is the

reality of America today—that it’s OK
to be a racist, if you're while.

In Newsweek's “rap rage” piece, “the

disinterment of the word ‘nigger’” is

called the “most visible contribution” to

rap music’s "Culture of Attitude.” But

the pervasive use of the word “nigger”

by rappers reflects a profound, if uncon-

scious, demoralization and self-hatred.

Living Colour, the only black heavy

metal group in the country, showed guts

when they opened for the Rolling Stones

in L.A.’s Memorial Coliseum after Axl

Rose drew cheers for screaming racial

epithets. The next night, black guitarist

Vernon Reid calmly took the mike and

told the crowd, "If you don’t have a

problem with gay people, don’t call them

faggots. If you don’t have a problem

with black people, don’t call them nig-

gers. I never met a nigger in my life."

Like a reborn Booker T. Washington,

Farrakhan blames black people for their

own oppression and, like other nationalist

hustlers, worships the accomplished fact

of segregation in order to push their own
ambitions: to politically control and eco-

nomically exploit “their” people, “their"

market. Farrakhan hated Malcolm X for

breaking with the Black Muslims, in

part over the question of self-defense

against racist attacks, and issued a death

threat against Malcolm shortly before he

was assassinated. Farrakhan ’s “communi-

ty control” separatism, a despairing an-

swer to racism, is very different from the

militant self-defense of the Panthers, who
were hunted down by the racist FBI and

red squads who killed 38 Panther lead-

ers through the deadly COINTELPRO
program. Several who survived are still

rotting in jails, among them Mumia Abu-

Jamal on death row in Pennsylvania, and

Geronimo Pratt in California.

The Panthers never made the links to

the powerful, integrated working class

which should have been mobilized with

its tremendous social power in the fight

for black rights. What we need today is

a working-class revolution against the

whole stinking system of racist capital-

ism. That’s the way to "fight the powers

that be.’’B

advised Casey, “my local opposes the

death penalty,” and demanded. "Mumia
Abu-Jamal must not die. In the name of

Freedom ‘Let My People Go’."

Overseas the labor movement has also

come forward to save Philadelphia’s

"voice of the voiceless.” From London,

Jamal’s colleagues in the National Union

of Journalists wrote Governor Casey, "on

behalf of journalists throughout Great

Britain and the Republic of Ireland we

beg you not to allow this barbaric sen-

tence to be carried out." Workers in

London’s multiracial transport unions

have enthusiastically embraced Jamal’s

fight. The Finsbury Park branch of the

National Union of Railwaymen has en-

dorsed the July 6 London rally and desig-

nated its chairman G. Watson to speak as

its representative.

Oppressed minorities, opponents of

racist terror and leftist organizations are

rallying to Jamal’s cause. Our comrades

of the Partisan Defence Committee in

Britain received signed petitions from

Scotland, Wales and Leicester, cut out of

London’s Caribbean Times newspaper.

In Paris L'Humanity (22 June), the

newspaper of the French Communist
Party, reported on “An American Black

Man in Danger.” Speaking at the June 29

rally in Paris organized by the Comite de

Defense Sociale will be Robert Pac, of

the American Commission of the Move-
ment Against Racism (MRAP). Also, the

French Commission of Justice and Peace

wrote Governor Casey on June 4.

In Germany former DDR prime minis-

ter Hans Modrow has endorsed the July

3 protests to be held in Berlin and Ham-
burg, and the AGIPA-Press has initiated

a protest action in Bremen. Down under

in Australia, where the PDC-organized

rally will be held July 12. the Sydney

University student newspaper Honi Soil

carried a major piece on Jamal.

The link between the brutal oppression

of black political prisoners by the South

African apartheid regime (where, unlike

the U.S., executions have been put on

hold), and the Jim Crow death penalty in

the U.S. was brought to crowds across

North America who came to see Nelson

Mandela. But while Mandela was silent

on the desperate situation of blacks in the

U.S.. and his wife Winnie praised Har-

lem’s black masses for their "patience,"

many eagerly supported the cause of the

champion of black rights fighting for his

life in a Pennsylvania dungeon. Tens of

thousands of rally leaflets were handed

out. thousands signed petitions and many
signed up to help the campaign.

At press time, in Mexico City the Na-

tional University student council (CEU)
unanimously passed a motion demanding

Mumia’s freedom. Over 20,000 people

worldwide have signed petitions demand-

ing Jamal must not die, and unions repre-

senting hundreds of thousands more are

on record for him. “On behalf of 2800
members,” Brian Charlton, president of

the Canadian Union of Postal Workers

Vancouver Local, endorsers of the To-

ronto demonstration, wrote Governor

Casey to stop the execution and to "do

the right thing.” Jamal’s case is what the

death penalty is all about. Join the

campaign to save Mumia Abu-Jamal. Get

your union to take up the cause—bring

your union brothers and sisters to the

rallies. Make Jamal’s fight your own
Contact the Partisan Defense Committee

for campaign materials: P.O. Box 99.

Canal Street Station, New York. NY
10013. Telephone: (212) 406-4252.
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Rap, Rock and Race

in the U.S.A.

Rhylhm & News ap
Miami rappers 2 Live Crew (left). Record seller Charles Freeman arrested by Florida sheriff’s deputies (right) for selling
album declared “obscene" by judge.

Rap, ihe wildly popular music which

emerged in the '80s from the black ghet-

tos of New York and Los Angeles, has

long been accused by self-appointed

"guardians of morality" of inciting youth

to violence, drugs and screwing. But to

the horror of religious fundamentalists

and racists, this music from the streets

has become a phenomenon nationwide,

attracting integrated audiences to its

blent
i of rhymes, put-downs and dance

musn

.

Young
Spartacus

In i le Deep South, rap music collided

head n with racist state repression when
two embers of the Miami-based rap

group 2 Live Crew were arrested June 10

on obscenity charges. 2 Live Crew trans-

gress' I the ultimate taboo in the unre-

const: icted South: interracial sex. The
sped, le of white girls bumping and
grind' ig to the beat of black males rap-

ping out their "wild thang" was judged
an "obscenity” by the forces of "law and
order who have always made defense of
South rn "white womanhood" a pretext

for a I nch mob against blacks. On their

way home after a concert in Hollywood.
Florida at 3:05 a.m. Luther "Luke Skyy-
walker" Campbell and Chris “Fresh Kid
Ice" Won Wong were pulled over to the

side of the road by cops and hauled into

jail while arrest warrants were issued

for the other two band members. David
"Mr. Mixx" Hobbs and Mark "Brother

Marquis" Ross.

Declaring "philislines are not always

wrong." U.S. District Court Judge Jose

Gonzalez ruled two days earlier that all

18 songs on 2 Live Crew’s platinum

album As Nasty as They Wanna Be. re-

leased over a year ago. were "obscene"
and possessed “no serious artistic, scien-

tific or literary value." As the saying

goes, “perversion” is what you aren’t

into. This government has no business

regulating what people of any age can
read, watch or listen to! Rap music,
which grew out of street games like

“playing the dozens" (escalating strings

of insults), aims to offend, and often

does. A black kid who raps is trying to

shock, to say “Look at me. I exist!" to a

society that has determined black youth
are simply an expendable surplus popula-

tion and dispenses with them through

prison, cop terror on the streets and life-

time unemployment.

The prescient social commentator/
comedian Lenny Bruce, who was hound-

ed to his untimely death by bigoted

"morality." exposed bourgeois hypocrisy

when he asked. "What’s wrong with

appealing to the prurient interest? We
appeal to the killing interest." The real

obscenity is capitalist "justice" in the

state of Florida: the "Sunshine State"

leads the country in execution of juve-

niles. interns black Haitian refugees

in brutal concentration camps, hounds
homosexuals, and forces hundreds of
teenage girls in need of abortions to flee

the state’s "squeal rule” and have them
continued on page 10

Black Journalist on Death Row

Worldwide Support

Builds for

Mumia Abu-Jamal
“Mumia Abu-Jamal must not die!”

' Ren i das Leben von Mumia Abu-
Jamal’ "Mumia Abu-Jamal ne doit pas
mourn' ' Every day. in union halls,

colic- campuses and urban ghettos

—

across i k country and around the world
the il. n and is being shouted. As South

African black leader Nelson Mandela
spoke i Yankee Stadium, a banner in

the Mai ids proclaimed, "Save Mumia
Abu-Jamal!"

The cause of the 36-year-old black
journal a on death row in Pennsylvania

is the i .allying cry for opponents of the

racist ieath penalty USA. A former

Black i anther Party spokesman, well-

known journalist and prominent supporter

of the MOVE organization, Jamal was
framed on charges of killing a Phila-

delphia policeman in 1981. Last year

Pennsylvania State Representative David
Richardson summed it up, "Mumia’s trial

was a farce.... It was clear, to anyone
whose eyes are open to racism, that

Mumia had been framed for his political

beliefs.... An innocent man has been

sentenced to die."

To mark the eighth anniversary of

Jamal’s sentencing, the Partisan Defense
Committee has initiated two weeks of

international protest to build the cam-
paign to save Mumia Abu-Jamal's life.

Rallies and protests begin in New York

continued on page II

Yankee Stadium, June 21 Partisan Defense Committee raises call to save
Mumia Abu-Jamal at Mandela rally.
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German Currency Union: Deutschmark liber Alles

For Class Struggle

Against Fourth Reich!
JULY 9—As the treaty for a German
monetary union took effect at midnight.

July 1 , TV cameras focused on scenes of

joyous citizens of the DDR (East Ger-

many) popping corks of champagne bot-

tles, greeting the introduction of the West

German Deutschmark. Millions voted for

the parties of capitalist reunification in

the March DDR elections, buying West
German chancellor Helmut Kohl’s lying

promise of prosperity through a “quick

mark.” On Sunday they formed lines at

banks all across the country, to with-

draw new hard currency from savings

accounts. But the D-mark intoxication

was already wearing off as working

people saw the price tags while window-
shopping in Berlin's Alexanderplatz.

While East Germans were able to ex-

change a few thousand marks (one or

two months' wages in the West) at a 1:1

ratio, prices for many basic necessities

shot up by 300-600 percent.

Most concerned about the effects of

economic Anschluss (annexation) are

East German workers, who face the

prospect of losing their jobs in short

continued on page 4

Schneider/NY Times
Striking workers march in East Berlin July 6 defending their jobs and living standards, threatened by capitalist
reunification.

For Soviet Democracy to Forge a Planned Economy

Workers’ Anger Mounts
Over Perestroika Chaos

Soviet coal
miners strikes

last summer
challenged
Kremlin
bureaucracy.

JULY 9— While Mikhail Gorbachev was
warmly welcomed by Bush, Reagan and

the chief executives of the Fortune 500
corporations, he is feeling a very differ-

ent kind of heal at home, whether from
Soviet workers or fellow Kremlin bu-

reaucrats. As the Communist Party holds

its 28th Congress in Moscow, the country

is approaching the boiling point: the

economy is descending into chaos, one

union republic after another declares its

'’sovereignty." the CPSU is threatened

with splits, there is recurrent speculation

about a military coup. One Gorbachev ite

intellectual predicts, "Spontaneous work-
ers' uprisings are quite possible."

A government announcement in late

May that bread prices would be trip-

led and other consumer prices doubled

set off a wave of panic buying which

stripped the shops bare. The Kremlin
tops quickly backtracked, postponing a

decision on price rises until September.

An all-Soviet congress of coal miners

held in the Donbass of the eastern

Ukraine in mid-June threatened to strike

in July unless Prime Minister Nikolai

Ryzhkov—who is being held responsible

for the proposed price hikes—resigns. At
the same time. Soviet military command-
ers are openly critical of Gorbachev’s

abandonment of East Europe, especially

with a German Fourth Reich looming on
the Western horizon.

During the CPSU congress, counter-

revolutionary Estonian nationalists an-

nounced a reunion rally of "fighters for

the freedom of Estonia," including for-

mer officers in Nazi Waffen-SS divi-

sions, in the town of Tori. A few days

before the scheduled rally, Soviet para-

troopers in armored personnel carriers

rumbled through the small town, while

in the Estonian capital of Tallinn patri-

otic Soviet citizens protested this reunion

of Nazi war criminals. The Estonian

nationalists got the message and called

off the rally.

Gorbachev’s base of support has been
sharply cut on both sides. The Western-

oriented intellectuals now denounce his

continued on page 12



“Porno Police” Go After

S. F. Photographers
San Francisco artist Jock Sturges was

stunned. Surrounded by FBI agents and

cops marauding through his apartment,

he was told by the first lawyer he could

find: “My boy. the first thing you must

know about all this is that for all events

and purposes the Fourth Amendment is

dead." The FBI raid on the well-known

Bay Area photographer’s home on April

25 was a blatantly “unreasonable search

and seizure." With no search or arrest

warrants, and although Sturges repeatedly

asked them to leave, the feds and SF
cops invaded his home, claiming they

had “probable cause" to bust in to pre-

vent "destruction of evidence."

In fact, the police destroyed plenty

themselves. After their search warrant

caught up with them, the cops went

into an orgy of destruction, mangling

thousands of dollars worth of negatives

and expensive exhibition prints, seizing

them and Sturges’ cameras, enlarger and

other equipment, as well as a computer,

modem and printer, his business pa-

pers and address book, and hundreds of

negatives belonging to another pho-

tographer. They also wantonly wrecked

the artist's supply of discontinued Agfa

photographic paper: the police officer

who opened (thereby exposing) all the

boxes couldn't understand Sturges'

agitation, because it was "only blank

paper."

This heavy-handed, idiotic and vicious

rampage started with a hot tip from a

photo processing lab that some suspi-

ciously professional-looking shots of

nude women and girls had come in. That

spells “kiddie porn" to the cops these

days, the bizarre contemporary analogue

of the '50s "red scare" in terms of terror-

izing the population. And there are plenty

of federal and state agents out there,

ready and waiting to come crashing down
on anybody they don’t happen to approve

of. It’s no surprise Sturges’ film looked

professional—he is a professional artist.

TROTSKY LENIN

Central Planning and
Workers Democracy

Throughout the Soviet Union and East

Europe, advocates of “market socialism" or

outright capitalism dismiss central planning

by pointing to the evident bankruptcy of

the Stalinist "command economy." Yet at a

lime when capitalism had produced the Great

Depression, spawning massive social misery

and leading to World War II. central plan-

ning was the motorforcefor massive develop-

ment of the Soviet economy. What failed was
bureaucratic commandism, as Leon Trotsky noted in The Revolution Betrayed, particu-

larly when it came to increasing the quality and not simply the quantity of production.

Writing in 1932, at the time of Stalin's first Five Year Plan and theforced collectivization

of agriculture, Trotsky pointed to the centrality of workers democracy in making the

planned economy function.

Industrialization and collectivization are being put through by the one-sided and

uncontrolled laying down of the law to the laboring masses by the bureaucracy. The
trade unions are deprived entirely of any means of influencing the correlation between

consumption and accumulation. The differentiation within the peasantry is still being

liquidated not so much economically as administratively. The social measures of the

bureaucracy as regards the liquidation of the classes run much too far ahead of the

basic process, the development of productive forces....

The bureaucracy cannot exercise its pressure upon workers and peasants except by

depriving them of all possibility of participating in decisions upon questions that touch

their own labor and their entire future. Herein lies the greatest danger! The constant

dread of meeting opposition on the part of the masses leads in politics to the "closed

ranks in double time" of the bureaucratic and personal dictatorship.

Does this mean that the tempos of industrialization and collectivization should be

lowered? For a given period—undoubtedly. But this period may not long endure. The
participation of workers themselves in the leadership of the nation, of its politics and

economy; an actual control over the bureaucracy; and the growth in the feeling of

responsibility of those in charge to those under them— all these would doubtless react

favorably on production itself: the friction within would be reduced, the costly

economic zigzags would likewise be reduced to a minimum, a healthier distribution

of forces and equipment would be assured, and ultimately the coefficients of growth
would be raised. Soviet democracy is first of all the vital need of national economy
itself. On the contrary, bureaucracy secretes within itself tragic economic surprises.

— Leon Trotsky. "What Next? Vital Questions for the German Proletariat"

(January 1932)
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McLaughlin/Reaction! Images Photos Jock Sturges

Joe Semien (left) arrested, jailed and facing felony charges. Jock Sturges: his

home was ransacked by the FBI, his works seized.

whose works are owned by New York’s

Museum of Modem Art and Metropolitan

Museum, as well as the Bibliotheque

Nationale in Paris.

As we go to press, two and a half

months later, most of Sturges’ working

equipment and archives are still in police

custody, though he has yet to be charged

with any crime at all!

This is a grotesque atrocity. But in

racist America it only gets worse if

you’re black. Jock Sturges. who is white

and from an upper-class Rhode Island

background, is lucky compared to Joe

Semien, the black businessman to whom
Sturges had given some color film to

make internegatives. Semien routinely

sent the exposed film to a lab for pro-

cessing. Next thing he knew, at least

eight FBI and cops were bursting into his

apartment in a pre-dawn raid. He and his

roommates, some naked, were roused out

of bed and forced up against a wall.

Semien was handcuffed for over six

hours and charged with two felonies and

ten misdemeanors.

As Semien said, "This situation stinks

of, if not racism, then class bias. I have

nothing but respect for Jock, and what

he’s going through is at least as hard as

what I’m going through. But I spent

several hours in handcuffs and two days

in prison being treated like a criminal.

and he hasn’t been arrested or charged

with anything” (SF Weekly, 6 June).

This bozo bust is brought to you

“courtesy" of the Justice Department’s

well-funded "National Obscenity En-

forcement Unit," a legacy of Ed Meese’s

infamous porn commission. This national

obscenity siphons bucks and experts to

favored prosecutors, including the Bay
Area-wide (watch out, Marin County!)

task force on “child pornography" headed

by assistant U.S. attorney Rodolfo

Orjales. Orjales is the Justice Department

special prosecutor who will try Sturges

if a federal grand jury decides charges

should be brought.

The same Justice Department “Meese
police" unit advises prosecutors in Cin-

cinnati, Ohio who are bringing the

nation’s first "obscenity" case against an

art gallery and its director for exhibiting

the nationally acclaimed tour of the late

Robert Mapplethorpe's photographs (see

"Bigots Target Mapplethorpe Exhibit

—

Cincinnati Museum Stands Fast," WV
No. 501 , 4 May).

The Jock Sturges/Joseph Semien Legal

Defense Fund is asking for donations to

help pay legal expenses. Checks made
out to the above fund should be sent

c/o Photography 501(c)(3), 2660 Third

Street. No. 205c, San Francisco. CA
94107, or call (415) 550-1605

Worldwide Campaign to Save

Mumia Abu-Jamal

One Day in East Germany...
At a July 8 congress in Berlin of the

Party of Democratic Socialism (PDS),

Spartakist Workers Party spokesman

Renate Dalilhaus commented before the

I JiOO participants on the lying claim in

the PDS newspaper that former East

German prime minister Hans Modrow
had "absolutely nothing to do" with

demonstrations to save black political

prisoner Mumia Abu-Jamal:

"One day in East Germany, the

DDR, two nice but weak-willed

PDSers who wanted a ‘kinder, gent-

ler’ reunification with the capitalist

imperialist successor to the Third

Reich and are known as sellouts did

a decent, humane, working-class and
even internationalist thing. They en-

dorsed the protest rally against the

execution of the American black mili-

tant and intellectual, Mumia Abu-

Jamal. in Pennsylvania, USA. When
their act was publicized. Neues
Deutschland, an organ of 'total and
profound truth,’ said they had done no
such thing and were only truly dis-

gusting examples of rotten capitula-

tion to capitalism.

"Modrow put his signed name to

this demonstration. Gysi supported it.

And Neues Deutschland lied, not for

the last time. Leon Trotsky said that

if someone lies in small things, they

will also lie in big ones. The new
Fourth Reich is moving in every way
to criminalize the present and former

members of the SED/PDS. Capitula-

tion and lies only strengthen these

ferocious witchhunts. Members and
supporters of the PDS and all social-

ists in Germany must be alerted by

this incident. This must set all alarm

bells rinsins."
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Hitler Slave-Labor Bosses Created Him

Whose Creature Is Helmut Kohl?
Ministry— to name but a few. Others

were Hitler’s obedient servants even
without Nazi party cards, like Ludwig
Erhard, who already during the war was
praised by the Hitler regime for his

economic postwar plans.

Kohl always liked to leave the sabre

rattling to his older party friends like

hardliner and Eastern Front fighter

Alfred Dregger. One of the younger gen-

eration of "smoother," more saleable

Christian Democratic politicians. Kohl
emphasized in his campaign biographies

his "mercifully late birth" as part of the

hard-sell campaign to give the ascendant

"new Germany" a belter image on the

world opinion market. “Kinder, gentler.”

as his pal Bush in the White House
would say.

Kohl may not have the Nazi creden-
tials of a Kurt Kiesinger. but his political

connections with some of the most mon-
strous elements of the Third Reich are

real enough. He was heaved into the

chancellor's saddle by powerful circles

of industrial magnates who can thank the

Holocaust for their fortunes—men who
were leading cadres in the IG Farben

slave-labor economy attached to the

extermination camps. And at least since

the appearance in 1987 of Bernt Engel-

mann's book Grosses Bundesverdienst-

kreuz mil Stern [titled after West Ger-

many’s "federal service cross"], this has

been a well-known fact.

Engelmann points to a certain Dr.

Fritz Karl Ries. the "one-time slave

driver of Trzebinia. Lodz and Auschwitz"

and a postwar industrial magnate in

Rheinland-Pfalz. as the kingmaker who
made the politician Kohl: "Prime minis-

ter Kohl must ’obligingly do' what he.

Ries. wants. Wirtsehaftswoche and the

exclusive Munager-Magazin both cite the

Consult Dr. Ries concerning Helmut
Kohl: 'If / call him at three in the

morning, he has to jump...'.'" (Ries had

himself appointed the honorary consul

of Morocco.) Engelmann explains that

Kohl’s management career began at

BASF in Ludwigshafen, one of IG Far-

ben’s successor firms (in addition to

BASF, also Bayer. Hoechst. Casella).

each of which is larger than IG Farben

before its breakup in 1945. There Dr.

Ries “discovered” his future political

protege (and generously endowed him
with “his financial support’’):

"For almost two decades, during which
the Ludwigshafen Junge Union leader

Helmut Kohl rose from city councilman
to CDU state legislator and Finally to

prime minister of the Rheinland-Pfalz.

this upwardly-mobile politician... was a

very frequent guest in the home of Dr.

Ries. . . . The young politician sought con-
siderable advice from his experienced and
almost fatherly friend and patron. 23
years his senior. And Dr Ries told him
often and eagerly how best to go about

continued on page 4

Der Spiegel Photos

Daimler-Benz boss (left) with Hitler In 1933. German military
commanders oversee slave labor at Daimler-Benz in 1944.

The following article was translated

from Spartak ist No. 73, 3 July, published

by the Spartakist Workers Party of Ger-

many, section ofthe International Commu-
nist League.

When Helmut Kohl rehabilitated the

SS in Bitburg in 1985 with Ronald Rea-

gan, he knew all too well what he was
doing and for whom. In recent years,

there has been nervous anxiety interna-

tionally over the ominous rise of German
nationalism. The Greens and Social Dem-
ocrats scoldingly wagged their fingers,

seeing in Kohl’s Bitburg spectacle noth-

ing more than an embarrassment for the

German nation. They were ever quick to

alibi such “nationalist excesses" when-
ever he put his foot in his mouth and too

blatantly articulated the real intentions of

his class.

Today he is on a roll and consciously

throwing his weight around as German
revanchism is implementing its program
in view of the collapse of Stalinism in

East Europe. Now, when his imperialist

colleagues are all busy trying to sell the

Russians on how a Fourth Reich as the

linchpin of NATO would be good for

stability. Kohl blusters: “There must not

be a second Versailles” {Suddeutsche

Zeitung , 26-27 May). In other words,

don't mess with the “new Germany," or

maybe you’ll get a new Hitler
—"And

this time, no more Mr. Nice Guy," as the

old joke goes. Helmut Kohl has been

obsessively marketing himself to become
the first Reichskanzler since Hitler. The
bourgeois liberals and social democrats

are not laughing at Helmut Kohl any-

more. At most they question the break-

neck speed at which he is ramming
through Anschluss: the debate is now all

on his terms.

Make no mistake. This “chancellor of

German unity” is no "moderate man of

the center" as he makes himself out

to be, but the creature of the rabidly

revanchist wing of the German bourgeoi-

sie. Since 1945 they have sought their

chance, preparing slowly but persistently

to get back the vast holdings in the East

from which they were driven when the

Red Army shattered Hitler's Reich. This

is the old capital which Kohl & Co.

speak for. and they are consciously try-

ing to roll back history, reclaiming their

property and reasserting hegemony over

what they see as “their" East European

hinterland.

In recent months. Kohl has consistent-

ly accommodated the most revanchist

elements, e.g., refusing adamantly to for-

mally recognize the Polish western bor-

der (no one speaks of the “German east-

ern border”). When he went to Poland

last November, he pushed until the last

minute to go to a German-language mass
in celebration of the bloody victory of

German nationalist forces on 3 May 1921

at Gora Swietej Anny in Upper Silesia.

And he has the chutzpah to demand from
the Polish government compensation for

property the German bourgeoisie lost in

Oer Spiegel

Sons of the Third Reich: Would-be Fuhrer Kohl (left) with late right-wing
demagogue Franz Josef Strauss, agents of expansionist German imperialism.

And sure enough, the opinion polls right

after the Volkskammer
|
DDR parliament]

elections in March showed that Kohl had

partially outflanked SS man Schonhuber
| then leader of the fascist Rcpublikaner

party]. Not for nothing did Kohl use

skinhead bands and other Nazi scum in

his election rallies in Dresden. Karl-

Marx-Stadt and Leipzig as goon squads

that were brutally unleashed against

counterdemonstrators. Today hundreds of

skinheads rampage through East German
cities.

The West German Federal Republic

(BRD) formally claims to be the legal

successor to the Third Reich. The BRD
took over many laws from it wholesale

(or. as in the case of the anti-foreigner

laws, in even stronger form). Follow-

ing the brief post- 1945 period of “de-

Nazification" (mainly by the stroke of a

pen), Hitlerite cadres were rehabilitated

en masse and were in no time back in

business, running Cold War West Ger-

many’s state, economy and judiciary.

After all, as Adenauer explained, who
else knew the ropes? Many of Bonn's
most illustrious leaders in the ’50s had

been important figures in the Nazi era

—

Hans Globke (the grey eminence of the

Adenauer era. who during the Third

Reich penned the authoritative commen-
tary on Hitler’s racial laws); Reinhard

Gehlen, the head of Hitler's intelligence

agency Foreign Armies East, whose

entire network after the war first went

over to the Americans and then were

taken over in toto by the West German
BND (Bundesnachrichtendienst, West

Germany’s CIA); Hans Filbinger. the

bloody naval judge who continued to

issue fascist death sentences in the POW
camps; Chancellor Kiesinger. who was
Goebbels’ contact man in the Foreign

Daimler-Benz' H.M. Schleyer
(above), part of circle who
sponsored Kohl’s rise, was
top-echelon SS man in

Prague during WW II, where
he served under ‘‘Hangman"
Heydrich (left).

World War II east of the Oder-Neisse. in

"the Polish area," as they say in Bonn.

West of the Oder-Neisse border, the

Fourth Reich has meanwhile succeeded

in installing a regime which is returning

to the capitalists the property national-

ized in the DDR (East Germany) after

1949, or else fully compensating them.

Indeed, one of Kohl’s main services to

his class as a politician has long been

his ability to broker a “union" which
includes the Christian Democrats’ sordid

fringe of assorted old and new Nazis.
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Germany...
(continued from page 1

)

order as a result of the introduction of

capitalism. Already on Monday, some
20,000 metal workers in the Greater

Berlin area held "warning strikes." in-

cluding the IFA truck plant at Ludwigs-

felde and steel workers at Hennigs-

dorf. And almost 1.000 workers at the

Schwarze Pumpe energy Kombinat (con-

glomerate) blocked the highway and held

DDR economics minister Pohl hostage

demanding job guarantees. On Wednes-

day. several thousand metal workers

marched in Schwerin in the north, as

shipbuilders and dock workers in Ros-

tock wildcatted. The next day it was the

turn of iron and steel factory workers in

Leipzig and Halle to the south. And on

Friday, some 120,000 metal workers in

the Berlin-Brandenburg region struck and

demonstrated in the biggest labor action

in years in the DDR.
Many of the walkouts were called by

1G Metall, the Social-Democrat-led metal

workers union, to demand higher wages,

shorter working hours and job security,

“to give every worker a chance to climb

into the market economy." What non-

sense! As “Day X" (marking currency

union) approached, unemployment in the

Kohl...
(continuedfrom page 3)

rising from modest beginnings through
war, defeat, exile and currency reform to

become a multi-millionaire and captain

of industry."

So how, then, did the Doctor Consul

rise to such heights? Fritz Ries was,

so to speak, a small fish in the pond
of those who became multimillionaires

through slave labor, such as for example
the members of the "Circle of Friends of

SS Reichsfiihrer Heinrich Himmler”
including Heinrich Biitefisch, boss of IG
Farben at Leuna (executed after the war),

and Friedrich Flick (who got even richer

after the war). Still. Ries was powerful

enough to requisition on 23 February
1943 the transport by truck from the

West to Leipzig of 15,000 bottles, i.e..

30 tons of... champagne. SS Sicherheits-

dienst files spoke of the trustworthy Ries

as the "Aryanization king.”

His career began with a small rubber

plant in 1938. The Leipzig firm of Fliigel

& Polter (which grew from 1 20 to 10,000

workers) was known to its slave laborers

as "Priigel und Falter" (beating and
torture). After 1938, Miguin condoms,
produced in a plant Ries “bought" from
its Jewish owners “with the support of

the Nazi district leadership," carried

on its packaging the inscription “Now
Aryan!" Almost exclusively by this same
method he picked up factories— in Sax-

ony, Plauen. Berlin, on the Oder and
Main rivers, in Munich, in Austria. Ulti-

mately, tens of thousands of slave laborers

— at first mostly Jewish, then increas-

ingly Polish and Ukrainian—were driven

on by the whip in his "Upper Silesian

Rubber Works" in Trzebinia, until, com-
pletely enfeebled and emaciated, they

were transported the 20 kilometers to the

gas chambers and ovens of Auschwitz,
through the gate inscribed

"
Arbeit machr

frei" (Work makes you free), or to the

camps at Jaworzno or Wadowitz.
At the beginning of 1945 there was

nothing left to "Aryanize," the Juden-
aktionen (roundups of Jews) had made
the procurement of new slave labor more
difficult. Hitler was beaten. So Ries, like

Deutsche Bank chief Hermann Abs and
his ilk. was shipping trainloads of stolen

wealth, works of art, etc. to western Ger-
many. He also was shipping out to the

West enormous quantities of machinery
from his own industrial torture chambers,
as well as the stolen personal wealth of
his victims—cash, jewels, gold, dollars.

With the generous state aid to which he
was entitled in his official status as a

"person driven from his home" (Heimat -

vertriebener), he built up a new indus-

Der Spiegel

East Germans line up to exchange currency for West German marks. Bonn
politicians, Frankfurt bankers have undertaken massive “leveraged buyout"
of DDR.

DDR doubled in June to 142,000. and

economists predict two to four million

jobless by the fall. While West German
capitalists have undertaken "the big-

gest leveraged buyout in history” by

seizing the East German workers state.

West German Social Democrats are car-

rying out a "hostile takeover” of the

formerly Stalinist-controlled East German
trade unions. SPDers like IG Metall’s

Hartwig Bugiel have staged a series of

actions to give themselves a "combative"

image, although they are the “labor”

cover for the introduction of unemploy-
ment and poverty.

But the solid support for last week's

strikes could point to a "hot autumn" of

class struggle. Moreover, the bourgeoisie

does not yet have in place a police/

military apparatus to defend its class rule

east of the Elbe. In this stiH-fluid situa-

tion. massive working-class struggles

could throw up organs of dual power.

The key is revolutionary leadership.

The German Democratic Republic was

what we Trotskyists term a deformed

workers state. That is. while the economy
was based on the collectivized property

forms of proletarian rule, political power

was in the hands of a narrow, conserva-

tive bureaucracy whose policies were

summed up by Stalin’s nationalist doc-

trine of building “socialism in one coun-

try"—or in the case of the DDR, half a

country. Rather than seeking to spread

socialist revolution worldwide, as the

Soviet Union and the Communist Inter-

national did under Lenin and Trotsky, the

East German Stalinists under Ulbricht

and Honecker tried to ward off capital-

ism by purely military/administrative

means, epitomized by the Berlin Wall.

But after four decades of being under-

mined by the power of capitalism’s

cheap commodities, the collapse of the

Honecker regime last fall marked the

terminal bankruptcy of Stalinism.

The taking effect on July 1 of the state

treaty between East and West Germany

trial empire in the Rheinland-Pfalz.

In the ’60s, the Ries circle was at

the center of activities which, in the

interests of the bourgeoisie, later led to

the successful ouster of the Social Demo-
crat/Free Democrat (SPD/FDP) coalition

under the chancellorship first of Willy

Brandt and then of Helmut Schmidt. An
alliance was prepared of right-wing con-

servative forces with the FDP. To lead it.

Franz Josef Strauss, another of Ries’

intimates, was dumped in favor of a

tandem consisting of Helmut Kohl and.

as braintruster of the operation. Prof. Dr.

Kurt Biedenkopf. (Biedenkopf is another

bosom buddy of bankers and chemical

industry magnates, with connections to

Henkel and DEGUSSA, manufacturers

of Zyklon B. the gas used in the death

camps.)

In return for the patronage, fatherly

advice and family trips abroad. Kohl
ensured the flow over the years of un-

told millions from the Rheinland-Pfalz

coffers to keep the chronically sinking

Ries group afloat. But the insatiable

Ries went bankrupt anyway and commit-
ted suicide in 1977. Engelmann's ear-

lier book. Grosses Bundesverdienstkreu:,

caused quite a stir in 1974-75, and most
top Bonn politicians discretely distanced

themselves from Ries. “Only one, namely
Helmut Kohl, seemed to be undeterred

by the sinister past of his long-time

patron.” Ries, whom he had decorated in

1964 with the Great Federal Service

Cross and to whom Kohl, "in February

1972. had added a star to the Great

Federal Service Cross pinned on his

tuxedo, 'in appreciation of his entre-

preneurial achievements and in recogni-

tion of his concern for society’."

For Marxists, this is only logical: a

capitalist government is just that—the

“executive committee" of capital. Some
executive committee! The above-named
"entrepreneurial achievements" were of

course accomplished "in tandem" with

numerous well-known Nazis. The "king

of Bavaria," Franz Josef Strauss, who
had belonged to the elite (5,000-man)
"intellectual SS.” the NSDStB, was a

regular guest in Ries’ castle in the Steier-

mark, who in turn gave shares in his

company as a present to Strauss’ wife.

Evidently the brains behind the Kohl-

Biedenkopf plan was Dr. Hanns Martin

Schleyer, an adviser to Flick, the person-

nel director of Daimler-Benz and presi-

dent of the Federation of German Indus-

try and of the Federation of German
Employers. Schleyer, a top-echelon SS
man. was already active from 1941 to

1944 in the Federation of German Indus-

trialists in Prague. He was most probably

personally responsible for the bestial

massacres in Prague in the last days of

the Nazi occupation. The Red Army
Faction reminded the world of these facts

when they assassinated him in 1977

(leaving his body in a car rented under

the name “Ries"). This act of individual

terror, however misguided and futile, was
certainly no crime against the working

people! And now leading bourgeois cir-

cles, with their characteristic bestial

arrogance, have set up a "Hanns Martin

Schleyer Foundation" in Leipzig to help

organize the reconquest of the East.

The Working Class Must
Prevent a Fourth Reich!

That is. then, where Helmut Kohl, the

man who would be Reichskanzler, comes
from. So it’s no accident when he blocks

recognition of the Oder-Neisse border, or

when he waves the spectre of a Hitlerite

revanchist opposition to a “Second Ver-

sailles.” But this is not just a conspiracy

by a small circle of aging industrialists

left over from the Third Reich. It corre-

sponds to the fundamental drive of the

German bourgeoisie for more Lehens-

raum (living space). What Hitler failed

to achieve with the Wehrmacht, they’re

now trying to accomplish with the

D-mark. And in this, all the parties of the

"democratic" Fourth Reich are involved,

especially the Social Democrats, who just

voted for the Anschluss treaty. In fact,

the SPD has repeatedly in recent months
made way for Helmut Kohl, who better

represented the more aggressive policy

of German imperialism.

Now the German bourgeoisie thinks

that its wildest dreams are coming true

in the DDR. After Brandt, Vogel and

Lafontaine had paved the way, the bour-

geoisie pushed the SPD aside and poured

in many millions of D-marks to buy the

Volkskammer elections. They are driving

toward a Fourth Reich, before the work-

ing people wake up and realize what has

happened to them.

The working people of the DDR who
voted for Kohl and his party have, in the

upshot, fallen prey to an enormous power
and propaganda machine with its cynical,

lying promises of a Greater German capi-

talist paradise. In part this was possible

because the East German workers do not

yet know who their future masters are.

But as the successive waves of warning

strikes show, it is becoming daily more

obvious to the workers that capital has
declared them free game for unfettered

exploitation. The DDR state insignias are

being dismantled, not only at the border
with West Germany, and the eastward
penetration of capital picks up speed.

For all of humanity’s sake, this sinister

operation of capital must not succeed!
Workers in East and West must unite

in powerful struggle against the capital-

ist class, the masters of the Kohls
and Lafontaines. A revolutionary, truly

Leninist party is urgently needed to

organize these struggles and lead them
to victory, to a red Germany of workers
councils in a socialist Europe! Only pro-

letarian democracy in all of Germany
can clean out the unspeakable filth on
which the Federal Republic was built.

Only the proletariat in power will avenge
the victims of the Holocaust!
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Spartakist

Spartakist Workers Party on May Day in East Berlin. Lead banner reads:

"Against Privatization—No to Capitalist Reunification!”

places economic control of the DDR in

the hands of the capitalists. Not only

does the West German Bundesbank con-

trol the currency, but those national-

ized enterprises in East Germany which
have not already been transformed into

shareholding companies are now run

by a "trusteeship agency” (Treuhand-

anstalt) which collects profits and dis-

tributes funds according to the interests

of the capitalists (making some firms

attractive for bargain-price buyouts and

closing down others). Thus workers in

the DDR are now subject to exploita-

tion just as are those in West Ger-

many. While a high percentage of the

enterprises are nationalized, these now
operate in the interests of capital and

thus there is no longer a collectivized

economy.
The destruction of the East German

workers state represents a serious defeat

for the international working class, and

DDR workers are beginning to feel the

terrible consequences personally. Women
are among the first to be affected, as

childcare centers are shut down, pregnant

women and those on maternity leave are

fired, and the right to abortion is under

attack. Also targeted are the 150.000

foreign workers on contract in the DDR:
many have been fired, and meanwhile

racist assaults by fascist elements against

Mozambicans and Vietnamese are mount-

ing. The entire workers movement must

come to their defense, for all working

people are in the sights of the capitalists.

ifl

who want to raise their profits by turning

the annexed DDR into a cheap-labor

country.

For the bourgeoisie, freedom means
"free enterprise.” In the DDR today, this

translates as follows: the 1.600 branches

of the one State Bank have been divided

equally between the Deutsche Bank and

the Dresdner Bank: the insurance agency

has been taken over lock, stock and

barrel by West Germany’s Allianz mo-
nopoly: energy supplies, formerly divided

between the lignite and electric power

Kombinats, are to be carved up by three

West German monopolies: efficient col-

lective farms have to slash production

(dumping milk in the street) because

price rises have cut demand: Kombinats

are broken up into their components, but

centrally controlled as never before by

the "trusteeship agency" in the interests

of privatization. Meanwhile, theaters face

bankruptcy, and circuses are liquidated

(they want to kill the lions, elephants

next). Some "freedom"!

This is West Germany’s "social market

economy" in all its grisly, glitzy glory.

But while the capitalists rub their hands

with glee at the thought of future profits,

they could receive quite a jolt. For the

basis has also been laid for common
class struggle uniting workers in East and

West Germany. IG Metall leaders are

still negotiating demands for a 35-hour

workweek in the West while the new
DDR employers associations refuse to

grant a 40-hour week in the East: instead

of blowing off steam with "warning"

strikes, militants should fight for joint

action which would allow the powerful

German proletariat to flex its muscles.

Our comrades of the Spartakist Workers

Party of Germany (SpAD), which has

uniquely opposed capitalist reunification,

are fighting for such an internationalist

perspective, taking the lead in defense of

foreign-bom workers and women, show-

ing solidarity with Soviet soldiers, calling

for sharp class struggle against a Fourth

Reich.

We print below the lead article from

Spartakist No. 73 (3 July), published by

the SpAD:

Resistance to a Fourth Reich Must Be Organized!

Workers: Unleash Your Power!

JULY I

—“Day X": market economy
moves in, and although shelves all over

the DDR are now full again, they are

stocked with goods that have become
unaffordable for many. In a country

where the right to work was a basic

right, there are already 130,000 unem-
ployed on the streets. Hundreds of thou-

sands more are directly threatened. The
first to be fired are women and immi-

grant workers; tens of thousands of the

latter have already been thrown out of

work and are threatened with immediate

deportation. The bourgeois press predicts

2.5 to 4 million jobless, up to a third

of the working class. "Freedom" means
that bookstores threw away their books

and phonograph records. Many were re-

minded of Nazi book-burning. Nazis/

skinheads run amok and attack immigrant

workers and other minorities. On June 23

in Berlin there was a massive Volks-

polizei action to protect houses occupied

by Nazis from anti-fascist demonstrators.

For the workers. D-mark intoxication

is increasingly becoming a nightmare,

and they are beginning to fight against it.

Last week 3,000 striking sanitation work-

ers surrounded the "Red City Hall" in

East Berlin for a whole day with hun-

dreds of garbage trucks. They showed
their class power and won a 33 percent

wage increase. They demanded the same

pay as in West Berlin. Equal pay for

equal work is a basic demand against the

exploitation of the DDR as a low-wage

zone and thus can unite East and West

German workers in struggle. Even when
the mountains of garbage in the streets

started to stink, the strike was widely

popular. The BVB city transport workers

threatened to strike in solidarity if they

didn’t win their demands.
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In Rostock, where the shipbuilding

industry is to be completely annihilated,

10,000 metal and shipyard workers came
out to a rally in front of the Neptune

shipyard against the firings. In Sanger-

hausen, 6.000 miners went on warning

strike. All face the threat of being laid

off. and the copper mine is to be closed.

At first there were promises of "retrain-

ing," but the workers are simply to be

thrown on the slag heap. (Workers in the

Ruhr basin also have a lot of stories like

this!) DDR workers are beginning to

show determination to defend their jobs

and their lives. These struggles must be

organized and consolidated! What’s need-

ed is a revolutionary, authentically Lenin-

ist party to broaden these struggles and

lead them to victory. This is the party

that the Spartakist Workers Party of Ger-

many (SpAD) is fighting to build.

The Volkskammer elections were a

distorted referendum on the continued

existence of the DDR. The SpAD was

the only organization that ran on a clear

"No to capitalist reunification!” But in

the March 18 elections, the forced march

to a Fourth Reich won. German imperial-

ism wants to smash as quickly as possi-

ble the gains of the East German de-

formed workers state, built on the victory

of the Red Army over the Nazis. The

"State Treaty" |on economic union be-

tween East and West Germany] demands
giving the country’s productive wealth

back to the bourgeoisie of Auschwitz.

The only difference between Kohl and

the SPD | Social Democrats) over An-

schluss was: how fast? Kohl thought he

could ram through Anschluss before the

workers realized what was happening to

them. But the SPD wants first to purge

and shackle the workers politically.

When the PDS (East German Stalinist

former ruling party] bureaucracy buckled

under the pressure of Bonn's propaganda

bombardment, it was the SPD blood-

hounds who insisted on expropriating the

PDS’s property. We defend the PDS
against these attacks. The "Law on Par-

ties" enacted in order to go after the PDS
—by a government in an advanced stage

of dissolution—must be resolutely op-

posed and defied. Is this absurd law for

Gleichschaltung |Nazi-style enforcement

of conformity] to be applied to parlies in

the BRD as well? Will the Christian

Democrats also be prosecuted, having

paid for their Anschluss propaganda blitz

with 25 million D-marks from the state

treasury?

The target of the large-scale witchhunt

is not only the PDS. but the entire

working class. The SPD- led DGB |West

German union federation] bureaucracy

demanded first the dissolution of the

FDGB lDDR union federation], and the

FDGB tops groveled. The DGB tops are

presiding over the wholesale expropria-

tion of the FDGB unions and “complete

waste management," i.e.. the firing of

every last former FDGB functionary.

Only when purged of "communist infil-

tration" are they to be allowed admission

en bloc to the DGB.
On July 1 all former contracts between

the FDGB and the managements of the

state-owned enterprises will be abrogat-

ed. Now the workers are to be left com-

pletely leaderless, in the midst of mass

layoffs and an anti-Communist witch-

hunt; and meanwhile they don’t even

know who the owners of their plants are

going to be. The DGB wants to arrange

for the election of plant councils, like the

ones in West Germany. In other words.

DDR workers too are supposed to be

straitjacketed and muzzled so that the

"interests of the company" (i.e.. of capi-

tal) are ensured! And sure enough: newly

elected plant councils in DDR plants

have already begun on their own voting

anti-Communist purges and mass Firings!

In West Germany, the CDU tried to

use the state legislature elections in

Nordrhein-Westfalen and Niedersachsen

as referendums on rapid capitalist uni-

ty... and lost. A lot of West German
workers know that they are going to pay

for a capitalist reunification, and Federal

Bank czar Pohl is already talking about

higher taxes. Warning strikes in the

metal trades, printing and the post of-

fice showed that West German workers,

particularly their strategic component

of immigrants, want to fight. It is the

stranglehold of their SPD/DGB leader-

ship that holds them back. And this

spring the union bureaucrats' biggest

worry was that nothing should get in the

way of the march toward reunification.

The PDS is being hounded and per-

secuted. but it offers itself up as the

loyal reformist party of a Fourth Reich.

Its leadership declares that they don’t

regard themselves as "sand in the gears

of German unity"; rather, they insist on

"helping design" the Anschluss (Neues

Deutschland, 21 June)! Thus, on the

heels of several days of protest by

thousands of Berlin working people, they

now acquiesce to the law that will

purge their own people from the public

services under the smokescreen of

"incompetence."

Gorbachev and Hans ("united father-

land") Modrow gave German revanchism

a green light for the capitalist reconquest

of the DDR. But the Kremlin's appease-

ment of the NATO imperialists only

further whets their appetites to recapture

the Soviet Union itself. From Washington

continued on page 6

Der
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West German tank, part of NATO arsenal directed at the Soviet Union.
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"Red Army Faction" Retirees Seized

in East Germany

Stop the Witchhunt

Against Leftists!
The following article was translated

from Spartakist No. 73. 3 July.

Government and media, East and

West, march in lockstep, unleashing a

witchhunt to accompany Anschluss (an-

nexation) of East Germany (DDR). East

German interior minister Diestel an-

nounces the arrest of former Red Army
Faction member Susanne Albrecht and

denounces a supposed "diabolical con-

nection" between the RAF and the Sta-

si
|
former East German secret police |.

West German interior minister Schauble

announces investigations of Erich Ho-

necker. former security ministry chief

Erich Mielke and even ex-espionage

chief Markus Wolf for “supporting a

terrorist association." In the next few

days, additional former members of the

Red Army Faction are arrested in various

cities around the DDR, where they have

been leading ordinary lives for years.

The purpose of this operation is to

brand the DDR a criminal state. All those

who were part of it, particularly members
of the ex-SED. will be subject to a red

purge, to be thrown out of their jobs and

worse. And with the advance of a Fourth

Reich an atmosphere of informing is

being created, reminiscent of the first

days of the Third. But not all are mes-
merized like a rabbit before the snake

that intends to devour it. At a June 16

demonstration in East Berlin defending

the right to abortion, a spokesman
for the SpAD drew applause when she

called for the immediate release of ex-

RAFers Susanne Albrecht and Inge Viett:

"Diestel's snooping and police-state

terror must be stopped. His witchhunt

against the RAF comrades is directed

against all Fighters and activists for the

rights of the oppressed, in order to perse-

cute and criminalize all those who fight

against capitalist Anschluss."

In the mid-’70s, the [West German]
SPD/FDP coalition’s “anti-terrorist"

campaign meant a wave of repression

against the left, trampling on demo-
cratic rights and reinforcing the German
bourgeoisie’s "strong state." The witch-

hunt targeted anyone the bourgeoisie

defined as an RAF "sympathizer.” Now
they want to label every former Stasi

employee, every ex-SED and present

PDS member a criminal on charges

of "harboring terrorists.” Honecker and
Mielke are to be prosecuted ex post

facto under the infamous Paragraph 1 29a

of the West German legal code, and the

"little Erichs” will be targeted for

repression.

The “enlightened." "liberal" press

leads the pack in stoking the hysteria.

Der Spiegel says the DDR was a “terror-

ist haven.” Die Zeit editorializes about

the "RAF-Stasi Connection." The DDR

in your neighbor.)

And the “alternative" West Berlin taz

newspaper plays right along, publishing

a list of over 9,000 “Stasi addresses."

Since the Stasi has already been dis-

solved, this document is nothing but a hit

list for anti-Communist thugs, endanger-

ing anyone who happens to be living at

Oer Spiegel

Posters by West German spy agency offering East Berliners 50,000 Deutsch-
marks for Informing on RAF. “Green" paper Tageazeltung (taz) prints lynch
list of addresses of the Stasi, dissolved East German political police.
Pro-social-democratic Spiegel brands DDR a “terrorist haven.”

population is to be turned into block-

warden fingermen. as in Hitler' s terror

Reich. (Hence the posters by the West
German BND spy agency at border

crossing points offering DM 50,000 for

"information”: i.e.. to prepare for cur-

rency union, get a nest egg by turning

one of the addresses appearing on the

list.

The leading role of Die Zeit and Der
Spiegel, publications close to the SPD,
is hardly surprising. Die Zeit publisher

Helmut Schmidt was chancellor of the

SPD/FDP government that directed the

“anti-terror" scare of the "German au-

tumn" in 1977 and built Stammheim
["high security" prison]. They led the

media pack in the social-democratic

campaign following the anti-fascist mobi-

lization at Treptow. The SPD has been

in the forefront of demanding a general-

ized red purge as the precondition for

Anschluss. Expropriation of the PDS and

blacklisting, mass layoffs of teachers and

other public employees: the only differ-

ence is that the latter-day Noskes want

Schauble and Diestel to do the actual

dirty work. (The latter, of course, reserve

the right to cull through the debris of the

Stasi to find those who are willing to

work for the Fourth Reich.)

Grotesquely, the PDS itself is feeding

the witchhunt in which it is to be hound-

ed and expropriated. Neues Deutschland

vies with the Springer gutter press in

denouncing the alleged RAF-Stasi con-

nection and demands that “those involved

be called to account.” PDS members had

better understand that the Fourth Reich

is not going to tolerate any "loyal oppo-

sition," no matter what [PDS leader]

Gysi & Co. do to demonstrate their ref-

ormist trustworthiness.

In the “German autumn” of 1977,

when the rest of the “left” ran for cover

during the anti-RAF witchhunt, the

Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands. prede-

cessor of the Spartakist Workers Party

of Germany (SpAD), was unique in con-

sistently defending the RAF against

bourgeois repression while rejecting their

program of petty-bourgeois despair over

the revolutionary capacity of the work-

ing class. We draw a clear distinction

between attacks on representatives of

the bourgeoisie, such as the high-level

SS man Schleyer, and indiscriminate

attacks on innocent people, such as the

insidious bombing of the West Berlin

disco La Belle. In the first case, we
defended the RAF against criminalization

and state terror. Such actions are no

crime against the working class and stand

in sharp contrast to the second case. The
bourgeoisie now wants to pin the blame
for that attack on the RAF. without any

proof. Today, as the only consistent

opponents of capitalist reunification, we
say that the real “terrorist association"

sits in Bonn, the self-declared successor

state to the Third Reich. For class

struggle against a Fourth Reich!

As an SpAD spokesman recently re-

marked in a discussion at a public forum:

“If you consider ihe question of individu-

al terrorism against specific representa-

tives of the reactionary capitalist system,
then we first have to look outside the

DDR and BRD. The Bolsheviks, you
know, arose out of the Social Democratic
Labor Party of Russia in political struggle

against the petty-bourgeois terrorism of
the Narodnaya Volya [People's Will)

group. They said: the way to overthrow

the tsar is not to shoot him; rather, the

way is to organize the working class.

That is what the Bolsheviks did— lead a

workers revolution to victory—and they

were the only party in the world to do
so. But the Bolsheviks always defended
the petty-bourgeois terrorists against the

bourgeois state.

“Diestel has ordered his weapons for the

police here in anticipation of the hot

autumn announced by Kohl. These police

are being prepared for it. That’s the rea-

son for this whole campaign against

people who for the last ten years have
done nothing but take care of children's

health, go shopping for food, and raise

more children. That’s what’s going on
here right now ”

Germany...
(continuedfrom page 5)

to Bonn the capitalist rulers are playing

up the fact that NATO is advancing to

the Polish border. They are trying to

sell this to Moscow by offering another

“non-aggression pact”! But who in the

Soviet Union can forget the terrible con-

sequences of Stalin’s faith in the last

“non-aggression pact” with imperialist

Germany? Meanwhile, NATO reaffirms

its doctrine of a nuclear first strike

against the USSR.
For now. the continued presence of

Soviet troops in the DDR can buy pre-

6

cious time for the workers to organize

resistance against a Fourth Reich. Many
in the Soviet high command have not

forgotten the number of casualties the

USSR suffered in smashing Hitler’s

Reich.

As workers at factory after factory

face shutdowns and mass layoffs, they

don’t see how they can resist alone. But

united we are strong! If there was a com-
bative mass proletarian leadership in the

DDR today, it would not only be organ-

izing the struggle to protect workers’

jobs and livelihoods, but it would also

champion the cause of all the oppressed.

A first step in organizing and broadening

class-struggle resistance in the DDR

could be a congress which unites the

working people with representatives of

all the other victims of capitalist reunifi-

cation: immigrant workers threatened by

fascist terror, layoffs and deportations;

the elderly with starvation pensions;

working mothers without childcare; co-

operative farmers facing ruin; thousands

of artists who are being thrown out on

the street; youth with no future.

On June 28 at a demonstration in Lud-
wigsfelde. the Hennigsdorf steel workers

demanded “Save Our Real Wages!”
Many workers remember the demand of
the Hennigsdorf workers for a metal

workers government on 17 June 1953.

when the East German workers were the

first in Eastern Europe to rise against

their Stalinist misleaders. To protect their

gains, workers must fight for political

power. Today the fate of the German
working class is intimately bound up
with that of the Polish and Soviet work-
ers. For the Polish workers, who today

have begun to fight back against the

"shock treatment" prescribed by the In-

ternational Monetary Fund, and for the

Soviet workers suffering under Gorba-
chev’s shaky “market reforms," the Ger-

man currency union will only bring more
misery. Militant proletarian resistance

would send shock waves from Berlin to

the Urals. For internationalist unity of the

German. Polish and Soviet workers!

WORKERS VANGUARD



Indian army patrolling Kashmir. Kashmiri student bloodied by Indian border guards.

Brutal Crackdown in Kashmir
The following aniele is adapted from

Workers Hammer No. 115 (July 1990),

published by the Spartan st League!Britain.

"Kashmir is at war with India” reports

India Today (30 April). And the massive

resistance of the overwhelmingly Muslim
population of the Kashmir valley threat-

ens to trigger a new war between
Pakistan and India. Disputes over Kash-

mir— which is strategically placed on

India's borders with Pakistan. China and

Afghanistan, with the USSR nearby

—

have already twice been the direct cause

of wars between the two states of the

subcontinent (in 1948 and 1965). In late

May the troop buildups, border skir-

mishes. threats and hysteria between two
weak and unstable governments nearly

exploded into full-scale fighting. The
Economist termed it "the makings of a

bloody, old fashioned war” but both

countries hover on the threshold of a

nuclear warfare capacity. Kashmir epito-

mises the seething complex of national

and communal conflicts throughout the

region, from the Kurdish areas of Turkey

through Soviet Central Asia to the Mus-
lim minority areas of China, as well as

in the Indian subcontinent.

The new Indian government of V. P
Singh had barely been installed on 2

December 1989 when Dr. Rubiya Sa-

yeed. daughter of Home Minister Mufti

Mohamed Sayeed. was kidnapped. The
government traded her for five impris-

oned Kashmiri separatists, but not before

search operations had triggered unprec-

edented protests. And when security

forces opened fire on demonstrators in

the main Kashmiri town of Srinagar on

January 20, the unrest exploded in a pop-

ular uprising. The central government

declared presidential rule and sent in the

paramilitary police and a tough governor.

Jagmohan. With the local police demoral-

ised and disaffected, the paramilitary and

army forces now number more than

150,000. One Indian magazine describes

the situation:

"The whole valley has been handed over

to the para-military forces. Jammu and
Kashmir police arc looked upon with

distrust In fact every Kashmiri Muslim
is prima facie considered a pro-Pakistani

traitor. The alienation of the people is

total and the masses have lost all faith in

political leaders."— Economic and Political Weekly
(5-12 May)

Life in Kashmir has become one cur-

few after another. The economy is in

tatters, and the summer tourist season,

upon which about two-thirds of the popu-

lation depends, is doomed. One govern-

ment minister. George Fernandes, admits

the "total collapse of civil authority"

(Far Eastern Economic Review, 17 May).

On May 21 the security forces fired on

the funeral procession of a "moderate"

religious leader, killing hundreds. The

tens of thousands at the funeral blamed
governor Jagmohan for the assassination

and chanted: "What did the Maulana call

for? Holy war, holy war.”

With mounting stories of rapes and

death squad killings, and facing inter-

national and domestic criticism, the V. P.

Singh government replaced Jagmohan
with G.C. "Gerry” Saksena, the former

head of India's spy agency, RAW (Re-

search and Analysis Wing). Marxists

demand the immediate withdrawal of the

Indian army and security forces from

the Kashmir valley, and of the Pakistani

army from the areas of Kashmir they

occupy. Defense of the oppressed and of

the right of national self-determination is

not conditional upon the character of the

leadership; we defend the exercise of the

right of self-determination, as long as the

Kashmiri struggle is not decisively sub-

ordinated to the intervention of the Paki-

stani ruling class (as was the Bangladeshi

struggle to the Indian ruling class in

1971 with the Indian army's invasion).

But short of a perspective of proletarian

revolution throughout the whole subcon-

tinent the prospects for Kashmiri libera-

tion are far from rosy. This is especially

so given its location and historical role

in relations between India and Pakistan.

“Divide and Rule"

Kashmir is a chapter in the sordid

history of British imperialism in India.

The province is 80 per cent Muslim: it

was first linked to the area across the

southern range of Pir Panjal when the

Jammu Dogra king “bought” Kashmir
from the British in 1846. The kingdom
refused to join the Sikh-Afghan alliance

against the British, and during the 1857

"Mutiny" it sent troops to help the Brit-

ish at the siege of Delhi. Its founding

ruler, Gulab Singh, aptly called himself

“zar kharid" ("slave bought with gold").

The kingdom, with its all-powerful

British Resident, remained a horribly

impoverished area. During the Indian

independence struggle the secular bour-

geois nationalists of the National Confer-

ence led a struggle against the Dogra
autocracy and. in alliance with the bour-

geois Indian Congress, for accession to

India. Jinnah's Muslim League tried to

woo the Kashmiri Muslims; when this

failed he sent irregulars in to seize Kash-

mir for Pakistan. Unfortunately for Jin-

nah. these backward, tribalist mercenaries

were so busy looting and raping that they

failed to push on to Srinagar's airport,

allowing the Indian army to counterattack

successfully. The emergent armies of

India and Pakistan, still under British

generals, fought it out until a cease-fire

on I January 1949. This left Kashmir
divided between India and Pakistan.

The Kashmiris were promised a plebi-

scite to decide whether they would join

India or Pakistan or become independent.

But the Indian bourgeoisie, acutely aware
that the Kashmiris might well reject

union with India, quickly reneged.

Sheikh Abdullah and other leaders of the

National Conference were jailed by their

old ally Pandit Nehru, himself from a

Kashmiri Hindu family. Virtually every

election has been rigged. The central

government has relied on engineering

changes in governments and spreading

patronage among various politicians. At
the same time the National Conference
degenerated into a corrupt and nepotistic

outfit. The April 1987 elections were
stolen by a combination of the National

Conference and Gandhi’s Congress (I)

headed by Farooq Abdullah. This govern-

ment was especially corrupt and ineffec-

tive. While the government looted the

treasury and built golf courses for the

rich, the urban poor still have no sewage
systems. A new wave of protests began
in April 1988 with demonstrations over

electricity price increases.

During the partition of India, while
neighbouring Punjab and North West
Province were gripped with murderous
pogroms (which produced mass forced

population transfers of literally millions

of people), Kashmir remained remarkably
calm. During the Pakistani attempts to

wrest Kashmir from India in 1948 and
1965 there was little mass support. Now
the Kashmiri Muslims are totally alien-

ated from India. And the movement
has developed an Islamic fundamentalist

character. Muslim women are compelled
to adopt the practices of purdah (seclu-

sion) while Hindu women have been
instructed to wear the bindi mark on the

continued on page 14

India, Pakistan Talk War

Sharad Saxena

Indian prime minister V. P. Singh (above) meets with army officers. Pakistan's
prime minister Benazir Bhutto confers with her generals.
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Ex-Morenoites Split Over German Events

Trotskyist Fusion in Mexico
At a meeting on July 1, the Grupo

Espartaquista de Mexico (Spartacist

Group of Mexico) fused with the Trot-

skyist Faction of the Partido Obrero

Socialista (POS—Socialist Workers

Party). The fused group maintains the

name of the GEM as part of the Interna-

tional Communist League (Fourth Inter-

nationalist). This successful regroupment

is an important breakthrough for the ICL

in Latin America, all the more so as the

comrades of the Trotskyist Faction

waged a fight inside their former organi-

zation. the POS. solidly centered on the

Russian question. It is also a confirma-

tion of our perspective, laid out a year

ago in declaring the ICL. that the inter-

national crisis of Stalinism would present

opportunities of winning would-be com-
munists to the banner of authentic Trot-

skyism. which defends without quarter

the gains and heritage of the October

Revolution.

The Trotskyist Faction comes out of

the Morenoite current, followers of the

late Argentine pseudo-Trotskyist Nahuel

Moreno. The hallmark of this quick-

change artist in his earlier years was

passing himself off in rapid succession

as a “left" Peronist. Castroite and Maoist

before settling into social-democratic

reformism. After the 1976 Videla coup

in Argentina. Moreno put on more radi-

cal airs in exile, wrapping himself in the

red-and-black flag of Sandinismo. In

order to expose this consummate political

bandit, we published the Moreno Truth

Kit (1980). During the next decade. Mo-
reno & Co. came to be characterized by

virulent anti-Sovietism, trying to outdo

all others in solidarity with Polish Soli-

darnosc, the favorite “union” of Ronald

Reagan. Upon returning to Argentina,

Morenoism re-established itself as a na-

tional social-democratic tendency.

Following the death of its Uder

mdximo in early 1987, the Morenoite

International Workers League (IWL) was

thrown into turmoil. Its Argentine "moth-

er party.” the MAS ( Movement to Social-

ism), expelled a minority in mid- 1988

which set up the PTS (Party of Workers

for Socialism). Then led by one Leon

Perez, the PTS adopted a more leftish

posture, criticizing the MAS for popular-

frontism and “national-Trotskyism." Ear-

lier that year the Mexican Morenoite

group, the PTZ (Zapatista Workers Par-

ty), expelled a minority which had

opposed its opportunist electoral and

community work. This group subsequent-

ly became the POS. and aligned itself

with the Argentine PTS and Perez’

American Internationalist Workers Party.

Laying claim to the mantle of Moreno-

ism, these three groups called themselves

the Internationalist Faction of the IWL.
But "true Morenoism" is the antith-

esis of authentic Trotskyism. This was
brought home by the rapid disintegration

of the Stalinist regimes of East Europe.

When the Argentine PTS responded to

the fall of the Honecker regime and the

opening of the Berlin Wall in November

1989 by demanding the withdrawal of

Warsaw Pact troops from East Germany
(DDR), two leaders of the Mexican POS
objected. A document by Arturo Urbina

on “Trotskyism in the Face of the Events

in Germany" reasserted the Trotskyist

position of unconditional defense of the

Soviet Union and the deformed workers

states against imperialism, and upheld

Trotsky’s analysis of the dual role of

the Stalinist bureaucracy, which seeks to

appease imperialism while sitting atop

the economic foundations of proletarian

rule.

In response, the PTS leadership sent

a letter to the POS stating that only

if the opposition changed its position

and accepted the Stalinophobic position

that Stalinism is "counterrevolutionary

through and through" was there any

sense to discussing. And. indeed, when
Urbina and Humberto H. presented their

"Platform of the Trotskyist Faction"

(translated below) on May 20. the PTS
delegate engineered their expulsion at

that very meeting on charges of being

"Spartacist agents." As the two say in a

declaration on the split, "in reality they

accuse us of being Trotskyists .’’ There

was an irony in this bureaucratic and

openly political expulsion, moreover, as

the expelled comrades had been assigned

the task of studying the positions of the

Spartacists.

The comrades of the Trotskyist Faction

were not only the founders of the POS,
but were also among the founding mem-
bers of the Morenoite tendency in Mexi-

co and before that were cadres of the

PRT (Revolutionary Workers Party) of

Ernest Mandel’s United Secretariat. The
Faction’s documents, which have been

published together with documents of the

ICL in a Spanish-language bulletin. Del

morenismo a I trotskismo—La Cueslion
Rusa a quemarropa (From Morenoism to

Trotskyism—The Russian Question Point

Blank), proceed from the dispute over

East Germany to analyzing "the popular-

frontism and rabid anti-Sovietism of

the MAS and the IWL" and understand-

ing Morenoism as a liquidationist cur-

rent whose inveterate tailing after non-

proletarian forces denies the need for a

Trotskyist vanguard. The bulletin also

continued on page II

Spartakist

East Berlin, January 3—250,000 turn out in united-front protest, initiated by
German Spartacists, against fascist defacing of Soviet war memorial at

Treptow Park.

Platform of the Trotskyist Faction
The following document by the Trotsky-

ist Faction was submitted on May 20 to

the Mexican Morenoite POS.

I.

For unconditional military defense

of the USSR and the social gains

of the workers states.

Based on the conception of Trotsky

embodied in his work, “War and the

Fourth International." we slate: DOWN
WITH NATO! No pacifist illusions in

disarmament. Only international proletar-

ian revolution can bring peace to human-
ity. Only the working class can disarm,

by insurrectional means, its respective

warmongering bourgeoisies.

For the proletarian internationalism of

Lenin. We oppose any kind of support

to counterrevolutionary or restorationist

movements in the workers states, move-
ments which hide behind “nationalist"

demagogy, illusions in bourgeois democ-
racy and freedom of religion. For relent-

less struggle against the reactionary

ideology of Great Russian chauvinism

and anti-Semitism.

For proletarian political revolution

in the USSR and in all the deformed
workers states. Power to revolutionary

workers councils: Down with the para-

sitic bureaucratic caste! Only the working

class and the revolutionary party can

consistently defend the gains of the

October Revolution.

For the right of secession from the

USSR for all the republics which de-

sire it in order to form independent

WORKERS STATES.
Reclaim Lenin and Trotsky’s con-

ception of proletarian internationalism,

which is based on the unity of the

exploited and oppressed against the ex-

ploiters and oppressors, rejecting the

anti-Marxist conception that there are

"reactionary and progressive peoples,"

which comes out in our line on the fratri-

cidal war between Armenia and Azerbai-

jan. Such a conception can only serve as

a cover for these wars.

To reaffirm the Marxist conception

that the Stalinist bureaucracy, as such,

has a dual function, or plays a dual role,

in the workers states, as was expressed

in the classic works of Trotsky, par-

ticularly in "The Class Nature of the

Soviet State," The Revolution Betrayed,

hi Defense of Marxism, the Transitional

Program, etc. Against the Shachiman-

ite (and Healyite) conception that the

bureaucracy is “counterrevolutionary

through and through," which is utilized

as a justification for abandoning in

practice the Trotskyist program of un-

conditional military defense of the work-

ers states in the face of constant aggres-

sion and imperialist counterrevolution.

Against conditional or “conjunctural de-

fensism" of the workers states, which

infuses the program and politics of the

Internationalist Faction (IF) of the IWL.

II.

For a united socialist Germany
in a federation of socialist

workers states of Europe.

Down with the Fourth Reich! No
to capitalist reunification! The German
working class must take the lead in the

process of political revolution with the

program of world socialist revolution.

For united-front actions to smash the

fascist danger! No to the sellout of the

social gains of the DDR! Full rights

for all immigrant workers! Defend the

rights of women, homosexuals. Jews,

leftists, against ultrarightist terror and

imperialist counterrevolution.

We reject the slogan. "Warsaw Pact

Troops Out," as a capitulation to the

NATO of Bush. Thatcher and Mitter-

rand. Revolutionary fraternization with

the soldiers and officers of the Red
Army based on defense of the gains of

the workers states and for the formation

of revolutionary soldiers and sailors

councils.

We salute the Red Army in Afghani-

stan and the heroic combatants of Jalala-

AP
Leon Trotsky in exile in Mexico, 1 940.

bad against the mercenary armies of

fundamentalist reaction supported by

the CIA. We denounce the shameful

capitulation of the Moscow Stalinist

bureaucracy which made a pact with

imperialism for the withdrawal of Soviet

troops from Afghan soil. We reject the

shameful capitulation of the so-called

Trotskyist movement which joined the

imperialist campaign of "Russians out of

Afghanistan!"
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Morenoism: A Case Study

in Stalinophobia
AYANZADA SOCIALISTA

30 March 1990

Junto a 6sto nos manilestamos claramonte por la delensa del

derecho de las masas alemanas a uniticarse como ellas lo

deseen, aun cuando decidan hacerlo en los marcos del

capitalismo y siempre que esto sea resuelto en (orma demo-

cratica. Este sentimiento de las masas hacia la unidad es a la

vez el rechazo a 40 afios de divisibn reaccionaria de la clase

obrera y del con|unto de la nacibn alemana. Los revoluciona

Jendemos la decisipn de las masas est

“ In addition, we come out

clearly for the defense

of the right of the

German masses to unite

however they wish, even

if they decide to do so

in the framework of

capitalism and as long

as this is resolved in a

democratic manner.”

•»>-
Der Spiegel

Argentine Morenoite newspaper supports capitalist reunification of Germany. Rightist demonstrators in Dresden last

year march under banner of “Germany—One Fatherland."

The dramatic unraveling of the Stalin-

ist regimes in East Europe has placed on

the agenda the alternative: either prole-

tarian political revolution to replace the

crumbling bureaucracies with the authen-

tic soviet democracy of workers councils,

or capitalist counterrevolution. Despite

By the

Grupo Espartaquista

de Mexico

PART ONE OF TWO

the triumphalism of the imperialists, who

brag of “winning" the Cold War, pro-

claiming the “death of Communism.” the

decisive battles over the social and eco-

nomic gains of the bureaucratically de-

formed workers states are still to be

waged. These struggles are an acid test

for all tendencies who call themselves

Marxist and. all the more. Trotskyist.

Already the battle has been joined over

Germany. After the collapse of the de-

crepit Honecker regime in the DDR (East

Germany) last October under the impact

of constant street demonstrations, which

led to the opening of the Berlin Wall, the

International Communist League (Fourth

Internationalist) mobilized its resources

worldwide in order to intervene. The ICL

sought—and we continue to do so—to

forge a Leninist-Trotskyist party in the

heat of battle to lead the German workers

in these convulsive times.

In December we launched a daily pa-

per, Spartakist/Arheiterpressekorrespon-

denz (Workers Press Correspondence), in

Berlin with a press run of 50,000 and

wide distribution in cities throughout the

DDR. As far as we are aware, this was

the first Trotskyist daily ever in a

deformed workers state. We distributed

thousands of greetings, in their native

languages, to Vietnamese, Polish and

Cuban workers in East Germany, and to

the soldiers of the Soviet Army at their

posts guarding the front line against

NATO imperialism. At the beginning of

January, after the defacing of Soviet

soldiers’ graves at the war memorial in

East Berlin’s Treptow Park, we initiated

a massive workers united-front mobiliza-

tion. With the support as well of the

SED, the Stalinist party (now the PDS),

the demonstration brought out more than

250,000 people, striking a sharp blow

against the fascists and showing soli-

darity with the Red Army which, at the

cost of 20 million Soviet lives, smashed

Hitler's Third Reich.

On January 3 in Treptow, spokesmen

of the Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands

(German section of the ICL) and of

the Spartakist-Gruppen, which we had

formed in the DDR, called for workers

self-defense guards to smash the fascists

and for the formation of workers coun-

cils, while warning that social democracy

was a Trojan horse of counterrevolution.

This revolutionary program infuriated the

diehard Stalinists, who tried to silence

our comrades with crazed booing. The

bourgeoisie, for its part, was shocked by

this powerful workers mobilization, and

at the Round Table of the DDR the SED
was sharply criticized for the notable

presence [at Treptow] of the Trotsky-

ists and our warnings against social

democracy.

With the fusion of the TLD and active

elements of the Spartakist-Gruppen. at

the end of January the Spartakist Work-

ers Party of Germany (SpAD) was

formed, which then participated in the

continued on page 1

0

Soviet soldiers in Halle, East Germany commemorate Red Army victory over

Nazi Third Reich.

We salute the sending of Cuban troops

to Angola during the war against the

agents of the South African regime. We
denounce the capitulation of Castro and

the Kremlin which negotiated with impe-

rialism the departure of the Cuban inter-

nationalist fighters.

We reject the slogan of a "Constituent

Assembly” for Germany, recently raised

by the PTS (see the special pamphlet.

“Where Is the MAS Going?" (Buenos

Aires]), for being a slogan for capitalist

restoration.

III.

For the construction of

Trotskyist parties in the USSR
and in all the workers states,

sections of the Fourth International which

lead the struggle against the Stalinist

bureaucracy, confront imperialist coun-

terrevolution, and unite under the pro-

gram of the Fourth International the

political and social revolutions through-

out the world. A process of unity which

will not take place through the “uncon-

scious dynamic" of struggles, as the PTS

and the IWL maintain, but only as the

Transitional Program lays out: by resolv-

ing the crisis of proletarian leadership in

a fight to the death against the old lead-

erships and centrism.

IV.

Stop Solidarnosc Counterrevolution

in Poland.

Eliminate from our program any kind

of “critical" support to this agency of cap-

italist restoration and anti-Communism.

Along with this, no political confidence

in the bankrupt Stalinist bureaucracy! For

proletarian political revolution to bring

down the Walesa-Jaruzelski government!

For the program of proletarian interna-

tionalism against the clerical nationalism

of Walesa, the Pope and the Black Ma-

donna! For revolutionary unity of the

Polish, German and Soviet proletariat

against the schemes of the International

Monetary Fund.

V.

Proletarian political revolution to oust

the Stalinist bureaucracy is more urgent

than ever to defend the gains of the Oc-

tober Revolution. Against Gorbachev’s

perestroika and so-called "market social-

ism." Trotskyists fight for a truly central-

ized, planned economy, based on work-

ers democracy. Faced with the bankruptcy

of COMECON under the bureaucracy's

leadership, we fight for genuinely coop-

erative economic relations among the

workers states based on solidarity and

proletarian internationalism.

VI.

We oppose the document titled “Thesis

of the PTS on the Political Revolution"

presented by the PTS; we reject it as any

kind of basic document or programmatic

guide for the Internationalist Faction, as

it is fundamentally revisionist. The docu-

ment in question reasserts and lays claim

to the principal concepts of the IWL and

Morenoism. such as a “world counterrev-

olutionary front," “February revolutions”

in the workers stales and dissolving the

revolutionary party in an objectivist and

eclectic conception of the class struggle,

leading us to capitulate to different petty-

bourgeois. reactionary and counterrevo-

lutionary leaderships that arise in the

process.

In the case of the PTS this objectivist

conception has led it to raise the slogan

of a constituent assembly in Germany,

which means objectively acting like a

simple variant of Morenoism and the

IWL.
Comrades: The political crisis which

has been opened in the Mexican group

and the ranks of the Internationalist Fac-

tion can only be overcome if we assimi-

late and reclaim the traditions and pro-

grammatic guidelines of the Fourth Inter-

national. We call on all the comrades of

the IF to discuss and support the general

line of this Platform.

Humberto H.. Arturo Urbina

Mexico City, 19 May 1990
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Morenoism...
(continued front page 9)

precipitous elections for the Volkskam-

mer (East Germany’s parliament) on a

program of struggle "Against Capitalist

Reunification! For a Red Germany of

Workers Councils in a Socialist Europe!”

We organized a demonstration against

privatization of the collectivized means
of production. And in the face of the

bourgeois onslaught, which brought in

millions of D-marks in order to buy the

DDR elections, we were in fact the only

party which flatly rejected Anschluss

(annexation) by imperialist West Germa-
ny. (See Spartacist (edicion en espanol]

No. 23, May 1990. for more informa-

tion.) Subsequently, the SpAD marched

on May Day together with Mozambican
workers demanding full citizenship rights

for foreign workers.

While we Spartacists fought for Trot-

skyism. in defense of the gains of the

workers state and against the bankrupt

bureaucracy which sought to sell these

out to imperialism (only bargaining over

the price of this liquidation sale), we
hear from Buenos Aires the voice of

supposed Trotskyists who lined up

openly in the camp of counterrevolution,

explicitly calling for capitalist reunifica-

tion. This was the shameful policy of

both wings of the Morenoite current,

followers of the deceased Argentine

pseudo-Trotskyist Nahuel Moreno.

The main grouping, the International

Workers League (1WL) whose "mother

party" is the Argentine Movimiento al

Socialismo (MAS), began with an article

proclaiming "the first stage of the politi-

cal revolution” which "brings together

everyone who opposes the regime." Ac-

cording to the formula of Moreno, this

stage is "democratic, popular, against the

totalitarian regime" (Correa Internat io-

nal, November 1989). That is. according

to this treacherous theory, “everyone"

from revolutionaries to open counter-

From Morenoism to

Trotskyism

—

The Russian Question
Pointblank

Bulletin of the

Trotskyist Faction

and the Spartacist Group
of Mexico

Spartakisl

May Day in East Berlin: Spartakist Workers Party marches with Mozambican workers demanding full citizenship rights
Right: Program of German Trotskyists in March 18 DDR elections.

revolutionaries are to make common
cause in this phase of a process which is

to lead eventually to "socialism with

democracy." Which not only implies the

possibility of socialism without democ-
racy. thus whitewashing Stalinism, but is

also a call for social democracy, the

counterrevolutionary enemy of authentic

communism which is the goal of the

political revolution.

That is only the beginning. In the next

issue of their magazine they reprint a

resolution of the 1WL (“The East Shakes

the World") with a program for Germany
"whose guiding slogan is: German re-

unification now" (Correo Internat ional.

January 1990). While adding that this

would be "to achieve a socialist and

democratic Germany," it's obvious that

in the present circumstances, in the face

of the imperialist drive and the lack of a

mass proletarian revolutionary move-

ment. this means nothing but capitalist

In Spanish

US $1 (28 pages)

Moreno Truth Kit
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• Moreno in Argentina II:
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• Opportunist Chameleon Sui Generis
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In Spanish US$1.50 (32 pages)

Order from/make checks payable to:

Spartacist Publishing Company. Box 1377 GPO, New York, NY 10116, USA
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M6xico

reunification. But in order to underline

the counterrevolutionary character of this

call, they insert an "errata" sheet in

which, dishonestly blaming a “technical

error." they extensively rewrite this

point. Now the “guiding slogan” is:

"German reunification now!" with an

exclamation point, and this is explained

as “the struggle of the German people for

immediate and unconditional reunifica-

tion of their country." A "Socialist Ger-

many” reappears only as a “perspective"

way at the end.

The policies of the IWL are criticized

by the Partido de Trabajadores por el

Socialismo (PTS— Party of Workers for

Socialism), a split from the MAS in

1988. which presents itself as a member
of the “Internationalist Faction" of the

Morenoite International. The PTS calls

the IWL's attempt to demonstrate the

existence of a homogeneous bloc uniting

the imperialists against German reunifi-

cation as "the height of political myo-
pia.” But while it talks of "a united,

workers, socialist Germany” and refers

to "plans for capitalist reunification." the

PTS adds the slogan: “Immediate with-

drawal of all the occupation troops from
German soil, of the armed forces of

NATO and the Warsaw Pact” (Avanzada

Socialista . 6 December 1989).

Some "occupation army”—only two
months before the article quoted above

was written they refused to shore up the

Honecker regime. (For their part, the

troops of imperialist NATO—of which

the BRD is one of the principal compo-
nents—don’t “occupy” West Germany
either.) How grotesque! In fact. Soviet

troops have constituted the first line of

defense of the workers states against

imperialism, and that is what the Mo-
renoites want to withdraw. Within the

Mexican group aligned with the PTS, the

Partido Obrero Socialista (POS—Social-

ist Workers Party), an opposition arose

to their demand for the withdrawal of

the Soviet Army which later formed the

Trotskyist Faction and was promptly ex-

pelled as "Spartacist agents."

Reacting to this opposition which

returned to Trotsky’s policy of uncondi-

tional defense of the USSR (particularly

referring to his writings collected in the

volume In Defense of Marxism) and

reflecting the impact on the German
masses of the imperialist assault, the PTS
amplified its support to counterrevolu

tion. In an article written after the March
18 elections in the DDR. they state: “We
come out clearly for the defense of the

right of the German masses to unite

however they wish, even if they decide

to do so in the framework of capitalism"

as long as "it is resolved in a demo-
cratic manner" (Avanzada Socialista. 30
March). So while we Spartacists fight to

defend the gains of the workers state in

the DDR and for a revolutionary reunifi-

cation of Germany, both varieties of
Morenoites are "fighting" for the destruc-

tion of the DDR and a capitalist reunifi-

cation. in the name of democracy and the

right of self-determination!

Thus in a polemic tilled “Where Is the

MAS Going?" (Cuadernos de Avanzada
Socialista No. 3. April 1990). in a box

on German reunification, after calling

for the expulsion of "foreign troops,

breaking with the Warsaw Pact and

NATO." the PTS adds the slogan for

A'a truly sovereign Constituent Assem-
bly." Behind this supposedly evenhanded

"democratic" phraseology is hidden the

clearly, counterrevolutionary content of

their call. A constituent assembly is, at

most, a revolutionary-democratic slogan

which at particular times can be used

against dictatorial capitalist regimes as

a subordinate element in a program for

workers revolution. Using it against a

workers state (however bureaucratically

deformed), as the Morenoites do vis-a-

vis the DDR. is a call for bourgeois

counterrevolution.

This inevitably recalls the example of

the social democrat Karl Kautsky, who
in the middle of the bloody Russian Civil

War (and when social democracy was
allied with the imperialists against the

nascent Soviet state) published a diatribe

rejecting the dictatorship of the prole-

tariat and attacking the Bolsheviks for

having dispersed by military force the

Constituent Assembly which refused to

recognize the revolutionary government

of the soviets. In his “Theses on the

Constituent Assembly" (December 1917).

Lenin answered with incisive simplicity:

"Every direct or indirect attempt to con-
sider the question of the Constituent
Assembly from a formal, legal point of
view, within the framework of ordinary
bourgeois democracy and disregarding
the class struggle and civil war. would be
a betrayal of the proletariat’s cause, and
the adoption of the bourgeois standpoint ."

Taking up Kautsky’s program seven dec-
ades later, the Morenoites want to give

a democratic cover to a Fourth Reich as

he did in his time to the British Empire
| in the battle over Soviet Georgia).

This is not Trotskyism, it is the purest

Stalinophobia. They speak of political

revolution but support social counterrev-
olution. And they do so precisely at the

moment of the terminal crisis of Stalin-

ism. when key sectors of the dissolving
bureaucracy are turning over to imperial-
ism everything that has been built by the

workers' sweat. In contrast. Trotsky de-

clared flatly in his “Letter to the Workers
of the USSR" (April 1940), which is

partially and misleadingly quoted by the

PTS leaders:

"But, fortunately, among the surviving
conquests of the October Revolution are
the nationalized industry and the collec-
tivized Soviet economy. Upon this foun-
dation workers’ soviets can build a new
and happier society. This foundation
cannot be surrendered by us to the world
bourgeoisie under any conditions. It is

the duty of revolutionists to defend tooth
and nail every position gained by the

working class, whether it involves demo-
cratic rights, wage scales, or so colossal
a conquest of mankind as the nationali-
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Spartakist

After Honecker’s fall, Trotskyists

intervened in DDR with agitational

daily paper whose first issue
called for: "No Sellout of the DDR!
Workers and Soldiers Councils,

Now!" Left: Distributing Trotskyist

literature at SED conference in

East Berlin last December.

zation of the means of production and
planned economy. Those who are incapa-

ble of defending conquests already gained

can never fight for new ones."

Morenoites:

In Solidarity with Pro-Capitalist

Solidarity in Poland

Caboose of Capitalist

Reunification of Germany
Cat’s Paw of Imperialism
Over Lithuania

The frantic anti-Sovietism and anti-

communism of the Morenoites is nothing

new. Applauding the “Iranian Revolu-

tion" of the Imam Khomeini, they de-

scribed it as “the most spectacular exam-

ple of an upsurge to be seen in recent

years" ("Declaration and Platform of the

Bolshevik Faction," July 1979), and they

even called for the extension “within the

borders of the USSR" of this Islamic

counterrevolution! After the Soviet inter-

vention in Afghanistan against the muja-

hedin (holy warriors) financed and armed

by the CIA, Moreno & Co. howled with

the imperialist wolves over “this new
outrage by the Soviet bureaucracy against

the independence of its neighbors” (Res-

olution of the First Congress of the IWL,

March 1985).

But it was over Poland that Moreno
most energetically unfurled the anti-

Soviet banner. Crying “All power to Sol-

idarity!" he boasted of being even more

consistent than his pseudo-Trotskyist ri-

val Ernest Mandel in his adulation of this

company union in the service of the CIA,

the Vatican and the bankers of Frankfurt

and Wall Street. And now that Solidar-

no$d is leading the Polish government,

imposing unemployment, hunger and

poverty on orders from its masters of the

International Monetary Fund, what do the

Morenoites say? The recent resolution of

the IWL on East Europe proclaims, “Po-

land: First Victorious Democratic Revo-

lution.” They call the achievement of

"almost total freedoms which it [Poland)

now has" a “colossal victory.”

While the leader of SolidarnoSc, Lech

Walesa, calls openly for capitalism,

today the IWL flaunts its alliance with

the Polish Socialist Party-Democratic

Revolution (PPS-RD) of Josef Pinior,

who last year made a tour of Argentina

sponsored by the MAS. The PPS-RD
denies the working-class character of the

East European states and has allied itself

with far-right groups such as “Fighting

Solidarity,” who in front of Walesa and

U.S. president Bush in Gdansk (July

1989) raised banners with the slogan

"Death to Communists."

Nine years ago. when the Stalinists’

lies, bureaucratic repression and disas-

trous economic mismanagement pushed

millions of Polish workers into the arms

of a clerical-nationalist leadership, the

Spartacist tendency told the truth, calling

to “Stop SolidamoSc Counterrevolution!"

(title of the [Spanish-language) Spartacist

pamphlet published in late 1981). We
noted that at its first congress, Walesa &
Co. rejected any mention of socialism,

called for the abolition of central plan-

ning, called for anti-Communist "free

trade unions" throughout East Europe

and invited notorious CIA “labor” agents

to join in their conclave, while they were

financed by millions of dollars provided

by Washington. And we called on the

Polish workers to return to the revolu-

tionary internationalist traditions repre-

sented by Rosa Luxemburg.

Today we stand by the railroad strikers

in Poland, while Walesa denounces the

strike leaders as "provocateurs.” The

ICL, the only tendency which was able

to swim against the stream when Solidar-

noSd was widely popular, inside Poland

and among fake-leftists internationally,

is also the only one to put forward a

genuine class-struggle program against

the capitalist government of Solidarnosc

(and Jaruzelski).

Moreno borrowed the pronounced anti-

Sovietism and Stalinophobia of his last

years from the tendency of Pierre Lam-

bert in France, with which the Moreno-

ites fused in 1980, declaring this "a leap

forward like no other in the history of

the Fourth International," only to split

apart one year later (see “Son of Perdn

Leaves Son of Mitterrand.” Workers

Vanguard No. 298, 5 February 1982).

That is the origin among the Morenoites

of the Stalinophobic concept of a “coun-

terrevolutionary Holy Alliance between

imperialism and Stalinism" supposedly

going back to the Yalta and Potsdam

conferences—a trademark of Lambert-

ism to justify its constant pro-social-

democratic politics. In reality, while a

division of Europe was negotiated at

these two conferences, and both Stalin

and the imperialist Allies feared proletar-

ian revolution in the aftermath of the

Second World War, the Yalta conference

"recognized” the accomplished fact of

the liberation of East Europe by the Red
Army and Potsdam saw the first shots of

the anti-Soviet Cold War.

The logical consequences of the Stalin-

ophobic positions of the Moreno- Lambert

duo were not Ipng in coming to the fore.

Thus the German group of the Parity

Committee (which brought together the

Morenoites and Lambertists) called for

"unconditional reunification of Germany"
through "free elections in all Germany
without preconditions." This is the literal

predecessor of the present position of the

MAS/IWL and the PTS, for a counterrev-

olutionary annexation of the DDR by

capitalist West Germany such as is tak-

ing place before our eyes. Our German
comrades responded at that time with an

open letter in which they stated:

"...(he TLD stands for unconditional

defense of the social gains of the de-

formed and degenerated workers states,

while simultaneously calling for a politi-

cal revolution to overthrow the Stalinist

bureaucrats and for the international

extension of the proletarian revolution.

The revolutionary reunification of Ger-

many can take place only when, under

the leadership of a Trotskyist party, the

masses carry out the political revolution

in the DDR and the social revolution in

West Germany. While placing no trust

whatsoever in the bureaucracy, we defend

the right of these states to defend them-

selves against imperialist attack and

against attempts at capitalist restoration

within, even when the bureaucrats' bank-

rupt policies lead to ‘defense' by such

bureaucratic methods as the Berlin Wall."—Translated in Spartacist

No. 29, Summer 1980

After his split with Lambert, Moreno
kept the formulation of a "front of impe-

rialist and bureaucratic counterrevolu-

tion." It is the cornerstone of the Mani-

festo of the First Congress of the IWL.

This guts any substance from the (rare)

ritual mentions of defense of the USSR:

if such a counterrevolutionary alliance or

front were to exist, then what is the

whole Soviet military apparatus for?

And. in fact, in an article on "Nuclear

Arms and the Class Struggle" in Alterna-

tiva Socialista (January-February 1984),

published by the Mexican and U.S. sec-

tions of the IWL, there is a call "for a

democratic referendum in the USSR, so

that the population can take a stand on

whether or not it considers defense of the

workers state based on the policy of the

arms race is positive." I.e., they are for

the “democratic" disarming of the Soviet

Union in the face of imperialism!

The Morenoite label of a “counter-

revolutionary front of imperialism and

Stalinism" has a lot in common with the

Maoist theory of "two superpowers.”

Both reflect a Third World nationalist

viewpoint. And when all is said and

done, they end up supporting imperial-

ism, as the Maoists did over Angola and

Vietnam in the ’70s and the Morenoites

Mexico
Fusion...
(continued from page 8)

contains a historical analysis of the anti-

Sovietism of Moreno, of which Part I is

published here (see page 9).

In a letter explaining their decision to

fuse with the International Communist
League, the comrades of the Trotskyist

Faction noted. “As was the custom in

Morenoism (which even prohibited its

members from buying the Spartacist

press), for us over many years, ‘The

devil was called Spartacist.’ We two

even criticized the Mexican PTZ for not

being sufficiently ‘consistent’ in the anli-

Spartacist struggle." But the course of

the class struggle, particularly the world-

wide crisis of Stalinism, led them to

reread many of Trotsky’s works, notably

In Defense of Marxism, the record of his

struggle, together with James P. Cannon,

against those who abandoned defense of

the Soviet Union on the eve of World

War II. Their decision to fuse with the

ICL. they explain, was based on a deter-

mination to “build revolutionary parties

and reforge the Fourth International to

fight every kind of centrism, reformism,

Stalinism, etc."

In a continent dominated by Third

repeat today, in a crystal clear fashion,

over Poland, East Germany, and East

Europe and the USSR generally. Thus

the epigones of Moreno support counter-

revolution in the Baltic republics which

lurks behind the "independence" move-

ment. The PTS “justifies” its call "for

defense of the right of Lithuania to se-

cede from the USSR" (Avanzada Social-

ista, 30 March), egregiously citing the

call by Trotsky for “an independent

workers’ and peasants’ Ukraine" (to

which he added, to avoid any possibility

of distortion, “soviet"). These falsifiers

and swindlers are oblivious to the class

line between these two policies.

To top it off. in a resolution at its

recent special world congress, the IWL
calls “on all governments who claim

to respect the right of national self-

determination to immediately recognize

the Republic of Lithuania." and “in order

to break the boycott of Lithuania" it calls

on “all governments of the world to send

the products the country needs" (Correa

Internat ional, May 1990). So to support

the pro-capitalist secessionists they call

for diplomatic blackmail and economic

aggression by imperialism against the

workers state! And to give themselves a

scanty “working-class” cover, they call

on the labor movement to isolate the

USSR (“cut off telephone calls, air and

sea voyages, shipment of goods, etc.’’)

and even to starve the Soviet workers

(“Argentine workers should demand the

suspension of grain deliveries to Rus-

sia”)! These anti-Soviet scoundrels offer

themselves as cat’s paws to imperial-

ism against the land of the October

Revolution!

Worldist nationalism, which is also a

calling card of Morenoism, the fight by

the Trotskyist Faction beginning over

historic events in East Germany and

centering on the Russian question placed

the struggle for internationalist proletari-

an communism firmly in the forefront.

For the ICL, this fusion and the consoli-

dation of the Grupo Espartaquista de

Mexico is also an important step in

overcoming the setback for our work in

Latin America suffered with the demise

of the Chilean Organizacidn Trotskista

Revolucionaria some years ago under the

pressures of exile and a lack of cadre

resources for the tasks of a tiny propa-

ganda group. And it confirms our efforts,

from the inception of the international

Spartacist tendency, to seek by revolu-

tionary regroupment, through a process

of splits and fusions, to win communist
cadres who form the basis of a Leninist

party.

We greet our new comrades and urge

would-be Trotskyists, in Latin America

and elsewhere, to study the documents of

this fusion as they analyze and reject

those who pass off Stalinophobia as

Trotskyism, which defends the Soviet

Union and all the gains of the workers

movement against the class enemy and

the sellout bureaucracies who would sac-

rifice this legacy on the altar of class

collaboration.

AVANZADA SOCIALISTA

-3gn>£D| 6 December 1989 fr ith *ev
bureerdu uui m u

• Pof la txoanizaettnde toe obreros movfllzados en

Comtes de FAbrica y Empresas.
- Retire Inmedato de todas las tropas de ocupa

ettn del sueto atem£n. de las tuerzas armadas de ta

OTAN y del Pact© de Varsovia. Freote aJ Pehgro de

acctioes m«ares contrarrevoludonarias tarto de las

luerzas que responden a laOTANoomo las que respon

den a las del Pactro de Varsovia, tos trotskistas Bam?
mos al a/mamento de la dase otxera del Este de

“ Immediate withdrawal

of all the occupation
troops from German
soil, of the armed
forces of NATO and
the Warsaw Pact. ”

Morenoite preas called for Soviet troops to withdraw from East Germany.

[TO BE CONTINUED!
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Der Spiegel

Gorbachev defends capitulations to Western imperialism and drive toward
market economy against conservative wing of the Stalinist bureaucracy
represented by: (from left to right) Russian CP leader Ivan Polozkov, Yegor
Ligachev and defense minister Dmitri Yazov.

Reuters Der Spiegel Clopet/US News & World Report

Soviet

Workers...
(continued from page I

)

"half measures" as an obstacle in their

drive for a "free market" economy. The
apparatchiks blame him for their crum-

bling authority. In the weeks leading up

to the party congress, both the "liberal"

Boris Yeltsin and the "conservative"

Yegor Ligachev called on Gorbachev to

step down as CPSU general secretary,

although both sides subsequently pulled

back. Disparaging the architect of pere-

stroika (restructuring) is ever more com-
mon at the base of Soviet society. A
young oil worker from Siberia summed
up the popular attitude: “As for Gorba-

chev. he is tie tuda, ne suda"—neither

here nor there.

In recent weeks the conservative wing

of the Kremlin oligarchy has found a

strong organizational base in the newly

formed Russian Communist Party. While

the minority national republics (e.g., in

the Baltic region and Soviet Central

Asia) have long had organizationally

separate Communist parties within the

framework of the CPSU. the Russian

republic heretofore has not. The old-line

Stalinists are exploiting popular fears of

economic insecurity and riding the rising

tide of Russian nationalism, linked to

anti-Semitism (what German socialist

leader August Bebel called “the socialism

of fools").

Fear for the Soviet Union’s future has

been enormously intensified by Gorba-

chev's seemingly limitless capitulations

to world imperialism. At the Russian

Communist Party congress in mid-June,

General Albert Makashov was wildly

applauded when he warned of a reunified

Germany in the West and a remilitarizing

Japan in the East. "Comrades," he pro-

claimed, "the army and navy will be

needed yet by the Soviet Union” ( Wash-
ington Post, 20 June). Speaker after

speaker roasted Gorbachev. The Russian

party elected as its leader the prominent

hardliner Ivan Polozkov, best known as

the scourge of petty capitalist entrepre-

neurs ("cooperativists") in the southern

Russian region of Krasnador.

The conservative counterattack contin-

ued at the CPSU congress now in prog-

ress. Ligachev got “thunderous applause"

when he charged that “the past five

years of perestroika” has “yielded us

little good." Alexander Yakovlev. Gorba-

chev's chief lieutenant and ideologue,

blames conservative resistance to pere-

stroika on the ingrained outlook of the

lifelong apparatchik, who “has grown
accustomed to his position, his lifestyle,

his living standards, who has grown
used to wielding power—history's most
corrupting habit." Certainly Ligachev,

Polozkov and their friends are defending

the interests of the privileged parasitic

caste forged under Stalin. But Gorba-
chev. Yakovlev and the "liberal" Stalin-

ists are promoting a potentially even

more privileged group of parasites,

namely, capitalist entrepreneurs.

Yakovlev cannot explain why after

five years of perestroika, during which

Gorbachev called all the shots, the old-

line Stalinist hacks are making something

of a comeback. It is precisely because

Soviet working people are suffering the

"transition to a market economy.” A
Gorbachev "reformer" in the giant engine

plant in Yaroslavl, who lost out in the

delegate elections to the party congress,

noted: “The deteriorating economic situa-

tion is working in favor of the conserva-

tives. The conservatives are able to argue

that life may have been difficult in the

old days, but it’s gotten a lot worse now”
( Washington Post, 30 June).

Coal Miners, Oil Workers
Threaten Strikes

The splintering of the bureaucracy and

associated layers of the intelligentsia has

gone so deep that in the weeks lead-

ing up to the CPSU congress, speculation

abounded of a walkout by the rightist

Democratic Platform. There is a grow-

ing malaise in the country, with a sharp-

ening of political tensions prefiguring

civil war. Pro-capitalist Leningrad city

council chairman Anatoly Sobchak calls

for creating a "free economic zone" for

capitalism in the city. And some of his

cohorts are calling to strip the name of

Leningrad from this first city of the

Bolshevik Revolution and restore its

tsarist name (New York Times, 24 June).

This is the language of counterrevolution.

But, particularly since the coal miners

strikes which paralyzed the country last

summer, a new and potentially decisive

factor has been added to the equation

—

the working class. The June all-Soviet

miners congress issued a declaration

which stated, "We do not consider the

Communist Party of the Soviet Union our

party." Miners in the Ukrainian Donbass
and Siberian Kuzbass coal fields have

called for a protest strike to coincide

with the last day of the congress, July

1 1. because of the government’s failure

to fulfill promises of improving living

conditions. Gorbachev lashed back that

the strike threat is "not acceptable.”

TASS reported that “The leader of the

party believes the idea of a strike was
not born in the ranks of the working

class. Someone wants to stir up the

workers."

What an unmitigated expression of

bureaucratic arrogance—as though the

absence of food on the table and goods
in the stores is not enough to “stir up”
the workers! It is not only coal miners
who are talking about strike action. The
oil workers union in the Tyumen region

of Siberia, which accounts for two-thirds

of the USSR's entire output of crude oil.

has threatened to strike unless the gov-
ernment meets demands to improve their

desperate conditions. Even the Moscow
minister in charge of fuel and energy
concedes that the "food situation in Tyu-
men is grave, state deliveries are being

disrupted" and that "150.000 oilmen and

their families are on the waiting list for

housing, many of them live in wooden

sheds” (Moscow News Weekly, 8 April).

The oil workers are also demanding

that their union be given 10-15 percent

of the foreign-exchange earnings from

Tyumen's oil output. While understand-

able in the present situation, the demand

by a group of workers for a share of

the country's foreign-exchange earnings

is nonetheless wrong in principle. The
wealth of the Tyumen oil fields rightly

belongs to the entire Soviet working

people. The development of these fields

was made possible by the economic sur-

plus generated in countless factories,

farms and mines. The Tyumen oil fields

could not and would not exist without the

food grain produced in the Ukraine and

Kazakhstan, the steel smelted in the

Urals and machine tools manufactured in

Leningrad, and the railways which link

together the far-flung Soviet economy.

The drive toward a market economy
undermines the unity of the Soviet

proletariat.

The oil workers are not here motivated

by an ideological commitment to mar-

ket economics. They are trying to find

a means—any means—to meet their ur-

gent needs. Yet while no wing of the

bureaucracy offers a program which

meets the interests of the multinational

Soviet working class, the various intra-

bureaucratic tendencies are refracted

within the newly fledged workers move-
ment. Just as the ravages of perestroika

have caused some workers to support the

conservative wing of the Kremlin oligar-

chy, so hostility to the Stalinist hacks has

caused other workers to look favorably

on Western-oriented social democrats and

liberals.

Both the Kuzbass and Donbass miners'

groups have expressed support for the

populist demagogue Boris Yeltsin, who
praises Ronald Reagan for bringing about

"major improvements, especially in the

American economy" (Against the Grain
[1990]). Under Reagan, American trade

unions were broken, wages and benefits

slashed and millions of working people
driven into poverty and homelessness.
Yeltsin’s own "painless" solution to the

Soviet economic crisis involves selling

land to private entrepreneurs, privatizing

state-owned apartments and further cut-

ting military spending and investment in

new plant and equipment. After a few
years of Yeltsin’s version of perestroika,

the Soviet Union would be economically
and militarily far weaker than today.

That old-line Stalinist hacks get a

favorable hearing in Russian factories,

that a pro-capitalist demagogue like Yelt-

sin enjoys widespread popularity— this

is possible because there does not now
exist in the USSR a genuine communist
party of the working class. A Leninist-

Trotskyist party would counterpose to

bourgeois parliamentarism proletarian

political power based on democratically
elected workers councils (soviets). It

would counterpose to "market socialism”

a planned economy to maximize produc-
tivity in an egalitarian social order. It

would undercut Russian nationalism by
fighting for internationalism, which is
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Gorbachev's perestroika. The
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of the ruling bureaucracies'
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and "market-oriented”

reforms, and counterposes
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defending American capitalism in which

inflation is taken as a matter of course,

since for the workers to do anything

about prices would challenge the sacred

rights of private property.

A similar contradiction was manifest

at a conference of independent workers

organizations held in the Kuzbass in

early May which formed the Confedera-

tion of Labor. A banner in the meeting

hall read: ‘‘the very idea of communism
must perish once and for all" (Financial

Times, 5-6 May). A featured speaker at

the conference was Nikolai Travkin. who
not only denounced "the communist

key to the very existence of the multi-

national USSR. It would promote the

perspective of socialist revolution in the

imperialist centers as the surest defense

of the remaining gains of the October

Revolution.

What Road for the Soviet
Working Class?

Since the coal miners strikes last sum-
mer, the working class has emerged as a

major factor in the Soviet political and

economic crisis. Fear of worker unrest

has slowed down the drive toward a mar-

ket economy, especially the raising of

consumer prices in state shops. However,

the Soviet proletariat has not yet emerged
as an independent political force, as a

class for itself. The workers’ organi-

zations which have arisen in the past

period remain under the influence of

various competing petty-bourgeois ten-

dencies and ideologies stemming from

the bureaucracy and intelligentsia.

The United Front of Toilers (OFT) of

the USSR, founded in Leningrad a year

ago, opposes the basic thrust of pere-

stroika and strongly appeals to Soviet

patriotism. An important component in

the Front is the Internationalist Move-
ment in Latvia and Estonia, consist-

ing mainly of Russian-speaking work-

ers defending their democratic rights

against reactionary Baltic nationalists.

The Front’s Charter states that its goal is

"the carrying out in practice of Lenin’s

Declaration of the Rights of the Toilers

and Exploited People." It calls for the

“Development of soviet socialist democ-
racy" and “struggle against economic
egoism of authorities or enterprises.”

Yet the OFT is being promoted by old-

line Stalinist bureaucrats, especially in

the trade-union apparatus, who are allied

with the vilest Russian nationalists. One
of its founding constituents, the United

Front of Russian Workers, had Pamyat
fascists acting as an open faction. In

Leningrad, OFT leader Mikhail Popov
formed an electoral bloc with the ex-

treme Russian nationalists of Fatherland.

Such actions fatally undermine the OFT
claim to stand for "guaranteeing the real

equality of toilers of all nationalities."

An internationalist workers movement
can be built in the USSR only by relent-

less political combat against Great Rus-

sian chauvinism, defending Jews against

the rising tide of violent anti-Semitism

and crushing the fascist thugs of Pamyat
in the streets.

The United Front of Toilers was a

major organizing force in the push to-

ward the formation of the Russian CP.

Thus workers who want to conserve a

socialized and egalitarian economy find

themselves in the same political current

as the notorious defender of Stalin, Nina
Andreyeva, who lauds the gravedigger of

the Bolshevik Revolution and pathologi-

cal mass murderer as a "wise statesman.”

In a negative sense the ideological stamp

of Stalinism is also seen in the Front’s

Charter. While it repeatedly calls for

defending and strengthening the "soviet

socialist Motherland.” the program is

totally devoid of any perspective for

international socialist revolution. Yet the

present economic crisis facing the USSR
is not centrally the result of a conspiracy

Dmitri Vasilyev (center), leader of fascist Pamyat organization, surrounded
by his black-shirted stormtroopers.

monster" but condemned “socialist" and

“egalitarian" principles. Yet a delegate

from the Chelyabinsk People’s Front in

the Urals spoke in a language very close

to that of Trotskyism:

“The Russian Revolution was a historical

step forward, but the bureaucrats usurped
the power. We are now on the threshold

of a new political revolution. But this

will not succeed without the working
class as its guiding force....

“We must unite the forces that are in

favour of socialism."

—International Viewpoint,

18 June

How does one account for the glar-

ing contradictions in the newly fledged

Soviet workers movement—appeals to

the ideals of the October Revolution

Siberian oil workers are threatening to strike as Gorbachev's market-oriented
perestroika produces economic desperation.

An aspirant to provide the "Socialism”

in this counterrevolutionary formula is

Boris Kagarlitsky, who is generally lion-

ized by the Western left. In fact, he is a

garden-variety social democrat. The key-

note speaker at the founding of Kagarlit-

sky’s Socialist Party last month was the

British left Labourite Tony Benn. Kagar-

litsky tries to sell “self-management"

as an alternative to both central planning

and "free market" capitalism. Loosely

allied with his group is the Marxist

Platform of the CPSU, which declares:

"The main idea in the political sphere

is the organization of democratic self-

management at all levels of the society.

In the factories and plants this means
workers self-management” (International

Viewpoint, 18 June).

“Self-management” is a much abused

and much confused term. Certainly,

workers should have wide latitude in

determining the internal organization of

their enterprise. They should have the

right to elect their managers and decide

how a certain fraction of investment is

allocated. However, self-management is

usually taken to mean that specific

groups of workers have the exclusive

right to dispose of the product of the

particular factory, mine, oil field, etc. In

other words, workers councils would

have rights comparable to that of owners

in a capitalist society. Such a conception,

which goes back to Proudhon, not Marx

,

is a travesty of socialism. Should the oil

workers in Tyumen, for example, earn

close to half of the Soviet Union's total

foreign exchange? Should they have five

or ten times the income of coal miners

just because of the gross irrationalities

and monopolistic character of the world

market for fossil fuel?

After more than six decades of oppres-

sive Stalinist rule, Soviet workers iden-

tify central planning with bureaucratic

commandism and arbitrariness. But if the

bureaucracy is ousted from political pow-

er and replaced by a government of

workers soviets, centralized planning and

management is the only way that the

working class can democratically deter-

mine the direction of economic develop-

ment and allocation of limited resources

among alternative needs. At the same
time, central planning can be effective in

stimulating dedicated and creative effort

only when the mass of workers know
that they are building for a socialist

future for themselves and their children.

However, socialism cannot be built

within one country, even one as vast and
naturally rich as the Soviet Union. As
Trotsky's 1927 Platform of the Opposi-

tion stated:

"...our fundamental historical expecta-

tions continue t<> be linked with the fur-

ther development of the world proletarian

revolution. Its victory in the advanced
countries will break the ring of capitalist

encirclement, deliver us front our heavy
military burden, enormously strengthen
us technologically, accelerate our entire

development— in town and countryside,

in factory and school—and give us the

possibility of really building socialism

—

that is. a classless society, based on the

highest level of technology and real

equality among all its members both at

work and in the enjoyment of the fruits

of their labor." B

by Western-oriented intellectuals but of

the powerful pressures—economic and

military—of world capitalism.

To match the U.S. military buildup

under Carter and then Reagan without

cutting living standards, the Brezhnev

regime reduced investment in new plant

and equipment. The growth of planned

investment was cut from 7 percent a year

in the early 1970s to a mere 2 percent a

decade later. As a result, productivity

steadily declined in the country’s ever-

more-aged industrial plants. Further, the

collapse of the world oil prices in

the early ’80s sharply cut the USSR's
foreign-exchange earnings. At one level

Gorbachev’s perestroika and the drive

toward a market economy is a reaction-

ary answer to the objective crisis of the

Soviet economy after decades of bureau-

cratic mismanagement in the name of

building "socialism in one country."

While the OFT links patriotic and

socialist-minded workers with Stalinist

bureaucrats and Russian nationalists,

other organizations link workers who
want to struggle for their interests against

the Kremlin oligarchy with pro-Western

anti-Communist reactionaries. Thus the

June miners congress in the Donbass
declared its opposition to increases in

state-controlled consumer prices. Yet the

organizers invited the rabidly anti-

Communist Cold Warriors of the Ameri-

can AFL-CIO union bureaucracy to the

congress. For decades the AFL-CIO tops

have supported the buildup of the Penta-

gon’s massive nuclear arsenal targeted at

Soviet working people, as well as acting

as agents of the CIA, supporting death

squad regimes in Central America. At

home they sabotage strikes, openly

Pro-capitalist

demagogue Boris
Yeltsin (center)

attends Russian
Orthodox service
in Leningrad's St.

Isaac's cathedral.
Head of the
Leningrad city

council, Anatoly
Sobchak (left),

wants to restore
city's tsarist

name.

alongside open expressions of anti-

communism, demands for state control

of prices combined with a sympathetic

hearing for the advocates of a market

economy and even outright capitalism?

Soviet workers want to defend the

remaining safeguards of a collectivized

economy, but they hold the self-declared

Communist authorities responsible for

the economic mess. At the same time,

they are so distrustful of Stalinist

propaganda they consider accounts of

violent class oppression, poverty and

hardship in the Western capitalist world

as nothing but an apologia for their own
hardship. A Trotskyist party in the

USSR, linked to communist militants in

the West, could overcome the contra-

dictions and illusions which now beset

Soviet workers.

The mass of the Soviet intelligentsia,

largely the privileged children of Stalin-

ist bureaucrats, are deeply hostile to the

proletariat as an obstacle to their aspira-

tions to live like Western yuppies. At

the same time, they recognize that the

desperate economic situation is driving

the workers toward some kind of explo-

sion. The more sophisticated elements ol

the pro-Western intelligentsia seek to

influence the workers movement through

social-democratic promises and rhetoric.

This strategy was cynically stated by a

right-winger on the Leningrad eity coun-

cil: "we must hurry quickly away from

Marxism-Leninism, through Socialism,

to Reaganism" (M*tr York Times. 24

June).
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Kashmir...
(continued from page 7)

forehead to identify themselves; cinemas,

video libraries and beauty salons were

shut down, and liquor sales banned. The

mosques preach jihad (holy war) and

demand the men wear beards and tradi-

tional Kashmiri garb.

Among the plethora of groups one of

the largest is the Jammu and Kashmir

Liberation Front (JKLF) which demands

independence and seeks to distance itself

from some of the more communal as-

pects of the struggle. Rivalling it is

the Jamaat-e-Islami. which calls for an

Islamic order and theocratic structure. It

is linked closely to the organisation of

the same name in Pakistan and calls for

accession to Pakistan. Another group,

the "Allah Tigers." claims allegiance to

Gulbuddin Hekmatyar’s Hizbe-Islami, the

fascistic drug-running extreme of Afghan

reaction long favored by the CIA. Even

if they were to somehow succeed in

removing the Indian overlordship of the

region, an internecine war would be

posed between those favoring joining

Pakistan and the increasingly strong pro-

independence forces.

Since last year perhaps as much as half

of the non-Muslim population (Hindus

and Sikhs) have fled the Kashmir valley.

Fearful of threats by some Kashmiri

Muslim groups to drive out all Indians

and barraged with anti-Muslim propa-

ganda by Hindu communalist groups, the

Kashmir high-caste Hindu Pandit com-

munity is fleeing. Typical of the whole

of India, where caste and minority divi-

sions aid capitalist rule, the Pandits have

occupied a disproportionate share of gov-

ernment and professional posts. Now the

precipitate flight of this layer is crippling

social services, as hospitals for example

find their staffs dramatically depleted.

Trip Wire for

Indo-Pakistani War

The bourgeois rulers of both Pakistan

and India see the Kashmir issue as inte-

gral to their existence. As recently as

1 987 full-scale war almost broke out, and

fighting has continued atop the Siachen

Glacier. Pages and pages in the press qf

both countries are devoted to possible

military scenarios. Even more ominous
are the veiled threats of both sides with

regard to nuclear warfare. V. P. Singh

told the Indian parliament that Indian

scientists could and would counter any

moves by Pakistan to introduce nuclear

weapons (Far Eastern Economic Review.

26 April).

Singh says that “Fundamentalism is

not necessarily directed only at certain

parts of India; it is a threat to the fabric

of India itself" (Far Eastern Economic
Review, 17 May). Kashmir is the only

Muslim-majority state of India. Its loca-

tion is strategic and next to it is the

Punjab, a hotbed of Sikh unrest for an

independent Khalistan. After promising

elections, and repealing the draconian

59th amendment to the constitution. New
Delhi again imposed a state of emer-

gency, in the face of the central govern-

ment’s inability to contain the armed

activity of the pro-Khalistan groups.

Moreover India has the second-largest

Muslim population in the world (after

Indonesia), larger than Pakistan and

larger than that of the entire Arab world.

The brutal suppression in Kashmir is

intended to signal that separation is not

an option. Indian bourgeois nationalists

are always touting India’s secular charac-

ter. But Indian nationalism has always

contained a strong element of Hindu and

Hindi chauvinism, reflecting the predom-

inance of Hindus and the strong per-

centage of Hindi-speaking people in the

population. The late, uneven and arrested

development of the Indian bourgeoisie in

the context of myriad national, language

and religious divisions poses the dis-

integration of this prison house of peo-

ples. And today the bourgeois politicians

hardly bother to mask their corruption,

nepotism and venality.

Their pretensions to "secularism" are

transparent. The Congress (I) of Rajiv

Gandhi has long played the communalist

game. In the Punjab it encouraged pro-

Khalistan fanatics like Sant Jarnail Singh

Bhindranwale in an attempt to undermine

the more moderate Akali Dal. And the

government of the new "Mr. Clean" V. P.

Singh relies on the support of the sinister

Hindu communalist Bharatiya Janata

Party (BJP). The BJP calls for pre-

emptive strikes against Pakistani-held

“Azad Kashmir" and for opening the val-

ley to all Indians. This party is now a

major force in the Hindi belt across north

central India, having gone from 2 to 84

seats at the last general elections.

For Pakistan, the issue of Kashmir rep-

resents its pretensions to constitute "one

nation" of all Muslims. The Pakistani

ruling class cannot accept the option of

an independent Kashmir—which would

pose the question of independence for the

Baluchis, Pathans and Sindhis who all

bridle at Punjabi domination. The issue

of Kashmir has always been used by the

fragile bourgeoisie of Pakistan to divert

attention from problems within their arti-

ficial state. The government of Benazir

Bhutto, under pressure from right-wing

and religious forces like the Jamaat-e-

Islami and the Inter Services Intelligence.

has been stymied in Afghanistan, partic-

ularly at the heroic defense of Jalala-

bad. Now they have rushed headlong to

embrace this new opportunity.

Benazir Bhutto Plays
the Kashmir Card

Bhutto herself has not dragged her

heels in whipping up chauvinism and war

hysteria over Kashmir, outflanking her

most strident opponents and earning

kudos from the army for her stance on

Kashmir. She is after all the daughter of

her father. Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, a wealthy

landlord from the Sind (around Karachi)

and a demagogic populist who as much

as anyone was responsible for the bloody

Pakistani attempt to suppress the uprising

in Bangladesh. Bhutto quotes her father

in vowing a thousand-year war over

Kashmir. This imperialist-touted “demo-

crat" presides over Pakistan’s pivotal role

in imperialism’s reactionary terrorist war

in Afghanistan.

But Kashmir has not proved sufficient

for Bhutto to divert the discontents of her

“own” people. Sind, the main base of

Bhutto’s Pakistan People’s Party (PPP).

is awash with intercommunal gang war-

fare. The near-anarchic conditions are a

direct result of the counterrevolutionary

involvement in Afghanistan, with a flood

of guns and drugs into the main cities of

Sind intersecting bitter intercommunal

strife. One inhabitant of Karachi, Pak-

istan’s major port and commercial centre,

said, "You could call it Beirut. Or maybe
Colombia" (India Today, 15 June). One

force is the Mohajir Qaumi Mahaz (Na-

tional Mohajir Movement. MQM), based

on the Mohajir community—Muslims

who fled India at the time of partition.

The MQM was originally encouraged by

General Zia as a counterweight to the

PPP. Other private armies exist among
the Pathans who control road transport

and drugs, and among the landlords in

the countryside. The provincial PPP gov-

ernment draws support from the Sindhi

community. There is even an "All Sindh

Bandits Association." Hundreds have

been killed in these clashes, while the

Bhutto government and the army quarrel

about exactly who to crack down on.

Kashmir, the Sind and the Punjab are

not isolated examples. In India itself

national and communal unrest continues

among the Gurkhas and Assamese, to

mention only two examples. In Burma

and Nepal the recent period has seen

mass protest against despotic regimes. In

Sri Lanka the withdrawal of the brutal

Indian army occupation restores the

island to the situation which triggered the

Indian intervention in the first place:

bloody fighting in the North between

the “Tamil Tigers" and the Sinhalese-

chauvinist Sri Lankan army and police,

with hundreds killed, and the looming

prospect of genocidal pogroms against

the Tamil minority in the South.

More broadly, from the Kurds in Tur-

key, through Soviet Central Asia, to the

Muslims of Chinese Sinkiang, there is a

wave of ethnic unrest. U.S. imperialism

has exerted strong pressure on its Pak-

istani client state to avoid giving an

excuse “for an Indian pre-emptive war”

(Far Eastern Economic Review, 21 June).

Billions of dollars have been channelled

through Pakistan to aid the reactionary

war in Afghanistan, with the Pakistani

army committing troops to the Jalalabad

siege, but the imperialists fear a Pakistani

war with India could lead to the disinte-

gration of their key ally in the region.

The Stalinist bureaucracies of China

and the Soviet Union fear the wave of

nationalist and Islamic fundamentalist

unrest that has spread among their central

Asian minorities and along their borders.

The Chinese Stalinists aided the reaction-

ary CIA cutthroats against the Soviet

Army supporting the PDPA regime in

Kabul. Meanwhile, Gorbachev's policies

of perestroika have encouraged reaction-

ary nationalist movements within the

USSR and throughout the entire region.

The Soviet intervention in Afghanistan

had posed the possibility of a social

transformation that would lift the people

of Afghanistan out of feudal and capital-

ist immiseration. as well as dealing a

blow to the most reactionary forces in

the region. Leftist and national minority

militants from Iran and Pakistan sought

refuge in Kabul. Now Gorbachev's sell-

out withdrawal has encouraged imperial-

ism and reaction while strengthening the

hold of the most reactionary elements

within the national struggles such as that

in Kashmir.

From Kurdistan to Eelam:
Workers Must Rule

It is only the perspective of proletarian

revolution that can bring liberation to

the oppressed nationalities of the Indian

subcontinent. This will not come from

the Stalinist Communist parties of the

Indian subcontinent. During the 1965

Indo-Pakistan war the respective parties

of India and Pakistan shamelessly sup-

ported their respective bourgeoisies. In

India both the CPI and CPI(M) sup-

port V. P. Singh’s current coalition gov-

ernment. People' s Democracy (10 June)

advises:

"The CPI(M) Central Commitiee urges

the National Front Government to urgent-

ly address itself to the task of restoring

continued on page 15
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Save Jamal...
(continued from page 16)

to many as the “voice of the voiceless”

for his defense of the poor and oppressed

minorities, Jamal was framed in 1982 on

charges of killing a Philly cop. Today,

his name is becoming the rallying cry

against the racist death penalty. As PDC
co-chairman Charles Brover stated, “This

campaign cracks the boundaries and

politicizes the struggle against the death

penalty."

The protests, kicked off with a rally of

150 people in New York on June 28,

illustrated the growing support of the

labor movement in the fight to save

Jamal. Rally chairman Gene Herson,

labor coordinator of the PDC. recalled

the massive international protests of the

1930s and ’40s which saved the lives of

nine black youths in the famous Scotts-

boro case: "around the world millions

poured out for them, victimized simply

because they were black." Cleveland

Robinson, secretary-treasurer of District

65 UAW and veteran of five decades in

the labor movement, told of his work in

the Scottsboro defense in the 1940s.

Robinson pointed out, “The trade-union

movement in this country is the bulwark

for the defense of working people. That’s

what it's supposed to be. If we are to

save the life of this brother, and the

others who are out there, we need a

strong militant trade-union movement."
At a June 29 rally in Paris, 70 people

heard speakers from the American Com-
mission of the Movement Against Rac-

ism (MRAP) and a Kurdish organization

in addition to the Comit£ de Defense

Sociale, our fraternal defense organiza-

tion in France. A statement was also read

from the CGT. France's largest trade-

union federation representing millions of

workers, announcing that it “joins the

international defense campaign to de-

mand that MUMIA ABU-JAMAL’s life

be spared." Earlier, L' Humanity, news-

paper of the French Communist Party,

published an article on Jamal titled "An
American Black Man in Danger.”

On July 4 in Toronto, with the banners

of the Metro Toronto Labour Council,

representing 1 80,000 union members, and

United Transportation Union Local 483,

100 people came out to the U.S. consu-

late to demand that Jamal not die. Andrd
Kolompar, president of the Canadian
Union of Postal Workers Toronto, spoke

on behalf of the Metro Council. Toron-

Barry...
(continuedfrom page 16)

The FBI is Moore’s permanent meal
ticket (she’s in the “federal witness

program" now): they bought her hotel

room, her cognac, her crack and her

crack pipe, even her clothes, for this

pathetic entrapment, the one and only

hard piece of evidence the feds could get

at the time—which in itself only resulted

in one lousy misdemeanor charge.

Meanwhile, the FBI kept the heat on.

threatening former friends with jail and
prosecution, and assembled a collection

of professional finks to testify against

Barry. They piled the charges on, finally

forcing the mayor to say he wouldn't run

for re-election. Now he’s facing eleven

drug misdemeanor counts and three felo-

ny counts of lying about drug use to a

grand jury, with potential hard time of up
to 26 years in jail.

Why Barry? We noted when the FBI
sting first occurred that George Bush and
his gang "figures it can get away with

doing anything to anybody, from the

invasion of Panama and attempted mur-
der of Manuel Noriega to eliminating the

black mayor of black Washington— all

in the name of the phony ‘war on
drugs’.” The article went on: “But the

aura of corruption surrounding his ad-

ministration is hardly different from the

sleaze factor on Capitol Hill or in the

White House. From the standpoint of the

working class, his crimes have nothing

to do with any alleged drug use or ’wom-

to’s demonstration, sponsored by the

PDC of Canada, also provided a platform

to protest recent racist cop killings of

black youth there, and cop attacks and

arrests of anti-racist demonstrators out-

side the Royal Ontario Museum.
In London on July 6, J. Robson, secre-

tary of the locomotive engineers union,

ASLEF District No. 8. recalled the his-

tory of international labor defense, in

adapting the last words of IWW organiz-

er Joe Hill, executed by a Utah firing

squad 75 years ago: “Organize and mobi-
lize so no one has to mourn." Paul Tre-

whela. co-editor of Searchlight South

Africa, noted: “As the hanging capital of

the world. South Africa sees its own
future in the electric chair in Huntingdon

State penitentiary in Pennsylvania." The
London rally, which drew over 85 peo-

ple, was held in the black community of

Brixton, scene of a racist cop riot five

years ago.

Paul Hill, one of the Guilford 4, Irish

nationalists recently released after over

a decade in prison on phony charges,

sent a message of solidarity. Hill said in

part, “I cannot forget that the judge at

my trial said that he regretted that he

could not sentence me to death. If he

had. then last October's admission of my
innocence by the British Home Secretary

would have meant nothing. Nothing

could be a greater indictment of the

barbaric death penalty."

In Germany, where fascist attacks on
immigrant workers, Jews and leftists are

escalating as part of the capitalist annex-
ation of East Germany (DDR), demon-
strations were held on July 3 to save

America’s black journalist on death row.

The protests were supported by Holo-

caust survivors, representatives of immi-
grant organizations and members of the

Stalinist PDS, the former ruling party of

East Germany. In East Berlin 60 people

rallied in front of the U.S. embassy
despite the intimidating presence of

200 cops with water cannon. Spartakist

Workers Party of Germany (SpAD) signs

included “Stop the Nazis! For workers

defense of immigrant workers' apartment

blocks!" "Full citizenship rights for for-

eign workers!" and "No to a Fourth

Reich of German imperialism!” Outside

the U.S. consulate in Hamburg, 60 peo-

ple turned out. including Iranian leftists,

anti-fascists and supporters of AGIPA-
Press, who brought petitions bearing

1,300 names.

One of those who endorsed the demon-
strations for Jamal was former DDR

anizing.’ Marion Barry, who has repeat-

edly been elected with the support of

real-estate interests, is a black front

man for racist reaction, a willing tool

of capitalist rule over the poor and
working people” (“Racist Sting Entraps

D.C. Mayor.” WV No. 495, 9 February).

Bush and his drug czar Bennett are

running a vendetta against black Wash-
ington. Judge Jackson further enraged the

population when he tried to exclude two
prominent black figures from attending

the public trial on Barry’s behalf. Bishop
George Augustus Stallings Jr., of the

Imami Temple African-American Catho-
lic Congregation, and anti-Semitic dema-
gogue and Nation of Islam leader Louis
Farrakhan. The columnists claimed Barry
was making “race an issue” by inviting

the black ministers! Farrakhan 's vigilante

squads, who claimed to have "cleaned

up" the Mayfair Mansions project, have

been on the front lines on behalf of

Bush’s “drug war" on the ghettos. But

now that they’re running candidates in

the area, they’re trading Barry’s support

for their own.

Meanwhile, Washington is getting hot-

ter. The city council just cut funding

for the homeless. Indifference to the

plight of the homeless was the backdrop
to activist Mitch Snyder’s suicide. City

workers are facing layoffs. The white

power structure wants a police state in

D.C.— they’ve already cut the number of

seconds between when a policeman

searching a house knocks and when he

kicks in the door from 15 to 12. Bush
& Co. have their candidate for police-

prime minister Hans Modrow. We also

received the endorsement of PDS chair-

man Gregor Gysi. But on the day of the

rallies, Neues Deutschland and two other

DDR newspapers published a lying state-

ment from a PDS spokesman that Mo-
drow had "absolutely nothing to do" w ith

the protests. At a PDS congress on July

8, Modrow and Gysi confirmed their

endorsements. SpAD spokesman Renate

Dahlhaus commented to the 1 .500 partic-

ipants: "The new Fourth Reich is moving
in every way to criminalize the present

and former members of the SED/PDS.
Capitulation and lies only strengthen

these ferocious witchhunts” (see box on
page 2).

This round of protest will conclude

with rallies in Sydney. Australia on July

12 and in Oakland, Chicago and Jamal’s

hometown of Philadelphia on July 14.

Support grows daily. Mexico: Section X

Kashmir...
(continued from page 14)

peace in the Valley by taking firm

administrative measures. .. The CPI(M)
calls upon the National Front Govern-
ment to immediately seal the border with

Pakistan in order to stop the flow of
subversives and arms."

Likewise both Communist parties oppose
the right of self-determination for the

Sikhs in the Punjab.

Communal ist/national/religious divi-

sions not only obstruct working-class

unity in general but in this region of the

world are particularly targeted against the

working class, since it is often made up
of local minorities. The Hindi-speaking

workers of Calcutta, the Bihari and Gur-
kha tea plantation workers of Darjeeling,

the immigrant workers of Bombay’s
industry and especially graphically the

Indian Tamils of Lanka’s hill country

plantations are evidence of this. British

imperialism’s cynical “divide and rule"

schemes and the grafting of capitalist

oppression onto pre-existing social struc-

tures have left the impoverished sub-

continent a mosaic of national and caste

antagonisms.

If the “secular," “all-India" pretensions

of India’s rulers are a fiction behind
which the brutal oppression of national

and religious minorities and depressed

castes is perpetuated to serve the inter-

ests of the capitalist ruling class, still

state mayor—former police chief Mau-
rice Turner. Turning the heat up even
higher on Barry is part of this assault.

The jury should throw this rotten racist

case right out of court, right now. The
set-up of Marion Barry is an indictment

of the whole system of racist injustice in

capitalist America. Even the haughty
New York Times (8 July) noticed the

(Mexico City) of the teachers union

unanimously passed a resolution calling

for Jamal’s freedom. Italy: over 1,000

people have signed statements demanding
Jamal not die. And word has spread far

and wide. Poland: petitions have come in

with 100 signatures from around the

country. Argentina: we just received a

statement of support signed by 23

students. In a message of solidarity from

his cell in Huntingdon’s death row. Jamal

said. “Your international voice of protest

becomes a sweet song of hope for the

thousands of us in the United States

sitting on the brink of death. I am hon-

ored to join you, and this noble fight."

Save Mumia Abu-Jamal! Stop racist

"legal" lynchings! Abolish the death

penalty! To join the campaign to save

Jamal, contact the PDC. P.O. Box 99.

Canal St. Station, New York, NY 10013.

Telephone: (212) 406-4252.

the despairing program of the minority

nationalists offers no way forward. To
rip these areas away from the control of

the overbearing "center” in Delhi, even

if it can be accomplished by massive and

necessarily bloody popular resistance,

would produce only new versions of the

tragedy of partition, forging ethnically

"pure” areas through mass flight pro-

voked by naked terror by the new local

majorities. Only those for whom the

members of other communities are not

human beings can look forward to a

repetition of the enduring image of parti-

tion: as the train pulls into the station,

those waiting on the platform begin to

shriek and faint as they see hanging out

the windows the dead bodies of their

relatives, hacked and bludgeoned to death

for the crime of being from the “wrong"
community.

Only a Bolshevik vanguard party can

break the genocidal pattern bequeathed

by imperialism, by establishing the

ascendancy of the class question, uniting

all the working class and oppressed in

the struggle for workers revolution. Only
an internationalist perspective, uniting

social struggle in the subcontinent with

the fight for workers revolution in the

advanced capitalist countries, can open
the door to real social liberation for

the impoverished Indian and Pakistani

masses. For soviet workers republics

from Baluchistan and Kashmir to Eelam
and Lanka, as part of a socialist federa-

tion of South Asia!

growing unpopularity of this witchhunt,

headlining “Out of Barry Courtroom. The
Law Is on Trial. Too.” The rulers of

this country are plenty nervous knowing
that their capital city is over 70 percent

black: Washington would grind to a halt

without black labor. What’s needed is

a revolutionary leadership to mobilize

that power.
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New York, Toronto, Paris, London, Berlin

Rallies Demand:

Save Mumia Abu-Jamal!
In the past two weeks rallies and

demonstrations in New York, Paris, Ber-

lin, Hamburg, Toronto and London have

brought together hundreds of socialists,

trade unionists, black activists, anti-

apartheid militants and opponents of the

racist death penalty to save the life of

death row political prisoner Mumia Abu-

Jamal. The Partisan Defense Committee

initiated this campaign of rallies and

demonstrations on the anniversary of

Jamal’s sentencing on 3 July 1982 and of

the restoration of capital punishment by

the U S. Supreme Court on the eve of

the bicentennial celebration in 1976. As

Jamal's wife Wadiya told the New York

rally, “this date has memories for me
that have nothing to do with America’s

independence. It has everything to do
with American vengeance."

For 20 years—from his days as a

14-year-old Black Panther Party spokes-

man in 1968 and his well-known support

of MOVE as a prominent journalist

—

Jamal has been the target of Philadel-

phia’s trigger-happy racist cops. Known
continued on page 15
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July 4 demonstration in front of U.S. consulate in Toronto, Canada.

Feds' Racist Set-Up of Marion Barry

Political Lynching by Videotape

FBI/WRC-TV

Videotape of FBI, cops storming Vista Hotel bedroom on
January 18, after entrapping D.C. mayor Marion Barry.

Washington. D.C. is growing increas-

ingly enraged over the daily barrage of

racist, drug-witchhunting assaults on

embattled mayor Marion Barry. Black

D.C. sees him as a victim of a racist set-

up, even if they know he’s no virgin. As
Barry’s drug and perjury trial, which

began June 4, heads into the hot summer,

black sympathy is growing for the may-
or. who's being castigated for not bend-

ing over the barrel and meekly accepting

his whipping.

When the feds finally sprang their

infamous videotape of Barry at the Vista

Hotel, the city stopped dead to watch it.

And the FBI made sure every TV station

in town (and around the country, thanks

to C-SPAN) was supplied with a copy to

spread the dirt. This attempted public

lynching by video may backfire, though,

as many shared the reaction of one moth-

er at a Landover Mall video store. "It’s

mean." she said, "It’s sad. It’s mean."

Over 2,000 people came out on July 2 in

a lunchtime rally for Barry, as many
speakers denounced the federal govern-

ment’s assault

The tape certainly was shocking, but

not for anything Barry did. It was
obviously and outrageously a set-up job.

For an hour we see his former girl-

friend Rasheeda Moore repeatedly ask

the mayor if he "wants to do something."

supposedly meaning drugs, and he re-

peatedly— at least seven times—says

no. Finally, he is maneuvered into tak-

ing a few puffs from Moore's pipe. Then
he picks up his jacket, saying "Let’s go
downstairs." Suddenly the cops are all

over him. as men with "Police" and

"FBI” on their jackets pour into the

room. "Face the wall!" they bark. As the

enormity of it sinks in, Barry mutters to

himself, "I’ll be goddamned... the bitch

set me up... never should have come up

here... I mean, she set me up."

She sure did. And the whole stable of

liberal, holier-than-thou Washington Post

columnists joined in. As the local media
played the tape over and over, with

numbing repetition, the effect was down-
right creepy: the dim. unfocused images
and mumbled, fuzzy words revealed the

sad spectacle of a couple of middle-aged,

overweight, uneasy people verbally jock-

eying around in a hotel bedroom on the

evening of January 1 8. The guy obvious-

ly had getting laid on his mind after

a hard day at the office, the woman
seemed preoccupied and nervous. He
suggests they make it for old time’s sake,

she turns him down. Who wants to be

seen in a situation like that?

Barry’s main defense lawyer. R. Ken-

neth Mundy, forced Moore to say on the

stand that she’d even exceeded instruc-

tions on how to get the mayor. "This is

correct," she stated to Mundy ’s assertion

that Barry did not "have drugs on his

mind, but you had drugs on your mind
for him” ( Washington Post, 30 June).

continued on page 15
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Union-Busting, Racism , Witchhunting

Bush’s Nastier,

Greedier America
Los Angeles. The cops charged in,

clubbing Latino women and men outside

the ritzy Century City office complex in

West L.A. Scores of immigrant workers,

including pregnant women, were injured.

But this time the LAPD unleashed their

terror on unionized janitors. When the

strikers announced they would return the

next week with the support of organized

labor, the bosses caved in and recognized

the union.

San Francisco. There is a new crime

in Bush’s America
—

“illegal distribution

of food." On July 6, activists for the

homeless were arrested for handing out

food to hundreds of homeless people

being evicted from San Francisco’s Civic

Center Plaza by liberal Democratic may-

or Art Agnos. Others were jailed for

"illegal lodging.”

Detroit. When Nelson Mandela visited

the city in June he was hosted by the

union bureaucrats of the UAW. postur-

ing as defenders of workers’ and black

rights. ..in South Africa. But at the

Ford River Rouge plant which Mandela

toured, only a fraction of the former

workforce is on the job. And black De-

troit has been turned into a Soweto West,

continued on page 10

Alps/Sanla Monica Outlook

Anti-immigrant, anti-union violence in Bush's America. L.A. cops attack striking janitors, June 15. Labor mobilization

won union recognition.

Gorbachev Seals Deal

with Fourth Reich
The July 16 announcement by Soviet president

Mikhail Gorbachev and West German chancellor

Helmut Kohl that a reunified Germany will be

part of the anti-Soviet NATO alliance puts the

final Kremlin seal of approval on the drive to a

new German empire. West German foreign minis-

ter Hans-Dietrich Genscher crowed: “The mes-

sage of Moscow is: Germany will come together

this year." For all the hype about a “kinder, gen-

tler" Fourth Reich of German imperialism, that

message is sending chills up the spines of many
people, and not only inside the Soviet Union.

With the terminal crisis of Stalinism throughout

East Europe, both sides proclaim that the Cold

War is over. But White House staffers declare

triumphantly, "We won, you lost." If the world

is leaving the postwar era, it is only to enter a

prewar period. The division of Europe, registered

at Yalta and Potsdam in 1945. reflected the

smashing of the Nazi regime by the Red Army.

An imperialist new order in Europe dominated by

a reunified NATO Germany represents a big step

toward World War 111.

Already, the imperialist summit at Houston saw

growing tensions between a declining U.S. and

blocs led by resurgent Germany and Japan. And

while Gorbachev rhapsodized after the agreement

with Kohl about entering an epoch “of strong,

prolonged peace," the Bonn chancellor declared:

“Why shouldn’t the Germans and the Soviet

Union be the first to conclude a nonaggression

pact...?" It all conjured up images of Neville

Chamberlain waving the Munich agreement in

1938 and claiming to have bought "peace in

our time." And the last Soviet-German "non-

aggression pact" was the prelude to Hitler’s Oper-

ation Barbarossa, the June 1941 assault on the

USSR.
Four months ago, the Soviet president vowed

that NATO membership for a reunified capitalist

Germany was "absolutely out of the question."

But Gorbachev seems to be a Stalinist who just

can’t say no. Mr. Da (Mr. Yes) claimed that the

change in position was made possible by the

NATO summit in London earlier this month,

where Western imperialist leaders made some

“peace-loving" sounds while holding firmly to

their nuclear triggers. The NATO chieftains did

not even make a perfunctory pledge against a

nuclear first strike—a position the Warsaw Pact

has enunciated for years—but promised only to

continued on page 4
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Gorbachev with Helmut Kohl (right). Reunified NATO
Germany a threat to Soviet Union, big step toward World
War III.



Phillv Cops Stage Sinister Counter-Rally for Death

Labor, Blacks Rally to Save Jamal
On July 14 the international campaign

to save death row political prisoner

Mumia Abu-Jamal came home to Phila-

delphia. Over 200 trade unionists, civil

rights activists, socialists, students and

death penalty abolitionists joined together

at North Philadelphia’s historic Church
of the Advocate. Organized by the Parti-

san Defense Committee, the event capped

two weeks of protests which drew hun-

dreds to rallies/demonstrations in New
York, Chicago, Oakland. London, Paris,

Berlin, Hamburg, Toronto and Sydney.

A former Black Panther Party spokes-

man. well-known journalist and promi-

nent supporter of the MOVE organiza-

tion, Jamal was framed in 1982 on
charges of killing a Philadelphia police-

man. At the Saturday rally, Pennsylvania

State Representative David Richardson

called the trial “a farce, a fake and a

phony." Jamal's wife. Wadiya Jamal,

told of her husband’s frame-up: “They
conducted this lynching in a courtroom

instead of the town square."

Unknown to rally organizers, Philadel-

phia’s Fraternal Order of Police held a

countermobilization that same day to call

for Jamal’s immediate execution. This

BLACK LIBERATION

_ THROUGH
SOCIALIST REVOLUTION I^ SPAtfTiCIST LEACUE ^

O Abolah-Rxni Death flcnuiiyf
|

Vv SAVE MUMIA
ABU JAMAL!

Philadelphia,

July 14. Over
200 rallied

to demand:
Abolish

the racist

death penalty!

Save Mumia
Abu-Jamal!

ominous cop mobilization outside their

headquarters on Spring Garden Street

resembled the KKK gatherings outside

Southern prisons to celebrate the "legal"

lynching of yet another black man. FOP

Revive Revolutionary Unity
of Soviet, Polish and
German Workers!

TROTSKY LENIN

Against the growing nationalist antago-
nisms in East Europe which accompany and
fuel the drive to capitalist restoration, the

proletariat must revive a rich tradition of
internationalist unity. The revolutionary unity

of the Russian. Polish and German workers

was embodied by Rosa Luxemburg, who ac-

tively participated in and led revolutionary

movements in all three countries, and was
co-leader with Karl Liebknecht of the German Spartakusbund. Liebknecht emphasized
this unity m his greetings to the founding congress of the Communist Party of Poland
in December 1918. a month before the German counterrevolution had him murdered.

Only the social revolution of the German proletariat can extend the socialist upheaval
of the working class which has begun in Russia into the world revolution of the
international proletariat. Only the world revolution can and will secure an enduring
and well-founded peace in the interests of all peoples. Only this can and will root out
national antagonisms and replace nationalist hate by the closest solidarity of the

peoples. Only this can free the working masses of all countries from the prison house
of political oppression, social deprivation and economic exploitation. ..

Counterrevolution or social revolution—that is the iron alternative that imposes itself

today on the German proletariat. It will pursue its struggle with greater zeal and much
more rapidly achieve success the more it receives support and encouragement through
the revolutionary struggle of its class comrades in other countries.

In your congress, in your decision to unite your ranks in order to increase your
forces, to raise the readiness of the Polish proletariat to struggle, the revolutionary
German proletariat sees a new signal of the expanding world storm—the social
revolution which alone can unite and revive the Polish nation on the ground of
socialism.

All our wishes go to you.

Long live the social revolution of the Polish proletariat!

Long live the social revolution of the German proletariat!

Long live the Russian Soviet Republic!

Long live the world revolution of the international proletariat!

— Karl Liebknecht, "Message of Greetings by the Spartakusbund to the

Founding Congress of the Communist Workers Party of Poland" (December 1918)
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president Richard Costello threatened the

death penalty abolitionists who are fight-

ing to save Jamal’s life: "If you don’t

like it you can join him. We’ll take out

the electric chair, we’ll make it an elec-

tric couch."

In a libelous broadcast that night, CBS
affiliate WCAU-TV reported that Costel-

lo branded Jamal’s supporters a "misfit

terrorist group.” PDC staff counsel

Rachel Wolkenstein sent a formal de-

mand for retraction to WCAU on behalf

of the rally participants. State Represen-

tative Richardson issued an angry protest.

The Philly cops’ outrageous provocation

has made many even more determined to

speak out for Mumia ‘s cause. The Phila-

delphia Tribune was infuriated, headlin-

ing an editorial: "Fry FOP’s Costello

Over Electric Couch Remark."
Who is the FOP to label people "ter-

rorists”? During the 1970s, when Jamal
was becoming known as the "voice of

the voiceless" for his crusading radio

broadcasts. Philly cops were shooting

down unarmed "suspects" at a rate 3,700
percent higher than even New York’s

cops! Racist beatings and cold-blooded

shootings—from jazz great Budd Powell

to Mayor Wilson Goode’s brother Alves-

tus, from raids on the Black Panther

Party to the grotesque bombing of the

MOVE commune— that’s what Philadel-

phia police have done. Jamal dedicated

his life to fighting and exposing this, and
that’s why they want him dead.

Philadelphia has got to have the record

for being a vicious, racist hellhole. These
days, first prize is one day in Philadel-

phia. It’s not just "white flight": lately,

everybody who can is getting out. And
the cops are one of the main reasons:

their guns-blazing 1978 assault on
MOVE’S Powelton Village house, their

wanton murder of five black children and
six adults and the leveling of an entire

city block on Osage Avenue in 1985, and
now everyone who doesn’t groove on
their blood vendetta against Mumia Abu-
Jamal is supposed to get the chair!

At the Philly rally, speakers included

Pam Tucker, president of the Western
Pennsylvania Coalition Against the Death
Penalty, and Rev. Isaac Miller, rector of
the Church of the Advocate. There was
also major support from organized labor

in Jamal’s hometown of Philadelphia.

Charles Valenta, president of RWDSU
(retail workers) Local 1034. said, "We
lend our support to all who battle against

the unfairness and injustice of our crimi-

nal justice system. We are not willing to

give the state and federal bureaucracy the

right to say who lives and who dies.”

PDC counsel Wolkenstein spoke of the

need to mobilize labor’s power to save
Jamal: "It means a reinvigorated workers
movement including a black and red

leadership. The way to save Mumia Abu-
Jamal is a social struggle, part of that

deeper class struggle. It means flexing

the power of labor that has come out for

Mumia." Referring to the over 26,000
who have petitioned Governor Casey that

Jamal not be executed, she said: “It

means turning those names on petitions

into labor power on the streets."

Other speakers included Janet A.

Leban. executive director of the Penn-
sylvania Prison Society; Raymond Marti-

nez. Jr. for Pennsylvania Social Services

Union SEIU Local 668; Wilfredo Rojas
for the Puerto Rican Justice Coalition:

Paul M. Washington, rector emeritus of
the Church of the Advocate: Ed Kartsen

for the Spartacist League; I-Abdul Jon
for the Committee in Support of MOVE:
and Puerto Rican activist Ervia Gutierrez.

On the same day as the Philadelphia

meeting, rallies were also held in Chi-

cago and Oakland. It was fitting that on
Bastille Day. July 14, several hundred
death penalty abolitionists met in the

three states with the largest death row
populations outside the South. Over 500
people await the executioner’s call in

Pennsylvania. California and Illinois.

At the Chicago rally it was noted that

May Day. the international workers holi-

day. began in protest against the execu-
tion of the Haymarket martyrs. Darby
Tillis gave a personal account of life on
death row: "I am one of almost 450
persons in this country who was convict-
ed of a capital crime and later found to

be innocent." Jackie Breckenridge, Inter-

national vice president of the Amalga-
mated Transit Union, said: "Abu-Jamal
on death row is a clear example of
domestic apartheid.”

At the ILWU (warehouse) Local 6
union hall in Oakland, former Black
Panther Emory Douglas read a message
of solidarity from Geronimo ji jaga
(Pratt), who has been imprisoned for 20
years on a COINTELPRO frame-up.
Patrick "Hooty" Croy, a Shasta-Karuk
Indian who just won his freedom after 12

years imprisonment, six of them on death
row, came specially to show his support.

Don Alexander of the Spartacist League
Central Committee spoke on behalf of
the PDC: “The capitalists need the death
penalty as a deterrent to class struggle

against their rotten profit system."
The name Mumia Abu-Jamal has

become the rallying cry for opponents of
the death penalty around the world, and
the fight to save Jamal's life is an urgent

one. As David Fattah of the House of
UMOJA told the Philly rally. "This is not

a game, 'cause tomorrow it might be

you." To join the international campaign,
contact the Partisan Defense Committee.
Suite 92. 1530 Locust St.. Philadelphia,

PA 19102. Phone: (215) 222-7880.
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East Germany: flnti-Socialist Seizure of Assets

Defy the New Witchhunt Law!
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Spartakist

East Berlin, July 3. Spartakist Workers Party of Germany protests SPD-led
anti-Communist witchhunt. "Hands Off PDS and FDJ!"

The following documents hx our com-
rades of the Spartakist Workers Party of
Germany are translatedfrom a Spartakist

supplement dated 12 July.

The Spartakist Workers Party of Ger-

many (SpAD) has sent the following

reply to an "independent commission" on
party assets that demanded that we open
our books and give over our assets to the

"custody" of the CDU/SPD [Christian

Democrat/Social Democrat] witchhunters.

a "government" that is nothing but bro-

kers for the Fourth Reich. By this letter

we have declared our refusal to comply
with these outrageous demands. We call

on all other working-class and left organ-

izations. and all those concerned with

civil liberties, to join us in repudiating

this law. Take a stand against this cam-
paign aimed at criminalizing former and
present members of the SED and PDS
[the former Stalinist ruling party of East

Germany and its successor] and intimi-

dating any and all resistance to capitalist

Anschluss (annexation)! Say "no"!

We were proud to be part of the

65.000-strong and spirited demonstration

in Berlin against the anti-Communist

witchhunt and threatened expropriation

of the PDS. where the SpAD spokesman
demanded "Hands off the PDS and FDJ
(Free German Youth)!" But PDS chair-

man Gysi called from the speakers

platform for an “alliance" with the

SPD. the bloodhounds of the Deutsche

Bank, who had pushed through this law.

So. although the PDS leadership had

compared this law to Bismarck's (Anti-)

Socialist Laws and the Nazis’ expropria-

tion of the workers organizations in

1933, the PDS leadership demobilized

the tens of thousands ready to fight and

with Gysi’s statement that "we fall into

line democratically" accepted its own
expropriation as legal! And the rest of

the DDR left has collapsed in its wake.

The anti-Communist offensive can be

stopped. We need a real united front . a

real unity in action of all those forces

that want to fight this sinister witchhunt.

But this fighting unity is hamstrung by

the so-called “unity of the left." i.e..

political unity with those who want to

capitulate to or even join with the SPD
witchhunters themselves.

"Unity of the left" and unity in ac-

tion of the left are incompatible. "Unity

of the left" means rotten programmatic

compromises on the lowest common de-

nominator, capitulation before the Social

Democratic witchhunters and their satel-

lites of Neues Forum, the Greens, et al.

Unity in action means a united front for

a common purpose with freedom of criti-

cism for the participating organizations:

“inarch separately, strike together" aug-

ments our forces and strengthens all

of us.

This was the basis for the powerful

anti-fascist mobilization of 250.000 at

Treptow this January. In a similar spirit,

we of the SpAD stated our willingness to

give electoral support to any left organi-

zation standing in the March 18 elec-

tions. in districts where wc could not

run. who had unambiguously stated their

opposition to capitalist reunification. To-

day it's a matter of united-front actions

to defend the right of working-class or-

ganizations to organize.

As a by-product of its cringing capitu-

lation to the witchhunt, someone in the

PDS even went so far as to try to sabo-

tage united-front efforts to save the life

of the black American fighter and intel-

lectual Mumia Abu-Jamal. A lying article

in Neues Deutschland of 3 July, which
took it upon itself to repudiate [former

DDR prime minister] Hans Modrow's
endorsement of these demonstrations,

was written as if Ulbricht and Honecker
were still haunting its editorial offices.

Uncompromising opposition to compli-

ance with these inquisitorial laws is an

acid test for leftists, as was the question

of opposing capitalist reunification with-

out any its. ands or buts. The German
proletariat has already begun to resist. It

can and must stand against the impending

danger of the creation of a Fourth Reich.

And it will find its leadership in those

who refused to fall to their knees before

this witchhunt.

German Trotskyists:

Letter to the Vanishing DDR Government

Der Spiegel

DDR prime minister de Maiziere with big boss Kohl. East
German workers In warning strike against threat to living

standards under capitalist reunification, July 6.

Berlin

12 July 1990

Commission for the Inspection of

the Assets of All Parties and

Mass Organizations in the DDR
[East Germany]

Dear Sirs and Madams.

At the end of June we received an

undated letter from a "Commission for

the Inspection of the Assets of All Par-

ties and Mass Organizations in the

DDR," demanding that before 28 June

1990 the Spartakist Workers Party of

Germany (SpAD) turn over its financial

records and comply with the 31 May
“Law Amending the Law on Parties."

This law requires a party to release its

bank accounts, leases and any other

properties or holdings to the scrutiny,

control and custody of the government of

the once DDR. and to place its assets

under the "trusteeship" of the aforemen-

tioned government which in all but

appearances went out of existence on

July 1. We reject this sinister, bureau-

cratic insanity and declare that we refuse

to comply.

The DDR government of today is

quite clearly a faction of West German
capitalist-imperialism. It has called upon

our Trotskyist organization to release our

assets to a vanishing government. And
this from the ostensibly legal continua-

tors of a state from which we could at

best have expected, before the fall of

Honecker, to be framed up, imprisoned

and/or exiled (witness the case of the

Trotskyist Oskar Hippe). What a mock-
ery! We, the first victims of Stalinism,

just say “No!" to this campaign of expro-

priation and political repression.

All countries that have even a pretense

of civil liberties formally recognize that

political association is a privileged right

and seek to conceal the intrusions of

their political police forces. Our party

has always refused on principle to seek

or accept state subsidies, which in West

Germany, for example, account for near-

ly 30 percent or more of the income of

the major parties. The ruling parties in

the East who are pushing this law

were bought up by German imperial-

ism. lock, stock and barrel, to win the

March 18 [DDR] elections and to take

over the government on behalf of world

imperialism.

The "Amending Law" does not stop

at counterrevolutionary vengeance— its

intended repercussions clearly transcend

the immediate threat to our own and

others’ rights and functioning. It is a

giant step in the witchhunting attempt to

criminalize everyone (even artists!) con-

nected with the SED/PDS and the FDGB

AP

[
former East German trade-union federa-

tion], It clears the way for the ravenous

bourgeoisie of Auschwitz to “legally"

steal factories and newspapers in the

East, and swimming in their wake are the

small erstwhile property owners who
yearn after the apartments of the working
population and their culture houses. We
adamantly refuse to be a party to this.

In a protest statement to the President

of the Volkskammer on June 1. the

SpAD already denounced Bonn's quis-

lings and their Ermachtigungsgesetze (the

1 933 Nazi-enacted “enabling act” giving

continued on page 6
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Soviet tanks being withdrawn from East Germany. Red Army has stood on front

lines against NATO imperialist alliance.

Gorbachev
Seals Deal...
(continued from page I

)

avoid nuking the Soviet Union except as

a "last resort.”

Gorbachev called it "Realpolitik."

What NATO got in the deal was an

unconditional Soviet commitment to pull

all their troops out of East Germany by

the end of 1994. What the Soviets got

was nothing but a promise to reduce the

Bundeswehr by about 100,000 men to

370,000. This was billed as a 45 per-

cent cut in German troop strength—by
including the East German army (at its

former strength), which in any case is to

be purged and disarmed following full

reunification. Meanwhile, the NATO
nuclear arsenal will remain on West

German soil and German units which are

part of the integrated NATO command
will move up to the Polish border.

The Soviet people lost more than 20

million dead in repelling the Nazi invad-

ers and liberating East Europe from the

Third Reich. Such memories do not die

easily. One elderly war veteran said

bitterly: "I can accept that Germany
should become one nation again. But

why do they want to join an alliance that

is opposed to us? I fear that history could

repeat itself.” Another Soviet citizen

complained: "It’s one thing to have lost

the cold war. But we don’t want to feel

we lost the second world war as well."

Mikhail Gorbachev is certainly doing

everything he can to make the Soviet

people feel that way.

Bonn: “We Are the
Main Money Men”

For the time being, the direct threat to

the Soviet Union will come from the

expansion of German capital. Justifying

going it alone to work out the deal with

Moscow. West German foreign minister

Genscher remarked, "Anyway, the Rus-

sians know we are the main money men"
(Der Spiegel, 16 July). But ultimately,

imperialist economic aggrandizement

must be defended militarily. After finally

agreeing to recognize the Oder-Neisse

border with Poland, and with the inclu-

sion of all Germany in NATO. Kohl
reportedly said of this "drift to the

West": "Thereby a certain vacuum is

created in the direction of the East.” And
who will fill that "vacuum"?

Not surprisingly. Germany’s re-

emergence as a great power has ruffled

the feathers of its own allies. Thatcher

cabinet member Nicholas Ridley created

a diplomatic storm when he railed about

a "German racket designed to take over

the whole of Europe" (with the French
"behaving like poodles to the Germans")
and declared it was more necessary than

ever for Britain to preserve the "balance

of power" in Europe "with Germany so

uppity." German Count Otto von Lambs-
dorff sneered that his fellow aristocrat in

England "had not been able to get over

England’s defeat by the Germans in the

World Cup." And Thatcher reluctantly

sacked her closest adviser.

The Ridley affair caused a brouhaha

for “Saying the Unsayable About the

Germans" (as his 14 July Spectator inter-

view was titled)— at least out in the

open. But the point Kohl made by

announcing the agreement with Gorba-
chev as a bilateral accord and not as part

of the so-called "four plus two" talks

(of the postwar occupying powers and

the two Germanys) was lost on no one.

Democratic Congressman Lee Hamilton

groused. "This makes it clearer than ever

that the Germans are leading Western

policy toward the Soviet Union." The
unease in the White House was captured

by the New York Times (18 July) in the

piquant headline, “Bush Declares He
Does Not Feel Left Out by Gorbachev
and Kohl."

In the last six months the Kremlin

Stalinists have presided over the reversal

of the results of the Red Army's victories

in World War II. In fact the deal with

Kohl simply dots the i’s and crosses

the t's to Gorbachev’s acquiescence last

February to West Germany’s aim of

annexation of East Germany, the German
Democratic Republic (DDR). Taking

their cue from the Kremlin, the then-

ruling PDS buckled under to Kohl’s drive

for currency union, paving the way for

a victory for a Fourth Reich in the

March 18 Volkskammer (DDR parlia-

ment) elections. PDS prime minister

Modrow joined Kohl and the worst

Greater German nationalists in proclaim-

ing "Deutschland einig Vaterland" (Ger-

many, single fatherland).

Now PDS chairman Gregor Gysi hails

Gorbachev’s latest capitulation, pointing

to West Germany’s renunciation of ABC
(atomic, biological and chemical) weap-
ons. the limitation on troop strength and

recognition of the Polish border. These
will be about as effective as the Wash-
ington and Geneva agreements in the

1920s limiting naval armaments, or the

1928 Kellogg Pact renouncing war "as

an instrument of national policy." These
pieces of paper hardly prevented World

War II. Nor did "treaty obligations" stop

Hitler from sending the Wehrmacht into

the “demilitarized" Rhineland in 1936.

any more than Kohl’s promise not to

bring in NATO nuclear weapons will

make the territory of the former DDR
"denuclearized." And Hitler not only

acknowledged Poland's borders, but

signed a “non-aggression" agreement
with Poland as early as 1933!

Gysi also appeals to black-red-gold

German nationalism in pushing the PDS'
call for an all-German referendum on the

reunited country's affiliation to NATO.
This puts him in the same camp with

some of the worst revanchist forces, who
want to see Germany as an independent

superpower (and would hang every com-
munist they could find). Such talk of

referendums is a constant refrain from

the PDS and liberal DDR nationalists

like Neues Forum, who were previously

pushing for a June 17 plebiscite on a

DDR constitution worked out by the now-
disappeared Round Table. These bankrupt

Stalinists and their impotent popular-

frontist fellow travelers act as though

German imperialism would seriously

allow its interests to be interfered with

by such democratic window-dressing.

For Revolutionary Unity
of German, Polish and
Soviet Workers!

The Gorbachev-Kohl agreement came
on the heels of the 28th Soviet Commu-
nist Party congress earlier in the month,

where the Soviet leader got considerable

flak from oldline Stalinists like Yegor
Ligachev and sections of the Soviet High

Command for handing East Germany
over to the West. Gorbachev retorted by
demanding to know if the Ligachevites

were prepared to send in tanks to stop

German unity. Gorbachev’s rout of the

"conservative" opposition freed his hands

to go all the way with Kohl. Meanwhile.

Russian republic head Boris Yeltsin and

the Leningrad and Moscow mayors flam-

boyantly quit the party, raising the

prospect of a deep-going split in the

bureaucracy.

With the collapse of the Stalinist

regimes in East Europe, once again the

Soviet Union finds itself isolated, encir-

cled and endangered. But as all wings of

Stalinism lie prostrate before the imperi-

alist advance, the working class has

begun to reassert itself. In East Germany,

since currency union took effect July I

there has been scarcely a day without

strike action by significant sections of

the DDR workers— first metal workers,

then rail workers and. most recently, a

strike by commercial workers against the

bureaucrats-become-bosses. Poland has

already witnessed one massive strike by

rail workers against the pro-capitalist

austerity policy, and the country seethes

with social discontents.

In the Soviet Union, wracked by a

deep-going social crisis, the coal miners

who showed their power in last summer’s

strike again flexed their muscles in a

one-day protest strike on July 1 1 . Yet the

miners' leaders appear to be under the

sway of the pro-capitalist demagogue
Yeltsin and his ilk. A statement from a

leader of the Kuzbass Council of Work-

ers Committees said the strike was to

"show our support for the new leadership

of the Russian Federation and for its

programme of democratic reforms" (Mos-

cow News, 15 July). Currently, workers’

struggles in the former Soviet bloc are

headed in every conceivable direction. A
clear class leadership is needed to point

the way to reforging the historic revolu-

tionary unity of the German. Polish and
Soviet proletariat.

The bankruptcy of the Stalinist lie of
“socialism in one country” is definitively

proved, and along with it the bureaucracy

whose ideology this formula embodied
is going down the tubes. But authentic

communism expresses the interests of the

international working class, and is regen-

erated in every serious, class battle. And
from Korea and South Africa to East

Europe, the class struggle is alive and
well.

The spectre of a Fourth Reich brings

home that time is running out for human-
ity. If civilization is not to be extin-

guished through nuclear annihilation in

another world war. the working class

must forge a Leninist-Trotskyist van-

guard party capable of sweeping away
the imperialist system of war and exploi-

tation. As Trotsky wrote almost six dec-

ades ago, in his essay on "The Class

Nature of the Soviet State" (October

1933): “The problem of the world revo-

lution as well as the problem of the

Soviet Union may be summed up in one
and the same brief formula: The Fourth
International." The fight of the Inter-

national Communist League to reforge

the Fourth International remains the key
today.
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Polish Workers Groan Under

Solidarnosc Starvation Policy

Warsaw Eyewitness Report
Twojournalistsfrom Workers Vanguard

who had spent several months covering

the events in Germany visited Poland in

early June. This report is based on their

observations.

The signs of Poland’s newfound capi-

talism are easy to spot walking down any

street. Posters displaying the Eagle and

Cross of Polish reaction cover the walls

of buildings, their message punctuated by

crude and pervasive anti-Semitic graffiti.

Street vendors fill the sidewalks: old

women clutching a handful of flowers,

young women with babies sitting next to

a bucket of strawberries, young men
behind card tables stacked with cigarettes

or books or spare parts. People hawk
anything they can in a desperate scram-

ble to survive. Kids as young as five or

six have become "food burglars." driven

to steal to feed themselves. People still

look reasonably well dressed and healthy

—the effects of malnutrition and impov-

erishment have not yet become visible.

In the ten months since a Solidarnosc -

dominated government came to power
in Warsaw, pledged to the reintroduction

of capitalism, the people of Poland have

seen their living standards reduced to

those of a Third World country. Real

wages have been slashed by 40 percent

since the imposition of a Chilean-style

economic “shock treatment" in Janu-

ary. In the same period, unemployment
jumped from less than 10,000 to over

440,000. After several months of un-

controlled inflation, during which prices

as much as doubled in a month, the zloty

has now more or less "stabilized”—at

10.000 to the dollar. A loaf of bread

costs 3,000 zlotys, a kilogram of sausage

25-35.000—well over a day’s wages. A
small washing machine runs around three

million zlotys. The day we arrived all

rail fares were doubled.

While the masses of working people

are being driven to starvation to slake

the greed of the International Monetary

Fund, the promised flood of foreign

investment which was supposed to pro-

duce an economic "miracle on the

Vistula" has not been forthcoming. A
pro-socialist student activist at Warsaw
University put it well: "To have capital-

ism. you need to have capital. Without

capital you do not have capitalism,

but...‘poorism’." He explains that his

postgraduate study stipend is 500,000

zlotys ($50) per month, roughly the wage

of a young teacher, out of which he

pays 300.000 zlotys rent for a one-room

apartment. How does he manage to eat?

“Sometimes.”

Lodz is Poland’s second city, an old

industrial center. Most of the workforce,

overwhelmingly women, is employed in

the textile mills around which the city

flourished at the turn of the century.

They are paid 550.000 zlotys a month.

They can barely feed themselves. But if

the Church and sections of Solidarnosc

have their way in eliminating the right to

abortion, these women will be forced to

have babies they can literally not afford

to feed. Moreover, the textile mills are

about to be shut down. A city of 750,000

will become a ghost town. What are

these women workers supposed to do

when they are thrown out of work?

Starve.

Whether people support Solidarnosd

and the government of Prime Minis-

ter Tadeusz Mazowiecki or not. all are

agreed that things have never been worse

—the only question is whether the situa-

tion will ultimately get better. Many
working people are coming to the conclu-

sion that it won’t— unless they act. The

“honeymoon" between the Polish people

and Solidarnosc in power is approaching

its end. In May. a strike by rail workers

demanding higher wages tied up a third

of the country. Farmers protesting the

end of government price subsidies recent-

ly staged two actions in Warsaw— in one

case they dumped a truckload of potatoes

outside the ministry of agriculture, in the

second they occupied the ministry until

the government ordered the cops in. Then
on July 1 1, farmers blockaded roads and

highways throughout the country to press

their demands.

Workers Resist
Capitalist Austerity

We arrived just in time for the second

day of the OPZZ (All Poland Trade

Union Alliance) congress, which took

place in Warsaw on June 1-3. The OPZZ
was founded by the Stalinists in 1985 as

the official trade-union federation, but it

refused to simply be swept along when
the Stalinists entered into a coalition with

Solidarnosd last August. It has some
seven million members and is growing,

while SolidamoSd has fewer than two

million and is splintering.

Yet while the Second Congress of

Solidarnosd, which took place in Gdansk
the month before, was widely covered in

the Western press, the OPZZ Second

Congress went virtually unnoticed. This

was even more true of the Western left

press like the American Socialist Action

(followers of Ernest Mandel), which still

adulates Solidarnosc as “potentially the

most powerful workers' movement in the

world." Nor were any of the self-styled

Trotskyist groups in Poland to be seen at

the OPZZ congress.

The more than 700 delegates at the

congress eagerly received the "Letter

to Polish Workers" issued by our'eom-

rades of the Spartak ist Workers Party

of Germany (SpAD), which laid out

our tendency’s consistent opposition to

Reuters

clerical-nationalist Solidarnosc and which

counterposed to bankrupt Stalinism the

Leninist-Trotskyist perspective of prole-

tarian internationalism (see WV No. 504,

15 June). Many took small bundles to

take back home with them.

These beleaguered trade unionists par-

ticularly appreciated the efforts of our

comrades in Germany to seek active soli-

darity with the Polish workers. At the

time of the rail strike in northwestern

Poland, the Komitee fur soziale Verteidi-

gung, a social and legal defense organi-

zation in accord with the views of the

SpAD. approached trade unions in East

and West Germany for the creation of a

solidarity fund for aid to Polish strikers.

Around the same time, the defense com-

mittee and SpAD co-sponsored a picket

to protest the racist policies of the West

Berlin Aldi supermarket chain, which

was openly discriminating against Polish

customers.

Fear and anxiety over the prospect of

a united capitalist Germany is pervasive

among the Polish population, not sur-

prising given West German chancellor

Kohl’s refusal for months to make a

clear statement recognizing Poland’s

postwar western border. Even hardened

reactionary supporters of the government

were impressed with a communist group

in Germany which fights for the rights of

Poles in the face of a seeming national

consensus for a Fourth Reich. Our call

for reforging the revolutionary unity of

the German. Polish and Russian proletar-

iat is today both timely and urgent.

The combativity of the Polish workers

was amply demonstrated by the rail

strike/occupation. But just as it was

about to go nationwide, the strike col-

lapsed. on the basis of an eleventh-hour

intervention by Walesa, demonstrating

the absence of a leadership and program

to defend working-class interests The
Social Democracy of the Republic of

Poland (SdRP), one of the remnants of

the old Stalinist party, clearly continues

to have influence in the leadership of the

OPZZ. Unlike Solidarnosc, the OPZZ
supported the rail workers strike. But the

congress voted to support strikes only as

a measure of last resort.

One OPZZ spokesman explained.

"People are joining us because they

expect us to fight for their rights” ( Chi-

cago Tribune. 10 June). Yet a leading

member of the SdRP and. until this con-

gress, senior officer of the OPZZ. told us

that strikes now were "risky" given the

state of the economy. Like the PDS in

East Germany, these demoralized Stalin-

ists turned social democrats accept the

restoration of capitalism and call only for

a social safety net. OPZZ chairman Al-

fred Miodowicz appealed to give the

Mazowiecki government time, with the

argument that the only alternative to the

present government is a right-wing dicta-

torial regime.

Walesa Yearns To Be
a New Pilsudski

This is an admission of bankruptcy.

While 40 years of Stalinist lies and mis-

management have certainly done their

continued on page 6
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Inti-Semitic Filth in Solidarnosc’ Poland

Workers Power group try to cover up

their years of support to SolidarnoSd by

cynically raising hollow slogans like "No

Return to Capitalism!" while fondly

recalling “the fighting strength of the

early days of SolidamoSd the trade un-

ion." They're not the only ones to look

back to the “early days.” One of the most

rabidly anti-Semitic and anti-Communist

outfits in Poland today is “Solidarnosc

’80." centered in Szczecin and led by one

Marian Jurczyk, who garnered a quarter

In 1 980-8

1

. as the bourgeois press was

singing praise for Walesa and Solidar-

no6c and the pro-imperialist labor bu-

reaucracies were tunneling in dollars and

D-marks to Ronald Reagan's favorite

“trade union," a lot of fake-Trotskyists

emerged as neo-hard-core social demo-

crats to lead the cheering. They ignored

the photos of priests hearing confession

in Gdansk's Lenin shipyard and dismissed

Walesa's kowtowing to Reagan and the

Pope. We followed Trotsky's admonition

in the Transitional Program and simply

said what is: that support to Solidarnosc

was anti-working-class and counterposed

to the Trotskyist perspective of pro-

letarian political revolution. We stood on

the historic interests of the international

proletariat even when it meant that our

Marxist program stood counterposed to

the consciousness of the overwhelming

bulk of the Polish working class.

The bottom line for Solidarnosc' leftist

cheerleaders was that “ten million Polish

workers can't be wrong." Now many of

those ten million are coming to the con-

clusion that maybe they were wrong. As

the Polish workers begin to struggle

against the ravages of capitalist restora-

tion inflicted on them by Solidarnosc, its

erstwhile left supporters twist and turn in

Letter to

DDR...
(continuedfrom page 3)

Hitler powers to expropriate political

parties) who want “to silence all opposi-

tion in their drive to a Fourth Reich by

imposing drastic police-state measures

taken from the Third Reich."

How dare you set up this Volkskam-

mer commission in order to control what

an organization does with its member-
ship's dues! The fact is that dues paid

into the SED/PDS in the last four and a

half decades probably exceed its present

assets. And we know what comes next.

There are Berufsverbote
l
black listing],

which are to be generalized at will

against the millions of SED/PDS mem-
bers and ex-members and against anyone

who resists. We remember Stammheim

[prison]—we are still left wondering how
in a high-security prison RAF [Red Army
Faction] leaders managed to assassinate

themselves a few years ago.

The Left Must Thwart the

Government’s Expropriation

Campaign Through Unity in Action

The SPD, which built Stammheim. was

also the initiator and driving force behind

this law. We call for ostentatious, mass

repudiation of this law. for all proletarian

and left organizations and all those con-

cerned with civil liberties to follow our

example. We call on them to take a stand

that can assist in thwarting the designs of

those who want to make us march to the

capitalist drummer—just as the economic

strike actions of East German workers

have begun to do today.

Toralf Endruweit, for the

Spartakist Workers Party

of Germany

Poland...
(continued from page 5)

share to make "socialism" a curse word

among many in Poland, millions are

looking for an alternative to Solidarnosc.

Not only is SolidarnoSc dwarfed by the

OPZZ in the workplace; even on the

campuses, which have been a hotbed of

nationalist agitation, the formerly Stalin-

ist student federation (ZSP) remains

substantially bigger than its SolidarnoSc

rival as well. But with both the OPZZ
and ZSP denying that they have anything

to do with politics, desperation and dis-

content with the government are being

exploited by forces well to the right of

the present regime. On the streets, right-

wing Christian-nationalist posters out-

number those of the left by at least ten

to one.

As he made clear at the SolidarnoSd

congress in May, Lech Walesa has his

sights set on being another Pilsudski, the

fascistic bonapartist dictator of Poland in

the late ’20s and ’30s. Walesa has

grouped around him a so-called Center

Alliance, who attack the Mazowiecki

government from the right, demanding

that the shock treatment be made even

more intense and immediate while insist-

ing that all “Communists” be driven out

of the administration. Even leading

Solidarnosc ideologue Adam Michnik.

who is of Jewish origin, is baited as

a “crypto-Communist." Attempting to

conciliate Walesa and maintain his own

crumbling support, Mazowiecki has

pulled a coup in his own cabinet, over-

turning the agreement of last August

which gave former Stalinists control of

the ministries of interior and defense.

To the right of Walesa stand openly

anti-Semitic, fascistic outfits like the

Confederation for an Independent Poland

(KPN). In Lodz, even pro-capitalist,

pro-Solidarnosc students were alarmed

by the recent victory of the KPN and

other Christian-nationalists in the munici-

pal elections in late May. "The Church

is now in power in Lodz," said one.

Though they did not win a majority

of seats in the city government, the

Christian-nationalists got the mayoralty

on the basis of a pact with Solidarnosc.

In the years before World War II, the

city was known as "Red Lodz” because

of its militant, pro-socialist proletariat. It

was here that the party Proletariat, the

first workers party in the tsarist empire,

was founded by Ludwik Warynski in

1883. In 1905 the revolutionary workers

of Lodz staged the first armed workers

insurrection against the tsar. Until the

war, a third of this city’s population was
Jewish. Of those 250,000, barely 200 are

left. Asked if things had gotten better or

worse under Solidarnosc, one elderly Jew
replied: “A lot worse! The Endek won
the last election. Those are the people in

power in Lodz now." The Endek (Nation-

al Democracy) was the party of official
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German Trotskyists protest anti-Polish discrimination at Aldl supermarket,
West Berlin, In May.

Polish currency features Ludwik Warynski, founder of Proletariat, first socialist

party founded in tsarist empire, 1883.

anti-Semitism in interwar Poland, which

provided a lot of the cadre for the anti-

Communist nationalist Home Army and

a lot of the pogromists.

There is scarcely a street in Warsaw

which does not have some plaque

or monument commemorating the 1944

Warsaw Uprising led by the Home Army
(while, without exception, memorials to

Jewish or Communist fighters against

Nazism have been defaced). But the one

lasting achievement of the Home Army
was to finish Hitler’s job in ridding Po-

land of Jews.

After the Red Army drove the Nazis

out of Lodz in 1945, only 20,000 Jews

were left to return to their old home,

having found refuge in the Soviet Union

or survived the concentration camps. In

July 1946, elements of the Home Army
vented their frustration against the Red

Army liberators by staging a pogrom in

the nearby city of Kielce. With the

pogromist refrain, "You’ll get what the

Jews of Kielce got." reverberating in

their ears, all but a small number of

the survivors of the Holocaust were

driven out of Lodz. (Those who re-

mained, many of them Communists,

were forced out by an anti-Semitic

purge led by Stalinist secret police chief

Mieczyslaw Moczar in 1968.)

The Jews are gone, but the anti-

Semitic pogromists are back. When a

memorial plaque was erected in early

July to honor the victims of the Kielce

pogrom, the latter-day Endeks went on

a rampage

—

defacing the monument, des-

ecrating Jewish tombstones, and breaking

up commemoration meetings and a

performance by an Israeli group. A letter

by Polish Jews to the Warsaw govern-

ment recently expressed strong fears

over the shocking rise in anti-Semitic

activity over the past year. And at

the SolidarnoSd congress in April, Wa-

lesa reportedly vowed to “eliminate"

homosexuals and other “marginalized el-

ements" (Nightlines [Chicago], 11 July).

“I’m afraid he could be a kind of Polish

Hitler.” said one Polish gay activist. This

is what the restoration of capitalism is

bringing back to Poland.

Today fake-Trotskyists like the English

Spartakist/WV Photos

disarray. As we wrote in "Letter to Po-

lish Workers":

“Those who have paved the way for capi-

talist restoration cannot lead the struggles

to beat it back. ..

"Only the Trotskyists have a program
to combat capitalist counterrevolution

and imperialist war. by returning to the

authentic communism of Rosa Luxem-
burg and Lenin— the fight to defend and

extend the gains of the October Revolu-

tion through socialist revolutions through-

out the capitalist world. Forward to a

Trotskyist party in Poland, section of

a reborn Fourth International.''

of the vote as a “radical" (right-wing)

opposition to Walesa at the 1981 Solidar-

nosc congress. At the time. Jurczyk de-

clared that three-quarters of the Stalinist

leadership were really Jews who had

changed their names and that “a couple

of gallows would come in handy” to deal

with these "traitors to Polish society.” As

reflected in its name, Solidarnosc ’80

deems itself the “true" spirit of Solidar-

no£d. And indeed it is—they are clerical-

nationalist, pro-capitalist reactionaries to

the core.

Warsaw:
Solidarno£6

in power fuels

shocking rise

in anti-Semitic
activity under

Eagle and Cross
of historic

Polish reaction.
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Morenoism: A Case Study

in Stalinophobia
We print below the second of two parts

of an article from the joint bulletin of the

Grupo Espartaquista de Mexico and the

Trotskyist Faction which was expelled

from the Mexican POS in May. For Part

One and further materials on the fusion

of the GEM and FT, see WV No. 506
(13 July).

By the

Grupo Espartaquista

de Mexico

PART TWO OF TWO

As a result of the destruction of the

Fourth International as world party of

socialist revolution with the rise of the

liquidationist current headed by Michel

Pablo in 1951-53, a multitude of groups

have laid claim to the mantle of Trotsky-

ism. Pabloism denied the central proposi-

tion of Trotsky’s Transitional Program,

that the key to solving the crisis of hu-

manity lies in the struggle for a revolu-

tionary proletarian leadership. The Amer-
ican SWP of James P. Cannon opposed
Pabloism, although belatedly and chiefly

on the national terrain. It published its

"Letter to the Trotskyists Throughout

the World” (November 1953) and formed

the International Committee, of which we
in the International Communist League

(Fourth Internationalist) consider our-

selves the heirs. But the IC never func-

tioned as an international organization,

and the necessary international fight to

politically defeat Pabloism was not un-

dertaken. Thus in Argentina in the '50s,

Pablo’s man, Juan Posadas, built an inde-

pendent party while Nahuel Moreno, who
headed the Latin American Secretariat of

Orthodox Trotskyism (SLATO), affiliated

to the International Committee, carried

out a policy of liquidation into the bour-

geois nationalist movement of Peronism.

From Political Banditry
to Social Democracy

We have documented elsewhere the

chameleon-like character of Moreno, who
changed his skin coloration according to

prevailing fashion (see our Moreno Truth

Kit
,
published in 1980). We characterized

him as a “political bandit” for having

presented himself successively in the

colors of Peronism, Castroism, Maoism,

social democracy and Sandinismo, as

well as his enthusiasm for Solidarnosd

and Khomeini. His maneuverist "method”

was always to present himself as the left

wing of some other movement rather

than as a Trotskyist. More generally,

Morenoism can be considered a regional

variant of Pabloism, with a preference

for Third World strongmen (caudillos ).

During Moreno’s exile after the 1976

military coup, it took on more radical

forms. But following his return to Argen-

tina in the '80s, it has consolidated as an

organically social-democratic tendency.

It’s interesting, therefore, to look at

the evolution of Morenoism concerning

Stalinism. In the ’60s, when the Chinese

and Cuban revolutions were in vogue,

Moreno wrote about them in a tone

which Morenoite militants today would

not recognize. Referring to “the authentic

colonial revolutionaries.” he said: “their

revisionism is not only progressive, revo-

lutionary, but also has great dynamism. . .

.

It is a pre-Trotskyist revisionism of au-

thentic revolutionaries." He puts forward

the possibility “that the vanguard changes

hands: from rural guerrillas to urban

struggle, from the peasantry to the prole-

tariat, from the backward countries to

the advanced” (“Las revoluciones china

e indochina” ( 1 967 J). Moreno’s subse-

quent (reformist) opposition to the petty-

bourgeois adventurist strategy of guerril-

laism was due to the fact that some of

his followers tried to put his own words
into practice.

In the same pamphlet, Moreno repeat-

edly praised the Maoist and Castroite

varieties of Stalinism. On the Mao Tse-

tung regime: “This bonapartist dictator-

ship is revolutionary and not counter-

revolutionary like the Stalinists’....”

“We can say that Maoist theory is an

enrichment of enormous importance to

the Trotskyist Transitional Program...."

Castroism "is formed in a directly revo-

lutionary stage, without the pressure of

counterrevolutionary Stalinism and with-

out encroachments by world reaction.

This explains the dynamic, less provin-

cial, national, bureaucratic and bonapart-

ist character of Castroism." And in a

letter on China (May 1967) he underlines

the connection between this policy and

his support to Peron: “the government of

Mao is much more akin to the dynamic

of the government of Nkrumah. Nasser.

Paz Estenssoro or Peron at his high point

than to Stalinism."

During the ’80s, in contrast, Moreno-

ism joined the anti-Soviet campaign
which went from Ronald Reagan to much
of the “far left," all of them “in solidarity

with SolidamoSc.” Thus after the break-

down of the Parity Committee with Lam-
bert. the IWL joined the initiative of

the British WRP, after the expulsion of

its “founder-leader" Gerry Healy, which

formed a "Preparatory Committee” to

"reorganize" the Fourth International.

Among the “Ten Points" which served as

the foundation of this new rotten bloc.

Late Nahuel Moreno: “In the Camp of the Argentine Military Dictatorship”
during bloody 1982 Malvinas/Falklands war.

Harrity/U S News & World Report

Morenoite anti-Sovietism: solidarity with Polish anti-

communists, denunciation of Red Army intervention
against CIA-backed Afghan mujahedin cutthroats who
shoot teachers (above).

which were written with Moreno's aid.

the spinal column is Stalinophobia. They
insist that "this bureaucracy has no ‘dual

nature’ but is parasitic on the work-

ers’ state and is ‘counter-revolutionary

through and through’.”

The response of the PTS to the opposi-

tion which arose inside the Mexican POS
against its capitulation before counterrev-

olution in Germany also insists on deny-

ing the dual character of the Stalinist

bureaucracy which, while seeking coexis-

tence with imperialism, rests upon the

economic foundations of the dictatorship

of the proletariat, and therefore can find

itself compelled to defend in its manner
— that is to say. bureaucratically—these

foundations in order to protect its own
privileges. This understanding is funda-

mental to the Trotskyist program and

analysis of the degenerated and deformed

workers states. Trotsky himself explained

it in this way:

"Nine-tenths of the strength of the Stalin-

ist apparatus lies not in itself but in the

social changes wrought by the victorious

revolution. Still, this consideration alone

does not decide the question, but it does
bear a great methodological significance.

It shows us how and why the Stalinist

apparatus could completely squander its

meaning as the international revolution-

ary factory and yet preserve a part of its

progressive meaning as the gatekeeper of
the social conquests of the proletarian

revolution. This dual position—we may
add—represents in itself one of the mani-
festations of the unevenness of historical

development.”—“The Class Nature of the

Soviet State" (October 1933)

Trotsky emphasizes this anew in The
Revolution Betrayed ( 1 936), stating: "The

Soviet bureaucracy has expropriated the

proletariat politically in order by methods
of its own to defend the social con-

quests." And in his final struggle, against

the petty-bourgeois opposition (inside the

American SWP) led by Shachtman and

Burnham, who abandoned unconditional

defense of the USSR and questioned (and

later denied) the working-class nature of

the Soviet state, Trotsky insisted once
more on this dual character of the bu-

reaucracy. In 1937 he wrote an article

against Burnham which is cited by the

leaders of the Argentine PTS as a sup-

posed indication that Trotsky held that

Stalin is “counterrevolutionary through

and through." But the quote proves pre-

cisely the opposite, emphatically so. Let

us see:

"The function of Stalin, like the function

of Green (then head of the American
trade-union federation AFL], has a dual

character. Stalin serves the bureaucracy
and thus the world bourgeoisie; but he
cannot serve the bureaucracy without
defending that social foundation which
the bureaucracy exploits in its own inter-

ests. To that extent does Stalin defend
nationalized property from imperialist

attacks and from the too impatient and
avaricious layers of the bureaucracy
itself. However, he carries through this

defense with methods that prepare the

general destruction of Soviet society. It

is exactly because of this that the Stalin-

ist clique must be overthrown. But it is

the revolutionary proletariat who must
overthrow it. The proletariat cannot sub-
contract this work to the imperialists. In

spite of Stalin, the proletariat defends the

USSR from imperialist attacks."— “Not a Workers’ and
Not a Bourgeois State?”
(November 1937)

Morenoism, in contrast, has “subcontract-

ed" the overthrow of the bureaucracy

to imperialism, which seeks to eradicate

the workers state in its totality. They
thus act as a/m-Trotskyist lawyers for

counterrevolution.

continued on page 8
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Morenoism...
(continued from page 7)

The Morenoites have no Marxist argu-

ments to defend such a policy of capitu-

lation. So they resort to bureaucratic

expulsion, on patently political grounds,

and to lies against the Spartacists. As a

typical example, they claim that we pret-

tify the Nicaraguan Sandinistas. yet it

was the Simon Bolivar Brigade, formed

by the Morenoites. which waved a red-

and-black flag with the initials of the

FSLN (as well as a letter signed by the

former "Comandante Zero." Eden Pasto-

ral. and which called for a Sandinista

government. Likewise over the Falk-

lands/Malvinas war. they hold that the

Spartacists took the "asinine" position of

opposing “both Argentina and Britain."

We said "Sink Thatcher! Sink Galtieri!"

while Moreno and his followers placed

themselves, explicitly, “in the military

camp of the Argentine dictatorship"

(Correo International, April 1982). play-

ing the game of the genocidal generals

who had killed tens of thousands of

leftists and by means of this cynical

adventure (with the free help of national-

ist fake-leftists) sought to head off a

general strike, then in the offing.

Behind the puerile insults ("the Sparta-

cist Bat-sect”) and oh-so-virile references

to "fevered minds" who “bawl” and

"whimper" like “petty bourgeois fright-

ened over the danger of a Fourth Reich”

and “of the real existence of fascist or-

ganizations like Pamyat in Russia." we see

the core of the real positions of the PTS:

they deny the existence of a counterrevo-

lutionary military danger posed by impe-

rialism in order to declare fundamental

theses of Trotskyism and Leninism null

and void Thus they criticize us for fight-

ing for the “unconditional defense of the

DDR." and they insist that the actions of

the Warsaw Pact troops "during the last

40 years in no way defended the founda-

tions of the workers state of the DDR or

the Soviet Union" (letter to the Mexican

POS). So therefore imperialism presum-

ably peacefully coexisted with the work-

ers states lo these several decades? This

is a frontal attack on Lenin, who in his

book on The State and Revolution held

that imperialism would wage a no-holds-

barred war against the dictatorship of the

proletariat, as in fact happened. These

second-rate Morenoites openly reject the

positions of Trotsky, scrapping his de-

fensism of the USSR— which was a

constant of his revolutionary politics—
because In Defense of Marxism was
written when "the Second war had al-

ready begun in fact."

In the pamphlet in which they publish

the “Theses on the Political Revolution"

which the PTS document refers to (Cua-

dernos de Avanzudu Socialism No. 4,

April 1990), they make explicit their

denial of even the possibility of counter-

revolution. and hence their denial of the

validity of the demand for defense of the

workers states. Thus they categorically

state in the introduction to the pamphlet

that in East Europe. “Definitively, the

process that we are experiencing is that

of political revolution and not of capital-

ist counterrevolution." In a separate box

they add that “what is posed today is not

the danger of imperialist invasion" and

therefore. “Any attempt to defend the

bureaucracy, in the present conjuncture,

claiming the need to defend the workers

state." is nothing but “a villainous capitu-

lation to Stalinism... under the princi-

pled' cover of defense of the workers

states." This was. exactly and precisely,

the reasoning of Shachtman in 1939-40.

who held that there was no invasion of

the Soviet Union and therefore defense

of the USSR was not applicable. Later,

after the Nazi invasion, he "discovered"

that there was nothing left of a workers

state in the Soviet Union.

If the threat of an imminent West

German invasion of the DDR isn’t raised

today it is because of the presence of

Soviet troops—the same ones which the

Morenoites want to withdraw as an "oc-

cupation army"—and because imperial-

ism intends to swallow the country whole

by economic means at first, and then

later to mop up the military remnants of

the previous regime. We Spartacists are

fighting at every step to defend the work-

ers’ gains, which are being handed over

to imperialism by dying Stalinism. The
Morenoites "eliminate" counterrevolution

with sophisms while going along with it

in reality.

The PTS accuses the ICL of being a

"Pabloite sect" and even “Pabloites to the

nth degree" when it is Morenoism which

has scandalously tailed after every anti-

proletarian leadership imaginable. While

the Revolutionary Tendency, predecessor

of the Spartacist tendency, was fighting

inside the American SWP against the

capitulation to Castroism and the reunifi-

cation with Pablo/Mandel’s I.S. which

gave birth to the United Secretariat. Mo-
reno supported the USec and praised

Castro. And although the PTS ascribes to

Pabloism the authorship of Trotsky’s

thesis on the dual nature of Stalinism. M.
Pablo stood for something quite different,

that the Communist parties could “rough-

ly outline a revolutionary orientation"

(see “Genesis of Pabloism," Spartacist

No. 21. Fall 1972). Compare this with

what Moreno wrote about Maoism and

Castroism (quoted above), which he

justified by denying that these currents

were Stalinist.

As far as the claim that the ICL
equates the positions of Lenin and Rosa

Luxemburg on the national question, this

is pure invention. Certainly it is true that

both were guided by proletarian interna-

tionalism and not one or another variety

of nationalism, as is the case with Soli-

damosc. Stalinists of various stripes, and

Morenoism. And in addition to bureau-

cratic expulsions and lies, which for the

bureaucrats are the preliminaries to vio-

lence. it must be said that the Morenoites

have taken over from the Stalinists and

bourgeois nationalists the practice of

thuggery against political opponents on

the left (and even inside their own organ-

izations). Comrades of the Spartacist

League/U.S. in Los Angeles were victims

of a murderous claw-hammer attack on

them in October 1982 led by one Nicho-

las Kramer (a.k.a. Le6n P£rez) which we
vigorously denounced. Morenoite mili-

tants from the U.S. to Argentina will

be aware of Perez’ subsequent dubious

career.

The sudden coming apart of Moreno-
ism shortly after the death of its Ifder

mdximo is not accidental. Moreno not

only acted as caudillo, but also as the

maneuverer-in-chief of a tendency which

has been characterized by its constant

maneuvers. Who. then, should decide the

next turn, since at no point are they

guided by principles? While the MAS
is consolidating as a social-democratic

party on the Argentine national terrain,

and the PTS oscillates as a satellite

around it, without a political compass,

their changing international connections

will become less and less relevant and

their now-superfluous references to Trot-

skyism will disappear.

Precisely today, when counterrevolu-

tion threatens all of East Europe, the ICL

is at its post, defending the workers'

gains to prepare the way for new ones.

Precisely now that the Stalinists are

unmasked as having no arguments and no
program for combatting imperialism’s

new thrust to plunder and dismantle the

deformed. workers states, and in fact are

giving them avJty. there is a great open-

ing and a crucial need for authentic Trot-

skyism as the only credible and intransi-

gent communists defending the working
class. When the Morenoites accuse oppo-
sitionists of being "Spartacist agents" the

accusation is of being?. .Trotskyists. And
while the revisionists rock in the wake of
bourgeois triumphalism, we say with

Trotsky (in The Revolution Betrayed) that

"The proletariat has not yet said its last

word.’B

(
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Canada...
(continued from page 12)

Quebec bosses who see greater market

advantage south of the border.

Quebec: National Oppression
and Class Struggle

Quebec was forcibly incorporated into

British North America following the

defeat of the French garrison on the

Plains of Abraham in the citadel of Que-
bec in J759. In the Confederation of

1867 the national subjugation of the

Quebecois was the cornerstone of the

newly “independent” Canadian state. For

more than two centuries Quebec was kept

in benighted, priest-ridden rural back-

wardness by the English overlords in

alliance with the Roman Catholic church.

Finally in the 1960s the Liberal govern-

ment of Jean Lesage moved to modernize

and secularize Quebec society in what

was known as the "Quiet Revolution." In

1967 when French president Charles de

Gaulle declared “Vive le Quebec libre!”

from the balcony of Montreal's City

Hall, he addressed the aspirations of a

section of the Quebecois middle class

(and was asked to leave the country by

the Canadian government).

The belated emergence from Church-

dominated backwardness produced an

upwardly-mobile Quebecois petty bour-

geoisie who sought to become “mattres

chez eux" (masters in their own house),

initially through sharply increased public

spending on education and economic
development. Where 30 years ago barely

3 percent of Quebec youth graduated

from college, today the figure is 20 per-

cent and rising. Quebec’s birth rate used

to be one of the highest in the Western

world; today it is the lowest. Freed from
the shackles of clerical provincialism,

where priests fulminated from the pulpit

against the evils of trade unions, there

also emerged the most militant and class-

conscious proletariat north of Mexico.

Quebecois workers faced systematic

discrimination on the basis of language;

as late as the 1970s many were forbidden

even to speak French on the job.

Opposition to such chauvinism and

to the brutal suppression of Quebec’s
national rights, brought home again in

the 1 970 military occupation of Montreal

under the War Measures Act, fueled an

upsurge of labor militancy of a scope

not seen in North America since at

least the 1930s. The province-wide gen-

eral strike of May 1972 reached near-

insurrectionary proportions, with key

industrial towns seized by the workers

and more than a dozen radio and TV sta-

tions taken over to broadcast messages

of solidarity. But Quebec’s "socialist”-

talking labor bureaucrats, cheered on

by most of the left, led the workers

into a nationalist trap, channeling labor

militancy into votes for the bourgeois-

nationalist Parti Quebecois.

In 1976 the PQ under Levesque de-

feated Bourassa’s Liberals to form Que-

bec’s first pro-independence government.

Thousands of English-speaking business-

men packed up and left for Toronto, and

parvenu Quebecois capitalists moved into

their executive suites. While the labor

tops claimed the PQ government would
be “progressive," we warned it would use

nationalist rhetoric to dupe the workers

while cutting their throats—and that is

exactly what happened.

Levesque went after the labor move-
ment with a vengeance not seen since the

days of Maurice Duplessis, who ruled

Quebec for 18 years with the iron hand

of clerical reaction, corruption and sav-

age strikebreaking. Among the main
targets were the unions who were the

main bastion of support for the PQ’s
nationalist policies—teachers, govern-

ment and hospital workers. So vicious

were the PQ’s anti-labor attacks that

former premier Robert Bourassa, who
was reviled as the most hated man in

Quebec after he jailed the leaders of the

province’s major labor federations in

1972. was voted back into office. Now
the union tops promote the renewed rise

of nationalism—only this time even the

socialist rhetoric is gone, as they cheer

on their new French-speaking capitalist

masters.

Nationalism and
Self-Determination

The Trotskyist League of Canada
(sympathizing section of the International

Communist League) has consistently

championed Quebec’s unconditional right

of self-determination— i.e., to independ-

ence—not out of nationalist support for

separation but rather internationalist

commitment to remove barriers (such as

the forcible subjugation of Quebec by

English Canada) to the class unity of the

English-speaking and French-speaking

workers of North America. As the TLC
stated in a Central Committee memoran-
dum on Quebec following the 1976 elec-

tion of the Parti Quebecois (see “Quebec

Nationalism and the Class Struggle,” WV
No. 145, 18 February 1977):

“In oppressed nations within multina-

tional states the question of whether or

not to advocate independence depends on
the depth of national antagonisms be-

tween the working people of the different

nations. If relations have become so
poisoned as to make genuine class unity

impossible within a single state power,

we support independence as the only way
to remove the national question from the

agenda and bring the class issue to the

fore. The Bolsheviks did not find it nec-

essary to advocate independence for the

oppressed minority nations in tsarist

Russia, yet Lenin did support the call for

Norwegian independence from Sweden."

At this time we continue to uncondi-

tionally defend Quebec’s right to inde-

pendence while not advocating the exer-

cise of that right. Despite escalating

national hostilities, it has yet to be deci-

sively demonstrated that the cause of

proletarian class unity can only be re-

solved through separation for Quebec.

However, should conflicts over language

rights, immigration policies and other

issues inflame national antagonisms to

such a point—a distinct possibility in

the present situation—then we would be

obliged to demand independence.

Certainly the potential for a deep
cleavage in the Canadian labor movement
was seen at the biennial convention of

the Canadian Labour Congress in Mon-
treal last May. When the CLC tops sub-

mitted a position paper which opposed

Meech Lake from the standpoint of the

Anglo-dominated status quo, the dele-

gation from the Quebec Federation of

Labour threatened to quit the convention

if it was even discussed.

Yet Quebec workers have played a

key role in sparking cross-Canada labor

actions. In several rail and postal strikes

of the 1970s and ’80s, the initiative was
taken by Montreal union locals. Given
the high degree of integration of the

North American economy, this militant

and combative working class has the

potential for playing a leading role in the

struggle for proletarian power through-

out North America. But this has been

undercut by the national arrogance of

the existing leadership of the English

Canadian working class— in particu-

lar the social-democratic New Democrat-

ic Party which waves the Maple Leaf

flag of Anglo-chauvinism and refuses

to recognize Quebec's right to self-

determination. Correspondingly, this has

inflamed nationalist sentiments among
Quebecois workers which their union

leaders have used to tie them to “their

own" capitalist exploiters.

In the 1970s sundry "left" nationalists

and syndicalists raised the call for an

"independent socialist Quebec." But no

strategy based on separatism— including

the utopian “socialist independence"

—

can truly show the way forward for the

working masses of Quebec. As we ar-

gued at the time, a Quebec "Commune"
would have to be extended through so-

cialist revolution throughout North Amer-
ica or it would be crushed. Now Que-
becois workers face the prospect of an

independent bourgeois Quebec "ghetto.”

At nearly 10 percent, the Quebec unem-
ployment rate is already among the

highest in Canada, and with enforced

French unilingualism it will be hard to

get out.

The proletariat of Quebec will find

their social as well as national liberation

only within the framework of a conti-

nental socialist revolution. That requires

a proletarian internationalist leadership

forged in opposition to the bureau-

cratic misleaders of the Canadian labor

movement whose reactionary national-

ism has only served to encourage feel-

ings of hostility among the working
people while protecting the bosses’ prof-

its, whether they be Canadian, American
or Quebecois.

Chauvinist Reaction
on the Rise

Today’s national polarization in Cana-
da is shot through with ugly chauvinism
on both sides. Early this year more than

50 cities and towns in Ontario passed

resolutions rejecting the federal govern-

ment’s policy of bilingualism and ban-

ning municipal services in French.

French-speaking residents of the steel

town of Sault Ste. Marie were told to

“speak white." Demonstrators for "Eng-
lish rights” in Brockville. near the

Quebec border, were filmed burning

and stomping on Quebec flags. In the

Prairies, the far-right Reform Party has

garnered mass support through anti-

French bigotry mixed with racism and a

populist anti-tax campaign.

Meanwhile, in Quebec racist anti-

immigrant banners have been prominent
in nationalist demonstrations, and the

cops and pogromist mobs repeatedly lash

out against black and Native Indian

minorities (see page 12). The main
school board in Montreal recently tried

to ban all students, including hundreds
of thousands of immigrant children

continued on page 10

Spartacist Canada

Toronto, July 4. Trotskyist League of Canada demonstrates to save death row
political prisoner Mumla Abu-Jamal, fights anti-French chauvinism in Canada.

Spartacist Canada

Montreal, January 1983. Confederation of National Trade Unions (CSN)
protests union-busting attack by Parti Quebecois leader Rene Levesque during
1983 public workers strike.
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Donald Trump and wife Ivana at home in Palm Beach mansion (above) while
homeless and hungry shelter in railroad tunnel under New York's Riverside
Park, near planned site of “Trump City" development.

Bush’s
America...
(continued from page I

)

as UAW tops go in for racist Japan-

hashing rather than fighting the bosses

who have destroyed hundreds of thou-

sands of jobs.

The media are filled with hoopla about

the supposed triumph of capitalism. Wall

Street thinks full-page ads boasting that

East Europe is "trading Marx for dollars"

can paper over the homeless families

lined up at American soup kitchens. But

the demolished blast furnaces in Youngs-

town and paved-over auto plants in

Detroit are graphic illustrations of the

decay of capitalism

Labor and minorities arc under full-

scale assault in Bush's "kinder, gentler"

America. Millions have given up any

hope of finding a job. millions are

homeless. And many of those who are

still working are "just a paycheck away"

from the souplines. But while the bosses'

labor lieutenants lead the workers quietly

out of the plants, and stab their struggles

in the back, many are desperately looking

for a way to fight

.

Down and Out on Fifth Avenue

To the yuppies headed fot Wall Street

and their latest leveraged buyout deals

floating on oceans of junk bonds, the

three million homeless in America are

jarring, unsightly reminders of reality.

When the NY-NJ Port Authority bus ter-

minal issued a handful of “panhandler

licenses" to limit begging this spring, the

first person in line was New York Times'

copy editor James Benagh—to make sure

"there was one panhandler the less."

In 1894, Anatole France ridiculed

bourgeois law which “forbids the rich as

well as the poor to sleep under bridges,

to beg in the streets, and to steal bread."

From Portland. Oregon to New York

police spend hundreds of thousands of

dollars to sweep.the homeless out from

under bridges and inside subway tunnels,

where people have built beds and homes
inches from the 600-volt third rail. Last

year, at least 79 homeless people died in

NYC subways alone. But the tunnels are

chosen by thousands over the barracks

shelters, where TB is epidemic and they

are treated like criminals.

While the Port Authority hoses the

homeless off the sidewalks, and Transit

Authority cops drag sleeping passengers

off New York subways, the tabloids

are filled with the “plight" of New
York's chief hustler. Donald Trump. Un-

able to meet interest payments on his

casino junk bonds. Trump was given an

"allowance" by his bankers of a paltry

$450,000 a month. (This doesn't include

the budget for his Boeing 727. his 282-

foot yacht, another $385,000 in "expens-

es" and $2.1 million a month in debt

service.) And they railroaded Longshore-

men's Association official Tony Scotto

out of the union and into jail for earning

$ 1 00,000 a year!

Trump, who is so deep in hock to

Citibank and Chase Manhattan that they

can’t afford to let him go under, will

have to pay out of his own pocket for his

50-room Trump Tower apartment with a

12-foot waterfall. Meanwhile, they are

trying to run a whole community of

homeless out of their camp in the Trump-

owned railroad tunnel on the West Side

of Manhattan. Wc have an alternative

proposal: let the homeless take over

frump Tower, and see how Donald likes

it in the tunnel.

The Impoverishment of

American Workers

The workers of East Europe are fed

fantasies about the American Dream,

where every worker has a good job. with

a house and a two-car garage, and maybe

a boat. These days it’s more likely to be

a two-family garage: when the earth-

quake hit the Bay Area last fall, leaving

hundreds of Latino families homeless in

the town of Watsonville, it turned out

many had been living in the garages.

Many young workers have no hope of

even leaving home, much less buying

one of their own. Of the 63 million

working-age people without any job.

"the fastest-growing contingent is young.

16 to 24 years old" (New York Times,

16 July). Moreover, real wages paid to

young people have fallen by more than

20 percent over the last decade and a

half. The Times goes on to lecture that

‘Americans would be better off if labor

participation declined a bit."

For the capitalists, higher unemploy-

ment is "beneficial” by holding down
wages. Real unemployment, including

those who have given up looking and

those who can only find part-time work,

is double the government's figure of 5.3

percent. In auto, heavily unionized, one-

quarter of the Big 3 auto workers lost

their jobs between 1978 and 1989. The
average age of an auto worker is now 45.

almost a death sentence for somebody
working on a grueling assembly line.

For the working class, it has been a

brutal downhill slide into an "American

nightmare." This is the only industrial-

ized capitalist country where wages have

been falling. The real wages of U S.

workers have plummeted over 15 percent

since 1973. And from 1980 to 1989

industrial workers in the U.S. saw their

wages fall anywhere between 10 and 30

percent (Labor Research Association's

Economic Notes . May-June 1990). It's

not just the unemployed. “This is the

employed becoming ever more squeezed"

(New York Times, 16 July).

Today, the richest 1 percent of the

American population gets almost as

much in after-tax income as the bottom

40 percent—double the share of the

Canada...
(continued from page 9)

from southern Europe and the English-

speaking Caribbean, from speaking any-

thing but French on school property

—

even during recess!

As the Trotskyist League argued in its

1977 memorandum: "While we recognize

and seek to redress the historic discrimi-

nation against use of the French lan-

guage. particularly on the job and at

school, we do this by fighting for equal

language rights for alt, not for new dis-

criminatory regulations." While various

fake-leftists championed French unilin-

gualism in Quebec we pointed out that it

would "provide a perfect excuse for the

denial of language rights to French-

speaking minorities by English chauvin-

ists in other provinces."

The smug nationalists who campaign
for a “unilingual French Quebec" could

care less about the nearly one million

French speakers elsewhere in Canada.
When French-speaking residents of Al-

berta challenged legislation enforcing

English unilingualism, the Quebec gov-

ernment went to court .. .to support Alber-

ta’s "English only" laws! As the country

divides along national fault lines, minor-

ities everywhere—non-French speakers

in Quebec. Francophones in English Can-
ada. immigrants most of all—will be

targets for yet more chauvinist abuse.

The power of the integrated, binational

labor movement must be mobilized to

smash racist attacks and demand full and

equal language rights for all!

For Socialist Revolution
Throughout North America!

"History's bequest to Canada is to be

the country of the American counter-

revolution." wrote the ever-Tory British

Economist (23 June). From the start.

Canada was an artificial creation of the

British, who sought to safeguard their

North American interests, and of the

defeated counterrevolutionary "United

Empire Loyalists" who fled the American
Revolution. In a rare moment of honesty,

Canada’s Tory prime minister Mulroney,

commenting last February on the possible

separation of Quebec, asked: "What is

Canada without it? There’s no country.

It’s like an adjunct of the United States.”

To shore up its flagging economy
against imperialist rivals in West Europe
and Japan, the U.S. bourgeoisie made a

"free trade" pact with Canada. For Que-
bec’s entrepreneurs, increasing their trade

south of the 49th parallel is one of the

key arguments for independence. For the

rest of the country the combination of the

free trade pact, which is increasing north-

south trade/investment links, together

with collapse of the Meech Lake accord,

is unleashing yet more centrifugal forces

which, particularly if Quebec secedes,

could spell the complete demise of

Canada as an independent state.

Some months ago Montreal business-

man Aldan Furlong laid out the fol-

lowing scenario to the London Guardian
(27 March): “If Quebec goes. British

Columbia and the Prairies will seek to

join the U.S. within a year or two. and
Newfoundland may be even quicker."

Newfoundland was one of the prov-

inces which held out against Meech Lake
and opinion polls show that the greatest

sentiment for joining the U.S. comes
from the population of Canada's dirt-

poor Atlantic provinces, which would be

completely cut off from the rest of the

country if Quebec separated. Within days

of Meech Lake's collapse, western pre-

miers started seeking more independence

for their own provinces. William Vander

Zalm, the ultraright nut-case premier of

British Columbia, raised the call for

“sovereignty-association" for his fiefdom.

The U.S.-Canada "free trade” pact pro-

voked an outburst of Canadian nation-

alism from the union tops and the NDP.
who accused the Mulroney government
of “selling out" Canada to the U.S. But

this was an essentially equitable deal

between the Canadian bourgeoisie and
Wall Street. Moreover, the English-

speaking people of Canada and the U.S.

already share a common language, cul-

ture and highly integrated economy.
Certainly. Quebec nationalists should not

be sanguine about their prospects for

"independence" in the context of sharply

increased economic integration with the

U.S. But it is Mexico that will really pay

as U.S. imperialism turns its attention to

extending "free trade" from the "Yukon
to the Yucat£n." This would be nothing

more than an attempted wholesale take-

over of Mexico by Yankee imperialism

in alliance with its Canadian imperialist

underlings.

When the free trade pact was intro-

duced 18 months ago. we wrote:

"As Marxists we are for the increasing

economic unity of the world on a demo-
cratic and egalitarian socialist basis. This

is a very different kettle of fish from a

deal aimed at strengthening the power of

the U.S. bourgeoisie....

"When the bourgeoisie talks of the bene-
fits of free trade, they mean strengthening
their hand against the unions and tearing

apart social programs. Yet the way to

fight this is not by protectionist poison,

setting Canadian and U.S. workers at

each other's throats, but by common class

struggle against the US. imperialists and
their Canadian junior partners."—"Canada Trade Pact

Elections." WV No. 467.
16 December 1988

What is desperately needed is a revolu-

tionary internationalist leadership that

can unite the working people from Mon-
treal to New York City, Vancouver to

Los Angeles and Mexico City in a fight

to defend minority rights and national

self-determination, to break the power of
capital and establish their own class rule

which will achieve genuine liberation for

all of the exploited and oppressed.
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UPS Teamsters: Vote It Down! Strike to Win!
With their current contract set to

expire on the last day of July, 140,000

Teamsters at United Parcel Service

have begun voting by mail on the

company ’s three-year contract offer—

a

measly 50 cents an hour raise each

year. In the last ten years, UPS workers

have seen real wages slashed by 10 per-

cent, while their profit-bloated bosses

raked in a cool $5 billion after taxes,

almost $700 million last year alone.

Workers at the UPS 43rd Street facil-

ity in New York City have told WV
that management is barraging them with

anti-strike scare propaganda to force

a yes vote. Now the company has

started victimizing workers even before

a strike! Long Island shop steward

Frank Farino was fired last week after

letting coworkers know where he stood

on the company's insulting “offer” by

wearing a “Just Say No” T-shirt.

A solid strike by UPS workers could

bring these union-hating money gougers

to their knees. UPS is a key cog in

the economy, handling 2.7 billion pack-

ages a year. An industry analyst admits

that “UPS could not work through a

strike" and "competitors would not

have anywhere near enough capacity to

accommodate all of UPS’s business.”

But the International Brotherhood of

Teamsters tops and the self-styled

"democratic" opposition in the union

are telling the workers to lie down and

act dead.

Even after the entire National Negoti-

ating Committee called for rejecting

the contract. IBT president William

McCarthy insisted on a vote on the

insulting company offer. And Teamsters

for a Democratic Union and Ron Carey,

president of NYC Local 804. who is

the TDU's choice to replace McCarthy

in next year’s union election, instead

of preparing to strike, whine that Mc-
Carthy should go back to the table. The

TDU’s Convoy Dispatch says that “a

vote no does not necessarily cause a

strike."

It’s no surprise that the TDU crowd

oppose strike action—they're the ones

who invited the feds into the union.

Using sinister RICO "racketeering”

laws, under the TDU-inspired "monitor-

ship,” government "anti-corruption"

snoops are sinking their tentacles into

every Teamsters local in the country.

You can bet they’ll be busy in a na-

tional UPS strike. Adding insult to

injury, the feds have already billed the

union over $12 million to pay for this

union-busting.

Decades of “Justice" Department

intervention into the Teamsters, from

Dave Beck’s days to now. haven’t

“cleaned up” the union— it has

strengthened the chains that tie the

union to the bosses' state. The Ken-

nedys went after Jimmy Hoffa for

organizing union power that could shut

the country down. From drug testing

witchhunts to government-supervised

union elections to police scabherding—
the cops, the courts and capitalist

politicians are on the other side of the

class line. Government hands off the

unions!

To win a big pay raise and boost in

pensions, to end the two-tier wage
structures and the killer pace enforced

by the tyrannical management at UPS.
will take a militant strike, bringing

together part-time and full-time, inside

workers and drivers, in mass picket

lines that no scab would even try to

cross. A strike by the highly integrat-

ed UPS workforce—almost 10 percent

of the entire IBT membership—could

spark a powerful fight to reverse the

concessions of the last ten years and

break the feds’ stranglehold on the

union. Union militants still seething

over the last contract betrayal must

begin now to forge a leadership com-
mitted to class struggle.

wealthy a decade ago. And as working

people are getting poorer overall, blacks

are becoming poorer relative to whites.

While real income for men between the

ages of 20 and 29 fell almost 18 percent

between 1973 and 1987, for black men
of the same age group wages tumbled

almost 28 percent (Newsday, 3 January).

Black family income has fallen to 65

percent of whites’, and halfof black chil-

dren live below the federal government's

pitifully low poverty level.

Meanwhile, health care benefits that

were considered a unionized worker's

"right" a decade ago are being chopped

away. And union safety protection is

ripped away as the industrial “accident”

rate escalates. Last year over 10.000

workers died on the job, and more than

six million were injured. Every week
brings another story of a chemical plant

explosion in Texas or another transit

worker killed on the tracks in New York

or Philly. In the last year, bitter strikes

were fought at New York phone and

Pittston coal to defend long-established

medical coverage.

The wholesale destruction of the labor

movement that began with the AFL-CIO
tops’ capitulation to Nixon’s wage con-

trols during the Vietnam War, which they

supported, followed by the mass firing of

PATCO air controllers, has cut the num-
ber of unionized workers to 16 percent

of the workforce. Among workers in pri-

vate industry it is 12.4 percent, one-third

of the peak in the 1950s.

War on Blacks, Poor

The deliberate ripping up of the work-

ers' organizations and their standard of

living has been magnified for the black

population. Black migration from rural

poverty and Jim Crow segregation in the

South continued from the 1930s and ’40s

through the 1960s, as black workers

gained tremendous social power in the

auto and steel plants of the Midwest, the

core of the CIO unions. Now, with the

depopulation of Detroit, racist terror “Up
North" and migration out of the Midwest
rust bowl, for the first time this century

the percentage of blacks living in the

South has increased.

In 1990 America there is no promise

of jobs in the North or anywhere else.

Black unemployment is more than double

that of whites for any age group. The
ghettos have been turned into dumping
grounds for “surplus” population, to be

kept in line by cop terror. A recent study

found that one-fourth of black men age

20 to 29 are in prison or on parole. Far

more black men are in jail than in

colleges.

The phony “war on poverty" has been

replaced by a very real war on the poor.

A Bush cabinet council just submitted

its report on “re-thinking" anti-poverty

programs. "A White House official sum-
marized the upshot this way: 'Keep play-

ing with the same toys. But let’s paint

them a little shinier”’ (New York Times,

6 July).

In the U.S., 22nd among developed

countries in infant survival, the cost of

an infant aid program would be a few

thousand a year per child. As a pediatric

researcher noted: “this is an example of

a problem that if we throw money at it. .

.

we can make healthier children." But the

administration shelved any idea of an

"investment in children" because it’s "not

likely to show an immediate reward."

The Bush official concluded: “It was fun

to think about these things. But for the

time being, we concluded that we don’t

want to do anything new.”

Far from being the brainchild of the

Reaganite right, this war on the poor is

embraced by both the partner parties of

American capitalism. It was Democratic

Senator Daniel Moynihan, author of

racist “benign neglect," who wrote the

genocidal “workfare" program of the

"Family Security Act." Moynihan brags,

“The act redefined welfare. Absent

fathers were to provide child support.

Young mothers were to Find work." But

as we said in “Genocide U.S.A." (WV
No. 463, 21 October 1988):

"This is not welfare reform, it’s a plan lo

turn the ghettos into vast cemeteries

—

because there are no jobs to get. The aim
of this legislation is to see to it that lay-

ers of the minority population die, be-

cause this decrepit capitalist system no
longer needs them."

“Sometimes You Need
Dirty Harry”

But one industry in America is boom-
ing—the death industry. The Senate just

passed and sent to the House a bill which

enshrines the electric chair—extending

the death penalty to eleven new federal

crimes. By a vote of 94 to 6, both wings

of what Gore Vidal has aptly called the

“property party” voted in the Senate to

strip death row inmates of the right to

any more than a single federal appeal of

the constitutionality of their sentence.

This comes in the context of a witch-

hunting climate of general social reaction

which includes full-scale assault on

women’s right to abortion, censorship

and “anti-porn” crusades, a battery of

laws allowing the government to seize

your assets before you’re convicted of

anything. And to assert state monopoly
of armed force, they’re trying to disarm

the populace. They’ve got the Bill of

Rights in their cross hairs.

In the name of the bipartisan “war on

drugs," Bush's "drug czar" William Ben-

nett recently called for beheading of drug

dealers! A piece in the New Yorker (23

July) reports that in a speech, Bennett

announced there will also be "a dramatic

increase in orphanages," as the feds

swoop into public housing projects to rip

children who “are not being raised at all”

from their parents. Bennett threatens:

“Sometimes you need Mother Teresa,

and sometimes you need Dirty Harry."

Some in the bourgeois press have

noticed that, as Ron Harris wrote in the

Los Angeles Times (22 April), the "war
on drugs has in effect become a war on

black people.” If you’re black in the

cities of America, when the cops show up

it’s "assume the position” and Fourth

Amendment rights against search and

seizure are out the window. In a striking

codification of class "justice.” federal

law sets a Five-year mandatory sentence

for sale of five grams of crack, about

$ 1 25 worth. To get the same sentence for

powdered "yuppie” cocaine, you would
have to sell about $50,000 worth or 500
grams.

The drug witchhunt is a war on the

working class, designed to terrorize and

regiment the population. In the last year

alone, overfour million workers and job

applicants were tested. It’s not the state’s

business what anybody does in their

personal life. The solution to the crime

associated with drugs is simple—take the

money out of the business by decriminal-

izing it. You can bet that people who
scream the loudest against this are those

who would lose their profits or their

excuse for state terror, or both. Take

Attorney General Thornburgh and other

top Justice Department officials, jetting

around the country in planes seized from

drug dealers. And the FBI turns up with

$22 million in $20 bills.

For a Class-Struggle
Workers Party!

There is plenty of appetite for hard

class struggle. Workers poured into

Camp Solidarity in southwest Virginia to

back the Pittston miners’ battle last year.

When the strikers carried out one of the

first plant occupations in decades, 5.000

miners and their families massed in sup-

port. Thousands of unionists joined soli-

darity marches for the Eastern strikers.

Greyhound workers with their backs to

the wall have stayed on the picket line,

assaulted by cops and run down by

scabs, rather than see their jobs and

wages be further slashed to pay off the

bosses’ junk bonds.

Yet every one of these class battles,

like earlier strikes of Phelps Dodge cop-

per workers and Hormel meatpackers,

has gone down to defeat. Why? Because

from PATCO to Greyhound, the working

class has been knifed in the back by the

pro-capitalist labor traitors on behalf of

their Democratic Party masters. Not con-

tent with just "selling out" to maintain

the status quo. the bureaucracy has giv-

en back union gains, and isolated and

destroyed hard-fought strikes. And the

AFL-CIO tops, with their CIA dollars,

have been on the front line of U.S. impe-

rialism’s dirty war on workers from Cen-
tral America to Poland to the USSR.

Despite the bourgeoisie’s wishful

thinking about the triumph of capitalism

spelling the “end of history," their decay-

ing system can only be sustained through

the most brutal state terror, from the rape

of Panama to the army of cops occupying
the ghettos and barrios of America. It is

the urgent task of class-conscious work-

ers here in the imperialist heartland to

construct the revolutionary workers party

that can wrest the productive wealth of
this country away from the capitalist

class and create a planned socialist econ-

omy on an international scale.*

New York City, May 3. Striking Greyhound, Domsey textile and Eastern Airlines

strikers march in union solidarity demonstration.
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Anglo-Led Chauvinism Spurs Quebec Separatism

Nationalist Antagonisms

Steve Liss

Montreal, June 25. Over a quarter million people march for Quebec
independence under the fleur-de-lys flag.

Chanting “Quebec for the Quebecois"

and “In-de-pen-dance!" more than a

quarter million people marched through

downtown Montreal June 25 to celebrate

St. Jean-Baptiste Day. the national holi-

day of Quebec. As the London Guardian

(25 June) commented: “With Quebec's

blue-and-white fleur-de-lis flag hanging

from every other balcony, over the doors

of corner groceries, and from the car

radio aerials, one could be forgiven this

weekend for thinking one was already in

an independent country."

Two days earlier the so-called “Meech
Lake accord”—a last-ditch effort by the

federal Tory government which sought

to win Quebec's endorsement of the

1 982 Canadian constitution by amending
it to officially recognize Quebec as a

“distinct society"—collapsed in a wave
of English Canadian chauvinism. As
the deadline for ratification of this

approached, fans at Toronto Blue Jays

games were booing at the French verses

of the national anthem. Two provinces

refused to endorse the “accord." and on

June 23 Conservative prime minister

Brian Mulroney pronounced it dead.

Quebec Liberal Party premier Robert

Bourassa immediately broke off consti-

tutional negotiations and began "non-

partisan" consultations on Quebec’s fu-

ture with Jacques Parizeau. leader of the

nationalist opposition Parti Quebecois

(PQ). The PQ has declared that it is

for complete independence while Bou-

rassa holds up the European Economic
Community as a model for relations be-

tween Quebec and the rest of Canada
—more popularly known in Quebec as

“sovereignty-association" (partial inde-

pendence plus economic association with

Canada). The status quo, Bourassa em-
phasized. is not an option.

T-shirts at the St. Jean-Baptiste cele-

bration read
“
Enfin oui Rent" (Finally

Yes Rene), referring to Ren6 Levesque,

the former PQ premier of Quebec who

lost a 1980 provincial referendum on

“sovereignty-association." Ten years ago

only 40 percent voted "yes" in the PQ
referendum. Now opinion polls claim

over two-thirds of Quebec’s population,

and nearly 80 percent of French speak-

ers. support some form of independence.

A half-dozen federal Conservative

MPs including Mulroney ’s chief Quebec
lieutenant Lucien Bouchard have quit the

party to campaign for independence.

While all three Quebec labor federations

have endorsed the call for secession, the

current separatist drive is being led by a

recently emergent Quebecois bourgeoisie.

Bernard Lemaire. president of the Cas-

cades forestry group, assured Wall Street

investors: “We are ready. We have the

economy and viable companies. We
won’t be scared twice.” The Washington

Post (21 May) commented approvingly:

“In the 1970s, Quebec's separatist move-
ment was centered in smoke-filled union

halls and university campuses. But today,

the spirit of Quebec nationalism has

drawn increasing force from the oak-

paneled boardrooms of gleaming new
office towers that loom over downtown
Montreal—monuments to the emergence
of a powerful French Canadian business

elite....

“More sovereignty for predominantly
French-speaking Quebec is viewed less

as a political objective and more in prac-

tical terms by increasingly self-confident

French Canadian industrial leaders, who
are asking themselves what they can do
in newly expanding international markets
to lessen their economic dependence on
English Canada.”

So it’s bye-bye. Maple Leaf, hello fleur-

de-lys— all in the name of profit for

continued on page 9

Quebec Mohawks in the Crossfire of Nationalism
On July 1 1 heavily armed mem-

bers of the Quebec Provincial Police

stormed a roadblock manned by Mo-
hawks of the Kahnesatake reserve near

the village of Oka, 30 kilometers west

of Montreal. The Mohawk defenders

fought back, reportedly reinforced by
Vietnam veterans from the U.S. side of

the border, where another war has been

raging on the St. Regis reservation over

gambling. The assault was driven off

after a three-hour firefighl in which six

police vehicles were destroyed. Mo-
hawk casualties were light, while the

cops came up one short.

The Mohawks are seeking to protect

their historic burial ground from the

proposed expansion of a private nine-

hole golf course. Now a thousand

provincial cops, bolstered by Royal

Canadian Mounted Police units, have

sealed off the reserve. Food shipments
have been interdicted, movement in or

out forbidden, doctors were refused

entrance to treat the injured. As the

cops turn Oka into a firebase and dream
of a revenge bloodbath, racist vigilante

squads are terrorizing local merchants,

threatening "accidents” if they sell

supplies to Mohawks.
In support of their besieged com-

rades, other Mohawks from the Kahna-
wake reserve blocked the Mercier

Bridge at Chateauguay. one of the main
commuter links between the South

Shore of the St. Lawrence River and

Montreal. There, the backlash of racist

national chauvinism has been tinged

with outright fascism. Night after night,

howling lynch mobs of up to 4.000
gather at police lines, waving the fleur-

de-lys flag of Quebec. Chanting “Vive

le Quebec fibre!" and "Quebec aux

Quebecois!" they have burned effigies

of Natives and screamed for blood,

attacking anyone who "looks Native."

Tribal leaders denounced the police

raid on Oka as a reprisal by the Quebec
government for the collapse of the

Meech Lake accord. In its final days,

Meech Lake was blocked in the Mani-
toba provincial assembly by a lone Cree
legislator, Elijah Harper. Native leaders

have called on the Conservative govern-

ment in Ottawa to intervene. But it

already has: Canadian Armed Forces

units have been moved into position to

back up the provincial police—the

same army that placed Quebec under

martial law in 1970. And Ottawa dis-

misses the Mohawks' land claim at Oka
by citing a 1717 title deed signed by

the King of France!

At press time, the Mohawks were

dug in at the bridge: reports circulate

that government forces may attempt to

storm their structural steel-reinforced

earthworks. While unemployment on

the reserves runs at 90 percent, amid
utter immiseration and the highest sui-

cide rate in the world, many young
Mohawk men work for periods as iron

workers walking the beams of major

construction sites in cities throughout

eastern North America. Montreal labor

has a special responsibility to come to

the aid of the beleaguered Mohawks
who are fighting for their existence

against a capitalist system whose
expansion has meant genocide for the

Native peoples of this continent.

Hanson/Canapress
Oka, Quebec. Mohawk fighter re-
sists racist Canadian police siege.
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Washington Goes Ape Over Iraq Attack

U.S. Out of the Persian Gulf!
AUGUST 7—As we go to press, the

United States has dispatched "several

hundred" warplanes and several thou-

sand paratroops from the 82nd Airborne

and other units to Saudi Arabia. A
squadron of F- 111 bombers, used in

Reagan's 1986 attack on Libya, have

been moved to forward bases in Tur-

key. In addition, three aircraft carrier

groups and a battleship are steaming

toward the Persian Gulf to blockade

Saddam Hussein’s Iraq. The U.S. impe-

rialist cops of the world think they can

"draw the line in the sand.” Instead

they may find their expeditionary force

sinking in a Near East quagmire.

Considering the recent U.S. rape of

Panama, it takes a lot of chutzpah for

Bush & Co. to condemn anybody for

“naked aggression.” But after Saddam
Hussein's successful invasion of neigh-

boring Kuwait, they’re calling the Iraqi

leader a “madman,” even a "Hitler"

with maniacal expansionist ambitions.

A media crescendo built up the “dan-

ger" that he might try next to invade

that pillar of Western "democracy” in

the Near East, Saudi Arabia, where the

ruling family revels in the public sport

of executions of women. Christians.

Jews. Shi’ites, alcoholics, adulterers

and Mormons. They're trying to whip

up America to defend the sultans’

coffers. •

Asked about how the U.S. intended

to prevent Iraq’s hostile takeover of the

oil sheikdom, Bush responded in his

best “read my lips" Clint Eastwood
style, spitting out: "Just wait, watch

and learn." But his latest move could

make Hussein's day. The Iraqi army
has nearly a million soldiers, battle-

hardened from eight years of trench

warfare in a squalid border war with

Iran. The U.S. army is actually smaller

—only 700,000 troops—and hasn't

whipped anything more serious than

Panama and Grenada in decades. On
Sunday, the Pentagon sent in the Ma-
rines to “save American lives”... in its

neocolony of Liberia.

The Democrats rallied 'round Bush.

Liberal Senator Dodd hailed the U.S.

intervention as “the right move." Jesse

Jackson earlier approved of the use of

force. But they can't*have forgotten that

Jimmy Carter’s presidency sank in the

sands of the Iranian desert. If they

nevertheless decide to send a million

U.S. soldiers into Saudi Arabia, let it be

those from the elite universities for a

change. Those who pass a draft exemp-
tion exam should be the ones drafted.

And they better find a big expanse in

Washington to build the wall with all

the names of those who will die.

Washington’s bluster comes down to

continued on page 7

Down with the Sheiks! Down with the Colonels! For Workers Revolution!

Bush, Democrats in Trillion Dollar Heist

S&L Ripoff:

The Looting of America

Jim HubbardBrady/Umpholo

The rich get richer, depositors get the shaft and families get thrown out on the street.

The Reagan/Bush crowd have spent

the last decade peddling the wonders of

capitalist “free enterprise" and denounc-

ing any kind of government "handout" to

welfare mothers, unemployed workers

and other needy people. It turns out that

while the Reaganites, aided by the tag-

along Democrats, were denouncing “wel-

fare cheats” and cutting social services,

their capitalist pals and yuppie underlings

were sucking the public teat dry to the

tune of hundreds of billions of dollars.

At the Department of Housing and

Urban Development, for instance, admin-

istration appointees were busy handing

out money to people like New York
Senator Alfonse D’Amato’s white sub-

urbanite pals to build their houses and
swimming pools while the poor and

minorities were becoming homeless. But

HUD-lypc scandals look like small-time

cookie jar theft compared with the

savings & loan (S&L) debacle, better

known as "Stealing & Looting," which

now threatens to bring down the entire

financial house of cards of American
capitalism.

The General Accounting Office's latest

estimate of the bailout is $500 billion.

Other estimates run as high as $1.4 tril-

lion. which is more than the entire cost

of World War II! But consider even the

official government figure of $500 bil-

lion. This is five times the annual sala-

ries of all schoolteachers in this country.

It is ten times higher than the annual

budget of the Department of Education. -

And it is more than 150 times the

amount the government is spending in

dealing with the AIDS epidemic.

Only last August, Congress had au-

thorized a mere $159 billion over ten

years to shut or sell more than 500 insol-

vent thrift institutions. But this year they

predict over 1 .000 will have to be seized,

leading to a defacto nationalization of at

least 40 percent of the industry by the

continued on page 12



Editorial Note

ANC leaders with apartheid army butchers (from left): bantustan strongman
and former police agent General Gabrial Ramushwana and Major General Wally

Black with ANCers Chris Hanl and Thabo Mbeki.

We have received inquiries from veter-

an civil rights attorney Conrad Lynn

concerning the letter in WV No. 505

(29 June) about African National Con-

gress representative Bernard Magubane’s

speech at a People's Daily World fund-

raiser in Boston. Lynn initially consid-

ered the report of talks between the

ANC’s military arm, Spear of the Nation

(Umkhonto weSizwe), and the South

African army about merging their forces

to be "disinformation.” We sent to him,

and are quoting here for our readers’

interest, some of the documentation on

this further step by the ANC in its at-

tempt to negotiate "power-sharing" with

the apartheid rulers.

“Armed struggle" has been a bone of

contention as well between the ANC and

the imperialists to whom it appeals for

sanctions. At Nelson Mandela’s meeting

with George Bush, he praised the CIA’s

man in The White House (notwithstanding

the fact that the spy agency had set him

up for his long imprisonment), but insist-

ed that under apartheid repression, “the

people have no alternative but to resort

to violence.” Now on August 6 Mandela

announced the ANC will suspend the

armed struggle in the interest of nego-

tiations and to appease the imperialist

chorus from Thatcher to Bush. The apart-

heid regime’s “armed struggle” will con-

tinue apace—the killings of black union-

ists. squatters and youth in the townships

which ran into the thousands during the

struggles of the 1980s.

The meeting ANC spokesman Magu-

bane was referring to was a five-day

conference held in Lusaka, Zambia at the

end of May, which brought 70 delegates

of Umkhonto weSizwe together with the

South African apartheid army. The Lon-

don Guardian (30 May) reported, “About

40 former senior officers and others still

serving in the South African Defence

Force began talks for the first time with

leaders of the armed wing of the Afri-

can National Congress here yesterday."

Among the SADF officers present were

Commandant Jakkie Cilliers, a former

member of the State Security Council,

and Major General Wally Black. The

conference was reportedly supported by

SADF chief General Jannie Geldenhuys

but opposed by Defence Minister General

Magnus Malan.

The anti-apartheid Weekly Mail (1

June), published in Johannesburg, report-

ed that the officers from opposing sides

“agreed on how to build a united defence

force.” According to the Mail . Umkhonto
weSizwe chief of staff Chris “Hani said

the ANC’s side of the bargain would be

to suspend its armed struggle, while the

government would be required to remove

troops from the township and halt ‘search

and kill’ operations.” It also reported that

"Senior ANC official and Umkhonto
weSizwe member Edwin Mabitse said his

movement’s army was ‘already ready for

integration’ and would accept a situation

where the ‘vast majority of appointments

in a new army are based on the skills of

the soldiers involved’....”

How dangerous this proposal is can

be gleaned from the fact that among
those participating as future members

of a "non-racial, democratic” army was

Colonel Gabrial Ramushwana, a former

South African secret police agent who is

currently the military leader and head

of government of the Venda bantustan,

where tens of thousands demonstrated in

March demanding the resignation of

Ramushwana and his quisling govern-

ment. The colonel was accompanied in

Lusaka by an SADF military intelligence

officer, and although Venda is nominally

independent. Ramushwana admitted that

his army was part of the SADF Far

North command.

Just how far the ANC is willing to

go in collaborating with the agents of

the murderous apartheid state was spelled

out at the Lusaka conference by ANC
information and publicity director Pallo

Jordan, who called for an interim gov-

ernment including KwaZulu bantustan

chief Buthelezi (whose Inkatha thugs

have killed hundreds of ANC supporters)

and the fascist Afrikaans Weerstands-

beweging, whose brownshirted paramili-

tary forces wave swastika-like symbols

and emulate Hitler’s Nazis. The petty-

bourgeois nationalists of the ANC have

always been programmatically committed

to this kind of deal. It was the intransi-

gence of the apartheid leaders that stood

in the way.

The ANC’s “armed struggle” never

really had the capacity to do much dam-

age. Under longtime Umkhonto chief of

staff Joe Slovo, head of the South Afri-

can Communist Party, it was kept to

low-level guerrilla activity for the

purpose of harassment, while the Con-

gress’ main efforts went into pressuring

the imperialists to pressure the apartheid

rulers to enact reforms. (The 1984-86

township revolt was a different matter

and largely escaped ANC control.) The

tremendous power of the non-white ma-

jority in South Africa lies elsewhere, in

the organized strength of the black

working class. But the aspiring rulers of

a “non-racial” capitalist South Africa

fear that power and seek to harness it

securely to the cart of bourgeois nation-

alism. It is Trotskyism and its program

of permanent revolution which seeks to

mobilize the proletariat for its own class

interests.

As Engels said and Lenin reiterated,

the essence of the state is armed bodies

of men dedicated to preserving the prop-

erty and rule of a class. South African

capitalism, which is based on the brutal

superexploitation of black labor and

requires the oppression of a vast non-

white majority by a privileged white

minority, does not allow for a "normal"

bourgeois democracy. There will be no

“democratic, non-racial" post-apartheid

capitalist state and army. “Merging" with

the SADF can only mean turning Um-
khonto weSizwe into strikebreaking mine

police for Anglo American. The struggle

for liberation and equality of South

Africa’s toiling masses requires a so-

cialist revolution to smash the white-

supremacist bourgeois state.

TROTSKY LENIN

Remember Hiroshima

and Nagasaki:

War Crime of U.S. Imperialism

Capitulating to the imperialists down
the line, the Soviet bureaucracy claims to

have secured “peace in our time.'' The 45th

anniversary of the nuclear annihilation of

Hiroshima and Nagasaki is a reminder of

just how deadly an illusion this is. As a mani-

festo of the then-Trotskyist Socialist Workers

Party headlined at the time, "Only World

Socialism Can Save Mankind From Atomic

Destruction in Another Imperialist War. ” We reprint below an extractfrom that statement.

The atomic bombing of the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, with a com-

bined population of 600,000 men, women and children, has sent a wave of revulsion

and anxiety throughout the world, especially among the toiling populations who are

the principal victims of war. It is universally realized that mankind has been saved

from total annihilation in World War II only because the atomic bomb was invented

so late. There is also the conviction, amounting to certainty, that another world war

will mean the doom of the human race....

Capitalism in its death agony, writhing in the toils of mortal crisis, has perfected

an instrument of all-embracing annihilation. This deadly destructive force, held in the

grip of the criminal capitalist rulers, will be used to decimate mankind unless it is

snatched in time from their murderous grasp. The workers must awake, and awake

quickly, to the realization that war with all its horrors is the product of the capitalist

system....

When war began, we exposed the lie that it was a war for “democracy.” We laid

bare the truth that it was an imperialist war.... Let the cataclysmic horror of Hiro-

shima and Nagasaki serve as a clarion call to the working class! The workers must

wrench the power from the hands of the blood-drenched capitalist criminals and take

their destiny in their own hands. The fight for socialism is now more than a fight to

end poverty and inequality, to abolish the exploitation of man by man. Today the fight

for socialism is a fight to prevent the annihilation of the human race. Mankind must

now exterminate the capitalist system—or be exterminated!

—“There Is No Peace!" Militant (18 August 1945)
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KKK Plans Provocation in Washington
The Washington Post (2 August)

reports that a fascist group, the "Chris-

tian Knights of the Ku Klux Klan,”

has received a permit to rally on the

steps of the U.S. Capitol on Sunday.

September 2. during the Labor Day
weekend. The Capitol Police imme-
diately issued an ominous statement:

“We will have enough officers to en-

sure that order is maintained during

their demonstration. We will ensure

their right to demonstrate." So the cops

are marshaling their forces to “protect"

the white-hooded terrorists in their

threatened racist provocation. The KKK
is also seeking permits to march along

Constitution Avenue and rally at the

Washington Monument.
In Washington, the decade of Rea-

gan/Bush rule has been marked by an

obsession emanating from the White

House and Congress to "take back"

this 70 percent black city. Bush yeams
to give black D.C., already treated

like some internal colony, the Pana-

ma treatment. A witchhunt has been

mounted against black Democratic

Party mayor Marion Barry to railroad

him to jail. As the black community
steams over the feds' dirty vendetta, a

“political lynching by^videotape," the

announced massive police cover for the

fascists’ rally smells of a set-up. D.C.

black youth should understand—the

cops are after you, so watch out!

According to the Post, the Klan
group said "they picked Washington

because it had been eight years since

the last Klan rally here." On 27

November 1982, thousands of anti-Klan

demonstrators came out to the call of

the Labor/Black Mobilization, occupied

the Capitol area and triumphantly

marched down the route the Klan had

threatened to take. The handful of

fascists had to be whisked out of town

under police escort. The cops then

turned their ire on outraged black youth

—who were frustrated from being

bottled up in a separate Democrat/
reformist talkfest diversion—and hurled

them through store windows, while try-

ing to violence-bait Mobilization organ-

izers. The police are still smarting over

the KKK rout.

The Klan group whose "rights” the

cops are protecting is a gang of assas-

sins. The “Christian Knights” are a

split-off from the “Invisible Empire,

Knights of the KKK." The founder and

self-anointed “grand wizard” is Virgil

Griffin, who was quoted saying, “We
will come to express our views on

communism and drugs and integration.”

What the Washington Post didn’t tell its

readers is that Griffin was one of the

ringleaders of the November 1979

Greensboro massacre. His “views" were

spewed out with lead as a KKK/Nazi
death squad gunned down anti-Klan

demonstrators gathered at a black hous-

ing project, killing five leftist organ-

izers. Griffin enjoyed the protection

of government agencies, including the

ATF, state and local police. None of

the killers were ever convicted in

court.

Klan groups have recently paraded

through Palm Beach and in Houston

where they were jeered by anti-KKK

protesters. The backdrop for the planned

provocation in Washington is resurgent

racism across the South and around the

country. In Georgia, the Clayton Coun-

ty NAACP offices were firebombed by

racist punks twice in mid-July.

Increasingly, fascists like Louisiana

Klansman and state senator David Duke
are gaining bourgeois “respectability."

Duke's bill banning affirmative action

was recently passed in the Louisi-

ana House of Representatives. Noto-

rious Birmingham church bomber J.B.

Stoner is now. a candidate for Georgia

lieutenant-governor, and ax-wielding

racist Lester Maddox is again run-

ning for governor. These violent fringe

elements take their cue from the racist

rightist coloration of official policy

in the Reagan/Bush years.

The fascists hav& their sights set on

blacks, leftists, gays and the entire

union movement. Now they are threat-

ening to tum up in Washington on

Labor Day weekend, where they will

assemble a few hundred feet from the

Teamsters’ and AFL-CIO national head-

quarters. A labor movement worth its

salt would make short shrift of these

fascist killers and sweep this garbage

off the street! But the likes of Lane

Kirkland would let the lynchers parade

their racist terror on Sunday, then hold

a do-nothing Labor Day event on

Monday.

The Spartacist League has insisted

that the power of labor is key to drive

the fascists back into their holes. In

November 1982, it was the support of

black labor, from longshore and ship-

yard unions in the Virginia Tidewater

area and steel workers in Baltimore to

government workers in D.C.. which

made it possible to build the Labor/

Black Mobilization and bring out

thousands of black youth and other

opponents of Klan terror. With a class-

struggle leadership. leading behind it

the masses of the oppressed, the

working class is the force to oust the

whole racist capitalist system and their

mad dogs in white sheets.

Labor’s Gotta Play Hardball to Win!

ILGWU Organizing Drive

Setback
Three hundred unionists rallied at the gates to the

Domsey Trading Corp. in Brooklyn on July 17. They

joined 200 mostly Haitian and Hispanic immigrant

workers, members of the International Ladies' Garment

Workers’ Union (ILGWU), striking the used clothing

retailer and exporter to win union recognition. Now in

its eighth month, the Domsey strike is the spearhead of

a widespread organizing drive in the garment sweat-

shops of Brooklyn’s Williamsburg section, part of a

national "Campaign for Justice" to unionize the largely

immigrant garment industry workforce, which is subject

to racist abuse, miserable pay, and unsafe and unsani-

tary working conditions.

The Domsey rally came one week after the ILGWU
lost a key vote to represent most of the 5,000 garment

workers targeted by the union’s organizing drive in

Brooklyn. For 15 years many of these Williamsburg

sweatshop workers have been “represented" by a com-

pany union. Local 17-18, which never holds elections

and has signed no-strike, sweetheart deals with the

bosses’ Williamsburg Trade Association. After a court-

ordered election contest with the company union, the

ILGWU tops confidently expected a union victory,

running a full-page ad in El Diario with praise from

Democratic mayor David Dinkins. Over 1,000 workers

assembled at Eastern District high school on July 1 1 for

the vote. But in a stunning defeat which has organizers

reeling, the ILGWU lost to the bogus union.

ILGWU organizers told WV that the garment bosses

pulled out all the stops, stuffing the ballot boxes and

threatening workers with plant closings and retaliation

if they voted for the union. Workers were videotaped

as they were let into the meeting single-file by company

rent-a-cops. But the ILGWU bureaucrats rolled over and

played dead. The centerpiece of their losing strategy is

reliance on the courts and labor boards, and their

"friends of labor” capitalist politicians.

What could and should have been done, which would

go a long way to winning this battle, is to tum the Dom-

sey strike into the organizing focus to shut down all the

Brooklyn garment industry. Dispatch flying squads to

shut down scab shops. Union defense guards would

counter the bosses’ hired thugs. And instead of cloaking

themselves in the red, white and blue and spouting

Domsey workers rally for union rights, Brooklyn,
May 31.

racist protectionist poison, the union should champion

full citizenship rights for the largely immigrant garment

workers.

The union tops have criminally hung the Domsey
strikers out to dry, after many of them sacrificed every-

thing to fight for the ILGWU. At the July 17 Domsey
rally, ILGWU president Jay Mazur was joined by Jesse

Jackson and a collection of pro-Democratic Party bu-

reaucrats. After Domsey bosses led a threatening and

provocative demonstration of scabs against the rally,

Jackson waved to the owner like a long-lost friend. The
popular-front labor misleaders all sang empty words of

solidarity while counseling the Domsey strikers and the

hard-pressed garment workers to play by the bosses’

rules.

It is necessary to use the power of NYC labor to shut

down the sweatshops and teach the scabherders a les-

son. Instead of a long, losing strike, the Domsey battle

should become an example of militant, class-struggle

solidarity. Teamsters and ILA longshoremen can make
short shrift of Domsey 's export business—the largest

of its kind on the East Coast—by hot-cargoing its rags

on the docks. Hospital and phone workers can stop the

scabs cold by massing on the picket lines at Domsey.

But this would mean a political break with the capitalist

Democratic Party, and confronting Dinkins and his

scabherding cops, whose large presence on picket lines

has harassed the strikers since day one. Organize Wil-

liamsburg! Victory to the Domsey strike!

AFL-CIO Tops Sabotage
Abortion Rights

In a groveling refusal to defend women’s rights, the

AFL-CIO executive council voted at its summer meet-

ing in Chicago not to support women’s right to abortion.

After delegates from the garment, textile, public em-
ployee and health care unions at the AFL-CIO conven-

tion last fall demanded that the federation take up the

defense of abortion rights. Lane Kirkland hand-picked

a committee to make a “recommendation” to the coun-

cil. Chaired by Food and Commercial union president

William Wynn, infamous for knifing the Hormel strike,

the committee bowed to the "Right to Life" bigots,

"deferring to the individual judgments" of member
unions. New York Cardinal O’Connor, who blesses the

thugs who assault abortion clinics, had threatened to

campaign among workers to withhold union dues.

When abortion rights are under vicious attack, from

the clinic invaders to the Supreme Court, the capitu-

lation of the AFL-CIO tops is criminal. The labor bu-

reaucrats funnel millions in union funds to capitalist

politicians, including anti-abortion and pro-death penalty

Democrats like Pennsylvania governor Robert Casey.

These ossified, job-trusting labor traitors condemn
poor and working-class women to the back-alley butch-

ers, just as they refuse to lift a finger against racist

oppression, abandoning black and Hispanic workers to

ghetto hellholes and slave-wage, non-union jobs. The
“labor lieutenants of capital” whine that defending

abortion rights will "split" the labor movement. The
opposite is true: by championing the rights of the most

exploited and most oppressed, labor can draw into its

ranks the best working-class fighters.

Like abortion rights, health and medical benefits for

workers everywhere are under attack. From Pittston to

phone, workers have fought hard to defend these gains.

The Spartacist League calls on labor to defend the

clinics: organized union contingents could make quick

work of the "Operation Rescue" thugs! For free, safe

abortion on demand! Free quality health care for all!
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Sinister Frame-Up

of British Miners Leader

Scargill Witchhunted
LONDON—National Union of Mine-

workers (NUM) president Arthur Scargill

is the target of a massive smear cam-

paign by the British bourgeoisie. From
the time of the bitter, hard-fought 1984-

85 miners strike, Tory prime minister

Margaret Thatcher has been waging a

vengeful, vindictive campaign to bring

down this militant union and its presi-

dent. In this she has been ably assisted

by her "loyal opposition” in Neil Kin-

nock’s Labour Party. The witchhunt also

aims at tightening the legal straitjacket

Thatcher has sought to impose on the

trade unions since she came to office a

decade ago.

The forces arrayed in the latest attack

on the NUM include egophile Robert

Maxwell and his pro-Labour Daily Mirror

rag, the scab Union of Democratic Min-

ers (UDM), certain Labour Members
of Parliament, Trades Union Congress

(TUC) leader Norman Willis, a Russian

fascist outfit with links to Western intel-

ligence operations in the Soviet Union
and a host of other scum. Multimillion-

aire Maxwell kicked off the campaign
with utterly false allegations that Scargill

and NUM executive member Peter

Heathfield pocketed monies meant for

the aid of striking miners received from

Libya and the Soviet Union.

When the lies of personal corruption

collapsed, a new line of attack was
dredged up with charges that Scargill had

secretly manipulated Soviet donations

that ended up in the accounts of the

Paris-based International Miners Organi-

sation (IMO), of which he is also presi-

dent. And when they were unable to

substantiate that, the Sunday Times (5

August) rehashed the “Libyan connec-

tion" with the bogus headline, “Gadaffi:

How I handed over the Libyan cash to

Arthur Scargill."

The charges of financial irregularity

are a smokescreen for what the bourgeoi-

sie and its minions really have against

this Stalinoid left-social-democratic

trade-union leader. They cannot forgive

or forget his trade-union militancy. Max-
well’s story conveniently broke as the

press was denouncing anti-poll tax pro-

testers as “lawbreakers" and "violent"

—

the same slanders hurled at striking min-

ers five years ago. Widely despised for

enforcing Thatcher’s tax, Kinnock and
his Labour cronies are remembered by
militant miners for their vicious strike-

breaking role as “Thatcher’s poodles."

Maxwell fumes that Scargill “tried

to bring down an elected constitutional

government of the country"— in other

words, he led the most serious class

conflict Britain had seen in decades.

As class war raged in the coalfields,

Thatcher ordered out thousands of cops,

turning entire sections of the country into

virtual occupied territories. When naked

terror failed, the government sent out an

army of "sequestrators" to steal every

penny of NUM funds, every piece of

union property they could lay their hands

on. Assets were seized and frozen; the

union was put into receivership. The gov-

ernment was out to starve the miners into

submission.

For his refusal to sacrifice the miners

and their families on the altar of the

bosses’ laws, Scargill has earned the

undying enmity of the capitalist rulers

and the cringing Kinnock Labourites who
knifed the strike. At the recent NUM
conference, Scargill received a standing

ovation when he spoke, declaring: “I

apologise to no one for the role I played

during the period which has been tanta-

mount to a state of war against every-

thing that this union stands for.”

What particularly bums the NUM’s
enemies is that the miners not only re-

mained defiant to the end—even in defeat

—but that their stand inspired an out-

pouring of international working-class

solidarity. The present campaign against

Scargill centres on the fact that he took

measures to keep funds sent to the min-

ers during the strike out of Thatcher’s

dirty hands. Of course the accounts were

kept secret; Thatcher had her snoops

running all over Europe trying to uncover

and seize NUM funds. Many of them
were also kept secret from the union

executive; it “leaked like a colander.”

recalled Scargill.

NUM members remember well that

it was massive financial support from

workers and minorities in Britain, and

from supporters around the world, that

kept their families alive for a year.

Soviet trade unionists mobilised mas-

sively for this union which refused to go

along with Reagan/Thatcher’s anti-Soviet

war drive—they sent shipments of food

and organised free holidays for strikers’

children in the Soviet Union. The pro-

Communist French CGT union federation

regularly delivered food parcels to the

miners. From South Africa, impoverished

black mineworkers sent whatever they

could to help their class brothers and

sisters in Britain.

In the United States, the rabidly anti-

communist AFL-CIO tops refused to

send a penny to support the British

miners. In the face of the “AFL-CIA”
official line of hostile unconcern for an

embattled union led by a “red.” the Parti-

san Defense Committee, a class-struggle,

non-sectarian legal and social defence

organisation associated with the Spar-

tacist League/U.S., collected $24,000 in-

cluding donations and collections from

over 70 local unions for the families of

striking miners. As a 12 July statement

by the Partisan Defence Committee in

Britain said:

“The threatened police investigation into

the NUM is a continuation of the savage

vendetta of the Thatcher government to

destroy the jobs, livelihoods and trade-

union rights of the miners. During the

heroic year-long struggle of the miners in

1984-85. workers around the world ral-

lied to their cause with acts of strike

solidarity and donations of matenal assis-

tance. The NUM rightly took measures
to keep these funds out of the clutches of

the union-busting government. Hands off

the National Union of Mineworkers!”

Crucifying Scargill on a Cross
of “Russian Gold”

Having failed to destroy the NUM, the

bourgeoisie want to crucify it on a cross

of "Russian gold." The same bourgeois

press which supported Thatcher’s every

move to starve the miners now wax
eloquent on the "hardship" endured by

the strikers while denouncing Scargill’s

“autocratic” methods. Soviet assistance,

gratefully accepted, helped the strikers

survive—and the anti-Communists hate

that.

The outlandish character of the charges

conjured up by Maxwell were cap-

tured by the satirical Private Eye (16

March) in a spoof Mirror “exclusive" by

“Max Robwell" headlined “Red Scargy's

N-Bomb Arsenal": it “reveals" that at the

time of the strike Scargill was "secretly

amassing a huge stockpile of nuclear

missiles. . .targeted on 1 0 Downing Street

and primed for immediate use.” The
spoof quotes “Scargill’s chauffeur": “he

was ready to destroy all life on earth just

in pursuit of a 6.5 per cent wage increase

for the lads.”

The smear charges of personal corrup-

tion were manufactured out of whole
cloth; even an inquiry generally hostile

to Scargill, by Gavin Lightman QC
(Queen’s Counsel), spiked accusations

that Scargill and Heathfield had their

hands in the till. As for the IMO funds,

Scargill and International Miners Organ-
isation secretary general Alain Simon
have insisted that these funds were re-

ceived after the strike ended and were

meant for international aid to miners
and not specifically for the NUM. In

fact, as the Financial Times (7-8 July)

reports, the IMO recently contributed

200,000 francs to assist striking miners
in Morocco.

When Scargill initiated the IMO in

September 1985 as an alternative to the

miners federation of the pro-imperialist

International Confederation of Free Trade
Unions, he was subjected to a stream of

redbaiting by the bourgeois press. An
IMO spokesman, reported the Financial

Times (7-8 July), saw the attacks on the

IMO as part of an ongoing campaign by
right-wing unions "that have always
viewed the IMO as a Communist ‘sub-

marine’ and which hope that the collapse

of the Communist regimes in eastern

Europe will also lead to the collapse of

the IMO."
Grotesquely, the NUM national execu-

tive committee served High Court writs

on Scargill and Heathfield over the IMO
funds. An injunction froze IMO accounts
in Dublin, Vienna and Sheffield. The
NUM executive’s action was a spineless

capitulation to the witchhunters. Taking
the embattled trade-union leaders through

the bosses’ courts is a violation of the

elementary principle that the capitalist

state must be kept out of the workers

continued on page 14

SluffocK/Nelwork

International support helped militant miners to survive during bitter year-
long strike. Partisan Defense Committee campaign raised $24,000 to aid
embattled miners’ families.
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The Butchenko Affair: Anti-Sovietism Comes Home to Roost

Workers Power Caught With

Russian Fascists, Thatcher's Scabs
The Union of Democratic Miners

(UDM) is a scab “union" created to

destroy the British National Union of
Mineworkers (NUM). The National Toil-

ers Alliance (NTS) is a Russian fascist

outfit with links to one or another impe-
rialist agency going back to Hitler’s

Nazis in the 1930s. Workers Power is a

self-styled Trotskyist group in Britain.

What’s the connection? Plenty sordid.

Workers Power has been caught out

lending their services to a sordid cabal of
the UDM, NTS and other sinister forces

aimed at breaking the NUM and its presi-

dent Arthur Scargill.

Along with Socialist Organiser, its

estranged bloc partners in the Campaign
for Solidarity with Workers in the East-

ern Bloc (CSWEB). Workers Power
organized the tour in Britain of one Yuri

Butchenko. "executive member of the

Siberian-based Kuzbass Union of Work-
ers." For “nine very successful days,” as

WP puts it, these “leftists” provided

Butchenko with an entree into numerous
workers movement meetings, knowing
full well that he was at the very leas't

intimately connected with the fascist

NTS. through its British representative

George Miller.

Then on July 5, Butchenko appeared

at a press conference in London along-

side UDM honcho Roy Lynk to lend his

voice to outlandish claims that Scargill

had salted away up to £10 million of

donations made by Soviet miners to the

1984-85 British miners strike. This was
just what union-hating prime minister

Thatcher and her lieutenants in the

Labour right wing needed: a Russian

worker, legitimized by speaking before

trade-union audiences, taking their side

against the most militant union in

Britain. Butchenko’s claims were picked

up and broadcast far and wide by the

bosses’ media.

Butchenko’s surfacing as one of the

key players in the anti-Scargill witchhunt

forced Workers Power to issue a string

of denials, non-denials and conflicting

disclaimers, which in sum only con-

firmed their criminal complicity in this

affair. WP tried to pass itself off as a

pathetically naive group simply out to

make “solidarity" with the “independent

workers’ movement of the USSR and

Eastern Europe" and tragically finding

itself implicated in the smear campaign

against Scargill. The fact is that these

Stalinophobic, rightward-moving centrists

have blatantly and directly aided the

bourgeoisie, its UDM tool and the

Labour/TUC right wing in their attempt

to crucify Scargill and break the miners

union.

Confessions of an
Anti-Communist “Dupe”?

In an attempt to squirm out of its

responsibility for setting up Scargill,

Workers Power issued three separate

statements dated July 11, directed at its

various constituencies. None of these

have been published in its paper, and we

can see why.

Addressing the Kuzbass union, WP
called on them to "renounce all links

with the UDM" while attacking the NUM
leadership for its ties to the official Sovi-

et unions. It even lent credence to the

witchhunters’ charges by appealing to

them: “should you wish to pursue the

matter of the money sent by Soviet min-

ers to the NUM during their strike, to do
so exclusively via the NUM itself."

Addressing the British unions, which

the Solidarity Campaign had inveigled

into meeting with Butchenko. Workers

Power had not a hint of criticism of

Scargill, pleading: "Yuri Butchenko has

betrayed your solidarity and goodwill.

We apologise unreservedly for being the

unwitting agency for this person to trade

on your internationalism (and ours too).’’

WP was confronted with an unforeseen

conflict between competing opportunist

interests—on the one hand their Stalino-

phobic appetites, on the other their tail-

ing after the Labour/TUC left of which

Scargill is part. So they split from
CSWEB following Butchenko’s bomb-
shell appearance on behalf of the anti-

Scargill rat pack. Workers Power con-

demned a Socialist Organiser/CSWEB
statement for "suggesting that he [Bu-

his commitments to our tour" after

CSWEB rejected “the conditions laid

down for collaboration by Yuri." Even
then, "Yuri" was invited “to reply to our

criticisms in the next issue of this paper."

while Scargill’s “allegiance to the ’offi-

cial’ stooge unions" in the USSR was
blamed for "opening the door to Lynk”
and the scab UDM.

Not only does it have trouble keeping

its constituencies apart. WP can’t even

keep its "facts" straight. A piece in the

August issue of Workers Power, quaintly

titled "Problems of solidarity," claims

that "it was not until Butchenko arrived

in Britain that we were told he had been

formally invited here by Miller." But

WP’s 1 1 July “Statement on Yuri Bu-

tchenko and CSWEB" reports that it was
through a telephone conversation with

Butchenko in May, well before his arriv-

al, that “we learnt that Miller had been

would introduce Butchenko to the Brit-

ish trade-union movement and then hand

him back over to the NTS and Miller

for a little jaunt to the TUC “internation-

al department”—they might as well have

gone directly to the Foreign Office

(which Butchenko reportedly later did),

or for that matter the U.S. embassy in

Grosvenor Square.

And what is the NTS? In its letter to

the Kuzbass union, Workers Power oh-

so-delicately describes it as “an organisa-

tion hostile to the real interests of the

labour movement." But shortly before

that, in a Solidarity Campaign statement

dissociating themselves from two other

NTS-connected Soviet workers who
addressed the UDM conference in June,

Workers Power wrote rather less cir-

cumspectly that the NTS "actively col-

laborated with and fought alongside the

Nazis."

Let us tell you a little more about the

NTS. This was the "main group used by
MI6 for operations inside the Soviet

Union until the end of the 1960s," say

Bloch and Fitzgerald in British Intelli-

gence and Covert Action , adding, "The
NTS actively supported the Nazis before

and during the 1941 invasion of Russia."

John J. Stephan in The Russian Fascists

( 1 978) notes that of the numerous fascis-

ts “solidarist” organizations which pro-

liferated in counterrevolutionary Russian

emigre circles in the interwar years, “the

Young Russia movement and the Nation-

al Toilers’ Alliance (Natsionalno Triuf-

ovoi Soyuz—NTS) probably mobilized

the widest support.”

Stephan explains how “Some solidar-

ists responded favorably to ‘radical’

Nazis such as Gregor and Otto Strasser”

— the leaders~
_
of the SA stormtroops.

tchenko] is somehow an unwitting dupe

of Lynk and the media” (presumably WP
had cornered the "unwitting dupe" market

that week). WP loftily declared, “We
cannot be party, in any way, to its deci-

sion to excuse Butchenko’s treachery.”

This canting hypocrisy came after

Workers Power itself had devoted con-

siderable efforts to coddling Butchenko.

Only when he publicly joined the anti-

Scargill witchhunt and hit the headlines

with his press conference did WP decide

"a class line has to be drawn between the

labour movement and Yuri Butchenko."

Two weeks earlier, when Butchenko had

insisted that CSWEB condone his meet-

ing with the UDM and take on the NTS
as co-organizer of the tour, WP’s edito-

rial board issued a lame statement (dated

June 27) deploring his decision “to end

Workers Power
hypocritically

attacks former
bloc partner

Socialist
Organiser for

supporting
Solidarno£6.

When it counted
In 1981, WP went

all the way with
Lech Walesa

(waving money).

the person to sign the official invitation

papers for Butchenko to come."
It all reads like one of those “I was a

Commie dupe" confessions from the

McCarthy era, and with about as much
sincerity. So how unwitting an agency
was Workers Power? Butchenko told them
enough, as WP makes clear with breath-

taking cynicism in the same statement:

"Only after Butchenko’s arrival did he

explain to us that he would be meeting
Miller, When he did we sent someone
along to ensure that Miller did not try to

disrupt the plans of the tour organised by
CSWEB. At that point Miller expressed
no wish to participate in the CSWEB tour

and he and Butchenko agreed simply that

once the tour was over they would, sep-

arately from CSWEB, meet the TUC’s
international department."

Cozy enough. The “socialists" ofCSWEB

After Hitler purged the SA leaders in the

Night of the Long Knives in 1934, life

became somewhat harder for the NTS.
which was too Russian chauvinist to suit

the German Nazis. Nonetheless, “individ-

ual NTS members cooperated with Wehr-
macht combat units. Rosenberg’s Ost-

ministerium, and Kaminsky's Russian

Nazi Party during World War II." (The

Ostministerium administered the star-

vation and enslavement of Russia.)

In short, the NTS was a precursor

to the contemporary Russian blackshirts

of Pamyat. These are the people Work-
ers Power was quite happy to meet
and work out "arrangements” with until

Butchenko got on the airwaves. How
did it feel sitting down for a friendly

chat with people who "fought alongside

continued on page 14
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Black American Trotskyist

on Speaking Tour of Germany
For Proletarian Internationalism!

Spartakist

Mozambican workers join Spartakist Workers Party May Day contingent in East
Berlin. Banner calls for full citizenship rights for immigrant workers.

In June. Spartacist League/U.S. Central

Committee member Don Alexander gave

a series of public talks in East and West

Germany under the title "Rotten Capital-

ism in 'Free World’ U.S.A." On July 24,

comrade Alexander reported back to

supporters of the Bay Area Labor Black

League for Social Defense who. together

with LBL members from Atlanta and

Chicago, donated funds for the tour. We
print below excerpts from his report.

Comrade Alexander spoke in Berlin,

Bemburg, Halle. Eggesin and Rostock.

East Germany (DDR) and Hamburg.

West Germany. Opening the forums, he

told the participants about the LBL mili-

tants who supported the tour out of con-

cern over the direction of events in East

Europe:

“These revolutionary workers don't buy
the lie that U.S. and world imperialism

are bringing 'democracy' to Eastern Eu-

rope or anywhere else. Class-conscious

U.S. workers know that U.S. imperialism

wants to enslave the working people and

dark-skinned toilers throughout the world.

There are workers who are conscious

of the enormous stakes in the struggle

against the capitalist reunification of

Germany."

In organizing this series of forums our

comrades of the Spartakist Workers Party

of Germany (SpAD) were able to deepen

their work of fighting to build a Leninist-

egalitarian party which can lead the

defensive struggles against the drive to

a Fourth Reich of German imperialism.

Foreign workers, students and women’s
groups, who had displayed the leaflet for

the tour on their literature tables and

in their clubs, came out to hear Alexan-

der's compelling description of the hell-

ish conditions of life in racist, capitalist

America.

Many members of the PDS, remnants

of the former Stalinist SED which ran

the DDR for 40 years, and other left

organizations in their orbit also attended.

In the discussion periods there was much
political debate between the Trotskyist

program of revolutionary internationalism

and the defeatist politics of these groups,

who sell the lie that working-class strug-

gle in the West is impossible, while they

look to the SPD, the treacherous running

dogs of capitalist counterrevolution, or

Mikhail Gorbachev’s “market economy"
reforms in the Soviet Union as the “an-

swer" for workers in East Germany who
are already beginning to experience the

brutal realities of capitalist exploitation.

The following are excerpts from com-
rade Alexander’s report to the LBL.

* * *

We have a point in the program of the

Labor Black League to support the rev-

olutionary struggles of working people

internationally. This trip materialized that

demand. The short period of time was

packed with a lot of talks, from the 10th

of June through the 2 1st. This occurred

two weeks before the currency changed,

in which the D-mark replaced the East

German mark.

This was a very successful series of

forums. Over 200 people attended and 80

percent were from other organizations. A
lot of people came out, very curious about

a communist organization that really had

a program for world revolution.

The first meeting in Berlin was very

interesting. Over 50 non-members came.

It was very multinational. A Lebanese

Communist Party member got up and

had questions about "why do you at-

tack pacifism?" There were some Iranian

leftists in the audience, there were a

couple of members of the British cen-

trist group Workers Power. There were

some members of the PDS. the Stalinist

organization.

An older guy got up and said, "Look,

this meeting is taking place in a very

serious moment in history. Many of my
best friends are quitting the Communist
Party. The first people who quit were the

careerists but now the serious people are

quitting. My party has been telling me to

read Bernstein and Kautsky. and that’s

not going to cut it. Most of us. we’re

worried, what are we going to be faced

with tomorrow.

"

With capitalist unification looming

—

unemployment, layoffs, childcare facil-

ities being eliminated, women being

driven out of the workforce and back to

the kitchen—there was discussion cen-

tered around how to fight against the

continued on page 15

“American Capitalism Is Sick Unto Death”

We print below edited excerpts from
the talk given by Don Alexander in his

six-city speaking tour in Germany. The

talk touched on many aspects of U.S.

history and society today, from cop
terror on the streets and the racist

death penalty to union-busting and
anti-abortion vigilantism. It addressed

as well the witchhunt in East Germany
aimed at victimizing members and ex-

members of the PDS. the former Stalin-

ist ruling party.

I came to tell you the truth about life

in racist capitalist America, and our

struggles to build a multiracial revolu-

tionary workers party in the struggle for

workers power and a socialist America.

Like all capitalist countries, but even

more so. the USA is a democracy for

the rich, a dictatorship of the capitalist

class that is masked by a pseudo-

democratic, very corrupt parliamentary

machine. The USA is a society which

has a ruling class that is white, that sits

on top of a hideously oppressed black

population with a thin petty-bourgeois

layer; a growing Hispanic and Asian
population under the guns of nativist

bigotry and attacks; and a majority

white working class who are the vic-

tims of ruthless capitalist exploitation.

American capitalism is sick unto

death. It is moribund, and the racist

rulers are increasingly parasitic and
barbaric. Today U.S. imperialism is the

biggest debtor country in the world.

Two and a half years ago. Wall Street

crashed, and the bottom almost fell out.

The capitalists have driven basic indus-

try into the ground. Millions are unem-
ployed. homeless roaming the streets

looking for something to eat and a

place to sleep. The highest growth

"industries" are union-busting, junk

bonds and fast food jobs. There have

been tens of thousands of workers’

lives tragically sacrificed on the altar of

profits. The workers who have lost their

jobs—tens of thousands of steel work-

ers. iron workers, coal miners, etc.

—

have been thrown onto the streets to

fend for themselves. Their kids go
hungry, they lose their homes, mar-

riages are destroyed, and in many cases

lives. Their hopes and dreams for a bet-

ter life for themselves and their chil-

dren turn to ashes before their very

eyes.

[In East Germany] those who would

defend the DDR collectivized economy
must break with the bourgeoisie and

their Social Democratic lackeys. It is

the West German Social Democracy
that is once again carrying out their role

(since 1914) as bloodhounds for the

bourgeoisie. The Social Democrats are

running point for the anti-Communist

witchhunters, which is nothing new. In

Portugal in 1976, they were leading

the anti-Communist mobs that burned

down CP headquarters. But the PDS
thought they were going to be the

loyal opposition in an SPD-led Volks-

kammer [parliament). And after the

united-front anti-fascist action we initi-

ated at Treptow this past January, the

PDS capitulated to the imperialist/SPD-

orchestrated campaign of destabilization

of the DDR.
But taking the line of least resistance

is death in politics. Why are the refor-

mists incapable of learning the lessons

of history? The Stalinists, the social

democrats and their hangers-on are con-

vinced that moribund capitalism is an

eternal necessity. But capitalism has

been around for almost 500 years and

has regularly been plagued with period- ,

ic crises of overproduction, mass unem-
ployment, imperialist wars, poverty,

misery and exploitation. What Marx
ironically called the “rosy dawn of

capitalist production” was accompanied

by the trade in human flesh, the geno-

cide against Indians, and the looting of

India. The fraud and force necessary to

the establishment of capitalism was
organic to the beginnings of “primitive

capitalist accumulation." Today the

West German capitalists are pursuing

with a vengeance "primitive capitalist

accumulation" for Eastern Europe. They
want labor to become a commodity like

factories, buildings and raw materials.

Stalinism has betrayed you and lied

to you that your struggles could be

completed within one country divorced

from the struggles of the international

working class. The social-democratic

Trojan horse of imperialism deceives

Spartakist

Don Alexander In East Berlin.

you with their "grand coalitions” with

the bourgeoisie, which are recipes for

bloody capitalist counterrevolution. The
hour is growing late to resolve the

crisis of revolutionary leadership that

comrade Trotsky, co-leader with Lenin

of the Bolshevik 1917 Revolution,

spoke of on the eve of World War II.

The imperialist warmakers have decreed

that history stops at capitalist exploita-

tion and imperialist wars. There is no
easy way to stop the imperialist plun-

derers and barbarians. The road to"

peace, and the only road to the disar-

mament of the bourgeoisie, is the strug-

gle for the program of international

revolution.

Let us forge a real Leninist-egali-

tarian party, in the spirit of Lenin,

Liebknecht. Luxemburg and Trotsky, a

world party of socialist revolution.
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German "Fatherland" Against Women
Following the July 1 monetary union

which made the West German D-mark
the currency of East Germany (DDR),
handing ultimate control of the economy
to Frankfurt bankers and Bonn politi-

cians. capitalist reunification has been

proceeding at full speed. Now West Ger-
man chancellor Kohl and East German
prime minister De Mazi£re have moved
up all-Germany elections from December
2 to mid-October, aiming to carry out

Anschluss (annexation) of the DDR be-

fore the social costs arc fully felt.

Those costs are already being felt

as the gains of the bureaucratically

deformed workers state are dismantled.

Along with foreign workers, women are

the first targets. We print below an

abridged article by Ursel Sieber. translat-

ed from the West German Frankfurter

Rundschau (12 June), titled "Women and

Children First.” Since July 1, unemploy-

ment shot up from 90,000 to 224,000 in

the first two weeks, and more than half

a million workers have been put on short

workweek.

There is an ongoing battle over abor-

tion rights. DDR women have had free

abortion on demand up to the 12th week

of pregnancy, while Christian Democrats

want to force on them the reaction-

ary West German law (Paragraph 218),

which has been used to jail doctors

and their women patients.

Our comrades of the Spartakist Work-

ers Party of Germany have emphasized

the fight for women’s rights as they have

uniquely fought against capitalist reunifi-

cation (see "Defend the Gains of East

German Women!" in Women and Revo-

lution No. 37. Spring 1990). We also

print on page 14 a report for Workers

Vanguard written by two women factory

workers in Berlin.

Women and Children First

by Ursel Sieber

Ingeborg Gorlitz still can't really fath-

om it. “They actually held the first layoff

talks with pregnant women, with women
who are still in their baby year (materni-

ty leave] or who have been sick a lot."

They— that is the factory management of

the state-owned VEB Model Building

and Construction Development Company
in the East Berlin district of Marzahn.

With the opening of markets it is con-

fronted with massive problems: buyers

are canceling orders because they can

buy the products cheaper elsewhere.

Ingeborg Gorlitz was one of the more
than 500 employees of this company.
“Efficiency was not the norm." she said,

"we had to cut back, no question about

it.” But that the "socially weakest" work-

ers should be the first to be thrown out

onto the street

—

this was going too far

for her. “One woman, for example, is

mentally ill. They used a short-term

medical leave to dismiss her,” she said.

The woman suffered a nervous break-

down. A pregnant woman got similar

treatment.

Most employees registered this with

resignation, only a few put up a fight.

Fifty-two-year-old Ingeborg Gorlitz was

among them. Afterward her name was

added to the list of layoffs. And the fact

that the old labor laws remain in force in

the DDR until July I. permitting layoffs

only in cases when another job has

been found for the affected workers

—

managers haven’t been sticking to that

for quite a while now.

Women are increasingly showing up

at the employment offices, and it’s hard-

er and harder to find jobs for them.

"Factory managers are saying loud and

clear to women returning from maternity

leave: there is no more work available

for you." reports the head of counseling

in the central Berlin employment office,

Bohnke.

“Many of our businesses are already

ruined even before they enter the market

economy,” complained Renate Giessler,

chairman of the Berlin district Union of

Textile, Clothing and Leather Workers.

Every day now she gets more bad news.

Some enterprises can’t pay the wages

anymore. Of the rest, almost all must cut

pay by half. “Where we could, we took

care to see that no 52-year-old woman
was dismissed, and no single mother with

small children,” says Renate Giessler.

“However, in July that will no longer be

tenable, because there will be too many
who must be laid off."

The DDR is reacting rather helplessly

to this development. Now it has been

decided that the old protective regula-

tions will remain in effect until Decem-
ber 31 of this year: the prohibition

against firing single mothers with chil-

dren under three years old, the paid leave

for women (at 65 to 95 percent of their

net earnings) for up to 18 months after

giving birth, the obligation of enterprises

to then re-employ these women in an

equivalent job. the paid leave for single

parents for children’s illnesses (up to

eight weeks a year with three children),

the monthly housework day. Starting

1 January 1991, only the West German
regulations will apply.

The right for paid leave for children’s

illnesses is hardly being claimed any-

more, out of fear for their jobs, said the

trade-unionist Renate Giessler. To keep

from being chucked out, many even want

to return to work immediately after their

pregnancy leave (in the DDR. 20 weeks

after giving birth) and waive the rest of

the year’s maternity leave (the "baby

year").

The family policies of the former SED
[ex-ruling party of the DDR| are becom-

ing a catastrophe for women. Although

up to 91 percent of women worked

professionally, responsibility for raising

children and housework was exclusively

their responsibility. This conservative

image of women is especially clear in

the "housework day," which only women
may claim. Labor Minister Hildebrandt

hasn’t changed any of this. Under the

conditions of a market economy, this

one-sided division of roles will fall back

continued on page 14

Iraq Attack...
(continued from page 1

)

a naval blockade of Iraqi/Kuwaiti oil

shipments, perhaps air bombardments of

key Iraqi installations, and conspiring for

a military coup or assassination of Hus-

sein. It boils down to a contest of wills

to see who buckles first—Hussein facing

the pressure of oil sales cutoff, or the

imperialists as they watch the price of oil

skyrocket and stock markets nose-dive.

More than likely Japan, which is far

more dependent on imported oil than the

U.S., will quickly break the flimsy "uni-

ty" of the imperialist rivals. In any case

the world proletariat has no interest in

Washington’s crusade. Hands off the

Persian Gulf! U.S. bases, U.S. troops, U.S.

fleets get out and stay out!

It’s being billed as "the first post-Cold

War war." No longer is the Russian bear

seen lurking behind every “regional

conflict.” Soviet foreign minister She-

vardnadze signed a joint statement with

Secretary of State Baker condemning the

Iraqi invasion. And Moscow is even *

mooting participation in a naval blockade

"under the U.N. flag." But this impe-

rialist rampage in the Near East poses a

serious danger to the USSR—and the

rest of the world. Instead of "coop-

erating" with the White House war-

mongers, the Soviet Union should rescind

its arms embargo of Iraq and send their

former allies in Baghdad what weap-

ons they need to deter Washington’s oil

grab.

Meanwhile, the Zionist rulers of Israel

gloat over Arabs killing Arabs, while

presenting themselves as the strong mili-

.
tary arm with which Western imperialism

can “punish" Saddam Hussein. A few

months ago there was a worldwide out-

cry when the Iraqi strongman vowed to

retaliate against an Israeli attack by

"scorch[ing] half of Israel" with chemical

weapons. But when an Israeli cabinet

minister last week said they had enough

C-arms to devastate Iraq, and they began

handing out gas masks in Tel Aviv—not

a peep from the press.

Now well-connected Israeli publicist

Y. Melman suggests in the 6 August New
York Times that his country might nuke

Baghdad. Israeli prime minister Shamir

says, "we’re dealing w ith a madman." He
should talk. For some time, the Zionist

madmen have been looking forward to

a Near East war as a pretext to drive

Palestinians out of the occupied West

Bank. Hussein’s takeover of Kuwait

could serve as the pretext for genocidal

attacks on the Palestinians. Israel out of

the Occupied Territories!

Rational Ripoff

"We are talking about oil. G6t it? Oil,

vital American interests," the "senior

American official" confided to the New
York Times (4 August). Since the 1970s

Western financial capitals have been

worried about a world economic collapse

triggered by war over the Persian Gulf

oil fields. Wall Street financier-turned-

novelist Paul Erdman wrote The Crash

of '79 in which the Shah of Iran tries

to take over OPEC and the Gulf oil

fields, with the result that “Persian oil

crude would be twenty-five dollars a

barrel," a price that would “break the

backs of the Western economics." The

day after the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait.

Persian crude went to $24.75.

Memories of the 1970s oil shocks,

when OPEC sent Western economies

reeling by jacking up the price of oil

several-fold, are still fresh. In contrast,

“the 1980's were kind. to oil importers."

noted the New York Times (2 August).

This was in good part due to the war

between Iran and Iraq, which forced both

countries to pump oil like mad to pay for

their ruinous eight-year slaughter, there-

by undermining the OPEC cartel. Now
Hussein, facing tens of billions of dollars

in debt, saw a way to reinflate the price

of oil by enforcing OPEC discipline at

gunpoint. From the Iraqi standpoint,

seizure of Kuwait was not madness but

rational greed.

It will be pretty hard to whip up sym-

pathy among American and European

working people for "poor little Kuwait."

An artificial enclave of oil-fed pros-

perity. Kuwait has only 800.000 citizens,

who were ruled by a monarchy which

exploited the labor of a million-plus

“foreigners.” mainly poor Arabs and

Asians, who toiled in the oil fields. With

such a small population base, billions in

oil profits gave Kuwait one of the high-

est per capita incomes in the world—
even the democratic "opposition" came
to their demonstrations in Mercedes and

live in air-conditioned luxury.

As for Saudi Arabia, it is, as the

New York Times' Thomas Friedman put

it, "more of a company than a country."

A company, moreover, run by medieval

Islamic fanatics. Some years ago. the

American public was sickened by a TV
dramatization. “Death of a Princess.”

showing the public decapitation of a

young woman in the Saudi royal family

for adultery.

Ba'athist Iraq is in its own way just

as barbaric. While spouting "radical"

Arab nationalist rhetoric, Saddam Hus-

sein has killed thousands of leftists,

worker militants and members of the

Kurdish minority. A special target of

Ba’athist police-state terror has been the

once-strong Iraqi Communist Party with

its base among Kurdish oil workers. It is

now reported that Iraqi Communists cap-

tured in Kuwait are being deported to

Baghdad where they face execution.

With the acquisition of Kuwait. Hus-

sein now controls 20 percent of the

world’s oil reserves, and prices are al-

ready shooting up. Even Iran has tacitly

supported the effort to drive up prices,

and shortly before the invasion OPEC
voted for Hussein’s plan to raise prices

to $20-25. Debt-ridden oil producers

Mexico and Venezuela aren't exactly

complaining about Iraq’s move either,

and Bush has quite a few wealthy pals in

Texas who wouldn’t complain about a

price rise. One independent operator said

of Hussein. “He may be a despot, but

he’s our despot."

But Washington is squealing like a

stuck pig. and stock markets from Wall

Street to Tokyo have been plunging.

Even bourgeois commentators have noted

that the U.S. economy is in such a weak-

ened state that a major oil shock could

tip the scales into a serious recession, if

it hasn’t already. In fact, the banking

system is in an extremely precarious

state, as the S&L crisis has revealed.

The workers of the world have no
interest in a squalid war over the oil

fields. We have great interest in the

profits sweated out of the workers from

the Persian Gulf to the Gulf of Mexico:

our interest is that this wealth, go to

the working people of the world. Fur-

thermore, the burning of hydrocarbons

has serious environmental consequences.

Only a worldwide socialist system can

ensure the rational use of fossil fuels for

the benefit of humanity.
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Spartacist Speaker at United Front Defense Rally

Fight for Justice! For Workers Revolution!
The following speech was given hy

Spartacist League Central Committee

member Ed Clarkson at the PDC rally in

Chicago, July 14.

Those before me have spoken elo-

quently in defense of Mumia Abu-Jamal

and against the savage injustice of the

racist death penalty in this country. Jamal

is a member of a very small and select

group—he is a true fighter against op-

pression and persecution. We must free

him. And we must stop America's effort

to stifle all protest and nonconformity

with death. As a member of the Sparta-

cist League and the International Com-
munist League, I want to address the sort

of system that supports this barbarous

seeming-anachronism and what we need

to do to fight this most grotesque form

of racist oppression which is truly lynch-

ing made legal.

But first, let me observe these rallies

demonstrate a powerful political point,

that it is possible to bring an effective,

worldwide united action across a spec-

trum of political beliefs while assuring

everyone’s right to have their own say.

I say this not mainly because we commu-
nists of the SL are most frequently the

subject of political exclusionism, which
is rampant on the left, but because this

exclusionism saps and erodes the base

for mass action.

The death penalty is an abomination.

But it was not responsible for the massa-

cre of the MOVE martyrs in Philadel-

phia. George Jackson and Fred Hampton
were not murdered by the death penalty.

Two hundred years of chattel slavery and

100 years of Jim Crow did not occur

because of it. The thousands who died to

form the trade unions in this country in

the early decades of this century—and
who continue to die

—

did not for the

most part languish on death row. The
tens of thousands of Japanese interned

here during the Second World War
and the millions of socialists, Gypsies,

homosexuals and Jews incarcerated in

Hitler’s death camps were not imprisoned

on capital offenses.

These inhumanities were, rather, the

products of the normal functioning of the

capitalist legal systems in the defense of

societies based on the right of the few to

exploit the many. Massive unemploy-
ment, hunger, the lack of needed medical

services, illiteracy are simply the slower

erosion of the bodies and spirits of work-

ing and poor people. Imperialist war is

the crucible for the pressures produced

by what has been both the most produc-

tive and destructive economic system to

date. This system cannot be just, and we
can place no confidence in its cops and

its courts. We don’t prescribe life sen-

tences or tougher laws, we do not beg for

laws against fascism or racist speech

because such laws have been and will

continue to be used largely to victimize

those who fight oppression. The right to

bear arms is a necessary protection

against the abuses of the powers that be.

No to gun control!

Justice will only come with a revolu-

tionary transformation of this society and
with the overthrow of capitalist rule.

And there is only one social force capa-

ble of undertaking such a revolution, the

working class. Currently, however, we
know the working class is tied through

its trade-union leadership to one of the

main parties of property, the Demo-
crats. In compliance with the courts, the

powers that be of the trade unions have

gutted or shelved labor’s only weapon,

the militant mass picket line which
closes down production, while begging

the bosses for protection against the

Japanese. As a result the unions are

withering on the vine. The civil rights

struggles of the ’50s and ’60s that

shook this country were similarly con-

tained within the confines of capital-

ism by the Democrats. Elections to high

office are now cynically substituted for

social struggle for the many, while we
see demagogues attempting to mobilize

the ghetto against the Jew, the Arab or

the Korean shopkeeper.

This racism is poison for blacks, who
in this country are the prime targets

whenever racism is inflamed, just as its

protectionist variety is poisonous for the

working class which needs international

unity and mobilization against the inter-

national power of capital. The working

class must break the chains which bind

it to the Democrats and forge its own
party. Blacks, workers simultaneously

exploited and oppressed, will play a

central role in the formation of such a

party, which will both end capitalist

exploitation through socialist revolution

and once and for all finish the Civil War
and bring equality to this land. It seemed
very obscure in the ’50s when I was
around that the death penalty would ever

end or that social struggle would ever

begin. The ’60s. even with their limita-

tions, blew that away in a day.

And when the threat of death no longer

hangs over the head of Mumia Abu-
Jamal. when he walks out of the doors of

the prison that confines him. when we
have wrested this most terrible weapon,

the death penalty, from the hands of our

oppressors, we will know that the fight

for that party and for a truly just society

will have begun. When the last child

cries out in hunger in the last ghetto

hellhole in the night, the beginning of the

era of human justice and freedom will

have been signaled. Let us make sure

that Mumia Abu-Jamal is there to savor

that sweet day.

WV Photo

Labor/black power key to fighting racist terror. Spartacist-initiated united front
swept KKK fascists off the streets of Washington, D.C. in November 1982.

International

campaign for

Mumia Abu-Jamal
(clockwise, from top
left): London rally

(being addressed by
former death row
political prisoner and
Caribbean activist

Desmond Trotter);

Toronto; Paris;

Berlin (DDR).

II FAUT SAUVER

MUMIA ABU JAW1AL

!

Workers Hammer

IJMIA ABU-JAMAL!

HE DEATH PENALTY!
Defence Committek
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“Save Mumia Abu-Jamal!”—
rallying cry for opponents
of racist death penalty.

Clockwise, from top right:

billboard on Interstate 80 In

Pennsylvania, PDC rallies in

Chicago and New York,

banner at Mandela rally

In Oakland.

JUSTICE DENIED IN

PENNSYLVANIAM America.SmartsHebe?
Ml 8QQ 932-Q7&! GOV. ROBERT CASEY -As* him To

Save rjlumia Abu-Jamal / stop legal' lynchings!

Worldwide
Campaign...
(continued from page 16)

newspapers of the French and Italian

Communist parties, carried pieces for

Jamal.

"Save Mumia Abu-Jamal!” is becom-

ing the rallying cry of opponents of the

barbaric death penalty around the world.

Symbolizing the fight against racist

state repression, Jamal’s case defines the

legal politics of the death penalty in the

1990s. Framed in 1982 on charges of

killing a Philadelphia cop. Jamal has

been in the cross hairs of the Philly

police for 21 years—from his days as a

Black Panther Party spokesman in 1968

to his support of Philadelphia’s MOVE
as a journalist known for his defense of

the poor and oppressed minorities. So

they wanted him silenced—preferably

dead—and haven’t' given up yet. In-

censed over growing support for Jamal

worldwide, the Philadelphia Daily News

headlined an article "N.Y. Group Out to

Save Cop Killer.’’

Then, as over 200 people crowded into

Philadelphia’s historic Church of the

Advocate July 14 to support Jamal, the

Fraternal Order of Police held a counter-

demonstration outside its headquarters

calling for Jamal’s immediate execution.

FOP president Richard Costello made

clear why Philly ’s kill-crazy cops are so

hated and feared when he labeled death

penalty abolitionists who are Fighting to

save Jamal a "misfit terrorist group” and

threatened, “If you don’t like it you can

join him. We’ll take out the electric

chair, we’ll make it an electric couch."

Costello’s provocation infuriated

blacks and even worried the Mainline

bourgeoisie who use the racist cops and

black Democratic mayor Goode to keep

the city's impoverished ghetto population

in line. The Inquirer noted "charges of

racism” from black and Hispanic cops

against the FOP Fiihrer . and "questions

about his judgment.” Mumia wrote from

prison, referring to the grotesque 13 May

1985 police bombing of the MOVE
house on Osage Avenue: "The FOP’s

reaction, not to be taken lightly (they

are, after all, the exterminators of men,

women & kids of May 13) seems to

suggest I am still a thorn in their fat

hides—even here, in hell."

The Scottsboro Case of Today

The rallies for Jamal began in New
York on June 28. Gene Herson, labor

coordinator of the PDC, called for an

international campaign like that for the

Scottsboro youths, who spent Five years

on death row and were saved by the left-

led mass protests of hundreds of thou-

sands. Cleveland Robinson, secretary-

treasurer of District 65 UAW in New
York, proudly recalled his role in the

Scottsboro defense:

"When I came to this countrv in 1944

the Scottsboro Boys were still in prison

awaiting their execution. That was the

first basic civil rights case I got involved

in. And it so happened that at least two

of them, when we succeeded in releasing

them out of jails, found their way in my
union. District 65."

The international defense of those nine

black youths helped galvanize a genera-

tion in protest against racist terror in

the Jim Crow South. But the fight for

black rights was betrayed on behalf of a

“popular front” for Roosevelt that ex-

tended from the racist Dixiecrats to the

Communist Party.

Support for Jamal has come from

black elected ofFtcials—California Con-

gressman Ron Dellums, New York

Assemblyman Roger Green. Pennsylvania

State Representative David Richardson

and Chicago Alderman Danny Davis.

Other speakers at the recent rallies

included civil rights activists such as

Oakland NAACP president William Free-

man, Karima Wicks of the NAACP Legal

Defense Fund, Rev. Paul Washington:

opponents of the death penalty from the

ACLU, National Coalition Against the

Death Penalty and Pennsylvania Prison

Society. Jamal’s former Black Panther

comrades and MOVE supporters spoke

powerfully.

For many, Jamal's Fight for freedom,

justice and life intersected their own
struggle against racism and reaction

—

aboriginals in Australia, North Africans

in France, blacks in Toronto and the U.S.

In Germany, where fascist attacks on

immigrant workers, Jews and leftists are

escalating with the capitalist annexation

of East Germany (DDR), demonstrations

to save Jamal were held on July 3 in

Hamburg and East Berlin. Support came

from Holocaust survivors, from Turkish

workers in West Germany and Mozambi-

cans in the DDR, and members and lead-

ers of the PDS, the former Stalinist rul-

ing party of East Germany, now targets

of a vicious witchhunt at the hands of

Kohl’s Fourth Reich.

As a class-struggle defense organiza-

tion, the PDC looks not to the capi-

talist courts but to the power of the

working class to save Jamal and smash

the racist death penalty. And we have

received increasing support from labor.

The CGT. France’s largest trade-union

federation representing millions of work-

ers, announced that it “joins the interna-

tional defense campaign to demand that

MUMIA ABU-JAMAL’s life be spared.”

The Metro Toronto Labour Council en-

dorsed and sent a speaker to the July 4

rally at thaU.S. consulate there. From

Australia came a message of support

from the Firemen and Deckhands' Union.

The Philadelphia chapter of the Penn-,

sylvania Social Services Union SEIU
Local 668 sent a speaker to the rally.

The Partisan Defense Committee sees

itself in the tradition of the Interna-

tional Red Aid. formed in the early

1920s to bring assistance to workers and

Communists facing counterrevolutionary

continued on page 10

Mobilize Labor’s Power to Stop Legal Lynching!
Spartaci.sl Canada

La C.G.T. communique
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r- Partisan Defense Committee Video

“My name is Mumia Abu-Jamal.... I’m fighting my conviction, fighting

the sentence, fighting for my life and fighting to create revolution

in America. Revolution means change. It means total change.”

There is now available a video by the Partisan Defense Committee, featuring

excerpts of Jamal interviewed from death row in Huntingdon state prison. The
25-minute video tells the story of the cop vendetta against this fighter for

justice, using rare photos of Jamal the high school rebel, young Black Panther

Party spokesman, radical journalist and MOVE supporter.

The video is an invaluable tool in publicizing the worldwide fight to save

Jamal’s life. Contact the PDC to arrange for a representative to show the video

at your union local, campus, church or community organization. Write to: Parti-

san Defense Committee, P.O. Box 99, Canal Street Station, New York, NY
10013; or phone (212) 406-4252.

Spread the Word—Show the Video

Worldwide
Campaign...
(continued from page 9)

terror in East Europe. Its American affil-

iate. the International Labor Defense, led

mass demonstrations to save the anarchist

workers Sacco and Vanzetti. PDC staff

counsel Rachel Wolkenstein emphasized

in Philadelphia that to save Jamal to-

day, what’s needed is "a reinvigorated

working-class movement, including a

black and red leadership which can fight

to win, all the way to a workers govern-

ment. All you union brothers and sisters

here and all those people who stand with

them, it means you have the power to say

to this government that this man must

not die—this man won’t die.”

American Way of Death

Our campaign directly confronts the

bourgeoisie’s headlong drive for more

and quicker executions. It's not only

“Justice Death,” the Reaganite Supreme

Court chief Rehnquist. On July 20. Vir-

ginia’s black governor Douglas Wilder,

a former death penalty opponent whose

election campaign called for adding to

the list of crimes punished by executions,

sent his first victim to the chair. Follow-

ing the lead of Wilder and Democratic

gubernatorial candidates in Texas and

California, former civil rights activist

Andrew Young running for governor of

Georgia declared, “the state has to have

the right to put mad dogs to death."

And on July 23, the New York Times,

a paper nominally opposed to capital

punishment, carried a front-page adver-

tisement for state murder in an article

entitled "Legal Delays Thwart Death

Penalty." Falling into step with the

campaign to speed up the state’s death

machine, the article decries the "dead-

ly dance of appeals.” According to the

Rehnquist-led Supreme Court, practices

of other countries are irrelevant in deter-

mining “evolving standards of decency"

for the U.S. Executions of juveniles,

mentally retarded, poor, black, Hispanic

and political prisoners like Jamal—these

are the “standards of decency” of the

bloody U.S. ruling class.

Amnesty International’s three-year

campaign against capital punishment has

called worldwide attention to the U.S.’

adherence to this tradition of torture.

Among industrialized capitalist countries

only the United States and South Africa

retain the death penalty, a legacy of

centuries of racial subjugation. But while

Pretoria recently placed its executions on

hold, the U.S. assembly line of death

rolls on. At the London rally, Paul

Trewhela, an editor of Searchlight South

Africa, pointed out:

“If one were to join the coordinates last

week linking Abu-Jamal in the death

cells to Mandela in the White House,

what is revealed is the social position

of black people internationally on the

threshold of the 21st century .... In the

murder of Jamal, the executioner state

seeks to dispose of the living criticism of

itself. Yet the presence of Abu-Jamal on

death row is the confirmation of that

criticism: the victim is the criticism of

the executioner. He is the point at which

the system publicly declares that it needs

to be superseded by another, that it has

outlived itself, and that it, as a system,

requires sentence of death to be pro-

nounced upon itself so that society might

live and develop. The electric chair and

the chair in. the President’s Oval Office

are constructed from the same social

material."

As 2,300 await execution in America’s

jails, those who came out to rally for

Mumia Abu-Jamal heard wrenching

testimony from some who had endured

the torture of sitting on death row and

only years (and many appeals) later were

found innocent. Patrick Croy, a Shasta-

Karuk Indian who was finally acquitted

of a vicious racist frame-up which stole

12 years of his life, six of them on death

row, brought the Oakland crowd to its

feet. And in Chicago. Darby Tillis told

the rally:

“I am one of almost 450 persons in this

country who was convicted of a capital

crime and later found to be innocent. I

spent nine years, one month and 17 days

incarcerated for a crime I did not com-
mit. More than four years were spent on
death row. Death row is a horrible shock
to man. It’s a place where the atmosphere
is filled with death. It's a place of horror.

You take one day at a time. Each day
you prepare a face to face the people that

you meet. You are forced to live in a

world of fantasy to compensate for the

real world around you. You can only see

your past. You’re not a participant of life.

You’re just an observer. All day long
you're being killed with pain and loneli-

ness and hurt."

“A Sweet Song of Hope
for Thousands on the
Brink of Death”

Emory Douglas spoke of former Black

Panther Geronimo ji jaga (Pratt), himself

Press Covers Jamal Campaign
6 March 1990
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Abu-Jamal from death row
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Former death row prisoners speak out for Jamal: Patrick Croy (left) at Oakland

meeting, Darby Tillis in Chicago.

imprisoned for 20 years and a victim

of a COINTELPRO frame-up. Douglas,

speaking as a representative of former

Bay Area Black Panthers, broke down

in tears as he remembered Jamal as a

16-year-old Panther: "It was a very re-

warding experience to have worked with

this young brother who worked very

hard, wrote very excellently. When he

went back to Philadelphia, it was like a

boy that was missing.” Through her own

tears Jamal’s wife Wadiya told how “I

get bitter sometimes. And angry at him,

even. Just like when somebody that

you love dearly dies. But just like that

person that dies, they had no choice.

Mumia had no choice, he was snatched

away from us.”

As Cleveland Robinson said in re-

sponse at the New York City rally, “So

we have to understand that we now have

tasks to do. I am very proud and hum-

bled by the sister. Your husband must

not and shall not die. We have got an

obligation, a duty to help to bring him

back to freedom!"

Despite prison’s cold walls, Jamal’s

humanity and determination to fight rac-

ist oppression are as strong as when

as a 16-year-old Panther spokesman he

chanted, “Power to the People!" He con-

tinues to speak out about the homeless,

racist terror, brutality of American pris-

ons and hypocrisy of America’s rulers in

columns carried in newspapers across the

country. As he wrote from death row,

"Your international voice of protest be-

comes a sweet song of hope for the thou-

sands of us in the United States sitting

on the brink of death. I am honored to

join you, and this noble fight." Join the

international campaign to save Mumia

Abu-Jamal!

Urgent: Jamal Campaign
Needs Funds

Join the Partisan Defense Committee

campaign to save Mumia Abu-Jamal!

Take Jamal's case to your unions, civil

rights, campus and community organiza-

tions and mobilize them to join the fight.

Contact the PDC for speakers, tapes of

Mumia speaking, the new video, and

literature.

The campaign costs a lot; publicity and

printing costs are massive. We are up

against the legal and financial resources

of the racist capitalist state. Our chances

of success rest on the justice of our cause

and the determined support of all who

believe Mumia Abu-Jamal must not die.

Send donations to: Partisan Defense

Committee, P.O. Box 99, Canal Street

Station, New York, NY 10013.

Former Black

Panther...
(continued from page 16)

featured as the Panther spokesman in a

front-page article in the Philadelphia

Inquirer. Over the next decade. Jamal

was active as a crusading broadcast jour-

nalist who became known as the “voice

of the voiceless" for championing the

cause of the oppressed. He won wide

acclaim and was broadcast on national

radio networks. In 1980 he was elect-

ed president of the Philadelphia chapter

of the Association of Black Journalists.

Jamal became a supporter of the Phila-

delphia MOVE organization in the after-

math of the massive 1978 cop siege on

their Powelton Village home.

On 9 December 1981 the police tried

to kill Jamal in the streets, but failed.

He was hospitalized with a bleeding

stomach wound and arrested on charges

of killing a cop. The prosecutor won the

death sentence by convincing the nearly

all-white jury that Jamal’s use of the

Panther slogan "Political Power Grows

Out of the Barrel of a Gun” (in the

Philadelphia Inquirer article 12 years

earlier) meant he deserved to die! As

Mumia told the court, "I believe America

Student protest in 1967 to name high

school for Malcolm X.

has proven that quote to be true."

One need only look at the shotgun-

wielding cop standing over the stripped

Panther victims of Rizzo’s 1970 raid, or

hear the Philly police today ranting for

his immediate execution, to know what

Jamal meant.*
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Bipartisan S&L rogues’ gallery. From left: Arizona con man Charles Keating, Nell Bush, California Democrat Alan Cranston.

S&L Ripoff...
(continued from page l

)

newly created Resolution Trust Corpora-

tion (RTC), making the U.S. government

the largest operator of financial institu-

tions. And the costs of the public bailout

of "private" enterprise keep mounting as

the economy sinks into a new recession.

Curtis J. Lang aptly commented in the

Village Voice (10 July) that the much-

ballyhooed "free market" of Reagan/Bush

really means that they "socialize all the

losses and privatize the profits."

The beneficiaries of the S&L scandal

are not simply a handful of crooked cap-

italists and their political accomplices.

The bailout is part of the massive redistri-

bution of income during the past decade

and a half from working people to finan-

cial parasites. The industrial working

class has been ground down by the decay

of manufacturing while their unions have

been broken outright or have accepted

giveback contracts and two-tier wage

systems. Millions of people, especially

blacks and Hispanics, have been reduced

to desperate poverty, homelessness and

drug addiction. At the same time, a few

hundred thousand college graduates have

been given lucrative salaries to play

money games in banks, securities firms

and real estate outfits. A typical scene in

America today is a homeless black man
or woman asking for handouts in front of

an office building in which 25-year-old

MBAs make $100,000 a year from the

S&L bailout and other such scams.

"What Is Robbing a Bank
Compared to Owning a Bank?”

So said one of the characters in The

Three-Penny Opera by German Commu-
nist playwright Bertolt Brecht. In this

case we have both! Stories abound of

S&L presidents using depositors’ money
to “invest" in rare paintings for their

own homes, personal yachts, a kitty litter

mine and even a sperm bank for buffalo.

Depositors were promised high returns

on investments as their money was

thrown away on harebrained construc-

tion projects, junk bonds, whatever—
the con artists figured that government

deposit insurance would cover the losses,

and in the meantime they made millions

by "loaning" money to themselves and

their cronies. (Remember Groucho Marx,

playing a real estate shyster in Coco-

nuts and promising, “You can even get

stucco," adding the aside, “Boy, can

r
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you get stucko!")

But to really answer the question,

"Where did all the money go?”, one has

to describe the decline of American

capitalism as it literally blew up its own
industrial base in the late ’70s and tried

to recoup with paper scams in the ’80s.

To be sure, capitalist politics has always

run on corruption—Tammany Hall, Tea-

pot Dome and pork barrel are as much a

part of Americana as cowboys and Indi-

ans. And J.R Morgan, John D. Rock-

efeller and the other 19th century capital-

ists owned Congress and the White

House no less than their present-day

descendants. But a century ago American

capitalism was on the upswing, and

through brutal exploitation of labor it

produced vast new wealth: they covered

the country with railroads, built the steel

mills, and so on.

The hallmark of the S&L scandal is

not only its incredible magnitude, threat-

ening to engulf the entire Treasury, but

the fact that it encompasses every kind

of squandering and looting of the accu-

mulated wealth of the country: junk

bonds, leveraged buyouts, oil market

speculation, real estate speculation, Mi-

chael Milken. Frank Lorenzo, stock mar-

ket crash, you name it, this scandal’s got

it. even including a CIA plot. In short,

the S&L affair is about the decay of

American capitalism.

For decades, S&Ls were staid small-

time institutions whose primary purpose,

enforced by government regulation, was

providing low-interest loans for millions

of Americans to buy their own homes.

Then came the inflationary '70s. fed

partly by the oil-price boom engineered

by the OPEC/Seven Sisters cartel. Mil-

lions tried to salvage the value of

their savings by withdrawing them from

S&Ls in favor of higher-interest invest-

ments. The S&Ls. whose income came

from fixed low-interest 30-year mortgage

loans, suddenly found themselves devas-

tated by the twin blows of inflation and

a drain of deposits: in the brief period of

1980-82 the net worth of S&Ls fell from

$31 billion to $4 billion, leaving them

virtually broke.

Fearing the social unrest that would

ensue from the collapse of the S&Ls. the

White House and Congress. Democrat

and Republican, made every conceivable

concession to the S&L capitalists, who
screamed for the removal of government

restrictions on their'financial activity.

While Jimmy Carter was still president

in 1980, Congress passed a law which

expanded the S&L's authority to make

consumer loans and started phasing out

the limit on interest rates that could be

offered to depositors. More importantly,

the law raised the ceiling on deposit

insurance to $100,000 (from $40,000) per

account, thereby setting the stage for the

future debacle by obligating the govern-

ment to cover more losses.

The 1980 law failed to revive the

S&Ls. so in 1982 Congress passed the

now-infamous Gam-St. Germain deregu-

lation bill, which allowed the S&Ls to

invest in more or less anything, no matter

how risky. This was a triumph for then

vice president George Bush, who headed

the Reagan administration’s “task force"

on banking deregulation. "All in all,”

Ronald Reagan gloated as he signed the

bill. “I think we’ve hit the jackpot”

(Newsweek , 21 May). It depends on who
you mean by “we."

Deregulation unleashed a flood of

billions of dollars in dubious “invest-

ments.” all backed by the guarantees of

government insurance, a virtual blank

check. Not only mom and pop's savings,

but billions of dollars in "hot” money
were sent into the S&Ls by money spe-

cialists who sliced up the big boys’ cof-

fers into $100,000 chunks which could

then be deposited in insured accounts.

Much of it went into real estate and

luxury residential construction, whose

paper value in the ’80s escalated in a

giant speculative bubble, particularly in

the Sun Belt states from Florida to Ari-

zona and the oil-boom states like Texas.

In the escalating orgy of greed, S&L
money circulated in endless tangled

circles, bidding up paper value but not

creating any real wealth.

A notorious example was Phoenix.

Arizona "real estate developer" Charles

Keating’s $50 million purchase of the

Lincoln Savings and Loan in 1983,

financed by Michael Milken’s sale of

junk bonds. "Soon after buying Lincoln.

Keating virtually stopped making loans

to families to buy homes and began using

depositors’ money to buy junk bonds
from Drexel,” notes the Washington Post

(18 February). “By the time Lincoln went

broke six years later, Keating had lev-

eraged the original $50 million from

Drexel into $454 million worth of junk

bonds.” Meanwhile, Keating sold unin-

sured junk bonds to his innocent deposi-

tors, many of them retirees, who now
stand to lose their life savings. An inter-

nal memo at Lincoln cynically told its

bond salesmen, "Always remember the

weak, meek and ignorant are always

good targets."

Neil Bush, the president’s son. was

another example. As a member of the

board of directors of Silverado Banking,

Savings and Loan Association in Denver

from 1985 to 1988—nicknamed "Desper-

ado Banking” by many—he expedited

millions of dollars in loans to his own
business partners. At one point, for in-

stance, he wrote a letter recommending

$900,000 in credit to his partner, who

had given him a personal "loan” of

$100,000 which was later "forgiven."

Neil Bush’s business pals stuck Silverado

with over $130 million in bad debts, and

curiously, federal regulators who knew

of the bank’s problems stalled on taking

any action until the day after dad Bush’s

victory in the 1988 presidential election,

when they ordered it closed. Neil Bush

called the demise of his S&L "inconse-

quential," though it alone will cost $1

billion to clean up.

The S&L scam came tumbling down
when the bottom fell out of the oil mar-

ket in 1986, leading to the collapse of the

real estate market in the Sun Belt and

virtual depression in oil states like Texas.

The 1987 stock market crash further

undermined the mountain of paper. S&Ls
which had pyramided their paper

"wealth" in circular sales suddenly col-

lapsed of their own dead weight. But

then the scams only escalated, as the fast

buck artists raided the U.S. Treasury to

recoup their losses with insurance mon-

ey, aided by their cronies in the prover-

bial highest places. In December 1988,

the last month of the lame-duck Reagan

administration, billions were paid out to

“rescue” failed S&Ls with the sweetest

deals imaginable.

Symbolic of this 1988 Christmas give-

away was the case of a Phoenix “devel-

oper" appropriately named James Fail,

who put up only $1,000 of his personal

money, borrowed another $70 million

and then was permitted by top federal

regulators to "buy” 15 insolvent S&Ls
and consolidate them into Bluebonnet

Savings. This "new" S&L was then given

over three billion dollars in federal sub-

sidies over ten years, making it a "profit-

able” institution in 1989 even though it

has many newly constructed properties

still sitting boarded up and idle. Fail

was supposedly ineligible for such a deal

because he had previously been indicted

for securities fraud in Alabama, but

with the help of lobbyist Robert Thomp-
son, who once had been Vice President

Bush’s Congressional liaison. Fail’s ap-

plication somehow “slipped through."

And this case was only the tip of the

iceberg.

Democrats -f Republicans =
Property Party

Today- the Democrats like to scream
about the Fail and Bush cases to tar the

Republicans with the S&L scandal. But
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even bourgeois commentators have noted

that both parties are up to their necks in

it. There were, for instance, the “Keating

Five" Senators, four of them Democrats

(Cranston, Riegle, Glenn and DeConcini,

plus Republican McCain), who together

received more than a million dollars in

contributions from the notorious Keating

and repeatedly protected him from fed-

eral regulators. Former Speaker of the

House Jim Wright is among the many
Democratic notables implicated by S&L
largesse.

A recent Democratic attempt led by

Pat Schroeder to force the Attorney Gen-

eral to appoint a special prosecutor in the

Neil Bush case collapsed when Republi-

cans threatened retaliatory prosecutions,

scaring off backers. One Republican

lobbyist told the New York Times (21

June): “It’s sort of a mad dog, hard ball,

intimidation style. You have to remind

the Democrats of their past to keep them

honest." In other words, dishonest. Thus

the two parties have each other black-

mailed on this issue, so while they may
make a show of it for the November
elections, you can be sure the “investiga-

tions” will come to exactly nothing.

So too will the revelations of CIA
involvement be buried. Last February

the Houston Post revealed that the spy

agency and organized crime had links to

22 collapsed S&Ls which lost over $13

billion. One of those S&Ls is... Neil

Bush’s Silverado. "The CIA," reported

the Post's Pete Brewton. "may have used

part of the proceeds from S&L fraud to

help pay for covert operations and other

activities that Congress was unwilling to

support publicly," such as the contra war
in Nicaragua. But after all the Congres-

sional “investigations" into the White

House/CIA Iran/contra scandal, Reagan/

Bush were never even charged, and Ollie

North walked. It’s a safe bet the white-

wash will cover this one. too.

The capitalist politicians hope to use

the S&L scandal as a political football

for the November elections and then bury

the issue, but it won’t go away so easily.

What makes this scandal different from

the run-of-the-mill corruption story is its

sheer magnitude, enough to send the

economy into a crash.

End of the “American Dream”

During the 1950s there was much talk

of the “American dream" and glorifi-

cation of the "American way of life.”

Liberal ideologues like Daniel Bell con-

cocted fantasies about the “end of ideol-

ogy" and the triumph of class peace. Key
to the notion of the “American dream"

was making the mass of American work-

ers into small property-holders through

home ownership. In the immediate post-

World War II era, when U.S. imperialism

was flush with the riches flowing from

dominance of the "free world," the dream

had some fleeting substance: while home
ownership rates in the population held

near 45 percent from 1890 to 1940, over

the next 20 years they increased to over

60 percent. In this period home owner-

ship rates for married couples aged 25 to

34 more than doubled.

But the national home ownership rate

peaked in 1980 and has been declining

ever since. Young families (under-25

couples with children) looking for their

first home are the hardest hit: ownership

rates fell from almost 40 percent to 27

percent in the past decade. In this period

young working people have been faced

with declining real wage rates, high

unemployment and astronomical housing

costs. As a result the home construction

industry today is in virtual depression

from the lack of buyers and the credit

squeeze from scared bankers—housing

starts for single-family homes have

dropped by half from a year ago. And
foreclosures have begun to skyrocket

even in the formerly booming Northeast.

This downturn flows from deepgoing

structural changes of a weakened and

declining American capitalism. Younger

workers have been qualitatively impover-

ished by such devices as two-tier wages,

now embedded in major industries in the

wake of the past decade of union-busting

and defeated strikes. And facing ever-

mounting deficits, Congress passed bi-

partisan tax “reform” which severely

whittled down the once-considerable tax

advantages of home ownership. Fewer
and fewer young people can accumulate

the down payment for a first home, or

afford the monthly payments. A middle-

aged white subway motorman in the

Bronx, New York remarked bitterly:

“When our parents had us, they had the

American dream. They said my kids will

have more than me. The American dream

is gone.”

If the "American dream” is gone for

white working people, blacks are living

the American nightmare. Black infant

mortality is now at the level of some
Third World countries, while homicide

is the main cause of death of young

black males. Almost 40 percent of black

men in their early 20s are unemployed.

And less than 2 percent of black families

now renting apartments can qualify for

a standard home mortgage.

Millions of men, women and children

in this country are homeless, living in the

streets with nowhere to go and nothing

to eat. Yet a few months from now, the

government’s Resolution Trust Corpora-

tion, which owns more than 36,000 prop-

erties taken over from bankrupt S&Ls,
will auction off the entire lot in a single

day. The properties will likely be sold

at fire-sale prices to the very same con

artists who owned them before! Since

much of this property consists of newly

built and unoccupied housing, we can

think of a much more equitable way to

dispose of it. Over a century ago Freder-

ick Engels wrote:

"There is already a sufficient quantity of

houses in the big cities to remedy imme-
diately all real 'housing shortage,' pro-

vided they are used judiciously. This can

naturally only occur through the expro-

priation of the present owners by quarter-

ing in their houses homeless workers or

workers overcrowded in their present

homes. As soon as the proletariat has

won political power, such a measure
prompted by concern for the common
good will be just as easy to carry out as

are other expropriations and billetings by

the present-day state.”

— The Housing Question (1887)

If the labor movement in this country had

a class-struggle leadership instead of a

corrupt, sellout bureaucracy, it would

send out a few thousand workers in every

city to occupy those luxury condos and

turn them over to the homeless.

American Capitalism in Decay

The S&L debacle is only one aspect of

the decay and parasitism of American

capitalism. Ever since the 1 974-75 world

depression, American industry has been

in decline. Employment in manufacturing

fell from 27 percent of the labor force in

1970 to 18 percent in the late ’80s. A
million manufacturing jobs have disap-

peared over the past decade. Sony chief

Akio Morita blasted America's capitalist

crybabies, who blame all their troubles

on Japan: "Instead of manufacturing

things, Americans make money without

efforts, just by playing money games"

(Business Week, 23 October 1989).

But these kinds of financial shell

games can’t go on much longer. It’s not

just the S&Ls that are in trouble. The

nation's commercial banks—including

such biggies as Citibank and Chase

Manhattan—are also teetering on the

edge of an abyss, laden with $600 billion

in dubious debt from risky real estate in-

vestment. Third World loans and over-

leveraged corporate deals. There are over

1,000 "problem" banks, and the Federal

Deposit Insurance Corporation spent

more than it took in last year for the

second straight time since its creation in

1933, while its insurance fund is at its

lowest point ever—70 cents for every

$100 of insured deposits.

The economy is choking with debt,

which has nearly tripled in the past dec-

ade to $12 trillion. In the 1950s and '60s,

17 cents of every dollar of corporate

earnings went to service debt. In the

1 970s the figure rose to 35 cents, and has

now reached 61 cents on the dollar. At

the same time, the government financed

its massive military buildup against the

Soviet Union on a "buy now, pay later"

basis. In the mid- 1 980s the United Slates

went from being the biggest creditor to

the biggest debtor nation, while Japan,

Inc. emerged as the world’s new finan-

cial power. Japanese bankers and security

dealers routinely buy 30 to 40 percent of

new U.S. Treasury bonds.

Now added on to this financial house

of cards is the great S&L bank heist.

Lobbyists for the bailout argue it will

have little effect on the real economy
since the money the government gives to

depositors of bankrupt S&Ls will just be

redeposited in other, solvent banks. But

where will the money finally end up? It

will not be used to finance productive

investment in new plant and equipment

since there is little such productive in-

vestment in this1 country. Much of the

money will go to finance the government

deficit, including the S&L bailout. Much
of it will go into leveraged buyouts,

junk-bond takeovers, or just to refinance

debt-laden corporate treasuries. In other

words, the S&L bailout is funneling

hundreds of billions from taxpayers to

financial parasites from the Michael

Milkens to the yuppies at their computer

terminals in investment bankers’ takeover

departments.

And some of the S&L bailout money
will go to pay for the great "leveraged

buyout" of East Europe now being organ-

ized by the bankers of Frankfurt. The

main beneficiary of the fracturing of the

Kremlin bureaucracy under Gorbachev

and the collapse of Stalinist rule in East

Europe promises to be the Fourth Reich

of German imperialism. West Germany
expects to run a deficit of $ 1 2 billion this

year, mainly due to its buying up the

collectivized economy of East Germany.

Bonn chancellor Helmut Kohl just prom-

ised Gorbachev $3 billion in credit. In

return, the Kremlin leader dropped his

objections to a reunified Germany being

part of NATO.
The ambitions of German imperialism

go far beyond taking back Prussia and

Saxony. The masters of a would-be

Fourth Reich intend to turn all of East

Europe and even Russia into their neo-

colony. A top aide to Kohl boasted:

“Perhaps in time the United States will

take care of places like Central America,

and we will handle Eastern Europe"

(Newsweek . 26 February).

And where is the German ruling class

going to get the money to "handle East-

ern Europe"? Much of it will come from

German working people. But some will

come from American working people via

the S&L scam and other financial de-

vices. Billions—perhaps tens of billions

— are going to flow from Wall Street to

Frankfurt to corrupt East European offi-

cials, to finance counterrevolutionary

movements and buy up factories and

mines from Bohemia to Siberia.

The debt-laden and decaying American

economy is facing a massive outflow of

money capital. This will drive interest

rates through the ceiling, causing the

government to raise taxes and further

slash social programs. To meet an even

heavier burden of debt service, corpora-

tions will have to cut back production,

lay off workers and further slash wages

and benefits.

The people who run this country have

squandered and looted the wealth built by

generations of workers. Abetted by the

pro-capitalist AFL-CIO bureaucracy, they

have ground down the industrial working

class and condemned a generation of

black youth to hideous poverty. A revo-

lutionary workers party must be built to

wrest the productive wealth of this coun-

try out of the hands of the rapacious

capitalists and place in the hands of the

working people the power to build a

planned, socialist economy to secure

equality and abundance for all.
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“Fatherland”...
(continued from page 7)

completely on the women.
The current trend is already reflected

in the advertising sections of DDR news-

papers. Now you find jobs-wanted ads by

women who emphasize "childless” as a

particularly favorable description. "Secre-

tary, 25 years old, knowledge of foreign

languages, computer experience, no chil-

dren, seeks a new area of work," reads

one ad in the Berliner Zeitung for exam-

ple. For the DDR this is a real cultural

shift. Shocked by their experiences in

looking for a new job, many women are

turning to the Unemployed Association.

For example, a former worker at Stern

Radio, a factory with 3,000 employees
which a few weeks ago had to declare

bankruptcy. She is married, has two

children, aged eleven and three, and she

is trying to find a new job. "Your qualifi-

cations are right, your age is fine, but

your little son is ten years too young,”

they told her at one interview.

Until now businesses were required to

maintain social facilities. That included

cultural facilities, but also kindergartens

and infant care centers. From July 1 on,

they are “relieved" of this costly obliga-

tion. At the same time, the government

is working on new regulations intended

to assure the maintenance of these day-

care facilities. Accordingly, factory kin-

dergartens will still be subsidized in the

Scargill...
(continued from page 4)

movement, and a stab in the back of the

NUM membership.

British miners learnt the hard way
whose interests the courts serve, as thou-

sands were dragged to jail during the

strike. No doubt reflecting revulsion in

the membership over the court action, on

July 26 the executive backed off and its

legal action was put on ice for three

months.

Now the police are looking for the

“right trigger" to snoop into the NUM’s
affairs themselves. The same day that the

NUM executive’s court action was sus-

pended, it was reported that Scotland

Yard’s Serious Fraud Office had received

"two formal complaints.” One of these

was made by a certain Sergei Massalo-

vitch, one of a string of members of the

Russian fascist NTS that the UDM (and

who knows which other agencies) have

been circulating through Britain. Mas-
salovitch and Vorkuta miner Nikolai Tre-

khin (who called on AFL-CIO head and

notorious Cold Warrior Lane Kirkland

for aid) addressed the UDM conference

in June.

The NTS and UDM also produced one
Yuri Butchenko to aid the witchhunt

against Scargill. The surfacing of these

NTS-connected Russians was a central

component of the witchhunt against

Scargill over accepting "Russian gold,”

scandalously aided by the Stalinophobic

centrists of Workers Power and their

Socialist Organiser bloc partners in the

“Campaign for Solidarity with Workers

in the Eastern Bloc" (see accompanying
article).

Given its keen "attention" to the

NUM particularly during the strike (Scar-

gill reportedly still sweeps his office

daily for listening bugs) and its well-

CORRECTION
In the last issue of Workers Van-

guard (No. 507, 27 July), a caption

in the article "Morenoism: A Case
Study in Stalinophobia" transposed

a word in a headline from Moreno's
Correo Internaeional on the 1982

Falklands/Malvinas war. Their head-

line was correctly translated in our

article text as “In the Military Camp
of the Argentine Dictatorship."

Capitalist Reunification Targets Women’s Rights
The following report was written by

two women supporters of the Spartakist

Workers Party of Germany.

From the media in West Germany we
have very frequently heard it said that

women in the DDR were forced to go

to work in order to help feed their

families as second income-providers.

But it is often forgotten that many
women felt a need to take an active

part in social life. Many women are

conscious of the fact that after the

all-Germany elections, they will be

particularly robbed of their rights in

professional life.

How did things look until July of this

year? Until then, women were able to

decide for themselves whether they

wanted to work night shift or not. The
West German law forbids this (especial-

ly in industry). This is supposedly for

the “protection of women." Previously,

only pregnant women were customarily

excused from night-shift work and

overtime. For pregnant women there

were, among other things, additional

rules: six weeks before the delivery

date they received a pregnancy leave,

and after giving birth an additional 20
weeks of convalescent leave. As need-

ed. or when nurseries wer'e not avail-

able, women could request a release

from work of up to one year. During
this period, they would receive their

average take-home pay.

Summarizing, one can say that the

conditions for women and children

were favorable. This can also be seen

in the fact that the divorce rate in the

DDR was the highest in the world.

Women were in a position to build up
or maintain their own livelihoods even

without a husband. Single women re-

ceived housing and places for their

children in nurseries on a preferential

basis, and had the possibility to work
shortened hours.

How do things look now for our

women? The labor legislation has

been in force since 1 July 1990. This

has eliminated, among other things,

the protection against layoffs for

pregnant women and single mothers.

They are the first ones who are being

hit with unemployment and reduced

hours. That means being thrown back

not only to home and hearth, but also

into bourgeois marriage with all its

consequences.

The fight against Paragraph 218 and

for the preservation of meals in schools,

and childcare, nursery or kindergarten

facilities shows clearly that women are

aware of what they stand to lose. This

struggle, however, must not be waged

in a disunited and isolated way. It must

be linked to the struggle of all op-

pressed minorities, such as foreigners,

homosexuals. Roma and Sinti [Gyp-

sies]. They must defend themselves

jointly against all attacks: what has

already been won must be defended and

protected—only in this way can the

struggle be successful.

Jana and Ramona
1 August 1990

future— the state takes over the cost of

personnel and operating expenses, and

the enterprises will be responsible for

providing and maintaining rooms.

However, DDR companies, struggling

with excess debt, have been instructed to

convert all real estate which is not abso-

lutely necessary for their own production

into capital. Thus it is to be expected that

most such facilities will be sold off as

quickly as possible. Despite state subsi-

dies, this spring nearly
4(J

companies in

Berlin alone have applied for the local

authorities to take over their childcare

facilities. Given the low tax revenues,

however, local authorities will have

enough trouble keeping their own kinder-

gartens financially afloat.

British gutter press
had field day with

anti-Scargill

witchhunt instigated

by Healy’s WRP
in 1983.
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documented relations with the NTS, one

can well wonder how British intelligence

fits into this anti-union operation. Max-
well’s first round of charges was backed

up by former NUM official Roger Wind-

sor, who was paid a handsome fee by

Maxwell for his services. Windsor, who
was one of the key NUM officials to deal

with Libya, resigned his appointed posi-

tion under suspicion of defrauding the

NUM and is the object of police inquiry

in South Yorkshire.

“Ramsay MacKinnock”
Witchhunt

This is hardly the first time in British

history that “Russian gold" and anti-

Sovietism have been used to go after the

workers movement, nor is it the first

time that the slavishly pro-capitalist La-

bour Party has been complicit. At the

time of the 1926 miners strike and the

nine-day General Strike, the bourgeoisie

raised an outcry over financial support by

Soviet workers to the British miners.

Two years earlier there was the infa-

mous “Zinoviev letter" affair. Aiming to

embarrass the first Labour government of

Ramsay MacDonald and obstruct the

signing of a treaty with the Soviet Union,

the Tory Daily Mail published a letter

forged by the Tories. Purporting to be

from Zinoviev, then head of the Com-
munist International, it “instructed” the

British Communist Party to carry out

work in the army. MacDonald not only

gave the forgery credibility but de-

nounced it more vociferously than the

Tories, firing off a protest to the Soviet

government against “direct interference

from outside in British domestic affairs."

Scargill is being targeted for vilifica-

tion because in the eyes of the British

bourgeoisie and their Labour lieutenants

he embodies hard class struggle and is

seen to be pro-Soviet. As his support to

Neil Kinnock in the last general election

showed, Scargill’s enemies are wrong
about his political programme. To be

sure, his Stalinoid friendship toward the

Soviet bureaucracy makes him stand out

from the general crop of virulently anti-

communist Labourites. But Scargill has

never broken from Labourism—knuck-
ling under to the pro-capitalist Labour
tops in the name of spurious “unity." It

was this which kept the NUM leadership

from defying the Labour/TUC—right and

“left"—and turning widespread support

for the miners into joint strike action.

Left to go it alone by the Labour/TUC
tops, the NUM succumbed to defeat. The
Thatcher government vindictively pro-

ceeded to shut down a swathe of coal

mines in Scotland, England and Wales'—
reducing many mining villages to impov-

erished, devastated ghost towns. Today

the NUM has plummeted from a pre-

strike membership of over 200,000 to

just 50,000. A new, revolutionary leader-

ship of the working class must be forged

to prepare for the battles that lie ahead.

What is needed is an authentic Leninist

vanguard party committed to the perspec-

tive of workers revolution and forged

through splitting Labour’s working-class

base away from its pro-capitalist mis-

leaders. Hands off Arthur Scargill! Hands

off the NUM!

Butchenko
Affair...
(continuedfrom page 5)

the Nazis”? How did Miller introduce

himself to you—with a stiff-arm salute,

or did a simple handshake do?

Tripping Over the Class Line

Workers Power’s fronting for Butchen-

ko and his NTS (and UDM) friends

recalls the dirty work of Gerry Healy’s

WRP as the fingermen for the most right-

wing agents of British capitalism within

the labor movement. The WRP instigated

a vicious witchhunt against Scargill and
the NUM aimed at isolating the militant

union on the eve of its bitter yearlong

strike. Then also the weapon of choice

was anti-Communism—roasting Scargill

for his remark that Polish SolidamoSd
was anti-socialist. The WRP, having

spent years pimping for Libya’s Qaddafi,

the Iraqi Ba'athist regime and a host of

other oil-rich Middle Eastern despots,

knew exactly what it was getting into.

Workers Power got more than they bar-

gained for or know how to handle—a

rip-roaring scandal in the British left and

labor movement.

In its rapid rightward motion. WP is

beginning to take on ever more overtly

the political cynicism associated with

Healy. In explaining their break with

Sean Matgamna’s Socialist Organiser
over the Butchenko affair. Workers Pow-
er attempts to take the "high ground,"
criticizing the S.O.-inspired CSWEB
statement for seeking “solidarity with the

emerging labour movements of Eastern

Europe—irrespective of their political

ideas and affiliations.” They even de-

nounce Socialist Organiser for calling on
SoIidamo$c to take power in Poland last

year, pointing out how “Solidarity is

committed to a vicious austerity package
and the introduction of capitalism."

WP's falling-out with Matgamna has

not an iota of principle to it. To this day
they continue to insist:

"
Workers Power

was correct to try and build the tour, and
to try to get Butchenko to speak to as

many workers as possible." Indeed, they

attack Tony Cliff’s Socialist Workers
Party (SWP) for pulling out of the organ-
izing committee and keeping Butchenko
from "being able to meet a wider num-
ber of rank and file miners”—and thus

broadcast his counterrevolutionary filth

among even wider layers of the British

workers movement!

WP's after-the-fact homilies about
political principle ring somewhat hollo>v

given that their chosen bloc partners in

the Solidarity Campaign, Matgamna and
Cliff, are explicitly opposed to defense of
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Black American
Trotskyist...
(continued from page 6)

imperialist campaign of seizing the DDR
by the throat.

The next city we went to was Bern-

burg, southwest of Berlin. This meeting

was organized at a youth club. It attract-

ed a lot of members of the PDS and the

leadership of the PDS from the Leipzig

area, an hour and a half away. A lot of

young people, a lot of women, actually

a lot of women at all of these forums.

Even though you have to take into ac-

count the translation time for the talk. I

couldn't talk more than 35-40 minutes,

the people hung on and wanted to hear

descriptions of attacks on the working

class, the vicious racist terror, the geno-

cide against the black masses. The Sta-

linists have told them so many lies over

the years, they didn't know what to be-

lieve or not believe.

We had our LBL pictures up of differ-

ent demonstrations. People took a very

real interest in learning a little about

class struggle in the capitalist West.

There were a number of Mozambican
workers who wanted to talk to the wee
hours of the morning, "What is racism

like in America?” "How do blacks and

whites live? Do they live in the same
neighborhoods?” "What's the school sys-

tem like?” "How much do you get paid?”

I was like a drunken boxer at the end,

because they had detailed questions.

They have experienced racism in the

DDR, places where they can’t go, be-

cause of the resurgent German national-

ism. It comes down on them hardest

—

and the Vietnamese, and the Poles. Our
comrades had leafletted their work sites

and talked to them. We have a reputation

of being those that defend the oppressed

and especially oppressed, like foreign

workers in the DDR.
After that we went to Halle, which is

very near Bemburg. It seems the people

in the south are much more beaten down.

the Soviet Union. The whole purpose of

this “Eastern Bloc” campaign— the name
itself could have been coined by the

CIA—was precisely to compete with

the right wing on the terrain of anti-

Communism. WP says more than it in-

tends when it concedes that after arguing

“day in, day out" about “the necessity of

fighting the restoration of capitalism”:

"With Yuri Butchenko we lost those

arguments—he was courted and won by
the right wing who offered him more
money, equipment and publicity than we
could.” So the big-time anti-Communists

could outbid the “left-wingers” in court-

ing a confirmed supporter of capitalism

—what a surprise!

The Russian Question
Pointbiank

The Butchenko affair is no aberration

for Workers Power. As American Trot-

skyist James P. Cannon wrote: "Who
touches the Russian question, touches a

revolution." Those who cannot draw
the class line in defense of the most
colossal conquest the working class has

yet achieved, the collectivized economy
established through the 1917 Russian

Revolution, will surely not be capable of

finding a class line in defense of trade

unions. The Cliffite SWP, which crosses

the class line in refusing to defend the

Soviet Union, crossed the class line in

scabbing on the miners strike. Workers
Power, for its part, found itself in bed

with Thatcher. Kinnock and the scabs

who went on to form the UDM in its

campaign for a strikebreaking "ballot" at

the time. Now the logic of its Stalino-

phobia has blown up in Workers Power’s

face.

Workers Power split from the Cliff

outfit in the mid-1970s. At the time of

the Soviet intervention into Afghanistan.

WP took a step to the left, breaking from

the Cliffite line that the Soviet Union is

“state capitalist." But it never drew the

hard programmatic conclusions. WPcon-

We had a very successful meeting, a lot

of members of the PDS. They were older

members and they had a little dinner for

us afterwards. Most of the DDR left

groups came out: Communist Platform,

the KPD, which is supposed to be the

new Communist Party, the United Left

and Neues Forum. They were very anti-

working-class! One PDS woman articu-

lated these sentiments saying. “The

working class cannot stop this capitalist

counterrevolution. The intellectuals can!”

So it afforded great opportunity for our

comrades to engage in some good polit-

ical combat. A lot of these groups can-

not conceive of the working class ris-

ing up against the capitalist exploiters

in Europe, the USA. Stalinist politics,

the utopian theory of socialism in one

country, is what they are taught to believe

—which means socialism in no other

country, it means denunciation of inter-

national revolution. We had that argu-

ment time and time again against their

popular-frontist program.

After Halle, we went way up north,

several hours’ drive to Eggesin. We were

dog-tired because Halle was very intense,

because there was a lot of discussion

afterwards. This was a 10 a.m. meeting

on Sunday. When we got there, an hour

tinued to view the Stalinist bureaucracy

as a purely counterrevolutionary force.

Rejecting the program of Trotskyism, it

set out to "re-elaborate” Trotsky's Tran-

sitional Program; renouncing the heritage

of the Fourth International, it called for

an undefined "Revolutionary Communist
International." Above all. Workers Power
wanted to have nothing to do with Spar-

tacist "sectarianism." Their bottom line

was: if it moves (and it’s big enough),

tail it—whether it be Khomeini's Iran.

Polish Solidamo££ or (above all) the

Labour Party at home.
Thus Workers Power dutifully echoed

Cold War social democracy (as well

as Reagan and Thatcher) in denouncing
the Soviet intervention into Afghanistan

(only to turn around and simultane-

ously denounce the Soviet withdrawal

when Gorbachev pulled the troops out).

And for years, Workers Power thought

that Solidamo£<5 was the cat's meow.
They had no qualms joining “Solidarity

with Solidarity" demonstrations along-

side fascistic scum like the Polish

KPN, all the while admitting that Soli-

damoSd’ program aimed for the resto-

ration of capitalism. And they still call

for a return to the “early days” of

So!idamo$c, the days when it wasn’t

quite so difficult to sell this clerical-

nationalist outfit because it was not

yet implementing pro-capitalist austerity

against the Polish workers.

Faced with the collapse of Stalinism in

East Europe and imperialist cheering

over the supposed "death of Commu-
nism.” these centrists veered sharply to

the right, giving backhanded support to

the capitalist reunification of Germany
and appealing directly to British impe-

rialism to back counterrevolution in

Lithuania. While claiming to be against

the restoration of capitalism in East

Germany. Workers Power sided with

counterrevolution at every crucial stage

—demanding the withdrawal of Soviet

troops, echoing the Social Democrats’

before, here were Vietnamese and Mo-
zambican workers in front of the hall,

waiting impatiently for us to get out of

the car. They formed a line to shake our

hands. They were genuinely moved that

an internationalist revolutionary organiza-

tion sent an American communist this

great distance to address their struggle.

A couple of Mozambican workers

spoke at the meeting. One of them said.

"We are young, we think this meeting is

very important, we don’t know a lot

about politics but we think that these

attacks on the DDR mean more hardships

for us here and for our brothers and
sisters back home.” These are young
guys, ten Mozambicans, and about eight

Vietnamese workers who smiled when
we talked about how we hailed the defeat

of U.S. imperialism in Vietnam.

There was a lot of translation going on
at this meeting at Eggesin, which is a

military base. The hall that we met in

was the meeting hall where Rommel, the

German general, had organized the

Afrika Korps out of. So it was nice for

these Mozambicans and Vietnamese

sitting in the room—the message and
program for proletarian internationalism.

Next. Rostock. The Stalinists were ag-

gressive. younger, cocksure: "the work-

lies that the massive Treptow anti-

fascist mobilization in January was the

result of a Stalinist trick, cheering the

attacks of skinhead gangs on Stasi

headquarters as the “very stuff of

revolution."

Then Workers Power gave its “uncon-

ditional support" to the pro-capitalist

Lithuanian Sajudis movement while con-

ceding it contained "semi-fascist ele-

ments." Hell, it’s crawling with fascists.

WP joined Socialist Organiser in a picket

of the Soviet consulate in London de-

manding, "Hands Off Baltic States."

Workers Power (May 1990) even de-

manded that the Thatcher government

"recognises Lithuania and supplies goods

requested by Lithuania without condi-

tions." And lo and behold, the weekly
letter from Denis in Private Eye (8

June) has No. 10 considering "scrapping

the entire Navy and selling it off to the

Lithuanians."

And now: the Yuri Butchenko affair.

To borrow from WP's hypocritical attack

on Socialist Organiser, this "has revealed

the practical results of their degener-

ation." Fifteen years ago, when Matgam-
na was nominally Soviet-defensist and
Workers Power not, they entered a

short-lived fusion with the cynical argu-

ment that defense of the Soviet Union
was “a tenth-rate question" (Matgamna).
Formally, the tables have turned, with

Workers Power now nominally defensist.

But WP still retains its deepgoing
anti-Sovietism and orientation to NATO
social democracy. So they end up "un-

wittingly" getting into bed with anti-

communist witchhunters and fascist

counterrevolutionaries. Only a Third

Campist could write, as WP did to the

Kuzbass union, that "The UDM. as a

bosses’ organisation, can be compared
with your own state run stooge unions."

How is it. then, that one massively aided

the miners strike while the other tried to

break it? The Soviet trade-union leaders

did a damn sight more to aid the strike

ing class has to go through the experi-

ence of capitalism, we need to develop

a left theory, Leninism-Bolshevism is

elitist, we need unity of the left." We
had a lengthy debate on the question of

Trotskyism vs. Stalinism.

Every place we went, people wanted

to read Trotsky because Trotsky is not

published in (East] Germany. And that

is a really big barrier to winning over

a lot of people, because they can’t see

the genuine revolutionary alternative to

Stalinism.

I'm only going to say one thing about

Hamburg. This forum was considerably

smaller. Mainly it was important because

our program of forging links between
East German workers and the West Ger-

man workers is not an abstraction. The
bourgeoisie is trying to take all of the

business away from the port in Rostock
and ship it over to Hamburg. There's

been some strikes in the recent period all

over East Germany, including in Ros-

tock. against these layoffs. There has to

be some common class struggle.

In this particular series of meetings I

think one thing that really stands out is

that our party, the Spartakist Workers
Party in Germany, have been the only

ones swimming against the stream, have

opposed capitalist reunification from day
one, have held demonstrations against the

attacks and deportation of foreign-bom

workers.

I know I'm leaving out a lot. It was a

very successful forum which resulted in

some recruits to our party. People here

in the LBL made it possible. And you
better know that it made an impact upon
a very key section of the East German
working class and the left.

For more information about the

Labor Black League for Social

Defense, write to: P.O. Box 751,

Oakland, CA 94604. In Chicago,

contact the Labor Black Struggle

League at: LBSL, Box 6938, Chi-

cago, IL 60680.

than the anti-Communist British TUG
Workers Power is not and never wa>

Trotskyist. Trotskyism means the strug-

gle for defense and extension of the

gains of the October Revolution of 1 9 1 7.

That’s why we Spartacists stood with the

Red Army in Afghanistan when it fought

against CIA-financed feudalists. Why we
opposed Solidamosc from the moment it

set out on a course of capitalist restora-

tion in the autumn of 1981. And in East

Germany, where Workers Power tailed

behind counterrevolutionary Social De-
mocracy. our comrades of the Spartakist

Workers Party of Germany fought con-

sistently and uniquely against capitalist

reunification and for a Germany of work-

ers councils through proletarian political

revolution in the East and socialist revo-

lution in the West.

We have insisted that anti-Sovietism

abroad fuels strikebreaking at home. Now
Workers Power’s repetitive crossing of
the class line on the Russian question has

played itself out on their home terrain, in

a scandal recalling the Healy-inspired

witchhunt of the NUM on the eve of the

miners strike. Even some of the Labour-
ite centrists of Workers Power may be
shaken by the realization that Stalino-

phobia has led them to front for the

scummiest counterrevolutionary enemies
of the workers movement. Those who
don't want to end up like the cynical

zombies left behind after Healy’s WRP
imploded had better think hard and long

about how their politics got them into

this disgrace.

NOTICE
Workers Vanguard
skips an issue

in August.
Our next issue will be
dated September 7.

WV Photo

Rostock metal workers protest as capitalist Anschluss of East Germany brings
misery for working people.
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MUM,A ABU-JAMAL MUST NOT Oft

WV Photo

Partisan Defense Committee rally in New York City, June 28. Mumia Abu-Jamal must not die!

Worldwide Campaign
to Save Mumia Abu-Jamal
They came in union hats and jackets,

from churches and campuses; there were

families extending over three generations.

Some drove hundreds of miles; others,

homeless, came in off the street to give

their support. They are the voiceless to

whom black journalist Mumia Abu-Jamal
gave voice. For two and a half weeks
this summer hundreds of trade unionists,

socialists, students, death penalty aboli-

tionists and civil rights activists joined

together in cities around the world to

demand that death row political prisoner

Mumia Abu-Jamal must not die!

The protests in New York. Philadel-

phia, Chicago and Oakland were initiated

by the Partisan Defense Committee to

build the ongoing campaign to save

Jamal’s life. The PDC is a class-struggle

legal and sbcial defense organization

associated with the Spartacist League. In

France, Britain. Germany, Canada and

Australia the protests were spoasored and

built by the fraternal defense organi-

zations initiated by the sections of the

International Communist League (Fourth

Internationalist).

Over 26,000 people internationally

have signed statements demanding Jamal

not die. Unions representing millions

more have stood up against this rac-

ist "legal" lynching. Black newspapers

across the country as well as in Canada
and London covered the recent rallies;

several devoted full pages to his case.

The Nation ran a lengthy article. “The
Killing of Mumia Abu-Jamal," summa-
rized in the Philadelphia Inquirer. In

Europe, L'Humanite and 1‘Unitd, the

continued on pane 9

james/Phiiadelphia Inquirer

Mumia Abu-Jamal in 1969, age 14, Minister of Information for
Philadelphia Black Panther Party.

Former Black Panther Framed Up

A Fighter Against

Racist Oppression
Mumia Abu-Jamal’s life is a chronicle of

black protest— from demonstrating against a

George ("Segregation Forever") Wallace rally

in the white bastion of South Philadelphia at

the age of 13, to his impassioned journalistic

defense of the MOVE organization. In 1967,

Jamal was in the forefront of city wide student

demonstrations demanding black studies pro-

grams in the high schools, and was expelled for

leading protests to change the name of Benja-

min Franklin High School to Malcolm X High
School and distributing pamphlets calling for

"revolutionary black student power." The pro-

tests culminated with a demonstration outside

School Board headquarters which was attacked

by the cops.

As a victim of and witness to racist cop

terror, Jamal was determined to Fight for black
emancipation. At the age of 14. he was co-
founder and Minister of Information of the

Philadelphia chapter of the Black Panthers. "I

was beaten into the Black Panther Parly," he
says. In the summer of 1969. while still in his

teens. Jamal was arrested during one of many
cop raids on the Panthers' Philly headquarters,
pan of the FBI COINTELPRO conspiracy. The
following summer he was working in the of-

fices of the /Hack Panther newspaper when
Philly top cop Rizzo led his notorious assault

on the Panthers, dragging the young black
militants out onto the street, where they were
lined up against the wall and stripped.

In January 1970, the 16-year-old Jamal was
continued on pane II
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Vacationing Bush orders war mobilization from his golf

U.S. Oil Pirates Out of the Persian Gulf!

Break Blockade of Iraq!
SEPTEMBER 4—What’s going on in ihe

Middle East right now is a bald attempt

by the United States to seize control of

the world's oil supplies. Having lost its

economic predominance. Washington is

now trying to reassert its role as imperi-

alist global policeman through brute

military force. That’s what George Bush
means when he talks about a “new world

order,’’ echoing Adolf Hitler in the

1930s. But in fact, the American invasion

is setting the stage for a new world war.

The consequences of Bush's war

moves are incalculable. Perhaps a quarter

million U.S. troops are in or heading for

the Persian Gulf region right now. Ships

are being taken out of mothballs, and

tens of thousands of reservists are being

called up from civilian life. It’s a war
mobilization on a scale not seen since the

height of the Vietnam War. Now they're

talking of launching an air war in a

matter of weeks, and Bush is to meet
Soviet leader Gorbachev in a hastily

called summit in Helsinki next weekend.

The bipartisan U.S. crusade against

former U.S. ally Saddam Hussein is

hardly about resisting aggression or

“making the world safe for democracy."

Certainly not coming from the people

who recently slaughtered thousands of

civilians to install a puppet regime in

Panama. Bush says it’s about defending

“our way of life." What he means is a

war to make the world safe for the feu-

dalism of the oil sheiks and the profiteer-

ing of Big Oil.

After proclaiming victory in the Cold
War. U.S. imperialism is now seeking to

dictate terms to its imperialist rivals.

Meanwhile as Gorbachev prates about

"collective security.” Bush has used the

fig leaf of UN sanctions as a green light

for a massive U.S. military operation less

than 700 miles from the Soviet border.

A deadly noose is tightening around the

USSR. We call on the Soviet Union to

rescind its arms embargo against Iraq.

The trip wires for World War III arc

pulling taut in the volatile Near East.

French president Mitterrand declares.

“We have entered into the logic of war."

The deranged Zionist rulers in Jerusa-

lem are itching for a pre-emptive strike

against Baghdad with "non-conventional

weapons." And the concentration of

American firepower could blow the

whole region sky high. The workers of

the world have a big stake in defending

Iraq against this imperialist onslaught.

Break the Yankee blockade!

War. as Lenin said, is the mother of

revolution. The imperialist invasion will

set the Middle East aflame as the Arab
masses surge into the streets in angry

protests that could topple the kings,

sheiks and colonels throughout the re-

gion. And in this country, we have a big

opportunity to stick it to this vicious,

dangerous ruling class which first and

foremost exploits the American working

people and minorities.

Bush has jumped into a quagmire with

both feet. The Arabian sands could well

be quicksand for U.S. rulers. Remember
what happened to Carter’s Delta Force in

Iran and the Marines in Beirut. In the

name of the American young men and

women who will come back in coffins,

in the name of millions of Arabs facing

the imperialist war machine, we call for

sharp class struggle to bring down the

bloody-minded American capitalists.

A War for Big Oil

It all started when Iraq’s Hussein sent

his army into the emirate of Kuwait on

August 2 in a grab for the oil fields and

to fulfill Iraq's historic claim to a port on
the Gulf. Previously the U.S. had sup-

ported Iraq in the squalid eight-year Iran-

Iraq war, supplying satellite intelligence

and tanker escorts, even overlooking the

Iraqis’ Exocet missile attack on the USS
Stark. But now suddenly the Iraqi strong-

man was sitting on 20 percent of the

world's oil reserves. Overnight Saddam
Hussein was transformed into a new
"Hitler" by the servile U.S. media. War
propaganda against “insane Hussein"

escalated violent anti-Arab racism at

home.

Bush vowed the seizure of Kuwait
“will not stand,” and after strong-arming

the feudalistic Saudi monarchy. U.S.

troops started pouring into that desert

country. Kuwait’s considerable assets

abroad were frozen, a trade embargo was
placed on Iraq, and four U.S. aircraft

carrier battle groups were mobilized to

enforce a blockade (labeled "interdiction"

to disguise the fact that this is a blatant

act of war). The stated goal was to

defend the house of Saud and restore

Sheik Jabbar al Ahmad al Sabah to the

Kuwaiti throne.

Bush & Co. just cut the ground out

from under naive liberals and pacifists

who thought they would collect a “peace

dividend" in the “post-Cold War” world.

Instead of cuts in the "defense" budget,

supplemental appropriations are being

rushed through and virtually every mili-

tary boondoggle that was under the bud-

get ax has been resuscitated. The entire

massive mobilization is being accom-
plished without even a pro forma Con-
gressional debate, much less lip service

to the War Powers Act as the Democrats
snap to attention whenever Bush waves
the flag.

To justify the American invasion. State

Department ignoramus Margaret Tut-

weiler harps on "Iraqi aggression." Yeah,

like when Saddam Hussein went into

Grenada? Iraq’s takeover of Kuwait is no
historical aberration: all states are built

on acts of aggression. What about Wil-

liam the Conqueror? And Iraq's Hussein

had more justification than most when he

pointed out in an August 10 speech that

“the colonialists, to ensure their petro-

leum interests... set up those disfigured

petroleum states."

The statelet of Kuwait was an imperi-

alist legacy created by drawing artificial

"Lines in the Sand." as Glenn Frankel

wrote in the Washington Post (31 Au-
gust). The former Ottoman Empire was

continued on page 9

Commemoration in Coyoac£n

50 Years After

Assassination of

Leon Trotsky
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NY Transit Workers Protest Firing of 300 \

Ril

Track Cuts

lers and W
Kill

forkers
As the Wall Street banks reap almost

$2 billion in interest payments alone

from the NYC budget, city workers and

welfare recipients are facing massive cuts

— imposed by black Democratic Party

mayor David Dinkins, the choice of the

city’s union tops. Attempting to unload

a $300 million 1990-91 deficit onto

transit workers’ backs, the NYC Transit

Authority (TA) has begun to slash jobs,

attack working conditions and cut serv-

ice, and is threatening another huge fare

increase. And every step of the way they

have been aided by the bureaucracy of

Transport Workers Union (TWU) Local

100. Led by President Sonny Hall, the

union tops have paved the way for the

TA to impose the cuts, while trying to

chain transit workers to the dead end of

pleading with the courts and state legis-

lature in Albany.

In contrast, the Committee for a Fight-

ing TWU (CFTWU), a class-struggle op-

position in the union, has fought to bring

out the entire workforce in a strike action

against the cuts and firings. At an August

22 union meeting, just hours before the

TA fired 300 provisional track workers,

and in two leaflets on August 27 and 31,

the CFTWU called for a system-wide

meeting to organize a strike to win im-

mediate rehiring of the fired workers and

for elected safety committees throughout

the industry to halt the epidemic of

To the Memory of Leon Trotsky

Fifty years ago, on 20 August 1940, Leon

TROTSKY LENIN

Trotsky was struck down by the blows of an

assassin acting on Stalin's orders. Co-leader

with V. 1. Lenin of the Russian Revolution,

intransigent fighter against the Stalinist

bureaucracy's betrayal of that revolution,

Trotsky founded the Fourth International in

1938. His legacy lives on in the internation-

alist political program he fought for, while

the heirs of Stalin collapse under the weight

of their own bankruptcy. Today we fight to

reforge the Fourth International, destroyed by liquidalionist foives in 1951-53, as the

indispensable prerequisite for the victory of world socialism. Below we reprint remarks

by American Trotskyist leader James P. Cannon at the memorial meeting in New York

on 28 August 1940.

Comrade Trotsky’s entire conscious life, from the time he entered the workers'

movement in the provincial Russian town of Nikolaiev at the age of 18, up till the

moment of his death in Mexico City 42 years later, was completely dedicated to work

and struggle for one central idea. He stood for the emancipation of the workers and

all the oppressed people of the world, and the transformation of society from capitalism

to socialism by means of a social revolution. In his conception this liberating social

revolution requires for success the leadership of a revolutionary political party of the

workers’ vanguard....

He once wrote: “It is not the party that makes the program (the idea); it is the

program that makes the party’’.... Trotsky, a disciple of Marx, believed with Marx,

that "an idea, when it permeates the mass, becomes a material force.” Believing that.

Comrade Trotsky never doubted that his work would live after him. Believing that,

he could proclaim on his death bed his confidence in the future victory of the Fourth

International which embodies his ideas....

The betrayers of the revolution knew that the revolution lived in him, the tradition,

the hope. All the resources of a powerful state, set in motion by the hatred and revenge

of Stalin, were directed to the assassination of a single man, without resources and

with only a handful of close followers....

Comrade Trotsky not only struggled for a new social order based on human

solidarity as a future goal; he lived every day of his life according to its higher and

nobler standards. They wouldn’t let him be a citizen of any country. But. in truth, he

was much more than that. He was already, in his mind and in his conduct, a citizen

of the Communist future of humanity.

—James P. Cannon, "To the Memory of the Old Man” (August 1940)
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deaths and injuries on the tracks.

At an August 24 demonstration at

Brooklyn Supreme Court, called by the

TWU bureaucracy, a Committee support-

er responded to Hall’s hot air by calling

for using union power for strike action.

Hall replied that this would be "suicidal,"

and added that “as long as I’m the elect-

ed president of this union, we will not go

out on strike.” The CFTWU responded

in a leaflet calling to “shut down the

system,” and suggesting: “Since Hall is

so loyal to the bosses, why doesn’t he

volunteer to join Bush’s Persian Gulf oil

grab to make the world safe for Exxon’s

profits."

But some so-called “militants” can’t

bring themselves to utter the “s” word

and Fight for a strike. “Workers' Voice,”

a newsletter of the Marxist-Leninist

Party, called for workers to attend an

August 27 protest against the Firings at

the TA’s Jay Street headquarters in

Brooklyn, but aside from the empty

“Fight back” rhetoric they have no pro-

gram for struggle. In particular, these

fake militants don’t raise demands for

union action. Thus in practice they go

along with Hall’s program to blow off

steam. By not challenging the leadership,

they leave it in the hands of the pro-

Democratic Party labor bureaucracy.

After the 300 workers were Fired, on

August 23 the TA moved to wipe out

the seniority rights and working con-

ditions of hundreds more—using the

excuse that they didn’t have enough

workers! Transit militants say: “Enough!

Let’s use our union power!" We reprint

below excerpts from the August 27

leaflet issued by the Committee for a

Fighting TWU.

Last week 300 provisional track-

workers, mostly black and minority, were

fired. For more than two years these

brothers did the most vital repair jobs for

the system under the most grinding con-

ditions—dodging trains in the tunnels in

the dead of night, working on the ele-

vated lines in the snow and rain, and

always menaced by the deadly 3rd rail.

j Wini.
-

WV Photo

Track cuts mean death for us and the

riders

!

Six brothers were killed on the

tracks over the last two years: Daniel

Walsh. Robert Nicholson, Stewart Mel-

sinker, David Davis, Frank Davila, James

Byrne. No more! The TA, aided and

abetted by the union tops, jeopardizes the

lives of thousands of passengers and

workers and then blames the inevitable

tragedies on dead transit workers. This

is our union! The Committee for a Fight-

ing TWU says the membership must mo-
bilize now to defend all jobs. Any of us

could be next.

The provisional trackworkers were

hired and fired in a TA "budget cut"

scheme to degrade the title to “Laborer”

and pay lower wages. They were lied to

every step of the way: hired off the 1984

trackworkers list after it expired, they

were told they’d be made permanent by

the TA and the TWU bureaucrats. When
they reported to work last Wednesday

night they were told—without prior notice—"clear out your locker and return your

pass or no check."

We’ve got a contract coming up in '91

and if we take these cuts lying down then

we’re dead meat next year. They need

skilled workers to keep the subways

running. We can bring NYC— the center

of world Finance capital—to a halt. Man-
agement should have learned a lesson a

long time ago. Back in 1919 they tried to

run the system with scabs and killed 99

passengers in the infamous Brooklyn

Malbone Street tunnel wreck. The public

was so furious that the street name was

changed to Empire Boulevard! Already

management has victimized four track-

workers at East 180th Street in the Bronx

for organizing against safety violations.

Two of them face dismissal and the

response of our union “leaders" has been

to issue a leaflet denouncing these broth-

ers! We say: Hands Off! No Disciplinary

Actions!

Sonny Hall and our union misleaders

knew of the cuts in track and not only

failed to fight them but kept it a guilty

secret between themselves and the boss-

es. A union leader worth his salt would

continued on page II
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SEPTEMBER 2—Some 5.000 angry

demonstrators stopped the Ku Klux Klan

from marching in the streets of Washing-

ton today. District, U.S. Park and Capitol

police had mobilized a massive presence

with thousands of cops in riot gear, heli-

copters. horses and dogs. But eight years

after the KKK was stopped in its tracks

by a powerful labor/black mobilization,

the hooded terrorists still cannot take the

streets of this 70 percent black city.

Coming on the heels of the federal gov-

ernment’s failure to railroad black D.C.

mayor Marion Barry out of office and

into a jail cell, it was a clear rebuke to

the racist rulers and their dogs of war,

the KKK.
The Klan had planned a "rally" at the

Washington Monument, and then to

march one mile to the Capitol building.

But by the time the KKK event was
scheduled to begin, thousands of angry

demonstrators, both black and white,

were in the area. The reformist All-

Peoples Congress (APC) was begging

people to protest "peacefully" and "say

no to racism.” but young black protesters

clearly wanted to stop the Klan then

and there. Even the mayor's wife, Effie

Barry, showed up with their son

Christopher and a sign saying "Smash
the KKK." One provocative racist who
entered the demonstration waving a Con-
federate flag was unceremoniously boot-

ed out. and his flag burned with relish.

In a spontaneous move, a section of

the crowd took over the intersection of

14th and Constitution, right in the Klan’s

intended line of march, and there they

stayed. For over two hours, the demon-
strators stood their ground, toe to toe

with the police without incident, despite

provocative bullhoming by the Progres-

sive Labor Party. The Revolutionary

Communist Party, which veered between

debating "rights for racists” and crazed

calls to “prepare for revolutionary war.”

ended up with the ritual flag-burning

that’s become their trademark.

Meanwhile, the cops had the Klan

stashed in the Pentagon parking lot.

Sizing up the anti-Klan protest, the po-

lice decided to bus the fascists straight

to the Capitol. When the word got out,

demonstrators took off down Constitution

Avenue for the Capitol. At Third and

Constitution, they were stopped by riot

police who. Finally given an opportunity

to vent their wrath, moved in. Five

people were reportedly arrested. We de-

Bloody

Rikers Island, the largest prison colony

in the U.S., was the scene of a naked

display of racist police power August 14.

Chronically overcrowded due to the huge

increases in drug-related arrests, lacking

any facilities for recreation, and tyranni-

cally ruled by notoriously brutal guards,

the island has long been a festering sore

of pent-up tension. But for the nearly

14.000 mostly black and Hispanic prison-

ers. the August 14 rampage by prison

guards will be remembered as a nightmare

—even in this hell.

That night the vicious warders, having

sealed off the island by blocking the only

bridge, vented their psychopathic rage on

the terrified prisoners, who had barricad-

ed themselves in their dormitories for

protection and to protest the denial ot

visitors and the lack of food. After flood-

ing the area with tear gas, guards forced

the inmates to strip and run a gauntlet

along a 45-foot corridor, beating them

until the hallway ran with blood. At least

142 were injured, and one man died from

lack of medical attention. The savagery

North Carolina in 1979! The only thing

"new" about these lynchers is that they

now carry out their murder like one of

the death squads the U.S. sponsors in

Central America.

Bush conservatives and Washington

Post liberals alike were stung when a

majority-black jury in Washington re-

fused to go along with the feds' witch-

hunting show trial by videotape of black

mayor Marion Barry. But the black

Democratic Party politicians are part of

the same racist system, calling out the

cops against anti-Klan demonstrators and

acting as front men for the "war on

drugs." Marion Barry’s complicity in this

war on black America and Latin America

mirrors the hypocrisy of Reagan and

Bush, whose contras were conduits for

drug traffickers.

Missing from today’s demonstration

was organized labor—particularly nota-

ble on the day before “Labor Day."

Mobilizing that power is key to stopping

the all-sided racist assault against

minorities in this country. In November
1982, a Labor/Black Mobilization, initi-

ated by the Spartacist League, with the

endorsement of dozens of union locals

and officials, mobilized 5.000 militant

protesters who stopped the Klan at its

gathering point. The KKK were whisked

out of town by the cops as the anti-Klan

demonstrators triumphantly marched

down the route to the White House the

Klan had threatened to march. Now the

capitalist media tries to rewrite that

history, claiming what happened was a

"riot" by black youth, who in fact were

set upon by the cops after escaping from

the APC’s diversionary gabfest for

Democrats a couple miles away from

where the Klan met.

The reason the bourgeoisie is still

smarting over 27 November 1982 is that

was a taste of real working-class social

power, based on organized labor, led by

reds, mobilizing blacks. The fact that,

eight years later, the Ku Klux Klan still

cannot march in Washington is a vic-

tory. What’s needed is a program and

revolutionary party to lead the fight

against the all-sided assault on the ghet-

tos and barrios, to sweep away the rac-

ist rulers in the White House and Con-

gress. who still treat black Washington

like their colony, and to finally bury

the “ghosts of the Confederacy" in their

white sheets. Finish the Civil War
through socialist revolution!

Despite massive cop presence, angry Washington residents stop KKK from
marching In this 70 percent black city.

mand: drop all charges against the anti-

Klan protesters!

The Klansmen held a brief “rally" on

the Capitol steps, sealed off from the

public, hurling racial epithets into the air

for the benefit of their ACLU lawyers

and the media. Klan "grand dragon"

Horace King ranted against communists

and blacks, threatening: "We're gonna

take Washington, D.C. away from them."

This gutter racist filth echoes the senti-

ment coming straight from Barbara Bush

in the White House, who says "every-

one” (in her social set) wants to "get our

city back." The Klan vowed to return

every year at Labor Day.

The Klan has been trying to present a

"moderate" image recently, such as "ex“-

KKKer David Duke running for Senator

from Louisiana. Virgil Griffith’s outfit,

the "Christian Knights." have business

cards and a “new image." The Washing-

ton Post (31 August) quotes one Juanita

Gibson saying. "We don't do any of that

mean stuff," like cross-bumings. What an

obscenity! Griffith was ringleader of the

KKK/Nazi killers who gunned down five

leftists in broad daylight in Greensboro.

Prison Guard Rampage

at Rikers Island
of these beasts in uniform knew no

bounds; even emergency medical techni-

cians attempting to cross the bridge to

treat the wounded were attacked, beaten

and stabbed! Many were reminded of the

bloody massacre at Attica in 1971, where

prisoners protesting racial discrimination

were mowed down by then-governor

Rockefeller's troops.

NYC mayor pavid Dinkins' response

to the cop mayhem on Rikers Island

was to' try to conciliate the increasingly

bonapartist prison guards—negotiating

with them even as they held thousands

hostage. Facing criticism for his han-

dling of the blockade, Dinkins denied

that he had granted the guards’ demands

for amnesty— he took away one of their

vacation days! The immediate spark for

the August 14 riot was the guards’

demand for elimination of the 27-page

"use of force directive." so they could

beat, maim and kill prisoners without

fear of punishment. The result of a 1988

suit charging the city’s notorious prison

continued on page I /

Fine/Newsday

Rikers guards block bridge to prison, cutting off medical care, food and
visitors.

D.C. Protesters

Block KKK

From Marching
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Commemoration in Coyoacan

50 Years
After Assassination

of Leon Trotsky
August 20 marked the 50th anniver-

sary of the murder of Leon Trotsky by an

agent of Stalin. Around the world there

was heightened interest in the slain

internationalist revolutionary. And no-

where more so than in Mexico, where the

assassin carried out his bloody deed. In

more than a week of commemorative
activities, scores of articles on Trotsky

appeared in the Mexican press.

At the house in the suburb of Coyoa-
can where Trotsky lived and worked

during the 43 months of his political

asylum, and where he was killed with a

mountaineer’s pickax, the Museo Ledn
Trotsky was reopened aftercareful resto-

ration work under the aegis of the Mexi-

co City federal district administration.

The Museum is now associated with a

newly founded Institute for the Right of

Asylum and Public Liberties, housed next

door in a modern facility including a

library and conference center.

From August 20 to 24. the Museum
was the site of a five-day colloquium on
Trotsky which involved a number of in-

ternational participants, including Pierre

Broue, of the Institut Leon Trotsky in

France; Ernest Mandel, of the “United

Secretariat of the Fourth International”;

Aleksandr Podshchekoldin, of the Insti-

tute of Marxism-Leninism in Moscow;
Jake Cooper, a former Trotsky bodyguard

now with Socialist Action in the U.S.;

Olivia Gall, of the National University

of Mexico; Octavio Fernlndez. leader

of Mexican Trotskyists in the 1930s;

the painter Vlady, son of Victor Serge;

Esteban Volkov Bronstein, grandson of

Trotsky; and others.

The topics covered in a series of night-

ly roundtable discussions included: Mexi-

co at the Time of Trotsky; Trotsky and

the Contemporary World; Trotsky in the

USSR; Art and Revolution, an Interwar

Polemic; and Testimonies About Trotsky

in Mexico. Of particular interest was the

presentation by A. Podshchekoldin docu-

menting the dramatic growth in power,

size and privilege of the apparatus during

the nine months of 1922 between Stalin's

appointment as CP general secretary and

Lenin’s call for Stalin’s ouster. Pod-

shchekoldin’s conclusion; the data con-

firm, 100 percent. Trotsky’s accusation

in The New Course that a bureaucracy

was strangling the party.

In the framework of this series on

Trotsky, a speech on “The Meaning of

Trotsky in the Soviet Union Today" was
given at the Museum on August 21 by

Jan Norden, editor of Workers Vanguard,

newspaper of the Spartacist League/U.S.

Esteban Volkov also spoke at this event,

which received press coverage in the

Mexico City newspapers La Prensa and

El Universal. Their edited presentations

are printed below.

The Meaning of Trotsky

in the Soviet Union Today
T

o begin with, I would like to ex-

press, on behalf of the International

Communist League (Fourth Inter-

nationalist), our pleasure in being present

here during this reinauguration of the

Leon Trotsky Museum. Our Spartacist

By Jan Norden

tendency has been unique among the

international tendencies in materially

contributing on a regular basis for some
years to the support of the Trotsky

Museum, under the care of the grandson

of the great international revolutionary.

Esteban Volkov, who is here with us

today. And now we see with great

satisfaction how much careful work has

been done on the house and in adapting

these facilities by the Federal District

Department. Which is certainly appro-

priate. since Trotsky was, without any
doubt, one of the most remarkable human

figures to have been in Mexico, thanks

to the asylum granted to him by General

L4zaro Cardenas in a principled manner
and when no other government in the

world would accept him.

Fifty years after the assassination of

Leon Trotsky, we are seeing the collapse

of Stalinism throughout East Europe and

a deep crisis in the Soviet Union itself.

This has led the ideologues of imperial-

ism to proclaim the "death of Commu-
nism" and even, in the case of a State

Department pseudo-scientist, "the end of

history." But even though they have al-

ready written the chronicle of this death

foretold, as Gabriel Garcia Mdrquez
would have put it. and despite the trium-

phalist bombast of the capitalist media,

as the American writer Mark Twain
ironically remarked, this announcement
of its death is exaggerated.

What is Trotskyism? It is communism,
it is the continuity of Leninism and

Marxism in the face of its antithesis.

Stalinism. And as such it constitutes the

revolutionary program for the survival of

the Soviet Union, by returning to its

revolutionary and internationalist roots.

Today, everyone calls themselves anti-

Stalinist, except the notorious Nina
Andreyeva or perhaps the followers of

Lombardo Toledano, who still want to

label Trotsky as “egotistical, obscene and
conceited." Today Trotsky is often pre-

sented. as an article in yesterday’s. La
Jornada said, as "the prophet of pere-

stroika," which he definitely was not.

That is. after demonizing him. now they

want to make a false icon out of him.

What is true is that Lev Davidovich
fought, up to his death at the hands of

an agent of Stalin, against the perversion

of Bolshevism by this usurper, while

other party leaders were silent, capitu-

lated. became accomplices in vile crimes

against the working class.

Behind the supposed anti-Stalinist

unity there are deep class divisions.

Some, like the new mayors of Leningrad

and Moscow, Anatoly Sobchak and
Gavril Popov, not only reject Stalin but

also Lenin and the October Revolution.

Thus followers of Sobchak are trying

to replace the very name of Leningrad
with that it had under the tsars. And now
it is reported that two of the most re-

nowned “anti-Stalinist" historians. Yuri

Afanasyev and Dmitri Volkogonov, are

participants in an official "investigation"

which with utter shamelessness attempts

to declare illegal the Bolsheviks’ seizure

of power in 1917! Although Afanasyev
was among the first to speak of Trotsky,

of this "blank space" in Soviet historiog-

raphy, with his social-democratic politics

it is evident that he is pursuing clearly

counterrevolutionary aims.

Distorting him, they can swallow a

Leon Trotsky, the first anti-bureaucratic

fighter, but Trotsky the author of perma-
nent revolution, who called for proletari-

an opposition to the Popular Front of
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class collaboration, who fought Stalin

because the latter was the assassin of the

Bolshevik Party and gravedigger of the

Communist International, him they hate.

Today the "reform” bureaucrats in the

Kremlin are betraying the struggles of

the oppressed, from Afghanistan and

Central America to South Africa and

Angola. And in the Persian Gulf they are

going hand in hand with U.S. interven-

tion which is trying to seize the oil.

There you have the fruits of so-called

"peaceful coexistence." the attempt by

the Yankee imperialists to take over the

whole world, which could well unleash

a war that also threatens the Soviet

Union. And among the prime targets of

these self-proclaimed cops of the world

is Mexico, where they shamelessly kid-

nap doctors and seek to take over the

economy through a North American
Common Market. We of the International

Communist League are strong defenders

of the independence of Mexico, and
while we denounce the anti-Communist,

anti-Shi ’ite and anti-Kurdish murderer

Saddam Hussein, we defend Iraq against

imperialist aggression.

The Gorbachevites who deny the heri-

tage of Bolshevism soon erected as their

idol Nikolai Bukharin, in whom they see

a precursor of perestroika. In fact, right

now as we are meeting here at the site of

Trotsky’s assassination, in Hollywood
Soviet filmmakers are shooting a movie

about the life of Bukharin. It is logical:

while Trotsky advocated a policy of or-

ganic industrialization and voluntary col-

lectivization in the countryside, Bukharin

put forward the slogan to the kulaks,

the rich peasants, to “enrich yourselves.”

And these petty-bourgeois elements com-
ing out of or belonging to the bureauc-

racy—a layer of Soviet "yuppies"—are

eager to enrich themselves. Of course,

those who today see in the market econ-

omy, i.e., the introduction of capitalism,

the way out of bankrupt Stalinism do

not say that Bukharin was seconded by

Stalin and that they brought the USSR to

the brink of disaster. If Bukharin had

won with his policy of conciliating pro-

capitalist elements, the Soviet Union

would not have survived the Nazi inva-

sion, with incalculable consequences for

human history.

For Soviet workers who want to keep

the gains of the Bolshevik Revolution

in order to develop genuine socialism,

the alternative to the heavy burden of

bureaucratic planning which ruined the

economy is not the chaos of capitalism,

with its unemployment and destruction

of the productive forces, but rather a

planned economy with soviet democracy,

where the workers themselves decide and

not a parasitic caste of privileged bureau-

crats. This, they will discover, was the

program of the Left Opposition led by

Leon Trotsky.

The Devil Is Still Called
Trotsky

Among Soviet researchers there is

great interest today in studying the previ-

ously off-limits areas of their history.

And, of course, the principal "blank

space” that Gorbachev spoke of is Leon

Trotsky. For the most part, we can say

that little by little they are rediscovering

what Max Eastman spoke of in his book

Since Lenin Died, which was written

already in 1925. Here I want to deal with

only one of the ongoing discussions, to

wit, the curious fact that even though the

gross lies of the Moscow Trials have

been discredited, they go on condemning

Trotsky. This is no accident.

For decades, for Stalinists of all

stripes, from the "orthodox" pro-Moscow

Communist parties to the heterodox Mao
Tse-tung and Fidel Castro. "The Devil

Was Called Trotsky,” as the title of a

book by the cartoonist Rius put it. In

the era of glasnost, this evaluation has

not changed all that much. So that in

response to an article which appeared in

the West German magazine Spiegel in

the middle of 1987—which asserted that

"the ghosr of Trotsky continues to wan-

der through the halls of the universities

and studies of Russia, where the world-

Spartacist talk at

Leon Trotsky
Museum in

Coyoacdn, Mexico,
September 21, pari

of series marking
50th anniversary

of the Russian
revolutionary's

death. Speaking
(front center)
is painter and

muralist Vlady,
standing before
his work on the

assassination
of Trotsky.

renowned revolutionary is remembered
as legendary"—the newspaper Sovetskaya

Rossiya (17 September 1987) published

a bestiary signed by Professor V. Ivanov,

under the title "Repainting Judas," in

which they spew out all the old Stalinist

“Short Course" rubbish.

But the “anti-Stalin" military historian.

Col. Gen. Dmitri Volkogonov, writes a

long article on Trotsky a year later

(Pravda, 9 September 1988) under the

title. "Demon of the Revolution.” This is

how he describes the co-leader, together

with Lenin, of the October Revolution,

the chairman of the Petrograd Soviet,

military leader of the insurrection and

later founder of the Red Army! Volkogo-

nov is the high priest of the new anti-

Trotsky demonology. Recently, Volkogo-

nov himself revealed, in an interview

with the Italian newspaper L<z Stampa (26

July), that he had discovered a document
in which Stalin ordered the assassination

of Trotsky. The order, which was found

in the archives of the NKVD, dates from

1934, i.e.. the time of the assassination

of Kirov, and is countersigned by Voro-

shilov, Molotov and Ordzhonikidze, then

members of the Soviet Politburo, who
thus share personal responsibility for the

crime.

But even though he recognizes Trotsky

as "the second Figure of the Revolution

and the Civil War.” the "enlightened"

general arrives at the conclusion, which

he calls "paradoxical,” that "the greatest

Trotskyist was Stalin.” And today we
read in the newspapers a similar evalua-

tion by the ambassador of the USSR
in Mexico, who claims that “the bureau-

cratic system of command which was
established in the Soviet Union under

Stalin was a faithful copy of the ideas

put forward by Trotsky." This is by no

means the view of all Soviet historians.

Present here at this Trotsky Series, for

example, is comrade Aleksandr Pod-

shchekoldin of the Institute of Marxism-

Leninism in Moscow, who wrote an

introduction to Trotsky’s New Course

when it was published last year by

Molodoy Kommunist, in which he pointed

out how Trotsky was the victim of and

fought against the Stalinist bureaucratiza-

tion of the Communist Party.

But this equation of Trotsky and Sta-

lin is repeated so insistently that we
must ask, why such a strange evaluation?

Leaving aside the demonization, the

accusations of “egocentrism" and similar

denigration (“the failed would-be dicta-

tor," Volkogonov called him), we Find

rejection of Trotsky's policies.

Volkogonov says Trotsky "was prison-

er of a grand, false idea, the idea of the

world revolution." This is the same accu-

sation which Stalin made against him in

rejecting "the export of revolution." This

is the distortion of the program of world-

wide proletarian revolution which was

the raison d’etre of the Communist Inter-

national, the very reason for the October
Revolution, put forward by Lenin in his

brief speech announcing the taking of

power: “We must now set about building

a proletarian socialist state in Russia.

Long live the world socialist revolution!”

It was this perspective which gave sense

to the Russian proletariat seizing power
in the backward empire of the tsars.

Thus it is the Bolshevik Revolution itself

which the Volkogonovs deny with the

defamatory equation of Trotsky with Sta-

lin, which feeds anti-communism. Our
audience, then, is to be found among
those who defend this revolution.

We say, together with James P. Can-

non, founder of American Trotskyism, in

a 1939 speech on the October Revolu-

tion, "We are, in fact, the party of the

Russian revolution. We have been the

people, and the only people, who have

had the Russian revolution in their pro-

gram and in their blood. That is also the

main reason why the Fourth International

is the only revolutionary tendency in the

whole world."

A few days ago, Gorbachev issued a

decree for the comprehensive rehabilita-

tion of the victims of Stalin. Although it

is specific about the kulaks, the name of

Leon Trotsky is not mentioned. Yester-

day it was reported that a petition was
handed in to the Soviet Embassy here

calling for his "political rehabilitation"

by the government of the USSR. Similar

campaigns have been sponsored in recent

years by different self-proclaimed Trot-

skyist tendencies. In the interview with

La Stampa, in response to a question

about a possible rehabilitation of Trotsky.

Volkogonov afFirmed that this would be

an "insult” to the irreproachable rev-

olutionary. We say emphatically, Leon
Trotsky does not need a good conduct

certificate from the heirs of Stalin! The
only thing we demand of the government
of the USSR is that it permit the publi-

cation and free circulation of his works,

so that the Soviet people may know the

truth. As we have insisted over and over,

it is the bureaucracy which in this hypo-

critical way is seeking to rehabilitate

itself.

Defense of the USSR

—

Cornerstone of the
Political Revolution

The question of defense of the Soviet

Union is particularly important these

days as counterrevolution is striking in

every direction. This was seen recently

continued on page 6

Soviet Archives Confirm

Stalin Signed

the Order
On July 26. the Torino. Italy daily

La Stampa published an article under

the dramatic headline. "‘Kill Trotsky.’

Signed Stalin. " The piece by their Mos-
cow correspondent Enrico Singer was

an interview with Colonel General

Dmitri Volkogonov, director of the

USSR Institute of Military History, who
last year published a biography ofSta-

lin and is now working on a book on

Leon Trotsky. Although the New York

Times has continued to place in doubt

Stalin's ordering of Trotsky’s murder.

Volkogonov only confirms what Trotsky

himself repeatedly stated: "Stalin Seeks

My Death." While Volkogonov talks of

the duty to tell the truth about Trotsky,

his attempt to blame Trotsky for the

forced collectivization and to make the

necessary repression of the Civil War

into a crime is part and parcel of the

lying campaign to paint Trotsky as a

would-be dictator We print excerpts

from the La Stampa article below:

“It was Stalin who ordered the

assassination of Trotsky. The proof is

in a document I found in the archives

of the NKVD and which I photo-

copied. It is an unequivocal order

which Stalin had countersigned by

Voroshilov. Molotov and Ordzhoni-

kidze in order to share with the three

Politburo members the responsibility

for the death sentence of the man that

was number two of the October Revo-

lution and who. even in exile, con-

tinued to make him [Stalin] afraid."

There is a touch of emotion in the

voice of General Dmitri Antonovich

Volkogonov, Director of the Institute

of Military History of the USSR. His

words are solving a mystery that has

lasted Fifty years.

La Stampa: But the documents that

you found in the archives, what do
they reveal about the speed and the

methods of the decision to physi-

cally eliminate Trotsky?

Volkogonov: The First decision was
taken in September ’31. But it had

a general character, while in '34 a

special group was created to hunt

down Trotsky. In ’31, Stalin did not

want to do it with his own hands,

he wanted to do it through the men
of the Comintern. In ’31 the strat-

egy was to track him down and to

take measures that would favor an

attempt on his life. In '34, instead,

full disposition was granted to the

group formed especially for this

purpose. The special group was
concerned with the liquidation of

continued on page II
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Esteban Volkov, Grandson of Trotsky

Trotsky Against

Falsifiers of Marxism

Esteban Volkov
Bronstein (right)

speaking at talk

on “Meaning of

Trotsky in the
Soviet Union

Today."

U
nfortunately, the history of mankind

up to our times has always been

one of exploitation by minorities.

They have made use of cunning, they

have made use of force, of deceit, to sub-

jugate the majorities and achieve a far

higher standard of living with many priv-

ileges. It was in the middle of the last

century when Karl Marx and Frederick

Engels for the first time developed a sci-

entific ideology, a powerful arm for the

defense, for the liberation of the exploit-

ed. It shouldn't be surprising that, ever

since. Marxism has been the target of in-

numerable and continuous attacks. Now.
the information media—or perhaps it

would be better to call them, in most

cases, the ^information media—are loll-

ing the bells for the burial of Marxism.

The tactic of the exploiters from the

privileged minorities has always been to

confuse and disorient the exploited mass-

es. From the last century on. from the

beginning of the century until now. this

has been the tactic. The best way to

subjugate the masses is to disorient them
and to keep them away from a powerful

revolutionary theory which can guide

them in their struggle. The whole history

of the class struggle since the last cen-

tury has been along these lines.

Karl Marx himself had to fight vigor-

ously, as did Frederick Engels, against a

whole series of deviations, of falsifiers

and alterers of Marxism, in order to keep

the full validity and vigor of this ideol-

ogy. Initially the brunt of the attack, if

you will, of those who sought to divert

and falsify Marxism was from the anar-

chists, from the social democrats. And as

the outbreak of the Russian Revolution

approached, the most important, key task

in this work, in this historical under-

taking. was to denounce the social de-

mocracy, which had replaced the class

struggle, the revolutionary processes,

with class collaboration. And in this

work. Lenin and Trotsky were the most
significant actors. In fact, it was this

struggle which made possible the victory

of the October Revolution, maintaining

the vitality of Marxism.

Unfortunately, some years after the

victory of the first proletarian revolution

on the planet, based on Marxist theory,

there came again one of the greatest

betrayals and falsifications of Marxism,
which was the Stalinist regime. During
the last days of his life. Lenin became

aware of this new process of falsifica-

tion, of diversion of the Marxist socialist

revolution, and he attempted during his

last hours to wage a struggle which he

unfortunately could no longer carry out.

Trotsky was the one who picked up the

burden, and he fought the bureaucracy.

Trotsky's whole life cannot be sep-

arated from Marxist thought. In the

deformation of the October Revolution,

Marxism was turned into a dogma, into

a religion by Stalin, into an ideology

totally opposed to what it originally was.

Trotsky was among the first to pick up
on this phenomenon, and without vac-

illation he energetically and valiantly

undertook one of the most heroic and
courageous fights in history. The Left

Opposition confronted the powerful bu-

reaucratic state. He was exiled, expelled

from the Soviet Union, his supporters

were deported, and Trotsky untiringly

pursued this fight.

Fifty years later, we are fully aware
of this work. Stalinism is really coming
to the resting place which Leon Trotsky

had predicted for it: the dustbin of his-

tory. And thanks to the labors of Trotsky

and Trotskyism, despite—perhaps we
have to mention criticisms, like that of

Isaac Deutscher. who felt that one of

Trotsky's errors was the founding of

the Fourth International— I think that

the work of denouncing and fighting

against one of the biggest falsifications

of Marxism, justifies 100 percent the

cause and the raison d’etre of the Fourth

International, as well as having been the

best school and spokesman for revolu-

tionary Marxism.

Obviously there aren’t revolutionary

processes every day—in a given country

it may come in 50 years, in a century

—

and a Marxist party does not necessarily

have to lead the seizure of the Winter
Palace. These revolutions don't take

place every day. The work of a revolu-

tionary party is to unconditionally defend
the working class and to educate the

masses to understand what Marxism is,

to maintain the vitality of Marxism.
Clearly, at the moment when the revolu-

tion breaks out. its job is to lead it and
to seek to take it to victory. But that is

not a day-to-day task, but rather a task

which sometimes comes only once in a

century.

As far as what we are witnessing

today: everywhere we hear of "the bank-

ruptcy of Marxism." "the defeat of so-

cialism"—on the contrary, today is a

great day of celebration. We are witness-

ing not the defeat of Marxism, we are

witnessing the burial of one of the great-

est falsifications of Marxism to ever

emerge. The greatest enemy of the work-
ing class is in its death agony, Stalinism.

And in large part this is thanks to the

work of Leon Trotsky and the Fourth

International.

Trotsky’s study as it was the day
he was murdered by Stalin’s
agent. With Museum renovation,
a handsome brochure has been
published.

MUSEO
CASA

DE

LEON
TROTSKY

Trotsky...
(continued from page 5)

in East Germany where our comrades of

the Spartakist Workers Party of Ger-

many fought down the line to defend

the social and economic gains and

the very existence of the DDR work-

ers state, as bureaucratically deformed

as it has been, against the imperialist

onslaught for reunification with capi-

talist West Germany. In contrast, many
ostensible Trotskyists, under the mantle

of the democratic right of national self-

determination, have placed themselves at

the tail of the Anschluss (annexation)

express train, which is hurtling toward a

Fourth Reich, a new empire of Greater

Germany.
Unconditional defense of the degen-

erated (in the case of the USSR) and

deformed workers states and rejection of

support to capitalist reunification was at

the origin of a recent fusion of the Grupo
Espartaqulsta de Mexico with the Trot-

skyist Faction, expelled by the POS.
The comrades are present here and the

joint bulletin which we published on this

fusion is on sale, so that we can go
into this subject more later. Here I want

to emphasize the continuity and cur-

rent relevance of Trotsky's work in this

respect. It is well known that Trotsky’s

last political fight inside the Fourth Inter-

national was against the petty-bourgeois

opposition of Shachtman and Burnham,
in the American SWP. who abandoned

defense of the Soviet Union on the eve

of World War II. They thus yielded to

the ideological pressure of the bourgeoi-

sie which was howling for “poor little

Finland" while it served as the spearhead

of imperialism against the USSR.
Many are not aware, however, that

defense of the Soviet Union was a con-

stant of Trotsky's politics, in fact it was
the basis of his call for throwing out the

bureaucracy which criminally under-

mined this defense. In the third volume
of his biography of Trotsky. The Prophet

Outcast, Isaac Deutscher notes that the

Bolshevik leader “was never to compro-
mise over... or to yield an inch from” his

defense of the USSR. "Thus, during the

first half of this term of exile he

preached reform, not revolution, in the

Soviet Union; whereas in the second half

he was to maintain that political revolu-

tion was the only answer to bureaucratic

absolutism.... But even then he was
never to waver in his insistence that the

Soviet Union was a workers state; he

declared the 'unconditional defence of

the Soviet Union’ against its bourgeois

enemies to be the elementary obligation

of every member of the Opposition; and

he was repeatedly to disown friends and
adherents who were reluctant to accept

this obligation.”

This question was posed at the very

beginning of his exile, during the sum-
mer of 1929, over the dispute with

Chiang Kai-shek about the Soviet-owned

Manchurian Railway which had been
inherited from the tsarist empire. Trotsky

debated with the German Leninbund,

headed by Hugo Urbahns, with the

French syndicalist group around the

magazine Revolution Proietarienne and
also with those in the ranks of the Left

Opposition who wanted to support bour-

geois China against the USSR. In his

article, "Defense of the Soviet Republic
and the Opposition" (September 1929),

Trotsky insists that "it is necessary to

adopt the position of the most resolute

and unconditional defense of the USSR"
against the threat of war.

The same article has an abundance of

comments which could not be more
current in their relevance. He says, for

example, that “from the proletarian

standpoint, neither democracy as a whole
nor national self-determination as an
integral part of it stands above the

classes; nor does either of them supply
the highest criterion of revolutionary

policy." Apply this today to the case of
the Baltic republics, where many osten-

sible Trotskyists proclaim "Hands off
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Lithuania”—such as the British Workers

Power group and both wings of the fol-

lowers of the late Nahuel Moreno—while

the nationalist Lithuanian leadership

seeks to re-establish capitalist rule under

the mantle of independence. Last fall, the

United Secretariat published a disgusting

article praising the Estonian fascists, the

so-called Forest Brothers, who fought

together with the Nazis against the Red
Army during the Second World War!

They represented, said the USec, "armed

struggle against Stalinism." For our part,

we salute the Soviet veterans who recent-

ly mobilized to prevent the fascist Forest

Brothers from marching for the indepen-

dence of Estonia.

Trotskyism—Program of the
Soviet Working Class

The Death Agony ofCapitalism and the

Tasks of the Fourth International, better

known as the Transitional Program,

written in 1938, remarks that "If we are

to examine ‘Trotskyism’ as a finished

program, and even more to the point, as

an organization, then unquestionably

‘Trotskyism’ is extremely weak in the

USSR. However, its indestructible force

stems from the fact that it expresses not

only revolutionary tradition but *also

today’s actual opposition of the working

class. The social hatred stored up by the

workers against the bureaucracy—this is

precisely what from the viewpoint of the

Kremlin clique constitutes ‘Trotskyism.’

It fears with a deathly and thoroughly

well-grounded fear the bond between

the deep but inarticulate indignation of

f the workers and the organization of the

Fourth International."

More than half a century later, we can

state that today more than ever Trotsky-

ism represents the real interests of the

Soviet working class, and as such it

offers the proletarian solution to the

present crisis which the USSR is experi-

encing. In the growing chaos which is

registered daily, from the Kuznets coal

basin, the Kuzbass, in Siberia to the

Baltic Coast, it's not that the workers are

absent. On the contrary, ever since the

great miners strike of last summer, when
hundreds of thousands of workers occu-

pied the coal mines and set up strike

committees with the character of soviets,

replacing all state authority, the spectre

of a new working-class explosion has

been ever present. But so far great confu-

sion reigns in the ranks of the working

people.

This was seen recently in the 24-hour

miners strike which took place on July

11, the last day of the 28th Congress

of the Communist Party of the Soviet

Union. Many of its demands were against

the CP, demanding that party cells in the

pits be dissolved and the property of the

CPSU be nationalized. In Moscow, a

representative of the Kuzbass strike co-

ordinating committee spoke before the

biggest anti-Communist demonstration in

memory, some 400,000 according to

some estimates, in which there were

many monarchist— i.e., tsarist—forces

and there were slogans such as "Cure

Russia of Bolshevism.”

Many of the Kuzbass and Donbass

miners support the populist demagogue
Boris Yeltsin, who praises Ronald Rea-

gan and the "dynamism" of American
capitalism. Certainly, the Mexican miners

in Cananea and their American fellow

workers in Morenci, Arizona can tell

Soviet miners a lot about this "dyna-

mism." which is based on massive lay-

offs. breaking strikes, closing plants and

deploying the military to protect capital.

In Leningrad, on the other hand, die-

hard Stalinist bureaucrats have taken

over the workers’ protests against the

havoc wreaked by perestroika. Sinister

Russian nationalist forces are also at

work, linked to the anti-Semitic fascists

of Pamyat. But in the Baltic republics,

the predominantly Russian workers of the

Internationalist Movement have raised

traditional Bolshevik slogans in confront-

ing the pro-capitalist nationalists.

In other words, the principal character-

istic of the Soviet workers movement
presently is the lack of coherence, and as

we have noted in Workers Vanguard,

“this is possible only because there does

not exist today in the USSR a genuine

communist party of the working class.”

The same pro-capitalist forces are

conscious of their weakness. Gavril Po-

pov, the mayor of Moscow and a fervent

advocate of the "market economy," noted

that "The masses long for fairness and

economic equality. And the further the

process of transformation goes, the more

acute and the more glaring will be the

gap between those aspirations and

economic realities." Popov foresees

“waves of workers fighting for their own
interests" which “will break up the forces

of perestroika." He fears the rebirth of a

left-wing populism which he calls “the

New Communists" (in capital letters).

And to counter this danger he says that

the "purely democratic model" is inade-

quate. In calling for "new mechanisms of

political power.” this notable spokesman

for the "liberal" current is calling in

effect for a dictatorial regime.

Program for the
“New Communists"

In the face of Popov’s fears, we repeat

that the strength of Trotskyism is rooted

in its program, which expresses the real

opposition of the Soviet working class.

Take the case of the Siberian miners who
last year shook the USSR. 1 have here

the "Programmatic Declaration of the

Union of Toilers of the Kuzbass" (UTK)
dated November 1989. Although it makes
sharp criticisms of the CPSU, of the

domination by this arm of the bureauc-

racy, it is not anti-communist. It speaks

of "Soviet society, which has achieved

since the October Revolution successes

well known to all in the creation of an

independent economy, in ensuring victo-

ry over fascism." but which has now
fallen into "the most severe crisis." It

denounces “the substitution of the power
of a tight-knit group of persons...

a

bureaucratic clique" for "the socialist

power of the people." It comes out for

perestroika, while stating that up to

now its course has been "extraordinarily

slow and exceptionally painful for the

workers."

Now. the economic platform of the

UTK calls for "the liquidation of the

bureaucratic-commandist system in the

economy" and recognizes "the equality

of all forms of property,” including those

of "individual labor, stockholding, mixed

and private” property. It holds that "Mar-

ket relations are a priceless experience

of human civilization" and sees in the

turning over of properly to workers'

collectives the solution to all evils. But

how? After recognizing private property,

it declares inadmissible the exploitation

of the labor of others. It then calls for

"equal rights between the mass of work-

ers and management," and "the right ... to

remove all officials not warranting the

confidence of the collectives" and "a

procedure under which the directing

apparatus would work at the behest of

the workers’ collectives."

The least that one can say is that they

have no idea of how a market economy
actually functions, in which by definition

the producers are deprived of all these

"rights" which are placed in the hands

of capital. One only needs to look at

what is happening these days in Poland,

where Solidarnosd is re-establishing

capitalism on the backs of the working

people, exactly as we said nine years ago

when we declared “Down with Solidar-

nosd counterrevolution!" and practically

the entire left proclaimed its solidarity

with Solidarity. A friend says that So-

viet workers don’t need political revolu-

tion but bread. But how are they to get

the bread? Not from a market econ-

omy. Polish workers today don't have

bread but soup kitchens, unemployment,
poverty.

In other words, the miners reject the

present bureaucratic regime but their

“alternative” of a market economy is

idealized, unreal, impossible. They say

that "in the USSR, there is not and can-

not be a power other than that of the

Soviets of People’s Deputies," and there

is evident a yearning for soviet democ-

racy. such as they understand it. To
understand how this can be realized, we
recommend that they read the “Platform

of the Opposition," written by Trotsky

in 1927. which says that to wage a

determined struggle against bureauc-

ratism one must return to the [1918]

program of the Communist Party which

specifies the obligatory participation of

every member of a soviet in administra-

tive tasks, the regular rotation of such

tasks, the increasing involvement of all

the working people in administering

the state. This is quite the opposite of

the current political reforms which seek

to turn the impotent “soviets" into

bourgeois-style parliaments.

It is a regime of soviet democracy that

can carry out, as the Transitional Pro-

gram advocates, a "revision of planned

economy from top to bottom in the inter-

ests of producers and consumers." in

which "factory committees should be

returned the right to control production"

and consumer cooperatives can carry out

an effective control of prices and the

quality of products. But the question of

the Stalinist bureaucracy is not limited to

pervasive obstacles and a swollen admin-

istration; in the final analysis it is a

question of the class role played by this

privileged layer. The struggle for a prole-

tarian political revolution is to overthrow

the Thermidorian bureaucracy, which day

after day "helps rot the foundations of

the socialist elements of the economy
and increases the chances for capitalist

restoration." Trotsky warned against this

danger half a century ago. and now we
are seeing it in our times.

Today we can indicate as principal

demands for a communist opposition in

the USSR:
• For equality, more and better! For a

Leninist-Trotskyist party!

• Build an anti-Stalinist. Leninist-

Trotskyist party based on the working

class and those sections of the Red Army
with the least privileges and the most

responsibilities.

• It is necessary to drive the parasites,

exploiters and their ideologues out of the

soviets.

• “Socialism in one country" is a

defeatist myth. For proletarian revolu-

tionary internationalism. For the military

defense of the Soviet Union against

imperialism which is relentlessly encir-

cling the Soviet Union in a tightening

noose.

• For democratic-centralist planning

through soviets of the workers and their

allies, such as that section of the bu-

reaucracy. especially in the officer corps,

which explicitly renounces in word and

life their privileges; the collective peas-

antry and other oppressed; and that wing

of the intelligentsia which, through the

struggle by the "left-wing populists, the

New Communists" (as Popov put it) find

their way out of the maze of corrupt

appetites.

• For the formation of a Trotskyist

party across the Soviet Union.
• For the democratic reorganization

of the Soviet Union and the right of

any nationality with an a/w-counter-

revolutionary leadership to withdraw to

the extent that they see fit.

James P. Cannon,
leader of American

Trotskyists who
were jailed for

opposition to

imperialist war,
fought for defense

of Soviet Union.

For Unconditional Defense of the Soviet Union
A Program Ot
Victory For The
Soviet Union the MILITANT

WORKERS PARTY,
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Young Spartacus

Blacks Don't Buy Bush's War
Continued from page 12

300 sailors, mostly blacks, staged a sit-

down on the Constellation while on a

training exercise off the coast of Califor-

nia, protesting racist treatment and de-

fending six black sailors who had been

singled out for discriminatory discharge.

Black America hated the Vietnam War.

Muhammad Ali's famous refusal to the

draft board
—"No Viet Cong ever called

me nigger”—became a rallying cry for

thousands upon thousands of radicalized

black youth inside and outside the army,

fed up with racist oppression at home
and sympathetic to another nonwhite
people who were at the receiving end of

U.S. imperialism's brutality. Black Gls
in Vietnam not only faced overt racist

insults from their white officers, but were

singled out to walk point on patrol and
put into other positions where they'd be
the first to get a bullet.

And soldiers who'd risked their lives

in 'Nam came back to find their lives at

risk at home for daring to demand equal-

ity, or worse yet, they were sent to De-
troit or Washington to suppress black

rebellion at gunpoint. Returning black

veterans joined militant groups like the

Black Panther Party. One black vet re-

called, “Most of the Panthers then were
veterans.... We had already fought for

the white man in Vietnam. It was clearly

his war."

Vietnam vets were spat on when they

returned home—not by braless New Left

girls but by the right-wing yahoos who

stayed at home waving the flag while

working-class kids went off to die. In his

Fear and Loathing on the Campaign Trail

'72 (1973). Hunter Thompson describes

the moving scene when the Vietnam
Veterans Against the War protested out-

side the Republican convention in Miami
in 1972:

"They were moving up Collins Avenue
in dead silence; iwelve hundred of them
dressed in battle fatigues, helmets, com-
bat boots... a few carried full-size plastic

M- 16s, many peace symbols, girlfriends

walking beside vets being pushed along
the street in slow-moving wheelchairs,
others walking jerkily on crutches."

They were sneered at by the assembled
high fliers, including Rambo godfather

John Wayne, and confronted by a horde

of cops. One 20-year-old brat even tried

ramming through the crowd of vets on
her motorbike.

Among those present in Miami in 1972
was Ron Kovic, who spoke from a

wheelchair because his legs were per-

manently paralyzed in Vietnam. Kovic's
autobiography was the basis for the

movie Born on the Fourth ofJuly. When
Kovic recently read out an open letter

to Bush calling for the immediate with-

drawal of American troops from the Gulf
at a protest meeting in Los Angeles, this

highly decorated vet was denounced by
a flag-waving "business consultant" as a

"self-pitying crybaby" who "doesn’t care

about American soldiers."

Or take the case of Geronimo Pratt, a

Vietnam vet who joined the Panthers. He
was wounded three times in Vietnam,
received two purple hearts, two bronze

Black protesters against the Vietnam
War, New York City, 1967.

stars for valor, one silver star, a soldier’s

medal, an army commendation medal,
three combat infantry badges and master
paratrooper’s wings. Today he is fighting

for his freedom after 19 years in jail on
frame-up murder charges growing out of

the FBI’s COINTELPRO campaign to

disrupt the Panthers and all radical black

organizations.

As the Spartacist pamphlet "Black
Soldiers in the Jim Crow Military" doc-
uments, it was only with the Korean War
in the early 1950s that the American
military was finally even integrated

(Black History and the Class Struggle

No. 4). Before that, blacks were either

confined to ali-biack combat units or sent

off to die as unarmed servants for white

officers.

Even now. 46 years after the fact, the

government still refuses to consider

reversing one of the most notorious racist

victimizations in the history of the U.S.

military. Fifty black sailors were court-

martialed on charges of mutiny in Port

Chicago. California in 1944 for refusing

to load unsafe ammunition after 320 men
—202 of them black— were literally

blown to bits in an explosion.

In good measure, the radicalization of

the '60s was influenced by the fact that

the Vietnamese people were waging a

revolutionary war. In contrast, Saddam
Hussein is a sordid nationalist strongman
who is an oppressor, not a liberator of
workers and minorities in Iraq. But Hus-
sein doesn’t hold a candle to the racist,

genocidal crimes of U.S. imperialism.

Many black youth seek a road out of

poverty through an education financed

through military service— a modern-day
form of indentured servitude. They watch

glowing ads on TV saying "Be all that

you can be" by joining the army. And
now they find themselves being yanked
out of school and shipped out to die in

the Persian Gulf. As far as the Pentagon

is concerned, all they can be is cannon
fodder for the racist war machine.
The only way out of a system that

spawns poverty, war and racism is

through international socialist revolution.

And that is a cause worth fighting for.

Berkeley Students Protest

U.S. Invasion of Persian Gulf

Simon/Daily Californian

August 29—Berkeley students gather In Sprout Plaza to hear speakers against
U.S. war for Big Oil.

It’s the biggest U.S. military mobiliza-

tion since the bloody, dirty war against

Vietnam—and youth today are beginning
to worry that Uncle Sam could draft

them to die in desert sands for the sake

of Big Oil’s profits. The capitalist press

marches in lockstep with U.S. imperialist

aggression, trying to whip up enthusiasm
for war and featuring “opinion polls” to

indicate that the whole country supports

Bush.

But on August 29, the very day the

New York Times crowed that at the

University of California's Berkeley cam-
pus, “No turmoil occurs in the very cra-

dle of campus turmoil,” hundreds of
students rallied at Sproul Plaza to listen

to antiwar speeches at a protest organized
by “Students for Peace in the Persian

Gulf." Two days earlier, about 50 stu-

dents rallied at the predominantly black
Laney College campus in Oakland.

Erik Larsen, a college student and
lance corporal in the Marine Reserves,

addressed the Berkeley rally and bashed
the hypocrisy of U.S. imperialism: “Eight

years ago. the U.S. encouraged the sale

of chemical weapons to Saddam Hussein
...and said nothing when Hussein used
them on his own people." Larsen drew
the most applause from the crowd when
he declared himself a “conscientious

objector" and called on UC Berkeley to

open its doors as a sanctuary for others

in the armed forces who refuse to go.

As Marxists we oppose conscription

for the imperialist army. But as against

calls for draft resistance, which separates

off middle-class radicals from the mainly
black and working-class draftees, revolu-

tionaries would not "refuse" the draft but

instead seek to organize class opposition
within the imperialist armed forces. And
if the capitalist rulers, many of whom
saved their hides from going to Vietnam
through the class privilege of student
deferments, decide to institute a draft,

then this time let it be the Neil Bushes

and Dan Quayles who get sent!

The various and sordid “leftists"

(SWP. RCP. Socialist Action, etc.) pres-

ent at the Berkeley rally tried to bring
back the days of Vietnam antiwar pro-

tests when “Bring Our Boys Home" was
the popular-froniisi rallying cry. The
illusion peddled by these groups is that

U.S. imperialism was defeated by their

peace crawls presided over by Democrat-
ic Party "doves." They join even the

likes of Richard Nixon in bleating, “No
More Vietnams," because that was a

losing war for the American ruling class.

In the Vietnam War “our boys” were
the NLF and North Vietnamese sol-

diers who fought a revolutionary social

struggle to rid their country of impe-
rialist bondage and capitalism. We say
“Vietnam was a victory—two, three,

many defeats for imperialism!" In the
Persian Gulf today we are for the
defense of Iraq against the designs of
U.S. imperialism, which seeks to seize
control of the world’s oil. We look not
to the butcher Hussein, but to a revolu-
tionary mobilization of the Iraqi workers,
Kurds and leftists who have been his

victims.

The Spartacus Youth Club fights to

win students over to the side of the inter-

national working class and to become
active partisans in its struggles. With the

spectre of bloody imperialist war before
us, it is more urgent than eveffor stu-

dents to ally themselves with the social
power of the labor movement to forge a
revolutionary vanguard party that can
topple capitalism, which even as it trum-
pets victory in the Cold War now drives
toward a very hot war.
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Iraq...
(continued from page I

)

carved up between the English and

French in the secret Sykes-Picot agree-

ment of 1916. Part of Basra province

until London recognized it as a protector-

ate in 1899, Kuwait was separated off

after World War I in order to deny Iraq

access to the sea, which was War Office

policy to “limit its influence in the gulf

and keep it dependent on Britain.”

"We. the British, cobbled Iraq togeth-

er." admitted British diplomat Sir Antho-

ny Parsons. The boundary with Kuwait

contested by Saddam Hussein was dictat-

ed in 1922 by British high commissioner

Sir Percy Cox. And indeed, the British

drew the frontiers and designated rulers

throughout the region, installing loyal

tribal leaders as monarchs as T.E. Law-

rence did with Ibn Saud. And the French

carved up their Syrian mandate territory

to create the artificial state of Lebanon

as a pro-Western Christian-dominated

enclave in the Levant. The last 40 years

of bloodletting in the Middle East go

back to this cynical imperialist carve-up.

Another Washington battle cry is Sad-

dam Hussein's refusal to let Westerners

leave Iraq, turning them into hostages.

Why. he even sent some to Iraqi military

bases and dams which would be obvious

targets of U.S. air strikes. What savage-

ry! War is indeed a savage business in

which enemy aliens are often subjected

to repression. And the citizens of any

country participating in the blockade of

Iraq certainly qualify as enemy aliens. As
Hussein pointed out, in World War'll, in

an act of racism utterly without military

justification, the U.S. threw hundreds of

thousands of Japanese Americans, many
of them U.S. citizens, into concentration

camps.

And then there is the matter of Iraq's

poison gas. "the poor man’s atom bomb.”

Having for years turned a blind eye to

Hussein's vicious use of nerve gas and

mustard gas against Iranian troops and

thousands of Kurds inside Iraq, now

Washington objects. Forget that the U.S.

has a vast chemical warfare arsenal, and

that Bush has fought Congress to con-

tinue production of "binary" nerve gas.

American warships in the region surely

carry atomic weapons, and we are mor-

ally certain the Pentagon is already up-

dating operational plans to nuke Baghdad.

“New World Order”

When Hitler took power in 1933 pro-

claiming a “’New Order,” he proclaimed

it would last a thousand years. In taking

up the same rhetoric, Bush is desperately

trying to revive the "American Century"

which, as we have put it, was buried in

the jungles of Vietnam. Hitler’s “‘New

Order" lasted 12 years; Bush’s could

blow up in his face in a matter of weeks.

This is no longer 1945, when America

was undisputed master of the capitalist

world. German imperialism is forming a

Fourth Reich by taking over East Germa-

ny and establishing the domination of the

D-mark in East Europe on the road to

economic hegemony throughout Europe.

Japan is forming a new "co-prosperity

sphere” in East Asia having already

become the U.S.’ main creditor. The

“dollar zone" is being challenged by the

yen and D-mark.

Today the American imperialists talk

of protecting the oil “life line.” In the

1800s, British interest in Mesopotamia

(present-day Iraq) was based on defend-

ing the “life line” to India. This was also

the rationale for grabbing Suez, and once

they had Egypt and the Anglo-Egyptian

Sudan, that paved the way for the Cecil

Rhodes "Cape to Cairo” types. While

Britannia ruled the waves and grabbed

the lion’s share of Africa, the Germans
dreamed of a Berlin-to-Baghdad railroad.

When these two imperial ambitions

clashed, the result was World War I.

U.S. rulers want to regain the position

of imperialist top cop by seizing the oil.

which they can then dole out to their

economically more dynamic rivals. Sig-

nificantly, Washington’s Japanese and

U.S. power behind the thrones of Saudi Arabia’s King Fahd (left) and Emir of Kuwait. Iraq strongman Saddam Hussein

(right) is target of Bush's imperialist “new order."

German "allies" have hung back from

military commitments in the Persian Gulf

adventure, no doubt hoping to maintain

friendly connections in the Arab world.

As the world’s chief bursars, they would

like to have the U.S. act as mercenaries

to guard "their” oil supplies.

But if the junk-bond-bloated Yankee

rulers are short on productive capacity

these days, they're trying to make up for

it with brute military force. In the first

unplanned; the Army Corps of Engineers

has spent $17 billion over the years for

military infrastructure in Saudi Arabia,

including “hardened airfields where

fueling, maintenance and ordnance load-

ing are done well underground" and

runways were specifically designed for

large U.S. transport planes (Navy Times,

27 August). And “Operation Desert

Shield” could be implemented so quickly

because the Joint Chiefs of Staff simply

a.
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place, the U.S. mobilization is far more

than necessary to “defend" Saudi Arabia;

the Pentagon has moved in “ground and

helicopter forces expressly geared to

offensive operations,” just the mix that

computer wargame analysis indicates for

an air/land attack on Iraq, notes the au-

thoritative Aviation Week (27 August).

But a war with Iraq’s battle-hardened

army of nearly a million men with over

5,000 tanks will not be a walkover like

Panama or Grenada. No war has ever

been won through a blockade, as was

tried against the Southern Confederacy

and Germany. And as Hussein himself

pointed out, no war has ever been won

through air power. So they’re gearing up

for “'the big one." Right now they’re in

a phase of “phony war,” letting UN
secretary general Perez de Cuellar show

that shuttle diplomacy is worthless. It

will take another few weeks for the U.S.

to get the full complement of forces in

place. And then inexorable pressure will

mount to “use it or lose it.”

The current “crisis" was not entirely

presented Bush with a modified version

of "Plan 90-1002” for a massive air- and

sealift of U.S. forces to the Gulf.

It’s clear that U.S. forces are being

moved into the Persian Gulf to stay.

Heretofore, the Saudis have been reluc-

tant to grant the Pentagon base rights.

But in the last weeks. American combat

aircraft have been stationed in all the

Gulf states of the Arabian peninsula. De-

fense Secretary Cheney makes no bones

about it: the U.S. military commitment

is "long term," and "we do not know
how long we will have to stay." With this

invasion the US. has taken a big step

toward a strategic objective a military

stranglehold on the Middle East. But now

they may have to pay the price in blood.

While the Democrats march in lock-

step with Bush, however, elements in the

Republican right wing (such as Patrick

Buchanan) have doubts about the U.S.’

military capacity to bring this off. These

“Fortress America" types want to con-

centrate on dismantling the ex-Soviet

bloc. Attacking Bush. Buchanan asks: "If

we walked out of tiny Lebanon after 250

dead, are Americans ready to bear the

burden of pacifying Iraq and Iran, with

70 million people."

To keep their profits flowing, they’re

prepared to spill the blood of millions of

impoverished Arabs and thousands of

black and working-class American youth

in uniform. The Vietnam War brought

down two American presidents. Bush &
Co. will soon enough find out that the

Vietnam syndrome is still alive.

Mideast Cauldron

If during the Vietnam War. protesters

sang "One. two, three, what are we fight-

ing for?” that question will be repeated

more loudly today when this war can’t be

justified as part of the crusade against

Communism. Who wants to die so that

the Kuwaiti Emir can live a life of luxury

in a state where only 70,000 men out of

a population of over 2 million have the

right to vote for a "parliament" which is

dissolved as soon as it meets? Or for the

feudal house of Saud which lords it over

its one-family state where women are de-

nied the right to drive, much less vote,

and even princesses are beheaded for

adultery. Saudi Arabia is the largest re-

maining state where chattel slavery still

exists.

Already there have been incidents of

’“culture shock" as U.S. troops come up

against the social straitjacket of Saudi

medievalism. In one case, Saudi soldiers

went crazy when a woman member of an

F-15 ground crew took her shirt off to

work in her T-shirt in the 120 degree

heat. And take note that the Saudi dy-

nasty was catapulted into power with the

aid of the Wahabi sect. In Afghanistan,

where they have been acting as merce-

nary mujahedin (holy warriors), these

Islamic fanatics are notorious for raping

every "infidel" woman they come across.

Those are the U.S.’ glorious “allies”

in Bush’s war for “freedom" and "our

way of life.” Iraq’s Saddam Hussein, on

the other hand, has won popular support

throughout the area, justifying his take-

over of Kuwait as an effort to take back

the oil wealth from the lavish-living

sheiks. He is also now seen by the Pales-

tinians as a champion of their cause

against the Zionists who have deprived

continued on page 10
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Letter to the Kremlin

Rescind Arms Embargo of Iraq
9 August 1990

Embassy of the Union of

Soviet Socialist Republics.

Washington, D.C. and Paris

USSR Mission to the United Nations

Dear Ambassadors:

The American imperialists have

seized upon a local disturbance in the

Persian Gulf to vastly extend United

States military might. In the face of

this escalating imperialist provocation,

the International Communist League

(Fourth Internationalist) demands that

the Soviet government rescind immedi-

ately its arms embargo against Iraq.

The U.S. provocation is a tripwire for

world war. posing a grave danger to all

humanity.

With unbridled hypocrisy and in the

name of “freedom." the U.S. is seeking

to assure its stranglehold over worlcj

supplies of oil. The establishment of

American military bases in Saudi Ara-

bia for the First time and a naval embar-

go aimed at starving Iraq into submis-

sion pose a danger not only to that

volatile region but to the Soviet Union

itself. The deployment of American

might in the region has tightened the

encirclement of the Soviet Union by the

utterly hostile forces of imperialism.

In pursuit of narrow diplomatic con-

cerns. the Soviet government previously

signed a Treaty of Friendship with

Saddam Hussein, the butcher of thou-

sands of worker militants. Communist
Party members, and members of the

Kurdish minority. Yet now when Iraq

is genuinely threatened by imperialism

the Soviet government has supported

United Nations sanctions against Iraq

and seems willing to "cooperate" with

the While House warmongers. This is

a betrayal of the interests of the Soviet

state and the Soviet and world working

people.

The ICL(FI) believes the workers

of the world are opposed to a squalid

war between the reactionary sheiks

and colonels over the oil fields. We
have, however, great interest in the

profits sweated out of oil workers

from the Persian Gulf to the North Sea

to the Gulf of Mexico: our interest is

that this wealth go to the working

people of the world. We say: U.S. Out

of the Persian Gulf! We Trotskyists,

who stand in defense of the Soviet

workers state against world imperi-

alism, demand that the Soviet Union

rescind its arms embargo of Iraq and

send their former allies in Baghdad the

weapons they need to deter Washing-

ton's oil grab.

The Soviet government fought to the

end, successfully, to keep the oil fields

of Baku out of the hands of the imperi-

alists. We should make vigorous efforts

in the current situation.

Fraternally.

Helene Brosius

International Secretary

cc: General of the Army B.V. Snetkov

Commander in Chief.

Group of Soviet Forces in Germany
Zossen-Wiinsdorf

Iraq...
(continued from page 9)

them of a homeland. Hussein is simulta-

neously trying to take on the mantle of

Nasser as the unifier of the Arab nation

against feudalism and imperialism, while

putting himself forward as the new scion

of Muhammad in calling for a jihad to

defend the Islamic holy sites from the

Western infidels and their lackeys.

Of course, with his roots in the Ba’ath

"Socialist” party. Saddam Hussein was

supposedly secular. In reality, he is the

kind of thug and murderer who would

normally qualify as a U.S. ally. He might

be compared to bloody Pakistani dictator

Muhammad Zia ul-Haq, who helped fun

nel CIA aid to Afghan counterrevolu-

tionary bands (in return for a big rake-

off)- Hussein actually was a U.S. ally for

years. When the Ba'ath party came to

power briefly in 1963, it may have been

aided by the CIA. which reportedly sup-

plied lists of Communists to be killed.

After the Ba'athists took over again in

1968. they jailed and killed thousands of

CPers, particularly among Kurdish oil

workers in the region of Kirkuk.

This did not stop the Kremlin Stalinists

from aiding Saddam, just as they gave

support to both Shah Pahlavi and then

Ayatollah Khomeini even as the Iranian

rulers jailed Iranian Tudeh members. For

years. Moscow has been supplying advis-

ers and military hardware to Baghdad as

part of its efforts to cultivate "Third

World” nationalists. Now under Gorba-

chev’s "new thinking." which evidently

consists of giving in to every imperialist

demand, and then throwing in some

more, the Soviet Union has denounced

Saddam Hussein’s takeover of Kuwait,

endorsed UN trade sanctions, cut off

arms shipments and eventually voted for

the resolution okaying the U.S. war

blockade of Iraq.

Recently it appears that the thick bu-

reaucratic skulls in the Kremlin are

awakening to the danger posed by U.S.

imperialism's grab for hegemony in the

Gulf, barely 700 miles from Soviet bor-

ders. "There are no guarantees that the

United States will leave Saudi Arabia

after the crisis is over," moaned Deputy

Foreign Minister Aleksandr Belonogov,

while the chief of staff of the Warsaw
Pact, General of the Army Vladimir

Lobov, complained that the U.S. presence

had dramatically altered the strategic

balance (New York Times, 31 August).

Just as Stalin couldn’t believe Hitler had

violated his "non-aggression" pact by

invading the USSR in 1941. his heirs

today can’t understand why the imperial-

ists don’t play by the rules.

The fate of humanity could be at stake.

Vietnam and Korea were limited wars

because of the threat of Russian power.

This is what kept the U S. from invading

Cuba. Now the Soviet Union is out of it,

so the Americans don’t recognize any

limits. The International Communist
League (Fourth Internationalist) has

denounced this betrayal and in a letter

sent to several Soviet embassies demand-

ed “that the Soviet government rescind

immediately its arms embargo against

Iraq" (see box this page).

For Class Struggle
Against the Warmakers
The media have made much of George

Bush's "masterful" orchestration of a

broad coalition that pits the world against

Saddam Hussein. So far the only Western

state leader to break ranks is Austria’s

Waldheim. The policy planners in the

White House, State Department and

Pentagon act like they’re going to get it

all on the cheap. But it’s not an accident

that most doomsday novels start with a

war crisis in the Mideast. And among the

prime players, who have been keeping

their heads down so far in the Persian

Gulf crisis, are the Israelis.

In fact, the Zionist rulers are about the

only ones who have to gain from a shoot-

ing war. It has not gone unnoticed in

Jerusalem that if the U.S. has permanent

bases in the Near East, Washington will

not be dependent upon Israel as its re-

gional gendarmes. If the Israelis think the

flow of dollars may dry up they could

just decide to blow the region away.

Israel had been gearing up its population

for a war even before the latest crisis.

Shamir & Co. are itching for a "pre-

emptive” strike against Iraq—a repeat of

their 1981 bombing raid on Baghdad’s

unfinished nuclear plant, but this time on

an apocalyptic scale with nuclear/chem-

ical weapons to destroy Iraq at one blow

and "solve" the "Palestinian problem.”

"Israeli political and military leaders

are saying that time is not on the side of

the United States in thq Persian Gulf

crisis, and that it should act now," re-

ports the New York Times (21 August).

But with an arsenal of some 200 nuclear

warheads, as well as chemical weapons

and delivery systems. Israel might well

try it on its own. But while the Zionist

rulers with their Masada complex gird

for Armageddon, they could touch off

revolutionary upsurges throughout the

Arab East. And this might even break the

extreme chauvinist stranglehold over the

Hebrew-speaking workers.

Meanwhile, the U.S. economy, which

was already in a recession, is being

tipped into depression by the rise in oil

prices and the financial chaos of the war

threat. While Bush’s Big Oil buddies

were laughing all the way to the bank as

the price of East Texas crude virtually

doubled to $32 a barirel, other business-

men are not so sanguine. "The guns of

August suddenly have darkened the eco-

nomic skies," noted the Wall Street Jour-

nal (14 August). As stocks plunge and

higher oil prices produce inflation, corpo-

rations see their profits evaporating, with

the savings and loan industry already in

crisis and commercial banks in trouble as

well. “This could readily be the worst

recession since the Depression of the

1 930s," one senior securities firm execu-

tive told the Journal.

American workers and minorities,

already ravaged by a decade of economic

“growth" in which the rich got a lot

richer and everybody else got poorer,

now face outright depression and seeing

their sons and daughters sent off to die

for the greater profits of Exxon and

Texaco and George Bush’s way of life.

While the bourgeoisie gloats about the

"death of Communism," and the final

triumph of capitalism, this latest imperi-

alist adventure reveals how truly unstable

the American capitalist colossus is.

Washington is still haunted by its defeat

almost two decades ago at the hands of

a relatively small nation fighting for a

social revolution. But a wounded imperi-

alist beast is more dangerous than ever.

Working people in this country must

stand on the side of Iraq against the

warmongers and union-busters in Wash-

ington. And that means waging the class

struggle at home. Even before the shoot-

ing has begun, millions of American
working people know that our enemies

are not in the Near East but right here:

the greedy and vicious ruling class which

is willing to spill the blood of thousands

to protect its profits and its "right" to

lord it over us and over the impoverished

masses throughout the world. The work-

ers of this country have the power to stop

the system in its tracks and put an end

once and for all to the imperialist war

machine. Down with Washington’s new
war—a defeat for "our" rulers is a victo-

ry for us. American workers’ militancy

against Bush and the "Republicrat" party

of property will go a long way to making

the world a kinder and gentler place.

Spartacus Youth Club Forums

Break Blockade of Iraq!

U.S. Out of the Persian Gulf!

New York Speaker Len Meyers, WV Editorial Board
Bay Area Speaker Joseph Seymour. SL Central Committee

Friday, Sept. 7

7:00 p.m.

Lehman Auditorium

Barnard College

NEW YORK
For more information

(212) 267-1025

Saturday, Sept. 22
7:30 p.m.
126 Barrows

UC Berkeley

BERKELEY
For more mformalion

(415) 839-0851

Thursday, Sept. 27
(Room and time to

be announced)

SF State University

SAN FRANCISCO
For more mformalion:

(415)i
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NY Transit...
(continued from page 2)

have shut down the entire transit system.

That’s the kind of action needed to fight

these firings—instead they tell us to put

our faith in the capitalist politicians and

their courts.

This union has the power to stop these

cuts but Sonny Hall and his gang refuse

to use it. At the track division meeting

August 22 a supporter of the Committee

for a Fighting TWU fought for a motion

with a strategy to win but Hall refused to

even allow a vote on this motion:

1. Make all provisionals permanent—
save all jobs.

2. All future hiring on a permanent

basis—no 2nd class provisionals.

3. For a union hiring hall for all jobs

with union recruiting and training (espe-

cially among minorities and women).

4. For elected union safety reps at

gang level with the power to shut down
unsafe working conditions on the spot.

5. No forced overtime.

6. That under no circumstances will we
permit a pick that excludes so-called

provisional workers. Recognizing that

this cut of jobs in track is part and parcel

of cutbacks in service and jobs system-

wide, we demand that the entire Local

100 defend provisional trackworkers with

strike action. No confidence in Demo-
cratic or Republican politicians! Replace

the Sonny Hall sell-outs with an elected

strike committee.

The Taylor Law is only a piece of

paper until the union bows down before

it. Union busting, givebacks, two-tier

wage systems and the racist attacks on

blacks and minorities must stop. We have

to take back our unions and to do that we
need our own workers party to fight for

a workers government. We can run a

planned, socialized economy where there

is equality and a decent life for all. No
Safety—No Work ! Stop the Harassment

and Victimization of Workers—No Drug
Testing! Rip Out the Turnstiles—For Free,

Safe Mass Transit! Jobs and Decent Living

Conditions for All!

Rikers Island...
(continuedfrom page 3)

guards with violations of prisoners' civil

rights, the directive is supposed to

"regulate" the guards’ brutality. The
screws see this as cramping their style.

The following week. Rikers inmates

suffered through three days without run-

ning water or hot food. 50 more prison-

ers were injured by guards, and the state

Corrections Commission announced an

investigation into the August 14 beatings.

(It decided there was "excessive force”

since the wall was covered with blood

and there were so many wounds to the

backs of inmates' heads.) Emergency
Medical Service workers announced a

new policy of refusing to enter Rikers

Island without a police escort, and the

seven EMS techs injured by guards filed

a suit. Prison guard “union" president

Phil Seelig threatened another walkout

and. when Dinkins objected, denounced
him as a "minority mayor” who would

naturally side with the inmates. Now the

racist Seelig is trying to whip up public

fear by claiming that "inmates have

threatened to riot, take women officers

hostage and rape them.”

Clearly the prison guards feel they

have the city by the short hairs, given the

skyrocketing arrest rates and massively

overcrowded jails. As the caste-like seg-

regation of blacks and Hispanics deepens

due to the increasing decay and stagna-

tion of industry, whole sections of these

populations have become lumpenized.

with larger and larger numbers being

forced to turn to crime to survive. More-
over, the “war on drugs” has legalized

huge random sweeps of minority commu-
nities. and draconian sentencing of first-

time offenders. Increasingly the capitalist

class is raising the call for the death

penalty, to be applied even to juveniles

and the mentally retarded. And the des-

picable racist guards want to be allowed

to kill at will. These swom servants of

the capitalist class are not and can never

be part of the labor movement!

The Rikers guard rampage is a part of

the ominous rise of police bonapartism

in the New York area and across the

country. In Teaneck, New Jersey on

August 22, over 2,500 police from four

states rallied for the racist cop who shot

down unarmed black youth Phillip Pan-

ncll last spring. In NYC, Transit Authori-

ty cops sweep the homeless off the cars

and tracks, and the TA is now arming its

police with 9mm hair-trigger Glock pis-

tols. The TAPD chief is “leaning to"

using hollow-point "dumdum” bullets

which rip out the victim’s insides—i.e.,

shoot to kill. The terrible cop murder of

black artist Michael Stewart, hogtied and

bludgeoned to death by an eleven-man

TA cop mob, was painfully recalled this

week when the Stewart family won a

$1.7 million settlement in civil court.

The explosion of New York's prison

population occurred under the reign of

frenzied racist Ed Koch. Between 1977,

when Koch took office, and 1987, the

number of jail beds more than doubled,

and still the cells were filled beyond

capacity. When Koch's plans to build

huge jails in downtown Manhattan and

on Staten Island were defeated, he

opened floating prison barges on the

Hudson and East Rivers, and built the

huge warehouse dormitories on Rikers

Island. Dinkins, who got elected as a

nice guy who would promote racial har-

mony in contrast to the inflammatory

Koch, has no answers for the black and

poor of New York City, other than to

hire 1,000 more killer cops. The "Citi-

zens Crime Commission.” composed of

executives of American Express, Mobil,

IBM. Metropolitan Life and New York

Telephone, is asking for another 5.000.

In New York and around the country, it

will take a socialist revolution to smash
the capitalist state and the whole system

of racist terror.

Archives...
(continued from page 5)

political adversaries abroad. Not only

Trotsky.

La Stampa: You mention a "general

order” to kill exiles who had become
opponents. But in the archives did you

find the precise order for the operation

that was carried out in Mexico?

Volkogonov: Yes. the document exists.

It is among those that I photocopied and

is mentioned in my book.

La Stampa: And was it signed by

Stalin?

Volkogonov: Yes, it was signed by Sta-

lin himself. But in order not to assume

sole responsibility for such an order,

Stalin had it signed also by other mem-
bers of the Politburo.

La Stampa: When was the document

signed and by whom?

Volkogonov: It was signed in Septem-

ber ’31. But in '34 a new order made the

operation concrete. Then another good

six years were necessary in order to

follow it through. Trotsky hid himself,

changed refuges, was surrounded by

faithful custodians. It was an epochal

period. Do you want to know the names
of the four signatories? Here they are.

Klement Voroshilov, Vyacheslav Molo-

tov, Grigori Ordzhonikidze.

La Stampa: And the fourth?

Volkogonov: The fourth was Joseph

Stalin.

La Stampa: Your research could be

considered the most thorough study of

Trotsky ever carried out in the USSR.
What is the political profile that

emerges?

Volkogonov: Trotsky is a figure who
attracts a lot of interest today in our

country. When writing about him one

cannot use only the color red or only the

color black. He is a complicated per-

sonality. On the one hand, he was the

second figure of the Revolution and the

Civil War, he was very close to Lenin,

he was a highly cultured person, of a

strong intellect, a brilliant publicist and

orator. On the other hand, he partook in

the system that we are now destroying:

Stalin took a lot from him. I arrived at

a paradoxical conclusion: the greatest

Trotskyist was Stalin.

La Stampa: Do you mean to say that

the regime of terror installed by Stalin

found its roots in Trotsky?

Volkogonov: I say. for example, that

the extermination of the kulaks (the

peasants of the agrarian bourgeoisie) was

decided in '27-'28 by Trotsky. And the

idea of the "blockade detachments" to

which Stalin resorted in '41-'42 had

already been used by Trotsky in 18; if

the troops left their positions without

orders, these "blockade detachments."

that were in the rear guard, shot at their

comrades who were retreating. Not only

this. The first instructions for concentra-

tion camps were given by Trotsky. Trot-

sky is implicated in many crimes that we
denounce today.

La Stampa: Trotsky appears as a com-
pletely negative figure, then. Historical

judgment will not change?

Volkogonov: I didn’t say that. Trot-

sky’s greatest merit is that, from the

beginning to the end, he was the only

one to stand up against Stalin. In the

most difficult and dramatic moments of

the ’20s he had the courage, the histori-

cal courage, to oppose Stalin. This is

reason alone to enter Trotsky forever in

history.

La Stampa: And Trotsky’s gravest

error?

Volkogonov: Trotsky was hostage, was

prisoner of a grand, false idea: the idea

of the world revolution. Even one week
before his death, he Wrote that he

believed in the victory of the world revo-

lution. A false idea but a grand one.

That’s why he. too, is great and why he

attracts so much sympathy.
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From Vietnam to Iraq: U.S. Racist War Machine

Blacks Don’t Buy Bush’s War
Blacks aren't buying Bush’s war to

make the world safe for Exxon, and no

surprise. Being black in capitalist Amer-

ica puts you at the bottom of an ever

emptier barrel. Bush says the troops are

in the Gulf to defend the “American way

of life”—so he can tool around in his

cigarette boat off Kennebunkport and his

son Neil can skim millions off the S&L
scam. But for the black youth being sent

to die in the Arabian sands the "Ameri-

can way of life" means being out of a

job. out of a home and a walking target

for every trigger-happy racist cop on the

streets.

Young
Spartacus

Having gotten everything they de-

manded and then some from the craven

capitulators in the Kremlin, having man-

aged to walk over tiny black Grenada

and brutally install a new puppet regime

in Panama, the American rulers think

they can once again be unchallenged

cops of the world like the “good old

days" before their humiliating defeat in

Vietnam. “The end of the Vietnam syn-

drome." crows a commentary in U.S.

News <6 World Report (20 August). Don’t

bet on it. The “Vietnam syndrome”—the

result of America’s dirty, losing colonial

war in Indochina— is alive and well, and

that's before a single GI has returned

home in a body bag.

A recent poll by the Wall Street Jour-

nal and NBC News found that only 41

percent of black voters (as compared to

74 percent of whiles) approve of Bush's

war moves, while 49 percent are outright

opposed. While the big business press

pimps for Bush, black newspapers are

running headlines like "U.S. Has No
Business in Middle East” (City Sun, 29

August) and “Death to the People. ..For

Arab Oil” (New American, 30 August).

The Howard University Hilltop (31

August) runs articles headlined, “U.S.

Troops in the Persian Gulf: Why Are

They There?" and "Is Iraq the Real

Enemy?"
On predominantly black campuses, at

New York transit depots, in Harlem

and other black communities, you can

hardly find anybody who’s gung ho over

the U.S. invasion. Muslims and Arab

Americans deeply resent Washington’s

claim to defend the “freedom” of the

oil-rich Kuwaiti sheiks while it endorses

Zionist butchery against Palestinians in

the Occupied Territories. Prominent Los

Angeles DJ Casey Kasem vows to speak

out against the U.S. invasion in the Near

East "to make up for what I didn't do"

during the Vietnam War. Even among
the whiles who back Bush’s moves, that

support is very shallow, and will change

as soon as American soldiers start com-

ing home in aluminum caskets.

Wali Muhammad, aide to Nation of

Islam demagogue Louis Farrakhan,

voices the sentiments of millions of black

people when he says: “We know all

about getting our oil cut off— it gets cut

off in the winter because we can’t pay

for it" ( Wall Street Journal, 22 August).

And Mississippi Democrat Mike Espy,

who like the rest of his party has rallied

’round Bush’s invasion, concedes:

“Blacks look back at the history of the

war in Vietnam, and many of them

remember it as a poor soldiers’ war. with

the rich kids all winning deferments.

Black people fear their sons may be the

first to die." And no wonder.

Death is about the only thing blacks

get first crack at in this deeply racist

society, whether it be in their preponder-

ance on death row or as cannon fodder

for imperialist war. An estimated one-

quarter of the troops sent to Saudi Arabia

are black, and one out of every three GIs

in Vietnam was black. Bush's sons and

Dan Quayle didn't get sent off to die in

the jungles of Indochina— their daddies

made sure of that. It was the sons of

working people who were shipped out to

fight a counterrevolutionary war against

the workers and peasants of Vietnam.

Black America Hated
the Vietnam War

Ever since Vietnam. U.S. rulers have

tried to gear up the population for an-

other imperialist adventure overseas.

Meanwhile, they exact vengeance on the

Vietnamese people by a boycott to starve

them. Hollywood launched a Big Lie

campaign to rewrite history with films

like The Deer Hunter and the gung ho

racist Rambo flicks. To explain the

humiliating defeat in Indochina, the right

wing borrows a page from Hitler’s

“stab in the back" myth, that Germany
didn't lose World War I on the battle-

field but rather it was Jews and Bol-

sheviks on the home front who were

responsible. The American version has

wounded and disabled Vietnam vets com-

ing home to be spat on by New Left

antiwar activists.

This is a damned lie! Can anyone who
lived through the Vietnam War era recall

a single instance of leftists spitting on

returning GIs? On the contrary, there

were plenty of cases where New Leftists

set up coffeehouses near military bases

in order to reach out to soldiers, over-

whelmingly black or working-class, to

convince them that this was a war they

had no stake in. And they got a hearing.

By the time most American ground

troops were pulled out of Indochina in

1972, the army ranks were in turmoil.

"Fragging" (killing hated officers,

usually with fragmentation grenades) had

reached epidemic proportions. Many GIs

shot themselves, hoping it would get

them sent stateside. And there was grow-

ing political opposition to the war within

(he military, particularly among black

GIs. In Vietnam itself, there were sit-

down strikes and brig rebellions by sol-

diers who had been imprisoned for refus-

ing to obey orders. Even the elite B-52

air crews, suffering ever-mounting losses

in December 1 972 as they flew daily into

withering North Vietnamese anti-aircraft

fire, began staging mass "sick-outs" at

their bases in Guam and U-Tapao (Thai-

land). And the Navy brass were horrified

by a wave of suspected sabotage, includ-

ing a major fire aboard the Forrestal. and
a mass antiwar petition signed by over a

thousand sailors on another ship.

At Fort Hood, 150 black soldiers re-

fused to go to Chicago to be used against

antiwar demonstrators outside' the 1968

Democratic convention. In late 1972,

pent-up frustration over racist attacks

exploded aboard the aircraft carrier Kitty

Hawk as it headed for North Vietnam
from the Philippines: 21 black sailors

charged with “rioting" were flown to the

brig at San Diego. A few days later over

continued on page X

Bush’s Sons and Dan Quayle

Weren’t Sent to Die in Vietnam

Vietnam. Black soldier reads sign: "U.S. Negro Armymen! You are committing
the same ignominious crimes in South Vietnam that the KKK clique is

perpetrating against your family at home."

What’s Exxon Ever Done for You?

We Won’t Forget Rape of Grenada, Panama!
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Bush’s “New World Order”

Blood, Sand and Oil

U.S. Get Your Bloody Hands Off Persian Gulf!

Der Spiegel

American tanks mass in Saudi desert, as U.S. prepares to slaughter Arab masses in imperialist oil grab. How long

until the body bags start coming home?

SEPTEMBER 17— After his quickie

summit meeting in Helsinki with Soviet

leader Gorbachev. U.S. president Bush

spoke to a rare joint session of Congress

last week, proclaiming a “new world

order" of peace and cooperation. Mean-

while he is deploying perhaps a quarter

million troops in the Persian Gulf region

for war against Saddam Hussein's Iraq.

As Bush thumped away on the podium

about resisting aggression and stopping

Hussein, the Congressmen and Senators

mechanically applauded. But the assem-

bled bipartisan representatives of capital

really let loose war whoops when he de-

clared. “and, yes, reducing the tax rate

on capital gains." The red-white-and-blue

they're waving has a big dollar sign in

the field of stars.

The Democratic Party went right along

with the war fever. House Majority lead-

er Richard Gephardt called the U.S.

invasion of the Persian Gulf and war

mobilization against Iraq “a cause worth

standing and fighting for” (he neglected

to mention dying). The New York Times

( 1 2 September) summed up his response:

"in the face of an international crisis,

there were no Democrats and Republi-

cans, only Americans.” Consciously or

unconsciously, Gephardt was echoing

Germany’s Kaiser Wilhelm who, after

the "opposition” Social Democrats voted

for war credits in August 1914, told the

Reichstag legislators: "I no longer know
any parties— I only know Germans."

Of all the pretexts for imperialist loot-

ing used by would-be conquerors, this

surely ranks among the flimsiest. Frank-

lin D. Roosevelt invoked the “infamy" of

Pearl Harbor as he told Congress on

8 December 1941 that the U.S. was
going to war against Japan. But Bush has

a little difficulty claiming Iraq’s seizure

of oil-rich Kuwait was a “sneak attack,"

since Hussein called up the U.S. ambas-

sador 48 hours beforehand to warn her it

was coming. (She responded that the

U.S. had "no opinion on the Arab-Arab

conflicts, like your border disagreement

with Kuwait”— i.e.. go right ahead, be

my guest.) Nobody has any doubt what's

going on here: this is a war to make the

world safe for Big Oil and make the U.S.

once again top cop of the world. Well,

easier said than done.

In his speech broadcast on Iraqi TV,

Bush intoned that “it is Iraq against the

world." But Bush’s “world front" against

Iraq is already fraying, and not just at the

edges. Hussein’s call for a "jihad" (holy

war) against the foreign infidel has not

fallen on deaf ears. Iranian "radical"

ayatollah Ali Khamenei proclaimed on

Teheran radio, “Confronting the greedy

interventionist schemes of the United

States to encroach on the Persian Gulf is

considered jihad, and anybody who is

killed on that path is a martyr" {Washing-

ton Post, 13 September). Not only has

Iran signed a peace treaty with Iraq

and re-established diplomatic relations,

they have agreed to ship food and medi-

cine, and there are reports of a deal to

take 200,000 barrels a day of Iraqi oil.

This will make a shambles of the UN
"sanctions."

As a sign of their terminal degenera-

tion, Stalin’s heirs in the Kremlin are

now soaping the rope for U.S. imperial-

ism as it tightens the military noose

around the Soviet Union. A massive

armada and expeditionary force is now
less than 700 miles from the Soviet

southern border. The Bush/Gorbachev

pledge at Helsinki to act "individually

and in concert" against Iraq is the green

light for a bloody imperialist onslaught.

Gorbachev says he doesn't want military

action in the Persian Gulf, but what does

he think 200.000 troops and four aircraft

carrier battle groups are doing there? As

Russian playwright Anton Chekhov once

remarked. “If in the first act a pistol

appears on the stage, then it’s guaranteed

there will be shots in the second." And
despite all the talk of an "end of the Cold

War," this pistol is aimed not only at

Iraq but at imperialism’s main target for

the last 70 years—the homeland of the

October Revolution.

We Trotskyists stand for unconditional

defense of the Soviet Union, despite the

sellout Kremlin misleaders who from

Stalin on have betrayed the heritage of

Red October. Gorbachev out— Workers

soviets to power! Return to the interna-

tionalist road of Lenin and Trotsky!

Once the shooting starts, the Persian

Gulf powder keg could blow up in

Bush’s face. Millions throughout the

Middle East see U.S. imperialism as a

fiendish, avaricious enemy. The govern-

ments which have signed up with Wash-

ington are despised by their own peoples.

Saddam Hussein is no less a butcher than

Bush’s allies now aligned against him,

not least Washington’s former No. 1

“terrorist," Syria’s Assad. But in this

conflict, we defend Iraq against the most

dangerous imperialist power in history.

Near East masses, mobilize to defeat

imperialist aggression! Down with the oil

sheiks, emirs and kings! Egypt's rulers,

lackeys of U. S. imperialism, must go!

Insurgent workers must send Saddam Hus-

sein and the Syrian Ba'athists to the

dung heap! Israeli workers: throw off

your genocidal Zionist rulers! Defend the

Palestinian masses in struggle for their

national rights! Working people to power
throughout the Middle East!

Imperialist Redivision
of the World

It hasn’t even been three months since

Washington triumphantly proclaimed a

victory by Western capitalism in the

Cold War at the NATO summit in Dub-

lin. But far from ushering in an era of

peace and prosperity. Bush seems intent

on proving Lenin’s dictum that “Imperi-

alism is a fierce struggle of the Great

Powers for the division and redivision of

the world” (V.I. Lenin, “The Military

Programme of the Proletarian Revolu-

tion," September 1916). And that imperi-

alist division of the spoils is carried out

through the starvation and superexploita-

tion of the "wretched of the earth,” from

the Middle East to Asia. Africa and Latin

America. For all the imperialist wailing

about Saddam Hussein’s cruelty toward

Kuwait, tens upon tens of thousands of

continued on page 12

Why are these
men smiling?
Gorbachev,
Bush in Helsinki,

September 9.

Soviet leader
prepares to sell

out collectivized

economy at

home, endorses
U.S. starvation

blockade of Iraq.

Break the Blockade of Iraq!
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Free Mordechai Vanunu!
With all eyes on the U.S.’ military

provocations in the Middle East, a cou-

rageous but forgotten man sits alone

in a high security prison cell in Ashke-

lon. Israel. Mordechai Vanunu. a former

nuclear technician at Israel's Dimona
facility, divulged to the world in 1986

that the Zionist state was the world's

sixth-largest nuclear power. After being

kidnapped in Italy by the Mossad spy

agency (with help from Australian and

British intelligence services) and hauled

back to Israel in a cargo ship, Vanunu
was thrown in a Shin Bet secret police

dungeon, where he remains four years

later. After a closed trial he was convict-

ed on charges of treason and sentenced

to 18 years. On May 27 a three-judge

panel of Israel’s Supreme Court denied

Vanunu’s appeal.

Israel’s possession of nuclear weapons
had been an open secret for years. After

retiring as prime minister, David Ben-

Gurion hinted that Israel had the "great

equalizer" which would offset the fact

that three million Israeli Jews faced 100

million Arabs. But until Vanunu went

public in the London Sunday Times , in

October 1986, these were believed to

be a small arsenal of primitive bombs,
similar to the 20-kiloton device which
incinerated Nagasaki. Vanunu provided

detailed information, substantiated with

60 photographs, of the Dimona nuclear

facility where he worked for nine years,

revealing that Israel had already stock-

piled 100-200 bombs.
Leading scientists concluded that each

year Israel produces enough plutonium

for ten bombs, that the Israelis had ex-

perimented with tritium, the chemical

needed to make thermonuclear H-bombs,
and that they may possess enhanced
radiation devices such as the neutron

bomb. These are not mere “deterrents."

Some of Israel's weapons are low-yield

tactical weapons, i.e., designed for use

on Middle East battlefields. Moreover,

since a dozen bombs would be enough
to nuke every Arab capital, the very

size of this arsenal suggests the Soviet

Union is also in their sights. And Israel’s

Jericho 2 missile has a range capable of

reaching the Baku oil fields.

The Israeli military madmen are capa-

ble of blowing up the whole region, and
the world. They almost did it in the first

days of the 1973 October war, when they

placed on combat readiness an earlier

version of the Jericho armed with nuclear

warheads. For years they've dreamed of

a pre-emptive strike against Iraq, like

their 1981 bombing raid on Baghdad's
unfinished nuclear plant. Today, they

openly discuss disposing of Iraq with

“nonconventional” weapons.

In sentencing Vanunu the Jerusalem

court pronounced him "a loner... [who]
could not find his place in Israeli soci-

ety." A Sephardic Jew whose family

were themselves victims of discrimina-

tion at the hands of the relatively privi-

leged Ashkenazis from Europe. Vanunu
was a defender of the rights of the

hideously oppressed Palestinians. As a

student at Beersheba’s University of Ben-
Gurion, Vanunu joined protests against

Israel’s 1982 invasion of Lebanon and
actively fought for the rights of Palestin-

ian and Bedouin students, aiding their

successful fight for housing. Fed up with

the Zionist garrison state, Vanunu ulti-

mately left Israel in January 1986, wind-
ing up in Australia where he converted

to Christianity.

Vanunu has been given the treatment

the Zionists reserve for all those they

deem "subhuman." Like the thousands of

Arabs thrown into administrative deten-

tion for months without charges, the

Mossad secretly held Vanunu for 40 days
before protests finally forced the govern-

ment to announce his arrest. Nearly all

trial proceedings were concealed from
the public and press, in contrast to the

kid-glove treatment given Nazi war
criminal John Demjanjuk. It took three

months after its denial of Vanunu’s ap-

peal in May for the Supreme Court to

release portions of its decision. And for

the past four years he's been caged in

a six by nine fool cell in a complex
built for high security prisoners, mostly
Palestinians.

With more than 900 Palestinians killed

by Israeli troops and fascistic settlers

during the 33-month intifada, the Zionist

state attempts to shield its crimes from
world view by cracking down on anti-

Zionist newspapers. In June. Michel

Warshawski. director of the Alternative

Information Center, which was closed by
the government in February 1987, started

serving an eight-month sentence for type-

setting a pamphlet on how to stand up
to interrogation and torture. Warshawski,

a supporter of Ernest Mandel's USec.
was among the first to publicly defend
Vanunu within Israel. Yacov Ben Efrat,

editor of Derech Hanitzotz, has spent a

year and a half in solitary on charges of

belonging to the Democratic Front for

the Liberation of Palestine. Arrest and
torture of Palestinian journalists is rou-

tine. Free Warshawski. Ben Efrat and all

victims of Zionist state repression!

Vanunu’s cause has drawn support

from all over the world. Trade unionists,

internationally renowned scientists, and
British Members of Parliament have ral-

lied to his defense. In 1988 Australian

MPs nominated Vanunu for the Nobel
Peace Prize. In June the European parlia-

ment in Strasbourg called for his release.

From the outset the Partisan Defense
Committee has been active in his fight

for freedom. For nearly three years Va-

nunu was one of the class-war prisoners

to whom we sent a monthly stipend. Fac-

ing isolation and brutal conditions in his

Ashkelon prison hell Vanunu has severed

relationships with international efforts on
his behalf. But we remain committed to

the fight for his freedom.

Mordechai Vanunu warned the world

that the Zionist rulers are not only will-

ing to plunge the world into a thermo-

nuclear holocaust, but have the means to

do so. As Bush tries to grab the Persian

Gulf oil fields, workers' struggles against

the imperialist invasion must take up the

cry, "Freedom for Mordechai Vanunu!”

* * *

We encourage WV readers to continue

to support and build the PDC. Become a

sustaining contributor. Send a donation
of $5 or more and receive a subscription

to Class-Struggle Defense Notes. For a

single copy send $1 to: Partisan Defense
Committee. PO. Box 99, Canal Street

Station. New York. NY 10013.B

Defeat Imperialist Aggression

As the United States and its allies invade

the Persian Gulf, we defend the Iraqi and
Arab peoples against American colonialist

aggression, and want to see the defeat and
humiliation of the imperialists' military ad-

venture. When Mussolini’s Italy invaded

Ethiopia, afeudal kingdom, in the mid- 1930s,

Trotsky supported the Ethiopian resistance

and condemned those leftists, such as James

TROTSKY Maxton of the British Independent Labour LENIN
Party, who took a neutral stand on the

ground that both sides were reactionary despotisms.

Maxton and the others opine that the Italo-Ethiopian war is “a conflict between two
rival dictators." To these politicians it appears that this fact relieves the proletariat

of the duty of making a choice between two dictators. They thus define the character

of the war by the political form of the state, in the course of which they themselves
regard this political form in a quite superficial and purely descriptive manner, without

taking into consideration the social foundations of both “dictatorships.” A dictator

can also play a very progressive role in history; for example. Oliver Cromwell,
Robespierre, etc. On the other hand, right in the midst of the English democracy Lloyd
George exercised a highly reactionary dictatorship during the war. Should a dictator

place himself at the head of the next uprising of the Indian people in order to smash
the British yoke—would Maxton then refuse this dictator his support? Yes or no? If

not, why does he refuse his support to the Ethiopian "dictator” who is attempting to

cast off the Italian yoke?
If Mussolini triumphs, it means the reinforcement of fascism, the strengthening of

imperialism, and the discouragement of the colonial peoples in Africa and elsewhere.

The victory of the Negus (Ethiopian ruler Haile Selassie], however, would mean a

mighty blow not only at Italian imperialism but at imperialism as a whole, and would
lend a powerful impulsion to the rebellious forces of the oppressed peoples. One must
really be completely blind not to see this.

— Leon Trotsky, “On Dictators and the Heights of Oslo” (April 1936)
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Israeli nuclear
weapons plant

at Dimona.
Vanunu exposed

Zionist rulers'

doomsday
machine.
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Israel Tries to Block Ex-Spy's Expose

The Long Arm of the Mossad
rs

• Israel was forewarned of the Shi'ite

Hezbollah bomb attack on U.S. Marine

headquarters in Beirut in 1983, killing

241, but did not tell the Americans,

through indifference and to protect their

sources.

• The Israeli spy agency Mossad
trained the Chilean DINA secret police

killers of former ambassador Orlando

Letelier, blown up on a Washington.

D.C. street in September 1976.

• The Mossad ran huge shipments of

drugs for one of their top agents who was

a close adviser to Panamanian strongman

Noriega right up until he was ousted by

a U.S. invasion in December 1989.

These "bombshells" were contained in

an expose by a former Mossad agent.

Victor Ostrovsky, By Way of Deception
—The Making and Unmaking ofa Mossad

Officer. The government of Israel desper-

ately tried to stop publication in Canada

and the U.S., but this quickly backfired.

The Israelis produced a New York judge,

Michael Dontzin. who in an unprecedent-

ed move in the middle of the night

slapped a prior restraint ban on the book.

But coming after 1 7,000 copies had been

shipped, it was utterly ineffectual and

was overturned the next day in appeals

court. In Israel, people are lining up to

buy newspapers with reprinted excerpts.

What

“The Institute”

Didn’t Tell

“The Company”

"We thought we had a best-seller.

What we have is a mega-seller, thanks to

Yitzhak Shamir," commented the spokes-

man for Stoddart Publishing, the publish-

er in Canada. Shamir should have learned

something from the folly of Maggie

Thatcher (“The Bitch" in Mossad-speak),

whose drawn-out battle in 1987 to

ban Spycatcher, an expos6 of Britain’s

MI5 domestic counterintelligence agency,

made it front-page news for months and

her a laughingstock. And that was in

Britain, where banning books isn’t hin-

dered by a Bill of Rights, much less

Israel, where you don’t even have to call

up a judge to ban anything on grounds of

"security."

By Way of Deception is a "tell all” (or

at least some) book about the long arm

of the Mossad. It is fast turning author

Victor Ostrovsky into the Israeli version

of Philip Agee, the former CIA agent

whose revelations about "The Company”
appeared in the midst of the bourgeois

scandal over Watergate and all the "black

bag" dirty tricks. Ostrovsky's book is an

embarrassment to Israel. He lifts the

cover on the elite Al unit operating in the

U.S. He exposes the super-secret Kidon

(“bayonet") department, the Israeli assas-

sination bureau, whose "hits" are person-

ally endorsed by the prime minister him-

self. After two Mossad agents showed up

at his suburban Ottawa home warning

him to stop publication for “his own
safety." Ostrovsky went underground.

The main damage for Israel may be its

relations with the U.S., where people in

Washington have reason to be pissed.

These are not the first revelations that the

Israeli rulers—pursuing their interests,

which while parallel to the U.S.’ are not

always the same—have gone off the

rails. In the 1967 Arab-Israeli war, the

Israelis—fearing their imminent attack

on Syria had been discovered—used tor-

pedoes. rockets, cannon fire and napalm

in an attempt to sink the American intel-

ligence ship USS Liberty in the Mediter-

ranean, killing 34 and wounding 171.

There are also reports that the Mossad
knew in advance of the bombing of Pan

Am Flight 103. which blew up over

Lockerbie. Scotland in December 1988.

Adding to the credibility of Ostrov-

sky’s blockbuster, former Mossad chief

Meir Amit has admitted that some of

continued on page 4

Tamara Deutscher
Marxist historian and commentator Tamara Deutscher

died in London on August 7 at the age of 77. She was

a regular contributor to the London-based journal New
Left Review and other publications, dealing particularly

with developments in East Europe and the Soviet Union.

Until his death in 1967, she had devoted much of her

considerable energy and talent to collaborating with her

husband, Isaac Deutscher, author of the invaluable

three-volume biography of Leon Trotsky. In the preface

to his biography of Stalin, Deutscher called her "my
first, the severest and the most indulgent critic." She

continued to supervise the publication of Deutscher's

works for the remainder of her life and was particularly

pleased that his books had finally begun to appear in

their native Poland as well as other deformed workers

states.

Like her husband. Tamara Deutscher’s commitment

to the cause of socialism and her Marxist outlook were

molded in childhood, by the revolutionary ferment

which swept through Poland, particularly its Jewish

population, in the era of the Russian Revolution. She

was born Tamara Lebenhaft in 1913, into a left-wing

Jewish family in the proletarian center of Lodz. In

describing her background, she would note that the city

was then known as Red Lodz, because of the socialist

consciousness and combativity of the workforce,

predominantly in the large textile mills which sprang

up around the turn of the century.

Isaac Deutscher was for a period a leading proponent

of the Polish Opposition which was expelled from the

Communist Party in the early 1930s. He broke with

Trotskyism over his opposition to the founding of the

Fourth International in 1938. Tamara Deutscher was

never, to our knowledge, directly associated with the

Fourth International nor with any organized current of

ostensible Trotskyism. Her outlook was. however,

deeply influenced by the teachings of Trotsky and other

classical Marxists.

Our comrades had thq opportunity to have discussions

with Tamara Deutscher on two occasions. The first, in

1986, came when we were preparing a review of the

book Memoirs of a Jewish Revolutionary, an autobiog-

raphy by Hersh Mendel, a Polish Communist militant

in the interwar years who had been a close comrade of

Isaac Deutscher. The second time we met was in June

of this year, when comrades who had recently returned

1913-1990

from a trip to Poland visited her and exchanged obser-

vations about developments in Poland and East Europe.

Though she had in the past expressed militant

disinterest in following the various ostensibly Trotskyist

tendencies, she had begun reading publications of the

International Communist League (Fourth Internation-

alist). She expressed particular interest in the "Letter

to Polish Workers" which our comrades of the Sparta-

kist Workers Party of Germany had been distributing

both in Poland and Germany, opposing Solidamosc and

its drive toward capitalist restoration and advancing a

Trotskyist alternative to bankrupt Stalinism.

Tamara Deutscher had nothing but contempt for the

political cynicism and rampant anti-Sovietism which

permeates the contemporary ostensibly Trotskyist left.

In 1979 she publicly withdrew her sponsorship of the

journal Labour Focus on Eastern Europe , backed by

Emest Mandel’s United Secretariat, when it approvingly

reprinted a call by a group of Soviet emigres for a total

economic, technical and cultural boycott of the USSR.
She wrote:

“The Appeal calls for nothing less than a wholesale

boycott of the USSR and a complete break of all relations

between West and East— in other words, for isolating the

Soviet Union and putting it into quarantine. Such methods
would in no way help the process of democratisation in

the East. On the contrary, they would only strengthen all

reactionary forces in both camps."

She detested nationalism, and particularly the Polish

nationalism which has always been synonymous with

anti-Sovietism and anti-Semitism. “I guess I’m an old

Luxemburgist at heart,” she told us with a smile. When
Solidamosd arose in the fall of 1980, her response was

distinctly at odds with the uncritical enthusing of the

fake-Trotskyists and various other tailists of social

democracy. She warned against the deadly influence of

nationalism and clericalism, around which Solidamo&
was to consolidate into an agency for counterrevolution

by the fall of 1981.

In an article in New Left Review (January-February

1981), she pointed to “the rather unusual spectacle" of

striking Polish workers "kneeling in front of the altar

during the celebration of the Missa Solemnis. with a

profusion of Polish flags fluttering overhead. Similarly

the crucifix and the portrait of the Pope adorn the walls

of the headquarters of the new autonomous unions in

Gdansk—a sight as paradoxical and as potentially

disquieting as that of Iranian demonstrators giving the

clenched fist salute under a huge picture of the

Ayatollah Khomeini. What is even more disturbing is

the portrait of Marshal Pilsudski remembered for his

invasion of the Soviet Union in May 1920. and not

exactly as a friend of trade unions, socialism or

democracy.”

We had numerous political differences with Tamara
Deutscher, not least of course on the centrality of

reforging an authentically Trotskyist Fourth Interna-

tional as the world party of socialist revolution. But she

had been trained as a Marxist of the old school, who
remained consistent in her political views throughout

the years and appreciated that consistency in others.

She will be missed.
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October 1983 bombing of U.S. Marine compound in Beirut killed 241 soldiers.

Mossad was forewarned, didn't teil U.S.

Mossad...
(continued from page 3)

its claims are accurate (London Inde-

pendent, 15 September). Coming now. in

the midst of the Persian Gulf invasion,

with Washington eager to cement an

alliance with Arab "moderates," Israel

has reason to fear the consequences.

Ostrovsky’s book tends to flesh out the

details of the account by the much
more senior Yehoshafat Harkabi, Israel's

Fateful Hour (1988). Harkabi. an old-

style "Labor"-Zionist who was head of

Israeli Army intelligence, argues that the

logic of current-day Israeli politics is

driving toward genocide of the Arabs,

which he considers not only a moral

disaster but one which would pose a

political catastrophe for the very exis-

tence of Israel.

Victor Ostrovsky was born in Canada

and raised in Israel after the age of six.

His father fought with the RCAF in

World War II, and then as an Israeli

commander in 1948. Describing himself

as a “left-of-center, ardent Zionist,” Os-

trovsky was brought up admiring Israeli

PM Ben-Gurion. Recruited to the Mossad
after serving as head of the Israeli

Navy’s weapons system training branch.

Ostrovsky joined the Israeli spy agency

with the rank of colonel.

Sometime during his three-year inten-

sive training and 1 8-month experience as

a Mossad case officer, Ostrovsky began

to feel “The Institute” was “dangerously

out of control.” He was appalled by the

sex parties for top level Mossad officers

and secretaries that went on at the head-

quarters’ swimming pool late at night,

and case officers “screwing their way to

the top." “I’d thought I was entering

Israel’s Olympus, but actually found my-
self in Sodom and Gomorrah,” he writes.

In the course of his discussion of the

Mossad’s manipulaton of sexual appetite,

as motive and bait, Ostrovsky reveals

himself to be virulently homophobic. His

co-author Claire Hoy, a columnist for the

Toronto Sun, is notorious for his anti-gay

columns.

Much of his disillusionment grew out

of his assignment to the Kaisarut ("em-

pire”) section, a Mossad clearinghouse

for arms-buying and drug-running. “It

was like working in a department store,"

he complains. "Ex-generals and various

former security people would be saun-

tering in and out all the time. ..usually

selling arms." The final straw was when
he was ordered to supervise a shipment

of drugs on an Israeli Air Force Hercules

transport to Panama, for “former” Mos-
sad agent Mike Harari. After Ostrovsky

complained, he soon found himself set up
for a botched job in Cyprus, and his res-

ignation from the Mossad was demanded.
While Ostrovsky only worked briefly

for “The Institute.” he had access to the

Mossad’s mainframe computer with its

classified contents of more than 1.5

million names. The trainees spent count-

less hours in class studying in minute

detail dozens of Mossad operations.

The book recounts how in 1983 an

informant in Beirut told the Mossad of

a large Mercedes truck being fitted out

by the Shi’ites with so many bombs that

there were only a few “logical targets.”

such as the U.S. Marine compound. The
question of whether or not to tell the

Americans was kicked upstairs to Tel

Aviv. The answer was no: “We’re not

there to protect Americans. They're a big

country. Send only the regular informa-

tion.” They also declined to give infor-

mation on the kidnapping of CIA Beirut

station chief William Buckley, taken hos-

tage by the Hezbollah, hoping the Ameri-

cans would blame it on the PLO!
A Mossad specialty was having its oar

in on all sides: In Lebanon, not only was
Christian Phalangist Bashir Gemayel a

Mossad "asset,” so were Druze leader

Jumblatt and Shi’ite leader Berri. During

the Iran-Iraq war, the Mossad regularly

tracked the flow of ships carrying oil

through the Persian Gulf, informing both

sides about each other’s ships, but letting

enough get through to keep the war go-

ing. In Sri Lanka, the Mossad was sup-

plying both the Sinhalese government of

Jayewardene with PT boats, and the war-

ring Tamil Tigers with anti-YY weaponry.

At one point, he writes, both Tigers and

Sri Lankan government squads were

being trained at the large Israeli base at

Kfar Sirkin and even "passed within a

few yards of each other while they were

out jogging.”

One of the most damaging revelations

is the account of extensive Mossad oper-

ations in such “friendly" allied countries

as Great Britain and the U.S. “They

don’t understand that the Mossad regards

the whole world outside Israel as a tar-

get,” he explains. And yet, Ostrovsky

says, the entire Mossad staff numbers not

more than 1,200 total, and 35-40 "case

officers" worldwide. This is in sharp

contrast to the CIA, which is estimated

to have 25,000 employees in Langley

alone. How is this possible? Ostrovsky

spells it out:

"That’s why, for example, a KGB station

would employ about 100 people, while a

comparable Mossad station would need
only six or seven. .. You have at your

disposal a nonrisk recruitment system

that actually gives you a pool of millions

of Jewish people to tap from outside your

own borders."

Ostrovsky goes on about the recruit-

ment of Jewish Congressional aides in

Washington, for example. This will again

raise the furor over Jonathan and Anne
Pollard, arrested in November 1985 for

funneling U.S. military secrets to the

Israelis. This recalls the history of anti-

Catholicism in England ever since Henry

VIII. The issue was not one of religion

but of political allegiance: Spain and

France, backed by the Pope, were alter-

natingly and continuously conspiring to

overthrow the British state. The eman-
cipation of British Catholics (as well as

non-conforming Protestants and Jews)

came after the Napoleonic Wars, when
the last Stuart pretender, a Cardinal in

Rome, signed over all the rights of his

claim and such artifacts of the crown as

were still in his family’s possession.

Contrast the Zionist conspiracy in the

Pollard affair to the case of Mordechai

Vanunu, very much on Ostrovsky’s mind

as he tries to stay a step ahead of the

Mossad body snatchers. A Moroccan-

born Jew who worked at Israel's Dimona
nuclear weapons plant, Vanunu per-

formed a service to the cause of humani-

ty by revealing the nuclear arsenal built

up by the mad Zionist rulers. He was

then kidnapped by the Mossad and spirit-

ed back to Israel for secret trial and im-

prisonment (see "Free Mordechai Vanu-

nu!" on page 2). As part of his training

as a Mossad agent, Ostrovsky was taken

on a tour of Dimona. He writes:

"From my personal observation of the

Dimona plant. Vanunu’s description was

very accurate. Not only that, his interpre-

tation was also accurate. He said they

were building those bombs and they'd

use them if needed. Thai's true. It was no
secret, either, within the Institute that we
helped South Africa with its nuclear

program. We supplied them with most of
their military equipment. We trained their

special units. We worked hand in hand
with them for years. There are two coun-
tries that regarded themselves as needing

the doomsday machine and were prepared

to use it.”

Hie Zionists scream that any attack on

Israel is anti-Semitism. However, the

emancipation of Jews in the Western

world coincided with the rise of a secular

society and the spread of Enlightenment

humanism. Both historically and current-

ly Jews have played a major role in the

European and North American left. Many
of the most powerful political attacks on

Zionism have come from left-wing Jew-

ish intellectuals, for example, Maxime
Rodinson in France.

Zionism does not represent the inter-

ests of the Jewish people. The Mossad
tactics are self-evidently harmful for

Israeli Jews, preparing the way for an

armageddon with their nuclear madness
and lust for a "Final solution” to the

Palestinian Arabs. And with malicious

contempt they willfully imperil the wel-

fare of Jews throughout the world.

American Zionist organizations have put

themselves in the forefront of domestic

anti-communism, witchhunting leftists

and associating with the most wretched

anti-Semites. In "ADL Redbaiters De-
fame Anti-Klan Protest" (WV No. 465,

18 November 1988) we noted how the

"Anti-Defamation League" of the B’nai

B'rith shielded the KKK while attempt-

ing to destroy a mobilization to stop

these fascists from spreading their terror

in the city of Philadelphia, with its large

black and Jewish populations.

While he comes out of a Zionist back-

ground, Ostrovsky continued to believe

the Arabs "are hunfan beings.” He in-

creasingly took issue with the Mossad
methodology that “There was one simple

question asked when anything happened:

‘Is it good for the Jews or not?’" This

mentality is comical on the Borscht Belt

circuit ("Earthquake in China? Is it good
or bad for the Jews?”). But it’s some-

thing else in the brains of maniacal ter-

rorists like Begin, Shamir and Sharon (as

well as Laborites like Rabin). Faced with

the massacre of 800 Palestinian refugees

at Sabra and Shatila, carried out by the

Christian Phalange and brain-trusted by

the Mossad. the killing of over a thou-

sand Palestinians and maiming and tor-

ture of countless more in revenge for the

intifada, Ostrovsky asks, "Does the fact

that Jews have suffered give us the right

to inflict pain and misery on others?” For

the Zionist fanatics, the question itself

brands him as a traitor.

Ostrovsky’s “solution" for the “out of

control" Mossad is an "oversight" com-
mittee, like they have with the CIA. But

the Iran/Contragate affair showed that all

the Congressional "oversight" doesn’t

stop this Murder Inc. with state power
for one moment. In the context of Israel

today, asking for parliamentary controls

on the Shin Bet and Mossad is sort of

like asking for “oversight" on the Gesta-

po and the SS!

Israel's rulers have got their "dooms-
day machine" and they are indeed pre-

pared to use it in a thermonuclear Gotter-

damrnerung (twilight of the gods). If you

don’t believe it. read Ostrovsky’s book

to see what these loonies are capable of.

But that really will make Israel into a

deathtrap for the Jews, as Leon Trotsky

warned more than 50 years ago.

We Trotskyists defend the right to

self-determination for the Palestinian

Arab people and the Hebrew-speaking

nation in the Near East. Both have the

right to exist. But for peace to come to

both sides of the Jordan, for this to be-

come a land of milk and honey rather

than one of endless war, requires that the

Hebrew-speaking working people throw

off their Zionist rulers and join with their

Arab class brothers and sisters in a com-
mon struggle for a socialist federation of

the Near East. The fate of the world may
depend on it.B

Prometheus Research Series 3
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of the Socialist Workers Party National Committee for 25 years.
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Integration, while the majority, with George Breitman as its
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nationalism.
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Steel Union Prez Finks for Feds

to Bust Bingo Bandits
CHICAGO—The local union president

at USX's largest steel plant in Gary.

Indiana worked for five years as an

undercover spy for the union-busting

capitalist state, court documents released

in June revealed. Scarcely a month after

he had been elected president of the

4.500-strong United Steelworkers of

America (USWA) Local 1014 in 1985,

Larry Regan offered his services to the

U.S. Labor Department. Regan had the

feds tap his phone and wore a concealed

tape recorder during conversations with

other union officials. He also helped

federal agents get search warrants for

McBride Hall, the Local 1014 union hall.

The targets of this investigation were

Regan’s factional opponents in the union,

particularly USWA District 31 director

Jack Parton and former Local 1014

president Phil Cyprian. The indictments

handed down in June charged these two.

along with two other former 1014 offi-

cials, a Catholic monsignor and some
out-of-state bingo operators, with fraud,

embezzlement, tax evasion and racketeer-

ing. According to the feds, besides kick-

backs and the rip-off of union funds, the

gang used McBride Hall for late-night

bingo sessions, and with the priest acting

as a front, pocketed some tidy profits.

Reports of this “bingo conspiracy”

describe an efficient, far-flung operation

taking in $100,000 a night, with as many
as 2,000 players bused in from surround-

ing states. Local off-duty sheriffs depu-

ties provided security. Some Local 1014

members have trouble believing the alle-

gations, but only because when Parton

and Cyprian ran the local they couldn’t

organize a peep in a henhouse when it

came to union action to save jobs at the

Gary mills. Just goes to show what a

little incentive can do.

District 31 and Local 1014, once the

biggest steel local in the country, have

long been a battleground between corrupt

business unionists of the Parton type

and would-be “reformers" backed by the

capitalist state. The district was home to

tions and loot, Parton and Cyprian are

well known for bringing in the cops and

courts. The presence of police became an

increasingly common feature of union

meetings during Parton’s term. Cyprian

opened one particularly raucous meeting

in August 1983, attended by hundreds of

workers angered by layoffs, with a squad

Jack Parton,

Jesse Jackson
and Larry Regan
hold pray-in on
the picket line

during 1986
USX strike.

Ed Sadlowski. who brought the feds in

to run union elections in the 1970s, with

the help of his cheerleaders on the refor-

mist left like the Communist Party and

Socialist Workers Party (SWP). One of

Larry Regan’s supporters was John Fritz,

who as early as 1 973 started dragging the

local through the federal courts.

In defending their bureaucratic posi-

of gun-toting sheriff’s deputies lining the

back wall. After one of Cyprian’s goons
attacked a woman militant, the cops

moved in and shut down the meeting,

whisking Cyprian out of the parking lot

with a police escort.

But as the Parton/Cyprian forces and

their "reform" opponents acted out their

squalid quarrels, union members were

getting ground down and chewed up by

the steel bosses. First came the massive

layoffs that slashed District 31 member-
ship by one-half and Local 1014 by

two-thirds. Jobs which had always been

unsafe became downright murderous as

the company forced the remaining work-

ers to do the extra work. In 1983 USWA
chief Lloyd McBride shoved givebacks

worth $4 billion (over $ 1 2,000 per work-

er) down union members’ throats. "Pro-

gressives" like Fritz and Regan put up

only token opposition.

In 1986 USX forced the USWA lead-

ers into a strike they didn’t want and
didn’t have the guts or fighting program

to win. By this time liberal bureaucrats

like Regan were running 1014 and a

number of other locals. Effective action

like a plant occupation at USX’s flagship

plant in Gary could have electrified the

entire labor movement and transformed

the strike. Instead, Regan kowtowed to

the courts and their injunctions against

mass picketing, only inviting Democrat

Jesse Jackson to the plant gate to lead a

prayer! Despite his verbal opposition to

the sellout, Regan bore a full share of

responsibility for the union’s capitulation

after nearly six months on strike.

What steel workers needed then—and

still desperately need today—to repulse

these attacks is a class-struggle leader-

ship determined to mobilize the union's

power with mass picket lines, mill sei-

zures and hot-cargoing (secondary labor

boycotts). They need a clean break with

the capitalist Democratic Party and the

construction of a workers party that will

battle the racist oppression and unem-
ployment ravaging Gary. Detroit and

continued on page 15

U.S. Army Invades Humboldt County

Drug Witchhunt in California

It was a U.S. military invasion extraor-

dinaire, complete with Blackhawk heli-

copters. C-130 transport planes, convoys

of camouflaged jeeps and troop carriers,

and M-16-toting soldiers from the U.S.

7th Light Infantry Division out of Fort

Ord. But this wasn't the sands of Saudi

Arabia, it wasn’t Panama or Grenada or

Libya. It was the feds’ pot raid last

month on a piece of land in the densely

wooded hills of Humboldt County on

California’s north coast.

At the end of the 12-day campaign.

Uncle Sam’s fighting men led by the

Bureau of Land Management with help

from California National Guard troops

had captured a total of 1,408 marijuana

plants—some even taken by the roots

—with an alleged street value of about

$4.2 million. "Operation Green Sweep”
was pronounced a whopping success.

The inspiration for the operation

reportedly came from none other than

“Poppy" Bush himself, following the

challenge leveled by the president of

Colombia who asked just what Bush

intended to do about the weed grown in

California. And last June, federal drug

czar William ("Satan makes them do it")

Bennett gave California legislators a

dressing down for their overly “lenient"

drug laws, calling for jailing pot smokers

on felony charges.

Local residents, including aging hip-

pies who "dropped out" years ago to live

unhassled in lotus land, were not amused.

Since 1983, they’ve been harassed and

intimidated in yearly sweeps under the

State of California’s Campaign Against

Marijuana Production (CAMP). But this

was too much. A local construction

worker told the San Francisco Chronicle,

“As we speak there are eight helicopters

flying’ overhead.... They’re closing off

roads and intimidating everybody. It

looks like El Salvador, except that there

are no dead bodies.”

Angry residents staged a protest during

the campaign with a banner reading

"Stop U.S. Military Terrorism." Several

later filed a suit in federal court charging

federal and state government officials,

including Bennett, with civil rights vio-

lations including illegal searches and

seizures, harassment and invasion of

privacy.

Absurd though it was, the feds’ stunt

was no joke. This was a PR showpiece

in the U.S. bourgeoisie’s holy war on

drugs, which has replaced the "threat" of

Godless Communism as the latest pretext

for making America a police state. In

black and Hispanic poor neighborhoods,

like San Francisco’s Hunters Point for

one, this means routine illegal searches,

beatings and cold-blooded murder by

racist cops unconcerned with the "techni-

calities" of (vanishing) constitutional

rights.

Los Angeles police chief Daryl “Choke
Hold" Gates, famed for terrorizing mi-

nority neighborhoods in his “war on
gangs," spoke to the Senate Judiciary

Committee on September 5 calling for

shooting casual drug users dead! Even

casual drug use is "treason." he said.

Abroad, the U.S. war on drugs is in-

creasingly a war on the civilian popula-

tions of Latin America in the guise of

"countemarcotics aid.” In a 16 August

San Francisco Examiner column, Warren

Hinckle points out that Operation Green
Sweep "signaled the Bush administra-

tion’s intention to prepare American
public opinion for the escalating involve-

ment of the military in the war on

drugs."

In a doomed, “post-industrial" U.S.

economy in which blacks and other

minorities have been written off as ex-

pendable, the spiraling misery and des-

peration of the ghetto, including drug

addiction, are answered with bloody cop

terror and the death penalty. But many
people recall from the Iran/Contragate

scandal that one of the biggest drug-

runners of all time resides today in the

White House.

Bush’s proclamations aside, there is

growing recognition, even on the part of

sections of the U.S. bourgeoisie, that the

"war on drugs" through criminalization

is unwinnable, producing only courts and

prisons overflowing with minority "drug

offenders" condemned to rot in hopeless-

ness. California’s state commission over-

seeing research on drug abuse suggested

last month that the state “should legalize

cultivation of marijuana for personal use.

consider decriminalization of other drugs

on an individual basis and legalize

possession of hypodermic needles"

(San Francisco Examiner. 16 August).

The state attorney general responded by

banning publication of the panel's

report!

The past decade has seen an alarming

increase in state intrusion into private

lives and activities: what art and music

you can see or hear, what sexual activity

and with whom you can indulge. Smok-
ing has been prohibited in most public

places. In August, a Sacramento judge

ruled that a mother involved in a court

battle for custody of her 5-year-old son

was banned from smoking cigarettes in

her son’s presence, in her own home!
Now parents are encouraged to turn

narc, by purchasing "DrugAlert." a newly
marketed aerosol spray that’s been used

by the U.S. Coast Guard to detect contra-

band, to test for the presence of drug
residue on their kids’ belongings. In Nazi

Germany, kids were supposed to turn in

their parents, today it’s reversed. But

have they thought through the counter-

measures that some ingenious teenagers

will come up with against those who
intrude on their space?

Under the banner of the “war on
drugs," Moral Majority bigots, yuppie

moralists and drug-testing employers (as

well as some fake-leftists) are all part of

the bourgeoisie’s drive to regiment the

working class for imperialist war and
capitalist exploitation. "Work harder and
die quicker through clean living.” To hell

with that! What we need is class war, to

pull up a decayed and rotten system by
the roots.!
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For a Socialist Planned Economy Based on Workers Democracy!

Soviet Workers:

Smash Yeltsin/Gorbachev

500-Day Plan!

Novosll

Boris Yeltsin and Mikhail Gorbachev plan for restoration of capitalism, as
perestroika fuels economic chaos, growing inequality. Below, angry crowd
surrounds empty cigarette-vendor stand in Moscow.

Per Spiegel

Simultaneously with the biggest wheat

harvest in Soviet history, bread has dis-

appeared from Moscow’s state shops.

Smokers riot for cigarettes. Now the

traditional celebration of the Bolshevik

Revolution on November 7 is to be can-

celed. George Bush envisions the Soviet

Union becoming a junior partner in the

imperialist “new world order." But this

would spell the death of the Soviet Union

as a workers state, albeit ruled by a cor-

rupt and nationalistic bureaucracy. And
indeed, the dominant political forces in

Russia are openly driving toward the res-

toration of capitalism—which means the

prospect of civil war. sooner rather than

later. The social gains of the Bolshevik

Revolution—the greatest victory for the

international working class in history—
are in mortal danger!

In late August it was announced that

the president of the Russian republic.

Boris Yeltsin, and Soviet president Mi-

khail Gorbachev had agreed on a pro-

gram to establish a full-fledged market

economy in 500 days. Housing would be

privatized, agricultural land sold to peas-

ant smallholders and at least 70 percent

of industrial enterprises denationalized.

Real power of economic decision-making

would be transferred from the central

government to the governments of the

various republics. This means the ef-

fective breakup of the Soviet Union.

Yeltsin—a fomier Gorbachev lieutenant

turned pseudo-populist demagogue

—

wants to drop “Socialist" from the USSR
and rename the country the Union of

Sovereign Soviet Republics.

The main author of the 500-day plan

is Gorbachev economic adviser Stanislav

Shatalin, who, when asked if his plan

would lead to higher living standards and

an efficient economy, replied, "In God
we trust.” Gorbachev himself waffled,

proposing to combine the Shatalin plan

with a more “moderate" program devised

by Soviet prime minister Nikolai Ryzh-

kov. Ryzhkov was the main figure be-

hind the aborted move to triple the price

of bread this past summer and double

consumer prices by New Year’s 1991.

But this was not enough for the extreme

“free marketeers," who have been

screaming for Ryzhkov’s political head.

To put pressure on Gorbachev, the

Yeltsin-dominated parliament of the Rus-

sian republic endorsed the ”500 days to

capitalism" program. And now the Soviet

president has more or less come out for

it, while calling for a popular referendum

on the sale of land. Fighting for his polit-

ical life, Ryzhkov went on television and

denounced the Shatalin plan as leading

to “chaos” and mass unemployment. This

situation is fast polarizing. Last Sunday,

50,000 right-wingers demonstrated in

Moscow calling for the resignation not

only of Ryzhkov but also Gorbachev. Yet

workers are resisting the effects of

perestroika. The official trade unions

have organized strikes against the “free

market" city government of Moscow.

The Terminal Crisis of
Soviet Stalinism

The all-sided crisis besetting the Soviet

Union has its roots in the bureaucratic

degeneration under J. V. Stalin during the

1920s. Under the nationalist slogan of

“socialism in one country," the Kremlin

bureaucracy renounced and opposed the

Leninist program of world proletarian

revolution. In the 1930s Trotsky pre-

dicted that unless the Soviet working

class ousted the Stalinist bureaucracy, the

latter, far from building socialism, would
create the conditions for capitalist coun-

terrevolution.

The "liberal" Stalinist Gorbachev and

his apologists claimed that perestroika

(restructuring) meant the renewal and

modernization of socialism. From the

outset we warned that these market-

oriented “reforms" were designed to

increase the privileges of the petty-

bourgeois bureaucrats and intellectuals at

the expense of the working class and

would lay the basis for capitalist restora-

tion. Now it is no longer a question of

laying the basis but of posing capitalist

restoration outright.

In a broadcast interview on September

10 with Pacifica Radio's KPFA news
commentator James Cleve, Spartacist

League spokesman Joseph Seymour
pointed out. "The program of what you

call the radical ‘free marketeers’ like

Yeltsin, who among other things praised

Reagan in his autobiography for suppos-

edly restoring the health of the American
economy, will lead to the massive immis-

eration of the Soviet working people for

the benefit of what is hoped to be a new
class of capitalists and their Soviet yup-

pie hangers-on.”

It is clear that the mass of Soviet

working people are hostile to a capitalist

market economy as such. “Free market"

ideologue Gavril Popov, currently mayor
of Moscow, states that the "masses long

for fairness and economic equality." He
worries about the rise of "left-wing popu-

lism” provoked by "the policies leading

to denationalization, privatization and
inequality." The most despised class of

people in the Soviet Union are the petty

capitalist entrepreneurs, the so-called

“cooperativists.” Even the Wall Street

Journal (10 August) admits: “The reputa-

tion of the cooperatives plummeted, and

today they are widely criticized as specu-

lators out to make a fast buck at the

expense of the nation.”

Yet it is also incontestable that Yeltsin

is very popular among Russian working

people. Polls show he is now far more

highly regarded than Gorbachev. How
does one account for this contradiction?

Yeltsin has masked his support for "free

market" economics with demagogic at-

tacks on the privileges of the bureaucracy

and calls for increasing consumer goods

by cutting back military spending and

industrial investment. But now the mask
has fallen as Yeltsin’s slippery demagogy

has been lacked onto a program of open

capitalist restoration.

Advocates for the 500-day plan claim

the sale of housing, land and factories

will soak up much of the excess rubles

that have been pumped into the Soviet

economy for years. Therefore price in-

creases for consumer goods will be less

than would otherwise be the case. This

is a lie! Once enterprises are in private

hands, they will charge all that the mar-

ket can bear. Soviet working people will

lose all possibility of controlling the cost

of living. Furthermore, millions of Soviet

workers will be thrown onto the street as

unprofitable and unsalable enterprises

close down while others radically slash

their labor force. This is exactly what’s

already happening in Poland.

The privatization of housing is intend-

ed to bring an immediate windfall to

those members of the elite who have

nice apartments. But it will be disastrous

for Soviet working people especially with

the acute shortage of available housing

in the USSR. Soviet army officers and

their families, scheduled to be with-

drawn from East Germany, recently dem-
onstrated against the move to settle them
in a lent city in the northern Caucasus!

Under privatization, rents for the small

number of vacant housing units will be

out of sight. Young working-class fami-

lies could never afford their own apart-

ment or house. These will become the

exclusive property of the new class of

moneyed capitalists and the managerial

elite.

The 500-day plan promises Soviet

citizens a kind of “people’s capitalism.”

stating that "property in the hands of

each individual is a guarantee of the

stability of society” (Financial Times

[London], 6 September). But property is

not going to be in the hands of each

individual. Far from it. You can't have

capitalists without capital. Even Russia’s

petty entrepreneurs with their fruit stands

and TV repair shops don’t have the

money to buy up steel mills and coal

mines. Who does? Insofar as they are

Russians. Armenians, etc., the new own-
ers will come from the ranks of the

bureaucratic elite who have access to

state loans and Western banks.

Many of the most profitable enter-

prises will be sold in whole or in part to

Western multinationals. Gorbachev eco-

nomic adviser Nikolai Petrakov. a princi-

pal author of the 500-day plan, wants to

“create a situation in which our Western

partners can bypass the system of ration-

ing and centralized allocations, buy the

raw material and equipment they need in
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Striking miners in Siberia last year elected strike committees that established dual power in coal regions. Worker
protests continue as signs say: "We demand social justice!" "We demand raising miners' standard of living!"

our internal market, and transfer their

part of the profits to the West” (Problems

ofEconomics. March 1990). If Gorbachev

and Yeltsin have their way. the wealth

produced over decades by Soviet workers

will be sold off at fire-sale prices to Wall

Street raiders. Frankfurt bankers and the

Japanese zaihatsu.

The mounting economic chaos and

collapse of the authority of the Gorba-

chev regime and central government has

created a political vacuum. Into this vac-

uum have poured all kinds of right-wing

forces from Russian Reaganites to tsar-

ists to fascists and other reactionary

nationalists. Anti-Semitism is on the rise,

and Soviet Jews live in fear of pogroms.

There is talk of a military coup to restore

order. Everyone knows the Soviet Union
cannot continue to exist as before.

Today, Trotskyism

—

the continuators

of the Bolshevik Revolution— is the only

political tendency with a program which

can preserve the Soviet Union as a col-

lectivized economy and multinational

state. Soviet workers must sweep away
the Gorbachevs. Yeltsins and Popovs,

and establish a government of democrat-

ically elected workers soviets (councils)

such as took power in October 1917.

Many Soviet workers now identify

centralized planning and management as

such with Stalinism and bureaucratic

commandism. This is false. The central

direction of the economy by a govern-

ment of soviets is the only way that the

working class can democratically deter-

mine the allocation of society's resources

and ensure the fair and egalitarian dis-

tribution of wealth that is produced. At

the same time, central planning can be

effective in stimulating dedicated and

creative effort only when the mass of

workers govern society in order to build

a socialist future for themselves and their

children.

Behind the Bread Shortages

When the Gorbachev/Ryzhkov regime

proposed to triple the price of bread last

summer, a delegate to the Supreme So-

viet from Tadzhikistan angrily declared:

“Bread is socialism." The sudden dis-

appearance of bread from Moscow’s

state-run "Gastronom" shops is the most

striking proof of the economic collapse.

Yet Soviet officials have been predicting

a record harvest. What happened?

Unlike the United States, the Soviet

Union does not have a large pool of

impoverished, migrant farm workers. To

bring in the harvest it is therefore neces-

sary to mobilize urban workers tempo-

rarily released from their factory and

office jobs. But with the dismantling of

centralized management under perestroi-

ka. enterprise managers no longer release

their workers for this purpose. The man-

ager of a collective farm in the “Virgin

Lands" of Kazakhstan. Zhazit Kudaiku-

lov. exclaimed:

"During the period of stagnation [the

Brezhnev era) we gathered the wheat

well. The townspeople helped us. the gov-

ernment and the regional Communist Par-

ty people helped us. and now they don't.

I don't know why. It's perestroika."

— Philadelphia Inquirer.

7 September

But this is only part of the cause of

the bread shortage and not the most im-

what happened in 1928. On the brink of

economic disaster, Stalin reacted by

pushing through the collectivization of

agriculture in a brutal and bureaucratic

way.

During the 1920s, the main internal

social force for capitalist counterrevolu-

tion was the wealthier peasants (kulaks).

Today, this role falls to sections of the

bureaucracy and intelligentsia, in many
cases the privileged children of Stalin's

apparatchiks. Thus the grain strike is but

one aspect of the general sabotage of the

collectivized economy by self-seeking

managers and officials.

Only Proletarian Political

Revolution Can Save
the Soviet Union

The Soviet Union today is threatened

with bloody fratricidal strife amid eco-

nomic disintegration. Practically every

national republic has proclaimed its inde-

pendence or economic sovereignty. The
government of the Ukraine— the second

largest republic—wants to issue its own
currency as well as raise its own army.

Officials in the oil-producing regions of

Siberia are demanding the lion's share of

export earnings from the sale of oil. The
London Independent (31 August) wrote

of the "danger that the Soviet Union will

disintegrate into a set of competing re-

publics separated by customs barriers, by

Mickey Mouse currencies and by ethnic

animosities, waging trade wars against

each other.”

Only the Soviet working class has the

social power and interest to preserve and

reconstruct the Soviet Union on a social-

ist basis with justice and equality for all

nationalities. To achieve this it is neces-

sary to organize the working class behind

a genuinely all-Soviet, internationalist

communist party modeled on the Bolshe-

vik Party of Lenin and Trotsky.

Today, however, the Soviet working

class is being politically exploited by
contending groups within the bureaucracy

and petty-bourgeois intelligentsia. Out of

hatred for the old-line Stalinist apparat-

chiks—oppressive, parasitic, corrupt

—

many worker activists support the advo-

cates of Western-style "democracy" and

a "regulated market economy." Other
workers, who blame perestroika for

everything that has gone wrong, rally

behind the conservative Stalinist appa-

ratchiks who have made common cause

with reactionary Russian nationalists. At

a meeting of the Russian Communist
Party, an oil worker from Tyumen. Sibe-

ria exclaimed. "No matter what slogans

are used, a policy resulting in falling

living standards and bloodshed is against

popular interests.” and he called for

"returning the nation to 1985." the year

Gorbachev came to power.

But the Soviet Union cannot be re-

turned to the condition of 1985. nor

would this be desirable. In its last years

the Brezhnev regime tried to create the

continued on page 13

Threat of counterrevolution: demonstrators in Leningrad
September 3, with signs saying "Enough Experiments—
It’s Time for Capitalism." "Free market" mayors Anatoly
Sobchak of Leningrad and Gavril Popov of Moscow.

portant part. After all. the grain harvest

is estimated at about the same level as

last year. But the farmers are not deliver-

ing as much to the state procurement

agencies. Even Gorbachev complained:

"Many state and collective farms are

unjustifiably curtailing sales to the state,

violating contract discipline." Instead

they are using the grain as fodder for

livestock whose sale is much more prof-

itable. A kilo of beef in Moscow’s cen-

with the regime unwilling to pass on
higher cost of grain to Soviet households,

food subsidies will have to rise well

beyond what was originally contemplated

for 1990...."

—PlanEcon Report.

21 April

But now the Gorbachev/Yeltsin 500-day

program calls for slashing food subsidies

and allowing an explosion in the price of

bread and other foodstuffs.

The bread shortage today is hauntingly

Despite record
grain harvest,

bread has
disappeared

from state shops
as farmers

withhold wheat
to force up

procurement
prices.

tral (private) market costs 20 rubles. 50

percent higher than a year and a half ago

and equivalent to a day’s pay for the

average industrial worker!

Soviet farmers are withholding grain

to force up the procurement price. Last

spring an American newsletter special-

izing in the East European economies

wrote:

“The withholding by Soviet farmers of

large amounts of grain means that the

regime is forced to import more Western

grain and strain its external finances

instead of utilizing what is already avail-

able within the country. To induce the

farmers to sell the grain, procurement

prices will have to rise sharply. However,

Novoye Russkoye Slovo

reminiscent of the peasants' grain strike

of 1928 which marked the terminal crisis

of the New Economic Policy (NEP). The

ideologues of perestroika, or at least

those who do not call for the outright

restoration of capitalism, have held up

NEP as their economic model. As early

as 1923 Trotsky pointed to the funda-

mental contradiction and instability of

NEP. Unless Soviet industry expanded

fast enough to provide the peasants with

cheaper and abundant manufactured

goods. Trotsky predicted the peasants

would cut back the supply of grain to

state procurement agencies in order to

extract higher prices. This is precisely

Ogonyok
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Young Spartacus

GERMANY 1918-19:

And REVOLUTION
How Social Democracy

Saved the Capitalist Order

Robert Sennecke
"Somebody has to be the bloodhound": "Socialist" ministers who mowed down
workers to rescue German imperialism. From left: Landsberg, Scheidemann,
Noske, Ebert.

War is the mother of revolution. World

War l turned the European continent into

a slaughterhouse, leading directly to the

first victorious proletarian revolution in

history, in Russia in 1917. A revolutionary

situation also broke out in Germany but

was lost because the working class lacked

a resolute political leadership with the

program and will to bring the working

masses to power The German workers

were betrayed by the Social Democrats,

who in 1914 supported the imperialist war.

with a thick veneer of socialist slick talk

to cover their sellout, and in 1918-19 res-

cued the capitalist ruling class by drown-

ing the revolution in blood.

As our bloody-minded rulers prepare

to sacrifice another generation of poor,

working-class and minority youth for the

PART ONE OF TWO

spoils ofprofitsfor the ruling class in the

Mideast oil fields, we must learn the les-

sons of history. The only way to end the

bloody business of imperialist war is to

end the system ofcapitalism which breeds

it Young Spartacus is pleased to print

below an edited transcript of a recent

class given by comrade T. Marlow to the

New York Spartacist League branch on the

struggle against imperialist war and for

proletarian revolution in Germany around

World War I.

The First World War marked the

bloody end of a long period of very

peaceful capitalist development in Eu-

rope. The massive slaughter, the destruc-

Rccommended background reading for this

class included: Carl E. Schorske. German
Social Democracy. 1905-1917 (Harvard Uni-

versity Press. 1955); Leon Trotsky. Lessons

of October, selections from The German

lion of property, and the misery produced

in the population of the European nations

marked the bankruptcy of the ruling

classes of Europe. At least some overdue

notes were called in by the insurgent

masses following the war. In Russia this

led to the overthrow of the tsar and six

Revolution and the Debate on Soviet Power

(Pathfinder Press, 1986); and “Germany:

Revolution and Counterrevolution" in Young

Spartacus No. 121 (October 1984) and No.

125 (March 1985).

months later to the triumph of the work-

ing class in the 1917 October Revolution.

In Germany, almost exactly a year later,

the monarchy was sent packing, but there

was not a proletarian revolution. In fact

the uprisings of the German workers in

1918-1919 were crushed in blood. To
understand why the German revolutionar-

ies were unable to succeed in the manner
that Lenin and Trotsky did. you have to

examine the crucial differences between
the revolutionary communist organiza-

tions in the two countries at the decisive

moment when the seizure of power was
posed.

In Russia the Bolsheviks had forged a

hard cadre. It was tested in the battles of

the 1 905 Revolution and also in the years

of reaction which followed. The Bolshe-

viks had extensive ties to the working

class. In 1914 there were massive strikes

in Russia. The Bolsheviks could not only

sense the temper of the masses but had

the organization to bring the masses out

in action. And, very importantly, they

had a leadership that consciously pre-

pared the insurrectionary seizure of pow-
er. In particular they had Lenin, who was
capable and drove through the fights with

the leadership when even the Central

Committee vacillated on the seizure of

power.

In contrast, the Communist Party of

Germany (KPD) was only founded over

New Year’s 1919—just two weeks be-

fore its principal cadres were murdered.

At the time the KPD had maybe a thou-

sand members in Berlin, maybe a few

thousand throughout Germany, and was
very loosely organized. They had no real

roots in the working class, and what

they had tended to be rather ultraleftist,

sliding over to anarcho-syndicalism. So
when the hour for revolution struck, the

infant KPD was just beginning to tackle

the problems of penetrating and gaining

political ascendancy within the German
working class, which was still over-

whelmingly loyal to the Social Democ-
racy (SPD) despite the latter’s betrayal

throughout the course of the war.

Unlike Russia, in Germany the prole-

tariat formed a large segment of the

population by 1914. Following the unifi-

cation of Germany in 1871, there was an

extended period of capitalist develop-

ment. This didn’t occur as a result of an

“enlightened" bourgeois revolution. In

1848 the German bourgeoisie looked
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Rosa Luxemburg addressing socialist congress in 1907. After SPD voted for

war credits in 1914, Luxemburg declared Social Democracy a “stinking corpse"
and founded the communist Spartacus Group.

over its shoulder, saw the proletariat, got

very scared, and made a deal with the

feudal classes. Essentially the bourgeoi-

sie ceded its political power to the

Prussian Junkerdom (landowning aristoc-

racy). The Prussian king became the

German emperor and the bourgeoisie was

contented with the consolidation of a

nation-state, which eliminated some of

the idiocies and customs difficulties

which resulted from having 40 little

principalities. They also got a parliamen-

tary appendix called the Reichstag. Wil-

helm Liebknecht dubbed it a “fig leaf for

absolutism.”

It wasn't just the bourgeoisie that was

satisfied. The SPD hungered for a parlia-

mentary role. During the Bismarck pe-

riod the party had been illegal under the

Anti-Socialist Laws. Following this, the

SPD became legal and entered an explo-

sive period of growth. The unions also

grew in strength, even more dramatically

than the party itself, and had a great

power base vis-^-vis the party. The bur-

geoning trade-union membership of the

SPD and a steady increase in their elec-

toral support (in 1912 the SPD got four

and a quarter million votes) fostered a

conservative attitude which was at the

root of the poison which killed the party.

One clear sign came pretty early on

— in 1893 just prior to the Koln Con-

gress the leaders of the trade unions

in their so-called “general commission"

met, and Carl Legien defended a position

that the unions should be politically

neutral. What that really meant was they

wanted to be independent of the party.

Around 1900 this was codified in the

so-called “two pillars" theory, where the

trade unions would be responsible for the

economic struggle and the party would

be responsible for the political struggle.

As the unions grew they collected a large

dues base; there was a structure there to

defend and they became more and more

tied to the existing social order. The
bureaucrats saw every strike (and there

were many in this period) as a real threat

to the organizations which were their

livelihood. They accommodated them-

selves more and more to the existing

order rather than wishing to overthrow it.

At bottom this controversy was over

whether to pursue a revolutionary or a

reformist course, and it came out into the

open politically as well. The trade unions

and their conservative leadership provid-

ed a basis for the explicitly reformist

group led by Eduard Bernstein & Co.

They took it to its logical conclusion.

Bernstein essentially said. "Well, Marx
was wrong. Capitalism seems to be de-

veloping in a fairly linear fashion, living

standards are going up and you should

give up on this whole idea of revolution.

What immiseration of the proletariat?

Our duty is to seek reforms within the

existing state apparatus."

Within the bounds of traditional SPD
faith, as represented in the Erfurt Pro-

gram. Karl Kautsky and the SPD leader-

ship came out and fought against the

revisionists—at least on paper. It hadn't

really come to an issue of decisive con-

sequence, it was basically more of a

theoretical fight. The revisionists were in

fact programmatically defeated at the

Dresden congress in 1903. But that was

in words only. It didn't lead to a split

because "unity, unity, unity” was more
highly prized than programmatic clarity.

Bernstein and all his cohorts were still

happily within the fold of the SPD—the

"party of the whole class” But it was a

watershed because it was the last time

that Rosa Luxemburg and the left wing

would be able to get any support from

the leadership bureaucracy of the party.

From then on the left wing is attacked.

What really pushed the issue was the

1905 Revolution in Russia. All of a

sudden the question of reform vs. revolu-

tion became very, very real. The left

wing was inspired. They thought. "OK,
the Russians have done it. It’s time for

us to get in motion." The party’s previ-

ous goal of socialist revolution, which

they'd meant only way in the future, was
suddenly looming very, very close and

this polarized the situation rapidly. The

party executive went over to the right

wing and became more antagonistic to

the left. The party bureaucrats were

basically very comfortable with a parlia-

mentary oppositional role in the Reichs-

tag. None of them wanted to upset the

apple cart.

There are some interesting debates

which outline the future collapse of the

SPD. In 1907, August Bebel (who was

one of the old leaders of the party) at-

tacked the abuses of militarism but on

the basis that corporal punishment im-

pinged on the fighting quality of the

German army and what was needed was

real war training for the youth! This

particular parliamentary debate was also

important because one Gustav Noske
(who we’ll hear about later) made his

freshman debut, stating that the SPD’s
stand on militarism was "conditioned by

our acceptance of the principle of nation-

ality." The SPD wished Germany to be

"as well armed as possible,” and "the

whole people have an interest in the

military establishment which is necessary

to the defense of our fatherland."

The German party was the biggest par-

ty of the Second International, and was

regarded as the "jewel in the crown."

These were the people who learned their

Marxism from Marx and Engels, and

they had a multimillion-based party with

a huge organization. But they ended up

in the right wing of the Second Interna-

tional. To give you a flavor of it, at the

1907 congress in Stuttgart the German
delegation proposed a motion in the

colonial commission, which read in part:

“The Congress does not in principle and

for all time reject all colonial policy,

which, under a socialist regime, may
have a civilising effect." Now this one

got voted down, but the party had be-

come very different than what Marx and

Engels had envisaged. The party had

taken the parliamentary road to accom-

modation with the bourgeoisie.

Social-Chauvinism vs.

Revolutionary Internationalism

Now we come to the war. The war

was a test of all political tendencies, in-

cluding the nominal left. Luxemburg in

the Junius Pamphlet, which was written

while she was in prison, cited the heroic,

class-conscious response of the SPD’s

forebears at the start of the Franco-

Prussian war in 1870. Then, both Bebel

and Wilhelm Liebknecht refused to vote

war credits. They said:

"As opponents, on principle, of every

dynastic war. as socialist republicans and
members of the International Working-

men’s Association which, without regard

to nationality, has fought all oppressors,

has tried to unite all the oppressed into

a great band of brothers, we cannot di-

rectly or indirectly lend support to the

present war."

But when push came to shove in 1914,

the SPD’s Reichstag delegation said: “In

this hour of danger we will not desert our

fatherland."

The party which encompassed the vast

majority of the German proletariat com-
mitted a massive class betrayal. Lenin

summed up the whole development very

sharply in his book The Proletarian Rev-

olution and the Renegade Kautsky. He put

it succinctly in an article, "The Collapse

of the Second International":

“Legal mass organisations of the working
class are perhaps the most important

feature of the socialist parties in the

epoch of the Second International. They
were the strongest in the German Party,

and it was here that the war of 1914-15

created a most acute crisis and made the

issue a most pressing one. The initiation

of revolutionary activities would obvious-

ly have led to the dissolution of these

legal organisations by the police, and the

old party— from Legien to Kautsky inclu-

sively— sacrificed the revolutionary aims

of the proletariat for the sake of preserv-

ing the present legal organisations. ... The
proletariat's right to revolution was sold

for a mess of pottage—organisations per-

mitted by the present police law.”

The collapse of the International with

the vote for war credits on 4 August

1914 did come as a shock even to Lenin

and a large number of people. You can

see the accumulation of rot within the

SPD in what I’ve described. But literally

up until the week before war broke out.

the International and its various parties

were making strong statements against

the war. There were also resolutions of

the International like the 1912 Basel

Manifesto which called upon socialists to

utilize the "economic and political crisis"

created by the war to "hasten the down-
fall of capitalism." Well, only one group

did it, and that was Lenin and the

Bolsheviks.

There were some very conscious right-

wing elements in the SPD. like one

Friedrich Ebert, who was named chair-

man of the party when Bebel died in

1913. When the threat of war really

came to a head at the end of July 1914,

Ebert remarked privately that “War and

the powerful revitalization of the labor

movement in Russia will surely fill the

Rosa [Luxemburg) group with new
plans." There were actually 14 people in

the SPD’s Reichstag delegation who
opposed voting for war credits, but they

bowed to party unity. The Reichstag

delegation always voted en bloc, so even

Liebknecht ended up voting for it. But

here’s an example of what it was like for

another SPDer named Konrad Hanisch to

give in now that war had broken out:

'The conflict of two souls in one breast

was probably easy for none of us.... [On
the one hand) this driving, burning desire

to throw oneself into the powerful current

of the general national tide. and. on the

other, the terrible spiritual fear of follow-

ing that desire fully, of surrendering

oneself to the mood which roared about

one and which, if one looked deep into

one's heart, had long since taken posses-

sion of the soul. This fear: will you not

also betray yourself and your cause?...

[Thus it was) until suddenly— I shall

never forget the day and hour— the terri-

ble tension was resolved; until one dared

to be what one was; until—despite all

principles and wooden theories—one
could, for the first time in almost a quar-

ter century, join with a full heart, a clean

conscience and without a sense of treason

in the sweeping, stormy song: 'Deutsch-

land. Deutschland iiher alles'."

— Carl E. Schorske, German
Social Democracy. 1905-1917

(1955)

And Hanisch was a leftist, once!

What was the response to the SPD’s
endorsement of imperialist war? Luxem-
burg and Clara Zetkin actually almost

had a nervous collapse and some reports

indicate that they were close to suicide

at one point. Lenin, who saw the issue of

Vons’drts (the SPD’s newspaper), initially

thought it was a forgery by the German
general staff. Unfortunately, it wasn’t.

He soon realized that the collapse of the

Socialist International was very real. And
in contradiction to Luxemburg who had

collapsed, and Liebknecht who had gone
along with SPD party discipline. Lenin

outlined a program: the Second Inter-

national was dead, turn the imperialist

war into civil war. and fight for a Third

International. That was within a couple

of months, and he was in exile in

Switzerland.

War: The Mother of Revolution

The war brought untold misery. The
ruling classes thought this was going to

be a "quickie." They all assumed that

people would be home for Christmas.

They were wrong. They should have

continued on page 14
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Karl Liebknecht,
in uniform, on way

to the Reichstag
to denounce

imperialist war.
His call,

“The Main Enemy
Is At Home,"

echoed across
the frontiers.
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Never mind that hardly anyone under

30 knows the words: never mind that

anyone who tries to sing it sounds like

Roseanne Barr screeching at the Padres

game— in today’s America, ritual wor-

ship of the Slur-Spangled Banner is the

new equivalent of the loyalty oath in the

McCarthyite 1950s. Amid the war hys-

teria occasioned by the U.S.' military

adventure in the Persian Gulf, popular

Irish singer Sinead O'Connor's refusal to

allow the playing of the U.S. anthem

before a concert in New Jersey set off a

media firestorm of "love it or leave it"

jingoism.

After O’Connor's August 24 perform-

ance to a near-capacity crowd at the

Garden State Arts Center, the state high-

way authority, which runs the facility.

announced that she would henceforth be

banned from the site. Thereupon several

area "top 40" radio stations, which had

been playing her hit ballad Nothing

Compares 2 U to death, outrageously cut

O'Connor from their play lists, and the

tabloid press predictably basked in the

“rockets’ red glare." Enough of this

patriotic thought-control. We hail Sinead

O’Connor’s stand against flag-waving

censorship!

The 23-year-old singer objects to all

national anthems, including the Irish, on

the grounds that they “have nothing to do

with music." At the music video awards

this month, O’Connor deplored patri-

otic and racist censorship, a reference

to the Florida ban on the 2 Live Crew
rap group. The orgy of patriotic ranting

Sin6ad O’Connor.
Courageous singer

faces barrage of

jingoist harassment.

against her defiant gesture spotlights the

attempts of the U.S. ruling class to en-

force conformity and racist nationalism

on the population, the better to ensure

subservient cannon fodder for its war for

oil profits in the Middle East.

Andrew

But when the giant C-5As flying back

from the Persian Gulf to Dover AFB start

offloading their cargos of coffins, the

strains of the Star-Spangled Banner

coming from the flagwavers will ring

pretty hollow.

^Z&^Sinead O'Connor Defies

Flag-Waving Censorship

Columbia Rally:

"Break the Blockade of Iraq!"

Soapbox rally at Columbia University, September 10.
Young Spartacus

Chanting "George Bush, imperialist

beast! U.S. out of the Middle East!" and

“Break the blockade of Iraq!" several

dozen people gathered at the sundial at

Columbia University on Monday, Sep-

tember 10 for a soapbox rally led by the

Spartacus Youth Club (SYC). Somebody
had put up flyers on campus announcing

that General Colin Powell would be

speaking to the College Republicans that

evening. The Progressive Union of Co-

lumbia Students called for a protest

against him and invited the SYC to par-

ticipate. But while Powell's visit turned

out to be a hoax, enthusiastic support

from both students and faculty encour-

aged the SYC to go ahead with a protest.

The rally was splashed across the front

page of the Columbia Spec tator the next

day.

At the rally, a speaker for the Sparta-

cus Youth Club said: "To secure ‘free-

dom' for the profit-gouging oil compa-

nies, the warmongers in Washington are

ready to spill a lot of blood. Not their

own blood, of course—a lot of Iraqi

blood. The rulers of this country are

willing to fight. ..especially to the last

drop of blood of black and Latino youth,

who are shafted at home and make up the

bulk of the armed forces abroad. So
welcome to the ‘post-Cold War’ world.

From the perspective of our imperialist

rulers, the supposed end of the Cold War
is their opportunity for hot war.”

The SYC speaker noted that the U.S.

is emboldened by the seemingly limitless

attempts by the Soviet Union to appease

them—pulling out of Afghanistan, get-

ting the Cubans out of Angola, and

acquiescing to a Fourth Reich in Ger-

many. With over 170.000 U.S. troops in

the Persian Gulf area, just a few hundred

miles from the Soviet border, she said.

“Defense of that workers state is at

slake. A genuine communist leadership

in the Soviet Union would give Baghdad
whatever weapons they need to defend

themselves against the U.S. military

threat.”

A speaker from the Progressive Union

of Columbia Students denounced the

mythical consensus of support for U.S.

war in the Middle East: “To have some
perestroika in this country, to break the

media blockade, this kind of protest has

got to happen. Colin Powell or no. A lot

of people have talked about this as the

first war since the end of the Cold War.

We don’t even have cliches now, it’s just

gas. Who is going to die for gas? Is that

what's going to be written on the tomb-

stones, ‘These people died for cheap

gas’?”

Two days later, at a meeting to plan

further actions on campus against the

U.S. invasion, a sharp debate broke out

over the decisive question of taking a

stand for the defeat of U.S. imperialism

in the Middle East. The Spartacus Youth

Club argued for a united-front protest to

be called around the demands: "U.S. oil

pirates—Out of the Persian Gulf!” and

"Break the blockade of Iraq!" Various

reformists, including the International

Socialist Organization (ISO), the Social-

ist Workers Party (SWP) and Solidarity.

opposed these demands arguing that they

would "alienate" people, that what was
needed was a "broad-based coalition"

and to send postcards to Congressmen!
But their abject appeals to the war-

mongers alienated the few independent

students at the meeting.

A spokesman for the Arab Student

Club asked incredulously how anybody
could be genuinely opposed to the U.S.

presence in the Persian Gulf if they

weren't for breaking the blockade of

Iraq, since that’s what the troops are

there for. Another Arab student held up
the current Workers Vanguard bearing the

headline “Break Blockade of Iraq!" The
Spartacists forced the issue to a vote and
won. (The weaselly representative from
the ISO changed her position on "break-

ing the blockade" after the Arab student

spoke.) But desperate not to commit
themselves to action in opposition to the

U.S. ruling class, the reformists limited

the call to a planning meeting to talk

(again) about (possible) protests.

The reformists want to lead antiwar

sentiment into the lap of the Democratic

Party—even when there's no Democratic

opposition to hitch their wagons to.

There is bipartisan consensus for a power

grab by U.S. imperialism in the Middle

East. Jesse Jackson was calling for troops

to be sent in even before Bush deployed

them! To fight the warmongers in Wash-
ington, what’s needed is to mobilize the

working class and minorities at home
against the capitalist ruling class, which

plans to sacrifice them for the "freedom"

of Exxon and Texaco to extract profits,

for the "freedom" of the oil-rich monar-
chies that enslave women, for the "free-

dom” of U.S. imperialism to strut around

as the cops of Bush’s "new world order."

As the Spartacus Youth speaker stated

at the soapbox rally: "We need to organ-

ize and struggle on an internationalist,

class-struggle basis. Today, we and the

toilers of the Middle East have a com-
mon enemy—and it is not each other.

Our enemies are the warmongers in

Washington, the reactionary sheiks and
colonels, the Zionist butchers of the

Palestinian people. The only way out of
a system that spawns poverty, racism and
war is through internationalist socialist

revolution. And that is a cause worth
fighting for. Join us!"B

(
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The Left and the Persian Gulf

Desperately Seeking

Imperialist Doves
Though Iraqi and U.S. forces in the

Persian Gulf have yet to exchange

gunfire, there is already a strong cur-

rent of opposition in this country to a

war for Big Oil. In black, Hispanic and
Arab communities, sentiment against

Bush’s war moves is widespread. And
among the GIs roasting in the Arabian

sands, the bourgeois press complains

that demoralization is running high and
bound to grow. A wave of demonstra-

tions and teach-ins against the American
invasion has already started sweeping the

country. Some 2,000 turned out for a

protest meeting at New York's Cooper
Union on September 13. Two days later,

even more packed into a teach-in at

Berkeley.

Yet the featured speakers at these

events were Vietnam-era Democratic

"doves"—Ramsey Clark in New York

and Daniel Ellsberg in the Bay Area

—

who agree with Bush’s aims but differ

with his means. They condemn Hussein’s

takeover of Kuwait and support world-

wide economic sanctions to force an

Iraqi withdrawal. The principal organiz-

ers of these teach-ins—such as Sam
Marcy’s Workers World Party in New
York and Socialist Action in California

—are self-styled leftists who claim in

principle to oppose American imperial-

ism and the world capitalist system. Yet

they have tailored their line so as to

collaborate with imperialist “doves.”

Thus they oppose the demand to break

the blockade of Iraq, in order to

avoid defending Iraq in a war with the

U.S.

The line of these fake-left groups is

reformist, an attempt to pressure the

American capitalist state—which props

up every bloody, reactionary regime on

the planet— to establish a peaceful and
just new world order. Thus the grotesque

slogan "Blockade Racist South Africa,

Not Iraq!" put forward by the People’s

Anti-War Mobilization, a Marcyite front

group. As if this government, which
wages war on the black and Hispanic

poor at home, could be induced to eman-
cipate the blacks of South Africa. The
United States would blockade South

Africa only when the black toilers rise up

and overthrow the gold magnates like the

Anglo American Corporation.

From the A-bombing of Hiroshima and

Nagasaki, to the carpetbombing of Viet-

nam and the CIA’s “Operation Phoenix"

mass assassination program, to the bomb-
ing of Panamanian barrios, U.S. global

policy is synonymous with mass murder.

For decades only fear of war with the

Soviet Union restrained to some extent

the bloody course of American imperial-

ism. which would otherwise have certain-

ly used nuclear weapons in both the

Korean and Vietnam wars, not to men-
tion retaking Cuba. But with the capitula-

tion and internal collapse of the Kremlin

bureaucracy, the U.S. has invaded the

Persian Gulf, mobilizing its arsenal of

mega-death against Iraq.

Whether or not this leads to a full-

scale war with Iraq, one thing is certain:

as long as the American capitalist class

and its state exist, they will continue to

kill, starve, oppress and exploit the work-

ers and peasants of the world. This

blood-drenched and war-driven system

must be destroyed through the revolu-

tionary struggle of the American working

class supported by the black and His-

panic poor.

The UN Fig Leaf Brigade

There are some who claim to be

opposed to U.S. troops in the Persian

Gulf and counterpose the "peaceful"

alternative of pursuing the United Na-
tions sanctions against Iraq. For example,

a statement by the Communist Party

tal war against the Korean people 40
years ago. In the Persian Gulf today, the

UN olive branch is even less of a fig

leaf.

Various centrists, claiming to stand in

defense of Iraq against the U.S.. have

also taken up the cause of "poor little

Kuwait." Thus the Fourth Internationalist

Tendency writes in Bulletin in Defense of
Marxism (September 1990) that "Saddam

Iraqi people but for millions of Indians.

Pakistanis. Bengalis and Sri Lankans.

But docs anybody really believe that

Washington is sending 200,000 troops to

the Gulf to bring "democracy*’ to Bagh-

dad—not even Bush claims that. The
starting point for Marxist opposition to

the U.S. invasion is that the workers

have a side in this conflict—with Iraq

against U.S. imperialism. In his 1915

pamphlet "Socialism and War," Lenin

argued against pseudo-socialists like the

modern-day CP that:

"If tomorrow, Morocco were to declare

war on France, or India on Britain, or

Persia or China on Russia, and so on.

these would be 'just.’ and 'defensive'

wars, irrespective of who would be the

first to attack; any socialist would wish

the oppressed, dependent and unequal
states victory over the oppressor, slave-

holding and predatory 'Great' Powers."

When Lenin wrote this. Morocco was
ruled by the sultan Mulai Yusuf. Persia

by the military dictator Ephraim Khan
and China by the warlord Yuan Shih-kai

— rulers just as bloody and reactionary

as Iraq’s Saddam Hussein.

That the Iraqi strongman is a butcher

of his own people does not determine a

working-class attitude toward the con-

Acton
Bring the Troops
Home Now!

num MCETHC

Bring the troops

home now!
No Vietnam War
in the Middle East

Reform vs.

Revolution:
Reformist left

seeks bloc with
Democratic

"doves'” to cut
losses for U.S.

imperialism.
Spartacists

call for defeat
of American
bourgeoisie,

oppose
imperialist

blockade.
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National Committee proclaims: "Cooper-

ation with those U.N. measures, not uni-

lateral military intervention, is the way
the United States can assist in peacefully

resolving this crisis" (People's Daily

World, 18 August). Radical columnist

Alexander Cockbum likewise supports

the “entirely proper effort to establish

U.N. sanctions against Saddam Hussein’s

grab of Kuwait" (San Francisco Exam-
iner, 31 August).

Cockburn and the CP want economic
sanctions against Iraq, but nothing

“messy" like troops and warships. But to

enforce sanctions, you need a blockade,

and a blockade is an act of war backed

up by the prospect of a shooting war.

whether it’s carried out under the Stars

and Stripes or under the blue flag of the

United Nations. Cockbum and the CP
know full well that it was under the UN
flag that Washington carried out its bru-

Hussein’s invasion and annexation of

Kuwait is unjustifiable" and demands
that Iraq “restore Kuwaiti sovereignty”

—i.e., the "sovereignty” of the very

sovereign Emir al-Sabah!

From the standpoint of the working

class it matters not one whit whether

Kuwait— that oil well turned into a state

by British colonialism— is controlled by
Saddam Hussein or the filthy rich Ku-
waiti or Saudi monarchs. This statelet

was created when the defunct Ottoman
Empire was divided between the British

and French after World War II. The
entire working class in Kuwait consists

of South Asians and Palestinian and

Yemenite Arabs whose remittances keep

their impoverished families alive. Thus
the imperialist blockade and economic
sanctions—supported by many self-styled

champions of the proletariat and social-

ism—mean starvation not only for the

Overflow crowd at

Cooper Union rally,

New York City,

September 13.

Spartacists raise
signs calling for

revolutionary class
struggle against
U.S. invasion.

frontation between Iraq and the impe-

rialist powers. Trotsky addressed this

question directly in the 1930s when
he explained why Marxists would sup-

port Brazil under a semi-fascist regime

should it go to war against “democratic"

England:

“Because in the conflict between them it

will not be a question of democracy or

fascism. If England should be victorious,

she will put another fascist in Rio de
Janeiro and will place double chains on
Brazil. If Brazil on the contrary should
be victorious, it will give a mighty im-

pulse to national and democratic con-
sciousness of the country and will lead

to the overthrow of the Vargas dictator-

ship. The defeat of England will at the

same time deliver a blow to British impe-
rialism and will give an impulse to the

revolutionary movement of the British

proletariat."— "Anti-Imperialist Struggle

Is Key to Liberation"

(September 1938)

Washington is intent on re-establishing

its position as unchallenged cop of the

world by securing a military stranglehold

over Near East oil reserves. Those, like

the CP & Co., who concentrate their

efforts on denouncing Saddam Hussein,

are lending backhanded support to the

imperialist invasion. Lenin had a term for

people like this: social-imperialists—so-

cialist in words, pro-imperialist in deeds.

From Protest to Power

Many left groups, like Workers World
and Socialist Action, try to avoid the

question of Iraq altogether. These two
outfits are trying to be the best builders

of a new antiwar movement centered

around slogans like "Bring the troops

home now! No Vietnam War in the Mid-
dle East!” Well, what's wrong with that?

Aren’t we for U.S. troops out of the

Middle East?

The question is how to get them out.

What they’re trying to do is convince a

wing of the Democratic Party that Amer-
ican military intervention in the Gulf is

a losing proposition from the standpoint

of imperialist interests, to put together a

popular front which ties the working

continued on page 13
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Der Spiegel

El Chorrillo, Panama City, December 1989. Washington warmongers have no
compunction about mass murder, destroying poor neighborhood, killing

thousands.

Blood, Sand
and Oil...
(continuedfrom page 1)

Palestinian and South Asian refugees

driven out of Kuwait by the imperialist

blockade are now sleeping and starving

in the sand without a whit of assistance

from either the U.S. or the Saudis.

Arabs in the U.S. and abroad have

rightly denounced the hypocrisy of U.S.

imperialism, which for years has "toler-

ated" Israel’s murderous assault on the

Palestinian people and its military occu-

pation of the West Bank and Gaza. The

Palestinian masses have been victimized

by every king, dictator and Zionist butch-

er in the region. Iraq’s Hussein today

poses as a friend of the Palestinians, but

he will turn on them if Washington or

Jerusalem makes it worth his while (just

like his namesake and current ally. King

Hussein of Jordan, did in the infamous

1970 "Black September" massacre). His

own treatment of the Kurdish minority,

massacred and devastated by poison gas.

is no less brutal than the Zionist mili-

tarists’ “iron fist” in the Occupied Terri-

tories. Denied an independent state and

divided among five countries, the Kurds

have been ravaged by Iran, Iraq, Syria

and Turkey, as well as used by the Israe-

lis and Americans who then unceremoni-

ously dumped them.

In fact, the whole region was cynically

carved up by the imperialists for their

own control and profit. Kuwait is about

as artificial a statelet as one could imag-

ine. The vast majority of its inhabitants

were denied citizenship (and even the

parliament elected by the "citizens" was

dismissed by the autocratic, high-living

al-Sabah family). To get an idea of the

historic injustice caused by the artificial

boundaries engineered by Britain in and

after World War I, consider the follow-

ing: suppose the oil region of Venezuela

was separated off, granting 50,000 resi-

dents of Maracaibo “citizenship" in an

oil-rich city-state, and the rest of the

country was left to starve! No wonder

there is massive, deep bitterness of the

Arab masses against the colonial masters

and imperialist overlords who have con-

demned them to poverty.

Already the "great powers” are jockey-

ing for an advantageous position behind

the facade of "unity" against Iraq. While

Bush, his British junior partner Thatcher

and now French president Mitterrand

seem to be gearing up for a bloodbath in

the sands of Arabia, the newly reunified

German Reich and Japan Inc. are stand-

ing on the sidelines. Bonn and Tokyo
now find it convenient to hide behind

their U.S.-imposed constitutions, which
prohibit military action abroad. (We note,

however, that the Bundeswehr has sent

troops to join UN “peacekeeping" forces

in Namibia, once known as Deutsch-

Siidwestafrika, and the Japanese have no

qualms about breaking the constitutional

limits on the size of their "self-defense"

forces.)

The current imperialist madness de-

rives from the fact that the United States

is running third in the world market

behind Germany and Japan, and yet the

Americans possess an enormous military

apparatus. They’re trying to resolve this

contradiction by demanding forced wel-

fare payments from their defeated former

World War II enemies who have since

become economic victors. This has pro-

duced an orgy of Japan- and Germany-
bashing in Congress. Kentucky Democrat

Hubbard fumed that “the Japanese have

been acting totally the way they usually

do: if there’s no profit in it for Japan,

forget it." Some stupidly "threatened" to

pull U.S. troops out of Japan (Senator

Nunn retorted that the Japanese might

just say "adios. amigo"). And German
chancellor Kohl is cleverly taking the

opportunity to amend the constitution so

that the Bundeswehr may once again

fight for a "New Order."

Secretary of State Baker has been

shuttling around the world literally with

tin cup in hand, asking for donations for

the war effort. The emir of Kuwait of-

fered $5 billion to get his throne back,

the Saudi monarchy kicked in heavily as

well, and threw in another $20 billion to

American munitions manufacturers for

the biggest arms deal in history (which

has the Israelis shaking). The "super-

power beggar” might even dig up enough

petrodollars for its oil war to "produce a

profit for the Treasury" this year (New
York Times , 8 September). But mounting

budget deficits and oil-price shock waves

plus a junk bond-bloated financial system

are plunging the U.S. economy into deep

recession. Their way out of the unfolding

capitalist economic crisis is war. And
don’t forget that Washington drove Japan

to war last time by imposing an oil and

steel embargo on it.

Turn Imperialist War
Into Class War

The Pentagon is now talking about

October 15 as D-Day for when they’ll

have everything in place for "offensive

action." They’ve been preparing “war

crimes" charges against Hussein, presum-

ably to justify killing him, like they tried

and failed to do with Qaddafi when the

U.S. bombed Libya in 1986, and Pana-

ma’s Noriega last December. Air Force

chief Michael Dugan told the press that

the Joint Chiefs of Staff decided that the

key would be a massive bombing cam-

paign, and "the cutting edge would be in

downtown Baghdad.” This is a serious

proposal to kill tens of thousands in the

space of a few hours— a real war crime.

It recalls then-Air Force chief General

Curtis LeMay's threat to bomb Vietnam

"back to the Stone Age.” And the Ameri-

cans have no compunctions about bomb-

ing crowded urban areas—just look what

they did to poor barrios in Panama.

But Dugan opened his mouth a bit too

wide, and was peremptorily sacked by

his superiors. And the U.S. military jug-

gernaut is far from ready to roll. “With

all their impressive infrared optics, dig-

ital computers and laser range finders,

they are not invulnerable to desert heat

or human error." moans the New York

Times Magazine (16 September). The
much ballyhooed F-117 “stealth" fight-

er’s "pinpoint" accuracy was off by more
than the length of one and a half football

fields in Panama. (In the 1986 bombing
of Tripoli, only two of the nine EF-1 1

1

bombers so much as dropped their

bombs, and they weren’t on target.) As

one former naval pilot who flew over

North Vietnam commented, “surgical

strikes exist only in think-tanks and

mental institutions.” (Now the Israelis

and Dugan are advising that Washington

target not only Hussein’s wife and chil-

dren, but also his mistress.)

While Dugan was dumped, the media

have been lionizing the U.S. commander

in the Gulf, General "Stormin' Norman"

Schwarzkopf. It turns out that Norm’s

dad was U.S. “adviser” to the Iranian

shah's police during the CIA-engineered

1953 coup which overthrew and assassi-

nated Prime Minister Mossadegh when

he nationalized the oil fields. Jimmy

Breslin reports (Newsday , 2 September)

that the senior Schwarzkopf’s prime

trainee "had spent the war in British jail

as a Nazi sympathizer." Like father, like

son.

Another piece of craziness is the Pen-

tagon claim that they're going to win this

one strictly with night-fighting to avoid

the daytime heat. “All of our fighting

equipment can operate at night," bragged

Major General Barry McCaffrey, com-

mander of the 24th Mechanized Infantry

Division. Well, so much for the surprise

factor! Do they intend to wear their

infrared goggles underneath or over their

gas masks? In addition to everything

melting down in the desert heat, by the

time they get to fighting all that sophisti-

cated optical equipment is going to be

sandblasted. The fact is that a war won't

be won by sea blockades, air raids or

high-tech stunts but with soldiers dying

on the ground. And Saddam Hussein was

right when he told the U.S. ambassador.

“Yours is a society that cannot accept

10,000 dead in one battle.”

A lot of those who don’t accept that

are now sitting in the Arabian desert. As
the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,

General Colin Powell, toured the troop

emplacements in Saudi Arabia this week,

he was met everywhere with the same
question, "When can we go home?"
When the general asked an Air Force

sergeant how he felt, the soldier replied,

“I would be better if I was home."
Another asked. "Are you going to get me
out of here, sir?" This kind of question-

ing of their commander normally would
get GIs sent to the brig for insubordina-

tion, and usually comes after an army has

been through punishing battle. These
troops don’t have much stomach for a

drawn-out bloody war.

Once the body bags start coming in.

you can be sure the army, along with

U.S. society, will explode in massive

opposition to this crazy adventure. And
no doubt many GIs will find friendly

people at left-wing coffeehouses ready to

hand them antiwar leaflets, as they did

during the Vietnam War; only Bush's

draft-dodging friends believe the Hitlerite

lie that returning vets were spat upon by

the New Left. In the 1960s. as the Viet-

nam War tore the U.S. apart. New Left-

ists raised the slogan “Bring the War

Spartacist Forums
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Home." an attempt to link the revolution-

ary struggle of the heroic Vietnamese

against imperialism with the class war at

home. But the New Left never seriously

tried to mobilize the one social force

which could force an end to the war, the

working class.

At an antiwar march in October 1967,

the Spartacist League issued a leaflet,

titled "From Protest to Power," pointing

to the road of class struggle:

“It is necessary for the antiwar movement
to achieve the maximum social power

it can muster in protests. To this end.

the Spartacist League advocates con-

cretely building for a one-day general

strike in factories, offices, ghetto neigh-

borhoods and schools as the next national

mobilization."

By the end of the war, protest strike

action was becoming a very real pos-

sibility. despite and in the face of the

Cold War anti-Communist leaders of the

AFL-CIO. Today this is a very real pos-

sibility from the outset. More than one

generation vividly remembers the Viet-

nam debacle. Even the New York Times

(8 September) nervously noticed that

opposition to the present military build-

up is "along class lines," concentrated

among blacks and workers.

Blacks know this coming war offers

nothing but more misery and death for

them, already ground down by a decade

of social service cutbacks, anti-union

attacks, rising unemployment and racist

terror. Blacks are noticeably less enthu-

siastic in every poll about dying for

Bush’s corporate pals and yuppie under-

lings, who will no doubt arrange to avoid

serving when the draft is inevitably re-

vived in a major war. "The majority of

the troops over there who will fight on

the front lines are blacks, and it’s a white

man’s war," one black veteran told the

Washington Post (11 September). No
wonder the U.S. media have suddenly

forgotten about Grenada and Panama,

where American forces trampled over

dark-skinned peoples in truly naked

aggression.

Black or white. American working

people have no interest in this oil war,

and in fact have a vital interest in de-

fending Iraq against the ravages of impe-

rialist attack. Here’s a chance at last to

strike back at that venal corporate cabal

running the White House and Congress,

who cheer for war and a lower capital

gains tax while sucking the blood of the

working class through S&L rip-offs and

brutal exploitation, with drastic wage

cuts and “two-tier” wages which have

sent real pay falling for the last decade

and a half. A defeat for Washington

in the Middle East would significantly

weaken imperialism and set the stage for

a worldwide proletarian offensive. U.S.

get your bloody hands off the Persian

Gulf! Break the blockade of Iraq!

The Left and
the Gulf...
(continued from page 11)

class and antiwar activists to a section of

the imperialist ruling class. They’ve got

a problem there. The Democratic Party

has rallied solidly ’round Bush’s war

except for a few completely uninfluenlial

mavericks like Ramsey Clark, a former

member of Lyndon Johnson’s Vietnam

War cabinet.

If, however, some big-shot Democratic

politicians did get garnered into a “No
Vietnam War in the Middle East" cam-

paign, this would not advance but instead

set hack the struggle against imperialist

war. Rather than appealing to one or

another section of the American govern-

ment to “see the light" and bring the

troops home, we counterpose class strug-

gle here and in the Middle East to drive

the U.S. out. But how can you call for

labor protest strikes against the war when

your “antiwar partners" are strikebreak-

ing politicians?

So these "socialists” make it absolutely

clear to their hoped-for Democratic bloc

partners that they present no challenge to

the capitalist system. During the Vietnam

War. the supposedly Trotskyist Socialist

Workers Party literally policed antiwar

protests on behalf of the bourgeoisie,

censoring and even physically attacking

radical opponents of U.S. imperialism.

Today, Socialist Action, run by recycled

SWP has-beens, longs to play this role.

It is a myth that the pro-Democratic

Party peace crawls of the 1960s forced

the U.S. out of Indochina. The right wing

puts a sinister twist on this by rehashing

Hitler’s "stab in the back" myth, claim-

ing that the Vietnam War was lost on the

home front. This is a vicious lie designed

to cover up a simple fact: the U.S. was

militarily defeated on the battlefield by

an armed people fighting for social revo-

lution. In the last years of the war Amer-

ican soldiers refused to fight, and offi-

cers who were too gung ho risked being

killed ("fragged”) by their own men. “No

More Vietnams" means no more humili-

ating defeats for U.S. imperialism. We
say Vietnam was a victory for the Indo-

chinese masses and working people

around the world—two. three, many
defeats for U.S. imperialism!

In his column in the Nation (24 Sep-

tember), Alexander Cockbum writes of

the "spectrum of opinion stretching from

Senator Moynihan to the Workers' Van-

guard ” on the extreme left. Unlike the

rest of the left which tries to pass itself

off as—and eventually becomes—noth-

ing more than reformists and pacifists in

order to swim with the stream, the Spar-

Soviet Union...
(continued from page 7)

illusion of rising living standards by

increasing money wages faster than out-

put while freezing prices in state shops.

Some of the excess rubles spilled into the

growing underground, private markets.

Most of it went into savings accounts or

was stuffed into mattresses. In 1985. it

was estimated that Soviet households had

unspendable rubles equal to 80 percent

of their annual income. Thus the present

condition of suppressed hyperinflation,

made worse by perestroika, is rooted in

the sclerotic Stalinism of the Brezhnev

regime.

The fundamental cause of the political

and economic disintegration of the Soviet

Union is the powerful and unrelenting

pressure of world imperialism. To match

the U.S. military buildup under Carter

and then Reagan without cutting living

standards, the Brezhnev regime reduced

investment in new plant and equipment.

As a result, labor productivity steadily

declined in the country’s ever more aged

and technically obsolete factories. In an

important sense Gorbachev's perestroika

was a reactionary response to the objec-

tive crisis of the Soviet economy after

decades of bureaucratic mismanagement

in the name of building "socialism in one

country." But these halfway measures

only made things worse.

Now the parasitic Kremlin bureaucracy

is capitulating to Western imperialism at

all levels. Gorbachev and Yeltsin want to

sell off the Soviet Union’s industrial and

mineral wealth to Wall Street and Frank-

furt while supporting U.S. imperialism in

waging war against the Arab peoples of

the Near East. The Soviet working class

must link the defense and regeneration

of the collectivized economy within the

USSR to the perspective of socialist rev-

olutions worldwide.

Capitalist development itself has

brought into being an international divi-

sion of labor. Thus the struggle to secure

for the Soviet masses the good things of

life—both material and cultural—pre-

supposes participation in the world econ-

omy. And this means the replacement of

the imperialist-dominated world market

—deformed by monopolies and national

protectionism—by an international so-

cialist economy, through proletarian rev-

olution throughout the capitalist world.

During Vietnam War, Spartaclsts fought for mobilizing the power of labor, key

to stopping U.S. war machine.

tacist League is forthright and uncompro-

mising about our revolutionary politics.

Indeed, even imperialist hawk Moyni-

han made that point back in 1972, com-

paring our youth organization favorably

to other leftists in attendance at a Har-

vard meeting because "they sail under

their own colors." He quoted from a

statement forthrightly proclaiming our

aims:

“...to develop young radicals into life-

time communist militants, and to build a

socialist youth organization which can

intervene in all social struggles with a

revolutionary program based on the poli-

tics of Marx, Lenin and Trotsky."

Moynihan commented, “It is doubtless

perverse to do so, but I happen to find

that an honorable statement of purpose."

A shooting war in the Middle East will

lead almost instantly to an outbreak of

mass protest in the U.S. The real ques-

tion is: will the working people and

minorities, already deeply disgruntled

with this government and bitter over

rising racist attacks and falling living

standards, be mobilized in a fight against

this whole rotten system? Or can the

recycled reformists and liberals prevail

in a new “peace" movement modeled on

the middle-class protests which, whether

restricted to the "single issue" of Viet-

nam or expanded to include a reformist

laundry list, remained dominated politi-

cally by the Democrats who saw the war

as a "tragic mistake"—because it was

losing.

For the first time in a generation,

young people are questioning the charac-

ter of the imperialist system which is

readying to send them off to die. These

young people must be won to opposing

war by opposing the whole capitalist

system which needs wars and racism to

preserve its "right" to seize the wealth

that all the world’s working people have

created.
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State Hires Nazi Executioner

Illinois Starts Up Assembly Line of Death
CHICAGO—Just after midnight on Sep-

tember 12 the state of Illinois admin-

istered a lethal injection to convicted

murderer Charles Walker. The killing of

Walker was the first execution in Illinois

in 28 years, and the first in a major

Northern state since the Supreme Court

revived the death penalty in 1976. This

marked a turning point in transforming

legal murder from a largely Southern

practice into national policy.

The choice of Walker as first to die

was calculated to defuse protest over

this ominous expansion of capitalist state

terror. Walker, a white man who af-

firmed his guilt, rejected all appeals on

his behalf and demanded the ultimate

"punishment." The lives of thousands of

death row inmates across the country,

many of them innocent of any crime

and the overwhelming majority black or

Hispanic, have been placed in immediate

danger by this act of state-sponsored

barbarism.

"Capital punishment" has nothing to

do with “deterring" crime and everything

to do with defending the criminal system

of capitalist exploitation and racism. The
clearest example is the attempt by the

state of Pennsylvania to legally lynch the

courageous journalist and former Black

Panther Mumia Abu-Jamal, who was
framed as a “cop-killer" because of his

outspoken defense of the oppressed.

Brimming with bloodlust, Chicago’s

Democratic mayor Richard Daley de-

clared on the eve of the Walker execu-

tion that he was "pro-death": "It doesn’t

deter murders.... It’s a punishment" (Chi-

cago Sun-Times, 1 2 September). Equally

eager for a confirmed kill. Republican

governor Jim Thompson turned down all

appeals to stop the execution, despite a

host of unsettled legal questions sur-

rounding the case.

Behind the death penalty lurks the

impulse to genocide. Outrageously, when
Illinois began to prepare for this execu-

tion. it turned to one Fred A. Leuchter,

a Boston "engineer" and self-styled

"authority" on the Nazi gas ovens. A
“Holocaust revisionist” who flatly denies

the historical fact of Hitler's genocide.

Leuchter makes his living designing

execution "hardware” and writing manu-

als on proper hanging and lethal injection

techniques.

In 1987, the Illinois Department of

Corrections quietly paid Leuchter $25,000

to build the death machine that was used

to kill Walker. This would-be Dr. Men-
gele was even hired onto the state payroll

as a consultant, until word of him leaked

out this summer. They then quickly

dropped him before growing public out-

rage could scuttle the execution. Now
Leuchter is up on charges of impersonat-

ing an engineer in Massachusetts.

“Engineer" or not. Leuchter is a certi-

fied defender of Nazi genocide. In 1988

he hired on as an expert witness for

Nazi propagandist Ernst Zundel (author

of The Hiller We Loved and Why), who

was tried in Toronto for "spreading false

news” that the Holocaust never hap-

pened. The result was The Leuchter Re-

port The End of a Myth, which claims

that the “gas chambers at Auschwitz and
other death camps were too leaky and
poorly equipped for killing purposes.”

Denial of the Holocaust has become

the touchstone of modern-day fascism.

White-supremacist groups like the Aryan

Nation and David Duke's "National

Association for the Advancement of

White People" distribute Leuchter’s Re-

port. The sinister Institute for Historical

Research, sponsored by the fascistic

Liberty Lobby, featured Leuchter as a

speaker at its 1989 conference.

State-sponsored murder in official

death chambers has its counterpart in the

racist terror in the streets carried out by

kill-crazed cops and fascist punks. On
August 2, a black postman was attacked

by a racist mob while delivering mail in

the white Bridgeport enclave, just two

blocks from Mayor Daley’s house. On
August 1 1. three blacks were beaten and

chased from a nearby neighborhood bar

after they tried to use the bathroom. A
few nights later, KKK followers burned

a cross on the lawn of an interracial

family living on the North Side. In the

suburb of Arlington Heights, skinhead

scum attacked a black woman bus driver

last spring.

It is high time for Chicago’s powerful

integrated labor movement to drive these

vermin off the streets and mobilize mass
action against legal lynching. On July 14,

130 trade unionists, death penalty abo-

litionists and anti-racist activists came
out for a Partisan Defense Committee-

sponsored rally to save death row politi-

cal prisoner Jamal. When Louisiana’s

Nazi state representative David Duke
came to town in March 1989 for a con-

vention of his fascist Populist Party, the

Spartacist League and PDC held a mili-

tant labor-centered protest demonstration.

Mass labor/black action is needed to stop

capitalism’s lynch-law "justice." Build a

workers party fighting for a workers

government, to smash the racist terrorists

once and for all!

Chicago march against the death penalty, April 1989.

Germany
1918 -19 ...
(continuedfrom page 9)

thought otherwise. If you read about the

military technique at that time, you had
artillery, machine guns and rapid-fire

weapons. They had masses of troops, but

how do you move 300.000 men when
you don’t have trucks? They had to go
on foot. That was a real limitation and
basically why the war bogged down into

trench warfare.

The French general staff thought they

could overcome the Germans with dlan

and just throw 100,000 more men
against German machine guns with great

spirit. German machine guns usually

won. The Battle of Verdun is the classic

example. The French general staff had
withdrawn guns from the fortress because
they realized it was useless, but the

political leadership demanded that Ver-

dun be defended. The German command-
er Falkenhayn had the bright idea to

just sit there and let his artillery pound
the hell out of the French army. He also

poured German troops in so that the

net result was that they both lost several

hundred thousand men. But as a result,

the French army was broken and came
to the verge of mutiny. The British

weren’t much smarter. They decided to

get into action in an equally useless

place—on the Somme in July 1916.

The British lost 60,000 men in one
day on the Somme! Over a third were
killed.

In The ABC of Communism, Bukharin
and Preobrazhensky graphically describe

the horrors of the war:

“The levying of troops advanced with
giant strides. The proletariat was posi-

tively decimated on the battlefields The
reports show that down to March 1917,

the number of dead, wounded, and miss-
ing totalled 25 millions; by 1 January,

1918. the number of the killed had been
approximately 8 millions. If we assume
the average weight of a soldier to be 150
lb., this means that between 1 August
1914 and 1 January 1918 the capitalists

had brought to market twelve hundred
million pounds of putrid human flesh.”

Obviously a catastrophe of this magni-
tude had its social consequences. Cracks
were beginning to appear in the seeming-

ly solid imperialist edifice. Liebknecht,

who had originally voted for the war
credits in August, broke discipline and
voted against them in December. He was
the only one. In 1915 he was joined by
other Reichstag delegates, about 20 in all

who voted against, and another group

abstained. This clot later became the core

of the Independent Social Democratic
Party (USPD). On May Day 1916, Lieb-

knecht (who had some immunity because

he was a parliamentary delegate) and the

Spartacus group called a demonstration

in the Potsdammerplatz. Several thousand

people turned out. Remember, this is

Germany under martial law. Liebknecht
got just eight words out before they

arrested him: "Down with the government!

Down with the war!" But that call was a

very important symbolic act that echoed
across the fighting frontiers.

In the Reichstag, the SPD moved im-

mediately to suspend Liebknecht ’s parlia-

mentary immunity. After the May Day
demo, Kautsky was looking askance at

Liebknecht and said:

“The boy Karl has become a real menace.
If we in the Arbeitsgemeinschaft ( Kaut-

sky ’s nucleus in the Reichstag) had not
appeared and proved that we too exist,

the irresistibly growing opposition would
simply have gone over to Spariakus alto-

gether. If a break has been avoided and
Spariakus held at bay. that is entirely to

our credit. The right-wing has not helped
us but has only helped Spariakus."

Now Kautsky later was in the USPD with

the Spartacists! Friends like this you
don’t need!

The policy of the SPD. which was
supported whole hog by the unions, was
called Burgfrieden, a policy of class

peace. They came to agreements very

quickly with the employers to freeze

wages and that there would be no strikes.

But the Berlin proletariat did not react

kindly to Liebknecht’s arrest: 50,000
workers went out on strike. This was
very bold—under martial law these guys
faced immediate conscription into the

army. The class peace had finally been
broken. The German proletariat had be-

gun to move.

(TO BE CONTINUED]
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Auto...
(continuedfrom page 16)

board when he took $4 billion in give-

backs out of Chrysler workers' pockets.

Then these traitors destroyed what little

union protection was left for workers on

the line, whipsawing local against local

to impose their "teamwork" schemes.

And plants continue to close.

The Sacrifice House gang are destroy-

ing the union. To break the vicious cycle

of defeats, auto militants must forge a

class-struggle leadership that will clear

away these sellouts and rebuild the

UAW, using the weapons of hard class

struggle—sitdown strikes, hot-cargoing

and flying pickets. Non-union plants have

been springing up like weeds. Biebcr &
Co. can't organize them because they

can’t defend the existing union jobs.

To organize Honda. Nissan and the

rest, the UAW must strike hard against

the Big 3 now. The Canadian Auto Work-

ers are already out against Ford. GM
workers: throw this stinking contract back

in Bieber's face. Shut down the industry

tight from Canada to Mexico. Send thou-

sands of workers in flying squads down

to the Honda plant in Marysville, Ohio

ONCE AGAIN, TME JAPANESE MUST COME TO TERMS
WTTN AN AMERICAN LEADER.

GM ad shows World War II Japanese
surrender. Imperialist trade wars lead

to shooting wars.

Bingo

Bandits...
(continuedfrom page 5)

other dying industrial cities. But what

workers have gotten from the pro-Labor

Department "reformers” is the same crap

being dished out from USWA headquar-

ters in Pittsburgh: racist protectionism,

support for the strikebreaking Democrats

and crawling before the bosses’ anti-

labor laws.

This was driven home during the hard,

bitter strike at the Hormel meatpacking

plant in 1985. Regan and other local

union bureaucrats came together with a

grab bag of reformist “left" water boys

in the National Rank and File Against

Concessions (NRFAC). whose main ac-

tivity was to back the impotent consumer

boycott strategy that was strangling the

strike as scabs waltzed across the picket

lines. In particular, the SWP, the Com-
munist Labor Party (CLP) and the dubi-

ous Workers League (WL) trumpeted the

virtues of Jim Guyette, Hormel strike and

NRFAC leader, even after his diver-

sionary consumer boycott strategy had

led the strike into a blind alley, enabling

the AFL-CIO traitors to knife it. The

SWP and WL cheered when Guyette

sued the union in the capitalist courts

and labor boards (see “Who Killed the

Hormel Strike." WV No. 411, 12 Sep-

tember 1986).

Now, with consummate hypocrisy, the

political bandits of the Workers League

denounce Regan for... running to the

government. This from an organization

UAW tops “team up" with GM to impose substandard contract on Saturn

workers.

and pull them out! For a single industry-

wide contract with a whopping pay in-

crease! Fight for jobs—for a shorter

workweek with no loss in pay!

Detroit: “I Do Mind Dying”

The industrial cities of the Midwest

rust belt are decimated. The Detroit

city administration is scrambling to find

30.000 residents in order to bring the

city’s population above one million for

the census. Twenty percent of the popu-

lation has fled since 1980. as plant clos-

ings have left only one factory inside the

city. Cleveland’s population has sunk to

the lowest level since 1900!

Fifty years ago black workers from the

South migrated to the auto and steel

towns of the Midwest to get unionized,

industrial jobs—and social power. Now
their grandchildren are thrown on the

slag heap. The cynical traitors running

the UAW could care less—as the Elyria

(Ohio) Chronicle-Telegram pul it. the

bureaucrats know that "workers of the

future don’t vote." They don’t pay dues

either—but the UAW tops have always

been able to find themselves a seat on

the board of directors or a professor’s

chair.

They don’t even try the lie that "con-

cessions save jobs” anymore. Chrysler

has closed one-third of its plants in the

last three years, including thousands of

jobs for black workers at the Detroit

Jefferson plant, and is in real danger of

going belly up. At the end of this year

the "Big 3” will be GM, Ford and non-

union Honda!

Even as GM closes plants across the

country, Bieber gives them sweetheart

deals and substandard contracts. The

"future” GM and the UAW tops have in

store for auto workers can be seen at the

newly opened "Saturn” plant in Spring

Hill, Tennessee, where wages are deter-

mined by the "health of the company"
and even the contract is called a "living

document" with no expiration date. More

like a "living will"! Modeled after the

auto industry in Japan (and a plan in

force at Mazda in Michigan), a fifth of

the workforce is kept in second-class

"associate member” status, without SUB
benefits or recall rights. The touted

“team concept" in plants like Saturn and

GM/Toyota’s NUMMI plant in Fremont,

California is just glorified union-busting

and speedup. The only thing new is that

now it’s the UAW tops who are ramming

it down auto workers’ throats.

Don’t Buy
Protectionist Poison!

Over and over. Solidarity House and

the auto bosses push their givebacks with

jingoist appeals to “Buy American." TV
car ads are filled with racist crap, like

the Pontiac commercial about "Christmas

at Hirohito Center" after New York’s

Rockefeller Center was bought by Japa-

nese capital. The flag-waving protection-

ism of the UAW tops led straight to the

brutal murder of Vincent Chin on the

streets of Detroit. Chin, a young Chinese

American, was bludgeoned to death with

a baseball bat by a Chrysler foreman

screaming that the “Japanese were steal-

ing our jobs.”

The labor bureaucrats holler that the

Japanese should “Build American." Well,

they have. From Nissan’s truck plant in

Smyrna, Tennessee to Honda’s complex

in Marysville, Ohio, the Japanese “trans-

plants” are placed in rural, largely white

communities. UAW workers, especially

black UAW workers, aren’t welcome. By
1992 there will be 1 5 such plants produc-

ing almost three million vehicles. And
the UAW tops haven’t organized a single

damn auto job in the new plants where

they weren’t invited in by the capitalists

in some under-the-table deal.

For years, the UAW has had a tame

"opposition" seeking to revive the sup-

posed “glory days" of Walter Reuther.

An amalgam of old New Leftists

and bureaucrats discarded by Solidarity

House, brain-trusted by Victor Reuther.

"New Directions” shares the bureauc-

racy’s protectionist program against the

“export of American jobs” because they

share their allegiance to the profit sys-

tem. They use the capitalist courts and

Labor Department against the union, and

push Jesse Jackson and the Democratic

Party. The only direction that New Direc-

tions will lake auto workers is down.

With the increasing integration of the

auto industry internationally, as compa-

nies and parts flow across international

borders, the bosses are more vulnerable

to joint class struggle. This spring. Hyun-
dai steel and auto workers in Korea and

Ford workers in Mexico and Brazil

fought sharp class battles. With no help

from the auto bosses' labor lieutenants in

the UAW. In Mexico alone, there are

75,000 workers in the auto industry,

slaving 48 hours a week for between 30

and 75 cents per hour. These are not our

enemies but our allies in the struggle

to reverse the destruction of industrial

unionism in auto.

What auto workers urgently need is a

revolutionary, internationalist leadership

to join Mexican, Japanese, Korean and

North American workers in common battle

against the "team" of labor traitors and

capitalist bosses who have ripped up the

unions. Militants in auto must fight to

construct a revolutionary workers party

that can lead the fight for a workers gov-

ernment. Strike to organize all auto!

that dragged the SWP into federal court

in Los Angeles demanding that it turn

over party records to the capitalist state.

Two of the key character witnesses in

their suit were ex-cops from the LAPD
red squad. More recently, the dubious

WL has pursued as its principal polit-

ical activity a cop-baiting persecution

of Iowa SWP member Mark Curtis, an

innocent man sentenced to 25 years in

jail on rape charges (see “The Workers

League and Mark Curtis," WV No. 480,

23 June 1989). Two years ago, the WL
boasted that they had gotten Regan to

withdraw, momentarily, as an endorser

of the Curtis defense case. Now that

Regan’s work for the feds has become
public, the WL squeals like a stuck

pig that the whole thing has been a

giant conspiracy... to “smear" the Work-

ers League.

But even now the "Communist Labor

Party” runs a laudatory article on Regan

(People's Tribune, 3 September), not

mentioning his role as a government

informer, with a photo of him sitting in

front of an American flag and the cap-

tion, “Larry Regan is a ‘pit bull’ fighter

for working class justice!” A snake in the

grass for the capitalist state would be

more like it. These PR agents for labor

fakers don’t recognize the class line even

when they trip over it (which is pretty

often). It’s a short step from suing the

unions to finking for the feds, and turn-

ing over names and union records. When
Larry Regan tapped his phone and wore

a wire for the Labor Department, he

joined the likes of late Teamster boss

Jackie Presser, who was a stool pigeon

for the FBI. You can’t get much lower

than that.

The Spartacist League has uniquely

fought against all forms of capitalist state

intervention in the labor/socialist move-

ment. In the early ’70s, when the CP/

SWP/WL et al. were cheering Arnold

Miller and his “Miners for Democracy,”

we warned that this “reformer" who ran

to the Labor Department (under Nixon!)

to bring “democracy” was handcuffing

the union to the bosses’ state. The proof

came in the great 1978-79 coal strike

when Miller tried to shove government-

dictated contracts down the throats of

the miners, who burned effigies of this

traitor.

As Trotskyists we stand for basic

working-class principles, like picket lines

mean don’t cross and labor must clean its

own house. While various fake-lefts have

their formulas for quick success by tail-

ing after one or another wing of the labor

bureaucracy— these “labor lieutenants of

the capitalist class”—we say that there

is no shortcut to the difficult task of

winning the most advanced workers to a

revolutionary program.

Ohio Steel...
(continuedfrom page 16)

The International was enforcing the

bosses' rules at the courthouse, while the

picket line dwindled to a couple of

dozen. Then the police exacted their

revenge. Over 200 cops from seven coun-

ties, wearing riot gear with nightsticks,

shotguns, M-16 rifles and tear gas

launchers, rushed the line in force and

opened up with gas on the steel workers.

The strikebreaking thugs shot the fleeing

strikers in the back with wooden bul-

lets. Seventeen workers were arrested. A
couple of upended cars in front of the

plant gate caught fire as unionists fled

the police assault, which continued all

the way to the union hall near the plant.

The wife of one striker described the

cops’ attack on her husband at the union

hall: “knees were in his back and a club

across his neck and his face was in the

concrete and then they cuffed him." The
cops also seized a house rented by the

union, declaring it part of a “riot zone."

As word of the police charge spread,

offers of picket line support poured into

Local 8530. Workers at UAW Local 549

began calling miners they had met during

the Pittston strike. LTV steel workers

offered to come down from Cleveland.

But the USWA tops told workers to rely

on a seven-day “cooling off” period im-

posed by a local judge. Eventually they

managed to sell the same contract offer

Ideal strikers had thrown back almost

three months ago. On September 15.

workers voted by a narrow margin to

accept the contract and end the strike.

The company's demand to be able to

fire militants for picket line incidents

was defeated. However, these strikers

have a big reason to be bitter, because

the settlement allows the company "to

discipline” up to 16 strikers with 90 days

suspension without pay. The unionists in

(his rust belt town played hardball to

save their union. They were not broken,

but they were betrayed by the coward-

ly pro-capitalist, pro-Democratic Party

trade-union bureaucracy that finds a

way to lose even when victory is with-

in grasp. Drop the charges against the

Mansfield strikers and their supporters!B
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Ohio Steel Workers

Fight for Their Union

David DeNoma/Mansfiei

Ideal Electric strike: Mass pickets and
burning barricades kept scabs out.
Cops went berserk, tear-gassed and
shot picketers with wooden bullets.

MANSRELD. Ohio—Militant steel work-

ers at the Ideal Electric Co. smashed

repeated attempts to bring in scabs

during their eleven-week strike against

the industrial motor and generator manu-
facturer here. The company first tried to

bust up the strike with “replacement

workers” on July 10, but they were re-

pulsed by 300 area unionists blocking the

gates. On Labor Day weekend Ideal an-

nounced it was going for its third try to

bring in strikebreakers. The decisive

battle with the company and the police

occurred on September 4. Ideal's attempt

to run the scabs failed as over 300 union-

ists massed at the plant.

The 165 striking workers, members of

United Steelworkers Local 8530, were

joined on the early morning mass picket

line by fellow USWA members, Team-
sters and UAW members from a nearby

GM plant. One picket sign from UAW
Local 549 proudly proclaimed "Scab
Busters,” and that’s what they were. The
Mansfield News Journal (4 September)

reported, "union workers in football

helmets, carrying 2-by-4’s and baseball

bats, angrily awaited their replacements

at Ideal Electric Co." Before the pickets

massed, an electrical transformer feed-

ing the plant was knocked out. even

cutting power to City Hall for a while.

One worker told WV that he heard it was
a lucky lightning bolt. Not one scab

entered the plant.

While this USWA local was playing

hardball, the International bureaucrats

rolled into town to stab the strike in the

back. John Sloey, executive board mem-
ber. told WV that the USWA reps ordered

board members to “go down and give a

very honest effort and be very sincere to

tell these people that they were not

allowed to mass picket,... to let scabs

into the plant and not to stop them." The
International's lawyer told Sloey he
would have to toe the line or resign.

Sloey told him "Consider it done." refus-

ing to bow to the injunction. It’s about
time some union officials were willing to

risk their posts or go to jail in order to

win a strike!

continued on page 15

Strike to Organize All Auto!
UAW Tops: Japan Bashing and

“Teamwork" with Big 3 Bosses

SEPTEMBER 18—The United Auto
Workers tops have come up with a con-
tract which sells union jobs down the

river for good. Wall Street calls it "down-
sizing." For auto workers it’s U Ain't

Workin'. In exchange for promises of a
few extra months unemployment and
pension hikes for those that make 30
years, the UAW bureaucracy is wiping
out the future of tens of thousands of
auto workers. The 45,000 GM workers
who have been thrown on the street in

the last three years, and the 500.000
UAW members who have been “disap-

peared" in the last decade, are simply
written off.

General Motors entered the contract

negotiations profit-rich and arrogant. The

company raked in $127 billion in sales

last year, and gave outgoing chairman
Roger Smith an annual pension of $2.1

million. GM workers are seething over

the “job security" hoax that the UAW
tops sold them in 1987. Promising "no
plant closings."GM instead "indefinitely

idled" a half-dozen plants. Now UAW
president Owen Bieber proposes to let

GM set aside a fraction of their billions

to "buy out" another 100,000 jobs.

Bieber and his crew of company cops
are the ones who should be "indefinitely

idled"! They organized 1.000-man goon
squads to break sitdown strikes in the

early '70s. Former president Doug Fraser

was rewarded with a seat on the Chrysler

continued on page 15

. w v rnoio
Chrysler workers march against closing of one of last auto plants in Detroit
November 1989.
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U.S. Plots Mass Murder

Persian Gulf War Plans

OCTOBER 1—George Bush is hurling

America headlong toward war with Iraq,

and it could turn out to be the opening

shots of World War III. Over 200.000

U.S. troops are reported to be in the

Persian Gulf region, and now that the

assembled tanks, artillery, planes and

other ordnance rapidly approach critical

mass, the White House is shifting empha-

sis away from diplomacy and the UN
trade embargo to beating the drums for

war.

"WAR TALK GROWING" blares the

New York Daily News. The media is try-

ing to whip up popular hysteria with

reports of babies being murdered by Iraqi

troops in Kuwait and CIA claims that

Iraq will deploy biological weapons by

early next year. Democrat Les Aspin,

chairman of the House Armed Services

Committee, says the government is

"looking more and more favorably on the

war option.” and Congress is already

typing up another "Tonkin Gulf'-style

blank-check war resolution.

Meanwhile, a "senior officer" in Brit-

ain’s 7th Armoured Brigade, now head-

ing for the Gulf, “claims that if UK
forces are attacked with chemical gas by

Iraqi troops, they will retaliate with

battlefield nuclear weapons" (London
Observer, 30 September). This is no
empty threat: the British 7th is equipped

with nuclear artillery shells and nuclear-

tipped Lance missiles, and British Torna-

do strike fighters already deployed can

deliver 50-kiloton nuclear bombs. Si-

multaneously, the London Sunday Corre-

spondent (30 September) reports that,

according to Britain’s MI6 intelligence

agency, there will be war with Iraq

within six weeks.

What’s coming is premeditated mass
murder. Former U.S. Air Force Chief of

Staff General Michael Dugan let the cal

out of the bag. and got sacked for it,

when he bragged that "downtown Bagh-

dad” would be a prime target of the

massive bombing campaign to come.

F-15Es from

Thumrait

Jaguais

Graphic based on map by Ridley/Independent [London]

Imperialists target civilian populations in cities and towns of Iraq.

This would mean something like 100.000

people killed. Now the U.S. aircraft

carrier Independence has entered the

narrow waters of the Gulf, where defense

would be difficult but attack on Iraq

easier.

Dr. Paul Rogers, a military scholar at

Bradford University in London who has

spent ten years studying potential U.S.

interventions in the Near East, noted in

a recent broadcast interview that "much
larger amphibious forces have been put

into the Gulf than was recognized." In

addition to the 900 war planes and 300
helicopters already in place, he reports,

there are some 15,000 Marines ready to

go on 48 hours notice in the Gulf, with

five helicopter assault carriers and at

least seven tank landing ships.

On a scale from Panama to Hiroshima.

the degree of mass destruction and death

being planned will approach the latter,

and if any hostages get in the way it's

just too bad as far as Bush is concerned.

The U.S. is coldly preparing to launch a

horrible bloodbath of the Iraqi people.

But not all the blood will be on the other

side. As one Saudi Arabian officer told

the Wall Street Journal (19 September):

“The Iraqis are real fighters, not like the

Americans.... They fought through eight

years of heal and dust and blood, and

they're tough." The body bags will be

coming back to the U.S. in very large

numbers.

From the outset there has been a

strong undercurrent of opposition in this

country, especially among blacks and

Hispanics, to Bush’s war mobilization in

the Near East. When asked how he

would respond to being drafted, one

black student voiced the sentiment of

millions when he said: “Black people

have been dying in this country’s wars

for 200 years, and what has it gotten us?

Nothing" (San Francisco Examiner, 24

August). In fact, all working people have

no interest in dying in a war for Big Oil

and Bush's imperial ambitions to wield

a Big Stick.

The International Communist League

calls for defense of Iraq against the

imperialist invasion, which spells devas-

tation and subjugation of the Arab peo-

ples, and for the Iraqi working people to

bring down the bloody nationalist strong-

man Saddam Hussein. In the imperialist

countries, we insist that the defeat of

voracious U.S. imperialism on the battle-

field could only aid the class struggle

against the racist, capitalist system at

home.

Break the blockade of Iraq— U.S. out

of the Persian Gulf! The organized work-

ing class, allied to the black and Hispanic

poor, must be mobilized against the

war machine: For labor political strikes

against the impending war! Action by

continued on page 7

Break the Blockade of Iraq— U.S. Out of the Persian Gulf!



Letter

How the Imperialists

Carved Up the Near East
We have received the following letter

correcting a factual error in a recent

article on the Persian Gulf. In it. comrade
Lionel goes into the background of the

imperialist division of the spoils from the

demise of the Ottoman Empire in World
War I. We thank him for his contribution.

London
21 September 1990

To the WV Ed Board

Dear comrades,

There is a mistake of historical fact in

the article “Break Blockade of Iraq!” in

Workers Vanguard No. 509 (7 September)

which should perhaps be put right for the

record. The second paragraph on page

nine contains the sentence: “And indeed,

the British drew the frontiers and desig-

nated rulers throughout the region install-

ing loyal tribal leaders as monarchs as

T.E. Lawrence did with Ibn Saud" [my

emphasis). T.E. Lawrence was attached

to the forces of the Hashemi family (rela-

tives of the present Jordanian monarch
and of the late king of Iraq). Ibn Saud
was their chief Arab rival for control of

the Arabian peninsula.

According to S.N. Fisher’s The Middle

East: A History (London, Routledge &
Kegan Paul. 1960): “Under the stimulus

and encouragement of such British liai-

son officers as Colonel T.E. Lawrence,

Colonel C.C. Wilson, and Sir Reginald

Wingate, and receiving British equipment

and gold, the Arabs” under Faisal ibn

Hussein east of the Jordan and parallel

to General Allenby’s army in Palestine

"captured Akaba and Maan and entered

Damascus in October, 1918, at the same
time as did the British" (Chapter 28,

“Impact of World War I," p. 373).

Sharif Hussein of Mecca was "given

nearly $1,000,000 in gold each month

and supplied with arms to captain the

Arab rebellion against the Turks. Husayn
proclaimed himself King of the Arab
Peoples and was promised a united Arab
state at the end of the war" (Chapter 38,

“Oil and Arabia," pp. 524-525). Sharif

Hussein took his pretensions to be “King
of the Arabs” seriously and treated his

sons Faisal and Abdallah whom the Brit-

ish eventually established in Baghdad
and Amman respectively as his "vice-

roys." Provoked and disillusioned by the

British/French mandate system set up by
the League of Nations, he obstinately

refused to recognise the clauses of the

1921 Cairo Conference treaty which

mentioned Britain’s “special position" in

Iraq and Palestine. "The payments of

gold ceased and Husayn was on his own.
although negotiations were attempted in

1923 and again in 1924."

Hussein was a miserable administrator.

Almost the sole income of his state, the

Hejaz, derived from the pilgrim trade to

the “Holy Places" of Mecca and Medina.

He quarrelled with the Egyptians over

ceremonials and permitted the pilgrims

to be “fleeced" by sharp practices. When
the Turkish Republic abolished the

caliphate in 1924 he assumed that title

which many pious Muslims believed him

to be totally unqualified to hold.

Hussein was only one of some half-

dozen potentates who contended for

dominance in the Arabian peninsula.

Most prominent among them was Abd al-

Aziz ibn Abd al-Rahman ibn Saud al

Faisal, whose family headed the puritani-

cal Wahabi sect which had played an

important role in the 18th century. Dur-

ing World War I, Ibn Saud was visited

by British officers and finally accepted

$25,000 a month in return for not fight-

ing for the Turks and not making foreign

commitments without informing the Brit-

ish. Captain Shakespear, his liaison

officer, was killed in a tribal skirmish

before Ibn Saud could be persuaded to

come in actively on the British side.

The growing extension of Ibn Saud’s

realm in the interior of the peninsula led

to problems in his rather simple finances.

In 1922 the annual income of the king-

dom was about $750,000 to which was

added $300,000 subsidy from the British.

In Arabia it was difficult to augment this

income to meet growing commitments.

Early concessions to companies exploring

for oil did not come to much.

In the autumn of 1923 Britain, faced

with its own financial problems, held a

conference in Kuwait of all the emirs,

sheiks and sultans receiving their subsi-

dy. They were informed that all pay-

ments would stop at the end of March
1924; a lump-sum full payment was
handed them forthwith. Henceforth they

were free agents. At the same time Ibn

Saud was informed he must surrender

territories he had recently taken from

Hussein. He refused to accept this deci-

sion. At about this time Hussein pro-

claimed himself caliph. Ibn Saud set out

to free the “Holy Places” from this “sin-

ful" person and obtain the pilgrim in-

come for himself! Hussein collapsed and

his son Ali, deprived of British aid, had
to surrender and abandon the Hejaz. Ibn

Saud was proclaimed "King of the Hejaz
and Sultan of Nejd." He now controlled

all of Arabia except Aden, Yemen, Asir

(partitioned with Yemen in 1934) and
the British-protected states in the Gulf.

In 1932 the official name of the state

was changed to the “Kingdom of Saudi

Arabia."

In 1927 the British recognised Ibn

Saud as a sovereign and independent

ruler in the treaty of Jidda. No mention

was made of Britain’s “special interest"

in Palestine and Iraq which had caused
such trouble with Hussein. Ibn Saud on

his side pledged to “maintain friendly

and peaceful relations" ( ibid ., p. 531)
with Kuwait, Bahrain. Qatar and the

Oman coast. In a few years Ibn Saud was
recognised in similar treaties with Italy.

France, Russia, Turkey. Iran and other

states which had Muslim subjects.

In the early ’30s the pilgrim traffic

was badly hit by the world capitalist

depression. Ibn Saud’s adviser, the Eng-

lish traveller and Muslim H. St. John

B. Philby, arranged for the exploration

for oil and other mineral resources. Ibn

Saud gave a concession to the Standard

Oil Company of California in return

for an advance payment of 30,000 gold

continued on page 6

The Bolsheviks Abolish

Secret Diplomacy

The present-day boundaries in the Near
East are the result of the imperialists' in-

trigues during andfollowing World War / and
the robbers' peace which they imposed. These

“lines in the sand" were first traced out in

the Sykes-Picot Agreement negotiated by Brit-

ish and French diplomats behind the hacks of

the Arab peoples. In revolutionary opposition

TROTSKY to the imperialist war. the Russian Bolsheviks

repeatedly denounced the secret diplomacy of
the imperialist belligerents. Upon taking power on 7 November 1917. one ofthe first acts

of the new Soviet power was to publish these perfidious pacts which had been hidden

by the tsar and then by the “democrat " Kerensky. Revealing the secret treaties caused
a worldwide sensation. We excerpt below the statement by Leon Trotsky, then People's

Commissar for Foreign Affairs, which accompanied their publication.

In publishing the secret diplomatic documents from the foreign policy archives of
Tsarism and of the bourgeois coalition Governments of the first seven months of the

revolution, we are carrying out the undertaking which we made when our party was
in opposition. Secret diplomacy is a necessary tool for a propertied minority which
is compelled to deceive the majority in order to subject it to its interests. Imperialism,

with its dark plans of conquest and its robber alliances and deals, developed the system
of secret diplomacy to the highest level. The struggle against the imperialism which
is exhausting and destroying the peoples of Europe is at the same time a struggle

against capitalist diplomacy, which has cause enough to fear the light of day. The
Russian people, and the peoples of Europe and the whole world, should learn the

documentary truth about the plans forged in secret by the financiers and industrialists

together with their parliamentary and diplomatic agents. The peoples of Europe have
paid for the right to this truth with countless sacrifices and universal economic
desolation....

The workers’ and peasants’ Government abolishes secret diplomacy and its intrigues,

codes, and lies. We have nothing to hide. Our programme expresses the ardent wishes
of millions of workers, soldiers, and peasants. We want peace as soon as possible on
the basis of decent coexistence and collaboration of the peoples. We want the rule of
capital to be overthrown as soon as possible. In exposing to the entire world the work
of the ruling classes, as expressed in the secret diplomatic documents, we address the

workers with the call which forms the unchangeable foundation of our foreign policy:

“Proletarians of all countries, unite.”

— Leon Trotsky, "Statement on the Publication of the Secret Treaties"

(22 November 1917)
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Massacre of Communists and Workers

Iraqi Rulers'

Bloody Road to Power
Today Iraqi strongman Saddam Hus-

sein is threatened by the massive U.S.

invasion of the Persian Gulf, as Washing-

ton arrogates to itself the role of cops of

the world. But Hussein was not always

at loggerheads with American imperial-

ism. Far from it. U.S. support for Iraq in

the wanton butchery of its decade-long

war with Iran is well documented. Less

known is the fact that, from its first at-

tempt to seize power, Hussein’s Ba’ath

party has made anti-Communist terror its

specialty. And in leaving their trail of

blood. Hussein and the Ba’ath could

count on the “assistance" of none other

than the CIA.

As revolutionary internationalists we
defend Iraq against the imperialist on-

slaught, which threatens not only the

Arab masses but also the Soviet Union

and, indeed, the world. But from the

outset we have pointed out:

"While spouting ‘radical’ Arab nationalist

rhetoric, Saddam Hussein has killed thou-

sands of leftists, worker militants and
members of the Kurdish minority. A spe-

cial target of Ba’athist police-state terror

has been the once-strong Iraqi Commu-
nist Party with its base among Kurdish

oil workers."—“U.S. Out of the Persian

Gulf!" WV No. 508, 10 August

Put bluntly, Saddam Hussein is a ghoul

who likes to hang Communist oil work-

ers before breakfast to improve his

appetite. But this is not just a personal

characteristic. The murderous Ba’ath re-

pression was aimed at heading off social-

ist revolution by one of the most militant

proletariats of the Near East.

In 1959. Marxist historian Isaac

Deutscher wrote of "Iraq, where condi-

tions are still highly unstable and where

the communists could well upset the

whole precarious balance of the Middle

East.” The fall of the Iraqi monarchy in

1958 had opened up a revolutionary up-

surge. The working class—armed, highly

organized, and led by the powerful Iraqi

Communist Party (ICP)— literally had

power within its grasp. Yet the oppor-

tunity was squandered by the ICP, under

direct orders from Moscow. Derailed by

the Stalinist policies of the CP leader-

ship, the Iraqi revolution was drowned in

a wave of bloody repression.

The jailing, torture and public hangings

of Communists and working-class mili-

tants in Iraq reflect the inexorable logic

of Arab nationalism. Petty-bourgeois

nationalists aspiring to become capitalist

rulers are threatened by a combative

working class, although they may have

to appeal to it for support against the

traditional sheiks and kings. And they are

deeply hostile to working-class inter-

nationalism. An early Ba’ath pamphlet

accuses communists of creating "false

distinctions between the Imperialist gov-

ernment and their people” (quoted in

Samir al-Khalil. Republic of Fear: The

Politics of Modern Iraq [1989]).

The Origins of

Iraqi Communism
Carved out of the ruins of the Ottoman

Empire, Iraq was set up by British impe-

rialism as a client state to oversee its

oil interests. The borders were drawn

to serve this purpose. Thus the oil-rich

northern province of Mosul, originally

reserved for France under the secret

Sykes-Picot Agreement of 1916, was

attached to the former Ottoman prov-

inces of Baghdad and Basra so that the

newly created country would encompass

the concession of the British-dominated

Turkish Petroleum Company. Kuwait was

formed by chopping a piece off the

southern province to limit Iraq’s outlet

to the sea.

The country which was thus fabricated

by the imperialists was a myriad of rival

ethnic, religious and national groupings

governed by feudal and tribal rulers and

customs. The British pursued their impe-

rial policy of “divide and rule," arming

countless local sheikdoms and playing

off their mutual conflicts. Barely a year

after the British granted formal independ-

ence in 1932, the Iraqi army carried out

a massacre of Assyrians, burning 20

villages to the ground.

Founded in 1934, the Communist Party

agitated for the removal of British mil-

itary bases, for land to the peasants,

democratic freedoms, the eight-hour

working day and the Kurdish right to

independence. Yet the ICP was forged in

the period when, following the consoli-

dation of the Stalinist bureaucracy in the

USSR, the Kremlin-dominated Commu-
nist parties were adopting the class-

collaborationist line of popular-front

alliance with the so-called "progressive"

bourgeoisie. When a coup in 1936. led

by the butcher of the Assyrians, brought

to power a coalition government includ-

ing bourgeois liberals, the ICP supported

the new regime. But the military re-

sponded with repression, dealing severe

blows to the Communists.

The Communist Party was to be the

dominant force in the nationwide upsurge

of 1948 against the presence of British

military bases. It was able to mobilize
Leaders of Iraqi CP head 1959 May Day parade. Four years later, one-third

of ICP Central Committee was brutally murdered by Ba’ath.

Praeger Inc

mass demonstrations throughout the

country. The impressive strength of the

movement reflected the ICP’s real roots

in the working class. Workers defense

guards protected demonstrations and

meetings. Strike action, such as the

Communist-led strike of oil workers near

Haditha in April, was at the core of

the movement. The upsurge was finally

brought to an end by a government crack-

down. Hundreds of Communists were

arrested, and ICP leader Fahd and two

other members of the Political Bureau

were publicly hanged.

The ICP became the most proletarian

Communist Party in the Near East. Fur-

thermore. unlike many other CPs in the

region, it has always had a large

component from oppressed national, re-

ligious and ethnic groups. A majority of

the early leaders were Christians and

Shi’ites, and over the next decade a

significant number of Jews were recruit-

ed. In the early 1940s Communists began

to carry out systematic work in Kurdi-

stan, with its petroleum and industrial

centers like Kirkuk and Mosul, setting up

local party cells and putting out a

Kurdish press. By the early ’50s, fully

one-third of the party’s Central Com-
mittee was Kurdish. The ICP’s 1953

program demanded “the right of self-

determination. including that of seces-

sion, for the Kurdish people."

On the Brink of Revolution

By 1953 with Nasser's Arab nationalist

regime in power in Egypt, Iraq became

the linchpin in the U.S.-sponsored at-

tempt to bring the countries bordering the

USSR into a regional military pact with

imperialism: the Baghdad Pact (CENTO).
But the Baghdad Pact was so unpopular

among all layers of Iraqi society that

tanks and army units had to be mobilized

to protect the Parliament building during

the ratification vote. When Britain,

France and Israel invaded Egypt in 1956

in response to Nasser's nationalization of

the Suez Canal, the subservient pro-

imperialist Iraqi regime had to declare

martial law. The voice of Nasser’s Arab

nationalism beaming by radio from Cairo

shook the discredited regime that years

of CP-inspired struggle had gravely

undermined.

The crisis opened on the night of

13-14 July 1958, when the Free Officers

movement overthrew the British-installed

monarchy. Upon hearing the news, hun-

dreds of thousands of Baghdad’s dispos-

sessed poured into the streets screaming

their joy and their hatred of the royal

family. By late summer a peasant insur-

rection was sweeping across the agricul-

tural plains as peasants burned landlords’

estates, destroyed the account ledgers and

seized the land.

From the outset the Communist Party

threw its support behind the government

headed by Brigadier Abd al-Karim Qas-

sim. whom the Stalinists hailed as "Sole

Leader." Qassim was a bonapartist par

excellence. He sought to play off the

well-organized CP against the melange

of pan-Arab nationalists who were clam-

oring for Iraq to merge into the newly

formed United Arab Republic, which

united Syria with Nasser’s Egypt. Qassim

had no desire to play second fiddle to

Nasser, while the Iraqi Communists
heard in Nasser’s talk of a single pan-

Arab party the threat of repression. The
ICP’s fears were soon shown to be well

founded as Egypt’s anti-Communist laws

were extended to Syria.

Qassim gave the Stalinists plenty of

opportunity to organize and mobilize.

Early on the ICP took over the civilian

militia set up after the coup. One after

another, prominent CPers or sympathiz-

ers were appointed to administrative and

military positions. After showing its

muscle in crushing an anti-Qassim coup
attempt by rival officers in March of

1 959—250,000 CP-led pro-Qassim dem-
onstrators poured into Mosul to break it

up—the ICP took the political offensive,

demanding representation in the gov-

ernment. Mammoth rallies, some drawing

continued on page 6
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Canada

NDP Upset Win in Ontario Elections

Workers’ Strikes, Nationalist Antagonisms
In an upset electoral victory that

stunned even the winners, the social

democrats of Canada's New Democratic

Party were swept to power in Ontario on

September 6. For more than four decades

the province was the bastion of Orange
Order Conservatives. Since 1985, it has

been ruled by yuppie Liberal premier

David Peterson. In the recent elections

the NDP catapulted from 19 to 74 seats

in the provincial legislature, leaving the

Liberals with 36 seats and the Tories

with 20. “Socialists at the gate." opined

the Globe and Mail (8 September) as the

NDP prepares to take office in the pivot-

al province which comprises 37 percent

of the Canadian population and accounts

for over 40 percent of the country’s gross

national product.

"The once-smug citizens of this once-

smug country are mad as hell and aren't

going to take it anymore." commented
bourgeois political pundit Peter Newman,
describing the NDP victory as symbolic

of a wave of populist reaction against

both the ruling Tories in Ottawa and the

Liberal opposition. The Conservative

government of federal prime minister

Brian Mulroney is despised, scoring a

miserable 14 percent approval rating in

the latest polls—the lowest in Canadian
history. Jean Chretien, the new federal

Liberal leader, doesn’t even have a seat

in Parliament. Moreover. Chretien is

Quebecois which isn't going to win him
much popularity in English Canada, now
engulfed in a wave of anti-French chau-

vinism. And in Quebec he is reviled by

nationalists as a federalist.

As Canada teeters on the edge of a

recession, the country is fracturing along

national lines. The Mulroney govern-

ment’s failed Meech Lake accord

—

which tried to win Quebec's endorsement-

of the Canadian constitution by recogniz-

ing it as a "distinct society"—was buried

Striking steel workers at Algoma Steel
Kahnawake.

Mulroney sent 4.000 Canadian army
troops, backed by armored vehicles and
helicopters, to break the Mohawks’
blockade.

Although the Mohawks have recently

surrendered, their courageous battle has

inspired rail and road blockades by Na-
tive Indians across the country in pursuit

of land claims and improved conditions

on the destitute reserves. At the same
time, the Mohawks’ defiant stand against

the armed might of the Canadian state

evoked widespread sympathy among
English Canadian labor. More than half

of the 20.000 marchers in this year’s

Labour Day demonstration in Toronto
wore red armbands—the symbol of sol-

idarity with the Mohawks. Now the

Stratichuk/Canadian Press AP
In Sault Ste. Marie surround scab. Mohawk Indians battle Canadian troops at

Canadian
Troops Out-
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in an avalanche of Anglo reaction. A
whole cabal of far-right outfits—from
anti-abortionists to outright fascists

—

tried to capitalize on the storm of

"English only" chauvinism that has swept

the country.

In the village of Oka. Quebec Mohawk
Indians who set up barricades to defend
their historic burial grounds from the

expansion of a private golf course got

caught in the deadly crossfire of resur-

gent national antagonisms. Howling
white mobs of up to 5,000 people

—

organized by an ex-provincial cop

—

burned Native Indians in effigy while

chanting "Vive le Quebec libre/" and
"Quebec aux Qufbtfcois." In August, at

the behest of the Quebec government.

Toronto,
August 26-
Trotskyist League
of Canada in

protest against
imperialist

Persian Gulf
war moves.

vindictive Canadian stale has arrested

nearly 100 Mohawk men and women,
charging them with offenses including

rioting, obstruction of justice and

"uttering a death threat." Drop all the

charges— free the Mohawk prisoners!

Now, as Parliament reconvenes in

Ottawa, the Tory government is trying to

slam through its proposed Goods and

Services Tax (GST) which will add 7

percent to the cost of all products with

the exception of the most basic food-

stuffs. This has provoked an outcry

across the country—government "sin"

taxes have already boosted the price of

a pack of smokes to $5 in Ontario and
beer in bars to $4 a bottle: interest rates

make it impossible for working people to

buy a shack let alone a house; gas at the

pumps is twice the price as in the U.S.

Meanwhile, more than 150,000 manu-
facturing jobs have disappeared as a

number of firms use the U.S.-Canada
“free trade" agreement to move their

operations to cheap labor areas in the

U.S. and Mexico. “Specter of ‘downward
mobility’ haunts workers as job losses

rise," headlined the Globe and Mail (11

August). The bosses are haunted by the

spectre of a labor upsurge as unionists

across the country hit the bricks in de-

fense of their unions, their jobs, their

wages and living conditions.

Strikes from B.C.
to the Maritimes

After nearly a decade of "labor peace."

in August 16.000 members of the United

Steelworkers in Ontario, Quebec and Al-

berta struck against Stelco and the Algo-

ma Steel Corporation. The same month,

over 2.000 coal miners in Cape Breton.

Nova Scotia shut down the government-
owned Devco operation. When miners

joined picket lines of striking bank
workers in nearby Glace Bay. the Royal
Bank of Canada closed down its branch.

A regional bank manager complained,

"Unfortunately our strike and the ladies

in our strike are caught up in an

environment that’s a little volatile"

(Globe and Mail, 3 September).

On September 3, close to 1.700 work-

ers went out against the provincial rail-

road in British Columbia. On September

14, members of the Canadian Paperwork-

ers Union in the Maritimes walked off

the job, raising the number of pulp and
paper workers on strike in Ontario. Que-
bec and the East Coast to 7,200. On
September 15. some 13.000 auto workers

struck against Ford Motor Company of

Canada. A week later postal workers na-

tionwide. who have been working with-

out a contract for over a year, voted 82
percent in favor of strike action. Big

business interests are beginning to worry.

The Ontario NDP’s "Agenda for the

People" election platform made a lot of
promises—a 40 percent increase in the

minimum wage, stronger rent control,

more stringent restrictions on plant clos-

ings, greater welfare benefits, increased

taxation on corporations as opposed to

the federal government’s GST "Business
nightmare becomes reality" declared the

Globe and Mail (7 September). Another
article added that Toronto’s Bay Street

bankers and corporate financiers had
"turned to prayer and precedent for reas-

surance.... The prayer was that the limits

of governing in hard economic times

would take the edge off the more social-

istic proposals in the party’s platform.

The precedents were the fiscal conserva-

tism of previous NDP governments in the

Prairie provinces....”

In the 1970s, Manitoba’s NDP govern-

ment was the first to institute wage con-

trols. In 1975, the NDP government in

British Columbia imposed the most mas-

sive strikebreaking law in the province's

history, ordering 60,000 pulp and paper,

rail, transport and supermarket workers

back to work. At his first press confer-

ence following the election, Ontario NDP
leader Bob Rae went out of his way
to stress that his government would be

“fiscally responsible.” Pointing to other

"socialist" governments around the

world, like Francois Mitterrand's Cold
War austerity government in France. Rae
argued: "The social democratic move-
ment has been a reality in the world...we
are people who believe in effective econ-

omies where freedom is respected and
where property rights are respected"

(Globe and Mail, 8 September).

While the social democrats pledge to

play their role as the loyal administrators

of capitalist rule, Canadian Auto Workers
leader Bob White—who called off the

Ford strike after a week, in exchange for

a contract in which the company agreed
to increase SUB benefits for those laid

off—has been assiduously debunking any
notion that the NDP government would
be beholden to the union movement. The
Ontario Federation of Labour has report-

edly canceled a conference on plant clos-

ings for fear of embarrassing the newly
elected NDP government.

Chauvinist Reaction

Meanwhile, on the eve of the Ontario
elections, Conrad Black, multimillionaire

head of Canada’s "Power Corporation,"

hosted a party for 50 of Canada’s top

moneymen at the exclusive Toronto
Club. The featured guest of honor was
Preston Manning, leader of the ultraright

Reform Party which has garnered mass
support in the Prairies through anti-

French bigotry, racism and a populist

campaign against the GST.
This is reminiscent of the rise of the

Social Credit Party, which got its start in

the Prairies during the 1930s Depression
as the "funny money" party, appealing to

rural backwardness and anti-Semitism in

campaigns against “Eastern bankers."

continued on page X
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Germany: Trotskyist Class-Struggle Election Campaign

For Workers Resistance East and West!

Glaser/Suddeuische Zeitunq

East German uranium miners on strike last month over threatened shutdown.

The following article is translatedfrom
Spartakist No. 76 (25 September), news-

paper of the Spartakist Workers Party of
Germany, section ofthe International Com-
munist League (Fourth Internationalist).

On October 3. the German bourgeoi-

sie will formally proclaim its Anschluss

(annexation) of the former German
Democratic Republic (DDR). After the

Deutsche Bank, with some powerful help

from the Social Democrats, took over the

collectivized economy, now the Bundes-
tag (West German parliament) and
Volkskammer (DDR parliament) will

declare national unity under the rule of
capital. The Archbishop of Munich has

called for church bells to be rung
"
fur

Volk und Vaterland ’’ (for people and

fatherland), as they were at the beginning

of World War II. West German chancel-

lor Helmut Kohl will proclaim a great

day for Germany, to choruses of the

Deutschlandlied. But for German working

people. East and West, for women, for

the foreign-bom workers, for those of us

who fight for a socialist world, capitalist

reunification represents a serious defeat.

That is the bitter truth, and we Sparta-

kists are the ones who tell it to you
straight.

We also say to you that the capitalist

rulers fear a backlash, a hot autumn of
the workers, who are embittered by the

tremendous swindle that has been foisted

on them. On March 18, they voted for

the "quick D-mark.” Two months later,

as the state treaty was signed in Bonn,
Kohl’s stooge Lothar de Maiziere (DDR
prime minister) declared that "no one
will be worse off than before." But look

around you today in the ex-DDR and

what do you see? Mass unemployment,
two million on short workweek or fired,

with the number expected to double by
year’s end Mounting fascist attacks

against foreign workers and Soviet sol-

diers. Women driven out of social labor

back to home and hearth. A Greater

Germany that proclaims (in the 2 + 4

treaty) that henceforth only peace will

come from German soil while it prepares

to remove constitutional limits on mili-

tary action abroad.

The Spartakist Workers Party of Ger-

many (SpAD) is presenting a slate of

candidates in the December 2 Bundestag
elections to call for workers resistance

against the devastating consequences of

the Anschluss that is leading to a Fourth

Reich of German imperialism. Many of

you know the SpAD as the one party that

fought, on the streets and in the March
DDR elections, against capitalist reuni-

fication. Others who call themselves

"lefts" bowed before the D-mark
onslaught, at most seeking to improve the

terms of the sellout. Leon Trotsky

warned decades ago that the Stalinist

dogma of “building socialism in one
country" was a dangerous myth that

threatened the conquests of the Bolshe-

vik October Revolution of 1917. Today
we see the proof of this before our

eyes. And today we Trotskyists call on
you to join us in a class-struggle election

campaign: not black-red-gold social

democracy or green eco-capitalism. but

genuine communism with its red banner

of revolutionary internationalism.

The Spartakist candidates are Renate

Dahlhaus, who at the January 3 anti-

fascist mobilization at the Soviet war
memorial in Treptow was the spokesman
for the Trotzkistische Liga Deutschlands

(the TLD together with the Spartakist-

Gruppen formed the SpAD): Toralf

Endruweit, the lead candidate of the

SpAD in the March DDR elections and

speaker for the Spartakist-Gruppen at

the Treptow demonstration; and Jana

Strauchfuss, a worker at Stem Radio who
is known for her struggle to defend the

rights of the foreign workers at her

workplace.

Workers in the DDR have begun to

show their power in strikes and demon-
strations. At the same time the capitalists

are attacking the rights of the West Ger-

man workers which have been won
through struggle, and seek to use the

"low-wage country DDR" to put pressure

on their wages. Only through class unity

of the workers in East and West can we
beat back the attacks of the capitalists.

This means the workers must take up the

struggle for full citizenship rights for

immigrant workers and their families.

The SpAD will use its election campaign
as a platform for struggle, to give voice

to those who fight for equal wages for

equal work, for a sliding scale of wages
and hours, to share the work among all,

at full pay, for men, women, youth,

immigrants. As former bureaucrats turn

themselves into bosses, and the Treu-

handanstalt (Trusteeship Agency) hands
over some factories to the capitalists

while closing down many more, we call

for elected strike committees, for plant

occupations and workers control against

shutdowns and mass layoffs.

As Spartakist candidate Renate Dahl-

haus said: "The workers movement must

be mobilized in struggle against mass
layoffs. anti-Semitism, racist attacks and

women being sent back to home and

hearth, and also against the attacks on
Soviet soldiers and their families, and the

anti-Communist witchhunt." The Sparta-

kist candidates sharply denounced the

party expropriation law, which initially

aimed at criminalizing the PDS (Party of

Democratic Socialism, successor to the

former Stalinist ruling party SED) and is

now directed against the trade unions.

The SpAD has refused to turn its fi-

nances over to the agents of the Deutsche

Bank, especially since we refuse on
principle to accept state subsidies while

the other parties are financed by Bonn.

The SpAD says no to this campaign of

expropriation and political repression,

calling on all working-class and left

organizations to likewise reject this

expropriation law through united action.

The PDS of Gysi and Modrow pre-

pared the way for the capitalist reuni-

fication of Germany and has strangled

all resistance. Gysi crawls after Social

Democratic leader Lafontaine and the

SPD witchhunters, while various “radical

leftists" crawl after Gysi. Against the

popular-front policy of sellout which they

learned on Stalin's lap, we Trotskyists

fight for the class independence of the

workers organizations. We fight for

workers united-front actions against fas-

cist terror bands. The Spartakists initi-

ated such a united front (taken up by the

SED-PDS) which on January 3 brought

out 250,000 in Treptow in the largest

anti-fascist demonstration ever held in

Germany.

As the German bourgeoisie has

reached the Oder-Neisse border with

its Drang nach Osten (drive to the East),

the Polish working class has begun to

fight against the starvation and poverty

that the capitalist measures of their

Solidamosc rulers have brought. Now
that counterrevolution stands before the

door of the USSR, the SpAD calls for

defense of the homeland of the October
Revolution through the revolutionary

unity of the German, Polish and Russian
workers.*

Down with Ban on Jewish Immigration!

German Spartakists Protest

The following article is abridged from
Spartakist No. 76 (25 September).

SEPTEMBER 19—"Down with the

Fourth Reich’s Ban on Jews" demanded
about a hundred people at a demonstra-

tion in front of the Memorial for the

Victims of Fascism in (East] Berlin. The
protest, organized by the Spartakist

Workers Party of Germany (SpAD), was

directed against Bonn’s scandalous halt-

ing of immigration by Soviet Jews,

now to be applied in the former DDR
(East Germany) as well. SpAD speaker

Renate Dahlhaus said: "The fight against

anti-Semitism is the concern of the inter-

national workers movement. The interna-

tional workers movement had to fight

to defend Dreyfus against the French

bourgeoisie. Today as well we say: No.

Germany can never again be permitted

to become ‘

judenrein ' [the Nazi expres-

sion ‘cleansed of Jews’]! Down with

the Fourth Reich’s ban on Jewish

immigration!"

With the unparalleled arrogance of

renascent Greater Germany, the bour-

geoisie of the successor state to Ausch-

witz has proclaimed that Jews are not

welcome here—only immigrants “of

German descent" are to be admitted.

Roma and Sinti (Gypsies), persecuted

and murdered by the Nazis, are today

victims of a full-blown pogrom cam-
paign. with SPD (Social Democratic)

candidate for chancellor Lafontaine in the

forefront. Nationalism and racism. anti-

Semitism and persecution of Soviet sol-

diers characterize the Fourth Reich.

The Sachsen-Anhalt League of Anti-

Fascists had also joined in calling for the

protest demonstration, and their greeting

was read at its outset. With chants and in

speeches the participants expressed oppo-

sition to the anti-Semitic. Great Russian

fascist Pamyat and the terror unleashed

against the Sinti and Roma.
Following years of a hypocritical hate

campaign against the Soviet Union, today

the imperialists are closing their borders

to Jews. They want Soviet Jews to go to

Israel to be used by the Zionist state in

the Occupied Territories as cannon fod-

der against the Palestinians, who have

been deprived of their rights. Signs at the

demonstration demanded: “Israel Out of

the Occupied Territories!"

Today. Jews are fleeing Gorbachev’s
Soviet Union, the country where the Bol-

shevik Revolution had put an end to anti-

Semitic pogroms. The Spartakist speaker
stated: “The Soviet working class has the

power to smash these fascists— in par-

ticular the Leningrad workers, who re-

sisted the Nazi siege, must be mobilized."

Notably absent was the PDS (Party

of Democratic Socialism) along with its

"left" hangers-on like the KPD, Com-
munist Platform, etc., even though the

demo call had been printed in the PDS

paper. The leaders of the PDS today con-

sider the powerful January 3 anti-fascist

demonstration in Treptow against dese-

cration of the Soviet memorial honoring
the Red Army to have been an "error."

Instead they’ve joined the forced march
to German reunification, which is pro-

viding powerful reinforcement to the

anti-Semites.

Some months ago soldiers of the honor
guard at the Memorial for the Victims of
Fascism stopped work in protest when
the fascist Republikaner obscenely laid

a wreath there. When the remnants of the

N VA (National People’s Army) are taken

over by the (West German) Bundeswehr,
there won’t be an honor guard for the

victims of fascism anymore. While the

Technological University in West Berlin

is not permitted to bear the honorary
name of Herbert Baum, there’s a memo-
rial stone to him in (East Berlin’s] Lust-

garten. And hence a delegation of the

demonstrators placed flowers there at the

end and sang the Internationale, honoring
this heroic Jewish Communist resistance

fighter.*
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Iraqi Rulers’

Bloody Road...
(continued from page 3

)

over a million participants, were staged

in Baghdad to support the Communist
Party’s demand. Army units loyal to the

ICP broke open arsenals and distributed

weapons. CIA director Allen Dulles

called the situation in Iraq "the most

dangerous in the world today" (New York

Times, 29 April 1959).

Workers revolution was on the order

of the day. The Stalinists led the Gener-

al Federation of Trade Unions, which

claimed to represent a quarter million

workers and artisans. Tens of thousands

participated in the ICP’s youth, women's
and peasant organizations. In addition the

CP counted hundreds of military officers

as members or close sympathizers. But

when Qassim turned thumbs down in late

April 1959. the Stalinist leaders, balking

at the prospect of leading an insurrection,

withdrew their demand for participation

in the government. This came in response

to explicit orders from the Kremlin.

George Tallu, a Politburo member of the

Iraqi CP who had been undergoing medi-

cal treatment in Moscow, was sent back

to Baghdad to convey Khrushchev’s "re-

quest" that the party stop “provoking

Qasim" (Hanna Batatu, The Old Social

Classes and the Revolutionary Movements

of Iraq [1978]).

Isaac Deutscher underlined at the time

how Khrushchev sold out the Iraqi CP to

make his Camp David meeting with Ike

more congenial:

"Most Western observers on the spot

agreed that Kassem could hardly hold his

ground against an all-out communist
offensive. His own following was small,

and he refused to try and rally the anti-

communist forces which were intimidated

and disorganized and for whose support

Nasser made a bid when he attacked
Kassem as a ‘communist stooge.'

"Then, in the summer, the communist
offensive was suddenly called off—on
urgent demands from Moscow. In Mos-
cow reports about the rising revolutionary

temperature of Iraq had caused alarm
Khrushchev refused to countenance a

communist upheaval in Baghdad, afraid

that this would provoke renewed Western
intervention in the Eastern Mediterra-
nean, set the Middle East aflame, and
wreck his policy of peaceful coexistence.

He was already reckoning with the pros-

pect of his visit to Washington and was
anxious to produce evidence of Soviet
'goodwill' in the Middle East.

"A bill of indictment against the Iraqi

communist leaders was drawn up in Mos-
cow and the Iraqi Party was ordered not
merely to make its peace with Kassem.
but to surrender to him unconditionally
with only a minimum of face-saving."— reprinted in Deutscher. Russia.

China, and the West (1970)

Bloodbath

Qassim and anti-Communist national-

ists took the offensive. In July, bloody
encounters took place between Ba'athist

gangs and Communists in Baghdad neigh-

borhoods. ICP members were sacked from
government posts and the military. Strikes

by CP-led unions were smashed by the

army. At the same time the ICP mani-
fested its political prostration before

Qassim by abandoning the demand for

Kurdish national rights in favor of "Iraqi

unity." And in Kirkuk, the largely Kurd-

ish CP organization turned an incipient

revolt into a communalist massacre of

Turkomans, prominent in the city’s com-
mercial elite. The Kirkuk massacre was
then used by Qassim as a pretext for

suppressing the CP (see "Kurdish Work-
ers in the Iraqi Revolution of 1958-59,”

WV No. 370, 1 1 January 1985).

In February 1963 the Ba’ath was able

to broker a military coup that brought
down Qassim and unleashed the counter-

revolutionary furies. As news of the coup
became known, tens of thousands of peo-

ple streamed out of the poor quarters of

Baghdad and converged on the Ministry

of Defense where Qassim. turning down
CP demands to arm the people, had

barricaded himself. The next day when
Qassim surrendered and was summar-
ily shot, the Ba'ath proudly displayed

his bullet-ridden corpse on television

propped up on a chair as a soldier spit in

his face. Now came the bloodletting. The
Ba'ath party militia, the National Guard,

launched a house-to-house search, round-

ing up and shooting suspected CPers.

An estimated 5.000 were killed in the

Ba’ath’s bloody terror and thousands

more jailed.

There is now concurring evidence from

a variety of sources—individuals in the

State Department and the Iraqi Ba'ath. as

well as King Hussein of Jordan— that

lists of Communists were supplied to the

Ba’ath by the CIA. Thus Edith and E.F.

Penrose write: "Well-informed Iraqi

officials, including Baathists, have stated

to us that the United States Central Intel-

ligence Agency collaborated in the over-

throw of Qassim.... In many cases the

CIA supplied the Baath with the names
of individual communists, some of whom
were then taken from their homes and
murdered" (Iraq: International Relations

and National Development
[
1978)). One

study explained:

".. Saddam Husain and other Ba'thists

had made contact with the American au-

thorities in the late 1950s and early 1960s;
at this stage, the Ba'th were thought to be
the ‘political force of the future.

1

and
deserving of American support against

'Qasim and the Communists'."
— Marion Farouk-Sluglell and

Peter Sluglett. Iraq Since I95N:
From Revolution to

Dictatorship (1987)

The Ba’ath captured ICP first secretary

Hussein al-Radhi, who was tortured to

death over several days. When a group
of ICP soldiers failed in their attack on
the military prison at the al-Rachid army
base, they were executed and their tor-

tured bodies were displayed in working-
class districts as a lesson to the popu-
lation. As prisons overflowed, sports

grounds, military camps and schools were
turned into concentration camps and inter-

rogation centers. Following the fall of this

first Ba'ath regime after nine months in

power, the bloodstained cellars of the Na-
tional Guard center in Baghdad, the Palace

of the End, were opened to reveal “all

sorts of loathsome instruments of torture,

including electric wires with pincers,

pointed iron stakes on which prisoners

were made to sit. and a machine which
still bore traces of chopped-off fingers."

Batatu reports.

Only the overthrow of the Ba'ath in

November 1963 by their erstwhile mili-

*

Letter...
(continuedfrom page 2)

sovereigns and a royalty of four gold

shillings per ton produced. It was a

long and discouraging process. Not until

1938 with the deepening of well No. 7 at

Dhahran was oil found in quantity. Dur-

ing the 1930s, Ibn Saud was receiving

several hundred thousand dollars a year

from the gold mines discovered at Mahab
Dhahab between Mecca and Medina.

Oil production was not expanded in

Saudi Arabia during World War II due
to lack of technicians and equipment.

Moreover, the Americans preferred to

rely on safer resources. The war there-

fore brought renewed financial crisis on
a higher scale for Ibn Saud. By the

spring of 1 944 he was over $50,000,000
in debt to London and "the end was not

in sight” (ibid., p. 533). After a great

deal of study and debate American lend-

lary allies put a halt to the horror. When
they returned to power in 1969. the

Ba’athists took up where they left off

with trials of Jews. Communists and sun-

dry oppositionists, while laying waste to

the Kurdish regions. Despite its defeat,

the working class was not decisively

broken. But the Iraqi CP leaders never

questioned their fundamental class-

collaborationist perspective. Ten years

after the bloodbath, before the ink was
dry on a 1972 Iraqi-Soviet friendship

treaty, the Iraqi CP joined a Ba'ath

government, only to be thrown out and
murderously suppressed in the following

years.

The roots of communism run deep in

the Iraqi proletariat. Yet betrayed by
their Stalinist leaders, repressed by their

Ba'athist tormentors, the Iraqi workers

still lack an internationalist Bolshevik

party capable of fulfilling the promise of

their revolutionary struggles.

lease to the amount of $34,000,000 was
made available, several million dollars of

which were in the form of newly minted
silver coins. In 1944 the American army
requested the building of a refinery

at Ras Tanura. Compliance strained the

finances of the company, which had
changed its name to Arabian American
Oil Company (Aramco). In 1945 an
underwater pipeline was built to Bahrain
enabling the flow of Saudi oil to be

increased. Royalties from Aramco now
began to "obviate” subsidies from the

West. The need for a pipeline from
Dhahran to the Mediterranean coast in

view of the demand for oil products for

postwar reconstruction led to the further

consolidation of the cartel (Fisher. Chap-
ter 38. "Oil and Arabia").

I apologise for writing more on Saudi

Arabia than I intended.

Comradely.

Lionel

Spartacus Youth Club Forums

U.S. Out of the Persian Gulf!

Break Blockade of Iraq!

BMCC HUNTER
Wednesday, Oct. 3, 2:00 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 10, 1:10 p.m.
Room N668 Hunter North. Room C102
BMCC, 199 Chambers St.

I
Hunter College, 68th & Lexington

For more information (212) 267-1025

NEW YORK CITY

Wessell Press

Wahabi camel troops In raid against Ottoman Turkish rule in Arabia, 1911.
Ibn Saud of Islamic fundamentalist Wahabi sect later became founder of
Saudi Arabia.
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Oer Spiegel

Battle-hardened Iraqi troops (left) won t be easily defeated. Bush sends working-class youth to be cannon fodder for Big Oil.

Persian Gulf...
(continuedfrom page 1

)

longshoremen. Teamsters, shipyard and

transport workers to stop the supply of

munitions would be a powerful blow

against a vicious imperialist war in the

Near East.

Soviet Workers: Smash the

Sellout Gorbachev Regime!

America’s West European and Japa-

nese allies have been conspicuously

lukewarm in supporting Washington's

military adventure in the Persian Gulf.

Now the wretched Gorbachev regime in

the Kremlin has come forward as Bush’s

hard cop against Iraq. Last week, Soviet

foreign minister Shevardnadze announced

that “war may break out in the Gulf

region any day, any moment,’’ and he

threatened Iraq with “the power" of the

UN unless it withdrew from Kuwait. So

after vacillating over Bush’s demand at

their Helsinki “snap summit" meeting for

military action in the Gulf, the Kremlin

has come out four-square for war. There

are apparently no limits to Gorbachev’s

capitulation to Western imperialism.

But some elements of the Soviet lead-

ership, especially in the military high

command, are clearly worried about

American war plans in the Near East,

recognizing that this is a threat to the

defense of the USSR. The chief of the

Soviet general staff, General Mikhail

Moiseyev, warned: "In case of some mil-

itary actions, Iran will join the Iraqi side.

This would not be simply some kind of

conflict; this would be a world war"

( Washington Post, 28 September). Moise-

yev reminded people that "The First

World War in 1914 also started because

of some minor thing.’’ Yet Moiseyev has

now criminally handed the U.S. Army
detailed technical summaries of Iraq’s

Soviet military equipment as he prepared

for a tour of the U.S. and the Pentagon!

As we wrote in our last issue, the

Bush/Gorbachev summit gave “the green

light for a bloody imperialist onslaught”

in the Persian Gulf. The accelerating

disintegration of the Soviet degenerated

workers state has only emboldened U.S.

imperialism in reasserting its role as cops

of the world. Bush's Washington wants

/
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to regain by force the world dominance

it held—briefly—at the end of World

War II. Having fallen behind Germany

and Japan in the economic race, the U.S.

is trying to bully them back into line

with its huge military apparatus by seiz-

ing the world’s oil region and blackmail-

ing its former enemies for billions in

donations.

Washington gleefully expects Gorba-

chev’s perestroika to bring about capital-

ist restoration and the dismemberment of

the USSR. At the same time, U.S. impe-

rialism is exploiting the capitulation and

collapse of the Kremlin Stalinist bureauc-

racy to tighten its military encirclement

of the Soviet Union, from eastern Ger-

many to the Persian Gulf. The Soviet

working class must link the defense and

regeneration of the collectivized econ-

omy, through the restoration of work-

ers democracy within the USSR, to the

struggle against imperialist militarism on

a worldwide scale.

A “Tonkin Gulf” In the
Persian Gulf?

“If we have a pretext, a casus belli, we

go," one “senior White House aide” con-

fided to R.W. Apple of the New York

Times (27 September). Judging by recent

experience. Bush & Co. will easily fabri-

cate such a "pretext belli.”

In April 1986, after massing 30 war-

ships and hundreds of planes in the Gulf

of Sidra region off Libya, the alleged

appearance of Libyan patrol boats off

their own coastline was enough to trigger

a U.S. "retaliation” which blew up the

boats. A few days later the U.S. launched

its dead-of-night bombing raid on Tripoli

in an unsuccessful attempt to assassinate

Libyan leader Qaddafi in which they

killed his adopted daughter. (This time

they hope to "decapitate" Hussein, his

family and his mistress in a bombing

raid, according to the now-fired Dugan’s

revelations.)

Last December's bloody bombing

and invasion of Panama was triggered

after Noriega’s troops stopped and alleg-

edly fired at four American officers

caught riding around at night near his

headquarters.

And let no one forget the most notori-

ous pretext: in August 1964 the U.S.

Congress passed the Tonkin Gulf resolu-

tion, which gave President Johnson a

virtual blank check to conduct war

against Vietnam, on the allegation that

the supposedly innocent destroyers USS
Maddox and C. Turner Joy were “at-

tacked” by North Vietnamese patrol

boats. As former Pentagon analyst Daniel

Ellsberg admitted later, it is “unequiv-

ocally clear” that there was no such

attack: the destroyers were shooting at

nothing in the darkness. In fact, the CIA
and its South Vietnamese allies were

engaged in covert raids on North Viet-

namese coastal facilities, and the destroy-

ers were gathering electronic intelligence

in coordination with the raids.

After the 1968 Tet Offensive, the

American bourgeoisie split over the Viet-

nam War under the hammer blows dealt

them on the battlefield by the revolution-

ary Vietnamese fighters. The draftees

who made up the U.S. Army were going

rapidly from demoralized disaffection

to insubordination and collapse. Thus

emerged a bourgeois “peace" movement

led by Democratic Party "doves" like

Senator George McGovern, who only

wanted out of a losing imperialist war.

Much of the American self-styled

left—notably the Moscow-line Stalinist

Communist Party and once-Trotskyist

Socialist Workers Party—sought to chan-

nel the antiwar movement behind the

Democratic doves. They thus opposed

building a revolutionary party of the

working class at a time when the Ameri-

can ruling class was exceptionally vul-

nerable to the massive revulsion against

the losing, dirty colonial war in Vietnam.

The antiwar movement—for all its de-

cisive shortcomings—was not so stupid

as to "spit on" returning soldiers, But

that vicious Big Lie is now being retailed

with the encouragement of the highest

authorities. In one such piece of war

propaganda, the New York Times (30 Sep-

tember) published a piece by its former

yuppie contra groupie James LeMoyne.

who quotes a U.S. soldier in Saudi

Arabia saying, “if I go back home like

the Vietnam vets did and somebody spits

on me, I swear to God I’ll kill them."

Actually, the New Left set up coffee-

houses to meet returning GIs and explain

the imperialist war and how they were

Bush and the Pentagon war planners

quickly hauled out their war plans, re-

placing "Soviet Union” temporarily with

“Iraq.” and feeding the American pub-

lic fantasies about easy victory through

the miracles of high tech. Thus “Plan

90-1002,” originally designed to counter

a theorized Soviet “takeover" of the Per-

sian Gulf oil fields, has been revised and

is the basis for the current U.S. buildup

in Saudi Arabia. A front-page article in

the London Independent (20 September)

on “How the desert sword would strike,”

complete with map of likely targets,

writes that "If, for the moment, the

ground forces are still a 'desert shield.'

the desert sword will strike predominant-

ly from the air.”

The plans for massive deep strikes in

the enemy’s rear echelons and staging

areas, the Independent notes, are taken

from the official NATO doctrine of

"AirLand Battle.” As we pointed out

some years ago, the goal of this “forward

strategy" was a nuclear first strike

against the Soviet Union. Now the Penta-

gon wants to make use of the “emerging

technologies” to clobber the enemy with

“smart" weapons in a push-button war.

The Ml Abrams tank, the Bradley fight-

ing vehicle, the Multiple Launch Rocket

System, the cruise missile, are all part of

this high-tech religion in which the Pen-

tagon envisions obliterating the enemy
without filling a lot of American body

bags. And, of course, in the words of two

officers who helped rewrite the Army’s

FM 100-5 field manual to incorporate the

new doctrine, it "calls for Army units to

conduct their operations so that nuclear

fire support can be added or deleted as

necessary.”

In his interview aired September 25

by the WBAI "Undercurrents” program,

continued on page 8

Jerusalem Post

The Israeli government is providing gas masks free to Israeli citizens—and

tourists. But for Palestinians of the Occupied Territories, the price is $100!

Zionists see in war against Iraq an opportunity for a “final solution” to the

“Palestinian problem.”

being used. Today Bush & Co. would

like to disappear the very existence of

sizable groups like Vietnam Veterans

Against the War. What really sent the

ruling class up a tree was when the GIs

"spat on” the war, and more than a few

gung ho officers were "fragged" (from

fragmentation grenades).

Today the fake “left,” sensing another

impending imperialist war, is already

seeking to revive the "dove" Democrats,

yet there are nothing but Democratic

hawks, all lined up behind the Repub-

lican Bush. (And that includes Jesse

Jackson—so much for the "Rainbow

Coalition”!) The only bourgeois opposi-

tion comes from the far-right wing of the

Republican Party such as Pat Buchanan

who have tactical misgivings about the

massive commitment—hardly the types

to go for an alliance with the pseudo-left.

Nevertheless, the reformists continue to

seek imperialist doves and have already

revived the Vietnam era semi-annual

“peace crawl”—now set for October

20—designed to pressure Congress and

the White House into some kind of nego-

tiated settlement. Following this logic,

they pointedly refuse to defend Iraq

against American imperialist aggression.

War Plans
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Persian Gulf...
(continued from page 7)

Dr. Paul Rogers outlined the impending

attack:

“It would start off with sustained air and
cruise missile attacks by United States

forces, coming essentially at Iraq from
five different directions: from Turkey,

from a carrier in the Eastern Mediter-

ranean, from a carrier in the Red Sea,

from land air bases in Saudi Arabia and
the Gulf states, and from carriers based
in or just outside of the Gulf itself. The
latter would of course be accompanied by
ships launching cruise missile attacks

from the Gulf.

"What one would see in the first few
hours of this initiation of war. would be

attempts to decapitate the Iraqi command
control system, bunkers, communication
links and all the rest. And also to destroy

in the maximum way possible Iraqi air

and missile assets, air bases, missile sites

throughout Iraq."

At the same time, Rogers noted, there

would be "a major amphibious assault

into Kuwait, using the Marines supported

by the battleship Wisconsin with its

16-inch long-range guns. The main aim

there would be to erect a perimeter

around Kuwait City, particularly the port

area, and to try and rescue as many
as possible of the U.S. nationals and
probably foreign nationals as well.” He
went on:

"Indeed, the operation as a whole would
be presented to the general public primar-

ily as the liberation of Kuwait, although

the air attacks on Iraq would have a

much wider function.. .. The hidden agen-

da. of course, would be the replacement
of the Saddam Hussein regime by a re-

gime which was much more sympathetic
to Western interests."

But Rogers noted that “because of the

support which the Saddam Hussein re-

gime has in Iraq." the country could not

be forced to surrender unless "economic
assets" were also attacked. This would
mean wide-scale bombing throughout the

country

:

"If you are trying to cripple an economy
of a country such as Iraq, you're essen-

tially targeting three kinds of targets. The
energy resources of the country; the

transport interchanges and central re-

sources of the country; and certain major
industries.... The attacks on industry

would be centered primarily on the Bagh-
dad area but not entirely. Also the indus-

trial base down on the Gulf coast 'round
and near Basra, and certain important
plants in western and northern Iraq,

principally truck, bus, tractor assembly
plants, fertilizer plants, chemical plants,

steel works and the rest."

The U.S. would expect to bring Iraq to

heel in “10. 15, maybe even 20 days or

Canada...
(continuedfrom page 4)

Today, the Socred government of fanati-

cal fundamentalist William Vander Zalm
in British Columbia is worried about
its electoral chances after more than a

decade of smashing strikes, starving the

poor and waging war against any abor-

tion rights.

It is estimated that the Reform Party

could take 40 seats in the next federal

elections. In the Ontario elections the

Confederation of Regions Party's cam-
paign against French language rights

brought it 15 percent of the vote in Sud-
bury, traditionally a center of proletarian

militancy, and 21 percent of the vote in

Sault Ste. Marie, where steel workers are

out on strike.

In English Canada the labor bureau-

crats have fanned the flames of Anglo-

chauvinist reaction through their arrogant

refusal to defend Quebec’s national

rights. In Quebec, the labor fakers line

up the combative French-speaking prole-

tariat behind the bourgeois nationalist

labor-haters of the Parti Qudbecois and
Bloc Qulb£cois. As the country fractures

along national fault lines, minorities

everywhere—Native Indians, non-French

speakers in Quebec. Francophones in

English Canada, immigrants—are being

targeted by reaction.

WV Photos

Protest against U.S.’ Persian Gulf invasion, Chicago, September 22. Labor
Black Struggle League and Spartacist contingent demand: “Break the Blockade
of Iraqi"

more," he says. But the plan could easily

go awry, because Iraq is not Panama or

Grenada:

"In such a plan of operation, one has to

recognize that Iraq is not a country with
limited military resources. It itself has

many means by which it could counter

and blunt this kind of United States

attack. Iraq does have Soviet and French
air defenses which are really quite

sophisticated.... It has large quantities of

modem artillery which could interdict a

Marine landing in Kuwait. It has medium
range ballistic missiles, aircraft equipped
with cluster bombs, stand-off missiles

such as the French Exocet. and the Soviet

AS- 14 laser-guided missiles. It has of
course chemical weapons. It has above
all a war-hardened army."

The Persian Gulf will be the bloody end

of the Reagan/Bush "strategy" of "splen-

did little wars.”

As Saddam Hussein said in his TV
reply to the White House, “If Bush
decided to start a war, it would not be up

to him to end the war.” Hussein, a vi-

cious murderer who hung leaders of the

Communist opposition years ago (see

page 3) and dropped poison gas on Kurd-

ish villages, evidently will not shrink

from holocaust. As the knowledgeable

Near East reporter Robert Fisk noted in

the London Independent (26 September),

there is “A Gulf trap set to close on
America." American commanders, he

writes, are privately "worried about the

vast number of mines that the Iraqis have

lain along the seafront."

To add to the imperialists' worries,

Hussein threatened that “all oil installa-

tions will be incapacitated” if Iraq is

“strangled” economically. It has already

been verified that Kuwaiti oil wells have
been wired with explosives. The verbal

threat to disrupt world oil supplies sent

oil prices soaring this week to $40 a

barrel, shaking the world economy, espe-

cially the debt-bloated U.S. What would
$80 a barrel do?

Down With the Sheiks,
Colonels, Dictators!

Bush has unwittingly unlocked the

Near East Pandora’s box, and even if he

manages to defeat Iraq he will be faced

with a sea of hostile Arabs and other

peoples. First there are hundreds of thou-

sands of Palestinians, looking to get even

with Zionist Israel for driving them out

of their homeland and resentful at Wash-
ington’s double standard regarding "ag-

gression." In Jordan. Palestinians form a

majority and are itching to fight for Iraq

as well as overthrow the mealy-mouthed
King of Jordan who butchered them in

1970. Meanwhile in the Israeli-occupied

West Bank the Palestinians have taken as

good coin Saddam Hussein’s statements

of support. Last week there was a pro-

Iraq general strike on the West Bank.

This is one of many facts not consid-

ered “fit to print" by the New York Times,

which only mentioned in passing (in a

picture caption) that millions demonstrat-

ed in the streets of Iran against the mas-

sive U.S. presence. In Algeria Ahmed
Ben Bella, the historic leader of that

country’s liberation movement from

France, is trying to make a comeback by

riding the crest of Islamic fundamental-

ism which is anti-U.S. and pro-Iraq. In

short, if Washington tries to hold on to

their new imperialist bridgehead in the

Near East, it will set off a conflagration

throughout the region.

There could be no more irrefutable

proof of Lenin’s famous statement that

imperialism breeds war than Bush's

current military adventure. And while the

imperialists crow about the "death of

Communism" in Eastern Europe, they

will soon be haunted by another well-

known spectre, namely the revolutions

which are bom of war. The outbreak of

war will ignite tremendous social explo-

sions around the world, not least in the

belly of the beast, the USA. The Ameri-
can working class, ground down by the

Reagan/Bush era of union-busting, aus-

terity, and racist terror, already has no
enthusiasm for this war. And across the

Near East— in Jerusalem as well as

Cairo, Damascus, Amman and Baghdad
—the petty tyrants can and must be

swept away by the enraged masses. An
international revolutionary party must
unite the workers of the w orld in struggle

to sweep away the imperialist system

—

for workers power from the U.S. to the

Near East.

Wilson/NY Times

Bush and junior partner, Canadian
prime minister Mulroney.

Black anger in Toronto and Montreal
has been mounting as the cops have been
waging war on black people. The shoot-

ing of 16-year-old Marlon Neal by a

traffic cop in suburban Scarborough last

May sent waves of fear through Toron-
to’s black communities. On June 30.

Montreal police rioted against tens of

thousands of black people at the annual

Caribfete cultural festival. Skinheads and

other neo-Nazis feed off the racist cli-

mate: there have been desecrations of

Jewish cemeteries in Montreal. Quebec
City and Ottawa. Meanwhile, the flag-

waving Maple Leaf nationalism and pro-

tectionist calls of the labor tops, social

democrats and most of the "left" in Can-

ada— in opposition to the “free trade"

agreement— inflame racist xenophobia

and national hostility.

The union bureaucrats and their fake-

left hangers-on have sought to channel

labor militancy into votes for the NDP.
Now the NDP is the government of

Ontario. Even with such a wimpy social-

democratic outfit, working people have

expectations of the NDP government.

Even before taking power, the social

democrats are quickly trying to dash

these illusions to prove their responsibil-

ity to the capitalist ruling class. Mean-
while. the sinister likes of the Reform
Party and their provincial confederates

are waiting in the wings hoping to capi-

talize on populist hatred for the powers

that be.

There is plenty of anger and will to

fight among the union ranks, who are fed

up with taking it on the chin. On Sep-

tember 28. when news reached a mass
steel workers union meeting in Hamil-

ton that Stelco was shipping out ware-

housed steel, over a thousand unionists

surrounded the warehouse and made
short work of this strikebreaking effort.

In Cape Breton, where the local United

Mine Workers leadership made a sell-

out deal with the company to end the

strike, outraged miners burned their

union hats and demanded a leadership

"with guts—someone to stand up for

the men" (Halifax Chronicle Herald, 13

September).

A leadership with “guts” means one
that will stand up for immigrant work-
ers and their families, for the rights

of Native Indians, for Quebec’s right

to self-determination and the language
rights of French-speakers in the rest

of the country, for the rights of all work-
ing people against the capitalist exploit-

ers. As our comrades of the Trotskyist

League of Canada argued in their news-
paper Spartacist Canada (Fall 1990):

"The rulers, abetted by the labor tops
and the NDP. preserve their power by
setting whites against blacks. Asians.
Native Indians and other minorities. Eng-
lish against Qudb^cois workers. Canadian
against American workers, ad nauseam.
What is desperately needed is an interna-
tionalist, class-struggle leadership of the
labor movement, one that can unite all of
the working people, the exploited and
oppressed in common battle against their

common enemies. It is the urgent task of
class-conscious workers to construct the
revolutionary workers party that can
wrest the productive wealth of North
America out of the hands of the greedy,
rapacious capitalists and place in the
hands of the working people the power
to build a planned, socialist economy
that will ensure equality and abundance
for all
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Young Spartacus

Desperately Seeking Imperialist Doves , Part 2

BT: Pimple on the
"Imperialists Out of the Middle East!

Defend Iraq Against Imperialist Aggres-

sion! Break the Blockade!" headlined a

12 September leaflet by the so-called

"Bolshevik Tendency." Sound familiar?

It certainly will to readers of Workers

Vanguard because it is essentially a car-

bon copy of our headlines opposing U.S.

imperialism's war mobilization in the

Persian Gulf. But this rat pack of Cold

War dropouts from the Spartacist League

is more than willing to drop such “copy-

cat Spartacism" in order to hop on the

bandwagon of a new pro-Democratic

Party "antiwar movement."

Shortly after the BT first emerged as

the self-proclaimed "External Tendency"

in 1983, we noted: “These characters

logically would fit right in with the

Weinsteinites. late of the Socialist

Workers Party, behind whom stands the

lure of America's ‘mainstream’ social-

democrats, the Democratic Socialists."

And sure enough, with Nat Weinstein's

Socialist Action trying to be Bay Area

brokers for a new popular front with

Democratic “doves," along the lines of

the SWP’s Vietnam-era National Peace

Action Coalition, the BT wants to find a

niche as house “leftists."

And that requires a little trimming

of the hard edges of the SL’s Trotsky-

ist politics. More precisely, it means
dropping the class line in order to fit

into the “classless” framework of the pop

front.

So at a September 22 Spartacist forum

in Berkeley, a longtime BT spokesman

got up to say: “I don't believe the BT
has any particular political disagreements

with the general thrust of the speaker’s

remarks. But..." He then criticized an SL
representative for objecting that Socialist

Action’s coalition "had not adopted the

call to end the blockade of Iraq as the

main axis of political unity. The BT
disagrees that this slogan must necessar-

ily be a point of political unity for any

united-front antiwar movement.”

Actually, the BT argues that this must

necessarily not be a "point of unity.” A
1 3 September leaflet by the “Revolution-

ary Trotskyist Tendency" (formerly of

the Morenoite IWP, briefly with the BT
and currently aligned with the British

Workers Power group) reports that at a

Popular Front
meeting of the "Emergency Committee

to Stop the U.S. War in the Middle

East," the BT “abstained from the vote

when the RTT asked the Committee to

adopt the slogan of ’End the Blockade’."

The BT reportedly called for a single

slogan, "No War for Big Oil/Bring the

Troops Home."
Of course, the “principled" centrists of

the RTT pledge their "critical" allegiance

to the popular front nonetheless, repudi-

2*5, it

.
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Stalinism Is Dying-Communism Lives!

definitely not going to countenance sid-

ing with "the enemy.” What’s involved

here is a big difference: our call for rev-

olutionary defense of Iraq and for defeat

of the imperialist aggression through

revolutionary action, versus their social-

patriotic appeal for a more "peace-

loving” imperialist policy.

That’s why the popular front of refor-

mists. rad-libs and Democratic politicians

can agree with Richard Nixon on the

lar. As comrade Nelson described it:

“The Democratic Party said we will walk

out if there isn’t a ban on such slo-

gans. The SWP enforced that ban and we
left. For the remaining period, our inter-

vention was to present and argue with,

inside the antiwar movement, in the

demonstrations, any way we could, for a

class analysis of the war. and to turn the

antiwar movement into an anti-capitalist

movement."

Nelson also noted that there was a siz-

able left wing that hated the SWP, the

Communist Party and others who sought

a bloc with the Democrats, and it was

from that left wing that the SL recruited

heavily.

In 1965 Fifth Avenue Peace Parade
Committee, SWP imposed "official"

slogan to get support of pro-

negotiations Democrats. Spartacist

proudly marched with slogans for

unconditional U.S. withdrawal and
"Victory for the Vietnamese
Revolution.” SWP’s Militant

published above lead photo,
cropping off "Spartacist" from

our placards.

ating any “preconditions for our partici-

pation in a mass anti-war movement."

Let’s be clear here. We do not appeal

to Bush and Thatcher to "end" the block-

ade, but rather call on those who oppose

the imperialist invasion to
“
break the

blockade." And this is anathema to the

reformists precisely because their desper-

ately sought-for Democratic "doves” are

NEW YORK PARADE. Scene along mile-long parade route down Fifth Avenue in New York
When first contingent reached end of route thousands were still waiting to begin march. Official

slogan of the parade, which was carried by most marchers, was “Stop the War in Vietnam Now "

slogan “No More Vietnams," while the

Spartacist League uniquely proclaims:

"Vietnam was a victory—Two. three,

many defeats for imperialism!"

At the September 22 forum, the BT
spokesman accused the SL of issuing

“ultimatums" instead of the "much hard-

er" task of waging “the political struggle

necessary to influence the periphery of

the reformist left," and appealed to “the

SL’s previous history with the Fifth

Avenue Peace Parade in 1965 and their

interx’entionist orientation to change polit-

ically the course of that movement."

Al Nelson responded for the SL to this

stupid rewriting of history, noting that he

had led the Spartacist forces out of the

Fifth Avenue Peace Parade Committee in

1965. The SWP sought to enforce a ban

on all signs except "Stop the War in

Vietnam Now." We refused to accept

their political censorship. We intervened

all right, marching in the mass antiwar

demos against the popular front, carrying

slogans for immediate U.S. withdrawal

and "Victory to the Vietnamese Revolu-

tion." And these slogans were very popu-

But let us see what the BT means by

“political struggle" to "influence the peri-

phery of the reformist left.” For his-

torical falsification is not enough to pay

the price of admission to the popular

front. To play the game of pinning the

pop-front tail on the Democratic donkey,

those who make a pretense of leftism

must not only be blindfolded and spin

around to become disoriented, they must

positively grovel.

At a September 29 “community
forum" on the "Crisis in the Gulf," fea-

tured speakers included Daniel Ellsberg,

of Pentagon Papers fame, and former

Berkeley mayor Gus Newport, both well-

known Democrats. For this audience,

instead of its “left" leaflet the BT had

another "softer" leaflet, with remarks like

"all of us have much to be concerned

about." and no mention of “break the

blockade."

This was a reissue of a leaflet the

BT had earlier distributed at a Septem-

ber 8 Oakland rally where Ellsberg also

spoke But there was one change: this

continued on page 10
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Anti-Semitic Attacks in Madison
Madison. Wisconsin, once a hotbed

of student radicalism and long regarded

as an oasis of liberal tolerance in the

Midwest, has become a very mean and

dangerous town for blacks. Jews, gays

and other minorities. Last week a Madi-

son Area Technical College student was

shot dead by a homophobic killer who
told police that he "had an intense

hatred for gay males." And over recent

months Jewish institutions and Jewish

people have been the targets of an

ominous wave of anti-Semitic terror:

over twenty attacks have been reported

locally since mid-July.

• A Nazi terrorist group called the

New Order blitzed University of Wis-

consin dormitories with anti-Semitic

tracts.

• Someone tried to kill a whole bus-

load of Jewish children by cutting the

brake lines on a school bus belonging

to a Jewish day camp.
• Two synagogues, the Hillel cultural

center, Jewish fraternities and sorori-

ties have been trashed, their windows
smashed and walls scrawled with graf-

fiti like “Jew Baby Out" and “Rich

Jews Die."

• Jewish students have received hale

mail and telephone death threats. The
editor of a local newspaper and his

Jewish companion were attacked in the

street by a man screaming anti-Semitic

slurs.

These Hitlerite scum had better be

stopped now! Students,faculty and work-

ers should drive the New Order fascist

terrorists into Lake Mendota!

Gone is the talk of a "kinder, gentler

America": this is the real face of

Bush's “new order." A decade of

bombings and attacks on abortion clin-

ics, union-busting, racist rollbacks of

democratic rights and anti-Soviet sabre-

rattling have given a green light to

bona fide fascists and white racist col-

lege punks to lash out at anyone who
doesn’t fit their sick concept of white

supremacy. Now with U.S. rulers trum-

peting the “death of Communism" and

gearing up for war in the Persian Gulf,

homegrown fascists and muscle-brained

campus jocks are hot for war “on the

home front." No matter that the Zionist

state of Israel acts as U.S. imperial-

ism’s bloody gendarme in the region,

whenever the Middle East heats up.

Semitic people—Jews and Arabs

—

come under attack in this country.

In response to racist attacks at UW
over the past few years, liberals have

called on the cops and the university

administration to "enforce tolerance"

and put the race-halers through “racial

sensitivity" courses. The police and the

campus administrators’ job is to enforce

the racist status quo. Liberal appeals to

them have only emboldened the thugs.

Frat rats who attacked black students

two years ago celebrated their grad-

uation from “sensitivity" courses by

attacking a Jewish fraternity! We rec-

ommend a more appropriate lesson in

“sensitivity”: let them sense the pave-

ment against their heads! The cops who
are now guarding the Temple Beth El

are the same cops who harass blacks on

and off campus and beat anti-ROTC
protesters while the campus administra-

tion whitewashes their crimes.

In the midst of these anti-Semitic

attacks, the UW Minority Coalition is-

sued a press release expressing their

concern but rejected a proposal that

Jews be admitted to their organization,

saying that it was only for “people of

color." The fake-socialists of the ISO

tacitly seconded this in a letter to the

Daily Cardinal, whining that the admin-

istration hasn’t done anything about

racism on campus, but not even men-

tioning the anti-Semitic attacks. This

idiotic sectarianism only plays into the

hands of the fascists who would send

us all to the gas chambers. Jews. Cath-

olics. gays and leftists don’t fit the

description of "white people" in the

fascists' sick concept of a "master

race." The revival of the Ku Klux Klan

in this century began with the lynching

of Leo Frank, a Jew.

The Spartacus Youth Club fights to

unite all the oppressed behind the pow-

er of the organized working class to

crush the would-be Hitlers in the egg.

In November 1988. over 40 UW stu-

dents helped put this program into

action when they organized and trav-

eled some 19 hours by bus to Philadel-

phia to participate in a united-front

labor/black mobilization that stopped

the KKK and Nazi skinheads from

parading for genocide at the Liberty

Bell. Students: ally with labor to smash

racist, anti-gay and anti-Semitic attacks!

BT...
(continued from page 9)

time the BT removed the paragraph that

said “Daniel Ellsberg. . .came out in favor

of the deployment of U.S. troops in

the Middle East. We do not think this

is someone with whom to unite." Now
it turns out the BT can “unite" with

Ellsberg.

At the September 29 forum, in re-

sponse to an intervention by a Spartacist

supporter, Ellsberg again explicitly de-

fended the dispatch of “UN” troops to

the Gulf. When he claimed the SL sup-

ported Hussein’s invasion of Kuwait, our

spokesmen objected that the international

proletariat has no side in that squalid

dispute, that to the oppressed foreign

workers in Kuwait it mattered not a

damn whether they were oppressed by a

bloody dictator from Iraq or an oil mil-

lionaire Kuwaiti sheik, but what does

matter is to take a side in defense of Iraq

against U.S. imperialism’s aggression.

So eager are these cynical opportunists

to find a home in the popular-front

swamp, they not only falsify our his-

tory, they excise their own. We haven’t

noticed the BT lately raising the slogan

it pushed when 241 Marines were blown

away in Beirut in 1982, after Reagan
made them sitting ducks in the middle of

the multi-sided Lebanese blood feud.

Then they screamed: “U.S. Marines: Live

Like Pigs, Die Like Pigs!” (To our

knowledge, the only other organization

with that line was the Israeli Mossad.

whose former agent Victor Ostrovsky

recalls in his expose By Way ofDeception

that the Israeli spy agency’s attitude was:

"Hey, they wanted to stick their nose into

this Lebanon thing, let them pay the

price.")

We observed at the time that their

“vicarious bloodthirstiness tends to be

directly proportional to the distance from

their own appetites.” Opportunists’ appe-

tites change, and they always count on

short memories. But we recall that only

a few months ago (in 1917. Winter 1990)

the BT denounced the Spartacists as

"Henny-Penny" socialists, who proclaim

the sky is falling, for asserting that "Gor-

bachev’s appeasement of imperialism, far

from easing or ending the Cold War, has

increased the danger of World War III."

The U.S. invasion of the Persian Gulf

has dramatically proved our assertion

correct.

While they may copy some of our

headlines, you will notice that the BT
always balks at one thing: our uncondi-

tional defense of the Soviet Union
against imperialism and counterrevolu-

tion. Thus they did not crib our demand
that the USSR rescind its arms embargo
of Iraq. And when we offered, in March
1989, "to organize an international bri-

gade to fight to the death" against the

CIA-backed mujahedin in Afghanistan, at

the moment when Gorbachev treacher-

ously withdrew Soviet troops, the BT
ridiculed this offer as “bizarre" and a

"publicity stunt," deriding the "utter

unreality of the proposal." Yet further

developments have amply shown that this

was the moment to fight, for subsequent-

ly there has been a continuous unraveling

that today threatens the very existence of

the Soviet Union, homeland of the Octo-

ber Revolution.

Lenin wrote that the revolutionary

party must serve as the memory of the

working class, drawing the lessons from

past struggles to prepare for victory in

those to come. The BT is hardly a signif-

icant force, but by their decade-long

fixation on retailing slanders against the

Spartacist tendency, while trying to pre-

sent a "blurred carbon copy” of our poli-

tics (as we wrote of an earlier generation

of anti-Spartacists), they inadvertently

pay tribute to the power of our Marxist

program. And what’s at issue here is

a fundamental question going back to

World War I.

How to respond to imperialist war is

the dividing line between Bolshevism

and Menshevism, between revolutionary

communism and all manner of centrist

and reformist social democrats. As Jo-

seph Seymour, the speaker at our West

Coast forum, replied to the BT:

“There is no antiwar movement inde-

pendently of an anti-capitalist movement.
The notion that there is some general

movement against the war that can em-
brace liberal, and in this particular case

even reactionary politicians... is. well, not

merely opportunist, it’s also ludicrous."

As a matter of fact, the largest protest

to date in the West against the U.S.-

led intervention in the Persian Gulf
was a rally of 15,000 led by the French

fascist leader Le Pen! Comrade Seymour
continued:

"If one looks at Lenin, the Zimmerwald
Manifesto was not simply everybody who
was against the war, which included

certain bourgeois pacifists, the Zimmer-
wald Manifesto was clearly for working-
class struggle against the war. It was a

class movement."

When the BT talks of a "united-front

antiwar movement." they are talking of
a movement based on the program of

a (presently nonexistent) antiwar wing

of the bourgeoisie. They hope that the

popular front will find useful the rav-

ing anti-Spartacist antics of this Bullshit

Tendency.

The writer Gore Vidal has remarked

that there is Only one party in American

politics, the property party. Today the

party of property is the war party. To
those who want to fight imperialist war,

we point to the only victorious “antiwar

movement” in history. Lenin and Trot-

sky’s Bolshevik Revolution.

UDC...
(continued from page 12)

and a full living stipend for students!

Working student parents need 24-hour
day care and library hours!

An impetus to the protest was a deci-

sion by the trustees to install a $1.6

million art work at a library miles away
from the main campus while cutting back

on other services. Although the art work.

"The Dinner Party," by feminist artist

Judy Chicago, is opposed by some for

its sexual imagery, most students insist

they’re no allies of Jesse Helms and op-

pose the installation simply because of
its cost.

Much of the city council. Mayor
Marion Barry. Jesse Jackson and several

black Congressmen say they support the

strike—but they are the ones threatening

to send in cops to bash heads! These are

the same Democrats who have overseen

massive job, education, housing and
health care cuts against the black and
poor on the Reagan/Bush plantation.

Unfortunately the narrow outlook of the

student leaders of the UDC protest is to

confine the struggle to pressuring these

Democratic Party hacks and enemies of

black liberation.

The allies that students need in their

struggle are the workers who keep UDC
and the whole city running. UDC’s staff

is threatened with devastating cuts by the

Barry administration. As tens of thou-

sands of federal workers are threatened
with furloughs and layoffs, the KKK
threatens to try to march again in the

nation’s capital while the Imperial White
House plans a slaughter of Baghdad's
civilians— using black and working-class
troops. Students must make common
cause with the labor movement which
has the social power to make the changes
at UDC and take on this whole racist

capitalist system.
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Manhattan Cable TV Anti-Sex Witchhunt
New York City’s gay cable TV shows

and sexually explicit cable programs are

under attack by the supposedly "progres-

sive” Democratic Dinkins administration.

The city’s recent double-whammy deal

with Manhattan Cable TV bans suppos-

edly "indecent" advertising, and on Oc-

tober 1 will entirely eliminate "leased

public access" on Channel J/23. This

jeopardizes the existence of at least three

weekly shows produced by the Gay Ca-

ble Network as well as old standbys,

aired for over a decade, like Al Gold-

stein’s Midnight Blue and The Rohm Byrd

Show.

Is the creeping undead hand of Ed
Koch behind this? Newsday (4 Septem-

ber) reported that one of the wacko racist

pig mayor’s parting gifts to the city he

helped rip apart was a demand to D.A.

Morgenthau to investigate cable sex

shows for criminal obscenity and solicit-

ing for prostitution. No investigation

transpired; it seems the "kinder, gentler”

Dinkins/Holtzman crowd has found its

own way to censor the freewheeling

shows.

The city’s new deal with Manhattan

Cable, a subsidiary of the giant Time
Warner conglomerate, will entirely elimi-

nate the "leased public access" category,

which since 1976 let anybody who could

pay on the air with no censorship. Chan-

nel J/23 will be turned over to C-SPAN
24 hours a day, so the shows now have

to scramble for space elsewhere, subject

to the moral dictates of the corporate

biggies at Time Warner.

Other potential victims are shows

channel we have built up over the years,

they have silenced us."

Besides shutting down Channel J/23,

the city has said that starting August 27

it will enforce its new regulation that

would "exclude. . .any indecent advertise-

"If you don’t

like it,

change the
channel."

aimed at Hispanic viewers, including a

politically diverse range of broadcasts to

New York City residents from the Do-

minican Republic. "Channel 23 is the

most important media outlet Dominicans

have in the city," said one producer. "By
giving us limited time, only on week-

ends. and also by dumping us from a

ment... unsuitable for viewing for mi-

nors" (except between midnight and 4:30

a.m.). Since most of the shows must pay

for their time with advertising, including

"phone sex" lines which have mush-

roomed in this tragic age of AIDS, the

ban is an obvious attempt to force them

off the air. Most galling to many gay

activists is the fact that one of those

pushing hardest for this new sex cop

policy is Comptroller Elizabeth Holtz-

man, who was viewed as sympathetic to

gay/lesbian civil rights and even marched

in this year’s Gay Pride Day parade (as

did Dinkins).

This is a truly dirty deal. But the pro-

ducers aren’t taking it lying down. Lamb-
da Legal Defense and Education Fund
and the New York Civil Liberties Union

are preparing legal challenges. An ACLU
spokesman noted the "indecency stan-

dard" was "unconstitutionally vague." In

August a federal judge ruled against a

Jesse Helms-sponsored law seeking to

ban “phone sex" on that very basis, one

small victory in a tide of reactionary

attacks these days. On September 27

there was a spirited protest, led by Robin
Byrd, at the Time Warner offices.

This latest attempt at censorship in the

name of "decency" is an attack on gay
and lesbian rights, as well as on freedom

of expression in general. The distinction

the Supreme Court tries to enforce be-

tween evil pom and whatever it is they

happen to like is a crock. Anyhow, no-

body’s making you watch it—as Robin

Byrd commented in an interview with

WV, "If you don’t like it, change the

channel... that should be the American
way.’’B

New Orleans

Teachers...
(continuedfrom page 12)

wanna.” A total student boycott is being

organized.

Students have plenty of reason to back

the strike. New Orleans schools are in

sad shape. One striker told of buying

soap, hand towels and even toilet paper

with her own money (New Orleans Times-

Picayune, 20 September). At the same

school, classroom temperatures reach 103

degrees, with no air conditioning.

UTNO can win a decisive victory. Pro-

union sentiment is strong. Unlike the

1960s, when racial division set back the

union’s struggle for recognition, today

UTNO is solidly integrated, as seen on

the picket lines and at 3.000-strong ral-

lies. The strike is polarizing the city

along class lines, and a militant, united

working-class fight can back down the

union-busting school board. Teachers

should beware of Democratic Party poli-

ticians like Mayor Barthelemy, who today

preach "neutrality” in order to force the

union to cave in later “for the good of the

community." Look what the black Demo-
cratic mayors have done to the heavily

black city unionists, who work for pover-

ty wages and haven't seen a raise in

almost ten years.

The strategy of the Nat LaCour leader-

ship of UTNO threatens to squander the

union’s powerful position. Despite a

Greater New Orleans AFL-CIO resolu-

tion, on paper, to honor picket lines.

Teamster and AFSCME truck drivers,

food service workers and custodians are

still working, crossing UTNO’s lines!

The schools must be shut down tight! If

this isn’t done, the current widespread

support for the teachers will evaporate.

New Orleans workers—Teamsters, long-

shoremen. oil and chemical workers and

transit workers from the large ATU Local

1600—must join their brothers and sisters

in UTNO on massive picket lines!

As economic recession hits Louisiana,

a victory for the teachers would be a

stinging rebuke to the rulers who want

the workers and students to suffer for the

crisis of the capitalist system. The union

should leaflet every working dock, fac-

tory and neighborhood in the city, calling

for a mass demonstration that will rock

City Hall and the statehouse! All out for

a UTNO victory!

A mobilization of labor/black power to

win this strike would go a long way
toward teaching workers to wield the

power to take on the KKK and Nazi

thugs. Klansman Duke is using his Loui-

siana Senate campaign to spread racist

terror, whip up support for the death

penalty and force women to return to the

days of the back-alley abortion butchers.

On September 1 2, Dorothy Mae Gourrier,

a black mother of six children, was bru-

tally murdered by racist skinhead Nazis.

A local Duke henchman running for Con-
gress is calling for a "National Day of

A J Sisco/Louisiana Weekly

Striking teachers and students heckle scab at Booker T. Washington High
School.

Death" to execute hundreds of death row

prisoners across the country.

The Nazi/Klan killers must be driven

back in their holes, and the integrated

labor movement of New Orleans has the

power to do it! The union tops and refor-

mist fake-leftists tell workers and blacks

to place their faith in appeals to the capi-

talist state to “ban the Klan" or vote for

the Democrats and defeat Duke at the

polls. But Duke's opponent. Senator J.

Bennett Johnston, is a Dixiecrat segrega-

tionist who led the fight against integra-

tion of public buildings in Shreveport. To
win strike battles and stop the Klan/Nazi

killers, workers and minorities need to

build a class-struggle workers party that

will fight for a workers government!

Picket lines mean don't cross! Victory to

the teachers!
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Integrated Union Power Can Win

Victory to the New Orleans

Teachers Strike!
OCTOBER 1—The strike of the Unit-

ed Teachers of New Orleans (UTNO)
against the Orleans Parish School Board

is entering its third week with the union

solid: out of 4,500 teachers, only 200 are

scabbing. Strikers are loud and spirited

on the lines, with picket signs like “Erase

a scab" and "I pulled my weight in ’78."

referring to the bitter two-week strike

then. This is a key battle for labor and

blacks, confronting not only the anti-

union school board of New Orleans, but

reactionary forces in the state capital of

Baton Rouge, where Klansman David

Duke is trying to ride a campaign of

race-hate and terror into the U.S. Senate.

When the teachers' contract expired in

June, the union was demanding a 10

percent raise per year for three years. But

when school opened the UTNO lead-

ership dropped any wage demand for

teachers, only asking for more medical

benefits and an increase for aides and

clericals, some of whom make less than

$11,000 per year. Even this was too

much for the school board, which is

seeking to break the union’s strength.

New Orleans teachers are among the

lowest paid in the South and they face a

highly paid and arrogant administration:

one boss told the union to be happy they

got holidays at Mardi Gras!

The union-busting board is using scabs

to keep open the sham schools— little

more than holding tanks controlled by

off-duty police and rent-a-cops. At one

school the cops manhandled fourth-grade

students. Student attendance is dropping,

and the school board is seen as corrupt

and widely hated by parents. An integrat-

ed organization called NOPE. New Or-

leans Parents for Education, is urging

parents to pull their children out of

school in support of the strike. At one

school, 100 students called for others to

join them on the picket line, chant-

ing “Do it, do it. leave. Do what you

continued on page 1
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Striking New Orleans teachers chant "Erase a Scab!” at picket of School Board
headquarters.
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Washington. D.C.

Student Strike Shuts Down UDC
OCTOBER 1

—Students at the over-

whelmingly black and working-class

University of the District of Columbia

(UDC) are fed up with being treated

like second-class citizens. After UDC’s
Board of Trustees refused to meet with

them to discuss demands for improved

education and services, on September

26 hundreds of students occupied

Buildings 38 and 39 (the administration

buildings) and shut the school down
tight. The student takeover was well

organized and named "Operation Kiam-
sha," a Swahili word meaning "that

which wakes you up."

As we go to press, the city and

school administrations are threatening

to send in the cops to brutalize the

students and drag them out. Many of

the protesters are foreign students who
face grave danger if arrested. The Spar-

tacus Youth Club says: Victory to the

UDC students! Cops off campus!

Students at UDC work their butts

off—many juggle full-time jobs and

families while trying to acquire skills

and a college education to try to in-

crease their chance of survival in this

society. The D.C. and federal govern-

ments don't need or want educated

black youth, and UDC is their monu-
ment to malign neglect: a cement and

plastic dungeon of nameless buildings

numbered like prison cell blocks; librar-

ies with such restrictive hours that

working students can’t use them; aca-

demic programs that are so poor that

more departments lose accreditation

every year.

One of the students' main demands

is the resignation of the Board of Trust-

ees: "If you chop off the head of a

snake, it dies." said protest leader Mark
Thompson. We say: abolish the adminis-

tration and the Board of Trustees! For

worker/student/teacher control of UDC!
For open admissions and free tuition

continued on page 10

UDC students
demanding a

decent education
take over

administration
building.
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Break the Blockade of Iraq !

Defeat U.S. Imperialism!
OCTOBER 16— Bush's invasion of the

Persian Gulf has turned the ever volatile

Near East into a giant powder keg wait-

ing to explode. Nearly a quarter million

American troops plus a massive armada
of battleships, bombers and fighter jets

have been crammed onto the Saudi sand
and the Gulf waters, up against a million

battle-hardened Iraqi soldiers. “War
looks more and more inevitable," says

Time magazine (8 October). And the

inevitable became a lot more immediate
last week when the war-crazed and
nuclear-armed Zionist rulers of Israel

turned Jerusalem’s A1 Aksa mosque, the

third holiest shrine in all Islam, into

a bloodsoaked morgue. “Israeli killings

bring war closer," ran the headline in the

London Independent (10 October).

Washington’s bipartisan war mobiliza-

tion is a deadly danger to working people

around the world. Having propped up the

butcher Saddam Hussein for the many
years it suited them, U.S. rulers are now
set to blow away Iraq in order to reassert

America's military domination over the

planet. For this. Wall Street and its pol-

iticians are prepared to spill the blood of

hundreds of thousands of Iraqis and of

thousands more American GIs. But un-

less Bush gets a big win with minimal
U.S. casualties, he will lose big. And the

American rulers are hardly riding a win-

ning streak right now.

Saddam Hussein has refused to roll

over and play dead, while in the U.S.

popular opposition to war continues to

grow. Right from the start of the U.S.

invasion it was clear that working people,

and blacks in particular, were not buying
Bush’s war for Big Oil. Since then, sup-

port in the polls for Bush’s Gulf policy

has plummeted from almost three out of
four to a little over half the population.

And nine out of ten Americans oppose
the U.S. starting a shooting war. Now
the budget fiasco has revealed and deep-
ened widespread popular resentment
against both capitalist parties. "Budget
Morass Leaves President in Peril—U.S.
Mess Poses Risks for Bush’s Stance
on Iraq," warns the Wall Street Journal

(12 October).

Seldom has it been clearer that this is

a rich man’s government sending the

poor off to die for it. Here is a chance
for blacks, Hispanics and all working
people to mobilize against their exploit-

ers in Washington and Wall Street.

Instead various liberals and supposed
leftists are pleading for "No More Viet-

nams" to save the American rulers from
another debacle. The interests of Amer-
ican workers lie not in saving the skins

of this gang of strikebreakers, racists and
warmongers but rather in seeing them
defeated. That means standing in de-

fense of Iraq against U.S. imperialism.

We Trotskyists fight for class struggle

here and in the Near East to drive the

U.S. out! Break the blockade of Iraq—
Defeat U.S. imperialism!

Slaughter In Jerusalem

Even by the standards of three years

of murderous rampage against the Pales-

tinian intifada, in which the Israeli army
has killed hundreds and wounded or

imprisoned thousands more, the A1 Aksa

massacre on October 8 was a blood-

thirsty Zionist atrocity. Several thousand
Palestinians had massed around the

shrine to defend it from a provocation by
an extreme right-wing Zionist fundamen-
talist group called the "Temple Mount

Faithful” which, as it has in previous

years on that day, intended to march on
the Muslim holy site. Israeli border

police pumped hundreds of rounds of live

ammunition into the crowd, killing at

least 21 and wounding more than 150
people. The Israelis continued firing at

ambulances carrying away the victims.

In its determination to make an example
in the blood of helpless people, the

Zionist massacre brings to mind the Brit-

ish imperialists’ notorious atrocity at

Amritsar, India in 1919.

Israel said police started shooting only

after Palestinians showered Jewish "wor-

shippers" at the nearby Wailing Wall
with stones. "Barrels of stones” found in

the mosque, supposedly evidence of a

premeditated Palestinian "provocation."

turned out to be concrete blocks being
used for a construction project. The
"PLO provocation” lie was exposed when
Zeev Schiff. military expert for the main-
stream Israeli newspaper Ha'aretz, af-

firmed that the Palestinians had gathered

at the mosque "to prevent the entrance of

the Temple Mount Faithful." And a video-

tape taken at the lime shows that the cops
started mowing down Palestinians after

Jewish worshippers had left the scene.

This was the Israeli response to the

request by their American quartermasters

two months ago that they keep a "low
profile" during the U.S. -led confrontation

with Iraq. Washington seethed, while its

Arab allies quaked in fear over an erup-

tion of popular outrage. But all wings of
the Zionist establishment, including

“liberal” Jerusalem mayor Teddy Kollek,

joined Israeli prime minister Yitzhak

Shamir in brazenly defending the massa-
cre, claiming that the PLO was behind
"an organized provocation, a Satanic

scheme" (New York Times, 10 October).

This was a provocation. But the pro-

vocateurs were the Zionist rulers, who
are out to deliberately inflame Arab
hostility to the point of igniting—or

creating the pretext for—a shooting war.

Israel has been itching for war. even
before the U.S. invasion, in order to

facilitate its aim of driving the Palestin-

ians out of the West Bank and creating

Lehensraum for the long-awaited influx

of Soviet Jews. (Shortly before the mas-
sacre Israel began mass distributing gas
masks to all but the Palestinians in the

Occupied Territories!) From the moment
American troops started piling into Saudi
Arabia, the Israelis have harped on the

need to take Saddam Hussein out militar-

ily—and fast—even insisting on the use

of "non-conventiona! weapons," i.e..

nuking Baghdad. For Israel, as one "se-

nior military source" told the Washington
Post (6 October), a diplomatic solution

in the Gulf is the "most dangerous" out-

come possible.

The Zionists rightly fear that the U.S.

may begin to see Israel as a "strategic

liability" and no longer a "strategic

asset.” A permanent U.S. military pres-

ence in Saudi Arabia threatens to deprive

the Zionist state of its privileged position

as Washington’s regional gendarme and
thus rupture its multibillion-dollar umbil-

ical cord. With one blow, it looked like

Israel had moved the Gulf a big step

closer to shooting war and thrown a

wrench into Washington’s new alliance

with Arab regimes. While Bush merely
slapped the Israelis on the wrist for fail-

ing to exercise "greater restraint," a

PLO-sponsored resolution condemning
the Israel massacre and calling for UN
intervention to "protect" Palestinians

garnered overwhelming support in the

Security Council, not only from "Third
World" countries but even from the U.S.’

Western allies.

Ever more desperate to pressure the

U.S. to pressure its Israeli clients to

accede to a Palestinian bantustan. the

PLO caved in on its resolution and

continued on page 13

The Popular Front:

Chile 1973: Pinochet's bloody coup was prepared by class-collaborationist policies
of Allende popular front.

War-Crazed Israel

Massacres Palestinians

Blood on the walls after Israeli soldiers killed at least 21 Palestinian Arabs,
who were defending Jerusalem’s Al Aksa mosque against provocation by
Zionist fanatics.



Japan: Workers Battle

Cops, Gangsters
TOKYO, October 12—For five straight

nights, day laborers of Osaka's Nishinari

area fought pitched battles with the hated

city police as the workers’ accumulated

grievances erupted over a corruption

scandal involving the yakuza (Japanese

underworld). Starting on the evening of

Tuesday October 2 the laborers besieged

the local police station in increasing

numbers every night. By early Sunday

morning 1 .600 protesters had confronted

2.500 riot police and the area looked like

a war zone, with the streets littered with

broken bottles and piles of burnt bicy-

cles. Nearby parked vehicles and the

local train station were torched.

The laborers fought the Nishinari cops

to a standstill. About 50 people were

arrested, but of 186 people injured. 148

were cops! Only a heavy deployment of

Osaka riot police and the leaderless

direction of the day laborers' protest dis-

sipated this sharp outbreak of worker

unrest. Release the jailed Nishinari day

laborers!

The Nishinari area, on Osaka’s south

side, has long been a transient labor area,

where workers, generally older and from

rural areas all over Japan, try to eke out

a living while being squeezed by the

yakuza job brokers and harassed by the

cops. The laborers have^a-union, the All

Kamasaki Day Laborers Workers Union,

but it’s weak and has no affiliation with

TROTSKY LENIN

“Popular Frontism” Sabotages

Struggle Against Imperialist War

In the Vietnam antiwar movement, refor-

mists sought to build a "broad coalition" of

"all" forces opposed to the war. This meant

the "mass movement" was to be dominated

politically by the defeatist wing of the bour-

geoisie. Seeking to confine protests to de-

mands acceptable to Democratic "doves."

they tried to exclude radicals and commu-
nists like the Spartacist League who fought

to break with the bourgeoisie, calling for

"Victory to the Vietnamese Revolution" andfor labor strikes against the war. The main

brokerfor the "popularfront" was the Socialist Workers Party, the once-Trotskyist party

which had degenerated, consolidating as reformists through this role in the Vietnam

antiwar movement. Veteran Trotskyist Richard Fraser wrote a powerful indictment of the

SWP "antiwar" work, quoted below. Fraser split from the SWP over this issue in 1966.

The Militant says. "Bring the Gls Home." But this only raises another question

—

how? The party and youth line is that an enlarged peace movement can do it by

nationally directed pressure and agitation.

In reality, a more tangible and quicker possibility for the withdrawal of U.S. armed

forces from Vietnam could be accomplished if the National Liberation Front can drive

them into the China Sea. This is the active revolutionary solution to the question. But

there is no hint of recognition in our literature that this is the most favorable

alternative....

Now that for the first time in the modem era, militant antiwar youth and militant

southern Negroes are seeking to broaden the concept and scope of both the antiwar

and civil rights movements by integrating their aims and directing an appeal to the

proletariat, the party and youth claim that such youth are sectarian splitters of the

united peace front!

The capitalist class is profoundly fearful of the possibility of the Negro movement
identifying itself with the colonial revolution and linking up with the antiwar movement
around the issue of Vietnam. Every time a Negro leader opens his mouth on Vietnam

or colonialism, the entire capitalist press rakes him over the coals with a line quite

similar to that of the party and youth: “It's all right for Negroes to build their own
movement on their own grievances, but you only injure the cause of civil rights by

taking positions on other social problems, because that will alienate your supporters.”

What they mean is that a break from the Democratic or Republican parties would

be the next logical step and this must be prevented at all costs....

The newly radicalized elements, many of them politically naive, are still people

moving rapidly leftward who desperately require the intervention of revolutionary

socialists on the big political questions to aid their development.

In so far as the youth movement is successful in confining the movement to peace

only, it will insure a strong development of people's frontism, because a movement
which is orientated exclusively to the peace issue inevitably winds up supporting

"peace” Democrats.

— Richard Fraser. "On the SWP and the Vietnam Antiwar Movement"
(December 1965). reprinted in Prometheus Research Series No.

“In Memoriam— Richard S. Fraser"
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Fifty people
arrested in Osaka

as day laborers
fight corrupt

cops, linked to

yakuza gangs,
to a standstill.

any of the three major labor federations.

Wages are VI 0-1 5,000 per day. a lot

more than women make in the service

sector, but there’s no job stability.

The union has a hiring hall, but it can

only provide jobs to about 10 percent of

the area’s laborers. The other 90 percent

are at the mercy of the yakuza job bro-

kers. So most of the estimated 20,000

workers of this area live in flophouses or

sleep in the park. The police have video

cameras mounted on every street comer
and regularly harass the laborers by

rousting them from the local parks.

The actual corruption case in Nishinari

had no direct link to the laborers, but

was a flashpoint for years of grievances.

As a local beat reporter wrote: "Day
laborers’ earnings are sucked into the

pocket of the gangsters. But now they

found that the money then went to police

as bribes in the latest scandal. That was
the major cause of the riot" (Japan

Times. 9 October). The laborers' hatred

for the cops is longstanding, as similar

battles were fought in 1961 and 1973. So
notorious are the South Osaka cops that

even the New York Times (7 October)

noted: "Local sympathy appears to lie

with the workers, not the police."

But the Nishinari day laborers are only

a day’s wages removed from the lumpen-

proletariat and exhibit some of the most
racist and backward attitudes among
Japan's working class. Their isolation

from the powerful industrial proletariat

and their social backwardness left their

flank open to infiltration by the "Boso-

zoka” motorcycle gangs of young toughs,

with ties to the yakuza and many right-

ist groups. The Bosozoka tried to join

the protests and get their "kicks" mixing

it up with the local cops. This scum is

no friend of labor!

Osaka has the highest concentration of

burakumin (an oppressed caste equiva-

lent to India’s “untouchables”) and Ko-

reans in Japan. The local government,

Nishinari construction bosses and their

hiring agents have used this to pit other

Japanese laborers against their minor-

ity class brothers in a vicious yakuza-

controlled job competition. This vicious

system is enforced by the Osaka cops,

who combine the paramilitary brutality

of LAPD SWAT teams with Chicago-

style police corruption. The local union

has tried to defend Osaka's minorities

but it lacks the social muscle to smash
the yakuza job brokerage racket. A union

hiring hall that breaks the vicious dis-

crimination against burakumin and Kore-

ans and is organized on a first-come.

First-served basis can provide job stabil-

ity and dignity to Nishinari 's laborers.

The big battalions of Osaka’s indus-

trial labor can turn the tide in Nishinari

and they have a vested interest in break-

ing up this sinister alliance of con-

struction bosses, yakuza and cop terror.

Standing in the way of this fight are

the racist and contemptuous pro-company

Rengo "union” leaders who represent the

same anti-Korean and anti-burakumin

policies in major industry that the yakuza

gangs try to enforce in Nishinari. The
eruption of the Osaka day laborers blows

the lid off of Japan’s ostensible labor and

social peace. What’s needed is a militant

and determined labor leadership that will

fight against the pro-company union

misleaders and integrate Japan's minori-

ties. women workers and the unorganized

into real industrial unions. Such a lead-

ership. crystallized in a revolutionary

workers party, will champion the fight

for the social emancipation of all the

victims of racist Japanese capitalism.
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Dublin Spartacist Youth Group
On the weekend of October 6-7, the

Dublin Spartacist Youth Group was
formed by a small group of students at

Trinity College in Ireland. The adher-

ence of young Irish revolutionaries to

the International Communist League
(Fourth Internationalist) is a modest but

significant extension of our tendency.

Young
Spartacus

Participating in the founding meeting

were representatives of the Spartacist

League/Britain, and messages of greet-

ings were sent from ICL sections in-

cluding the Spartacist groups in Japan

and Mexico.

The comrades of the DSYG have

been active in college groups such as

the Socialist Society and the Labour

Society over past years, participating in

a united-front protest which stopped

British fascist “historian” David Irving

from speaking at Trinity in 1988. Re-

cently the group organized the painting-

out of fascistic anti-Semitic slogans.

They were also part of an ongoing

struggle to distribute abortion infor-

mation, including distributing a leaflet

with others calling for free abortion on

demand and women’s liberation through

socialist revolution.

The work of the International Com-
munist League in Germany was instru-

mental in convincing the comrades of

the correctness and urgency of Spar-

tacist politics, particularly in coun-

terposition to the rightward-moving

centrists of the Irish Workers Group/
Workers Power. The IWG had pub-

lished an 18-page pamphlet “Sectar-

ianism and Stalinophilia: The Politics

of the Spartacists." Where we fought

tooth and nail against imperialist reuni-

fication. the IWG/WP were soft-core

capitalist restorationists, tailing Social

Democracy, calling for Soviet troops

out and hailing anti-Stasi riots in which

skinhead fascists were prominent. The
Dublin comrades rejected the IWG/
WP’s Stalinophobia for the authentic

Trotskyism of the ICL.

Discussions over the national ques-

tion in Ireland and the nature of refor-

mist parties such as the Irish Labour

Party were also key. The founding

meeting endorsed the key Spartacist

document “Theses on Ireland," which

has stood well the test of time since its

adoption in 1977. Against Labourite

chauvinism and Green nationalism, the

Dublin Spartacist Youth Group is com-
mitted to raising the banner of proletar-

ian internationalism, not least in the

context of Northern Ireland.

The DSYG also addressed the impe-

rialist war buildup in the Persian Gulf,

a decisive question facing revolutionar-

ies throughout the world today. For

years the sham “neutrality” of the Irish

Republic has made it a key component

of United Nations military forces, such

as those which acted as Israel’s north-

ern border guards until the Zionist

butchers brushed them aside in their

1982 invasion of Lebanon. The meeting

called for trade unions to black (boy-

cott) imperialist war preparations and

for mobilization to "Stop the refueling

of U.S. warplanes at Shannon!"

We print below the greetings of the

Political Bureau of the Spartacist

League/U.S. to the DSYG.

Dear Comrades:

The Spartacist League/U.S. welcomes

the founding of the Dublin Spartacist

Youth Group and extends warm greet-

ings to our new comrades in the Repub-

lic of Ireland.

In the British Isles, the proletariat’s

struggle for the social, as well as na-

tional. liberation of all of the working

people and oppressed is centered on

smashing the rule of the bourgeoisie

which is concentrated in the south of

England, particularly centered in Lon-

don. This is not to mitigate against the

importance of fighting against one’s

"own" national bourgeoisie.

Together with the Glasgow branch of

the SL/B, the establishment of a group

in Dublin is another step towards build-

ing the revolutionary party that can put

an end to the rule of British imperial-

ism and regional bourgeois powers in

the British Isles. James Connolly and

John MacLcan were not finished Bol-

sheviks but their spirit of working class

intransigence had better march along-

side of us.

In North America, among our U.S.,

English Canadian, Queb^cois, Mexican

and Puerto Rican comrades, the central

struggle is against the white Anglo-

Saxon Protestant hegemony which is

expressed through Wall Street and the

White House. Presently, the U.S. impe-

rialists are as war-crazed over the Per-

sian Gulf as Thatcher was over the

Malvinas.

As we noted in the article declaring

the foundation of the International

Communist League, "as the workings

of capitalist imperialism create millions

of new subjective communists across

the globe, the absence of genuinely

communist leadership is acutely felt by

many and the program of Leninist inter-

nationalism can be put forward with

great impact." The comrades of the

Dublin Spartacist Youth Group have

eloquently expressed this sentiment in

their applications. At our upcoming SL/

U.S. Central Committee plenum we will

also be welcoming new comrades from

throughout North America who, from

different perspectives, have come to the

same conclusion.

4 October 1990

Supreme Court Turns Down

Death Row Political Prisoner
On the first day of its fall term, the

United States Supreme Court shut its

doors to death row political prisoner

Mumia Abu-Jamal. On October 1 the

court denied Jamal’s petition for review

of his conviction and death sentence.

Jamal. 36. had challenged the overtly

political basis of his conviction and the

exclusion of eleven prospective jurors

solely because they are black, a chal-

lenge going to the heart of the racist

death penalty in the U.S. The Court’s

action clears the way for Pennsylvania

governor Robert Casey to sign a warrant

of execution.

Jamal, a former Black Panther Party

spokesman and supporter of the MOVE
organization, was president of the Phil-

adelphia Chapter of the Association

of Black Journalists at the time of his

1981 arrest. Jamal became known as the

"voice of the voiceless” because he

spoke out for the poor and oppressed

minorities, first from the streets and then

from his radio booth. Because he was an

outspoken critic of racist cop terror, he

was framed on charges of killing a Phila-

delphia policeman.

For years. Chief Justice Rehnquist.

whose hero is the notorious hanging

judge Isaac Parker who sent 164 men
to their graves in post-Reconstruction

Arkansas, has been the most outspoken

proponent of speeding up the assembly

line of death. Nearly every day Rehnquist

& Co. confirm that in death penalty

cases there is no court of “last resort"

—just a rubber stamp. The Rehnquist

court says that racist application of the

death penalty is "irrelevant," and now

refuses to hear an appeal about the

deliberate exclusion of blacks from the

Partisan Defense Committee rally for

July 14.

jury that convicted Jamal.

The same day the Court turned down
Jamal it also refused to review the death

sentence of Joseph Giarratano, who has

won wide acclaim as a self-taught legal

expert who. while behind bars, has

prepared sophisticated legal papers for

numerous inmates. Despite widespread

support from liberals and conservatives

alike, the Court rejected Giarratano's

request for a new trial because his law-
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Mumia Abu-Jamal in Philadelphia,

yers in earlier stages of his case failed

to raise the constitutional violations he

cited.

If "Judge Death" Rehnquist is driving

the "execution express.” Congress is

feverishly stoking its engines. In the

Senate confirmation hearings for newly

appointed Supreme Court Justice Souter

they didn’t even question his support for

capital punishment. And on October 4

the Democratic-controlled House passed

by a two-to-one margin an “anti-crime"

bill which expanded the list of federal

crimes to carry the death sentence. As
frustrated Congressional opponents sar-

castically chanted “Kill! Kill! Kill!”

Wisconsin Representative David Obey
accurately characterized this license to

kill by asking. "Would it be possible to

bring the guillotines directly to the House
floor?”

The new law strips to the bone the

centuries-old right of habeas corpus

against unlawful imprisonment, limiting

death row prisoners to one federal habeas

corpus challenge to the legality of their

state conviction and sentence. Dozens of

innocent people who were wrongly sen-

tenced to death and later had their con-

victions overturned would have died

under these rules. Proposals to guarantee

minimally qualified counsel (three years

of experience in felony criminal cases)

in capital cases were rejected. Adopting

the segregationist "states' rights" princi-

ple. the House left such standards to the

individual states—such as Mississippi

and Arkansas where attorney's fees can

be limited to $1,000 no matter how long

or involved the trial may be.

And a macabre front-page article in the

New York Times (13 October) decries the

shortage of "experienced executioners.”

“Hangmen are a dying breed,” sighs the

Delaware deputy attorney general, a

serious problem now that 2,400 people

are on death row and 23 states are "pre-

paring to join the 15 that have executed

prisoners since the Supreme Court rein-

stated the death penalty in 1976." Fea-

tured is a picture of Fred Leuchter, the

ghoulish “authority” on Nazi gas ovens

continued on page 12
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Wall Street to NYC:

Hire Cops, Fire Workers
"The Big Pink Slip." blared the New

York Newsday front page. Mayor David

Dinkins had just threatened layoffs of

15.000 city workers. NYC union leaders

had pulled out all the stops to elect black

Democrat Dinkins, billed as a classic

"friend of labor" liberal. But now Wall

Street was turning the screws, declaring

a "fiscal crisis" on the order of 1974-76

when tens of thousands of municipal

workers were sacked and services

slashed. The bankers arc demanding that

thousands more police be hired and the

working people must pay. The racist rul-

ers want a solid blue line of cop power
on the streets to enforse their interests.

AFSCME city union leader Stanley

Hill cried "betrayal." Teamster top Barry

Feinstein said it was “a declaration of

war." and even held a strike vote. Their

main complaint was not layoffs, how-
ever. but that they weren’t “consulted."

As for action from these labor fakers,

don’t hold your breath. In the '70s, they

showed their "responsibility” to their

capitalist masters by agreeing to wage
freezes, then whopping layoffs, and al-

lowing the financiers to loot city pension

funds. As another depression is taking

hold, what’s needed is a fight to break

the "popular front” stranglehold that

shackles workers and minorities to their

exploiters through the Democratic Party.

Just as Wall Street is manipulating the

economic crisis, the masters of New
York have whipped up a frenzy over the

recent wave of random, wanton murders

and shootings in the city. The fear is

real. Ghettos and barrios have become
“free fire” zones as drug gangs shoot it

out with each other and the cops. The
victims are primarily blacks and Hispan-

ics, often children like nine-month-old

Rayvon Jamieson, slain by stray gunfire

in his grandmother’s Bronx kitchen,

or Veronica Corrales, the nine-year-old

struck by a bullet while sleeping in

her family’s car on a Brooklyn street.

Twenty-three "gypsy" cab and livery

service drivers have been murdered this

year. But the bourgeoisie doesn’t care

about them.

It was the September 2 slaying of

Brian Watkins, a young white tourist

from Utah in town with his family for

the U.S. Open tennis tournament, by
a Hispanic gang as they mugged his

mother on a midtown Manhattan sub-

way platform that set off the media up-

roar. Now the screeching headlines were
not just from trashy tabloids: News-
week called it "New York's Nightmare.”
Time magazine ran a front-page feature

on "The Rotting of the Big Apple."

Dinkins complained lamely that they

didn’t run "the good news" about the

city. Did we miss something?

Then they started with the numbers
game. A "Citizens Crime Commission”
had been demanding the hiring of 5.000

new cops. (This "blue-ribbon" committee
turns out to consist of top executives

from American Express, Mobil, IBM and
New York Telephone.) Dinkins only

wanted 1,000. After the Watkins murder.

Governor Mario Cuomo began trumpet-

ing the 5,000 figure. Afraid of being

labeled "soft on crime,” Dinkins then

upped the ante to 7,500, setting off a

bidding war which has now seemingly

peaked with Police Commissioner Lee
Brown’s proposal, approved by the

Bronx block
patrol called in

cops, who then
attacked and
beat them:
"People don't
want the cops
around here
anymore,’’ said
spokesman.

mayor, to hire 1 1 .000 cops over the next

two years.

A Mayor to Enforce
“Sacrifices”

So it was “Fear City" all over again,

a real-time replay of the 1977 mayoral
election when racist pig Ed Koch cam-
paigned for the death penally while racist

cops handed out flyers to scare the tour-

ists. Since then, the NYC jail population

has nearly tripled, almost entirely due to

the "war on drugs.” The already inade-

quate health care system is swamped by
epidemics of AIDS and syphilis. Now the

scourge of tuberculosis has re-emerged

among the city’s homeless and ghetto

poor, with the NYC Health Department
reporting that as many as a million New
Yorkers are infected with the TB germ.
As vicious social service and welfare

cuts hit New York, the awesome increase

in homelessness earned the city the title

of "New Calcutta.” The horrifying racist

murders of black people in Howard
Beach and Bensonhurst brought the city

to the flash point. After a dozen years of
the infuriating loudmouth Koch. David
Dinkins was brought in as a "healer."

Dinkins inherited a city that was lit-

erally crumbling, from the bridges to

the steampipe system, and a half-billion-

dollar budget deficit. We wrote at the

time, "It will be Dinkins' job to take this

out of the hides of New York’s workers,

minorities and poor" (“Black Mayor
Elected in New York, Barely," WV No.

Blggart/City Sun
Racist cops' job is to break strikes, hold down ghetto masses. Below: striking
Eastern, NY Telephone and 1199 hospital workers march In August 1989.
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490, 24 November 1989). But you don’t

have to take just our word for it. The rul-

ing class' rationale was laid out frankly

by the New York Times in its endorsement

of Dinkins for mayor: "The next mayor
will have to ask for, and sell, sacrifice to

all New Yorkers, most notably the poor

citizens hurt most by reductions in city

services. Mr. Dinkins seems better qual-

ified to persuade all New Yorkers to

share the burdens ahead."

As the black mayor took office, the

NYPD served notice that he would do
their bidding, or else. Cops gunned down
half a dozen black and Hispanic youths

in the weeks following Dinkins' inaugu-

ration. But as the city began to fall apart

under the battering of economic crisis,

there have been repeated complaints of

the lack of a strong hand in Gracie Man-
sion. The Times said the mayor "has

failed to appear as angry as people seem
to want him to be.” Dinkins dutifully

expressed anger, in his way: "If two

nations are in dispute and one diplomat

says to the representative of another

government, ’Her majesty’s government

is exceedingly distressed,’ everybody
knows that means we’re mad as hell."

But the capitalist powers that be really

hit the roof over Dinkins* settlement of

the teachers’ contract, in which the union

got a 5 percent raise. No matter that it

was to be financed mostly by reducing

city payments to the pension fund. No
matter that it doesn’t even keep up with

the rate of inflation— i.e.. it’s a pay cut.

The Times was apoplectic over the teach-

ers' settlement, worrying that other

unions will demand similar deals. They
demanded Dinkins "abrogate the contract

and start over." And when Dinkins re-

sponded to the ruling-class hysteria by
announcing a wage freeze and increased

taxes, and floating the idea of 15,000

layoffs, the Times accused him of "lack

of a coherent program"!

With the U.S. nose-diving into a major
depression. Wall Street wants a CEO in

City Hall who’s going to force the work-

ing people to eat it. So they manufac-
tured a crisis to force Dinkins’ hand. In

1 974-75, the banks secretly dumped $2.3

billion in city securities, accelerating an

impending crash. Now Standard & Poor’s

has put a credit watch on NYC, prelimi-

nary to lowering its bond rating (and

upping interest rates), alleging a growing
budget deficit. Where does this come
from? After Dinkins balanced the fiscal

year 1990 budget, an additional $152
million gap was discovered. This was
due to falling real estate and corporate

tax revenues, some of it from declining

property values, some because of can-

celed tax assessment hikes due to land-

lord objections, and to delinquencies

—

i.e., they just don't pay. But they demand
that the workers do.

Last October, Dinkins assured potential

big-money campaign contributors that "it

may well be that I’ll have to tell some
of my friends they cannot have all the

things they want. But they'll take it from
me." Now Wall Street wants Dinkins to

deliver.

Fear and Aggravation

Along with the manipulated economic
crisis we have the manipulated crime

frenzy. To believe the media, you’d think

we’re experiencing the worst-ever crime

wave. Actually, levels of reported crimes

are about as high as during the early

1980s, in the "Reagan recession." The
crime rate is rising nationwide, as befits

continued on page 12
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Washington Budget Fiasco
They shut down the Statue of Liberty

and Washington Monument, and 6.000
campers had to leave Yosemite National

Park. Since the Navy Yard was closed

down, the Secret Service men look the

presidential limousines to a car wash in

downtown Washington. To save money
they used dollar-off coupons, and as an

added economy measure did not tip the

attendants. As a "cost-cutting" publicity

stunt, instead of taking the Marine One
helicopter from Camp David to the White
House, Bush returned by car. But he got

stuck in Beltway traffic for an hour and
a half, one of the Secret Service cars

blew a tire and machine gun toting

agents had to commandeer a passing

police car. And the presidential chopper
flew back to Washington empty. Such
were scenes from the three-day shutdown
of the United States government during

the Great Budget Follies of 1990.

Just a few months ago. Bush invaded

the Persian Gulf oil fields and pro-

claimed himself commander in chief of

a "new world order." He gloried in bi-

partisan support and the global alliance

against Saddam Hussein's Iraq. "War in

the Gulf" headlines were great for pres-

idential opinion-poll ratings... so long

as no one was dying. Suddenly, Bush

has become a laughingstock. "We’re

really getting slaughtered.” exclaimed

one Republican strategist, "because the

President looks indecisive and the Ad-
ministration looks rudderless.” A pres-

ident who is now widely viewed as a

gross incompetent and a wimp will have

a hard time sending American soldiers to

fight and die for Big Oil.

The entire U.S. government—the

White House and Congress, Republicans

and Democrats— is being treated with

open contempt by the American popula-

tion. The latest New York Times/CBS
News poll shows that two-thirds of the

electorate wants to dump the incumbents

of both parties. What began as a typical

game of Washington budget haggling has

become a lightning rod and outlet for

long-building popular hostility to the

greedy misrulers of this country. You
don’t have to be a Marxist to see that the

Senate is a millionaires’ club. Just turn

on C-SPAN and watch.

The budget package was finally un-

wrapped on September 30 after four and

a half months of closed summit talks

among the "Big Eight" at Andrews Air

Force Base—White House aides John

Sununu and Richard Darman, Treasury

Secretary Nicholas Brady and five Dem-
ocratic and Republican Congressional

leaders. The summiteers came up with a

predictable soak-the-poor budget. Cuts

in Medicare funding while making the

elderly pay more out of pocket for health

care. Higher taxes on liquor, cigarettes

and gasoline. But no new taxes for the

Florescu/Newsday

$100,000-a-year crowd.

Even public appeals by Bush and Dem-
ocratic Congressional leaders couldn't

sell this stinker. A Washington state Re-

publican Congressman reported his mail

was running ten to one against the budget

package. Columnist Bob Morse summed
up popular feeling in the San Francisco

Examiner (3 October):

"The rich once again have called upon
the lesser classes to clean up their mess,

the deficit created during the Reagan

party time. Finally, when the bills are

due. trickle-down economics works. So
you say the plebeians should just quit

their evil habits, like smoking, driving

and Medicare."

In Congress, the revolt against the

bipartisan summiteers’ budget was led by

Republican House whip Newt Gingrich

of Georgia in the name of defending the

Reaganite faith, the main tenet of which

is representation for the rich, without

taxation. The revolt of the Republican

right encouraged a majority of both par-

ties to vote down the budget package on

October 5. After all, what Congressman

wants to vote for Medicare cuts and

gasoline tax increases a month before the

midterm elections?

To show his displeasure at an uppity

Congress, Bush then vetoed a stopgap

measure to keep the U.S. government

operating. A few days later. Congress

passed a bipartisan agreement to cut the

deficit $40 billion this year by agreeing

to let “details” like where the money was

going to come from get worked out in

Congressional committees. Meanwhile.

Bush changed his position three times

within 48 hours on a tradeoff between

cutting taxes on capital gains and raising

income tax rates for the highest brackets.

"Read my flips," quipped New York

Newsday. “The man doesn’t believe in

anything," quoth the MacNeil-Lehrer

Report. Reagan, at least, made the 28

percent top tax bracket a matter of politi-

cal faith.

The media are rightly treating the

whole business as entertaining political

farce. New York Times ( 1 1 October)

columnist Anna Quindlen noted that: "In

bank lines, drugstores, supermarkets and

parking lots Americans have gathered in

a spirit of grand unanimity to discuss

the possibility that the people who run

the Government are completely out to

lunch.” And out to lunch at the tax-

payers’ expense. Washington abounds
with jokes reflecting the bitter infighting

within the Republican Party. Bush is in

a room with Saddam Hussein. Muammar
Qaddafi and Newt Gingrich. He has a

revolver with only two bullets. What
does he do? You’re right: He shoots

Newt Gingrich twice.

Underlying the farcical aspects of the

budget crisis is the collapse of America’s

financial house of cards. Washington is

trying to reassert itself as world police-

man while the debt-ridden U.S. economy
is shakily propped up by Japanese and

German money. "We’re mobilizing for

war with a fiscal situation that is worse

than any time since the Great Depres-

sion," observed Chicago financial analyst

David Hale (Newsweek , 17 September).

The S&L debacle jeopardizes the sol-

vency of the entire banking system. Soar-

ing oil prices have panicked the stock

markets. And the federal deficit is out

of control while Tokyo and Frankfurt

financiers are pulling their money out of

the U.S.

Government By and
For the Rich

When Reagan/Bush took over in 1980,

they pushed through a massive tax cut

for the rich under the guise of a general

tax cut. What about the resulting budget

deficit? "Not to worry," the Reaganites

retorted. Cutting taxes, they argued,

would so stimulate entrepreneurial ener-

gy and capital investment that national

income would grow by leaps and bounds.

Total tax revenues would thus increase

even at lower rates. This was to be the

miracle of “supply-side" economics.

Of course it was nonsense, and the

Reagan gang knew it. Reagan's budget

director David Stockman spilled the

beans a long time ago. The tax cuts were

expressly designed to create massive

budget deficits in order to force through

dismantling and slashing of social pro-

grams (Social Security. Medicare, federal

aid to housing and education, etc.). At

the same time. Reagan's smashing of the

PATCO air controllers strike in 1980

ushered in a decade of union-busting,

giveback labor contracts, two-tier wages

and overall an intensified exploitation of

the working class.

In short, the rich got a lot richer

at the expense of the workers and poor.

In the past decade, income from stock

dividends has increased by 49 percent,

from interest payments by 106 percent

and from capital gains by 109 percent.

The richest one percent in this country

increased their annual income from

$300,000 to $550,000. During the same
period, the purchasing power of the

income of the average American family

fell by $2,000, while real hourly wages
for blue-collar workers were cut by 5

percent. Young workers today are earn-

ing 25 percent less than their parents

earned in the early 1970s. And the

country is now sinking into a recession

to boot!

The growing awareness that this is a

government by the rich, for the rich,

to screw the working people got a big

boost with the $500 billion S&L bailout

swindle, which outraged large sections

of the American people who hadn't

paid much attention to Washington's pre-

vious fiscal shenanigans. “It’s clear that

Americans have a high level of disgust

for us,” Oklahoma Democratic Congress-

man Mike Synar noticed last summer
(Newsweek , 13 August). Since then the

level of disgust has grown a lot higher.

Everybody's now talking about popular

hostility to the bipartisan Washington

establishment and the anti-incumbent

mood in the country.

continued on page 1

1

Fnedman/Black Star

Elderly patients at Brooklyn’s Kings County Hospital: White House/
Congress take aim at Medicaid. Bush presidency, inaugurated with glitz

and glitter, means government by the rich, for the rich.

Katz/Black Star

Texas working-class family Is jobless, as Southwest bankers rake in billions

from S&L swindle and Big Oil practices highway robbery at the gas pump.
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Militants Split from Ernest MandeFs USec

Trotskyist Regroupment in Canada
Socialist Challenge, the English-

Canadian affiliate of the United Sec-

retariat (USec). has just undergone a

debilitating and perhaps fatal split. The
declaration of the Revolutionary Marxist

Tendency (RMT), "Against United Secre-

tariat Liquidationism—For Trotskyism!”

calls “on all comrades who agree with

this document to join us in pursuing

the only principled course open to

Trotskyists, the course of fusion with the

International Communist League (Fourth

Internationalist) and its Canadian sec-

tion. the Trotskyist League. This is the

only road in the fight for Trotskyism!”

The RMT includes the majority, and

most active members, of the Edmonton,

Alberta branch, where their irregular

newspaper Socialist Challenge has been

published.

In declaring the International Commu-
nist League in May 1989, we based our-

selves on the understanding that with the

terminal crisis of Stalinism, our program

of Leninist internationalism could have

great impact in winning subjective com-
munists around the world to the banner

of Trotskyism. In contrast, the USec,
having spent the last decade in the em-
brace of Cold War anti-Sovietism, has no
answers for those militants who want to

struggle against capitalist exploitation

and oppression. It is in a state of disarray

and paralysis, split between those who
openly support capitalist counterrevo-

lution and those Mandelites who can’t

figure out who to tail after today.

And it is not only the USec. Our active

fight against counterrevolution, from
Afghanistan to East Germany, was key
to the recent fusion of the Grupo Espar-

taquista de Mexico with the Trotskyist

Faction, which broke with the followers

of the late Nahuel Moreno, particularly

over the Morenoites’ support to capitalist

reunification of Germany. The Canadian
RMT was likewise increasingly propelled

by the events in East Europe and the

Soviet Union to see the ICL as the only

genuine Trotskyists.

When these comrades, who include

two founding members of Socialist Chal-

lenge. one of whom was a full Central

Committee member, joined the USec in

Canada they thought they had joined a

Trotskyist organization. So they were
somewhat bewildered to find that their

work as members of Socialist Challenge
was not to win people even to the Man-
delites' nominal version of "Trotskyism,"

but instead to simply be the “best

builders" of other "movements." Rather

than building an independent proletarian

leadership, as Trotsky called for in the

Transitional Program, they were chasing

after the will o' the wisp of Mandel's
“new/mass/broad vanguards" to do the

job instead. The RMT’s founding dec-

laration noted: “Our ‘transitional pro-

gramme* is reduced to nothing more than

a movement shopping list, as our politi-

cal intervention is reduced to coalition-

style demand swapping." In a word, they

were tailing after alien class forces.

Repelled by the deeply ingrained cyni-

cism and all-sided Menshevism of the

organization, they initially sought to fight

for elementary norms of disciplined func-

tioning, invoking the heritage of James
P. Cannon’s Socialist Workers Party as

an example. This got them nowhere.

Increasingly these comrades began to

develop criticisms of the organization’s

overall political liquidationism. Initially

this centered on the domestic terrain,

with arguments against Socialist Chal-

lenge’s capitulation to the chauvinist,

right-wing social democrats of the New
Democratic Party in English Canada
while its Quebec organization. Gauche
Socialiste, simultaneously capitulated to

the rising tide of bourgeois nationalism

in Quebec.

As they began to investigate the politi-

cal views of other tendencies, including

the Spartacists, these comrades came to

realize that SC/GS’s political adapta-

Canadian
Mandelites, led by
Barry Weisleder
(second from
right), joined with

Stalinists In

attempt to exclude
Trotskyist League
from raising

revolutionary
politics at 1981
El Salvador protest
in Toronto.

lions were not bom yesterday, and were
not simply a domestic question. Shortly

after Bush sent U.S. troops to the Per-

sian Gulf, as the USec wallowed in

social-pacifism, the Edmonton comrades
organized a militant protest against the

imperialist invasion that made a point of

calling on Moscow to drop its embargo
against sending arms to Iraq. Increas-

ingly, they came to understand the cen-

trality of the Russian question to the

USec’s liquidationism. Their declaration

states: "The past decade has seen an

escalating rightward drift of the United

Secretariat, which has ever more openly

abandoned the defense of the USSR and
the deformed workers’ states against

counterrevolution."

Ten years ago the USec marched under

the banner of "Solidarity with Solidar-

no$d” in demonstrations that ran the

gamut from social democrats to outright

fascists. The RMT's document notes that

not only has the USec refused to retract

its support to Solidamo€c, but it "is appar-

ently willing to expand its line through-

out the region. Without the slightest

qualification the ‘Manifesto of the Fourth

International,’ submitted by the United
Secretariat to the World Congress in

1991, ‘unreservedly supports] the upris-

ings of workers and peoples in Eastern

Europe.’ (Two. three, many victories for

capitalist restoration!?).”

The document points to "a particularly

repugnant example" of this in the issue

of the USec’s International Viewpoint ( 1

8

September 1989), which printed an arti-

cle praising the Nazi collaborators of the

Estonian "Forest Brothers.” And when it

came to the capitalist annexation of East

Germany, a whole wing of the USec

—

including Nat Weinstein’s Socialist Ac-
tion group in the U.S. and the Matti wing
of the French LCR— fell into line behind

the imperialists:

“In a shocking display of opportunism,
the minority Matti-Weinstein grouping
defends the capitalist anschluss as an act

of ‘self-determination’ of the German
proletariat. This amounts to open support

to imperialism! Although technically

opposed to the counterrevolutionary sell-

out of the GDR. the United Secretariat

majority grouping did nothing to combat
the takeover, choosing instead to liqui-

date politically into the ‘United Left’ in

East Germany. . Tailing after the ’Ger-

many. one fatherland' PDS. the United
Left’s policy harmonized with the treach-

erous course of the German SPD, which
spearheaded the counter-revolution by
‘prettifying’ the anschluss with a human
face to the East German workers.”

Join the International
Communist League!

Notably one of the bridges which took

the comrades of the RMT from the USec
to the ICL was the Fourth International

Tendency’s Bulletin in Defense of Marx-
ism. Last May they wrote a letter to

BIDOM praising "the way it makes the

rich arsenal of past ideas and experience

in the revolutionary movement accessible

to a new generation of militants.” We too
would like to thank the FIT, for the bits

and pieces of the Trotskyist heritage that

these comrades found in BIDOM helped
lead them to see the ICL as the genuine
item. No wonder USec sections as a rule

don’t publish Trotsky’s writings these

days.

Another irony in the political evolution

of these comrades is that their exposure
to Spartacist politics came through being
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Spartacist Canada
Toronto, August 26: Trotskyist League of Canada in protest against imperialist
war moves.

assigned to answer an SC member who
was raising "Spartacist’’-like criticisms

of the USec. Incapable of responding, the

comrade who landed this assignment

republished a document written 13 years

ago by former SL/U.S. member Bob
Pearlman as his entry fee for member-
ship in the reformist Socialist Workers

Party. After reading our reply to Pearl-

man’s anemic document, he began an

intensive study of our politics which

was extended to other members of the

Edmonton branch.

It’s a real index of the rightward de-

generation of the USec that the Socialist

Challenge leadership could find no re-

sponse to our politics other than retailing

lurid tales of Spartacist debauchery,

cultism and bureaucratism which they

borrowed from the "Bolshevik Tenden-
cy." This is a long way down the road

from the left-centrist Canadian Revo-

lutionary Marxist Group who in the mid-

1970s at least attempted to take us on

politically in "Spartacist League: Ana-

tomy of a Sect.”

This document was reprinted in our

"Hate Trotskyism, Hate the Spartacist

League” series, which has also repro-

duced the BT's materials. An organiza-

tion that was a bureaucratic cult, as the

ICL was depicted to the RMT comrades,

could have no reason to publish a series

of bulletins with opponents’ criticisms.

Nor would such an organization have a

display case containing the press of all

of its leftist opponents readily accessible

for the membership. And in contrast to

the USec, which the RMT noted was
“renowned for its short memory" of its

many and varied political zigs and zags,

we make the history of our political

positions available in the bound volumes
of Workers Vanguard and Spartacist.

For that matter, what kind of cult

would publish a document by a vet-

eran American Trotskyist, Dick Fraser,

in which Jim Robertson, the supposed

“supreme leader” of the ICL. is char-

acterized as "the ultimate product" of

the "worst aspects of Cannonism and
Shachtmanism" (in the just-published

Prometheus Research Series bulletin "In

Memoriam—Richard S. Fraser”)? Natu-

rally. we think that our organization

combines the best aspects of Cannon’s
granite programmatic firmness together

with the more open internal life of

Shachtman’s organization. But that is not

what Fraser meant. Nevertheless, we had
very amicable and collaborative relations

with comrade Fraser which grew closer

over the years as the result of an in-

creasing political convergence of views.

In contrast, when the RMT asked the

SC/GS leadership for tendency rights

they were informed that they were no
longer members of the organization!

Apparently these blundering bureaucrats

who run the USec’s operation in Canada
were constitutionally constrained from
simply throwing out the CC member who
was in the RMT. Instead, when she came
to the Central Committee meeting to ar-

gue their positions, a motion was put for-

ward suspending her from membership
before she got a chance to open her

mouth.

The comrades of the RMT did learn

from Cannon that program was decisive.

We have no doubt that there are others

in the United Secretariat who don’t buy
the imperialist lie of the "death of Com-
munism,” who don't want to ride in the

baggage car of counterrevolution, who
can see through the USec’s masquerading

as "the Fourth International. " To them
we say, join us in the task of reforging

a Fourth International that Trotsky would
have recognized as his own.
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Resignation from Canadian CP

'1 Leave Because I Am a Communist"
We print below a letter of resignation

from the Communist Party of Canada by
Yossi Schwartz, a six-year CPC member
in Toronto, distributed to delegates at the

party's national convention on the week-
end of October 5-8.

Following the line of CPC leader

George Hewison, the Toronto convention

voted to abandon even a reference to

"Marxism-Leninism," and to single-

mindedly focus on “left unity” with the

wretchedly right-wing social-democratic

New Democratic Party. A “left" opposi-

tion around Ontario party leader Liz

Rowley expressed mild opposition to

some of the most blatantly liquidationist

aspects of Hewison's "new thinking,"

while veteran former CPC leader Bill

Kashtan showed a bit more Tight but

offered only nostalgia for "better times"

in the past.

In contrast, Schwartz has been fighting

for the revolutionary alternative of Lenin

and Trotsky’s Bolshevism. He had been

a supporter of the international Spartacist

tendency (now International Communist
League) for a period in the 1970s. but

then returned to the Stalinist fold. Re-

cently, he became prominent within the

Canadian CP in opposing Gorbachev’s

pro-capitalist “market reforms" and ap-

peasement of imperialism. In a letter to

the CPC’s Canadian Tribune (29 Janu-

ary), Schwartz called for "a revolutionary

working-class party based on Leninist

internationalist principles to replace both

wings of Stalinism” as the answer to

escalating nationalist antagonisms in the

Soviet Union. The paper’s Gorbachevite

Moscow correspondent Fred Weir re-

sponded by denouncing Schwartz's call

for a return to Leninism as "ultra-left

purism, voluntarism and authoritarian-

ism” (Canadian Tribune . 12 February).

In February Schwartz initiated a peti-

tion signed by 21 "members and friends

of the Communist Party of Canada”

denouncing East German (DDR) prime

minister Hans Modrow and his Socialist

Unity Party (SED) for supporting capital-

ist reunification of Germany: "A unified

Imperialist Germany is a real danger not

only to the Soviet Union but to the whole

world." As an alternative, the authors

pointed to the massive January 3 protest

in East Berlin’s Treptow Park against a

fascist desecration of the Soviet war

memorial as "vivid evidence that the

political revolution in the D.D.R. can

lead to a genuine worker Democracy

based on workers and Soldiers councils.”

They added:

"Why then does the S.E.D.. supported by

the reformists in the USSR, prefer to

capitulate?

“Is it possible that they are afraid of the

Workers' political revolution more than

they are afraid of the Imperialists taking

over East Germany?"

Before resigning. Schwartz distributed

a document he had fought for as a dele-

gate at the Ontario provincial conference

two weeks earlier. Titled "A Call to All

Communists,” his document denounced
the CPC’s support to the imperialist

invasion in the Persian Gulf and warned:

"The Communist Party of Canada is at a

crossroads. The alternatives posed are

either destruction or total capitulation. I

argue for another alternative, the program
of genuine communism: Trotskyism. I

urge those comrades who, despite past

capitulations and anti-working class posi-

tions carried out under the name of the

CPC. want to be Leninists to join with

me. Better sooner than later when you
face the bitter prospect of a simply 'per-

sonal' existence or of a lifetime of servil-

ity to the social democrats."

That bitter prospect is confronting

CPC members now. The party is a de-

moralized wreck, as much of the mem-
bership has simply voted with their feet

in the past year and quit. What is left is

rapidly on the road to full-fledged social

democracy. With Stalinism collapsing in

its death agony, the program of Trotsky-

ism is ever more clearly the only road to

a communist future.

Toronto, October 7, 1990

Members of the Communist Party:

I am resigning from the CPC. The
shameful document "The Communist
Party and A New Decade” is just another

indication of the further degeneration of

the CPC into the camp of social democ-
racy.

I first joined the Communist Party of

Israel in 1963. Throughout my time in

Israel, I was an active defender of na-

tional rights for the Palestinian people.

When the Communist Party split in 1965

I went with the Sneh group, but when
this group supported Israel in the 1967

war I left the organization. Following

this, I investigated and was won over to

the views of Trotskyism.

In 1980, I rejoined the Israeli CP and

four years later joined the Communist
Party of Canada. The victory of the Viet-

namese Revolution, despite its Stalinist

leadership, had a great impact on my

decision to rejoin the party. Although I

was fully aware of the many betrayals of

the working class that had been carried

out by the Stalinist parties international-

ly. the victory of the Vietnamese workers

and peasants over U.S. imperialism led

me to believe that it was possible that the

Communist Party could be an instrument

for the victory of the working people

over the capitalist exploiters. Moreover,

unlike the Trotskyists whose numbers
were small, the CP could claim it had

more “influence." But as history has

proven repeatedly, and as has been prov-

en to me through bitter experience in the

last years, program is decisive.

Like many other comrades in the party

I have felt bitter and betrayed by Gorba-

chev’s repeated sellouts to the imperial-

ists—from the withdrawal of Soviet

troops from Afghanistan to handing over

the DDR to the Fourth Reich. Once
again, I found the only answers and the

only program to defend the interests of

the working people and oppressed inter-

nationally in the revolutionary politics of

Trotskyism. The total capitulation of the

leaders of our party, who want to aban-

don anything remotely resembling “com-

munism" as they crawl before the social

democrats, is simply the completion of

a process that began many years ago.

Comrades, this organization hasn't had

anything to do with the struggle for

communism for decades.

I leave this party not merely because

of its past anti-working-class positions,

nor only because it has been an instru-

ment in the service of the Soviet bu-

reaucracy rather than of the working

class, but because this party is incapable

We the undersigned declare

unambiguously, our opposition to

any sellout of the DDR. Let our

position that the SED break

immediately all negotiations for

capitalist restoration, our call for

the building of workers councils

in defence of the DDR. be

known not only to the Canadian

workers but to the SED and the

German working class.”

21 members and friends of Ihe

Communist Party of Canada.
February 1990

of analyzing its past and returning to the

revolutionary road of Lenin and Trotsky.

I leave this party because it is an obstacle

on the road of the working-class socialist

revolution, because it refuses to struggle

against the sellout of East Europe and the

threatened destruction of the Soviet Un-
ion as a workers state. The 500-day

program of economic restructuring of-

fered by Yeltsin and accepted by Gorba-

chev is no less than a program for capi-

talist restoration.

This final crisis of the Stalinist bu-

reaucracy is rooted in the long history

which began with the political counter-

revolution led by Stalin in 1924. I en-

courage comrades to read my previous

documents on this subject. This crisis is

the result of the policies of class collabo-

ration and so-called “peaceful coexis-

tence” with imperialism which necessari-

ly followed the Stalinist bureaucracy’s

theory of “socialism in one country." I

firmly believe that only working-class

political revolution led by a Leninist-

Trotskyist party can save the Soviet

Union.

I leave the Communist Party of Cana-

da as well because this party is shameful-

ly tailing the imperialists against Iraq. In

a word: I leave the CPC because I am a

Communist.
I leave in order to join the historical

struggle of building the urgently needed
communist International. Today this

means fighting to reforge the Fourth

International established by Leon Trotsky

in 1938 as the continuity of the Third,

Communist International established in

1919. The only organization fighting for

this is the International Communist
League (Fourth Internationalist), whose
Canadian section is the Trotskyist

League.

I call on all members of the CPC who
refuse to serve the capitalist class, those

who see themselves as Leninists, to join

me in this historical struggle.

Join the International Communist
League!

—Yossi Schwartz

Lakeshore Club

Trotskyist League of Canada/Revolutionary Marxist Tendency Public Forums

On the 73rd Anniversary of the Russian Revolution

For the Communism of Lenin and Trotsky!

Speakers:

Miriam McDonald.
Trotskyist League

Andrew Rodomar,
Revolutionary Marxist Tendency

Sat., Nov. 3, 7:30 p.m.

Room 034, Students Union Building,

University ot Alberta

For more Information: (403) 436-5105

EDMONTON

Speakers:

Miriam McDonald, Trotskyist League

Andrew Rodomar. Revolutionary Marxist Tendency

Bill Whitney, member of the

International Left Opposition, founding member,
Canadian section of the Fourth International

Lillian Whitney, member of the

Spartacus Youth League in the 1930s

Friday, November 9, 7:30 p.m.
Britannia Community Centre, Room L3. 1661 Napier

For more Information: (604) 255-0636

VANCOUVER

Speakers:

John Masters. Trotskyist League

Yossi Schwartz, former member,
Communist Party of Canada

Sat., Nov. 10, 7:30 p.m.

International Student Centre.

33 St George
(north of College St.)

For more Information: (416) 593-4138

TORONTO

Spartakist

International Communist League uniquely fought against capitalist reunification of Germany. In 30 December 1989
anti-fascist demonstration in East Berlin, Trotskyist banner says: “For the Communism of Lenin, Liebknecht, Luxemburg!
For a Leninist-Egalitarian Party!”
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Shackling the Workers to Their Exploiters

Chile 1970: Salvador
Allende’s popular-front
regime... The Popular Front:

Paved the way for bloody
coup three years later.

Recipe for Defeat
"Build the new antiwar movement..."

"Organize a broadly-based movement

among the American people to Bring the

Troops Home Now .

.

Haven’t we seen this somewhere be-

fore? These are some of the appeals

issued for the October 20 peace marches.

Today it’s for “No U.S. intervention in

the Middle East”; two decades ago it was

“U.S. out of Vietnam." Even before the

first shots are fired, there is already

widespread hostility in the American
population, particularly among minorities

and workers, against another dirty war

for U.S. domination of the world. That

sentiment can be the basis for building

a revolutionary opposition to imperial-

ism. But the reformist organizers of a

“new antiwar movement" want to tailor

it to an alliance with liberal capitalist

politicians whose only beef with Bush is

that they don’t want a losing war in the

Persian Gulf.

Behind the sugary phrases of "broad

unity" and classless appeals to "the

American people" is the program of class

collaboration. They want to mask the

counterposed class interests of the work-

ers and capitalists, to bind the oppressed

to a wing of their oppressors in the

name of “peace” and “democracy." Sta-

lin baptized it the “People’s Front" in

1935. But it’s an old program that was
called the “left bloc" in the early 1920s

and “coalitionism" at the beginning of

the century. The popular front is the

negation of the most fundamental prin-

ciple of working-class politics: inde-

pendence from the bourgeoisie. And by
standing as a roadblock to revolution, it

is a recipe for bloody defeats of the

proletariat.

In Spain in the 1930s. in Chile in the

1970s, the popular front prepared the

way for the victory of the butchers Fran-

co and Pinochet by holding back and

repressing a revolutionary upsurge. In

1914, the “class peace" of the reformist

social democrats with "their own" bour-

geoisie led to the slaughter of millions of

proletarians in World War I. In the U.S.

with its far lower level of class con-

sciousness. the popular front has been
expressed in “unity" around the Demo-
cratic Party, with reformist leftists acting

as brokers. The FDR New Deal coalition

in the 1930s, extending from racist Dix-

iecrats to the Communist Party, and Jesse

Jackson’s “Rainbow Coalition" in the

’80s are examples of this treacherous

policy.

But there is one example of victorious

proletarian struggle that swept aside the

popular front, in Russia in 1917, under

Lenin and Trotsky. While the Menshe-
viks clung to the princes and generals

and capitalist lawyers, the Bolsheviks'

call to “Break with the bourgeoisie, take

the power" won them mass support. This

culminated in the October Revolution,

which was also the first successful "dis-

armament" and "antiwar" movement in

history: the workers stopped the war by

disarming the bourgeoisie. This is the

program of the Spartacist League and the

International Communist League ( Fourth

Internationalist), who fight to defeat im-

perialism through international class

struggle.

“Break with the Bourgeoisie"

In his 1937 pamphlet. The Peoples'

Front The New Betrayal. James Burn-

ham, a leader of the American Trotsky-

ists, wrote:

"For the proletariat, through its parties,

to give up its own independent program
means to give up us independent func-

tioning as a class. And this is precisely

the meaning of the Peoples’ Front... The
establishment of the Peoples’ Front, by
definition, requires agreement on a com-
mon program between the working-class

parlies and non-working-class parties. But
the non-proletarian parties cannot agree

to the proletarian program— the program
of revolutionary socialism—without ceas-

ing to be what they are."

Whatever terms are used, the essence

of the popular front is the collaboration

of leaders and parties which claim to

stand for the interests of the working

class and socialism with representatives

of the capitalist class. The popular front

usually comes to the fore when the

bourgeoisie cannot rule in the old way,

when capitalist society is disrupted and
polarized by war, economic depression

or deep political crises. At this point

the reformist leaders of the working

class offer their hand in "unity" with the

"progressive" wing of the bourgeoisie

against the right. Everywhere and always,

by heading off revolution it lays the

basis for restabilization of the capi-

talist order—often through bloody white

terror.

The prototype of all subsequent popu-

lar fronts came in France, shortly after

the turn of the century. The country

was violently polarized by the Dreyfus

Affair—the frame-up of a Jewish officer

by the reactionary military high com-
mand. The country stood on the edge of

civil war. To defuse this crisis, the

prominent Socialist politician Alexandre

Millerand entered a “liberal" bourgeois

government in which the military com-
mand was represented by none other than

General Galliffet, the butcher of the Paris

Commune of 1871. In her articles on the

crisis of the French social democracy,

Rosa Luxemburg condemned the "social-

ist ministerialism" of Millerand in

collaborating with the butcher of the

workers Galliffet.

A decade later, on the outbreak of

World War I. Millerand’s spirit of coali-

tionism with the bourgeoisie triumphed

as the reformist misleaders of the work-

ers movement supported their respective

imperialist "fatherlands." This was sym-

bolized by the vote of the German Social

Democracy for war credits on 4 August

1914. August 4th sounded the death knell

of the Second International. However, as

the armies commanded by tsars, kaisers

and “democratic" politicians turned Eu-

rope into a slaughterhouse, growing

antiwar sentiment reached revolutionary

proportions. The first break in the war

front and in the imperialist system was
the February 1917 revolution in Russia

which overthrew the tsar.

The February Revolution soon led to

the popular-front government of the

petty-bourgeois liberal Alexander Keren-

sky, which included both the bourgeois

Cadets and the reformist "socialist” Men-
sheviks. Later, on the eve of the Span-

ish Civil War, Bolshevik leader Leon
Trotsky wrote:

"In reality, the People’s Front is the main
question of proletarian class strategy for

this epoch. It also offers the best criterion

for the difference between Bolshevism
and Menshevism. For it is often forgotten

that the greatest historical example of the

People’s Front is the February 1917 revo-

lution.... Under the sign of this People's
Front stood the whole mass of the people,

including the workers', peasants', and
soldiers' councils. To be sure, the Bol-
sheviks participated in the councils. But
they did not make the slightest conces-
sion to the People's Front. Their demand
was to break this People’s Front, to de-

stroy the alliance with the Cadets, and to

create a genuine workers' and peasants'

government."

— Leon Trotsky. "The Dutch
Section and the International."

Writings [1935-36]

It was the Bolsheviks’ implacable strug-

gle against popular frontism that led to

Bulletin Young Socialist
At 1971 antiwar conference (left), SWP goons assaulted members of Progressive Labor and Spartacists for opposing
presence of bourgeois politician—Democratic Senator Vance Hartke was keynote speaker. SWP antiwar honcho Fred
Halstead with social-patriotic sign (right).
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Leftist militiamen In Spanish Civil War. Stalinist-led Popular Front suppressed
anarchist (CNT) militants and the centrist POUM in the name of capitalist
“democracy.”

the October Revolution, when for the

first time in history the proletariat took

power.

“No Greater Crime"

Having sided with "their own" bour-

geoisie in world war, it was a small step

for the German Social Democrats under

Ebert and Noske to suppress proletarian

revolution in 1918-19. They called in

the Freikorps, the precursors of Hitler’s

brownshirts, to crush the Spartacus up-

rising. leading to the assassination of

the revolutionary leaders of the German
working class, Karl Liebknecht and Rosa
Luxemburg. By restabilizing the German
bourgeois order in the early 1920s. the

Social Democrats paved the way for the

victory of Nazism a decade later.

The stabilization of capitalist imperial-

ism in Europe in the early 1920s condi-

tioned the bureaucratic degeneration of

Bolshevik Russia under Joseph Stalin. In

1931-33, Stalin and the German Commu-
nist Party refused to call for a workers

united front with the Social Democrats
against the mounting fascist menace.
Then, in reaction to Hitler’s taking power
unopposed, Stalin flip-flopped and called

for unity of the workers parties with the

"progressive” bourgeoisie against fas-

cism. This policy of the "People’s Front"

was proclaimed by Georgi Dimitrov at

the Comintern's Seventh Congress in

1935. In both France and Spain, the

People’s Front led to the defeat and
demoralization of the working class by

the forces of reaction, leading to World
War II.

In 1934, under the impact of the Great

Depression and the victory of Nazism in

Germany, the French working class mo-
bilized in the streets against the fascists.

But the insurgent workers were chan-

neled into the Popular Front headed by

the right-wing Socialist Leon Blum and
including the bourgeois Radicals (liber-

als). The first act of Blum’s Popular

Front government, supported by the

Stalinists, was to liquidate the general

strike of May-June 1936. French CP
leader Maurice Thorez declared, "there

can be no question of taking power at

this time," and therefore, “one must
know how to end a strike." After betray-

ing and demoralizing its supporters, the

Popular Front was displaced by a suc-

cession of right-wing regimes, paving the

way for the Vichy regime of collabora-

tion with Nazi Germany.
In July 1936, the Spanish Popular

Front government faced an attempted

coup of right-wing officers led by Gener-

al Francisco Franco. While the working

class turned back the militarists in most

of the urban centers, the Spanish bour-

geoisie went over en masse to the Franco

camp. Yet the Popular Front regime,

dominated by social democrats and Sta-

linists, remained wedded to capitalism,

through the agency of a handful of

bourgeois lawyers and politicians who
Trotsky called "the shadow of the bour-

geoisie." It refused to grant land to the

peasants, opposed independence for the

Spanish colony of Morocco, enabling

Franco to retain the loyalty of his

Moroccan troops, and in the 1937 May
Days drowned the insurgent Barcelona

workers in blood. Far from shoring up

"democratic" capitalism against fascism.

this only demoralized the revolutionary

forces. Trotsky wrote:

“There was no lack of heroism on the

part of the masses or courage on the part

of individual revolutionists. But the

masses were left to their own resources

while the revolutionists remained disunit-

ed. ... The ‘republican’ military command-
ers were more concerned with crushing
the social revolution than with scoring

military victories. The soldiers lost confi-

dence in their commanders, the masses in

the government; the peasants stepped
aside; the workers became exhausted . .

By setting itself the task of rescuing the

capitalist regime, the Popular Front

doomed itself to military defeat."— “The Lessons of Spain:

The Last Warning”
(December 1937)

Upon the victory of the counterrevolution

in 1939, Trotsky summed up the expe-

rience of the Popular Front: “There can

be no greater crime than coalition with

the bourgeoisie in a period of socialist

revolution .”

Several decades later, the same funda-

mental lesson applied to the Chilean

popular-front government of Salvador

Allende, a self-declared Marxist. Allen-

de’s "Unidad Popular" regime consisted

of his own Socialist Party, the pro-

Moscow Stalinists and representatives of

some small "left” bourgeois parties. As
a condition for becoming president of

Chile in 1970, Allende vowed not to

touch the established officer corps, which

included such reactionaries as General

Augusto Pinochet. We warned at the

time: “Any ‘critical support’ to the

Allende coalition is class treason, paving

the way for a bloody defeat for the

Chilean working people when domestic

reaction, abetted by international impe-
rialism, is ready" ("Chilean Popular

Front," Spartacist No. 19. November-
December 1970). Three years later this

is exactly what happened.

Popular Front in

Red, White and Blue

The lessons of the popular front were

(and are) no less relevant in the very

different conditions in the United States,

where there is no mass workers party.

James Burnham wrote in 1937 of the

Stalinists’ application of their line in the

U.S.:

"The United States is not faced with a

developing revolutionary crisis, as is

France, nor is it in the midst of a Civil

War. as is Spain. .. The issue is not yet

posed in terms of the immediate struggle

for state power.

"But just as the issue of state power can
be settled in favor of the proletariat only
by the independent revolutionary class

struggle of the workers... in the same
way. at the more elementary stages, the

interests of the proletariat can be served

only by the appropriate methods of class

struggle, and are fatally undermined by
the class collaborationist methods of the

Peoples’ Front."

—The Peoples' Front:

The New Betrayal

In the early ’30s, as the German Sta-

linists were denouncing the Social

Democrats as “social fascists," the U.S.

Communist Party dubbed Franklin D.

Roosevelt the “American Hitler" and
labeled his New Deal policies "fascist."

Three years later, the CP changed its

policy overnight to one of acting as a

pressure group on the Democratic Party.

This policy of "fight the right" has

continued up until today.

The 1 936 CP convention "declared the

issue was the American derivative of

fascism vs. defense of democracy and the

people’s social needs." Roosevelt was
anointed the leader of the “anti-fascist

forces.” While formally fielding its own
candidate, under the watchword "Defeat

Landon at all costs!" the CP threw them-

selves into the FDR re-election cam-
paign. CP leader Earl Browder pro-

claimed as the new slogan, "Communism
is 20th Century Americanism.” While

CPers played a leading role in organizing

the new mass industrial unions of the

CIO. they sought to head off their explo-

sive potential by tying them politically to

the Democratic Party.

Two recent personal histories by lead-

ing Communist Party cadres capture the

degree to which the Stalinists saw the

popular front as their “main chance.”

In her Autobiography of an American

Communist (1977), Peggy Denn-s sees

the popular front as the high point of

American Communism: "Not before nor

since has our Party successfully carried

through such a complex and valid policy

and activity as it did in the years 1935,

1936 and 1937." Similarly, in Dorothy

Healey Remembers: A Life in the American

Communist Party (1990), Healey revels in

the CP’s “close ties with top national

labor people," in "the time of our great-

est involvement in the class struggle.”

But what was that involvement?

In 1934, there were three citywide

general strikes: in San Francisco, led by

the Stalinists; in Minneapolis, led by the

Trotskyists; and in Toledo. Ohio, led by

A.J. Muste’s American Workers Party,

which fused with the Trotskyists. By
1937, the struggles to organize the CIO
unions led to the Flint sit-down strike

and bloody confrontation with the state

in the Battle for Little Steel in Chicago.

Capitalist private property was directly

challenged But the Communist Party

wielded its influence to funnel newly
radicalized workers and blacks into the

Democratic Party. Particularly criminal

was its betrayal of the black masses,

trading on the authority it had estab-

lished in the earlier period when it cham-
pioned anti-racist struggles such as the

campaign for the Scottsboro Boys. Den-
nis describes how the party denounced
the call for socialism as "not only illu-

sionary but reactionary."

As the imperialist countries moved
toward World War II and redivision of

the world, the policy of the People's

Front tied the masses to Roosevelt and
the party of war. As James Burnham
wrote:

"Most significant of all is the application

of the Peoples’ Front policy to 'anti-war

work'.... The Stalinists aim at the cre-

ation of a 'broad, classless. Peoples’

Front of all those opposed to war.'

"The truth is, of course, that through the

Peoples' Front, the Stalinists are making
ready to support the government, and to

recruit the masses for such support, in the

new imperialist war.”

This is the selfsame policy pursued by

the reformists today, including some who
falsely call themselves Trotskyists, in

building their various "broad." classless

"antiwar coalitions” in the name of "the

American people."

And sure enough, when Roosevelt

entered World War II in December 1941.

the Stalinists went all out for the war
effort. They portrayed it as a “war
against fascism," whereas in fact the war
between the German/Japanese/Italian

"Axis" and the American/British/French

“Allies" was an interimperialist conflict

over hegemony in Europe and the Pacific

and to redivide colonial spoils. In pres-

suring American imperialism to aid the

Soviet Union— for example, pushing for

a "second front" in Europe—the CP
reached new lows in class collaboration,

repeatedly betraying the working class

continued on page 10
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San Francisco Public Library

San Francisco longshoremen battle police In 1934. Stalinists helped channel
mass labor upsurge into Roosevelt's New Deal.

Popular

Front...
(continuedfrom page 9)

and the oppressed. The Communist Party

sabotaged the 1940 march on Washington

for Negro rights, rammed the no-strike

pledge down the throat of the CIO. de-

nounced the miners led by John L. Lewis

as a Nazi “fifth column" when they

struck in 1943 and 1944.

Dorothy Healey recounts with pride

her appointment to a regional war labor

board which was formed to "head off

strikes.” And she recounts, somewhat
shamefacedly, that "we raised no objec-

tion when Japanese-American citizens,

including some of our own com-
rades... were sent to relocation camps in

the western desert." But in subordinating

the class struggle to their popular-front

alliance with the Democrats, the CP
undermined the defense of the Soviet

Union. For the imperialists were, and

still are. determined to wipe out the gains

of the October Revolution.

In contrast, the Trotskyists fought for

black rights, defended the striking min-

ers, opposed the no-strike pledge, and

defended the Japanese Americans against

deportation to the concentration camps.

At the same time they unconditionally

defended the Soviet Union against impe-

rialism. fighting a faction fight in 1939-

40 against a petty-bourgeois minority led

by Max Shachtman and Burnham which

abandoned Soviet defensism when it

became unpopular with the popular front

(over the Soviet invasion of Finland). For

their uncompromising opposition to the

imperialist war and their class-struggle

union militancy. 18 leaders of the So-

cialist Workers Party, headed by James
P. Cannon, and the Minneapolis Team-
sters were jailed by the Democrat Roose-
velt to applause from the Stalinist CP.

In January 1944, CP national secretary

Browder proclaimed:

“We frankly declare that we are ready to

cooperate in making (American) capital-

ism work effectively in the postwar peri-

od... We Communists are opposed to

permitting an explosion of class conflict

in our country when the war ends."

— quoted in Art Preis.

Labor's Giant Step (1964)

The "People's Front" reached its logical

conclusion in June 1944, when Browder
liquidated the party, following the lead

of Stalin who dissolved the Comintern a

year earlier. And in August 1945, the

Daily Worker cheered Truman’s atom-

bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

(Neither Dennis nor Healey mention this

obscene cheerleading for imperialist war

crimes.) This wanton slaughter was also

intended to intimidate the Soviet Union.

It was, in fact, the opening shot of U.S.

imperialism's anti-Soviet Cold War. And
Truman’s crusade against Communism
began with a red purge in the CIO which

anticipated the McCarthyite witchhunting

by several years. These were the fruits of
American-style popular-frontism.

Vietnam Antiwar Popular Front

Part of the mythology being sold to

young antiwar activists today is that it

was the “Out Now!” peace crawls that

forced American imperialism to withdraw

from Vietnam. This rewriting of history

is shared by the reformists, who want to

pat themselves on the back, and right-

wingers who peddle the Hitlerite stab-in-

the-back lie. But it was the Vietnamese

peasants and workers, waging a social

revolution at the cost of two million

dead, who handed U.S. imperialism its

biggest defeat. As tens of thousands of

radicalized youth who hated U.S. impe-

rialism were marching, the reformists

sought to confine the "antiwar move-
ment" to the program of bourgeois de-

featism and class collaboration, in order

to make sure there was no challenge to

capitalist class rule.

Thus the ex-Trotskyists of the Socialist

Workers Party organized protests around

the social-patriotic slogan "Bring our

boys home!” (We Spartacists said that

"our boys" were the South Vietnamese

NLF and North Vietnamese soldiers.) A
1 964 SWP campaign sticker read: “With-

draw the Troops From Viet Nam and

Send Them to Mississippi." as if racist

American imperialism would use its

army to defend black rights! In its or-

ganizational maneuvering against the CP,

the SWP would criticize the Stalinists’

"multi-issue" coalitions calling for nego-

tiations as backhanded support to the

Democrats. But SWP-led antiwar organi-

zations cohered around the demand "Out
Now” were designed to appeal to liberal

Democratic Party politicians who wanted

to cut the losses from the losing imperial-

ist adventure in Vietnam.

“Single-issue" or “multi-issue," the

reformist-led "antiwar movement” was a

popular front. Every other summer and
fall it would simply dissolve into election

campaigns for Democratic “doves." And
the SWP often outflanked the Stalinists

from the right—for example, by trying

to exclude radical contingents carrying

NLF flags. The SWP hired on as the

political cops of the antiwar movement.
At a meeting of their popular-front Na-
tional Peace Action Coalition, on 2 July

1971, the SWP drew a blood line for

the bourgeoisie, beating up members of

Progressive Labor Party and the Sparta-

cist League who protested the presence

on the podium of Democratic Senator

Vance Hartke. An SL leaflet stated:

"The Spartacist League opposes the pres-

ence at anti-war actions of conscious

representatives of our class enemy, the

capitalist class.

“...Hartke represents the class enemy
pure and simple. He has no more place

in the anti-war movement than Nixon,

for both are conscious agents of the

same class the capitalist class which
aims to smash the Vietnamese social rev-

olution and all revolutions which threaten

world capitalism. They differ only as

to tactics."—“Pop Front Sealed in Blood!"

(July 1971)

Even at its height, the Vietnam antiwar

movement never transcended “protest

politics" to pose the fundamental ques-

tion of power—which class shall rule?

This ensured as well the movement’s
essentially middle-class and student com-
position from start to finish. Although
the majority Of working people surely

were opposed to the war, above all in its

later years, the reactionary top leaders of

labor exemplified by AFL-CIO head
George Meany were the last bastion of

support for the government’s bloody
escalations. The vast masses of workers
and the black community never turned

out for the “peace parades"—they could
not be mobilized by the “peace" leaders

because these respectable gentlemen were
manifestly not serious about really

changing society.

Careful not to pose the basic class

questions which shape society, careful

not to "alienate” the enemies which con-

scious workers deeply mistrusted—the

arrogant anti-union "limousine liberal"

politicians, for example—the antiwar

movement cut itself off from the working

class, the one social force which could

have taken truly powerful antiwar action

through strikes. And they ensured the

disappearance of their “movement" as

soon as U.S. troops were withdrawn (two

years before the war was over), so that

today those who oppose U.S. imperial-

ism’s rape of Grenada, the invasion of

Panama, the war moves in the Persian

Gulf must begin all over again.

During the Vietnam War, the reformist

organizers of the popular front played, on

a smaller scale, the same role as their

Stalinist and social-democratic predeces-

sors did 50 years ago. And while U.S.

imperialism was defeated in Indochina,

it was able to contain the social unrest at

home. This gave it time to withdraw, lick

its wounds, recover and emerge more

reactionary than ever. Just a few years

after the fall of Saigon in 1975, Demo-
crat Jimmy Carter launched Cold War II

in 1979 in response to the Soviet military

intervention against CIA-organized muja-

hedin (holy warriors) in Afghanistan.

And Vietnam-era liberal “doves" and the

antiwar "radicals" joined with the Rea-

ganite right in whipping up anti-Soviet

hysteria.

This is the history which today’s refor-

mists want to repeat. Thus Socialist Ac-
tion (October 1990) calls to "reach out"

to “all the American people who see no
need for themselves or their loved ones
to die in a war that can only profit the oil

companies and a government beholden to

them." So just about any Democrat or

Republican can join this "broad" coali-

tion except perhaps their Texas delega-

tions! They add: "This is the wrong war
in the wrong place. The right war is the

political war on poverty at home." With
this talk of "war on poverty,” they’re

looking back to the most right-wing

section of the antiwar movement, which
in the 1964 elections called for “Part of
the way with LBJ."

There were thousands of others, how-
ever, who were chanting, "Hey, hey,

LBJ, how many kids did you kill today?"
As the Vietnam War progressed, the

antiwar movement polarized and a left

wing formed which hated the SWP and
CP popular-fronters who were doing the

donkey work for the Democrats. By
fighting against class collaboration, to

break with the bourgeoisie and calling

for labor strikes against the war. the

Spartacist League recruited heavily from
these militants. Today, while Socialist

Action. Workers World, the CP. SWP
and other reformists are desperately
searching for Democratic doves to tail

after, there are many others who will join

with us in the struggle to wrest power
from the blood-drenched U.S. imperial-
ists, rather than to save their system from
sinking in the Persian Gulf.a
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Budget
Fiasco...
(continued from page 5)

Republican “populist” ideologue Kevin
Phillips has written a new book. The
Politics of Rich and Poor (1990), pre-

dicting that the Democrats will make
a comeback since the Republican-

dominated government in Washington is

increasingly identified with the filthy

rich, the corporate raiders and S&L ban-

dits. But the Democrats are hardly seen

as the party of economic populism. Far

from it. They present themselves as the

party of "fiscal responsibility," arguing

that Reaganomics was undermining the

long-term health of American capitalism.

In 1984, Walter Mondale’s domestic pro-

gram consisted of raising taxes. In 1988.

Dukakis ran as a capitalist efficiency

expert, peddling the “Massachusetts mir-

acle"... and higher taxes.

Because of the Democrats’ unpopulist

economics, hostility toward the bipartisan

Washington establishment is being ex-

ploited by right-wing demagogues. In

Massachusetts, John Silber. running on

a program close to soft-core fascism,

won the Democratic nomination for

governor. In Louisiana, “former" Ku
Klux Klan leader David Duke won 44
percent of the vote (and over half the

white vote) in the Republican primary for

U.S. senatorial candidate.

But while right-wing demagogues can

exploit popular disgust with the Wash-
ington power structure, the current mood
in this country is certainly not right-wing.

Especially since they’ve been told the

Cold War is over, the American people

don’t see why they should face tax hikes

or service cuts when slashing Pentagon

spending can net many billions. A recent

CBS News poll shows that 58 percent

want to reduce the budget deficit by

cutting the Pentagon’s funding, while

only 1 7 percent support any cuts in Med-
icare. When the New York Times (6 Octo-

ber) did a man-in-the-street survey in

Omaha. Nebraska on the budget crisis,

one respondent declared:

“And I'd cut some of this military spend-
ing. If these countries overseas want our
bases out, let's lake them out. I don’t feel

an attack from the Russians or the Chi-
nese is imminent, so what are we doing
there?”

What the American rulers are doing
there is using military power to secure

their exploitation of working people

around the world. That’s what the inva-

sion of the Persian Gulf oil fields is all

about. And the U.S. is prepared to attack

the Soviet Union to restore capitalist

exploitation in that country, though Wall

Street and Washington now figure Gor-

bachev is going to do that job for them.

Capitalism means imperialist war
abroad and the immiserization of the

working people at home. The working

class allied with the black and Hispanic

poor must bring down this rotting, par-

asitic, war-driven system and establish

a workers government and a planned

socialist economy.

Down With the Two Capitalist
Parties! For a Revolutionary
Workers Party!

In 1980, the national debt for every

man, woman and child in this country

was almost $4,000. Today, it is over

$12,000. Over the past decade the

fastest-growing component of the federal

budget was not military spending but

interest on the national debt , which more
than tripled from $53 billion to $166
billion last year. Interest payments now
dwarf all other items in the federal

budget except the military. Interest

payments are almost twice the amount of

Medicare funding, over three times

spending on public health and 4.5 times

the money going to education. Fifteen

cents out of every dollar in taxes goes

straight into the coffers of Wall Street,

Tokyo. City of London and Frankfurt

banks.

It is unthinkable that any Democratic
or Republican politician would propose

a cap on interest payments or moratorium
on debt service. Even the so-called “left

wing" of the Democratic Party represent-

ed, for example, by black California

Congressman Ron Dellums, a member of

Democratic Socialists of America, would
never suggest cutting Wall Street’s share

of the federal budget. Dellums and his

friends would no doubt argue that this is

impossible. Unless the U.S. government
pays the going market rate of interest,

financiers will not lend their money to

the Treasury. The government would
then have to raise taxes enormously or

run the printing presses, thereby produc-

ing runaway inflation. Within the frame-

work of the capitalist system this is quite

true. And since the Democrats and Re-

publicans support the capitalist system,

they are fundamentally agents of Wall

Street (and are currently acting as agents

of foreign bankers as well).

This is demonstrated by the present

budget crisis. Who is pushing for cuts in

Medicare and higher gasoline taxes?

Obviously not American working people.

The pressure is coming from interna-

tional finance capital, which is threaten-

ing higher interest rates and other forms

of economic blackmail unless the deficit

is cut. The bipartisan summiteers’ bud-

get was designed above all to win the

approval of Wall Street’s main man in

Washington, Federal Reserve head Alan

Greenspan—a former prot6g£ of kooky
right-wing ideologue Ayn Rand. The
house organ of world bankers, the Lon-

don Economist (6 October), warns that

unless the U.S. budget deficit is cut

radically, America’s “creditors will go on
strike. If they do, the dollar will collapse

and America will have to choose between

much higher interest rates (and thus a

much deeper recession) and rapidly rising

inflation." Like a choice between being

shot or hanged.

In fact, the U.S. is already experienc-

ing a creditors strike of a sort. Japanese

moneymen have been pulling out of the

American market—they’ve dumped $9
billion in U.S. Treasury bonds in the first

half of the year— in order to cover their

losses at home from the Tokyo stock

market crash. German capital is not

available because it’s needed for invest-

ment in the former DDR. So who’s going

to buy all those T-bills? This underscores

the global interdependence of the world

capitalist system. The financial collapse

in Tokyo causes hardship not only for

Japanese working people but for Ameri-
can working people as well.

The London Economist threatens the

American people with a world bankers

strike. The only effective answer is the

expropriation of the financial and indus-

trial parasites who are running and ruin-

ing this country. One of the most satisfy-

ing effects of a socialist revolution will

be canceling everyone’s debts, forcing

the Wall Street yuppies to go out and
work to rebuild the country they've

looted.

To break the stranglehold of the Wall

Street banks, it is first necessary for

the working class and oppressed minori-

ties to break with the bankers’ parties— the Democrats and Republicans—and
to build a revolutionary workers party.

The main obstacle to building a workers

party is the racist, anti-communist AFL-
CIO bureaucracy which binds organized

labor to their exploiters. Oust the bu-

reaucrats—For a class-struggle leader-

ship of the trade-union movement! For
a workers party to fight for a workers

government!

Social Security
employees rally

at Capitol last

month, against
threatened

“furloughs" due
to budget cuts.
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New York...
(continuedfrom page 4)

conditions of increasing poverty and

social desperation, but the murder rate in

New York is still less than half that of

Washington, D.C. or Detroit. The objec-

tive of the media’s fear campaign is to

whip up popular frenzy over the escala-

tion of random violence into a campaign

for more cops, stiffer prison sentences,

gun control and the death penalty.

The fact is. cops do not ‘‘protect’’ the

population—they terrorize it. Increasing

the numbers of cops on the streets will

not decrease crime, it will only result in

more beatings and killings, and an explo-

sion of arrests necessitating more and

bigger prisons. Already over a quarter of

young black men spend time in jail, a

waste of human potential which is truly

criminal. “Law and order” campaigns are

thinly disguised attempts to maintain the

racist status quo by giving free rein to

the terrorists in blue. From the standpoint

of New York’s "Masters of the Uni-

verse,” viewing the unruly rabble from

their penthouses and through the smoked
glass windows of their stretch limos.

strengthening the repressive apparatus
—the courts, the prisons, and especially

the police— while disarming the popula-

tion is the only possible response to

crime.

A recent Newsday series has focused

on “gun-wielding teens" as the source of

violence, and the New York Black and

Puerto Rican Legislative Caucus is call-

ing for tougher gun control laws. But gun

control is no answer to crime. There will

always be plenty of weapons in the hands

of criminals, nuts and cops—only the

victims are defenseless. It is a simple

democratic right for the population to

keep and bear arms, as even the Consti-

tution stipulates. The police defend the

interests of the ruling class, meanwhile
pursuing their own unappetizing activi-

ties. We uphold the right of individuals

to effectively defend themselves. Gun
control kills blacks!

Linked to the demand for more cops

is an ominous advocacy of vigilan-

tism, from Dinkins’ "community patrol

groups" to the call by the right-wing

Republican candidate for governor, Pierre

Rinfret, for a "vigilante system" of

100,000 auxiliary police. Any kind of

vigilantism in this capitalist system is

necessarily racist. Whether it's carried

out by white mobs, the Guardian Angels
or Muslim block patrols, the targets are

almost always black. A horrific example
is the recent torching of three home-
less people in Brooklyn’s impoverished

Bedford-Stuyvesant neighborhood by
a gang known as the “Crack-Busters."

Norma Reilly, a young black woman,
was burned to death and two others criti-

cally injured, when the van in which they

slept was doused with gasoline and set

alight by murderous thugs carrying the

“war on drugs" to its logical conclusion.

The ruling-class campaign for more
police has had an undeniable effect,

and even many ghetto residents buy the

more cops = less crime equation. But as

members of the Morris Avenue Block

Patrol in the Bronx found out. the cops

have their own idea about stopping

crime, which is closer to "the only good
one is a dead one.” After calling in the

police to arrest a teenager with a gun,

residents were horrified when seven cops

began beating the handcuffed prisoner,

then clubbed and arrested block patrol

members who attempted to intervene. As
the angry mother of one of those ar-

rested asked. “Why in the hell is [Din-

kins) putting on more police? They’re

not helping us at all. not the way they

beat up people out here. They should be

putting up better houses, better schools,

and better playgrounds. That's what we
need."

Increasingly, the racist cops beat and

arrest anyone who even questions their

actions, especially anyone black or His-

panic. Last month, when 150 outraged

midtown passers-by came to the aid of a

sobbing New Jersey woman whose car

was being towed by the hated "brown-

ies,” the area was flooded with squad

cars and tow trucks. As the crowd chant-

ed "Leave her alone!" the cops spotted

one of only two black men present, col-

lege student John Andrews, and arrested

him. Andrews was beaten, handcuffed,

thrown into a squad car, and taken to

jail. The young woman went on the

Phil Donahue show to denounce the rac-

ist police, and collected money to pay

Andrews’ bail. But for two days the

police claimed they couldn't find him in

the jail system!

A Dying System

In America’s cities today, street crime

is pervasive. To wipe this out you have

to get rid of the capitalist system which
breeds the poverty that makes thousands

so desperate they steal and kill to sur-

vive. To fulfill the basic human needs of

housing, education, health care and em-
ployment requires the forging of a social-

ist society. This is not some empty plati-

tude. As capitalism is being reintroduced

today in the bureaucratically deformed
workers states of East Europe, one of the

first results (along with unemployment
lines and soup kitchens) is the reappear-

ance of thievery and mugging which had

been virtually unknown for decades.

The shootings, violence and mass drug

addiction that characterize contemporary
America are the symptoms of a deeper

societal sickness. With unemployment
sky-high and the welfare rolls jam-

packed. many in the ghettos may never

have a job in their lifetime. Recently.

101,000 people applied for 2.000 NYC
garbage collection jobs! Meanwhile thou-

sands roam the streets picking up bottles

and cans to return for a nickel apiece.

This level of desperation is the sign of a

dying social system.

The skyrocketing rents of the last few

years have resulted in record numbers
of homeless families, of whom only a

"lucky” few will receive city housing in

filthy "welfare hotels.” These hellholes

have become a symbol of New York’s

failure to provide even minimal housing

for the poor. People are so afraid of them
that thousands prefer to live on the

streets and in the tunnels of New York.

A recent article on the track cleaners

who fight rat infestation in the subways
gave a chilling glimpse of what “life” is

like for the homeless who inhabit them.

One supervisor reported:

“‘I found one guy at the Times Square
station who was being eaten alive by
rats.' One leg was gnawed to the bone,

he says, and the workers had to throw
ammonia on the rats to drive them away
from the man. Even more dismaying, he
says, is 'strong evidence that homeless
people are eating the rats’.”— Chief-Leader, 17 August

In this portrait of 20th century barba-

rism. hideous poverty is combined with

Jamal...
(continuedfrom page 3)

who claims the Holocaust never hap-

pened. Leuchter was hired by the state of

Illinois to design the death machine used

in the milestone execution of Charles

Walker last month (see "State Hires Nazi

Executioner— Illinois Starts Up Assem-
bly Line of Death." WV No. 510, 21

September).

Jamal’s case is what the racist death

penalty is all about. On death row be-

cause of his political views and associa-

tions, Jamal’s case has won widespread

support as the case for all opponents of

the death penalty to rally around. Thirty

thousand people around the world have

signed petitions and written Pennsylvania

governor Casey demanding Jamal not be

executed. Among them are Pennsylvania

state representative David Richardson.

Congressman Ronald Dellums, actor Ed
Asner, Rev. Joseph Lowery and Opera-

tion PUSH. Trade unions representing

millions have taken a stand with Jamal

and against the state’s racist "legal"

lynching. This summer an international

campaign of demonstrations and rallies

initiated by the Partisan Defense Com-
mittee brought together trade unionists,

socialists, civil rights activists, students

and death penalty abolitionists in ten

cities around the world to demand that

Jamal not die.

Among racist killer cops across this

country. Philadelphia’s are in a league by

themselves—from raids on Black Panther

Party headquarters to the barbaric 13

May 1985 bombing of MOVE. Backed
up by the courts’ racists in black robes,

they are committed to putting Jamal on

a grotesque bureaucratic maze from

which there seems to be no way out.

Thus the city had promised to shut down
single-room-occupancy hotels by July 31.

But as they assigned residents to reno-

vated city-owned apartments, thousands

more homeless suddenly appeared. The

New York Times (20 September) reported

that "welfare officials attributed a surge

in the number of homeless families to

the city’s policy of giving homeless

people in welfare hotels priority in get-

ting new apartments." In the Orwellian

words of Koch's Human Resources Com-
missioner, building housing "encourages

homelessness"!

As the city crumbles, the various eth-

nic populations are increasingly pitted

against each other in competition for a

shrinking share of the crumbs. This has

led to the picketing of Korean-owned

greengrocers by black nationalist hustlers

like Sonny Carson. This anti-Asian big-

otry plays straight into the hands of the

racists. Meanwhile, demagogues like FBI

fink Al Sharpton play cynical pressure

politics with black people's lives, whip-

ping up nationalist anti-Semitic dema-

goguery and then parading through the

streets of Bensonhurst when the only

force between the crowds of racists and

the black marchers are the racist cops.

As we have repeatedly and emphatically

said, blacks can only lose in a race war

in this viciously racist country.

The crucial task is to forge a revolu-

tionary leadership that fights for black

liberation, mobilizing the power of the

workers movement in its own class inter-

est and in the cause of all the oppressed.

This means breaking with the “popular

front." through which the union bureau-

crats tie their membership to Demo-
crats like Dinkins, the front men for

the capitalists. Mass marches and strike

action against layoffs and wage freezes,

and integrated mass mobilizations against

racist attacks, can be steps toward a

class-struggle workers party.

What’s needed is a fight for power
against the Wall Street junk bond manip-
ulators. the real estate speculators, the

union-busting industrialists, against the

bourgeoisie and its state. It will take

socialist revolution to build a just society

where homelessness, poverty, racist ter-

ror and endemic crime are abolished.

a conveyor belt to the electric chair.

When over 200 people rallied for Jamal
at the Church of the Ajvocate in his

Philadelphia hometown on July 14. Fra-

ternal Order of Police president Richard

Costello slanderously branded Jamal’s

supporters a “misfit terrorist group" and
suggested they be jointly executed with

him on an "electric couch."

From his tiny death row cell Jamal
continues to speak out in columns printed

in papers across the country. In the Phil-

adelphia Tribune, Jamal responded to

Costello’s remarks by exposing the na-

ture of Philly’s racist cops, who are dedi-

cated to silencing his voice forever:

“Who has instilled tenor in whom? Peo-
ple felt chills of remembrance that this

threat came from the very people who
planned and executed the murderous
Mother's Day Massacre of Osage Ave-
nue, when men, women and babies were
incinerated in their home; the same peo-
ple who slew African-Americans while
handcuffed; the same state force that shot

young Stacey Whitted of West Philly to

death with utter impunity: the same group
that liquidated Winston C.X. Hood. Cor-
nell Warren. Jose Reyes. William Green,
on city streets, with utter impunity; the

same body that shot 700 people between
1971-1981. killing over 300 of the most-
ly Black. Puerto Rican and poor white
youths, with total, utter impunity."

Mumia Abu-Jamal must not die! We
need to organize massive protests, take

his case to the Supreme Court of the

masses. The working people are the

social force with the power to save this

courageous man and stop this deadly
killing machine. To join the international

campaign to save the life of Mumia
Abu-Jamal, contact the Partisan Defense
Committee. P.O. Box 99. Canal Street

Station, New York. NY 10013. Tele-

phone: (212) 406-4252.
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Le Boichfivik Daily Telegraph

International Communist League demands "Break the Blockade of Iraq!” and denounces Soviet complicity with U.S.

invasion, at demonstrations in Berlin, Paris and Sydney, Australia.

Break the

Blockade...
(continued from page 1)

accepted a “compromise" which Wash-
ington could swallow. But the Israelis

weren’t buying it, and refused to allow

the UN investigating team mandated by
the resolution into Jerusalem. “The whole

idea was to get this issue behind us and

get back to Iraq," moaned one Bush aide.

Israel obviously has a different idea.

Now Shamir has announced that Soviet

Jews will be settled in East Jerusalem,

earlier “promises" to Washington to the

contrary.

The Zionists will not be "pressured"

into accepting any version, no matter

how limited and deformed, of Palestinian

national rights. The PLO nationalists

seek to use the militant Palestinian pro-

testers to solicit ever more UN resolu-

tions or provide cheering sections for one

or another murderous Arab bourgeois

regime. It is a telling indictment of these

petty-bourgeois nationalists that they still

plead with the UN to defend the Palestin-

ian people—even with the UN providing

the fig leaf for the present massive U.S.

invasion of the region and after the UN-
brokered evacuation of PLO fighters

from Lebanon in 1982 led directly to the

Sabra and Shatila massacres.

The expansionist Israeli capitalist state

must be destroyed from within. Palestini-

ans constitute a key section of the work-

force in Israel. Under an internationalist

leadership, the combative and cosmopoli-

tan Palestinian masses can be the spark

for class struggle throughout the region

and assist in breaking the Hebrew work-

ers from the death grip of Zionism. The
economy of this garrison-state is in such

a shambles, in good measure as a result

of the three-year-long intifada , that even

the corporatist Histadrut trade-union

federation recently threatened an indefi-

nite general strike against falling living

standards. Meanwhile massive Soviet

Jewish immigration is straining Israeli

society at the seams, creating large

numbers of homeless. What is needed

is a revolutionary workers party, com-
mitted to the right of self-determination

for both the Hebrew-speaking and Pal-

estinian peoples. Defend the Palestin-

ian people— Israel out of the Occupied

Territories!

The Crumbling Gulf Alliance

Even before the Israeli atrocity, the

U.S. had been having trouble holding its

alliance together. Washington’s Arab

allies have been feeling the heat from

their own populations about falling in

line behind U.S. imperialism— in one
case, literally: on October 12 the second

most senior official in Mubarak’s Egypt

was gunned down by assassins on a

Cairo street. “The Egyptian forces in

Saudi Arabia would not participate in

any offensive,” stated Major General

Mohammed Ali Bilal, the commander of

Egyptian forces in the Gulf ( Washington

Post, 9 October). Now Syria is delaying

the deployment of an armored division

for the Gulf forces.

Among Washington’s imperialist al-

lies, former British Conservative prime

minister Edward Heath is flying to Bagh-

dad. supposedly to negotiate a hostage

release with Saddam. And French prime

minister Mitterrand got flak from the

Americans last week for floating a

negotiated deal with Iraq over Kuwait.

Criminally, one of the most steadfast

U.S. allies these days continues to be

the Kremlin. Gorbachev press secretary

Vitali Ignatenko told Time (15 October)

that the Soviet Union had "not ruled out"

dispatching troops to join a U.S. -led

operation in the Gulf. Meanwhile, the

counterrevolutionary Estonian Defense

League made a television appeal for "vol-

unteers" to join the imperialist forces.

Bush’s talk of the “whole world

against Saddam Hussein" is sounding

ever more hollow. Nor, by all accounts,

is the embargo having any serious effect

in demoralizing the Iraqi people or driv-

ing the country to the wall. And while

Washington’s propaganda mill continues

to chum out horror stories about random
rape and slaughter in Kuwait, an Ameri-

can refugee said. “To tell you the truth.

I have not seen any looting. When they

stop you in the street and ask you to

show your I.D., they are very nice"

(New York Times, 1 1 October). Saddam
Hussein .is far less "nice" to his own
people, particularly leftist workers and

Kurdish and Shi’ite minorities, whom
he has butchered mercilessly. But all

the U.S. wants is to install a dictator

of their choice. It is the Iraqi masses

who must sweep Saddam's murderous

Ba’athist cabal away, in the course of

defending their country against imperial-

ist aggression.

For Class War Against
Imperialist War!

The Pentagon is now putting the last

pieces in place for an attack against Iraq.

According to the French news magazine

L‘Express, whose source is said to be

an aide to U.S. Secretary of Defense

Cheney, the Pentagon’s latest plan is a

four-day blitzkrieg to begin on a moon-
less night in November. "Operation Night

Camel" will come at an estimated cost of

20,000 U.S. dead (and with promiscuous

American air bombardment, you can be

sure many times that number of Iraqis

will be slaughtered).

The U.S. was supposedly going to use

its night-vision goggles, "stealth" fighter

planes and other devices to "take out"

Iraqi defenses in a dead-of-night attack

on Iraqi forces, allowing the Army and

Marines to “mop up" without suffering

heavy losses. But even before the shoot-

ing has started, the Army has had to

restrict its low-level night-flying exer-

cises as a series of air crashes has

already taken the lives of over 30 GIs,

more than died during the whole invasion

of Panama. Wait until they find them-

selves in the heat and dust and chaos of

actual battle.

"No matter how it’s done, it’s going to

be bloody," admitted Bernard Trainor, a

retired Marine lieutenant general and
analyst for a Harvard think tank (Los

Angeles Times, 13 October). Military

analysts compare Iraqi defense fortifica-

tions in Kuwait to the trenches of Verdun

in World War I. where more than a mil-

lion soldiers were killed and wounded in

several months. The Iraqis have erected

razor wire, followed by parallel rows of

minefields several hundred yards deep,

between which lie nine-foot-wide anti-

tank ditches "studded with 55-gallon

drums of napalm that can be detonated

by remote control.”

The U.S. lost 50,000 dead in Vietnam

over a number of years, and that war
started tearing American society apart. If

Bush gets 20,000 GIs killed in a matter

of days the country will explode. Most
major church organizations have come
out openly against U.S. military action in

the Gulf. A late September poll revealed

that "9 out of 10 Americans are not

ready for their country to start a war”

and "nearly half of those surveyed sug-

gested they would be suspicious if the

United States said Iraq had started a

war" (New York Times, 1 October). Peo-

ple bitterly remember President John-

son’s lies in 1964 about a North Viet-

namese "attack” in the Tonkin Gulf
which served to whip up a blank check
bipartisan war resolution.

What’s needed to smash the imperialist

war plans is class struggle at home and
abroad—an anti-capitalist movement of

the working class to topple the ruling

classes from Washington to the Near
East. To this end the international prole-

tariat must unconditionally fight for the

defeat of U.S. imperialism in its war with

Iraq, which we defend while seeking the

overthrow of Saddam Hussein by the

Iraqi working class. Labor action can

derail this war: stop the loading and
transport of war supplies to the Persian

Gulf! Break the imperialist blockade of

Iraq! We need a revolutionary workers

party to fight for a workers govern-
ment—down with the Democratic/Repub-

lican property party! This is what the

Spartacist League will march for on
October 20.

Spartacist Forum

Break the Blockade of Iraq!

U.S. Out of the Persian Gulf!
Speaker: Don Alexander, Spartacist League Central Committee

Friday, November 2, 7:30 p.m.
Holmes Hall. Room 104

Los Angeles City College

Saturday, November 3
Room and time to be announced
U.C. Santa Barbara

LOS ANGELES For more information: (213) 380-8239

AFP

U.S. aircraft carrier Saratoga passes through Suez Canal, part of invasion fleet

heading for Persian Gulf.
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Fact Sheet...
(continuedfrom page 16)

• Meanwhile, Israel has enough chemical weapons and
atomic warheads (over 200) to blow up the whole re-

gion, and then some. Israeli nuclear technician Morde-
chai Vanunu exposed this doomsday machine (and was
sentenced to 18 years in prison— in solitary confine-

ment— for his service to humanity). In a recent expose,

former Mossad agent Victor Ostrovsky confirmed

Vanunu’s report: "He said they were building those

bombs and they’d use them if needed. That’s true" (By

Way of Deception).

• The U.S. threatens World War III over the "rights”

of the emir of Kuwait, but backs Israel to the hilt de-

spite Israeli occupation of Palestinian territories and

slaughter of Palestinian people. The Israeli massacre of

over 20 Palestinians at the holiest Muslim shrine in

Jerusalem was just a hint of the genocidal program of

the Zionist rulers, who seek a "final solution" to the

"Palestinian problem" in the Persian Gulf crisis. Gas
masks are being distributed to the entire Israeli popu-

lation—but not to Palestinians.

• Whose blood is Bush willing to fight to the last drop

of? In Vietnam, one out of every three GIs was black

Cambio 16

Kurdish victims of poison gas attack by Iraqi

nationalist regime of Saddam Hussein.

NickelsbergTTime

Gorbachev’s withdrawal of Soviet troops from
Afghanistan emboldened U.S. imperialism to
reassert itself as "cops of the world."

and the armed forces in the Gulf are heavily black and
Hispanic. When General Colin Powell toured the troops

in the Gulf he was met with a chorus of demands from
young men and women wanting to know "when can we
go home?” Women in the military must wonder why
their lives are on the line to defend Saudi Arabia which
subjects women to feudalist oppression. One black

student on the West Coast voiced the sentiment of
millions when he said: "Black people have been dying
in this country’s wars for 200 years, and what has

it gotten us? Nothing" (San Francisco Examiner, 24
August).

• Pumped up over the so-called "death of Commu-
nism,” the U.S. thinks the “post-Cold War world" is a

free market for American imperialist aggression. And
the Kremlin criminally endorses U.S. war moves which
have massed a huge expeditionary force just 700 miles
from the border of the USSR. As Trotskyists we stand

for unconditional defense of the Soviet Union against

imperialism. A genuine communist leadership would
send Baghdad the weapons they need to defeat the U.S.
invasion.

• What's dying is Stalinism— the antithesis of Lenin
and Trotsky’s communism. Stalin liquidated the Bolshe-

vik cadre, the Bolshevik program for world revolution

and the Communist International, vainly seeking “peace-

ful coexistence", with imperialism. Now the Gorbachev

regime has given in to capitalist takeover of East Ger-

many, and threatens the remaining gains of the October

Revolution at home with their "500-day plan” to restore

the capitalist market. We say: Gorbachev out! Workers

soviets to power!

The UN Fig Leaf Brigade and
Imperialist Mapmaking

• The United Nations which many liberals and leftists

look to is a body to supervise the division of the spoils

of the world as carved up by the imperialists after

World Wars I and II. Seventy years ago, Lenin rightly

denounced the League of Nations (the UN's predeces-

sor) as a “den of thieves." For years the UN was led by

former General Secretary Kurt Waldheim, a certified

Nazi war criminal.

• It was under the UN flag that General Douglas

("Nuke China") MacArthur led Democrat Truman’s

brutal war against the Korean people 40 years ago. Over
three million Koreans were killed by American bombs
and bullets as U.S. imperialism sought to "roll back

Communism" in Asia.

• Near East borders ("lines in the sand") have been

drawn and redrawn many times. The British and French

U.S. Army
1950: U.S. General Douglas MacArthur led U.S.
Imperialist war against the Korean people under
the banner of the United Nations.

German Seamen Refuse to

Sail to Persian Gulf
In early October, seamen aboard the

German tanker Western Gallantry refused

to sail to the Persian Gulf, and demanded
that they instead be flown home at com-
pany expense. The tanker had sailed from
Houston, Texas with a shipment of air-

craft fuel, which it turned out was in-

tended for U.S. forces in the Gulf. An
agreement between the shippers and the

OTV union stipulates that merchant sea-

men have the right to refuse work in haz-

ardous zones. Yet the tanker's captain

didn’t inform the seamen where they

were heading until they had reached the

Suez Canal. Once they realized what
their destination was, 13 of the 15 crew
refused to be part of this "suicide mis-

sion," and were flown home.
What is necessary is to broaden such

actions into labor political protests

against the imperialists’ war plans. We
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reprint below a telegram from the candi-

dates of the Spartakist Workers Party of
Germany, section of the International

Communist League, to the seamen salut-

ing their action.

Berlin

10 October 1990

To the seamen of the tanker

"Western Gallantry"

From the Bundestag election candidates

of the SpAD

We salute your refusal to transport air-

craft fuel for the U.S. Army, which is

planning air attacks against Iraq that will

mean mass murder of the Iraqi popula-

tion! Your action sets an example to all

working people for organizing working-

class resistance against the NATO war
preparations.

Actions like yours by American and
other workers to stop the transport of
munitions would be a powerful blow
against a horrible imperialist war in the

Near East. Despite the bloody dictator

Saddam Hussein. Iraq must be defended
against the imperialist oil pirates, whose
war drive is directed against the Soviet

Union and all working people! Break the

blockade of Iraq! USA/NATO—Out of
the Persian Gulf! Bundeswehr out of the

Mediterranean!

Toralf Endruweit

Renate Dahlhaus

Jana Strauchfuss

for the Spartakist Workers Party

of Germany

French Seamen Protest

Troops to Persian Gulf
PARIS—As part of their contribution

to the U.S.-led war moves against

Iraq, the French imperialists are send-

ing some 4,000 troops to the Persian

Gulf in what they call "Operation

Dagger." To transport troops and war
materiel to the Gulf, the army com-
mandeered ships of Mediterranean

maritime companies. But these plans

were held up by protests and opposi-

tion from French seamen.

On September 19, the Bouches-du-

Rhone local of the Communist Party-

led CGT union federation protested

against "the mobilization of nine

civilian ships and their crews for the

war," and proclaimed they would not

work the ship or accept the requisi-

tioning of seamen. In Marseille, CGT
seamen aboard the L’Esterel stopped

work for several hours. The previous

evening in Bastia. maritime workers

organized by the Corsican STC union
federation refused to crew the car-

ferry Corse which was heading for the

Gulf, demanding additional safety pay

before they would go.

According to the bourgeois press,

in Corsica the CGT seamen’s local

helped the company get the Corse
under way. This reported action of the

local CGT was strikebreaking!

Two days after the declaration of
the CGT local in Bouches-du-Rhone
opposing the war mobilization, a

demonstration of some hundreds of
union militants, mainly from the CGT
and French CP, was held in Toulon.
This was designed not to mobilize
further opposition but, on the con-
trary. to head off any real working-
class action against the war. Finally,

when French "Socialist" president

Mitterrand signed a requisition order,

the CGT fell back on a "conscientious

objector” clause—putting the onus for

protesting onto the individual seamen.
The militancy is there, as shown by

the ongoing strike by Dunkirk long-

shoremen to save their union. But
the French Communist Party (PCF)
and CGT are not trying to mobilize
working-class opposition to the block-

ade of Iraq. They seek to pressure

Mitterrand so sanctions will be carried

out "under the auspices of the UN."
The Stalinist degeneration of the

Communist Party was vividly reflect-

ed in the colonial question. Back in

1924-25, the PCF called for proletar-

ian solidarity with independence fight-

ers in the Moroccan Rif Mountains
against the imperialists’ dirty colonial

war. In 1949-50. CGT dockers in

Marseille held strikes and demonstra-
tions for “peace in Vietnam." although
this was only after the PCF had
been thrown out of the popular-front
government where they had called
for Vietnam remaining part of the

"French Union." Over Algeria, the

PCF came out for independence only
at the last minute, and only carried out
a few stoppages with pacifist slogans.

The declaration of the Bouches-du-
Rhone CGT is indicative of working-
class opposition to the imperialists'

war against Iraq. The Ligue Trots-
kyste de France, section of the Inter-

national Communist League, seeks to

intervene in mobilizations against the

war to free them from the grip of so-

cial chauvinism and place them on the

basis of proletarian internationalism.
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Black Gl in jungles of Vietnam. Sign reads: “U.S.
Negro Armymenl You are committing the same
ignominious crimes in South Vietnam that the
KKK clique is perpetrating against your family
at home."

divided the region in the secret Sykes-Picot Agreement

of 1916 (revealed to the world by the Bolsheviks after

they look power and abolished secret diplomacy). Ku-

wait was created by British high commissioner Sir

Percy Cox, who handed the territory to the Sabah family

as a means of limiting Iraq's access to the sea.

• Kuwait is an artificial country whose entire workforce

is imported. Its oil wealth was created by Palestinians

and other foreign workers, Pakistanis, Indians, Sri Lan-

kans and Bangladeshis, who have no rights.

• Now Turkey, a NATO member and U.S. ally, expects

to be rewarded with the Kurdish province of Mosul in

northern Iraq in return for the use of Turkish soil as a

launching pad for a U.S. invasion of Iraq. Assad’s

Syria, yesterday’s “terrorist” whipping boy for Ronald

Reagan, has been rebaptized as an "Arab moderate"

regime for joining the U.S.' unholy alliance against

Iraq.

• Since the end of World War II, it has been the

conscious policy of America’s rulers to use religious

fundamentalism and reaction as an organized force for

counterrevolution. John Foster Dulles, the architect

of nuclear "brinkmanship" against the Soviet Union,

wrote of Eastern religions: "Their spiritual beliefs can-

not be reconciled with Communist atheism and material-

ism. That creates a common bond between us and our

task is to find and develop it.”

• The U.S. and Saudi Arabia have armed and funded

the mujahedin cutthroats in Afghanistan, including the

notorious Saudi Wahabi fundamentalists, who rape and

murder every "infidel" woman they find. In Afghani-

stan, the U.S. and its feudal allies were waging war

against the Soviet Army in defense of illiteracy and
women’s enslavement. We Spartacists said “Hail Red
Army in Afghanistan!" in 1980 and denounced Gorba-

chev's withdrawal last year. Through an international

campaign organized by the Partisan Defense Committee,

we raised over $40,000 to aid the civilian population

of heroic Jalalabad fighting a bloody mujahedin siege.

• Many Arab nationalists and left groups like the Work-

ers World Party push the myth of “the Arab Revolu-

tion," in which all the Arab regimes in the region are

supposedly waging a revolution against Zionism and

imperialism. In fact, all the various sheiks, colonels,

dictators, and the kill-crazy maniacs in Tel Aviv are

enemies of the Palestinian people and oppressors of

their own working masses. What’s needed is to unite

the toilers of the region in class struggle behind an

internationalist, revolutionary party.

• When the Socialist Workers Party and Workers World
talk of the "Arab East," what they mean is denying the

Jews in Israel the right to exist. We defend the right of

self-determination for both the Palestinian Arab and
Hebrew-speaking nations. By carving out a state based

on the expulsion and subjugation of the Palestinian

Arabs. Zionist Israel is a deathtrap for Jews! Hebrew-

speaking workers must throw off their Zionist rulers and

join with their Arab class brothers in a common struggle

for a socialist federation of the Near East. Defend

the Palestinian people— Israel out of the Occupied
Territories!

For Class Struggle Against
the Warmakers

• Many left groups, like Workers World Party and So-

cialist Action, are trying to rebuild the Vietnam antiwar

movement. In the October 20 demonstrations, they seek

to channel anti-imperialist student and working-class

opposition to the war mobilization in the Near East into

the arms of Democratic Party "doves." But Bush and
the Democrats flap their wings in unison for U.S. impe-

rialism in the Persian Gulf!

• The organizers of the October 20 demonstrations raise

the slogan "No More Vietnams!” This is a deliberate

attempt to "unite" workers and youth repelled by Amer-
ica’s attempt to grab the world’s oil resources for U.S.

big business with those who want to save U.S. imperial-

ism from more losing adventures abroad. That’s why
Richard Nixon, a certified U.S. war criminal, entitled

his memoirs No More Vietnam5 ! As internationalists, our

side was the heroic Vietnamese workers and peasants

Rape of Panama, December 1989: U.S. bombing
of the Panama City barrio of El Chorrillo killed
thousands.

who freed their country from capitalist exploitation and

colonial bondage. The Spartacists say: Vietnam was a

victory! Two. three, many defeats for U.S. imperialism

!

• The right wing claims that the Vietnam War was "lost

on the home front" and Vietnam vets were spat on by

leftists when they returned home. This is a lie— like

Hitler’s "stab in the back" myth that Germany lost

World War I because of Jews and Bolsheviks. U.S.

imperialism was defeated on the battlefield by the Viet-

namese. who were fighting a revolutionary war. Despite

the U.S.’ assassination of tens of thousands through

Oakland, September 19: Spartacist League puts
forth class-struggle program in protest against
U.S. invasion of Persian Gulf.

"Operation Phoenix," despite two million Vietnamese

killed, the Vietnamese people drove the U.S. imperial-

ists out.

• It was the right wing and the government who spat

on Vietnam vets, because GIs spat on the imperialist

war. Many returning soldiers went straight into antiwar

demonstrations! Antiwar activists tried to recruit sol-

diers and veterans, putting out antiwar literature directed

at soldiers and setting up coffeehouses near army bases.

Inside the armed forces there were antiwar petitions,

mass “sick-outs," sit-down strikes and brig rebellions.

More than a few gung ho officers were "fragged" (from

fragmentation grenades). Today many Viet vets are

strong opponents of U.S. war moves in the Persian

Gulf.

• Black soldiers in particular, who were always given

the most dangerous and dirtiest missions, returned with

passionate political hatred for a government that drafted

them to die abroad and shafted them at home. Many
joined the Black Panther Party, as did Geronimo Pratt,

a black GI who won two Purple Hearts in Vietnam. The
FBI and LAPD seized Pratt in a massive cop assault on

L.A. Panther headquarters, and he has been in jail on
frame-up charges for nearly 20 years.

* * *

Bush's "Operation Desert Shield" will be no walk-

over for the U.S., like their rape of Grenada or Panama.

U.S. government officials reportedly expect 20,000

American casualties in the first days of fighting—when
the body bags start coming back there could be a social

explosion at home.

The organized working class, allied to the youth and

minorities, must be mobilized against the war machine:

For a new, class-struggle leadership of the labor move-
ment— For labor political strikes against the impending

war! Action by longshoremen. Teamsters, shipyard and
transport workers to stop the supply of munitions would
be a powerful blow against U.S. imperialist war moves
in the Near East.

Bush's "New World Order" echoes Hitler’s "New
Order." The massive U.S. war mobilization is a danger-

ous trip wire for World War III. We of the International

Communist League declare that the only way out of this

system that spawns poverty, racism and war is through

international socialist revolution.
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13 October 1990
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Break the Blockade of Iraq

Defeat U.S. Imperialism!

Bush, the Pentagon and the Democratic-controlled

Congress are plunging into war in the Persian Gulf.

They want to grab the oil and regain supremacy
as top cop of the world. It’s the biggest military

mobilization since the murderous war against Viet-

nam—well over 200,000 American troops are al-

ready deployed. Working people and minorities

have no interest in dying so this racist ruling class

can continue to lord it over the Near East, squeeze

its imperialist allies and stick it to the Soviet Union.
To stop imperialist war we have to fight the capi-
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talist system which breeds it. The Spartacist League

and Spartacus Youth Clubs fight for class struggle

here and in the Near East to drive the U.S. out of the

Persian Gulf and topple all the sheiks, colonels and

Zionist butchers. The international working class

has a side

—

with Iraq and against the U.S. govern-

ment! A defeat for U.S. imperialism would be a

victory for workers and the oppressed. We will be

marching in the October 20 demonstrations under

the banner: Break the Blockade of Iraq! Defeat U.S.

Imperialism! Join us!

WV Pholo

The first casualty in imperialist war
is truth. Here are some facts that

expose the lies, global ambitions and
bloody destruction planned by

the U.S. government.

• Bush says it’s all about "freedom" and "sovereignty."

Nonsense. Kuwait and Saudi Arabia are oil-rich abso-

lute monarchies run by billionaire emirs and kings. In

Kuwait only 70.000 men out of a population of over two
million had the right to vote for a "parliament" which
was dissolved as soon as it met! Saudi Arabia is a

feudal dictatorship with no constitution, no elections,

Young Spartacus
few rights for laborers and no rights for women. It is

the largest state where chattel slavery still exists. These
are Washington's glorious allies for “freedom" and “our
way of life.”

• Bush says the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait threatens the

oil "lifeline." The real threat is from Washington, which
is using its huge military apparatus to seize control of
world petroleum supplies. The U.S. has fallen behind
Germany and Japan in the economic race, but with its

hand on the oil spigot it can bully its former enemies
into forking over billions to pay for its occupation

forces. The U.S. (which has enormous oil reserves) now
guards Saudi oil fields with American troops (another

25 percent of world supply) and wants Kuwait and
Iraq's oil as well (another 20 percent).

• Liberals and even some leftists say we should pres-

sure the Democrats to pressure Bush to stop war in the

Gulf. But this is a bipartisan war mobilization. From
hardline Dixiecrats to Jesse Jackson, Democrats are

marching to the beat of Bush’s war drums.

• Many liberals, radicals and some not-so-radicals (like

the Communist Party) claim to oppose U.S. troops in

the Persian Gulf and instead support the "peaceful"

alternative of UN sanctions against Iraq. This blockade

is starving the Iraqi and Jordanian masses, and thou-

sands of foreign workers and refugees trapped in the

Gulf. Those who oppose the demand to break the block-

ade of Iraq do so in order to avoid defending Iraq ("the

enemy") in a war with the U.S. But the sanctions which
they endorse are backed up by troops, warships, combat
aircraft and bombers. The blockade is an act of war

whether conducted under the Stars and Stripes or under
the transparent cover of the blue flag of the United
Nations.

• Washington is preparing to kill thousands upon thou-

sands of Iraqi people. Former Air Force chief of staff

General Michael Dugan got sacked for revealing the

U.S. plans to kill 100.000 by making “downtown Bagh-
dad" a prime target of a massive bombing campaign.

• “If we have a pretext, a casus belli, we go," said one
senior White House aide (New York Times, 27 Septem-
ber). The warmakers in Washington will easily fabricate

such a pretext. The infamous Tonkin Gulf Resolution

passed by Congress in 1964 gave President Johnson
carte blanche to devastate Vietnam using the pretext of

a nonexistent "attack" by North Vietnamese patrol boats

on U.S. destroyers off the North Vietnamese coast.

torturers and dictators from Latin America to South
Korea and South Africa, to keep untold millions pow-
erless and starving throughout the so-called "Third

World."

• For years Hussein was a U.S. ally and prime candi-

date for regional "policeman of the Gulf." In 1963 the

CIA helped Hussein’s Ba'athist Party murder an esti-

mated 5,000 members of the powerful Iraqi Communist
Party. Now the U.S. wants to topple Hussein and replace

him with another dictator of their choice— like they did
next door in Iran in 1953. installing the bloody Shah
Pahlavi (and in the process taking back partially nation-

alized Iranian oil fields). Hussein is indeed a butcher
of his own people, especially militant workers and
Kurds. He must be toppled by the Iraqi working masses
and national minorities who have suffered so terribly

under him.

• Washington says Saddam Hussein is a “war criminal."

The biggest war criminal in the world is the U.S. govern-

ment! From the A-bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki

to the firebombing of Tokyo, from the carpetbombing
of Vietnam to the thousands killed by U.S.-sponsored

contras in Afghanistan and Central America—millions

have been slaughtered by U.S. imperialism. Even in

“peacetime,” the U.S. supports and arms regimes of

• The U.S. says Hussein has chemical weapons and now
complains he might use them. (They said nothing when
Hussein dropped chemical weapons on Iranian troops
and thousands of Kurdish villagers inside Iraq.) The
U.S. not only has a huge stockpile of chemical and
nuclear weapons, it is the only country ever to nuke
anyone!

continued on page 14

Women enslaved to the veil under feudalists
Saudi monarchy (right). In the late '70s, beheading
of a Saudi princess (above) for adultery with a
commoner shocked the world.
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Bush and the Democrats Agree

A Good Deal for the Rich,

War for the Workers

WV Photo

Spartacist contingent marches in October 20 New York City demonstration against U.S. Invasion of Persian Gulf.

A government by the rich and for the

rich, a government that hates blacks and

women, a government that wants to send

the youth of America to fight and die in

a war for Big Oil. That’s the way much
of the American population perceives this

administration. They're right. But while

spouting “soak the rich" rhetoric to TV
cameras, the Democratic leaders of the

millionaires' club known as Congress

bargain behind closed doors with their

Republican cronies over how much more
working people will pay for smokes,

booze and gas. And they’re no less en-

thusiastic in waving the Big Stick over

the Persian Gulf, only pleading with

Bush to let them "advise and consent" on

when the shooting starts.

The American people are not prepared

to see their kids die in the sands of Saudi

Arabia for the sake of Exxon profits and

so that Washington can be cops of the

world. And they deeply distrust this gov-

ernment which steals medical benefits

from the elderly while promoting tax

breaks for multimillionaires and getting

rake-offs from the savings and loan

scam. There has been much talk of right-

wingers capitalizing on populist "throw

the bums out" sentiment. But the wide-

spread popularity of the Daily News
strike in New York shows that the work-

ing people of this country are fed up and

ripe for social struggle. Workers, blacks

and Hispanics can seize this moment to

pay back the capitalist rulers for all the

takebacks, the arrogant greed, the racist

terror of the last decade and more.

Crowing over victory in the Cold

War, U.S. rulers are trying to re-create

the "American century.” But they still

haven’t overcome the “Vietnam syn-

drome”—not by a long shot. Meanwhile,

the stock market is going down. down,
down. The dollar is falling. Property

values are plummeting. Cleaning up the

S&L mess may cost a cool trillion.

Leading banks are on the edge. Insurance

companies are wobbly. We’re already

into a recession/depression. The budget

deficit ballooned from $150 billion to

$240 billion in a few months. And now

Bush and the Democrats have locked the

U.S. into a war that could set off the

Near East tinderbox and tear this country

apart. The American Empire is. as George
Bush would put it, in “deep doodoo."

On October 20. thousands across the

country marched in opposition to Wash-
ington's invasion of the Persian Gulf.

While the liberal and reformist organ-

izers of the protests appealed to non-

existent Democratic "doves" to save the

country from sinking in a Near East

quagmire, hundreds marched behind

Spartacist League banners proclaiming:

"Break the Blockade of Iraq! Defeat U.S.

Imperialism!" A generation ago. the im-

perialist warmongers slaughtered more

than two million Vietnamese, and over

50.000 black and working-class Ameri-
can soldiers came home in body bags.

Labor political strikes against Bush's Gulf

invasion would throw a giant wrench into

the bourgeoisie’s mass murder plans. It

will take a revolutionary opposition to

stop this system of war and racism.

Persian Gulf Quagmire:
“Easier to Get In Than Out”

Three months into the U.S. invasion of

the Gulf, a “senior” White House aide

moans. "It was a lot easier to see how to

get into this thing than it is to see how
to get out of it” (New York Times, 21 Oc-

tober). In order to keep momentum going

while public attention is "distracted" by

the budget fiasco in Washington and the

Israeli massacre of Palestinians in Jerusa-

lem, the White House keeps escalating

the war of words while the Pentagon

sends in more troops and tanks. The lat-

est move is to bring in another 100.000

soldiers from Europe, made possible by

Gorbachev’s virtual surrender to NATO.
Washington’s none-too-enthusiastic

partners in the anti-Iraq “coalition" are

having doubts. The Soviets and French

are putting out feelers to Iraqi strongman

Saddam Hussein. And now even the U.S.

expeditionary forces’ Saudi hosts are get-

ting cold feet. Last week Saudi war min-

ister Prince Sultan, brother of King Fahd.

floated the possibility of a "brotherly"

Arab resolution to the conflict with Iraq.

This triggered an outraged American re-

action. causing the embarrassed Saudi

monarch to decree no more loose talk.

In fact, the Saudi elite is deeply

divided over the prospect of a shooting

war on their oil fields. The 19 October

London Independent reported the "com-
monly held" Saudi (and Syrian) view

"that the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait was an

American conspiracy to create a pretext

for the ‘occupation’ of Saudi Arabia

by American soldiers.” It quoted an

continued on page 9
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Mapplethorpe, 2 Live Crew

Juries Rap Censorship
The “heartland of America" is fed up

with the hypocritical lying cant and

witchhunting censorship shoveled down
their throats by the Reaganites for the

past decade. Two recent stunning jury

verdicts in Cincinnati, Ohio and Broward

County, Florida struck important blows

against the state’s would-be sex cops and

censors.

"You take away one freedom, and

pretty soon they’re all gone," said one

juror in the Broward County case, ex-

plaining their unanimous decision on

October 20 to acquit the black rap group

2 Live Crew of obscenity charges for a

performance of songs from their album

"As Nasty As They Wanna Be." The

prosecutors brought in an almost inaudi-

ble tape of the performance, but thought

they had it made—after all, the six-

person jury hearing the raunchy lyrics

included three over-60 ladies, a singer

in a church choir, and only one black

person.

It’s not surprising that lead singer

Luther Campbell was initially nervous

about the outcome—earlier. Miami black

store owner Charles Freeman had been

convicted for selling their album. But as

the jury foreman said, "We were very

open." He noted that “As the cross-

section of the community that we are, it

was just not obscene. People in everyday

society use those words.” The jurors,

who sent the judge a note asking if they

could laugh aloud in court, thought the

songs were a gas, inspiring them to try

out their own rap lyrics while going to

and from the courtroom. "I thought it

would've been cute if we could have

come out with the verdict like we were

doing a rap song," said one juror, a

42-year-old assistant middle school

principal.

In another stinging rebuke to the arro-

gant censors of America, an eight-person

jury in Cincinnati acquitted the city’s

Contemporary Arts Center and its direc-

tor Dennis Barrie of obscenity charges on

October 5. In that case, the first ever

against a museum, it took the jury less

than two hours to decide that the late

Robert Mapplethorpe's photographs were

works of art. The jury was largely com-
posed of suburban working-class parents,

only three of whom had ever been inside

TROTSKY LENIN

How Workers Beat Back
Police Scabherding

Every serious strike shows, as Marx and

Engels asserted more than a century ago, that

the capitalist state comes down to special

armed bodies such as the police whose job is

to defend the interests of the ruling class.

From New York to Los Angeles, the cops

are corporate America'sfront-line thugs. Any
reliance on the capitalist stale or its politi-

cians. any illusions in the courts or the cops,

spell death for a labor struggle. James P.

Cannon, founder of American Trotskyism, describes here how the Trotskyist-led 1934

Minneapolis Teamsters strike, which culminated in a citywide general strike two months
later, militarily defeated police scabherding in the “Battle of the Running Bulls. " This

sensed as a model in building the industrial unions in the 1930s.

There is nothing new, of course, in a fight between strikers and police and gunmen.
Every strike of any consequence tells the old. familiar story of the hounding, beating,

and killing of strikers by the hired thugs of the exploiters, in and out of uniform. What
is out of the ordinary in Minneapolis, what is more important in this respect, is that

while the Minneapolis strike began with violent assaults on the strikers, it didn’t

end there.

In pitched battles last Saturday and again on Monday, the strikers fought back and
held their own. And on Tuesday they took the offensive, with devastating results.

Businessmen, volunteering to put the workers in their place, and college boys out for

a lark as special deputies—to say nothing of the uniformed cops—handed over their

badges and fled in terror before the mass fury of the aroused workers. And many of

them carried away unwelcome souvenirs of the engagement. Here was a demonstration
that the American workers are willing and able to fight in their own interests. Nothing
is more important than this, for, in the last analysis, everything depends on it....

A second feature of the fight at the City Market which deserves special attention

is the fact that it was not the ordinary encounter between individual strikers and
individual scabs or thugs. On the contrary—take note

—

the whole union went into

action on the picket line in mass formation; thousands of other union men went with

them; they took along the necessary means to protect themselves against the murderous
thugs, as they had every right to do. This was an example of mass action which points

the way for the future victorious struggles of the American workers.

— James P. Cannon. “Learn From Minneapolis!" (May 1934)
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an art museum before. It seemed the

prosecution contemptously considered

these people such hicks from the sticks

that it didn't even bother to put on a real

case.

The prosecutors limited themselves to

shaking the photos in outrage, while their

only obscenity “expert" was a former

songwriter for Captain Kangaroo! But the

jurors did the right thing. "We thought

the pictures were lewd, grotesque, dis-

gusting,” said one. "But like the defense

said, art doesn’t have to be beautiful or

pretty." The prosecution strategy back-

fired. One juror said, "It’s like Picasso.

Picasso from what everybody tells me
was an artist. It’s not my cup of tea. I

don’t understand it. But if people say it’s

art, then I have to go along with it."

Juries nixing sex witchhunt prose-

cutions have become a trend. At the

beginning of this year, a Southern

California jury finally put an end to the

infamous McMartin Preschool case. This

signature case of the Reagan years

dragged on for six years, as prosecutors

sought to whip up a witches’ brew of

hysteria over the devil, drugs and day

care. The Buckeys, owners of the pre-

school, were found not guilty of some 52

counts of child abuse.

Witchhunting prosecutors are having

increasing trouble getting the population

to buy their shoddy frame-up wares,

especially among black citizens, who are

all too familiar with the vicious tactics of

this racist government. The jury in the

Washington, D.C. Marion Barry trial

refused to be suckers for the feds’ at-

tempted frame-up of the black mayor, in

the end only convicting him of one mis-

demeanor of cocaine possession out of

14 charges. Why should they believe

anything federal agents tell them, many
jurors rightly wondered.

Furious at the jury's refusal to go

along with the witchhunt against Barry,

Judge Jackson on October 26 sentenced

the mayor to six months in prison on the

misdemeanor charge. As Barry's lawyer

R. Kenneth Mundy noted, the same judge

gave Reagan’s pal Michael K. Deaver

probation after he got convicted of the

felony of lying under oath. It’s these

influence-peddlers, get-rich-quick hot-

shots and their corrupt politician buddies

who are the filthy sleaze of this country.

The tendency toward common sense,

decency and tolerance on the part of

ordinary citizens is deeply disturbing to

our rulers. The jury system occasionally

allows a small spark of fairness to break

through, to the dismay of the entrenched

agents of repression, who feel there’s

something deeply subversive about the

people actually taking the law into their

own hands. Meanwhile, it’s poetic justice

that the man who made Cincinnati into

“Censomati," who in the early 1970s

founded two anti-pom Cincinnati groups,

the Citizens for Decent Literature and

the Citizens for Decency for Law, is

none other than the man who is now
under indictment in the billion-dollar

Lincoln Savings & Loan scandal, Charles

H. Keating Jr.

One thousand rallied against censorship of Mapplethorpe exhibit in Cincinnati
last April.

Down With “Obscenity” Laws!
13 October 1990

State’s Attorney

Broward County Courthouse

Fort Lauderdale, FL

Dear Sir:

The conviction of record store

owner Charles Freeman on obscenity

charges and the prosecution of 2 Live

Crew is an outrage. We demand all

charges against Mr. Freeman and
2 Live Crew be dropped.

Real obscenity is no stranger to the

state of Florida: the assembly line of
executions is obscene; it is an obscen-

ity that thousands of black Haitian

refugees are held in Florida con-
centration camps; jackbooted sheriffs

telling black store owners what they

can sell is deeply obscene; and it is

certainly deeply offensive that even
star pitcher Dwight Gooden is not
safe from racist cop terror on the

highways of the “Sunshine” State. In

the 1950s White Citizens Councils

burned "godless" rock and roll rec-

ords—the flip side of burning black

churches and schools. What do you
have in mind to accompany this

prohibition on black rap music? How
nasty do you wanna be?

Americans deeply cherish the rights

supposedly embodied in the First

Amendment, and despise government
efforts to tell us what we can say,

read and listen to. The Big Brothers

in state houses and legislatures have
absolutely no right to force their indi-

vidual moral values on others. We
demand an end to all obscenity laws.

Drop the charges against Charles

Freeman and 2 Live Crew.

Very truly yours,

Paul Cooperstein

For the

Partisan Defense Committee
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D.C. Cops Protect KKK, Beat Protesters

Thresher/Washington Post

Cops brutally charge anti-Klan protesters, October 28. An army of police lined
the streets to escort the Klan to the Capitol.

OCTOBER 28—About 30 hooded Klans-

men marched down Constitution Avenue
today, protected by thousands of riot-clad

cops from the wrath of angry protesters.

Some 2.500 demonstrators lined their

march route, hurling rocks and bottles,

even throwing themselves at the police,

attempting to get at the KKK from every

conceivable direction. Hundreds more
stationed themselves at points around the

Capitol. But the army of police cracked
heads to ensure that the racist terrorists

should march in Washington. D.C.

In contrast to the demonstration on
September 2. when several thousand anti-

Klan protesters were able to occupy the

KKK’s projected line of march, this time

the protesters were kept hundreds of

yards away from the march route. Dem-
onstrators ran along parallel streets look-

ing for an opening. When demonstrators

probed police lines, clubbings and arrests

often followed. Motorcycle cops drove

into the crowd, while police dragged pro-

testers across barricades to club and
arrest them. Some 50 demonstrators have

been arrested. Drop all charges against

the anti-Klan protesters!

This was the first time the KKK had

marched through the capital's streets

since 1925, when 40.000 hooded white-

supremacists paraded down Pennsylvania

Avenue. For the last week, it was unclear

whether the Klan would get a permit,

which was issued after a federal judge (at

the request of the ACLU) ordered the

city to do so. Today the handful of nativ-

ist fascists were surrounded by 3,000

D.C., Capitol and Park police. After

walking the eleven-block route, they

stood on the Capitol steps shouting racial

epithets through megaphones to the TV
cameras.

In this 70 percent black city, D.C.

local authorities were wary of a repeat of

last month’s events, when demonstrators,

including the mayor’s wife, defied the

cops and blocked the Klan's march route.

But when the courts gave the Klan the

go-ahead, the cops had their contingency

plans ready. Particularly after black

mayor Marion Barry was sentenced to six

months in jail in a racist vendetta, the

cops, citing “intelligence" of “exacerbat-

ed racial tensions," clamped down hard.

They closed down museums and subway
stations and sealed off the Mall area for

most of Sunday.

In September, demonstrators didn't

heed the calls of the Marcyite All-

Peoples Congress to protest "peacefully”

and just “say no to racism.” When the

Klan announced it would try to march

again on October 28, the APC issued a

call on George Bush to “Ban the Klan

Now!” and initiated a petition campaign:

“We demand that the federal government
act now to ban the Klan.” The petition

pathetically appealed to a Reconstruction

law signed by Ulysses S. Grant as the

basis for banning the Klan.

What an obscene comparison! General

Grant led the Union armies which

smashed the slaveowners' rule. George
Bush on the other hand just vetoed

civil rights legislation, while plotting a

war which will rain death on the peo-

ples of the Near East! Fascist David

Duke was in the visitors’ gallery gloat-

ing as Congress failed to override

Bush’s veto, and the Klan march was

their “celebration.”

The fascist group which marched to-

day, the "Christian Knights of the KKK."
is led by Virgil Griffin, the ringleader of

the November 1979 massacre which
gunned down five leftists and blacks in

Greensboro, North Carolina. Griffin’s

death squad was aided and abetted by

city, state and federal police, and the

killers were then acquitted by all-white

juries! Now the Marcyites beg and plead

with racist-in-chief George Bush to ban

his dogs of war!

Such banning laws, even when enacted

against fascists, are invariably used

against the left. And they will be no

more effective in stopping the KKK than

are the Marcyites’ appeals to the impo-

tent War Powers Act in stopping the

bipartisan U.S. invasion of the Persian

Gulf. Unlike the craven Marcyites, the

Progressive Labor Party’s leaflet called

to smash the Klan and linked the fascist

KKK in the streets to Bush's civil rights

veto. Hands off PL/lnCAR!
Not whining pleas to the White House,

but mobilizing the power of the integrat-

ed working class is key to stopping the

racist terrorists in their tracks. In 1982,

the Spartacist League-initiated Labor/

Black Mobilization was built by calling

on the strength of the union movement,
particularly of black-led locals in the

D.C., Tidewater and Baltimore area.

“Finish the Civil War!" was the chant

which captured the spirit of the 5,000-

plus demonstrators whose determination

and organization made it clear that the

racists wouldn't march that day.

We’ve got to finish the work started

by Generals Grant, Sheridan and Sher-

man and the hundreds of thousands of

black and white soldiers they led to

victory. For black liberation through

socialist revolution!

Racist Vote for Fascist Duke

Louisiana
Klansman David Duke, the fascist with

a face-lift, came close to winning a

U.S. Senate seat in Louisiana October 6.

Sixty percent of the white vote in the

open primary went to Duke, currently

a state legislator from the lily-white

New Orleans suburb of Metairie. That

the winner, incumbent Democrat J. Ben-

nett Johnston, a certified Dixiecrat and

staunch opponent of integration, could

posture as an “alternative" to Duke dem-

onstrates the dead end of capitalist poli-

tics. Even as the largely black and Cath-

olic population of Southern Louisiana

returned him to office, "old Bennett" was

whistling Dixie: "People are venting their

spleen.... Well Bennett got the message."

And what was that “message"?

"Campaigning in Code." the Washing-

ton Post dubbed it, as Duke addressed

pumped-up all-white audiences, blasting

the “parasitic welfare underclass,” “pub-

lic housing residents," and immigrants

who supposedly “threaten white Christian

civilization." But you don’t need a

code breaker to recognize pure racism.

The New Orleans Times-Picayune (9 Au-

gust) cited records Duke sells under the

"Rebel” label with titles like "Some

Niggers Never Die" and “Kajun Ku Klux

Klan." the latter about a black man tor-

tured to death for refusing to leave a cafe

where he is denied service. In Shreveport

he ripped the paper. "But you know who

owns the Times-Picayune!" The reply,

chanted in unison: "Jews. Jews. Jews."

Duke says the Nazi Holocaust was a

“myth perpetrated on Christians by

Jews." Until June of 1989 he sold Nazi

tracts out of his "legislative office,"

including “Did Six Million Really Die?"

and videotapes of American Nazi Party

founder George Lincoln Rockwell. Duke
has been linked to paramilitary mercenar-

ies bent on overthrowing Maurice Bishop

in Grenada—only the KKK-endorsed
Reagan got there first ("Bayou of Pigs.”

Atlanta Constitution, 3 October). "For-

mer" Klansman and Nazi Duke now
appears in three-piece suits instead of

white sheets. But he is no less a fascist.

Duke has said the difference between

him and other Republicans is he says

openly "what a lot of other Republicans

have not been willing to talk about on

the campaign trail." As the Duke cam-
paign threatened to be a major embar-

rassment for the White House. Bush
trotted out VP Quayle and a bevy of

Senators to denounce Duke. They got his

Republican opponent to quit the race to

avoid having Duke as the GOP candidate

in a run-off vote. The Democrats have

their fascists too. Duke, for one, ran in

the Democratic presidential primaries in

1988. And KKK Imperial Wizard Tom
Metzger was the Democratic Congres-

sional candidate in San Diego, and was
"disowned" by the Democratic Party.

The "mainstream" media tried to

whitewash Duke’s election results. The
New York Times (8 October) headlined.

"Louisiana Tally Is Seen as a Sign of

Voter Unrest.” Even Virginia black Dem-
ocratic governor Douglas Wilder (who
dropped his opposition to the death pen-

alty to get elected) said Duke’s showing

was a "demand for change from the

‘locked-ouf and the leftout." Capitalist

politicians of both parties compete for

this deeply racist vote.

Not simply an "electoral" event,

Duke’s 44 percent vote will be seen as

a green light for fascist terror. The very

next day a black man was found hanged

from a tree in rural Winona. Mississippi.

Charles Tisdale, publisher of the Jackson

Advocate, told WV that "it’s the fifth such

lynching ruled a suicide in Mississippi

since 1982." In the next weeks, two
synagogues in Duke's Metairie bailiwick

were desecrated with Nazi graffiti. And
KKKers who carried out the 1979

Greensboro Massacre marched in Wash-

ington, D.C. on October 28, backed by

an army of 3,000 cops (see above).

Meanwhile, in Portland, Oregon civil

rights attorney Morris Dees won a $12.5

million award in a civil suit against fas-

cist Metzger’s "White Aryan Resistance”

for inciting the murder of Mulugeta

Seraw, a 27-year-old Ethiopian student

who was bludgeoned to death by skin-

heads. The No. 3 man of "WAR," David

Mazzella, testified that he was sent to

Portland to organize the skinheads and

was with the killers hours before the

attack. "I was a direct link from the

things Metzger wrote to the skinheads

they were trying to reach," said Mazzella

(New York Times, 23 October). The
Seraw family deserves every penny they

can get from these fascist murderers.

The battle against the likes of Duke
and Metzger will not be won at the ballot

box or in the courtroom. Fascist penetra-

tion into key American cities can and has

been stopped by the largely black plebe-

ian and working-class populations. Nota-

bly in the South, a drive to unionize the

unorganized on the scale of the organi-

zation of the CIO in the 1930s—and led

by the powerful and largely (in the

South) black ILA, joined by Teamsters.

Mine Workers, transit and chemical
workers of the ATU and OCAW—could

break the back and "appeal" of David

Duke fascism.

Louisiana has been hard hit for over a

decade with unemployment running over

10 percent. The relative absence until

now of integrated social struggle makes
it ripe for Duke’s scapegoating. Living

in the shadow of Exxon refineries, the

black poor of Louisiana are scraping to

make ends meet; as for a long line of

notoriously venal and corrupt Louisiana

pols, routez les bons temps (let the good
times roll). But now opposition is begin-

ning to polarize along class lines with

renewed opportunity for militant social

struggle. Duke is poison to united and

integrated struggle; the reverse is also

true. The recent strike by New Orleans

teachers shows that there is a reserve of

fighting social power to be tapped.

Liberals such as the “Louisiana Coali-

tion Against Racism and Nazism" had no
strategy to stop Duke except fund-raising

benefits for anti-Duke television spots to

"educate” the public. And their goal was
only to keep Duke’s vote under 40 per-

cent to prevent him from gaining "legiti-

macy for future efforts." Meanwhile,

Jesse Jackson has invited fascist Duke
onto his TV show!

In New Orleans, black radical Leon
Waters ran for Congress as candidate of

the Revolutionary Political Organization

(Marxist-Leninist). But Waters’ call to

"Vote No to Duke” is a backhanded call

to vote for the Democrats. Moreover, the

RPO’s "legislative proposal" called to

“Ban the Klan." The capitalist state

always uses bans on "extremists" against

the left, while keeping the fascists in

reserve for use against working-class

upsurge.

What is needed is a revolutionary fight

to mobilize labor and minorities in an

all-sided offensive against racist capital-

ist rule. Break from the partner parties of

capitalism— for a workers party to cham-
pion the cause of the oppressed and fight

for workers rule!
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Black GIs got the most dangerous assignments, died disproportionately In Vietnam. Many were radicalized by the dirty imperialist war and by the racism they

experienced In the army.

Vietnam: Racism and Rebellion

Behind the Lines
Today when the U.S. sends hundreds of

thousands of black, Hispanic and other

working-class youth in uniform to kill and

die in the Arabian sands, the "Vietnam

syndrome" is alive and well and could

blow up in Washington's face. As the

heroic Vietnamese were waging and win-

ning a war of social liberation, increas-

ingly American GIs came to understand

that they were cannonfodder in America's

dirty imperialist war. In particular, black

soldiers—victims of racist oppression—
saw the enemy at home, and at their back.

Contrary to the new lying "history" of

Vietnam being drummed into popular con-

sciousness by the bourgeois media, leftist

antiwar activists didn't "spit on" returning

soldiers. Rather they sought, through set-

ting up Gl coffeehouses, putting out under-

ground newspapers, to win soldiers to

their ranks. And they did. in large num-

bers. We print below the recollections of

that monstrous war by Garry Gianninoto,

a Vietnam veteran and member of the

Spartacist League

I was a Navy Medical Corpsman in

Vietnam from February '68 through De-

cember ‘68, attached to the 1st Marine

Division, 1st Battalion/27th Regiment,

C Company. We spent most of our time

between a small base south of Da Nang

and Hue. My platoon was largely black.

I'd say 70 percent black. Almost half of

them were guys who’d already served

one tour in Vietnam finishing out their

time in Hawaii. Then they announced we
were going out on a five-month training

exercise, to the Philippines. Japan, but

not Vietnam. On the third day out, the

captain and announced that this was no

training exercise, that we were going to

Da Nang. The unit was being sent back

because of the Tet Offensive.

Even before we got to Vietnam a lot

of these guys, because they knew what

they were facing, decided that they didn’t

want to go back to Vietnam. One fellow

had his buddy use an entrenching tool,

those small foldup shovels they use in

the field, to beat his lower legs, trying to

break his legs. He was successful, and he

was sent back to Hawaii once we got to

the Philippines for a stopoff.

I Can Still See the Destruction

They actually landed us on the beach

in Da Nang in landing craft, then loaded

A Gl's View of

America's Dirty War
us on trucks that drove past all the

whorehouses. 1 was struck by the poverty

once we got further away from the city.

I was basically apolitical. As a kid. like

a lot of kids. I was aware of the fact that

there was all this wealth in America and

yet all this starvation. 1 knew about the

war and read about the war. 1 didn't

know anybody who really wanted to go

fight, at least none of my friends. So

instead of waiting to be drafted. I enlist-

There was a lot of brutality toward the

Vietnamese. I saw young Vietnamese

men who were “suspect" kicked, beaten,

with their hands tied behind their backs.

You’d hear the horror stories. Some of

these Marines were crazy. I was sitting

next to a guy one day. who was on his

second or third lour on his request, and

there was an old farmer working in the

field. And this guy just lifted his rifle

and said, "See that old ‘gook’? If that

Vet of Nam Combat and Danang
Brig Rebellion Tells What the

Military and the Newspapers Hide

Hospitilan I’SA (ret.) BIGOTED OFFICER GETS JIIRPEO

Oar company commander wan
an out and out bigot. He treated

he black guys like shit. He used

o especially pick on one black guy

named Brown from Detroit. But

one day he pushed It too lar. When
he told Brown to get his “black

ass moving,’
1 Brown turned around

and knocked him right on his back
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After returning
from Vietnam,
Garry Gianninoto
spoke out about
the horrors he
experienced.
Left: 1969 article

in newspaper of

the American
Servicemen's
Union, associated
with Sam Marcy’s
Workers World
Party/YAWF.

ed in the Navy for four years.

So I was really angry at being there.

I didn't want to be there. At the begin-

ning I blamed the Vietnamese for my
being there— I felt they should go fight

their own war. A lot of guys took their

rage out on the villagers. And there was

a policy too: search and destroy mis-

sions. You’d just burn a village down,

destroy the grain stores and seal off all

the bunkers, whether or not there were

people inside. Nobody would bother

going in to look, they would just take

grenades and throw them in there or use

a flamethrower.

was ’Charlie,’ this is what I would do to

him." And he just squeezed the trigger

and shot the old man dead. And that

went on all over the place, or where they

went further and killed all the villagers,

everybody who was a witness.

The more I got out into the various

areas, the more I saw. After four weeks

I saw a defoliated area, where they’d

gone in and just destroyed a tremendous

piece of land. Where there had been

villages and crops, there was nothing.

With Agent Orange, what they said then

was nothing would grow for 20 years. I

don't know how much of the land was

defoliated. I’ve heard 20 percent. It was

probably more than that. I remember this

one place where it looked like a moon-

scape. huge craters from 2.000-pound

bombs that had been dropped. It had

been defoliated, so everything was dead.

The trees were just blackened, no sign of

life. The people who'd been there were

probably rounded up and put in one of

the relocation camps, where their "hearts

and minds" were "won over.” A small

village, where maybe 500 had lived, was

gone. Land that they’d probably been on

for god knows how many years was

gone, their cemeteries were destroyed,

their houses of worship were destroyed.

That’s what really struck me—this

total destruction of an entire people—and

made me start to think this was wrong

and there was absolutely no justification

for what was being done. It was more

than I'd imagined could be done to hu-

man beings, land, animals. And those

images stick in my head. I can still see

them, I can still smell them.

Racist Hell for the Ranks

It was interesting: when we were in

the bush, with a couple of exceptions,

there was little overt racism to black GIs.

But one day we were out and it was hot,

we’d been shot at. we knew we were

going to get shot at some more. One of

my buddies, a black kid from Detroit,

was taking a break and he was a little

slow in getting up. Our captain came

along—all the officers, by the way. were

white—and said to him: "Get your nig-

ger ass up. Get going!” My buddy

jumped up and tried to punch the cap-

tain’s face. Two men grabbed my friend

and kept him from attacking the captain.

The captain said, "Take this man back

and court-martial his black ass."

No more than five minutes passed and

we hear this shriek, and here comes my
buddy with two grenades, one in each

hand, and he’d pulled the pins on both

grenades. The captain took one look at

my buddy, and just turned and ran. left

his whole command post behind. My
buddy was put on the next supply chop-

per and court-martialed: I think he was

given six months for attempted assault.

That was the only incident that I saw

in the bush in terms of overt racism.

But there was a lot of taking so-called
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Heroic 1968 Tet Offensive by North Vietnamese Army and NLF spelled defeat
for U.S.—Vietnam was a victory!

troublemakers—the blacks were consid-

ered troublemakers, and later I was con-
sidered a white troublemaker—and mak-
ing them walk point on patrols. Day
patrols, night patrols, short patrols, long

patrols. And it was a given that the man
who walked point was usually a black

man. This was the guy who walked
ahead of the main column, and he had to

feel his way along, look for booby traps,

poke around looking for mines, looking

for any trip wires, that kind of stuff.

There was one poor guy who went out 20
times and walked point 20 times only

because he was in some captain’s shit-

house who wanted to teach him a lesson.

Guys resented it. there’d be complaints

to the NCOs, the sergeants, about it. But

especially in the Marines, they would
threaten your life: "If you don’t do A, B
and C. we’re going to take you some-
where out in the boonies and put a bullet

in your head, and say that you got hit by

a 'gook'."

The very tense period was after King’s

assassination. There were all sorts of

special MP types brought in, there were

limitations on staying up late at night

—

a lot of times we would stop off at a

base to spend the night on our way
somewhere and we’d usually stay up late

in one of the bunkers and get high and

listen to music and sing. That kind of

stuff was curtailed because I think the

military was afraid there might be an

explosion.

“Fragging”

There were several incidents of frag-

ging in my unit. The first one was be-

tween a white sergeant and a black GI.

The sergeant kept riding the black Gl and

it was endless and ceaseless

—

riding him,

riding him, riding him. So one day the

sergeant was out by himself walking

around, and it was alleged that the black

GI shot him and hit him in the leg, but

didn't kill him—which in a way for the

sergeant was a good thing, because it got

him sent back to the States.

The other incident of an officer being

shot at by his own men was our colonel,

who was a 20-year man and had no expe-

rience in combat. He had been yanked

from behind his desk in Hawaii and

given about 1,200 men to command.
After about a month of being under this

going to save the colonel from his fate,

and he ended up getting his own throat

cut. Fortunately, it wasn’t too severe, but

the colonel never thanked the man for

doing this. He could have gone over to

the sick bay and thanked the guy. But he

never did. The other limes that the unit

tried to get this bastard was when he

would go along with us on the larger

operations, where his face had to be

seen. He was finally relieved of duty

after seven months of command for

incompetence.

The other thing that started happening

in my unit was a number of people

—

especially the guys who'd already fought

the war once—started saying, "I’m going

to shoot myself and get the fuck out of

here." It was started one day by this

young white kid from the South. We
were on a small patrol—squad size. 12

men—and he said, ‘‘Wait up, guys, I’ve

got to go take a piss.” He went over to

the tree line, took his M-14, pressed the

barrel against his thigh and pulled the

trigger. He literally blew his leg away.

And that sort of started it.

So there'd be groups of two. three,

four guys who, as soon as we hit any

kind of incoming fire, would shoot them-

selves, usually through the calf muscle,

or in between the toes of the feet, or

and said “I quit." My life was threatened.

I was court-martialed, and I spent four

months in a brig in Da Nang at hard

labor burning shit from the outhouses, or

digging garbage pits, things like that.

Surprisingly (not so surprisingly, I

suppose), a lot of the guys I knew were

in the brig. We were in a facility that

was designed for 180, and there were

300 prisoners squeezed into this filthy

hole that didn’t even have trenches in

case we were attacked.

One night at a movie guys just sort of

exploded and we were led back into our

hooches—each hooch was a cage which

was separated from the next one by a

twelve- or nine-foot fence and barbed

wire. We all began to bang our canteen

cups on the wooden floor, louder and

louder and louder and louder. And the

next thing I knew, in one of the hooches

the guys started to rip two-by-fours off

the hooches and managed to break the

lock on their gate and came down and

broke the lock on the next gate. And the

turnkeys, as we called them, the guards,

locked the main gate and left us inside

this small compound. We proceeded to

break out of that and took over the brig

for about three days.

What they did to break it up was
they brought in a battalion of, say, a

U.S. imperialists rained chemical death on the people of Vietnam. Air Force dropped 19 million

"defoliants" like Agent Orange (left), burned thousands with jellied gasoline napalm (right).
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gallons of deadly

guy’s command, people began to make
decisions that this guy had to go: too

many times our own artillery was called

in on us. too many times our own jets

bombed us, too many times of this, too

many times of that.

When we were back in regimental HQ,

which was a relatively safe area where

we'd go back now and then to freshen

up. the colonel always took a shower at

a certain time. And he was in the shower

this one night with another enlisted man.

So the enlisted man dries himself off,

goes outside the door, and overhears

these two GIs talking, "When the colonel

comes out, you grab him and I’ll cut his

throat." The kid decided that he was

through the forearm, using a pistol. The
last count before I left my unit, there

were eleven guys out of say 40 who’d
shot themselves. No one was successful

in getting back to the States. A good
friend of mine—he was a medic like

myself—decided he wasn’t going to

drink any water or take any salt tablets

in the unbearably hot weather. The last

time I saw him he was being carried by

four guys and he was in heat stroke.

Rebellion in the Brig

After four months I decided I wasn’t

going to shoot myself or dehydrate my-
self, but I’d had it because I’d seen too

much butchery. I went to my superiors

thousand Marines, complete with shot-

guns, dogs, tear gas and just bombed the

place with tear gas and, using bullhorns,

threatened that if people didn’t start to

come out. they were going to set the

dogs loose and they were going to start

using their shotguns. I’ve been tear-

gassed at demonstrations but I’ve never

seen anything like it. A lot of guys were

charged, again mostly black. The dogs

were taken out of the dog kennels and

Marines were put in. They had these

steel cargo containers and they put four

or five guys in each one of those. About
a week later, they had a rebellion at the

army brig— which could hold 800 men
—down in Long Binh near Saigon. They

burned down a couple of buildings.

Along with another guy I led a sit-

down strike while I was in the brig. We
used to go out on work details to string

razor wire, usually at another base. So

we’re out there with this razor wire and

these heavy gloves and two sets of pants

and two shirts so we wouldn’t get cut up,

in 100-degree weather. And the deal was
when we did this kind of stuff, we would

have a hot meal. But the officers said we
couldn't go into their mess hall because

we were prisoners and not worthy. We
were going to eat C-rations instead. So

my buddy and I said to the guys—there

were ten or twelve of us on the work de-

tail
—

"Listen, they’re not going to let us

eat. Let’s just sit down and not work."

We all sat down and lit up a cigarette.

They had to go get a lieutenant—some
little shitfaced 20-year-old lieutenant

right out of Officers Training School. He
actually fired a shot over his head, or-

dered us back to work. And we just

refused. Anyway, we end up before the

commanding officer of the brig, and all

ten or twelve of us are charged with

mutiny, put in solitary confinement,

which is something I never experienced

the likes of before. It’s like a six-by-

eight cell, and it's disgusting. There was

one fellow in there, black of course, for

nine months , because he'd gotten caught

smoking a joint in the brig. We spent

about a week in there, and they dropped

the charges. I don’t think they wanted to

have a big court-martial over ten or

twelve Marines and a Navy Corpsman
who wouldn't string barbed wire because

they couldn’t get a hot meal.

Last thing I want to tell you about is

the phantom patrols, as we called them.

They’d leave the main base and check

out with the lieutenant and go over the

map with the red flashlight. Then they’d

line up very seriously and go out maybe
100 yards, if that far. We'd stop and the

radio man would call back in. and we’d

just sit down, wait 10. 15 minutes, and

put the radio man back on. "Charlie One.

this is Charlie Two. We're now at

Checkpoint Two.” This would go on until

Checkpoint Four or Five, and then we’d

do the same thing in reverse order. I later

heard that this became more widespread,

that small units would go out at night

and not go anywhere, because they didn’t

want to risk running into the enemy
when they didn't have to, especially if

you only had a couple of months to go

before you were going to be going back

to the States.

Black GIs: “This Isn’t Our War”

Among the blacks and poor whites,

there wasn’t any sense that this is a war
that has to be won. There were no more
than a handful of men in my unit that

were gung ho— that’s the expression that

was used—and one of them was killed

because of his wanting to go out and win

the war. The pitch that we were given

about the Vietnamese was they’re not

Christians, they don't know how to gov-

ern themselves, and Westmoreland's

famous line about how these people put

less value on life than we do. The only

education that the guys got were from

people like myself, medics, about how
not to get syphilis and gonorrhea and
things like that. I knew men who had

absolutely no idea where they were geo-

graphically in the world.

I sort of became one of the brothers.

I hung out with the blacks because in

large part I didn't have much in common
with a lot of the whites. So I heard a lot

of the grumbling. Talking about racism.

The war isn't their war. They ain't get-

ting nothing out of it.

Da Nang was like a big whorehouse,

black market. Too bad they didn’t sell

magazines. You could buy tires, you
could sell American money, but you
couldn't buy a magazine. Some guys had

subs to some of the magazines. But
newspapers, the one you saw the most
there was the Stars and Stripes. For a

while one of my friends was getting

continued on page 10
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We are proud to print be-

low a statement of working

agreement between the Inter-

national Communist League
and our comrades of the new-

ly founded Spartakusowska

Grupa Polski. The militants

of the SGP come to the ICL,

having arrived at revolution-

ary Trotskyism after several

years of efforts to rediscover

the program of authentic communism.
Its cadre include some who were po-

liticized by the events of 1980-81 in

Poland but were repulsed by the reac-

tionary clericalism of SolidamoSd. They
were among the founders of the Ruch
Mlodej Lewicy (RML—Young Left

Movement), initially a somewhat het-

erogeneous grouping which sought to

function as a left wing within the

youth organization of the Polish United

Workers Party (PZPR—the ruling Stalin-

ist party). Seeking the road to prole-

tarian internationalism, our new Polish

comrades came into conflict with the

Stalinist nationalist perversion of Marx-
ism and with the deeply nationalist pro-

SolidamoSd left. They were excluded
from a May Day demonstration in 1988
for carrying banners hailing Lenin. Lux-

emburg and Liebknecht, revolutionary

leaders of the Russian, Polish and Ger-

man workers. Increasingly attracted to

Trotskyism, they were instrumental in

seeing that key works by Trotsky like

The Revolution Betrayed were translated

into the Polish language.

Thus, by the time they first came into

contact with ICL literature this summer,
the comrades who now constitute the

SGP had through their own experiences

and struggles arrived at a similar political

thrust on several key questions. But it

was necessary to draw a sharp political

line against the pro-Solidamo^c outfits

like the Mandelites and Morenoites who
masquerade as Trotskyists. As the Polish

comrades noted in a letter to our German
section: “In the Trotskyist movement in

Poland, we often meet with activists who

Spartacist Group
of Poland Founded

have a ‘SolidarnoSd’ pedigree, or in any
case put all their hopes in ‘SolidamoSc.’

Until now it is difficult for them to shed

these illusions. Either they don’t know or

they deliberately suppress the reality of

our true tradition (for ‘tactical’ reasons).

It is increasingly more difficult for us to

have a common language with them."

For the ICL. this agreement represents

a welcome result of our ongoing propa-

gandists intervention into the events in

Poland from without. It is also a modest
vindication of our insistence on reviving

the historic revolutionary unity of the

German, Polish and Soviet proletariat.

The beginnings of political revolution in

East Germany (DDR) a year ago allowed
us for the first time to reach out to Po-
lish workers with Trotskyist propaganda
in their native language. A statement

of “Internationalist Greetings to Our
Polish Comrades" (December 1989) by
our comrades in Germany, produced
through the assistance of a Polish-

speaking sympathizer in London, was
widely distributed among the thousands
of Polish workers in the DDR. Sub-
sequently, a “Letter to Polish Workers"
(May 1990) by the Spartakist Workers
Party of Germany was distributed in

Poland itself, to the combative rail

workers in Szczecin as well as the

Warsaw congress of the

OPZZ trade-union federation.

This letter, counterposing the

Trotskyist perspective of pro-

letarian internationalism to

escalating Greater German
chauvinism and the nation-

alism of Solidarno£c, came
into the hands of the RML.

Nine years ago our call to

"Stop Solidamosc Counter-

revolution" stood out sharply as a con-

cretization of the Trotskyist insistence

that the USSR and the deformed work-

ers states be defended against capitalist

restoration. Sundry opportunists sneered

that such a principled stance would
find no support within the Polish work-

ers movement. The revolutionary re-

groupment in Poland is therefore particu-

larly satisfying. The adherence of Polish

comrades to the ICL, along with fusions

of new forces in Canada and Mexico,
bears witness to the power of the Lenin-

ist program to regroup subjective com-
munists internationally. Forward to the

reforging of the Fourth International!

, .

WV Photo Bulletin [Australia!
New York, September 1981: Spartacists opposed power grab by reactionary Solidarno§6, company union for the CIA
and capitalist bankers. Solidarno&6 leader Lech Walesa (right) flaunts money from Western backers.

Agreement for Common Work
Between Young Left Movement

of Poland and ICL

1. From October 1917 on, capitalism

has sought to crush the world historic

achievements of the Russian Revolution.

The restoration of capitalism would mean
massive immiserization and unemploy-
ment of the working people, bringing

back all the backwardness and chauvin-

ism of the past, and preparations for a

new interimperialist war. We Trotskyists

stand for unconditional military defense

of the Soviet Union and the deformed
workers states against imperialism and
internal counterrevolution.

2. In Poland the primary agency for

counterrevolution has been Solidamosc.
aided and abetted by imperialism, the

Vatican and social democracy. By the

time of its first congress in 1981, Soli-

damosc had consolidated behind a pro-

gram of social counterrevolution: support

to anti-communist “free trade unions.”

restoration of capitalism through bour-

geois parliamentarism, and liquidation of
the planned economy. Had Solidamosc
been victorious, it would as well have
threatened the existence of the other

deformed workers states, placing in the

hands of the imperialists the main supply

and communication routes between the

Soviet Union and the DDR. then the

front line state confronting NATO. At
that time the international Spartacist

tendency (iSt, now the ICL) demanded
"Stop Solidamosc Counterrevolution"

and supported Jaruzelski’s preventive

military coup, while fighting for a

proletarian political revolution to oust

the parasitic bureaucracy. The RML
(Young Left Movement] agrees with this

position. These events were an acid test

for all would-be revolutionaries; it is

necessary to swim against the stream
when the Marxist program stands coun-
terposed to the existing consciousness of
the overwhelming bulk of the working
class.

3.

We reject the claims of fake-leftists

that counterrevolutionary Solidamosc
was leading a "proletarian political revo-

lution" in 1981. A genuine proletarian

political revolution is premised on the

defense of the collectivized property

Panorama

Poland’s revolutionary Communist tradition: Rosa Luxemburg and the “Three W's”
—Adolf Warski, Henryk Walecki and Wera Kostrzewa of the early Polish Communist
Party.

Columbia University Press Ksiazka i Wiedza no credit

relations. As opposed to workers “self-

management,” which in reality means the

introduction of capitalist property rela-

tions through the pitting of workers in

different enterprises against each other,

we stand for a planned, socialized econ-
omy (including the collectivization of
agriculture) free of Stalinist bureaucrat-

ic parasitism, arbitrarism and national

autarky. The basic direction of the econ-
omy and society must be decided through
workers democracy, that is. rule by
workers councils.

4. True to the program of the early Com-
munist International, Trotskyism stands

for world socialist revolution. In contrast.

Stalin’s dogma of “socialism in one
country” is a nationalist, anti-socialist lie

aimed at conciliating imperialism. The
Gorbachev bureaucracy’s appeasement of
imperialism and its undermining of the

collectivized economy, unleashing bloody
national and ethnic conflicts, threatens

the very existence of the homeland of
October. The Polish Stalinists, who mort-
gaged the economy to the Western bank-
ers and drove the working class into the

arms of the CIA and Vatican, are self-

evidently politically bankrupt. Those who
have paved the way for capitalist restora-

tion cannot lead the struggles to beat it

back.

5. Posed pointblank is the need to build

an authentic Trotskyist vanguard party in

Poland, part of a reforged Fourth Interna-

tional. But we reject the idea of a "fami-
ly of Trotskyism"; genuine Trotskyism
has nothing in common with such pro-

SolidamoSd purveyors of anti-Sovietism

as the followers of Nahuel Moreno and
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Letter from Polish Comrades

*
CO SIE DZIEJE

W europie?

ARBEITERPRESSEKORRESPONDENZ

SPARTAKIST #
-77r-.^4

ri, .
Aufruf der Spartakist-Gruppen und TLD

thrt Lenin, Uebknecht, Luxemburg

Young Left Movement in Poland, Spartakist Workers Party in Germany have fought to revive internationalist tradition

of the "Three L’s”: Lenin, Uebknecht and Luxemburg. For revolutionary unity of German, Polish and Soviet workers!

The following letter was addressed to

the Spartakist Workers Party ofGermany.

Wroclaw
29 July 1990

To Comrade Spartacists,

As young people, who during their

studies have arrived—thanks to their

own efforts and searchings— to Trot-

skyism. that forgotten tradition and

modem revolutionary current of the

workers movement, we read with inter-

est your publications. As far as we
know, you are the only current which

commemorates the anniversary of the

deaths of Lenin. Luxemburg. Lieb-

knecht. It so happens that we too have

remembered this anniversary in Poland.

So for your interest, on the 1st of

May 1988, we were thrown off an

official demonstration in Warsaw for

having banners, one of which was about

"Lenin, Luxemburg, Liebknecht.” On
the 70lh anniversary of the death of R.

Luxemburg and K. Liebknecht we have

issued a leaflet on the streets of Wro-

claw in dedication to their memory. We
have organized a series of meetings

with slides from the German and Polish

press, in which we have documented

this forgotten tradition. Thanks to you

our access to this tradition became
wider.

In the Trotskyist movement in Po-

land. we often meet with activists who
have a “SolidamoSc” pedigree, or in

any case put all their hopes in “Soiidar-

nos£.” Until now it is difficult for them

to shed these illusions. Either they

don't know or they deliberately sup-

press the reality of our true tradition

(for “tactical" reasons). It is increasing-

ly more difficult for us to have a com-

mon language with them.

We are hearing proposals to sup-

press your position, which they consid-

er as "discrediting the Trotskyist move-

ment" (!). Discussion is cut short at the

very moment that it should have started.

The threat to the workers states by

German imperialism against which you

are warning is in Poland used to fuel

nationalistic hysteria. Our aim is to op-

pose it with an internationalist stand

calling for a common defense of the

gains of workers revolution on this and

the other side of the Oder. We express

full support to your struggle.

With internationalist greetings,

AJ, RK

Warsaw
monument to

1943 Ghetto
uprising,

erected by
Jewish
survivors
in 1946.

the United Secretariat [USec] of Ernest

Mandel, who in 1983 hailed the Solidar-

nosc leadership as the “best socialists in

the world.” The RML, a group known for

honoring the communist leaders Lenin.

Luxemburg and Liebknecht, came to

recognize that Trotskyism represented the

continuation of the revolutionary tradi-

tions of the "3 L’s.” The RML first came

into contact with the program of the ICL
while it was engaged in discussions with

the Morenoites. Particularly decisive in

winning it to the program of the ICL

were (a) agreement over the character of

Solidamo$c and (b) the RML's support

to the “Trotskyist Platform” published by

the Trotskyist Faction of the Mexican

POS. which subsequently fused with the

Grupo Espartaquista de Mexico.

6. A Trotskyist party must be a tribune

of the people, championing all victims of

oppression. The drive to restore capital-

ism revives and intensifies all the "old

crap" of the prewar social order, from

reactionary clericalism to Pilsudskiite

nationalism and anti-Semitism. As Rosa

Luxemburg wrote in 1905: "The clergy,

no less than the capitalist class, lives on

the backs of the people, profits from the

degradation, the ignorance and the op-

pression of the people." The Catholic

hierarchy, conciliated by the Stalinists,

has long exercised decisive influence

over Solidamosd. Clerical reaction partic-

ularly targets women. Smash the attacks

on abortion rights! For free abortion

on demand! For free 24-hour childcare

facilities! For the strict separation of

church and slate! Down with the conser-

vative Stalinist dogma that glorifies the

institution of the family, the main social

institution oppressing women. Only the

achievement of a genuine socialist soci-

ety. based on material abundance and

egalitarianism, can truly liberate women.

7 . We honor the 600,000 soldiers of the

Red Army who died liberating Poland

from the Nazis. But today the forces

of capitalist restoration have fueled the

growth of virulent anti-Semitism, from

skinhead Nazis in Germany to the

KPN [Confederation for an Independent

Poland) vermin here to the Great Rus-

sian chauvinists of Pamyat. For workers

united fronts to smash the fascists!

Workers in Poland: smash chauvinist

attacks on Jewish people, Ukrainians.

Gypsies, homosexuals! Honor the heroic

fighters of the Warsaw Ghetto uprising

of 1943! Defend leftists and former

members of the PZPR [Polish United

Workers Party] against anti-communist

witchhunts! For class struggle against

attempts to dismantle social gains of the

collectivized economy: for factory occu-

pations and strikes against privatizations

and plant shutdowns!

8. In East Germany what began as a

political revolution turned into a capital-

ist counterrevolution. This defeat for the

workers movement has whetted the appe-

tites of the Fourth Reich of German
imperialism for a renewed "Drang nach

Osten" [drive to the East). Our comrades

of the Spartakist Workers Party of Ger-

many [SpAD] uniquely fought against

capitalist reunification and fight today

against anti-Polish and anti-immigrant

chauvinism, as an essential part of the

struggle for socialist revolution. Polish

communists must fight relentlessly

against Pilsudskiite nationalism, which

subjects the workers to the dictates of the

IMF while spewing out anti-Russian and

anti-German chauvinism. Only proletar-

ian internationalism offers a way for-

ward—For the revolutionary unity of

Russian, Polish and German workers! For

a socialist united states of Europe!

9 . Reformists and centrists, forsaking the

principle of defense of the deformed

workers states against counterrevolution,

assist in infecting the working masses

with the poison of national chauvinism.

Thus, such organizations as USec. the

Morenoites and Workers Power backed

both the Polish nationalists of Soli-

damoSc, while in Germany tailing after

such groups as the PDS, SPD and/or the

United Left, which supported revanchist

capitalist reunification. Adapting to con-

flicting appetites of different national

bourgeoisies, the fake-Trotskyists are an

obstacle to the construction of an inter-

national vanguard party.

10. Polish Trotskyists must seek to re-

claim the best traditions of the Polish

workers movement, forged in the strug-

gle against national chauvinism. This is

exemplified by Rosa Luxemburg, a Po-

lish Jewish communist and leader of the

revolutionary German proletariat. Revil-

ing Luxemburg for her internationalism.

Stalin never trusted and finally liquidated

the Polish CP, which was the first to

come to the defense of comrade Trotsky

by asserting in 1923 that “the name of

Comrade Trotsky is insolubly connected

with the victory of the Soviet Revolution,

with the Red Army, with communism."

11. While today Walesa and Jaruzelski

obscenely whip up Polish nationalism by

celebrating the defeat of the Red Army
outside Warsaw in 1920, we reaffirm the

policy of the early Polish CP, which not

only rose to the defense of the Russian

Revolution but recognized that the Polish

proletariat was a bridge to extend west-

ward the revolution to the borders of

Germany, with its powerful proletariat.

The subsequent defeat of the German
revolution of 1923 was a major impetus

for the consolidation of the Stalinist

bureaucracy with its false ideology of

“socialism in one country.”

continued on page 10

Top: Polish
railway workers

in Szczecin
strike in May

against
Solidarno&6

regime’s
capitalist “shock

treatment.”
Bottom: women

peddling
vegetables to

survive.
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Night-and-Fog Action Against Ex-$talinist PPS

Fourth Reich Anti-Communist Witchhunt
In the dead of night on October 19.

Mercedes paddy wagons pulled up in

front of the headquarters of the Party of

Democratic Socialism (PDS) at Rosa

Luxemburg Square in the former East

Berlin. Some 150 heavily armed police,

many of them wearing bulletproof vests,

piled out and sealed off the building.

Accompanied by shadowy figures in

plainclothes, they searched through the

offices for six hours, finally leaving at 5

a.m. with a sheaf of documents.

This is the same building, the Karl-

Liebknecht-Haus, which was stormed by

the Nazis only days after Hitler took

power in 1933, proclaiming a Third

Reich (empire). Now, barely two weeks

after the official takeover by capitalist

West Germany of the former German
Democratic Republic (DDR), a bureau-

cratically deformed workers state, the

Fourth Reich of Greater German im-

perialism dramatically announced that

its bourgeois “democracy" spells anti-

communist witchhunting.

This time the "night-and-fog” opera-

tion was ordered by the Social Democrat-

ic (SPD) city-state government of Berlin.

The action was illegal from start to fin-

ish: there was no search warrant (they

hadn’t even applied for one); the lame

excuse was “danger in delaying" even

though the raid was planned for at least

13 hours. And one of the police officials

let the mask fall as he snarled: "the time

of 50 years of restraint is over.” Today
the bourgeois-democratic German state

does not need to place the Nazis in

power to achieve its ends, but they are

waiting in the wings.

The Spartakist Workers Party of Ger-

many (SpAD), section of the Internation-

al Communist League (Fourth Interna-

tionalist). fought to mobilize the working

people to oppose the capitalist Anschluss

(annexation) of the DDR, warning that

this would bring mass unemployment,
destruction of women’s rights, attacks

on immigrant workers and a witchhunt

against “reds." With close to three

Spartakist Workers Party of Germany
denounces SPD-led witchhunt, de-
mands "Hands Off PDS and FDJI" In

East Berlin, July 3.

SPD.
VORREITEK
KR HEXEMJAGP!
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million now jobless, women massively

thrown out of work, tens of thousands of

foreign workers expelled and the assault

on the PDS, our warnings have been
fully confirmed.

The day after the police action, the

SpAD took part in a protest in front

of an administrative court, raising the

slogan “Hands Off the PDS!" Sparta-

kist candidate for the Bundestag (par-

liament) Renate Dahlhaus noted Rosa
Luxemburg had been jailed there, and
later Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht
were murdered by the Freikorps (fore-

runners of Hitler’s Brownshirts) insti-

gated by the Social Democrats. But
instead of the thousands who should have
protested this dangerous cop assault, the

PDS brought out barely a hundred.

A week later, this weak-kneed re-

sponse turned into belly-crawling capitu-

lation by PDS leader Gregor Gysi. After

handing over the DDR to the capitalists,

Gysi now turned in PDS treasurers Pohl

and Langnitschke to the bourgeois state,

which promptly jailed them. This is class

treason! The accusation was of sending

some 100 million D-marks in PDS funds

to the Soviet Union. The two said they

were trying to protect their party against

the snoops of the Deutsche Bank and the

threat of illegalization.

In a statement to the Berlin govern-

ment, the SpAD demanded the immediate

release of Pohl and Langnitschke. an end

to the attacks on the PDS headquarters,

and “Bourgeois state, keep your fingers

out of the treasuries of working-class

parties!" Already last summer, in an

open letter to the left (12 July), the

SpAD had denounced the grotesque par-

ty expropriation law which aimed at

criminalizing the PDS. The Spartakists

called on the workers movement to

refuse to comply with this outrageous

anti-communist law.

As we had warned, German reunifica-

tion was accompanied by repression of

reds. The very next day, the former head

of the Stasi (state security) counterespio-

nage department, Werner Grossman, was
jailed. Simultaneously, an arrest order

was issued for former intelligence chief

Markus Wolf, whose successful spy oper-

ations aided defense of the DDR and the

Soviet bloc against NATO imperialism

for decades. A federal court declared it

legal to exclude communists from the

unions. And a labor court declared that

comparing plant conditions to Nazi times

was grounds for firing.

The witchhunt is by no means limited

to state action. On the night of October

3, as fireworks exploded over the Bran-

denburg Gate to celebrate capitalist re-

unification of Germany and crowds sang

“Deutschland iiber Alles," bands of skin-

head Nazis rampaged across the country.

In Leipzig, where a year ago demonstra-

tors marched to democratize the DDR.
squares echoed with German nationalist

intoxication and club-wielding gangs of

up to 200 fascists gave the stiff-arm

salute, chanting “Sieg Heil!" and "For-

eigners out!”

The next day, the thousands of West

German police and border guards who
were brought into Berlin to occupy the

new capital of Greater Germany let loose

against an anti-reunification demonstra-

tion of 10,000, which had been called by
the anarchistic “Autonomen" and includ-

ed many youth and foreigners. More than

200 were injured in the brutal cop
attacks. The PDS had scheduled a march
in remembrance of the DDR on October

2, but canceled it because of “lack of

cooperation" from the police!

The fact that a mass party of 350,000
didn’t dare to go on the street in its

stronghold is one more expression of the

criminal policy of capitulation of PDS
leader Gysi and former DDR president

Hans Modrow. In the previous week,

party meetings were repeatedly disrupted

by small bands of Nazis. On September

30, a PDS election meeting in Frankfurt/

Oder was attacked by fascist gangsters

with tear gas and pistols firing blanks. A
week earlier, a PDS meeting of 500 was
intimidated by 30-35 fascists for two
hours while the police stood by.

When some 150 fascists disrupted a

PDS gathering of 5,000 in Dresden, Gysi
grotesquely declared that "Right-wing

radicalism belongs to the political culture

of a pluralist democracy"! Leaving his

members defenseless, turning in to be

jailed those who would protect the party,

Gysi wants to earn credit with the

bourgeoisie as a “democrat." But he is

only encouraging those, both right-wing

reactionaries and particularly the SPD,
who seek to wipe out the PDS and
every vestige of what they (falsely) iden-

tify as communism. The liberal/social-

democratic Der Spiegel last February

published an anti-Semitic smear against

Gysi labeling him "the manipulator."

Accompanying the attacks on the PDS
are repeated attacks against Mozambi-
can and Vietnamese workers’ housing,

against Turkish immigrants in the West
and against Soviet soldiers. In the indus-

trial city of Halle, which is near the giant

chemical plants of Leuna and Buna, a

building containing the offices of various

left groups has been attacked on several

occasions by skinhead/Nazi bands, who
also harass passengers on the streetcars.

A united-front demonstration in Halle

against the fascists has been called for

November 2.

As the Spartakist Workers Party builds

this anti-fascist action with a leaflet titled

“Stop the Nazis with Workers Mass

Mobilization,” the Social Democrats and

bourgeois media have howled. An article

in the Mitieldeuische Zeitung (26 October)

objected to the SpAD's "militant lan-

guage" and its "calling for the Reform-

haus to be defended by workers fighting

groups and discharged NVA (East Ger-

man Army] soldiers against attacks.” The

article quoted a statement denouncing

"the takeover by class-struggle ideo-

logues who have learned nothing from

history.”

In response, the SpAD wrote to the

paper: "From the history leading up to

1 933, for example? The working class of

Germany had and has the power to stop

the Nazis. It was the policy of the Social

Democrats and the Stalinists which held

the working class back from resistance

to Hitler and thus aided his seizure of

power." The Spartakists noted that many
groups (including PDS, Vereinigte Linke.

KPD. Young Socialists, League of Anti-

Fascists and Gay League) had called for

the November 2 demo, and that a united

front means freedom of propaganda for

all participants.

The SpAD is running in the upcoming
December 2 Bundestag elections under

the slogan. "For Workers Resistance

Against the Fourth Reich.” Spartakist

candidates are being presented not only

in Berlin, but now also in the states of

Sachsen-Anhalt. Mecklenburg and Ham-
burg. The election program highlights

the struggle against the anti-communist

witchhunt, calls for workers defense

guards to protect foreign workers, and
for full citizenship rights for ail immi-
grant workers and their families. The
SpAD has also demonstrated against the

immigration ban on Soviet Jews.

In an article in Spartakist (No. 77. 9
October), our comrades recalled Trot-

sky’s description of Hitler’s tactics at the

time of his 1921 Munich beer hall

putsch: "To a meeting of the Social De-
mocracy he sent a band with Rudolf
Hess. He says that at the end of the

meeting his thirty boys evicted all the

workers and they were incapable of
opposing them. Then he knew he would
be victorious. The workers were organ-

ized only to pay dues.” Spartakist added,
following Trotsky:

“What was and is needed are disciplined,

determined self-defense groups of work-
ers. who can count on the support of
many thousands more workers and the

oppressed."

At Treptow War Memorial in East

Berlin on January 3. some 250,000 came
out in the largest anti-fascist mobilization

in German history, to stand with the Red
Army which had smashed the Nazi dicta-

torship. It was initiated by the Spartakists

and then taken up by the SED/PDS. The
participants saw that capitalist reunifica-

tion would mean revival of the brown-
shirt scum. This "fighting demonstration”
frightened not only the bourgeoisie and
the fascist bands, but also the Stalinist

bureaucrats, for whom the massive pres-

ence of their own ranks, eager to fight,

raised the spectre of civil war and
revolution.

The former Stalinist rulers crawled
before the imperialist onslaught, rebaptiz-

ing themselves as social democrats,
handing over the country and now their

own officials. Yet many members and
former members of this party and others
still consider themselves communists, "in
spite of everything," in Karl Liebknecht’s
famous words. The Spartakist Workers
Party of Germany, w hich fought against
capitalist reunification at every step, calls

on those who would return to the authen-
tic communism of Lenin and Trotsky to

join its ranks.
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American-educated Saudi doctor saying,

"Did not the American ambassador to

Baghdad virtually invite Saddam to

invade?" And a “Report from Baghdad"
in the New Yorker of 24 September noted

that following the 1987 "reflagging" of
Kuwaiti tankers under the protection of

the U.S. Navy, the Kuwaitis began acting

"as if they had suddenly felt themselves

to be invulnerable." The writer, Middle
East expert Milton Viorst. asks:

“Is it too farfetched to wonder whether
there was something cooking between the

White House and Kuwait?... | Iraqi for-

eign minister] Aziz suggested that it had
become America’s linchpin. Iraqis were
convinced, he said, that the United Stales,

seeking to impose its own order on the

region, had come to the Gulf planning to

slay."

Meanwhile, Washington has been hard-

lining it. Bush, a certified war crimi-

nal who launched the bloody invasion

of Panama and oversaw the dirty contra

war against Nicaragua, has ordered

“war crimes" charges to be put together

against Saddam Hussein and revved up
his "Arab Hitler" rhetoric. Newsday (24

October) reports the government is "con-

sidering a major public relations effort to

prepare the nation for a long siege in

the Saudi Arabian desert and a possible

war against Iraq." The U.S. commander
of the Gulf forces. General “Stormin’

Norman" Schwarzkopf, said Americans
would have to "patiently" accept a desert

war that could “last a long, long time and

kill an awful lot of people" (Atlanta Jour-

nal and Constitution, 28 October).

Schwarzkopf also hinted at the sort of

war scenario Washington is hoping for,

projecting an "international incident" that

would lead to a "skirmish” with Iraqi

troops. The U.S. would like to send in

troops to take back Kuwait City, launch

air strikes against Baghdad, but not

commit itself to a drawn-out ground war.

Washington could claim that it deterred

Iraqi aggression and liberated Kuwait,

while Saddam Hussein would get what

he wanted in the first place: a secure

outlet to the Gulf and control over the

(previously shared) Rumaila oil fields

which the Kuwaitis were siphoning off.

And Bush gets to buy out of his

"wimp" image at the price of a few

thousand lives. At least that’s how the

Pentagon’s computer read-out has it.

But war is no war game. And the U.S.'

night-fighting capabilities are in question

after several crashes, its high-tech weap-

onry affected by sand and heat, its troops

unsure of what they’re fighting for,

or whether they want to fight at all.

The Iraqi army—battle-hardened in the

squalid eight-year Iran-Iraq war—has an

experienced officer corps, a heavy advan-

tage in troop strength and armor, as well

as its own share of sophisticated weap-

ons, and moreover is fighting on its own
terrain. Washington’s scenario of choice

could turn into a nightmare. And in the

politically shifting sands of the Near

East, the best laid plans of imperialist

warmongers are notoriously prone to

blowing up in their authors' faces.

"Pandora’s box will open wide the

minute war breaks out." writes Paul

Mann in Aviation Week (I October), “to

say nothing of the consequences if war

between the U.S. and Iraq were to trigger

another Arab/Israeli/Palestinian conflict."

And the Israelis have been going out of

their way to provoke a war. Avi Shlaim.

an Israeli scholar at Oxford, writes of the

bloodthirsty Zionist massacre of Palestin-

ians at Jerusalem’s A1 Aksa mosque: "An
immediate consequence of this latest

Israeli-Palestinian clash is to make war

in the Gulf more likely and this would

not be unwelcome to the Israeli propo-

nents of ‘War Now”’ (Manchester Guard-

ian Weekly, 21 October).

A generalized war in the Near East

could unleash massive turmoil. The sit-

uation cries out for an internationalist

proletarian leadership to direct the anti-

imperialist sentiments of the Arab masses

away from nationalist fratricide into class

struggle against their own despots— all
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Spartacists take a side for defeat of U.S.
imperialism: October 20 demonstrations in

(clockwise from top left) Cleveland, New York
and San Francisco.

of them. Hebrew-speaking workers:

break from your Zionist rulers before

they hurl the region into a thermonuclear

holocaust! Defend the Palestinians

—

Israel out of the Occupied Territories!

U.S. out of the Persian Gulf! Defend Iraq

—Working masses must oust the butcher

Saddam Hussein!

“Bush and the Democrats—
Out the Door!”

Even as they beat the drums for war.

imperialist “opinion-makers" in the U.S.

are particularly worried about its conse-

quences on the home front. The New
York Times (21 October) published an

article by James LeMoyne based on tour-

ing the desert front. He reported:

"American troops become visibly uncom-
fortable when discussing the thought that

they are here to defend low oil prices and
the near-absolute family monarchies that

dominate Saudi Arabia and most other

gulf states.

"Talking to soldiers stationed in the des-

ert here makes it apparent that the politi-

cal cost of either broken illusions or large

American casualties in a treacherous war
is likely to be high, both for President

Bush and for the American people."

Bush is already in big trouble coming
off the budget fiasco. He is being treated

as a leper within his own party. When
Bush went to campaign for the Republi-

can Senatorial candidate in New Hamp-
shire. the candidate didn't show. Ver-

mont Republican Peter Smith denounced
Bush’s stand on the budget and the civil

rights bill while the president was seated

behind him on the platform. Bush barely

(by one vote) prevented a Senate over-

ride of his veto of the toothless “civil

rights" bill, which would merely have

restored the possibility struck down by

the Supreme Court for women and mi-

norities to sue against job discrimination.

But if the Democrats stand to be the

winners by default in the upcoming Con-
gressional elections, they are no less a

party of wealth, war and racism than the

Republicans. They stand behind Bush on

the Persian Gulf. Some Congressional

Democrats are even talking of using the

ballyhooed War Powers Act to vote Bush
an undated advance declaration of war!

The budget debate was over how much
of a tax break the top brackets should

retain. One voter in Texas summed up
the general mood of disgust with both

parties when he said, “What I’d like to

see... is for every single member of Con-
gress to get kicked out.”

But the liberal and reformist organizers

of the new “antiwar movement" seek to

save the asses of the gang in Washington

and channel deep discontent and anger

with the patrician wimp in the White

House back into the fold of the Dem-

ocratic Parly. They seek to resurrect

another popular front of betrayal, which
ties the working class to its exploiters. In

contrast, in the October 20 marches,

Spartacist contingents chanted: "Remem-
ber Hiroshima, remember Vietnam—
Democratic Party, we know which side

you’re on!" In fact the Democrats

—

whose image as the "people’s party" of
capitalism makes them more effective in

calling on the population to make sacri-

fices—has been in office during every

U.S. war of this century.

We appeal to the strikers on the Daily-

News picket lines in NYC. to the long-

shoremen in L.A. who struck against a

cop invasion of their union hall, to black

people in Washington who tried to stop

the Klan nightriders from marching

through their city. Now is the time to

mobilize in class struggle against the

racist warmongers. When the 200-strong

Spartacist League contingent at the Octo-

ber 20 march in New York chanted, "The
rich get their budget, the poor get war
—Bush and the Democrats, out the

door!" it was welcomed with thumbs up
from many people. Break with the Dem-
ocrats—For a workers party to fight for

a workers government!
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Racist Cops Rampage Against

Students at San Leandro High

Cops Invade Union Hall

Longshoremen Shut Down

Los Angeles PortsOAKLAND. California—On October 24.

dozens of police brutally beat students,

mainly blacks and Hispanics, at San

Leandro High School, sending 20 to the

hospital with broken bones and bruises.

The rampage was triggered when a plain-

clothes cop singled out a black student

who was crossing the street along with

several whites during the lunch period,

and handed him a citation for "jaywalk-

ing.'’ Students protested, reportedly a cup

or bottle was thrown at the cop. and then

all hell broke loose.

"The cops went crazy with their

clubs," one Asian student told WV. "Then

they started saying, ‘You blacks go back

to Oakland’." Other students told report-

ers, “Police officers were yelling. ‘You

Mexicans and blacks, get the hell out of

San Leandro’.’’ Students were choked

with billy clubs and beaten against police

cars. Cops unleashed a dog on some

students. San Leandro police called in

the Oakland PD, Alameda County Sher-

iff's Department and the state Highway

Patrol. Four students were charged with

assaulting police and resisting arrest. We
demand: Drop the charges!

Cops have been hovering around the

high school supposedly to prevent fights

among students. But one student told

VW. "We didn’t have a problem before.

The cops started it.” In fact, the students

of San Leandro High

—

black. Hispanic,

white and Asian—are sticking together

in the face of this racist cop brutality.

"All races were trying to help each oth-

er." said a black senior.

On October 26. about 200 students

protested the racist cop onslaught and

organized a successful boycott of classes,

demanding a mass meeting. In the face

of an outpouring of anger from students

and their parents, school principal Bob

Oates reluctantly agreed to hold a mass

meeting of parents on October 29. Par-

ents were outraged that the school didn’t

even notify them that the cop rampage

had occurred. Some only found out when

their kids phoned them from the hos-

pital! Meanwhile the San Leandro PD
claims that the cops showed "consider-

able restraint" and denies any racism!

San Leandro, just south of Oakland in

Alameda County, used to be lily-white.

Today about half the students at San

Leandro are white. 1
1
percent black and

the rest are Asian and Hispanic. The

club-swinging cops gave full vent to the

racism of those who want to preserve

their white enclave. This comes in the

context of a profusion of KKK-inspired

incidents in the East Bay. from cross-

burnings and racist graffiti against blacks

and immigrants, to a pipe bomb made by

a fascist Hayward youth found unex-

ploded in a restaurant, to beatings of

Asians and blacks. Metzger’s “White

Aryan Resistance" is actively recruiting

in Alameda and Contra Costa counties.

What’s needed is integrated class

struggle against the racist violence,

whether of the white-hooded Klansmen

or the bosses’ blue-uniformed police

thugs. San Leandro students and parents

who are organizing to get the cops

off campus have a good idea where to

start.

Los Angeles cops and sheriffs are used

to getting their way. terrorizing black and

Hispanic workers and youth. But on

October 10. a couple of gun-toting inves-

tigators for the Los Angeles County

district attorney’s office picked on the

wrong target: hundreds of members of

International Longshoremen's and Ware-

housemen’s Union (ILWU) Local 13.

The two cops waltzed into the Local

13 union hall in Wilmington, California,

supposedly to pick up a longshoreman

for "non-payment of child support." De-

spite lying accounts of the incident in the

capitalist press the next day, longshore-

men said the DA’s men never identified

themselves to the officials in charge of

the hall, where between 300 ana 400

ILWU members were waiting to be dis-

patched for work on the docks. Sergeant-

at-arms John Nappi asked who they were

and demanded to see their union books.

Finding out they weren’t members, he or-

dered them to leave—and union mem-
bers in the hall suggested they do as they

were told.

ILWUers said the “investigators" then

went berserk, barricading themselves in

a union office and brandishing their

guns, even threatening to shoot long-

shoremen through the door! A score of

LAFD cops arrived suspiciously quickly

—longshoremen told WV that you can

never find a cop in San Pedro, but that

day they were crawling all over the

place. They hauled the 65-year-old Nappi

out with a gun pointed at his head,

charging him with three counts, including

"inciting a riot." Curiously, the long-

shoreman wanted for non-support (the

poor guy’s paycheck was already being

garnished) wasn’t taken.

The cops took the sergeant-at-arms to

jail, but the longshoremen weren’t fin-

ished. They quickly struck the ports of

Long Beach and Los Angeles, stranding

33 ships, including one carrying materiel

for Bush’s war on Iraq. ILWU members

in the L.A. ports haven’t been happy

about working the cargo destined for the

oil barons’ war, everything from tanks to

portable refrigerated morgues. For 13

hours no cargo moved. The bosses'

spokesmen at the Los Angeles Times (12

October) moaned about “how powerful

and clannish longshoremen can be.”

An LAPD captain wailed that "my

gosh, they had a warrant and a union hall

is not a sanctuary against arrest." Well,

this time the L.A. cops and their cap-

italist masters got just a little taste of

workers power. Mobilizing that power

in political strikes against Washington's

bipartisan war moves would sink a

giant cargo hook in the U.S. invasion

of the Persian Gulf (and save a lot of

lives). And integrated struggle of black,

white and Hispanic workers would

quickly put a halt to the LAPD storm-

troopers’ marauding at home. Hands off

the ILWU! Drop the charges against

Brother Nappi!

Vietnam...
(continued from page 5)

Ramparts magazine which a lot of us

read. It talked about the war and about

things in general.

And it was about that time that the

self-inflicted wounds started because, I

think, people felt like, "A bullet in my
leg is not really going to hurt me when

I'm out of here, taking the chance of

getting my head blown off. And for

nothing, to go back to a ghetto where I

didn’t have a job before and ain’t going

to have one when 1 get back.” It had an

incredible impact on me. a white kid who
grew up in the suburbs. I knew about the

war. but I learned a lot about race rela-

tions in this country. I learned a lot about

the war in Vietnam. It’s a shame. I met

a lot of decent guys who I never saw

again.

I got my discharge in July ’69. But I

was now politicized, I’d become politi-

cized by the war—mad as hell—and I

wanted to do something. One day I was

reading one of the so-called underground

newspapers, of which there were many

at the time, and there was an ad for the

American Servicemen’s Union. So I went

down to their office and told them I just

wanted to get involved in protesting the

war and putting an end to it. tell people

what was really going on there. 1 was

around YAWF for maybe a year plus.

They taught me nothing. They never tried

to recruit me, and when 1 think about it.

I don’t think they tried to recruit any of

the vets. Basically, what they used the

GIs for. especially the black vets, was

gooning and making speeches.

1 was reading on my own, everything

from guerrillaism to the Little Red Book.

But I started to become disenchanted

with the whole thing when 1 saw that

you’d go to these demos and get your ass

kicked, which happened to me quite a

bit. you’d get tear-gassed, and the war

went on. So I started to just drift slowly

away from the whole thing. I stayed

away from politics until I ran into a

couple of members of the Spartacist

League a few years later and I started

reading Workers Vanguard. And I was

impressed because of the intensity with

which I was pursued politically. I started

to get more and more involved and real-

ized that if anything was going to be

done, this was the organization that was

going to do it.

Poland...
(continuedfrom page 7)

12. The RML agrees with the iSt

position on Afghanistan, hailing the

Red Army intervention, which posed

the extension of the gains of the Octo-

ber Revolution to the Afghan peoples

and particularly to the oppressed women
of Afghanistan. Gorbachev’s withdrawal

was a sellout, greatly encouraging the

imperialists in their drive to overthrow

the Soviet workers state. We reject the

anti-Soviet demand raised by fake-leftists

to withdraw the Warsaw Pact troops from

East Europe—Soviet troops have constU

tuted the first line of defense of the

workers states against NATO imperial-

ism. Out of the ranks of Soviet soldiers

and officers will come many fighters for

Trotskyism.

13. The comrades of the RML constitute

themselves as the Spartakusowska Grupa
Polski (SGP). The SGP and the ICL look

forward to an early fusion, where the

SGP will become part of a democratic-

centralist International. In the interim, in

matters of mutual concern regarding

Poland, both parties to this agreement

will consult.

14. The SGP needs to develop a system-

atic public face, recruiting cadre and

intervening in various struggles and

movements with ICL propaganda. A
Leninist-Trotskyist party in Poland will

be built from above through splits and

fusions of ostensibly revolutionary organ-

izations. Cadre can be won from among
left Stalinists, as well as ostensible

Trotskyists.

15. The ICL will assist the comrades in

Poland in developing a systematic educa-

tional program to better acquaint them

with the specific positions of ICL sec-

tions on various problems and events in

the world. Fuller political integration will

be enhanced by travel and mutual ex-

changes of visits with other ICL sections.

In particular, it is envisaged that com-
rades from Poland participate in the

SpAD’s election campaign, as well as

helping to translate election materials and

fundamental ICL documents into the

Polish language. The establishment of an

ICL group in Poland represents a real

step in our capacity to bring the program

of Trotskyism to the East European and

Soviet proletariats.
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Class War...
(continuedfrom page 12)

But the press unions must not stand

alone. City workers are now facing

35.000 layoffs threatened by black Dem-
ocratic mayor Dinkins who was elected

with heavy union support. Under pressure

from the bankers, the city is even taking

back the miserly 5.5 percent contract

(less than the inflation rate!) negotiated

with the teachers. Even Barry Feinstein

of the Teamsters and Stanley Hill of DC
37 are blowing hot air about demonstra-

tions and strike action. This city could

use a real labor demonstration, not some
parade charade but a solid phalanx of

union power marching from Wall Street

to City Hall, and then heading over the

Brooklyn Bridge to the News' Pacific

Street plant. City workers should put the

bridges up like in '71. shut the subways
down like in '66. And the teachers

should open the classroom doors to let

one million students out on the streets!

For the bosses, the movie Escape from
New York would look like a Sunday pic-

nic in contrast.

The Daily News strike has national

importance. And the last thing American
workers need is another losing strike.

Just look at the sorry record of the last

decade: PATCO. Greyhound in 1983-84,

Arizona miners. Hormel meatpackers.

Eastern Airlines workers. Pittston miners

and now Greyhound again. The labor

misleaders have produced an unbroken

string of defeats. From Ronald Reagan to

the Tribune Company, the bosses sure

as hell aren’t playing by Marquis of

Queensberry rules. Yes. it’s war

—

class

war—and you've got to have a class-

struggle program to win.

As we go to press, the Allied unions

are militantly picketing every night. At

the Pacific Street printing plant in Brook-

lyn, at smaller plants in Kearny. New
Jersey and Garden City, Long Island,

pressmen and drivers are battling against

an army of strikebreakers and cops riding

shotgun for scab delivery trucks. Over
the weekend, the News brought out-of-

town editors and reporters into the News
building on 42nd Street. They are being

housed in the hotel next door, owned by

Leona (“only little people pay taxes")

Daily News
Workers...
(continuedfrom page 12)

Kalikow just slashed workers’ pay again.

Instead of begging capitalist advertisers

to boycott the News, the strike needs a

union paper, a real daily newspaper that

can serve as a strike organizer. In order

to win this strike, the best militants in

every press union must be elected to

form a citywide newspaper strike com-
mittee. appealing to labor and minor-

ities across New York City to join the

fight.

Boss Hog(e) with his ritzy Gramercy
Park apartment is out to provoke race

war in the tinderbox that is NYC. By
targeting their scab hiring at blacks and

Hispanics, these strikebreakers hope to

set off a racial bloodbath on the picket

lines. But don’t anybody forget the News
bosses are convicted racists—proven in

a lawsuit by black reporters in 1987.

When the strike kicked off last night,

pressmen and drivers gave their answer

to this racist appeal. They took a Con-
federate flag and burned it, denouncing
the "scab flag" of the Tennessee union-

busting law firm of King and Ballow,

hired by the News.

As the strike began, workers showed
their power. Teamsters lined up on At-

lantic Avenue refused to deliver truck-

loads of newsprint to the plant. This is

the way to win. And the strikers showed
that scabbing is dangerous to your health.

One scab bus was left sitting on its rims

on Atlantic Avenue, not a single window
intact. It’s war, but it has only begun.

Hclmsley. The Hotel and Restaurant

Workers should refuse to serve them.

Every day, Daily News yuppie PR scab

Lisa (pull my bow) Robinson is on TV,
telling the strikers "they quit," and retail-

ing bald-faced lies that over a million

scab papers were delivered. (Every time

she comes out, picketers yell “Three Mile

Island" at her, referring to her previous

job as a company flack putting a positive

“spin” on that nuclear near-meltdown.)

But the only place in the five boroughs

you can be sure of finding the News is in

the East River!

Almost four dozen strikers have been

arrested, as the NYC cops of “friend of

labor” mayor Dinkins have brought out

the horses and wielded the riot sticks.

Some nights it looks like he’s already

hired the 5,000 more racist cops and they

are all on Pacific Street in Brooklyn! In

the middle of a "budget crisis” they’ve

spent half a million dollars on police

overtime pay! The Partisan Defense
Committee has sent a telegram denounc-
ing the Dinkins administration’s strike-

breaking and demanding all charges

against the unionists be dropped.

As Workers Vanguard has said before.

"Labor’s gotta play hardball to win!" But

And with real labor solidarity in action

it can be won.

For a Workers Party!

The infuriating arrogance of the Daily

News bosses matches that of the people

who run this country—from Wall Street

to Washington, Republicans and Demo-
crats. Congress, that millionaires’ club,

spends weeks haggling over how much
of a tax break their fellow millionaires

should get. Meanwhile, they’re sending

our kids off to fight their war for Big
Oil. The rich get their budget and the

workers get war. That’s what capitalism

is all about. For years the capitalists have

looted the economy, shutting down facto-

ries and turning the Midwest into a rust

belt. They’ve turned the cities into liv-

ing hell. They’ve stolen billions through

their S&L scam. So now they’ve got a

“budget crisis," and we’re supposed to

pay through the nose for gas, cigarettes

and a six-pack.

They’ve thrown trillions into high-tech

weapons in their "war against Commu-
nism," aimed at taking back the countries

where capitalism was kicked out. What
they bring back to East Europe is home-
lessness, unemployment, soup kitchens.

Meanwhile, in this country Medicare
benefits are slashed, young workers are

pauperized by "two-tier" wage deals, a

quarter of young black men are in jail or

otherwise held hostage by the penal sys-

tem. Over three million people sleep and
die on the streets. And many more are

only one paycheck away from the streets.

This country needs hard class struggle

to turn things around. And there couldn't

be a better time. The government is a

mess, and they've thrown themselves

the Allied union tops didn’t want this

strike and haven’t prepared for it. In

September, when union foremen at the

Pacific plant were fired. Printing Trades

Council president George McDonald
said. "We’re going to eat this one too.

We’re bleeding, but it is not blood that

is going to kill us.” Maybe it wasn't

killing them, but it sure as hell was kill-

ing the News workers!

The Daily News is playing a dirty rac-

ist game, pitting desperate unemployed
black and Hispanic workers against the

heavily white press unions. Militants in

Transport Workers Union Local 100 and
members of the Labor/Black League for

Social Defense have organized to foil

this attempt to foment race war on the

picket line, bringing integrated contin-

gents of transit workers and Hispanic

students to the picket line. Make the

convicted racists in Daily News manage-
ment pay—for union-run minority re-

cruitment and training programs, and a

shorter workweek with no loss in pay

—

fight for jobs for all!

The labor bureaucracy’s call for a

consumer boycott, supported by fake-

socialists like the Militant and Workers

World, is a dangerous and impotent di-

headfirst into a quagmire in the Saudi

sand. But we need a new leadership of
the labor movement. The professional

losers who sit atop the unions have spent

whole careers capitulating to the ruling

class. They’re in bed with the Demo-
cratic and Republican politicians whose
strings are pulled by Wall Street. The
Spartacist League says: labor and minori-

ties need a workers party, which organ-

izes on the picket lines and in the streets

to throw out this government by the rich,

for the rich, and to put a workers govern-

ment in power.

Labor’s Gotta Play Hardball
to Win!

What’s going to decide this strike is

power. Newspapers aren't just words on
a page. Publishers like the New York

Times own everything back to the forests

and the paper mills that produce their

newsprint. They get their big bucks from
the big advertisers, from Bloomingdale’s

to Exxon. They speak for the capitalist

class that runs this country. But they can
be defeated, by mobilizing workers pow-
er. Without our labor, the presses don’t

run, the trucks don’t roll and their profits

don’t roll in. The bosses have been stick-

ing it to working people, minorities—all

of us—for years. They're asking for a

fight, so give them one!

Whether it’s the rent-a-cops inside the

fence with their dogs or the NYPD out-

side with its horses and helicopters, the

cops are the armed fist of the ruling

class. Labor’s strength lies in organiza-

tion, unity, militancy, and a leadership

with a class-struggle program and the

determination to win. Against the bosses’

cynical attempts to pit unemployed black

version. Instead of shutting down the

airports with strike action, the Machinist

leaders called for a “boycott" of Eastern

Airlines that has left those workers on

the street for almost two years. Workers

World pushed the same criminal strategy

at Greyhound, where Amalgamated Tran-

sit Union bureaucrats have cut off strike

benefits and hung the strikers out to dry.

The only "boycott” that works is labor

action to keep the Daily News off the

streets. Picket lines mean don’t cross,

and the News can’t publish without deliv-

eries of ink and paper. There must be an

authoritative strike committee, elected

from all the Allied unions, that can ex-

tend the strike to all the dailies and

appeal to NYC labor and its allies to

pour into the streets. The first job of a

strike committee should be to publish a

daily, mass circulation newspaper by and

for the workers of New York. Fill it with

the truth about the bosses’ dirty war on
the unions, with reporting on the fight for

justice, and the comics—but no ads for

Bloomingdale’s or Citibank. Shut down
the Scab News and let them howl—the

only news will be the Workers' News.
This is the program that the Spartacist

League has brought to Daily News strik-

ers, and thousands of NYC unionists and

minorities. Over 10,000 copies of a spe-

cial strike supplement of Workers Van-

guard were distributed in four days. The
WV supplement has struck a chord be-

cause it shows the way to win. One older

pressman told a WV reporter, "I’m a

conservative, at least I was. But you see

all this on TV about El Salvador, the

rebels. Well, we’re the rebels here, and

the cops, they’re the army.”

Around the world, the working class

and the oppressed must rely on their own
strength to win, shedding any illusions

that this racist capitalist state can be

“neutral” when the fundamentally coun-

terposed interests of labor and capital

collide on the picket line. The Democrat-
ic and Republican parties are just two
wings of the capitalists’ property party,

the “bipartisan" war party. We need a

fighting workers party.

The Daily News bosses provoked labor

war on the streets of New York. They
asked for it, they got it. It’s the urgent

task of class-conscious workers to finish

it. Victory to the Daily News strike!

WV Photo
Dally News strikers burn Confederate
flag, a Klan symbol and "scab flag."

and Hispanic workers against the unions:

fight to create jobs through a shorter

workweek and no loss in pay. set up
union-run minority recruitment and train-

ing programs, at full union scale and at

the bosses’ expense. We need, here and
now, a massive display of working-class
power, crossing all the craft and race

lines. To stop the scabs, strikers should
occupy the Daily News and surround it

with the New York City working class.

The Daily News unions' fight is the

cause of all working people and minori-

ties who if we stand together make up
the immense majority of this city. All out

now to defend the Daily News workers!

WV Photo
Transit workers Join striking pressmen at Brooklyn printing plant. The Dally
News unions' fight is the cause of all working people and minorities!
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Stop the Scabs—Take the Plant!

Class War at Daily News
OCTOBER 30—"We are in a war with the Daily News,"

declared the head of the Allied Printing Trades Council,

comprised of ten unions representing 2,500 workers at

America’s second largest newspaper. The News unions

are facing the Chicago-based Tribune Company, a

vicious union-busting media empire which owns New
York’s “hometown paper” and has left a trail of broken

strikes and decertified unions from Chicago to Newport
News. Virginia. After a crass provocation, the News
bosses carried out a mass firing of union workers at the

paper. All of New York labor has a stake in a victory

for the News unions, and will suffer badly if they lose.

With the strike almost a week old, we’re happy to see

there are a lot of disabled trucks and very few copies

of the Daily News on the streets. But that and impotent

appeals for a consumer boycott aren’t enough to win

this battle. A long, drawn-out strike is a ticket for

defeat. News workers need to hit the bosses hard. now.

The Spartacist League has called on press unions. NYC
labor, minorities: All out to win the Daily News strike!

And since we're not talking about “fighting the good
fight” only to lose it, let’s get down to specifics. The
newspaper unions should occupy the printing plants and

ring them with mass pickets. That will put an end to

scabbing, quick. To put the scab News out of action,

newspaper workers should produce a real daily strike

newspaper. A mass meeting should be called of all press

unions to organize a citywide newspaper strike.

continued on page II
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Scabbing can be hazardous to your health! Daily News strikers rock scab bus in Brooklyn.

Press Unions . City Labor. Minorities

All Out to Defend

Daily News Workers!
The arrogant Daily News bosses opened up with both

barrels on the press unions in NYC last night. After

suspending an injured worker, they locked out a couple

hundred drivers who walked out in sympathy, then

fired 60. After ten months of constant provocations and
assault by the News owners, the Chicago Tribune Com-
pany. with their hired thugs and professional scabherd-

ers, it finally came to a head. One striker spoke for

unionists throughout the country fed up with years of

givebacks to the bosses when he yelled out: "Let the

payback begin!”

Following the cynical management provocation in the

early morning hours of October 25, the locked-out

drivers exploded in anger. The street outside the Daily
News' Pacific Street plant in Brooklyn looked like a war
zone, as scab delivery trucks burst into flames. The next

night the 9 p.m. shift went in only to find their brothers

were fired. They turned around and walked out. chant-

ing "Union. Union!" Newspaper and Mail Deliverers

Union head Michael Alvino officially announced the

strike, denouncing the News' attempt to split the drivers

union by “listing 60 guys, like the Nazis picked out

hostages." The Pressmen voted then and there to stay

out too. Workers declared. "It’s going to be settled out

here."

They’re right. This strike is going to be settled on the

picket lines. In the 1978 Daily News strike union mili-

tancy and solidarity broke the management onslaught

in three days.

For a decade. Wall Street and their two parties in

Washington have busted unions while they slashed

social services. In NYC. Wall Street and the Democrats
in City Hall and the state house have united to demand
thousands of workers be laid off to hire thousands more
cops to unleash racist terror in the ghettos and barrios.

The capitalist politicians and media want to roll back

the lousy contract the teachers got, which doesn’t even

catch up with inflation. Enough! The Daily News strike

is the chance to stop the union-busters cold!

The press unions at the Daily News are fighting, and
they are fighting hard. But they had better not be left to

fight alone. A few courageous acts of defiance are not

enough— the Daily News unions face the power of the

bosses’ state. And in every strike, as soon as the work-

WORKERS VANGUAM
g^sUnions,_Ci ty Labor . MjnnntiPj

All Out to Defend
QaiJy News Workers!

Thousands of Workers Vanguard strike supple-
ments have been distributed on the picket lines
and to workers throughout the city.

ing class uses its power the cops and courts come down
like a ton of bricks. We need to unleash our power—
lake the printing plant and ring it with mass pickets

from every union in New York City! Make Pacific
Street and Sixth Avenue a workers fortress. They'll
think twice about unleashing their dogs and cops when
labor is sitting on top of their precious machinery.
The future of every newspaper union in the city is on

the line. Slop all the presses—from the New York Times
to Newsday to the Post, where real estate king Peter

continued on page II
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Soldiers Say: When Can We Go Home?

George Bush came out of last month’s

bipartisan soak-the-poor budget fiasco

widely perceived as an incompetent

wimp. For the November 6 midterm

elections the patrician president put on

his stetson and spurs to try and mobilize

the American people for a shoot-'em-up

in the Persian Gulf with Iraq’s Saddam
Hussein. Two days after the elections,

the commander in chief of U.S. imperial-

ism ordered more than 150.000 additional

ground, sea and air forces to the Gulf to

insure "an adequate offensive military

option should that be necessary." All

leaves have been canceled for forces

already deployed in Saudi Arabia, who
were supposed to be rotated out every

six to eight months. Now it’s official:

U.S. soldiers won't be coming home for

Christmas.

Despite all the talk of giving the UN
fig leaf blockade of Iraq time to work in

starving Iraqis into submission. Bush

hasn’t mobilized close to 400,000 combat

forces in the Persian Gulf in an attempt

to "scare" Hussein into retreating from

Kuwait or to wait for United Nations

"authorization" of the "use of forcq.” As

one military specialist from Washing-

ton’s Brookings Institute put it: "It is too

big a force to sit on." U.S. imperialism

is fast driving toward a war in which

hundreds of thousands of Iraqis will be

continued on page 10

War Machine
the Sand

The Pentagon’s PR men have been

billing the coming war as a technological

breakthrough, a push-button war which

will convince you that your tax dollars

were indeed well spent on the Reagan/

Bush trillion-dollar military buildup of

the '80s. But as CNN’s Art Harris re-

ported in a 25 October special titled "The
Invasion Files":

"The U.S. may find itself saddled with

many weapons that are ill-suited for a

down-and-dirty war in the desert. All

because the biggest military buildup in

history turned out to be aimed largely at

the wrong enemy."

•The much-ballyhooed Ml Abrams
tank, for instance, "runs best in cool

weather, experts say. like Europe; not the

desert where heat and sand can muck-up
treads and engines." And while the M 1 's

cannon has a range of nearly two miles,

it could be a sitting duck for Iraq’s long-

range artillery, which can shoot 22 miles.

Then there is the unglamorous but

important little matter of filling the fuel

tank: the Ml consumes five gallons per

mile, which means it can only go 100

miles before it runs out of fuel. So a U.S.

division with hundreds of tanks and other

vehicles would need 3.000 supply trucks

to keep the wheels rolling— in the desert,

where there are few roads and the cara-

vans would be exposed to enemy fire.

Meanwhile, the U.S. TOW anti-tank

missiles which are supposed to neutralize

Iraq's tremendous tank force have a

small problem: troops have to stand up

to shoot the TOW missiles. As one ex-

pert ruefully remarked to CNN. “lying

flat on the ground is a good thing to cfb

when bullets are flying," The French-

made Milan anti-tank missile can be fired

continued on page 10

Newsweek
Goggled for night fighting in the desert: Pentagon dreams of push-
button war with no U.S. casualties.
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Letter

China and
Political Revolution

Detroit, MI
May 20. 1990

Workers Vanguard

To the Editors.

In some of your issues of last summer,

you were calling the Tiananmen Square

demos a political revolution.

At the time. I had mixed feelings on

your estimate of those demos. But since

the happenings in East Europe, the re-

capitalism or neo-capitalism. I now see

Tiananmen as not quite a political revolu-

tion, and maybe a thing opposite.

And maybe you too should now revise

your estimate of Tiananmen.

What would have been the outcome

had those demos won out? About the

same. I’d say. as Czechoslovakia. A

Chinese Havel would a month or two

later be flying to Washington and giving

a speech before Congress!

If at Tiananmen there had been one

red flag fluttering, or one picture of Leon

Trotsky, then maybe a political revolu-

tion. But the Statue of Liberty? Bourgeois

democracy?
S. Colman

WV replies: It was not the student pro-

tests in Tiananmen Square which we

referred to as a budding proletarian polit-

ical revolution, nor did we regard them

as such. We wrote that these demonstra-

tions "had something of the character of

political theater (including a statue of

'the goddess of democracy') and pressure

politics” ("Beijing Massacre—Civil War

Red October and
World Socialist Revolution

November 7 marks the anniversary of the

Bolshevik Revolution in Russia, the first

time in history that the working class seized

power, heralding a world of social justice

and equality, free of exploitation. The Bol-

sheviks viewed the Russian Revolution as the

spark which would ignite proletarian revo-

lution internationally. This perspective was

TROTSKY perverted by the Stalinist bureaucracy, which LENIN
declared world socialist revolution a "Trot-

skyite" heresy and proclaimed the defeatist dogma of "socialism in one country." Today

Stalin's heirs in the Kremlin seek to sell off the collectivized economy and are openly

drivingfor capitalist restoration in the Soviet Union. We print below excerptsfrom Lenin's

remarks on the firsTanniversary of the Bolshevik Revolution before the Sixth All-Russia

Congress of Soviets.

Comrades, from the very beginning of the October Revolution, foreign policy and

international relations have been the main questions facing us. Not merely because

from now on all the states in the world are being firmly linked by imperialism into

a single system, or rather, into one dirty, bloody mass, but because the complete

victory of the socialist revolution in one country alone is inconceivable and demands
the most active co-operation of at least several advanced countries, which do not

include Russia. Hence one of the main problems of the revolution is now the extent

to which we succeed in broadening the revolution in other countries too, and the extent

to which we succeed meanwhile in warding off imperialism. ...

The workers’ revolution is now winning in the defeated countries: everyone can

clearly see what tremendous advances it has made. When we took power in October

we were nothing more in Europe than a single spark. True, the sparks began to fly,

and they flew from us. This is our greatest achievement, but even so, these were

isolated sparks. Now most countries within the sphere of German-Austrian imperialism

are aflame (Bulgaria, Austria and Hungary)....

We have proved we were not mistaken in banking on world proletarian revolution.

Our great national and economic sacrifices were not made in vain. We achieved

successes. Yet if we have never previously been so close to world revolution, then

it is also true to say that we have never been in such a dangerous situation as we are

now. The imperialists were busy among themselves, but now one group has been wiped

out by the Anglo-French-American group, which considers its main task to be the

extermination of world Bolshevism and the strangulation of its main centre, the Russian

Soviet Republic. To do this, they intend to surround themselves with a Great Wall of

China so as to keep out the plague, the plague of Bolshevism. These people are trying

to rid themselves of Bolshevism by going into quarantine, but this cannot be done.

Even if these Anglo-French imperialist gentlemen, who possess the best techniques

in the world, succeed in building this Great Wall around the Republic, the germ of

Bolshevism will still penetrate the wall and infect the workers of the world.

— V.I. Lenin. “Speech on the International Situation" (November 1918)
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Chinese workers carrying posters of Mao Tse-tung and Chou En-lai march to

greet striking students in Tiananmen Square.

Looms," WV No. 479, 9 June 1989). We
did and continue to consider that the

predominantly working-class resistance

to the military crackdown, immediately

after the June 3-4 massacre, was an in-

cipient political revolution.

It is certainly true that the most prom-

inent intellectuals associated with the

“pro-democracy” protests like Fang Lizhi

and Liu Binyan are politically similar

to Vaclav Havel, that is, advocates of

Western-style "liberal” capitalism. It is

also true that many of the students had

illusions in bourgeois parliamentarism.

But these illusions coexisted with a

vague socialist idealism. On the fateful

night of June 3-4 the protesters marched

out of Tiananmen Square singing the

Internationale, just as they had on previ-

ous occasions. And there were numerous

red flags in the Square.

However, the confused political con-

sciousness of the students was not the

decisive factor in the situation. In the

crucial days after the massacre, the stu-

dent movement dissipated. The struggle

against the bloody restoration of Stalinist

order was taken up by young workers

and unemployed youth—the main vic-

tims of Deng’s "building socialism with

capitalist methods.” Had sections of the

army mutinied and gone over to the in-

surgent masses—and this was a real pos-

sibility—the ensuing civil war would

have thrown up workers and soldiers

councils as organs of dual power.

In their own way the Beijing Stalinists

recognized that the workers, not the

students, were their fundamental enemy.

Several dozen protesters were killed in

and around Tiananmen Square. But hun-

dreds were killed in the working-class

neighborhoods in western Beijing. All of

continued on page 4

Remember the
Greensboro Martyrs

November 3 marked the eleventh

anniversary of the Greensboro Massa-

cre. On that day in 1979, a KKK/Nazi
death squad drove up to the site in

Greensboro, North Carolina where an

anti-Klan rally was gathering. The
fascists took their weapons out of the

trunk, aimed, fired, and drove off.

Five leftists, civil rights activists and

union organizers lay dying in pools of

blood, others wounded or maimed for

life.

This fusillade marked the opening

shots of the Reagan years' war on

labor and blacks, carried out under the

Democratic Carter administration. Im-

mediately after the massacre, when
the fascists sought to march in black

Detroit, we organized a labor/black

mobilization to stop them, as we have

done from Washington and Philadel-

phia to Chicago and San Francisco.

In Greensboro, the KKK and Nazis

were aided and abetted by the capital-

ist state, from the G-man who helped

train the killers and plot the assassina-

tions to the “former" FBI informer

who rode shotgun in the motorcade of

death and the Greensboro cop who
brought up the rear. Two successive

all-white juries acquitted the killers of

all charges, affirming once again the

meaning of "justice" in this racist

capitalist state.

“Greensboro”

—

the name cries out

for justice, for vengeance. When the

liberals say to ignore the fascists, we
remember Greensboro. When others

call on the government to "ban the

Klan," we remember Greensboro. Af-

Greensboro Daily News
Wounded Nelson Johnson kneels
by a slain comrade.

ter thousands of cops were deployed
to let the KKK march in Washington,

D C. last month, this same band of

killers returned to Greensboro on
November 3 to obscenely “celebrate"

their bloody crime at the height of the

racist election furor whipped up by
North Carolina Senator Jesse Helms.

In honor of Cesar Cauce. Michael

Nathan, Bill Sampson, Sandi Smith.

James Waller and all those who have

fallen in the fight against fascism, we
rededicate ourselves to this struggle.

The power of labor must be mobilized

to ensure that there shall be No More
Greensboros!

3 November 1979
2 WORKERS VANGUARD



Germany: Anti-Nazi Demo in Halle
On November 2, more than 1,000

people joined in a protest demonstration

against the fascists in Halle, an industrial

center of the former DDR (East Ger-

many). The "Reformhaus," a center with

the offices of several left groups in

Halle, had been repeatedly assaulted by
skinhead gangs. The Spartakist Workers

Party of Germany (SpAD) along with the

PDS (Party of Democratic Socialism—
successor to the former Stalinist ruling

party in the DDR), United Left. Young
Socialists, KPD, Marxist Youth League

and the League of Anti-Fascists had

called for the protest. In the demonstra-

tion square there were many youth, who
next to immigrants have been the main

targets of fascist attacks in the Halle

area.

The SpAD initiated the demonstration

and defended its united-front character

against the political censors and witch-

hunters who were circulating violence-

mongering slanders. The Spartakists put

out their own leaflet. "Stop the Nazis

With Mass Workers Mobilizations," and

distributed it at the big plants, in work-

ers’ districts and foreign workers’ dormi-

tories. The SpAD leaflet was also issued

in Portuguese and was warmly received

by Mozambican workers. The November

2 mobilization was the first united anti-

fascist action in the Halle area, which the

fascists have sought to turn into their

recruiting grounds as they exploit the

insecurity and nationalist chauvinism

fostered by the capitalist reunification of

Germany, formally sealed on October 3.

A speaker from the SpAD local in

Torgelow, a town on the Polish border,

told the demonstration: "I bring to you

greetings from the workers there and

from the Soviet Jews with whom I spoke

yesterday. They have been given no per-

spective in our country, and I think that

after the elections the intention is to send

them back home ... Only workers mass
mobilization can work against the Nazis.

Five thousand workers will work against

150 Nazis, and there won’t be any spill-

ing of blood." Reinhard Hartwig, an

SpAD candidate for Bundestag deputy

from Sachsen-Anhalt, noted in his speech

to the protest:

“The fascist assaults and marches, wheth-
er in Frankfurt/Oder, Berlin, Erfurt, Dres-

den, Leipzig and Halle, aren't just an
expression of the fascist danger These
actions are part and parcel of the events

of recent days. Thus the Nazi war crimi-

nals of 1G Farben, who contributed to the

deaths of millions of Jews, workers and
anti-fascists in the fascist concentration

camps, are grabbing for the factories at

Leuna, Buna, Wolfen and Bitterfeld . .

“Comrades and anti-fascists! Remember
the traditions of your fathers and grandfa-

thers, who in the 1920s were the first to

take up the struggle against the fascists.

There is only one force to stop the fas-

cists and the anti-communist witchhunt,

the organized strength of the workers.

The German working class is an interna-

tional working class. That is proved by
our fellow workers from Mozambique.
Vietnam. Poland and other countries,"

The SpAD speaker called for an end to

deportations, particularly of Roma and

Sinti (Gypsies), for an end to the ban on

Jewish immigrants from the Soviet Un-

ion, and for full citizenship rights for all

immigrant workers and their families.

That the demonstration took place at

all is in good part thanks to the comrades

of the SpAD, who fought against at-

tempts to sabotage it, above all from

the Young Socialists. The Social Demo-
crats (SPD) were behind the appearance

of a violence-baiting article in Halle’s

Mitteldeutsche Zeitung denouncing the

Spartakists’ call for workers self-defense

groups against the fascist threat. Mean-
while, the Berlin SPD government organ-

izes a “night and fog” police assault on

the PDS headquarters (see “Fourth Reich

Anti-Communist Witchhunt,” WV No.

513, 2 November).

At the Halle demo, Spartakists carried

signs in German. Portuguese and Rus-

sian. SpAD placards called for "Hands

Off the PDS!” and for "Immediate
continued on page 11

Spartakist

Over 1,000 anti-fascists came out on November 2 to protest Nazi/skinhead attacks in Halle, in former East Germany.
Banner says: “For Workers Resistance Against the Fourth Reich! Vote Spartakistr

New Alliance Uses State to Bar Black Candidates
In a blatant case of Nixon-style elec-

toral “dirty tricks," the dubious New
Alliance Party (NAP) has used discrimi-

natory capitalist laws and the NY State

Board of Elections to throw two small

minority parties off the ballot in Novem-
ber. The NAP, which ran Lenora Fulani

for governor of New York, joined forces

with the Liberal Party, which ran Mario

Cuomo on their line, to bump two com-

petitors for the post—Jitu Weusi of the

Unity Party and Joseph Mack of the

United African Party. This thoroughly

anti-democratic use of the capitalist state

for purposes of political exclusion must

be condemned.
Weusi submitted ballot petitions bear-

ing 20,250 signatures and Joseph Mack
submitted over 24,000, enough to meet

the necessary 20,000 to run in the elec-

tion. But on September 10, as a result of

a challenge by the New Alliance and

Liberals, the Board of Elections invali-

dated enough signatures to bar these two

black nationalist candidates. Crowing

about its dirty work, the National Alliance

newspaper boasts how "one of Fulani and

NAP’s first acts after filing 65,000 peti-

tion signatures. ..was to challenge the fil-

ings of two of those who had been forced

on to the independent road"!

New Alliance also brought suit against

the reformist Socialist Workers Party,

challenging their place on the ballot,

chosen through lottery. The NAP de-

manded the lottery be replaced by the

system of ranking in the 1986 election

returns, a method blatantly discrimina-

tory toward smaller parties. In New York

such ranking is used only for major

parties with permanent ballot status. The

SWP recently won the case in court—the

judge cited legal precedent that ballot

placement based on election results is

unconstitutional.

Weusi and Mack offer no alternative

for New York’s working class and des-

perately poor and oppressed black and

Hispanic population. Weusi (formerly

Les Campbell) is himself a black na-

tionalist demagogue, notorious for the

anti-Semitic “poem,” “Hey Jew Boy," he

read on the radio in 1968, inflaming

ethnic hostilities between blacks and

Jews in NYC. This was during the '68

teachers strike when Campbell joined

forces with the Ford Foundation and

Mayor John Lindsay in an attempt to

break the union in the name of “commu-
nity control.”

Weusi’s “Unity Party” is described by

members of the Black and Puerto Rican

Legislative Caucus as a “lower frequen-

cy" ticket for black Democrats in order

to supplement their exposure on the

Democratic line (Amsterdam News, 1

1

August). Joseph Mack is a member of

the "United African Movement" led by

A1 Sharpton, C. Vernon Mason and Alton

Maddox, whose nationalist demagoguery

and promotion of the Tawana Brawley

hoax aided racist mayor Koch in bringing

the city to the brink of race war. Now
New Alliance claims sole rights to the

despicable Sharpton, and attacked Mack
for seeking to “confuse and disorganize

the African American Community."

Brainchild of one Dr. Fred Newman,
who runs a chain of psychobabble ther-

apy clinics, the NAP is a tail on the

Democratic Party. They have successive-

ly presented themselves as a cheering

squad for Jesse Jackson ’s “Rainbow Coa-

lition”; the sinister Louis Farrakhan, the

man who wanted Malcolm X dead; and

now Sharpton. Despite pretensions of

“independence," in 1985 the NAP ran

Newman for mayor and Raphael Mendez
for city comptroller in the Democratic

Party primary. In ’88. the NAP supported

Jesse Jackson in the Democratic primary.

Describing herself as the “spare tire" to

"carry the Rainbow agenda,” Fulani said

she would “stand down” if Jackson were

chosen.

Now Sharpton is a member of the

New Alliance Party and writes a column

in every issue of their newspaper. This

vile individual has admitted he worked

for the FBI in spying on black Congress-

men Major Owens and A1 Vann, and

also worked for Roy Innis, notorious re-

cruiter for South African-backed UNITA
terrorists in Angola. Ahmed Obefemi

of the New Afrikan People’s Organ-

ization has said that in 1983 Sharpton

was making suspicious inquiries as to

the whereabouts of Assata Shakur. In

1986, the same year he was boosting

Reaganite Senator Alphonse D ’Amato's

election campaign. Sharpton was whip-

ping up racist hysteria against Arab
shopkeepers in Harlem in the name of

the war on drugs. Last spring. Sharpton

& Co. whipped up crowds at the Slave

Theater with white-baiting anti-Semitic

filth and then made black marchers in

Bensonhurst the target of crazed racist

mobs with only the racist cops for

“protection."

New Alliance grotesquely proclaims

the "people’s preacher" Rev. Al Sharp-

ton’s supposed continuity with Martin

Luther King. A measure of the abyss

separating this sinister huckster from

even the liberal-pacifist King is that

while King’s phones were tapped by the

FBI, Sharpton wears wires for the feds!

So it’s no surprise that the NAP, mouth-

piece for FBI fink Sharpton. uses the

agencies of the capitalist state to bar

Weusi and Mack. In its presidential runs,

the NAP has been almost singlemindedly

dedicated to the pursuit of federal fund-

ing. Fulani bragged a couple of years

back, “I am the first Black woman ever

to receive federal primary matching

funds.”

If there is any consistency to this

outfit, it is their utter lack of political

morality. Newman’s psychobabble cult

joined Lyndon LaRouche’s “National

Caucus of Labor Committees” on the

heels of the NCLC’s 1973 "Operation

Mop-Up” campaign of physical violence

against the Communist Party, and New-
man has never renounced this campaign.

Increasingly across the country, elec-

tion laws are being tightened and ballot

access restricted. In the past two years,

candidates from Socialist Action and the

Peace & Freedom Party have been tar-

gets of McCarthyite prosecutions for

bogus election law violations. The NAP
throws in its lot with the bourgeois state

to set a dangerous precedent against all

minority and working-class parties. This

sex-therapy cult is dedicated to screwing

the workers movement.

On October 1, the Partisan Defense

Committee sent a protest letter to the

Board of Elections, against the anti-

democratic ballot exclusion of the Unity

Party and United African Party.
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China...
(continued from page 2)

those publicly executed for resisting the

crackdown were workers, none were stu-

dents or intellectuals. As we wrote at the

time:

"The Deng regime has more or less toler-

ated a ‘pro-democracy’ student movement
for the past decade. Indeed, many of the

student leaders were sons and daughters

of top bureaucrats.

"So why the savage repression at the very

first signs of working-class protest?...

"Because the bureaucrats do not own the

means of production, because they do not

have the myriad threads of social control

of a ruling capitalist class, their power

stems from monopolizing political control

of the governing apparatus. Since they

claim to rule in the interests of the work-

ers. they cannot tolerate any independent

workers organization. Any real workers

movement necessarily challenges the le-

gitimacy of the Stalinist bureaucracy."— "Defend Chinese Workers!"

WV No. 480. 23 June 1989

To be sure, as the example of Polish

Solidamosc demonstrates, a workers

movement is not immune from falling

under the sway of reactionary, pro-

capitalist leaders. The decisive ques-

tion therefore is the political conscious-

ness of China’s working people, which

is radically different from the altitudes

now prevailing in East Europe. In the

first place, the People’s Republic of

China has a national and popular legiti-

macy totally lacking in the erstwhile

“People’s Democracies’’ of Husak, Kadar

and Jaruzelski. The 1949 Revolution,

despite all the Stalinist-Maoist defor-

mations. remains identified with the

liberation of China from imperialist over-

lordship, and with national unification

and modernization.

In East Europe, a “market economy"
is being sold as an alternative to decades

of Stalinist bureaucratic mismanagement.

But after a decade of Deng’s market-

oriented "reforms”—which were loudly

hailed from Wall Street to Tokyo

—

China’s working people found their con-

ditions deteriorating while private entre-

preneurs and their bureaucratic cronies

drove Mercedes limousines to newly-

built golf courses. It was the seething

economic discontent of China’s urban

workers, in both factories and offices,

that transformed the student protests for

"democracy" into a mass movement
threatening to sweep away the corrupt

bureaucratic caste.

Communism and Nationalism:
China vs. East Europe

The mass movement which erupted in

the spring of 1989 displayed an intensely

patriotic attitude toward People’s China.

The naive belief that the People’s Libera-

tion Army (PLA) would never fire on the

people was itself testimony to the depth

of support to the 1949 Revolution. For

the First time in the 4,000-year history

of the Chinese state, the working peo-

ple of China did not view the army as

an instrument of brutal oppression and

exploitation.

When the first attempt was made to

bring army units into central Beijing in

mid-May, tens of thousands of working

people blocked their path and appealed

to the soldiers. “The army is the army of

the people’s own sons and brothers; how
can you attack your own family?" one of

them shouted from the top of a bus

(quoted in Michael Fathers and Andrew
Higgins, Tiananmen—The Rape ofPeking

[1989]). These appeals were for the

moment effective. The Deng regime was

forced to postpone the crackdown for

three weeks to secure the reliability of

the armed forces.

Patriotism toward the People’s Repub-

lic of China was also displayed in the

respectful attitude toward the memory
of Mao Tse-tung, who was no friend

of Western-style liberalism. When three

rowdies threw paint on the huge picture

of Mao in Tiananmen Square, they were

instantly branded as provocateurs em-
ployed by the Deng regime and turned

over to the police! Next to the defaced

picture a banner was put up, saying "This

was not done by the students or the

people."

More striking and significant, in pro-

test marches a number of young workers

carried portraits of Mao. For those who
did not live through the violent delirium

of the Cultural Revolution. Mao had

come to be identified with Communist
purity and Spartan virtues as against

the flagrantly corrupt and luxury-loving

Deng regime. The London Independent

(24 May 1989) observed that "while few

would relish any return to dogmatic

Maoism, the past does offer an appealing

if highly romanticised vision for many
Chinese; prices were stable, crime was

low and unemployment was unheard of.”

It is inconceivable that any of the

protesters in Prague last November
would have carried a portrait of Klement

Gotlwald. the Stalinist boss of Czecho-

slovakia in the late 1940s. It is likewise

inconceivable that any of the protesters

would have a romanticized vision of the

Stalin era in Czechoslovakia. This is not

to suggest that the East European Stalin-

ist regimes were always despised by their

own people nor that anti-Soviet national-

ism was always rife in the region. Far

from it.

The Soviet Red Army was warmly

welcomed when it liberated East Europe

from the nightmare of the Nazi occupa-

tion in 1944-45. The traditionally social-

ist working class also welcomed the

destruction of the reactionary old order

of Pilsudskiism in Poland, the Arrow

Cross in Hungary and Iron Guard in

Romania. Many workers, especially

young workers, threw themselves into

the "socialist reconstruction" of the

war-ravaged East European economies.

Andrzej Wajda's Film Man of Marble

On Contradiction: Chairman Mao, red

flags and “goddess of democracy” in

Tiananmen Square.

tells the story of an idealistic young

model worker in Poland in the late 1940s

—a true hero of socialist labor—who
becomes an innocent victim of the Stalin-

ist apparatus of terror and deceit.

But after four decades of Stalinist rule,

popular discontent in East Europe has

been channeled into anti-Communism
and anti-Soviet nationalism, although

even here one should not oversimplify.

For example, in East Germany last fall

and early winter many of those who
initiated the protests against the Ho-

necker regime were striving for the

democratization of what they considered

to be socialism. In Romania coal miners

broke up a right-wing student demonstra-

tion last June, and Romanian workers

have recently protested moves to privat-

ize their factories.

In contrast to East Europe, in China

and also Russia the Stalinist bureaucracy

has utilized nationalism to justify the

suppression of social unrest and mainte-

nance of the status quo. In the Soviet

Union, old-time Stalinists of the Liga-

chev type have made common cause with

reactionary Russian chauvinists like those

of Fatherland. In China, the strongest

political weapon available to the belea-

guered Deng regime was an appeal to

national unity and security in the face of

“turmoil.”

For Proletarian Political

Revolution in China!

Elements of the military cadre were

clearly sympathetic to the mass protests,

or at least opposed to suppressing them.

In late May the commanding officer of

the elite 38th Army, General Xu Qinxian,

was arrested for failing to carry out

martial-law orders. Last December, the

PLA's chief political commissar. Yang

Baibang, revealed that 21 ofFicers at the

level of divisional commander or above

"breached discipline in a serious manner"

during what he called "the struggle to

crush the counterrevolutionary rebellion"

in June (Nation , 1 1 June).

In the end the military cadre carried

out the repression for fear that mutinous

actions would lead to civil war, the

breakup of China, the return of warlord-

ism and re-establishment of imperialist

spheres of influence. Had a Trotskyist

party existed in China at this crucial

juncture, it could have won a signiFicant

section of the PLA cadre to the under-

standing that a strong and united socialist

China is possible only under a workers

and peasants government based on soviet

democracy.

There has been a widespread illusion

in East Europe, including among erst-

while Stalinist bureaucrats, (hat if these

countries cut their ties to the USSR and

ally with Western capitalism. Wall Street

and Frankfurt will shower them with bil-

lions of dollars and deutschmarks. But

China has been a staunch ally of U.S.

imperialism against the Soviet Union

since Mao embraced Nixon in 1971. And
during the past decade capitalism has

made substantial inroads into China’s

collectivized economy. At the economic

level, much of what Havel wants to do

in Czechoslovakia Deng has already done

in China.

Even the editors of Time magazine,

in their book on the Beijing massa-

cre, acknowledge a working-class back-

lash against Deng's market-oriented

"reforms”:

"Workers were also unhappy about how
ihe urban reforms were changing their

jobs. Part of Deng’s reforms were aimed
at breaking ‘the iron rice bowl' of

lifetime job security, a Chinese worker's

most prized perquisite. Although jobs in

state enterprises did not pay very well,

they were handed down from father to

son, mother to daughter. They provided

lifetime job security, subsidized housing

and food, and free medical and child

care. The urban reforms set out to end
that system by forcing all enterprises to

turn a profit."

— Donald Morrison, ed..

Massacre in Beijing (1989)

Added to the scourge of unemploy-

ment was that of rapid inflation. In 1988

the regime removed price controls. Those

hit hardest were employees in state enter-

prises where wages had long been fixed.

The editors of Time reported “the seeth-

ing discontent among dispossessed city

dwellers—students and teachers, office

workers, factory workers and retired

cadres. On public buses and in barber-

shops. classrooms and ofFices, they com-
plained openly about spiraling prices,

nepotism, graft and profiteering." In the

period leading up to the explosion in

the spring of 1989. there was a growing

incidence of wildcat strikes, popular sab-

otage of private enterprises and physical

assaults on wealthy individuals.

In short, while there were illusions in

Western-style "democracy," especially

among the intellectuals, there was a mass
reaction against the "Westernization" of

the collectivized economy. To be sure,

illusions in Western-style “democracy”
could have served as a bridge to capital-

ist counterrevolution. This only under-

scores the decisive need for a conscious

revolutionary party. A Trotskyist party in

China could have channeled the workers’

striving for a socialized and egalitarian

economic system into a proletarian politi-

cal revolution, obliterating the bloody

and corrupt Beijing Stalinists and estab-

lishing a government expressing the dem-
ocratic will of the working people.
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Zionist State Prepares to Carry Out

His Genocidal Program

Fascist Kahane Gets His
From organizing terror squads against

blacks in Brooklyn, spying on American
leftists for the FBI. pushing pro-Vietnam

War propaganda on college campuses for

the CIA and bombing Soviet embassies

for the Mossad, Meir Kahane "graduat-

ed” to become the Fiihrer of a full-blown

fascist movement in Israel. This Zionist

terrorist was intent on doing to the Pales-

tinian Arab population of Israel and the

Occupied Territories what Hitler had

done to the Jewish population of Eastern

and Central Europe—eradicating them,

by any means necessary. He was a sicko

racist and one of the most sinister scum-

bags on the face of the earth. Finally, on

November 5 in a midtown Manhattan

hotel, Meir Kahane got his.

The response was sickening. Scarcely

a single American politician or news
commentator would say openly what

even the Israeli Knesset (parliament)

had called Kahane and his “Kach" move-
ment— fascist. Black Democratic mayor
David Dinkins, whom Kahane considered

no less an Untermensch (subhuman) than

West Bank Arabs, called his assas-

sination "an international tragedy that

shocks all of us." The leaders of main-

stream American Jewish organizations

not only moumed him, but many (such

as the anti-communist witchhunters of

the “Anti-Defamation” League) went out

of their way to appear at the Brook-

lyn funeral ceremony which had all the

trappings of a fascist rally, with signs

in blood red screaming for “Revenge”

and “Death to Arabs.” The head of the

Jewish Community Relations Council of

New York ranted against “Arab violence

against Jews which has reached into the

heart of Manhattan."

In Israel, the Knesset staged a minute

of silence in Kahane’s memory (though

only 30 members showed up). Shamir

aide Avi Pazner seized on Kahane 's

killing to "deplore and condemn this

further act of Arab terrorism." The Kach

was more explicit, vowing "there will

be a river of Arab blood." Less than an

hour after Kahane's assassination was

announced over Israeli radio, two elderly

Palestinians were gunned down in a West

Bank village.

The bourgeois press speculated about

what could have conceivably motivated

the alleged assassin, Egyptian-born El

Sayyid Nosair. as though Kahane's geno-

cidal anti-Arab racism were not enough.

As Trotsky wrote when a young Polish

Jew named Herschel Grynszpan killed an

official of the Nazi regime which had

tormented his family and people in 1939,

"What is most astonishing is that so far

there has been only one Grynszpan.” But

getting rid of one murderous fascist will

not put a dent in the system of state

terror and mass murder presided over by

the Zionist rulers of Israel.

An Israeli visiting New York said

what none of the “respectable” elements

would. "Kahane planted hatred in Israel.

I will shed no tears." Kahane planted

hatred wherever he went. Raised in a

right-wing Zionist household in Brook-

lyn, Meir Kahane decided early on that

he was to be the “messiah" of the “cho-

sen people” through terror and racist

nationalism. As Robert I. Friedman docu-

ments in his recent biography. The False

Prophet. Rabbi Meir Kahane—From FBI

Informant to Knesset Member (1990),

Kahane started out as a smalltime street

hustler who used his rabbinical creden-

tials to con his Orthodox Jewish support-

ers into Financing his highly un-Orthodox

and lavish lifestyle.

Drummed out of his first congregation

for attempting to turn his students into

fanatical zealots, he sold his deeply in-

grained anti-communism to the govern-

ment, becoming an informant for the FBI

in 1963 under the name of Michael King

and telling peoplfe he was a Presbyterian.

In this rote he lived with a mistress,

Gloria Jean D'Argenio, who threw her-

self off the Queensboro Bridge after he

told her he was married. Kahane then

became a front man for the CIA. which

was attempting to stem widespread anti-

war sentiment on the campuses.

Friedman notes that Lyndon Johnson

complained about American Jews’ oppo-

sition to the Vietnam War, and that many
leaders of the antiwar movement were

Jewish. Kahane claimed "that the CIA

covertly funded his lobbying efforts

for the government's position on the

Vietnam War among America’s 400.000-

strong Orthodox Jewish community." He
published a book on The Jewish Stake in

Vietnam (which listed “Michael King”

and Meir Kahane as authors) and found-

ed a "July 4th Movement" which pulled

in a lot of right-wing money but virtually

no student support.

With the growing racial polarization in

New York between blacks and middle-

class Jews—exemplified by the 1968

New York teachers strike— Kahane saw

his chance to hit the big time. He
founded the Jewish Defense League,

whose stated aim was to "defend" Jewish

areas of Brooklyn against "black crime"

and "black anti-Semitism." In fact, the

JDL aimed at being the vanguard of

"white backlash," provocatively con-

fronting black nationalists and organiz-

ing vigilante terror forays into black

neighborhoods.

Kahane's first act as head of the newly

formed JDL was to appear before a

House Un-American Activities Commit-

tee hearing, where he pushed his creden-

tials as an opponent of black nationalists

and Jewish leftists. He soon enrolled the

JDL in the service of the FBI's notorious

COINTELPRO disruption and assassi-

nation program, which targeted leftist

and militant black groups, especially the

Black Panther Party.

A September 1969 memo from the

"racial intelligence section” of the New
York FBI stated, “our intent to create a

fictitious source of information who will

furnish public source data to Rabbi Meir

Kahane" to "be published and cause em-

barrassment to the BPP. .
." A May 1970

memo of the New York office of the FBI

gloated that the JDL's picket of the

Harlem Panther office showed that "some

of the counter-intelligence measures of

the NYO have produced tangible results."

In late 1969. Kahane was recruited by

right-wing Israeli politician Geula Cohen
to work under her and Shamir, one-time

chief of operations for the Israeli secret

service Mossad. to turn the JDL toward

a terrorist campaign aimed at forcing the

Soviet Union to expel its Jewish popula-

tion and drive them to move to Israel.

"Why are you wasting time fighting the
*

Schvartzes ' (racist epithet for blacks]."

Cohen taunted Kahane.

So the JDL embarked on an interna-

tional campaign of terror bombings tar-

geting Soviet officials and cultural

groups. The "Jewish Defense" League’s

first victim was a Jew, a young secretary

for Sol Hurok. who had brought the

Bolshoi Ballet over on an American tour.

There would be many other victims,

among them Arab American activist Alex

Odeh. struck down by a JDL pipe bomb
in his Los Angeles office in 1985.

But as we wrote in "Jewish Defense

League: Jews and American Fascism”

(Revolutionary Communist Youth Newslet-

ter. March-April 1972): “To be sure, the

ideology of the JDL is fascistic.... But

the prospect of Jewish-based or black-

based fascism coming to power in this

racist country is absurd.” The would-be

Jewish fascist Fiihrer was clearly coming

to the same realization. Kahane moved
to Israel, where he was initially hailed by

the Zionist establishment and even of-

fered a safe seat in the Knesset by soon-

to-be prime minister Menachem Begin’s

rightist Herut party.

But the megalomaniacal Kahane had

other ambitions, and began bringing over

his Brooklyn-born thugs to set up the

Kach movement, which agitated single-

mindedly for the expulsion of all Arabs

from "Greater Israel." Kahane reveled in

vowing, "When I'm prime minister no

Arab will be hurt by Jewish terrorists

because there won't be an Arab left in

Israel!" By 1984. appealing largely to

impoverished lumpen Israeli Sephardic

Jews, Kahane had won a seat in the

Knesset on the basis of his genocidal

program.

In his election campaign. Kahane
demanded legislation calling for five

years imprisonment "to any non-Jew who
has intercourse with a Jewish woman" in

order to end the "epidemic of assimila-

tion." Kahane did not intend to carry out

his program through parliamentary meas-

ures. Several years earlier. Kach tried to

organize a "Guard of Jewish Honor” to

patrol Arab areas and make sure that

Jewish women "do not go out with Arabs

and other non-Jews (goyim).”

In an interview with Friedman, he said

if the Arabs refused to be voluntarily

expelled, "I’d forcibly move them out."

“How could you do that," asked Fried-

man, "Midnight deportations in cattle

continued on page 1 1

Bar-Am/NY Times

August 1984: 20,000 Israeli Arabs and 2,000 Jewish protesters drive Kahane
and his murderous henchmen out of Urn El Fahm, Galilee.

Victim of Zionist massacre at Jerusalem’s Al Aksa mosque, October 8.
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How We Sold the Subs...and

Who Bought Them

Winning New Readers

in a New Decade

WV is there with a program to win as thousands of NYC city workers rally

against layoffs and In support of the Daily News strikers.

Congratulations to all the comrades

and sympathizers who participated in this

year's Workers Vanguard subscription

drive. We made 127 percent of our quota

for the six-week campaign (see chart in

our last issue). All locals and organizing

committees met their overall quotas,

topped by Atlanta and New York; both

locals raised their quotas in response to

early signs of success.

Each year the intensive outreach of the

sub drive campaign gives our organiza-

tion some feel for this country’s political

pulse. Planning the drive this summer,

organizers didn’t really know what to

expect. With the rulers of this country

salivating over the alleged “death of

communism”—while the bottom is

falling out of their own economy!—how
would potential readers respond to a

newspaper which is forthrightly bright

red communist, so unlike other organ-

izations who slither their pale pink opin-

ions in sideways in articles otherwise

indistinguishable from left liberalism?

With the government and media beating

the Persian Gulf war drums nonstop

—

even the World Series teams wore little

American flags on their uniforms this

year!—how would students and workers

respond to a paper which says the defeat

of U.S. imperialism would be an un-

equivocally good thing— that war is not

"a mistake" which will be corrected by

electing more “peace-loving" Congress-

men, but an inevitable consequence of

capitalist rule?

Our experiences during the sub drive

told a lot about the country we live in.

We found that the massive military

mobilization is already—even before

there has been any fighting—provoking

opposition among layers of students and

young workers, especially blacks. These

young people are not radicals but have

suddenly—and understandably—become

more concerned to figure out what’s

really going on in the world and what to

do about it. This article is in part direct-

ed to our new readers, people we’ve just

met who want to find out more about us.

in hopes of winning many of you to join

the Spartacist League and Spartacus

Youth Clubs. Since we like to "tell it like

it is," here is some of what we learned

from our recent sub drive.

The sub drive results were not nation-

ally uniform. This year we found our

greatest successes east of the Appala-

chians. New York estimates that roughly

59 percent of their subs were sold to

blacks and other racial minorities. The

corresponding figures would certainly be

lower for the West Coast, and higher for

the South.

We sold subs by pointing out articles

of urgent interest in our current press and

on the basis of our work over the past

period. We brought to potential readers

our Trotskyist analysis of the spectacular

crisis of Stalinist rule which the ideo-

logues of imperialism trumpet as the

"death of communism”—but which dem-

onstrates only the bankruptcy of Stalin

and his heirs. Today’s headlines are the

direct outcome of the dangers the great

Russian revolutionary Leon Trotsky

warned of in works like The Revolution

Betrayed (1936). The bureaucratic caste

which usurped political power from the

Soviet working class, imposing a “theory

of socialism in one country" which is the

antithesis of communism, exiled and

finally murdered Trotsky but could not

prevent the unfolding of the scenario as

he outlined it over a half a century ago.

We won many new readers by pointing

out our articles on the struggles against

racial oppression and the need to finally

“finish the Civil War" through thorough-

going social revolution; some of these

articles are collected in our popular pam-

phlet series on Black History and the

Class Struggle. Other subjects of particu-

lar interest included the fight to defend

abortion rights, our opposition to cen-

sorship which masquerades as "protect-

ing youth" from such "dangers" as rap

music, and the struggles of working

people around the world, from Central

America to South Africa to Japan. We
stressed the work of our comrades in

Germany in opposing the capitalist reuni-

fication, which already is bringing mass

unemployment and a resurgence of anti-

Semitism and anti-Communist repression.

As usual we met a number of people who
first encountered the Spartacist League

through our labor/black mobilizations to

stop fascist provocations in Washington.

Philadelphia. Atlanta and elsewhere.

Another component of the sub drive

was the ongoing campaign initiated by

the Partisan Defense Committee to save

the life of black death row political pris-

oner Mumia Abu-Jamal. Jamal became

a target of the Philadelphia cops and the

capitalist legal system because of his

years as a radical activist and a journal-

ist. Even from behind bars, his voice is

heard in columns carried in WV and other

newspapers, in defense of prisoners’

rights, in support of anti-fascist organiz-

ing and to keep alive the memory of the

MOVE martyrs: eleven men, women and

children who were deliberately murdered

by the Philly cops in an aerial bombard-

ment of their home on 13 May 1985.

Students at Hampshire College in

Western Massachusetts organized a very

successful showing of the PDC video

"From Death Row, This is Mumia Abu-

Jamal." At predominantly black Cheney

University near Jamal's hometown of

Philadelphia. 50 students came out to see

the video and discuss with our traveling

subscription team.

The Country We Live In

By the sub drive’s end. the bipartisan

effort to screw workers and the poor with

the new federal budget had evoked palpa-

ble hostility to Bush’s government. The

past period was marked by a striking de-

cline in America’s competitive position

among capitalist powers—the crumbling

of American industry and infrastructure

and a marked worsening in working

people’s standards of living. Now the

country is rapidly sliding into a depres-

sion. while the bourgeoisie gloats over

Eastern Europe and tries to turn the

Persian Gulf into an American-policed

lake.

Already in 1983, statistics showed that

54 percent of the American population

had zero net financial assets. Among
employed industrial workers, real wages

fell 10-30 percent in the last decade.

There are 6.2 million on-the-job injuries

a year. In New York, tens of thousands

of employed workers’ families double up

on housing. Mayor Dinkins— a black

Democrat who is and can only be. like

his counterparts everywhere else, an

overseer on Bush’s plantation—has

threatened to lay off thousands of city

workers while hiring more cops to cope

with increasing poverty and unrest.

Of course the deindustrialization of

America hits black workers the hardest.

Cutbacks and unemployment have turned

the urban inner cities into wastelands.

Many of today's black teens will never

have a job in their lives. In 1988, for the

first time since the turn of the century,

the percentage of blacks living in the

South rose.

The budget crisis is the outcome of a

massive war mobilization to be financed

in accordance with the slogan of the

wealthy: "representation but no taxation"

(for the rich). But there’s a limit to

what can be squeezed out of the people

that don’t have anything, no matter

how ruthless our bipartisan rulers are

toward the elderly, the mothers on wel-

fare, public health, and the things work-

ing and poor people spend their money
on: gas, oil to heat homes, tobacco and

alcohol.

And in the midst of all this, the work-

ing people see the rulers of this country
—those who own the factories and banks

and real estate, who therefore decide who
works and who starves, and who goes off

to war to protect profits—plying their

dirty tricks like the savings and loan

scam. Now hundreds of thousands of

troops have been mobilized for a foreign

adventure in the Near East quagmire, and

without the cover of an ideology like the

war against Communism in Vietnam.

Even before the shooting starts we see

WV Photo

Campaigning to save death row political prisoner: banner at October 20
antiwar protest In New York.
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significant opposition to Bush's oil grab;

our experience in the sub drive con-

firmed that this disgruntlement is strong-

est among working people, especially

those who are black and other minorities.

An early poll published in the New York

Times, which said Americans generally

support Bush’s goals in going in to the

Near East, showed deep suspicion just

beneath the surface: 9 out of 10 people

are "not ready" for the U.S. to start a

shooting war in the Gulf, and 47 percent

thought that if the U.S. started a war the

government would lie and tell the people

that the Iraqis started it.

Persian Gulf War Mobilization

The American army was whipped in

Vietnam and the spectre is still haunting

the government. To reinstitute the draft

would be political suicide even today.

But the bourgeoisie manages to get

young men and women to enlist, spurred

overwhelmingly not by enthusiasm for

war but by the desire for job training and

funds for college. In many cases the

armed forces have sucked in the cream
of the disadvantaged strata, those with an

ambition to be more than a face behind

a McDonald's counter.

Today 1 6 percent of American families

have someone in the military. Concern
for the fate of these family members and

for friends now being mobilized for the

Gulf loomed large as a factor in selling

subscriptions in this year’s drive. It is

indicative that the Atlanta local led all

areas in outstripping their quota— in the

State of Georgia, 33 percent of families

have someone in the armed forces. As
comrade Gloria reported about Atlanta

University, where WV teams sold 138

points:

“It was clear from the first few doors on
the first evening of sub driving in the

dorms that the situation in the Persian

Gulf was of immediate interest to these

students. The first subscriber I sold to

was on his way to a goodbye party for a

reservist on his way to Saudi Arabia. We
were able to cash in on our good reputa-

tion—upperclassmen told us they remem-
bered us for issues such as the January 21

mobilization against the KKK and the

Jamal case. Some renewed or subscribed

for the first lime because of the war

drive. We didn't have to hammer home
the fact that it would be largely black and

poor youth who would be dying for oil

profits— it was very obvious to these

students and none were keen on dying for

this country We sold our subs on the

Persian Gulf issue, combined with the

Jamal case and the S&L rip-off. The

combination made for a very rounded and

compelling indictment of capitalism and

U.S. imperialism."

Iraq is not Vietnam. Saddam Hussein

is not any kind of revolutionary, not even

a Stalinist like Vietnam's Ho Chi Minh.

who despite conciliating imperialism at

several crucial points (and killing the

Vietnamese Trotskyists) did lead his peo-

ple in a revolutionary war which liber-

ated Vietnam from the imperialist over-

lords. Hussein (like Panama’s Noriega,

a long-time CIA "asset" who made the

mistake of defying his American pay-

masters) would be a good candidate for

the White House’s list of loyal anti-

communist “moderately authoritarian dic-

tators”—except for the conflict of inter-

ests with Washington over Kuwaiti oil

fields. Hussein’s Ba’ath party has massa-

cred leftist-led workers and dropped

poison gas on the Kurdish minority

population.

But what is not different in the present

conflict is the role of U.S. imperialism.

America’s rulers are the world’s number
one war criminals. The U.S. is the only

country in the world ever to use nuclear

weapons, and those atomic bombs were

dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki even

though Japan was already defeated and

ready to sue for peace. After World War
II America rescued hundreds of Nazi war

criminals from Germany to enlist them

as its operatives in the Cold War against

the USSR. Today American funding and

military hardware prop up regimes of

dictatorial terror all over the world. The

U.S. has directly trained secret-police

personnel from virtually every country of

Latin America in the techniques of high-

tech torture. The CIA has masterminded

the violent overthrow of nationalist and

left-leaning governments and assassinated

"unfriendly" heads of state from Santo

Domingo to Iran to the Congo.

A defeatfor the U.S. in the Persian Gulf

today would he a blow on behalf of the

working masses of the whole world Bil-

lions of people today live in abject pov-

erty, social misery, illiteracy and fear

because the U.S. props up the bloody-

handed regimes that make sure they stay

that way. In the Near East, if imperial-

ism’s, grip on the region can be weak-

ened, this will bring immeasurably closer

the day that the Iraqi workers and peas-

ants settle accounts with their hometown
butcher. Saddam Hussein.

Black Students

The Washington, D.C. comrades sold

87 points at Howard University and

capped off the sub drive with a well-

attended forum on the Persian Gulf. The
annual “Southern Tour" of North Caroli-

na campuses was extremely successful,

netting 208 points. These early returns

from the South spurred additional region-

al trips to Texas and Tennessee.

The civil rights movement prompted

the American “establishment” to seek a

more “integrated" face for its racist sys-

tem—the quest for more "black elected

officials." professors, bank officers, TV
anchormen, etc.—and swelled the ranks

of the black middle class. But with the

shift to a more openly racist climate,

there’s rather less need for layers of

college-educated blacks. Today the cur-

tailing of financial aid for students—
scholarships and loans—and the wors-

ened economic position of black families

have combined with the general racist

climate to push black students out of the

elite private and state universities and

back toward black colleges. Many black

students say they prefer to be at these

black schools, citing the rise in overt

racist provocations and threats at ostensi-

bly liberal integrated campuses. Although

such feelings are understandable, the re-

segregation of higher education repre-

sents a significant step backward from

the ideals of equal education which were

at least given lip service as a result of

the mass activism of the civil rights

movement.
In a racist society, “separate" is always

profoundly unequal—guaranteeing black

students inferior facilities and greater

regimentation. A comrade who visited

black colleges in Louisiana noted indig-

nantly about one of them: “Campus life

here is also heavily controlled. On the

night we were visiting, dorm rooms had

been checked for neatness (even seniors)

and little evaluation forms were taped on

doors."

A visit to Fisk University in Nashville

was telling. Fisk used to be a showpiece,

heavily endowed by white philanthropists

supportive of Booker T. Washington’s

idea of "uplifting the race" through “pull-

ing ourselves up by our own bootstraps."

This scenario has been resuscitated (with

a good deal more cynicism) by today’s

rather more cynical spokesmen for "black

capitalism.” This idea (predicated on the

classic American—and totally false

—

notion that this country is a "meritoc-

racy” where anyone can “make it" given

talent and superior diligence) makes no

sense in a class society where a tiny

minority owns the factories and mines,

the banks, the land. etc. This tiny

minority, the ruling class, makes the

rules, writing the laws and tax codes to

line the pockets of the rich and keep the

poor “in their place"; it owns and con-

trols the government and uses the cops

as its private army of strikebreakers and

to terrorize the ghettos and barrios.

At Fisk today, the signs of its former

grandeur—the "cathedral-like structures

built with dollars from the Camegies.”

our comrade reported—stand in sharp

contrast to the pervasive signs of decline.

"Paint is sorely needed, windows are

shattered or taped over and some build-

ings are abandoned. Those that function

are poorly maintained. In the dormitories,

untended garbage is everywhere.” It

seems that many families were able to

scrape up their kids’ tuition and room
fees but couldn’t manage enough for

board, with the result that many students

exist on local fast food or cook for them-

selves on hot plates in their own rooms.

There were protests at Fisk this fall over

fees and tuition. "Many students who
owed money arrived to find they’d have

to pay up before they registered. No prior

notice had been given. Alumni inter-

vened; some students were given person-

al loans, especially seniors. Others had
to leave—at least 200 freshmen were not

in school."

In addition to the work on campus,

locals sought out black and integrated

working-class neighborhoods for door-to-

door sub canvassing. In particular Boston

and Chicago had good results selling

subs and renewals in neighborhoods

continued on page 15

Spartacist% Forum

The Meaning of Trotsky

in the Soviet Union Today
Speaker: Len Meyers, Workers Vanguard editorial board

Plus: Special eyewitness report from Leningrad and Moscow

Thursday, November 29, 7 p.m. ps. 41
,
116 W. 11th Street

NEW YORK CITY For more information: (212) 267-1025

Black students
at Southern
University of

New Orleans
meet Spartacus
Youth Club
comrades.
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Young Spartacus

GERMANY 1918-19:

Revolutionary soldiers and sailors in Berlin, January 1919.

And Revolution
How Social Democracy

Saved the Capitalist Order

Young Spartacus is pleased to print the

second and final part of a presentation

by comrade T. Marlow to the New York

Spartacist League branch on the struggle

against imperialist war and for proletar-

ian revolution in Germany around World

War I. Part One (printed in Workers Van-

guard No. 510, 21 September) covered

the impact of the imperialist war on the

German left and the emergence of a revo-

lutionary internationalist opposition, led

by Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht,

to the social-chauvinism of the Social

Democrats.

PART TWO OF TWO

There was also a “little" event which
took place in Russia in 1917 which had

no small impact on the German proletar-

iat and that was the Overthrow of the

tsar. It wasn’t too hard for a German
worker to figure out that “Tsar" and

"Kaiser" sounded alike. The Russian

Revolution also had an impact in the

other imperialist armies. In mid-1917
there was a massive mutiny in the French

army—54 divisions went out, thousands

deserted and whole stretches of the front

were basically undefended. The Germans
either didn’t know or didn’t take advan-

tage of it. Well. I bet you they knew but

they were afraid of pouring their troops

into an area of mutineers.

Recommended background reading for this

class included: Carl E. Schorske, German
Social Democracy. 1905-1917 (Harvard Uni-

versity Press. 1955); Leon Trotsky, Lessons

of October, selections from The German

News of the October Revolution and

the conquest of power by the working

class spread rapidly, including into the

German army. One of the Social Demo-
cratic Party (SPD) arguments to drum up

support for the war was that you had to

save Germany from the fright of tsarist

reaction. Well, after 1917 tsarist reaction

didn’t exist anymore and that really

entered the popular consciousness. De-

spite the efforts of the SPD union tops to

stop any kind of strike action, there was

a massive strike wave in January 1918.

It encompassed 400,000 in Berlin, a mil-

lion across the whole country. Military

discipline was again imposed against the

strikers but an organization sprang out of

this: the Revolutionary Shop Stewards.

The Brest-Litovsk peace negotiated

with the new Soviet workers state (under

very harsh terms to the Soviet Union)

allowed the German High Command to

move troops to the Western Front. Gen-

eral Ludendorff wanted to have one final

push to try to crack the British and

French armies before the Americans

Revolution and the Debate on Soviet Power
(Pathfinder Press. 1986); and "Germany:
Revolution and Counterrevolution" in Young

Spartacus No. 121 (October 1984) and No.

125 (March 1985).

could get there. It didn’t work. By
autumn 1918, the Allies were on the

offensive throughout the Western Front.

On August 11, Kaiser Wilhelm got the

word from Ludendorff, "We must realize

that we have suffered a great defeat."

The German bourgeoisie had been lied

to up and down. The General Staff had
promised them victory and all of a sud-

den Ludendorff demands an immediate

armistice to save the German army. An
eyewitness account paptures their horror-"

“The delegates were shattered; Ebert

turned deathly pale and could not utter a

word; the delegate Slresemann looked as

if he were about to have a fit ... Minister

von Waldow is said to have left the room
with the words: 'All that is left now is to

put a bullet through one's head.' Herr
von Heydebrand. the leader of the Prus-

sian Conservatives, rushed into the corri-

dor shouting ‘For four years we have
been lied to and deceived!'"

— Sebastian Haffner. Failure

of a Revolution (1973)

Ludendorff wanted to push the blame
for German defeat off the High Com-
mand and onto the Social Democrats by
moving them into the government. He
said to Wilhelm. “Let them conclude the

peace which must now be concluded.

Let them cope with the mess. It’s their

mess after all.” So, the Social Democrats

finally had their offer of ministerial port-

folios. At least one Social Democrat.

Scheidemann, was opposed. He argued

that the SPD should not step into a bank-

rupt enterprise. Ebert insisted however,

because he saw the monarchy going

down the tubes and knew that somebody
had to step in and save the capitalist

system from itself and thwart a revolu-

tion from breaking out. Ebert not only

won the debate in the Reichstag fraction,

but Scheidemann was the poor schlep

who was given the post of secretary of

state without portfolio in the government
which was then formed by Prince Max
of Baden.

Throughout the period leading up to

the November revolution there was a

rather hilarious jockeying back and forth

between Prince Max and Ebert and Gen-
eral Groner (Ludendorff’s successor).

Max wanted to save the monarchy, but

to save the country he thought he might

have to call upon the Kaiser to abdicate.

Ebert was also interested in saving the

monarchy but he didn’t want to "betray"

the revolution, at least formally, because

in the eyes of the proletariat he was
still the head of the German Social

Democracy.

On 4 November 1919 there was a

mutiny of the sailors at Kiel. The naval

high command had decided to preserve

their honor essentially by committing
suicide and throwing the fleet up against

the British. Well, the sailors didn't want

to commit suicide and they mutinied. All

but one ship went out. One captain

attempted to stop the mutineers when
they tried to grab the ship’s flag. He shot

one of the sailors and the sailors shot

him. From there on the mutiny spread
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very widely. You had the decomposition

of the German armed forces and soldiers

councils being elected all over the place.

It came to a head in the revolution of

November 9. Liebknecht, who had gotten

out of prison in October (Luxemburg is

still in prison at this time), was trying to

make arrangements with the Revolution-

ary Shop Stewards to call an insurrec-

tion. These guys were prepared, at least

ostensibly, to carry out an armed seizure

of power. It never came quite to that

eventuality. Ebert had his ear to the

ground and knew that the shop stewards

were calling for a general strike. He sent

his organizers out to the plants to try and

quash it.

The strike was called on November 9.

The factories of Berlin were empty and

hundreds of thousands of workers poured

into the squares in front of the Reichstag

and in front of the palace. The question

was whether the troops would fight them.

The workers had prepared

—

they had

armed contingents. But the troops frater-

nized and it was basically all over. While

all this is going on Ebert and Prince Max
are doing their dance over who is going

to abdicate, who is going to betray...

meanwhile in the streets, the decision has

been made.

Here's one perceptive description of

the uprising:

"There was little resistance, violence or

bloodshed. These days of Revolution

were marked by a feeling of stupefaction:

the authorities were stupefied by their

sudden and unheralded impotence, the

revolutionaries stupefied by their sudden

and unheralded power. Both sides moved
as in a dream. For the one it was a night-

mare, for the others onef>f those dreams

in which one can suddenly fly. The Rev-

olution was good-natured. There was np

mob rule and no revolutionary justice.

Many political prisoners were set free but

no one was arrested. At the worst a par-

ticularly hated officer or sergeant might

have got beaten up. The revolutionaries

contented themselves with depriving offi-

cers of their insignia of rank—this was

as much part of the revolutionary ritual

as was running up the red flag. Many of

the victims, however, felt this to be a

mortal insult. It is of little avail to the

victorious masses to be good-natured;

what their vanquished masters could not

forgive was their victory."

— Haffner, op. cit

While the workers thronged outside the

Reichstag, Ebert and Scheidemann were

inside eating their potato soup (at sepa-

rate tables—they hated each other). A
bunch of workers came in and demanded

that Scheidemann come out and speak.

He was known as a good orator and

they' said, “look, you know Liebknecht

is already talking." And Scheidemann

thinks, “oh my god" and knows he’s got

to get out there real fast. So he goes out

and gives a stirring speech and ends with

“Long live the German republic!” Word

gets back to Ebert who turns livid with

rage and has to be physically restrained

from strangling Scheidemann for pro-

claiming the republic! Later that day,

Liebknecht proclaimed a “free socialist

republic"; but Ebert had other ideas.

Ebert's goal throughout was to stifle

the revolution. Once Prince Max asked

Ebert, “well if I get the Kaiser to abdi-

cate can you stop the revolution?” and
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had not been consulted about this action

and knew absolutely nothing about it.

Only later when Liebknecht wandered

back into the office of Rote Fahne did

Rosa Luxemburg find out what he had

done. She was not pleased. And they

were stuck in a bad situation.

The next day there was -again a mas-

sive turnout—workers in the street

—

armed! The revolutionary committee sent

delegates over to negotiate with the Peo-

ple’s Naval Division who basically said,

“No way. We’re staying neutral." The
Berlin garrison said “No way.” Without

the People’s Naval Division in particular

there was no decisive armed force for the

insurrection. Meanwhile all these workers

were sitting out there patiently waiting

for someone to tell them what to do. And
the leaders did nothing. Then it got cold

and it started to rain and the workers

went home. That was it.

A couple of individual detachments

went off and occupied some of the

newspaper buildings, including Vorwarts.

But they were isolated and there was

no organization, no command, no direc-

tion. In contrast, just think back to how'

the Bolsheviks organized the October

continued on page 15

in troops to smash the working-class

districts of Berlin and suppress the revo-

lution. Anybody carrying arms was to be

shot. They brought in ten divisions from

the front but as soon as the troops got to

Berlin they deserted. It was near Christ-

mas and they didn’t want to fight any-

more. By the-qqd of it they had 800 men
left. A telegram from General Staff sums

it up:

“I see no way of protecting the govern-

ment with means so far employed. The
result of today's clash can become a

political catastrophe for the government."

What was “today’s clash”? In a partic-

ularly stupid maneuver, the Social Demo-

cratic commandant of Berlin, Otto Weis,

attacked the "People’s Naval Division."

These sailors were a thom in the side of

the SPD and the SPD decided to get rid

of them. Meanwhile the sailors hadn’t

been paid and there was a confrontation

over this. They weren’t so much revolu-

tionaries as they were angry— it’s not

good not to pay sailors at Christmas.

Ebert ordered the remnants of one com-

mand to attack the People’s Naval Divi-

sion. It turned out to be a fiasco. Not

only did they fail in the assault but the

Berlin workers streamed in and frater-

nized with the troops while also helping

the sailors defend their position.

By the end of December Ebert had

very little to go on in terms of what he

would call “reliable men." The regular

army had been shattered. The officer

corps was incensed by these soldiers

councils, the loss of insignias, etc., so

here you had a potent base of counter-

revolution to engage. Ebert sent off

Gustav Noske (“someone must be the

bloodhound") to organize counterrevo-

lutionary detachments known as the

Freikorps. Ebert was desperately trying

to get a hold of the situation and in the

end provoked what has come to be

International regiment of the Red Army, including former German prisoners

of war, marches with banner emblazoned with Liebknecht’s picture and slogan,

“Long Live the Third International.”

Ebert said, “yes, I hate it like sin." So

the working class of Germany was still

overwhelmingly loyal to the SPD and

thought that now that the SPD was in the

government that they had created a

socialist revolution. Meanwhile Ebert

& Co. were organizing a counterrevo-

lution against it.

Along with the soldiers councils that

were elected during the decomposition of

the German army, you also had soviets

—workers councils— that were formed

across Germany. The Revolutionary Shop

Stewards occupied the Reichstag on the

evening of the 9th and issued a call for

a mass meeting at the Busch Circus in

Berlin to announce elections to be held

the next day for a workers and soldiers

council. Immediately upon hearing this

Ebert kicked his organizers in the ass and

got them out to the plants to make sure

that the elected delegates would be his

Social Democrats. The shop stewards

recognized they had lost anch noted that

even some trade-union officials who had

been kicked out of the plants by the

workers for trying to break the strike on

the 9th were elected as delegates! The

SPD got at least half of the working-

class delegates plus they had overwhelm-

ing support among the soldiers.

Here you had a soviet which was dom-

inated by a party which was intent on

disbanding the soviets, although the

soviets didn’t know that yet. Ebert’s goal

was to try and derail the revolution as

much as possible while appearing to be

on the side of the workers. He put for-

ward a call for a constituent national

assembly, basically a bourgeois parlia-

ment to assume power. The Berlin coun-

cil acquiesced to that and also to giving

up its own sovereignty once the assembly

came into being.

Social Democracy Spearheads
Counterrevolution

Now we move into the period of

the counterrevolution. Ebert had made a

secret deal with General Groner to bring

Revolutionary
committee of

sailors declares:

“Long Live

the Socialist

Republic.”

Der Spiegel

Social Democratic leader

Ebert reviews counter-
revolutionary shock troops.

SPD newspaper, Vorwarts

(top), calls for “Offensive

Against Spartakus.” Right-

wing placard demands
murder of Karl Liebknecht.

known as the “Spartacus Uprising."

After the attack on the People’s Naval

Division, the USPD (Independent Social-

ist Party) quit the government. (They had

three ministers and the SPD had three.)

Another USPDer, Emil Eichhorn, had

become the de facto chief of police in

Berlin and he did some good things,

including giving arms to USPDers. This

did not endear him to Ebert who wanted

to get rid of Eichhom particularly now
that the USPD had left the government.

The SPD’s Vorwarts launched an attack

on him and the Prussian interior minister

demanded Eichhorn’s resignation. Eich-

hom refused and said he owed his

responsibilities and his position only to

the workers council. It was a stand-off.

Meanwhile the Communist Party

(KPD) had been founded around New
Year's of 1919. Luxemburg had finally

been freed from Breslau prison by the

revolution of November 9. The Sparta-

cists had been trying to get the USPD to

hold a national conference so they could

have a decisive fight within the organi-

zation and attempt to split away some of

it. When the USPD leadership refused,

they said. “OK that’s it," and the KPD
was launched.

Liebknecht went off to a meeting with

the Revolutionary Shop Stewards and

some of the left of the USPD. They

realized that this provocation of dismiss-

ing Eichhorn was a big deal. They called

for a protest demo on January 5. Nobody
realized the massive response they were

going Jo get. Berlin workers came out in

hundreds of thousands. I think Lieb-

knecht and others got carried away. They

formed a revolutionary committee and

decided to call for the overthrow of the

government. The KPD central committee

Bonn ®*r»« i(tc Tlrtwll nn» t»rol hob»nr
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Bush...
(continued from page 1)

killed along with tens of thousands of

American soldiers, many of them black

and Hispanic youth who joined the armed

forces to escape the hellish conditions of

this country’s ghettos and barrios.

To whip up war hysteria the White

House propaganda machine is churning

out atrocity stories about the Iraqis. Bush

and his Secretary of State James Baker

charged that American hostages are being

starved in the U.S. embassy in Kuwait

and talked of small children being shot

on their way to the hospital by Iraqi

soldiers. They even claimed that Iraqi

soldiers are using lions, tigers and bears

from the Kuwait Zoo for target practice!

But instead of a rally ’round the flag

effect, polls .show a level of antiwar

opposition that wasn’t reached until sev-

eral years into the Vietnam War. Already

soldiers' families are organizing against

war in the Near East and soldiers are

refusing to ship out.

While Bush was beating the drums for

war on the campaign trail in the U.S.,

American troops in Saudi Arabia greeted

Secretary of State Baker with demands
of "when are we going to get to go

home?" One soldier offered Baker some
“hot water" from his canteen and another

suggested that he should try eating the

inedible precooked Army rations for 30

days. Arguing that Washington should go

to war sooner rather than later a senior

Administration official said: “It’s tough

to keep an edge on your forces out there

as weeks go into months and they say,

'Why are we here?' Morale goes down"
(New York Times, 10 November).

In the confrontation between Iraq and

the bloody U.S. imperialist war criminals

the international working class has a

side: for the defense of Iraq and the

defeat of the United States and its allies.

Iraqi despot Saddam Hussein (not long

ago Washington’s ally) is indeed a

bloody butcher—of tens of thousands of

Iraqi Communists, militant workers and

Kurds. He must be brought down by the

Iraqi working masses and oppressed, not

High-Tech

War...
(continuedfrom page 1

)

lying down, and guess what—"Iraqi

troops have them."

And if American troops have to don

their chemical warfare suits in the desert

fighting, they will be felled by their own
sweat since the suits were designed for

the cooler climate of Central Europe.

Heat exhaustion from wearing the gear

“could cause as many casualties as the

direct effects of chemical attack" (Jane's

Defence Weekly, 29 September).

Former U.S. Air Force chief of staff

Michael Dugan boasted that air power
would make the difference— Iraq would
be brought to its knees by a massive

bombing campaign which would include

“downtown Baghdad," and then U.S.

ground forces could just "walk in." (He
got fired for his loose lips, but Bush
wants to keep Dugan on the payroll long

enough to raise his retirement pay.) It

now turn* out that American air raiders

might not have an easy time of it. Iraq's

inventory of radars and missiles includes

not only Soviet models but also some
very sophisticated West European ver-

sions, not to mention the 144 U.S. -made
Hawk anti-aircraft missiles captured in

Kuwait.

For instance, Iraq has more than 200
French Matra radar- and infrared-guided

air-to-air missiles, plus French/German
Roland and Italian Aspidc anti-aircraft

missile defenses. As one former Penta-

gon electronic warfare specialist cried,

"we probably know more about the capa-

bilities and vulnerabilities of most Soviet

weapons than we presently know about

those produced by our European allies.

Revolutionary
opposition

to imperialist

invasion.

Spartacist
contingent in

October 20 NYC
demonstration
calls to “Break

the Blockade of

Iraq" and for

labor/political

strikes against
the war.

the rapacious U.S. imperialists who are

seeking the devastation and subjugation

of the Arab peoples.

Baker told the troops that they were

defending the American “way of life"

against Iraqi “barbarism." In the USA
racist cops get their target practice gun-

ning down black people in the inner city

ghettos. While millions of homeless are

starving on the streets. Washington is

pumping billions in to pay off the giant

savings and loan rip-off: estimated total

cost, one trillion dollars, more than the

entire cost of World War II! And the

U.S. is now sliding into a recession

which even Wall Street economists pre-

dict could be the largest and most severe

since the Great Depression.

After more than a decade of union-

busting and slashing services, in which

the rich more than doubled their incomes

and the bottom 60 percent of the popula-

tion saw their earnings and living stan-

dards fall, the overwhelming majority of

Americans aren't going to buy the idea

that they should fight and die to defend

the profits of Big Oil, so that Washington

can lord it over the world. For labor/

political strikes against the war! Break

the blockade of Iraq! U.S. out of the

Near East!

Bipartisan Military Adventure

Even though this country is on the

verge of a major war, the Persian Gulf
was not an issue in the recent elec-

tions. Although the Democrats have a

majority in Congress, they are not even

insisting on the constitutional principle

that Congress, not the president, has the

right to declare war. While Bush was
blowing the bugle on the hustings, try-

ing to get the patriotic vote, the Demo-
crats were doing everything to duck the

issue. And with good reason, since so far

they have supported Bush every step of

the way, just as they negotiated the

budget bonanza for the rich at home. The
American people are so contemptuous of

the “Republicrats" that only a third of

those eligible to vote did so. And de-

spite the widespread anti-incumbent sen-

timent to "throw the bums out,” 96 per-

cent of incumbent Congressmen running

were re-elected. So much for American

"democracy"!

While supporting the military buildup

in the Persian Gulf, the Democrats are

also cynically trying to position them-

selves to head off popular opposition

to the war. The London Independent

(29 October) reported that 8 1 Democratic

Congressmen signed a petition declaring

"We are emphatically opposed to any

military action." This news wasn’t "fit to

print" in the American press nor was it

mentioned by Democrats during the

elections. Now Georgia Senator Sam
Nunn, the Democrats’ leading spokesman

on military affairs, is saying that Bush is

moving too fast in the Gulf and called

canceling leaves for U.S. troops a “mis-

take." The liberal and reformist organiz-

ers of the new "antiwar movement" are

already pushing the Democrats—the

party which A-bombed Hiroshima and

napalmed the Vietnamese—as the “peo-

ple’s" alternative to Bush's war drive.

We communists have another alterna-

tive— to organize the working people and

all the exploited and oppressed in this

country in class war against all of the

greedy misrulers. They have squandered

the wealth produced by generations of

And they will not be eager to tell us. lest

it hurt future weapons sales" (Aviation

Week, 15 October). Well, that’s capitalist

competition for you!

Perhaps the expensive "stealth” F- 117

fighters might slip through enemy de-

fenses unscathed, but given that the plane

couldn't hit the broad side of a bar-

racks in Panama, it probably won’t mat-

ter much. (A recent report that the sup-

posedly "invisible" plane was tracked by

the Saudis' French-made Thomson-CSF
radar suggests that the only “stealth” is

with the manufacturer who made off with

the government’s money.)

For a time there was a lot of brag-

ging that U.S. forces will “own the

night” because of their night vision gog-

gles (NVGs). The Pentagon has gotten

more humble after a series of crashes

forced them to curtail their night-flying

exercises.

Army officials are “shipping suitcases

of Saudi sand" back to the Night Vision

Lab at Fort Belvoir, Virginia, where

they’re “conducting ‘reflectivity tests’ to

see whether Saudi sand when viewed

through the goggles creates a sparkling

effect that disorients pilots and causes

them to send their helicopters careening

to the ground" (Newsweek, 22 October).

In fact, since the goggles amplify

existing light, Jane's Defence Weekly (13

October) writes that "an anti-collision

light on a radio mast 45 km away could

completely blind a helicopter pilot" wear-

ing NVGs. So maybe a string of cheap

lights, or some ordinary flares, could foil

the whole begoggled U.S. invasion?

But that old American “can-do" spirit

never gives up. The Army’s Natick Re-

search. Development and Engineering

Center in Massachusetts is. said to be

developing "a milk chocolate bar able to

withstand temperatures of up to 140

degrees without melting or softening"

( Washington Post, 18 October). If that

doesn't win the war quick, nothing will.

The reality is that this will be a ter-

ribly bloody war on both sides. A re-

cent U.S. War College study noted with

trepidation, “a cadre of genuinely compe-
tent professional officers exists within

the Iraqi military" (Pelletiere. Johnson,

Rosenberger, Iraqi Power and U.S . Secu-

rity' in the Middle East, 1990). Estimates

of U.S. casualties in a war with Iraq

range from 10,000 to 30,000 dead and
tens of thousands wounded. No doubt

nervous about this computer readout, the

Pentagon is now sending another 150,000

troops to bolster the quarter million al-

ready in the Gulf.

If they go from the phase of "phony
war" to what is known in Pentagon-speak
as “the ultimate option," a real, all-out

war, the U.S. can “prevail." There are

now two well-equipped modern armies
facing each other in the desert, with one
major difference. The Iraqis have no
means of resupply. If U.S. rulers are

willing to accept the loss of 1,000 tanks,

and perhaps tens of thousands of sol-

diers, while slaughtering hundreds of

thousands of Arab troops and civilians,

they can beat Saddam Hussein. Then
they will have won. ..Iraq.

But are they prepared to face millions

of Arabs seething with hatred for U.S.

imperialism, and quite likely a seething

cauldron of social unrest at home? This
prospect, even more than the problems of
their night goggles, is what is giving

General "Stormin’ Norman" Schwarzkopf
and his superiors nightmares.

Abbas/Gamma
Previous White House adventure in the desert: wreckage of bungled 1980 Delta
Force “rescue" mission lies in Iranian sands.
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workers whose sons and daughters are

now being mobilized to die in the Persian

Gulf so the U.S. can control the world’s

oil supplies. Triumphantly proclaiming

the "death of communism," the U.S.

rulers see the world as a "free market"

for their unbridled aggression and exploi-

tation. But as Lenin said "war is the

mother of revolution." And communism
is the last best hope for those who want

to put an end to this system of poverty,

immiserization, racism and war.

Shaky Alliance

With the exception of British prime

minister Margaret Thatcher, Bush's "al-

lies" are none too enthusiastic about

plunging into a war in the Near East to

fulfill the ambitions of the deranged

rulers of the declining American empire,

who are to reassert themselves as the

global policemen and bully their impe-

rialist rivals through control over world

oil supplies. And Washington’s most im-

portant Arab ally, Egyptian leader Hosni

Mubarak, is calling for more time for

the sanctions to work and has stated

his troops will not go into Iraq (only

Kuwait).

Bush's announcement that he was

doubling U.S. forces in the Gulf came on

the heels of Secretary of State Baker's

global tour to harden up the U.S.’ shaky

anti-Iraq “coalition" partners. France and

the Soviet Union were floating calls for

a “peaceful" solution. Baghdad was be-

coming. in the words of the London Inde-

pendent (24 October), “an international

convention centre for opposition politi-

cians," as everyone from former British

Tory prime minister Edward Heath to

former Social Democratic West German
chancellor Willy Brandt flew to Iraq to

negotiate the release of hostages.

So at a Moscow press conference,

Baker and his aides could barely contain

themselves when Soviet foreign minister

Eduard Shevardnadze said the use of

force “could not be ruled out. A situation

may arise which will call for such a

solution." The Kremlin bureaucrats have

endorsed the most massive imperialist

military mobilization since the Vietnam

War—which will put close to half a

million U.S. troops only 700 miles from

the borders of the Soviet Union! So

much for the ballyhoo over the “end

of the Cold War."

Gorbachev might be the imperialists'

most-favored Russian leader since Tsar

Nicholas II, but the Kremlin’s policy

of trying to “appease" imperialism has

only tightened the military noose en-

circling the USSR. As Secretary of

Defense Dick Cheney commented, every

time the Soviets capitulate he “moves

back the goalposts” and demands more.

Any hope of "peacefully coexisting" with

this crew of Cold Warriors is ludi-

crous. They won’t be satisfied until

they have completely reconquered the

land of the Russian Revolution for capi-

talist exploitation and plunder.

“A Thousand Casualties
a Day"?

The U.S. is out to achieve global con-

trol of oil supplies. ("You can be sure we
wouldn’t have a platoon on the Kuwaiti

frontier if the resource in the region was

guano.” quipped one Democratic ana-

lyst.) But even if the U.S. imperialists

win the war, they won’t achieve their

aim. There is oil in too many places on

the face of the earth outside of the U.S.

and the Near East. Moreover if Bush

takes Iraq, after murdering hundreds of

thousands of Iraqis and killing tens of

thousands of American soldiers, he could

reap a whirlwind of hostility, from the

Near East to the U.S. In Riyadh, senior

U.S. staff officials figure that they will

be shipping home a thousand corpses a

day as soon as war breaks out.

One U.S. Air Force officer comment-

ed: "A thousand casualties a day would

be too many for Americans, especially

since there would be women soldiers,

too. in the rubber bags. People would not

believe such a sacrifice was worthwhile"

(London Independent
, 29 October). Cer-

tainly women in the U.S. military must

wonder why their lives are on the line in

defense of the feudal dictatorships in

Saudi Arabia and Kuwait where women
have no rights. Recently 50 very wealthy

Saudi women, who seized the keys to

their Mercedes and BMWs from their

chauffeurs, were arrested for the "crime"

of driving their own cars!

But it isn't just women soldiers. The
Americans who arc going to fight and die

in a Persian Gulf war are people the U.S.

rulers have been waging war against on

the home front—blacks. Hispanics,

working people. Bush is trying to mobi-

lize a population for war which has had

no stomach for imperialist military ad-

ventures since the U.S. was defeated by

the heroic Vietnamese workers and peas-

ants. And according to the New York

Times (4 November), in an election-eve

poll, “77 percent of those surveyed

said they believed government is run by

a few big interests looking out for

themselves rather than for the benefit

a.
<

No "thumbs up"
for Baker.

Troops would
rather thumb a

ride home.

Halle...
(continued from page 3)

Release of Pohl and Langnitschke," the

PDS treasurers who were turned over to

the capitalist police by party chairman

Gregor Gysi. Several PDS members
surrounded our comrade, demanding that

he take down this sign. Refusing- to do

so, he asked them: “They want to dis-

solve you, how long will you wait before

defending yourselves?”

A PDS speaker at the rally, Bundestag

deputy Roswitha Stolfa, gave as the

answer to fascist attacks, “talking with

the young people who are inclined to

extremist thinking and actions.” It’s not

a matter of "left-wing extremism" and

"right-wing extremism," but of fascist

killers. What are Mozambican workers

supposed to say to the skinhead gangs

attacking their dormitories? Or the elder-

ly Jewish couple standing before grave-

stones defaced with swastikas?

What is common to the SPD and PDS
is fear of a genuine mobilization of

the working class conscious of its own
interests.

Present at the demonstration were

several hundred anarchistic Autonomen,

who share many anti-communist preju-

dices while they are also frequent targets

of fascist attacks. Their desperate answer

is street fights with the Nazi skinheads,

which usually end up in hopeless clashes

with the police. After the Halle demon-

stration broke up, two hundred youths

proceeded to Halle-Neustadt where they

were dispersed by the cops. The fascists

can’t be stopped by small group street

battles, but only by mobilizing the social

power of the working class.

In the days following the demonstra-

tion, skinheads in the Halle area gang-

raped a young woman, dragged a driver

from his car and brutally beat him, and

smashed the windows of a restaurant.

The next weekend hundreds of skinhead

Nazis converged on Leipzig, terrorizing

the city, attacking passers-by and culmi-

nating in a shoot-out with the police

which ended onty when one hooligan was

shot dead. Now police have launched an

"investigation” against the organizers of

the anti-Nazi protest, beginning with the

United Left spokesman who registered

the demonstration, reportedly over the

trashing of a notorious fascist gathering

place in Halle-Neustadt on the night of

November 2.

Our comrades of the Spartakist Work-
ers Party have issued an appeal to all

anti-fascists to join them in demanding

the immediate dropping of all charges

and proceedings against the organizers of

the November 2 protest demonstration

and march against Nazi/skinhead attacks

in Halle.

Fascist Kahane
Gets His...
(continuedfrom page 5)

cars?" "Yes," replied the would-be Jew-

ish Hitler. And fanatical killers like “Eli

the Wolf," the head of a Kach death

squad, were to be the core of Kahane 's

future SS. “Eli" was the former James

Mahon, who was an FBI provocateur

inside the antiwar movement in the U.S.

So Meir Kahane is dead, but Kahane-

ism is not. As Friedman observed in his

biography, Kahane’s call for expelling

the Arabs "unlocked wellsprings of

support in the Jewish state because ex-

pulsion had always occupied a central

—though never public—position in

mainstream Zionist thinking.” Kach was

banned from the Knesset in 1988 not for

its racism but because it was siphoning

votes away from the other right-wing

parties, who sought to carry out Kahane’s

program in a "parliamentary" way. The
program of terror aimed at driving Arabs

out of Palestine has been a cornerstone

of Zionism throughout, from the Deir

Yassin massacre of 1948 to the Al Aksa
massacre today.

Indeed, from the "Labor Zionists” of

David Ben-Gurion and Golda Meir to the

former pro-Nazi terrorist Shamir, the aim

of the Zionist state has always been to

make “Eretz Yisrael" an exclusively

"Jewish state" “cleansed" of the Arab

people who populated the country. The

differences have been over tactics and

tempo. In 1948, Ben-Gurion said explic-

itly, "I am for compulsory transfer. I

don’t see anything immoral in it." Today

the Shamir government, the most right-

wing government in Israel’s history,

seeks to provoke a regional war to carry

out the forcible expulsion of the Palestin-

ian population of the occupied West
Bank, in order to create Lebensraum for

the influx of Soviet Jews.

What awaits Soviet Jews when they

get to Israel is a military garrison state

whose survival depends on billions in

U.S. aid. The Israeli economy is so

bankrupt that a thousand Soviet women
immigrants, many of them with highly-

educated professional backgrounds, have

reportedly turned to prostitution since

they arrived in the “land of milk and

honey.” Unlike the handfuls of rabidly

Zionist Russian and American Jews who
moved to Israel in the 1970s and '80s.

the Soviet Jews emigrating now are

overwhelmingly secular and non-Zionist.

But as soon as they arrive they are pres-

sured into moving into the Occupied

Territories, to serve as cannon fodder for

the Zionist state’s expansionist project.

Zionism is a deathtrap for the Jewish

people.

of all the people. That was the highest

figure ever recorded in the quarter of a

century that various researchers have

been taking this measure of cynicism

toward government."

You don’t have to be a communist to

see that this is a government by the rich

and for the rich. What is desperately

needed is a revolutionary workers party

that says to the exploited and oppressed:

we produced the wealth of this country,

and we are going to take all of it because

it belongs to us. Then there will be the

basis for building a planned socialist

economy on an international scale which

will secure equality and abundance for

all. Then we can right the historical

crimes and pay off some of the debts

left over by our rulers, like some

tens of billions of dollars to the Viet-

namese and other peoples who paid such

a heavy price as targets of the U.S. war

machine.

And not just in Israel. The gro-

tesque justification by leading American

Zionist spokesmen for the Israeli mas-

sacre at Jerusalem’s Al Aksa mosque
fuels anti-Semitism in the U.S., by seek-

ing to identify all Jews with the Israeli

state’s terror. Now these same “main-

stream Jewish leaders," who once public-

ly spumed Kahane as a pariah (while

pushing plenty of dollars his way under

the table), show their solidarity with

Kahane by appearing at his funeral.

Washington’s attempt to forge an Arab

consensus in the Persian Gulf has the

Zionists running frantic that the U.S. will

eventually dump its Israeli client state.

The war-crazed Zionist rulers must be

swept away before they trigger a nuclear

Armageddon. But blowing away one or

another Zionist terrorist will not do it.

The Israeli state must be destroyed from

within, through joint class struggle by the

Hebrew-speaking and Palestinian Arab
workers. The combative and cosmopoli-

tan Palestinian people spread throughout

the Near East, in their statelessness, in

their striving for education, today occupy

a role somewhat analogous to the Jewish

people of East Europe at the turn of the

century, out of whose ranks came large

numbers of proletarian socialist cadres.

Under an internationalist leadership, the

Palestinian workers can be the vanguard

for socialist revolution which unlocks the

deadly stranglehold of Zionism and tran-

scends the dead end of Arab nationalism.

As Trotsky wrote in "For Grynszpan”:

“Not the lone avenger but only a great

revolutionary mass movement can free

the oppressed, a movement that will

leave no remnant of the entire structure

of class exploitation, national oppression,

and racial persecution." Defend the Pal-

estinian people— Israel out of the Occu-
pied Territories! For a socialist federation

ensuring the national rights of all peoples

of the Near East!
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Chicago Tribune Strike Was Betrayed

WV Photo

January 1986: 17,000 unionists came out to back strikers at Chicago
Tribune, union tops held them back, sank strike.

New York Daily News strikers fight-

ing hard to defend their unions are

being told by the union tops to trust in

the courts, labor boards and a consumer

boycott to win the strike. The AFL-CIO
brass have sunk millions in dues dol-

lars into pleading with big department

stores and retail chains to support the

workers by pulling their ads. Incredibly,

the labor bureaucrats cite the 1985-86

strike at the Chicago Tribune, owner of

the Daily News, as support for their

beg-on-your-knees policies.

Recently the president of Mailers

Union Local 2. one of the unions that

struck the Tribune, hailed as a "great

victory" an NLRB decision that said

strikers could get their jobs back. Sure.

as vacancies occur, and the company
can legally ignore the order. The bitter

truth is that the striking Trib unions

were routed and destroyed. Anyone
who says otherwise is lying, and

setting up the Daily News strikers for

a similar fate. But the bitter defeat

didn’t have to happen— the militancy

of the strikers and their allies in the

Chicago labor movement was thrown

away. The labor tops played by the

bosses' rules.

From Day One of the strike, the

Tribune mobilized scabs from around

the country to take the jobs of striking

Typographers, Web Pressmen and Mail-

ers (unlike in the News strike, the driv-

ers. members of the Teamsters union,

were scabbing.) Each night buses

brought the scabs into the Tribune's

so-called "Freedom Center," which was

ringed with gun-toting thugs accompa-

nied by attack dogs. Delivery trucks

went through the picket lines which had

more holes than Swiss cheese. Instead

of calling on Chicago labor to turn out

in force and shut down the scab paper.

union leaders called on consumers to

boycott the Tribune.

Six months into the strike, on 4 Janu-

ary 1986, the bureaucrats held a soli-

darity rally at "Freedom Center." But

instead of the tame talkfest they had

planned. 17,000 Trib-busters showed up

ready for action. With a 3,000-strong

IBEW contingent held back blocks

away, hundreds of strikers and support-

ers waged a fierce struggle to enforce

the picket lines. But union officials

worked in tandem with the cops to keep

the scab trucks rolling. The Typogra-

phers’ vice president even denounced

militants as company agents “trying to

start a riot." Union members were ready

to play hardball and win the strike,

what they needed was a leadership that

didn’t kowtow to capitalist property

"rights," and the "law and order" of the

profit system.

The January 4 mass picket terrified

the Chicago Federation of Labor bu-

reaucrats, and they made sure workers

didn't have another opportunity to use

their muscle. The consumer boycott

dragged on with no effect on Tribune

Company profits. The strike died a slow

death. In 1986 a handful of ITU mem-
bers crawled back to work, crossing the

picket lines of their brother unions.

Daily News strikers: don’t let the

union tops chalk up another disaster

Play hardball and win\

Unionists victimized by Daily News goons: From left, Eilene Dolan, Newspaper
Guild; Estela Vazquez, Local 1199 hospital workers organizer; Dan Seymour
and Don Roberts, drivers union.

Daily News ...

(continued from page 16)

out 5,000-plus to City Hall Park to

demand a contract and oppose Mayor
Dinkins’ threatened 1.5 percent pay cap

and layoffs.

While the union tops spouted hot air

from the platform. New York City’s

rulers took note of the sea of labor on

42nd Street. For a while Dinkins' “fi-

nancial advisers” were talking of up to

50.000 firings. Now this was scaled

down to a few hundred layoffs this year

plus cutting back through attrition. Yet

this is only postponing the showdown.
Financier Felix Rohatyn talks of a loom-

ing "social, political, and economic crisis

far more serious than the fiscal crisis of

the 1970s" (New York Review of Books,

8 November). Then, too, the Emergency
Financial Control Board complained that

a teachers contract was too costly,

and canceled it. Sound familiar? Today
“Felix the Fixer" wants to slash 18.000

city workers’ jobs per year, freeze wages
and put the EFCB back in the saddle.

And, of course, they’re intent on hiring

thousands more cops—adding more than

the entire police forces of Dallas. Balti-

more, Denver and San Francisco com-
bined!—to protect their property and

profits.

The tremendous response to the Daily

News strike shows a real appetite to

fight on the part of New York City

workers. More than 16,000 copies of

a Workers Vanguard strike supplement

were snapped up. and over 1,700 of the

current issue of WV have been sold on

picket lines and at labor rallies. Harlem
Hospital workers in AFSCME Local 420
eagerly grabbed copies of the WV supple-

ment. "Labor’s Gotta Play Hardball to

Win." That means facing the capitalist

state which brings out the cops to protect

any boss against any strike, and has in

its anti-labor arsenal the Taylor Law ban-

ning strikes by government employees.

Militant transit workers in the recent

labor demos carried signs declaring.

"Strike to Defend Jobs, Save Lives.

Smash the Taylor Law!!"

To win a solid union victory in the

life-and-death battle at the Daily News,
to squelch Wall Street’s plans to get

out of its bank crisis by bleeding city

workers, NYC labor must organize a city

workers strike that will bring this center

of world finance capital to a screeching

halt!

Scab “Ninjas" Get Hot
Welcome in the Big Apple

The desperate Daily News management
is currently giving out hundreds of thou-

sands of copies free, tossing bundles onto

street comers in poor neighborhoods.

hoping that the poor will sell them in-

stead of collecting nickels for bottle

returns. While screaming about “union

violence,” the scabherders have put a

paramilitary private army on the streets

to “protect” News hawkers and beat up

strike supporters. But bogus statistics,

freebies and strong-arm tactics haven’t

held up their circulation, which is ap-

proaching zero. Advertisers are abandon-

ing it in droves. Instead, on Sunday,

November 1 1 ,
one million copies of the

unions' strike paper, the Real News,

were handed out by members of a dozen

unions.

Tribune Company chairman Charles

Brumbach. dubbed the "heavyweight

champion of union-busting." has a long

string of broken strikes and smashed
unions behind him. The Daily News was

to be his crowning "achievement."

He pulled out the stops in a $30 mil-

lion campaign to try to destroy the press

unions once and for all. Strikebreakers

were brought up from the South, uni-

formed company goons were hired to

enforce distribution of the scab paper on
the streets. Caught out by the strength of

the unions’ opposition, the News is now
vilifying strikers as "terrorists" and

"mobsters." Pro-union columnist Robert
Reno ridicules News publisher Jim Hoge,
tfho "would have us believe that the

newspaper dealers of New York have

each been visited personally by John
Gotti carrying a bucket of cement as

his message” (Newsday, 7 November).
Striking News columnist Mike McAlary
quotes a striker’s wry remark:

'"The truth is that we like management
saying that we’re threatening news deal-

ers,’ a driver at the Brooklyn plant

confessed the other night. 'Because that

keeps us from having to actually threaten

any dealers'."—Real News (11 November)
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Daily News' army of hired strikebreakers patrols in Queens to
enforce distribution of scab paper. For workers defense guards
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The Scab by Jack London

“ After God had finished the rattlesnake, the toad, the

vampire. He had some awful substance left with which

He made a scab.

A scab is a two-legged animal with a cork-screw soul, a

water-logged brain, a combination backbone of jelly and

glue. Where others have hearts, he carries a tumor of

rotten principles.

When a scab comes down the street, men turn their backs

and angels weep in heaven, and the Devil shuts the gates

of Hell to keep him out.

No man has a right to scab so long as there is a pool of

water to drown his carcass in, or a rope long enough to

hang his body with. Judas Iscariot was a gentleman

compared with a scab. For betraying his master, he had

character enough to hang himself. A scab has not.”

The labor-haters at the New York Times

were sitting back and licking their chops

at the prospect of the News breaking the

Allied unions. They even got a sociolo-

gist to pronounce that New York isn't a

union town, there are no more union

towns. Boy, were they surprised. Stung

by the labor militancy, the Times (2 No-

vember) published an editorial. "Striking

Out at Public Order," lamenting that

strikers were not playing "within the

ground rules.” Right—when unions stop

playing by the bosses’ rules, strikes can

be won. The 43rd Street bosses are also

furious that "their” drivers are building

the picket lines; some drivers have been

disciplined already. And doing their bit

to plug the "union violence” line, Times

editors decided that a photo of a city

cop pulling a gun on strikers wasn’t “fit

to print," and killed it (see illustration

below).

The Daily News PR team, previously

employed as corporate spin doctors for

Three Mile Island, the Exxon Valdez,

Drexel Burnham junk bond dealers and

the racist and homophobic Dartmouth

Review, retail stories of “union terror in

the streets of New York.” But it is the

goons hired by the News from an outfit

called Special Response Corporation who
are threatening newsstand owners who
don’t want to carry the scab paper. In

Queens, these thugs patrol the streets,

looking for strikers. And in Manhattan,

a Local 1199 hospital union organizer.

Estela Vazquez, was among a group of

mostly women workers in Midtown who
were assaulted by the SRC thugs after

giving a homeless man $60 from their

pockets for the bundles of scab Daily

News he was selling. At an Allied press

conference held at the Newspaper Guild

strike headquarters Vazquez described

the attacks:

“In a symbolic display of solidarity with

the striking workers we went to the

comer and started tearing the Daily

News and placing them in the garbage
can. While we were doing that a van
almost drove onto the sidewalk, four men
dressed in black with paratrooper’s boots
came out, started swinging, pushing us

aside. 1 was hit in the back with a

walkie-talkie. They threatened that they

would break our arms."

But the strikers haven’t just been on

the receiving end. There are 25,000

news outlets for the Daily News, and at

key distribution points across the city

scab drivers have run into union flying

squads. At the Port Authority bus ter-

minal on November 9, 15 of the thugs

dressed in midnight blue jump suits with

berets and paratrooper boots and armed

with pipes, hammers and numchakus got

a taste of union power. The "ninjas," as

the strikers call them, were met by a

flying squad of 100 unionists who made
short work of them. No Daily News were

stocked in the Port Authority that day.

Five of the “ninjas” were arrested on

weapons and assault charges after 50 PA
cops waded in, causing a riot. Two strik-

ers were grabbed in the cops’ dragnet

— let them go!

Mayor Dinkins' NYPD brass have

assigned Organized Crime Control Bu-

reau cops to the picket lines, and the

"major cases squad" has been assigned

to investigate “strike violence." Already

there have been five dozen arrests of

strikers. This should give the lie to the

labor bureaucrats who invite the police

and prison guards into the unions. Cops

out of the labor movement! Drop the

charges against all strikers!

For Integrated Class Struggle!

Despite the campaign of terror by out-

of-state strikebreakers and the scores of

arrests by city cops, the strikers are solid.

Some members of the Newspaper Guild

crossed the picket lines, but a few of

them came back out. In addition to intim-

idation. the News bosses have mounted

a crude campaign to pit the striking

unions against the black, Hispanic and

Asian population of New York. This is

an out-and-out attempt to foment race

war. Publisher Hoge denounces “lily-

white craft unions,” while the News
runs spots on black radio and recruits

“replacement workers" among the des-

perately poor black and Hispanic popula-

tion of New York. The News bosses are

cynical racists: Brumbach dismissed the

News as “a local paper for immigrants"

(Newsday, 2 November).

But so far Hoge has run into a wall of

racial unity in defense of the strike. The
very first night, pressmen chanted “scab

flag" as they burned a Confederate flag

on the picket line at the Pacific Street,

Brooklyn plant. At a November 2 strike

rally on 42nd Street, scores of Indian.

Pakistani and Korean newspaper vendors

came in solidarity. (Jesse Jackson, the

bureaucrats' featured speaker at the rally,

crossed the picket lines to go inside for

a chat with Hoge and News management.
Jackson's talk show— where he obscene-

ly hosted Klansman David Duke— is

carried on the Tribune Company’s Chan-

nel 1 1 in New York.)

To divide the Guild’s ranks, News
management solicited membership lists

from the National Association of Black

Journalists (NABJ), the National Associ-

ation of Hispanic Journalists, and the

Asian American Journalists Association

WV Photo
Phelps Dodge, 1984

in order to recruit scabs. Only the NABJ
agreed. Their executive board, led by

New York Times reporter Tom Morgan,

offered to sell it for $400. (At the

NABJ’s last convention the keynote

speaker was none other than chairman of

the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Colin

Powell.)

A storm of protest erupted among
minority journalists. Newsday editor and

former NABJ president Les Payne called

"Morgan’s decision a singular act of per-

versity." Striking News reporter David

Hardy, who sued the News bosses for

their racist practices and won in 1987.

told the Guild Strike News (6 Novem-
ber): “They want to break the unions and

create a subclass of people there.... It’s

corporate greed and I've never seen

anything like it." Another striker, colum-

nist Juan Gonzalez, “pointed out that

(minority) workers have suffered per-

sonally from such management tactics.

‘The destruction of unions has affected

Latin, Afro-American and Asian workers

more”' (El DiariolLa Prensa, 2 Novem-
ber). Within a day. Morgan and the

NABJ executive board reversed them-

selves and refused to scabherd for Hoge.

Workers Vanguard has emphasized

repeatedly, in articles going back to last

spring, that it is crucial for the unions to

immediately demand special union-run

recruitment and training programs to

bring black. Hispanic and Asian workers

into the newspaper crafts. Make the

capitalists pay by demanding a shorter

workweek with no loss in pay, to create

jobs at the capitalists’ expense!

Meanwhile. Hoge & Co.’s recruiting

of scores of homeless men from the Bed-

ford Armory and Greenpoint shelters to

hawk the News in the streets provoked

cries of outrage. The Coalition for the

Homeless denounced this cynical ploy:

"This is the lowest form of exploitation

imaginable.... It is unconscionable to be

continued on page 14
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Not “fit to print” in the labor-hating New York Times. The Times killed this captioned photo of man identified as an

off-duty cop pointing gun at strikers outside Daily News' Brooklyn plant.
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Cops Gun Down Bronx Mother in Her Home

New York Times

Mrs. Mary Mitchell

Mary Mitchell, a black 41 -year-old

mother of three, was brutally gunned

down by New York police Saturday

night. November 3, in her apartment in

the Melrose section of the Bronx after

a family quarrel. Mrs. Mitchell suffered

from epilepsy, but the killer cops didn't

bother to find that out. The murder of a

black mother in her own home invoked

instant memories of the 1984 SWAT-cop
shotgun murder of Mrs. Eleanor Bum-
purs. a black Bronx grandmother whose

“crime” in racist America was to be

"behind in her rent."

After savagely pumping a .38 calibre

slug into Mary Mitchell's chest, ending

her life, the cops arrested and hand-

cuffed her 18-year-old daughter Tiffany

and two other relatives. As usual, the

victim was blamed. The first version had

Mrs. Mitchell brandishing a knife, then

it was changed to striking the cop

with a nightstick. Now they admit that

these are lies, that the diminutive 5-foot.

2-inch woman didn’t beat the strapping

6-foot killer cop with his own billy club.

But Mary Mitchell is dead.

"1 don’t care if the officer was white,

black, Chinese or Puerto Rican. He was
called to help. Not to murder." Mrs.

Mitchell’s grieving niece said (Newsday .

6 November). But the cops are not there

to help, they’re there to keep minority

populations down and prevent the work-

ing class from infringing on what the

bosses consider "their" property. That’s

what the NYPD and the rent-a-cops are

doing for the owners of the scab Daily

News against strikers who are fighting for

their livelihoods.

Faced with a "budget crisis.” black

Democratic mayor David Dinkins' re-

sponse was to order another 1 1 ,000

added on to the Police Department pay-

roll. while ordering harmful essential

service cuts and threatening massive

layoffs. New York City does not need

thousands more killer cops on the loose

to prey on labor, blacks and Latinos.

What is needed is massive mobilizations

of precisely labor, blacks and Latinos to

stop the killer cops, defend the Daily

News strikers, and bring down the

murderous, racist capitalist system!

New York municipal workers rally at City Hall, November 7. Organize a city

workers strike against Dinkins and Wall Street!

Daily News ...
(continued from page 13)

using the poorest of the poor as strike-

breakers.” As for the haughty patrician

Hoge. we suggest that the homeless

occupy his million-dollar Gramercy Park

apartment, which was featured in Vanity

Fair last year. And they should move
into the Helmsley on 42nd Street as well,

to displace the scabs being housed there

at $200 per night.

Labor Fakers and Their
Wall Street Masters

At the November 1 labor rally outside

the Daily News building there was plenty

of posturing from the podium. Transport

Workers Union (TWU) Local 100 head

Sonny Hall, well-known doormat for the

Transit Authority, blustered: "If we see

anybody selling the Daily News in the

subways, their ass belongs to us." But

transit workers who have been down to

the picket lines at the News plants sure

as hell haven’t seen Sonny Hall. And ask

the hundreds of fired provisional track

workers, and transit workers who work

in the deadly dangerous tunnels and

structures with no union protection.

But it wasn't just labor fakers up there.

Wall Street’s boy on the City Council.

Andrew Stein, was given a prominent

position on the platform. No wonder—
Central Labor Council (CLC) president

Thomas Van Arsdale, when asked to

support a milquetoast “Tax the Rich” city

workers rally on Wall Street, responded:

“Don’t attack the guys on Wall Street,

some of them are nice guys"! And proba-

bly even his golf partners. Former DC 37

chief Victor Gotbaum used to boast of

being Rohatyn’s tennis partner, while he

was pouring $3.8 billion of city workers’

pension funds into the Big MAC rat-

hole. This time around, the thousands of

layoffs they’re planning will be over-

whelmingly of black, Hispanic and other

minority workers.

In an article in the Village Voice (1

November) Jonathan Tasini recounts the

cold split in the CLC over the News

strike and the Dinkins assault on city

workers. Tasini quotes officials who
were furious when the strike began: "It’s

unbearable. The CLC can’t lead and

there are people who want to do some-

thing." Barry Lipton, Newspaper Guild

president, is quoted saying "The AFL-
CIO strategy ain’t doing shit." This is

hardly news to the News workers. For

eight months they worked without a

contract, frozen into a defensive posture

by the paralysis of the Allied union

bureaucrats. Even after the battle was

on. drivers head Mike Alvino admitted.

"I wasn’t prepared for war" (New York

Observer. 12 November).

But Tasini offers "progressive" union

bureaucrats like Dennis Rivera of Local

1 199 and Jan Pierce of the Communica-
tions Workers (CWA) as an alternative

to the business unionists like Van Ars-

dale and Cold Warriors like teachers

head Sandra Feldman. Control of a News
strike steering committee was apparently

given over to Rivera and Pierce: "We’re

going to start running the strike away
from the CLC." Pierce is quoted as say-

ing. But what both wings of the CLC
share is complete and total support to the

capitalist Democratic Party. Rivera and

Pierce are darlings of the Democratic

Socialists of America, to which Dinkins

also belongs! When Dinkins was elected

less than a year ago (with the support of

Wall Street and the New York Times ) he

said of the city workers: "They’ll take it

from me." And as long as workers and
minorities remain tied to the class

enemy, the trail of broken strikes and
racist cop terror will continue.

For within the confines of New York
City, and the capitalist system, there’s no
solution to the problems this city faces.

Municipal workers can’t even afford to

pay their astronomical rents (or own a

car!) on the money they make, but when

they demand more, the politicians and

bankers say there isn't any. And aside

from a few billion in their usual hidden

funds, there isn’t. This city is the linch-

pin of world capitalist finance and gener-

ates enormous amounts of income tax.

very little of which finds its way back to

NYC. America, with its declining econo-

my. is now paying for the world's most

expensive military establishment, and for

the past decade and a half, the capitalist

rulers have systematically starved Amer-

ica’s cities of funds. Koch got the banks

to roll over the huge municipal debt, but

now the whole financial system is in

deep shit and they're calling in the loans.

It’s a blind alley, and the only way out

is revolution that expropriates the entire

capitalist ruling class.

At the November 7 City Hall union

rally. AFSCME District Council presi-

dent Stanley Hill said that in the '70s.

“We lost close to 60.000 workers. We
put a guy in named David Dinkins. We
put him in office because we said he's

the guy that will not lay off people. Now
what has happened is that I’ve had a

nightmare." Hill’s nightmare is that his

ranks will rise up and blame him. along

with Van Arsdale, Rivera and Feldman
and all the "labor lieutenants of capital"

for chaining them to the Democratic
Party of war and racism. Today, even the

most basic defense of workers’ organiza-

tions. of workers’ livelihood, demands
challenging capitalist property rights. For

that you need a workers party committed

to waging the class struggle to victory

for all the oppressed. That is what the

Spartacist League is fighting to build.

• Shut down the Daily News with mass
pickets! Longshoremen on the Newark
docks must "hot-cargo” the rolls of

newsprint from Canada! Occupy the

printing plants— let the Tribune Com-
pany try to publish when the strikers are

on the inside holding their presses and
real estate. For workers defense guards

to sweep the “ninja" and brownshirt

scabherders off the streets!

• Extend the News strike—Take back
the givebacks at the Post and open up a

fight for jobs with a citywide news-
paper strike. For an elected citywide

strike committee. Turn the Real News
into a mass circulation, daily strike paper

for the working people of New York. If

the Trib bosses threaten to close the

News, hold their precious private prop-

erty hostage.

• City workers—Organize a city work-

ers strike, including transit and the

schools, that will smash the no-strike

Taylor Law for good! Hands off the

teachers contract! For an immediate

10 perceat pay hike with full COLA for

everyone! Cancel the debt—screw the

banks!

• Break with the Democrats! For a

class-struggle workers party that will

fight for a workers government!
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New Readers...
(continued from page 7)

worked in previous years, while New
York expanded its traditional sub arenas

by adding door-to-door work in a main-
ly Caribbean black neighborhood in

Brooklyn,

WV teams also met with a good re-

sponse in the heat of labor struggle,

selling hundreds of papers to striking

teachers in New Orleans, workers on
strike against Ideal Electric in Ohio, and
shipyard workers preparing to strike in

Norfolk, Virginia.

Another targeted audience was transit

workers, with Chicago and New York
leading the way. Importantly, of New
York’s 101-1/2 points in transit, 73
points are renewals. Single-issue sales of

WV to trade unionists saw a sharp rise

from coast to coast. The Chicago local

once again did an excellent job in WV
renewal subs (215 points) and did well

off literature tables in a black neighbor-

hood where WV is sold regularly. The
Cleveland branch got over half of its

quota in resubscriptions.

West Coast

The West Coast comrades who toured

the normally lucrative Pacific Northwest

campuses found the whole area quite

conservative. But at Eugene, Oregon,
two enterprising comrades sold 154

points although the campus seemed
pretty quiescent; one student even
complained, "mostly just pro-trees and
anti-vivisectionists up here." Nonetheless

Women & Revolution was a hit at Eugene,
tapping into the hot issue of abortion

rights. An attractive press display the

comrades put up helped:

"The kiosk was a major attention-getier.

It saved us a lot of energy letting the

kiosk do some of the selling for us. We
applied something we learned from the

Mexico City comrades. They let people
really look over and study their literature

displays for a long while. It was common
for people to study the kiosk for 5-10
minutes, even complaining about wanting
to finish an article that had been cut off

for the display."

At UC Berkeley, the center of West
Coast student protests against U.S. war
moves, comrades sold 132 points.

New and long-term subscribers to WV
represent our party’s lifeline to the work-
ing class, youth and the oppressed. It

takes a lot of hard work and some very

special talents. Here we must pay special

tribute to comrade Emma from New
York, the individual winner for the past

two years, who sold an astounding 257
points—certainly a new standard in our

comradely competition. Honorable men-
tion goes to comrade Hursey (Oakland),

who rang in at 131 points.

A “Collective Organizer” of
Our Intervention

The role of the communist press is to

be the collective organizer of the party

as well as its best propagandist and agita-

tor. In this respect comrades in the field

found two recent WV articles particularly

useful: “Blacks Don’t Buy Bush’s War"
(WV No. 509, 7 September) and the po-

lemical "Desperately Seeking Imperialist

Doves" (WV No. 510, 21 September).

New York mobilized heavily for the

September 1 3 Cooper Union rally headed
by Vietnam-era bourgeois defeatist Ram-
sey Clark. Inside the hall, the Workers
World/PAM types allowed no floor dis-

cussion. but many among the overflow

crowd outside were intrigued by our

giant placard proclaiming "Break Block-

ade of Iraq," provoking many discussions

and helping us sell our press. While the

rare bourgeois “doves" and scads of

fake-leftists in “dove" clothing droned on
about Iraq’s violation of Kuwaiti "sover-

eignty" and urged the U.S. rulers to find

a more “peaceful" way

—

like hiding

behind the fig leaf of UN "peacekeep-

ers”— to grab the Near East’s oil re-

sources for themselves, we sold 325
newspapers. Our intervention into events

around the country generated new readers

and contacts and swelled participation

in SL contingents at the October 20
protests. At these demonstrations na-

tionwide. comrades and friends of the

party sold 1,848 pieces of literature; the

day before, 295 papers and pamphlets
were sold to Haitian demonstrators in

Washington.

People who are now reading WV for

the first time will find that we are not

like other left groups you may have
encountered. We seek to be clear and
forthright about our communist views,

while others seek to blur their differences

and blend into the purported liberal

“mainstream." At planning meetings for

activities against the Persian Gulf war.

you will find us arguing openly for

"Break the Blockade of Iraq— Defeat

U.S. Imperialism" while the rest of the

organizations prate about "unity" while

stabbing each other in the back as they

jockey for seats on the steering commit-
tee. We are proud of our history and
record, whereas others hope to bury the

memory of the now-embarrassing oppor-
tunism of the past: their cheerleading for

the “Iranian revolution” led by ayatollah

Khomeini; their championship of Polish

SolidarnoSc, the "free trade union" be-

loved by Reagan, the Pope and Western
bankers; their support for the con artists

who put forward "consumer boycotts" as

the alternative to "old-fashioned" (and

generally illegal, but effective) union

tactics like mass picketing and solidarity

strikes.

For these opportunists, support for the

Nicaraguan Revolution meant raising

only the timidest of criticisms while

loudly enthusing over the Sandinistas’

"mixed economy’’/“political pluralism"

efforts to straddle the class line—policies

which meant disorienting, demoralizing

and impoverishing the working masses
to conciliate the “patriotic” capitalists

(and in the vain hope of placating the

U.S.). Only now, after the Sandinistas’

electoral disaster under the unremitting

economic/military pressure of U.S. impe-

rialism, do these American “leftist" cyn-
ics “discover” there was a need to break
the power of the capitalists; one group is

even publishing articles on how "Sandi-

nistas Didn't Learn Historical Lessons of
the Russian Revolution"! There’s a good
reason why these groups don’t push back
issues of their publications! In contrast,

we publish a subject index to WV every

year and sell back issues and bound
volumes of our press.

Our party now faces the challenge of
winning new recruits from among these

layers we intersected in the sub drive.

We urge young people to learn more
about the Spartacist League, our political

work past and present, about history and

Marxism as the means for understanding

the world in order to change it.

An Introduction to Marxism
The conflict of interests between de-

fined groups of people over the social

surplus produced in the course of human
labor is called the class struggle and it

remains the driving force of history down
to the present moment. In the course of
that struggle, successive ruling classes

corresponding to economic development
have replaced one another, usually quite

violently.

Marx and Engels pointed out that one
of capitalism’s advantages over previ-

ous social systems is that (by turning

labor into a commodity) it conceals the

basic division of society into competing
classes under a shroud of impersonated
and allegedly objective forms: the job
market, the corporation owned by inves-

tors, the banks. In feudal society, by way
of contrast, the serf knew he would work
all his life for the lord in his manor
house (nor was the American slave in

any doubt about who his master was and
that he was his enemy).

Capitalism has produced some fine

things including a world economy, the

possibilities for mass literacy, the indus-

trial revolution, an explosion of science

and technology, etc. It now stands, like

chattel slavery did before it. as a mon-
strous fetter on further human develop-

ment. and in its decay generates a litany

of evils from the poverty of the so-called

"Third World" to the rise in racism,

crime and social pathology here at home.
But another huge explosion of productive

human endeavor will result if the work-
ing class supplants the capitalist bour-

geoisie as the rulers of society. What
prevents this outcome at present is not

merely the willingness of the ruling class

to shed rivers of blood to prevent such a

thing, but above all the absence of tested

and authoritative international revolution-

ary leadership.

This whole way of seeing the world-is

profoundly "un-American." Surely no-

where else in the world do people believe

that “there are no classes" or that moral
questions guide matters of public policy.

Germany
1918 -19 ...
(continuedfrom page 9)

Revolution and this is almost a parody
of an insurrection. It flowed from the

flawed consciousness of the German lefts

and the KPD. They thought revolution

would spring from the masses and they

would worry about organization later. It

was a fatal defect. The Freikorps was

moved in under the bloodhound Noske
and proceeded to brutally finish off each

isolated pocket of militancy, even as they

tried to surrender. Rosa Luxemburg and
Karl Liebknecht were captured and mur-
dered. Rosa’s corpse was thrown in the

Landwehr canal.

For a Leninist Vanguard Party!

The German proletariat was not totally

defeated. Workers reacted to the obvious
betrayal of the Social Democracy and
joined the fledgling KPD in droves. The

willy Homer
January 1919: Spartacists man the barricades in Berlin. After seizing office
of SPD newspaper, revolutionaries made sandbags out of Social Democrats’
yellow press.

An illiterate tea-picker on an Indian

plantation knows full well that the life-

and-death questions of his existence are

not susceptible to resolution by his vot-

ing in some free election but are decided

by tiny groups of people in New Delhi

or Tokyo. In most countries people

would laugh out loud at the idea that

what you read in the daily paper is true.

American kids newly exposed to the idea

of “socialism" might ponder the fact that

the vast majority of people on this planet

would probably say they are for it.

An Invitation from the
Spartacus Youth Clubs

Students interested in socialist ideas

should consider taking initiative to pur-

sue the questions raised in the pages of
WV. Join together with others at your
school in a study group—we would like

to work with you in preparing discus-

sions and reading materials and can
perhaps arrange a visit by an SL comrade
to speak to your group. If you support
students being exposed to the distinctive,

uncompromisingly Marxist views of the

Spartacists. show the press around to

people you know, or arrange to receive
additional copies for study groups or
sales. Pick up the phone or the pen to

call or write us.

Thinly spread across the North Ameri-
can continent, there are about a dozen
branches of the SL, Trotskyist League of
Canada and Grupo Espartaquista de
Mexico conducting active political work
you can become involved in, from dem-
onstrations and educational events to

defense cases and strike support. For
example, during the current strike at the

New York Daily News, Spartacist sup-

porters distributed 16,000 copies of our
strike supplement in the course of a
week, then sold 931 copies of the last

issue of WV at one support rally held on
November 1 . The Spartacus Youth Clubs
are looking for students and young work-
ers who like what we have to say and
want to pursue their political education

through involvement with our work.

We’re building a revolutionary party

to intervene in the explosive political

battles ahead: find out why an authentic

socialist program is the way forward out

of the poverty, racism and war that are

the only future that capitalism holds out

for the young people of today. The social

misery we see all around us cries out for

a solution, and you can be part of it.

KPD became a mass party and in 1923
proletarian revolution was again on the

order of the day. but this time a resolute

leadership was not in place to lead it.

Schorske raises a very interesting ques-

tion, contrasting the situation in Germany
and in Russia:

“Why was there no theory like Lenin’s in

the German left? The presence of a high-
er degree of civil liberties in Germany
doubtless operated against the rise of
those concepts of revolutionary organiza-
tion which are produced by a conspirato-
rial existence. More important was the

fact that the party organization, while
more highly perfected in Germany than
elsewhere, was more consistently em-
ployed to thwart the development of
revolutionary radicalism. The political

content of the German organization made
the party's revolutionaries suspect it as

a kind of counter-revolutionary instru-

ment which the revolution would have
profoundly to alter— in unspecified ways.
The left radicals believed as a matter
of faith that the masses, once in mo-
tion. would find the proper forms of
organization."

— Carl E. Schorske. German
Social Democracy. 1905-1917
(1955)

Schorske is wrong to reduce it to simply
a matter of conspiratorial existence.

Lenin had a political program and he
forged an organization to carry it out.

Unfortunately the tragedy of the German
Revolution is that you didn’t have that

organization. As Leon Trotsky wrote

in The Lessons of October: “Without a

party, apart from a party, over the head
of a party, or with a substitute for a

party, the proletarian revolution cannot
conquer."
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Scab News Too Hot to Handle

NYC Labor Shows Its Muscle,

Now Use It!

Organize a City Workers Strike

Against Dinkins and Wall Street

NOVEMBER 12—As the strike against

the New York Daily News by 2,500

workers in nine Allied Printing Trades

Council unions enters its third week, the

union-busting bosses are in trouble. New
Yorkers laugh at the claims of spokes-

scab Lisa Robinson that the union-busters

at the News are distributing a million

copies of their scabloid. Newsstand own-

ers refuse to carry it, the strike remains

solid, and support for the strikers at

"New York's hometown paper" who are

being gang-banged by out-of-town own-

ers is enormous. Practically the only

paper the scab News is competing with

is the Street News, a yuppie-owned rag

which exploits the homeless who hawk
it on subways.

“Not since Ronald Reagan fired strik-

ing air traffic controllers in 1981. which

put unions on the defensive for the rest

of the decade, have the stakes seemed so

high in a labor struggle." wrote Time (12

November). This battle has been a long

time coming. The professional union-

busters of the Chicago-based Tribune Co.

declared war on the Daily News unions,

and they got war. So far the strikers

are winning. But not because of the

AFL-CIO bureaucrats’ impotent consum-

er boycott, the union tops’ $2 million

campaign to plead with the News' big

advertisers or support from phony
“friends of labor" in Albany and City

Hall.

In the absence of mass pickets to shut

down the printing plants in Brooklyn,

Kearney. New Jersey and Garden City.

Long Island, the strike is being wan on

the streets ofNew York, by the courageous

efforts offlying squads of drivers, press-

men and their allies. For once labor is

playing some hardball. And the hugely

popular battle of the News workers has

drawn outpourings of support from con-

struction. hotel and hospital workers,

and sparked rallies by thousands of city

unionists facing layoffs and cutbacks

from the Democratic administration of

black mayor David Dinkins. The impact

is being felt across the country, with a

strike set against the San Francisco

Examiner and Chronicle and the San Jose

Mercury News.

When the Central Labor Council fi-

nally called a rally at the Daily News
building on 42nd Street on November 1,

over a week into the strike, 15,000 con-

struction workers, city workers and

others rallied with pressmen, drivers and

the Guild. A roar went up when an effigy

of Lisa Robinson was burned, and work-

ers got a few licks in on a hapless scab

who tried to slither into the News build-

ing from the Helmsley Hotel. The day

before, 500 Local 1 199 hospital workers

came to the Daily News picket line. And
on the 2nd. another several thousand

unionists rallied on 42nd Street. The
following week, AFSCME District Coun-
cil 37 and Teamsters Local 237 brought

continued on page 12

Combative Daily News strike has energized the labor movement. NYC union
rally of 15,000 in defense of their striking class brothers at the News building
on 42nd St., November 1.

Bay Area Press Unions: Strike
SAN FRANCISCO—As we go to press,

workers at the three largest daily news-
papers in the Bay Area are fed up with

the management drive to impose take-

back contracts and are gearing up for a

fight. Unions representing 4,500 workers

at the San Francisco Chronicle, the San
Francisco Examiner, and the San Jose

Mercury News have set a strike deadline

for November 16. Last week, at a rally

of over 300 workers in front of the

Chronicle and Examiner buildings in San
Francisco, more than 100 copies of

Workers Vanguard were snapped up as

workers saw the headlines: "All Out to

Defend Daily News Workers!" and "Class

War at Daily News." The strike against

the scab NYC News is being closely

followed by Bay Area unionists.

Most of the ten newspaper unions

representing drivers, pressmen, typogra-

phers, janitors and writers have been

working without a contract since Febru-

ary. The Conference of Newspaper Un-
ions says that they face “an onslaught of

management demands to give up working

conditions and rights we have had for

decades." Members of the mailers union.

Teamsters Local 15, told WV they’ve

worked with no contract and no raise for

five years, adding "This all started when
Reagan busted PATCO." But it can be

stopped here. A union fact sheet reveals

that the Knight-Ridder chain, owner of

the Mercury News, reported $95 million

in profits in the second quarter of 1990,

while the jointly produced Chronicle and
Examiner are also raking in the dough.

In the East Bay, the financially crum-

bling Oakland Tribune just announced

20 percent wage and benefit cuts for its

600 workers whose contracts expire on

December 30—this is on top of the

paper’s elimination of 100 jobs last June!

What’s needed is one strong industry-

wide union, including the Trib, to fight

the Hcarsts. Thierot-De Youngs (owners

of the Chronicle) and the rest. A strike

now during the holiday season when
newspapers are especially vulnerable to

losing advertising revenue would hit

the press owners where it hurts, as the

increasingly desperate union-busters at

the Daily News are learning.

At the November 9 rally, SF Central

Labor Council head Walter Johnson
made all kinds of "solidarity forever"

promises in the event of a strike, includ-

ing longshoremen refusing to unload
paper destined for Chronicle/Examiner

to Win!
pressrooms. Sounds good, but where has

his spouting off gotten the Greyhound
strikers? Bay Area unionists remember
that eight months earlier, at another

labor rally to honor Robert Waterhouse,
a striking driver killed by a scab bus,

Johnson and ILWU president Jimmy Her-

man’s "solidarity" consisted in pulling

back pickets who had rushed to stop a

scab bus.

The Greyhound strike needed the mus-
cle of all labor— in the Bay Area. Team-
sters, longshore, city workers. Muni and
AC Transit—on mass, rock solid picket

lines! The newspaper bosses say that if

there’s a strike they’ll publish anyhow.
This means showdown. The unions can

and must build picket lines that no one
can cross to shut it down tight, from the

loading docks to the composing room!
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The Impending Catastrophe and How to Combat It

Soviet economy in shambles:
Troops harvest vegetables
to avert famine.

Reuters

USSR torn by separatists:

Soviet troops confront
Moldavian nationalists.

Winter of Decision
For a Trotskyist Party

Spartacisl

Leningrad, 7 November 1990, anniversary of the Russian Revolution. The red
banner of Trotskyism is raised in Palace Square.

MOSCOW/LENINGRAD—The rifle

shots in front of Soviet leader Mikhail

Gorbachev during the November 7 cele-

bration in Moscow’s Red Square symbol-

ized the explosive situation confronting

the Soviet Union today. Around the

country. Revolution Day became a ba-

rometer of the deep political polarization

throughout Soviet society. Tens of thou-

sands of Soviet citizens turned out to

defy openly counterrevolutionary mobili-

zations and honor the 73rd anniversary

of the Bolshevik Revolution. Were it not

for the insistence of the Red Army lead-

ership. it is very likely that there would
have been no commemoration of the

Revolution this year at all. Decades
of Stalinist bureaucratic misrule have

brought the Soviet Union to a flash point.

The very existence of the homeland of

the October Revolution is at stake.

The dramatic crumbling of the Stalin-

ist bureaucracy under Gorbachev has

brought with it a rapidly escalating dan-

ger of capitalist counterrevolution and
national disintegration. The economy is

in a shambles, as the bureaucratic plan-

ning mechanism is ripped away with

nothing to replace it. Store shelves in the

industrial centers and major cities are

absolutely empty. The chaos of the mar-
ket has led to widespread speculation,

hoarding, breakdown of the transport

system and a virtual grain strike. Despite

the biggest harvest in years, talk of im-

pending winter famine abounds and sol-

diers have been sent into the fields to dig

potatoes. One old-age pensioner mocked
the leadership by parading through Red

Square with a scrawny, dead chicken

held aloft. Stringent rationing has been
introduced, the likes of which have not

been seen since World War II.

The city councils of Moscow and
Leningrad are dominated by forces which
openly proclaim their aim of restoring

capitalism, while the demagogic head of

the Russian republic. Boris Yeltsin, pro-

vocatively challenges the authority of the

Kremlin. Yeltsin insists on carrying out

a 500-day “shock treatment" aimed at the

full restoration of a capitalist market

economy, an aim shared by Gorbachev,

who differs only on the timetable. Gor-

bachev has now acquiesced to demands
to set up a new Federal Council and

dumped Prime Minister Ryzhkov for

dragging his feet in the forced march
toward the market. In turn. Gorbachev
has effectively been granted the right (if

not the power) to rule by emergency
decree.

Five years of Gorbachev’s market-

oriented perestroika (restructuring) have

produced bureaucratized anarchy and
fueled nationalist and communalist fratri-

cide. Practically every constituent re-

public. autonomous region and national

group has declared itself "sovereign and

independent." Communalist bloodletting

has spread from the Caucasus to the

Turkic-speaking region of Central Asia

and now to Moldavia.

But for the first time in six decades,

the revolutionary internationalist program
of Lenin and Trotsky’s Bolsheviks has

again been publicly raised in the Soviet

Union. On November 7. the red banner

with the hammer and sickle and "4" of

Trotsky’s Fourth International was un-

furled in Leningrad’s Palace Square,

scene of the storming of the Winter

Palace which signified the final conquest

of workers power in 1917. In Moscow
and Leningrad, demonstrators snapped

up nearly 1 .400 copies of the Russian-

language Spartacisl Bulletin No. 1 (the

introduction to which is reprinted in the

new English-language Spartacisl No. 45-

46. Winter 1990-91). Thousands more
copies of the Spartacisl Bulletin, as well

as other Russian-language literature of
the International Communist League, are

now circulating in the Soviet Union.

In Leningrad, comrades of the ICL—
working with a group of young militants

who consider themselves Trotskyists, are

studying Trotsky’s works and considering

the programs of ostensible Trotskyist

currents internationally—constituted a

contingent in the Leningrad Revolution

Day march. They distributed a leaflet

(reprinted on page 1 1 ). which concluded

with the call "For an all-Union Trotskyist

party !" to the "Red columns" that includ-

ed Communist Party members and Red
Army soldiers. They marched and ral-

lied with placards signed "Spartacisl/

International Communist League (Fourth

Internationalist)." Their slogans pointed

the way for a return to the road of Lenin
and Trotsky: "Hail the Celebration of the

October Revolution! Defend the Gains of

the October Revolution! Down With the

Restoration of Capitalism! For Power to

Soviets of the Working People!”

“Democratic" Forces of
Bloody Counterrevolution

Initially, the pro- Yeltsin city councils

of Moscow and Leningrad sought to

cancel and sabotage any demonstrations

on Revolution Day. During the weeks

continued on page 1 /
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Holiday Appeal for the

Class-War Prisoners
This holiday season Bush & Co., along

with their Democratic Party elves, have

many gifts to offer: from billions in

handouts to the S&L bandits, to the fed-

eral budget designed to line the pockets

of the rich while soaking the poor. For

the rest— more immiserization for work-

ers, blacks, Hispanics, the old and the

sick. For the class-war prisoners—those

men and women locked in this system’s

jails for opposition to class, racial and

social oppression—the holiday season

marks the end of another 365 days away

from their families and their comrades,

away from the living social struggles

which first brought down the state's

repressive fist upon them.

The imperialist oil grab in the Persian

Gulf threatens the world with a war that

promises the death of countless thou-

sands of poor and working people. Fear-

ing long overdue social explosions, the

government seeks to strengthen its appa-

ratus of repression. More cops, more jails

and more executions is the time-tested

answer of the bosses' government to

those who fight against war, racism,

union-busting and poverty. For those

imprisoned for standing up to the racist

status quo, the temperature in their prison

hells constantly grows hotter—Mumia
Abu-Jamal's appeals have been thrown

out; Geronimo ji Jaga (Pratt), Hugo
Pinell and the MOVE men are vindic-

tively transferred to desolate prison out-

posts far from family, friends and sup-

porters; and MOVE women at Muncy
prison are denied access to publications

including Workers Vanguard and Class-

Struggle Defense Notes.

This past year has seen an increased

interest in the question of political pris-

oners. Nelson Mandela’s release after 27

years focused worldwide attention on

imprisoned militants. Traveling with

Mandela across the U.S. last summer

For a Trotskyist Party

in the Soviet Union

Today, as Stalin’s heirs in the Kremlin sell

out to imperialism down the line, defense

of the gains of the October Revolution has

become more urgent than ever. The key is

forging a Trotskyist party to lead the workers

political revolution which alone can save

the Soviet slate and restore the Bolshevik

internationalist program of world socialist

TROTSKY revolution. During World War II American LENIN
Trotskyist merchant seamen sailing on the

Murmansk run braved Stalinist repression and German U-boats to distribute Trotsky's

"Letter to the Workers of the USSR," from which the following excerpt is taken.

Greetings to the Soviet workers, collective farmers, soldiers of the Red Army and

sailors of the Red Navy!...

The October Revolution was accomplished for the sake of the toilers and not for

the sake of new parasites. But due to the lag of the world revolution, due to the fatigue

and, to a large measure, the backwardness of the Russian workers and especially the

Russian peasants, there raised itself over the Soviet Republic and against its peoples

a new oppressive and parasitic caste, whose leader is Stalin. ..

If Soviet economic life had been conducted in the interests of the people; if the

bureaucracy had not devoured and vainly wasted the major portion of the national

income; if the bureaucracy had not trampled underfoot the vital interests of the

population, then the USSR would have been a great magnetic pole of attraction for

the toilers of the world and the inviolability of the Soviet Union would have been

assured. But the infamous oppressive regime of Stalin has deprived the USSR of its

attractive power....

The goal of the Fourth International is to extend the October Revolution to the whole
world and at the same time to regenerate the USSR by purging it of the parasitic

bureaucracy. This can be achieved only in one way: by the workers, peasants. Red
Army soldiers, and Red Navy sailors rising against the new caste of oppressors and
parasites. To prepare this uprising, a new party is needed—a bold and honest

revolutionary organization of the advanced workers. The Fourth International sets as

its task the building of such a party in the USSR

— Leon Trotsky. “Letter to the Workers of the USSR” (April 1940)
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Abolish the Racist Death Penalty!

Worldwide Campaign
to Save Mumia Abu-Jamal

p*7* *

Supreme Court Turns Down Jamal . .

Jamal Supporters fight "Terrorist" Smear

Holiday Appeal for Class-War Prisoners

were the hopes of millions that he would
speak out against American racism.

Those hopes were dashed—Mandela left

without uttering a public word on the

political prisoners or the desperate situa-

tion of blacks in the U.S.

But for many the PDC campaign to

save the life of death row political pris-

oner Mumia Abu-Jamal, as well as the

struggles of other class-war prisoners,

provided a focus of struggle against rac-

ist oppression here in the belly of the

beast. As Mandela spoke before tens of

thousands at New York's Yankee Stadi-

um and the Oakland Coliseum, PDC
banners in the stands proclaimed. "Save

Mumia Abu-Jamal." At the Coliseum

three banners by the International Cam-
paign to Free Geronimo Pratt called for

"Freedom for Geronimo" and all political

prisoners.

This is the fifth year of the PDC's
prisoner stipend program. We send

monthly stipends of $25 to 19 class-war

prisoners—not charity, but a concrete act

of solidarity from those outside with

those inside prison walls, in recognition

of their contributions to the struggles of

the oppressed. In doing this we carry on

the tradition of the early International

Labor Defense (ILD), whose founder

James P. Cannon wrote in 1927:

“The men in prison are still part of the

living class movement. The Christmas
Fund drive of the International Labor
Defense is a means of informing them
that the workers of America have not

forgotten their duty toward the men to

whom we are all linked by bonds of
solidarity."

Like the ILD before us. who raised extra

funds at Christmas for the imprisoned

worker-militants and their families, the

PDC calls on all our friends and support-

ers to again give generously to this

year’s Holiday Appeal.

These modest gifts and holiday mes-

sages of solidarity are a concrete remind-

er to these brothers and sisters that they

are not forgotten, and that we are dedi-

cated in every season to waging the fight

for a powerful movement of legal and

social defense in support of their battles

against the racist frame-up system. We
proudly stand with these 19 prisoners

—

send them your greetings and messages

to the addresses listed— their fight is our

fight:

Mumia Abu-Jamal (AM 8335, Draw-

er R. Huntingdon, PA 16652), death row

political prisoner. Former Black Panther

Party spokesman, prominent supporter of

the Philadelphia MOVE organization, and

president of the Philadelphia Chapter of

the Association of Black Journalists,

Jamal was framed in 1982 on charges

of killing a Philly cop. For information

on the PDC campaign to save Jamal,

see Class-Struggle Defense Notes No. 14,

November 1990.

Geronimo ji Jaga (Pratt) (B40319,

Dorm 4-C, Bed 207-L, P.O. Box 1902 B,

Tehachapi. CA 93581), former Los An-
geles Panther leader, has spent 20 years

behind bars, framed under the FBI's

notorious COINTELPRO. FBI dis-

appeared their wiretap logs which prove

Geronimo was 400 miles away from the

murder for which he was framed.

Ramona Johnson Africa (#7564, P.O.

Box 180. Muncy, PA 17756). the sole

adult survivor of the hideous 13 May
1985 bombing of MOVE, is serving a

seven-year sentence. We send stipends to

1 2 other MOVE members. They are scat-

tered in prisons across the country

because they remain determined to de-

fend their alternative naturalist lifestyles

against racist cop terror. Also at Muncy
prison are Consuewella Dotson Africa

continued on page 7

Partisan Defense Committee Benefits

Holiday Appeal for

Class-War Prisoners
Come to a Fundraising Party!

Music • Dancing • Food
Saturday, Dec. 1, 9 p.m.

Please call tor information

(404 )
659-0251

Saturday, Dec. 8, 6-11 p.m.

Hudson Guild. 441 West 26th St.

For information (212) 406-4252

ATLANTA NEW YORK

Sunday, Dec. 9, 1-4 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 16, 3-7 p.m.
The Firehouse, Fort Mason Ctr. UE Hall

Marina at Laguna 37 S. Ashland Ave
For information (415) 839-0852 For information (312)663-0719

SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

Tickets: $5 advance, $8 at door. $10 contributing
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Turkey in the Desert—Bush Beats Drumsticks for War

U.S. Soldiers: “This Isn't Our War!"
This year Thanksgiving was turned

into a sound bite for war as the U.S.

commander in chief landed in Saudi

Arabia to talk turkey with the troops in

the desert. The New York Times (23 No-
vember) noted with relief that “there

were none of the embarrassing offers of

hot drinking water that marred an earlier

visit by Secretary of State James A.

Baker 3d.” They omitted the fact that

Bush mingled with only a preselected

handful of soldiers who were specially

briefed to mouth enthusiasm for the

‘‘mission" which still lacks a popular

rationale.

Before he arrived Bush bragged. “I

have never felt more secure in going any

place than I do in going to see our troops

over there." Perhaps this was because

the troops who chowed down with him

“had to take out their bullets and remove

the bolts from their M-16 rifles before

he arrived" (Newsday. 23 November).

No kidding. And just to be on the safe

side, live-fire artillery exercises were

canceled so that Bush’s helicopter would

"be able to fly all over the desert with-

out danger of being shot down by one

of his own troops." explained one artil-

lery officer to the Washington Post (23

November).

Even the New York Times (23 Novem-
ber). which usually finds such news unfit

to print, wrote that a passing truck of

soldiers shouted to reporters, “I want to

go home! This isn’t our war! What are

we doing here! Why are we over here?

We aren’t supposed to be here— this isn’t

our war!"

For the most part, the media duti-

fully focused on Bush's prepackaged
war propaganda messages as he walked
among the troops and. as the Times

aptly put it, “the four leaders of Con-
gress trailed along." But the polls have

definitely tilted against Bush's war.

The latest New York Times/CBS News
poll shows 51 percent of Americans

against his sending an additional 200.000

troops to the Gulf: among blacks it was

70 percent opposed. So Bush conjured up

yet another rationale—stopping Iraq's

dictator from getting nuclear weapons.

There have been lots of complaints

that the administration had failed to

"sell" war on Iraq to the American pub-

lic. So in Madison Avenue style, they're

rewriting their pitch like they do ads for

Tide. The previous appeals—defending

oil. jobs or "our way of life"—all

bombed, and the product-test polls indi-

cated that only the "nuclear threat" was
a winner. So U.S. "intelligence" sources

promptly readjusted their estimate of the

time remaining before Hussein gets some
nukes from ten years to... two months,

conveniently within the time frame of

Bush's war.

It’s clear Bush & Co. are intent on a

very bloody war no matter what. Bush

has now committed over half of total

U.S. combat strength worldwide, includ-

ing three-quarters of its Marine combat

forces, "two-thirds of the Army’s most

potent heavy tank units" and “more than

half of the Navy's aircraft carrier battle

groups" ( Washington Post. 1 1 Novem-

ber). The force is so large that, to the

dismay of the desert-weary troops al-

ready deployed, the Pentagon canceled

plans for rotation because "there are

not enough active-duty forces to replace

them."

But even with the latest reinforce-

ments, Iraq’s battle-hardened army will

still have more men on the ground and

continued on page 7
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“Iron Lady" Thatcher Abdicates
LONDON, November 27—After more
than eleven bitter years, during which

she viciously ground the faces of workers

and minorities into the ground, the “Iron

Lady” of British politics is finally gone.

On November 22, Margaret Thatcher

resigned as leader of the ruling Conser-

vative Party and therefore as prime min-

ister. The new Tory leader. Chancellor of

the Exchequer John Major, a previous

nobody, was elected today, in anticipa-

tion of a general election some time next

year. So now the prospect is one of a

“reformed” Tory government or a Labour

government under right-wing scabherder

Neil Kinnock.

Discontent with the Thatcher gov-

ernment was massive. Trade unionists,

minorities and the poor have always

despised her. The middle classes are

reeling under skyrocketing inflation and

mortgage rates, top ruling echelons are

worried by her attempts to sabotage

"European integration," and everyone

hates the soak-the-poor poll tax. In

Scotland, used as a guinea pig for the

tax and sharply hit by the Thatcherite

devastation of industry, the Tory party

is almost irrelevant, running a poor

third behind Labour and the bourgeois-

nationalist Scottish National Party.

Thatcher’s longevity in office was in

large measure due to the grovelling loy-

alty of Neil Kinnock’s Labour Party and

the Labourite Trades Union Congress

(TUC) leaders. Twice since she took

office in 1979. Thatcher and her govern-

ment were in some danger of being top-

pled through sharp class struggle: first,

during the bitter three-month-long steel

strike of 1980, then four years later as

the militant miners union waged a heroic-

year-long battle against mass layoffs and

union-busting which galvanised workers

and minorities throughout the country.

So isolated and widely hated was

Thatcher in the course of the miners

strike that the IRA achieved a peak in

popularity among the British population

when it planted a bomb at the 1984

Tory party conference that nearly blew

away the Iron Lady and her entire

government. Yet the Labour/TUC leaders

sabotaged every class-struggle challenge

to Thatcher’s rule, coldbloodedly knifing

the miners.

In the end. Thatcher’s downfall was

engineered by those who seek to restore

an effective bourgeois authority. She was

ousted by the "men in the gray suits"

(big business and the City of London
financial moguls). The executive commit-

tee of the British bourgeoisie decided

that her services were no longer required

as they seek to politically rearm in the

face of depression and impending war. A
bitter Conservative power struggle has

been out in the open since Sir Geoffrey

Howe, until recently the sole Cabinet

member left from her original 1979 Cabi-

net. resigned as foreign secretary over

Thatcher’s opposition to “European eco-

nomic integration" and then launched a

sharp attack in a parliamentary speech.

After former Cabinet minister Michael

Heseltine’s challenge for party leader

received 152 votes to Thatcher’s 204,

forcing a second ballot, her Cabinet let

her know that her time was up. Shortly

before her resignation, the Tory Sunday

Times (18 November) bade “A reluctant

goodbye." as its editorial was titled, to

the Thatcher regime: "It now presides

over an economy mired in stagflation.

The poll tax—the conception of which

was a mistake, its birth a mess and its

infancy an expensive embarrassment

—

has proved to be the most unpopular tax

in modem British history. All the per-

fumes in the government’s boudoir can-

not make it smell sweet."

For many dissident Tory MPs. naked

self-interest was motive enough to back

the internal revolt. Crushing by-election

Cambio 16

Gratuitously vicious PM Margaret
Thatcher became liability, so Tory
moneymen dumped her.

defeats in Eastbourne, Bradford and

Bootle, as well as umpteen public opin-

ion polls, made it abundantly clear that

Thatcher was an electoral liability. Not

surprisingly, Thatcher & Co. sought to

whip up a "Falklands factor.” "Thatcher

Plays the Gulf Card: 'War Leader’

Warns Off Heseltine,” headlined the

(London] Guardian (8 November).

But it largely came to nought. Kinnock

has screamed louder than the Tories for

war in the Gulf. Former defence minister

Heseltine. no slouch himself when it

comes to beating the imperialist war

drums, has close ties with the officer

corps and presided over the proliferation

of NATO nuclear weapons as defence

minister in the early 1980s. Richard

Cheney. U.S. defense secretary, vouched

for him: “I happen to be a fan of Mag-
gie Thatcher's.... But Mr. Heseltine’s

policies towards the Gulf have basic-

ally been the same" ([London] Times.

19 November).

Above all. what triggered massivfe

revolt against the government, from the

Tory shires of southern England to the

working class and plebeian poor of the

large cities, was the gratuitously cruel

poll tax. In March, 200,000 protested

against the poll tax in London, repelling

a police rampage. Ever attuned to the

wishes of the Labour Party leadership,

which denounced and sought to stifle any

struggle against the poll tax. the legalistic

Militant Tendency leadership of the anti-

poll-tax federation initially offered to

finger protesters to the cops. Again last

month hundreds of protesters were beaten

up and dozens arrested by rioting cops

who attacked a picket of Brixton Prison,

where four anti-poll-tax activists are

serving sentences.

Fake-left groups such as Tony Cliff's

Socialist Workers Party or Workers Pow-
er Fill their press with militant sounding

anti-Thatcher rhetoric. With Heseltine on

the scene, the SWP said. "Take Advan-

tage of Tory Splits—Get Them All Out"
(Socialist Worker . 17 November). Work-
ers Power crowed that “Tory woes are

good news for the workers" and worried

that “a swing to the Liberals. ..would

damage Labour’s victory chances." The
Labour entrists of Militant and Socialist

Organiser drone away with identical pro-

Kinnock "Kick them all out!" appeals.

But anti-Thatcherism does not equate to

anti-capitalism. As we wrote last March,

at the height of the anti-poll-tax protests:

“The poll tax is likely to be ephemeral,
with the strong probability that its chief

architect and advocate will shortly go
down the tubes While there are large

numbers of people who despise both Kin-

nock and his henchmen for enforcing this

onerous tax. on a national level public

opinion polls show the Labour Party has

a huge lead over the Tories. But that

continued on page 10
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Spartacist contingent (left) marching in October 20 NYC antiwar protest. Sign in Spanish demands: "Break the Blockade of Iraq!” Spartacus Youth Clubs
students to join labor/black mobilization that stopped KKK from rallying in Philly, November 1988.

Spartacus Youth Clubs:

What We Stand For
Bush and the Democrats are plunging

headlong into war in the Persian Gulf.

America’s rulers have seized the sup-

posed end of the Cold War as their op-

portunity for hot war. They’ve grabbed

the oil and want to regain supremacy as

top cops of the world. And they want you

as the cannon fodder for their profits and

their global imperialist ambitions which

threaten humanity with a nuclear third

world war. Working-class youth, particu-

larly blacks and Latinos, are being sent

to die in the Saudi sands. To stop imperi-

alist war we have to fight the capitalist

system that breeds it.

War is not an accident of foreign pol-

icy, it is the direct consequence of the

capitalist economic system. World Wars

I and II grew out of the competition for

control of markets for exploitation and

resulted in the deaths of millions of

working people for the profits of their

masters. Today, our greedy rulers have

destroyed the industrial base of this

country while lining their own pockets

with the paper wealth of junk bonds.

The U.S. wants to make up for its fail-

ing economy with brute military force,

squeezing its imperialist rivals Germany
and Japan by controlling the oil spigot,

and sticking it to the Soviet Union. Elect-

ing a new leadership of the same ruling

class is no answer—the Democrats are

the party of Hiroshima, the Korean War.

the carpet bombing of Vietnam, and the

original sponsors of the bloody Salvado-

ran death squad regime.

Working people and minorities who’ve
been ground down by a decade of union-

busting. givebacks, and racist attacks,

and youth who face a "future" of death

in a chemwar suit have no interest in

fighting a war for U.S. imperialism.

What can you do about it? Student pro-

test can register discontent, but isolated

from economic production, students lack

the social weight necessary to change the

world. And youth are not a class—some
will enter the ranks of the proletariat

while others will become bourgeois rul-

ers, technicians and ideologues. It’s the

racially integrated working class, which

produces the wealth of society, that has

the power to replace this whole system

of exploitation and war. The road to

realizing that power is revolutionary class

struggle led by a Leninist vanguard party

—a tribune of the people— to fight on

behalf of all of the oppressed for a so-

cialist future of equality, material plenty

and peace.

A key aspect, without which success

is impossible, is to link labor and youth

to a socialist perspective: the struggle

for a society in which capital has been

expropriated from private ownership

and those who produce society’s wealth

rule. The Spartacus Youth Clubs are

the student and youth affiliates of the

Spartacist League/U.S., a section of the

International Communist League. We
base our program on the politics of

Marx, Lenin and Trotsky and take as

our example the Bolshevik Party’s suc-

cessful leadership of the working class

to power in the Russian Revolution of

1917. We stand for:

Anti-imperialism abroad means class

struggle at home! The Spartacus Youth

Clubs fight for class struggle here and in

the Near East to drive the U.S. out of the

Persian Gulf and bring the working

masses to power. Unlike reformists and

fake socialists whose opposition to U.S.

war moves consists of pressuring the

Democrats (who support the war buildup)

or even endorsing the United Nations

sanctions and blockade, we take a side

for the defeat of U.S. imperialism and

the military defense of Iraq. Saddam
Hussein is indeed a butcher of his own
people and should be brought down by

the Iraqi workers and national minorities.

Such a perspective would be brought

immeasurably closer by a military defeat

of the American imperialists who now
seek to depose their former ally through

bloody subjugation of the Arab peoples.

The organized working class must

be mobilized against the war machine:

For labor political strikes against the

impending war! One solid strike by

longshoremen against transport of muni-

tions to the Gulf would pack more punch

than a hundred peace crawls in Wash-

ington. What stands in the way of this

kind of proletarian opposition is a union

"leadership" that would rather roll over

than oppose the government. We say:

Break the blockade of Iraq ! Defeat U.S.

imperialism!

A workers party to fight for a social-

ist revolution. Today America has a one-

party system—the property party of

"Republicrats,” which is also the war

party. The working class is saddled with

pro-capitalist union tops (what Daniel De
Leon called the “labor lieutenants of

capital") who preach the "unity” of inter-

ests of the exploited with their exploiters

and have accepted the desperate con-

ditions and defeats suffered by blacks

and all workers in the past decade with-

out a Fight. They keep labor chained to

the Democrats. We need a revolutionary

workers party to organize and lead the

struggles of working people in defense

of their own interests and for their own
class rule.

The Spartacus Youth Clubs fight to

ally students with the power of the work-
ing class. We are the youth auxiliary to

class struggle and revolutionary opposi-

tion in the labor movement. From cam-
pus workers’ strikes to the battle at the

New York Daily News we've brought

students out to help build picket lines

that mean don't cross. We say: Break
with the Democrats and Republicans—
Build a Workers Party!

For labor/black defense against racist

attacks. The Spartacus Youth Clubs have

consistently fought against the upsurge

of racist atrocities on campus. Racial

oppression permeates capitalist society

and its every institution: the job market,

schools, housing, the military, the "jus-

tice" system. Black people are subjugated

as a race-color caste: last hired, first

fired and segregated at the bottom of the

economy. Today, an enormous number
of black youth can’t even get jobs or

education—they’ve been thrown on the

scrap heap as an expendable “surplus"

population this government has no use

for. Despite the promises of equality held

out since the Civil War against chattel

slavery and the civil rights movement
against Jim Crow, there can be no eman-
cipation within a system that’s based on

class exploitation and racial oppression!

A class-struggle perspective in Ameri-

ca requires the fusion of the fight for

black liberation with proletarian revolu-

tion. There is no separate road to black

equality—where working people have

been divided, the result has always been

defeat for minorities and for labor. The
black power that can turn this country

around is the power of black workers

—

as leaders of a multiracial revolutionary

vanguard party to defend the integrated

unions and mobilize labor in defense of

the ghetto masses. From Atlanta to Phil-

ly, Chicago and elsewhere, the Spartacus

Youth Clubs have helped build massive

labor/black mobilizations that stopped

Klan and Nazi race-hate terrorists in their

tracks. Finish the Civil War! Black lib-

eration through socialist revolution!

Free, quality education for all. Educa-
tion should be a right, not a privilege.

The American ruling class doesn’t need

or want educated working-class or minor-

ity youth. They want scared, obedient,

and ignorant youth who won’t grind

the gears of their war machine or their

profit system. To redress the race and
class bias of education in this society,

the Spartacus Youth Clubs Fight for

open admissions, no tuition and a living

stipend for all students. The elite pri-

vate universities should be nationalized.

Against illusions in the university admin-

istrations, we Fight for student/teacher/

worker control of the universities.

Women’s liberation through socialist

revolution. Abortion rights are under

attack by politicians and the Supreme
Court while "right to life” terrorists

bomb abortion clinics. Young women are

literally being forced to bear children

or seek back-alley abortions because of

continued on page 6
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Student Protests

Rock France

Turpin/Sygma

French students say, “We want it all and we want it now!” For a May '68 that

goes all the way!

In the beginning of October, youth in

VauIx-en-Velin (a working-class suburb/

ghetto of Lyon, populated by mainly

North African immigrants) exploded in

rage after one of them was killed by the

police.

Soon after, high school students across

France poured into the streets in massive
demonstrations protesting their lousy

education and bleak future, echoing the

cry of anger of the VauIx-en-Velin youth—symbol of immigrants, beuis (French-

bom children of North African immi-
grants) and other youth confined in

ghetto-like suburbs.

It was a mobilization of multi-ethnic

youth who, in French society, are the

layer least corrupted by poisonous ra-

cism. Their demands boiled down to “We
want it all—we want it now!"

French president Mitterrand and his

bourgeois masters were afraid of a repeat

of May '68—afraid that the working

class might rush into the breach opened

by rebellious youth and, this time, settle

accounts with this vicious regime of

terror and austerity. They were scared of

the student revolt because of its anti-

racist character.

The protests involved thousands of

beurs. They can’t even hope to achieve

the economic status of their parents—the

supcrexploited workers strategically

placed at the core of the industrial prole-

tariat of France—because there are no
jobs to be had. A recent study showed
that only one out of five students could

find work after leaving school, and 60 to

70 percent of those landed only low-paid,

intermittent employment.

The student protests have exposed the

liberal bourgeois lie that academic

success is the shoo-in to a secure future.

But the fake-left is peddling an even

more dangerous lie. that the capitalist

ruling class can be pressured into re-

adjusting its priorities for human needs

instead of profits. A so-called "far-left”

group, Lutte Ouvri^re (affiliated with the

subreformist Spark group in the U S.)

even has a demand which can be sum-
marized as “More money for more cops,"

who should be "closer to the population.”

Tell it to the beurs or their parents

who are terrorized every day by these

enforcers of racist, capitalist "law and

order."

Illusions in “socialist" Mitterrand

—

fostered by the fake-lefts— led to a dan-

gerous police trap in the streets of Paris

on November 12. Some 200,000 stu-

dents marched from the Bastille—with

the pro-social-democratic police “union"

serving as self-imposed marshals for the

demonstration. Scores of plainclothes

cops and dozens of fascist provocateurs

in the midst of the students’ ranks

opened the way for provocations re-

sulting in the smashing of shop win-

dows. When students tried to flee this

set-up and continue their march, they

were blocked from crossing the Seine

and tear gassed. A few dozen youth

were picked up at random, tried in Star

Chamber-like conditions and railroaded

into prison—the severity of their sen-

tences being in direct relation to their

skin color.

Our comrades of the Ligue Trotskyste

de France (LTF) have fought for an

alliance of students with the social power
of the multi-ethnic working class and

against illusions in the police. On No-
vember 15. the LTF issued a leaflet

denouncing the bourgeoisie’s sinister

equation that "youth + beurs + blacks =

’violence”’ and demanded “the imme-
diate release of all the victims of the

police provocation and repression!"

Young Spartacus is pleased to reprint

here a translation of a leaflet distributed

by our French comrades on November 12

to the huge student demonstrations in

Paris, Lyon and Rouen.

“We Want It All

—

We Want It Now!”
Yes, and This Is How
A tempestuous wind of student revolt

from the working-class and immigrant

suburbs is blowing across Mitterrand's

France—a rotting society of racist terror,

unemployment, propaganda on the sup-

posed "death of Communism," and the

ominous rise of the fascists.

High school students: you want a

quality education. You must fight to

abolish all forms of the selection sys-

tem—the high school diploma [bacca-

laureatj, the obstacle course of grades

and exams, the flunk-outs from the

academic system of those with poor

grades—which perpetuates the special

oppression of working-class, minority

youth and women. All youth must have

the right to attend the classes they want.

For open admissions to universities and

a living stipend for all!

But the purpose of an education sys-

tem under decaying capitalism is not to

provide quality education for all, but to

meet the needs of a system based on

production for profit, and to train use-

ful servants capable of creating wealth

without disrupting the peace and idle-

ness of the bourgeoisie. There’s just one

solution: revolution!

You are penned in the ghetto suburbs

under the watchful eye of the cops, the

armed fist of the state. High school stu-

dents marching in Paris chanted: "We are

all from Vaulx-en-Velin." Others chant-

ed, "No to segregation." These youth

show the way forward. Cops out of the

immigrant neighborhoods! Cops, guards,

priests out of the high schools and uni-

versities! Oust your leaders who invited

the cops to your demonstration; the

"democratic cops" of the FASP [a social-

democratic police “union") are no less

your enemies! Full citizenship rights for

immigrant workers and their families!

For labor/immigrant/Jewish mobilizations

to smash the fascists!

During the student movement of 1986

against the Devaquet "reforms," it was

the enormous social power of the trade

unions which brought down the Chirac

government when, after the assassination

of Malik Oussekine. the unions an-

nounced their intention to support the

students' struggle with strike action. At

a minimum, what is necessary today is

a general strike throughout the national

education system. High school students

want a decent future and a decent life.

For that you need a secure and well-paid

continued on page 6

Racist Curfew Against Atlanta Youth
ATLANTA—With a show of “get tough

on crime" bullying, on November 19

black Democratic mayor Maynard H.

Jackson slapped a curfew on this city’s

youth. The law is a battering ram in

the "war on drugs," which is mainly

a war on black people. "We will make

it more difficult for children to use

drugs by limiting unsupervised time," the

mayor says (Atlanta Journal-Constitution,

9 November).

Curfews and police crackdowns are

nothing new in “the city too busy to

hate.” When the KKK rallied at the grave

of Martin Luther King Jr., residents of

nearby housing projects were made pris-

oners in their own homes and forbidden

to go in or out. This law is part of a

drive to “clean up" the city for the Super

Bowl in 1994 and the summer Olympic

Games in 1996. When big bucks come to

town, "dangerous" black youth are to be

made invisible.

The next step in the mayor’s anti-

crime blitz is an ordinance aimed at the

homeless that will make it illegal to pan-

handle or congregate in public parking

lots or vacant buildings. So, a govern-

ment that can’t feed the hungry or house

the homeless has finally found a "solu-

tion”—criminalize poverty and mug the

youth! Meanwhile the legions of Atlan-

ta’s homeless will grow as Techwood
Homes, the oldest public housing in the

U.S., will be razed to make way for an

Olympic Village—no provisions have

been made yet to house those the city

will dump into the streets.

This curfew law allows police-state

powers to racist cops who are empow-
ered to stop anyone under 17 years of

age unaccompanied by an adult after

11:00 p.m. on weeknights or midnights

on weekends. Youth have to prove that

they’re coming from school or work to

avoid detention by the police. It’s a gro-

tesque example of the state acting in loco

parentis-, deputy police chief W.J. Taylor

warns, "Most officers are perceptive

enough to determine if a kid is lying."

Sure, and most city kids are wise enough

to know the cops can be just plain "loco"

enough to blow you away.

On top of targeting the kid, parents of

"repeat offenders" can be fined up to

$1,000 or jailed for up to 60 days at a

judge's whim. It doesn't take a civil

libertarian to see that the First Amend-
ment might as well be written on toilet

paper since the rights of youth are being

flushed away. Robin McVoy. 16, cap-

tured the essence of the law: "It sucks.

If you're not causing trouble, what's

the problem with being outside? It’s

the same thing as censorship.” Even

the Atlanta Journal-Constitution asked.

“What's next in Atlanta? Borrow South

Africa’s pass laws?... Take the big step

and declare martial law?"

For all practical purposes the city is

already a South African-style bantustan,

where a layer of black bootlickers keep

the majority of black people locked in

grinding poverty and the social pathology

of drugs and crime, and locked out of

the economic wealth controlled by the

big bosses at Coca-Cola. Inside Atlanta's

1-285 perimeter, blacks are terrified by

the violent drug trade, left out of the

city’s mythical “New South” bustle and

greatly demoralized by entrenched pover-

ty, joblessness and hopelessness. Outside

the perimeter in mainly white Gwinnett,

residents rail about the "threat” of be-

coming "a Belgian Congo" if mass tran-

sit is extended to their suburbs. This cli-

mate is ripe for the very real threat from

growing fascist Klan and Nazi scum.

From black overseer Mayor Jackson to

community-control pusher Jabari Simama
and city councilwoman Davetta Johnson

who introduced the curfew, this repres-

sive law is backed by black Democrats

who claim to be responding to the shoot-

ings of youth in drug-related violence.

These misleaders help foster the illusions

in the drug witchhunt and "making the

cops work for you” that run deep in

the black community. At the Atlanta Uni-

versity Center, black students wrongly

called for more cops on campus for

"protection" from the surrounding black

ghetto, after a student was slain by mug-
ging teens. Their demand shows the

class-biased notion that collegiate blacks

are somehow “better" than their econom-
ically deprived brothers and sisters. But

cops on the prowl for youth after hours

won’t ask for a college ID before locking

them up—or worse. In racist, capital-

ist America, skin color is the defining

"pass.”

The answer of this rotting system to

the social pathology of ghetto oppression

is to criminalize youth, make wholesale

roundups, build more prisons and keep

black people locked out for good. For

Marxists, stop-and-detain curfews and
laws that criminalize drugs are reaction-

ary extensions of police power aimed at

regimenting the population and victimiz-

ing the victims. When they turn 18, these

same youths who are herded off to jail

after 11:00 p.m. could be "allowed” to

die for the racist, white ruling class in

the sands of Saudi Arabia— at any hour!

The Spartacus Youth Club demands:

Down with the racist curfew

!
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Black Soldier Singled Out for Prosecution

Defend Ronald Jean-Baptiste!

Black troops herded off to the Saudi

sands to defend “our way of life” are

discovering that the military is no

haven from the “American way” of rac-

ist discrimination. The troops in the

Gulf, disproportionately black and La-

tino (some 44 percent of all women
deployed are black!), know they have

no interest in getting their butts blown

off for a government that’s never given

them any opportunities at home. Re-

servists who entered the military be-

cause there are no jobs, or in hope of

learning a skill, or to get financial

assistance for college, are now trying to

get out. Several dozen reservists have

refused to ship out. but the government

has singled out one black soldier among
them for prosecution and a possible

court-martial.

Ronald Jean-Baptiste, a Haitian re-

servist in the Air Force’s 34th Medical

Service Squadron who was called up

for active duty in October, recruited his

buddies to donate to a Red Cross blood

drive, only to have his own blood re-

jected because he’s Haitian. (The entire

Haitian population has been outrageous-

ly stigmatized as a "diseased” people

whose blood is banned from the na-

tion’s blood supply by order of the

Food and Drug Administration.) That

this government deemed his blood

good enough to spill in the Persian

Gulf for the profits of Big Oil. but

not good enough for the blood supply

where it might enter the veins of a

white person, made Jean-Baptiste ques-

tion the whole purpose of the military

mobilization:

"I'm taking a position. Haitian people

can't continue to take this crap. . . Who
gives us the right to say, ‘I'm the police

of the world.’ Israel, they're committing

all kinds of massacres. Why doesn’t

Bush do something about that? How
about South Africa?”

If court-martialed by the military,

this courageous man could be locked up

in the brig and carry a "dishonorable

discharge" around for life. We say:

Hands off Ronald Jean-Baptiste! It’s

the government that ought to be on trial

for killing the youth of this country and

the systematic discrimination and op-

pression of black people. Down with

the Haitian blood ban!

Record numbers of reservists are

applying for "conscientious objector”

(C.O.) status to get out of the war. At

the New School in New York City, a

"Hands Off Sam" movement has grown
around Sam Lwin. a Marine reservist of

Burmese descent who explains, “They
say they can teach you a skill, and give

you adventure, but it’s really all about

killing.... They tried to completely

dehumanize us in order to start all over

and turn us into ‘real men'" (Newsday ,

22 November). The level of discontent

and political opposition within the

military is a big problem for the Penta-

gon. As Sam Lwin’s lawyer said, if the

military denies C.O. status to Lwin and

others, "they will spread disaffection

wherever they go."

But ultimately the war machine can’t

be stopped through individual acts of

resistance. Fake-leftists like Workers
World Party promote this myth, chant-

ing, “Hell no, we won’t go—we won't

fight for Texaco," recalling the idiotic

New Leftist query, "Suppose they gave

a war and nobody came?" What bunk.

Until the ruling class is expropriated it

will get its army by hook or by crook.

In the event of a draft army, black and

working-class youth simply don't have

the option of taking off to Canada. As
opposed to individual acts of draft

resistance, which during the Vietnam

War simply cut off middle-class radi-

cals from the working-class and minor-

ity draftees, we Marxists went in with

our class to organize the seething dis-

content within the armed forces into

class opposition to the government.

Unlike during the Vietnam War, to-

day’s military has no draft— but the

burden of service continues to be borne

by people with far less money and

darker skins than the rulers whose
interests they're sent to die for. A
perceptive article on class and war

(New York Times. 13 November) asks,

"Would President Bush be slower to

send the troops if among them were

the sons and daughters of members
of Congress, top newspaper editors

and the foreign policy establishment?"

Hands off Jean-Baptiste! For class

struggle against the criminal war aims

of this government.

New York City, 5 July 1989: Spartacus Youth Clubs fight for free abortion on
demand and an end to “squeal rules" that target youth.

Spartacus

Youth Clubs...
(continuedfrom page 4)

"squeal rules" on the books in 33 states

which require parental or state consent

for minors to obtain abortions or birth

control. The Spartacus Youth Clubs fight

against all "age of consent" laws and for

free abortion on demand.

The nuclear family is the main source

of women’s special oppression under

capitalism. As a social institution, the

family separates women from the work-

force, keeping them cloistered at home,
and serves as a key means for the inheri-

tance of property and instilling authority.

To reinforce “family values" and mold
a generation of docile, obedient youth,

the government is even censoring "dan-

gerous” rock ’n' roll lyrjes! At the same
time, the government is ripping apart

the families of poor women with the

"workfare" law which requires welfare

recipients to take any subhuman job al-

lotted to them or risk having their chil-

dren taken away.

These attacks on women go hand in

hand with the state-sponsored gay-

bashing—the refusal of the government
to adequately fund research or care for

people with AIDS. Unlike feminists who
draw a sex line instead of a class line

and unite with bourgeois politicians at

the expense of poor and minority women,
we Marxists fight for the working class

to champion the rights of women and

homosexuals.

Defend the Soviet Union! For the revo-

lutionary internationalism of Lenin and
Trotsky! The capitalists are gloating over

the "death of Communism,” but what is

dying before our eyes is Stalinism—the

antithesis of everything genuine commu-
nists stand for. More than 50 years ago.

Leon Trotsky described the Soviet Union

as a “degenerated workers state"—

a

contradictory society based on the funda-

mental gains of the 1917 proletarian

revolution yet governed by a bureaucracy

that threatened the very existence of

those conquests by the working class.

Under the lying watchword of "socialism

in one country," Stalin betrayed the

revolutionary internationalist goals of the

Russian Revolution in vain pursuit of

“peaceful coexistence" with imperialism.

The Gorbachev regime deserted Af-

ghanistan, pushed the Cubans out of

6

Angola, gave in to a capitalist takeover

of East Germany and now threatens the

Soviet Union itself with a plan to restore

the capitalist market. This would be a

huge setback for the world working class.

Today workers in Eastern Europe are

discovering that the “miracle of the

marketplace" means unemployment and

destitution for them. Basic social and

economic rights (such as employment,

housing, education and health care) were

the benefits of the overturn of capitalism

and a society based on a planned, collec-

tivized economy. We Trotskyists defend

the Soviet Union from domestic counter-

revolution and imperialist attack. Oust

the bureaucrats—workers councils to

power!

Our comrades in the Spartakist Work-

ers Party of Germany have fought down
the line against a capitalist Fourth Reich

and for the revolutionary unity of the

German, Polish and Soviet working class.

Our comrades in the newly founded

Spartacist Group of Poland were won
to the program of Trotskyism in battle

against SolidarnoSd’ drive for capital-

ist counterrevolution. On November 7 of

this year. Spartacist slogans and our

red Hag emblazoned with the communist

hammer and sickle and "4” of Trotsky's

Fourth International were carried in

Leningrad’s Palace Square, birthplace of

the October Revolution.

* * *

With the prolonged breakdown of the

socialist and labor movement, many
purported socialist organizations turned

inward, becoming peculiar and sectarian.

The Spartacus Youth Clubs resolutely

fight this perversion of Marxism. We

believe the clash of opinion and test in

action of the various forces claiming to

be socialists is a crucial element in rais-

ing the consciousness of working people

and less experienced youth. Thus when
we initiate a united-front activity, rally

speakers reflect the differing views rep-

resented among the participants. Where
we differ with views expressed by others,

we openly state our criticisms—we re-

ject the prevailing practice of political

censorship!

Contrast this with the actions of groups

like the Workers World Party. Our forth-

right presentation of our political views

places such cowards in a bad light. So

France...
(continuedfrom page 5)

job. Now, especially as thousands of

layoffs are announced in auto, a tradi-

tional workers’ stronghold, high school

students must take up the demands: Not

one layoff and not one factory closing!

Down with temporary work without ben-

efits! Equal pay for equal work!

War minister Chevenement, who
makes no distinction between school and
the army, says these youths in revolt lack

a sense of patriotism. He will be ready

to send these youths to die in the Persian

Gulf for the interests of an imperialism

that has bled white the same peoples that

many of these youths come from. The
fight for a better future also requires

defending Iraq against imperialist aggres-

sion. Break the blockade of Iraq!

Mitterrand’s lackeys, who are leading

they suppress, slander and attempt to seal

off (even through the use of police force)

genuine leftists from activities they initi-

ate, and even hide their own wretched

politics, all in pursuit of maintaining

a "safe" political homogeneity for the

Democratic Party leaders they pander to.

Other groups like the Workers League

and the Socialist Workers Party ban other

groups' members from their “public”

meetings and bookstores. Political lies

are but surrogates for political violence.

In our local offices we carry the press

of the most interesting sections of the

entire radical movement and reprint their

best critiques of our organization in our

own "Hate Trotskyism. Hate the Sparta-

cist League" pamphlet series. Unlike

those who have chased after whatever

movement, however reactionary, seemed
popular at the moment (from Khomeini’s

“Islamic revolution" to Polish Solidar-

nosc). we’ve told the truth and are proud

of our record. The work, history and
views of our political tendency are avail-

able for public view in carefully indexed

and bound volumes of our press.

If you want to do something about
the racism and oppression endemic to

this system, if you want to eliminate

the threat of nuclear annihilation,

then it’s high time to join the struggle

for a socialist America. The way to

start is by joining a Spartacus Youth
Club. The Spartacus Youth Clubs are

schools of revolutionary action and
education. Join us!

the two national student coalitions, will

betray you to preserve their rather privi-

leged relationship with the Mitterrand

government—a government of warmon-
gers and unemployment. They're either

preaching “reconciliation" with the cops
(e.g.. SOS-Racisme. Lutte Ouvridre) or

trying to sell you the lie that this govern-
ment can be persuaded to defend your
interests.

The ruling class can barely disguise its

worry over a protest movement that is

growing and has aroused expectations

which only a victorious proletarian revo-

lution— like the 1917 Revolution led by
Lenin and Trotsky—can fulfill. Yes.

what’s needed today is a May 1968 that

goes all the way! Join the Ligue Trots-

kyste. French section of the International

Communist League (Fourth International-

ist). We have a world to win.

—Ligue Trotskyste de France

11 November 1990
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Daily News Strike

Storm the Plant!

WV Photo

Hundreds of striking Dally News drivers, pressmen and Guild members hold
Thanksgiving midnight march in the streets around Brooklyn printing plant.

At 1:00 u.m.. Thanksgiving night,

there were 50 or so striking drivers mill-

ing around outside Freddy's Bar in Fort
Greene, Brooklyn around the comer from
the Daily News printing plant. Thinly
manned police lines, smaller than usual

on the holiday, separated pickets from
the Pacific Street plant housing the

scab-run presses (and the Atlantic Ave-
nue parking lot housing scab trucks and
cars). Then over 500 strikers came
marching in from Dean Street in military

formation.

Chants of "Union, Union!" and "Scabs
go home in body bags!" were undoubt-
edly heard by the strikebreakers inside

the Daily News plant, printing what is

traditionally the largest paper of the year,

filled with ads for the holiday weekend
sales. The union battalion was told it was
being assembled to see to it that the

News didn't go out. Strikers came for

scab-busting, but instead they were pa-

raded around nearly deserted Brooklyn
streets. As they circled, some of the

strikers called out the obvious, “Why not

storm the plant?"

A striking driver told Workers Van-

guard the next day that the officials were
blowing off steam: “The picket last night

was really kind of unproductive. It was
just a show of manpower." The strikers

"still in a way respect the boss man’s
property.” he said. But he pointed to the

power of a plant occupation:

"Just go for it. Go for broke. You've got

nothing to lose. If we did storm the plant,

close it up, stop his production, you'd be

on the inside. You'd be an effective

force, and the scabs on the outside."

Exactly.

The Daily News strike is a month old.

The unions are in a strong position. Rov-
ing pickets of drivers and pressmen have

effectively kept the scabloid off the

newsstands. Big-time advertisers like

Macy's and A&S department stores have

given up on the News' lying circulation

figures and canceled their ads. The Trib-

une Company even had to yank their

spokesscab Lisa Robinson off the air.

When she declared "New Yorkers are

creatures of habit,” it was the last straw.

How would she know?
The newspaper unions have got News

publisher Hoge and Tribune Co. union-

buster in chief Brumback by the balls.

Now is the time to squeeze. No strike

wins by fighting the bosses to a draw.

Allied Printing Trades Council adviser

Ted Kheel is trying to broker a deal with

an outside buyer. But this would mean
forking over hundreds of jobs and tens

of millions in givebacks. Screw give-

backs! The Daily News was for years a

cash cow for the Tribune Company.
What is urgently needed is a decisive

blow by the unions: occupy the printing

plants, backed up by mass pickets of

thousands of working people from all’

over New York, so the scab rag never

gets printed. City workers, millions of

black and Hispanic poor facing cutbacks

will rally to the unions* side. Turn
around the scabherders' cynical use of

the black homeless to hawk the News
by giving them a real Workers News to

sell!

Against the cynical use of black and

Hispanic workers as scabs to break the

strike, a black striker told WV: "the Daily

News never cared about minorities, per-

iod. Until all of a sudden minorities had

become a commodity, a tool to break the

unions." From the outset, we have called

for union-run minority recruitment and
training programs to provide jobs and
integrate all the press unions.

After sending out his "ninja” thugs to

patrol the streets and try to terrorize

newsstands into carrying the scab News .

Hoge and his security chief Richard

Koehler (Koch’s former city corrections

boss) have taken a new tack: eleven

striking drivers and pressmen have been

hit with civil suits in an effort to intimi-

date them. Scores of ninjas equipped

with video cameras have been sent out

in chase cars behind scab trucks in an

attempt to provoke strikers into defend-

ing themselves.

But even the haughty New York Times

published an expose of the recruitment

of scab thugs from around Southern army
bases to set up strikers. A strikebreaker

from Kentucky, one of many holed up in

Jersey motels, who was trying to escape

from New York but didn’t have the cash

for a (scab) bus ticket home, complained:

"wc were bait...cheese for the rats."

Meanwhile, black Democratic mayor
David Dinkins' cops have roughed up
strikers and their supporters in front of

the Daily News building on 42nd Street.

A reporter for the strikers' newspaper.

Real News, was arrested for trying to take

down badge numbers. Even the ACLU.
no friend of organized labor, said. “The
NYPD has turned into a private security

force for the Daily News.” New York

unions must demand: Drop the charges

against all strikers!

The strike is stagnating. Tommy Van
Arsdale and the do-nothing CLC hold

42nd Street rallies so Lane Kirkland and

the rest of the AFL-CIO brass can grand-

stand in baseball caps and windbreakers.

The strike is being run by pro-Dinkins

labor bureaucrats like l!99’s Dennis

Rivera, who would rather have his mem-
bers manning a phone bank for the Dem-
ocrats than a picket line in Brooklyn.

And meanwhile the presses are rolling in

Brooklyn. Garden City and Keamy.
What's needed is a class-struggle

leadership that will bring the strikers’

allies into the streets against the popular

front of Democratic Party politicians.

Wall Street bankers and labor bureaucrats

who are running NYC into the ground.

It took reds to build the racially integrat-

ed industrial unions in the 1930s, using

the militant tactics like hot-cargoing and
sit-down strikes that are badly needed

today. And it will take a class-struggle

workers party Fighting for all the op-

pressed to bust the union-busters for

good.

The striking driver interviewed by WV
pointed to what this battle means for

NYC labor:

“The strike really brought our situation

at the Daily News to the attention of a lot

of New Yorkers. Because the majority of
the workforce in New York is unionized,

all the city workers are unionized. So
now there's this threat. If they get away
with it at the Daily News. Lord knows
what's going to happen. It’s going to be
blitzkrieg for the unions. That’s why so

much attention is being paid at the strike:

if they can do it in New York they can
do it anywhere.
“We want to bring the Daily News man-
agement to its knees, in tears. That's the

kind of hardball game they wanted to

play with us. you got to keep it up and
bring it to them.’’*

PDC Notes...
(continuedfrom page 2)

(#6434), Debbie Sims Africa (#6307),

Janet Holloway Africa (#6308), Janine

Phillips Africa (#6309), Merle Austin

Africa (#6306) and Susan Leon Africa

(#6325). Carlos Africa (AM7400) is at

the State Correctional Facility, Drawer

K, Dallas. PA 18612. and Charles Sims

Africa (#41793-066). U.S.P., 3901 Klein

Blvd., Lompoc. CA 93436. Edward
Goodman Africa (AM 4974) is at P.O.

Box 200. Camp Hill. PA 1 7001 . Michael

Davis Africa (AM 4973) is at Drawer R,

Huntingdon. PA 16652. William Phillips

Africa (41685-066) is at P.O. Box 1000,

f ;
\
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Bay Area
Thurs 5 30-8 00 p m .

Sat 1 00-5:00 p m,

1634 Telegraph, 3rd Floor (near 17th Street)

Oakland, California Phone (415)839-0851

Chicago
Tues 5.00-9 00 p.m, Sat 11:00 a m -2 00 p m
161 W Harrison St ,

10th Floor

Chicago, Illinois Phone (312)663-0715

New York City

Tues 6 30-9 00 p m ,
Sat 1 00-5 00 p m

41 Warren St (one block below
Chambers St near Church St

)

New York, NY Phone (212)267-1025

v Z s

Leavenworth, KS 66048, and Delbert

Orr Africa (AM 4985. Drawer K,

Dallas. PA 18612).

Hugo Pinell (SHU C 1 2 2 1 1 . P.O. Box
7500, Crescent City, CA 95531-7500) is

one of the San Quentin Six. courageous

anti-racist prison rights activists. He is

serving a life term. W.M.E. we Langa
(David Rice) (27718 P.O. Box 2500,

Nebraska State Penitentiary, Lincoln, NE
68502) and Ed Poindexter (Lino Lake
Facility, 7525 4th Avenue. Lino Lake.

MN 55017) are former leaders of the

Omaha Nebraska Committee to Combat
Fascism and Black Panther Party sup-

porters. and are in the 20th year of life

sentences. Targets of COINTELPRO,
Mondo and Poindexter were framed for

the 1970 killing of a cop in a bomb
explosion.

The PDC’s stipend program now ex-

tends to Eddie McClelland (A 154. B

Wing. H Block 4. Maze Prison Long
Kesh, Lisburn Co. Antrim, Northern

Ireland), an imprisoned supporter of

the Irish Republican Socialist Party.

McClelland was sentenced to three life

terms in Britain's star chamber Diplock

courts on frame-up charges of killing

three members of the British occupation

Royal Ulster Constabulary, though Brit-

ish authorities conceded McClelland

wasn’t even present when the shootings

occurred.

This year we are once again holding

fund-raisers in New York. Chicago,

Atlanta and the Bay Area. Last year we
raised over $9,000 for the class-war

prisoners and their families. These funds

give the PDC a solid financial basis for

sending monthly stipends, and meeting

requests for books, magazines, special

items of clothing, as well as holiday gifts

for the prisoners and their families. You
can read more about these class-war

prisoners, updates on their cases, and a

biographical letter from Eddie McClel-

land in Class-Struggle Defense Notes

No. 14. Join our fight to free the class-

war prisoners. Send your contributions

to: Partisan Defense Committee, P.O.

Box 99, Canal Street Station, New York,

NY 10013.1

Bush...
(continued from page 3)

more tanks than the entire U.S.-led coali-

tion. Even U.S. experts are predicting

10,000-30,000 American dead and. given

the Pentagon’s propensity for profligate

bombing, hundreds of thousands of Ira-

qis. The Spartacist League stands for

defense ofIraq and defeat ofWashington's

criminal war . whose real aim is to restore

U.S. imperialist domination of the world.

For labor/political strikes against the

war! Break the blockade of Iraq! U.S.

out of the Near East!

Bush has been able to amass this im-

perialist force only because the Gorba-
chevite "reformers" in the Soviet Union
have surrendered the field. The Kremlin

abandoned beleaguered Afghanistan and

let East Germany be returned to the

rapacious German bourgeoisie, which led

to the collapse of the Warsaw Pact. So
now Bush feels free to strip U.S. forces

from West Europe and concentrate them
in Saudi Arabia some 700 miles from the

Soviet Union.

This week Bush is busy rounding up
the Security Council votes for a UN
stamp of approval for war. He even

met with the Syrian president (previ-

ously considered a terrorist), declaring:

“Mr. Assad is lined up with us with a

commitment to force.” The Times ex-

pressed some worry over Soviet "hesi-

tancy" on “commitment to force," but a

"nyet" from Moscow is hardly taken very

seriously anymore. Recent experience

has shown that Gorbachev’s “no" is

followed the next day by a "maybe" and

the day after by a capitulatory "yes,"

especially if he gets a whiff of IMF
credits.

It’s been a while since Khrushchev
banged his shoe at the UN—not that he
was any less fundamentally committed to

“peaceful coexistence.” We haven’t for-

gotten how Khrushchev blinked in the

face of Kennedy’s threats in the Cuban
missile crisis. Lenin's famous dictum that

capitalism breeds war may be considered

dead dogma by some bumed-out Stalin-

ists in the Soviet bloc, but now it stares

them in the face. U.S. imperialism on the

loose is a threat to humanity, and the

Soviet Union first of all. Bush may think

he can order up a war like Kaiser Wil-

helm. but remember that World War I

lost him his throne.
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German Trotskyists' Election Program

For Workers Resistance

Against the Fourth Reich!

Class-struggle election

campaign of Spartakist
Workers Party of Ger-
many. Above, from left:

SpAD candidate Reinhard
Hartwig speaks at Halle

anti-Nazi demo (center);

Toralf Endruweit,
candidate In Berlin.

Left: Jana Strauchfuss
campaigning at women's
rights demo in Berlin.

Right: Renate Oahlhaus
in protest against
ban on immigration of

Soviet Jews.

We print below a translation of the

election program ofthe Spartakist Workers

Parry of Germany.

• For mass strikes against mass
layoffs—For plant occupations

and workers control!

• Fight to win and preserve

women’s rights!

• Defend immigrant workers,

Roma and Sinti!

• Oppose the anti-communist
witchhunt!

• Stop attacks on Soviet soldiers!

• Down with NATO and Greater
German militarism!

• For a Red Germany of workers
councils in a socialist Furope!

The Spartakist Workers Party of

Germany (SpAD) is running in the De-

cember 2 Bundestag elections on our

program for workers resistance to the

catastrophic consequences of Anschluss

(annexation) of the former DDR (German
Democratic Republic— East Germany).
We Trotskyists are the party of intransi-

gent opposition to the Fourth Reich of

German imperialism. As a section of the

International Communist League (Fourth

Internationalist), we seek to build a

world party of socialist revolution.

Many of you know the Spartakist

Workers Party as the ones who fought

against capitalist reunification, with no

ifs, ands or buts. When millions voted

last March for the “quick mark" because

they thought it would bring prosperity,

when others talked of “improving" the

terms of the sellout, of slowing it down,
we told the bitter truth: that the takeover

of the DDR by imperialist West Germany
would mean mass unemployment, attacks

on women and foreign workers, growth

of fascist forces and growth of Greater

German imperialism. The SpAD pre-

dicted it. And now that people are

beginning to wake up from the D-mark
intoxication, it is all the more urgent

to join in building the class-struggle

election campaign of the Spartakists.

In strikes and demonstrations, the East

German workers have begun to fight

back. The bourgeoisie fears a “hot au-

tumn": despite celebrations of champagne
and Firecrackers at the Brandenburg Gate,

its state apparatus is not yet in place east

of the Elbe, and the Social Democratic
(SPD and DGB union federation) system

Spartakist Photos

of policing the working class, built on
the ruins of the FDGB (former East

German trade-union federation), is shaky.

Meanwhile, the bosses want to make
West German workers pick up the bill

for the Deutsche Bank's pillaging of East

Europe, using the "costs of reunification"

and the pressure of the ex-DDR “low-

wage land" to beat down union demands.

The key to victory in the defensive strug-

gles of the working people is to join the

power of West German workers with the

readiness to fight of their East German
colleagues who have their backs to the

wall. For the fighting unity of working

people. East and West, women and men,
German and immigrant, with the leader-

ship of an authentic Leninist-Trotskyist

party.

Spartakists’ Fighting Program
Women workers in the ex-DDR have

taken some of the heaviest blows from

the takeover by capital. Companies and

municipalities close down their kinder-

gartens. A majority of the new jobless

are women. In West Berlin the SPD/AL
(Alternative List) coalition with the col-

lusion of the union tops smashed the

strike of childcare employees. The bour-

geoisie has given abortion rights in the

ex-DDR only a temporary stay of execu-

tion. Greens and feminists rally behind

CDUer Siissmuih's “improved” version

of the anti-abortion Paragraph 218. in-

cluding forced "counseling." The Sparta-

kists say:

• Stop the closure of childcare facil-

ities, including plant kindergartens!

Free, state-financed 24-hour quality

childcare for all. East and West!
• Abolish Paragraphs 218 and 219

without replacement! Free abortion

on demand, as part of comprehensive
quality health care for all!

In the ex-DDR, foreign workers are

being scapegoated for unemployment,
massively Fired, attacked by fascist bands
and driven out of the country. In the

West, Social Democrats take the lead

in deporting Roma and Sinti (gypsies),

victims of Nazi genocide. This is a dead-

ly threat to all workers. It’s necessary to

Fight all forms of racism and chauvinism
against Vietnamese, Mozambican. Po-

lish and other foreign workers in the

East, and against Turkish. Kurdish and
other immigrant workers in the West.

Greater German reunification has enor-

mously emboldened the neo-Nazi scum.
Homosexuals and leftist demonstrators

are attacked by skinheads. Jewish ceme-
teries are regularly desecrated, and now
Bonn closes its borders to Jewish ref-

ugees from the USSR. The Spartakists

say:

• No deportations! Let the Roma
and Sinti stay! Full citizenship rights

for all immigrant workers and their

families! Down with the ban on Jewish
immigration!

• For workers defense squads to

protect foreign worker housing and
immigrant neighborhoods! For worker/
immigrant mobilizations to crush the
fascists!

• Oppose all discrimination against
homosexuals!

The currency union on July 1 marked
the formal capitalist takeover of the

collectivized, planned economy of the

former bureaucratically deformed DDR
workers state. The bourgeoisie is now
engaged in what the Bundesbank calls

“creative destruction." All they are “cre-

ating" is mass unemployment. Millions
are thrown out of their jobs or put on
short workweek in this ruthless assault

on living standards. The SPD seeks to

subordinate the workers struggle to the

bosses through the plant council system,
used to break the FDGB unions and

SPARTAKIST 4
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SPARTAKIST 4

Fur Arbeiterwiderstand
gegen das Vierte Reich!

WAHLT SPARTAKIST!

WAHU

SPARTAKIST

Arbeiterwiderstand
gegen das Vierte Reich!

SPARTAKIST 4

Por resistencla operaria

contra o Quarto Reich!

spartakusowedw
"For Workers
Resistance
Against the
Fourth Reich!":

SpAD election
poster (center).

"Spartakist
Fighting
Program" was
published in

German, Turkish,
Portuguese and
Polish.
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purge reds. DGB unions make a deal

with the bosses limiting wage raises in

the cx-DDR to productivity increases.

Not class collaboration but a fight for

workers control, to rip the factories from

the hands of the bureaucrats become
bosses, can smash the plans of the capi-

talists and their Treuhand lackeys.

• For mass strikes and factory occu-

pations against mass layoffs and plant

shutdowns! For elected strike commit-

tees! Oust the bureaucrats and make
the trade unions into fighting organi-

zations of class struggle.

• Fqual pay for equal work. East

and West, women and men, youth and

foreign workers! For a sliding scale

of wages! (automatic raises according

to increases in the price of consumer

goods). For a sliding scale of hours!

(divide the available work among all

available hands). For a massive pro-

gram of public works, at full union

wages!
• For the expropriation of the capi-

talist banks and industry by a work-

ers government! For a genuine socialist

planned economy under the control of

workers councils, recallable at any

time!

Already on October 3, the Bonn au-

thorities began their anti-communist

witchhunt. "Examinations" of judges and

teachers, "blacklisting" of former SED
and present PDS (Party of Democratic

Socialism) members, arrests of "spy-

masters” are the order of the day. Mean-

while, the BKA (West German FBI) has

taken over the Stasi headquarters. And
former members of the RAF (Red Army
Faction) have already been handed over

to the West German political police for

jailing.

• Stop the repression against the

PDS, FDJ (Free German Youth) and

FDGB! For united action against the

party expropriation law! Down with

blacklisting! Hands off Markus Wolf!

• Release the members of the RAF!
Abolish the “anti-terrorist” Paragraph

1 29a!

It is an atrocity that Soviet soldiers

and officers and their families are in-

sulted and discriminated against and have

now become the targets of deadly armed

attacks by German nationalists. The Red

Army and the Soviet peoples liberated

Germany and East Europe from the

scourge of fascism at the cost of 28

million Soviet dead. For decades, the

Soviet Army men stood at their posts on

the front line against NATO imperialism.

• For united-front actions, centered

on the working class, to defend and

honor our Soviet Army comrades and
their families!

Greater Germany means "drive to

the East," to Kaliningrad and beyond.

They are gearing up the Bundeswehr

for worldwide deployment. And a mere

constitutional clause or “2+4 treaty” will

not stop the bourgeoisie of Auschwitz,

which has aided apartheid South Africa

in developing the A-bomb, from itself

deploying nuclear weapons. Even a “re-

duced" Bundeswehr will soon be larger

than the total of Soviet and U.S. forces

in West and Central Europe. The impe-

rialists crow that they "won the Cold

War." yet we are a great deal closer to

World War III, with its threat of a nu-

clear holocaust

—

the flash point today is

the Persian Gulf. The only disarmament

that can avert or end war is the disarm-

ing of the bourgeoisie through workers

revolution.

• Down wilh NATO! Not one man.

not one woman, not one pfennig for

the Bundeswehr!
• Imperialist military forces out of

the Persian Gulf ! Bundesmarine out of

the Mediterranean! No Bundeswehr

Tornado fighter jets to Turkey!

• Break the blockade! The USSR
must end its weapons embargo against

Iraq!

When Kohl & Co. talk of a united

Germany in a united Europe, they're

talking about restoring capitalist exploita-

tion to the Urals and beyond. From Af-

ghanistan to East Germany, Gorbachev

has been giving the imperialists whatever

Cl r--T
Oer Spiegel Photos

Capitalist father-

land victimizes
women. Above:
striking East
German textile

workers in May.
Free childcare
made it possible
for 94 percent of

East German
women to hold
jobs; capitalist

reunification has
meant closing of

day-care centers,

mass firing of

women.

they ask for. Now Yeltsin and Gorbachev

threaten to force the Soviet peoples to

undergo the misery of the market.

• Unconditional military defense

of the degenerated/deformed workers

states against imperialist attack and

internal counterrevolution!

• For proletarian political revolution

to oust the Stalinist bureaucracies

before they sell out everything to the

imperialists!

• For the revolutionary unity of

German, Polish and Soviet workers!
• For a Red Germany of workers

councils in a socialist Europe!

The Road of Lenin and Trotsky

Today the historic proletarian gains of

the October Revolution, the very exis-

tence of the Soviet Union, are in danger.

From Central Asia to East Europe, the

prospect of civil war is posed. Gorba-

chev’s caving in to a reunited imperialist

Germany puts NATO troops on the Oder-

Neisse border. And as the failure of

his perestroika market reforms produces

economic chaos, there is a stampede to

restore capitalism. The market is pre-

sented as a magic remedy, but look at the

first results: in Poland, full shop win-

dows and empty stomachs; in the Soviet

Union, a record harvest rotting in the

fields and food shortages in the cities.

The answer to six and a half decades of

Stalinist bureaucratic mismanagement of

the economy is not the brutal destruction

wreaked by the capitalist market but a

planned economy under workers council

democracy.

This was the program of Leon Trotsky

and the Left Opposition, which fought

Stalin and the parasitic Soviet bureauc-

racy as it usurped power and proclaimed

a conservative, nationalist policy at home
of "building socialism in one country."

The Stalinists’ counterpart to this abroad

was the "popular front," tying the work-

ing class to the bourgeoisie in order to

head off proletarian revolution. To carry

out this policy of "peaceful coexistence"

with imperialism, Stalin and his hench-

men (like the thug Ulbricht) had to mur-

der the Trotskyists, who warned that the

bureaucracy was preparing the way for

counterrevolution. Today, as Gorbachev

and Gysi openly embrace the restoration

of capitalism, they still slander Trotsky-

ism. for it embodies the genuine Bol-

shevik program of socialist revolution

worldwide which they and their grand-

daddy Stalin betrayed.

The decrepit DDR economy was not

the result of too much planned economy,

as everyone from Kohl to Gysi claims,

but too little—above all internationally.

Leuna workers produced hundreds of

products from Soviet-supplied oil. but

deliveries were slashed as the Kremlin

bureaucrats sought to take advantage of

high oil prices on the world market.

So [former East German Stalinist lead-

ers) Honecker and Mittag ordered DDR
power plants to burn lignite, polluting the

atmosphere and lungs. Facing an imperi-

alist boycott on advanced technology,

Robotron workers produced perfectly

capable computers—but now the Soviet

Union buys IBM and so the East Ger-

man computer industry lies in shambles.

In opposing capitalist reunification, we
Trotskyists did not appeal to narrow

DDR nationalism but raised a program

for socialist reunification and socialist

international economic planning.

In response, the bankrupt leftovers of

SED-Stalinism accused us of blowing

“red soap bubbles." But who was “unre-

alistic." we who called for uniting Ger-

man. Polish and Soviet workers against

counterrevolution, or those like Gysi-

Modrow who capitulated before the Bonn

onslaught while blowing "black-red-gold

soap bubbles”? What of the “citizens'

movements" who dreamed of a “third

way," were wiped out in the March 18

DDR vote and are now spearheading

the anti-Stasi. anti-PDS witchhunt? Or

those who believed the lies of Kohl and

the Social Democrats, who said that the

D-mark would bring salvation? The

Spartakists say straight-out that the for-

mation of a united imperialist Germany

is a great defeat. But we say too that

working people can and must resist its

consequences. While reformists wrangle

over seats in the modern Reichstag, the

SpAD uses this election campaign as a

platform to call for Bolshevik politics

and hard class struggle.

After 45 years of Stalinist mismanage-

ment. the SED/PDS just handed over

everything to the capitalists. Gysi crawls

behind Lafontaine and the witchhunters

of the SPD, and much of the "far left”

crawl behind Gysi. The Greens are split

over the witchhunt of the PDS, with the

majority spouting eco-anti-Communism

while many ex-Fundis (and not a few

Realos) [the “fundamentalist" and "real-

ist" wings of the Greens) go over to

Gysi's brand of “left” social democracy.

So fixated is the PDS/Linke Liste on

ingratiating itself to this German nation-

alist petty-bourgeois milieu that the

working class has utterly ceased to exist

for it. They yearn to be junior partners in

a coalition with the capitalist rulers—the

loyal “opposition” to the bourgeoisie of

Auschwitz and Babi Yar! This is the

popular front they learned in the Stalinist

school. No vote to the Green and PDS
handmaidens of capital!

For Fighting Working-Class
Unity in Action

The Spartakist Workers Party of Ger-

many is a small party, but faces big

tasks. As part of our communist program,

we have sought out opportunities to use

the Leninist tactic of the united front, to

bring together forces in common struggle

without confusing political banners. Thus

we initiated the united-front anti-fascist

mobilization after the desecration of the

Treptow monument to the Red Army
fighters who fell in the battle to smash

Nazism. Our call was taken up as well by

the SED/PDS, and some 250.000 people

rallied on January 3 in the largest anti-

fascist demonstration ever in Germany.

But the SPD tops and Cold Warriors in

the West were enraged by this powerful

pro-Soviet countermobilization against

Bonn's reunification drive, and the SED/
PDS caved in to them.

The drive toward counterrevolution in

the DDR unleashed a rising wave of

fascist/skinhead racist terror attacks on

immigrant workers and escalating anti-

Semitism. Now Hans Modrow has his
“
Deutschland . einig Vaterland" (Germany,

united fatherland) and Nazis are literally

gunning for Gysi. In times of "prosper-

ity." the fascist shock troops of capital

are kept in reserve, staging periodic

provocations and readying to unleash

bloody terror in times of crisis. But in

the former DDR. economic crisis is

looming now. And in the absence of a

widely recognized purposive communist

opposition, the fascists could capital-

ize on frustrations by attacking foreign

workers and leftists. "Dialogue" with

these killers as the PDS wants is suicidal

idiocy. What’s needed are mass worker/

immigrant mobilizations which can stop

the fascists now, while they are still

continued on page 12
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Left: Mozambican worker in Eisenach auto plant. Right: Mozambican workers join Spartakists in demanding full

citizenship rights for foreign/immigrant workers at 1990 May Day march in Berlin.
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Police Wage War on Berlin Squatters . Rail Workers Strike

Germany: Hot Autumn of Class Struggle
NOVEMBER 27

—

For months the Ger-

man bourgeoisie feared a "hot autumn"

of social unrest as the social conse-

quences of the annexation of the former

East Germany (DDR) by capitalist West

Germany became clear. The illusions of

the East German population of instant

prosperity through a "strong mark"

would disappear and the bitter reality of

mass unemployment and poverty could

provoke outbursts of fury. And the appa-

ratus of state repression was not yet

in place. Our comrades of the Sparta-

kist Workers Parly of Germany (SpAD)
have mounted a Klasscnkampf-Wahlkampf

(class-struggle election campaign) for the

December 2 Bundestag (parliament) elec-

tions under the watchword. "For Workers

Resistance Against the Fourth Reich!”

Now the "hot autumn" has arrived,

with a vengeance. Trying to head off

protest with a blatant show of force, the

Social Democratic (SPD) government of

Berlin mayor Walter Momper launched

a massive police assault against apart-

ment houses in the former East Berlin

occupied by squatters. An initial attack

by riot police on November 12 was

resisted by building occupiers heaving

Molotov cocktails and paving stones,

resulting in a stand-off. The squatters got

hold of an excavator and dug up the

street to erect barricades. SPD police

chief Erich Patzold, in turn, brought in

over 3,000 cops in phalanxes, together

with armored cars, tanks and helicopters.

This occupation army then beat up and

cleared out the squatters.

Describing the street battles, Neues
Deutschland (15 November) headlined.

"West Police Test Civil War in East

Berlin." The cops' blitzkrieg tactics

sparked anger among the populace of the

former DDR. who had never seen any-

thing like it. They may have thought they

had lived in a police state, but the Volks-

polizei was seldom even armed! The
squatters also enjoyed popular support

in East Berlin, where there are 27,000

empty apartments (most now owned by
West landlords) while 45,000 people are

looking for housing; and in West Berlin,

where rents are skyrocketing. At a No-
vember 17 protest the SpAD marched
with a banner declaring: “Stop Police

Terror With Workers Mobilization!"

The massive deployment of police has

not had the effect of intimidating workers

protests. Barely a week and a half later.

250,000 workers of the Deutsche Reichs-

bahn, the former East German slate rail-

ways, went out on strike. Their minimal

demands were simply for raising wages
to 60 percent of the levels in the West
German Bundesbahn and job security

against threatened mass layoffs. This is

the first labor struggle since capitalist

reunification was formally sealed on
October 3, and it put the entire German
bourgeoisie on pins and needles.

On Sunday, November 25 more than

97 percent of the railroad workers voted

to strike, and instead of waiting until

the Monday deadline, they immediately

began to shut down many lines. The next

day, long-distance passenger and freight

trains were stopped, more than 300 in all.

In the Baltic port of Rostock, harbor

workers reportedly stopped work in soli-

darity, but continued loading potatoes in

ships bound for Leningrad. On the Polish

border at Frankfurt/Oder, as well, strikers

agreed to load trains hauling emergency

food supplies to the Soviet Union.

The SpAD quickly put out a leaflet

headlined. "No Layoffs! Equal Pay for

Equal Work, East and West, Now!
Reichsbahn and Bundesbahn Workers:

All-Out Strike Now!" It called for elect-

ed strike committees to lead the struggle

to victory, and for shutting down urban

transport in Berlin. And the SpAD noted

that a solid show of strength by the half

million railroad workers would have an

enormous effect on workers throughout

the country.

This is the most important strike in

Germany since 1984, and it gave workers

in the East a taste of their social power
for the first time since the 1953 workers

uprising against the Stalinist regime. In

response, the Bonn government of Chris-

tian Democratic (CDU) chancellor Hel-

mut Kohl said it would bring in the

army as strikebreakers, using Bundes-

wehr trucks to move “Christmas" pack-

ages. This is a threat to the entire labor

movement. But instead of mobilizing the

power of the largest railway union in the

world, the union tops have now lifted the

strike on passenger trains.

In the DDR elections last March, the

Trotskyist SpAD, which called for prole-

tarian political revolution to oust the

Stalinist bureaucracies of the deformed

workers states, was the only party which

categorically opposed capitalist reunifica-

tion. In contrast, the PDS (Party of Dem-
ocratic Socialism, successor to the Stalin-

ist SED which ruled East Germany for

four decades) and various left groups

bowed before the imperialist onslaught.

only seeking to slow it down and im-

prove the terms for selling out the social

achievements of the DDR which were
built with the toil of the working people.

Today, these fake-lefts continue their

policy of capitulation. PDS leader Gregor

Gysi went along with a night-and-fog

raid by Patzold’s cops against the PDS,
then fingered his own treasurers to the

capitalist police for their attempts to

protect party money from expropriation!

As for the Reichsbahn workers, the PDS
calls for the same kind of "rational-

ization" measures that slashed 100,000

jobs on the Bundesbahn. In West Berlin,

the "Alternative List" (Greens) broke

their coalition with Walter Momper after

the police assault on the squatters. But

this was after the city government's

breaking of the day-care (KiTa) strike

last winter, and their votes are still

keeping Momper & Co. in office.

Opposed to these parliamentary cre-

tins, the SpAD put forward a "Fighting

Program” for its "Class-Struggle Election

Campaign" (see page 8). Having fought

counterrevolution down the line when the

rest of the left crawled before Kohl &
Co., the SpAD now seeks to provide

direction for the defensive battles in the

aftermath of the takeover of the DDR by

imperialist West Germany.

The Spartakists have systematically

fought the rightist witchhunting attacks,

principally against the PDS and also the

Greens. This has gained the SpAD some

notoriety. The social-democratic/liberal

news magazine Der Spiegel (19 Novem-
ber) noted that at a Gysi appearance

in Hamburg, the Spartakists demanded
"immediate release” of the PDS treas-

urers and termed Gysi a "belly-crawling

capitulator." In addition “Spiegel-TV"

covered a plant-gate distribution at the

East Berlin KWO factory, where our

comrades emphasized the importance of

defending immigrant workers. (The

SpAD election program was translated

into Turkish, Polish and Portuguese.)

As the class struggle heats up in the

Fourth Reich of German imperialism, the

Trotskyists of the Spartakist Workers

Party seek to use the "Reichstag” elec-

tion campaign as the Bolsheviks did with

the tsar's Duma, as a platform for revo-

lutionary politics.

Censors Try to Disappear Auschwitz
In a radio election spot, the Spar-

takist Workers Party of Germany
declared that "Gorbachev and the PDS
[successor to the former East German
Stalinist ruling party] gave away the

DDR to the bourgeoisie of Ausch-
witz." This statement was not to the

liking of the bosses at Berliner Rund-
funk. in former East Berlin, who
claimed it was “libelous." These ex-

Stalinists were so solicitous of the

German ruling class against insult that

they appointed themselves political

censors and refused to air our election

spot. Instead they broadcast a version

in which the word “Auschwitz" was
replaced by a beep tone!

Renate Dahlhaus, an SpAD candi-

date in Berlin for Bundestag deputy,

issued a November 20 statement de-

claring: “The Berliner Rundfunk is

attempting to cover up the heinous

legacy of the Third Reich and the

Holocaust with the primitive methods
of Richard Nixon’s Watergate. This is

not only an attack on freedom of

speech and press, on the democratic
rights of our party. It is an attack on
all those who seek to fight the cata-

strophic effects of a Fourth Reich."

The statement listed a number of
prominent West German politicians

who began their careers in the Third
Reich, including Fritz Karl Ries, the

political mentor of Chancellor Helmut
Kohl.

On November 26, an administrative

court in Berlin ruled that the radio

station was required to broadcast the

SpAD election statement in full.

Berlin SPD government sent 3,000 cops with tanks to evict squatters In East
Berlin, provoking pitched battles. Vicious assault confirmed Spartakist warning
that Social Democrats were “bloodhounds for the Deutsche Bank."

Thatcher...
(continued from page 3)

could rapidly change if the Conservatives

dump Thatcher before the general elec-

tion... In fact, there wouldn’t be much
difference between a Tory government
headed by Heseltine, and a Kinnock La-
bour government."

— Workers Hammer,
March/April 1990

This was clearly something the British

electorate recognised as well. Immediate-

ly after Thatcher's resignation. Labour’s

16-point lead in the opinion polls

vanished, with Heseltine and the other

two Tory contenders. Cabinet ministers

Douglas Hurd and John Major, vaulting

ahead of Kinnock. As the New York

Times (25 November) observed. "Labor’s

policies sound not much different from

those of the Conservatives." The weak
British economy, ravaged by decades of

capitalist neglect and devastation, offers

no easy options to the bosses. Industry

has been cut to the bone, rail and trans-

port starved of investment, and industrial

murder has become commonplace, from

the North Sea to the London Under-

ground. For the working masses the

choice between the boot of the Tories or

the knife of Labour is no choice at all.

Kinnock showed his colours during

the miners strike, when he supported

Thatcher’s demand for a scab ballot

while denouncing the miners for defend-

ing their picket lines against strikebreak-

ers. Had class struggle toppled the

Thatcher government during the strike it

would have created a pre-revolutionary

situation, posing point blank the question

of which class shall rule. So, Kinnock,

Willis and the Labour “lefts” worked

overtime to knife the miners.

Since then, Kinnock has amply demon-
strated that he is an enemy of working

people and the oppressed. It is starkly

clear that to wage a class fight against

unemployment, union-busting, wage-

slashing and warmongering a political

break must be made from the Labour
traitors, right and "left.” Our task is to

forge a revolutionary party through split-

ting Labour’s working-class base from its

pro-capitalist leadership and regrouping
those forces outside and to the left of the

Labour Party under the banner of authen-

tic communism.
It is too bad that Margaret Thatcher

was only kicked out of No. 10 by her
Tory cronies. The sacked miners, home-
less youth, impoverished pensioners,

families of the Argentine sailors of the

Belgrano which she maliciously ordered
blown away during the 1982 Falklands/
Malvinas War, the oppressed Catholic

minority in Northern Ireland and victims
of racist cop rampage—to name but a

few—are certainly celebrating her de-

parture, but they are no closer to re-

dressing the devastating injury she and
her ruling-class cohorts have inflicted on
them. Real justice will come with prole-

tarian revolution, which will sweep into

the dustbin of history the bourgeoisie
along with the parasitic Labour fakers.
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Return to the Road of Lenin
and Trotsky!

Soviet Union...
(continued from pane 1

)

leading up to November 7, Moscow was
rife with rumors, circulated by pro-

capitalist forces, of a "conservative’' mil-

itary coup, supposedly to be carried out

under cover of preparations for the

November 7 parade. Defense Minister

Dmitri Yazov vehemently denounced
these rumors as a slander and lashed

back at the “so-called democrats": “This

is very useful to somebody. Not only to

shake up the army, to slander it. But the

most important, to prepare some kind

of ’coup d’etat *. (New York Timex,

1 October).

Gorbachev overruled the Yeltsinites,

but tried to limit the occasion to military

parades. The Moscow media broadcast

appeals for people to stay home. But in

the face of counterrevolutionary mobili-

zations, CPSU leaders at the last moment
appealed on TV for the population to

show their support for October. In Mos-
cow, 100,000 marched in the official

celebration, where one banner demanded,
“Anti-Communist Gorbachev—Out of

the CPSU.” Others carried signs reading,

"Hands off Lenin!" and "No to a Market

of Labor!" At the same time, a demon-
stration by 10,000 right-wingers (heavily

covered by the Western media) heard a

Russian Orthodox priest lead a prayer

vigil for the “victims of Communism."
Yeltsin, after briefly sharing the review-

ing stand with Gorbachev atop Lenin's

mausoleum, went straight to the anti-

Communist counterdemonstration on the

other side of the Kremlin, where he was
greeted with wild acclaim.

In Leningrad, after the Red columns
marched down the Nevsky Prospect into

Palace Square, there was a second march
of the so-called "Democratic columns."

whose main slogan was "November 7

is a day of national tragedy." The char-

acter of these “democratic forces" was
fully revealed by the fact that at their

head marched contingents of the fascist

Pamyat and other ultrarightist outfits,

followed by the Popular Front and Dem-
ocratic Union. In Kiev, nationalistic

Ukrainian students tried to obstruct the

Red Army parade. In Vilnius, Lithuania

paratroopers had to clear right-wing stu-

dents out of the way. In Georgia, the

commemoration of Revolution Day was
restricted to a military base near Tbilisi.

In many cities there was no commemo-
ration of the Revolution at all.

Many military cadre are rightly out-

raged by the widespread denigration of

Soviet patriotism; increasing draft dodg-

ing and desertions, especially in the non-

Russian republics; the open surfacing of

Nazi collaborators in the Baltic republics;

the sabotage and vilification of the mili-

tary intervention in Afghanistan against

the CIA-armed Islamic mujahedin. But

perhaps more than anything else, they are

outraged by Gorbachev’s unilateral re-

treat before NATO and the Fourth Reich

of German imperialism, as demobilized

officers and soldiers return to face the

threat of unemployment and tent cities.

A Trotskyist party in the Soviet Union
could recruit into its ranks Red Army

Powerful 1989 Soviet miners strike shook USSR. Russian-language Spartacist Bulletin got enthusiastic reception with
hundreds purchased by coal miners at October congress in Donetsk.

Only united struggle by the multi-

national Soviet working class can defeat

the forces of bloody capitalist counter-

revolution. Sections of the Soviet work-

ing class, especially the miners, have

been militant in defending their eco-

nomic interests against the ravages of

perestroika Politically, however, Soviet

workers remain under the sway of vari-

ous contending factions within the petty-

bourgeois bureaucracy and intelligentsia.

Late last month. 900 delegates from
coal mines across the USSR met in the

Donbass region of the eastern Ukraine to

debate forming an independent. USSR-
wide union. While the tone of the confer-

ence was one of defiance, there was
continued on pane 12

out of literature, they held an impromptu
rally in front of the Aleksandrovsky

Column in the middle of Palace Square.

Several hundred people listened to Trot-

skyist speeches calling for the workers to

retake political power on the program of

revolutionary internationalism. Vecherny

Leningrad quoted from an interview with

an ICL spokesman, calling for a return

to “the original Leninist and Trotskyist

theory" and “above all. not conceding to

the restoration of capitalism." One wom-
an. seeing the Fourth Internationalist

insignia on our banner, exclaimed with

tears in her eyes, “It’s so wonderful to

see you again." Another came over to

our literature stall and joined the rally,

asking that the sign she was carrying be

placed alongside the ICL slogans. It read:

"Stop Capitalist Restoration! They’re

Trying to Make Our Homeland Into a

Colony!"

Indeed they are. The rulers of Wall

Street, Frankfurt and Tokyo aim not only

to buy up the productive resources of the

Soviet Union but also to dismember the

USSR and turn the remnants into semi-

colonies. Gorbachev has made clear his

intent to sell off to Western and Japanese

capitalists the collectivized factories,

mines and other resources created by the

blood and sweat of the Soviet workers

over decades. One group of Western

industrialists is reportedly planning an

ambitious project to construct a new
superhighway from Odessa to Leningrad
via Kiev and Moscow, in which they

intend to use returning troops from East

Europe as cheap labor.

Meanwhile the forces of backwardness

and obscurantism unleashed by perestroi-

ka grow ever more grotesque. Pro-tsarist

reactionaries and the Russian Orthodox
church are now planning to erect a

memorial cathedral in Sverdlovsk on the

site where Tsar Nicholas II and his fam-

ily were executed by the Bolsheviks!

men who do not want to see their coun-

try exploited and colonized by Western

imperialism. Indeed, many soldiers and

militiamen bought our Russian-language

bulletin when they saw the article “In

Defense of Marshal Tukhachevsky,” the

head of the Red Army who was slan-

dered and murdered along with virtually

unemployment, rampant inflation and

descent into nationalist carnage.

The bureaucracy’s decades-long stran-

glehold over the Soviet working class

is being broken. With the exception of

a handful of hard-bitten Stalinists, dem-
onstrators in the Red columns in both

Moscow and Leningrad were quite open

Fruits of

perestroika:
Moscow shoppers
find food stores
empty as lurch

toward capitalist

market economy
produces chaos.

the entire general staff during the Stalin

purges of the late 1930s.

However, the defense and socialist

regeneration of the USSR cannot be

achieved simply on the basis of Soviet

patriotism, which, moreover, in the

mouths of the Stalinists has time and

again been tinged with and served as a

cover for Great Russian chauvinism. It

is necessary to recapture the proletarian

internationalism which animated the

Bolshevik Revolution and Trotsky's Red
Army. The Soviet working class must
become the main force against capitalist

counterrevolution, which would bring

down on the heads of the toilers massive

and sometimes receptive to the pres-

ence and participation of Trotskyists. The
intervention of the ICL was felt and

noted. A major Leningrad daily, Vecherny

Leningrad (9 November), reported, “at

the Aleksandrovsky Column the red

banner of the Fourth Internationalist

League of Trotskyists was unfurled.

There was a brisk trade in Trotskyist

literature published abroad." In addition

to sales of the Spartacist Bulletin, several

thousand copies were distributed of a

Russian-language offprint of “Soviet

Workers: Smash Yeltsin/Gorbachev 500-

Day Plan!" (WV'No. 510, 21 September).

After the comrades in Leningrad sold
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SPARTACIST

Translation of ICL leaflet in Russian (above)
produced and circulated in Leningrad for

November 7 anniversary demonstration.

Hail the Celebration of the October Revolution!

Defend the Gains of the October Revolution!

Down With the Restoration of Capitalism!

For Power to Soviets of the Working People!

• Create an anti-Stalinist Leninist-Trotskyist party from workers and those
sections of the army who have the fewest privileges and the most
responsibilities!

• For genuine equality on the basis of abundancel
• All power to the Soviets of the working people! Oust the parasites,

exploiters and their ideologues from the Soviets!

• “Socialism in one country" is a defeatist myth! For proletarian revolutionary

internationalism!

• For military defense of the USSR against the imperialist vise tightening

around it! Against the dismemberment of the USSRI
• For democratic-centralist planning through Soviets of the workers and their

allies—peasants, the working intelligentsia and those of the military who
voluntarily renounce their privileges! Stalin’s heirs are selling out our
Motherland

• For workers mobilizations against chauvinism, Pamyat and anti-Semitism!

• For democratic reorganization of the Soviet Union and the right of every
nation with an anti-counterrevolutionary leadership to whatever self-

determination it considers necessary.

• For government of the Lenin-Sverdlov type on the basis of workers
democracy!

• For the formation of an all-Union Trotskyist party!

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST LEAGUE (IV Internationalist)
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German
Trotskyists...
(continued from page 9)

small and relatively isolated.

The party expropriation law, inspired

by the SPD, was part of the sinister

campaign to criminalize former and

present members of the SED and PDS
and squelch resistance to capitalist An-

schluss. Now it is turned against the trade

unions. The SpAD refused to hand over

its party finances to the trustees of the

Deutsche Bank. Furthermore, we called

in an "Open Letter" on all left and

working-class organizations to defend the

right to organize and defy this attempt to

throttle the proletariat. But Gysi et al.

wouldn't fight it. While other "leftist"

parties are financed by Bonn—sealing

their role as pressure groups on and

paid servants of the ruling class—we
stand for the class independence of work-

ers organizations, refusing to take one

D-mark of state subsidies.

In the March 18 DDR elections, the

SpAD offered to call for a vote, in those

constituencies where we did not present

candidates, to any parlies which stated,

in writing, their absolute opposition to

capitalist reunification. There were no

lakers. Other so-called "leftists," from

the PDS to the Nelken, Vereinigte Linke

and KPD, crawled before the imperialist

Anschluss , at best seeking to slow it

down or improve the terms for the

sellout. Now the Linke Liste/PDS slate

declares that parts of it accept "the

social-state compromise” in the Federal

Republic and makes this the starting

point of its politics for the new Greater

German Reich. They openly support cap-

italism. We don’t. We Trotskyists fight

for socialist revolution. And you?

For Revolutionary
Internationalism!

To exemplify our internationalist,

working-class program, the Spartakist

Workers Party featured a tour through

the DDR and Hamburg in June by Amer-
ican black Trotskyist Don Andrews.

Through the Kommittee fiir Soziale Ver-

teidigung we have mobilized support for

the worldwide campaign to save the life

of black journalist Mumia Abu-Jamal,

framed up and slated for execution by the

racist American rulers for his unremitting

defense of the oppressed. The SpAD has

massively distributed materials in Polish,

Vietnamese, Turkish, Spanish. Portu-

guese and Russian for immigrant workers

and Soviet soldiers. We have fought to

mobilize the workers of the KWO plant

to defend their Mozambican coworkers

from fascist attacks. We have opposed

anti-Polish chauvinism, holding a pro-

test picket last May against the Aldi

supermarket's outrageous discrimination

against Polish workers.

Most recently, in the face of the vile

ban on immigration by Soviet Jews or-

dered from Bonn, the Spartakists organ-

ized a protest before the (now former)

monument to the victims of fascism on

Unter den Linden, declaring: "Down with

the Ban on Jewish Immigration of the

Fourth Reich!" Some gave as a reason

for not participating that the Nazis were

not in power yet, so this can’t be a

“Fourth Reich." But Nazis were not in

power in the Bismarckian/Wilhelmian

Second Reich, which along with the

other imperialist powers unleashed the

slaughter of World War I. And in the

new Greater Germany, fascists are ma-

rauding and cocking their pistols, from

Gorlitz and Greifswald to Gottingen. If

the Republikaner have not substantially

grown, it is because Kohl & Lafontaine

are carrying out much of their program.

Triumphantly portraying the collapse

of Stalinist rule in East Europe as the

"death of Communism," the imperialists

take up Hitler's slogan of a "New World

Order." Yet they seem intent on proving

that war and economic crisis are inherent

in capitalism. Washington is in a frenzy

to resolve the contradiction between its

crumbling economic basis and its mili-

tary power by launching an invasion of

the Persian Gulf against Iraq. This is to

be financed by the Arab oil sheiks and its

former enemies of World War II. Ger-

many and Japan, however, maneuver to

avoid antagonizing oil suppliers, while

using the occasion to loosen the restraints

of their U.S.-written constitutions on

using military force abroad.

The Green eco-imperialists and black-

red-gold "left" social democrats of the

PDS join the chorus of warmongers,

asking only for the fig leaf of the UN to

cover their defense of the oil monopolies.

Gulf monarchies and U.S.-led imperi-

alists. The SpAD and the International

Communist League, in contrast, call for

the military defense of Iraq against impe-

rialist attack, while simultaneously call-

ing on the working people of Iraq and

the rest of the Near East to sweep away

their bloody rulers. In the DDR, we

Spartakists have solidarized with Soviet

troops, while the "left" German nation-

alists of the PDS and VL raise the

anti-Soviet slogan of "withdrawal of all

foreign troops” so that the Bundeswehr

can be undisputed master in Greater

Germany.

In East Europe, which German imperi-

alism treats as its Hinterland, the "free

market economy" means the rebirth of

nationalist and fascist movements, po-

groms and a return to pre-World War II

poverty. Poland is groaning under the

capitalist austerity policies implemented

by SolidarnoSc to pay off the Frankfurt

bankers. But Polish miners and railway

workers have begun to fight back. In the

USSR, perestroika has unleashed nation-

alist conflict from the Caucasus to the

Baltics. Counterrevolution is cloaked in

demands for independence, while sinis-

ter Russian nationalist forces such as

the anti-Semitic fascists of Pamyat are

also at work. Yet since the 1989 miners

strike, when strike committees took on

the character of soviets, the spectre of a

new working-class explosion, that could

cut across nationalist lines, is a night-

mare for the pro-capitalist forces.

Despite a yearning for soviet democ-

racy and equality, there is great confu-

sion among the Soviet working people.

A Leninist-Trotskyist party must be built

to defend the Stalinist-betrayed heritage

of Red October. It was the lack of such

a party in Germany that allowed capital-

ist reunification to rush through unim-

peded. It is such a party that must be

built today to lead the struggles of the

working people against the new German
imperialist Reich, and to join with the

workers from South Korea to South

Africa in sweeping away the imperialist

system of exploitation, racism and war.

This program of proletarian internation-

alism is the banner of the Spartakist

Workers Party of Germany, section of

the International Communist League,

fighting to reforge the Fourth Internation-

al, world party of socialist revolution!

Spartakist

250,000 come out in show of strength against Nazi defacing of Red Army
graves in Treptow Park, East Berlin, 3 January 1990. Spartakists initiated this

anti-fascist mobilization, largest ever in German history.

Soviet Union...
(continued from page II

)

neither the leadership nor program there

to mobilize this defiance against those

who would become their new capitalist

masters. Some delegates looked to syndi-

calism. many felt that a market economy
was inevitable and the question was how
to fight against its excesses. Mean-
while, a hard core of Cold War anti-

communists—including representatives

from Freedom House, the Russian fascist

NTS. and from Britain the scab Union

of Democratic Miners and the virulent-

ly anti-communist Electricians union—
worked the corridors hard with the aim

of promoting a Solidamosc-style counter-

revolutionary "union." These CIA types

particularly focused on enrolling the

Soviet miners into the vicious witchhunt

against militant British miners leader

Arthur Scargill.

At the conference, our comrades in-

tervened through sales and corridor

discussion to oppose the anti-Scargill

witchhunt, pointing out the reactionary

character of the bourgeois/scab attack on

Scargill. After the UDM representative

was allowed to appeal from the podium
for the Soviet miners to demand that

monies contributed by them to the heroic

1984-85 British miners strike be handed

over to the UDM. an ICL representative

addressed conference presidium mem-
bers, presenting them with a copy of

Workers Vanguard (No. 508. 10 August)

with the article. “Sinister Frame-Up of

British Miners Leader—Scargill Witch-

hunted." In the upshot, the conference

resolved not to pursue the UDM’s appeal

to join in denouncing Scargill.

The conference participants bought

600 bulletins, some taking stacks of ten

back with them to their comrades in

remote mining areas. In numerous lively

discussions, the ICL comrades insisted

that the establishment of a capitalist

market economy is not inevitable. More
than 65 years of bureaucratic rule have

succeeded in sapping the communist

consciousness of the Soviet proletariat,

burying it under a mountain of lies, the

most dangerous of which is that all-sided

lie called “socialism in one country."

What is posed in the USSR today is to

direct the defensive struggles of the

working people toward the formation of

soviets and restoring the internationalist

heritage of October.

During the turbulent months between
the February and October Revolutions in

1917. as the Bolshevik-led workers vied

for power with the weak capitalist Keren-
sky government, the capitalists sought to

force the workers into submission by
sabotaging the economy. With the coun-
try on the verge of famine and anarchy,

Lenin wrote “The Impending Catastrophe

and How to Combat It," insisting that

“only the winning of power by the prole-

tariat. headed by the Bolshevik Party, can

put an end to the outrageous actions of

Kerensky and Co. and restore the work
of democratic food distribution, supply

and other organisations, which Kerensky
and his government are frustrating." A
month later, the Bolshevik-led workers

seized power and swept away the totter-

ing old order.

Today once more the working peo-

ple are faced with famine and anar-

chy. The Soviet proletariat must regain

political power on the basis of democrat-
ically elected soviets if it is to save

the Soviet Union and prevent capitalist

counterrevolution. Genuine soviets have
nothing in common with either the bu-

reaucratic shells under Stalin or the

pseudo-parliamentary sham erected under

Gorbachev, but are instruments of prole-

tarian democracy, with delegates directly

elected and recallable by the working
class and its social allies—rank-and-file

collective farmers, oppressed minorities,

working women. Red Army soldiers and
those members of the intelligentsia who
overcome their corrupt appetites and
embrace the cause of the working class.

Genuine soviets will not be created at

will nor by bureaucratic fiat; rather they

arise through the mass struggles of the

working class.

The working class and its allies can
defeat the forces of counterrevolution and
take power into their own hands. For
that, it is necessary above all to forge a

new party modeled on the Bolshevik
Party of Lenin and Trotsky. The ICL
leaflet distributed in Leningrad outlines

the program for the Trotskyist party

needed to lead the Soviet workers politi-

cal revolution.
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Left: Inkatha thugs
launched terror

campaign. Right:

Xhosas murder
"suspected Zulu."

For racially inte-

grated workers
defense guards to

halt bloody com-
munalist warfare
whipped up by
apartheid rulers!

South Africa...
(continued from page 16)

'the struggle’.” They worry about the

Communist Party (SACP). But to show
their commitment to a “post-apartheid"

capitalist state, the ANC, SACP and their

allies in COSATU (Congress of South

African Trade Unions) have denounced

militant sit-down strikes, sacrificing

hundreds of unionists and pledging to

protect company profits (see accompany-

ing article on the Mercedes-Benz strike).

Last February. Mandela’s first speech-

es after his release from Pollsmoor

prison reiterated ANC commitment to

"armed struggle" and the alliance with

the SACP. We noted, "The morning

after, there was consternation in corpo-

rate boardrooms when Mandela re-

affirmed the ANC’s call for nationaliza-

tion of the mines. The Johannesburg gold

market sank to the floor" (WV No. 496,

23 February). The ANC has long ad-

vocated a "mixed economy" and some
form of negotiated settlement with the

white-supremacist regime. The famous

phrase in the 1955 "Freedom Charter,"

that "mineral wealth beneath the soil...

shall be transferred to the ownership

of the people as a whole," is purposely

vague. The Jo’burg bankers and indus-

trialists want the ANC to spell out its

commitments.

In May. Mandela told a conference of

verligte capitalists organized by Anglo
American mining magnate Gavin Relly

“a secret": "the view that the only words

in the economic vocabulary that the ANC
knows are nationalisation and redistribu-

tion is mistaken." In September Mandela

told the Financial Mail that he has "never

advocated socialism at all” and that he

favors "the flourishing of capitalism

among Africans." And at the beginning

of October the ANC issued a revised

economic policy statement saying that

only state-owned industries, like utility

companies, which the government is

trying to privatize, “will be subject to

immediate re-nationalization."

As the bosses decry “mayhem” and the

country lurches chaotically, the black

unions and anti-apartheid organizations

are thrown into crisis, with raging inter-

nal debates over “which way forward."

In the pages of the Weekly Mail , Work in

Progress, South African Labour Bulletin

and even the SACP’s African Communist,

articles and readers’ letters abound on

the key question of Stalinism .vs. Trot-

skyism. This is no abstract debate: the

issue is reform or revolution and the

stakes are enormous. As Stalinist regimes

collapse all across East Europe under the

weight of their own contradictions and in

the face of the imperialist onslaught, we
have noted that the South African masses

don’t believe in the “death of Commu-
nism." Yet Stalinism in its death agony

has one last gasp—trying to hold on in

South Africa long enough to betray one

more revolution to the bourgeoisie.

South Africa today expresses the quin-

tessence of Trotsky’s program of perma-

nent revolution in which the most basic

democratic demands—"one person, one

vote," land to the tiller, ending slave-like

oppression in the mining compounds and

bantustans—can only be solved when the

working class comes to power. Never

before has the combative black working

class been better organized. Yet the

Stalinists of the South African Commu-
nist Party, playing out their historic

role, try to contain this fight within the

bounds of a “national-democratic" capi-

talist state. The urgent task is forging a

Trotskyist party to lead the struggle for

workers revolution.

Behind the “Reef War”

While the ANC called off the "armed

struggle," right-wing forces took this as

a signal to launch a killing spree. The
hideous murders have thus far taken

more than 1,000 lives, and are sporadi-

cally continuing. The Western press tries

to reduce this to "ancient tribal rivalries"

between Zulu and Xhosa. playing up

images of savagery, while liberals talk

politely of "inter-ethnic conflict" and

wring their hands about "black-on-black

violence." But this slaughter grows out

of a terror campaign by Buthelezi’s

Inkatha. whose gangs of thugs have mur-

dered more than 4,000 people in Natal

province during the last five years and

have now extended their operations to

the Vaal Reef. Seeking to scuttle, or at

least reshape ANC-govcmment negoti-

ations, various elements of the apartheid

regime and its puppets have conspired to

touch off a tribal war, and have to some
extent succeeded.

The theory of age-old "inter-tribal

violence" is belied by the fact that the

Fascist

shock troops
of Afrikaner

Resistance
Movement.

terror in Natal has pitted Inkatha Zulu

impis (squads) against other Zulus who
support the pro-ANC United Democratic

Front. Furthermore, a recent book on the

Xhosa, The Dead Will Arise by Professor

Jeff Peires, chairman of the history de-

partment of Transkei University, notes

that there was only one recorded clash

between the Zulus and the Xhosas— in

1827, and even that was a minor skir-

mish which ended with the latter pledg-

ing fealty to Zulu King Shaka. The very

real tribal tensions in South Africa today

are more the product of apartheid's

“divide-and-rule" schemes, carving the

black African population up into myriad

bantustans and deliberately using migrant

labor which is segregated off in men-

only hostels to work the mines and other

key industries.

There are curious patterns to the terror.

For instance, its timing, breaking out

precisely one day after the signing of the

Pretoria Minute on August 6. Another is

the seeming inability of the massive

South African intelligence apparatus to

find the perpetrators. Black miners lead-

er Cyril Ramaphosa. speaking at Howard
University on September 26, noted that

in two months of right-wing terror

throughout the Transvaal, the police

made exactly one arrest. And that was

when a township defense squad caught

an Inkatha terrorist in the act of burning

a house in Soweto and turned him over

to the cops.

Allister Sparks in the Washington Post

(22 September) described the military

precision of the single most blood-

curdling incident, the slaughter of com-
muters aboard a rush-hour train between

Johannesburg and Soweto on September

13. Masked attackers boarded the train at

a Jo’burg station but made no move until

after its next stop, when it became a

partial express passing through two other

stations, giving them ten minutes to carry

out their gory attack:

"They ran through coaches, shooting and
hacking at passengers, hurling dozens
through exit doors to fall in a tangle of

broken limbs down steep embankments.
"At Benrose station, another gang was
waiting on the platform. When the doors

opened and the panic-stricken passengers

spilled out. this second gang attacked,

shooting and slashing at more people

with long machetes. In all. 26 people
were killed and more than 100 injured.

"None of the attackers said a word
throughout the carnage, leading to specu-

lation that they were not South Africans."

Sparks cited reports that some Inkatha

squads were trained alongside Mozambi-
can "Renamo" mercenaries at camps
operated by the South African army. The
TV show South Africa Now raised similar

suggestions in a 3 October report on

"The Hidden Hand" behind the violence:

"A Renamo speciality has been attack-

ing transportation lines in Mozambique,
very much the modus operandi of simi-

lar massacres on commuter trains out-

side Johannesburg.” Among the "fingers"

of the "hidden hand" are the Koevet.

a counterinsurgency unit used by the

South Africans in Namibia; the Inkatha

continued on page 14
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"armed struggle"
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mines in hands
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union-based workers defense guards,

linking the factory to the townships,

and made up of class-conscious workers

including Zulus. Xhosas and members
of other tribal groupings, as well as

coloured. Asian and anti-racist white

workers, to suppress both the right-wing

terrorists and the fomenters of bloody

communalist war. In tsarist Russia, the

Bolsheviks in the oil-producing center of

Baku organized such workers military

formations to suppress mutual commu-
nalist slaughter among the Armenians

and Azerbaijanis, incited by the petty-

bourgeois nationalists of both peoples

In South Africa today, workers defense

guards could develop into powerful

organs of proletarian dual power which

can derail the ANC/De Klerk/Relly plans

for a "post-apartheid" capitalist stale.

Precisely because of the economic-

development fostered by South African

capitalism, the various racial, ethnic and

tribal groups are intermingled as nowhere

else on the continent. Indians led by

Mohandas Gandhi played a key role in

the founding of the Congress movement
The Afrikaans-speaking coloured popula-

tion in the Cape province has historically

been in the vanguard of struggle against

racial discrimination. And although the

white population as a whole is a privi-

leged caste enjoying relative prosperity

paid for by the toil of black labor, many
whites also have been active in anti-

apartheid struggles, from the ANC to

the black unions. But the ANC. with its

popular-front program aiming at a “post-

apartheid" capitalist state, cannot over-

come the racial/ethnic/tribal communal
animosities that are bred by the struggle

for survival in conditions of extreme

poverty.

These are the existing lines of division

along which a desperate competition for

the spoils of office is carried out. This

can only be transcended through socialist

revolution eliminating the fratricidal

competition for a few meager crumbs
from the capitalists' table and placing

the enormous wealth (presently in the

hands of rich corporations like Anglo
American) at the service of all the toil-

ers. Desperately needed is an authentical-

ly communist party built on the program
of permanent revolution and mobilizing

the power of the black proletariat, which
can unite and champion the rights of

all. the Xhosa and Zulu. Venda and
Sotho, migrant workers from Mozam-
bique and Botswana, the coloureds and
Asians, and those growing numbers of
whites who do not wish to spend their

lives in a doomed racist garrison state

awaiting a fiery Gotterdammerung in their

bunkers.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

South Africa...
(continuedfrom page 13)
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Trotskyist Spartacist League marches in New York protest, June 1983,
demands internationalist labor solidarity, not imperialist sanctions.

vigilantes; and the army's infamous

“Civil Cooperation Bureau." A recent

government “inquiry" into this assassina-

tion bureau found no evidence of death

squads, even though they had confessions

from white and black members describ-

ing the murders they had carried out!

The fascist "white right” has also

stepped up its activity lately, organiz-

ing for race war. The largest grouping,

the AWB (Afrikaner Resistance Move-
ment) of Eugene TerreBlanche. with its

swastika-like emblem, has been recruit-

ing for paramilitary "Boerekommandos."
Last spring. AWB-affiliated vigilantes in

Welkom. in the Orange Free State,

launched a murderous offensive against

blacks in the mines and a nearby town-

ship. In early July there was a series of

bomb attacks in Johannesburg against a

synagogue, an anti-apartheid Afrikaans

paper and a crowded black bus station,

which were claimed by a previously

unheard-of white-supremacist terror out-

fit. And the Weekly Mail (19 October)

reports that, "A spate of assassinations

and attempted murders of African Na-

tional Congress activists over the past

week has raised fears that apartheid death

squads are back in business.”

In the background of the "Reef war”
there are different forces at work. Hard-

liners in the police and army—which

have stood by and watched as Inkatha

gangs attack—seek to shore up the crum-

bling ramparts of apartheid by scuttling

negotiations. In addition to these die-

hards, the De Klerk "reformers" (includ-

ing the Broederbond secret society of

Afrikaner leaders which was the hard

core of the apartheid regime) want to

expand the "negotiations” to include their

kept dogs like Buthelezi. To dilute the

influence of the ANC/SACP they have
even extended invitations to the black

nationalists of the PAC (Pan-Africanist

Congress) and AZAPO (Azanian Peo-

ple’s Organization), which are reportedly

in turmoil over the issue. The terror

campaign also works to create a climate

of fear in the townships which, together

Dhladhla/AFP
“Hidden hand” of apartheid state
behind the grisly slaughter aboard
Johannesburg-Soweto commuter
train, September 13.

migrant workers' hostels into surround-

ing largely Xhosa townships, killing at

random. Soon Xhosas were launching

murderous attacks on the hostels. This is

attested to as well by the account of

ANCer Mapheto, who while criticizing

attempts to portray the violence as “a

Xhosa-Zulu war" notes that often “all

people who were Zulu-speaking were
seen as being responsible." and in one

area “sectors of the youth felt every

home with Zulu-speaking inhabitants had
to be burned or demolished." Mapheto
himself was surrounded by a lynch mob
of Xhosa youth who thought the ANCers
were Zulus because their car had Natal

license plates. And at report-back meet-

ings. he says, people asked. “Give us

guns and we will kill the Zulus."

It's not surprising that there is concern

that a government of the ANC (many of

whose present leaders are Xhosa, includ-

ing Mandela; Tambo, Sisulu. Mbeki,
Hani) would favor their own tribal

grouping, For all its appeals for "non-
racialism," the ANC's only answer to

attempts to provoke tribal warfare has

been to appeal to the apartheid regime to

impose its racist "law and order," or

watch as the Xhosa youth get swept into

the communalist bloodletting. The history

of neo-colonial regimes in Africa, such

as Zimbabwe where the government of

Robert Mugabe based on the Shona has

wielded supremacy over the Ndebele led

by Joshua Nkomo, is replete with exam-
ples of domination by one tribe over

another. That this has been the fate of

much of post-colonial black Africa is

tragic enough; in the industrial power-
house of the continent this need not and
must not happen.

What is needed is the formation of

with the police-imposed curfew, under-

cuts the feverish organizing campaign of

anti-apartheid forces.

But in response to the terror, the re-

sponse of the ANC... was to appeal to

the apartheid police! Andrew Mapheto,
regional ANC organizer in the PWV
(Pretoria-Witwatersrand-Vaal Reef) re-

gion. wrote in a revealing account:

"Unfortunately, the more reports of po-

lice misconduct reached us. the more
we urged our people to work in con-
sultation with them. The result was that

ANC leaders:

Umkonto we Sizwe
commander Chris
Hani (left),

international

director Thabo
Mbeki.

we were often booed....

“During our visits to the townships, a
desperate call for arms became deafening.

And at meetings, unless a speaker said

something very specific on the question
of self defence and arms, his message fell

on deaf ears.

"Some ANC workers even became reluc-

tant to come face-to-face with comrades
from conflict-ridden areas. They had no
answer to the demand for arms. . . Instead

people felt the ANC was displaying a

political paralysis and had fallen prey to

De Klerk's sweet talk."

—Work in Progress,

September 1990

The imperialist press reports that the

young "comrades" in the Vaal town-

ships are saying, “Give us MK"—short

for Umkonto we Sizwe (Spear of the

Nation), the ANC’s armed wing—and
"Give us Hani.”

Unlike many ANCers who after return-

ing home have become the darlings of
the white liberal cocktail circuit, Chris

Hani. the MK chief of staff, has report-

edly set up operations along with 2,000

fighters in the Transkei, where he is

staying in the home of former chief

Kaiser Matanzima. Some of his support-

ers refer to this as “the first liberated

zone.” The Siiddeutsche Zeitung (14 No-
vember) writes: “In his speeches, often

entirely in Xhosa. for which he likes to

show up in a camouflage jacket, he calls

on his soldiers to ‘stay in the trenches’.”

But behind the militant rhetoric, what
Hani is actually doing is setting up an

ethnic-regional local power in the Trans-

kei (where pro-apartheid elements just

attempted a coup against the pro-ANC
bantustan military rulers). Does Hani. the

hero of the “young lions” in the town-
ships. want to succeed Mandela at the

head of the ANC by building a Xhosa
tribal base in a dressed-up bantustan?

The danger of tribal war is real. In

order to undercut the ANC, which sells

its liberal program with appeals to “non-
racial unity" across ethnic lines, the

Inkatha squads surged out of mainly Zulu
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South African Labour Bulletin

Left: East London auto workers demonstrate In support of plant occupation. Right:
in by Mercedes-Benz to squelch the strike.

Morice/South African Labour Bulletin

CP leaders Joe Slovo (center) and NUMSA's Moses Mayekiso were brought

Mercedes-Benz South Africa

Sit-Down Strikers Raise Red Flag,
When the South African Communist

Party held its first public rally last July

29, African National Congress leader

Nelson Mandela arrived at the stadium

near Johannesburg in a bright red Merce-
des 500 SE armored limousine. The car

had been built for him specially by the

workers at the Mercedes-Benz plant in

East London. The red, they had said in

presenting it to him. stood for the blood

spilled in the freedom struggle and the

"revolutionary alliance" of the ANC, the

SACP and the COSATU trade-union

federation.

Two weeks later, the workers at

Mercedes-Benz South Africa (MBSA)
occupied the plant in a “sleep-in" strike

and ran the ANC and SACP flags up the

company flagpoles. Yet the ANC/SACP/
COSATU alliance recoiled in horror, for

the strike threw a giant wrench in their

plans for industrial peace in a "post-

apartheid" South Africa. At the com-
pany’s request. SACP leader Joe Slovo
and National Union of Metal Workers

(NUMSA) general secretary Moses Ma-
yekiso (also a top SACPer) flew to East

London to tell the strikers to go back to

work.

Strikebreaking on behalf of the "en-

lightened" apartheid bosses—the strike

against Mercedes-Benz sums up in a nut-

shell what the negotiations are all about.

It also threw South Africa’s black union

movement into turmoil, dramatically ex-

posing the "revolutionary" pretensions of

its leaders. And because of this, it was
downplayed by pro-ANC media.

The Mercedes plant was one of the

most militant factories in all of South

Africa. In a marathon 1987 strike they

won the highest wages in the auto indus-

try. This gave the workers confidence

and a sense of their strength. A spokes-

man for MBSA management said that

"we have had a factory with worker

control since 1987. Supervisors used to

clock in and then lock themselves in

their offices for the whole day. They
didn't dare go out on the assembly
lines."

Another MBSA executive complained
that "a highly organised and politicised

workforce with very skilled union leader-

ship had in many respects taken control."

Some workers even stood at assembly

lines with mock AK-47s or bazookas

strapped to their backs, as a “symbol
of defiance and rejection of the com-
pany which many workers believed was
merely an extension of the repressive

apartheid structures." Mercedes-Benz was

determined to smash this example of

class-struggle militancy. And the ANC/

CP Sells
SACP/COSATU served as their instru-

ments in disciplining the workers.

The strike was directed against the

National Bargaining Forum, set up the

year before by NUMSA and South Afri-

ca's auto manufacturers. In 1989. nation-

al bargaining had raised the minimum
for auto workers to R5.50 an hour. How-
ever. for the traditionally militant Mer-
cedes workers it brought nothing, as their

wages were already above this minimum.
For 1990 they demanded a R3-per-hour

raise above the national minimum. This
was opposed by Mayekiso and the

NUMSA tops.

The union leadership accused the Mer-
cedes militants of “factory tribalism."

abandoning "unity" with workers in other

companies. This is a classic ploy of

Stalinists and other reformists who call

on the workers to "sacrifice" for the

popular front. Salvador Allende’s Umdad
Popular in Chile accused copper miners
of being "privileged" when they struck

to defend their cost-of-living escalator.

Now South African workers are being

told to sacrifice even before the pop front

is in office.

Extensive post-strike coverage of the

struggle at Mercedes-Benz by the South

Africa Labour Bulletin (November 1990)
reports that the movement began among
several shop stewards as they traveled to

and from the SACP rally in Johannes-

burg. While apologists for the union tops

try to blame it all on the "immature
militancy" of a small minority, in fact

the strike was supported by 18 out of the

Them Out
23 stewards and was voted by a gen-

eral union meeting on August 16. Two
thousand of the factory’s 3.500 workers

began the sleep-in. replacing the Mer-
cedes star with the red flag with the

hammer and sickle.

Already on August 21, NUMSA leader

Mayekiso spoke to the workers inside the

plant, trying to get them to leave with

promises that plant-level bargaining

could lake up some of their demands; on
September 3, COSATU vice president

John Gomomo and ANC leader Raymond
Mhlaba (both SACP leaders) spoke with

the shop stewards. But the strike contin-

ued. although the numbers inside the

plant began to dwindle.

The company continued to hardline it,

refusing to grant any increase and an-

nouncing that 538 hard-core strikers were
fired. For support they went to ANC
international director Thabo Mbeki, who
went to the Communist Party. On Sep-
tember 20. Mayekiso and SACP general

secretary Joe Slovo spoke to thousands

of MBSA workers at a church meeting
hall in the huge Mdantsane township.

Mayekiso warned of the danger of
Mercedes pulling out of South Africa.

Slovo backed the union tops, saying: “It

is not a question of right and wrong, but

of power, of being able to continue strug-

gling and making advances.” Yet it was
the stab in the back by the ANC/SACP/
COSATU leaders that sabotaged this

struggle. But still the strikers held out

until October 8.

In order to end the nine-week struggle

which caused them so much embarrass-

ment. the NUMSA tops signed a grovel-

ing agreement pledging themselves to

the "common objectives of industrial

peace and stability," the "maintenance of

acceptable work and behavior standards"

and the "growth and viability of the

company.” The fired workers were out of

the plant, and the union agreed to assign

a top organizer to East London to keep
the Mercedes workers in line. Instead of

militant workers control, which repre-

sented dual power in the factory, the

company and union intend to implement
West German style “co-determination

"

For years, the ANC/SACP was calling

on the imperialists to impose economic
"sanctions" on the apartheid regime, and
on multinationals to shut down their

South African operations. We warned
against looking to international finance

capital as saviors, and that “divestment"

could sap the strength of the key force

for freedom, the black proletariat, whose
unions were strongest in foreign-owned
plants like Mercedes. But now that the

ANC and SACP see themselves “sharing

power” they’ll break strikes to keep the

multinationals sweet.

The Mercedes strike showed in a mi-

crocosm what the ANC/SACP/COSATU
negotiations with De Klerk for a "demo-
cratic” South Africa are all about. South

Africa Labour Bulletin editor Karl von
Holdt summed it up: the anti-apartheid

forces are in effect "abandoning their call

for disinvestment," and "these organisa-

tions are accepting that capitalists have
an important and legitimate role to play

in South Africa. They are also accepting

that it is necessary to create conditions

that capitalists will find acceptable."

In South Africa today the returning

ANC leaders and nouveau riches in So-
weto are notable for their predilection for

Mercedes-Benz luxury automobiles,

a result, the nascent layer of well

blacks who want to make it into the b. ,

class are popularly known as the tribe

of the “WaBenzi." As class divisions

sharpen, the WaBenzi join their cap

-

talist masters in cracking down on ire

Mercedes-Benz workers.

Although the East London strikers

were defeated, the black workers f

South Africa are combative and rest

In the present situation, as reform,

seek deals with the government
companies, strike struggles could sp.i.k

a wave of worker insurgency through-

out the country. The issue of prole;

ian revolution would be posed, wh.u s

needed is a revolutionary party to le. t

to victory.

Black auto
workers at

Mercedes-Benz
have been in

the forefront of

class struggle
in South Africa.
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Smash Apartheid-

Workers to Power!

Combative unionists demonstrate for Workers Charter, October 1990. Black
proletariat must fight for its own class power!

Nine months after the release of Afri-

can National Congress leader Nelson

Mandela from apartheid prison. South

Africa is at a decisive turning point. The
imperialist media talk of “power sharing"

between the white minority regime head-

ed by Nationalist prime minister F.W. De
Klerk and the ANC as leader of the

oppressed black, coloured (mixed race)

and Indian populations which constitute

more than six-sevenths of the total. The
Economist (3 November) publishes a

special survey of South Africa titled.

"After Apartheid." But while the name
may change, what’s being talked about

is reforming and sprucing up the racist

system. As constitutional commissions

deliberate, there is bitter anger in black

townships and factories against the mur-

PART ONE OF TWO

derous apartheid repression, and mount-

ing disaffection with the ANC leaders

accused of falling for De Klerk's hon-

eyed words. Where is freedom, they

demand, as the death tolls climb.

There can be no end to the system of

apartheid slavery short of socialist revo-

lution. Superexploitation of black labor

is the bedrock on which South African

capitalism has been built, and with it the

whole edifice of white supremacy. Any-
thing even approaching a minimum of
bourgeois democracy (such as “one per-

son. one vote") is incompatible with the

continued existence of that social system.

Fighting for the land which has been
stolen from them, for the mines and
factories which produce enormous wealth

from their toil. South Africa’s black

masses sense this basic fact. But as the

decisive hour approaches, the ANC lead-

ers and the South African Communist
Party are the greatest obstacles to black

freedom, chaining the oppressed popula-

tions to the apartheid masters in a “popu-
lar front" alliance with De Klerk and the

"verligte" (enlightened) capitalists. And
now virtually every leftist and anti-

apartheid organization seems to be falling

into line behind this betrayal.

Desperately needed is a revolutionary

leadership which can lead the oppressed

masses in the factories, the townships

and the bantustans in forging organs of

dual power in the fight for a black-

centered workers government in South

Africa.

"People thought that Mandela’s release

was synonymous with freedom. But that

has not occurred.” said Lulamile Jojiyasi.

an organizer of the militant South Afri-

can Youth Congress in the Eastern Cape
province. As tear gas lingered over

Sebokeng township in the Vaal Reef in

September, where soldiers opened fire

on black youth, killing 36. one anti-

apartheid fighter sighed. "I tell you. this

is no life. It isn't what we expected a

couple of months ago." In March, when
cops massacred protesters in Sebokeng.

Mandela (temporarily) called off a meet

ing with De Klerk. This time the ANC
leader met the minister of "law and

order" and called their talk "extremely

fruitful."

As a wave of shadowy terror swept

through the Transvaal, leaving over 500
dead in a two-week period in August.

Mandela “urged the government to use

the full force of its security apparatus to

end the violence" (Johannesburg Star.

12 September). "Mandela wants an iron

fist. We’re going to give an iron Fist."

said Major General Gerrit Erasmus, po-

lice commissioner in the Witwalersrand.

“Operation Iron Fist" imposed virtual

martial law on 27 black townships, sur-

rounding them with razor wire and brutal

police occupation. With the lid clamped
on. De Klerk traveled to Washington
where he stood at the Reflecting Pool

with George Bush and obscenely

declared solidarity with Martin Luther

King's “dream."

In May the ANC and the Nationalist

government held "talks about talks" at

Groote Schuur. In August, Mandela
signed the "Pretoria Minute” with De
Klerk, agreeing to give up armed struggle

in exchange for release of political pris-

oners. It was a one-sided "peace": black

townships were drenched in blood in the

mysterious "Reef wars." as Inkatha ter-

rorists of KwaZulu bantustan satrap

Mangosuthu Buthelezi and their police

protectors roamed with impunity. As
for political prisoners, the government
claimed there were a grand total of
40-50. while the families of over 3,000
jailed anti-apartheid fighters have yet to

see their loved ones.

Meanwhile, to reassure the capitalist

rulers, the ANC backed off its long-held

position for nationalization of the gold

and diamond mines—the heart of South
Africa’s economy. But this is not enough
for the capitalists. The Economist com-
plains. "miners attend union meetings in

military uniforms, armed with imitation

AK-47s. .. Production is disrupted by
stayaways that have nothing to do with

wage claims and everything to do with

continued on page 13
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Mercedes-Benz South Africa

Sit-Down Strikers Raise Red Flag,

CP Sells Them Out
SEE PAGE FIFTEEN
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Sink U.S. Imperialism in the Persian Gulf!

Pro-War Front Cracks
James Baker looks to be heading to

Baghdad and the "hostages” are to be

home in time for Christmas. But upwards

of 400,000 U.S. troops will be hostages

of the Pentagon in the Saudi sands by

New Year’s, and hundreds of thousands

of Iraqi soldiers and civilians are in the

cross hairs of the most destructive war

machine assembled in decades. Millions

of working people here and in Iraq dread

the nightmare of war. but for the war-

crazed American rulers, the true "night-

mare scenario” is no war.

Four months after the U.S. invasion of

the Persian Gulf, the White House’s "war

coalition” is not only fraying at the edges

but virtually splitting apart at the seams.

As opinion polls show that fully three out

of five people now oppose a U.S. mil-

itary offensive against Iraq, hardline

Democratic hawks like Georgia Senator

Sam Nunn have started cooing about

"giving sanctions a chance." They were

joined at Congressional hearings last

week by four former defense secretaries,

two former heads of the joint chiefs of

staff and the current head of the CIA.
continued on page II Pentagon has over 400,000 U.S. troops poised for war against Iraq.
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South Africa and
Permanent Revolution

Part I of this article (published in our
last issue) emphasized that, as the Afri-

can National Congress negotiates about
"power-sharing " with the apartheid re-

gime of Nationalist prime minister F.W.

De Klerk, what is being talked about is

reforming and sprucing up the racist sys-

tem. We wrote: “ There can be no end to

the system of apartheid slavery short of
socialist revolution. Superexploitation of
black labor is the bedrock on which South

African capitalism has been built, and with

it the whole edifice of white supremacy.

Anything even approaching a minimum of

PART TWO OF TWO

bourgeois democracy (such as 'one per-

son, one vote ) is incompatible with the

continued existence of that social system.

Fighting for the land which has been
stolen from them, for the mines andfacto-

ries which produce enormous wealth from
their toil, South Africa's black masses
sense this basic fact. But as the decisive

hour approaches, the ANC leaders and the

South African Communist Parry arc the

greatest obstacles to blackfreedom, chain-

ing the oppressedpopulations to the apart-

heid masters in a 'popular front' alliance

with De Klerk and the ’verligte’ (enlight-

ened) capitalists. And now virtually every

leftist and anti-apartheid organization

seems to be falling in line behind this

betrayal."

The attempt at a transition from a

white-supremacist, police-state regime to

a coalition with the ANC has created a

highly unstable political condition. The
black plebeian masses want political and

economic power, not “power-sharing"

with their exploiters and oppressors. In

their own way, the ANC/SACP leaders

understand how explosive is the present

situation. Thus last September they mobi-

lized their authority, including a personal

intervention by CP leader Joe Slovo, to

break a strike at the Mercedes-Benz
plant, where for a number of years the

workers had achieved something like

dual power at the point of produc-

tion (see "Sit-Down Strikers Raise Red
Flag. CP Sells Them Out," WV No. 515,

30 November).

The central strategic task for a com-
munist vanguard in South Africa is to set

continued on page 8

ANC, Communist Party

Seek to Repackage Apartheid

AFP
CP leader Joe Slovo and Nelson Mandela campaign for “power-sharing" with
masters of apartheid.

Smash Apartheid—Workers to Power!



Jamal Supporters Sue Over Cop Smear
BLACK LIBERATION

THROUGH
SOCIALIST REVOLUTION!
** SWATACIST LEAGUE *4
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SAVE MUMIA

^ ABUJAMAV

WV Photo

Philadelphia, July 14—Over 200 rallied to demand: Abolish the racist death
penalty! Save Mumla Abu-Jamal! Philly cops staged sinister mobilization the
same day, demanding Jamal be executed and smearing his supporters.

Philadelphia

On December 6 speakers from the July

14 Rally to Save Mumia Abu-Jamal filed

a lawsuit against WCAU-TV. The law-

suit charges the station with libel for its

14 July broadcast which reported that

then-president of the Fraternal Order of

Police (FOP) Richard Costello branded

Jamal’s supporters a "misfit terrorist

group." To drive home the point Costello

added a threat, "If you don’t like it you

can join him. We'll take out the electric

chair, we’ll make it an electric couch."

The suit seeks money damages.

At the press conference at City Hall to

announce the suit. State Representative

David Richardson, a plaintiff in the suit,

stated. "I think the whole question before

us is Mumia Abu-Jamal. We are here to

continue our thrust to mobilize—mass

mobilizations of our people from all

across this country." About WCAU-TV’s
broadcast. Richardson added. “If we were

to make racist statements like that we
probably would be bombed and killed.

It has to be made very clear that we
are not scared and we are standing up

today."

Ray Martinez Jr., for the Philadelphia

Chapter of the Pennsylvania Social Serv-

ices Union SEIU Local 668. said: "I

represent approximately 2.000 state em-
ployees in the Philadelphia area. I was
sent there representing my union because

we believe that the death penalty is rac-

ist. We also believe we must save Mumia
Abu-Jamal because he was railroaded."

Father Paul Washington, rector emeritus

of the Church of the Advocate, pointed

out, "The persons who were at the

Church of the Advocate on that after-

noon, are people who are against the

death penalty. But also we were focusing

on a person whom we felt was unjustly

prosecuted and sentenced to death. We
were therefore tying the two. When a

statement like this is made, those who
are infected with the virus of racism will

simply act on it."

Other plaintiffs in the suit are Charles

Valenta, president of Retail. Wholesale

and Department Store Workers Union
Local 1034, Pamela Tucker of the West-

ern Pennsylvania Coalition Against the

Death Penalty, spokesmen for the Parti-

san Defense Committee and Spartacisi

League, and Jamal’s wife Wadiya, who,

despite the hardship placed on her fami-

ly, “remains strong because Mumia re-

mains strong."

Partisan Defense Committee staff

counsel Rachel Wolkenstein explained,

"What happened in terms of this particu-

lar libel lawsuit is that the gathering of

the international campaign, which was

represented by 200 trade unionists, civil

rights activists, socialists, students,

church leaders, who all rallied at the

Church of the Advocate on July 14 to

save Mumia Abu-Jamal, was viewed with

horror and with fear by the FOP. Un-
beknownst to those of us who gathered

at the Church of the Advocate, they

called a sinister counterdemonstration to

demand Jamal’s immediate execution.

And we are not going to stand for that.

We are standing firm in our belief that

Jamal's life must be saved and he must

be freed."

Wolkenstein pointed out: “On Novem-
ber 26, the U.S. Supreme Court, for the

second time in two months refused to

even consider his conviction and sen-

tence. This is very much in the same
vein as what has happened to Mumia
Abu-Jamal through the lower courts, and

what is happening to his defenders. The
police called Jamal a terrorist, someone
who has no rights, and the Rehnquist

court endorses it by closing the doors

of the Supreme Court. They are trying

to put him on a conveyor belt to the

electric chair. We undertake this law-

suit as a necessary component of defend-

ing Mumia Abu-Jamal from the state’s

executioner."

Gene Herson of the PDC told how
"for 20 years Jamal has been a target of

Philadelphia's racist cops. At the age

of 14 he was a co-founder of this

city's Black Panther Party branch. After

that he became a well-known journalist,

president of the Philly chapter of the

Association of Black Journalists at the

time of his arrest in 1981. He was also

a prominent supporter of the MOVE
organization, unique in going to the

depths of Philadelphia's jails to get the

Africas’ story. He was among that ‘new

breed of journalists’ threatened by Frank

Rizzo after the massive cop siege of

MOVE’S Powelton Village home on Au-
gust 8, 1978. On December 9. 1981 they

tried to kill Jamal in the streets but

failed. So he was framed up in a racist

political witchhunt." Herson added. "To

be labeled a ‘terrorist’ by the cops is a

death sentence in and of itself."

Wolkenstein also told how "From his

death row cell. Jamal continues to speak

out for the poor, homeless, victims of

racist terror and against the death penalty

in his column carried in newspapers

across the country.” In a column written

upon hearing of the WCAU-TV broad-

cast Jamal wrote:

“Who were the people slurred by the

FOP. for daring to speak out. and threat-

ened with death? Trade unionists, who do
the labor that keeps Philadelphia from
sinking into the dust; scholars, who have

researched the intrinsic racial inequity in

America’s death penalty schemes; law-

yers, drawn by the denials of due process

clear in the case; abolitionists, in opposi-

tion to capital punishment; family and
friends, united by an undying bond of

love— these were the people the state

damned and intimidated with the deadly

libelous label ‘terrorists.'

“But who are the terrorists? Who bombed
Osage Ave.? Who burned the flesh off of

political prisoner Ramona Africa’s arms,
leaving her scarred for life? Who beat

Delbert Africa, another MOVE political

prisoner, on national TV, only to get

acquitted after a fix before a Phila.

judge? Who killed over 300 people in 10

years, and never spent an hour in jail?

Who are the real terrorists?”

Wolkenstein summarized, "We are

continuing with many other organiza-

tions and individuals internationally to

campaign to save Mumia Abu-Jamal’s
life—through petitions, protest actions

and other organizations, particularly the

trade-union movement, coming out and
demanding his life be saved. We will

continue to have rallies and protest ac-

tions. we will further the publicity and
spread the word about the need to save

his life. The working people are the

social force with the power to save this

courageous man and stop this deadly
killing machine."

To join the campaign to save Mumia
Abu-Jamal contact the Partisan Defense
Committee, P.O. Box 99, Canal Street

Station, New York. NY 10013, (212)
406-4252.

Fight Imperialist Subjugation

of the Near East!

TROTSKY LENIN

The appeal for the 1920 Baku Congress of
Toilers of the East, organized hy the newly

formed Communist International, called for

the struggle against Western imperialist domi-

nation and exploitation of the Near East to

unite the oppressed masses ofthat region with

the revolutionary workers movements in the

advanced capitalist countries and with the

Soviet workers state. Today, as the U.S. rul-

ers have invaded the Persian Gulf oil fields

and are driving toward a bloody war against Iraq with the support of the treacherous

Kremlin Stalinist bureaucracy, we communists stand for the defeat of this imperialist

adventure on the battlefield and through international class struggle.

Why is the Communist International convening a congress of Persian. Armenian,
and Turkish peasants and workers? What can it give them? What does it ask of them?
The militant workers and peasants of Europe and America turn to you because, like

them, you are suffering under the yoke of world capital. Because, like them, you have

to fight the exploiters, and because the amalgamation of the Persian. Turkish, and
Armenian peasants and workers with the great army of the European and American
proletariat will strengthen this front, hasten the death of capital, and so bring about

the liberation of the workers and peasants of the entire world.

Peasants and workers of Persia. The Teheran Government of Hajjars and their

followers the provincial Khans, have plundered and exploited you for centuries. ..

Peasants of Mesopotamia! The English have declared your country independent,

but in your country there are 80,000 English soldiers who plunder and rob, who kill

you and violate your wives....

Peasants and workers of the Near East, if you organize, if you arm yourselves, if

you unite with the Russian workers’ and peasants’ Red Army, then you will be able

to defy the French, English, and American capitalists, then you will be free of your
oppressors, then you will have the opportunity in free alliance with the workers’

republics of the world to take care of your interests. Then the wealth of your country
will be yours. In your own interests and in the interests of the workers of the entire

world the products of labour will be equitably exchanged and we shall help each other.

— Executive Committee of the Communist International. “To the Oppressed
Popular Masses of Persia, Armenia, and Turkey” (July 1920)
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CORRECTIONS
In WV No. 514 (16 November),

through a typographical error the

sailors' mutiny at Kiel which sparked

the German Revolution was misdated:

the Kiel mutiny occurred on 4 No-

vember 1918.

In WV No. 512 (19 October), a

photo was erroneously captioned as

the “beheading of a Saudi princess”

in Jedda in 1977. The photo actually

showed the beheading of her hus-

band. The princess was shot. Their

crime: the fact that this member of

the royal family had dared to marry
a commoner.

In WV No. 509 (7 September), a

photo caption of the Spartacist presen-

tation at the Leon Trotsky Commemo-
ration in Coyoacdn, Mexico, was
incorrectly dated. The event took

place on 21 August 1990.

In an article on Mandela's visit to

the United States (WV No. 504, 15

June), the South African gold-mining
town of Welkom was incorrectly

located. Welkom is in the Orange Free

State, not the Transvaal.

Note: the next Young Spartacus

pages in WV will carry a letter cor-

recting mistranslations of the leaflet

by our comrades of the Ligue Trots-

kyste de France ("Student Protests

Rock France," WV No. 515, 30
November).
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Clay Dickinson

%

1946-1990

Our comrade Terry Clay Dickinson died on the morning of December 1 1 ai the age

of 44. For three and a half years. Clay fought Kaposi’s sarcoma and many opportunistic

infections associated with the AIDS virus which finally claimed his life.

In a 1987 contribution to a party discussion on the AIDS crisis. Clay wrote:

“The prospect of an early death is not so crushing as you might think.... I'm finding

a deeply satisfying clarity in outlook coupled with an almost instinctive disdain for

mental clutter. It has also meant rediscovering a more intensely passionate resistance

to bigotry, social injustice, and religious obfuscation. I am currently with an integrat-

ed theatre company doing Greek classics at housing projects and prisons for mostly

very young audiences. The palpable sense of vibrant young lives most of which arc

about to be wasted, sucked into the maelstrom of urban violence, is wrenching."

Theater was one of Clay's passions and he took immense pleasure in his work as an actor

with Sidewalks Theatre in New York City.

In the last years of his own life. Clay battled for the life of another man: Mumia Abu-

Jamal, a former Black Panther and MOVE supporter who is now a political prisoner on

death row. As a member of District 65/UAW. Clay collected petitions and organized

others, including the union leadership, to take a stand in the fight to save Jamal.

Clay first joined the Spartacist League in 1977 when the SL fused with the majority

of the Red Flag Union, a "gay liberation/communist organization" which broke from gay

lifestylism and embraced the Leninist conception of building a proletarian party as a

genuine "tribune of the people." Clay left our organization shortly thereafter but remained

a loyal sympathizer, becoming in recent years very active in supporting our work despite

his illness. We were honored that Clay chose to rejoin our ranks in November of this

year. The very evening he was released from a recent hospitalization, he worked all night

long on a letter of application for consultative membership in the SL.

In a politically hard-hitting yet intensely personal article published in the People With

Aids Coalition Newsline (September 1988). Clay wrote of “the urgent necessity for

eradicating a system in deep crisis" and concluded:

"I believe it was Trotsky himself who said words to the effect that a revolutionary

must be motivated by feelings of great love. As I slog through the morass of

personal loss and the struggle to save my own life, this perspective and the world

to win that it offers provide perhaps the only real solace, nurtured in the commit-

ment to fight for the socialist future of the human race."

The loss of this remarkable man is a tragedy. We extend our heartfelt condolences

to Clay’s family and his many friends. We miss him keenly and will honor him in the

continuation of the struggle. A fuller appreciation of Clay’s life will appear in a future

issue of Workers Vanguard. A memorial meeting for Clay Dickinson will be held on Fri-

day. December 14 at II a.m. at Redden’s Funeral Home. 325 W. 14th Street. New York.

Spartacist Group on Polish Elections

For Workers Resistance

Against Capitalist Restoration!
On December 9, Solidarno&f leader

Lech Walesa was elected president of

Poland, although barely half of the elec-

torate went to the polls. In the run-off

elections. Walesa defeated Stanislaw Ty-

minski, an unknown who had surprisingly

surpassed Prime Minister Tadeusz Mazo-

wiecki in the first round of voting. The

following report was written by our com-

rades ofthe Spurtakusowska Grupa Polski.

WROCLAW. Poland. December 10—
The presidential elections should have

been a great success for Walesa. They

were scheduled before new elections of

parliament, which is to determine the

powers of the presidency. This is consis-

tent with Walesa's "acceleration" pro-

gram. The order of the elections result-

ed from the plan of adapting the

authority of the presidency according to

which individual won the election

—

Walesa or Mazowiecki. both leaders ot

“Solidarnosc."

Mazowiecki. earlier Walesa's adviser

who was placed by Walesa in the post of

prime minister in August 1989, picked up

the gauntlet after hesitating for some

time. Their falling-out began when the

Balcerowicz plan, the "shock therapy"

implemented last January on instructions

from the IMF and the World Bank, met

popular resistance. Strikes of railroad

engineers and small-landholding peasants

forced Walesa to meet with the dissatis-

fied population, where he had to save

Solidamosc’ face, promising changes in

the government’s program. Hence the

division of SolidarnoSc into two camps,

assembled around Walesa and Mazo-

wiecki, fighting each other.

Walesa imposed the elections to save

the remnants of Solidarnosc’ authority.

The second round of voting was intended

to pit the two Solidarnosc leaders against

each other. But in an unexpected out-

come, Mazowiecki not only lost the

elections but did not even come in sec-

ond. He won just over 19 percent of the

vole, with a 60 percent voter turnout,

while the candidate of the Stalinists won

over 9 percent. The OPZZ Stalinist union

leadership appealed for a vote to either

of them. Walesa and Tyminski were the

two candidates that made it into the

second round, with votes of nearly 40

percent and 23 percent. Mazowiecki then

announced the resignation of his govern-

ment. opening up a period of instability.

Tyminski. the “dark horse" in this

election, differed decidedly from the

other candidates. Although he is in Cana-

da a leader of the small right-wing Liber-

tarian Party, Tyminski ran here as an

independent candidate, a person with no

party affiliation, and an expert. He emi-

grated to the West 20 years ago. where

he "became rich." In Poland he became

prominent as a result of his book. Sacred

Dogs. He carried out a skillful election

campaign, adapting his image to popular

sentiments. For example, he showed he

was religious by praying for the father-

land under the painting of the Virgin

Mary in Czestochowa.

During his election campaign. Tymin-

ski unexpectedly declared himself in

favor of putting a stop to the sell-off of

nationalized property and accused the

Mazowiecki government of “betrayal of

the nation" for selling nationalized enter-

prises overseas at dirt-cheap prices. From

then on a ruthless campaign was started

against him in the mass media, from

morning to evening. But the effect was

the opposite of what had been intended,

as mainly young people and workers

voted for Tyminski, who received 3.7

million voles in all. He had considerable

support among coal miners who had just

recently been on strike. During Tymin-

ski’s TV slots, people throughout Poland

were able to see demonstrations under

the slogan "Down with Walesa." As one

of Tyminski's supporters said in a televi-

sion interview, the struggle so far has

been between two conceptions of intro-

ducing capitalism in Poland.

Solidarnosc was faced with the danger

that this businessman would take over. In

the face of that threat. Mazowiecki and

organizations supporting him called for

a vote to Walesa in the second round and

urged massive participation in the elec-

tions. Only a Walesa victory with a deci-

sive majority and a large turnout would

by all accounts "save the honor of Po-

land.” The Catholic church hierarchy also

gave their clear support to Walesa in the

second round. In the first round. Walesa

was supported by the most right-wing

groups, like the Union of Real Politics

and fascist skinheads. In the second

round, even the most "democratic" Soli-

darnosc activists were forced to line up

with them.

The campaign against Tyminski can be

compared with the worst Stalinist meth-

ods. Walesa started to speak about

"counterrevolution" and accused Tymin-

ski of collaboration with the SB (the

former Stalinist secret police) and the

nomenklatura. Walesa vowed "not to let

him go abroad" until the public prosecu-

tor’s office ruled on Tyminski’s culpa-

bility. Walesa promised to strengthen

the police forces immediately after the

elections and produce order. What this

order will mean was augured by the

fighting squads of Solidarnosc when they

smashed Tyminski’s meetings during the

second-round campaign.

Pressure from Solidarnosc was ex-

pressed in the last public opinion polls,

where Tyminski’s support dropped from

30 to 16 percent. But as the poll-takers

noted, some respondents hid their prefer-

ences. Walesa made "communists" the

main scapegoats. In the same way. dur-

ing the first round, the Polish parliament

voted to “nationalize" property of the

PZPR (the former Stalinist ruling party).

5 percent of which was in the hands of

the SdRP (the "Social Democratic" con-

tinuation of the PZPR). It was mainly a

propaganda effort. But the Stalinists now
felt themselves in danger of witchhunts.

A cartoon film in Walesa’s TV campaign

program during the second round showed

him as a colossal knight destroying

"communist" buildings throughout the

country and trampling on little people.

To avoid giving Walesa proof of their

"support” to Tyminski in the face of

expected police terror, both the SdRP and

OPZZ gave their followers a free hand in

the second round.

The case of Tyminski showed the

political vacuum which exists in Poland.

A large section of the working people

and youth voted for the candidate who
seemed to be for retaining the status quo

without further reduction in their living

standards. While no existing political

organization can capitalize on their sup-

port. a spontaneous mass movement was

born, built on the principle of opposition

to Solidarnosc. Part of them will proba-

bly become defenders of the deformed

workers state.

This is a good prognosis for the Spar-

takusowska Grupa Polski. which seeks to

build a Trotskyist party in Poland. At the

same time, the Stalinists do not defend

the deformed workers state and they do

not have any significant support. A spon-

taneous resistance movement is shaping

up, which must shed illusions in capital-

ism. For mass workers resistance against

capitalist restoration!
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Amid Growing Workers' Anger

Kohl Takes Reichstag Elections
The following article is adapted from

Spartakist No. 81 (II December), pub-

lished by the Spartakist Workers Party of

Germany, section ofthe International Com-
munist League (Fourth Internationalist).

The Christian Democrats led by their

Reichs chancellor for Greater Germany

rode the crest of the wave of capitalist

reunification. Having rammed through

Anschluss of the former DDR (East

Germany), they reaped the fruits of

victory in the December 2 elections.

The Social Democrats under Lafontaine,

judged insufficiently German nationalist,

found that their program of tax in-

creases and witchhunts didn’t draw at

the polls. The Greens in the West,

having grown comfortable in their Bun-

destag (parliament) seats, were kicked

out into the wilderness.

Now that the bourgeoisie’s election

charade is over, they will demand that

the working people pay the bill. Now
come drastic rent increases and mass

layoffs, foreigners expelled, women fired

from their jobs and sent back to kitchen

drudgery, fascists rampaging on the

streets. Unemployment in the former

East Germany has shot up from near

zero a year ago to over 3 million, over

30 percent of all workers. Yet govern-

ment financing for "short workweeks"

will be canceled as of next July I. and

Mercedes-Benz is demanding billions in

compensation to make up for lost con-

tracts in its military industry due to

planned reductions in the army.

But while those on top are celebrating

and proclaiming the "death of Commu-

nism." at the grassroots the mood is sour.

Der Spiegel (26 November) warned of

"Rumblings in the Plants." The next

week they added. “Pressure Is Building

in the Pot," declaring that "social peace"

was in danger and asking anxiously if a

strike wave threatened. In the last week

alone there have been "warning strikes"

by Volkswagen workers, metal workers

in the Ruhr and civilian employees of

NATO, and a postal strike is threatened.

The Berliner Zeitung is talking of a "hot

winter” of labor struggle.

And in fact, workers' anger is rising

in the plants. That was shown by the

solid Reichsbahn (East German railway)

strike, and also in the membership vote

on the pact in which they voted against

the sellout by the Social Democratic

(SPD) bureaucrats— in vain (under un-

democratic German labor law, more than

75 percent must vote against a contract

to reject it). Comrades of the Spartakist

Workers Party (SpAD) also saw this

when workers from the giant Leuna and

Buna chemical plants near Halle at a

protest demonstration against layoffs

eagerly snapped up copies of the SpAD
class-struggle election program "For

Workers Resistance Against the Fourth

Reich." The population of the ex-DDR
are beginning to feel like they've been

raped.

The bourgeoisie wants absolutely

nothing to remain of the former bureau-

cratically deformed workers state, not

even right turn on red (which Woody
Allen once called California’s only con-

tribution to world civilization). But the

working people, both West and East,

want to and must defend their social

achievements, jobs and housing. For that

they need above all a class-struggle lead-

ership. And that is precisely what the

Trotskyists of the SpAD offer, who have

fought against Stalinism not in order to

hand the DDR over to the Western boss-

es, but in order to achieve a red Germany

of workers councils in a socialist Europe.

The Christian Democrats outflanked

the fascist Republikaner by spearheading

the counterrevolutionary drive to the

East. But Nazi/skinhead attacks are esca-

lating—the fascists must be stopped in

the streets by mobilization of the work-

ing class. The SPD worked overtime to

stifle workers’ resistance to the devas-

tating consequences of restoring capitalist

rule east of the Elbe, while running a

racist witchhunt against Roma (gypsies)

and other asylum-seekers in the West.

And true to their heritage, the Social

Democrats acted as bloodhounds for the

witchhunt against the PDS (Party of

Democratic Socialism, successor to the

former Stalinist ruling party of the

DDR). In Berlin, the SPD city govern-

ment “campaigned" by mobilizing a po-

lice blitzkrieg against homeless squatters,

leading the Alternative List (West Berlin

Greens) to resign from the governing

coalition because the cop terror was

"excessive" and they weren’t consulted.

There's no room for a second SPD in

the Fourth Reich, although the PDS des-

perately tries, first by turning over the

DDR and then its party treasury and its

treasurers to "the bourgeoisie of Ausch-

witz." When the SpAD said this in its

election spot. Berliner Rundfunk went

wild and refused to broadcast it. The

PDS answer to the Reichsbahn strike was

"rationalization yes." but in a “half-way

bearable” manner like in West Germany
—where the railways slashed 100,000

jobs. Despite fascist attacks on its meet-

ings, the PDS called for “discussions"

continued on page 6
Victims of capitalist reunification: jobless workers in Schwerin (in former East

Germany) are among over three million unemployed.

Fourth Reich Bloody Hands Off Honecker!

Stop the Anti-Communist Witchhunt!

Margot and Erich
Honecker.
Former head of

the DDR and
unrepentant
Stalinist is being
witchhunted by
triumphant
bourgeoisie's
SPD lackeys.

Thefollowing article is translatedfrom

Spartakist No. 81 (II December).

They want to drag 78-year-old Erich

Honecker out of his sickbed in a Soviet

army hospital and put him back in

Moabit prison where the Nazis put him

55 years ago. It was no accident that

the arrest order came on the eve of the

Greater German election. The German
bourgeoisie wants revenge for the Red
Army victory over Nazi Germany, be-

ginning with the SPD-led (Social Dem-
ocratic) witchhunt against the SED/PDS
(the former Stalinist ruling party of

East Germany and its successor, the

Party of Democratic Socialism), which

the present PDS leadership has abetted.

On the very day of the arrest order

against Honecker. the self-proclaimed

successor state to the Third Reich

acquitted Nazi war criminal Count von

Korff. who as SS police commander in

Nazi-occupied France was personally

responsible for rounding up and de-

porting Jews to the gas chambers of

Auschwitz.

The pretext for the arrest order is that

Honecker signed orders to shoot border

violators after the construction of the

Berlin Wall in 1961. Of course, there

was no arrest order against (SPD Berlin

police chief) Patzold when he sent the

Federal Border Police into Mainzer-

Strasse (to clear out squatters) in a

Blitzkrieg action with live ammunition.

They want to make a show trial of

Erich Honecker because he was head of

the DDR (East Germany), and because

he is an unrepentant Stalinist, a hard

case who ran a hard regime (but far

from the worst in East Europe).

This is only their latest pretext. Earli-

er, the liquidators of the DDR wanted

to try Honecker for "misusing socialist

properly." Compared to Mrs. Marcos of

the Philippines with her 3,000 pairs of

shoes, it was popularly said of Margot

Honecker that she had seven shoes, two

of which matched.

The Wall was in the first instance an

economic measure, albeit bureaucratic,

to defend the DDR. against a West Ger-

man destabilization campaign seeking

to produce the collapse of the economi-

cally weaker East German deformed

workers state by sucking out its skilled

labor. But the Stalinist bunker mentality

of Ulbricht and Honecker led them to

think that they could protect their

“socialism" by building a wall around

it and shooting at some of those who
sought to cross it. We Trotskyists

fought for a revolutionary reunification

of Germany through socialist revolution

in the West and proletarian political

revolution to sweep away the Stalinists

in the East. Only a revolutionary work-

ers government would have the authori-

ty to try Honecker. (former DDR secu-

rity minister) Mielke and (former DDR
trade-union chief) Tisch for their crimes

against the working class.

As for the "justice" of the Federal

Republic, with its draconian "anti

terrorist" police-slate laws, what ever

happened to the RAF (Red Army Fac-

tion) members who died “under myste-

rious circumstances" in the isolation-

torture cells of Stammheim. the prison

built by Social Democrat Schmidt? The
RAF’s blows, while futile from a Marx-
ist standpoint, were aimed against Ger-

man imperialism and were no crimes

against the working class. To the bour-

geoisie of Auschwitz, we say: Keep
your bloody hands off Honecker! Hands
off (former DDR head of intelligence)

Markus Wolf! Free Pohl. Langnitschke

and Kaufmann (PDS officials arrested

for trying to save party funds from

seizure)! Free the RAF and all left-wing

political prisoners!
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Enough Hot Air!

NYC Labor Must Shut Down

the Dajjy News
DECEMBER 10—After seven weeks on

the lines, the 2.200 unionists in the Al-

lied Printing Trades Council striking

against the Daily News are solid. The big

capitalist advertisers have fled the Scab
News because a lot of courageous drivers,

pressmen and other strikers are playing

hardball. Last weekend, a Bronx com-
pany running scab newsprint for the

News discovered 14 of their trucks in

flames. And the Wall Street Journal.

mouthpiece of the bankers and financiers

who are bleeding New York City dry, in

a bitter editorial (“City to News: Drop
Dead") complained that "collectively"

New York is backing the strikers. Damn
right!

The News owners, the Chicago-based

Tribune Company, are pulling out all the

stops to try and crush this widely popular

strike. They have filed a $150 million

"racketeering" suit against the Newspa-

per and Mail Deliverers Union (NMDU),
and civil suits for huge sums against

individual strikers, including the head of

the black caucus in the NMDU. An army

of mostly black, homeless "hawkers" are

being cynically exploited to sell the Scab

News on the streets and subways. Some
are provocative armed thugs equipped

with cellular phones, who have even

beaten up a TV news cameraman.

The New York Times (10 December)

quotes a Tribune Company exec that the

company "decided long ago to wage a

war of attrition with the unions," where

they were "willing to accept a $100

million loss without batting an eye." And

these union-busters arrogantly brag they

“can outlast people who have to buy

Christmas presents for their kids.”

Against the News bosses’ cynical at-

tempt to pit the black. Hispanic and

Asian population of New York against

the unions, thousands of working people

have poured out into the streets to show

their support for the strike. The Wall

Street Journal editorial (30 November)

recognized that the New York City em-
ployee unions "have the most to gain

from flexing union muscle." From stu-

dents. teachers and other city workers

fighting the layoffs and budget cuts

being imposed by the Democratic Party

administration of Mayor David Dinkins,

to the 2,000 private garbage haulers who
struck on December 9, NYC labor has

been invigorated by the Daily News
strike.

But this power is being squandered

in an endless series of (increasingly

smaller) rallies at the News building on

42nd Street. Today, Democratic governor

Mario Cuomo and Jesse Jackson sought

to divert strikers’ militancy into Japan-

bashing protectionism and beg-on-your-

knees appeals for Congress to “outlaw

scabbing." It's time to cut the crap. Scab

hawkers are getting more aggressive, ar-

rests of strikers are going up, and the

presses are running every day. New York

City labor must mobilize thousands in

mass picketing to shut down and occupy

the News printing plants.

Daily News boss Hoge is still publish-

ing only because the union misleaders

are deathly afraid of class struggle.

Sonny Hall of the Transit Workers

mouths off about News hawkers in the

subways but knuckles under to the anti-

strike Taylor Law. Now he calls for

“strict enforcement". . .of a judge’s order

allowing the Scab News into the subways!

We reprint below a leaflet by the Com-
mittee for a Fighting TWU. a class-

struggle opposition in Transport Workers

Union Local 100, which has been Fight-

ing to mobilize transit workers in support

of the Daily News strike.

No Scab News
in the Subways!

The striking unions at the Daily News
are playing hardball, and the Tribune

Company union-busters from Chicago are

finding it tough to get their scab rag out

on the streets. So now Kiley has given

his buddy. Daily News Boss Hoge. “per-

mits" to hawk the Scab News in the sub-

ways and railroads. When the union tops

squeaked a protest, the News hauled out

some judge to hand down an order post-

ing these scab hawkers all over the sub-

way platforms and train stations.

No way! This is an attack on all of us.

The News is trying to start a race war.

pitting the black and Hispanic homeless

and poor against the striking unions. We
are the most powerful, integrated union

in NYC. Along with our sister unions in

LIRR and Metro North, we can and must

put an end to their dirty racist game by

shutting down the entire MTA system!

Like Mike Quill said. "The judge can

drop dead in his black robes!" Let Wall

Street complain to Boss Hoge when they

have tawalk to work! Wc can turn their

no-strike Taylor Law into a worthless

scrap of paper and give the News strike

the big boost it needs to win!

The News bosses are convicted racists,

nailed in a suit by black reporters. The

News uses the homeless as strikebreakers,

while the Supreme Court rules the poor

are not allowed to beg in the subways!

The press unions must combat the News'

cynical, racist exploitation of the poor

and homeless by demanding union-run

recruitment and training programs for

minority workers, paid for by the com-

pany. We must fight for a union hiring

hall, with a shorter workweek with no

loss in pay to fight for jobs for all!

From TWU to city unions to construc-

tion workers, all NYC labor knows this

fight is our fight, and have turned out in

the thousands to support the strike.

Workers at the 240th Street maintenance

shop, especially women CTAs (car clean-

ers], took care of business last week

when hawkers showed up with the Scab

News. From PATCO to Eastern Airlines

to the S&L scam to the war for Big Oil

in the Persian Gulf, the bosses have been

sticking it to working people and minori-

ties for years. Nobody knows this better

than we do: huge layoffs looming, hun-

dreds of “provisionals" Fired, seniority

and pick rights shredded, while racist

supervisors run amok and our brothers

die on the tracks!

A month ago Sonny Hall got up at one

of the rallies on 42nd Street and bragged:

"If we see anybody selling the Daily

News in the subways, their ass belongs

to us." Well Sonny, the members of

Local 100 are watching your ass now.

The Daily News has been putting hawkers

in the stations for weeks, and is using the

Woodlawn #4 like a freight train, deliv-

ering bundles of papers to stations on

the line. Local 100 secretary treasurer

Domaso Seda is saying he “wouldn’t

oppose a slowdown in subway serv-

ice to protest." Yeah, like the "safety

continued on page 6

Victory to L.A. Teaching Assistants!

Downs/L A Times

Striking TAs, heavily Latino and women, take over a meeting of Los Angeles
school board, November 29.

LOS ANGELES—Over 200 angry teach-

ing assistants swarmed into a school

board meeting November 29. taking over

the meeting room as board members fled

behind locked doors and security guards.

The TAs, who number over 10,000. were

in the second day of the first of a series

of partial “rolling strikes" against the

huge Los Angeles Unified School Dis-

trict (LAUSD). They had spent eight

months in fruitless negotiations.

The teaching assistants—who are 70

percent Latino. 10 percent black and 10

percent Asian—provide critical services

in the L.A. schools, especially bilingual

instruction to the over 200.000 students

learning English. As soon as the TAs

voted for union representation by Service

Employees (SEIU) Local 99 in January,

the board retaliated by cutting back their

work hours from six to three hours a

day—making them ineligible for medical

benefits! TAs can be fired at the whim

of school principals. A union leaflet

notes: "Teacher assistants have no sick

days, no job security, no medical bene-

fits. no vacation and no holidays.”

The TAs have held spirited picket lines

and rallies, but the Local 99 leadership

has limited the strikes to one-fifth of the

members at a time, as 100 or so schools

are struck for a few days in each

"roll." In a real stab in the back. United

Teachers—Los Angeles (UTLA) presi-

dent Helen Bernstein sided with the

board: “I certainly hope Local 99 knows

what it’s doing, they are not going to

bring the system to a halt" (Los Angeles

Times. 29 November). And the Local 99

tops criminally refuse to call on other

Local 99 workers like the school bus driv-

ers, cafeteria workers and janitors to do

their duty and honor the picket lines

!

Workers Vanguard warned last year,

when Local 99 leaders ordered their

members to slay on the job during the

hugely popular UTLA strike in May
1989, that it would come back to haunt

the SEIU. Enough of this backstabbing

and scabbing—picket lines mean don't

cross! Teachers assistants: Don't roll

over for the board! Demand UTLA
honor the lines! The TA strike must be

extended system-wide to pull out all

TAs, teachers and all school employees:

All out now! For a single union of all

workers in the LAUSD!
When Local 99 members invaded the

board’s headquarters, they drove board

president Roberta Weintraub crazy. She

whined to the Los Angeles Times (30

November): "They took my seat.” It’s

about time. San Fernando Valley house-

wife Weintraub got her seat on the board

through a racist campaign in the 1970s

against a minimal busing for integration

program. Although 62 percent of the

LAUSD’s 600,000 students are of Latino

origin, only one member of the school

board is Hispanic. They recently hired a

Hispanic, Bill Anton, to be superinten-

dent of L.A. schools, celebrating the

event with mariachis. But now Anton is

hardlining it against the TAs.

Key to UTLA’s strike in 1989 was the

union’s fight against racist opponents of

bilingual education programs, in a school

district where students speak over 80

languages. UTLA’s position helped gal-

vanize massive integrated community
support for the strike. The teaching as-

sistants are indispensable for the one-

third of the student body which does not

speak English: the district has only one

certified bilingual instructor for every

400 non-English-speaking students. The
TAs' strike has received the support

of numerous Latino community organi-

zations. including MALDEF. MECHA
and East L.A. Mothers {La Opinion, 28

November).

The working class of Los Angeles,

bolstered in the last few years by a wave
of Central American immigrants with

experience of militant labor struggle,

has repeatedly shown its combativity

in strikes and organizing drives in the

schools, hotels and gleaming corporate

offices of this low-wage city. More than

once, the unions have had to go up

against the brutal, racist thugs of the

LAPD, as the SEIU Janitors for Justice

did last June. When the janitors won
union recognition, it energized labor

throughout the area.

With Bush & Co. already waist-deep

in the Saudi sands, now is a good time

for an all-out labor offensive. To win we
need to build a multiracial workers party

fighting for a workers government that

will provide jobs and high-quality educa-

tion for all.
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The Story Which Wasn’t Told: The 50,000th Immigrant

This article first appeared in the Israeli newpaper Hadashot (14 September) It was

reprinted in The Other Front, published by the Alternative Information Center in

Israel, and subsequently appeared in the Bulletin in Defense of Marxism.

by Gabi Nitzan

To our great delight, fate had it that

the 50.000th immigrant was handsome

and impressive: quite tall, about 40

years old. black-haired and green-eyed,

with high cheekbones and a solid, well-

cared-for mustache.

He blinks in some confusion before

the scene which reveals itself in the

light of the sun of the holy land. The

orchestra has just reached the chorus

(‘‘the land in which we were born, the

land in which we shall live, whatever

will be"), and the entourage below

breaks out in applause. The immigrant

stops in his tracks, furrows his brow in

an attempt to understand, and begins to

descend hesitantly.

Yitzhak Peretz (the Minister of Ab-

sorption), on his side, strides to the

honorary platform together with his

Russian translator, in order to accom-

pany the immigrant on his first steps on

the ground of the Land of Israel. And
there they meet. Yitzhak Peretz smiles,

offers his hand, and turns to the immi-

grant (with the help of the translator):

‘‘Blessed is he who comes to the Land

of Israel.”

Peretz: “I am happy to announce that

you are the 50,000th immigrant of the

year in the Land of Israel." Immigrant:

“Who? Me?"
Peretz (while walking together to the

honorary platform): "Yes, yes." (The

orchestra passes to "O my land, my
homeland.” and Peretz brings the immi-

grant to the honorary platform, where

there arc also waiting for him the sec-

retary general of the Ministry of Im-

migration. Dov Shilansky, and Haim

Herzog, and everyone shakes his hand

warmly.)

Peretz: "What is your name?" Immi-

grant: "Yosef Dori."

Peretz: "Are you excited. Yosef?"

Immigrant: “This is very exciting, I am
very pleasantly surprised.”

Peretz: "What city are you from,

Yosef?" Immigrant: "From Leningrad.”

Peretz: "For how long have you been

dreaming of the journey here?” Immi-

grant: “Twenty-three years."

Peretz: "And how do you feel now?"
Immigrant: "This is like a dream. Again

I tread on the ground of my homeland.

I have returned home.”

Peretz: "This is your home. Yosef.

We will try to ease your acclimatization

to your home. Did you have a

profession in Leningrad?” Immigrant:

"Certainly. In fact, I went to Leningrad

in order to study medicine at the

university there. I specialized in the

treatment of cancer of the foreskin."

Peretz: (rolling his eyes in annoy-

ance): "Here you’ll do some retraining.

Tell me. Yosef, do you have any family

here in the Land of Israel?" Immigrant:

"All of my family is here. I have family

in Haifa and on the Golan Heights."

Peretz: "How long has it been since

you have seen them?" Immigrant:

"Twenty-three years.”

Peretz: “And do they know you are

coming?" Immigrant: “They knew that

I was trying to come, but I don’t think

that they thought I would succeed."

Peretz: “Why?" Immigrant: "You

know, for all these years it was very

hard to come home."

Peretz: "True, but all that belongs to

history already. As you can see, today

the gales are wide open." Immigrant: "I

see. and I am very surprised. I didn’t

think 1 would be able to get here. I

thought I would have to die in exile."

Peretz: "God forbid! God preserve

us! Thank god. god is returning all his

sons to their borders!" Immigrant: "God
is blessed."

Peretz: "Tell me. Yosef, do you

understand a little Hebrew?" Immigrant:

"A very little, that I learned in my
youth, in the village."

Peretz (handing him a little flag):

“Do you know what is written here?"

Immigrant (wrinkling his brow before

the embroidered golden letters, he

reads slowly, with a heavy accent):

"From immigrant, to immigrant... our

strength. . . increases.”

Peretz: “Because of you and your

brothers we will be able to turn Israel

into the most glorious among the lands

of the earth." Immigrant: "I don’t

understand.”

Peretz: (with the patience of a kind

grandfather): "What I mean is that you

will become a part of the life of the

community and society in Israel until

you are blended into it." Immigrant

(with a certain suspicion): “Just a

minute. Will I have rights like everyone

else? I can take part in elections?”

Peretz (laughs in delight): "What a

question! What a question! This isn't

Russia, this is a democracy!" Immi-

grant: "And also all my family and my
whole village?"

Peretz: "What village? In Russia?"

Immigrant: "No, on the Golan."

Peretz: "A village on the Golan?"

Immigrant: "Yes. the village where I

was born."

Peretz: "Weren’t you bom in Rus-

sia?" Immigrant: "No, I told you. I

went to Leningrad 23 years ago to

study medicine."

Peretz: "From Israel?” Immigrant:

“From Palestine. Before the war I trav-

eled to Russia. Now I have decided to

try to return, even though my family

wrote me that the government of Israel

still does not accept the right of return.

But I was optimistic, and I see that I

was right. I was very moved to hear all

the things you said, that the gates are

now wide open, and that god is

returning all his children to their

borders. It is good to know that there

are also Jews like you."

Peretz (pale, with dry lips): “You are

not a Jew?" Immigrant: "No. I am a

Christian Palestinian. Yosef Dori. I read

in Pravda about the direct flights here

through Warsaw, and I decided that this

is the time to return home."

Peretz: "Get back on the plane,

terrorist." Immigrant: "But you said that

together we could build a wonderful

state here! You said that I would have

rights!"

Peretz (to the audience): "Call the

police. Get him back on the plane.

Stop the music. Stop the photographing.

Where is my driver?"
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Elections...
(continuedfrom page 4)

with these racist killers! But despite such

repeated sellouts by PDS leader Gregor

Gysi, the anti-PDS witchhunt goes on

relentlessly. The SpAD called from the

beginning for united action against the

party expropriation law and then called

for freeing PDS officials Pohl. Lang-

nitschke and Kaufmann and "hands off

Markus Wolf," former head of East Ger-

many’s renowned intelligence agency.

The SpAD’s class-struggle election

campaign included organizing a united-

front protest in Berlin against the ban on

Jewish immigration, and fighting for a

united-front demonstration against fascist

attacks in Halle. Our goal is to be, in

Lenin's words, a "tribune of the people,"

fighting against all forms of oppression.

With some 6 million immigrant workers

and their families disenfranchised, we
alone raised the demand for full citizen-

ship rights for all immigrants, including

full voting and election rights. Our elec-

tion program was distributed in Turkish,

Portuguese and Polish, our candidates

were invited to speak in meeting halls

of Turkish and Kurdish leftists, and we
sold hundreds of copies of the Russian-

language Spartacist Bulletin to Soviet

soldiers.

We fought for united workers struggles

in East and West, distributing our leaflet

for a joint Bundesbahn/Reichsbahn strike.

In Hamburg, where the bosses put profits

before the urgent shipment of potatoes to

the Soviet Union, SpAD candidate Her-

bert Peveling issued a call to his fellow

dock workers to "Load Potatoes to Len-

ingrad, Then Strike!"

As for the left-of-the-PDS groups, the

"United” Left split, with some jumping

on Gysi’s bandwagon while others went

with the anti-communist Greens. The
KPD (Communist Party, a small split-off

from the SED/PDS) in Saxony cam-

paigned with the slogan. "Who doesn’t

fight, cannot lose," which is fitting for

this outfit which joined the anti-

communist witchhunt and “fights” for a

slice of the PDS holdings. The fake-

Trotskyist Arbeitermacht (Workers Pow-

er) has decided that the PDS is now
safely social-democratic, and so gave it

electoral support while entering the party

in order to (in Gysi-language) “renew"

it; where the PDS didn’t run, they sup-

ported the SPD. The dubious BSA also

called for votes to the Social Democratic

witchhunters, while directing provoca-

tions against the SpAD.
The SpAD ran candidates in Berlin,

Mecklenburg, Saxony, Sachsen-Anhalt

and the Altona district of Hamburg,
receiving 1,717 votes for the hard com-

munist pole of irreconcilable class oppo-

sition to the Fourth Reich. Response to

our election spot on national TV and

radio brought many inquiries and mes-

sages of support. A number of supporters

joined our party through the work of our

campaign, and we made important new
contacts among immigrants, workers and

young leftists.

The consolidation of this support will

represent an important step toward build-

ing and extending the Spartakist Workers

Party as the German section of the In-

ternational Communist League (Fourth

Internationalist), preparing the Leninist-

Trotskyist leadership for the hard class

battles ahead. With the collapse of Sta-

linism, and along with it the lie of

building socialism in one country, the

struggle for genuine, internationalist

communism continues. Despite every-

thing, as Liebknecht said.B

Scab News...
(continued from page 5)

slowdowns" that Jefferson in Transpor-

tation talked about, that did nothing

except set up individual motormen while

the injuries and deaths continued.

Hall and his gang will bow down
before the first judge's injunction, scur-

rying off to Albany or Washington to

plead with their "friends" in the Demo-
cratic Party. The bosses’ politicians in

the Democratic Party are the ones wield-

ing the ax against the unions in New
York. What we need is a fighting work-

ers party, one that brings out all the

working people in this city to win battles

like the Daily News strike.

The union bureaucrats in the MTA
(Metropolitan Transit Authority] unions

are all talking strike solidarity. Teamsters

honcho Barry Feinstein says no scab

papers will “survive” in the subways.

Then why doesn’t he get off Ki ley’s

MTA board! The Daily News strikers

have kept the paper off the streets, not

because of the consumer boycott by the

Central Labor Council, but because they

have been playing some good, old fash-

ioned hardball. It is our job to help them
finish the union-busters off— if they

can’t print the Scab News, they can’t sell

it. We need union action to shut down the

MTA!
• Hold meetings in every shop, in every

gang, in every terminal to organize a

system-wide strike! For joint strike

meetings with the Teamsters, UTU
[United Transportation Union], Engi-

neers at Metro North and LIRR—
Strike together, nothing moves! Smash
the Taylor Law!

• For solidarity in action with the strike:

Build mass picket lines at the printing

plants to shut them down tight!

Committee for a Fighting TWU
3 December 1990
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Government, Doctors Suppress

Life-Saving AIDS Treatment

“Murderers!”

Over 100,000 people have died of

AIDS in this country since the disease

was first declared an epidemic close to

a decade ago. The leading killer of peo-

ple with AIDS is pneumocystis carinii

pneumonia (PCP). The government esti-

mates that up to 12.000 people will die

as a result of the AIDS pneumonia this

year. Those afflicted die horribly, slowly

suffocating to death.

Last May. a meeting of 16 AIDS spe-

cialists convened by the National Insti-

tute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

(N1AID) concluded that treatment with

steroid hormones could save the lives of

half of those afflicted with PCP. One
study from the University of Miami
showed that 9 out of 12 patients who
were given steroids survived, whereas 9

out of 1
1

patients who did not get

steroids died. The expert panel was
struck by the dramatic results of this and

other studies. Yet it look them five god-

damned months before they bothered tell-

ing doctors who treat AIDS patients!

Why? Some of the researchers would

not allow their findings to be publicly

announced because "prior publication"

might jeopardize the chances of their

papers being published in "prestigious"

medical journals! AIDS patients were

dying from PCP but the medical “ex-

perts" had their “careers" to think of. As

Phil Zwickler, editor of the People With

AIDS Coalition Newsline, cried in out-

rage: "murderers, murders in large letters

with capitals with an exclamation point."

The panel didn't even come up with

a statement for publication until August

31. Even after getting the approval of

the New England Journal of Medicine

for prepublication on September 1 1

,

Dr. Anthony Fauci, head of the NIAID.

decided that copies should only be sent

to 2,500 doctors who were on the mail-

ing list of Fujisawa Pharmaceutical Com-
pany which produces an anti-pneumonia

drug. The NIAID said that they had

decided not to hold a press conference

"to avert criticism that we are distribut-

ing too little information." So instead

they said nothing

!

Simultaneously, the NIAID tried to

cover up by claiming it had released the

findings publicly, pointing to an article

that was published in The Annals ofInter-

nal Medicine last July. The article in

reference was based on the one study

which argued that steroids had no effect

in treating PCP! When asked why the

specialists involved didn't immediately

hammer out a consensus statement on

their findings. Dr. Henry Masur. who
chaired the AIDS panel, argued that the

people involved "are all in crucial mana-

gerial roles and they cannot be seques-

tered in meetings"!

Profit, Prestige and Death

This is certainly not the first time that

the criminal negligence of the gov-

ernment and the glory mongering and

money grubbing of the medical establish-

ment have allowed for the agonizingly

painful deaths of thousands of people

afflicted with AIDS:
• In June 1981 AIDS was officially

declared to be an epidemic. The Reagan

White House told medical officials to

keep their mouths shut about needing

funds for AIDS research— which they

did. In April 1988 the NIAID's Fauci,

when confronted in a Congressional sub-

committee over the lack of research,

admitted that no clinical trials were being

done on AIDS treatment drugs because

he didn’t have the staff.

• In late 1981, Dr. Arye Rubinstein,

a pediatric immunologist at the Albert

Einstein College of Medicine in New
York, wrote a paper for the New England

Journal of Medicine documenting cases

of AIDS in black children from the

Bronx. It was rejected by the journal

which declared that it was impossible for

children to have a “homosexual disease."

In 1988. one out of every 61 babies born

in New York City was HIV infected.

• In 1983 French scientists at the

Pasteur Institute in Paris had isolated the

AIDS virus and developed a blood test

to detect it. This test was suppressed for

over a year because Dr. Robert Gallo of

the National Cancer Institute in the U.S.,

who was desperately seeking a Nobel

Prize for himself as the discoverer of the

AIDS virus, refused to acknowledge the

French discoveries. Today 70 to 90 per-

cent of hemophiliacs who need continual

transfusions from the blood of thousands

-of donors are infected with HIV.

In his book. Good Intentions—How Big

Business and the Medical Establishment

Are Corrupting the Fight Against AIDS
(New York, 1990). Bruce Nussbaum

paints a stark picture of medical research

in capitalist America. He chronicles the

stories of government medical experts

who saw AIDS as the "career making"

disease of the 1980s. They weren’t inter-

ested in trying to treat the diseases like

PCP which were killing people out on

the streets: "These infections didn't have

the glamour of viral research. They were

mundane. No Nobels were to be won
running tests on these infections, even

if they were the most important tests

to be run from the point of views

of PWAs Ipeople with AIDS] and their

doctors."

Careers, prestige and big bucks were

staked in pushing AZT, an antiviral drug.

After AZT was approved by the Federal

Drug Administration. Burroughs Well-

come. the pharmaceutical company that

produced the drug, raked in millions

from desperately sick people who they

charged $10,000 a year for AZT. Mean-
while. the principal medical investigators

of AZT became the prime players on all

of the major government committees to

develop and test drugs for AIDS treat-

ment. As Nussbaum puts it:

"In effect, scientists who had bet their

professional careers on one drug. AZT,

were put in positions to vote on other

drugs that might compere with AZT
in the marketplace, not just the scien-

tific marketplace but the commercial
marketplace."

Other drugs, if not simply ignored

by the government health agencies, were

not given approval and are still only

available on the black market. In 1987,

AIDS activists met with Fauci. Masur
and other NIAID honchos and pleaded

with them to issue guidelines for doctors

to consider using aerosol pentamidine

which community-based doctors had

found effective in preventing the onset of

PCP. Fauci refused saying he had no

“data" and that he would have to conduct

his own trials.

Two years later—two years in which

close to 17,000 people had died of PCP
—Fauci had not been able to enroll one

person in his "trials." The data proving

the effectiveness of the treatment was
generated by community-based doctors

and medical researchers, many of whom
have repeatedly risked their careers to

test and administer new treatments.

Nussbaum says that his book could

have been written about the treatment of

cancer, heart disease, Alzheimers or any

other major disease in terms of exposing

the career, prestige and profit ambitions

behind medical research in the U.S. But

the outrageous criminality in dealing with

the AIDS epidemic involves more than

medicine for glory and profit. AIDS has

brought out the most reactionary social

prejudices in American society, from

anti-gay bigotry to racist reaction. The

victims themselves are targeted as sexual

"deviants" or drug-addicted "parasites"

who presumably deserve to die.

AIDS Ravages the Ghettos

AIDS has been devastating for homo-
sexuals even though the gay community
had the jobs, education and health insur-

ance that enabled them to get access to

what minimal treatment programs exist

and to organize their own support net-

works for AIDS victims. Now whole

generations of people in the inner-city

ghettos are dying from AIDS, which is

spreading disproportionately among users

of intravenous drugs and their sex

partners who are overwhelmingly black

and Hispanic. Already surrounded on all

sides by desperate poverty, homeless-

ness and illiteracy, the majority of those

afflicted with AIDS don’t even be-

come a "statistic" in the mounting death

toll—because they never make it to a

hospital.

Even if they do, the cause of death is

often listed as heart attack. According to

a former health care worker at Harlem

Hospital, only "suspicious" deaths get

autopsies, otherwise many of the bodies

are simply dumped in "potter's field."

Even for those who are diagnosed as

having AIDS, it's too late. While the

average survival rate for AIDS patients

is 19 months after diagnosis, a recent

study showed that for Hispanic women
it is 45 days!

The rulers of this country could care

less about the survival of the people they

have dumped in the ghetto hellholes

—

their lives are no longer of use to Ameri-

can capitalism. In New York and New
Jersey AIDS is the leading cause of

death for black women between the ages

of 15 and 44. and these women give birth

to 90 percent of the babies who are

infected with AIDS in New York City.

At the same time, a recent study by the

city's Human Rights Commission found

that many hospitals and clinics refuse to

perform abortions on women who have

tested HIV positive! One woman was

already on the operating table when she

was ordered out after admitting to having

used intravenous drugs—and she had not

even been tested for AIDS!
According to a New York Times (16

July) op-ed piece by ACT UP leader

Larry Kramer: “In America. 212 new
cases of full-blown AIDS are diagnosed

every day: there is one AIDS death every

twelve minutes, and a new case of infec-

tion every 54 seconds." Yet the govern-

ment refuses to institute even the most

elementary measures to stop the spread

of AIDS— like massive public education,

providing free condoms and distributing

sterile needles to IV drug users.

In the face of an epidemic which cries

out for more research, more treatment,

more hospitals and more medical staff,

the greedy misrulers— Democrats and

Republicans alike—take the budget ax to

health care. In New York City, the finan-

cial capital of the U.S.. people are lined

up on stretchers in the corridors of over-

crowded hospitals where many die of

curable diseases and neglect.

The AIDS epidemic throws into sharp

relief the criminality, the decay and

the cruel injustice of the whole capital-

ist system. As we wrote in "AIDS Dev-
astates Gays, Ghettos" (WV No. 482.

7 October 1988):

"Quality health care for all is objectively

within the reach of material possibility,

but not within the framework of this

capitalist system, which cannot provide

the necessities of life to its citizens even
though the productive capacities and
technology exist to feed the hungry
across the whole planet. And while

'throwing money’ at AIDS won’t guaran-

tee a cure or vaccine early on. it would
at minimum ease suffering for the dying
and. as treatments improve, prolong life

expectancy. But it will take socialist

revolution to rip the profit motive out of
the health system."

NOTICE
Workers Vanguard
skips a week in

December.
Our next issue will be

dated January 4.

WV Photo

Spartacists at San Francisco demonstration last June against U.S. government
immigration exclusion of AIDS victims.
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South Africa...
(continuedfrom page I

}

the proletarian and plebeian base of the

ANC against the petty-bourgeois nation-

alist and class-collaborationist tops in

the struggle to create organs of dual

power, the basis for a black-centered

workers government. In the factories and

mines, it is necessary to establish work-

ers committees to challenge the capital-

ists' control of production. In the black

townships, it is necessary to form union-

based workers militias to suppress both

right-wing terrorists and inciters of inter-

tribal violence. On the veldt, agricultural

labor must be organized around the pro-

gram of expropriation of the big white

landowners and nationalization of land.

On the bantustans, the masses must be

mobilized to oust apartheid’s puppet

despots. That is the communist answer to

negotiations for “power-sharing" with the

Randlords. What is critically needed in

South Africa is a genuinely communist
party modeled on the Bolshevik Party of

Lenin and Trotsky.

Gold miners are at

the heart of South
Africa's powerful black
proletariat. Below:
Mandela seeks to assure
Anglo American magnate
Gavin Relly he will not
lose his mines.

Communist Party Against
Communism
As part of the bargaining for the

release of Nelson Mandela, last Febru-

ary the government legalized the South

African Communist Party, which had

been banned since 1950. In April. SACP
general secretary Joe Slovo came home
from Zambia after 27 years in exile.

Over the last several months, the CP has

been rapidly recruiting after years of

clandestinity. This is significant interna-

tionally. While mass Stalinist parties are

disintegrating from East Europe and the

Soviet Union to the "Eurocommunists"
of West Europe, in South Africa town-

ship youth and striking workers proudly

wave the red flag and call themselves

Communists. In the United States, the

moribund CPUSA tries to give an im-

pression of vitality by covering itself

with the SACP mantle.

The Communist Party held its first

open mass rally in a stadium near Jo-

hannesburg on July 29. drawing 50,000

supporters for the "welcome home” cele-

bration. The event reportedly began with

the singing of the Internationale in Zulu,

and the stadium resounded to the stamp
and rhythm of the toyi-toyi dance of

defiance. Nelson Mandela was the fea-

tured speaker, saying that the ANC
regarded the SACP as a "dependable

friend.” The highlight was the announce-

ment of the identities of 22 of the

SACP’s "internal leadership group,"

including many internationally known
anti-apartheid figures. Nine are members
of the ANC executive committee, an

indication of the degree to which the

ANC and SACP leaderships overlap.

Most significant was the number of

prominent unionists among the Com-
munist Party leaders. Many were sur-

prised to learn that virtually the entire

leadership of the “workerist” wing of the

unions had been recruited to the SACP,
including such figures as Moses Maye-
kiso. general secretary of the National

Union of Metal Workers (NUMSA),
South Africa’s second-biggest union, and

top COSATU leaders Chris Dlamini,

John Gomomo and Sidney Mafumadi.

The absorption of what was seen as the

independent socialist left of the black

union movement into and under the disci-

pline of the SACP is of enormous conse-

quence. For decades, the CP was the

favorite target of apartheid propaganda,

gaining a reputation for militancy despite

its reformist program, as the only sub-

stantial party which fought for racial

integration and was itself integrated.

Drawing on these credentials today, the

CP is the vehicle through which South

African rulers seek to tame the combat-

ive black unions and draw them into

active participation in the construction of

the "post-apartheid" capitalist state.

Here we see most vividly what Amer-
ican socialist leader Daniel De Leon
and V.I. Lenin were talking of when
they referred to the "labor lieutenants of

the capitalist class.” After four decades

underground and in exile, the SACP old

guard wants a share in administering

state power in their lifetime. In a country

with a working class that is one of the

most combative and conscious in the

world, where in 1984-86 the huge black

townships rose up in revolt for months

and since then have carried out the ANC
policy of making them “ungovernable.”

that means policing the black unions and

the ever-explosive black youth in the

interests of their "enlightened" but hardly

democratic bourgeois masters.

Earlier this year. SACP leader Joe

Slovo got international attention with his

pamphlet Has Socialism Failed

?

For the

benefit of pro-Gorbachev CPers in the

West who don’t want to just throw in the

towel, he makes a nod in the direction

of "working-class internationalism” and

"Marxist theory." while purging the latter

of the dictatorship of the proletariat, that

is, of workers revolution! Meanwhile, he

assures the Jo'burg Board of Trade that

this “Communist" is not talking about

"the premature abandonment of any role

for market forces" (see “South African

CP Leader Joe Slovo: From ‘Uncle Joe’

Stalin to Gorby," WV No. 504, 15 June).

Now he has gone out of his way to spell

out the real program and appetites of the

SACP to reassure the Randlords and their

imperialist overlords.

On a mid-October visit to the United

States. Slovo spoke at a Monthly Review
conference in New York on “The Future

of Socialism." Aside from some remarks

for his leftist audience about being an

“unrehabilitated utopian." his message
was that "we as a Communist Party do
not place immediately on the agenda the

socialist project," and further that “in a

situation in which the socialist project

is not realistically immediately obtain-

able... an emphasis on it actually discred-

its the prospect of eventually building

socialism.”

The SACP/ANC leader was up-front

in speaking to Wall Street and the White
House through an interview with colum-
nist Anthony Lewis in the New York

Times (15 October):

"’I believe the rights to property should
be retained,' Joe Slovo said. It would
be absurd for us to move into a post-
apartheid society trying to eliminate the

private sector, foreign investment and so
on. We know that they aren’t charities

and they need security, they need the

feeling that what they’ve got they're

going to keep....'

"Mr. Slovo said he believed in the market
system and in economic incentives."

Slovo also said that while “some" land

would have to be redistributed to the

black majority, "some efficient large

farms would remain undivided" in the

interests of "maintaining agricultural

production."

These are no isolated comments. Just

as the ANC has lately backed off from
the question of nationalizations, so too
the Communist Party. In its 1989 pro-

gram. The Path to Power, the SACP
declares that the "national democratic
state" must ensure that workers and "the

people in general play an important role

in the running of enterprises." but that

"the state will protect the interests of
private business where these are not

incompatible with the public interest.”

Where the ANC's "Freedom Charter"

called for ownership of mineral wealth

by "the people as a whole,” the SACP
now says that the “public interest" will

be served by leaving Anglo American

and other capitalist giants in control of

the wealth and profits produced by the

toil of black labor!

This is laid out at length in the pages

of the SACP’s theoretical journal, the

African Communist, which ought more
appropriately to be called the "African

Capitalist." In the Fourth Quarter 1990

issue, an article on “Nationalisation or

Free Enterprise?” by Phineas Malinga

states:

“A crucial fact about the South African

gold mining industry is that it produces
a commodity which has to be sold on
world markets at a price which the mines
can perhaps influence by their marketing

tactics but certainly do not control. The
welfare of the industry— not only its

owners but also its workers—and its

contribution to the national balance of

payments depend on its ability to keep
production costs per ounce of gold

below the market price. Does the ANC
possess an alternative cadre of senior

management who could be guaranteed

to improve upon the performance of the

present management in this respect?

The answer is no. What then would be
achieved by changing the structure of the

industry from near monopoly to complete
monopoly and putting civil servants in

charge? The answer is doubtful. There-
fore the application of the classical form
of nationalisation to the gold mines is a

project of doubtful worth."

The “classical form of nationalization"

rejected by the SACP is clearly the

social-democratic program of nationaliza-

tion under a capitalist regime. But the

real question posed is not whether or

not the mines should be administered by

"civil servants” but the expropriation of

the wealth and power of the capitalist

owners by a revolutionary workers gov-

ernment. For the SACP reformists, such

a perspective is simply inconceivable.

These "Communists" are not just inter-

ested in an alliance with South African

capital, but with the multinational cor-

porations as well:

“The necessary expansion of the South
African economy will undoubtedly re-

quire ihe investment of large amounts of
capital . . Dogmatic opposition to foreign

investment therefore seems an unpromis-
ing line to pursue. ... A democratic South
Africa will have considerable attractions

to multinationals as a base from which to

penetrate the African market as a whole.”

For years our Spartacist tendency took

quite a bit of flak for criticizing the

liberal/reformist program of calling on
the imperialists to impose economic
“sanctions" on the apartheid regime and
on the multinational corporations to "dis-

invest" in South Africa. Washington and
Wall Street are no friends of South Afri-

can blacks, we warned. So here you have
the logical result of the “sanctions/di-

vestment” strategy— the SACP and ANC
envision themselves joining with Anglo
American in administering South Africa

on behalf of the World Bank, the IMF
and Citibank, as a "base" for imperialist

capital to "penetrate the African market"!
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ANC/SACP leaders talk of "post-apartheid" state. But even before the “apart-

held” regime came to power in 1948 South African capitalism was based on
white-supremacy, superexploitation of black labor. Demonstration in 1930s

for equal rights and release of imprisoned comrades.

Communism this isn't. And while

Anglo American's Gavin Relly may look

to Slovo to discipline ‘‘his’’ workforce,

some of the younger generation of ANC
leaders educated in the “broad front’’

politics of the UDF and MDM don’t see

the need for a Communist Party at all.

Recently, in elections for the ANC’s
Western Cape regional executive. United

Democratic Front leader Christian Pinto

forced out two leading Communist Party

members, declaring that “dual leader-

ship" was wrong. “We believe in the

[ANC-Communist Party) alliance. But

this means separate parties," Pinto said

(Washington Post, 2 October). Pinto, who

is black, also made an ominous racial-

ist appeal against SACPers Reg Septem-

ber and Sheryl Carolus, both of whom
are coloured (mixed-race). And in the

ANC top levels, international director

Thabo Mbeki is reportedly uncomfortable

with the SACP’s influence.

While a new generation of black yup-

pies in the ANC might like to dump the

Communist Party in order to get on with

the business of “power-sharing" with the

apartheid bosses, the young black “com-

rades" in the townships grow uneasy

about the direction the ANC is going.

The Wall Street Journal (24 September)

notes how black auto workers in Port

Elizabeth, many of whom lost their jobs

as a result of anti-apartheid sanctions,

now look to the ANC to better their

lives.

“‘Every resident in the area is expecting

an ANC government to quickly improve

the situation,’ says Michael Xego, the

ANC’s publicity officer in the Port

Elizabeth area. 'But no one can expect

the shacks, the unemployment, to just

go away, poof, overnight.’

“Where once the ANC sought to exploit

the impoverished township conditions to

create social instability— ‘ungovernabil-

ity’ was the revolutionary word— it is

now desperate to maintain stability. ‘We

are going to inherit most of the problems

here,’ says Michael Ndube of the ANC’s
youth branch.”

A crisis of expectations may soon

explode.

The “Independent Left” in the

Tow of the ANC/SACP

As the steam mounts in the South

African pressure cooker, the pressure of

the popular front is pushing the whole

array of leftist and militant nationalist

groupings into the wake of the ANC/
SACP. Black nationalists and “black

consciousness” groups could have been

expected to come forward now as young

militants grow disillusioned with ANC.
Indeed, the Pan Africanist Congress

initially refused to join the negotiations

with De Klerk, and as a result were

reportedly recruiting after years of stag-

nation. But PAC leader Zeph Motho-

peng died in October, and the group

is reportedly split between "hardliners”

and "conciliators.” Now Mothopeng’s

successor Clarence Makwetu has de-

clared that he can "work together"

with Mandela for "democracy in South

Africa"— i.e., to get in on the talks.

AZAPO also initially refused to partic-

ipate in the government-ANC talks.

However, their £migr6 mentors of the

Black Consciousness Movement of Aza-

nia prevailed on them to drop this

opposition, alleging a danger of be-

coming "marginalized.” So now AZAPO
is raising “conditions" for negotiations,

demanding that a constituent assembly be

convoked and negotiations be held “as

faDOUtside the country as possible.” How
about Washington or New York? In fact,

these “militants” are calling on the

United Nations to supervise voting for an

assembly and to assume security and

policing in South Africa (Weekly Mail, 14

September). Is that supposed to be before

or after the UN fig leaf for U.S. imperi-

alism invades Iraq? AZAPO wants to get

in the diplomatic swim of things; com-

munists must swim against the stream

when it is heading to disaster.

In April, Neville Alexander's Cape

Action League formed the Workers Or-

ganisation of South Africa (WOSA),
declaring it an "independent political

organization of the working class" which

"shall strive to have a clear socialist

perspective.” Alexander is widely mis-

identified in South Africa as a Trotskyist,

although his politics are more or less

classic Menshevism with a black nation-

alist twist. In the past, his Cape Action

League was associated with AZAPO in

the National Forum.

In a “Proposed Resolution on Negotia-

tions" (reprinted in Bulletin in Defense of

Marxism, July-August 1990), WOSA puts

forth a defeatist perspective, asserting

that “the balance of forces between the

government and the liberation movement

is still starkly in favor of the govern-

ment" and that “our agitation cannot be

directed on the need for socialist revolu-

tion.” If the level of mass struggle is now
in a lull, it is not because the repressive

apparatus of the white-supremacist stale

has become stronger; it is because the

ANC/SACP is now policing both the

townships and the factories on behalf of

De Klerk and Relly.

And Alexander is tailing Mandela and

Slovo. Thus WOSA won’t come out hard

against negotiations, as that would break

the "spirit of unity and democracy.” So

instead they call for “advancing mass

struggles,” claiming that this will "desta-

bilize” negotiations as the ANC/SACP
are “at pains to demobilize the masses."

So what do they say now that Mandela

is calling for a campaign of mass mobili-

zation, in order to consolidate control of

the masses in order to sell them out?

Instead of negotiations, Alexander et al.

call for "a non-negotiable fight" for

demands such as “one person, one vote,"

"dismantling of the repressive forces and

fascist groups," “dismantling of the ban-

tustans,” agrarian reform, nationalization

of banks and mines, etc. By whom or

what, one must ask. if not the workers

revolution which they, like Joe Slovo,

claim is not on the agenda.

In a “self-interview" in the first issue

of Workers Voice (August 1990), its

theoretical review, the WOSA leadership

talks of "strengthening the strategic po-

sition of the working class" through

“the Workers Charter campaign." A few

years ago, militants in the black unions

counterposed a "Workers Charter" to the

“Freedom Charter," in a syndicalist at-

tempt to defend working-class interests

in the event of the black petty-bourgeois

leaders of the ANC/UDF coming to of-

fice—as in Zimbabwe, where Mugabe
had just crushed a bitter strike. But this

“workerist” tendency has since been co-

opted by the Communist Party, which

has a very different agenda. Today,

COSATU’s Workers Charter campaign

is for including certain “rights" (union

organization, minimum wage) in the con-

stitution of a "post-apartheid” capitalist

state. Thus COSATU’s campaign bulletin

questions even including the right to

work, which is labeled a “long-term

goal" rather than an “immediate right.”

The ANC/SACP/COSATU talk of a

“workers charter" in order to cover up

the fact that they seek a better contract

under wage slavery rather than afightfor

workers power.

Another pressure group on the ANC/
SACP is the Marxist Workers' Tendency

of the ANC, supporters of Ted Grant's

“Militant” tendency in Britain. Where the

Militant group acts as an organic wing of

the British Labour Party, rather than

seeking to build a revolutionary vanguard

party, the MWT acts as a component of

the petty-bourgeois African National

Congress, even after the ANC expelled

it. In their paper. Congress Militant (Oc-

tober 1990), the MWT makes many
correct observations about the appetites

and program of ANC. But they see the

ANC’s "rejecting a strategy of workers’

revolution” as a (correctable) “blunder,"

and write: “We believe the first task of

every militant in Congress is now to arm

the ANC with Marxist policies, and

transform it into a mass workers’ party

to guarantee victory."

In the 1930s Leon Trotsky urged his

followers to “unmask before the native

masses the inability of the [African

National) Congress to achieve the real-

ization of even its own demands, because

of its superficial, conciliatory policy"

(“On the South African Theses," Writings

[1934-351). While Trotsky exposed the

ANC’s incapacity to carry out even

a bourgeois-democratic program. Ted

Grant’s supporters call on these petty-

bourgeois nationalists to lead a proletar-

ian socialist revolution! In this way they

strengthen the authority of the ANC
among the black toilers, an authority

which is now used to suppress working-

class struggle.

A frequent and sharp critic of the

ANC/SACP is the journal Searchlight

South Africa, published in London by the

Baruch Hirson group. Hirson certainly

knows the SACP and its programmatic

appetites well, having battled the Stalin-

ists since the 1930s, enabling him to

see through Joe Slovo the born-again

social democrat. But Searchlight South

Africa's alternative to the ANC/SACP
line is simply to “democratize” the

“power-sharing” negotiations:

“Delegates to such talks must he drawn

from all parties, all organizations and all

trade unions. The ANC has no mandate

to speak for the disenfranchised, and no

one has nominated them to act on behalf

of all....

“At the conclusion of all talks, their re-

sults must be submitted to the public for

approval.”

Interestingly, after calling for a nego-

tiated transition to a supposedly class-

less democracy. Searchlight South Africa

quotes extensively from Marx’s address

to the Communist League in 1850, when

he believed a new outbreak of revolu-

tion against Prussian absolutism and the

petty German princes was imminent. But

significantly they omit a key passage

where Marx calls for armed organs of

proletarian dual power independent of

and counterposed to the petty-bourgeois

democrats:

“...in order to be able energetically and
threateningly to oppose this (bourgeois-

democratic) party, whose treachery to the

workers will begin from the first hours of

victory, the workers must be armed and

organised. The arming of the whole pro-

letariat with rifles, muskets, cannon and
ammunition must be carried out at once

... the workers must try to organise them-

selves independently as a proletarian

guard with commanders elected by them-

selves and with a general staff of their

continued on page 10
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South Africa...
(continued from page 9)

own choosing, and to pul themselves

under the command not of the stale au-

thority hut of the revolutionary municipal

councils set up by the workers."
— Karl Marx and Frederick

Engels. Collected Works.

Volume 10

The arming of the black proletariat in

South Africa today is. to be sure, far

more difficult than in Germany in the

period of the Revolution of 1848. How-
ever. the key task remains the same:

breaking the plebeian masses from the

petty-bourgeois democracy and the for-

mation of organizations of proletarian

dual power under communist leadership.

since "undertaking a general reappraisal

of Trotsky and Trotskyism is not the task

of our journal.” This piece of glasnost

censorship only produced a new spate of

controversy, and the debate soon spilled

over to virtually every anti-apartheid

publication. In a widely reproduced arti-

cle. ANC leader Pallo Jordan criticized

Joe Slovo’s pamphlet Has Socialism

Failed? for failing to go to the root of

Stalinism and notes that "employing the

method of historical materialism.” Trot-

sky "provided one of the most origi-

nal critiques of the Soviet system." The
Weekly Mail has kept up a stream of

articles and letters, including a pained

reply from Brian Bunting under the head-

ing “The SACP has not ignored discus-

sion on Trotskyism and Stalinism."

(effectively that of the present bantu-

stans). Moreover, the Pondoland peas-

ants' revolt in the Transkei in the late

1950s was directed against the Xhosa
tribal chiefs (as analyzed by CPer Govan
Mbeki in South Africa The Peasants'

Revolt (1964|). Yet today the ANC. not

only the "moderate" Mbeki Jr. but also

the "militant" Chris Hani, is wooing the

tribal chiefs of the bantustans.

Simply abolishing the discriminatory

land reservation law, as some in the

ANC propose, will not aid the impover-

ished peasantry scratching out an exis-

tence in the dirt-poor bantustans. Much
less does it offer a solution to millions

of township dwellers living a precarious

existence as squatters until the next time

cops and bulldozers drive them out of

For South African Trotskyism!

As the fate of the country and of the

struggle for black freedom is being de-

cided, South Africa is—not acciden-

tally— in the midst of a "Trotsky boom.”
Two years ago the SACP’s African Com-
munist (Fourth Quarter 1988) published

an article. “What Is Trotskyism?” by

“Dialego.” In accord with the prevailing

winds of glasnost, it presented a view

similar to Gorbachev's speech on the

70th anniversary of the Russian Revolu-

tion, admitting that Trotsky "did play

an important role (as Stalin himself

acknowledged) in the October Revolu-

tion," but labeling Trotskyism a "form

of ultra-leftism which promotes pseudo-

revolutionary principles at the expense of

practical politics." What the SACP is

pushing is Stalin's schema of "two-stage

revolution."

In classical Stalinist fashion, "Dialego"

tried to beat militants in the black unions

over the head with the club of "Trot-

skyism," saying: “Like Trotsky before

them, the ‘workerists’ in South Africa

get the relationship between socialism

and democracy precisely wrong." As op-

posed to "Fairy Tale Revolutionaries,"

who want to "pole-vault themselves into

socialism" (Slovo’s patented phrase),

demands must be confined to ''democratic

struggle" and the fight for socialist revo-

lution postponed to the never-never land

of the Greek calends. What this means in

practice is that in exchange for some
cosmetic reforms, strikes are now broken

not just by the policeman's sjambok
(whip) but also, as at Mercedes-Benz, by

the ANC/SACP/COSATU "revolutionary

alliance" holding up the "slop" sign say-

ing "don’t proceed beyond democratic

stage.”

By the Third Quarter issue of 1989.

the African Communist was obliged to say

that it had received an avalanche of

letters in response. However, they had
“decided not to publish the contributions”

With all the ink devoted to Trotskyism

in South Africa, there is precious little

being published which accurately por-

trays what Trotsky stood for. and no

group which can really be called Trot-

skyist without gagging. Thus Trotsky

declared (in his writings on Spain in the

1930s) that “the Popular Front is the

main question ofproletarian class strategy

for this epoch" and "the best criterion for

the difference between Bolshevism and
Menshevism." Summing up the experi-

ence of the Spanish Civil War, he wrote:

"There can be no greater crime than co-

alition with the bourgeoisie in a period of
socialist revolution."

What does the popular front mean
concretely in South Africa today? The
SACP's “Dialego" claims that Trotsky

gets the relation between democracy and

socialism wrong. Let us see. In South

Africa, the land question is a major issue:

the 1936 Land Act limits black occupa-

tion to 13.6 percent of the total territory

their tin shacks. For the impoverished

blacks lack capital, and "freeing" the

market forces will simply mean that land

will be bought up by real estate specu-

lators and big farmers. The obvious de-

mand is for nationalization of the land.

which was raised by the Bolsheviks. As
Marx and Lenin explained, this is a dem-
ocratic rather than a socialist demand,
directed against monopoly landholdings,

but one that the bourgeoisie will vigor-

ously oppose.

Or take the question of political democ-

racy. which is at the heart of the "Free-

dom Charter." Today, the ANC is pre-

paring to accept some constitutional

subterfuge (a second house of parliament

with veto power, in which whites will be

disproportionately represented, or a "bill

of rights” protecting "minorities") that

will leave entrenched essential elements

of white privilege. Against the negotia-

tions, various leftist groups (AZAPO.
WOSA, Searchlight South Africa) raise as

their crowning demand the call for a con-

stituent assembly. This is just spelling out

"one person, one vote," calling to carry

out the ANC’s original program.

But there will be no "democratic"

"post-apartheid" capitalist state How can

you have "majority rule" and expect that

the oppressed majority will tolerate a

situation in which average white income

(R 13,242 per person) is ten times that of

blacks (R 1,393); in which more than

seven million non-whites live in shacks

while the backyard swimming pool is

standard in white suburbs; in which

infant mortality for whites (9 per 1,000

live births) is less than one-tenth that of

blacks (94- 1 24 per 1 .000)? South African

capitalism requires cheap labor—and
therefore mass poverty and disenfran-

chisement—of blacks.

The superprofits of the Randlords

are based on superexploitation—paying

black workers less than what it costs to

maintain them and their families even at

the most minimum level—which is in-

compatible with democratic rights. Take
the situation in the mines. Here you have

Anglo American, the beacon of "enlight-

ened” capitalism, which took the lead in

talking with the ANC. Yet it runs its

mines through stark terror: concentration

camps with black workers' compounds
ringed with concertina wire, patrolled by
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South African trade unionists march under the hammer and sickle of
Communism. Oppressed black masses want red revolution, not "power-
sharing" with apartheid capitalists.

heavily armed guards with vicious dogs.

Why? Because their profits depend on it.

If Anglo American was willing to drop

the color bar for skilled miners, it was

in order to lower the wages from the

$90 a day they were paying white blast-

ers toward the $15 which migrant black

laborers earn. As they discuss "power-

sharing." Gavin Relly will persuasively

explain to Nelson Mandela that raising

all wages to the white levels would put

the mine conglomerates out of business

—they will not be competitive interna-

tionally and their profits will disappear.

Yes, and that is why to pay black work-

ers a real living wage and to place the

wealth that they produce in the service

of the impoverished majority, it is neces-

sary to expropriate the mines, and the

banks, industry, etc. and sweep away the

whole profit system. No bourgeois re-

gime will do that, only a black-centered

workers government brought to power by

the revolutionary struggle of millions of

toilers led by a Trotskyist party of the

proletariat.

The key question is working-class

power, for as Trotsky's theory of perma-

nent revolution holds, in the imperial-

ist epoch the bourgeoisie is incapable

of achieving democratic tasks. In 1915.

Trotsky wrote an article on "The Strug-

gle for Power," which he later appended

to his essay "Results and Prospects"

(written around the time of the Russian

1905 Revolution) when it was reissued

in 1919. to explain his concept of per-

manent revolution which found its

expression in the Bolshevik October

Revolution. In his article. Trotsky calls

for "a revolutionary workers' government,

the conquest of power by the Russian

proletariat":

"The demands for a national constituent

assembly, a republic, an eight-hour day.

the confiscation of the land of the land-

lords. together with the demands for

the immediate cessation of the war. the

right of nations to self-determination, and
a United States of Europe will play a

tremendous part in the agitational role

of the Social Democrats. But revolution

is first and foremost a question of pow-
er— not of the state form (constituent

assembly, republic, united states) but of

the social content of the government. The
demands for a constituent assembly and
the confiscation of land under present

conditions lose all direct revolutionary

significance without the readiness of the

proletariat to fight for the conquest of
power...."

Many observers have noted in the

uneven and combined development of

South Africa today striking similarities

to Russia in the early years of this cen-

tury: an autocratic regime which rules by
the sjambok or the knout, which presides

over vast areas of backwardness while

the urban economy is built on the most
modem technology. Its Achilles' heel is

the young and vibrant proletariat,

grouped in huge factories and mines,
growing increasingly conscious of its

social power. In ten years, the black
unions have grown explosively, now
encompassing millions who inscribe

socialism on their banners and see their

fight as the spearhead of social emanci-
pation and freedom. The Pretoria regime
can no longer hold them down; for this

it requires the services of the ANC and
the SACP, to play the role of the Men-
sheviks and Kerensky in 1917. What’s
critically needed is the forging of the

South African Bolshevik party.
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War Front...
(continuedfrom page 1)

While reformists and liberals try to

cozy up to imperialist “doves," we strive

to build a revolutionary opposition to

Washington’s war plans—sanctions and

all—taking advantage of divisions and
doubts within the ruling class to mobi-

lize the working class, blacks and other

oppressed minorities in class struggle

against imperialist militarism. As Bush
revs up the U.S. war machine to termi-

nate his former ally, the butcher Saddam,
and seize control of world oil supplies,

the Spartacist League says: Defend Iraq

— Defeat imperialism!

Having pushed through a Security

Council resolution authorizing war
against Iraq after January 15, Bush tried

to assuage fears among his recalcitrant

allies and more so among the American
population by sending his secretary of

state to meet Saddam Hussein in Bagh-

dad. "The extra mile for peace" turned

out to be less than an inch as Bush

sneered. “I’m not in a negotiating mood."
But the Iraqi strongman, who has proven

himself more adept at the PR game than

Bush's Madison Avenue packagers, out-

flanked Bush by announcing that all

Western hostages would be released.

Now, after all the screaming about thou-

sands of tortured American hostages, the

New York Times ( 1 1 December) slips into

an article on the “hostage drama" that

“half or more of the 750 [!] Ameri-

cans... have chosen to stay" in Iraq!

Hussein’s deft move pulled an

emotion-charged rug out from under

Bush & Co., who were already flounder-

ing. Bourgeois opposition to Bush’s war
plans swelled with last month's call-up

of up to 200,000 more troops and the

growing realization that this was not

going to be a quick, cheap high-tech war
with few American casualties. Already

the U.S. has sent off 45,000 body bags

to Saudi Arabia, only now they’re called

"remains pouches” in Pentagonese!

Bush recently had to swear that he

would not allow “another Vietnam." As
evidence that the U.S. is not about to get

bogged down in "a protracted, drawn-out

war," he claimed that “the motivation of

our all-volunteer force is superb." This

was. observed Newsweek ( 1 0 December),

“an oblique reference to the frightened

draftees who were thrust into an un-

winnable war in Vietnam." While slan-

derously claiming that leftist antiwar

activists stabbed Viet vets in the back, it

is the imperialist warmongers who spit

on the GIs they sent to fight and die in

a losing, imperialist war in Indochina.

George Bush's sons weren’t among the

"frightened draftees" in Vietnam because

they were all safe at home. Ditto for VP
Quayle.

As for the "superb" morale of the “all-

volunteer force," military recruitment

was running 32 percent lower than pro-

jected in November; there aren’t enough

troops to allow any rotation scheme. And
because of the Saudi monarchy’s strict

Islamic theocracy, the troops can’t even

look forward to a Christmas show with

actress Brooke Shields (too “pornograph-

ic"). Actually, the troops would probably

like to see Madonna in her new erotic

video, but instead they’re going to

get... Bob Hope! (The Road to Baghdad?)

If there is one thing that the troops

stationed in Saudi Arabia agree on, even

the gung ho types, it is that they want to

get out of there, and fast. And it's not

just rank-and-file GIs. The Philadelphia

Inquirer (5 December) headlined "Uneas-

iness in Military Over Buildup," quoting

one disgruntled army colonel: "There is

great discomfiture among the senior

leadership in the Army, and I'm talk-

ing about the two- and three-stars who
are actually planning and running this

operation."

Israel Plans “Pre-emptive" War

The more domestic and international

opposition builds against Bush’s war
plans, the more hysterical the Israelis get

in demanding all-out war. Israel went

apeshit over the decision to send Baker

to Baghdad. Weeks earlier, after Wash-
ington rejected Israel’s request for co-

ordinated operational planning and for

real-time intelligence, a "senior Israeli

military official” warned that Israel

might launch a “pre-emptive” strike on

Baghdad: “It is better to pre-empt than

to wait for a missile to fall" (Manchester

Guardian Weekly, 18 November).

The Zionist rulers are desperate for a

war in the Near East to allow them to

clear the Palestinian people out of the

occupied West Bank and provide Lebens-

raum for the massive influx of Soviet

Jews (see box, page 6). Currently, only

a tiny proportion of Soviet emigrants

—

who are overwhelmingly not Zionist in

outlook—are crazy enough to venture

into the West Bank, despite heavy pres-

sure from the Zionist regime and the lure

of cheap housing.

So the long-awaited "in-gathering" is

fueling the social pressure cooker in

Israeli Hebrew society, whose economy

barely limped along with massive Ameri-

can transfusions and has now been turned

into a basket case by three years of the

Palestinian intifada. Last week the corpo-

ratist Histadrut trade-union federation

staged a two-day general strike to protest

government demands to cut wages and

increase taxes to pay for the settlement

of Soviet Jews.

Notwithstanding all the hype about

the tough “sabra" mentality, the Israeli

garrison-state is a fragile entity. A lead-

ing military official admitted recently. "If

even a few missiles were to hit Tel Aviv.

Israel would not be the same country in

terms of psychology and morale” (Wash-

ington Post, 15 June). To prevent this, the

Zionist rulers are prepared to unleash a

nuclear Armageddon; they have already

talked about using nuclear weapons

against Iraq.

The Zionist state must be destroyed

from within, through revolutionary class

struggle uniting the oppressed Palestini-

ans with the Israeli Hebrew workers. The
courage and commitment demonstrated

by the Palestinian masses during the

three years of intifada, were it channeled

through an internationalist leadership,

could be the catalyst to break the Hebrew
workers from the Zionist stranglehold.

Israel out of the Occupied Territories!

Defend the Palestinian people!

War Powers Act Sham

Sensing which way the tide of domes-

tic public opinion is running, and realiz-

ing that an attack on Iraq could land

them in an intractable mess in the Near
East, influential sectors of the ruling

class are not happy about Bush’s single-

minded drive to war. The New York

Times runs man-in-the-street surveys and

expert op-ed pieces with a strong tilt

against war now. NBC devoted its entire

half-hour evening news program on the

day the Security Council passed its reso-

lution to bashing Bush's war policies

from different angles.

The Congressional Democrats conven-

iently scheduled hearings with former

Pentagon officials the same day, in order

to deny the White House its coveted

sound bites for war. And the Democratic

caucus overwhelmingly approved a reso-

lution warning Bush not to start the

shooting without their say-so. Last week.

54 Democratic Congressmen filed suit

demanding an injunction against the

government going to war without Con-
gressional approval. Sure, the Consti-

tution explicitly grants Congress sole

authority to declare war. But as the Dem-
ocrats’ attorney made clear, “This suit is

not about whether we should go to war"

(Philadelphia Inquirer, 5 December).

And as the Congressional Democrats

begin to make dovish noises, the popular-

frontist left is pleading with ever greater

insistence for implementation of the War
Powers Act. The Coalition to Stop U.S.

Intervention in the Middle East, led by

the Workers World Party, demands "Leg-

islation to prohibit the president from

usurping war powers delegated to Con-

gress." The Socialist Workers Party and

the sinister provocateurs of the Workers

League want to take this pressure-the-

Democrats campaign one step further, as

expressed in the front-page headline of

the WL's Bulletin (30 November): "De-

mand a Referendum on Gulf War." In

reality, this isn’t any more "antiwar" than

the Democrats' Congressional ploy.

At best, the idea that imperialist war

is or can be determined by a popular vote

is utopian nonsense. The SWP and WL
may attempt to justify their "let the peo-

ple vote on war" demand by referring to

Trotsky’s support to the 1938 Ludlow
Amendment. This was a constitutional

amendment proposed by a Democratic

Congressman to have a popular referen-

dum before the U.S. government could

declare war. Trotsky argued that this was

"an illusion," yet he wanted to utilize the

“progressive tendencies" of the “referen-

dum illusion of the American little man"
for revolutionary education of the work-

ers. But in the present case, these

pseudo-Trotskyist modern-day Ludlow-

ites are themselves propagating liberal-

pacifist "democratic" illusions rather than

responding to a popular demand.
In fact, the Democrats have no intention

of stopping an imperialist war. The 1973

War Powers Act, passed by a Democratic

Congress supposedly to prevent a repeti-

tion of the undeclared war in Vietnam,

has been a paper tiger since Day One. As
Newsweek (10 December) remarked, if

they had wanted to stop the Vietnam

War. "the lawmakers needed only to pull

the plug by refusing to authorize funds."

Today, when it looked like Bush might

call the special session of Congress to

debate a war resolution that the Dem-
ocrats were screaming for, they immedi-

ately backed off. The New Yorker (3

December) observed that "the Democrat-

ic leaders wished to avoid such a debate

because at that point they neither wanted

to give the President permission, how-
ever explicitly, to go to war with Iraq,

nor did they want to appear to be getting

in the way of his espoused policy."

All wings of the ruling class agree that

the U.S. must substitute military muscle

for its deteriorating economic clout, to

reassert American military hegemony,
tighten the noose around the Soviet

Union and dictate terms to its econom-
ically more viable imperialist competi-

tors. Japan and Germany. As James
Ridgeway notes in the Village Voice

(4 December), U.S. military control over

the Persian Gulf oil reserves “will allay

American fears of being left behind Ger-

many and Japan after 1992. They may
make our cars, but we will have the oil

they need to grease them with—not to

mention their winter fuel reserves."

What divides the ruling class is wheth-

er a war with Iraq is winnable without

triggering a social explosion at home and
stirring up a hornet’s nesl in the Near
East. Sections of the bourgeoisie and the

top brass remember well how American
society and the military got chewed up
in the losing war in Vietnam, so badly

that it allowed the Soviet Union to

achieve strategic nuclear parity with the

U.S. The world’s working people owe a

debt to the Vietnamese people, who lost

two million dead in their struggle to

throw off the imperialist yoke. The mem-
ory of that humiliating defeat paralyzes

the American ruling class as it prepares

to plunge us into war.

For workers and oppressed in the U.S.

and around the world, the obligation is

clear: to stand with the Iraqi people

against U.S. imperialism. While the fake-

lefts seek to find a "peace-loving" wing
of this rapacious ruling class to lead

them in impotent peace crawls, the Spar-

tacist League fights to mobilize the social

power of workers and minorities in class

struggle against our enemy, the American
capitalist class. For labor political strikes

against Bush's war! Break the blockade

of Iraq—Sink U.S. imperialism in the

Persian Gulf!

Harnly/U S News & World Reporl

The Bushes visit the troops. Soldiers want to go home. U.S. News & World
Report ran this photo next to headline, “All for war say ‘Aye’."
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"Porno Police" Go After S F Photographers,

#506, 13 July (2)
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Witchhunt in California, #510, 21 Sept. (5)

Sinead O'Connor Defies Flag-Waving

Censorship (YSp). #510, 21 Sept. (10)
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Censorship, #513, 2 Nov. (2)

Down with "Obscenity" Laws! (PDC letter),
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Black Soldier Singled Out for Prosecution,

#515, 30 Nov. (6)
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Boston Racist Conspiracy Explodes. #494,
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D C. Cops Attack Howard U Band (YSp),
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Outrage over Cop Killing of Black Youth,

#500, 20 Apr (12)
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,

4 May (2)

LAPD’s American Apartheid, #502, 18 May
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Racist Curfew Against Atlanta Youth (YSp),
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Canada; Germany; Popular Frontism;

South Africa; Soviet Union.

COMMUNIST PARTY USA (CPUSA)

CPUSA in Turbulent Waters. #504,
15 June (15)

People's Daily World Banquet Swallow This

One If You Can (L), #505, 29 June (3)

CUBA—See Nicaragua.

Bush Targets Cuba. #500, 20 Apr. (1 , 7, 8)

The Execution of General Ochoa, #500,
20 Apr (6, 8, 9)*

The Execution (C), #501 , 4 May (1 1)

Clarification, #501, 4 May (10)

Czechoslovakia—See East Europe.

DEATH PENALTY—See Abu-Jamal:
Defense Campaign; Quote of the Week.
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Death Penalty!, #497, 9 Mar, (16. 13. 14)

"Legal" Lynching in the Death Belt. #497,

9 Mar (15)

California Gas Chamber Murder Machine
(PDC statement), #499, 6 Apr. (16, 14)

"Cruel. But Not Unusual", #499, 6 Apr. (14)

Death Penalty Abolitionists Speak Out, #499,

6 Apr (15)
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#510, 21 Sept (14)

Defense Cases—See Civil Liberties.

Detente—See Soviet Union.

Deutscher, Tamara—See Obituaries.

Dickinson, Clay—See Obituaries.

Draper, Hal
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See Obituaries.

Drugs—See Civil Liberties: General. See also

Panama.

EAST EUROPE—See specific countries. See
also Education; Quote of the Week; Soviet

Union.

Economic Nationalism Fractures COMECON,
#495, 9 Feb (6, 7, 8)*

Economic Nationalism Fractures (C), #501,
4 May (11)

East Europe: Reaction and Resistance

—

Romanian Miners Suppress Counter-

revolutionaries, #505, 29 June (1 , 6, 7, 8)

Economics—See East Europe; Japan; Soviet

Union; United States: General.
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The Invasion of the Shankerites, #495.

9 Feb. (4)

CCNY Professor Levin—Mouthpiece for

Race-Hate (YSp), #502, 18 May (4, 12)

FASCISM—See Germany; Near East. See
also East Europe; Soviet Union; Students.

KKK Terror Stalks the South, #493, 12 Jan.

(16, 15)

Anti-Klan Protest in Peoria (YSp), #497,

9 Mar (7)

Hispanics, Blacks Chase Out KKK, #500,

20 Apr (12, 11)

Fascist Skinheads Routed in San Francisco,

#502, 18 May (16, 15)

KKK Plans Provocation in Washington, #508,
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D C. Protesters Block KKK from Marching,

#509, 7 Sept. (3)

D C Cops Protect KKK. Beat Protesters.

#513, 2 Nov. (3)

Racist Vote for Fascist Duke. #513, 2 Nov. (3)

Remember the Greensboro Martyrs,

3 November 1979, #514, 16 Nov. (2)

FRANCE—See also Persian Gulf Conflict.

Student Protests Rock France (YSp). #515,

30 Nov. (5. 6)*

Student Protests (C), #516, 14 Dec. (2)

FREEDOM SOCIALIST PARTY (FSP)

Reply to FSP/Peace & Freedom Party, #504,

15 June (2, 11)

GERMANY
• General—See also Persian Gulf Conflict;

Poland.

Anti-Nazi Demo in Halle, #514, 16 Nov.

(3,11)

Hot Autumn of Class Struggle, #515,

30 Nov (10)

Censors Try to Disappear Auschwitz, #515,

30 Nov. (10)

Kohl Takes Reichstag Elections, #516,

14 Dec (4, 6)

• East Germany (General)—See East

Europe. See also Morenoites; Social

Democracy.

A Chicago College Student Sees It Firsthand

The Political Revolution in East Germany
(YSp), #494, 26 Jan (6, 7)

"Stop the Sellout of the DDR!", #494,
26 Jan. (10)

Stop the Sellout of East Germany 1

. #495,

9 Feb (1.4,5)

Reunification Who Pays (Reuters dispatch),

#496, 23 Feb. (12)

German Trotskyists Call for Protest in East

Berlin. #497, 9 Mar (2)

Leuna Workers Fight the Sellout!, #498,

23 Mar (6)

Interview with East German Army Officer,

#498, 23 Mar (8)

Push to Fourth Reich Threatens All Working

People, #499, 6 Apr (9, 11)

Hysteria Campaign Against DDR Nuclear

Power Plant, #499, 6 Apr. (10)

DDR Workers Protest Fourth Reich Bankers'

Plan, #500, 20 Apr (5)

Foreign Workers Face Mass Firings, #501

,

4 May (6, 10)

Nazi Outrages in East Berlin, #502,

18 May (7)

Defend Our Mozambican Co-Workers!, #503,

1 June (6, 9)

For Class Struggle Against Fourth Reich!,

#506, 13 July (1, 4, 5,6)

Worldwide Campaign to Save Mumia
Abu-Jamal One Day in East Germany

,

#506, 13 July (2)

Down with Ban on Jewish Immigration!, #51 1

,

5 Oct. (5)

• West Germany (General)—See Partisan

Defense Committee: Class-Struggle

Defense Notes.

West German Cops Storm Frankfurt Demo
Against Reunification. #503, 1 June (6)

Harvard Salutes Helmut Kohl The Man Who
Would Be Fuhrer (YSp). #504, 15 June

(5. 6)

Whose Creature Is Helmut Kohl? #506.
13 July (3,4)

• Anti-Communist Witchhunt

Protest Anti-Communist Witchhunt in East

Germany, #504, 15 June (4)

"Red Army Faction” Retirees Seized in East

Germany. #506, 13 July (6)

Defy the New Witchhunt Law 1

, #507,
27 July (3)

Letter to the Vanishing DDR Government.
#507, 27 July (3, 6)

Fourth Reich Anti-Communist Witchhunt,

#513, 2 Nov. (8)

Fourth Reich Bloody Hands Off Honecker!,

#516, 14 Dec. (4)

• History—See History of the Marxist

Movement; Quote of the Week. See also

Obituaries.

Spartakist-Gruppen, TLD Commemorate
“Three L's", #494, 26 Jan. (8. 11, 12)

How SPD Sabotaged Workers Soviet

Power—For Workers Councils to Stop the

Sellout!, #496, 23 Feb. (8, 9, 10)

DDR Was Built Through Smashing Nazi Rule,

#496, 23 Feb. (11. 12)

• March 18 Election Campaign
Spartakist Workers Party Running in DDR

Elections, #495. 9 Feb. (5)

Manifesto and Program of Struggle of the
Spartakist Workers Party. #497, 9 Mar
(1.11, 12)

D-Mark Elections in East Germany, #498,
23 Mar (1,9, 10)

Vote Spartakist, #498, 23 Mar. (7)

Short Biography of SpAD Lead Candidate
Toralf Endruweit, #498, 23 Mar (7)

East German KPDer Says: Vote Spartakist in

Halle, #498, 23 Mar (9)

• Relations with Soviet Union

A Letter to Arprekorr, #494. 26 Jan. (2)

Gorbachev Caves In to a Fourth Reich, #496,
23 Feb. (1, 13)

Letter to Our Comrade Soviet Soldiers, #499,
6 Apr (8)

Gorbachev Seals Deal with Fourth Reich,
#507, 27 July (1.4)

• Spartakist Workers Party of Germany—See
also International Communist League.

Reply to Neues Deutschland Stalinists (Sup).
#493, 12 Jan. (10, 9)
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Press (Sup). #493, 12 Jan. (8)

Trotskyists to Fight in East German Elections,

#494, 26 Jan. (1,5)
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14 January 1990, #494, 26 Jan (9)

Open Letter to All Communists, #494,
26 Jan. (10)

Urgent Appeal for the "3-L’s" Fund, #497,
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Give to the Lenm-Liebknecht-Luxemburg
Fundi. #499. 6 Apr. (11)

Black American Trotskyist on Speaking Tour
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Trotskyist Class-Struggle Election Campaign,
#511, 5 Oct. (5)

For Workers Resistance Against the Fourth
Reich!, #515, 30 Nov. (8, 9. 12)

• Treptow Anti-Fascist Demonstration

Spartakist Gruppen Speaker "March
Separately, Strike Together'", #493,
12 Jan (2)

250,000 Say No Nazis in East Germany!
(Sup). #493, 12 Jan. (7, 8, 9)

Trotskyist Addresses SED-Supported Rally

(Sup), #493, 12 Jan. (7, 8)

TLD, Spartakist Gruppen Mobilizing Call

(Sup). #493, 12 Jan. (8)

PDC Greetings to Treptow Anti-Fascist

Demonstration, #494, 26 Jan (7)

Letter to Commander of Soviet Forces in

Germany, #494, 26 Jan (7)

• Woman Question

Sellout of DDR Threatens Gains for Women,
#497, 9 Mar. (3, 12)

German "Fatherland" Against Women
(translation from Frankfurter Rundschau),
#508, 10 Aug. (7. 14)

Capitalist Reunification Targets Women's
Rights. #508, 10 Aug (14)

Gotti, John—See Civil Liberties: Cases.

Greyhound Drivers Strike—See Transit
Workers.

Gypsies—See Partisan Defense Committee:
Class-Struggle Defense Notes.

HAITI

Haitian Masses Battle Poverty, Dictators

Made in USA, #500, 20 Apr (3, 4)

Haitian Americans—See Civil Liberties:

General; Labor: General. See also Textile

Workers.

Harvard University—See Germany: West
(General).

Hispanics—See Civil Rights. See also

Maintenance Workers; United States:

General.

HISTORY OF THE MARXIST
MOVEMENT—See Germany: History,

Spartakist Workers Party; Obituaries;
Quote of the Week. See also Popular
Frontism.

German Red '48ers in the U S Civil War,

#494, 26 Jan. (4, 5)

Karl Marx and the War Against Slavery. #502,
18 May (8. 9, 14)

Germany 1918-19 War and Revolution—How
Social Democracy Saved the Capitalist

Order (YSp) (S)

Part I, #510, 21 Sept. (8, 9. 14)

Part II, #514, 16 Nov. (8, 9, 15)*

Germany 1918-19 (C). #516, 14 Dec. (2)

Homeless—See Abu-Jamal: “Message from
Death Row”; New York City.

Homosexual Rights—See Civil Liberties:

General.

Howard University—See Civil Rights.

Hungary—See East Europe.

IMMIGRATION—See Civil Liberties:

General. See also United States: General.

Vigilante Terror Along Mexican Border, #505,
29 June (2)

Imperialism—See Germany: East (General);
Near East; Panama; Persian Gulf Conflict;

United States: International Relations. See
also Quote of the Week.

INDIA

Brutal Crackdown in Kashmir, #506, 13 July

(7. 14. 15)

INDONESIA
CIA's Hit List for 1965 Indonesia Massacre,
#503, 1 June (9)

Appeal to Save Indonesian Communists.
#503, 1 June (9)

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST LEAGUE
(FOURTH INTERNATIONALIST) (ICL)-
See Canada; Ireland; Germany:
March 18 Elections, Spartakist Workers
Party, Treptow Anti-Fascist Demon-
stration; Mexico; Poland. See also
Morenoites.

Where Does the Money Come From, #494,
26 Jan. (11)

International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union
(ILGWU)—See Labor: General.

International Longshoremen's and
Warehousemen's Union (ILWU)—See
Longshoremen.

International Longshoremen's Association
(ILA)—See Civil Liberties: Cases;
Longshoremen.

IRAQ—See Persian Gulf Conflict.

Iraqi Rulers' Bloody Road to Power, #51 1

,

5 Oct. (3, 6)

IRELAND
Dublin Spartacist Youth Group (YSp), #512,

19 Oct. (3)

Israel—See Near East. See also Partisan
Defense Committee: Class-Struggle
Defense Notes.

JAPAN—See also South Korea.

Japan Elections. Social Democrats Fizzle,

#499. 6 Apr. (4, 6)

Tokyo Stock Market Crash, #500, 20 Apr

( 1 .
10

. 11 )

Workers Battle Cops, Gangsters, #512,
19 Oct. (2)

Jewish Question—See East Europe; Germany:
East (General); Near East; Quote of the
Week.

Kahane. Meir—See Near East.

Kampuchea—See Cambodia.

Korea—See South Korea. See also Quote of

the Week.

Ku Klux Klan—See Fascism.

LABOR: GENERAL—See Puerto Rico;

specific occupations See also Abortion; East
Europe; Quote of the Week.

Striking New York City Unionists Rally, #502,
18 May (6)

Defend Fired Haitian Workers!, #502,
18 May (6)

"The Scab" by Jack London, #514,
16 Nov. (13)

Labor Black League for Social Defense—See
Germany: Spartakist Workers Party.

League for a Revolutionary Communist
International (LRCI)—See Britain.

Left Organizations—See Persian Gulf Conflict;

Poland; Popular Frontism; specific

organizations

Lenin, V I —See Germany: History, Spartakist
Workers Party. See also Quote of the
Week.

Leon, Abram—See Quote of the Week.

Levin. Michael—See Education.

Liebknecht, Karl—See Germany: History,

Spartakist Workers Party; History of the
Marxist Movement. See also Quote of the
Week.

LONGSHOREMEN
Waterfront Bosses, Feds Target ILA, #495,

9 Feb. (9)

Longshoremen Shut Down Los Angeles Ports.

#513, 2 Nov (10)

Los Angeles—See Civil Rights; Maintenance
Workers. See also Longshoremen;
Teachers.

Luxemburg, Rosa—See Germany: History,

Spartakist Workers Party; History of the
Marxist Movement. See also Quote of the
Week.

MAINTENANCE WORKERS
"Justice for Janitors” Takes Century City,

#504, 15 June (7)

L A. Janitors Strike Wins Union, #505,
29 June (9)

MEXICO—See also Immigration.

Trotskyist Fusion in Mexico, #506, 13 July

(8 , 11 )

Platform of the Trotskyist Faction, #506.
13 July (8.9)

Militarism—See Armed Forces; Black
Question; Near East; Persian Gulf Conflict.

MINERS—See also Britain.

Pittston Miners Rip Up Trumka's Sellout!,

#494, 26 Jan. (15)*

Pittston Miners (C), #501, 4 May (11)

Pittston Strike Betrayed, #496, 23 Feb (15)

The Bosses’ Press Discovers Mine Safety,

#498, 23 Mar. (4)

MORENOITES—See Mexico.

Morenoism: A Case Study in

Stalinophobia (S)

Part I, #506, 13 July (9. 10, 11)

Part II, #507, 27 July (7, 8)*

Morenoism (C), #508, 10 Aug. (14)

MOVE—See Abu-Jamal: “Message from
Death Row"; Civil Rights; Partisan Defense
Committee: Class-Struggle Defense Notes;
United States: General.

National Question—See Canada; Soviet
Union; Yugoslavia.

NATO—See Germany: East (General),
Relations with Soviet Union; Soviet Union.

Nazism—See Fascism; Germany.

NEAR EAST—See Persian Gulf Conflict. See
also Iraq; Partisan Defense Committee:
Class-Struggle Defense Notes. See also

Quote of the Week.

Michel Warshawski Must Not Go to Jail 1

,

#496. 23 Jan (13)

As Soviet Jews Flee Pamyat Fascists Zionist

Drive Toward "Greater Israel", #502.
18 May (1. 10. 11)

Zionist Terror on the Rampage, #503.
1 June (3)
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Zionist Rulers and the Masada Complex (L),

#505, 29 June (3)

The Long Arm of the Mossad, #510, 21 Sept.

(3,4)

How the Imperialists Carved Up the Near East

(L), #511, 5 Oct (2, 6)

Fascist Kahane Gets His, #514, 16 Nov.

(5, 11)

The Story Which Wasn't Told The 50,000th

Immigrant (as reprinted from BIDOM ),

#516, 14 Dec. (6)

NEW ALLIANCE PARTY

New Alliance Uses State to Bar Black

Candidates, #514, 16 Nov. (3)

NEW YORK CITY—See Black Question;

Transit Workers. See also Civil Liberties:

Cases; Labor: General; Police; Press

Workers; United States: General.

Police Murder in Bushwick, #495, 9 Feb. (3)

Gina Does the Right Thing. #501 , 4 May (12)

The New York Cauldron, #502, 1 8 May (1 , 13)

New York Still Seething, #503, 1 June (12, 10)

Wall Street to NYC: Hire Cops, Fire Workers,

#512, 19 Oct. (4, 12)

Cops Gun Down Bronx Mother in Her Home,
#514, 16 Nov. (14)

New York Times—See Miners.

NICARAGUA
Defend Nicaragua, Cuba! Imperialist

Bullyboys Run Amok. #493, 12 Jan. (12)

Dollar "Democracy" Brings Back Contras,

#497, 9 Mar. (1, 9, 10)

Sandinistas Make Way for Madame Contra,

#501, 4 May (1,8, 9)

North Korea—See South Korea; Workers
World Party.

Nuclear Power—See Germany: East

(General).

Oberlin College—See Campus Repression.

OBITUARIES

Comrade Vincent, #493, 12 Jan. (2)

Waiting for Hal Draper, #495, 9 Feb (3)

Honor Oskar Hippe, 1900-1990, #499,

6 Apr. (8)

Noah Wolkenstein, 1955-1990, #501,

4 May (3)

Noah Wolkenstein Remembered, #504,

15 June (8. 9, 10)

Tamara Deutscher, 1913-1990, #510,
21 Sept (3)

Clay Dickinson, 1946-1990, #516,
14 Dec. (3)

Oil. Chemical and Atomic Workers Union

(OCAW)—See Oil Workers.

OIL WORKERS
California Oil Workers. "Bring Back the

Coker 6!", #500, 20 Apr. (4)

Pakistan—See India.

Palestinians—See Near East.

PANAMA—See United States: General.

Yankee Imperialists Rape Panama, #493,
12 Jan. (1, 13, 14)

U S. Steals Panama, Again, #493,
12 Jan. (13)

Bush’s Man in Panama, #497, 9 Mar. (8, 14)

Eyewitness to U.S. Invasion (YSp), #498,
23 Mar. (12, 11)

Mass Grave Found in Panama, #502,
18 May (3)

PARTISAN DEFENSE COMMITTEE
• General—See Abu-Jamal: Defense
Campaign; Civil Liberties: General; Death
Penalty. See also Indonesia; Germany:
Treptow Anti-Fascist Demonstration.

• Class-Struggle Defense Notes

Ohio 7 Defeat Sedition Frame-Up, #495,

9 Feb. (2. 9)

Stop West German Expulsion of Gypsies,

#501, 4 May (2)

Stop Medical Torture of Dr Alan Berkman 1

.

#503. 1 June (2, 3)

Free Mordechai Vanunu 1

,
#510, 21 Sept. (2)

Holiday Appeal for the Class-War Prisoners,

#515, 30 Nov. (2, 7)

Permanent Revolution—See South Africa.

PERSIAN GULF CONFLICT-See Black
Question. See also Civil Liberties: Cases;
United States: General.

U.S Out of the Persian Gulf!, #508, 10 Aug
(1.7)

Break Blockade of Iraq!, #509, 7 Sept

(1,9. 10)

Berkeley Students Protest U.S. Invasion of the

Persian Gulf (YSp), #509, 7 Sept. (8)

Letter to the Kremlin Rescind Arms Embargo
of Iraq. #509, 7 Sept (10)

Blood, Sand and Oil, #510, 21 Sept.

(1. 12, 13)

Columbia Rally: "Break the Blockade of Iraq!"

(YSp), #510, 21 Sept. (10)

The Left and the Persian Gulf: Desperately

Seeking Imperialist Doves, #510, 21 Sept

(11, 13)

Persian Gulf War Plans, #51 1 , 5 Oct. (1 , 7. 8)

BT Pimple on the Popular Front (YSp), #51 1

,

5 Oct. (9. 10)

Defeat U.S Imperialism!, #512, 19 Oct.

(1.13)

Persian Gulf Fact Sheet (YSp), #512, 19 Oct.

(16, 14, 15)*

Persian Gulf Fact Sheet (C), #516,
14 Dec (2)

German Seamen Refuse to Sail to Persian

Gulf, #512, 19 Oct. (14)

French Seamen Protest Troops to Persian

Gulf. #512, 19 Oct. (14)

Bush Beats the Drums for War, #514, 16 Nov

(
1

,
10

,
11 )

High-Tech War Machine Bites the Sand,

#514, 16 Nov. (1, 10)

Turkey in the Desert—Bush Beats Drumsticks

for War, #515, 30 Nov. (3, 7)

Pro-War Front Cracks, #516, 14 Dec

( 1 .
11 )

Philadelphia—See Abu-Jamal. See also Civil

Rights.

POLAND—See East Europe. See also

Morenoites; Quote of the Week.

Walesa's “Left" Fans Ron for Cover, #493,

12 Jan. (3)

Polish Workers Strike Against IMF/

Solidarnosd "Shock Treatment", #494,

26 Jan. (3)

Polish SolidarnoSc Faces a Fourth Reich,

#497. 9 Mar. (5, 6)

Polish Rail Strike Challenges Solidarnosc

"Shock Treatment", #503, 1 June (1, 11)

German Spartacists: Letter to Polish Workers,

#504, 15 June (3)

Polish Workers Groan Under Solidarnosc

Starvation Policy: Warsaw Eyewitness

Report. #507, 27 July (5, 6)

Spartacist Group of Poland Founded. #513,
2 Nov (6)

Agreement for Common Work Between Young
Left Movement of Poland and ICL, #513,
2 Nov. (6, 7, 10)

Letter from Polish Comrades, #513,
2 Nov. (7)

Spartacist Group on Polish Elections, #516,
14 Dec. (3)

POLICE—See Civil Rights; New York City.

See also Civil Liberties: Cases.

Bloody Prison Guard Rampage at Rikers

Island, #509, 7 Sept. (3. 11)

Political Revolution—See China; East Europe;

Germany; Soviet Union.

POPULAR FRONTISM—See Persian Gulf

Conflict; Quote of the Week.

The Popular Front Recipe for Defeat, #512,

19 Oct (8. 9. 10)

Portugal—See Social Democracy.

Pratt, Gerommo—See Partisan Defense
Committee: Class-Struggle Defense Notes.

PRESS WORKERS
NYC Press Unions Gotta Play Hardball. #499,

6 Apr. (7)

Daily News Unions Fight or Die!, #504,

15 June (7)

Class War at Daily News, #513, 2 Nov.

( 12 ,
11

)

All Out to Defend Daily News Workers 1

,
#513,

2 Nov. (12, 11)

NYC Labor Shows Its Muscle, Now Use It!,

#514, 16 Nov (16, 12. 13. 14)

Bay Area Press Unions. Strike to Win 1

,
#514,

16 Nov. (16)

Chicago Tribune Strike Was Betrayed, #514,

16 Nov. (12)

Daily News Strike. Storm the Plant!, #515,

30 Nov. (7)

NYC Labor Must Shut Down the Daily News
(Committee for a Fighting TWU leaflet),

#516, 14 Dec. (5, 6)

PUERTO RICO

200,000 March in San Juan, #499, 6 Apr

(3,6)

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
Lenin on the German Social Democracy,

#493, 12 Jan. (2)

For the Communism of Lenin, Liebknecht and
Luxemburg', #494, 26 Jan. (2)

James P Cannon, Founder of American
Trotskyism, #495, 9 Feb. (2)

The Jewish Question and Capitalism (Abram
Leon), #496, 23 Feb (2)

Civil War and Social Revolution (Leon

Trotsky), #497, 9 Mar. (2)

For Workers Power in Germany! (Rosa
Luxemburg), #498, 23 Mar. (2)

Robespierre Against the Death Penalty, #499,
6 Apr (2)

May Day For Proletarian Internationalism

(Rosa Luxemburg), #500, 20 Apr. (2)

The Founding of Korean Communism
("Manifesto of the Korean Communist
Party"). #501, 4 May (2)

Workers Defense Against Anti-Semitic Terror

(Hersh Mendel), #502, 18 May (2)

Trotsky on the Fate of the Soviet Union. #503.
1 June (2)

For Permanent Revolution in South Africa

[The Revolutionary Communist), #504,
15 June (2)

For a Socialist Federation of the Balkans
(Leon Trotsky), #505. 29 June (2)

Central Planning and Workers Democracy
(Leon Trotsky). #506. 13 July (2)

Revive Revolutionary Unity of Soviet, Polish

and German Workers! (Karl Liebknecht),

#507, 27 July (2)

Remember Hiroshima and Nagasaki: War
Crime of U S Imperialism [Militant). #508,
10 Aug (2)

To the Memory of Leon Trotsky (James P
Cannon), #509, 7 Sept. (2)

Defeat Imperialist Aggression (Leon Trotsky),

#510, 21 Sept. (2)

The Bolsheviks Abolish Secret Diplomacy
(Leon Trotsky), #51 1 , 5 Oct. (2)

"Popular Frontism" Sabotages Struggle
Against Imperialist War (Richard Fraser),

#512, 19 Oct. (2)

How Workers Beat Back Police Scabherding
(James P. Cannon), #513, 2 Nov. (2)
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Red October and World Socialist Revolution

(V I Lenin), #514, 16 Nov (2)

For a Trotskyist Party in the Soviet Union
(Leon Trotsky), #515, 30 Nov (2)

Fight Imperialist Subjugation of the

Near East! (Comintern appeal). #516,
14 Dec. (2)

Religion—See Algeria; Near East.

ROMANIA—See East Europe.

Mass Revolt Topples Stalinist Dracula, #493,
12 Jan (5, 6)

Russian Question—See Britain; Canada;
Germany; Quote of the Week; Soviet

Union; Trotsky, Leon. See also Morenoites.

San Francisco—See AIDS; Civil Liberties:

General; Fascism.

Seamen—See Persian Gulf Conflict.

Shanker, Albert—See Education.

SOCIAL DEMOCRACY-See Germany;
History of the Marxist Movement; Popular
Frontism; Quote of the Week.

SPD Trojan Horse for Counterrevolution,

#498, 23 Mar (2)

Socialist Action—See Persian Gulf Conflict.

Social Security Insurance—See United States:

General.

SOUTH AFRICA—See Quote of the Week.
See also Abu-Jamal: “Message from Death
Row”; Communist Party USA.

Free All Victims of Apartheid Terror!, #493,
12 Jan (16. 15)

Smash Apartheid—Black Workers Must Take
Power!, #496, 23 Feb. (16. 14, 15)

Black South Africa Seething, #499, 6 Apr

(16, 15)

Nelson Mandela in America, #504, 15 June

(1. 13, 14. 15)*

Nelson Mandela (C), #516, 14 Dec. (2)

From "Uncle Joe" Stalin to Gorby, #504,
15 June (12)

CIA Set Up Mandela, #504, 15 June (14)

ANC and the Apartheid Army, #508,
10 Aug. (2)

Sit-Down Strikers Raise Red Flag. CP Sells

Them Out, #515, 30 Nov. (15)

South Africa and Permanent Revolution (S)

Part I, #515, 30 Nov. (16, 13, 14)

Part II, #516, 14 Dec. (1,8, 9. 10)

SOUTH KOREA
Hyundai Workers Battle Troops, #501 , 4 May

( 1 .
11 )

SOVIET UNION—See East Europe;
Germany: East (General), Relations with

Soviet Union, Treptow Anti-Fascist

Demonstration; Persian Gulf Conflict;

Trotsky, Leon. See also Britain; Miners;

Near East; Quote of the Week; United
States: International Relations.

Bloody Nationalist Strife in USSR, #494,

26 Jan (1, 12, 13)

Kremlin Bureaucracy Splintering. #496,

23 Feb (1,5, 6)

Fascists Assault Moscow Writers Meeting,

#496, 23 Feb. (7)

Lithuania Moves to Secede, #498, 23 Mar

(
1

.
10

)

Moscow Tries to Thwart Lithuanian

Secessionists, #499, 6 Apr. (1, 12)

Imperialists Fear for Gorbachev's Survival,

#503, 1 June (1, 4, 5)

Workers' Anger Mounts Over Perestroika

Chaos, #506, 13 July (1, 12. 13)

Smash Yeltsin/Gorbachev 500-Day Plan!,

#510, 21 Sept (6, 7, 13)

Soviet Union Winter of Decision, #515,
30 Nov (1. 11. 12)

Spartacist League/U.S —See International

Communist League; Spartacus Youth
Clubs; Workers Vanguard. See also

Abu-Jamal: Defense Campaign.

SPARTACUS YOUTH CLUBS-See
Students.

What We Stand For (YSp), #515, 30 Nov
(4.6)

Sri Lanka—See Obituaries.

Stalinism—See Cambodia; Cuba; East
Europe; Germany; Poland; Romania; South
Africa; Soviet Union; Trotsky, Leon;
Yugoslavia. See also Canada; China;

Communist Party USA; Popular Frontism;

Quote of the Week.

STEELWORKERS
Ohio Steel Workers Fight for Their Union,

#510, 21 Sept (16, 15)

Steel Union Prez Finks for Feds to Bust Bingo
Bandits, #510, 21 Sept. (5, 15)

STUDENTS—See Campus Repression; Civil

Rights; France; Persian Gulf Conflict.

Integrated Protests Against Racism in the

Deep South (YSp), #501 , 4 May (7, 8)

CCNY Commencement Protest Hits War
Criminal Powell, #503, 1 June (12, 10)

Student Strike Shuts Down UDC (YSp), #51 1

,

5 Oct. (12, 10)

Anti-Semitic Attacks in Madison (YSp), #51 1

,

5 Oct (10)

TEACHERS—See also Civil Rights.

Victory to the New Orleans Teachers Strike!,

#511, 5 Oct. (12, 11)

Victory to L A. Teaching Assistants!, #516,
14 Dec (5)

TEAMSTERS
UPS Teamsters: Vote It Down! Strike to Win!,

#507, 27 July (11)

TEXTILE WORKERS
Victory to Brooklyn Garment Workers Strike!,

#495, 9 Feb (9)

ILGWU Organizing Drive Setback, #508,
10 Aug. (3)

Thompson, Hunter S.—See Civil Liberties:

Cases.

TRANSIT WORKERS-See also Labor:

General; Press Workers; United States:

General.

Victory to the Greyhound Strike!, #497, 9 Mar

(16. 14)

ATU Driver Killed by Scab. #497, 9 Mar (14)

For Mass Picketing to Shut Down
Greyhound', #498, 23 Mar (5)

Stop the Buses with Mass Pickets!, #499,

6 Apr. (3)

Greyhound: Working for a Dog's Wage, #500,
20 Apr. (4)

NYC Transit Workers Killed by TA Policy,

#502, 18 May (6)

For Mass Pickets to Stop Greyhound Union-

Busting!, #503, 1 June (11)

"Enough! No Safety, No Work!" (Committee
for a Fighting TWU leaflet), #504,
15 June (7)

Track Cuts Kill Riders and Workers. #509,
7 Sept (2, 11)

TROTSKY, LEON—See also Quote of the

Week.

50 Years After Assassination of Leon Trotsky,

#509, 7 Sept (4)

The Meaning of Trotsky in the Soviet Union
Today, #509, 7 Sept (4. 5. 6, 7)*

The Meaning of Trotsky (C), #516,
14 Dec. (2)

Esteban Volkov, Grandson of Trotsky Trotsky

Against Falsifiers of Marxism, #509,
7 Sept. (6)

Stalin Signed the Order. #509, 7 Sept. (5. 11)

Trotskyism—See Canada; Germany:
Spartakist Workers Party; Mexico; Popular
Frontism; Quote of the Week; Trotsky,

Leon. See also Poland.

United Auto Workers (UAW)—See Auto
Workers.

United Secretariat (USec)—See Canada;
Poland.

UNITED STATES
• General—See Black Question; Civil

Liberties: General.

Racist State Terror. Made in U S A
,
#493,

12 Jan. (12)

Avianca Crash No Accident. #495, 9 Feb

(12 ,
11

)

A Tale of Two Washingtons: Black City.

Imperialist Capital. #495, 9 Feb (11)

Pentagon Loots Social Security, #498,

23 Mar. (3, 4)*

Pentagon Loots (C), #501 , 4 May (11)

Philly Transit Death Trap, #498, 23 Mar. (5)

Immigrant Community Devastated Bronx
Inferno, #499, 6 Apr. (2)

Bush's Nastier, Greedier America, #507,
27 July (1, 10, 11)

S&L Ripoff: The Looting of America, #508,
10 Aug. (1. 12, 13)

Washington Budget Fiasco, #512, 19 Oct.

(5.11)

A Good Deal for the Rich, War for the

Workers, #513, 2 Nov. (1 , 9)

• International Relations—See Nicaragua;
Panama; Persian Gulf Conflict. See also

Afghanistan; Cuba; Indonesia; Japan;
Quote of the Week; South Africa.

USIA Tours Russian Anti-Semites, #501

.

4 May (4)

United Steelworkers of America (USWA)—See
Steel Workers.

University of California at Berkeley—See
Persian Gulf Conflict.

University of Wisconsin at Madison—See
Students.

Vietnam—See Armed Forces; Black Question;
Cambodia.

Washington, D C —See Civil Liberties:

General; United States: General. See also

Civil Rights; Fascism; Students.

Wolkenstein, Noah—See Obituaries.

Woman Question—See Abortion; Algeria;

Germany: Woman Question.

Workers League—See Poland.

WORKERS VANGUARD
Workers Vanguard Subscription Drive, #509,

7 Sept. (11)

Week Two of Six Totals, #510, 21 Sept. (13)

Week Four of Six Totals. #511,5 Oct. (1 1

)

Week Five of Six Totals. #512, 19 Oct. (15)

Final Totals. #513, 2 Nov. (9)

Statement of Ownership, Management and
Circulation, #512, 19 Oct. (12)

Winning New Readers in a New Decade.
#514, 16 Nov (6. 7, 15)

WORKERS WORLD PARTY (WWP)
Sam Marcy Meets Kim II Sung, #505,
29 June (7)

World Politics—See Persian Gulf Conflict;

specific countries.

World War II
—See Germany: History.

YUGOSLAVIA
The Balkanization of Yugoslavia, #496,
23 Feb (4)

Zionism—See Near East.
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WORKERS VAHGOARV
1990 SUBJECT INDEX 12 January to 14 December 1990 (Issues Nos. 493-516)

GUIDE TO THE SUBJECT INDEX
• This subject index covers issues of Workers Vanguard
published during 1990, from issue No 493 (12 January)

through the end-of-the-year issue No. 51 6 (1 4 December)
During this time. WV was published biweekly

• The fullest listing is by SUBJECT Subiect headings are

arranged alphabetically Entries are listed chronologically

with two exceptions all entries comprising a senes are

listed together immediately following the first entry of the

senes, corrections immediately follow the relevant entry

An asterisk (*) after the page location of an entry indicates

that a correction follows.

• Entries are listed under subject heads In some cases,

subject heads are broken down into subcategories These

subcategories are listed immediately after the initial

subject head and preceded by a dot (•) The numbers
following each entry headline give the issue number, date

and page number(s) for the article Thus

Bush Targets Cuba, #500, 20 Apr (1 . 7, 8)

means the headline of the article, issue No 500, 20 April.

beginning on page 1 and continuing on pages 7 and 8

• No entry is listed twice, refer to cross references for guid-

ance m locating the subject head for particular articles

Cross references are of two types those following the

word 'see'' deal centrally with the subject head, those

following the words "see also" are related articles Subject

heads in cross references are separated by a semicolon,

while subcategories of subject heads are separated by a

comma. Thus

NATO—See Germany: East (General). Relations with

Soviet Union; Soviet Union.

means that articles on NATO can be found by going to the

subject head GERMANY and looking under the sub-

categories East (General) and Relations with Soviet

Union, and by going to the subject head SOVIET UNION
• Individuals mentioned in articles are usually not listed

separately unless the article is primarily about the given

person

• Entries relating to foreign countries are listed under

geographical headings and not necessarily under any
other subject heading Unless listed separately for some
unusual reason, all foreign political organizations are

listed under appropriate countries, while U S political

organizations are listed under their organizational

names

• For the first time we have listed the Statement of

Ownership, Management and Circulation for Workers
Vanguard in the index, under the heading WORKERS
VANGUARD Prior statements will be found in an issue

in October every year starting with bound volume No 5

in 1976

• Abbreviations used in entries are

C Correction S Series

L Letter Sup Supplement
R Review YSp Young Spadacus article

ABORTION—See Germany: Woman
Question.

Charges Dropped Against Abortion Clinic

Defender, #501 , 4 May (3, 4)

Feminists Try to Ban Bill Baird in Boston
(YSp). #502. 18 May (5)

AFL-CIO Tops Sabotage Abortion Rights.

#508, 10 Aug. (3)

ABU-JAMAL, MUMIA
• Defense Campaign—See Death Penalty.

See also Germany: East (General).

Mumia Must Not Die!. #497. 9 Mar (15)

Save Mumia Abu-Jamal!, #504, 15 June
(16. 11)

Worldwide Support Builds for Mumia
Abu-Jamal, #505, 29 June (12. 1 1)

Rallies Demand. Save Mumia Abu-Jamal!,
#506, 13 July (16. 15)

Philly Labor, Blacks Rally to Save Jamal.

#507. 27 July (2)

Worldwide Campaign to Save Mumia Abu-
Jamal. #508, 10 Aug (16, 9, 10, 11)

A Fighter Against Racist Oppression, #508,
10 Aug. (16. 11)

Spartacist Speaker at United Front Defense
Rally, #508, 10 Aug (8)

Partisan Defense Committee Video, #508,
10 Aug. (10)

Press Covers Jamal Campaign, #508,
10 Aug (10, 11)

Urgent Jamal Campaign Needs Funds,

#508, 10 Aug. (11)

Supreme Court Turns Down Death Row
Political Prisoner. #512, 19 Oct. (3. 12)

Philadelphia Jamal Supporters Sue over Cop
Smear, #516, 14 Dec. (2)

• "Message from Death Row”

Winter of Discontent, #496, 23 Feb. (3)

City of Brotherly Love Gives Up Blood Money.
#503. 1 June (2)

From Darkness Into Light, #504, 15 June (13)

AFGHANISTAN
Reporter Uncovers U.S./Afghan

Disinformation Nest, #502, 18 May (2)

U S Sore Losers over Afghanistan, #505,
29 June (3)

AFL-CIO—See Abortion.

AIDS—See Civil Liberties: General.

S.F. Protest Against AIDS Witchhunts, #505,
29 June (2)

Government, Doctors Suppress Life-Saving

AIDS Treatment, #516, 14 Dec (7)

Airline Workers—See United States: General.

ALGERIA
Fundamentalism Against Women, #505,
29 June (4, 5. 8. 9)

Amalgamated Transit Union (ATU)—See
Transit Workers. See also Labor: General.

American Civil War—See Black Question;
History of the Marxist Movement.

American Federation of Teachers (AFT)—See
Education.

American Indians—See Canada.

Anti-Semitism—See East Europe; Germany:
East (General); Students; United States:

International Relations.

Archives of the Marxist Movement—See Quote
of the Week.

ARMED FORCES—See Black Question;
Persian Gulf Conflict. See also Panama.

Vietnam: Racism and Rebellion Behind the

Lines—A Gl’s View of America's Dirty War,

#513, 2 Nov (4, 5, 10)

Art—See Civil Liberties: General.

Asian Americans—See New York City.

Atlanta—See Civil Rights; Students.

AUTO WORKERS
Strike to Organize All Auto!, #510, 21 Sept

(16, 15)

Barry, Marion—See Civil Liberties: Cases.

BLACK QUESTION—See Abu-Jamal:
Defense Campaign; Civil Liberties; Civil

Rights; Death Penalty; History of the

Marxist Movement. See also Education;
New York City; Students; United
States: General.

Glory (R). #494. 26 Jan. (16, 14, 15)

Harlem The Politics of Death, #496,
23 Feb. (2)

The Price of Being Black in Racist America.

#502, 18 May (14)

Spike Lee's Shoes (YSp), #504, 15 June (6)

From Vietnam to Iraq Blacks Don't Buy
Bush's War (YSp). #509. 7 Sept. (12, 8)

Bolshevik Tendency (BT)—See Persian Gulf

Conflict.

Boston—See Civil Rights.

BRITAIN

Poll Tax Revolt, #499, 6 Apr, (5, 13)

Sinister Frame-Up of British Miners Leader,

#508, 10 Aug. (4, 14)

Workers Power Caught with Russian Fascists,

Thatcher's Scabs, #508, 10 Aug. (5, 14, 15)

"Iron Lady" Thatcher Abdicates. #515,

30 Nov. (3. 10)

Bulgaria—See East Europe.

Bus Drivers—See Transit Workers.

Bush, George—See Panama; Persian Gulf

Conflict; United States: General.

CAMBODIA
U S.. China Arm Pol Pot Butchers. #493,

12 Jan. (4, 11)

CAMPUS REPRESSION
Drop Charges Against Oberlin Six! (YSp),

#501, 4 May (7. 8)

CANADA
End of the Line for Canadian CP, #503,

1 June (7, 8, 9)

Nationalist Antagonisms Split Canada, #507,
27 July (12. 9. 10)

Quebec Mohawks in the Crossfire of

Nationalism, #507, 27 July (12)

NDP Upset Win in Ontario Elections, #51 1

.

5 Oct. (4, 8)

Trotskyist Regroupment in Canada, #512,
19 Oct (6)

Resignation from Canadian CP. #513,
19 Oct. (7)

Cannon, James P —See Quote of the Week.

Capital Punishment—See Death Penalty.

Caribbean—See Haiti.

Censorship—See Civil Liberties: General.

Central America—See specific countries.

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)—See
Indonesia; Panama; South Africa.

Chicago—See Civil Rights. See also Death
Penalty; Press Workers.

CHINA
China and Political Revolution (L). #514,

16 Nov. (2, 4)

City College of New York (CCNY)—See
Education; Students.

CIVIL LIBERTIES
• General—See Immigration.

The McMartin Day Care Witchhunt. #497,
9 Mar (4)

Haitians Protest Racist Blood Ban, #501.
4 May (12. 11)

Bigots Target Mapplethorpe Exhibit. #501.
4 May (6)
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